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Fellow’ Citizens of the Senate and Assembly: = 

_ You, having assembled to discharge the high and responsibley 
trust confided by the Constitution to the representatives of the =| 

people, it becomes my duty to lay before you.such information, 
concerning the condition of the State, as I may possess; and: to . © 

recommend for your consideration and. action, such matters as, in 7 

my judgment, the wants and interests of the people demand ab | 

your hands, But, before proceeding to the performance: of that: oe 

duty, I regard it as not only proper, but even obligatory uponme 

| to advert to the results of the year which. has just closed }. and to 

_ fndulge in congratulations.to an extent never before warrantable- = 
in the History of Wisconsin. . With the exception of the epidemic,» 

_ which’has prevailed so generally throughout our country, it may’ 
"be truly said, that the past year has been.one: of more than ordi’, 
“nary good health, even in this State—so remarkable for its salu 
brity. Prosperity has crowned enterprize and industry, in what- 
ever honorable channel exerted, until the admission is: compelled 

from all, both at home and abroad, who are acquainted with its 
resources, that no State presents greater inducements to the vari, 
ons industrial classes than our own. . It has been ascertained that = 

- the amount of our exports, during the past.year (including Lamber 
_ and Mineral) has exceeded the sum of thirteen millions of dollarg. 

"While a great Commercial revulsion. seems tobevisiting many 
 gections of the Union, crippling their resources and impairing, =



| their prosperity, no State shares less in its effects, or is better pre- 
pared for its consequences. We have but to pursue that onward, 

_ thongh cautious policy, which has characterized our course thus 
far, in order to ensure the occupancy of that desirable position. 

| among the confederated States, which an energetic and intelligent 
population—favored by our advantages of soil and climate, joined — 

| to a fortunate commercial ‘position—are so well calculated to com- a 
- mand. Let us faithfully endeavor to perpetuate our prosperity 

| and happiness—relying with confidence upon the Supreme Ruler 
for strengthand wisdom. = ne | 7 

| _ While the wants and varied interests of a young and growing — 
State like ours, necessarily: call for mnch legislation, there. isnot 
at this time apparent an. amount of legislative labor necessary to 
be perforivied, ‘sufficient to justify a protracted session. Excessive 

- legislation is too frequently: indulged in—resulting in onerous 
_ taxes and the enactment of conflicting and tinwholesome laws.— 

_ ‘Still, while I believe it to be my duty to‘urge upon you the pro- 
priety of a brief session, and a rigid observance of economy in 

| _ the expenditure of the public -monieg ; I am far from meaning to 
| be-understood, as wishing to curtail: either, to the prejudice of 

| any interest which it may be your duty to provide for or protect. 
| ' Among the important matters to which I wish particularly to 

invite your attention, and on which, in order to secure aproper 
_ and timely result, it will become your duty to act at ‘an early day, | 

is that of a careful examination of the Official Reports, and the | 
réal' condition of the several departments of the State Govern- 
ment. These reports will immediately be laid before you, and 
they will be found to be fall'and explicit. Your constituents have 
a right to claim at your hands, such information as you may be 

~ able to obtain; and it is your duty to irivestigate closely ‘into the 
doitigs of those intrustéd’ with their interests, The conduct of 
all public servants, under our form of Government and Laws, is, 
and should be, subject to inspection; and, upon a thorough and 
careful examination, it‘is but simple justice to all parties concern- a 

_ ed that the people should know and understand the result, ’ This



duty of the Legislature, thongh frequently demanded of them by 
the officers themselves, has, I regret to say, been too long neglect- 

ed and shamefully avoided. Oo 

The Reports of the Secretary of State, and State Treasurer, will 

exhibit to yon in detail, a full statement of the receipts and dis- 

bursements of the Treasury Department, during the fiscal year, 

- closing on the 31st day of December—from which I am enabled to — 
lay before you, such information concerning the same, as I deem © 

| important for the purposes of this communication. It appears 

that the entire amount paid into the Treasury, during the year 

1854, on account of the various funds, was, $401,738,42 

Viz: Account ofGeneral Fund, $191,299,46 , 

do Principalof School Fund,  85,583,27 

| do do University do = 9,945,59 | 

do Income of School do 106,235,038 

do do University do 8,775,07 

Add balance in the Treasury January Ist, 1854, on | | 

| account of all Funds, | $57,436,48 

: ) Total $459,274,90 

During the same period the disbursements appear to have been | 

as follows, viz: | 

Account of General Fund, $222,154,12 . 

do Principal of School Fund including leans, 84,996,06 — 
do do University do do do  21,898,93 | 

do Income of School do 97,188,88 — 
do do University do | 10,640,44 

do Fox & Wis. Improvement Fund, — 129,00 

ee $437,007,43 © 

Showing a balance in the Treasnry, on the first day : | 

of Janury, 1855, on account of the various funds of  $22,267,47 
| ‘The Secretary of State, in his report, estimates the | 

amount probably necessary to be drawn from the Treas- a 

ury, on account of the General Fund, during the pres- 

ent year, to meet present and accruing liabilities, at $253,059,52



| ‘In this estimate, it is proper to state, that the sum of $141,638,72 

i tnlcluded, as hecessary to meet arrearages, arising from the erec-. 

tion’ of Penitentiary buildings and support of convicts during the 

past and present year, alsv the sum hecessary to be applied _ 

toward'the erection ‘of a Lun atic Asylum, and the completion ofa | 

portion of the buildings designed, and the support of, the Institu- 

| tioits established, forthe education of the Blind, and Deaf and. 

To meet the foregoing liabilities, the resources are stated as fol- 

7 State Tax as levied and equalized under the act of 1854, $925,000,00. 

Bank Tax, . .-.,~' (estimated) =, 80,000,00- 

Railand Plank Road.Tax,( do. ) =». ~——_::9,0.0,00 — 
Miscellaneous. Resources, \( do ). 6 94,829,91 

| | eo Total, 288,829,912 

Among the matters of, interest presented by this Report, isa 

brief review..of the public expenditures, since the admission of _ 

‘Wisconsin: into the. Union—showing the yearly appropriations — 

therefor, from 1848 to 1854, inclusive—amounting in the aggre- 
gate, to thé wire of '$830;244,30; of which, $94,071 31. was in, the - 

years of 1848-9; $71,075, 38i0 1850; $112,420,80 in 1851; $128,474, 
| 06 in 1852; $163,910,58 in 1853, and $264,692,07 in 1854. Of 

the last named suin, appearing under the head of expenses for 1854, 

$63,696.03 was for the éxpenses of other years; so that the actual. 

expenses, for the objects of 1854, were $200,996,04, inclusive of 

- guch’ as’ are provided for by permanent provisions—thus only 

exhibiting that annual increase in public expenses, consequent 

upon the organization and progress of a new state, and growing in | 

a great measure out of the necessary expenditures in providing, 
Penitentiary and other public buildings, and the establishment..of 

charitable institutions. While, from the foregoing, it would ap-- 
pear that the expenses for the year 1854, were between thirty and. _ 
forty thousand dollars more than for any previous year, yet the,. - 

"aggregate, for general purposes, for that year, was evidently some...
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forty thousand dollars less than for 1853. This is accounted for 
by the fact that upwards of $80,000 more than in any previous 
year for such purposes, was appropriated for the erection of a State 

: Prison, Lunatic, Deaf and Dumb, and Blind Asylums—including 
_ the moderate appropriations made for the benefit of the State Ag- 

ricultural and Historical Societies; all of which did then, as they | 
do now, appear to be just and worthy objects of Legislative favor; 
and some of which, at least, must continue to be objects of that 
character and destined to create no smll proportion of the public 
expenses, unless other provisions than at present exist, are made 
for their defrayal. : _ 
With the suggestions of the Secretary, in relation to existing | 

‘laws, on the subjects of the registration of marriages, births and 
-deaths—foreign insurance agencies—the judiciary fund—the fix- 
ing of a penalty in the event of a failure of Town Assessors, to | 
make return, and the publication of the election laws, I most fully 

_ oncur. His exibit, however, of the expense heretofore incurred 
by the Legislature, for newspapers and postage, is worthy of more 
than a passing notice at this time; and can but impress you with 

_ the importance of a reform, in respect to these matters. It ap-, 
‘pears that the expense for those two items alone, has for several | 
years, averaged nearly ten thousand dollars annually—a very 
large proportion of which, I have ever regarded as unnecessary. 
and unwarrantable in its character, and should be reduced and 
confined to such sum, as the legitimate objects of legislation may 
properly demand. | | | . 

The report of the Board of Commissioners of School and Uiii- 
versity Lands, has been elaborately prepared, and comprises much _ 
of interest, connected with the responsible trust committed to their _ 
charge. 

It appears that the aggregate principal of the School fund, 
amounted on the first day of January, to the sum of $1,670,258 7% 
—being an increase,. during the past year, of $528,454 49; | 
derived chiefly from the sale of lands. The gross amount of in- — 

_ ‘terest, received since the last apportionment made to common
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schools, including the sum payable prior to the tenth day of March 

next, (that being the time fixed by law for the annual distribution) 
is $142,434 29; which, according to the estimate of the State Su- 

.  perintendant of Schools, is equal to 93 cents for each scholar—an 

increase of 21 cents over the previous year. | | 

The claim of the State to the quantity unselected of the 500,000 3 
acre grant, amounting to about 125,000 acres, belonging to the | 
School fund, and heretofore denied by the General Government, 
upon the ground that there was an arrearage due the Government. 

from the State, arising from the connection of the Territory with 

the Rock River Canal, has, during the past year, been amicably — 
adjusted, upon terms entirely favorable to the State; and the lands 

thereby accruing, have been chiefly selected. It seems highly - 

probable that a like favorable adjustment will be had, of our claim 
to the five per centum of the nett proceeds, arising from the sales 

| of Government lands, to which the State is entitled—amounting 
at this time, it is supposed, to about $60,000 ; and withheld by the 

Government, for the same cause ; as will more fully appear from a 
statement of the facts of the case, and the argument of the matter, 

which will be laid before you. Considerable additions have been: | 

made to this fund, during the past year, arising from fines collect- 
ed by agents appointed for that purpose, under an act authorizing _ 

the same—a large proportion of which, itiebelieved, never would’ 

have reached the Treasury, except through the operation of some | 
similar enactment. A defect in the law, however, it is said, has 
in some instances, been made an excuse for not paying; to the — 
ec ection of which, your attention is invited. The rapid increase 

of fais fund, exceeding so greatly the early anticipations formed 

in 1'-gard to it, affords cheering evidence of its ultimate sufficiency, — 
for the purpose intended. To know that the means of obtaining 
a common school education, are within the reach of all, is a source: 

_ of just pride and congratulation, and should prompt usto protect | 
them by the erection of such safegnards, as the interests and well. 

being of posterity deisand. Under an act of the Legislature of. 
1854, requiring the commissioners and Governor to revise the-



9 | | 
mode of keeping the School and University acconnts and records, 

_ important improvements have been made, and the work contem™ 
plated by said act, is rapidly progressing. In order, however, to 
ensure the. continuance of this, a more permanent provision for | 

| the expenses, than at present exists, should be made therefor, at 
the present session; and I can conceive of no just cansewhy such 
expenses should not be paid from the fand, for which they are in- 
curred. , | | 

As the law now is, in cases where the interest due upon School 
and University Lands purchased has not been promptly paid on 
the day it became due, there have been a number of instances 
where the lands thus forfeited have been entered by others; and 

_ upon their making the payments required, the original purchasers _ 
have been deprived of all of their rights in the property. This, 
in many instances, is calculated to work extreme hardship to 
those who, through ignorance or accident, fail to pay the interest | 
due upon the day fixed; and some provision should be made, : 
either for extending the time-after advertisement, or giving the 
parties concerned such reasonable equity of redemption as will 
enable them to retain their lands, if they wish so to do. In this a 

_ connection, and with a view of subserveing the best interests of the 
| State, without prejudice to the fund, I submit to you the propriety 

of providing a reasonable limit to the quantity. of School and” 
University land which any one individual may hereafter pur- > ° 

. chase; and, as far as practicable, insure the occupation of the 
same to actual settlers. This I deem to be the best policy to be 
pursued on the part of the State, and by the encouragement t?”'$ 
rendered to a class of citizens whose principal resources con’ ist 
in their energy and industry, the fund may be advantaged tc'as 

| great a degree as under the present system; and the State at 
large will be benefitted to an extent, which the practice of mo- 
nopolizing large tracts, by a few individuals, has a tendency to 
prevent. The only class whose interests such action will have a 

_ detrimental effect upon, is one composed of speculators merely, 
and who are not the tillers of the soil. An instance of such.
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_ attempted monopoly occurred during the year 1853, when a few 

parties combined, and bought in connection, upwards of 130,000 | 

acres; and also during the last year, a single individual purchaser 

appears upon the books of the department as the proprietor of 
nearly 60,000 acres; and in sundry other instances, similar ope- 

rations, on a smaller scale, have occurred. If, without detracting 

_ from the proper fund, and the income arisiug therefrom, this 

growing evil can be prevented, | deem it to be your duty to pro- | 

vide the same by such enactments as are best calculated to ensure 

the desired result. | | 

I recommend to your especial notice, the very full and clear 
report of the State Superintendant, as oxhibiting ample evidence 

that our common school system was well devised, and is now thor- 
oughly organized ; having, by its practical operations, demonstra- 

' ted that the hopes early formed in regard to it, were not extrava- 

gant. ‘The cause of education in this State, has manifested a de- | 

gree of prosperity that furnishes us with good reason for rejoicing; 

and the degree of interest, not only exhibited, but felt by all in 

its advancement and permanent establishment, affords strong tes- 

timony of its continuance and value. The various institutions of 
learning, established in different parts of the State, and not assisted 
from any fund over which it has the charge,are all as flourishing 

and prosperous as we could, at this early day, have any reason to > 

hope they might be. We have cause to be proud of the fact | 

that so many of them, conducted as they are by able and learned 

men, have already been reared in our cities and villages, and 

are spreading widely their beneficial influence. The second dor- 
_ mitory building of the State University is now nearly completed, 

and will be ready for the reception of students by the first day of 

June. It affords me pleasure to state that this valuable institu- 
tion continues to increase its influence and usefulness, and igs 

steadily progressing in all of its departments. The report of the 

Board of Regents, which has not yet been received, but which 

will in a short time be laid before you, will exhibit particularly 

all matters of interest connected with the University, and will
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doubtless merit your attention. The gross amount of the Univer- 

- sity fund, on the first day of January, amounted to $161,146 61. . 

The amount of income applicable to the support of this institution ) 

| for the present year, including the accruing interest for 1855, is 

12,405 45. a - | 
| ‘The report of the Bank Comptroller enables me to lay before 

-—--you reliable information, concerning the operations of the various 

_- banks, under the General Banking law of the State. It appears 

| that the whole number of Banks established, and transacting busi- 

ness, under the law is éwenty-four, with an aggregate capital of 

| $1,450,000 00. The amount of securities, consisting entirely of. 

oe State Stocks, deposited with the Comptroller, is $1,033,000 00 ; 

_- upon which the issue of circulating notes, amounted on the first 

7 day of the present year, to $937,592 00—yielding a revenue to the 

‘State, ‘by tax, for the year 1854, of $18,165 63. ) 

«Tt, is a gratifying fact, and one upon which we may congratulate: 

ourselves, that thus. far the practical working of our banking sys- 

tem, gives evidence of ita superiority over many, if not over all, 

_. those adopted by other States. Notwithstanding the numerous 

| - failures of banking institutions in other States, and the money 

| - panie;-which. of. late. has so generally prevailed, but one of the | 

Institutions, organized. under the general law of this State, is re-— 

a ported. to haye failed, to redeem promptly: its notes.. Ags an evi-- 

dence, of great. determination, on the: part of bankers, to merit. ; 

| confidence, in nearly every instance, upon the request of the — 

- Gomptroller, additional securities have been. deposited, to an 

amount corresponding withthe recent decline in the market value: 

| of stocks;.or by the return to the Comptroller, of an amount of 

circulating notes, equal to such depreciation. The promptness— 

evinced by the banks, in thus responding, and the sound discretion _ 

exercised in the management of a department so important, to the 

| : credit and business interests of the State, cannot but command 

your approbation. a me 
; Our banking law, although generally regarded as being as well — 

adapted. to.secure the interests of the bill holder, as any which .



could well be framed, yet it is not void of defects, which are pointed out in the report of the Comptroller, and will, I trust, recieve | your attentive consideration, and in that connection it may be welk | to consider whether there is not a class of ‘securities ‘within our a Own State, of the nature of bonds issued by some of the principal | cities, that may under proper restrictions be received as the basis | of banking. FS | | _ 
The present unsettled condition of monetary affairs, which ig = pervading the country .so generally, and more recently brought — nearer home to us, with increased “deleterious effect, ‘in conse- quence of numerous Bank failures in neighboring States,"induces ee me to invite you to the examination of the subject, and urge upon oe you the necessity of such enactments as will, as far as practicable, Oo provide a remedy, and protect the people against the imposition and fraud, so frequently practiced by the introduction and circu- lation of doubtful currency, brought to our State and forced into an very general use—not unfrequently. through the aid of our local tt! 

bankers, who neither hold themselves responsible for its redemp- © | tion, nor make it a source of revenue to the State, by the payment: SO of a tax upon the capital, if any there is, thus.employed. The —_ oe effects of this practice upon the legitimate business of banking, - under the law of this State, is to CSconrage, and feeqnently (Gripe ple those institutions which were established in good faith under: ‘ | it. For while the banker, under our law, is required >to amply — 
secure every dollar issued—redeem. those issues, on demand, in | coin, and pay a State tax upon his whole capital, he is frequently — 
compelled, in self defence, to place foreign insecure issues, .to a 
certain extent, upon an equality with his own—thereby giving | 
countenance and credit to a currency, having its origin in parts too: | for removed to insure safety, and liable, sooner or later, tobe¢come 
worthless to the holder; . - ay ok | 

Viewing this matter in the light I do, I can arrive at no other: _ oe conclufion, than that justice’to the State, as well as the banking = 
institutions established under its laws, and the safety of the bik | holder, demand of you, either to provide for prohibiting’ the. |



circulation of all foreign bank notes, not.secured in a manner equal ~ toour own; or, at least, require as far as practicable, such bankers _ as._may issue foreign notes, to treat them in all respects as their _ Own currency, issued in conformity to our banking ‘law, and ren- a der it, subject to the same requirements, In every important par- ticular. On oe tae . oe 

_° * A report, in detail, of the condition and wants of the State Pris- on, is submitted by the Commissioner thereof, to which I invite your early and- careful attention. During the year 1853, Henry | Brown, then Commissioner, contracted with Andrew Proudfit, to erect the stone work of the south wing of the permanent Prison _ building. Subsequently, the present Commissioner made other | contracts, for the remaining portions of the work, and material nec- —, essary for the completion of the same. The whole structure ig now very nearly finished, and it is intended to place the convicts with- in it, during the present month. This building is of the most per- | manent and substantial character, being fire proof, 200 by 50 feet, four stories high, and containing two hundred and eighty-eight _-cells,-and it is'to be hoped, will be sufficient for the purposes in- tended, for many years to come. Ag a matter of justconvenience to the officers in charge, and for the purpose of ensuring against escapes, the main building ought to be erected, as soon’ as the > means for that purpose, without embarrassing the Treasury, can be _ appropriated. While convict labor has contributed much toward the erection of the building, still there ig yet, over and above all _. former appropriations, made. for that. object, a- large sum due to | contractors—beside considerable balances, for the maintenance and management of the prison, which it will be your: dutty to examine | into, and provide for. Provision was made, at the last session of the Legislature, for rewarding convicts for overwork. . While this a principle may be just and worthy in its tendencies, I regard the _ practice of paying to the convicts. themselves, any portion of such | earnings, until after their discharge, as liable to work great evils, | by being improperly used, as they not unfrequently are, and in a _ manner-affecting the prison discipline, and the security of prison-
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evs, If such earnings can be confined to the’support of the fami- 

lies of the convicts, where they may have them, during their im- | 

prisonment, and in cases where they have no families, the money 

be retained until the discharge of the convict, the main objections 

to the praetice of rewarding them for their labor is, in my mind, ) 

overcome. The question whether convict labor can be profitably 

employed, without working a serious injury to such of our citizens — 

as are engaged in the mechanical or manufacturing pursuits, has | 

often been seriously discussed, and it is still doubtful what may 

be the duty of the State in the premises. Now that comparative- 

ly little labor will, for some years to come, be required of the con- 

victs, in the erection of prison buildings, and entertaining grave 

doubts, both as to the policy and propriety of the states engaging . 

in manufacturing articles for sale, by convict labor, Isubmit to. 

-your consideration, the propriety of authorizing the letting, tothe: _ 

highest bidder, for a term of years, such of said labor, to be used’ 

Within the prison enclosure, as cannot be profitably employed by 

the State, in the erection of buildings,—requiring the: contractor,. 

to furnish his own tools and shops for such labor; Thus throwing: 

the whole matter open to competition, and relieving the State: of 

great responsibility and ‘porptexity-commetted with the same. 

In my first message to the Legislature, I urged upon their: at- 

tention, the propriety of adopting the preliminary measures to se-- 

cure the erection of an Institution for the benefit of the insane-— 

An act was passed at that session, authorising the Govornor to ap- | 

point three commissioners and a Superintendant, who. were cloth- ‘ 

ed by law with power to purchase suitable grounds and to erect 

the necessary buildings. In April last the appointments contem- 

plated by that act were-made,'since which time, appropriate 

grounds for that purpose near the village of Madison have been 

purchased and conveyed to the State, and contracts entered into 

for the erection of buildings, upon the most modern and approved - 

plans. The main building and two wings are, by the terms of ‘the’ | 

contract, to be in readiness for the reception of patients, by the 

first day of January, 1856. The appropriation for this object be-
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ing small compared with the magnitude of the work, was evident- 
ly intended simply to secure uthe commencement of the underta- 
king. As to the propriety of prosecuting with energy, such an 
undertaking so praiseworthy and just in its character, I need not 
here urge upon you,' further than to say, that more aid is indis- 
pensable, and will, I trust, be found at your hands. For infor- 
mation in detail, concerning the transactions of the Commission. | 
ers and Snperintendant, and the condition and wants of the Insti- 

_ tution, I refer youfto the reports of the officers in charge. 

The prosperous condition’of the Institutions established for the. 
education of the Blind: and Deaf and Dumb, as is more fully 
shown by the reports of the respective boardsjof Trustees, is well 
worthy of notice. Indications of. correct and judicious manage-. 
ment by those in charge of them are apparent. The provision: 
heretofore made by the Legislature for the establishment of these: 
charatable institutions, must be regarded as having been bestowed. 
upon objects worthy and humane in their character,’ and as meet- 
ing only the demands of simple justice to the unfortunate of those 
classes. And while I hold it to be our duty, to make ample pro- 
vision for those objects, and in no event to fail to provide annually 
for their free support, I cannot in view of the liberal provision 
before made for them, and the insufficient provision made for 
other institutions [similar in” their character, consistently urge at 
this time your"making appropriations for the purpose of material- 
ly enlarging their buildings during the present year, to any more. 
than the completion, of such portions, as are alread y commenced.. 
In support of this, I refer to the reports which exhibit the numbers 
of pupils in each; as being much less than equal to the aceommo- 
dations provided, and from"the best information I am enabled to 
obtain, will be found ample for the present year. The propriety 
of providing by law, however, at the present session for the ulti- 
mate extension and completion of the buildings, according to the 
plans adopted, in my judgment, is ‘unquestionable; and to that 
end, such provision at the present”session as will accorhplish that — 
object, within the necessary space_of time, Iam cheerfully dig.
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posed to favor. Means for the eréction of shops, necessary for the. : 
use of the Deaf and Dumb, and the support of each of these In- 

stitutions during the present year, are clearly objects claiming 

immediate provision, to the extent of which I refer to the respec- _ 

tive reports. | . 

: The Geological survey of the State has been prosecuted during 

the past year with great energy, and most encouraging results. 

The able report of Professor Percival, our State Geologist, will | 
doubtless elicit attention, both at home and abroad; and I trust. 

will receive at your [hands an early examination; as its impor- — 

tance will justify the publication of a larger edition than is usual | 

of this report, so immediately connected with the great mining in- 
terest of the State. The surveys thus far made have been chiefly | 
confined to the lead districts, and that having now been nearly 

completed, it is intended, during the coming season, to direct the 

examination ot the country north of the Wisconsin River, to our 

copper mines, bordering on Lake Superior. There may, in my 
judgment, be prosecuted in connection with the Geological sur- 

vey, a Zoological examination, for a comparatively trifling ex- 

pense, resulting in. such discoveries and collections, connected 7 
with the natural history of the State, as in future will be viewed 
as valuable and interesting, and to secure the full benefit of 
which, early action is necessary. __ | 

The military spirit exhibited by a portion of our fellow-citizens 

is both commendable and worthy of further encouragement than — 

is now provided by law. In order to render the Militia of prac- | 
tical utility, the proper steps should be taken by the Legislature | | 

to encourage the formation of uniformed companies, which seems 
to be the best, if not the ‘only practicable means, at present, of 

bringing into use the quota of arms which our State is entitled to | 

draw annually from the United States government. Imperfect as 
is the system for obtaining an enumeration of the militia of the — 

State, yet thepartial reports of the assessors of the several towns, 
show an increase which entitles the State, for the present year, 

to receive equal to about 400 stand of arms, valued atnearly



$5,000 00. It is recommended by numerous inilitary officers that 
a law, similar in its character to the one now existing in the State . 
of New York, be enacted. ‘An examination of that law has in- 
duced: me to’ recommend it to your consideration,;-as worthy:of | 

|. imitation, and calculated to inspire a proper military spirit.. The 
-report-of the Adjutant General, to which I invite your attention, 

- contains explicit information,-and many: valuable suggestions, con- 
cerning the present condition of the militias = = | 

The Attorney General, although not required by law to: submit 
_ an’ anntial report; has’ seen -proper, in view of some -matters: of | 

importance ‘to’ the State connected with ‘his. department; and of 
which it is: proper for the Legislature tobe informéd, to transmit, 
through ‘ me,‘a‘brief ‘report; which I recommend you toconsider = _ 
“Emigration to our State is annually on the: increase, furnishing 

_ firther evidence of the ‘adaptation of our soil ahd climate to'the 
habits ‘and wants of the emigrant, and of thé high estimate abroad 
p! aced upon ‘our resources. ‘The: Commissioner of Emigration; in 
his annual report, calculates the number of emigrants from. for- | 
eign “countries who have found ‘their homes in Wisconsin; to be 
much greater during the past than any former year. Adarge 
portion of this; amisinduced to. believe, resulted from the con- 
tinuance of an agency in New York, and through the sub-agency, 
established at Quebec, under it. My former expressed views, in 

_ regard to tle propriety-of such agencies, I have had, as yet, no : 
- reason to change. ad PLN beh gu be nf 
oi The Seeretary of State and Governor were, by gn act-of the last 

| Legislature, constituted. commissioners, to procure to be published 7 
‘in.two volumes, so’, much of; the Documentary History, as at.that | 

_ time had been prepared for publication. ' Under this authority, a 
| eontract was made for five thousand copies of each volume, which 

are now nearly ready for delivery. The work has been prosecu. 
ted under the supervision of the author William R. Smith, Esgq,, 
whose report of his.doings.in the premises, is herewith submitted. 
‘This valuable and interesting publication, being.the property of 
the State, it is proper that. provision be made for an early distri-



- spution of a portion thereof. I would therefore suggest the propri- : 

ety of donatin g one copy to each of our common school libraries, : 

to the libraries. of each institution of learning throughout the State, i 

and also to each of the several State Libraries of. Union, and the ' 

‘various departments of the General Government—reserving a large. \ 

number of copies for future demand, and the purpose of exchange 

for other valuable works, to be deposited in just proportions,in the 

Libraries of the State, and the State Historical Society, The an-  * 

nual report required of the Executive Committee of the State: His- 

| torical Society, is herewith transmitted and gives evidence of strict : 

fidelity on their part, to the trust-committed tothem. Through 

the perseverance of its managers, this society has grown : into an 

importance. which reflects much. credit, upon them.and meriting, 

in my judgment, greater _encouragement, at your hands than has 

| heretofore.been bestowed byfthe Legislature. The increasing. la- 

‘bors devolving upon the corresponding Secretary to perform, have 7 

 yeached that magnitude that I regard it proper in. view of the in- 
terest the State should manifest, in the promotion of the. objects of 

this.society, that a reasonable salary ehould ‘be provided, and paid. 

py the State to thatofficer, © a 

Tt affords me great pleasure to announce the. fact, that’ the Fox. 

and Wisconsin linprevement. Conipamy‘have pressed the work 'un- . 

dertaken »y them, with a degree of energy, which must ‘prove: ( 

most satisfactory to’ all interested in its completion. ‘The Company 

have been fortunate in the selection of their officers, and in obtain- | 

ing abundant tmeans‘to forwatd the enterprise; on ‘a scate ‘of. far: | 

- greater magnitude, than was‘at'first conteniplatéd ; ‘being intended. — 

to ‘pass boats of ‘a draft of at least ‘four-feet-and-a half of water...” 

. This expenditures of the Company, ‘as reported: by its Prosi dent, 

Otto'Tank‘Esq., since the transfer by the State, andup to the 20th 

of December last, are-as follows; vizz © Fe er te 

cooGwand Kaukalin 0 ts 0 os) 0 me ae 2'§ 49630 a 

- -Jattle Chnte (4 oa one Fe §5Q0;4038 87 | 

ae ‘Cedar Rapids - a moras ec fie: oJ BL665: 80: 

| Grand Chute 02 ee ey ee neat 8 ot WT BB2 86. 

a ea



| Menasha “ mem 6,939 16 
_ Docks, Warehouses, boats and barges: ° - 16,948 05 

, | ee —-- $183,460 58 
The sum estimated as necessary to complete the work, is the 

_. comparatively small one of $32,388 84. The Company have paid | 
of the Improvement liabilities, the amount of $123,480 81—there 
by giving an earnest of their design to remove all the pending 
Andebtedness, within the time required by the act of Incorporation. 

_ The difficulties which have been overcome, in the progress of thig- 
| work, were exceedingly formidable, but the benefits to be derived: 

_ from it, when finished, by a large portion of the State, are ona 
scale of far greater magnitude. As one of the-few great connect 
ing lines of communication , between the Lakes and the Mississi ppi 

_ dt assumes almost a National importance; and running as it does ;- 
through the entire breadth of our State, it becomes of a value to 

_ those along its line, that no other means of transportation now 
used could replace. Rapid settlements, and a great increase of 

_ ‘wealth, must necessarily follow its completion, anda large‘portion 
__ of our State now but thinly inhabited, ora wilderness, will receive 

_ an impulse which, at no remote period, will render it a rival in al 
’ of the elements of material prosperity, to those sections already of 

Importance, from their resources and population. A glance at the 
map will show the favorable Geographical position of the work,. 

, ‘which, together with the internal improvements now in ‘progress 
in Canada, confer an importance upon it which the originators o 
the project, in all probability, never foresaw. From the terminus 
of the Improvement at Green Bay, to Toronto on Lake Ontario, | 
via. the Rail Road, terminating at Georgian Bay, andwhichisbu 
70 miles in length, it is no greater distance, than from that; point. 
in our State, to Detroit; and lessens the number of miles, usually 
travelled to reach the Eastern ports,’ by several: hundreds. This 
is a matter of no small consequence, to the Northern and North 

_, Western portions of our State, and demonstrates the fact, that this, 
_ when established, must be the line over which a large proportion , 

of the vast carrying trade of those sections, and much of the __
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¢ountry lying west of the Mississippi, will be most conveniently 

and cheaply done. The pcertion- of country, contiguous to the — 

Lake shore, must also share in the advantages thus conferred, by 

the opening of a nearer and cheaper avenue of communication 

with the commercial centers at the Kast. 

The State at large is not without a deep interest in the comple- 
dion of this important improvement within it. The number of 
great water powers which it will create along its extent, the man- 

afacturing villlages which it will canse to spring up in consequence, _ 

and the increase of taxable property and commercial activity, are — 

considerations important to the welfare of our whole people. We 
can now plainly discover, unaided by speculative statesmen, the 

benefits and disadvantages of the policy of granting public lands, 
in the states where they may lie, to be appropriated to the con-  . 

struction of works of this character; and our experience will go 

far towards convincing others, that the benefits have largely the 

preponderance. Undertakings, of a magnitude which would re- 

_ pel private enterprize unless thus aided, are encouraged and as- 

sisted to completion, and where, without such aid, if attempted, 
they would languish and die, the whole country, including the 
General Government, by the more rapid sales of its lands, are ben- 

efitted toan extent not easily calculated. - 

Large additions to the State Library, through means provided 
by the last Legislature, have been made during the past year. A. 

detailed report, concerning the same, will be laid before you at an 

early day. The oxpetiitures of a moderate sum only will be re- 

quired annually, in the purchase of late publications, to render it 

both an ornament to our State, and sufficient for the objects which 
induced its establishment. 

| The U.S. standard weights and measures, to which this State 

was entitled, onher admittance into the Union, have recently been 

received and put in order for use, in a suitable tire proof building, 

erected for that purpose, upon the public grounds, in pursuance of 
plans furnished by the U.S. Government. 

In order that these costly standards may be rendered as useful,
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as it was designed by Congress they should be, I deem it impor 

tant that the law relating to procuring county standards, should be 

soamended as to require the State Treasurer, who, by law has the 

| charge of the Government standards, to procure the manufacture 

from suitable material, for the use of each county, of complete and 

uniform standards, to be by him sealed and delivered to the 

proper county officer—the cost of which, to be added to the 

amount of State tax that each county shall respectively be lia- 

ble to pay, for the year the same shall be delivered. This I regard 

as the best means of insuring the proper uniformity in county 

standards, which it is so necessary to secure. 

- In my former message to the Legislature, I urged the propriety 

of making provision for the sale of the swamp and overflowed 

- Jands, granted to this State by act of Congress, approved Septem- 

ber 28, 1850. The Legislature at that session failing in the at- 

tempt to provide for such sale, | now renew the subject, and re- 

commend definite action. | | 

There are numerous considerations which should weigh, in 

urging an early disposition and reclamation of these lands. To- 

dispose of them, would tend greatly to improve the health of local- 

ities contiguous to them—would hasten the settlement of the 

country, and make productive taxable property of much of that, 

which in many instances, is at present useless, and no law for their 

protection, or against taking the timber from them, it is believed, 

‘could be rendered sufficiently efficacious to prevent their being 

thus despoiled, of what, 1a many instances, constitutes their chief 

| value. Besides, even aduitting the possibility of enforcing such a 

law, it could not be done without great perplexity and expense to 

the State. 
: | 

Since the adjournment of the last Legislature, I have endeavor- 

- ed to adopt measures fur the purpose, not only of ascertaining the 

facts, relative to the quantity and value of these lands, but also to 

secure the fee simple title thereto to the State. 

Perfected and approved lists of such of said lands as remain 

unsold, within the surveyed portion of the State, and formerly _
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subject to sale at the several U.S. Land offices, have been pro- 

cured from the Commissioner of the General Land Office, and are 

as follows, viz.: — | | | : 

In the Milwaukee Land District — 53,6386 93-100 acres. 

“Mineral Point “ 18,515 40-100  « 
«La Crosse 6c 217,295 18-100 <“* 

«é Willow River “ 118,015 45-100 “ 

“¢ Menasha ae 717,528 62-100 “ 

“ Steven’s Point “ 521,670 52-100 “ 

Making a total of one million six hundred fifty-one thousand sixty~ 

two 10-100 acres. | | 

Official statements from the General Land Office, of the sales 

made by the government of such granted lands, since the passage 

of the act appropriating the same, and for which the State is 

clearly entitled to receive either money or other lands, itis pro- 

mised, and confidently believed, will be forth coming ; which, it is 

thought, will increase the total quantity within the surveyed por- 

tion of the State, to nearly two millions of acres; so that, upon 4 

moderate estimate, for that portion of the overflowed lands, in the 

| surveyed districts, (not included in either of the lists referred to,) 

and the swamp and overflowed lands yet to be surveyed in the. | 

northern portion of the State, it is reasonable to suppose that the 

total quantity which will ultimately enure to the State, from this 

grant, will equal three millions of acres. For the lands embraced _ 

in the perfected lists referred to, such assurances have been re- 

ceived, from the Commissioner, as to render it morally certain | | 

that patents for the same will be executed to the State at an early 

day. : 

Many of these lands are valuable, and should there be a judi- 

cious provision made for their sale, a large sum of money may be © 

speedily realized by the State, after complying with the terms of 

the grant. 

| Admitting the propriety of thus disposing of these lands, I can 

see no constitutional objection to appropriating the surplus pro-
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ceeds, after their application to the extent required by the act 

granting them, to such purposes as the Legislature may deem 

proper; and, as a large sum has yet to be expended, in the erec- 

tion of public buildings—such as the completion of the Peniten- 

tiary, the construction of the buildings for the various charitable 

‘institutions, and, at no distant day, of a new Capitol edifice, or 

the enlargement of the present—which, even now, owing to 

the insufficiency of room for offices, seems to be demanded. 

| From the examination I have given this subject, I am clear in 

the opinion that, from the sales of these lands, we may reimburse | 
the treasury for all past outlays, on account of public buildings, — 

of every character; and further, erect all such buildings as the — 
State will require for many years to come. The constitutional 

- limit for State indebtedness being small, and that limit having 

been reached: during the years 1852 and 1853, I am strongly im- 

pressed with the belief, that in the sale of these lands is presented. : 

the only means at: present within our command, by which to pro- 

vide for the objects named without resorting to direct taxation, 

the burthens of which, for the ordinary expenses of our State, : 

while yet in its infancy, will be found fully equal to the ability to 

meet, | : | | 
I therefore recommend that in the event of provision being 

made for the sale of the lands, that the proceeds accruing to the | 

State be set apart for the aforesaid objects. 

Section three, article four, of the constitution requires the 
Legislature to provide by law for an enumeration of the inhabi- 
tants of the State in the year 1855. You will undoubtedly com- . 

‘ply with this provision of that instrument at the present session. 
In addition to the enumeration required, I recommend that pro- 
vision be made for collecting, at the same time, as full and com- 

_ plete information concerning the manufactures, products, and 
_ property of the State as may appear practicable. The informa- 

tion thus derived will unquestionably be found interesting, valua- 

ble, and creditable to our State. a | 

- It affords matter for congratulation , that the different Railroad |
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enterprizes of our State, have, to a certain extent, recovered from 

the temporary depression, brought about by well known causes. 

It is now a conceded fact, that these important agents in the rapid 

settlement of our country, and ‘nthe developement of its resour- | 

ces, afford in this State, secure means for the profitable investment 

of capital; and such is now our condition, that itis no longer in- 

dispensable for us to rely entirely upon furnished from older and 

more wealthy communities, for their construction. It has, until @ 

comparatively recent date, been absolutely necessary to induce 

the aid of foreign capital, in order to take the first steps in these 

enterprizes; and no better evidence could be given, of the rapid 

, and healthy growthy of the State, than that of our greatly increas- 

ed ability to forward such means of communication, and the cer- 

tainty of their yielding a profitable return, for the investments 

which may be made in them. Aside from the generous: reward 

| -obtainied by every branch of industry and enterprize, and from 

the increase produced by superabundant harvests, greatly beyond 

the demand for home cynsumption, though added to by the wants 

of an unparalleled emigration—much of that emigration has, of it- 

- self, been of a character calculated to augment materially, the 

available capital of the State. Those laws of trade, which gradu- 

| ally and steadily regulate the supply in accordance with the de- 

~ mand, have insensibly, but with certainty, furnished our citizens: — 

with a great proportion of such means, 43 their necessities required, 

and their situation enabled them to secure and render profitable. 

- Those legitimate works of internal improvement, the construction | 

_ of which the onward march of our State made necessary, have felt 

the effect of the general impulse. Such as are already in progress, 

. are being urged forward, with all of the means of the companies 

. having them in charge; and it is now confidently believed, that | 

| their completion, within a reasonable time, is placed beyond the 

possibility ofa doubt. It should be the care of the Legislature to 

foster, by liberal enactments, these important ‘nterests, and protect 

them by all such laws, as are calculated to secure their rapid con- 

struction, and the permanency of all those investments, which may,
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be devoted to their advancement or continuance. As one of the. 

means necessary to effect this end, I would strongly recommend 

the passage of such laws, as would tend to prevent the commission 

of any fraud, by the over issue of stock or otherwise by the officers 
of incorporated companies, and which could affect the interests of 

those entrusting them with the management of their affairs, or 
that of the community at large. The occurrences which during 

the past few months have been brought to light, in several of the 
States, demonstrate the existing necessity of such enactments; and 
antil there has been some action of this: kind taken, the construc- 

tion of our Roads must necessarily be retarded, by considerations 

which the Legislature can do much toward removing, by the im- 

position of severe penalties for offences of the character referred 
to, and such other checks, as they, in their wisdom, may see fit to 

establish. Such a course will have the tendency to increase great- _ 

ly, the value of our securities abroad, by giving capitalists confi- 

dence in their permanent value. This subject I consider to be one 

of the highest importance, and I trust your earnest atttention may 

be directed to the establishment of some law, which will have the . 

effect desired. The opinions expressed by me, in my former mes- 

sage, relative tothe importance of a speedy completion of our Rail- 
‘roads, and the means which seemed to me proper to be used for | 
their construction, I still adhere to, and would reiterate, did not a 
simple reference to that document obviate the necessity of s0 do- 
ing. In this connection, I deem it proper to recommend, that the 
Legislature pass such a law, as will enable Rail and Plank Road 
Companies to secure the right of way over all lands owned by the 
State, or held in trust for any fund. | | 

In my former message, I took occasion to urge upon the Legis- 
lature the propriety of memorializing Congress upon the subject 
of the Improvement of our Rivers and Harbors through the as- 

_ sistance of the General Government. Since that time Congress 
has acted upon the matter and passed an act making niore liberal 
appropriations than had previously been set apart for these objects. 
From this bill, the President saw fit to withhold his sanction, and 

4 |
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it is to be regretted that he deemed it his duty to takesucha : 
course, in view of the deep concernment we have in the making of 
adequate appropriations by Congress, for these objects. Such have 
been demanded by the West for many years as a right to which 
they were entitled, as fully as that portion of ourcommon country _ 
situated upon or near the sea board; and no satisfactory reason — 
has yet been adduced why we should not have the full benefit of a 

system which has proved so highly advantageous to others. Thus 
far, we can with propriety say that all the benefits reaped through 
the assistance of the General Government, have scarcely been 

worth the labor it has cost to obtain them. Considering, asI do, that 
the right so long claimed by us is one to which we are entitled. 
by the clearest principles of justice and national expediency, I feel 
it to be proper to reiterate all of the opinions I have formerly.ex- 
pressed upon the subject, and to urge upon the Legislature the , 
memorializing of Congress, to either make these improvements by 
appropriations from the Federal Treasury, or remove the-obstacles __ 
in the way of our making them ourselves, © 

The subject of the Revision of our Laws, is one of consequence 
sufficient, in my judgment, to authorize the Legislature, at the  _— 
present sesssion, to take those preliminary steps, necessary to the | 

attainment of this object. So great is the mass of our laws now, | 
and so crude, conflicting, and uncertain in their character; that it 

is very difficult for those even, whose profession gives them the 

best opportunities of knowing what the existing laws are, to dis- 
tinguish the binding enactment from the repealed or altered law} 
and this evil, in connection with the manner of publishing our 
Statutes, leaves the people of our State nearly as much in the | 

dark, as to the action of their Legislatures, as if they resided in 
some other. The certainty of alaw is one of the chief benefits 
to be derived from it, and it is not clear but thatit would be better | 
for community to suffer the existence of bad laws, than: to live 

under asystem, which issubjected to continual alterations, Our | 
excessive Legislation has atendency to produce an entirely differ- _ 
ent result from the one intended, and is, perhaps, as much’ ¢alcu-
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lated to create evils, as to prevent or redress them. I trust that 
your attention will be devoted to this matter, and will result in the 
establishment of a system of laws which can be understood, and 
a reform in the manner of their publication. | 

| The proposition submitted by the Legislature to the people, at 
the last general election, to so amend the Constitution as to pro- 
vide for biennial sessions of the Legislature, was negatived by a 
very decided vote. That this instrument is, in some particulars, 
imperfect, and might, by alteration, be better adapted to our con- 

_ dition, I am thoroughly convinced; but the policy of adopting any 
amendment of it, until a thorough revision is had by a convention, 
may well be questioned. Propositions to amend either the consti- 
tution or laws, should be thoroughly considered, and the conse" 

: quences attendant, canvassed with great care and mature delibera- 
tim | | 

a _ The law fixing the time for the annual meeting of the Legisla- 
ture on the second Wednesday of January, should, in my judg+ | 

“ment, be so amended as to allow the various officers who are 
“required to report annually through the Governor to the Legisla- 

| dure, more time after the close of the fiscal year to prepare their 
reports. The fiscal year, as is wisely provided, closes on the 31st 

| day of December. For those departments connected with the 
financial affairs of the State, an insufficient space of time is now 
allowed after the closing of their accounts, on the last day of tha 
year, to prepare in due form the reports required of them by law. 
In order, therefore, to provide a remedy for the evil stated, and to 

| afford the Governor a reasonable time for obtaining such informa- 
/ tion from the reports as is proper for him to communicate to the 

‘Legislature at the opening of the session, as well as for numeroug 
_ other reasons which might, with propriety, be urged, I recom- 
mend that provision be made for the annual sessions hereafter to 
commence as late as the third or fourth Wednesday in January, - 

_ instead of the second, as is now provided. | 
| We, in common with our sister states, have in general, great | cause for rejoicing, at the results of the year which has just closed-
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Although the pestilence has left in its train, many sorrowing hearts 

and desolated homes, yet aside from this,, the nation has reason to 

be thankful. Throughout our borders, all the arts of peace have 

been crowned by those just rewards, the hope of which has called: | 

them into existence. Plenty has richly repaid industry, and while 

the Old World is pouring out its blood and treasure upon fields | 

of battle, we have been permitted to enjoy the fruits of our labors 

in peace. Civil and Religious liberty are ours by inheritance, and | 

we have, to the fullest extent, realized the blessings attendant upom 

them—supported, as they have been, by no force beyond that of an | 

enlightened public opinon. Like the return of the seasons, and 

the operation of all natural laws, our political system has continued 

Sts working, until we have come to regard this wonderful result of 

the wisdom of our forefathers, as @ matter of course, and receive its 

penefits as we do the daily gifts of Providence. 
OO 

The perpetuity of this system can only be maintained, however, 

by a strict obedience to the laws, for the faithful execution of which 

I shall be found ever ready, should the emergency arise. | 

So far ag your labors may be confined to the legitimate objects 

for which you are convened, and are ‘caleulated to promote the | 

pest interests of the whole people—if not sn violation of that in- 

strument which we alike are sworn to gupport—you may
 rely with 

confidence upon my ready co-operation. 
| 

WM. A. BARSTOW, — 

Eyxourtve DEPARTMENT, 
7 

- ‘Maprson, January 12th. 1855. 
| |
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ae | OS _ SECRETARY’s Orricr, | 
oe | | _ Manrson, January 1, 1855. 

- His Excetzency Witiras A. Baxsrow, | _ 
Oo Sir: Herewith I have the honor to transmit, for communi- | 

. cation to the Legislature, the Seventh Annual Report from this 
—. Office, | | ee - Very respectfully, 

| ae oe - | Your obedient servant, 7 
ee | ALEXANDERT.GRAY, _ 

- | ' Secretary of State,
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REPORT. 

| oe : : -—-Sronstany’s Orrtor, | Wis, 

| Madison, December 30,1854, 
Lo the Legislature : a / | 

th conformity with the provisions of law contained in chapter 
nine of the Revised Statutes, the undersigned, Secretary of State, | has the honor to submit tke Annual ‘Report from this office show- 

| ing “a complete statement of the funds of the State ; Of ite reve- 
- -Mues‘ and of the public expenditures during the year eighteen |  thundred and fifty four, with a detailed estimate of -expénditures 

. to be defrayed from the Treasury for the ensuing year,” and also . touching other matters pertaining to his office, which are deemed 
‘worthy of legislative consideration. | 

| The several funds of the State, separate and distinct accounts of a which are kept by the Secretary - of’ State, as A‘nditor, are eight, 

The General Fund. oe - | 
~The Judiciary Fund, Os | 

«WT he Fund. for the Blind. FT | 
a. IV—The School Fund. Oe ae we ne 
cs V—The School Fund Income. 9 | oy | : 

7 VI—The- University Fund. tae | 
| VUL—The University Fund Income. me es - 

_oNI—The Improvement Fund. a OS .



‘They are formed and explained as follows: | - 

| THE GENERAL FUND 7 a 

This fand embraces all of the revenues of the State, the avails: 

of which are applicable to the payment of the ordinary expenses. 

of the State government, and is- derived from the following 

| sources, to-wit: . ” ° a - | | 

Arrearages due to the late territory. | - - 

The annual taxes levied in each county for State purposes. | 

The semi-annual tax charged against banks, being three fourths 

of one per centon the capital stock thereof. — | | 

The duties received from Hawkers and Pedlars for license, and. 

from, | a 

| The Judiciary Fund. | ho Co | 

‘The expenditures from this fand are authorised by permanent 

or temporary appropriations of the Legislature, and by the several 

acts requiring the Secretary of State to-audit certain accounts, 

_ The following are the transactions in this fund for the fiscal year 

ending this day: 
re 

RIRST QUARTER. * | 

peournm. re 

~ Adams County Sta‘e Tax, - - ; $ 810 88 — a 

Bad Ax, do ee . "38 OW. fe | 

Brown, do te te 2,829: BU} 

‘Calumet, _ do ee - 1,818 29] Co | 

Crawford, — do ee, 1177 68 oe | 

Columbia, do - _¢ 6628 60, 7 

— -‘Dane, do. - - | 10,237 46 | SO 

Dodge, do: . - oy. B54 40 

Fond du Lae, do. se 9,800 67||_ . | 

Grant, do. ww - 10,662 23 7 a | 

Greene, do - |. 4,841 86) 

lowa, do o- 4 7  §,000 So - 

Jefferson, do - ~ of B24 ONP | 

Kenosha, . do - = f. 6207 467 OO 

La Crosse, do . ee 3,620 52), 0 . 

La Fayette, do: eee om 3,400 ec ee 

* Nore.—For convenience in adjusting the accounts of Members of. the Legiclature;. - 

| the transactions of the first four months of the year are included in the first quarter. .



T 

RECEIPTS. 

Marathon, do - - 400 | 
Manitowoc, do - - — 2,000 | 
Marquette, do - ‘- | 5,097 91, 
Milwaukee, do - - | 14,937 52 
Outagamie, ‘do - - 533 40! | 
Ozaukee do - - : 2,121 06] - 
Racine, do - - ) 7,702 841) 
Rock, do - - | 10,487 53 
Richland, do - - i 4,148 7 | 
Sauk, do - - { 8,008 80: | 
Sheboygan, do - os i - 5,978 a) 
Walworth, do - - 8,835 34 
Washington, do - - | 3,046 os 
Waukesha, do - - 9,486 68 
‘W aupacca, do - - : 727 52) 
W aushara, do . ° | 859 p 
Winnebago, do - - ! 5,092 34 
Goyvernor’s contingent account, - 776 "| : 
J. Lehmert, license, hawker and pedlar, 10 
M. Schlastenski, do - 10 
Miles Joyce, do - | 10 
John Rvessel, do - / 10 
J. Levigne, do -— | 10 
H. D. Hyman, do - 3 16 08/ 
Samuel Block, do - 30 | 

® Nash & Co,, do - | 30 
City Bank, Kenosha, State Tax, - { 375 
Jefferson Co. Bank, do mo 187 50 
Farmers&Miller’s Bank, do - 875 || : 
Rock River Bank, do - 375 
State Bank of Wisconsin,do - : 1,125 
Wisconsin Bank, do - ! 875 : 
Wis. M. & F. Ins. Co. Bk.do - | 750 

_ Erie & Mich. Teleg. Co do - ! 22 50! 
8. Park Coon, Canal Land Mortgages, - 677 52! 
E. B. Fisher, do - 80 
A. L. Castleman, do - | 209 16 | 

_ HL. Stansbury, do - i - 199 62 
Jonas Foltz, do oe | 109 
Richard Hardell, do - 120 
Seth Rice, do - | 108 
Harrison Reed, do - 165 
W. Denney, do - 40 
John D. McDonald, do - 288 
H. J. Hildreth, do - [ 80 | 
Orson Reed, do ~ 144 | 
‘Wm. C, Gates, do. ~ | 25



| | RECEIPTS. 

John A. Messenger, do - 138 22 | 
D. Little, do - 170 32 - 
R. Masters, do . 73 OF : 
A. Alden, doe - | 246 34/| 
Sweet & Edgerton, do - 320 | | 
E. Pearman, ) do - 288 
M. H. Fairservice, do - 64 50| 

| W. H. Gleason, error last’ year, . 5 | 
C.D.Gage, = — do - | 25 
J. Robinson, — do - 30 | 
P. Kelly, do . : 50 | | 

_ Wm. H. Lander, tax on suits, - . 25 | : - 

Total, . . - 165,487, sal : 

. . DISBURSEMENTS, a 

Jas. T. Lewis, Pres’t of the Senate, - —— 4 S415 - 
Ben. Allen, = do do _ pro tem. — 382 50 
F. W. Horn, Speaker of the Assembly, | 415 0 
Wm. Aull, do do pro tem. | ALS 
L. F. Harvey, Member of the Senate, | 197 50 
Jesse Hooker, do Assembly, 125 
Per diem of 102 members of the gs | | ) 

each $207 50, " 23115  ° 
Mileage of Members of Legislature, - a | 1,974 40 

_ Ben. Allen per diem 1853, - - | 120, 
Atwood & Brown, Appropr’n 1853 & 54, | 8,847 24 
David Atwood, do do 124 24 
Alden & Holt, audited, - - . 11 30 
John Q. Adams per diem 1853, - | o — 45 
Michael Ames, do, 1853 & 1854, a 197 50 
Ole Aslacksen, appropriation, - nn Ht (60 25 

| Beriah Brown, approp’ns & audited 1853 & 54 | i «6,895 22 
Bradford & Bro. appropriation, - | Hi 280 OL 

_ Coles Bashford per diem 1858, - | —:165. | 
Bliss & Chaney, audited, — - - | - 9 80 
Dan C. Brown, do —" - - - «6 90 
Baker & Doty, do - : | yo 5 05 - 
F. J. Blair, appropriation, — - - | Wy 59 06 
Brigys & Foster, audited, —- - : «11-80 
Jas. S. Baker, do - : 7 12 

_ John Ballard, appropriation 1853, —- 2 | 70 
John Bell, per diem, 1853, - - oe 45 
Jobn Burke, appropriation, — - - | 132 50 
John Burt, do - - | . 207 50 
J. Allen Barber, per diem, 1858, = - | / I} 44 50 :



/ — | - DISBURSEMENTS. - : 

| Jno..A. Brown, audited, - -~ - Joh oH BOS | 
Jno... Bunner, do - - . | - ,.62:.§0 

| J. Fs'Birchard, appropriation, ve poe wit 1,928. 24 

7 _ J Ry Briggs, per diem 1853, - | AR 
_ _Harry'Barnes, :do do - = | } Ah | 

Hi -D. Barron, audited, 8 -- 4 oe WP (86.84 | 
- Bloomfield & Kopp, do - eG 98°45 | 

_ M. Ey Bovee, per diem 1854, - - me 4B 
.  Bugh & Nimmocks, audited, - - ° } | adh 5.08 
 O. E.Bartlett, per diem 1853, - : eee AB | 

| - Philo:Belden, do do | - | Sap FAB 
_ B. Av Bird, audited, - eo re 4 & 08 

‘Reiner Bergatz, appropriation,  — - : od es 105 1g 7 
 §. G. Bugh, Chief Clerk Senate, - | mH 2250. Oo: 

_§. M. Booth, dudited and appropriation, . pe $02 BE 
Beeson & Thomas, audited, - * - oe, edt 6.45" 
‘Tims Burns, per diem 1858, - ce | oe ote E90. cu 

| | ThossS. Bowen; do -— = - - oo Lo (450 
_ W..A. Barstow, salary, de, - 9 -- | . 925. 

oo W.-:A. Bugh, audited, bo ey Pt a: 2 1 O8 

'W. D: Bacon, per diem 1858, = | coe A AB 
_.. 'W.-P, Barnes, appropriation & per diem 1853,! . | TO 

W. H.: Besly. witness fees, - _ eS es | 32 «05 | 
W. W. Brown, witness fees and appropriation,| - Se  QBE 

7 Alex:‘Cook, = — do - - re 1 . 55. 60 
| A. F; Cady, appropriations 1853 and 1854, i | >. 175 085 

_ A. Li. Collins, witness fees, - SP | , . 56 - 
—€amipbell, Brush & Co., appropriation, _ a { . 888 99 
©, B. Coleman, per diem 1853, © - - a | AR : 
©, Clement, audited, - a - | ee 168 45 

‘Chas. E. Chamberlain, per diem 1853, | 70 
~~ ‘Darwin Clark, appropriation, ep og oe 845.972 | 

| -D, Casey, witness fee, rr ee 73.60 
‘2D. H: Chandler, do ao . eS We BB 
Enoch Chase, per diem 18538, = fe 4 

oo ‘E. A. Calkins, appropriation, == dhe 128 
‘Casey & Fallen, audited, 9 - 0 ewe B08 
Geo. ‘Cogswell, witness fee, - . Po | os TT 60 

| Geo. W. Cate, perdiem 1853, 9 - A Oe 
Gover '& Goldsmith, audited, = - cs yoo 5 05 | 

_ Cary & Harrison, appropriation, - | | , 200 | 
: H.,M.:Crombie, audited, - = © - , : - & 50 : 

os John:Crawford, witness fe. -°.. = 7 oe ~ 18 68 | 
Jerry Crowley, audited, “= | a | i 6 OF 
J, Wi. Cary, per diem 1853, - ss - Po 4b | 

- - (M. M> Cothren, salary, - ce | - oe | ATS | 
-. _P, Cosgrove, appropriation, - = = 5 fs pe. 182, 50



| _ DISBURSEMENTS. | | | - 

| O. D. Coleman, per diem, 1853, - . Se Fat! “| eo AB 
~ Richard Carlisle, do do - . ces He aptt Bb ond ° 

| R. P. Clement, appropriation 1853, - - | | og eb ae | ~ 4085 

N. V. Chandler, audited, -  - . pNP OS a 

| Sam’! Crawford, salary, 2 Ulm | oe cb 600885 

S. Park Coon, appropriation, - - . 2 | cn 459 BB 
 §. 8. Conovor,  — do -_ - coed 456 822.97 

W. Clark, witness fee, - - Po ba Hee 16 

Wm. Ei. Cramer, audited, - - |. ee Te 462. 65 

W. P. Clark, appropriation, - =e Cp gee | yoo: 106) 2, | 

Chas. Dunn, per diem 1853, -_ . ~ | - ca TP AB 

D. 8. Duarie, appropriation, - = a : 24 BG 

Edward Daniels, salary, - - ne, 1,124 758 

. Geo. P. Delaplaine, do - - | | 2500 

_H.N. Davis, witness fee, - Ce fee ab de = 42 80 

J. R. Doolittle, salary and appropriation, - oo I BERS | 

Jason Downer, witness fee, - . fo ab, | oe AL 20 

J.E. Dodge, per diem 1858, - ee Be i 
J ohn W. Davis, do - 0 ee ee I nt ABO a 

N.M. Donaldson, appropriation & per diem ’53| ey BB os 

Donaldson & Tredway, appropriation, ne i . (555 8B] 

P. Dafie, doo oh 8 
W. M. Dennis, per diem 1853 & salary,,§ | ee pe O45 

‘‘ Emigranten,” audited, ma peas Soups a ee «| can oT OB, 

Emigrant Agency, expenses, ee 2H 500 - 
A. E. Elimore, witness fee, - i: in fo tbe | 70 64 - 
Chas. A. Eldridge, appropriation, - - jf ' > a OB | 

C. B. Ellis, do ef - «146 BO” 

H. F. Eastman, audited, - ee th AO 

'W. S. Evertts, witness fee, - - we | a 18 20 : 

A. Finch, jr, . do ef a BA 
Charles Foote, appropriation & audited, fo ees | : *, 181° 08 : 
Charles W. Fitch, — do. fo coe He 1D 4B 

D. Fitch, audited 1853, - - Sy | 3 88 87 7 
EK. N. Foster, per diem 1853, - . eee AB | 

G. J. Fowler, witness fee, . - | | ce TP BB 20 | 

Fratney & Herzberg, appropriation & audited; 642 45 

H. L. Foster, per diem 1853, __ we, | - oe IO: | 

J.C. Fairchild, appropriation, © = - - pT ge | oo, 15, 8% - 

John Fitzgerald, do we Ee BOO 

P. Hines, do ome ee TP 1B 

P. J. Fleischer, | do me oo ee DO | 

S W. Field, per diem 1858, - — - RP FOF Co 
Thos. Fenton, do, © -.| - fe Be — 

I. H. Fellows, do - oo eee ee: ee - 

Alex. ‘IT’. Gray, salary, we Po co te 6000 | | 

Governor Contingent Account,A ropriation,{ © jf 10,000



| | | os 11. | | —_ 

: | DISBURSEMENTS.- | | 

H. W. Grunnison, appropriation, - | =. 6 © 
James P. Greeves, witness fee, - | mo | 60 40 
Gould & McLaughlin, audited, - so] - tL. 74 78 
O. B. Graves, appropriation, =" - | yp 12460 

| W. Graham, witness fee, - - BO | «88, 
W. H. Gleason, appropriation and audited, — Oo 1,204 

| B. F. Hopkins, appropriation 1853, - oe dp 28 BD 
Carr Huntington, audited, = - - | te 05 | 
Hulet & Cary, — do - - ee | 4 40 : 

_ Dayid Holt, appropriation,  - - . | . 84 55 
| Du Ray Hunt,’ = do wm HE QL 50 | 

| FE. Hillyer, per diem 1853, - 3. - pe a | AB 
__ E. Hurlbut, witness fee, ef 72 60 

H.C. Hull, audited 1853 and 1854, - =|" 27-70 
Edward M. Hunter, per diem 1853, -  . | | — 120 | 
E. BF. Hemstein, appropriation, eo oo 182. 50 | 
H. Haertell, salary, - . - | | 500 | 

| H- Holmes, per diem 1853, - ~ 4 | - «45 
‘Jas. Halpin, appropriations. - se 4,504 24 
- John Hart, witness fee, - ef 84 40 

| J. A. Hadley, audited, - - {\ 4 405 
| John E. Holmes, per diem 1853, —- fo 

John W. Hunt, appropriation and salary, 700 | 
Hurd & Johnson, audited, - - So 945 

—. Levi Hubbell, salary, ss ~ - | ATO 
Mary A. Howe, witness fee, - . | | Yo OB 

_ -Hall & Pierce appropriation and audited 1853,} — | | (8360 
| 8. W. Hill, per diem. 18538, - | - po | | 45 . 

Titus Haye, do  ~ - ot - — 45. 
Thomas Hood, appropriation 1853, - _ : 805 80 

—-. im O. Howe, salary, —- - J. tf 870 | 
- - “Wm. Hull, appropriation, - 9 + -, a — 200 -. 

| Wm. A. Hawkins, per diem 1858,  - — ne — 0 
_ “Wm. H. Howard, appropriation, - | oo . 100°. | 

: J. K. Inman, witness fee, - - - | 8 75 
-  Qhas. E. Jenkens, do - oe a | 2 92 40 

| D..N. Johnson, appropriation, - I - WS 
Edward H. Janssen, appr’n & salary ’53 & 54. =f 1,250 © 
John B. Jacobs, appropriation, mf a 

| R. Jenkinson, do - = Po 21 75 | 
. August Kruer, salary, . - - en | ae 400 

Chas. M. Kingsbury, appropriation, - | a | 
OR. Knight, - do ae , | . 12. 

- KH. B. Kelsey, do - ot ne (388. 
| J.G. Knapp, witness fee, me a 18 | 

_ _L.F. Kellogg, appropriation and witness fee, | { ... 878 3% 
) M. Keenan, — - — do fo! - $806 20 |



| | |. DISBURSEMENTS. _ | 
Rufus King & Co. audited, - - — - Sg hes | ce ey | | 
S. G. Knight, witness fee, - - f Ooh ope. po 
Hiram Knowlton, salary, - ~~ = an | oe! oD 
A. D. Ladue, perdiem, - — - WR 
B. B. Ludlum, appropriation, - - fa 
Charles Lum, witness fee, - - | er oer 
Charles H. Larabee, salary, - - a et od 
Livsey & Carroll, appropriations, —- yo Re | 
FS. Lovell, witness fee, - - | ABR 
J. Lauderdale, per diem 1853, - |e 20750 
J. Lemon, appropriation, - - a To Rs - 
J.J. Loomis, appropriation, - - fo | Edward Lees, PP to and per diem 1853, od | | vie | | 
James T. Lewis, ; . do fo BRR 
Rob't M. Long, salary, - “ag tH 2 Be 
Rob’t W. Lansing, appropriation and audited, | a | . ee OB | 
A. Marschner, do Be a2 te 
A. McArthur, witness fee, * - | | _ 660 
A. Menges, salary, - oo - ay | } 
C.H.\ cLaughlin, appropriation, - | dp aoa 
Chas. N. Mumford, do | - ye Bg 

D.M. Miller, a fo 68 400 KE. Mariner, witness fee, — - | fT Be 
Ed. McGarry, per. diem 1853, : - oy / | ok 190 ) 
Ezra Miller, do - - | . Wo 9 as 
F. J. Mills, audited, - ae - | eT gag 
George R. McLane, per diem, Se Be | ca os 7 45 - 
H. Madden, do - - = She 188 ge | 
Jas. Morrison, appropriation, - - | gE 
J. Myers, per: iem 1853, - . che ER gy | 
J, L. Marsh, audited, - - | | . . 4 are — 
L. Miller, per diem, - on , - cee Oger ag 
Matthias Martini, appropriation, ' ~ ce dpe AS 
Mapes & Root, audited, - . | ges | | oa | 
P. L- Mossin, appropriation, - - TE a | | 
R. N. Messenger, per diem 2853, - | _ . | 49916 
T. D. Morris, appropriation, oo - po Ye 5 05 
Miner & Skinner, do Mf 7 | 907 60 

hos. McGlynn, ~ do - co eel SUR a 
The McHugh, Chief Clerk Assembly, | . - on eReS . 

| Wm. S. Murray, per diem 1858, - Ben 
Memhard & Williams, os mp ft gee 

| H. 8. Nickerson, appropriation, ot o ere 
© -W.W. Noyes, audited, = | - | EEE a 

J. H. Oshrander, = - 7 ~ | ee re | 
Bostwick O'Conner, appropriation,  ~_ _ ' bee teeth ct | ae 
NN. Olmstead, perdiem 1853,- = | Poe |



| ss DISBURSEMENTS, os 

| Thos. J. Otis.appropriation, - = 812 88 
Postage, appropriation & audited, - | / a | 4,582. 38 _ 
A FF. Phi lips, do - oe, UE Eb 132 50 , 

_B. Pinckney, per diem 1853,- = 7 oF | AB | 
oe Charles. Piquette, appropriation, - fo | HP a8 B59 

«<M... Powers, per diem 1853, _ - | SO | AB 
' Elisha Pearle, do ei we TP “ 

George C. Pratt, witness fee,- = > | me yo.0l(8T 4000 

. _ George H. Paul, appr’n and audited 1853, oo | 194 4B 
_ Haven Powers, do - | — Ho 120 | 
HL. Page, .. do 18538, ©-) jf - or 7 370° 

| _ Judscn Prentice, per diem do | - - | AB 
-. J.D, Plunkett, audited do ep +92 50 

«J, -H, Payne, witness fee, ee re 19 800 

_» J. W. Porter, per diem 1858,  - . ee | a 45 : 
_. .N. Prater, appropriation, - | TE 182 50 

oo Sam’ Pierce, « do oe po 182, 50 

~~. .§. D, Powers, do 1858, te TR 1005 | 
» - Wm,.H, Pettit, witness fee, Cm 90 72 

Wm. R. Perry;/appropnation 1852, -,.. Joo °° oh 5, : 

—. Jacob Quintus, — do andauditéd,; | = =. ff, 11% 40, : 
- - Henry Quarles, appropriation, - - , We 207 80 

Amos Reed, audited, - - - EN 9 4000 

a “A. W, Randall, ‘witness fee, - . eT "16 80 | 

Robinson: & Bro, audited, - © + : 8 6 OR 
GM Roeser,” do | ao 

—  D. G, Reed, per diem 1853, 5 + |} Be ag 
- ELRobinwon, © doi a 

oo ‘Edward G. Ryan, appropriation, ep ., 3,182 36 

Francis Randall, witness fee. = | ro 48 °40° | 

0 ARos = do——™—i«C oe At as - 
 James._D. Reymert, audited, > Pe a 607 4B 

©.» James Robinsoi, error 1853, = al 20 

Reed. & Nevitt,'audited, 9° es 9 40 

_ Orson Reed, per diem 1858, * . - a | . 45. : 
-- Patick Rogan), = do BB 

"Peter Rogan, witness fe = = fH. BE BO 
ns R.B. Rice, appropriation, = (se, et 80 

Robe L. Ream) do 1851, | 2 87 'BO 
Richie, = doe, 182 50 

'S, Ryan, audited, ee 18, 5 
| V. W. Roth, appropriation, - — - foo ee BE 

W..H. Roe, per diem, - fo / 45 , 

« See Bote,” audited, - - poe | . 16°40 

> Albert Smith, witness fee, -. -. ~o | | 142 40: 
| Alva: Stewart, per diem 1853, 89+ | 16S 

A. D, Seaman, eppropriatien, - boo Ce |



| | 1¢ a 
. ' DISBURSEMENTS. | 

A. D. Smith, salary, a : - ff , . 800. | 
“A. H. Smith, witness fee, —- ee | 29:10 
Schotf & Butts audited, - = a  g | 

| C. L. Sholes. audited & perdiem 1853,» tt 49 40 | 
Strong, Crapo & Russel, appropriation, | | eT 192,67 
C. Stevens, per’ diem 1852, - ~ ee | ey | 
David Scott, appropriation, - = | | TW 146.15 | 

: Daniel Shaw, audited, - - a 97 50 
D. G. Snover, appropaiation, - - fe 182 50 

~Sholes & Densmore, audited - - WP 15 05 | 
D. M. Seaver, salary, - 0 Co 500" 
Geo. B. Sinith, witness fee, - — eA A 

| AH. Stebbins, per diem 1853,-- = AB | 
State Historical Society, appropriation, | aT 500 | . 
John Shaw, | do. ; | 1,200 0 0 
J. A Smith, audited, | - GAB 
J.D. Sinith, appropriation, = = fe | 78260 0 
Jolin J. Shghtam, do Bw - | 205 
James K. Sinith, witness fee, ~ 0 OT ay BA TO 
Jesse M. Sherwood, appropriation, —- Sb BR 
John L. Sweeny, do 1853. jf oo =: 9 fo 282 | - 
J. W. Seaton, per diem, do Fe hE 
Levi Sterling, do doe fe ee 
State Library, appropriation, = = fe 80000 
State Loan, interest on bonds, | 0-0 Po BOO 
State Prison, appropriations 1853 and 1854.) 9) YF 17,106 81 

7 South Wing of State Prison, appropriation, |. ° t 9,758 480 
-. P. B. Simpson, per diem 1858, 00 = Poe es ) BG 

Seaton & Paul, audited,’ - ° ef BOB 
Stevens & Rogers, do - F  AR gggq 
T. L. Smith, appropriation 1858, = - = {| | FO 
W. Sayles, per diem, do ff EAR 

— W. Spooner, salary, . do. ROT 
W. Sanderson, witness fee, - 9- sf FT PO 50 400 
“Wm, Slightam, appropriation, = SEE AB Lo 

| Winfield Smith, witness fee, - - fe 00s 
- Wm. N. Seymour, do - ~ . ef ES Ba 

Wm. R. Smith, appropriations 1853 & 754,400 | 4,250 “ 
Schoefiler & Wendt, do -andaudited. ; = 0° Hh 949-2200 
D. Taylor, per diem 1853, ee | a - , ae 70° oe 

' JD. L. Thayer, appropriations 1853 &'54, | ott 202 600 
Tibbits & Gordon, do -. iP 4,645 69 
George P. Thompson, witness fee, = - | AT B84 
H..A. Tenney, do + . es re | 
XI. S. Tallmadge, per diem 1853, = | a 
Jonathan Taylor, witness fee, - pm A ee 9 BO : 
L. Towslee, appropriation. —- - | FG (399 80



a -  s “DISBURSEMENT. . . 

| . M. J. Thomas, appropriation, = =) | | il 25 | 
— - Pat Toland, =. do. wo: ce fe, 0.) 290. 

Thos. J. Townsend, salary and appropriation, | = | | 2,850. . 
| Wilson Torrey, do . - / Hae 174 - 

“Wn. H. Thomas, witness fee, - co | |  —81 64 —COi«*si«t 
Wm. L. Utley, salary 1853, - - |. 95 
E.R. & I. A. Utter, audited, — - Co 808 

: D. 8. Vittum, per diem 18538, =~ 7 «165. 
| A. Whittemore & Co., appropriation 753 54 | - df. 2,076 27 : 

A. S. Wood, = | do | - dh 195. : 
: ~Wiscongin Blind Institute, do °50 °53.&54,) |. 3,280 84 

7 Charles Wheeler, | do: do HE 282 50 7 
. Cal. C. White, witness fee, ~ . ~ OC | 110 22 - 

~ - .. Chas. K. Watkins, do - ~ oe yt 29 20 _ 
- Wis. Deaf & Dumb Inst., appropriation 1853,| ..: ee 1,750 

KK. Wakely, per diem 1858, - = a ee 
. Ezra Wheeler, do ~ ~ - a dt AR 

"Weed & Eberhard, appropriations 53 & 54, | | —— 1,558 440 
E. V. Whiton, salary aud witness fee, oo os 22 80 
H. A. Wright, . do.- per diem 1853, oe | q. . '45— 
H.C. West 2 do _-- cy fp 
HK. White, witness fee, -. - 2 Fo | To 46 00 
Isaac Woodle, - . _ | “45 80 

~ John Walworth, audited, - “ y B05 7 
_ John K. \ illiams, appropriations 53 & °54, | | || («B50 , 

| - John Wright, do - - BT 23 | 
+ Joseph Wilson, 5. do | =. oe TE 182 50 

J. H. Wells, witness fee, ~ - . ee _ 41 20 
| J. H. Wells, (Marquette,) audited,  - of | 81 20, 
- John T. Wilsons «> ..: do -. +. . 102 

i, Wyman, witness ‘fee, - mo _ : “19 20 
- O.J. Wright, audited, - wh a 505 | 

- Robert Weir, witness fee, - ~~ © ft 80 
_- Russel’ Wheeler, do we A 20 : 

- _R.B,.Wentworth, appropriation and audited, | a 6095 
— “RE Wilson, ~~ do + do | | | os 1620 | 

—  Rob’t W. Wright witness fee, — eT Ph 80 | 
. Thos... West, per diem 1853 and appr’n, ° A ED 
- 9. T. Whittlesey, do De " AP ABET 

~~. “Wim, K. Wilson, witness fee, - SB Es QQ: 40 | 

ALD. York, perdim 1853, =f 
total Se | 165;277 53 

Amt. overpaid last quarter, - -— eH 8110-70 
Receipts brought from page 8,,  - ss | «165,487 | ee 

dy 7,900 69} | 

Co : $173,089 2a $173,388 23



SECOND. QUARTER, | OO 

. _ * RECERPTS. ees oe e : ee 

Brown County, State Tax, 186 BOP 

La Fayette do © : do! » F-88786 | 

| Portage do © do. ~- 4,024 197 as | 

St. Croix do do: a | 404 OBI a 

Outagamie do dol 702 — Po | 

Badger State Bank, doi -- fo ez Boh 

Bank of Commerce, do * -- * Pe, 320: 50 Re | 

Columbia County Bank, do = be 50 ‘a woh Bs - 

Exchange Bank, doo et 
Farmers & Millers’ Bank, do ° “ 2 375 Be ep 

‘Bank of Fond du Lae, do _ ~ 187 ” are as — 

Fox River Bank, ‘do =. . 7 49f. 0 

Jefferson County Bank, doo =~ (°° fo B87B fe 

City Bank of Racine, do! we BTR Pe | 

_ Bank of Racine, Fe OY 7 | 

State Bank, | doo: = fh 875 a ee 

State Bank of Wisconsin, do - 5 | 4195 || Be 

| Wisconsin Bank, do wp BTR Pe | 

| W. Fry, License, Pedlar, — - | 30 as 7 

M. Boynslackiy do ~ le gy 

Wim. R. Berry, | do = ae | - 7 / 40 l: OAPs eo a 

S. Mock, 7 do - mS AQ theo co | 

Tilten & Mallery, do Se fe BO. J ce 

H. E. Hood, ~ do - a - 2. £0 Cog et 

C. R. Knight, refunded error, eo 49 bOI 

H. & Nickerson, do mo pe 15 “| a | 

Tota, = : —— 10,805 02|f 

a | DISBURSEMENTS. Dobe BaP RB yts 

Jonathan E. Arnold, appropriation, - _ - a | 4000. ti‘ 

| D. C. Bush, do = 2 fo BR 

Jobn Butler, do wp Ae 49g 08 

Bugh & Nimmiock, audited, - = =~ _- ot | 34-50 

Cover & Goldsmith, do -. - ~ of PE gg 

M. M. Cothren, salary, = wp | gig | 

Sam’l Crawford, do -. 0 TE gee ey - 

Charles Foote, appropriation- ' = - = -f sd 2 90 

R. W. Griswold, witness fee, - - ABE mag | 

A.C. Ingham,. do - - fo t B0 12 7 

Edward: M. Hunter, sala - -—— Po | 950. 

C. H.'Larrabee,; do = © ef gt | 

R.M. Long. =. do * we PRE fgg | 

T. Lund, appropriation, .- “ to 900” 

M.Martin: dg: * | | } 237 BO



oat 
| | | DISBURSEMENTS, : | 

Simeon Mills, appropriation, - - | 160 25 A. D. Smith, salary, “ - 666 67 State Agricultural Society, appropriation, | | 190 | South Wing State Prison, do | 2,146 95. E. V.. Whiton, salary, a | 166 66 Wis. Blind Institute, appropriation, - : | 1,500 J.H. Wells, audited, . - | Oo . 40 55 
Total- -  . — | 8,618 05— Amount overpaid last quarter, . | 7,900 69 Balance overpaid, - - “ 8,718 ml : 

| 16,518 a4 —-:16,518 74 
. THIRD QUARTER. | | 

RECEIPTS. . | 
Bank of the West, State Tax, — - 435 55] 
Kenosha'City Bank, do - BIB : Racine County do — do sm 750 of a - Rock River do — do ~ | 375 | Oshkosh City do do - 375. | Wis. M.& FV. Co. Bk. do. - 750 
Jefferson County do do - 1095 82 Milwaukee County do - | — 887 3 Glines & Co., License, Hawkers dé Pedlars, 40 | M. Loeb & Co., do do- | 40 ff 
Charles Richmond, do do _ : 10 | John W. Davis, refunded, _ - - 5 | E. ‘Ricker, do “ ™ 39 : 

Total, - mm 5,177 68 | a 

. DISBURSEMENTS, a | 
David Atwood, audited, . - I 934 10 _ Atwiod & Brown, appropriation, —- | | 6,013 66 | Beriah Brown, do &e, - !  . 4,061 40 . _ HL. D, Barron, audited, - - Oo 0 «149 52 S. G. Bugh, - - ce | | 262 50 Wm. A. Barstow, Salary, - oo | . | 462 50 Wm--W. Brown, appropriation, om | 425 Crawford County, overpayment, - | | AL 03 George W. Cate, salary, - - | 499 17 _— M.M:> Cothren, do _ - - ; ~ ff 485 4 _ 8. Park Coon, appropriation, -. - . | . . 86. F. F. Davis, er co "4 J. BR. Doolittle, salary, . - { | 375 

| 3 :



18 | 

DISBURSEMENTS. . 

Wm. M. Dennis, salary, = - ~ | 4] 500 

Charles B Ellis, appropriation, ~ | 12 
A V Fryer, _ do - . 150. 
¥ Fratney, audited, » - . 7 800 7 

' HB Gardner, appropriation, - 83 
W Graham, do - - | 20 

E M Hunter, salary, - - — 950 

¥ W Horn, Emigrant Agent, - ) | 1,075 
J W Hunt, salary, ~ - | | 250 
Levi Hubbell, do - - / 148 | 
) wo Hill, pér diem, - - oe 25 
Edward H Janssen, salary, - - | : 200 a 
John N Jones, postage, ro - , | 2,342 63 | 
E B Kelsey, per diem 1853, - _ 70 | 

Jas Kneeland, appropriation, - - | 40 
Wiram Knowlton, salary, = - | 375 
Rob’t M Long, do - - | | 200 
Chas H Larrabee, do - - 3875 
R W Lansing audited, “ - 114 
Q Loebr, appropriation, - - | 45 

Geo R M Lane, lunatic do - - 300 

John McManman, salary, = - 150 

A Menges, do - - | 250 

Alex Mitchell, appropriation - - | 58 
J G Percival, salary, ~ - . , 410 
Curtis Reed, per diem 1853-~ - | Oo 70 

J D Reymert, audited, - - | 187 50 

V W Roth, appropriation, = - ne : 50 

Schuff & Rutts, audited, - - 66 25 

D M Seaver, salary, - 250 | | 

J R Sharpstein, per diem 1853, - . 75 

Swamp Lands, appropriation, - - 225. | 

State Prison, do - to : 600 | 
South Wing, do - . . 6,543 90 

Schoeffler & Wendt, audited, - | . 1,672 60 

D S Vittum, lunatic appropriation, - | 162 50 
John Welch, do - - 262 16 

John White, do 1851, - 57 

John K Williams, do 1853, 7 116° | | 

H Wright, salary, &e., - - t 400 | 

R Wilcox, per diem. 1853, ~ - | 450 

Wisconsin Blind Institute, appropriation, | { 125 

Wm. A Wheeler & Co., do | 39 25 

| Total, - - - : | 82,571 66 
Amount overpaid last quarter, ~ | 5,713 72 i 

Receipts as above, - . - _ 5,177 68 | 

Balance, ~ " " " | 33,107 70 / 

88,285 38: 38,285 38



| : : 19 | 

| _ FOURTH QUARTER. _ 7 | . 
oo oe ‘RECEIPTS. | — | 

O F Dana, tax on suits, . re | gt : - Manitowoc County, revenue, = | 1,844 “| a S ~ Portage do do — - fs B44 Dlg eS 
Waushara ~— do - do | - , 196 66) a ' Bank of Commeree, Tax, . po HB aS 
Columbia County Bank do os f° 187 BO, a Dane’ = dos dos do “+ 185 42 | City Bank Kenosha - do — 875 | re City Bank Racine do re OTR | es 
Farmers é& Millers’ Bank do - ! 875 Hs Northern ~~ do do °° «-. | ) «12 BO} | Racine Connty do do. - | ~ 750° ee Rock River - do do = = | B75 iP State. do do mh BRB | ‘State Bank of Wisconsin do ee | 1875 {I | a Wis M & F Ins Co | do fm 750 ee ~ Simeon Steinhart, Pedlar’s License, - re BO HP Silverman & Co  —-~— do - - | 80-0 Tf | el James. Cameron © do mL PO Ae M Schwars do ~ 10. ne 
Chandler & Killey do - | BO. Pee A 
S Hirschberg — do os 3B. - ns _Rabbas& Wolf do oe 30 | . A Guddlefinger : do oo : 10 | = on : Alex Guddlefinger, do 8 . 400 a 
John Blackenhurst = do - 40. re 
S Klauber oo do. - : | 10. {| . A L Castleman, Canal Land Mortgage, 7B TBP es 

| Total, ot - sO | — $9,829 2al| Fine 

a , DISBURSEMENTS. _ a Ss 
Jas‘8 Alban. appropriation, - TO (120 
J R Briggs, do me 129° 
S G@ Bugh, on eecount, —- oe : . 100 | W A Barstow, salary eo, = po 462 «50 | ‘W W Brown, appropriation =~ 9° A BBO 
J Crowley audited, os oo | ee | _ 1386 40° _ MM,Cothron, salary, © - ho» BIB N V Chandler; audited, © -— os a 5 05 OS Comfort, appropriation, - = —- | | 83 Sam’l Crawford, salary, — - - | 500 J R Doolittle, do = oo 1 875 
Wm M Dennis, do ~~  s : | 500 
A T Gray, do _—- - | | 60u



_. DISBURSEMENTS. . — | 

Gustavus Grahl, audited, - — - of | O07 15 

Fratney & Herzberg, do - - | ie 870 05 

K J Flesher,  . do - Bm ; ais | . 444 69° 

E W Hunter, salary, © ew et 280 

FF Hobbs, apprepriation, ~ 0 os wis - 20 80: 

FW Horn, Emigrant Agent, . - . a 8550 

John W tlunt, salary, 0 > foe | | oy cde BO 

JN Jones, audited.” 9) 5 ! Ape 788: AT 

E H Janssen, salary, tt cla cp |  @00:.- 

Levi Hubbell, doo 60. * - A, po BTR 

James & Marriner, appropriation, = - ss boo 

August ruer, salary, > oo So He 60008 | 

Wiram Knowlton, doi: - — 7 : oy | B75 8 | 

© H Larrabee, <° dow, - 0 7 | dP BTR ee 

M D Miller, appropriation, - 0 7 el, | B30... 

A Marschnes, audited). | ae | 50 

Chas Roeser do 5 0° pom ps 6 4600 

Geo Paul, do rev or Got So Hes 95 oY 

3G Percival, Geologieal Survey, : - bo a Pete BQ 

H P Powers, appropriation, ss | wo mo BQ 

Robinson & Bio, audited, — - oe | | | + 62 81. 

Reed & Nevett, do: 2 7) 1 ) 64 50° 

Abm J Simith, salary,.. - jo oe Poe 85000 

A S Sanborn, on-accognt services; - | a «888 50” | 

TD M Seaver, salary, - oo : | | OR Y5Q0 : 

Geo RSmith, do 9 7 7 : 2 800° | 

Levi Sterling, appropriation, - cb Heo V2O RAS 

Swamp Lands,» do:: - oo | Pees 700 — 

State Prison, do: - oo . ty 500.00. | 

S G Stacey, salary, 6. - Po tb Pe Gl | cons $200 52 4 

Schoeffler & Wendt, audited, 5 - | | 215 

Win BR &mith, appropriation, . ed 100 

DS Vittum, on account services, —- | 488 oe 

H A Wright, salary, - er es 400 

OJ Wright, audied, ” 7 - eee Hoe 28 254 

Sam'l. F Wright, lunatic appropriation, 2 J. 419 

— Total = ~ ef th (18,686 88, 
Receipts.as above,, - we 9,829 22) Seca 

Amount overpaid last quarter, oo . ee | a _ 83,107 TO | 
Amount overpaid): - | - - 38,965 aay eet 5 . |



o oe | 

ge THE JUDICIARY FUND. a 
--"This fand is created by virtue of the fullowing portions of ‘the : 

Revised Statutes. re a | 
Page 9201, “ Section 61. Every Clerk of the circuit court shall, 

| at the expiration of every three months after the commencement 
of his term of offiee, transmit to the secretary of state an account. 
in writing, verified by. his affidavit, to be filed with such accuunt,. _ 
of all moneys received by him for taxes on suits commenced in the 
cireuit court during the preceding three months, specifying in 

 -guch account, the title of each suit ‘and the proceeding on which 
‘stich taxes have been received; and shall; as often as required by 
“the judge of the circuit court, pay over to him all ‘nioneys in his: 
hands, received for taxes on suits, who shall execute to the said 
clerk duplicate receipts ‘therefur, oné of which shall be filed and 

_ preserved in his office, and the other shall be transmitted by mail 
“to the secretary of state, who shall charge ‘in his books the amount 
‘Specified in such receipt to the account of such judge, and deduct 
‘the same from his next quarter’s salary. And it is hereby ‘nade: 
the duty of all’ clerks of the circuit courts, whose d uty it wis ‘to 
~reeéive'a tax of one dollar on suits as provided b y section seven- 
teen of aii'det entitled ‘An act to provide for the e’ection of judges, — 
~and: for the ‘Classification and organization of ‘the j udiciary of the 

- state of Wisconsin,” ‘approved June twenty-ninth, one thousand 
eight hundred and forty-eight, to pay over to their successors in 

office, within twenty ‘days trom thé passage of this chaptér, alk 
~ moneys which may be or should have been'by said cletks veccly- 

ed as’ provided: by said act.” a 

Pac 762, “Seo, 17." On each suit in the cirenit court there 
- shall be levied a tax of ‘one dollar, which shall he paid.to the clerk . 
“at the time of ‘the commencement ‘therevf, which tax go levied 

"shall be paid into the treasury of ‘the state, and f mM aseparate 
“fund, to be applied to the. payment of the sulavy of judges 3 said 
“sum of ‘one dollar shall be taxed in the bill of costs and. recovered 
“as other costs of suit” 

‘In many instances clerks entirely neglect to report to this office |



the number of suits commenced, while others fail to pay over the 

mouey received by them. The whole amount reported by clerks 

up to this time is $9,827,/0 as follows: 

| In 1°49, ee te te 1,928 
eggs BR 
#185, ee et 1,886 

| | 6 1852, ee _ - - + 9,124 | 

BBB eee ee 4 
“gd, - - - = = = 1,868 

Of this amount the sum of $7,318,50 has been paid over, leav, 

— ing $2,008,50 unaccounted for. The attention of clerks has been 

frequently called to the foregoing provisions of law but with little 

success. 
An abstract of balances due from Clerks, as above shown, on 

this day ig presented herewith, marked “AL? | | | | 

ot will be seen by this abstract that the sum of $295 has been 

_ paid, for which the reports have not been made. oa . Co 

In the last four annual reports. from. this office complaint has —. 

been made. of the inefficiency of this law. It still remains un- 
changed, and increasing negligence on the part of clerks is the 

~ result of this seeming approval of the Legislature. The folowing 

suggestions of Secretary Barstow in his report bearing date De- 

cember 81, 1851, are recommended to the Legislature as worthy 

of consideration. . a eh 

“In order to remedy the evil complained of, and for the purpose 

of simplifying the manner of keeping the necessary accounts, it is. 

_ gnggested, as a better means of realising and disbursing this por- 

tion of the State revenue, that the clerks be required, as now, to 

“report to this department, quarterly, the amount of tax for which © 

they are liable, and to pay over, at the same time, to their respec- 

‘tive County Treasurers the amount so reported, taking duplicate | 

receipts therefor, one of which shall be forwarded to the Secretary 

of State, to be by him credited to said clerk, and charged to the 
proper County to be paid by said County annually to the State 

Treasurer, at the time provided for the payment of State taxes ;



5 23 

and in the event of a failure on the part of any clerk to so report 
and pay, to suffer such penalty as may be prescribed.” 

| | 3. FUNDFORTHE BLIND. _ 

The act incorporating the Wisconsin Institute for the education 
‘of the Blind, approved February 9, 1850 provided that a tax of 
one fifteenth of one mill, should be levied upon every dollars - worth of property in this State for the year 1850 to be kept asa 

. separate fund, to be known as. the “Fund for the Blind.” The 
balance remaining in this fund, on the first day of J anuary last 
was $405,84, which amount has been balanced by the General 
fund, as that {pstitution is now supported by appropriations there- 
from, | 

| | 4, THE SCHOOL FUND. 

The proceeds arising from the sale of School Lands together 
with the five per centum of the nett proceeds of the sale of gov- 
ernment lands to which the State is entitled—the five per cent 

| penalty as forfeiture for the non payment of interest, when due 
upon School Land certificates and loans from the School fund— 
and the clear proceeds of all fines collected in the several coun- 
ties for the breach of any of the penal laws of the State, one set 
apart to constitute the school fund ; this fund being subjected only 

_ to certain expenses for advertising and selling lands and necessary 
_ books and blanks for conducting the transactions therein. 
' " The transactions of the State Treasurer in this fund during the 
year ending this day are as follows, to-wit : | 

se FIRST QUARTER. 

a | ° | ‘RECEIPTS. : 
_, Certificates, - 28,396 44 | 

‘Fines, | 1,785 05 | 
Loans, | 2125 
Penalty, 5 per cent.’ | 869 2 : Bales, : 15,990 63 

Total, | 49,166



, «24 | 

DISBURSEMENTS. 

Beriah Brown, printing and publishing, | 892 40 
Dan C Brown do | 8 
H D Barron, | do 7 | | 33 55 
Joseph Barnard, appraising, | | 15 
Jolin A Brown, publishing, : | 8 
Milton Barlow, appraising, | | | | 15 
Beeson & Thomas, publishing, | | | 15° 80 
Win O Buck, appraising, | 111 | 
Calumet Co, do | — 681 12 
‘Hi eCalkins, do , | | | 92 50 . 
J Crowley, — _ publishing. | | a) 
N V Chandler, do | 7 20 
Win E Cramer, do | | 97 85 
CW Kitch, do | 6 50 
Fratney & Herzberg, do | 25 90 
George Gale, appraising, oe | e 15 
Indian George, do | | 9 
Edward C Hull, publishing, 8 10 | 
J A Hadley, do ' | 9 20 
H P Holmes, appraising | || 25 50 | 
Joachim & Co., publishing : D 
Kohlman & Co, do | | TF 3 
Asa Lawrence, appraising | | / WB 
A Morehouse, do : HL . 68 
F J Mills, publishing Te 13 70 
Manitowoe Co., appraising, ' | — 200 - 
Marquette Co., do . ae 105 50 
~Geo H Paul, publishing | | | | 7 
L M Parsons, appraising | | — 10: 
P D Marschner, do _ | | ) 00 
W W Noyes, publishing | | | | 6 
Chas S Roeser do | - 7 
Richland Co., appraising | 7 tk 00 46 
Rock Co., do | 147 20 
Reed & Nevett, publishing, | | | 14 80 
R P Rawson, appraising, . a 111, 

- Robinson & Bro., publishing, 360 | 
Sam Ryan, jr., do 9 68 
D B Shailer, appraising, , . | iii 
School Fund, refunded for error, — 7 30 39 
School Fund Loans, | . 65,921 
Seaton & Paul, publishing, : | — 17.80 
Stevens & Rogers, do : 16 80 
Schoeffler & Wendt, do 3 50: 
W B Shaver, do | fo 4 
Geo W Taggert, appraising, : 216 | 
Algernon Weston, do | 7 50 |



| | | 25 

DISBURSEMENTS. | 

A. Whitemore & Co., plat book, 25 
A S Weston, appraising, | 12 50 
Winnebago Co, do | 168 25 
DM West, do , _ 20 
Weed & Hberhard, binding, © | 198.50 
J H Wells, publishing, a | - 21.25 
Wm White, appraising, | | | 43-50 

| Total = . | . | | - 710,194 :00 
- Amount on hand last quarter, . So 84,094 92 , 
Amount of receipts, 49,166 38 
Balance, : : | : 13,067 86 te 

a st eee ————— es 

Bn | $83,261 30| $83,261 380 

a SECON D QUARTER. 
| | "RECEIPTS, 

: Certificates, 7 3.412 29 
| Loans, so | 1,066 

Penalty, 5 percent, _ - 179 52 a 
Sales, | | | 1,012 a 

Total, 5,670 55 | | 
Balance last quarter, __ 13,067 30) 

OO DISBURSEMENTS. | 
Brown county, appraising, ot | 7 136 50 

-Beriah Brown, printing and publishing, . | 645 
Royal Buck, - do | 12:50 

| _ School Fund Loans, — 2,486 :73 
. Weed & Eberhard, binding. | a AT 

- Balance, oO | S {| 15,480 12 

7 : $18,737 g5il $18,737. 85 

oe THIRD QUARTER, — , 
| a RECEIPTS. oo | 

Sales, : . | 10806 938) 
Fines, : | 623 25) | oe 

_ Pepalty, 879 15), 
Certificates, | 2186 44 

Tota, | | 13.945 77) | 
Balance last quarter, 15,480 12), a 4 | |



26 | So 

DISBURSEMENTS. 

Loans | | 2800. 
Weed & Eberhard, book binding, &c., 550 
W H Willard, appraising, | 182: 
Edward Lees, do . 25 
Jas Murdock, do | | 141 | 
O A Stafford, printing, | 300 | 
Beriah Brown, — do | 320 
R F Wilson, appraising, . 100 

| DA Glidden, refunded, eft. 77 Pierce Co, | 5 62 

. Total, . | | 4,378 62 
Balance, . 25,002 27 | 

$29,375 89|| $29,375 89 

| FOURTH QUARTER. | 

RECEIPTS. | . 

Certificates, 8,079 73 oe 
Fines, . | 463 91 : - 
Loans, | 1,425 — | 
Penalty, 222 16, | 
Bales, | Lo | 6,509 77 | 

Total, es 16,800 57 

7 _- DISBURSEMENTS. | 
Benj Allen, appraising, | | 262 50 
CyrusN Allen, do | 157 50 
B Brown, publishing, | | 107 50 
DC Brown, do : 31 25 
J Barnard, appraising, | 55 
John A Brown, publishing, a : 19 90 
Sam’l G Bugh, — do | | «18 25 
Jerry Crowley, do | 42 75 
Cover & Goldsmith,do 4 25 
H Calkins, appraising, —__ | | 166 
RL Gove, publishing,” : 7 25 
Gray & Nimmock, do | 17 25 
Joseph Dartt, surveying, : 81 
Ki C Hull, publishing, | 7 25 
A OHolt, do . _ ! 12 48 
B F Hicks, appraising, ‘ an «15. 
Hurd & Johnson, publishing, | 18 80 
Edward Lees, appraising, - | : —. 480 
Peter Littl, do | it 88 , 
Jas Murdock, do | oe 50 

; t



. | (OT 

a | DISBURSEMENTS, = 
| PD Marschall, appraising, - | fe — 3d 

‘Wm C McMichael, do | 18 75 
-Joseph Patch, do =, | | 142 560 

| Robinson & Bro, publishing, | | | 19 
Wm C Rogers, - do _ | ft =. 66-20 
Ryan & Co, do |e 8 50 
SJ Quintus, do. ne 8 25 
Stout & Tenney, do —— [i «8 25 
SW Smith, do fp | 58 25 

~ School Fund,. | a poo. | = 931 «11 
| School Fund Loans, af . 2,506 

‘Thomas & Reed, publishing, | 98 75 
RF Wilson, anpraising, | | | | 215. 

~O J Wnght, publishing, | - 14 75 
"Weed & Eberhard, binding, | 1,564 50 

Total, | | 7,120 "1 
Receipts ds above, ho, ‘| 16,800 sy _ 

: _ Balance as above, SS | 25,002 27 : 
- Balance, | | i 34,682 13 

Total, | 41,802 27]| 41,802 84 

| | The records of this office exhibit the following as the present 

condition of this fund: | | , - 

| Amount due on certificates of sale, as per the] - - 
| books of this office, _ | | |i 1,374,285 09 

Add error in books for 1852, 5,639 62 oe 
do do. do 1883, 35,387 79]| 40,977 41 

“etal amount of School Fund Dues, | ll 1,415,252 50 
- Amount of School Fund Loans, | 220,814 24 

| . Balance in Treasury as above, ’— 7 | 84,682 03 | 

| _ Hl 1,670,258: 7Y 
- This sum, except the amount stated as being in the hands of the 

State Treasurer, is drawing interest at seven per cent., payable 
-; uring the month of Jonuary in each year. This interest consti- 

tutes / 
eS By rE SOHOOL FUND INOOME. 

| This is annually appropriated by the State Superintendent to the 
several counties for the support of Common Schools. | |
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The transactions of the State’ Treasurer, iu the income, of the 
School Fund, for tho fiscal year, are as follows :. - So 

FIRST QUARTER. — _ oo 

RECEIPTS, - | 94,159 40) 

| DISBURSEMENTS. - Po 
_ Refunded for ‘error in former payments, - 82°56 
Bad Ax County, Apportionment, | —. -452°88 
Calumet, do do 1642 96 
Columbia do do ot TOT OA 
Crawford do do : co 486 28 — 7 
Dane “do do ce 6,567: 12 
Dodge do do . Soggy ek Fa Tb oF 6,212 16 me 
Fond du Lae do do - | 4,395 04 
Grant do do | _ 4,888 08 
Green do. do | . Ab 8,211; 92 
lowa do a do lh 2,542°97 
Jefferson do:  — do. | ! 5,022 72 
Kenosha do — do | | 8,019 68 
Marquette do _ do | 2,593 44 - 
Milwaukee do do 7 5,497 95. 

_ Ozaukee do... = do .:,3 Poo TP 2,675 21 | 
Sauk do’ ~ do © po _ 2,048 40: 
Sheboygan do do pt Tt 8,605 56 
Racine do do . be | 4,855 18 
Richland do do a B08 
Rock do do so He 63820..88 
Walworth do do a it 4,975 92 - 

Washington do ~ do oe © 4,089 20. . 
Waukesha do ~ "do cde off. 5,848 56 

“Waushara do . do rs oo  859°.90 | 
‘Winnebago, do do | an | 876562 
D M Seaver, platting, in 1853, | 730 16 
‘Chas G Mayers, do do : | 254 50: 

Total, a . . . | . oe | / 88,496, 60 | 
Balance last: quarter, ETT 465 TO 7 
Receipts as.above, = Boe ep noise | 

Balance, | 28,128 
ee | 121,624 50| 111,624 50 

. “SECOND QUARTER. = 0 

RECEIPTS, ~— ABER OF



Co 99... : 

| - oo | DISBURSEMENTS. - 7 os 

Adams County, Apportionment, a 285 84 | La Fayette do. do - | | 3.878 96 
Outagamie do’ do | | , 702 
Portage do do pe os 224-19 - 
St Croix 7 do: : tO do . oe Pb, 174 96 

‘Total, . a a | oo — - | 4,665 05 
~ Balance last quarter; . | 23,128... 410 0 | | | Balance, — es oe .  |L . 20,216 02 

| | ; ee | . $24,981 mall - $24,981 97 : 

0 THIRD QUARTER, 
, ‘-REOEIPTS, nes . . So ota, - = [ oh 516 ool 7 | . 

- Balance last quarter, i 20,516 .02|| ae 

a : DISBURSEMENTS: an 7 , 

Milwaukea County, Apportionment, . | > Se Po BBR BL 
D A, Gliddon, refunded eft 77 PiereeCo,. | il 298... 

: Total, pe Be, ce or Tt ggg OM : 
Balance, | Ce | |, 25,257 80.-:: 

RECEIP18, | - | 4,289 59 a 
_ . Balance last quarter, — oe | 25,257 sul —_ 

oo - DISBURSEMENTS. rt - : 
Refunded on certi ficates recalled, 5 
Polk County;;.A pportionment, 51.12 
Milwaukee dois. “do | fo, 550. eel 
Waushara do do ; +196 66 

| Manitowoc do do <. _ 1,233 36 | 

| Tots, ee Is 308684 
| Balance; ’, oo = | 26,511.25 . 

ee — : | 29,547 39! 29.547 39 _ 
Oe The capital of the School Fund, drawing interest as befure shown, | - 
isastollows: 2 bo |
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School FundDue, 1,415,292 50 
~ do do Loans, | 220,314 24 

Total, | 1,685,576 74 a 

The interest upon this sum, for one year, at 7 7 
per cent.is | 214,940 37 

To which add balance on hand as above 27,493 92 

| Making a Total of a 142,484: 29 _ 

The amouut now on hand includes the advanced interest already 

paid for the year 1835.. This will lessen the amount due, to the 

extent of such advanced payment. Loans and sales, however, | 

during the winter will doubtless increase the income to such an 

extent, that the amount to be apportioned in March next, will — 

reach the sum of $145,000 00. PERCE AS Be | 

6. THE UNIVERSITY FUND. 

This fund is composed of the nett proceed of the sale of Univer- — 

sity lands, and from the 5 per cent. penalty as forfeiture for the = 

non-payment of interest when due upon University land certificates 

and loans from the University Funds. oo 

The transactions in this fand, during the year closing this day, 
are as follows, to wit: | 

_ FIRST QUARTER, | —_ 
> REOEIPTS. | / 

Certificates, | 2,155 47| 
Penalty, 5 per cent. oe 21 : 

Sales, 
2,010 41 | _ | | 

Total, 4,186 | | 
Balance last quarter. —-10,867 22 OO 

- | DISBURSEMENTS. Bn 
Loans, © | - , 9,125 | | 

~ Lorenzo Preston : 15 

C T Overton, 7 | 20 - 

Refunded for error, © | 3 60 

Balance, | ; an | 5,890 50 

| 15,054 10]| 16,054 10.
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| SECOND QUARTER. | 
7 | | | RECEIPTS, | 

Loans, Oe ¥ 250 
Penalty, | | 96 | | Sales, _ | 2,104 32 | 

Balanee, : SO | | 890 sel | | 

| DISBURSEMENTS. | | | 
| Loans, | | | | . 1,946 . 
Balance, | 7 6,394 97 

oO | | | 8,340 97 8,340 97 

THIRD QUARTER. 

| | RECEIPTS, ; - 
Sales, 7 | | 2,337 94 , | Certificates, oo 880 | - 

Balance last quarter, , 6,394 97) 
% - . DISBURSEMENTS. : | 

Loans, | 7,958 
Balance, a OO 41,109 OF . 

| | | 9,062 91|| 9,062 of 

ree FOURTH QUARTER. | . 
: | : RECEIPTS, | | | 
Certificates, / | . «7112 | 
Penalty, | re 21 25)| 
Sales, — a 507 05 | a ] 
Balance last quarter, | | 1,019 91| 

DISBURSEMENTS, | 
Loaned to University, = | | | 2,836 33 
Amount overpaid, a 1,086 12 

BS | Bo 2,836 33] . 2,836 33 |



The records of this office exhibit the following as the present 
condition of this fund: | 
Amount due on certificates of sale: as pefthe , | 

books of this office, 125,557 18 _ 
Add error of books in 1853, | 10,359 10 | 

Total amount of University Fund Dues, 135,916 28 a 
Amount due on do. do Loans, 25,230 33 

_ —————|| 161,146 61 
Amount overpaid as above, | ‘1,086 12 _— 

Total principal, | 160,060 49° 
This sum, except the amount above stated as being in the Trea- | 

sury, is drawing interest at 7 per cent., payable during the month . 

of January ineach year. This interest:constitutes | 

7. THE UNIVERSITY FUND INCOME. | 

~ This is annually applied toward the current expenses of the 

State University. _ oe 

The transactions of the State Treasurer in the income of the 
University Fund for the year, are as follows: Bn 

FIRST QUARTER. a 
RECEIPTS, , 7,077 mall - 7 
Balance last quarter, | | 2,990 56 | 

) _ DISBURSEMENTS. | 
Interest on School Fund Loan, | 8,500 
State University, : - — 4500 
Refunded for error, Ce ES | 11 99 

Total, | | | / 8011 99 
Balance, ! 2,055 78 . 

en | 10,067 7 10,067°77 °) 

| SECOND. QUARTER. So co 

RECEIPTS, © | | | 154 81 
Balance last quarter, Ra | 2 2056 7 al 

| “ DISBURSEMENTS. eR 
State University, 7 | |) 2000080 
Balance, | 1,810 59° 

OO 2810 59 2.810 59



— . PHIRD QUARTER. a 
| “RECEIPTS, | 363. 58|| : : | Balance last quarter, 1,810 59)! 

| — | 2173 17 ga 
OS - FOURTH QUARTER. | 

RECEIPTS, | oe | 580 471. 
Balance last quarter, | | 2,173 17 | | . 
DISBURSEMENTS, | | : 1,628 45. - Balance, | | : 1,125 19 | 

| a 2,753 64} 2,753 
‘The capital of the University Fund drawing interest as above | 

shown, is as follows: : | | - 
| University Fund Due, a 135,916 28 | -  . doe do Loans, CO 25,230 33 

a Total, an | : 161,146 61 | 

_ ‘The interest upon this sum at 7 per cent. for © 
oO one year, is : 11,280 26 | | Add balance on hand, an 1,125 19° oe 

- Total, a oe | 12,405 45 | 
~ This sum will doubtless be increased by further sales, so that | 
the amount subject to be drawn for the support of the University 

- next yxar, will reach the sum of $13,000 00. - 
oe oo 8. THE IMPROVEMENT FUND. | re 

_ The payment required to be made to the State Treasurer by vir» | 
_ tue of the act to provide for the completion of the Fox and Wis: 

_ Consin Rivers, passed April 14, 1852, constitutes the Improvement : 
- Fund. © — | _ oe | 

The transactions in this fund, during the current fiscal year, have — 
been as follows: , | | : | 
Balance on hand, — . , 129 38 7 - 
Paid F P Tallmadge, . | nie 129 * Balance in the Treasury, doe ao”: 

a OO . ! 129 sal 129 88 |
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| RECAPITULATION. 

| | Receipts. | Disbursements|/Total Receipts otal Dis- 

GENERAR FUND. | ee — ursements. | 

Ist quarter; 165,487 541 165,277 53!) to 

2d do (10,805 02] 8,618 05 | 

| 3d do 3) BL TT | 32,571 cel | ! 

4th do. ..{ 9,829 221 15,686 88 
Oo ——_) 191,299. | 222,154 12 

. SCHOOL FUND. : | a oo 

~ Ast quarter, | 49,166 38] 70,194 | re | 

- ad do €,670 55| 3,307 73! po TEE 

| 3d do | 28,945 77, 4,878 2 | 

Ath do. ——*||-—«16,800 57} = 7,120 71, a | 

or i —| $5,583 ml ssa 06 | 

a. F, INCOME. 1 | fe, | 

— Ist quarter, I 94,159 40| $3496 50! 9° Lo 

ad “do” 1853 97] 4,765 95] | a : 

ad do | 5,082 07] 890 =| oR! _ | 

4th do”. 4,289 53) 3,036 14/| | 

7 a ———| 106,235 03} 97,188 88 

UNIVERSITY FUND. | | | ' | ee oo. 

Ist quarter, 4,186°88) 9,163°60) bs aon 

2d. do | «2,450 471 1,946 A | 

3d do 2667 94, 7,953 | Pe 

~ Ath do- | 640 30| 2,836 33! ; , 

oe oI 9,945 59} 21,898 93 

UF. INCOME. | Yo | . —_ Af ee, | oe 

Ist. quarter, 7,077 21, 6,011 90) - | | | 

oo 9d do 754 8&1 3,000 J ie nn ee ED ks 

3d do «BOR BBP os Boke lef ore tHest- 

4th do 580 41| 1,628 45)| i; : 
| |e sl 58,775 07, 10,640 44 

IMPROVEMENT FUND, a bo | rae 

ist quarter, | an 129° I : | 129 | 

- Total | 401.888 49| 437,007 431] 401,838 “ 487,007 48 

_ BALANGBS. | a | | | ne 

‘January 11854 ff cenbert a 
General Fund, 8,110 7O)| - oo ee 

School Fund, 34,094 92 , | OP 

School Fund Income, 17,465 10 | Cte 

_ University Fund, 10,867 22! 1 Cte pe st 

- 1 ¥ Income, | 2,990 56 | oe | re 

Improvement Fund, 129 33 . , - a
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RECAPITULATION.— Continued. 

BALANCES. | | | 
December 30, 1854, 36 | | 
General Fund 38,965 - 
School do 34,682 13 

S F Income, 26,511 25 
University: Fund, 1,086 12 
U F Ineome, | 1,125 all 
Improvement Fund, | 38 22,267 47 

| 507,437 08 507,437 call 459,274 90| 459,274 90 

ACCOUNTS AUDITED. 

The following list embraces the accounts audited in this office, 
by virtue of various provisions of law, and exhibits the funds 

from which the same are respectively payable. The sum claimed, 

in all cases has been the same as allowed, unless otherwise noticed. 

GENERAL FUND. 

Claim. Allowed. 

January 4, James H Wells, Publishing, 15 60 
do 7%, James S Baker, painting, &c.,, 12 
do 11, Geo Burnside & Co, publishing, 4 40 
do 12, C Latham Sholes, do 4 40 

H D Barron, do 4 40 
do 13, Alf Marschner, do 10 | 
do 14, Jas M Reese, do 6 40 

Chas H Wells, do 1851 15 60 
do 21, FJ Mills, do 4 40 
do 30, Ryan & Co, do 10 

Hurd & Johnson, do 4 40 
Reed & Nevitt, do 4 40 
Briggs & Foster, do 4 40 
Schoeflier & Wendt, translating, 10 

Feb’ry 8, John C Bunner & Co, Newpapers, 1853, | 62 50 
do 11, J A Hadley, publishing, 4 40 
do 13, ‘See Bote,” do 20 16 40 
do 16, HF Eastman, do 4 40 
do 18, Fratney & Herzberg do 6 40 
do 21, HD Barron, do 26 86 
do 26. B Brown, Reportof Impeachment Trial, 2,655 

Stevens & Rogers, publishing, 4 40 
March 2, Chas Foote, Carriage Impeachment Reports 65 53 25 
do 9, Wm E Cramer, publishing, 24 35 

EC Hull, do : 2 05 
do 11, FJ Mills do 5 05



€ a | | . - ae . te : oo ea - ; ce, a Da eo - , ce 

a oe 0 geNRRAD FUND, 

| March 11, H. M:Crombie, carriage, impeachment trial. : Coes § BO 

co ~~ Beriah Brown, « .. publishing, oe BOR a 

ee - -Baker& Doty,; dot eo BOR 

FT Briggs & Foster, . > do. 9. - mg ea 5 OF sk 

- | an Blumfield & Kopp, doo 5 BOB 

- os. H D Barron, . To does og ~ ce Book - a 5: 05 a - 

= do's 8, Miner & Skinner; do os co BOF 

- .. Qarr Huntington, ~~ do GS Ob > 

Co Gould & McLaughlin, Po “B05 | 

_ SL Marsh, ~ do eB OR. 

: Beeson & Thomas, do ee BF OB : 

do «14, J Walworth, do 8 | BOB o 

oy. ER&F A Utter, do 505 
"A Marschner, dO eo BOR 

7 do 16, Alden & Holt, doo eo Tt 80 fe 

| ee Robinson & Bro, Or coe lees § OB 0 | 

OW Fitch, “do. 8 08 mo 

Seaton & Paul, . do | ee BOB 

do 17, ‘Schoeffler & Wendt, do. | | ee TORS 

| RA Bird do 506 

os Caged | John A Brown, = do. a BOR 

J Quints, do cope 2 10 

— * Bratmey &Hermberg, do BOB 
| do 20, Ryan &Co, =. do, soe BOB 

De Bim, do 
odor 21, RB Wentworth, doo. | eee eneee 8 05 

- do +22, “Emigranten,”) do 705. 

, do 28, - Hurd & Johnson, do oe 6.08. MO 

Ts WwWwel Noyes, newspapers in 1858, ce deg Oe 

‘and publishing, © =... et AL BS ee 

- do 25, Bugh & Nimmock,° publishing, re ee 

8G as OF Wright do BO 

do. 20, Geo H Paul, dO oe BOR 

- a “SM Booth, Se do 60 

Garey & Harrison, = do 6 0F 

a FES Oy Mapes & Root, ee do eg FOB. 

ee Rufus, King& Co, = do a GAB 

BO , os AG Eihe, - coh ov do a yoo oo 19 640 

Casey & Fallon, do BO 

Se do “Newspapers, 0 oe 15D 

oe -@e 31, ‘Bheoles & Densmore, publishing, Co TYE 505
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OO Ry ee _ GENERALFUND. Oe 

- March 31, .. Butts & West, publishing, © eS nt “2140 Uk en aE _. Briggs & Foster, newspapers, ae (185, NSS _ ee - 'W_H Gleason, appraisal of capital lands, 407 0D «p87 : — fe BE Wilson, do do B72 BQ Sohn F Wilson, do" do gu . —  Brniney & Herzberg, newspapers, gg SM Booth, do ee AB 
Rufus King & Co, dO o., 210.22. 

oe Gould & McLaughlin, = do. a 6988 Cee WE Cramer, do BIR ——— Aptil 1, Shoefilor & Wend, = do) gag ~~ do** 8) -Beriah Boown, doe ay A, BLOMET ED Reyer, do Og ag pS i Be “Carey & Harrison, = do | ee pe BO, rn Daniel Shaw, * dow 97 BQ aa 
oo Se BO Hull, do 80. 500, 
fo do 4,7 Bugh & Nimmock, - — dow, Ca aro es 84 50s 

» do 10, Cover & Goldsmith, newspapers, ~~ hee pe EE a es ae -_. John N Jones, postage, legislature, a a DBT ay ee do do do State Officers, =~” PIR 433 46 o- *. do 11, RJ Fleischer, newspapers, = = dak yD Barron, do ag "Bliss & Chaney, do ee © Oe SH Welly dogg QS do do publishing, gg Sg Oe _ -W'BShaver, = do °° | BOB 

=. Rebinson& Bro, do NS are Veo LAB Og “do 17, Ryan & Co.°. newspapers, BBO David Atwood, dO te J) 8840 oe Geo H Paul, = do ce BOBBR -  .0. . Robinson & Bro, do °°) ee 61386 ss Baker & Doty, - do tS 26s iden & Hol do eee ee Sorry Crowley, do a gg. es oo ee DC Brown, do Sr 6B BO 
‘Beeson & Thoma, do sig ee ee 
AS Ellis, publishing, ce 8 OB lo. 19, Stevens & Rogers, do: RS Oe BOR. on oe ~ - do. 22, John A. Brown, do - oy ena oy - Fa Lege os 9 36 o md os do" .28, Burnside & Co, = do. BOB _ do 24, AMarschner, newspaper, © BQ i a Butts.& Schuff, © do a 66 25 Wee
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GENERAL FUND. 

Claim. Allowed. 

April 25, Reed & Nevitt, publishing, 5 05 
do 28, G Grahl, newspapers, 22 50 
do 81, Bliss C Chaney, publishing, 9 30 

Cover & Goldsmith, do | 5 05 
J A Smith, do 9 45 

May 1, JB Redfield, newspapers, 5 55 
John Walworth, do in 1853, 3 | 
do do do 7 

do 4, Royal Buck, do 30 03 
Miner & Skinner, do 54 08 47 46 
Charles Roesser, do 6 46 | 

do 5, C W Fitch, do 13 
OJ Wright, do 24 

do 15, RB Wentworth, do 69 15 
June 27, Hurd & Johnson, do 1 75 

| Dan C Brown, do 11 45 
July 14, Joachim & Co, publishing, | 5 05 

V Kohlman, newspapers, 43 04 
do 15, RA Bird, do 6 50 

R W Lansing, paging and indexing , 
: enrolled laws, &c 264 

John N Jones, postage, 242 68 
Hurd & Johnson, publishing, 8 65 

August 4, Shoeffler & Wendt, do for legislature, 772 54 644 78 
do do do 1,267 62 1,012 10 
do do do 15 | 

F Fratney, do for legislature, 1,267 62 1,012 10 
do do 767 36 639 60 
do do 15 

Vojta Napestek, newspapers, : 15 64 
do 12, B Brown, printing for Bank Comptroller, 61 40 

Oct’r 10, Weed & Eberhard, books for do do 972 
do 7, John N Jones, postage, | 408 60 

| do 25, Reed & Nevitt, newspapers, | 64 50 
Novr 29, OJ Wright, publishing, 4 25 
Sept’r 21, Robinson & Bro, do 8 65 
Dec. 26, J M Davidson, safe for Bank Comptroller, 1,135 
do 20, <A F Pratt, publishing, oe 36 25 

SCHOOL FUND. 

January 4 James H Wells, publishing, : 13 20 
do do do 8 50 

do 5 RR Rawson, appraising, 111 
D RB Shailer, do | 111 
W O Buck, do | 111



. e. a. . . 7 

| a SCHOOL FUND.. : 

| ps | | Claim, Allowed 
_Jan’ty 10 GH Paul,- publishing, te 

an Jerry Crowley, GO Fat 5B 
| do’ 11 Joachim & Co, do Be | 
~~ do 12 HD Barron, = do = - 24 90 16 25 

| do “13 EC Hull, do ~ 8 10. 
. _ do? 16 DC Brown, do a 

“do 21 FJ Mills, do ae 138 70 
| do 25 Seaton & Paul, do OF 17 80 

~ do 28 C W Fitch, do | Os 6. 50 
“do 380 Ryan & Co, 0) : poe Fe 9 68 | 

OO Reed & Nevitt, | do | 4 80 
_ Feb'ry 5° Stevens & Rogers, do o Se 10 80 | 

_ (do 7 GeoGale, appraising, 9 15 
DM West, do i Rs 20 

“) "= Milton Barlow, do a 15 , 
“do” 8 Schoeffler & Wendt, publishing, 7 a 3 50 

do 10 Charles Roesser, — do SO 7 00 
| JS AHadley, = do © SF 9 20 

~~ “" ‘Winnebago County, balance due thecounty 5" 7 | 
oO _ on old appraisal, : ee 168 25 

‘ do 12 John A Brown, publishing, FS 8 
dd 14 =P D Marshall, appraising, re 50 

Be H Calkins, . do. es 92 50 
- J Barnard, dO 75 
i: A S Weston, do - S12 50 7 
8 A Weston, ~ do | Ce oe 7 50 

ae Indian George, - do 
Feb’ry 14 H P Holmes, appraising,’ So 95-50: 

BT W White, do pe 43 50 |. 
oO Asa Lawrence, do - | NG 78° 

do 16 -Geo W Taggart, = do | RE 916 | 
— "do'':17 Calemet Co. balance do oe 581 12 | 

do” 18 Fratney & Herzberg, publishing, 9) 25 90 
do 22 Stevens & Rogers, -°° do - a 

March f£ Weed & Eberhard, binding, — a gage ‘do 2 B Brown, printing, ESE 599540 | 
do 8 HD Barron, publishing, Sg 65 

vo W B Shaver, — do- EE EE gees a 
. “do 8 WmE Cramer, © do Ss 97 85 . ) 

oo E Beeson, do- cee eS 9 60 | 
Se A Stellis, . do ’ ER 7 20 

- do, 10 Robinson & Bra, - do™ BS 3 60 
“do 24 A Whittemore & Co, binding, as 25 

__ -D M Seaver, platting-and recording appraisal 163 39 - do, 80 Weed & Eberhard, binding, Oke ny AT May 4.- Royal Buck, publishing, 9 2 128°5O
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SCHOOL FUND. 

. Claim. Allowed. — | 

June 29 Beriah Brown, printing blanks, 645 : 

| do 30 Brown county, balance appraising, Pe 136 50 

Sept’r 21 W W Willard, selecting land, | | 182 a 

Jas Murdock, ~ do do TAL a 

do 25 Beriah Brown, _ printing, oe 320 a 

do 80 WmEMcMichael, do 18 75 | 

: Jerry Crowley, do | ) — 42:75 

RF Wilson, do - ae —  » B1b- 

a E C Hull, do | 7 | 4% 25 

Cover & Harrison, do . 425 © 

| Ryan &, Co, do | | OF 425 

SW Smith & Co, do . \ —6«dBH BC 

| Wm C Rogers & Co, do | | 48 75 | 

Jacob Quintus, do ne 8 25 

| Weed & Eberhard, do oe ae 1,564 50 

: S Fields, : do. 162 50 | 

| Henry O Neall, do | | 10 7 

Peter Little, do | 30 

Benj Allen, do — 262 50 | 

Cyrus A Allen, do 167 50. 

| James Porter, do | 142 50 + 

- B F Hicks, do YB 

Hiram Calkins, dO 85 

Joseph Barnard, do 55 | 

P D Marshall, do | Me 35 

| ~ Hiram Calkins, do , 81 | 

Wim C McMichael, do | OS 18 75 

Mept’r 30 A C Holt, _ printing, a 125 

-. DC Brown, do $3125 - 

J Dartt, do Lo 31 
John A Brown, © do , _ +. 19 90 

, Hurd & Johnson, do . oo 18 80 | 

_ Kdward Lees, do | . 480 

Dec. 9 Robinson & Bro, publishing, OW - 19 | 

do 7 Sam’! Ryan, _ do |. | 4 25 | 

do 15 Thomas & Reed, do — 1025 8 =—8 15 

| AC Holt, ~~ | do I | 5 20 

Nov. 30 OJ Wright, © — do. | — 14 75 

| Gray & Nimmocks, do - | 17 25 © 

Wm C Rogers, do SO | 7 45 
Stout & Tenney, (nn Gg 3 25 

R L Gore, do 85 

_ Beriah Brown, do. oe 107 50 

| SCHOOL FUND INCOME, |. 

March 11 D M Seaver, platting & recording appraisal, 56696 _ 

do 24 Chas G Mayers, do do do 241 50



- | oe 41 | | oO 

a oe UNIVERSITY FUND. 

_ April 22 Lorenzo Preston, appraising, . 15 - 
| | _ CT Overton, do 20 

Nov. 6 Weed & Eberhard, binding, &., _ a 28 

a EXPENSES. | | | 
| . 

| The expenses of the State on account of the General Fund by 
virtue of permanent provisions of law for appropriations of the Leg- - 
islature, and accounts audited during the fiscal year ending this - 
 day,.are as follows. __ oe Oo a 

| The first column shows the amount of such liabilities for 1854. | 
, . The second for other years, and the third the total amount - 

- thereof - | | | a : 

Blind Tastitute, oe | a |} | 
nPpropriation,..... ceseee--] 9,500 6,000 15,500 CO 

. - Copitol Lands, wT a, | ae _ Accounts Audited,.......... 341 (341 a Contingent Expenses. | — 
_ Permanent Appropriations... 1.200 | | 

| Appropriations, ...........| 15,134 70] 9,814 68 . | 
| Accounts Audited,........e. 1,236 - 12 27,397 38 ._ 
v Deaf and Dumb. / 
OS Appropriation,............| | 6,500 2,500 9,000 - 

| _ Documentory Historg.. | | oe | | 
. _ . Appropriation.............. 800 400 1,200 

Emigrant Agency, : | 
7 Permanent Appropriation,..1. 3,800 { . 3,800 — 

Geological Survey. , a Permanent Appropriations,..| 2,500 © | ~ 2,500 
: impeachment Trial. — OO , _. Appropriations,............ | 9,371 11 oo : | Accounts Audited,........2. -  - 85 30 19,456 41 

Legislative Hxpenses, | | oo 
Permanent Appropriations,..| 38,356 30 59 60 | | 
Appropriations,......-.....{ 26,275 30 537 83| 

_ _ Acceunts Audited,.........] 12.673 19} . 73 50)| 77,974 72 
—. Lunatic Asylum. | | | 

i - Appropriation,............. 15,000 | | 15,000 
Printing. cD | 

Appropriations, ........... | 5,947 64 
/ Accounts Audited,......... 16 40; — ~ 6,009 04 
P ublishing. . % , 

{ Appropriations... . . weeceeee| a 31 
, Accounts Audited,.......... 871 65 - 902 65 

Salaries. — | : 
| Permanent Appropriatiens,..| 28,004 17| 28,004 17. 

_ Saline Lands. - no OO . 
. . Appropriations,#@......0..., 0 | 7 445 || = 445 

6 ——



State Agricultural Society. © - | oo. | a . 

Appropriations,......-..2-- 3,000 |  Usis | 4,875 
State Historical Society. | . | : oy — 

Permanent Appropriation,..{°- 500 [| °: {f 500 3 ee. 

a State Loan, ° | | oo Co : 

Interest,..--. .0.-------- e+] | 5000 ° * | 7,500 

State Prison. . : | ae 4 oe a ie | 

Appropriations,......--.-.-| 35,000 | 7,603 08!} 42,603 08 
State Prisoner. — , | | 

Appropriations,.........----! | 3,058 06]! 3,053 06 

State Roads. . | as | ns 

Appropriations,..... «.0.---+! 317° 317 . 

, Stationery. | a 

| “Appropriations,....----2+--)). - |. 4,101 91 | . 4110 91 | 

Traveling Emigrant Agency. = | Pe Bo 

Appropriation,....--------) an 1,350. {}y.- 18500... 

| Wisconsin Terrtitory, | | | Poo. 7 

| Appropriations......------| «LS 9,263. 8Q|) 2,263 32 
Supreme Court Reporter. | | 8 | a 

~ Permanent Appropriation, 7 983 33 | «6838 SB 

| 1 §990;996 04 “$63,696' 03]| $264,692 07 | 

- The expenses of thé State Government for each year from its “es 

- organization to the present time are shown in the Statement here- . 

with marked “B.” - a : Se : 

. | WXPENDITURFS§ ws 

The expenditures from the State Treasury during the fiscal year, 

on account of all of the funds have already been™ shown. in the | 

- gtatements of the different fands. 9) | 

- Hlerewith, marked “D,” will be found detailed estimates of ex- ‘ 

penses to be defrayed from the treasury during the ensuing year, 

amounting in the aggregate. ta the sum of $253,059 52, ‘which — 

may be embraced under the following heads, to wittiy 9) 0 

Salaries, Ss - es 82,650 a 

Permanent Appropriations, wet 8200 

Legislative Expenses, ew 27,025 | 

Miscellaneous; - 2 = iin 162,138 | 

oe REVENUES. a 

The revenues of the State applicable to the payment of labili- — 

ties and expenses during the ensuing year are as follows: 

Arrearages due from Banks, ee BYTOB 25. 

«  « %  Qountiesasperstatement 60° 

herewith marked “KH” - 15,078.16 

Ditto due from Clerks of Courts as per - mo / 

statement herewith marked “A” # - 1,847 50



- of Taxon Suits, estimated. = -  -. - 1,400.00 . | 
| a State Tax of 1854, as per statement. oe | ae 

-. 4,3 herewith marked “FP” = = 995,000 000s 

-— deyHawkers and Pedlarg, =“ = = 9,000.00, 
av Atal RoadTax, 8,000 00 - 

Blank Road 0 = 1,000 00 | 
— og Ganal.Dand Mortgages. “ - - 1,000 00 

oe: “By reference to the estimated éxpense of the State for the year 
_1855'as before shown, it will be seen that the above estimate of 

_._~ Revenue exceeds that of Expenses, by the sum of $35,767 39. ° 

oo, oti Cen EQUALIZATION OF STATE TAX. 
a ov Ly, parsuance of the Act of the Legislature approved April. 1, 

an 1854, the State.Board of. Equalization assembled at the Capitol on | 
the third. Monday. of September: 

aan -\ Presant,!the’ Governor, Lient. Governor, Secretary of State, | 
coe . Stites freasurér, ‘A ttovttey General, and State Superintendent. 

On neo tet ani equalization was established, a statement of | 
a whicli” will bé"found ‘in’ tabular form in ‘the document aiinexed 

os marked 3, cee Un! oo : a | . cL RR 

The Vogrd were somewhat embarrassed in their efforts to arrive 
ae at an equitable apportionment of the tax to the several. counties, 

ftom a, failure on the part of about one half of them to make the | 
we a returns ’ required by the Act. . Takin g the imperf ect returns ‘of 

latter not. all made in conformity with law,) as the basis of their 
et action, they: were obliged to draw more largely than they desired 

oo upon the discretion, allowed them ; and from these | and “the best | 

_ Sources of information within their reach,” an apportionment was 
/ defermined. which if not strictly just to all the counties, they hope __ is'as nearly so as circumstances wonld permit, oa.



A 

No provision is made by the Act for enforcing returns from * 

Town, Village, and City Assessors, and it is respectfully suggested. ae 

that it be amended in that particular. Se 

Heretofore, propositions have been under consideration inthe. 
Legislature, having in view the adoption of a system of assess- 

ment, by which valuations more nearly approaching the full cash = 
value of property assessed might be obtained; but no definite __ 

action in this respect has as yet been had. Could the Board of 

Equalization have the advantage of. complete returns from the - 
_ Counties, exhibiting fair valuations of property, the apportion- = 

ment of the State tax would require little or no. ex@cise of dis- _ “Ee, 

cretionary power, and the purposes of the Act referred to would a 

be as fully attainedas possible. — - Sere 

| _ PUBLIC PRINTING. . ee a 

Advertisements “for sealed proposals for doing atthe seatofGov- 5 - 

ernment all printing authorized and required by the Legislature 
| for their use, or for the State in all the several departments there-. a 

of,” having been duly made according to law, on the 2d day of July — 
last, the bids received, were opened in the presence of the Gove 

ernor and the Attorney General. After consideration, on the. 6th 

day of July, James Densmore, of Kenosha, was decided by the | 

. Secretary to be the lowest and best bidder, and the contract was 

accordingly awarded to said Densmore, who was immediately no-- a 

tified to that effect. From this decision, another of the bidders, — 

Beriah Brown, took an appeal under section 24, of the Act of 1852, 
relating to printing, to the Governor, State Treasurer and Attorney 

| General, who after review and examination of the bida, decided 
the appeal in his favor. The grounds upon which their decision 

+ 4g based, will be found stated at length in a communication to this 
office, a copy of which will be found in the Appendix to this ee 

. report, marked “G.” Co oe con “ ne 

The contract having been awarded to Mr. Brown, he executed 

the bond required by law, “ for the faithful performance of thedu- 

ties assigned him,” which bond, having been approved by the 
Governor, is now on file in this office. Ca Bn OS



es An abstract of the several bids is hereto annexed, marked “H, ” 

— Sgorron 8, of the Act of 1852, before referred to, provides for 
. the form of the advertisement for proposals, stating in detail the | 
oe specifications to be required. This section was amended by chap- 
. <<< ter 48 of the laws of last session, but the language of the amend- | 

ee _ment.is ambiguous, and has occasioned difficulty to bidders, - 

The specifications required to be made, should be more distinct- 
Ty stated, in order that forms of bids may be framed without the 

- aidof any arbitrary construction. oe 

‘An Act of the last legislature for the publication of the general _ 
laws, approved on the 1st day of April, required their publication, 

_... if atall, within two months from the adjournment of the legisla- | 
oo ture.. The price for such publication being fixedin the Act at the | gum of thirty dollars—a compensation absurdly inadequate forthe ——- 
7 . -. printing of between five | and six hundred folios of matter—a cir- 
- . - eular was addressed, immediately after the adjournment of the | 
- Oo legislature to the several newspaper publishers of the State, stating 
. the amount of matter to-be published, and the compensation, to | 

7 ascertain if any would undertake the work on the terms prescribed. 
oe Answers ‘were received at this office from about one-third of the 

_ number of publishers in the State, of which proportion a majority _ 
- rejected the proposition. Had the Act referred to been passed at 

an early period of the session, the copy of laws could been fur- - 
nished in time to complete the publication within two months from | 

“the adjournment. After waiting a sufficient time for replies from | 
_. publishers, there remained less than six weeks for the performance | 

of: the work by such as accepted. Under the circumstances the 
fads copy could not be prepared and forwarded, and the publication _ 
~- eompleted within the time prescribed in the Act, atleast not with- 
a out incurring much extra expense at this office, to supply even the limited. number that accepted the proposition of the legisla- | 

ture; and as only a very partial publication would be effected, it | _.. ‘was thought proper not to furnish the copy toany, ,



| C  pmoTtONge: 600 0h tk 

During the year elections for Judge have been heldinthe Third, = ; 

Seventh, Eighth and Ninth Judicial Circuits, and-in the several — : 

Congressional Districts, for Representatives in Congress. The 

question of amending the constitution, accordiag to “te Act of. - 

| 1858, was duly submitted to the peopleat the Novemborelectiong . 

In the third Judicial Circnit, Charles TH. Larrabee was elected 

In the seventh, George W.Cate. HE EES ea Na a 

In the eighth, 8.8. N. Fuller, OE ogee 48 a “HS 7 Be 

Tn the ninth, Aloxander 1. Collins, 0 7 ; Ce 

“Tn the frst Con orossional District, Daniel Wells, J i, was Clect- 

ed Representative. aa 3 ~ ne ae at, mye ees Co 

In the second, Cadwallader CO. Washburn. nanan ari ae 

In the third, Charles Billinghdrst: °°” ane Le 

The vote upon the subject of amending the constitution, willbe 

found ina tabular statement léreto annexed, and markéd eye a 

The propriety of providing for the “publicdtion’ of ‘the*éledtiont ae 

Jaws ih pamphlet form; anid for the préparation of ‘Blank forms for 

the guidance of inspéctors and clerks “of lection, ix’ respectfully 
submitted. — pee EE Sg oe) Lak Bogabesngs 

Many irregularities and informalities odour at ‘every electibn; oo 

which might be avoided were such prdvision’ made, and the “ek : 

pense would be inconsiderable in view of the order, ‘regularity; oe 

and certainty in conducting and’ making returns of éléction Whid® 

would thus in a great degree be jnghked. 7 8 ” GA La Sodan | - . 

The preparation for such a publication could ba ‘casily inade ty! oo 

this office, ‘and the paliphlets containing the matter stiggésted, diss ee 

tributed to the several towns and Watts of the State. © OP VFS 

7 re hot ae Rate p a foes Loo psp 

0  NEWSPAPERN. cept Vf8toy Sotgleriins Bo 

The attention of the Legislature is requested; ‘to thie mattér’hP 

expenditure for newspapers. — The entire atioutit expended, asext 

hibited in accounts audited, for newspapers furnished! thet las 

- Legislature is $6,071 22... Thé cofisedudnt expense’ of' postage ig” an -



| a Aq | | 
‘estimated at $4,124.78, making in all an amount of $10,196 00 Ob 

- expended, chargeable. to the newspaper account. The .expendi- 
tures of the last Legislature in. this particular, are not, cited, as 
more. remarkable than _those’ of its predecessors, but. because of = 
their being more readily ascertained, OA practice which com- 
menced under our ‘Territorial Government has been continued from 
year to year, and, with the inerease in the number of members of 
the Assembly and Senate has becorae the source of a very eonsid- | 

‘erable item in our State expense, oe 

oo Sais 8 OLE ANSURANOE COMPANIES, 

| OR AGE tS provide for the incorporation of Insuranee Compa- | 
- ° nies,” approved February 9, 1859, requires in section 7, that any 

company incorporated by other States, before taking risks or trans- | 
acting any business of insurance in this State, shall file a statement 

- with the Secretary of State, under oath of the President and Sec- 
retary of the company, showing the amount of its capital, the 

- manner, in detail, of its investment, and whether such capital is 
unpaid or not, and if unpaid, how much, and if there is satisfacto- = 
ry evidence of the solvency of the company, then a certificate of 
authority is to be issued from this office, to the agent filing the 

 --tatement, to take risks. A like statement is to be filed annually, 
and a like certificate of Heense to be procured, in the month of ' 
January in each year. | — | 

‘These provisions have been almost entirely disregarded, and In- , 
surance Commpanics organized under the laws of other states are 

_ daily issuing policies in this State, without authority of law. 

| The subject is one which seems to demand the attention of the 
Legislature, and the passage of an act amendatory of the act of. 

| 1850, providing more stringent regulations and also cuitable pen- | 
alties for the government of the business of insurance, so far as it | 
relates to foreign companies. There may be also further provision 
required for the regulation of Insurance Companies organized in - 

_ our own State, and the whole subject is suggested as proper for 
your consideration. . a | |



| | | 48 So 

| REGISTRATION OF MARRIAGES. Po , 

The actupon the above subject, approved in 1852, isadeadlet- 

ter; and it might be well for the Legislature to consider whether | 

it should not berepealed. The Registration provided for by might 

be just as well kept in the county offices, and there does notseem | 

to be any neccessity for encumbering the files of this office with 

the great number of documents which would annually accumulate, 

were there a strict conformity to the act. | , 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 

oo . ALEXANDER T. GRAY, 

oe , Secretary of State.



APPENDIX, 

| cA : 

| An Abstract showing the Accounts of the several Clerks of the 
. Circuit Court of the State of Wisconsin, December, 30,1854. 

\. LATE CLERKS. . Dr. Cr. 
J. Arnold © 7 Columbia $9 00 
H. Baldwin Crawford | AT 00 
S. G. Bugh La Fayette 44 00 
Joseph Bowron St Croix 61 00 
W. H. Besly ‘Jefferson | 15 00 | | EL Bz Clark Portage — 12 00 R. P. Clement Sauk | 2 00 | W. M. Dennis Dodge 19 00 

:  F. D. Hawes Marquette 12 00 — 
_ Chas. R. Hollenbeck Rock 20 00 

— W.Johnson | Marquette 8 00 
D. Johnson Jackson 19 00 

— O. RB. Knight St. Croix 20 00 
David F. Kimball ~~ Rock —' | 5 00 | 

| John Last | Brown 25 00 | 
Henry Merrill Columbia, . — 8 00 | 

| -G. W. Mitchell — Portage © 3 00 
SH. F. Pelton Jefferson 128 00 

' TG. Parker Racine  ~—-——.-:- 98:00 7 
_ Chas. A. Renter - Manitowoc 700 - 
J.C.Jquires =  — Grant —- 4 00 

— PP. P. Smith Manitowoc  —s«-:10 00 a 
: ~  O. B. Thomas Crawford 9 00 

 H.K. White Milwaukee 10200 
Lemuel White © = Waukesha — 100 | | 

PRESENT CLERKS. | _ | 
_ E.R. Baldwin © Winnebago ——: 181 00 Oo 

A. W.Delaney = Columbia =———«61.:00 | 
_ v3.5 Driggs = = Fond du Lae , 64 00. ~ -D. Dev wey Marquette 2100 | 

H. Dudge - «St. Croix 8 00 
H. 8. Eggleston Outagamie 11 00 

7



| , a 
| 

| 50 
| 

PRESENT CLERKS. — | Dr. Cr. 

A. H. Edwards © Sheboygan ~ 18 50 | | 

Isaac Freeland Polk A 00 os 

Chas. Gruning Calumet 22 00 | | 

J. Hutchinson Iowa | 80 00 | 

N. W. Kendall — Grant . 61 00 a 

D. W. Kyle La Fayette 102 00° | 

M. Keenan Milwaukee 13 00 | | 

S G. Knight Racine — 45 00 

C. Lum Dane 7 00 | 

P. Looney La Cross =—s888.:* | 

"WwW. C. McMichael Bad Ax 12 00 7 

George Mertins Sauk | 11 00 _ 

John Nichols — Rock 
201 00: | 

| N. Phelps _ Green - 102 00 

Ww. H. Pettit ~ Walworth | 114 00 | 

John Stumpf Portage 40 00 | 

A. B. Slaughter Richland «6 00 

L. F. Towsley Ozaukee , 24 00 

P. Toland Washington 500 

| F. Ulbrich Manitowoc | 9 00 

Total | | $1632 50 : 

Balance due eo $1337 50 

; | | $1632 50 $1632 50 | 
66 B.”’ 

- 

An abstract of the expenses of the State Government from its or- | 

ganization up to the year 1854. 

| 1848-9. | 1850. 1851, 1852. | er 

Blind,.-------- error ee [rere 1,623 47} 5,000 4,500 2.500 

Contingent Expenses. --- 5,874 29 | 26,130 26 | 23,063 49} 14,502 09) 18,965 15] 

Deaf and Dumb..-....--|------2ee-]oeer eter ee] ot 3,508 1500 | . 

Documentary History...-].---------}---serccecfo
rrer tts 1,000. 1,200 

Emigrant Agency..-----|------cee[orntense
spere rrr 3,800 | 5,300 } 

Geological Surv: y...----- SP 
ce ncn cn leceeaceee-] 2,500 | 

Impeachment Trial...--- ewe cew ene lecesceeene fetes cece STII] 2.704 10+ | 

Legislative Expenses....| 53,329 541, 14372 | 35,988 27| 45,406 88! 67,353 49] 

Printing and Publishing... 7,116 85 | 8,793 44 | 10,145 33 10.907 10] 19.310 03} 

Salaries .---.--- Secais 18,116 53 | 13,592 33 — 15,068 56| 15,772 21} 23491 | : 

State Agricultural Society cc wwe c eel ceweceee ee [eees senqee 500 1,000 

: State Prison ..------ eee+|--2- ener eles crane: 5,000 | 16,389 60) 13,250 | 

State Prisoners.....----- 1,790 61 | 2,319 27 4042 71| 4,340 01]. 1,783 05} 

State and Saline Lands. . 1,914 75 | 1,113 38 | 834 14 |... 2... ee] 

Wisconsin Territory .---- 3339 55 | 2,212 39 |, 11.023 15} 1,987 55}...--.----| 

Sneryceeesen 1,999 19 | 1,218 84] 2,333 29 854 62 8,043 76 | 

___ | 94.071 81 | 71,675 38 | 112,420 80] 123,474 06] 163,910 |



| | | | dL , | 

| | «OL? | | ‘ 

Estimate of the expenses of the State for the year 1854 for which 
no provision has been made. a a 

J. F. Birchard for furniture - - -  .1,800 
Documentary History - - =  - 18,000 
J. M. B. Davidson’ safe for Governor - - 1,185 

, State Printer, Laws and Journals —- - 8,000 : 
Sundry Accounts for Stationery . - - 1,500 © 

| Sundry accounts - ss - + 1,000 
Olerk hire , - - - - 2,000 

_ -Welstead, Hays, Hanks & Whiting, engraving 110 80 

| ae | - | 23,045 80 
. _ | “—D.” a | . 

| Estimate of Expenses to be defrayed from the Treasury for the 
. year 1855. 7 | 

| ae 1. Savariss. | } 
Governor — OC 1,250 © | _ Private Secretary 1,000 | 
Secretary of State 1,200 
Assistant do 1,000 

- State Treasurer | 800 : 
Assistant. do m , a 1,000 
Attorney General 800 
State Superintendent | . 1,000 
Assistant do ) 800 
Comptroller Se , 2,000 

| Deputy do , 1,000 
Librarian a | _ 1,000: 
9 Judges Circuit Court at $1,500 . 13.500 

_ 3 Justices Supreme Court at $2,000 | 6,000 ‘ 
 Adjutent Genoral | ) 300. 

| 7 82,650 00 | 
-. @ ‘Perwanenr Appropriations. | 

Contingent Expenses of Governor’s Office 600 
7 Traveling expenses of State Superintendent, 600 . 

| Geological Survey 7 | 2,500 
State Historical Society - 500- 
Supreme Court Reporter | 1,000 | 
State Agricultural Society == — 8,000 

a oe | 8,200



| 59 | | 

3. LeqisuytTIvE ExpPEnses. ee oe 

Chief Clerks of each House $1,600 ' | 3,200 oe | 

Mileage by Estimate | a 1,900 - 
Per diem of 107 members 50 days. 18,825 | 

' President of the Senate . 925. 

Speaker, Speaker pro tem of the Assembly 
and President pro tem of the Senate - —— 8T5 | 

a - - 19, 088 

The payment of the foregoing is provided for by permanent ap- 

propropriations, _ - 

| Postage | — Estimated at (1,000 

| Incidental Printing = do © 5,000 © 

Stationery for next Legislature do = 2,000 | : 

8000 

a 4, Misce:LaNnovs. | ee 

Stationery for Offices | 2,000 
Contingent expenses and repairs _ 10,000 

Institute for the Blind 1854 6,000... ; | 

Do — estimated for support for 1855 4,000: . 

Do forthe Deaf & Dumb appr’n 1854 2,500° 
“Do — estimate for 1855 | ce - 4,000 

| Interest on State Loan 7,500 | | 

Lunatic Asylum | 20,000 

| Postage ee L000 | 

State Prison a OO ee oO 

: Indebtedness for Prisoners — oe 17,138 72 | 

a South Wing 18,000. 
Support for 1855 10,000 

: . | 162,188 72



| | 53 | 
| | - RECAPITULATION, 

Salaries _ 82,650: 00 | 
Permanent Appropriations, — — 8,200 00 

) Legislative Expenses, | | 19,025 00 
_ Miscellaneous, .. : 162,188 7 

| Total, = 980,013 79 
: | Estimate marked “QO” | 23,045 80 

, ee 958,059 52 
oh.” 

Abstract of arrearages due from Counties, December 30, 1854, 

- Brown County | a 1,116 14 
Towa CS oo 521 33 

| Kewaunee Co ——- 822-12 
La Crosse : 289 73 

| La Fayette | | 1,718 36 — 
| La Pointe | | | «95 48 

Marathon oo ee 1,066 88 - Milwaukee a 4,418 63 
Oconto | - : T1974. 

| — Qutagamie | 1,445 87 
Ozaukee ~ oe oo 253 03 
Pierce - oo 165 70 
Portage : oe . 1,485 53° 

| St. Croix oO a 6FQ_ 99 
Sauk ee 352 13 

| Waupacca _ OS | 202 84 
_  Waushara - a OS 196 66 

_ Winnebago © oe. 40 

Total $18,078 16



| - wp» | 

STATEMENT showing the aggregate number of acres of land, the average valuation per acre of such 

—— Jand, the 9 1°e gate value thereof, the aggregate value of village and city lots, the aggregate ualue of per- | 

sonal property, and the aggregate valuation of all the property in the State of Wisconsin, as assessed nn 

ss the year 1854, and as equalized by the State board of equalization. Together with the amount of State tax 

assessed to each county in said State for the year 1854. | 

Valuation ° | Valuation of City | Valuation of Per- ati ate Tax. 7 

— per Acre. | Valuation of Lands. | and Village Lots. | sonal Property. | Aggregate Valuation. | State T 

-counrizs. | of ee J | 

Acres, Equa | oo = ; . | 

: | . awa Assessed. a | Barliea | Assesssd. |Eq’lized. | Assessed. | Equalized. |Ratio 33 M. 

on 

Adamst.....} 60,000).... | 3 00 eee 180.000 --s- wees | eee 10.000 | eoe- 190.000 665 00 

Bad Ax...---| 84470/2 35 | 3 00) 198,402 953.410 14.686 14.300 41.710 30.000 254.798 297 710 1.041 99 

Brownt.....{ 25000,.... | 4 00 anes 500.000 _... | 100.000} .... | 150.000 lees 750.000 | 2.625 00 

Buffalo ¢.....|  10,000}.... | 3 00 _... | 30.000} ..-. nase | ase 5.000 waee 35.000 122 50 - 

, Calumet......| 144,375/2 35 | 4 00| 322.376 | 557.500 | "7" | 3490 | 13.364 | 26.000 | 335.740 | 608.990 | 2.131 46 

Chippewat..| 60,000].... | 3 00 Lane 180.000 wens _— wane 15.000 | ..e. 195.000 | 682 50 

Clark.......-| 4431212 19 | 3 001 97.015 | 132.936 | wane .... | 3800 5.000 {| 100.815 | 137936 | 482 78 

Columbia.....| 423,787\2 12 | 5 50| 898.304 | 2.330.828 ““"" | 490,000 | 125.525 | 150000 | 1.093.829 | 2.580.828 | . 9.032 89 

Crawford....| 38,7683 10 | 350/ 120133 | 135688! 96.049 | 50.000 | 40.195 | 50.000 | 256.377 | 935.688 824 91 7 | 

Dane........| 643,007|2 28 | 6 50) 1.467.785 | 4.179.545 | 308.511 | 308.511 | 131.686 | 975.000 | 1.907.982 | 4.763.056 | 16.670 69 | 

Dodget.....| 529,920!.... | 6 50 ..-. | 3.444.480 _... | 150.600 | .... | 275.000 Lene 3.869.480 | 13.543 18 

Door }.......] 10,000}.... | 2 00 wane 20.000 aece | wees | wees ‘5000 | ...-- 25.000 87 50 

: Douglas$....|  ---- |---- | ---- wnee weee | weee | eee | woes -5.000 sees 5.000 | 17 50 oe 

Dunnt....-.| 15.000].... | 300) 9... 45.000 | ..-- |. ---- — 5.000 | ..-- 50.000 | an Ltd 00 

Fond du Lact! 400,000}.... [ 6 50} — .... | 2.600.000 _--- | 200.000 | .... | 250.000 | —_ 3.050.000 | 10.675 00° 

Grant....--.{. 438,521)2 63 | 5 00] 1.252.617 | 2.192.605 | 182.285 | 390.000 | 314211 | 314.000 | 1.749113 | 2606605 ; 9.123 12 

. Green.....--| 327,716'2 27 | 6 00| 727.025 | 1.966.296 Lane 95000 ; 98579 | 100.000 | 925.604 | 2.091296 | 7.319 53 

Towa......--- 287,077|2 32 | 5 00} 666.629 | 1.435.385 | 907.816 | 75.000 | 136.033 | 175.000 | 1.010.478 | 1.685.385 | 5898 84 

Jackson.....! 21,736/3 63 | 3 00} = 78.678 65.208 1215 aoes 43,800 | 25.000 | 123.693 30,208 315 73



Jefferson:..-.| 391,974/2 90 | 6 20 993.175 | 2,099,631 ence 210.085 | 168,638 | 250,000 | 1,161,813 | 2,559,716 | 8,934 50 | 
Kewaunee f.. 3,000).... | 3 50! ee. 105,000 nan wees eens 5,000 anaes 110,000 "385 00 

_ Kerosha.....| 171,829|/6 41 |10 00| 1.101.796 | 1,718,290 woes 250,000 | 171,494 | 225.000 | 1,273,296 | 2.193.290 | 7,676 52 | 
La Crossef..| 175,000].... | 3-00 acne 525,000 ecee 50,000 ---. | 60,000 ween 635,000 2,222 50 
La Fayette... 300000 ---. | 5 00 wees 1,500,000 wen 60,000 weee 150,000 ---- . | 1,710,000 | . 5,985 00 . La Pointet..| .... |.... | -... Lees a Lene Lose Lees 5,000 |... 5.000 17 50 
Manitowoc...| 255,640]1 64-| 4 00] 420.278 | 1,022,560 | 137,442 | 135,000 33,695 | 75,000 591,415 | 1232,560 4,313 96 oe 
Marathon... .- 19,298)... | 3 00}. 86.647 57,894 11,225 5,000 | 129.380 75 009 227,252 137,894. | 482 63 . Marquette....| 286,338/2 91; 5 00} 286.338 | 1,431,690 | 109,977 | 109000 | 125,880 | 150,000 922,195 | 1,690,690 5,917 42 . 

| Milwaukee...| 146,532/5 60 120 00| 3.225.568 | 2,930 620 ---- |2,700,600 | 392,084 {1,000,000 | 3,617,652 | 6,630,620 | 23,207 17 
Monroe f.....] | 20,000]... 3 9 wanes 60,000 rn eee 5,000 aeee 65,000 | — 227 50 
Oconto.......| 30,128'3 36:| 3 00] 101.448 90,444 rr 43,173 25,000 144,621 | 115.444 | 404 05 mo 

— Outagamie ¢..} 150,000/.... | 4 00].  .... | 660.000 ene 50.000 ---- |. 50,000} 1... 700,000 2,450 00 
Ozaukee f....| 135,000).... | 7 00| _.... 945,000 wane 50,000 wenn 100.000 _— 1,095,000 | 3,832 50 | Pierce ......{ 75,000).-.. | 3-00 enee 225,000 wees 15,000. wanes 10,000 : a | 250.000 _ 875 00 | 
Polk f.... 2.2L} 25,000)... 3 09 aces | 75,000 ones —— wane | 30,000 eeee 105,000 367 50 
Portag ef....] 100,000;.... | 3°50 wee 350.000 — 30,000 eaee 100,000 es 480.000 1,680 60 
Racine f...... 200.000| .--. {10 00). _— 2,000,000 noes 400,000 a 375,000 wees 2,800,000 |. 9,800 00 | 
Richland ¢..../ 120,000}.... | 300). wee 360,000 ene _ 5,000 a 25,000 _— 390.000 |. 1,365 00 ep, Rock........ 448, 13813 08 | 8 00] 1.380.817 | 3,585,100 | 443.238 | 443,840 | 229,636 | 425,000 | 2,047.91 | 4,453.940 | 15.588 79 oe 
St Croix.....] 80.567.1 54 ;.3 00} 124.972 241,700 25,608 25,600 4,000 25 000 153,880 292,300 1,023 06 
Sauk .......] 326,759/1 52. | 4°00} 633.501 | 1,307,032 case | 50,000 74,487 | 100000 707,988 | 1,457.032 | 5,099 62 
Shawana }...| 25,000;.... | 3-00 waee 75,000 wenn was — 5,000 wees 80.000 | 280 00 Sheboygan t.; 250,000].... | 6 00 a 1,500.000 ---- | 150,000 wene 150,000 ween 1,860,000 6,300 00 : Trempeleau ¢ | 10,000/ .... | 3 OO! a | 30,000 a wees woes 5,000 cone ff 35,000 122 50 . Walworth....| 343:912)4 03 | 8 00] 1.386.850 ! 2,751,296 | 113,766 } 150:000 197,783 | 250.000 | 1,698.399 | 3,151.296 | 11,029 54 Washington ¢/ 250.000].... | 6 50!. ...- | 1.695.000}... 60,000 {| .... + 100000 .... | 1,765,000 | 6,247 50 Waukesha...| 343 872/4 44 00} 1.528.402 | 2.750.976 | 143,944 | 143,944 | 193,916 | 250,000 1,866,262 | 3,144920 | 11,007 22 
Waupaccat..| 50,000/.... | 3 00 eece 150,000 auee 5,000 o--e 8.000 | aeae 163.000 | 570 50 Waushata....| 68.491)1 79 | 3 50} 123.025. 239,718 8,412 | 8,412 | 10,232 20,000 141,669 268.130 | 938 45 . . 
nese 63002 77 5 | 598.525 ; 1,189 700 | 197,5~9 {| 150,000 80,440 | 150,000 876,554 | 1,489,700 | 5,213 95 ~ 

Total... - Pro1s4963 18 01 | 17.819.606 cia ve 6,384,182 or Al 500 22,618,710 | 64,285,714 228.000 00 
emer rccre ne cape cece sgenenrentnnen teen 2 A ee 

ae e : 

Notrz.—No Returus have been received frém Counties marked thus f. : |
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PUBLIC PRINTING. — 7 

Award of Governor, State Treasurer, and Attorney General. ) 

Manpison, October 9, 1854. | 

ALExANDER T. Gray, Secretary of State. - 

Siz:—We have reversed your decision awarding the contract for 

State Printing to James Densmore, and have awarded it to Ber- 

iah Brown, believing his to be the lowest and best bid, and here- 

with we hand the reasons at length for our decision. | | 

It is believed that Mr. Densmore’s bid for the printing is not in 

compliance with law; Sec. 1, of an act to amend Sec. 8 of chapter 

504, of session laws of 1852, approved March 25th, 1854, provides 

that “The advertisement (of the Sec’y of State) shall require spec- 

ifications in said bid” as fullows:—‘For all classe except blanks the 

price of composition for 1000 ems; the price per token for press | 

| - work; the price per quire for all paper used, specifying the size 

and quality thereof, and the price of folding, stiching and binding | 

the same in paste board covers, with sheepskin corners and backs, 

| and for blanks the price per quire, the contractor furnishing paper 

and material for the same.” This section requires the bid to be 

made “for the price of folding, stitching, and binding in. paste 

board covers, with sheepskin corners and backs.” ce 

This of course only applies to such books and pamphlets as are 

to be covered or bound. But Mr. Densmore has not followed or 

complied with the law in this respect. The words of his bid upon — 

this subject are, “for folding, stitching, binding, covering, &e., ace 

— eording to the requirements of law, for each volume, document, or 

piece, two cents.” : | : | So 

Mr. Densmore bids to do certain things, “according to the re- 

quirements of law,” and the language of his bid assumes that the | 

| law requires certain things to be done in a certain way. If this 

were true, and there was a positive statute requiring books or 

pamphlets to be covered or bound in any particular way, or to be



a By | | 

| covered or bound at all, then it is possible that his bid might be con- 
sidered under the law; but, it is a bare assumption, for there is no 
such provision of law. Itis true that laws and pamphlets have always 

_ been covered, and we shall soon see how and why, and weshallalso 
see that if Mr. Densinore’s bid was accepted, this uniform practice 
of covering books and pamphlets might be changed, and the whole 
matter be left to his discretion, so that he might cover or bind or 
not, as might suit his taste or convenience. | 

The section copied above is the only amendment to the law on 
printing, approved 19,1852. | | an 

— Sxo. 3 of this act which was superseded by the section first 
above copied, required the bids to specify the price of “covering 
and binding the same in paper covers or in boards, should the leg- 
islature specially authorize the same;” thus leaving it for the leg- 
islature to say whether the laws &c., should be covered or bound. 
In all other respects the law remains as it was, and must govern 
the decision in this case. So a 

- SE. T of the law of 1852, provides that “after due examination 
_and the determining of the same, said Secretary shall immediately 
“notify the sucressful bidder of his appointment to execute the 
work, who thereupon, within four weeks after receiving said no- 
tice, shall execute a bond to the Governor in the sum of twenty 
thousand dollars conditioned for the faithful performance of the 
duties assigned him,” &c. Now the duties to be assigned him un- _ 
der the law, are that he shall do the printing according to his bid, 

-and the law requires him to enter into a bond to do the printing 
| according to his bid. Thus the bid becomes the basis of the bond, 

- and whatever he has bid to do, he binds himself to do. He can- 
not be compelled to do more, nor can he excuse himself by doing 
less. Therefore the bid should be specific and certain, and in com- 
pliance with the law; so that in case of failure to perform the 
duties, the bond may be resorted to as contemplated by law, to in- 
demnify the State—and when the suit is brought on the bond 
Which is conditioned to do the printing according to the bid, then. | 3
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the bid is resorted to, to know what are the conditions of the bond 

—for the bid is the basis of the bond. | oe 

If then Mr. Densmore should refuse to bind, fold, or stitch any 

document, law or pamphlet, would the State have any remedy on 

his bond? We think not. He might reply, “I bid and bound 

- myself’ to fold, stitch, bind, and cover, &c., according to the re- 

quirements of law for each volume, document, or piece 2 cents, 

but at the time of making the bid, there was no law requiring 

laws or pamphlets to be folded, stitched or covered.” This we 

believe would be a good defence to the bond. Thus it is clear 

_ that whether to-bind or cover, or even to stitch or fold any vol- 

ume, document or piece would be left entirely to his discretion, 

under his bid, and we cannot think that such was the intention of 

the law, or that we would be doing right to leave so imperfect a 

matter to the discretion of a public printer. | 

The law has provided in what terms the bid should be made, 

and that the successful bidder should give a bond to do the work 

according to his bid. If the bid is not in compliance with the law, 

it is in contemplation of law no bid, and a bond executed upon 

such bid would not secure to the State a faithful performance of 

the public printing. oo | 

Mr. Brown’s bid is specific and certain. The bond he istogive _ 

will bind him to execute the work according to his bid, and if he 

 ghould fail to do go, the State will have a complete remedy on his | 

bond. | | . | 

We come now to consider the two bids of Mr. Brown and Mr. — 

Densmore, as if there was no objection to the form of either, and , 

to discover which of the two is the lower. To this end we insert 

acopy of each. | OS 

oe | BROWN’S BID. | a 

Composition, 15 cents per thousand ems.. Press work, 15 cents 

per token. Paper, 18 by 24 inches in size, of the quality of the 

samples in the Secretary’s office, 15 cents per quire. All other 

paper used in incidental printing, 15 cents per quire. Folding
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“and stitching, 50 cents per 100. Binding in pasteboardcovers, 
| with sheep corners and backs, 15 cents per volume. Blanks,-50 

cents per quire. | | 

, _ DENSMORE’S BID, _ | 
7 Composition a thousand, fifteen cents. Press work a token, 

eighteen cents. Folding, stitching, binding, covering, &e., accord- 
: ing to the requirements of law, for each volume, documemt or. 

piece, two cents. Paper, (quality corresponding to the specifica- 
_ tions on file) eighteen by twenty-four inches in size, a quire, fifteen 
cents. Blanks a quire, twenty cents. | | 

_ For the purpose of the examination, we will adopt the estimate 
_ :Of printing made by the Secretary of State, when the case was 

| before him, adding only such items as he has omitted, and such 
others as the law has added. a, | | 

Estimate and figures made by the Secretary on Mr. Brown’s bid: 
Composition — 13,102 Ems, 15 cts. 1,965 30 Press Work 6,130 Tokens 15 do - 919 50 : Paper | 29,542 Quires 15 do 4,431 30 . Covering 100,000 Copies 50 do per100 500 00 Binding 14,500 Volumes 15 do 2,175 00 
Blanks 450. Quires 375. 00 

| oO | $10,356 10 
Estimate and figures on Mr. Densmore’s bid. - | 

. Composition 13,102 Ems _— 15 cts $1,965 30 Press Work 6,130 Tokens 18 do ~ 1,108 40 / Paper 29,542 Quires 15 do 4,431 30 Covering 100,000 2 do 2,000 00 | _ Binding © 14,500 = do 290 00 ‘Blanks : : 750 Quires Q do- | 150 00 

: | ! | | $9,940 00 
It will be seen that the Secretary by this estimate makes Mr, 

_ Densmore’s bill $416 10 less than Mr. Brown’s. The bids are the 
same as to composition and paper. Mr. Brown’s is $183 90 less 

_ ,0n Press Work, and fifteen hundred dollars less on the item of 
“covering.” On the item of “binding,” Mr. Densmore’s bid ig $290, 

_ and Mr. Brown’s $2,175, and if the laws and journals should be
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covered with paper as heretofore, Mr. Brown’s bid would be near. 

ly two thousand dollars lower. - | 

The estimate of work and the calculation made by the Secretary 

of State are based on the amount of work done during the last | 

year, and he has omitted entirely the item of bills furnished for the | 

two houses of the Legislature, most of which are to be folded, and 

many folded andstitched, for which Mr. Densmore’s bid would give 

him two cents a piece, while Mr. Brown’s would give 50 cts. per 

100 or one half cent a piece. | | 

Last winter there were one hundred and seventy-four printed 

bills introduced into both branches of the Legislature, and 250 

copies of each bill ordered. This would make 43,500 pieces for 

the folding and stitching of ‘which Mr. Densmore would receive | 

two cents a piece, and this item alone would add to his bill $870, 

and only $217 50 to Mr. Brown’s, leaving a difference in his favor — 

on this item not included in theestimate of the Secretary of | 

$553,00, and making Mr. Brown’s bid $187 less than Mr. Dens- 

more’s. | a | : 

The number of printed bills last winter was unusually small, not 

more than half as many as the year before. It will doubtless be 

greater during the coming two years, and as the number of pieces 

to be either fulded or stitched increases, so much greateris the 

difference in favor of Mr. Brown’s bid. ae | 

There will be more reports this year than last, and on all such 

work Mr. Brown’s bid is very much the lowest. | a 

We are unanimously of the opinion, therefore, that even if Mr. 

Densmore’s bid were in compliance with the law, the bid of Mr. 

Brown is the lowest and best bid. And we have for the reasons 

above stated awarded to him the printing of the State for the 

years 1855 and 1856.0 | | Oo 

WM. A. BARSTOW, Governor. 

| EDWARD H. JANSSEN, State Treasurer. 

| : GEORGE B. SMITH, Att’y General.
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Abstract of proposals received by the Secretary of State Jor doing 
the State printing Jor the years 1855 and 1836. 

| | 1, J.T. Mazston & Co. | 
“Composition 14 cents per 1000 ems. Press work 20 cents per | token. Paper medium size and for all less sizes and in any class ~ of work and of quality required 15 cents per quire. Folding, stitching and binding in manner and quality required 6 1-4 centg per volume or copy. Blanks per quire, including paper 98 cents. per quire.” | | | 

- QS Autes Dewsmorz, 
— “Composition per 1000 ems 15 cents. Press work per token 18 cents, Folding per quire 2 cents. Stitching per quire 2 cents, covering, according tothe requirements of law, per copy of each volume or document 8 cents. Paper quality corresponding with | the specimen on file 18x94 inches in size, per quire 15 cents.—. ' Blanks per quire 20 cents.” , | 7 
a - _ 8. Samus Densmorz, = 

4 “Composition a thousand 15 cents, Press work a token 18 cents | _ Folding, stitching, binding, covering, &c., according to the re- quirements of law for each volume, document or plece 2 cents— _ Paper, quality corresponding to the specification on file 18x94 inches in size, a quire 25 cents. Blanks a quire 20 cents. | 
oo oe SHOLES. | | | 

—— “Composition per 1000 ems, 9 cents, Press work per token 18 cents. Folding, stitching and binding according to the require- - ments of law, for each volume or document folded, stitched or _ bound, 4 cents, Paper, (quality corresponding with requirements of law and specimens on file) size 12 by 18, per quire, 12 cents,. Blanks per quire, 18 cents.” 
|
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| 5. ©. LATHAM SHOLES. | - 

“Composition per thousand ems 18 cts. Press work per token 

20 cts. Paper, (according to specimens on file) size 18 by 24 

inches, per quire 18 cts. Folding, stitching and binding the same 

in accordance with the requirement of the law, for each volume, 

pamphlet or document folded, stitched, or bound 4 cts. Blanks 

| per quire 380 cts.” | : | | 

6. CHARLES CLEMENT. : 

“Composition, per 1000 ems, 17 cts. Press work, per token, 91 

cts. Paper, per quire, (of the quality offered for inspection) size | 

12 by 18, 15 cts. Folding, stitching and binding, as wanted for 

the legislature, per copy and number, 4 cts. Blanks,-per quire, 

38 cts. 
| | 

4%, ATWOOD & RUBLEE. — a 

“Composition, on first two classes, 18 cts. per 1000 ems. Press 

work, on first two classes, 20 cts. per token. Paper, medium size, 

- and all smaller sizes required, and of qualities required, sixteen 

ets. per quire. Folding, stitching and covering all documents in 

the usual pamphlet style, three cts. per volume or document. 

Folding and binding journals and documents in boards, with lea- 

ther backs and corners, twenty-five cents per volume or document.. 

Blanks, paper included, 40 cents per quire.” | a 

 §. 8,7. MHUGH. | 

| “Composition, 8 cents per 1000 ems. Press work, 8 cents per | 

token. Paper, 18 by 24, and all other kinds specified, according: | 

to the quality of the samples furnished, 15 cents per quire. Fold- 

ing, 5 cents a hundred. Binding, 12 1-2 cents apiece. Blanks, | 

50 cents a quire. 
: | 

9. H. A. CALKINS. | a 

“Composition, 10 cents per J.000 ems. Press work, 10 cents per’ 

token. Folding, 5 cents per 100 sheets. Paper, 18 by 24 inches,,



first quality book, 15 cents per quire. All other paper used 15 | cents per quire. Binding, in board with sheep skin backs and covers, 15 cents a piece. Blanks, 50 cents per quire.” | 
| | | 10 BErRIAH BRown, | | | 

“Composition, 15 cents per 1000 ems. Press work, 15 cents per token. Paper, 18 by 24 inches in size, of the quality of the sam- ples in the Secretary’s office, 15 cents per quire. Folding and stitching, 50 cents per 100, Binding in paste board covers, with sheep skin corners and backs, 15 cents per volume, Blanks, 50 cents per quire. | 

| oe 11. ¥.B. warp, ) 
“I do hereby propose to execute the public printing for the ) State of Wisconsin for the next coming two years, in bang-up style, and be the same more or less ag the case may be, in any style, shape, manner and quantity, for the sum of $100,000 per annum. 

—— | | 12, RUFUS KING & 0. 

“Composition, 14 cents per 1000 ems. Pregg work, 29. centg -pertoken. Paper, 18 by 24, 15 cents per quire. Folding, 3 centg per volume. Binding, 12 1-2 cents. Blanks, 30. cents per quire. 
| 18. Rurus KING & CO. a | 
“Composition, 14 cents per 1000 ems. Pregg work, 18 cents per token. Paper, medium size, 15 cents per quire, and same for flat cap or other lesser size, Quality as required. Folding, stitching and binding each copy of every volume or document, five cent, _ per volumeor copy. Blanks, paper included, 80 centg per quire.
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TABULAR STATEMENT showing the number of votes polled at a General | 

Election held in the State of Wisconsin, on the Tuesday next succeeding the first 

Monday, being the Tth day of November, A. D. 1854, upon. the question to amend 

Article 4 of the Constitution. 
eee 

For:Amendment to Against Amendment to 

CounmTIES. 
| | 

| Sec. 4. | Sec. 5. | Sec. 11. Sec. 4. | Sec. 5. | Sec. 11. 

Adams...-----------| 32 30 32 AA Al Ad 

Bad AX...------ee- 30 33 36 84. 85 89 

Brown...-------«e+ 5 a) 5 — 124 2) BR 

Buffalot...-.---«-- 
ee { Le 7 a« oe ; =. 

Calumet....----.--- 224 924 224 160 | 160} 160 

Chippewat..-----+-+ -- | -- -- en ee -- 

Clark.....--.------- 9 9 1 1 1 1 

Columbia. ..-.--.--. 94 94 4 379 379. 379 

Crawford......------ 51 51 | 51 14 14 | 14 

Dane....-.------ ee 356 348 | 356 || 1442 1450] 1 41 

Dodge....---+--++++- 175 89 171 | 134 123 723 

Doort....--------+0e- -- -. -- |! = ec). 

. Douglasst..-..--.-+- a we bo we WS en |) ee -- 

Dunnt....---------- a - -- | _— _ --. 

Fond du Lac..-...--- 260 260} — 260 817 817 817 

Grant......-----+--- 1611 1673 1587 67 240 159 

Green ....-----+-e5e- 452 | ~ 507 356 79! 70; 6 | 

Towa. .-----e------- 367 | 344 — 845 94 99 | 94 — 

Jackson..----.---+-- 1 |. 1 —1| 58 58 58 

Jefferson....-.-- eee. 264 256 257 302 302 30L = 

Kewauneet ..-.-..-- a «+ se we -- -- | 

Kenosha...-.------- ‘19 19 19 162 162 162 

La Crosset.-..------ .- one -- -- -. -- 

La Fayette......--2.], 1017 1009 |. 1036 |} - 258 |- 261 246 

La Pointet...------- -- -- we ee oe -- 

Manitowoc....------ 14 14 14 134 134 134 

Marathon.....---.---- 2 gl  . 2 By Bay | 35 

Marquette.....---+-- 34 32 39 Q91 293 229 

Milwaukee........-- 31 31 | 31 9148 2148 Q148 

Monroe.....-.------ 3 |. 2 - 2 23 Q4 |. 23 

| Ocontot...------eee- ee .- -- Q5 25 25 

Outagamiet...-.-... 5 | 5 «6 161.{|. 161 161 

Ozaukeet..weeeee---] 0 ws rs | ae -- 

Piercet........-.--- .- -- -- ee | ee -- 

| Polktucceececerceeel ote fot ee it owe --) oa 

Poriage.....----+--- 6 6lo 3 5 45 15 

‘Racine.....--.------| . 107 107 107 805 805 805 

‘Richlandt...-.-.----| 0 -- an ee bo we be 

Rock....-.----------|  . 409 - 365 493 || 5534 591 5D4 

St Crrix....--.-.e-- eof to we HE ee Pee ae 

Sauk... ....------- 1 -- 141 | 142 140 

Shawanal.....------ -- -- -- -- -- ae 

Sheboygant....------ -- -- - o- oe -- 

Trempeleaut....---- -- -- -- -- a: -- 

~ Walworth.......----- 544 544 544 A496 496 | 496 

Washington...--..-.-- 264 261 262 588 585 585 

‘Waukesha......--.--- 67 67 7 1045 1044 1044 

Waupacer...ucseeses 9 7 3. Al Al 46 

Washara....-.-0--- . 8 8 152 152 152 

Winnebago......---- 55 | 55 55 113 113 113 

Total........---| 6549 6348 6752 || 11580 | 11885 | 11589 

+ No returns. a | \
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- REPORT OF THE STATE TREASURER. : 

—— | Ps Stare TREASURER’s Orrion, 

oe | Mapison, Wis., Dee. 80, 1854. 

Vo the Legislature: 

In conformity with the provisions of law contained in chapter 9, 
of the “revised statutes,” I have the honor to submit the annual re- 
port from this office, showing a complete statement of the re- 

_  geipts and disbursements of the several funds of the state during 
the year eighteen hundred and fifty-four. 

EDWARD H. JANSSEN, 
| — | oe | - State Treasurer.
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: GENERAL FUND. 

| | FIRST QUARTER. 7 

ss RECEIPTS. a | | a 

_ didams County State Tax, « “ $ 810 ssi} 
Bad Ax, = — do- - me | 738 al Oo | 
Brown, — do - - «2,829 Bly 
Calumet, - do = ce | 1,818 29) ~ oo 

| Crawford, = do - ~ 1,177 68) 7 
_ Columbia, - do. . - 6,628 60! | | 

Dane, do - - 10,287 46 oo 
- Dodge, de. -— -" 5,554 40 - 

Fond du Lac, do . -- 9800 67} 
Grant, do. - - 10,662 23], 

| Greene, do - -— 4,341 36) _ 
| towa, | do - no 5,000 ee 

Gofforson, . do. - - — BT24. O40 
enosha, do - - 6,207 46) 9 

La Crosse, do. - - 1,620 52 | 
la Fayette, dos - |——-8,400 OO



6 | 

: RECEIPTS. 

Marathon, do - - . 400 » OF , 
Manitowoc, do  - =) 2,000 | : 
Marquette, do - - 5,097 91 a 
Milwaukee, do - - 14,937 sa 
Outagamie, do - - 533 40 
Ozaukee do - - | 2,121 06 
Racine, de - - | 7,702 od 
Rock, do - - 10,487 53 , 
Richland, do ee 148 7 
Sauk, do -— = —- > 2 4 | 8,008 80 | 
Sheboygan, = do - - 5,978 41 
Walworth, do - - 8,835 34 
Washington, de - - 8,046 38 | 
Waukesha, do - - : 9,486 68 

‘W aupacca, do - - : 727 52 | 
W aushara, do i. . | 859 y 

~ Winnebago, do’ - a 5,092 34], 
Governor’s contingent account, - 776 54 
J. Lehmert, license, hawker and pedlar, 10 
M. Schlastenski, do - 2 10 
Miles Joyce, do - : io of 
John Rvessel, | do - 10 
J. Levigne, _ do. em | -» 10 
H. D. Hyman, / do’ - ot 16 08 ; 
Samuel Block, do - | 30 
Nash & Co, do -. 30 
City Bank, Kenosha, State Tax, - 375 | 
Jefferson Co. Bank, do : 4 187 50 : 
Farmers&Miller’s Bank, do De { 375 | | 
Roek River Bank, do - B75 | pea 

State Bank of Wisconsin,do - 1,125 Be 
Wisconsin Bank,, . do | - BIB ie 
Wis. M. & F. Ins. Co. Bk.do | -. | 750 Pog, 

Erie & Mich. Teleg. Co. do ee, | — 22 50 ne 
S. Park Coon, Canal Land Mortgages, - - 2 «ETT 52 oo 
E. B. Fisher, — ~~. do -— |. 80 ae | 
A. L. Castleman, . do. -. 209 16 ' oo 
H. Stansbury, — do. - 199 62\|. oe 
Jonas Foltz, do - 109 be 
Richard Hardell, - do =. 120° | ae 
Seth Rice, ve do - 108 , aE 
Harrison Reed, = do - - 165. | So 

| W. Denney, - do - . 40 pe! 
John D. McDonald, do - | 288. cts | 
H. J. Hildreth, do . | 80 | a 
Orson Reed, . do -., | | 144 | et 

. Wm. C, Gates, — do ms r 1s |



ot Pe, - - REORIPTS. , 

ss {ohn A. Messenger, do | - } 138 42), 0 - 
“D.Litt, do | Ao 9 a 

RoMastes, do - | 07/8 

+E. Pearman, do | - 288 [Fo 
OM.'H. Fairservice, do oe | —-ekpol 

'W. HK. Gleason, error last year, - Po BR LE Gleeson roe ast yom, af 
| J.Robinson,.- do mo . B80 
 P.Kelly, do - ee 
“Win. H. Lander, tax on suits, - 25 ye OO 

Mota, - oe 105407 All ey 

| eR oe DISBURSEMENTS, = 

Jas. '. Lewis, Pres’t of the Senate, -: oY S415 
Ben. Allen, = do do protem.} ~~ 9 -j} += -882°-50 

| “FSW. Horn, Speaker of the Assembly, A TY 
Wm. Hull jdo do  protem| o>. oof bbe 
L. . Harvey, Member of the Senate,’ J 
Jesse Hooker, do Assembly, ~ [> = 00 pee Ee 
Per'diem of 102 members of the Lesgislature| = == = 

. ms a each $207 50, : = 23,115" ~ 

Mileage of Members of Legislature. = =| ~~ = = =| Ss 974 40 
Ben: Allen per diem 1853, -> = | We Tb Oe 
Atwood & Brown, Appropr’n 1853 & 54,5 f° © °° |Ps > 8847 24 
David Atwood, = do do fore Wn a Ra 

* Alden & Holt, audited, - ed me TE'30 | 
John Q. Adams per diem 1853, ee fa 

Michael Ames, do, 1853 & 1854, ey ae FOT 50 
| !Ole-Aslacksen, appropriation, wf 80 85 

_ Beriah Brown, approp’ns & audited 18538. &’54," 00 8,895 22 
_ Bradford & Bro. appropriation, a poses ge 280-6 

_.. Cédles Bashford per diem 1853, - ee AVE GR 
_ -"Bliss & Chaney, audited, -_ - : a | ms 9 80 

| Dan C. Brown, do = -_ ee He 890 
| Baker & Doty, | do > - -- | Sy UL B05 

| FJ. Blair, appropriation, -. _- co TR 5 OG 
. Briggs & Foster, audited, -. = fee fe ss LP 80 

| ~Jas. 8S. Baker, do — =. - Se BBE 
_ - | ° John Ballard, appropriation 1853, —- Ee | GS 

John Bell, per diem, 1853, -' = -> BBE 
Johh Burke, appropriation, -. -- poe Gt + 182-60 
John Burt, © do el - fs oe es 8OF BO 
+d, Allen Barber, per diem, 1858, = -* ; Ps ab oO



DISBURSEMENTS. | oc 

Jno. A. Brown, audited, +, =. oy fhe 5 OB 
Jno.C.Bunner, do  -; ~~ = ,ous | 82 6 oe 
J. F. Birchard, appropriation, - oo E1998 94. a 
J. R. Briggs, per diem 1853; | - Fs - | — 45 | 
Harry Barnes, do «do -- ef cope 46 

| H. D. Barron, audited, ~ - Pye 86 BI 
Bloomfield & Kopp, do roe _ db 98-45 
M. H. Bovee, per diem 1854, - - ~ a A BB , 
Bugh & Nimmocks, audited, - . po BOR 
O. F. Bartlett, per diem 1853, . - a | AB 
Philo Belden, = do do . - | & AB 

: R. A. Bird, audited, oe - Pe BOR 
Reiner Bergatz, appropriation, — - OO 105 13. 
S. G. Bugh, Chief Clerk Senate, - 2,250 

_ 8. M. Booth, audited and appropriation, | 502 85 
_ Beeson & Thomas, audited, - = «s - .. sf - 16 45. 

Tim. Burns, per diem 1858, - - a | 90 
Thos. 8. Bowen, do Sp Yh 
WW. A. Barstow, ‘salary, de, - + . og 926 | oo 
W. A. Bugh, audited, ‘. - | et, 7 06 7 
W. D. Bacon, per diem 1853,  —- | AB | 
W. P. Barnes, appropriation & per diem 1853, HB 
W. HH. Besly, witness fees, —- 2, Tp 2 82 08 
W. W. Brown, witness fees and.appropriation| ©... tte (tsi | 

' Alex. Cook, do - - ns 5B 60 
A. F. Cady, appropriations 1853 and 1854, -}: sd 8 175 OB 
A.-L. Collins, witness fees, - -_ woe fh 5B 

‘ Campbell, Brush & Co. appropriation, = | °. I 388 99 
_  C.B. Coleman, per diem 1853, “. oe ie 45 

C.. Clement, audited, - -. oa 168 45° 
Chas. E. Chamberlain, per diem 1853, . de - 6: 408 

: Darwin Clark, appropriation, cese peer 8 BAB 7] 
dD. Casey, witness fee, > -. ee TE 78 OO 

_D. H. Chandler, do oe Beet Pe fe 48 
, Enoch ,Chase, per diem 1853, -. woe ER AB 
H.-A. Calkins, ‘appropriation, . - ofesope os + fe 129 - 

_ Casey & Fallen, audited, -— 7 we 5 OS 
Geo. Cogswell, witness fee, -. —- Poo TP 27 60. 
Geo. W. Vate, perdiem 1858,, - a BO 
Cover & Goldsmith, audited, — “ Pee Pe 8 08 oo 

. Cary & Harrison, appropriation, - Se He 20008 | 
H. M. Crombie, audited, “ “ BE 3 6.60 | 
John Crawford, witness fee, -. SOR See conte 2 18,68 . 
Jerry Crowley, audited, - - Ble 8 ; 6 OF 

_ J. W. Cary, per diem 1858, - . og a 4B 
. M.M. Cothren, salary, - oe oe | ATO 
_ P, Cosgrove, appropriation, ~-- mpeg a fhe 182 SO



| 0: D. Coleman, per diem, 1853, - we | A | 
_ Richard Carlisle, do do -— eT : 

: _R. P. Clement, appropriation 1858, - | a 7 | 108 
N.'V.. Chandler, audited, - - po 19 54 | 

_ Sam’! Crawford, salary, = « | “ | Oo — 600. 
S. Park Coon, appropriation, - . eed 759 86 _S. S. Conovor, do - eo fe | 822 97 

- W. Clark, witness fee, = = me | 16 
Wm. E. Cramer, audited, = - -— , en 462 65 | 

_ W. P. Clark, appropriation, -_ - | | : 106 
Chas. Dunn, per diem 1853, - ° - a | AB _ D.S. Duarie, appropriation, = = on | . 24 86 
Edward Daniels, salary, = - | 1184 75 
Geo. P. Delaplaine, do - | - oe 250 | 

_ HN. Davis, witness fee, - | - ohn. _ 42 80 
_J. R. Doolittle, salary and appropriation, | | | 815 
Jason Downer, witness fee, - - . at 41 20 | 

| J, E. Dodge, per diem 1853, - -— 7 oe AG 
J ohn. W. Davis, do - - | oe | ‘45 | _ N.M. Donaldson, appropriation.& per diem ’53}' a BB | 

| Donaldson & Tredway, appropriation, : a | He 555 88 
_.  P. Duffie, - | do 7 | 33) : 

W. M. Dennis, per diem 1853 & salary, © | - ~~ 1,045 | 
_ __ “ Kmigranten,” audited, ee | | | 7 05 

| Emigrant Agency, expenses, - | . 500 
_ A. E, Ellmore, witness fee, - - 70 64 

_ ‘Chas. A. Eldridge, appropriation, - = =| a | 25. 
| ~C.B. Ellis, do. - | _ - 146 50 

_ H.R. Eastman, audited, - --— Po 4 40 
_. 'W.S. Evertts, witness fee, - - ~ of | | -  . 18 20 

A. Finch,jr, do - -- - | 84 
Charles Foote, appropriation & audited, | BS | —:. 181 03 

. Charles W, Fitch, dO ef 19-45 
Dv Fitch, audited 1853, - - |. | 88 87 

_ EL N. Foster, per diem 1853, - | eof oo 4B 
_G.J. Fowler, witness fee, - - | a | 38 20) 

| -Fratney & Herzberg, appropriation & audited} =. / | =: 642 45 | 
Hal, Foster, per diem 1858, ame pe bolas ;. $70 

_ J. C. Fairchild, appropriation, = > a 1G 87 
John Fitzgerald, do me ~ oe TP 600 | 
P.Hine, © do | - ) eee 16 . 
‘PJ. Fleischer, do Be 110. . 
S. W. Field, per diem 1853, - - CO 3 70° 
Thos. Fenton,, do -— - con | 4B 

1H. Fellows: do | -— _ Oo | 46 | 
| Alex. 'T. Gray, salary, pt Tee - 600 . | 

Governor Contingent Account, Appropriation, | — | 10,000:



HO | 
DISBURSEMENTS. | — | 

El. W. Grunnison, appropriation, == © fe AP BO 
| - James P. Greeves, witness fee, : Pe Ih  60'40 

Gould & McLaughlin, audited, = = PO TAB | 
O. B. Graves, appropriation, - | - ey 124° 'BO 
W. Graham, witness fee, = - eae l BB 

- ‘W. H. Gleason, appropriation and audited, {| 9° 1,294. | 
-B. -F. Hopkins,:appropriation 1853, - . — | 984. 59 

: Carr Huntington, audited, - | - Po 5 QS : 

~ Hulet & Cary, . do - - 40 . 

David Holt, appropriation, - ee | 84 85 
Du Ray Hunt, do | -— pW BT 50 
E. Hillyer, per diem 1853, = - | -- Pe | AR 

-E. Hurlbut, witness fee, _ - | A TEGO 
E.C. Hull, audited 1853 and 1854, - y oe of 27 70 

| ‘Edward M. Hunter, per diem 1858, -° 2 |° mo 120, | 

| E. F. Hemstein, appropriation, © | 182 50 
~H-Heertell, salary, - =: - po 600, 
H: Holmes, per diem 1853, - -_ AB 

Jas. Halpin, appropriations -) 0 - te | 4,504 24 

John Hart, witness fee, ew PI 8A 40 

J. A. Hadley, audited, - es A AO 

John EK. Holmes, per diem 1853, - 1 TB 
| John W. Hunt, appropriation and salary, =] 0 7° | 7000 

Hurd & Johnson, audited, -: - " oN 9 45 

Levi Hubbell, salary, ~ -— eT i | 4700 | 

Mary A. Howe, witness fee, - | ~ Pep 
Hall & Pierce. appropriation and audited 1858,, | 8860! 

S. ‘W. Hill, per diem 1858, - | - So | (ABS | 

: Titus Hayes, do -— + | | en ai ne 
Thomas Hood, appropriation 1853, -— a | - |, 805°80 - 

. Tim O. Howe, salary, - | eo fe FO? 

“Wm. Hull, appropriation, - we Pe 2000-7 

Wm. A. Hawkins, per diem 1953, - ~~ | ot We TO 

Wm. H. Howard, appropriation, - ee re 100°: 

J. K. Inman, witness fee, - ee |  BNT5 
Chas. E. Jenkens, do ee 92 400 
D.N. Johnson, appropriation, 9 = YP | 

Edward H. Janssen, apprn & salary’53'&54, = 280 

John B. Jacobs, appropriation, -— AQ 

R. ‘Jenkinson, do - | _ os fp QTE 

August Kruer, salary, - - | a ij} ©4007 
Chas. M. Kingsbury, appropriation, - NB 

K. B. Kelsey, . do | -" | et ow 8a 
J.G. Knapp, witness fee, == -~ : ee Tee TBF | 

L. F. Kellogg, appropriation and witness fee, | © _ \ 8738 8T 
M. Keenan, QT Pe 396720.



| | oo dil | 

| DISBURSEMENTS. : 

- Rufus King & Co. audited, - - mo a | — 219 67 | 
(6. G. Knight, witness fee, - 9 -. | oo 23 45 
Hiram Knowlton, salary, = - ae \. | 870” 
A.D. Ladue, per diem, -— -. an : 22 
‘B. B. Ludlum, appropriation, - | -. | oe flo 86 
Charles Lum, witness fee, ~- -. po 42.60 

: Charles H. Larabee, salary, - - -. | oo 287 
Livsey & Carroll, appropriations, - ef 314 94 

_ °F. 8. Lovell, witness fee, -— ef | + 45 20 | 
J. Lauderdale, per diem 18538, -— a, 45 =! 
J. Lemon, appropriation, —- ~~ OR, 207 50 
J. J. Loomis, appropriation, - — -. ne | 22 TB 
Edward Lees, — do and per diem 1853,| ee 70 
James T. Lewis, : | do. _— 165 | 
Rob't M. Long, salary, - -. fp 300 
Rob’t W. Lansing, appropriation and audited, | | 200 
A. Marschner, do =. : | 15° 05 
A. McArthur, witness fee, - - Sta | | — 62 40 | 
A. Menges, salary, - ee - 500 
C.H. McLaughlin, appropriation, - =f: 3 | TA 
‘Chas.. N. Mumford, do Bo Epes - OT. 

‘ D.M. Miller, | do - re ; 83 

E. Mariner, witness fee, - - | — Po. 68 40 
Ed. McGarry, per diem 1853, - . , i 45 
_Ezra Miller, do - -. | . 120 
FF. J. Mills, audited, - - - | | = 9 45 
George R. McLane, per diem, | - | ns | 120. 
H.:-Madden, do -. - eT AB 
Jas. Morrison, appropriation,- © - — 862 46 | 
J. Myers, per diem 18538, + © - i. a AB: 
J,L. Marsh, audited, — = -— oo 6 05 
LL. Miller, per diem, - - - Be i 7 AB \ 
Matthias Martini, appropriation, - ee TD, 45173 

_ Mapes & Root, audited, - CF «B05 | 
P. L- Mossin, appropriation, - oe. Poe | 24 
R. N. Messenger, per diem 2858, 9 - © AB 
T. D. Morris, appropriation, - -— | | + 122-16 
‘Miner & Skinner, do - - He BOB 
‘Thos, McGlynn, do -— - OR, | - 207 50 
Thos. McHugh, Chief Clerk Assembly, 2,250 
Wim. 8. Murray, per diem 1858, - So ab 45. 
Memhard & Williams, - “ eo AT... 
H. 8. Nickerson, appropriation, “. - oP 4B 
W. W. Noyes, audited, - - Bde 51 45 
J. H. Oshrander, - -— - QE 
Bostwick O’Conner, appropriation, ~ -. i ced WA 
N. Olmstead, per diem 1853, - | oe | eet BP AB



| AQ | | 

- | DISBURSEMENTS. _ 

Thos. J. Otis.appropriation, - = - ek «812 38 
Postage, appropriation & audited, - — | | no | 4,582 88 
A. F. Philips, do - ee : 182 50 | 

__B. Pinckney, per diem 18858, - -— , an | ABS 
Charles Piquette, appropriation, -- Po 15 50 . 
D. J. Powers, per diem 1858, - 7 ne | , AB 

| Elisha Pearle, do ee 7 70 | 
George C. Pratt, witess fee, - - po A 2740 
George H. Paul, appr’n and audited 18583, 7 | 174 45 
Haven Powers, do ee 0 
H. L. Page, do 1853, - | | 870 | 

~  Judscn Prentice, per diem do - , | 45 | , 
J. D. Plunkett, audited do = a 22 50 

_ J. H. Payne, witness fee, - | 19 20 
J. W. Porter, perdiem 1853,  — - 7 es | ee 2°) 
N. Prater, appropriation, we Be 182 50 
Sam’l Pierce, do ' Je ~ 182 50 
S. D. Powers, do 18583, -  ¢f ne 100 
Wm. H, Pettit, witness fee, - 90 72 , 
Wm. R. Perry, appropriation 1852, - =f | 5 
Jacob Quintus, do and audited, 7 4117 —«40 

| Henry Quarles, appropriation, | - | | - 207 50» 
Amos Reed, audited, - So 9 40 

| A. W. Randall, witness fee, - » ~ Cs | - 16°80 
Robinson & Bro, audited, - = - — | | «6B. 05 
C. M. Roesser, do - -. oo, 6 40 
D. C. Reed, per diem 1858, - oe | a 115 | 
IK. Robinson, —— do ey . | 45 
Edward G, Ryan, appropriation, - cs | 8,182 36 
Francis Randall, witness fee, - ’ | 48 40 
H.J. Ross, — do. - : | | 18 | 
James D. Reymert, audited, — _ , ee 507 45 — 
James Robinson, error 1858, re : 20 - | 
Reed & Nevitt, audited, | - 9 40 
Orson Reed, per diem 1853, - fo. | 45 
Patrick Rogan, do — - f - 45 
Peter Rogan, witness fee, | - Te 51 60 
BR. B. Rice, appropriation, ne | - 17 20 

- tRob’t L. Ream, do 185], - . tT. 87 50 
S. Richie, do | | mf | ~ 182 50 
S. Ryan, audited, a oe erat | (15 05 
V. W. Roth, appropriation, - - | | “ 31 
W. H. Roe, per diem, - - | 45 : 
“See Bote,” audited, - - a | 16 40 
Albert Smith, witness fee, - - 42, 40 | 
Alva Stewart, per diem 1858, rr — 165 
A. D, Seaman, appropriation, be a BA.



- 13 - 

| | ‘DISBURSEMENTS. | | 
— A. D. Smith, salary, me | . 500°. 

 ° A. H. Smith, witness fee, - | | ee |e 29 10. 
Schoff & Butts, audited,  - © =. | | «9 45 | 
C. L. Sholes. audited & per diem 1853, ~ — 49 40. 
Strong, Crapo & Russel, appropriation, | an me 67. 
C. Stevens, per diem 1852, - == / Se 116 1B 
David Scott, appropriation, - — ee | 197 50: 
Daniel Shaw, audited, ee ee qo 197 50. | 

~ D. G. Snover, appropaiation, - - oe . lis’ be / | 
Sholes & Densmore, audited- = = po, | ATE 08. | 
D. M. Seaver, salary, - ef 0° ‘4 | 
Geo. B. Smith, witness fee, - - a 40 ak 

_H. Stebbins, per diem 1853, - oom } oe | 
| State Historical Society, appropriation, — a toon 

John Shaw, : do Se | 200 is 
J. A. Smith,audited, - — - | | gg? BE: 
J.D. Smith, . appropriation, = - | | | 182 50 
John J. Slightam, do os fo. a | Be 
James K. Smith, witness fee, - po oot . 
Jesse M. Sherwood, appropriation, - — | ed 
John L. Sweeny, do 1853, _ Oo ! ope | | 
J. W. Seaton, per diem, do | TP ° 
Levi Sterling, do — do 7 con 
State Library, appropriation, - - | ee 
State Loan, interest on bonds, - re 31 | 
State Prison, appropriations 1853 and 1854. aa : 
South Wing of State Prison, appropriation, | OO 4; ae 3 
P. B. Simpson, per diem 1853, — = | | yt 5 0s | 
‘Seaton & Paul, audited, -  - fo ‘a ae" 

_. Stevens & Rogers, do - - —_ va fe: | 
T. L. Smith, appropriation 1853, _—- — i i | 

_ W. Sayles, per diem, = do = | Oo ‘a 
'W. Spooner, salary, do = _—- a | 50 40 

- 'W. Sanderson, witness fee, - os | } yan 
Wm. Slightam, appropriation, me | 60" 
‘Winfield Smith, witness fee, - - | | ree 

— Wm. N. Seymour, do - - ee ie lope 
Wm. R. Smith, appropriations 1853 & "54, | | | ae oe 

_ Schoeffler & Wendt, do and audited | t ar 
D. Taylor, per diem 1853, - . | | | 
D. I. Thayer, appropriations 1853 &'54, | a ; ote | 
‘Tibbits & Gordon, do a | / | . I, ay 
George P. Thompson, witness fee, - a Tt 4 
H. A. Tenney, do. | a i 
1. S. Tallmadge, per diem 1853, = =. OO Fe 60 
Jonathan Taylor, witness fee, -* | | to se 
L. Towslee, appropriation,» mn |



TA | 

DISBURSEMENTS.. 

M. J. Thomas, appropriation, mo — fle BB 
Pat Toland, = do - UP 290°. 
Thos. J. Townsend, salary and appropriation, — Ho. 2,850 
Wilson Torrey, do | | TA 
Wm. H. Thomas, witness fee, eda a | 81 64. 
Wm. L. Utley, salary 1853. - | a | 75 | | 
E.R. & F. A. Utter, audited, - et BOR 
D. 8. Vittum, per diem 1853, - | ye 165 
A. Whittemore & Co., appropriation 53 54] , lk 2,076 27 
A. 8. Wood, do = ae - 195 
Wisconsin Blind Institute, do ’50 53 & 54, 1 8,280 84. 
Charles Wheeler, do. do 1 : 232 50 
Cal. C. White, witness fee, - - , 110 22. 
Chas. K. Watkins, do - po a 29 20°: 
Wis. Deaf & Dumb Inst., appropriation 1853,, | 1,750 
HK. Wakely, per diem 1853, - ea | He 45 
Ezra Wheeler, do - - | Yoo 400 
Weed & Eberhard, appropriations ’53 & ’54, | | 1,558 44. 
H. V. Whiton, salary and witness fee, | | | 522 80: 
H. A. Wright, do per diem 1853, a 845 : 
H. C. West do  f | 45 
H. K. White, witness fee, - = , 46 
Isaac Woodle, - - - | , 45 80 

_ John Walworth, audited, - — - : | tp 5 05. 
John K. Williams, appropriations ’53 & 54, a 550 | 

| John Wright, do - 67 23 
Joseph Wilson, do re 132 50-. 
J. H. Wells, witness fee, - | | [ 41 20° 
J. H. Wells, (Marquette,) audited, - — 81 20, 
John T. Wilson, | do - | —, 102 : 
L. Wyman, witness fee, —- - | | | 19 20 
O. J. Wright, audited, - - mc , | § 05. | 
Robert Weir, witness fees,  - » | if 30 : 
Russel Wheeler, do - - | | 45 20° 
R. B. Wentworth, appropriation and audited, | | 60 95. 
R.F. Wilson, =~ do clo po — 162 
Rob’t W, Wright witness fee, | 7 42°80 -- 
Thos. West, per diem 1853 and appr’n, fo | Om 
i. T. Whittlesey, do om ABs 
Wm. K. Wilson, witness fee, - 7 . | 89 40. | 
H. D. York, per diem 1858, pe, | | — AO 

Total - - ee — | 165,277 53 | 
Amt. overpaid last quarter, - | - oe 8,110 70°. 
Receipts brought from page 8, os 7 165,487 | | / | 
Balance overpaid, - - 7 7,900 69} mo / 

| | $173,388 ~al $173,388 23



| ae ~ SECOND.:QUARTER. 
Oo - RECEIPTS, © 7° oe 

- Brown County, » State Tax, a fp . . 186 SOT] oe 
_. defferson’ do. do ef 90 

Labayettedo = © do i » Ff 8,378 96 
—. Portage, do do = - 7. 1,024 19) 

By Owie'do dot P 42496) Outagamiedo do = = 702 |} a 
Badger State Bank, do - 187 50 4 
Bank of Commerce, do - - | | 3820 50 a 
Columbia County Bank, do © - «60 42 | Oo 
Exchange Bank, » dos B75 ff | Farmers & Millers’ Bank, do = - 375 | 

- Bank of Fond du Lac, “do  - 187 50 Oo , 
_ Fox River Bank, dome i 4 1 40H 7 

Jefferson County Bank, do = ~ Yo | 875 
City Bank of Racine, do ~ 375 | - 
Bank of Racing, == ss do: se oe BIB [be ee 
State Bank, , os. do? - : 875 Ht a 
‘State Bank of Wisconsin,, do — - . | 1,125, |}. a 
Wisconsin Bank, : . > do °¢ - oo 375 | ot 
W. Fry, License, Pedlar, ne 30 { ey 
M. Boynslackiy © do» .- mo 30 | ss 

. Wm. R. Berry, do. -- 9 -  . 40 — ) es 
S. Mock, = |. do..| - os | — 40 | 4 
Tilten & Mallery, do . - om 60° ! . a ; 
H. E. Hood, dou. - os . 40 .. a 
C. R. Knight, refunded: error, oo | 49.50}, - 
H.S Nickerson, do  - - - “| a 

Total, mm mt | 10,805 02), 

| DISBURSEMENTS. _ Co | 
| Jonathan E, Arnold, appropriation, = | | 1,000 33 

D.’€. Bush, | do  , = © TR 
John Butler, do 2 = foe te te 108 OB! 
Bugh & Nimmock, audited, - ee ce | 84:50) | 
Cover & Goldsmith, do - Los : BO 

_M. M. Cothren, salary, - om : BIB 
Saim'l Crawford, do - 5 ew TE 666 BF | 

| Charles Foote, appropriation - ae re 4112 90> 
R.°W. Griswold, witness fee, - a : ne | VT 99 | 
AvC.Ingham,. > do - = : os FBO 12 | 
Edward M. Hunter, salary - pom | | 250 
C.H. Larrabee, do - =: = mT BTR 
R. M. Long, . do - _ : ae 100 | 
T. Lund, appropriation, - om ft 200 
M. Maitin do | mt om rood 5% 50



s,s sPIGBURSEMENTW. _ _ 

Simeon Mills, appropriation, © = ed . N ‘160 285 

A. D. Smith, salary, ee co 666 67 

State Agricultural Society, appropriation, | ee GQ | 

South Wing State Prison, _ do + {| 2146 95 

E. V. Whiton, salary, eS | 7 166 66 | 

Wis. Blind Institute, appropriation, ~ 1,500 fF 

J.H. Wells, audited, = “ for 40 | 

Total - - oS I} 8,618 05. 

_ Amount overpaid last quarter, oo. 4,900 69 | | 

Balance overpaid, - © mw STUB TZ 

. " | “16,518 74] 16,518 74. 

THIRD QUARTER, = —— 

Bank of the West, StateTax, © - © [© 485 55], | we 

Kenosha City Bank, do ~~ - oy 375 ee 

Racine County do . do. oo 50 - - | 

Rock River do do- ~ .  - 375 | an 

Oshkosh City do do so 375 7 i 

Wis. M. & F. L..Co. Bk. do — | ~ 50— ees 

Jefferson County _ do do - ft 4095 BQ 

Milwaukee County do | os 88781 ; - | 

Glines & Co., License, Hawkers & Pedlars, . £0. | 

_M. Loeb & Co., do — do ni 40 —— | 

Charles Richmond, do do . ~~ 10: | 

John W. Davis, refunded, - = : 5 : | 

E. Ricker, do - . 39 ot | 

i DISBURSEMENTS. tw | - 

David Atwood, audited, - 8 | { 984 10 

Atwood & Brown, appropriation, = - | - | «6,018 66 « | 

Beriah Brown, © do &e. - Fo i). 4,061 40.0 © 

H. D. Barron, audited, — - - 2 f. ge 149 5B, 

S. G. Bugh, - ms ~ . oO 262 50: : ) 

Wm. A. Barstow, salary, = - qd}. 462 50 

Wm. W. Brown, appropriation, == - - ee AP ADB 

- Crawford County, overpayment, - | CO OB 

George W. Cate, salary, = - - . 4 oO 499 17 _ | 

M.M. Cothren, do - - Pe ABR 

S. Park Coon, appropriation, - - 1 os 86 | 

 F.F. Davis, - - - _ U4 : 

J. R. Doolittle, salary, - - | : | 875 | | 

Wm. M. Dennis, salary, . oe 6S | 500.



17 

a DISBURSEMENTS, 
Charles B Ellis, appropriation, - fo 12.” AV Fryer, do |. " | 1500 F Fratney, audited, : Som 

Tp 800 HB Gardner, appropriation, _ 
83° WGrahamn, ~ do 7. * ft 20 E M Hunter, salary, - - 

G50 FW Horn, Emigrant Agent, - | | 1,075 J W Hunt, salary, - - | | 250 | Levi Hubbell, do . - | 148 I W Hill, per diem, —_ - | 25 | 
Edward H Janssen, salary, - - _ 200 | John N Jones, postage, - - | 2,342 63 | EB Kelsey, per diem 1853, - 

| 70 Jas Kneeland, appropriation, - . 
40 Wiram Knowlton, salary, - | | | 375 Rob’t M Long, do = 

200 Chas H Larrabee, do. . | | 815 RW Lansing audited, - - | 114 Q Loehr, appropriation, ~ - : | 45 Geo R M Lane, lunatic do - - : , 300 John McManman, salary, — - - | 150. A Menges, do - 7 : 7 | 250 Alex Mitchell, appropriation - - 
58 | 

J G Percival, salary,. - - 
410 Curtis Reed, per diem 1859 - - 
70 | 

J D Reymert, audited, - - | | | 187 50 V W Roth, appropriation, ~ - : | 60 , 
Schuff & Rutts, audited, ~ - | 66 25. : D M Seaver, salary, - - | ! 250 J R Sharpstein, per diem 1858, - soa 5 Swamp Lands, appropriation, = | — 225 State Prison, do - | ~ 500 South Wing, do - 

6,543 90 Schoeffler & Wendt, audited, > 
1,672 60 DS Vittum, lunatic appropriation, = | a | 162 50 John Welch, do - 
262 16 John White, do 1851, 

57 7 John K Williams, do 1853, 
116 H Wright, salary, &e.,. - - 
400 | | 

R Wilcox, per diem 1853, - - ; | «45 Wisconsin Blind Institute, appropriation, —s tf | 125 Wm. A Wheeler é; Co., de 
| 89 25 

Total, ° - - : 32,571 66 Amount overpaid last quarter, - , 5,713 72 - Receipts as above, - - - 5,177 68 | Balance, - ~ - - - 33,107 "| 

| 38,285 38 38,285 38
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FOURTH QUARTER. 
RECEIPTS. oo | | 

- OF Dana, tax on suits, - - f 83 - | 
Manitowoc County, revenue, - 1,844 98 
Portage do do - 544 |} . 

‘Waushara do do - * 196 66 | 
Bank of Commerce, Tax, - , 750 
Columbia County Bank do - 187 50 : | 

Dane do do do - 185 42 | 
City Bank Kenosha do - 375. 

City Bank Racine _ do - 375 | 

Farmers é& Millers’ Bank do ~ — 875 | : 

Northern do do - . 512 50 

Racine Connty de do - 750 | 

Rock River do do - | 375 : a 

State do do - , 375 | 
State Bank of Wisconsin do - 1,875 | 

WisM&FInsCo | do - . 750 | 

- Simeon Steinhart, Pedlar’s License, - 30 

Silverman & Co do ~ 30. | | 

James Cameron _ do - 10 | 

M Schwars do - - 10 
Chandler & Killey do ~ 30 | 

S Hirschberg do - , | 30 | 

Rabbas & Wolf do - | 30 
A Guddlefinger do - | 10. | | . 

Alex Guddlefinger, do - —_ 40 

John Blackenhurst do - 40 | 

S Klauber do - 10° | , I | 

A L Castleman, Canal Land Mortgage, | 5 16 | | 

_ Total, 0 - . | $9,829 2al| | 

a DISBURSEMENTS. | | . 

Jas S Alban. appropriation, - ~ | | 120 . 

JRBrigg, do | - - | ._ : 120 

S G Bugh, on account, - oe | 100 | 

W A Barstow, salary &e, - - 462 50 i 

W W Brown, appropriation - - | | | 350 Ct 

Jj Crowley audited, - ot | (136 40 

M M Cothron, salary, - - oe B75 
N V Chandler, audited, - - » § OF 

OS Comfort, appropriation, - -— | 83 oo 

Sam’! Crawford, salary,  - - 500 | 

J R Doolittle, do - - 3875 

Wm MDPennis, ._ do |. - - | : | | 600 0 | 

ATGray, do mo L 600



: 
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DISBURSEMENTS, 
oS Gustavus Grahl, audited, - - 

27 15 
Fratney & Herzberg, do ~ - | | 870 05 
K J Fleisher, do =. - : 

144 69° 
E W Hunter, salary, =k. - 

250 
EF F Hobbs, appropriation, -  ——_ 

| 20 80 | 
EW Horn, Emigrant Agent, ot 

2,550 | 
John W Hunt, salary, - - 

250 
J N Jones, audited, - - , | 123 47 
E H Janssen, salary, - ~ 

200 
Levi Hubbell, do - - 

375 
James & Marriner, appropriation, —- 

HT 14 | 
August \ruer, salary, - - a 600 
Wiram Knowlton, do - - | | 8375 
CH Larrabee, do - - | | 875 
M D Miller, appropriation, - os | a 83 | 
A. Marschnes, audited, - - 

50 
Chas Roesser do - - | | 6 46 
Geo Paul, do. - - | | 95 g5 
JG Percival, Geological Survey,  - 

50 
H P Powers, appropriation, — - 

83 
Robinson & Bro, audited, - om. : | 52 gt 
Reed & Nevett, do - - 

64 50 
Abm D Smith; salary, - a 

, 500 | 
AS Sanborn, on account services, - 

388 59 
D M Seaver, salary, - | | 250 
Geo R Smith, do a ~ | 

800 | 
Levi Sterling, appropriation, - - 

120 
Swamp Lands, do - - 

700 - 
State Prison, do - 

500 
SG Stacey, salary, ~ “ 

200 — 
Schoeffler & Wendt, audited, - 

215 
Wm R Smith, appropriation, - 

100 D S Vittum, on account services,  . | 
488 H A Wright, salary, - — 

— 400 | 
O J Wright, audited, - - | 

28 95 
Sam’l F Wright, lunatic appropriation, 

10 | 
— | 

Tota,- ss - - | 15,686 88 
Receipts as above, - c- - 9,829 99 | | 
Amount overpaid last quarter, - | — 383,107 79 | 
Amount overpaid, mn 38,965 36 | 

es | 
48,794, all 48,794 58
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SCHOOL FUND. | | 

FIRST QUARTER. . 

RECEIPTS. 

Certificates, 28,896 44) | 

Fines, . 1,785 05 

Loans, 2,125 — | 

Penalty ,5per cent. 869 24 
Sales, 

Total, | 49,166 38| | 

DISBURSEMENTS. | 

Beriah Brown, printing and publishing, | 892 40 ” 

Dan C Brown do | | — g 

H D Barron, do 83 55 

Joseph Barnard, appraising, | 5 

John A Brown, publishing, | | | 8 

Milton Barlow, appraising, 15 

Beeson & Thomas, publishing, 15 80 oe 

Wm O Buck, appraising, 7 | 111 | 

~ Calumet Co.,, do 581 12 

H Calkins, do | 92 50 

J Crowley, publishing. | 5 ! 

WN V Chandler, do 7 90 

Wm E Cramer, | do | 97 85 | 

CW Fitch, do 6 50 

Fratney & Herzberg, do , 25 90 | 

George Gale, appraising, ee 

Indian George, do : 9 

Edward O Hull, publishing, | 8 10 

J A Hadley, do : 9 20 

H P Holmes, appraising | | | 25 50 | 

Joachim & Co., publishing . | 5 

Kohlman & Co, do | 3 

Asa Lawrence, appraising . 78 

A Morehouse, do . | 63 

F J Mills, publishing 
13 70 

Manitowoc Co., appraising, 200 | 

Marquette Co., do | | 105 50 

Geo H Paul, publishing 4 

L M Parsons, appraising : | 10 

P D Marschner, do | 50 

W W Noyes, publishing | | 6 

Chas 8 Roeser do , 7 |



| 21 

DISBURSEMENTS, | | 

_ Richland Co,, appraising 
500 46 Rock Co., do 
147 20 Reed & Nevett, publishing, . | 14 80 R P Rawson, appraising, : 1i1 Robinson & Bro,, publishing, 

3 60 Sam Ryan, jr., do | 9 68 | D B Shailer, appraising, 
111 School Fund, refunded for error, : 30 389 School Fund Loans, | | 65,921 Seaton & Paul, publishing, — | 17 80 Stevens & Rogers, do 16 80 | Schoeffler & Wendt, do 3 50 W B Shaver, do | 4. Geo W Taggert, appraising, 216 | Algernon Weston, do | 7 60 A Whitemore & Co, plat book, 25 AS Weston, appraising, _ | 12 50 Winnebago Co, ~— do | 168 25 D M West, do . 20 Weed & Eberhard, binding, | - 198 50 J H Wells, publishing, | 21 25 Wm White, appraising, | 43 50 

| Total, 7 | 70,194 00 Amount on hand last quarter, 34,094 92 
Amount of receipts, 49,166 38|| | . ‘Balance, 

13,067 30 

| | | | | $83,261 30|| $83,261 30 

| SECOND QUARTER: | 

| REOEIPTS. 

‘Certificates, | — 8,412 29) , Loans, 1,066 . Penalty, 5 percent, | 179 52) 
-»Bales, 1,012 74). 

Total, — 8,670 55 : ‘Balance last quarter, 13,067 30!



| QQ | 

DISBURSEMENTS. 

Brown county, appraising, | | | 136 50 
Beriah Brown, printing and publishing, | 645 
Royal Buck, do | 12 50 
School Fund Loans, 2,436 73 
Weed & Eberhard, binding. - | | 77 

‘Total, 3,307 78 
Balance, | | 15,430 12 

| $18,737 s5ll gis737 85 

THIRD QUARTER. 

-- REOEIPTS. | | | 

Sales, 10,306 93]] . | 
Fines, - 68 25| 
Penalty, : 9 15), 
Certificates, 2,136 44 | 

Total, | 13,945 77 
Balance last quarter, 15,4380 12)| : 

DISBURSEMENTS. co . 

Loans, | | . | 2,800 : 
Weed & Eberhard, book binding, &c., a 550 
W H Willard, appraisng, =.» 132 
Edward Lees, do | | | i Q5 
Jas Murdock, do : SO 141 
O A Stafford, printing, 300 
Beriah Brown, do | 820 - 
R F Wilson, appraising, | 100 
D A Glidden, refunded, eft. 77 Pierce Go, 5 62 

Total, ae : 4,373 62 
Balance, | 25,002 27 

| $29,375 89]| $29,375 89



| FOURTH QUARTER. | 

- | RECEIPTS. | | 
Certificates, — | 7 8,079 73 : _, Fines, | _ 463 91 a , ' Loans, oo 1,425 : Penalty, . | «222 16; Sales, | | | | 6,509 77 | 

| Tota, oo 16,800 57 : | 

DISBURSEMENTS. 

Benj Allen, appraising, | 262 50 ~ CyrusN Allen, do 157 50 B Brown, publishing, a | 107 50 DC Brown, do ~ 
31 25 | _ J Barnard, appraising, Ode BB _ - John A Brown, publishing, a . . : - “79 90 Sam’] G Bugh, do : * 18 25 Jerry Crowley, do | " | AQ 75 _ Cover & Goldsmith,do - | 4 26 Calkins, appraising, | | 166 . RLGove, publishing, — de 7 85 , Gray & Nimmock, do 17 26 Joseph Dartt, surveying, . || 31 EC Hull, publishing, | - 7 85  ACHolt, do | | 12 46 . BF Hicks, appraising, 5 _ Hurd & Johnson, publishing, il > 18 80 _. Edward Lees, appraising, : | 480 . ‘Peter Little, do | , | - 80 _. Jas Murdock, do - : 60 a _. PD Marschall, appraising, _ | 85 _. Wm C MeMichael, do : the 18 75 _ Joseph Pateh, do | | | oe 142 50 _ Robinson & Bro, publishing, | o «19 _ Wm C Rogers, do | , li ~~ 66 20 "Ryan & Co, do | | * 8 50 . J Quintus, — do | ~ 8 26 _ Stout & Tenney, do 7 : 8 25 SW Smith, = do | | 6B 86 .. School Fund, 7 ~~ 931 «11 _. School Fund Loans, | 2 | : 2,506 - Thomas é Reed, publishing, : | 98 75 RF Wilson, appraising, 7 215



7 24. 

DISBURSEMENTS. 

OJ Wright, publishing, | 14 75 
Weed & Eberhard, binding, | : | 1,564 50 

Total, eo 7,120 71 
Receipts as above, . 16,800 57 | | : 
Balance as above, 28,002 271) a 
Balance, : | | 34,682 18 

Total, co 41,802 27). 41,802 84 

. SCHOOL FUND INCOME. 

| FIRST QUARTER. , 

‘RECEIPTS, | | 94,159 4oll | 

DISBURSEMENTS. 

Refunded for error in former payments, BQ 56 
Bad Ax County, Apportionment, | TT 452 °88 
Calumet, do do | oo 642 96 

~ Columbia do . do | a tt 8,191 04 
Crawford do do | - 48H 28 
Dane do do 3 | ~~ 6,567 12 | 
Dodge do — do : : | 6,212 16 
Fond du Lac do do | ty 4,895 04 
Grant do do ! | 1 4,888 08 
Green do do | 3,211 92 
Iowa do do 2,542 27 © 
Jefferson do do | | | 5,022 72 
Kenosha do | do oF oe ; 3,019 68 
Marquette do do | - 2,593 44 
Milwaukee do do | 5,497 95 
Ozaukee — do do : (2,675 21 
Sauk do | do . | 2,048 40 

_ Sheboygan do | do | | Ye 3,605 56 
_ Racine do do 4,855 18 

Richland do | do i , 514 08 
Rock do’ do : 6,320 88 
Walworth do do 4,975 92 
Washington do do ‘ 4,039 20 
Waukesha do do | | 5,848 56 

| Waupacca do do 497 52 
Waushara do do | 359 90 
Winnebago, do | do | | 2,765 62



. 685 | 

- DISBURSEMENTS, 
D M Seaver, platting, in 1853, | 730 16 - Chas GMayers, do  — do | | (254 50 

Total, - 88,496 50 _ Balance last quarter, | 17,465 10 | Receipts as above, , 94,159 40 .. Balance, — - 93,1298 

Be - oe 111,624 50/} 111,624 50 

GOD QUARTER. 
RECEIPTS, _ - | 1,853 97I | 

| DISBURSEMENTS. | 
: Adams County, Apportionment, ) 285 84 LaFayette do do 3,378 96 Outagamie do do 7 702 Portage do do 924-19 StCroix do ——— do 174 96 

Total, | 4,665 05 Balance last quarter, | 23,128 Balance, | 20,216 02 
Oo | $24,981 97|| $24,981 97 

: THIRD QUARTER. 
: RECEIPTS, 7 5,982 07 | | _ Balance last quarter, | 20,516 rs | ; 

| DISBURSEMENTS. , 
Milwaukee County, Apportionment, 887 31 oS D A. Gliddon, refunded cft 77 Pierce Co, - | 2 98 

Total, . 
890 29 Balance, - : : | 25,257 80 | 

| | Oo | $26,148 O9|1 $26,148 09 

FOURTH QUARTER. 

_ RECEIPYs, | ; | 4,289 59 Balance last quarter, 25,257 aol 
4 |



| 96 7 

~ "DISBURSEMENTS. — 

_ _ Refunded on certificates recalled, | a en) | 
Polk = County, Apportionment, 51 12 

_. Milwaukee do. do | 1,550 
Waushara’. do do ff 196 66 
Manitowoc. do | do | Fey a 1,233 36 

Total, | tt 3.086 14 
Balance, | | | | 26,511 25 

| | | 29,547 39! 29,547 39 

| ~ UNIVERSITY FUND. | 

FIRST QUARTER. i ts 

| RECEIPTS. ot 

_ Certificates, 2,155 47 , | 
Penalty, 5 per cent. 21 | | 
Bales, | ; 2,010 41} - 

Total, | | 1186 99] cob 
Balance last quarter. : 10,867 22 

7 DISBURSEMENTS. | 

Loans, | 9,125 
Lorenzo Presten | 15 
CT Overton, Cae ~~ 20 
Refunded for error, — | | 3 60 

Balance, | ee ee 5,890 50 

| | | 6,084 10] "15,054 10 

SECOND QUARTER. | on 

| -REOEIPTS. | 

Loans, . ate — 250 | 
Penalty, 96 15)| 
Sales, 2,104 382) 

Balance, 5,890 50 oe



- , «Oa - 

__ DISBURSEMENTS. 
_ Loans, 7 | | | , 1,946 _ Balance, _ , 6,894 97 

, | | | 8,340 97 8,340 97 

oe THIRD QUARTER. | 
OS RECEIPTS. 

| Sales, oo 2,837 94 Certificates, | 330. - 
Balance last quarter, | | 6,394 97/1 | 

| . _ » DISBURSEMENTS. 

. Loans, | | 4,953 | Balance, — | | 1,109 91 

| | 9,062 91|! 9,062 91 

| | FOURTH QUARTER. 

‘RECEIPTS. a | 
Certificates, 112 | - Penalty, oe | 21 25 -. Sales, | | 507 05 

Balance last quarter, — | 1,019 91| 

DISBURSEMENTS. a 
Loaned to University, | 2,886 38 _ Amount overpaid, 1,086 12 Se 

| | | 2,836 33 2,886 33 

; UNIVERSITY FUND INCOME. 

7 FIRST QUARTER. - 
_ RECEIPTS, _ oe - | | 7,077 sell | > Balance last quarter, | 2,990 56



oe 98 

DISBURSEMENTS. . 

Interest on School Fund Loan, | 3,500 
State University, 500 
Refunded for error, 11 99 

Total, | 8,011 99 
Balance, 2,055 78 

10,067 77ll 10,067 77 

SECOND QUARTER. | ee 

RECEIPTS, 64 eal | 
Balance last quarter, | | 2,055 78 

| "ss DISBURSEMENTS. | 

State University, : 1,000 
Balance, 1,810 59 

| 2810 59 2,810 59 

THIRD QUARTER. 

RECEIPTS, 7 363 58 | 
Balance last quarter, | 1,810 59 | 

. Balance, | 2,173 17 

| | | 2,173 | 9,173 17 

| FOURTH QUARTER. | 

RECEIPTS, 580 7 | 
Balance last quarter, 2,173 17 

DISBURSEMENTS, | {] ~ 1,628 45 
Balance, | | 1,125 19 

2,753 64! 2,758 64 — 

7 IMPROVEMENT FUND. 

Balance on hand, a | 129 88 | 
Paid F P Tallmadge, | | 129 
Balance in the Treasury, 38 

| ino al 129 38



29 

RECAPITULATION. 
. | Receipts. , Disbursements 

ss @ENERAL Fun, | | — : | ist quarter, | 165,487 54 165,277 53 gd “do 10,805 02 | 8,618 05 3d do 5,177 68 32,571 66 | 4th do | | 9,829 22 | 15,686 88 SCHOOL FUND, 
Ist quarter, | — 49,166 38 | 70,194 . 2d do | 5,670 55 3,307 73 | 3d de 13,945 77 4,378 62 4th do 16,800 57 7,120 71 8. F. INCOME. 

7 Ist quarter, | 94,159 40 88,496 50 Bd “do 1,853 97 4,765 95 8d do 5,942 07 890 29 4th do 4,289 59 3,036 14 UNIVERSITY FUND. 
ist quarter, 4,186 88 9,163 60 (8d “do 2.450 47 1,946 8d do | 2,667 94 1953 | 4th do | 640 30 | 2,836 33 U. F. INCOME. | 
Ist quarter, | 7,077 21 | 8,011 90 2d do 754 81 1,000 3d do | | 362 58 7 | 4th do | 580 47 1,628 45 _ IMPROVEMENT FUND, 

| ist quarter, | | 129 

Total, 401,888 42 437,007 43 BALANCES, 
| January 1, 1854. | : General Fund, | 8,110 70 School Fund, 34,094 92 

School Fund Income, 17,465 10 
University Fund, 10,867 22 | | UF Income, . 2,990 56 . | Improvement Fund, 129 38 

: December 30, 1854, 
General Fund, | 38,965 36 | School do | 34,682 13 | - § F Income, : 26,511 25 _ University Fund, - f 1,086 12 
U F Ineome, | , . 1,125 19 _ Improvement Fund, | | | 38 

| { 507,437 08 | 507,437 08
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«STATE OF WISCONSIN, 

FOR THE YEAR 1834.02 7 

MADISON: OS 
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| pe ce f AvroRNEY GENERAL’s OrFior, © | | me 
- “ - ae / a | Mavuson, January 1,1855. 

_ ‘To His Exorrxuncy, Wm. A. Barstow, ce 
Governor of the State of Wistonsin: = 

| _ . The law does not require the Attorney General to make an an-- | _ nual report, either to the Executive or to the Legislature, but the | last clause of section 39, page 87 of the Revised Statutes provides 
"that he shall “report to the Legislature, or.either branch thereof, | ‘whenever requested upon any business pertaining to, the duties of — | —» hisoffice” 0 a oe | 

No such request has ever been made by the Legislature, and no | 
a . Teport has been made by either of my predecessors in office. T have, 

however, thought it my duty, at this time, to submit to you a-brief | 
account. of the law transactions éf the State, during the past year , 
that you might lay the same before the Legis'ature, or in sume way | __-dall:the matters herein stated to the atteution of that body, should 
you deem it advisable to do 80. oo | ae 

~ On the 18th day of December, 1852, David.T. Dixon, the'con- 
. tractor for the State printing in year 1848," filed his. petition in the | 

‘supreme court, following the provisions of ‘an act to.directinwhat 
manner. and in what courts suits may be. brongi tagainst the State, | | 
approved: February. 9,.1850, in which he: claimed damages against - 
the State in the sum of five thousand dollars, in consequence of



the refucal of the Legislature to allow him ‘to print the Revised oe 

| Statutes of 1849, the same which was printed by C. L. Sholes,and =~ 

of their refucal to give him the German and other printing in —— 

foreign languages, ordered by them; and for the refusal of the 9 

Secretary of State to furnish him with all the printing of the State 

| Departinents, including school land blanks. ~ BO a 

This claim had previously been presented tothe Legislature,and 

disallowed. . _ a a oe 

On the 2nd day of January last, when I entered upon the dis- | 

charge of the duties of this office, the case above mentioned was | | 

| on the docket of the Supreme Court, undisposed of, and even the 

pleadings necessary to bring it to an issue were not perfected, and 

my first connection with the case was to resist a motion for judg- 

ment against the State, for the want of proper pleadings. (This 

_ motion was denied by the court, accompanied, however, with an 

order that all of the pleadings should be strichen from the files; 

| and that the Attorney. General shuuld file an answer to the petition | 

on a.day named in the order. The answer was filed accordingly. 

‘Tt was a demurrer to that part relating to the Revised Stavntes, — 

and printing in foreign languages, and a general denial of the | " 

other matters set up.in the petition. The answer is now onfilein — 

Supreme Court, to which I refer for a better and more complete — 

. understanding of the merits of the case. ee | 

‘My predecessor had filed and argued a general demurrer to the | 

petition, which was overruled : but in overruling: this demurrer, _ 

the court decided that Mr. Dixon, was not entitled to print the 

revised statutes under his contract. ‘This decision being made, | 

, the counsel for the’ petitioner discontinued his suit against the , 

state, and the costs of the proceeding have been taxed to him and 

will be paid or reimbursed to the sate, having already been paid 

by the state to the clerk of that comt. oe re 

- Thus this matter which so long »ceupied public attention, and — 

the attention of the legislature and the court was di-posed of, and 

the conduct of the legislature and public officers most fully vindi- 

cated. mo oe | pa



oe ‘Under the law, above-referred to, J ohn A. Brown, filed his peti-. | 
Bo tion-in the supreme court, onthe eighth day of July 1854, alleging | 
| | that the state. was indebted to him in the sum of four hundred and 
ne fifty dollars, for services rendered by order of the Legislature du- | 

| ting the impeachment trial of Levi Hubbell. =” 
‘To this petition, I have filed the plea of the general issue, and. 

the case is ready for a hearing at the present term of the supreme _ 
court Oo 

a ‘The fact that Mr. Brown, rendered services in that case for the ° 
gtate, cannvt-be controverted, and I would suggest, in view of this 
fact, that the legislature. shall reconsider his account, and allow } 

- whatis justly due, and thus avoid the trial of a suit, which will - 
__ be'likely to result in his favor, and finally, in some legislative: ac- | 

_ tion to pay the judgment which he may obtain. cn a 

Two oter suits have been conimenced against the state,at the -— 
_.-presént term of the supreme court, one by Hugh McFarlane, and 
- one by Richard F. Veeder, both for an alleged ‘claim against the 

state for work done on the Fox and Wisconsin river im provement, | 
_ An building bridges across the canal at Portage, while that work - 

‘was under the supervision of the state. The whole atmvunt claim- | 
ed by both is $1,480,380. Pe So | 

_ Each aleges in his petition that he has demanded pay from the: 
improvement company, and that they have refused to pay. 

os [have notice of several other suits, of the like character, which - | 
may be commenced against the state, = Oo | 

—— Seetion 5 of the act incorporating the Fox and Wisconsin river 
improvement. company provides, that “in all proceedings - - 
against the state for damages or other claims on account of said 

_ improvement, the award or decree uf which, by the terms of this - 
_ act, would have to be paid by, the Fox and Wisconsin river im- 

| provement company hereby incorporated ; the said company shall =| 
-. De made a party to said suit and shall have all the rights and privi- | 

- leges of a defendant therein. - ne 
This section 1s imperfect in this, that it provides no way for



| Be | a 

-makingthat company a party. The law authorizing suits:to becom — | 

_ menced. against the State:has provided specifically that the “com- 

plainant within ten days after having filed said petition or bill, 

and said bound, shall serve a true copy of said’ petition, or bill, . A 

‘upon the Attorney General of the State,” &c. But, there is no ~ —_ 

way provided for notifying this company of the commencement == 
of such guits or for bringing them into Court. ac oe 

The law should be amended in this particular, and the company 

| should have the entire management of the defense. of all such 

suits inasmuch as they are to pay “all.ontstanding evidences of 

indebtedness on the part of. the States &c.,” issued on account of” . 

: the said improvement,” &c., “and.to.save the Stateharmless from | 

any. and all liabilities in any- wise arising on ‘or growing outofsaid. 

‘+ improvement, &e. | a Et a pT pe 2 a , 

| This amendment should at least be made, and I would suggest a 

-to the Legislature the propriety of enacting a law, by which per- , 

sons, having claims against the State on account of that. improver. , - 

| ment gliould be authorized and required to bring suits directly, = 
against the company, ©. Ct oe, re : 

The company can better attend to the defense of’such suits; 

and, under the circumstances, it would seem that the State oughé: 

not to be troubled with such litigation, © 

The whole number of criminal cases now on the calendar of the a 

Supreme Court is thirty three, and the most of these cases‘will, 

doubtless, be disposed of at this term. ‘Twesty new cases*have” 

 oceurred during the present year. Of. the thirty-three.cages nama- 

ed, the State is directly interested in only twenty-five, the balance... — 

being cases in which the name of: the State is used, but which are 

matters of private interest. Be ee Fah SN tee oe = 

| In nearly all of the criminal causes, whether decided for or 

against.the State, the costs are paid by the State.” During the last’? 

year there was appropriated ‘by the Legislature on this’accowht — 

‘about two hundred and fifty dollars, ($250 00) and about thesame §. 

amount in the year 1853; and judging from the amount of business



flow on the calendar, and the probable increase of business, I ~~ 
‘would estimate the amount to be paid on this account during the sits 
year 1855, at about five hundred dollars. 9° a SR Re an a ‘ : : , 7 . mo, . ‘ . . , . I! : . i . . oo - _. There are one or two other cases pending in which the State is 

_ interested, which, when they are disposed of, will be reported to. 
_ you or to the Legislature. oe ea TS a 

| Very respectfully, 
ee 7 we BS Your Ob’t Serv’t; ~~ oe | oe 

eS GEOB SMITH, 
PT Attorney General
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— School and University Lands, 

STATE 36 wnoomai: oe 
a FOR THE YEAR 1864, oo |
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mo | OxFIcE oF Cosatisston mes Sonoon anp Untversrry Lanns, ae 
OS - Maprson, January 1, 1855, 

— -Ais ExcrttEnoy, Wittiam A. Barstow, : | a : 

| Governor: , . 

Sirs Herewith we have the honor to transmit, for communica- a 
tion to the Legislature, the Annual Report of the Board of Com-_ 4 

| missioners of School and University Lands eS 
a _ Very Respectfully, | | Lo 
Os | Your ob’t servants, | a a 

ae 7 ALEXANDER T. GRAY, 8 
| SO oe oo Secretary of State, . 

EDWARD EH. JANSSEN, : 
, | ee ss State Treasurer. : | 

| | ) _ GEO. B. SMITH, oy 
So | Atty Genera
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oe ~ OFRIOE oF ComaassronErs Soxoon ann Universrry Layne, 
7 - ao Be a a Manton, Jan. 1, 1858... | | 

The Board of Commissioners “for the sale of School and Unitver- 7 sity Lands, and for the investment of the funds arising therefrom,” : ‘respectfully submit the following gs — 

ROR a | 
_ The following tabular’ statement exhibits the number of acres of ‘School and University Lands, sold in the several counties in the 

_ year one thousand eight hundred and fifty-four, the amount sold | for, the amount of principal paid, amount of interest paid, and the — _ amount of principal unpaid; and also exhibits the number of acres — 
unsold, of such lands as have been offered at public sale and are 
now subject to. private entry: _ |



: 
‘ . So , : e . 

' — Sales of School Lands in 1854.—16th Section. - 7 

i 

No.of| No of | 4 A Deni , | 

| ; Amount Principal | Interest} Balance 

COUNTIES. ae : a sold:for. Paid, Paid. | . Due. 

Kenosha.....----| 383 | «--- | 2,494.00. | 952 00 | 57 68 2,242 00 

Racine.....-..--| 40 weee ft 282550 1 +98 50 | 13 68 254 00 

Walworth..-.....| 388 “gp |} 2,371 95 | 285 95 | 115 36 2,133 00 

Milwaukee.....-.| 50 wees 4.541 10 454 10 | 265 56 4,057 00 , 

Rock .......----, 1320 30 7,172.06 | 1,115 06 | 260 21 6,047 00 | 

Washington......| 1240 760 4,892 80 565 80 ; 200 93 4,327 00° | 

Dodge......--+-- Q79 | 40 569 68 | 58 68 | 26 44 511 00 

Jefferson......-.-| 161 cone 932 02! 2302) 12 25 219 00 

. Sheboygan......-| 720: 600 1,952:03 | . 197 03 |. 91/47 1,755 00 

Fond du Lac......} 1000 160 1,905 00 188 00 | 83°04 | °1,716 00. 

Columbia.....---| 260 118.64] 8677 93 895 93 | 275 12 7,782 00 

Dane.........---| 3080 | .--- 8,150 08 880 08 | 333 61 7,270 00 

Green....--"777--| 879 ...- | . 1,464 38. 161 38 | 60 26 1,303: 00: 

La Fayette.....-- 1230 eons 3,488 44 364 44 | 166 62 3,124 00 | 

Towa. ..-.-------}| 8193 | 1520. 92.792 64 | 2,587 64 , 894 67 20,205 00: 

Grant......-.---| 8750 840 11,731-40 | 1,291 40 463 57 | 10,440 00 

Brown..---------| 3/60 9560 | . 6,186 56 | 2,142 92 | 99 74 A043 64 

Calumet...--.---; 1740 840 4574 90 476 90 | 174 08 | 4,098 00 SO 

Manitowoc.....-.| 4755 240 6,450 36} 649 36 | 36 12} 5,801 00 | 

Sauk,.....--.---| 7400. 2520 10,689 68 ! 1,328 68 | 358 93 9,361. 00 

Marquette....-.- 5915 | 1520... 9,756° 32 | 1027 92 $410 15 | 8,729 00 | 

Washara ...-----) 5360 | 2240 7,332 44 776 44 | 280 06 6,556 00 

Winnebago.....-. 19s0 | 174 — 9173 54 | 231 54 90 86 1,942 00 

Outagamie .:...-. 1880'| 4404 2,293 04 227 04 | 59 38 2.066 00. 

- Waupacea....-.- 5280 | 5800 5,636 18 | (585 18 | 260 46 5,0.0 00- 

Portage ....-..--- 3880 | 19560 - 5.704 78 | 972 78:).121 52 | 4,732 00 

Richland........| 8720 280 18,561 35 | 2,220 35 | 792 63 16,341 00 

Orawford......-- 1240 | 4920 © 1,847 72}, 209 72 65.16 | 1,638 00 

‘La Crosse......--| 5121 3640 ~ 6,633 53 668 53 | 222 39 5 965 00 

‘St: Croix,.....--.| 8440 | 640: | 10,900 20 | 1,179 20 | 632 54.1. 9.721 00 

Pierce......-----| 3060 480 10,014 28 | 1,090 28 | 567 58 |. 8,924 00 

Polk...---------| 6600 | 5800 8492 55 | 922 55 | 361 85 7,570 00° - 

Bad Ax......----{12400 | 1640 14,364 50 | 1,653 50 | 542 27 | 12,711 00 

Adams.....-----|10320 | 14000 14,115 85 | 1,866 85} 71 10 | 12,249 00 — | 

Door ...--------| 2720 | 4360 - 3,764 44 420 44 | 162 16 3.344 00. 

Kewauuee.......| 2160 | 3689 | 4,465.85 | 479 85 | 171 07 | 3,986 00 | 

-. Total.....--- T1041. .69304.64! : 106,794 27 | 12,497. 27: 4041°12 | 94,298 :64 

. 2 . | : : ;



oo 7 7 | 

| Sales of School Lands, 500,000 Acre Tract, 1854. 

No. of oa . | . _ eee eg | Atmount } Principal | Interest} Balance __ —— QOUNATEA Beres i sold for. Paid. Paid Due. 

| uaa bem 1 360 37,531 95 |. 2... «| 171 12 | 37,431 95 Oconto.......2..[°5130 | 2. | 6,338 40 ---- | 3348] 643800 | | Shawanaw......./ 60,947 | .... | 76.8920 90 .--- | 304 60] 76819 90 : Sauk............! 3621 | 12. 4,663 77 ---= | 957-59 | 4,663 77 , Richland.....2..| 3,600 |... 5,849 66 wees | 25224] 5,849 66 | Towa,........-.-| 3,152 | ...°| 7971 82 cs | 448 81 | 7,971 89 | La Crosse.........{ 2999 as 3,625 78 ooes 177 52 3,625.78 St. Crom... .....2./ 30,168 | 2... | 37.996 00 ---- |2565 46 | 37,996 00 . Bad Ax.........-| 18,410.52! 120 | 23218 74] 277. [10sa 85 | Q3'048 74 | Crawford........| 9986 | _.. 3.954 48 ---- {| 17703] 3954 48. | : Columbia ....... 80 9 101 60 wees | 6 27 101 60 Fond du Lac.....| 1990 | ... 438751 1... | 20 47 438 75 ~— Caltmet ........) 19,600 | 3,080. | 27.935 13 ---. {1344 60 | 27,935 13 _ Minitowoe..-...| 8,320 | ... | 11,343 40 | 252 80 | 671 85 | 11:090 60 _ -Brown..........| 8,040 | 1,000 | 10748 04| © -.- 618,17 | 10,745 04 | Dane.........-..| 360 | ..2 | 920 53 ---- | 5409] 990 53 ~ , defferson......-..| 1,497.59] 1,856.36] 2,014 06 |. 21005 | 94 24| 1,804 00 | ~ Waukesha........) 480 | 112 | 520 40 68 40 | 24 25 551 40 Grant...........| 4444.86] ... 5,034 46 | ~ see. | 414 97 6,034 46 : 
| Total..........]'85,705.97/16,530.36| 268,088 27; 531 96 |g791 79 | 267,557 01 | 

pee Sales of University Lands, 1854. 

| No. of | No.of a ! . : Amount { Principal | Interest | Balance OOUNTIES. Acres Acres . . . | sold. | unsold, sold for. | Paid. | Paid. | Due. 

Walworth .....--{ 400 | .... | 1,380 36] i39 36 | 61 73 | 1,241 00 | Rock.....--:.---| 40 | J... 310 28 | =83328 | 10.56] 978 00 | Columbia .......] © 758. 119 | 3,667 14 | 445 14 | 143 57} 3,999 00 Dane....-..-..--| 620 | 2... | 2.552 00! 96200 | 11052! 9'390 09 ; - Green..:-..-..-.| 1223 | .... | 31905 99 | 411 22 | 120 30! 3.493 00 La Fayette -....] 4502 | .... | 13,763 19 | 1,430 19 |°431 97 | 12,313 00 | Lowa-v.w+------) 2134 | 2... | 6,203 741 644 74 | 279.211 5/559 00 Jefferson .:......] 119.88} 54 554 69 | 55 69 | 2855} 499 09 —— ‘Dodge.....-..--.] 816 |. 2... -| 3,003.14] 305 14 | 190 17 2,698 00 : Fond du Lac.....{ 720 360 | 3,275 46 | 329 46 | 109 91 | 2946 00 — _ Winnebago.....-| 277 | 1481 | 1816 72/1 28272 | 6195] 1,634-00 — Calume ..-......1 . 520 | 1240 | 3270 62| 59462 | 97301 974600 | “Manit woe.......| 800 640 | 2291 90 | 59790 | 6340! 169400 —. — Richland......../ 1280 47 | 5,966 73.) 607 73 | 951 03 | 5359 00 | : Granu.---.e0e---/ 1280 | -... | 4,508 00 11,301 00 | 57 841 3.907 00 / 
 Motal........1 15489.88! 3941 |56,499 19 lz300 19 {1,987 311 49,209 00 -
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| a SALE OF LANDS. 2 : 

From the foregoing statement it will be seen that since the first 

day of January last 237,119 87-00 acres of land have been sold, and 

that of the lands which have been offered at public sale, and are. | 

now subject to private entry, there remain unsold of 16th sections, 

838,526 64-100 acres; of* the five hundred thousand acre grant, 6, 

530 36-100 acres; and of university lands, 3,941 acres. ae 

Under the five hundred thousand acre grant, there remainabout 

twenty-three thousand acres to be selected, and there are about 

10,580 acres of selections in Waupacca county, which have not yet | 

been offered at publicsale. These are farming lands of first rate 

quality well watered and timbered, and will, it is believed, pro- 

| duce considerably more than the appraised value. ss. 

The selections made under this grant by agents appointed some- 

| times by the legislature, and sometimes by the governor under the 

-. direction of the legislature, should all have been from the choicest 

ands in the state and in the best localities; but in some instances 

this duty has been shamefully neglected, and the lands selected 

have been of the most indifferent character, as appears by the re- 

ports of appraisers. Such is the character of most, if not all, of the 

Jands so selected, and remaining unsold, excusive of those mention- 

ed as lying in the county of Waupacca. — , | 

In the latter part of the month of September, two university 

-—- gections, in Grant county, which had been. omitted from former 

' public sales, were offered at Platteville, and all taken, some of — - 

the subdivisions bringing an advance upon the appraisal. - | 

On the first day of December, selections forming part of the 

grant of five hundred thousand acres, were‘offered in Shawanaw 

county; on the 4th day of December, in Oconto county sand on 

the 7th day of December, in Outagamie county. On the ninth of 

| of the same month, six 16th sections in Brown county, which had 

not. befo-e been offered at public sale, were 80 offered at GreeD — 

Bay, and two of them were taken at the sale. an 

The amount received on sales of school land effected since the



| | | 9 a . 

_ commencement of such sales, in each year, appears from former 
‘reports to be as follows: 7 , oo , 

In 1849, | © $14,476 72 | | 
— & 1850. oo | 449064 15 | 

“© 1851 - 229,790 80 | 
| 85D | 61,026 20 

: “1853 | | 863,259 86 
| BRA | 504,758 85 

Total, | | $1,677,571 08 | 
| In the two last years the books in this office show a large amount 

_ of sales, and in each year large.tracts sold to individual purchasers, 
the fund being thus greatly increased. The lands once offered at. 
public auction are by law subject to private entry, and the amount 

_ to be sold at private sale to any one person is not limited. The — 
_ Governor and the commissioners have the power to withdraw 

- such portion of them from sale as in their discretion “it may not 
be advantageous to sell or dispose of, and for as longatime asin 

_ their opinion will be. most beneficial to the university and school 
fund.” The extent of this discretion, thus defined by the law, 
gives no option on the part of the Governor and commissioners | 

to refuse the sale of lands on account of the qnantity applied for - 
| by any one person being more than he can occupy for his own | 

_ Use, since the more rapidly sales can be effected, so much sooner 
7 will these funds realize the benefit of the endowement of lands 

bestowed upon the State by the general government. And if in 
the end only the appraised value is.to be-obtained, the sooner the 
lands are sold the better. | BO | . 

_  Itis for the legislature, however, to consider whether there are 
_ reasons relating to the promotion of other interests than’ those of ; 

the school fund, and the system of common schools relying upon | 
_. it for support, sufficient to induce the adoption of a policy limiting 

and restricting the sales of these lands, | | 
- | So LOANS. so ; | - 

‘The following statement shows the amounts loaned to individu- | 2 |



als, and the whole amount loaned in each county, -of school and 
university funds, and also the amount of interest paid in advance 
upon such loans. « | : | an | 

| BROWN COUNTY. . 

| | School. | Loan. Interest. 

Dec 31,1858 MJ Mead | 50000 =~—s«35:'10 
Jan 26, 1854 John W Colton | 440 00 . 28 57 

| | 7 940 00 ° 68 67 

| | CALUMET COUNTY. re 

a a University. | 

Jan 9,1854 James Robinson 495 000i CD | 
March 16, 1854 William Fowler © _ — °400 00 22 07 

do 26, do Orsamus D Fowler, 300 90 16:56 

| | 805 000 AT IB 

- « QOLUMBIA COUNTY. = iss | 

Jan 7, 1854 John A Grand a — 150 SF 
do17, do EK Vaughan | 7 — . 800 — 20 06 
do 20, do Alfred A West and Thomas West 400 © . 26 50° 

~. do 20, do Horatio T Thomas | 200 18 25 
do 20, do John Brick well 200 13 25 
do 20, do. Gorge M W Carey : 200 18 25 
do 27, do James Devine = —200.~—~«s:si(s:é‘«‘zr DG 7 

do 28, do Catherine Hermong / 200 12 36 os 
Feb 7, do William M Drake | - 600 31 38 
do 8, do Edmund F Lewis . oo 200. 412 51 | 

| do 8, do John Irving Jr : 150 9 33 

do 10, do Solomon Clark 7 100° ' 6 Qi 
do 10, do — John Sines | : 200 11 27 
do 10, do Joel Clark 100 6 21 | 
do 10, do | AC Ketchum 500 =——«C BCD.-:- 9 
doll, do C GMcCullock | - 500 i assi(ia 0D 

do 13, do William McDonald 7 250 — 15 80 

do 14, do LW Barden _ — 3800 | 18 32 © 

do 14, do MR Keegan | — 500 80 70 > 

do 14, do H McFarlane , ' 500. — 80 70 

do 14, do William Armstrong 500 — 80 70 | 

do 16, do Casper F Martin ° 100 GR 

do 16, do HB Anderson oe 500 ~=——i‘(<‘é sé Cz:



: a | — Loan. Interest. 
do17, do Frederick C Curtiss 400 — 94 83 : 
do 17, do ©= NH Wood | | 500. ~ 80 22 , 

| do 17, do Robert Thompson 150° - 918 
do 20, do M T Draper : 200 10 21 | 
do 21, do Merwin Moses | 3800 18 08 - 
do 21, do  * Edwin N Storms . ~ 200 12 05 
do 21, do — Jaines Holloway 200 12 00. 

+ do24, do  — Martin N Peck — 200. 11 82 - 
do 28, do Joseph Hartman 150 : 875 | 
Apri, do A Thompson | 250 13 18 
Dee 8, do _ Hugh M Thompson oe 150 . 53 

Be , 4 9450 564 37 
| - Oniversity. | - 

Feb 8, 1854 = Thomas Christopher | 400 25 09 
| do 8, do C H Moore. | 400 25 09 

| Mar 15, do H M Beecroft | 200 11 08 ” 

7 | | . 1000 | 63 26 : 

| oe DANE COUNTY. | ; 

| Ly School. | 

Dec 30,1854 John M Dudley 500 | 35 19 
Jan 26, do John Kershaw 200 12 98 . 

: do, 7, do Clara Weed — 250 17 16 
| do 9, do P& W Butler 500 34 09 © | 

do10, do Francis Gault - 450 20 61 
i do 11, do John Collins | 200 13 60 

. do 20, do Abraham Bradley | 200 12 25 
= dodo do Sylvester B Williams 120 7 95 

dodo do Augustus W Dickenson , — 275 ' 18 18 
do 24, do. Frank H Firman ne 250 16 34 
do 25, do Alexander L Collins = © 500 32 69 

 .Feb14, do W D Bird | | 200 12 21 
do 16, do Daniel Davidson 240 +414 64 

—  . do 8 do  Demming Fitch oo 350 21 76 
do 10, do Benjamin F Denson 420 26 25 

| do 23, do Warren K Hawes 450 26 85 | 
do 28, do George M Oakley | 500 = 80:16 
do 13, do John Parkinson - a : 150 9 12 
do 9, do Andrew Smith . 500 31 18 

° do 6, do: William A Pierce 500 31 28 | 
"do 4, do Daniel McDonald © . 200 12 79 . 

) do 2, do Algernon S Wood 200 12 79° | 
do 1, do M L Boyce | 225 14 44 |



| 19 _ | | 

: | Loan, | Interest. 

Mch 4, 1854 William Freeman . 200 11.42 
do 4, do Charles 8 Peasley — - 300. 7 28 
do 7%, do Joseph Gray — 500  —- 28 46 / 
do 138, do Jonn Robinson : 100 | re 

— do18, do AC Preus 800 16 81 
do 16, do Alvis Fix 100 | 5 52 | 

Mayl15, do H W Nickerson 200 ti (itsté«i KCTS | 
Jan 22; do Adalbert Inaman 400 146] || 
Novl6, do RF Wilson 200 | 171 
Sept20, do Hi Richardson 800 583. 

Total «$9,705 00. $573 30 

University. | - 

| Feb 1, do Thomas Heeran ~ 350 22 46 
do 2, do Leonard W French ae 200 o 12 74 
do 38, do John W Hunt ~ 300 19 06 

. do 8, do JR Brigham | 500 81 28 . 
Mch15, do Harom Jordan | 200. * 1108 © 
do 16, do Klisha W Keyes 500 _ 27 59 

DODGE COUNTY | | - | 

School. oe 

Feb 23, 1854 Michael Ames - 300 — | 19 42 | 
do.238, do Lawrence Connor . 300 47 90. 
do 23, do A Bryant . 500 | 29 36 : 

— do 27, do HE Connit 500 - — 29°36 
| do 7, do A B Jones 200 12 55 

March 2, 1854 Patrick O’Hara 100 § 76 
do 7, do William Cabkirk — 500 28 46 | 
do 8, do William C Rice . 600 28 86 | 
do 8, do LH Chase | — 5000 38 36 

~ do 2i, do Catharine Hart | 200 10 85 
do21, do _ Michael Keelly _ 200 | 10 85 

_ | 8,700 816 77 | 

University. | : 

March 23, 1854 R Cowles 600 | 82 87 

[FOND DU LAC COUNTY. | 7 | _ | 

a School. — Oo a | ¢ 

—— Jan’y 24, 1854 Rudolph Ebert 300 32 66 
Feb 4, do dohn Lyons —6100 «6 88



So 8 
" . ces : : . ~ ~ oy! | Loan, | | Interest ; 

March 4,1854 —"~ Fletcher Fairbank 150 | ~— «8 63 | “do 7%, do 7 J H Haight. «00 28 46 - do” 8, do ., Cornelius Maugan | | — 280. 15 88 7 dys 11, do E Munger 425, 23 96 | oe | TS 115 92 © | - ne University. | : oe 
| - Mareh 16, do .. _ WH Walker «800 -:18 6 

me GREEN COUNTY, Fe | 
, : = - oO iy School. - a | : 

Jan’y 12, 1854 ‘Ezra Westcott 600 . 83 98 Feb. 15, do |. .Thomas Fenton - 300 7 20-06 . Feb 24, — dos M Briggs 200 11 90 © 
Oo ee OC 1000 65 89 | a : — ———« Oniuersity, 

March 6,1854 James M Seales — 4000 gg gg 
a ns — oy ; GRANT COUNTY | | 

me _ | wR | School. - : . a | do 6 do... ‘Henry Correll - . 500 (28 BS ~.d0:18, do '. Henry Clark ane . 600 28-07 April 1, do ‘onGeorge H Cox “606 26 25 -. do 1, do William F Dewey 500 26 25 
es ee 2000 109 12 

ee - . a Iowa Oovunry, a | | | ee School. 
Reb. 7, do. - Ephraim Norton 400 24 88 
: do 25, do «John B Skinner, Jr ~ 5e0 «80:18 . March 7, do. eooR D Talford, 7 00 28 46 ; — Mo. 7, do «...M M Cothren 250. F428 | ——— Jan’y.24, do co Charles Wilson 192 (477 | Jan’y 26, do _ NB Boyden ~ 500 14 96 | 

en oe 2,782 146 39 -



University. Loan. - Interest. | - 

March 15,1854 Joseph Miller 500s d= | 

~ do 16, do Charles S Millard = .. 800 “14.96 - 

gg a 
| JEFFERSON COUNTY. . | | | 

| ae School. a | 

Jan’y 21, 1854 Stephen Faville § —500 32 94 ; 

Feb 15, do Walter H Besley > 300 ~-—Cti 1848 | 

; do 15, do D Howell ' 600 30 18 . 

do 28, do John E Holmes . 300 | | 17 50. 

March 1, do Justice Carpenter 440 25 67 

do 4, do James Fraser 250 " 14 38 

do 11, do A H Waldo 600 28 72 — | 

April15, do _ John J Perkins oo gb4 7805 3. 17 58 | 

Noy 25, do  EHBenson 9 | (6000 3.50 

| | | : 364473 188 35 

| LA FAYETTE COUNTY. : 

School. | | : | _ 

Jan 20,1854 EH W Hart oe ggg 9 OL 

do 27, do Thomas Baty | 200 1295 

Feb 1, do Preserved Ireland — 400 25 67 

Mar 7, do J Hf Harnest . 600 28 46 

do 8, do JamesB Gray . . 500 28 86 

do 20, do Michael Feirney_ | 800 16 32 : 

do 27, do J R Rose ow Hgoo 15 92 © 

Apr 1, do Peter Parkinson Jr ~ F200 ee 8-70 50 

Mar 8, do Samuel @Bugh * +800 “28-07 

a | oo 3050 176 15 

| | LA GROSSE COUNTY. - 

School 7 : 

| Jan 1, 1854 William M Young. =. | 350 94 50 

do 1, do David McConnell | —150—~-— 0 0 

do 28, do William McConnell - 2000 12°95 

Feb 9, do Robert Looney © 9° ~~. 1500 81 09> | 

do 22, do OyrusK Lord ssel5gQ: ODE 

Mar 7, do D M West ee 600 23-46 | 

do 8, do AJ Ellis | aE “500 98°36 

dois, do David Wright F800 BEB 
| —— oo 8,200 193 68



| - | MILWAUKEE COUNTY, | | 
ee oo School, Loan Interest. | Feb 17,1854 © Haven Powers * 500  ~——s gg Qa | Mar i21, do John Carmody ~~ 500 85 00 7 do 21, do Edward O'Neil : 400 - 2170 

Se ER 1,400 8692 
| a MANITOWOC COUNTY. . 
- | . School. | | | _. Mar .2, 1854 DB Knapp : 300 AT Aa , do. 9, do Fredrick Solomon — » 150 “14°00 | | ‘Oct-12, do Henry Bom oe 181 2 98 | 

Oo oe Gy 84-17 | 
| a MARQUETTE COUNTY, - 

. Se a - - | School. - oe | . 
 Jan18, do William L McKenzie Po , 500 83 81 | -  .. 40.13, do WH Gleason. . 500 ~~: 883 81 | ~. do 380, do A,.D Wright oe 4500 _ 28 97 | Feb 16, do E B Craig 500 33 42 do 21, do A W Stow | 500 30 03 | | do 23, do M W Seely a 400 23 87 | do 28, do WPBowman | 800 17 56 — do 28, do George H Chamberlain —- 250 14 63 ~ -Mch 4, do _ Sylvester Wade _ 200 11 50 © do. 4, do. Royal T Wells: 8 200 11 60 Apl 13, do A CO Beuham | -:158 7 79 
BO Total 8,958 00 246 89 | 

| _ OUTAGAMIE County. 
a a ‘School. oe 

| ‘Dec31, do — David P Mead he 500 ~, 85 10 / Co a PIERCE COUNTY, 9° er 7 
ce | School. | 
dne 17, do James M Bailey * | 500 - 18 75 

| | - RICHLAND COUNTY. | | | | 7 | University, re Mch18, do — Albert C Daily ee | 250 138 71 | do 18, do David B Young | wo 500 | "OT 42 
ce otal 750 41:13 :
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RACINE COUNTY. : 

- Lo School. — Loan. Interests , 

Feb 16, 1854 W Spaford oo. 00. _ 30 50 

do 24, do Thomas Moyle . / 950 © | 14578 7 

oe | BQ 4B 28 

| BOCK COUNTY. _ | 

. i School. | | | | 

Jan'y 20,1854 AGFl = | 900 38 25 
Feb 6, do John LThomas .. =~ ‘800 -31,.28 

do 14, do John Ferrine 600 80 70. 

do 24, do Tsaac F Smith 500 29 75 

do. 25, do Chancey I King | 500 | 29 46 

March 2, do Cyrus Curtice 200 11 63 

do 10, do ~ Thomas R Wooliseroft 500 28 17 

Nov 16, do _ F Whittaker 200 1 71 

Dec 20, do H O Wilson > 600 96 : 

July 6, do SC Willett 500 : 1688 — 

do 6, do W Wigginton & Co | 500 16 88 

do 22, do Isaac Woodell — . 600. 18 85 

| - | 300 = BB OR 

ae Oniversity. : Pe on | 

Feb 2, do = LeviAlden 6000 81 85: 

March 6, do § George B Ely 500 2té‘é CB 5S. 

do 24, do GW Bunce re 27 21 

a Oo 1500 87 61 | 

SAUK COUNTY oe oo 

School. oO | | 

| Feb 18, do ©. EHMcLaughlin = ‘100 6 .06- 

March 5, . E G Wheeler 150 | 8 66 

Oct 9, Charles E Jenkins + 500 7 84 

“750, 22 56 
| ‘ST, CROIX COUNTY. a oO | | 

: School. : | a 

Feb 27, do . Dexter B Bailey 2002 AA 79 | 

do 27, do. O D Gray R18 , 42 85. 

a oo Oo 48K OC.



| | | 17 | - 
— ss OSHEBOYGAN ounry. | 

Bo 
School. Loan. Interest _— dan'y 16, 1854 «HO Hobert 800 20,11 Feb 9, do ° — Frederick Stacks | S000 31,18 ‘March 7, do — James Baldwin 200 1140 | do 18, do  Lw Wright 7 100 5 58 do 13, do Elijah Dawley | 250 13 95 

| , | 1,850 82 220 = - WALWORTH COUNTY. | 
Me oc School. we - to Dec 27, do Kleazer Wakely 300 21417 _ Jan’y 3, do — E Estabrook - 600 84 81 | Feb 4, do Jobn M Evans 200 12 79 Feb 14, do - AlbonE Perry 500 30 79, Feb 18, do WP Allen 500 - — 80 80 March 4, do  — ~-Thomas Gage | 500 — 28 74 Nov’ 9, do Augustine W Dickinson — — O95 2 65 

oo pO : | 2,775 , 161 75 oo a WAUKESHA COUNTY, wee 
are Le School, 

| Jan 17,1854 Anson Hf Taylor | | 300 - 20 00 | ~sdd 20, do Robert Weir 500 38°04 - “do 24, do -Henry O Wright = "500, 82 66 do 24, do. © Jacob Hern “480 | le) Feb i0, do . Benedict A. Bovee | 500 81 09 — <<: do 10, do ‘Ransom Kesler a 350 21 76 — do 10, do Thomas W Pitman | 500 81 09 ~ do 18, do — Stephen Platy | 150 9 24 | »- do: 15, do  -JU Hilliard BF 500. 30 61 _ .do- 21, do Robert Rogers oe -, 600 — ~ 80 03. do 21, do. John A Rice BOQ | 30 03. do 22, do Isaac Kate 600 29 94 » do 23,°do -- Robert H. McCarter 500 +» 99 ga oe 4025, do John Williams _ 40000 28 7 : "do 27, do ON Cole - | — 350- _ 20 55 | Mech’ 6, do © Homer Hurd : 800 9g ore. do. 6 do... . Israel, McCanwell = = .._-«500 98°75 > do 15, do. AL Castleman -.. 5000 5 87 69 — do 15, ‘do LB Seymour 800 BF 69 —d0-15 do - WeH'Thomas “500° 96 OF Apr ii,,.do James O’Riely ee ROO ~.10,.06 May 26 do — F McNaughton — oe B00 5 4 
ere Pe ee ee, | 9650 554 47



| | WAUKESHA COUNTY. oo | | 

oO _ | University. — Loan. — Tuterest. 

' Mch 9, 1854 Andrew E Elmore . 300 16. 96 

do 21, do | Nelson P Hawks a 500i (<itesti‘é kw 

_ 800 «ABB 

| | WAUPACCA COUNTY, | - 

| : — School. — | I oo 

Feb 27, do P G Chase , 500, 29 36 

do 27, do BF Phillips 500 29 36 

~Mch 13, do John M Vaughan B00 28 OF 

BS 1500 8679 

. | | | "WINNEBAGO COUNTY. — ; 

School. | | / | 

Feb 9, do AA Austin | 190 . 11 85 

: do 11, do Charles Brady | 500 . — 80 80 

| do 23, do J Murdock 500 - 30 52 

do 23, do _ Richard P Eighme 340 — 20 29. 

April3, do W L Williams _ 600 = ~~ 25 92 

May 15, do A F Larrabee —  -: 150 ; 6 56 - 

do 15, do HW Nickison © 7 200 7 58 

Sept21, do A Lippen + 600 -11.24 

| go 14 TE 

‘University. So : 

“March 31, do S L Brooks | 200 10-50 

: Total Loans from School Fund 78,6638 738 7 

4 s“ University | 9,125 00 — a | 

By virtue of an act approved April 1, 1854, entitled “An act — 

to authorize a loan to the University of Wisconsin,” the Commis- 

sioners have also loaned to that institution the sum of twelve 

thousand, seven hundred, and thirty-five dollars and thirty-three 

cents, ($12,785 33) out of the principal of the University Fund. — 

“With the exception of the loan last mentioned, to the State Uni- 

versity, it will be seen that these moneys have been loaned to In- 

dividuals in sums varying from five hundred dollars, the largest, — 

| gmount allowed to be loaned to any one person, to the least sum,



“which is one hundred dollars. For. these’ loans we havetaken 9 ~~ 

a “mortgage security in conformity with’ law, and the mortgageshave ~ - 

a - ‘all béen recorded. ‘These, together with the evidences of title in 

gach case and of its freedom from incumbrance, are on file in the oo 

office of the Secretary of State, subject to the inspection and ex- — : 

-- amination of the Legislature. Oo en 

‘Phe law upon this subject requires, that all personsapplyingfor ts 

~ > g Joan shall produce ‘to the Commissioners, for their inspection, the 

: coe title’ papers, showing a clear and valid title in fee simple, without = 

_ -ineumbrance, to the property offered in pledge, and not derived 

through any executor or administrator’s sale, or sale on execution. =~ ; 

+See. 65, Chap. 94, Revised Statutes. Tt is also provided in this _ 

7 ‘section that the Commissioners shall duly inform themselves of the . 

-_-value of real estate offered in pledge as aforesaid, and shall judge a 

‘of the validity of the title thereof. | —_ 8 

| Sections 7 4 and 7 1 provide that no greater sum than five hundred = o 

S dollars, nor less than one hundred, shall be loaned to any one per- : 

—.- gon, and that no loan shall be made for a longer period than five oo 

* Section 76 provides that the sum loaned shall not exceed one Ss 

- * half of the appraised value clear of all perishable improvements, s 

and the commissioners may reduce the amount to beloaned,&c. 

oo Section 79 requires the persoa applying for a loan to produce a ; 

and file with the commissioners a complete chain of title to the 

-.- land offered to be mortgaged, and the certificate of the clerk of | 

a the circuit court, and register of deeds of the county in which the  -- | : 

- Jand lies, showing that there is no conveyance of, nor incumbrance oe 

on, said land, in either of their offices, 5° oe 

aan By section 80, the applicant, before he receives the money to. be | 

—_- Joaned, must make oath-to the truth of an abstract of title to his .) 

. Jand, and that there is.no incumbrance, or better claim in law or | 

equity that he knows or ‘believes, upon, or to said land. re 

— . These are the guards that the law has thrown around the loan- | 

oe ing of the School and University Fund, and it is the duty of the 

-  eommissioners to’ see that every provision of law above citedis



__ complied with, before they part with the money. N olwithstand- — 
ing all these precautions the law is deficient, and if public officers | had not been more mindful of the interests of this fund, than. the | 

| legislature has been, it might have suffered in consequence ofsuch __ 
defect. Several defects of-the law were pointed. out by the .com- a 
missioners in their annual reports, in the years 1851 and 1852, but bo 

| no amendment has yet been made. The commissigners, however, | 
did their duty, and supplied what was wantin e by rule s requirin of | 

_ applicants to produce a certificate of the clerk of the board of su- 
_ pervisors of the county, that the land offered ag security. is clear 
from taxes or. out standing tax titles, and, in some cases, the certif.. Loe 

_icate of the clerk of the district court of the United. States, that SC 
| there are no judgments of that court affecting the title, » These, to- 

gether with other rules calculated to ensure greater _certainty of 
the sufficien cy of securities offered, we have adopte ds. and,. except. : 
‘the certificate of the clerk of the United States district court, which : 
we only require when we deem it proper to do-so, evidences.of, se- | 

eurity in accordance therewith will be found with the: papers rela- oe 
_ ting to every loan made by us. With such. precautions strictly oe 
observed. and with due investigation.of title,. we have great confi- 
dence that the fund will not be likely to incur,even inconsiderable 
losses. The loans being small in amount are generally applied for 
Py persons who need a little money, at a reasonable rate of inter- | ~ est, to improve their farms, or to retain possession of them. and 

| with the rise in the value of real estate, the security being evéry a 
year enhanced , the failures to make payment of interest or of prin: oo 
cipal, now but few, will be proportionally lesséned. ‘ | ; = Po | a 

The law, providing in Sec. 74. Chap. 24, Revised ‘Statutes, that 
no loan shall be made for a longer period than five years, provides 

“also, “That any person obtaining a loan ‘thay have'the privilége of . a 
. extending the time of payment of the principal from yeartoyearjon 

- payment annually in advance ‘of the'intérést‘on the'stm due, utthe oe 
Tate of interest specified in the original mortgage, and thelegisla- 
ture: may hereafter: change:the law 89!as ito .require, payment of |. 
such loaned money atiany time after oné ‘year frem‘the time when. oe 
the original credit shall:have expired,” +: By: this provision while
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the borrower has the privilege of extending the time of paying | 

the principal of the loan made to him, upon performance of the 

condition named, he is left to the uncertainty of the action of the 
legislature, which may, in its discretion, at any time after one year 

from the date of the loan call in the whole amount. Instead of 

this we are of the opinion, and we respectfully suggest, the amend- 

ment of the law to that effect, that the interest being paid annual- 

ly, the period for which loans are made should be extended to ten 

years, or even 4 longer time. To require the payment of the prin- 

cipal in any shorter period, is only to incur the trouble of making 

anew investment, which would be useless when the security for 

one already made stands good. While the interests of the fund | 

would in no wise suffer from such a provision, the accommodation 

to the class of persons, who are in general the borrowers, would 
be very greatly increased. 

TOTAL OF LOANS. 

| Whole amount due from individuals in the several counties on 

account of loans from the school and University funds, on the 
thirty first day of December, 1853, «$154,886 51 
Amount of loans made to individuals in 1854 82,788 73 

. ‘do do do. university, 1854 12,735 33 

‘Deduct $250,410 57 
do paid on loans in 1854 4,866, 00 

) Total due on loans $245,544 57 

: vo SCHOOL FUND. 

Amvunt received on account of School Fund during the year 
1854; 

On sales previously made $42,024 90 
On sales of land during the year 1854 42.920 07 
On loans paid 4,866 00 
On fines and forfeitures 2,872 20 
5 .per cent. penalty on forfeited lands 2,150 07 

:y Total Receipts $94,833 27



| Amount paid out on same account. © =. as Ss 

On loans ae -  BT8,668 73: 

For other purposes be ape Oo fo. 11,332.33 - 

Total Disbursements - a $84,996 06 

a, gCHOOL FUND INCOME. 7 | - oe a 7 

Recoipts 
(106,235 08 

Disbursements, moneys apportioned to counties | | 97,188 88. 

| | UNIVERSITY BUND. oe x oe 

| Amount received on account of university fund. - a oh 

On sales previously made a GO.597 4T 

On sales of lands during the year185
4 6,959 72 

. On loans paid CO Oe as 950 00 

5 per cent. penalty on forfeited lands Ph 188-40” 

a 7 90,945 59 
_ Amount paid out on same account. CO 

On loans | ee $21,860 33 

For other purposes. | Cissy ge Caylee ee
 88: 60 

Receipts. 
88,008 

r Disbursements to university ag ; 10,640 00 

For a complete and detailed statement of the receipts.and dis- 

pursements of these funds, we refer to the report, of the. Secretary 

| of State, for the year ending December 81st, .1854, and for inform- — 

ation. in relation to the amount of schcol and’ university funds now 

in the treasury, subject to loan, we refer to the report of the State 

Treasurer, gs, os . ee | Se ae 

| The capital of the school fund amounts, at this time, to the sum _ 

| of $1,670,258 77, being an increase since December 31st, 1853, of 

$528,454 49. OS abet da a eee ee 

| This,capital consists of the following items: ee 

| Due on sales of land, heretofore made —— $1,415,262 50. 

Due on sclhiool fund loans Se 990,314 94 °° 

In the treasury ep et SRE - 84,682 03. ~ 

| I 
$1, 670,258-77



_ The capital of the university fund to this date, amounts to the : 

sumofo OO $161,146 61 | - 

And consists of the following items: i oe 7 

Due on sales. of land 185,916 28 

- Due on loans : 25,230 33 - 

_ nn | | $161,146 61 | 

| ~ The following statement exhibits the number of acres of school 

and university lands forfeited in the different counties during the | 

year 1854, the number of acres sold and the number of acres unsold, 

- together with the amount sold for, andthe amount offive percent. 

penalty realized to the school fund on that account: ee 

| Forfeited Lands, Sixteenth Section. — — 

/ | | No. of | No. of | No. of | _ | 

OOUNTIES. | Acres Acres Acres Amount Am? ue 

7 a Forfeited | sold. unsold. | “oe | -— 

Bad Axcess} 40 40 .- 51 00 57 62 

_ Browh....------- 200 200 ee 393 00 459 67 

Columbia.....-.-- 353.80 | 330.42 23.38 1.009 00 920 44 

Calumet .....---- 79 16 -- 121 00 136 52 

Crawford.:-...--- 120 -- 120 162 00 a 

Dane.....-------| 320 320 oo. 1.485 09 1.800 13 

7 Dodge.....------| | 2784 | 2784 -- 531 00 649 95 

Fond du Lac...---| 490 490 -- 1.467 00 L737 11 

Grant...-...------| 220 - 220 ee 338 00. 411 80 . 

Towa ....-----c-:| 600 | 560 AO. - 1.260 00. 1.075 48 

| ¢ Jefferson.....---=- 40 40 -- 16400 | © 18418. © 

| Kenosha......---- 9.92 G.92 | oa. 49000 | 1119505 

La Fayette...-.-- 50 50 ar - - 225 00 950 25 

La Crosse....----| 280 280 oe | 549 00 | 618 38 

Milwaukee.....--- 80 80 ee 838 00 939 56- 

7 Manitowoc.....---| 512.20 472.20 » AO’ - 3.410 00 1.540 61 | 

. -- Marquette....-.--| 340.74 | — 18224 |°.15850 | 701 00 © 252 96— 

Outagamie......--} 120 — 80 40 161 00 - 18h 82: | 

Portage.....-.---1 40 | 40 ee 54 00 60°98: 

Rock we eecsecee| 53495 | 518.75. | 15.25 | 4.451 00 4,933 '82 | 

Racine. ..-..----- 40.18 -- 40.18 302 00 eee ae 

- ‘Riehland:....----| 160 |. 160 + 198 00 | 924 76. 

- Sheboygan.....---| 240 160 0=«—| ~S (80 716 00. 601 62 

, Walworth.....--.| 259.74 | © 259.74 so 1.086 00 1.346 35 | 

'  ‘Waukesha.....--- 380 °380 | -- 661 56 786 97 

- Washington.....-.| - 239.95 . 249.95 — 40  .} 1.600. 00 1.254 11 

|. Winnebago..-..--] ~ 160 160 | 36400 | —° 442 44 

—  Waughara......-+-}- 200 , 200° ae 34400 | 215 78 

otal... - 6.437.89 | 5.84055 | 597.56 | 90.641 56 | . 21.262.79



- Forfetied Lands in the 500,000 Acre Tract. - | 

a No. of | No.of | No. of Amount} Amount post of ‘Am t . - COUNTIES. _ Acres | Acres | Acres {due be-|~ of - te cost of Sol qd for, a Sold. {| Unsold. [fore Sale. Penalty. : Adverm ' m 

Bad Ax......] 760 | 760 949 17] 47 46; 95 77] 1092 40 | Brown........] 120 | 190 . 212 04 10 60} 31 19] 953 83 | Calumet......| 2516.73 2,916.73] 4336 60}. 216 83]. 346 73 4900 16° . | Columbia....| 160 { 160 — 203 20 10 16} 19 75} 933 11. Crawford.....| 40 ¢ 40 | 5073} 254 4 04) “57 31 Dane.........] 200 200 515 85, 25 79 38 57] 58021. Grant.......-| 980 280 | 417 56} 2088! 32661 47110. - Jowa.........] 40 i 40 - 80.42]. 4.02" 612) 9056 © Jefferson......| 248,50 208.50} 40 320 00: 16 00 29 60! 311 34° La Crosse... ..| 3,959.50] 2,959.50 5136 011 256 80! 702°64| 5895 45. La Fayette... 1,040 1,040 1302 08 65 10} 102 90} 1470 05 . | Manitowoc... . 3,080 3,080 _ 4081 68] 204 00 309. 86] 4645 54 Outagamie....| 183.75 183.75 410 38! 20 52 3117) 462 07 Richland....../ 200 — 200 | 204.15} 1271) 20-24) 987 10 Sauk.........] 320 320 480 20] 24 01 38 59} 542 80. | - St. Creix.....] 4,769.10 4,769.10 6027 09| 301 35] 487 98! 6816 49 Waukesha....1 180 | 180 | . 186 00} 9 30/15 02} 21032 
Total. ...../18,097.58 18,057.58 0 124963 03) 1248 15} 2363 83 28319 80 

Onwersity Lands Fi orferted. | eo 

No. of | No. of ; No. of | | COUNTIES. | “Acres | Acres | Acres : Amount Amo | | : | Forfeited} Sold. LC _ | | FOP. 
| |——_—— —-—— —_—__|— —_—. 

Green..-....2seeseeeeeeeeeeee-| 4299] 42.99 -{ 4700) 5314.00 Green...... 2.20.00. 000 0eee ee 39.38 39.38;  -. | 106 00) 119 22 . Fond du Lac..........2...-....| 40 40 . 163 00! 183.06... , Fond du Lac..-......202. 00... — 40 40 | 212 00} 237 94. - - Fonddu Lac..-..........0... of 40 40 | 208 00) 933.46 Winnebago......222..22..20000-] 40 40. _ | 953 00{ 319 98. - Winnebago.......2...0..---....| 40 40 | 253 00) 283 86 | | Winnehago..........-.020----22.1 40 40 | 293 00; 283 86 Rock.w..-.++----0.-.200----...| Fract’al.| Fract’al.| ; 2700) .30 74... Rocks... ..-.-0eee ee eee eeeeenee] “ a 18 00); 2066 Rock, ......+.-.------2-0e00--0.] “ a 18 00} 21 99. | © Rocke seeeeeeeeeceeeeeeeeecee} 40 40 |- - | 935 00] 963 70 - Manitowoe.........22...22.2...1 40 40 . 40 108 00 seeeeeee Richland.... 0... .22..0.0-008 8 40 40 . 107 00 . 120 34 . 

© Total... eee eee eee! A010! 401.60] 40 | 2,008 0019171 18 

The preceding statement shows that nearly all of the lands 80 
forfeited, amounting to about twenty-five thousand acres, have been: | re-sold during the present year, at the appraised value with costs =



and chaiges of sale, and ‘five per cent. penalty added.' Bysection = 3 of ati*act in relation to school-land,” approved March 19, 1853, _ 
it is made the “duty of ‘the commissioners, whenever any of the 

| school oruniversity lands shall have been forfeited for the space of ) 
six ‘months by reason of ‘the nonpayment of principal or interest, 
to advértisé'in some newspaper published in the county in which . _ such lands lie, &c., that such forfeited lands are subject to private 
entry by any person applying therefor, ‘and the minimum price for — 7 such’ tracts or parcels of land so forfeited, shall be the amount due oO theredti at 'the time of such re-sale, together with the costs of sale.” | oe Under this section the lands are subject to private entry as soon - as they advertised on the terms stated in the section. — 

| — We are of the opinion, that this law disregards both the interest 
_ of the original purchaser and of the school fund. oe - The law upon this subject, before it was repealed by the forego- 
ing'section, was much the best; it provided that all forfeited lands ne 
 shotild be'‘offered at pmblic sale, before they could be subjected to | private entry. See. 27, chap. 24, revised statutes. By this provi- _ sion the purchaser has abundant time and opportunity to redeem his / | land, and’ in case it should not be redeemed, the fund could reas) lize the increased va'ue thereof. Besides, the failure to pay inter- 
est is often the result of mistake, and in many cases while the pur 
chaser supposed his interest was paid, and while he was in the: 
quiet possession and enjoyment of his property, it has been sold. 

_ ‘This law should, at least, be'so amended ag not to allow such - 
— landsto be‘sold ‘until the delinquent list has been advertised for. 

| the period of three months at least. By this means an opportuni-~ | ty would be afforded to.correct errors and mistakes, and to pay the | interest, in most cases, where parties interested desire to do'so.- | - | Under the power given to us by section 101, of chapter 24, re. 
vised statute, we have, in several instances, when we were satis-. | 
fied' that the failure. to pay interest was in consequence of some. _ mistake or misunderstanding, re-called: the certificate issued on the.’ . _ resale of forféited lands, and allowed the original purchaser to retain: 7 ___ his'‘land*by paying the costs of advertising‘and ‘the five per cent- 
enalty. | | oh Ot



By an Act approved April 1, 1854, the governor and commis- 

sioners of the school and university lands were authorized andem” 

powered to reorganize the manner of conducting the sale of these 

lands, and of keeping the accounts of the funds arising therefrom. _ 

Accordingly about the first of July, a chief clerk, Walter H. Bes- _ 

ley, and a sufficient number of subordinate clerks were appointed 

for the transaction of the business. The re-organization contem- 

plated by the act, which was commenced as soon as practicable af- | 

ter-providing the books required for the purpose and additional of- 

fice room, had become absolutely necessary for the proper man- - 

 agem&nt of the multiplied and continually increasing transactions 

rowing out of the sales of land and the investment of funds, and 

there was a large arrearage of work to be brought up from the _ | 

| transactions of former years—an arrearage occasioned by the want 

of sufficient clerical force to do the duty required by law. An ex- | 

amination of the affiairs of this office will show the necessity for - 

the provision made by the act referred to, and,will further show, 

we hope, that the intention of the legislature has thus far been. 

| faithfully and suecessfully . answered. We earnestly recommend - 

that permanent provision be made for the expense of a competent. 

number of clerks, and that appropriation be made at as early ape-. 

riod of the session as possible, to meet the expenses already incurr- 

ed. | pe | oo, : | 

The number of subordinate clerks may be reduced, after a short — 

time, without inconvenience, a larger number being requisite at 

present than will be needed when the work for which they have _ 

been employed, shall be further advanced, and the pressofthe bu-. - | | 

giness in the first months. of the year shall be over. We also sug- 

gest that these expenses are properly chargeable to the school. and... | 

university fund income, and that their payment be directed accord- 

- Gxc.'52, of chap. 24 R.6., vests in the commissioners “the gener- a 

al care and supervision of all lands belonging to this state, and-of . 

allthe lands in which the state has an interest, or which areor may . 

| be held in trust by the state unless the superintendence thereof is 

vested in gome other officer or board.” . a



Bo. 49, of chap. 184, makes it “the special duty of the superin- A 

~ tendent of schools in each: town, who may have knowledge of, or 

a _ who may. receive information of” trespassers upon school or uni- : 

| _ versity lands, “‘to forthwith inform the district attorney of thecoun- 

ae : ty in which he shall reside of the trespass committed, of the name of _ 

the trespasser or trespassers, and of the name of the witness or wit- 

nesses,” and then directs the district attorney to prosecute. 

Under the power given by the first cited section, the commis- 

| sioners have the care and superintendence of the swamp lands be- - 

longing to the state, and they have received letters-at various times 

| within the last three months, informing them that trespasses were - 

daily being committed on such lands, and, particularly as to those . 

dying near the Mississippi, that preparations were on foot forex- 

tensive trespasses during the present season, in the cutting and 

 earrying away of timber. We have been urged from different 

, Sources to appoint agents to attend to the interests of the state,and 

_ —s #prevent, if possible, the commission of such depredations. SO 

- _.  _ The provision made by section 49, chap. 184 R. §., above cited, 

re: evidently altogether inadequate to affect any good result in | 

sparsely settled counties, and in those it is, chiefly, that such tres- 

a passes are committed. A more effective mode of prosecution should _ 

= - also be provided than that indicated in sectjon 47 of thesame chap. | 

for the psosecution of trespassers upon school and university lands, 

ee and should embrace in its operation cases of trespass upon every 

description of lands belonging to the state. . | 

-»  -Tn conclusion we feel it to be our duty to press upon the atten- 

tion of the legislature the fact, that during the five years that this 

| --yast fund, amounting now to nearly two millions of dollars, has 

—_ been under the management of commissioners, the representatives 

ae of the people have never made it matter of investigation whether 

pS the business relating to it has been done prudently, honestly, and — 

| oo according to law. The people are entitled to know whether ithas — 

been 60 managed ornot, anda thorough investigation is especially 

due to the officers who have had charge of it, that their honor and



integrity may be vindicated: Moreover, in a busingss do extensive | . ces and complicated, involving accounts, and ‘dealings with so many< - individvals, it would be singular,’ indeed; if errors ‘should. nothave - occurred, and the more speedily ‘such investigation. is had, the ; more readily errors may be corrected. - We ask such investigation, . _ to be made as promptly and fully ‘as possible, both for ourselves: and those who have préceded us in the position we hold, and will afford every facility in our power for its due. and faithful prosecu- 
tion. oO | a a foe All of which is respectfully submitted. Poteatt ue oe dphewsh 0, | - —  ALEXANDERT. GRAYS) |
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REPORT. 

Orrick OF SUPERINTENDENT OF Pusiic Instruction, , 

Madison, Wis., Dec. 31st, 1854. 

To the Legislature: | 

In compliance with the provisions of section 51 of chapter9 

of the [tevised Statutes, I herewith submit to the legislature the — 

sixth annual report from the department of Public Instruction; 

containing an abstract of all the common school reports received 

| from the several clerks of the county boards of supervisors; a 

statement of the condition of the common schools of the State; 

estimates and accounts of. expenditures of the school moneys; 

and other matters relating to our free school system, which it is_ 

deemed expedient to communicate. Some subjects are considered 

and commented upon, which, under the provisions of law, are not 

required, nor, perhaps, proper to be embodied in a report to the 

legislature; but I have availed myself of the custom established — 
by my predecessors, and sanctioned in other States having a sys- 
tem of public schools and an officer having a supervisory control. 
over them, to make this report a medium of communication with - 
the school offivers and people of the State. 

An abstract of all the common school reports reccived at this 
office from the several clerks of the county boards of supervisors 

: for the year 1854 will be found in Appendix A. What few re- 
turns were made upon the subject of select schools and incorpo-
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rate academies, are obviously so erroneous and incomplete that no 

definite conclusions can be drawn from them, and accordingly 

they are not included in the abstract. 

The law organizing the free school system of this State took ef- 

fect on the first day of May, 1849, and has, consequently, been in 

operation less than six years; yet sufficiently long to prove the 

wisdom of the provision in our constitution relative to common 

schools, and the truth and justice of the principle therein asserted, 

that, with the aid of the school fund, the property of the State 
shall be taxed for the support of schools for the education of all 

the youth of the State. It is a noble principle to be engrafted in 

the fundamental law of a State on its admission to sovereignty in 
the federal union,—having been acknowledged and adopted by a 

great majority of the electors of the State at the ballot box. This | 

system of free schools is yet in its infancy, but its practical work- 

ings, thus far, give every reason to hope that all the benefits to 

the State, claimed for the system by its originators and supporters, 

will be more than realized, and that generations which are to suc- 

ceed us and assume all the duties of moral, social, and political 

life, will have profited by the action of the present, in their exer- 

tions to prevare them for the great struggle of life. 

This principle has been affirmed by the General Government 
by the munificent grants of land it has made to the States, to aid 
in the support of schools; it has been re-affirmed by our State and 

people, and there seems, at present, no respectable or consider- 
able opposition to it on the part of our citizens. 

But there are objections to some of the more important details, 
under the present organization of the common schools, and their 

practical operation ; and various amendments have been suggested 
_ @8 necessary to remove these objectionable features; but, as has 

been truthfully and justly remarked by another, “The ardor of 

reformation runs into exaggerated representations of the abuses it. 

aims to overthrow, and the errors and omissions in the administra- 

tion of asystem are more easily discovered and promulgated than 

remedied. It is not difficult to theorize on the subject of educa-
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tion; every man feels competent to the task of forming systems 

that work admirably on paper, but the practical difficulty of a 
subject that requires the co-operation of the whole community, 
and depends almost entirely on public sentiment, can be appreci- 

ated only by those who have experienced them, or who have at- 

tentively considered them.” 

It is not supposed that the present system of common schools is 

perfect, or that any system that could be devised, would possess 

that degree of perfection which would command the approbation 
and cheerful support of all; for any institution that is created 

solely for the people, will be viewed in just as many different 

ways, as there are different individual relations to it. While one 

person will object to the grant of power to district meetings, to 

determiue the school affairs of the district, as a factious and sel- 

fish tribunal, another will as decidedly oppose the remedial plan 

of investing all these powers unconditionally in any set of school 

officers, as not democratic and likely to be oppressive; while one 

would abolish the office of town Superintendent because he may 

exercise partiality in the discharge of his duties, and would recom: 

mend a town board consisting of three commissioners in his place, 
as uniting more wisdom, prudence and justice in the direction of _ 

affairs; another would object to the change as increasing town 
expenditures and not calculated, as shown by experience, to ac- 
complish the object desired. While one would tax property where 
it is, another would tax it where the owner is; while one would : 
have a poll tax levied in mining and lumbering counties to secure 
a tax from those whose mineral and lumber have sought a market 

, before the assessor appears, another will plead the constitution, 
and uniformity of laws. While one thinks school districts should 
have power to vote taxes whenever they please, at special meet- 
ings, another sees no reason why school districts should levy taxes 
more than once a year, any more than towns, counties, and the . 
state. In fact many parts of the school law are defective, in the 
eyes of some, and they are ready to supply the defect. Itis im- . 
possible to legislate to meet all the cases that will arise in conse-
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quence of the caprice or frailties ef men, whether in relation to 

the school law or any other law ; human nature is too fruitful in 

discovery and invention, to leave any hope that every case that 

may arise, will finda law upon the Statute book applicable to it.— 

Were this the case we should have little need of lawyers to advo- 

cate the rights of individuals, or judges to decide between parties, 

We have not attained to that degree of legislative skill and hu- 

man excellence, where legislators can foresee and provide by enact- 

ment, for all the petty difficulties that may arise in the future up- . 

on points of difference between individuals; and to undertake a 

task of that character would be alike fruitless and unprofitable. 

Complaints are also made that the system is already too complex, 

and not adapted to the comprehension and wants of many persons 

whose duty it is to administer it. This complaint generally pro- 

ceeds from those who have little or no time or inclination to read 

and understand the law, and consequently have but little light upon 

which to base a correct opinion. The law seems to be as simple, 

and to contain as few provisions, and to demand as limited a com- 

pliance with forms, as are absolutely necessary to keep up the 

system and to secure the right of individuals and communities, 

without vesting in some one officer an amount of power and au 

thority that would be odious to the people. OO 

No mystery whatever surrounds the school law that cannot 
easily be dispelled by a perusal of it, and there isno object intend- 

ed to be secured by it that cannot be realized, if the law is ad- 
ministered as it is, with an honest purpose. . But if men, prompted 
by inordinate selfishness, or parsimony, oe any evil passion, de- 

signedly labor to make the school law un vehicle of their own | 

interest, to the detriment of others, and the cause of education, 

and exert their ingenuity and energy to thwart the will of the 

| eommunity, they will sometimes succeed in go doine. 

Such is the defect of all human laws, and ever will be while 
_ tan is possessed of passions not subject to the control of judg- 

‘ment and conscience,



‘Difficulties do arise in school districts in the administrationof 
_ the school law, as they do in the administration of all other laws;. 

but it cannot be expected that a law which gathers around it so. - | _ many important considerations, and which effects, pecuniarily, 
every tax-payer in the State, and in its objects and resultsappeals sis 
to the affection and patriotism as well as the interests of men, as 

_ the sole medium ‘of securing to thousands of the youth of the © 
‘State a common school education, will, on all occasions and in all : 
the different phases it may assume in its applications to the wants - | 

_ of community, meet with no opposition, no dissentient views. | 
On the contrary, it may be considered surprising that so few diffi- 
culties, and so little trouble do occur in the business transactions. | 
of 2600 corporations, which is about the number of school: dis- | 

_ ‘trictsin the State. The officers composing the district boards are _ 
frequently. filled by. unlettered men, whose aim is to administer: 7 

_ the law as-it,and not pervert it; but itis sometimes the case that. - 
_ men will be found with no higher ambition than to “keep a . 

_ neighborhood in a broil by picking flaws” in the proceedings of a 
district. : re 7 

This is the misfortune of the district, and not a failure of the law. 
.. Iwould not countenance wrong or an injury to the rights of another, 
SO though ‘committed through ignorance; the law was designed for: 

‘nosuch purpose; but school district difficulties more frequently 
arise from the different views entertained by differentindividuals, = 

not upon the meaning and application of the. law, but upon the 
. various subjects pertaining to’ school matters.- This cannot be. ) | 

reached by legislation. One person, actuated by no other than | 
the mcst disinterested feelings, entertains views diametrically op- 7 
posed to another who is equally conscientious upon some matter 
relative to schools, and thereupon arises a contest; perhaps the | 
formation or alteration of aschool district is involved. It is not . 
‘supposed that any. system, or any laws that do not su ppress the — 
right of free speech and vest absolute power in some one, can reach, | 
such cases, nor do I think it desirable to doso. Ahealthy public | 
sentiment alone can quiet dissentions of this character. — Oo



Various amendments have been made to the school law since it — 

fitst‘took effect, and these amendments have not been furnished 

to school districts, which’ has been a fruitful source of illegality in | 

the proceedings of school districts, simply because they had no 
 yaeans of ascertaining what the law was. This difficulty is now 

obviated by the law of last winter, which reduced the school laws 
_ to a compact form, and provided for furnishing a copy to every | 

school district in the State, and also a copy of all amendments that = 

may hereafter be made toit, Be 

It is not deemed good pelicy to make frequent and important. 

changes in the.school law of the State, unless the most urgent ne-; 

cessity demands that such changes should be made. It is: quite. 

‘important that all should possess‘some familiarity with the: school. — 

law, as well as the officers whose immediate duty it is to'adminis-. a 

ter it; which is. almost impossible if frequent emendations are: 

: made. Officers and districts become discouraged in their efforts 

to familiarize themselves with it, and to comply with its provisions, 

where it is undergoing repeated alterations. - It is not contended | 

that palpable defects should be suffered to exist on account ofa. 

desire to maintain the law unaltered, for any reason whatever ; 

but sound policy would indicate that it is at least a question of 

grave consideration, whether it is not better that slight, defects oe 

should exist in it, rather than have it made the subj ect of experi-_ | 

- mental legislation, which may again be experimented upon anoth- 

er year. If the repeated amendments to our general laws, have _ 

given rise to the complaint that lawyers cannot. unravel them, how oe 

much more reason. is there for the complaint that under such. cir- | 

- eumstances the school law cannot be understood, and how much. 

a greater the necessity of a remedy for the evil. fo. oy ae - 

APPORTIONMENT OF INCOME OF SCHOOL FUND, For 1854. |. 

“In pursuance of the provisions of an act entitled “an act to ex- 

tend the time for making the apportionment of the income of the 

school fund,” approved March 3, 1852, the sum of ninety-nine |



_ thousand seven hundred and forty-nine dollars and fifty-two.gentg,, 
was. apportioned among the several towns and cities, of the State, — - 
which were entitled to receive any portion of said income, on. the, , 

| 18th day of March last, Of the four hundred and twenty-one om 
ganized towns and cities in ‘the counties from which reports. were. - 

- received, four hundred and five received their due share of said.in- ae 

a come. Eleven towns, to wit : Kildare, Necedale and Lisbon, in the. — 

county of Adams; Woodville in the county of Catumet; Westfield, = 
in the county of Marquette; Grand Rapids, Eagle Point, Amherst * 

_ and Buena Vista, in the county of Portage; Embarrass, in the  - 
 ¢ounty.of Waupacca; and Mount Morris, in the county of Wau- : 

| shara, were not entitled to a, portion of the income, for the reason. 
- that no reports were received from them. The town of Grand - 
_ Marsh, in Adams county; the town of Albion, in Jackson county; 

_ the town of Newton, in Marquette county; thé town of Rush _ 
River; in St. Croix county; and the town of Centreville, in Wau. 

_ pacca ‘county, received no apportionment, for the reason that the 
reports received from them were deficient in several essential 're- 

quirements of the law. A detailed statement of the apportion- / 
_ ment'for the year 1854, will be found in appendix “0. : 

| Appendix “D,” is a tabular. statement showing the amount of 

_ the income of the school fund apportioned and paid annually to 7 

_ the several ‘counties of the State, under the present system of 
schools. The first appportionment was made in, 1850, based, upon. . 

returns submitted to this department in November, 1849. The en- : 

tire amount distributed in 1850, amounted to but $588.00, while 
that for 1854, as above stated, amounted to $99,749 52; an in- 

___ Steage of over $99,000 in the annual income of the find in'four, 

Appendix “E” exhibits the amount of money raised. by taxin, 
_ the several counties of the State for school purposes, from 1849 to, 

1854 inclusive. This aggregate of tax raised in the. counties, is. 
- made up of specific sums raised in each town by direction of the ' 

county board of. supervisors at their annyal session in November __ 

in each year; and such sums added to the amount apportionedyto |



each ‘by the State Superintendent, constitute a sum to be appor- 
tioned by the town Superintendent to the several school districts 
of the town, which are entitled to receive a portion by a compli- 
ance with the conditions imposed by law. The amount of school 

| money tobe raised in the several towns ofthe State, must con- : 
tinue to increase as long as additions are made to the capital of the 
school fund, and there is a consequent increase of the annual in- | 
come ; for as each town is required by law anrfually to raise asum. 
of money for school purposes equal, at least, to one-half the  —_— 
amount received by such town at the previous annual apportion- —__ 
ment to it, the value the town places upon the public fund will, 
under all ordinary circumstances, insure, the annual levy of the | 
requisite amount. _ es | — SO 

Many of the towns, at the annual town meeting, vote toraise 
money for the support of common schools, to be added to the | 

- amount directed to be raised by the county board at the ensuing 
autumn ; but as no returns are required to be made to this office 

of the amount so raised, it is impossible to ascertain the exact 
amount raised by all the towns of the Stgte for school purposes. 

| _. DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOL LAWS. ee 

In accordance with the authority and direction contained in see- 
_tion ninety-nine of “an act to amend chapter nineteen of the Re- 
vised Statutes, and to compile the school laws of Wisconsin,” ap- 
proved April 1st, 1854, I caused seven thousand copies ot the act 
named to be printed in pamphlet form, including therewith such 
rules, forms, regulations and explanations, as were deemed neces- 
sary to carry into effect and accompany its provisions. A portion 
of the pamphlets were furnished by the State printer, forthe use. 
of this departmedt, on the 28th of June last; and between that = 
date and the twelfth of July, a sufficient number of copies were 
forwarded, by mail, to the town superintendents of the State, to 
enable such ‘officer to deliver a copy tothe clerk of each school = 
district within his jurisdiction and retain a copy for his own use. 

_- ‘A copy was, also, in the same manner, forwarded to the clerk of



- the Board of Supervisors. of each organized eounty, and one to the 3 
_. Clerk of each city in the State.. The number of copies of thelaw 
a forwarded .to.-éach town superintendent, corresponded with thé 

- number of school: districts in the town as shown by” the reports. 
_. made’te this office for the year ending August 31st, 1858; and in 

cages where: such number proved insufficient, in consequence of the: | 
a organization of new: districts -subsequent, to that. date, additional 

- copies have been sent to supply such deficiency Sas soon as made 
- _known.., Previons to the publication of this new edition of the. : 
_- ‘school laws, :as the former one was entirely exhausted, alarge num- 
oo ber of. the districts of. the State were without any guide to direct. os 

_ them in their proceedings but the Revised Statutes,andthesewere = = 
accessible to only a comparatively small number, and considering = 

a that numerous and important amendments have been made to the _ 
_, Jaw therein contained, it is not surprising that irregularities should — ud mar their ‘proceedings, and give rise, In some instances, to difficul-. 

ties and contentions which would have been avoided had the la Wy 
_ ag it existed, been known to them. oo | 
_ «It's believed that the wiseprovision in the present school law, : 
_ providing that’ a copy of all amendments hereafter made to it, 

shall be furnished to each school district in the State, will have | 
the most salutary effect; and aid and encourage the efforts of school | | 
districts to‘act legally in-all their proceedings, heretofore rendered 

_ impossible for the reasons stated. = tit re 

ON ANNUAL: REPORTS OF SCHOOL OFFICERS.—IMPERFECT RETURNS. — 

| “The reports made to this: office. by the’ clerks of the Board of - 
Supervisors of the’ different counties, containing abstracts of the 

' - reports of the town superintendents, are in many cases incomplete, | 
and: in’ some cages ‘obviotisly erroneous, rendering it impossible to - 

_ present to'the legislature such complete and reliable statistical’ ins 
__. formation as is desirable, and ‘which would exhibit the real and = # 
- comparative condition: of schodls in each of ‘the counties inthe 

__ State; showing from year to year, in a convenient and accessible a 
form, the progress and ‘workings df the school system. ‘The fault =



lies, not with: the county ‘officers, but-with:the elorks ofothewehool! 
districts,’ and the town‘superintendents whobe duty itis? ttowee” 

: that thé annual reports of the clerks of the several'séhool' disteicty in: = 
his town are made ‘correctly and in due tinie.” Thib duty isevident: 
ly, in mariy instdnces, neglécted by towrsuperintendénts/forwhich’ 
theré seems no excuse,’as théy’aré: ‘allowed compensation by law: a 

- for the performance of any and ‘all offieial duties. “2tds-not sur 
prising that in twénty-six hundred, or more, school distiicts, in'a. 

new state, and in many parts: sparsely populatéd; thatthe offices - 

_ clerk, who is the reporting officer of the distriet,sHowld ‘ia many’ 
, instances, be filled by men unskilled of negligent inthe perform: 

ance of the duties of their office, and for this very ‘ reasor ‘is’ the’ 2 
town superintendent requirédito extend:‘higsupetvision over then! 
Mere attention:to’ this subject is required ‘of the town’ stiperiiiten- 

. dents, and if bestowed;! will result-in better. returns being wade’ 
from every organized school district.. But there is*evidently ah: 
other reason, still more remote, why complete’and correct’ réturms: 

do not reach this office upon all the subjects:concerning Wwhidh ite 
formation is asked; and thatis the. failure oft the part ofteashdrs 

_ to keep.a.school register, as is required by law...Thiswepistébisto; 
he.furnished by. the (listrict clerk, im-blank,.to teachers, at thei ext. 
pense,of the district, and any i teacher“ who willfully neglects... 

or refuses to comply with the requirementsof thelaw%sin‘kdeping: 
such register, “ forfeits his or her wages for teachin ein-ddohdia:i 

trict.” Unless such register has been faithfully kept, itis utterly = 
impossible for the district dlerk'to report upon five of'thé most in- 

"teresting subjects which should be.embraced in :a.school,reporte—- 
among which, may, be, mentioned the-total.and average attendance: 
of children upon the schools. The necessity .of securing a.com-; 

__. Pliance with, the law, in this respect, must. recommend, to,districk, 
Officers the propriety, ofrstrictly. enfpreing its provisionsin all.cases; 

a of delinquency on-the part of teaghers,, As,a..means of securing; 

| correct, complete and prompt reports:from, all'the districts ofthe. 
| State, I would respectfully suggest to the legislature the propriety, — 

- of authorizing this department.to,tarnish annually. to:the clerks. of:



oo the, several.school districts.of the State, blank-forms for reports, age 

- oo companied :with. such explanations::and instructions as may be 
deemed necessary. This suggestion is made in eompliance with | 
the request: of many friends of edueation and receives the approv- 
al of:mmy:own judgment; and it: is. believed;:should it be carried 

- Into.effect, it will result in the removal of all obstacles.to thé cob 
lection of extensive and reliable: statistics upon the educational af | 
faire of; the State, This plan is already-adopted in several other = 

mo States, sep Pes ea sane ood yee laa dips dupa tata as a 

ey oy  SONDITION OF THE SCHOOLS OF THESTATE. = 
There. are in, the State fifty counties, five of which have organ- 

ized by the election of county officers for the first time, during the 
_- ~present‘year,'td ‘wit: Chippewa, Clark; Douglas, MonroeandTrém- 

ee peleau.::: From-none of these counties, exeept Monroe, have any. __ 
_ reports, 6f'schoolabeen ‘received.. La Pointe has had'a partiak and 

- nefficient organization for several yeara, but-has. yet’ taken no , 
_ measures’ for the establishment of schools.” In fact, the’ settle: 

 - madht in that'county is so isolated from the rest'of the ‘State; and 
the: population. so sparse; that there is but a small and’ barren field: 
for? the: éxércise: of any <éffort: for the establishment'of ischools, = 

: ‘The counties:yet' unorganized are Buffalo, Durin; Door, Kewaunte _ 
and Shawattaw ; from which, of course, -nd-reports have been ré+ - 

_, eived; Of the. counties organized:previous to the presenter, 
aid ‘which have heretofore reported upon the school matters,’ 

. Adame*and Pierce have failed to do-so ‘this year up to‘the writ! 
— ingrof ‘this ‘réport. Reports, therefore, have been. received from! 
thirty-eight’ counties, containing four. hundred | arid thirty-five’ 

_, In speaking of towns, the ten cities of the State are included. | 
. From the'following ten towns within the counties-ao. reporting, 
no reports have been received, to wit : Woodville, in Calumet’ | 

a county ; Edgle Point, in Portage county ; Eagle, in ‘Richland a 

county; Depere and. Morrison; in, Brown county.;. Borina, ini Ou- | 
_* . - * Adams and Pierce received, bnt too late to be included in the report, OO



-tagamie county ; Royalton, Scandinavia, Centreville-and:'Oaledo- 
—.. ala,-in Waupacca:county. The-five towns last nained have been | 

formed since the annual reports of 1858.5) 
~The number of-school districts. in. the State ‘is two thousand one a 

hundred and. sixty-four; and the’ number of parts of districts is 
one thousand and sixty-two. . It is impossible to ascertain’theex- 
act number of school districts in the State, asthe several parts of = 
a joint district are reported to the town superintendent of the town 

in which such part is situated.; In some instances, parts of joint 

"districts lie in four different towns and in two counties. But.as 
| near as can be ascertained, from data in‘our possession, the whole 

number of school districts in the State is’about twentysix’fin- 
dred. 0 I dS ER aor ge GR 

| Joint school districts are,inmany respects, unwieldlyandimpol- = = 

: itic organizations, for reasons it is unnecessary here to state,.and Se 

town. superintendents should resort to‘their. formation only: when. oo 

the most urgent necessity exists; such is obviously the soleintent 

of the law. It is gratifying to. observe, that;while there is a:large - 
 inerease. in the number of.school, districts; principally -in.the 
newer counties,.and from; territdry. ‘heretofore, unorganized,.there: - 
is; as:-appears , from a. comparisbn-ofjthe reports.of 1853 and the = 
present year, a decrease in the number of districts in:the.older 
and more populous towns. . This is a cheering indication, as.show:. - 

. ing that in towns: where the experiment has been tried; the people. 
are getting tired of small districts; and,the inevitable concomitants 
of a small amount of taxable property, few children:drawing pubs an 

lic money, miserable school;houseg; poor.teachers, shortjsessions, 
and almost a total want of progress inthe school, May-other towns: 

profit by their experience. ~ : Be 8 paced oy 

_ The whole number of children residipg in. the. State,on the = 
81st of August.last, as.shown by the reports, over four andunder! 

. twenty years of age, is de as ae. race ey aetel eens! Sey ahiay teiboc . 

Females, 2 8 OO BOO , 
—- Number-reported in tows; making to distines 7 Ceise> 

©, Hon in regard.to ex) tt NTO 
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Showing an increase of 16,467 over the number reported last year, which is a larger annual increase than in either of the last two - 
--years. The number over four and under twenty, that have at : 

tended school, is not reported in thirty-seven towns, that have | 
otherwise ‘reported, but the entire number reported is 101,580; | 
showing an increase of 6,322 since last year in‘the attendance upoh 

_ the publie schools. In‘ addition to: these, 994 over twenty, and 
-- 1859 under four years of age, have attended upon these schools: 

- It is doubtful whether any very rapid'strides up. the rough steeps 
_. Of-science have been made by the latter clays, oS ec onh 

The following table shows the whole number of children residiig 
: in the State, over four and under twenty years of age each ‘year, | 

from 1849 to 1854, inclusive; together with the number who have 
attended;school, and the per cent. of attendance. in each year: 

oe Year. W hole No. of Children. No. attendiny School. Per cents: ' . 
— 18K9 TB 81486 44... 

1851 111,852 98,987 70... 
1852 124,340 | 88,086. 108. 

1858 138,658 95,258 68.7 | 
1854 155,125 101,580 (108,651) 65.4 (70) | 
In considering the low per centage, shown by the above figures, | 

attending school during the year ending ‘August 31st, 1854, itis 
well to state,“that in. thirty-seven towns, containing 10,102: chil- 
dren over four and under twenty years of age, no‘report:issub- _ ; 

~ mitted, of the number attending school: . If we: suppose that‘ the 
general average attendance was the same in those towns as in’ the | 

_ Others, which is probably the case,or if we deduct the 10,102 
{rom the whole number of children reported, and thus ascertain the 
average in towns fully reporting, we shall find the true: per cent- 

age of children attending: school during. the:past year to be:a 
trifle over 70 per cent., and the whole number attending schookto = 

--be 108,651. The average length of time for. the State, that schools _ 
_ have been tanght is 5 1-4months, The highest.averagein any = 

county is 7 3-4 month s, in Kenosha county ; the lowest, 3: months, | 

wm So | a



in'Jackéok county. ‘The average number of months ‘taight by 
‘males is 3 9-8; by females 4 1-8, showing that more female than 

= male ‘teachers aré employed in the schools. rr rine 

The average length of time scholars of a legal age have attend: 

| ed.school appears, by: the abstract, to be 4 4-9 montlis;. but as in © | 

several counties such: average is greater than the average number 7 

of months of school, it is plainly erroneous. By rejecting the re- | 

ports from. such counties, this average amounts to about 4.months. 

| The average amount of wages per month, paid to male and fe- — 

male teachers, and the total amount of money expended for teach- : 

ers, wages in each year, under the present system, will appear by 
' yeference to the following table: © 

-/\ Ant patd'to Males. Amit'pald to Females. = S Total | 

1849, = GIB 22° BG 92 ~ 12,788 27 
: 1850, 17 14 902° 59,741 59 

1851, aT 15 907 96,636 06 
1852, «17 84 850 ss: 108,082 18 
1858, 8 MA BC 113,788 18 
1884, 10 1087 =: 168,485 64 

_ Tt will appear from the above, that the price per month paid to 

| male teachers is $2 86 over:that of 1858, showing a larger increase — 

than in ‘any previous -year.: ‘The advance in price per month paid — 

to females is $1 37, being a larger increase than‘in any year since 
1850. These are healthful indications regarding the schools, for 
as’ prices. advance 80 will the qualifications of the teachers, for | | 

school districts inthe management of their financial matters will _ 

not lavish high wages upon incompetent’ and unprofitable instruc- | 

tors. The highest average per month paid to male teachers is $45 
in St. Croix county; the lowest average is $15, in Crawford county. 
‘The highest average per-month paid to:females is $22 56, in Mar- 

athon county, the lowest average is $7 25, in Monroe-county, 

‘The amount of money expended, during the year for common 
schools, igas follows: = 8 ©. So



For teachers wages, 163,485,64 
- Building and repairing school houses,. —-85,809,88 7 

 Forlibraries, 1 9.040,00 | 
_ For other purposes, ne 21,281,52 

_ Total money expended in the State for school - ee 
: purposes, $942,116.54 

| Showing an increase during the year of 76,982.37 
_. The number and material of which the school houses of the state | 

- . are constructed, and their total valuation in each: year from 1849 | 
to 1854, both inclusive, will appear by reference to the following . | 

- table: 2 ee | | 7 | 
- a No.of No. of No. of No.of Total. Total valuation " Oo Brick. Stone. Framed, Logs, ; : | 1849 26 Big. 106 75,810,75 
1850-8851 5400 1197 178,246,607 1951 (58 55 697704. 1509s 508,61 | 1852 66 74 812 778 1780 261,986,392 
1853. 74 74 1069 995 2812s gg deg. 
1854. 75791052938 2189 = 8347,542,55 | 

Increase in the tofal valuation during the past year, 62,195,66 — ee 
_ The reports as to the number of school houses in the State for 
the past year, are evidently incomplete. While the. reports show. _ 
an expenditure of $55,309,838, on school houses, principally in . | : 

erecting new buildings, which sum added to the valuation of last 
_ year, makes about the valuation of these buildings this year, sub- : 

_ stantiating the correctness of this'item of expenditure ; it appears a 
that but one brick school house and five of stone, have been added — | 
to the list'of last year. Itis well known that very excellent 
framed school edifices have been erected in several villages, and. : 
in many of the smaller districts, and it is believed that the past | 
year will compare favorably with any previous one in the number | and character of the school houses that have been. built. - The 
large amount of money expended for such purposes seems to prove such aresult, 

—— 3



| . 18 a - 

About one-third of the school districts possess a site containing - - 

at least one acre of ground, and about threé fourths of all the | 

school house sites are uninclosed. Seven hundred and thirty-eight : 

school houses are represented as without blackboards, and but. 

comparatively few districts have outline maps, or apparatus of any | 

kind. The number of district libraries is 880, containing 14,027 

volumes. — _ | ee . oe 

| THE SCHOOL FUND. : oe 7 : : — 

The present available sources. of increase to the schoolfund are, 

property that may accrue to the State by forfeiture or escheat; the , 

_ proceeds of fines collected for breach of the penal laws; moneys - 

arising from the sale of the sixteenth section of land in each — 

township; from the sale of the five hundred thousand acres grant- 

ed to the State for school purposes, and five per cent of the nett 

proceeds of the sales of the public lands within the State. - | 

The condition of the school fund is as follows: . | 

Amount of School fund dues, © © ‘$1,415,262 50. 
_ Amount of School fund loans, = «220,814 24 
Balance in treasury subject to loan ~ 84,682.03 

‘Total principal or capital of school fund, $1,670,258 77° - 

The principal of this fund as above given, except the amount —— 
stated as being in the hands of the State treasurer, is drawingsev- 
en per cent interest, payable in advance during the month of Jan-— 
uary, during each year, which interest constitutes the income of 
the school fund annually apportioned and distributed to the towns 
anc cities of the State for the support of common schools. — a 

Oa SOHOOL FUND INCOME. * : Bs 

| The capital of the school fund as above | es - Oo 

statedyis 81,070,208 77 
Int. upon thissumone year, at 7percent, § $116,918 11 
To which add balance of int.on hand, ° = ° 27,493 92- 

_ And you have a total of — $144,412 08 -



Ee ‘dinount of interest: on ‘hand included wdvancédl thterest‘a 
——— réaldy"patd for 1853,'which wif lessen the amount dud inJantiary = 

tothe’ extenit of ‘the interest So" pald ; but it is supposed thatinter: 
eat ott tsaled' uring the’ wintet will equal, ‘at lonst, that amount, 
Should all. the interest due for 1855, be punctually paid, andthe 7 

sales that are anticipated be‘ effected, together with an-early:Idan — | 
of the‘athount in the treasury, the amount that will be subjectto 

 apportionrtrerit in/March next, will be $144,412 03, or about tine 
__ ty-three cents to'each child over four ahd'undef twenty years ‘of | 
_.. age, reported to this office as residiag in the State. = | 

he above'statements show an addition’ of $528,454 49 to the 
_ School fund; during the past year; an increase’ of $89,081 $1. in 

_ tie ineome subject to distribution, and an increase of 21 cents to: 
—. each child over four and under twenty years of age. Only $29). _ 

537, 56..has been, added to. the fund from the nett, proceeds. af the | 
Sales: of. the.public lands. within the State, and:itig:believad that... 
no less.than sixty thousand. dollars are now ‘due the State frona,the. | 

_ General Government, as the sales’ of land since 1850, when the 
__ first and, only, payment on this account. -whs: received, have ‘ibeen: | 
_ Very extensive, particularly during the past two years. This five 

Per ggnt.-is, withheld by the General Governmant from the-State;. : 
forthe pyrpoge.of, liquidating.a.debt against it, atising out-of the, 

_ grant -of land: by Congress. to the:. Territory. of Wisconsin, for,the: - 
- purpose.of constructing. a:camal from,Lake Michigan.to,Rock xiv. 

| "er. am, gratified to state that, a, re-investigation.and consideration = 
of this subject hhas been, opened at; Washington during the past 
Year, with the proper authorities,.through the instramentality of 

the Executive of the State, with every:prospect of obtaining atam, 
_ early day, the amount of the five per cent. nett.proseeds: ofthe 
__ Gales of the public lands, which has been accumulating for oven 

- votes feorag Piso dobdeth CAD TD BV aye TE Mage i ts bp oe | | 

‘The law requires: the State: Superintendent’ to communidate: fo: | 
the legislature plans for; the, better-organization of the’ common



| gg 

schools. In the discharge of. this duty, it is not thought.ngcossary 
to suggest to, the legislature any plans for the better organization, 
of the schools which would require, any change in the system as, 

_ it now exists, or affect a modification of any of its important.de- 

| | The income of the. school, fund for, the ensuing: year is‘much 

greater than it was last year, and the law is deemed, sufficient to = 
secure the best possible disposition;of this income for the promo-: — 

tion of the obj ects jntended, if faithfully and intelligently adminis-: | 

| tered. Cy gs yaa wos ee oblate ate yous ey 

‘The power of improving the common schools; increasing their 

usefulness, enlarging the benefits derivable :fromithem, and of 

giving them greater, popularity.and: character, rests solely with = 

Is there an unsuitable school house, —an incompetent'teacher— 

‘superficial instruction—late ‘and irregular‘attendance'u ponschool 

~-short sessions; and all the attendant-evils which producé“abad = 

"law, for-it' gives the districts aid" their ‘offidérs ample power to — 

build up schools of the’ greatest éxcellénte. The! fault lies with 
‘the people; and ‘it is'to them’ that'plans are suggested, for their’ 

consideration and’ adoption. So long'as the ‘people remain indif- _ 

ferent to tho character of their schotl,’sé long will theit children: 
have to attend indifferent schoolé:’ ‘The ways‘and means aré’ pro“ 

vided by law, to establish useful “and creditable schoola in every’ 

istrict, and further than’that the law-cabnit goj’the rest'must be 
done by the ‘people. “School houses will: not g¥ow up spontane- 
ously, like the trees of: the forest’; time, abor, and mea figate res 

—quisite for theirerection, 9 08 eh 

-—Oompetent teachers will ot voluntarily and gratitonaly Tebd 
their services in the eausé of popular education; they‘ miust be 

sought and remunerated,, ..A uniform, series. of text hooks will not 
be adopted. by accident in schools; the district board must deter. 

mine the matter, andthe parents. miust‘oomply with suchdetermi- 

nation. . A punctual and. ‘regular ‘atterdatice ‘upon-'school ofall



-the’childrén of ‘the’ district, cantiot “bé ‘effected withoiit' the co-op- | 
 ebAtion’ dt” parents with the’ teacher.’ * Large ‘distiicts With ‘lares 

——— thealis Will slot ‘exist Without the thtligent action Of the'peoplé, > 
anda Gorreét public’ sentiment to“infliende thé town stiperinten@: = 

Ok ént‘in his officfal acts.” In ‘ities iothing will be done “rightly‘aid 
 Gonipletely “while thé peiiple are’ indifferent or “fhattentivé to the - 

eM subjéct of. school.” * : a Be : Stes ait "i oe un | " woly | ia _ 

_ they aid in. making up that aggregate of wants, and delinquencies =~ _ and evils;which ‘are paralizing the energies ‘of the, teacher, and 
/—-endering’schoolsin.some instances useless. 

. - | a a me ee | we es a e i. “8 0 HOOL HOUSES. / a “ : . 3 . | - e ’ . 

BR cet EO Tot tae eng ee a EES RO . 
2 Ag'the site; external appearance’ and; ‘above'all, the internal = 
__-alrangements of school houses, ‘have..a powerful influence for = > 

. good or evil upon the character and success of the school, in any 
_ and‘every: point it may be viewed, the first. efforts at reform - | 

should be directed to these structures, by improving and perfect- 
oe ing them as a means whereby the schools mhay be. made more OO 

useful and efficient. Much has been said, and-written and done, | 
relative to insufficient and ill-eonstructed school houses, witha 

. - design to condemn those uncouth and repulsive structures, seem- ingly plamned for the apparent purpose of zepelling from the - gchool room 4 portion of the youth, or of being the meansof == 
forming bad tastes and habits, distorting the youthful form, and engendering incurable diseases. But upon a subject of ao zront 

_» importance, involving so many considerations, and demanding the = earnest attention of s0 large a portion of community, too much | eaimot te sd in eminding parents offer dies and responsi. | Pilitios in this respect. It cannot reasonably be expected in anew = _ and in many parts sparsely populated State, with school districts, 
system yet in its infancy, that there should generally be found



gchool houses of an ornamental style of architecture, or popgassed = 
of all those improvements, surroundings. and appendages, thatare 
or aught to be found in the more populous.and wealthy;localities. 

| But there are radical defects in construction and internal. arrange- 

ment, and a neglect ta provide necessary conveniencies and com: 

: forts in, not a few structures:of this kind, that call loudly for re- 
| form—which appeals to our sympathies as well. our. judgment. 

TL have accordingly in Appendix “B,” prepared soveral plans for 
 gchool houses suited to the accommodation of schools of differ-. 

ent numbers, accompanied with gome suggestions relative to 

warming, ventilation, appendages and out door conveniences, — 
which itis thought, will meet the wants of many of the distrféts, 
These plans are not submitted as perfect models, or with the ex- 

pectation that they will meet the requirements of very mianyloca- 

lities, but as a decided improvement upon many now in use; . 

having consulted economy in plan and arrangement, so far as ig 

consistent. with ‘the health and:comfort of the scholars ‘and: teach- — me 

ers, and. the good order.and proficiency of the schools: ‘There- 

ports from. the several:.towns:for the past year, show: a: large | 

- inerease‘in the amount expended inthe areetion ofthese edifices 

over that of last year;.and.there is: no‘doubt but-that-a ‘better — 

_class of buildings have been erected. SME Ba PA ne po 

But while this fact is apparent, it is equally so, ‘that farless con- fon 

sideration is given; generally, to thé size and arrangenient of the 

school house, to secure the health, comfort and’ full employment oe 

of the valuable hours of youth, than in'the construction of edifices’ 

devoted to many institutions in the land.” ee a OL ae



| | gg | | | 

_ and.all,the arrangements are such as to approximate to perfection 
_ in all. the necessary appendages and accompaniments to each of 

a _. such edifices. a - _ ss — | 

We are not of those who believe that youth cannot learn in 
: schools without being encompassed by a splendid and costly edi- 
fied, “oak all the appliances which large expenditures of money. | 
alone can produce; but wedo' think that the school house should 

_ presenta respectable and inviting, appearance, and should bégo 
situated and .sntrounded, with out-door conveniences, that the in- | 

_--Aite setise of propriety and modesty of the pupils shall not be | 
_ blutted, and the germ of impropriety implanted in their youth- 

fol minds. It should be:so arranged internally as to promote habits 
of order and cleanliness; should be properly warmed, ventilated 

; and cleansed, ‘with sedts and desks of proper size, height and | 
length, arid‘all its arrangentents such as to adapt the building fo 

| the purpose for which it isintended. | 

As these subjects are all considered in Appendix “B,” it is un- 
necessary to go into details here. = | Oo : 

Many teachers think that the most difficult part of their ddties is 

to establish.and maintain good order and discipline, and to adopt a | 
| system and method in themanagement and instruction of the school. 

‘Without order and good discipline in school-there can be no pro- 
gress, forall is confusion and distraction, and without system in 

the management of the: school, progress must. be comparatively 
_ slow. An ill-planned. school room is an absolute prevention of 

4 good order and also operates. against the establishment of a good | 

__ system, so that in. this respect alone there isa strong reason for — | 
well arranged school rooms. Another consideration isthe health ~ 
of the pupils and teacher. » This is not properly cared for in a room 
where the dust is arising from the filth upon the floor, and is | 

-. drawn in upon’ the lungs of the scholars; nor where they areex- | 

: posed to. currents of air from eracks in the walls of the building, 

OLg about. the, doors and windows; or where they are forced to . 

| breathe impure air: for want of proper means of ventilation, or



| — | a Pe 
obliged to sit upon ill-constructed. seats; “producing: temporaty 

! pain and sometimes resulting in permanent distortions of the body. 

Time is another consideration. It is not seldom the case ‘that 
: -one-half of the morning session in the. winter season is -lost to.the | 7 

pupils, in consequence of the insufficient proyisions;for warming oo 

~ the room, by. means of a, poor 'stove-pipe of. as many different 
sizes.as there are joints, belching: clouds of smoke into the room, _ 

and green or:decayed wood. taken from the snow or mud at the — 

- .door; days of valuable time are thus lost in.a single term... Such | 

a state of things tends.to familiarize the pupils with disorderand = 
| confusion, and to destroy all inclination to respect or observe.it. It | 

| also causes a.want.of punctuality and regularity.in attendance up- 

on school, when.in the morning and in severe weather the pupils 
have no assurance that they. will be comfortable at the‘school 

house. Poor school houses serve also to increase the number of. | 

‘non-attendants upon the public school, and occasion a withdrawal 

of the influence of their parents from public schools and a bestow- : 
al of it upon private ones. © re 

: TEACHERS. peg 

Of all the things necessary to be done to improve the ‘public . 

schools there is none more important than the improvement of 

_ teachers themselves. We may provide school houses suitable in 
every respect, awaken a deep interest in the cause of education on 
the part of parents, so that minor evils referred to will vanish and ~ 
cease to harass the teacher and injure the schools, and if the teach- 
er is not what he should be, all previous trouble will prove nearly : 
nseless,—the school will be as a body: without asoul. There is too : 

great indifference in many districts of the state as to the necessity. 
of having well qualified teachers to instruct: their children, and too 
little discrimination on the part of school officers, as wellas others, 
beween the value of good and poor teachers. Children cannot at- 

. tend school six hours each day fur eight or ten years of their 
early life, when the mind is most susceptible of impressions, and - 

| the most retentive when once impressed, without becoming con-



—tatninated if associated with vive,’and’withont continuing 'yittuotis 
if associated with virtue. It is in the school rdom, during°these a 

_ years, that the character of the pupils, in a great measure, i9 
| formed for life ; and the direction there given to their moral and | | 

___ initéllétthal nature, and the self-control’and selfrelianéé'theré at- . 
taingd will follow thetn through’ their future career in life.” Heitte - 
‘the importance ‘of engaging’ teachers of Tearhing atid ability; of 

_ ‘good habits and precepts; posséssitig the tact and ability to maintain |. 
_ such discipline as will secure courtesy, kindness and' politeness on = 

the part of the scholars, and’a dite appreciation of the ‘oral and 
' ‘social-obligations under which they exist, <9 (7 tebe 
|, As the teacher is, so is the school. He teaches by example aswell 

as by precept. If the teacher is boisterous the scholars will beso; 
if heis uncourteous toward his scholars they willbe soto him 

_ and to each other; if-he disregards his word in his, own communi 
cations with his scholars, they will do it and lose all considerations = 
of the value of truth ; if he is careless in hearing recitations, and 

_ teaching principles, they will be careless in preparing themselves | 

for recitation, and indifferent as to. understanding principles ; if . 
___ the teacher is superficial in his teachings, the knowledge of the 

scholars will be of the same character; if the teacher manifests , 
_ no zeal or energy in the discharge of his duties, he willsoon ob- 

serve a listlessness on the part of his scholars; if he tolerates | 
wrong, he must expect his school to become riotous; if he is un- 
necessarily severe in his government, he will lege the ‘moral pow: - 

_, erhe should possess over hispupils = 
os Teachers can much benefit themselves by frequent - association - | 

_ with each other, and discussing subjects connected with’ theirdu. a 
_ ties as such. , Town-associations of teachers might beformed:with 

-greatadvantage, as there seems really no obstaclé to prevent them, 
_ School officers and parents would attend-them, ard thus an inter: oe 

est would be aWakened in the minds of the people anda better — | 
_. understanding exist between them and the teachers; resulting from | 

such agsociations.- Of county associations and institutes and-nor
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. mal schools for better preparing teachers for their duties, we have — 
spoken elsewhere 

_’ Another serious ‘obstacle to the greater efficiency of our.com- _ 

mon schools, ia the great diversity of text books in use.’ By the : 

reports made to this office it appears that the books which are most 
'  qged.in the different towns comprise a list of fifteen different spel- 

ling books, eighteen readers, ten geographies, fifteen. arithmetics — 

and twenty grammars; and.it is believed that if all the school _ 

books in’ use were known, they would comprise a list nearly as - 

extensive as that reported in Connecticut a few years since, which, 
—-Gri'the five studies named, included the works of one hundred and 
‘ninety-one different authors: “The same’ diversity of text books 
extends to History, Algebra, Philosophy, Chemistry, &. ‘Tha 

_ ctiajority of the schools this evil of a diversity of text books exists, 

‘and that it should.be overcome no one, who ‘is at all'acquainted = 

with the routine of duties in a school room, will attempt to’ gain- 

| ‘gay. . Where there are different text books in the same school | 

there will be just’ as many different’ classes, which in many in- = 
stances so divide the time ofthe teachér among a multiplicity of — 

+ ‘classes, that he is able to devote but a few minutes to: each, ‘and 

‘has hecessarily to hurry through recitations, imparting little or no 

‘instruction and making them mere exlibitiots’ of memory on‘ the 

part of pupils. Itis evident to every one that undér such circum- 

| stances, little or no progress can be made by a school, and the un-— 

-. lucky teacher is too frequently made'to suffér.as thesole cause of 

this want.of proficiency. ge te tue ee 

| «The primary! object to be accomplished in this respéctisnot so | 

- much.to secure the use of the same'text books: in all the:sehools— | 

ofthe state, or ofa-county,:as in towns and particularly schoofdis- = 

tricts. .. For each school district is a .separdte-and. distinct: organi- 

zation, entirely! independent of all others; and: stich means and 
appliancés should be: used to: zmprove and: perfect it, as will make 

it the. means of.conferring upon the ‘district, upon the youth at-



tending it, the greatest: possible. benefit, It isnot necessary for 
-\ the-school of district No. 2, to use text books by.thesame authors = 

as those-used by district No. 1, inorder. that No.2.may.be equally = 
_. _asproficient; as there are almost innumerable works,,.bydifferent = 

 amthors, upon the same subject, thrown before the public, and = 
many ef them are of nearly equal merit, and if introdueed into 
the schools will be tegarded with equal favor, and produea like = 

«sults. An occasional change in the bogks used, especially in 
_ Sehools.ofa higher grade, isuseful, 

a - - As the town superintendent - exercises a supervision: over the » 

_ Schools within his town, it is;for many reasons, qn.advamtage to 
the schools.to have a uniformity of text books in all the echoole = 
of the town. It will aid the town superintendent in his inspece 
ton. of teasherg andischools, and render the intercourse between = 

__ fgachers more profitable to themselves and their pupils. : 
| 4eBheflaw:provides.that “it shallibe the:duty of the state super- 

 intendent to recommend the: introduction of the. ‘most: approved = 
text bodks, and as far as practicable, to secpre a,yniformity.imthe = 

 . .age-08 text. books in. the common; schools: throughout: the State.” 
Amd: it-further provides, that. “the board in’ each. school: district 

- gall ave power under:the advice.of the superintendent of 
.  publiei instruction to determine’ what:school-sndstext: books shall = 
_ che used: in..the- several. branches: tanght. itt ‘the, school “of sueh 

istrict.” . Thisis the: extent of the.law,on:.this subject} and =. 
<i sufficient, in. my view, to accomplish all that. is ‘necessary 

dn the premises, As the. town superintendent is, privileged = 
4g. give bis advice -and direction..to district boards, and to =~ 

teachers, ag, tothe government of the, schools and the course = 

_ pyath, the district, board. and .see that in each, of the schools =~ 
-.Mythin bis, jurisdiction, a uniformity in the use of text books 

_-as.gecured....No other act of reform which hecan induce, will 
produce a more. beneficial result than this. Were all persons 

_ employed to teach gur schools professional teachers, possessed of all ‘the: qualifications necessary to render them worthy of that ex-



-alted'titlé;this evil would’ Be'grédtly reduced in’ mdgnitide; but = 
‘as it 18 eailter to’sdeuré whiformnity’ of t8xf “books’ih ‘evely' school 

-thanithe ‘services of ‘préfestional'tenchets, EhO wnoré specdyteme- 
7 ‘dy shotld ‘be ‘applied: OPHS uidifortnity of ‘text’ “books: ‘throwghoitt oe 

the entire state is ‘not thought impértatit, even if’ it Were practiva- 

ble. No effort has‘yet, aéT ati awaré,’béen thadéunder the = 
sanction ‘flaw, to énforée thie use dP a‘tiifforin [seHiesOP’books 
throubhout a state, except it Illinois; ‘dtring ‘thé’ present year, and. | 

| the plan seems to meet with much opposition, ‘and * will'probably OO 
result in a failure. +: ~ hres JP OEE TE PE ghs EE GAT de ; oo 

Inv thé-eastérm states, where’ public ‘schidbls ‘havé httained ‘the = 
highest degres of' pérfection, no ideals éntettained ‘of a necessity 
‘to have a uniformiity‘of schiddl bééks thtougHout'a state? the people 
would regard it as surrendering too’ much of their liberty;\as ih vest- a 
ing in one man, or set of men comprising a Cetitral Boards toomuch = 
power in allowing them to dictate what books their children: 

| shall study... Towns and districts regard themselves: as little:'inde- | 

| pendent republics, jealous of their privileges, and: unwilling to = 
| yield a power that may more-successfully>and:agreeably be exer- 

- eised by local authoritiesin thedistricts: and:towns....Weré. there 
but one set of books among the vast. number thrown beforé the 

public, which are adapted. to use in common schools, a different — a 

state of things would exist, and a uniformity throughout the state = 
would follow as a necessary incident to furnishing. each school en 

with such meritorious books. © me 

‘Upon a comparison of the returns in this office with, the recom- 

mendations of text books suitable to beused in the schools, made = 

by my predecesdérs, there appearelittle ground for belief thatvery 
great success has attended such recommendations in affecting the 

Drought in question; biitciremnstances ail counter influeneesate 
such that an individual recommendation, carrying with itno other 
weight or power than the confiderice reposed in the means and abil- = 
ity of the officer to discriminate upon so important.a subject, is 
not likely to be very extensively adopted.



__, Inmany distrigts,,the, books recommended cannot be procured 
_ without great inconvenience, and they ,are;content to use such:as 

‘are, withip thgir.reach. ‘Publishing firms:are aliye to their own = 
interests and can afford to expend large sumsin employing agents 

' to canvass the state for the purpose of introducing their pyblica- oo 
a tions, as the field is an extensive one, promising large profitsin - = 

return for the outlay. This is an influence difficult to, overcome, : 
-” noris it desirable, if, good hooks are thus introducedinto thegchool 

| But itis not ealeulated fo result in seouring @ uniform series 
throughout the state, as there are rival firms. The law, as before 
stated, requires the state superintendent to recommend the intro. 

_ dt would be a laborious task to ascertain what text books really 
are the most approved,as the best literary institutions in the coun-, | try differ in their ehoige, of clomentary,, and other school books, 

_. mneritorions works, and eminently worthy to be introduced into the 
- schools of the state, and commend their adoption by district offi’ 

a Spelling Book.—McGufty’s. Ce, a CR 

Readigg Books.—-MeGuffy’s 1st; 2nd, 8rd, 4th @Sth. 
Mb Guffey’s' Pictorial Prémer is a very excellent litilé hook’ to 

__ be placed in the hands of beginners, being well adapted +0 ‘the cae” 
pacity of'childhood. It is believed that no ‘better series can’ be’ 

____ adopteil ‘than this, as it leads'the scholar ‘gradually from the first’) 
_ principles of oar language, through the eitire ‘séties, affording’a> 

complete and'systematic methdd vf Ieariing the art of réading: 

- Mitchell's School Geography and Atlas." 
> Mitchell’s Geographical Question Books 

Outline Maps. -Pelton’s (with Key.) “ AN re a 
| Anithimetics.Colburi’s Intelieetival. <0 

_..Grammars.—Greene’s Elements of English Grammar.’ °° “2 
0 seh ~~ Tower's Eleménts of Grammar (for beginners): Ts



oe a ee 

| Analysis of Words.~McEligott’s Andlytival Manual °°) 
Histories,—Parley’s First and Sécond Books." 8 

: —- . Goodrich’s History ‘of the United States (ndW Ed.) | 

| Natural Philosophy.—Jolmston’s. ey eas a a Bo 

Algebra.—Ray’s, Parts Ist'& 2d. Boose Be ee 

- Cheméstry.—Jobnston’s Turner’s Elements. © 
. BookKeeping—Mayhew’s Practical. © 9° 

I most cordially concur in the recommendation of my prede- 
cessor for the introduction of book-keeping into the common scho ol, 

as “a large proportion of the children of the state receive theired- 

- ueation in public schools, and among the preparatioris for business 

| and active life which théy receive, somé knowlédge of book-keep- 

ing is an object of importance.” I know of no work so welladap- 

| ted in every respect for use‘in thie public schools asthe one named. 

Anatomy, Physiology and Hygiene—Cutters. a 

Human and Comparative Physiology, by Mrs. E. P. Cutter, for. 

I deem it of-the,highest importance that this. study should be = 
introduced into the common schools,.and in ‘the order of study — 

should takerprecedence. of. all others. except: those branchesire-. 
quired by law to be taught. The little work is adapted tothe ca 
pacity and wants of children twelve years of, age,and ag far.as 1, 
have observed in-schools,where this study is pursued, the pupils. 
regard it as. very interesting and make.rapid progress... They are 
thus early in youth becoming acqtiainted: with; ,important.truths. Poe 

concerning their own physical constitution, withthe functions of 
the different organs, and the Jaws of health; and are imbibing 
principles which will be of greatservice in. their youth and after a 

lifo, in aiding them to adopt such a course of conduct. as, will in- 
sure the greatest physical vigor and the consequent enjoyment of | 

| The large work on}the same subject, by Dr. Calvin Cutter,



is more extended in its investigations, and suited to the use of 
older scholars. Both: works contain-engravings to illustrate the: 

_ anatoniy of the human system. There are also ten large anatomi>» 
eal outline plates, arranged to accompany the books, which “will - 
greatly aid the pupil in prosecuting this study. These plates. can 

| be procured for ten dollars a set; one of which is sufficient:for the 
use of aschool, and should be suspended upon the wall, > 

_  Dictionaries.—W ebster’s Unabridged, should be used by every 

. teacher inthe school room, and-a. copy of ‘either the “School,” . | 

“High School,” or “ Quarto. Academic” edition should be in ‘the 7 
| | hands of every pupil who can read. ss co oo | 

.— -Lrregular Attendance, and want of Punctuality.—Teachers are 
unanimous in their testimony that, of all the evils necessary to. be 

/ overcome in schools, there are none which so completely baffle 
alll their efforts and plans for’ effecting’ a reform as irregular atten- 

* dance upon school, and tardiness, or want of, punctuality in being 
at the school room at the hour of opening ‘school. - These may be | 
considered trivial things,’ but they are serious obstacles to the suc- 
cessful management and rapid progress of a school. ‘The effect 
produced by tardiness is that the delinquents are unable ‘to con- 

_. tinue with theit class, on account of the'loss of recitations andthe 
_ accompanying instructions of: the teacher ; and they must either © | 

go on without a knowledge of what has been mastered by their =, 
fellows in'the class, or the class must be kept back until they can 3 : 

" act{uire what has been lost through this want of punctuality, or 
they ‘thust fallback into another: class,—more probably a new. one — 
hast be'orgdhized. °° es oe Se 

_If new classes are thus formed, the whole school sufferby a” 
farther division of the time of the teacher. If the class: is kept 

_ back until the delinquents overtake it, the clads suffers ; and if 
they goon ‘without mastering what they have missed by tardi:: 
‘ness, they must nésessarily be the ‘losers.’ ‘The same evils resulgé 

_ from irregular attendance, but in a grédter degree. Thus a'disar-' 
rangement of the classification and system’ of the schools affected, ° oe 
and its harmony and good order interrupted.



| This evil can only be overcome by the hearty. cc-operation.of pa- * | 

rents with teachers; for all effortsiof the latter towards reform, in — 

this respect, are powerless, so long as they are opposed by parents, _ 
either through want of consideration, indifference ordesign. This — 

opposition or rather inattention to the subject on the part of. pas 

| rents is mainly induced threugh ignorance of ‘the real | effects of 

irregular and late attendance, which serves to multiply the difl- 

culties of the teacher. De Re nr rn 

Parents, probably, have a legal right to suffer their children so; 

to attend school as to inflict a positive injury upon the school and 

every other child attending it, but they have no _moral right thus 

to trespass upon the privileges of others. There are sometimes 

unavoidable causes to produce in aslight degree, the evil under = 
consideration; but in a great majority of cases it isthe result of ==. 

censurable carelessness and neglect on the part of parents, which . 

would not exist if they possessed sufficient interest in the education. ) 

of their children. Children who are habitually irregular and late — oO 

attendants upon school might as well remain at home, for.they can a 

make little or no progress, but injure that. of. others, A parent 

may plead that he can do as he pleases with his own, children and 

that he has a right to wrong them, but it is respectfully suggested 

that he has no right to wrong the children of his neighbors, 
| The attention of school officers and all friends of education is. 

respectfully directed to this subject; for in their own district and. 

neighborhood they can correct this evil, by remonstrating with = 

their friends and neighbors, correcting their false views, arousing — 

their interest in education, and teaching them the priceless value Oo 
of the education of their offspring, : ae | / | e a 

Lares Scuoon Distriots.—-Another reform necessary to be acs) | 

complished for the improvement of schools, is to avoid. extending = 
indefinitely in a town the number. of school districts. . District. _ 
schools are supported ‘solely by money annually apportioned tothe. 
districts and by direct taxation upon the property within the limits 
of the district. Small districts ean contain but a small number of 

children upon which an apportionment. is based, and consequently



gs ee _ 
_ the:amdtnt of public monéy: received by such a district -awill be - _ proportionately:small; the-amount of taxable property in'thedig:, 
trict must necessarily be small and of course taxation increased =i), _— 

. The-means:of the district: bein g thus ‘very limited: the inevitable - concomitants‘of miserable ‘school: houses, indifferent teachers, short:. 
a sessions, and a want of the appendages: and aids -to: learning: that: 

should always be found in school ‘houses; will of course follow this | State of things en 6 ee i a oat But the:evilsdoes notiend here. . ‘Where taxation is thus: ren: 
dered high: as it sure] y must: be'to maintain a: respectable! anduses 

- ful school, a spirit of opposition to ‘having'a ‘school ig ‘engendered. 
- “In consequence of theinordinate: burden imposed upon ‘the’ tax: po _ payers.» 'It.is sometimes absolutel y-necessary for feeble ‘school: _ districts:to be formed, or some children‘will be prevented from ates | tendingschool on atcount-of distan ce from: school-house or ‘the gem. ography ‘ef the wountiy; but it is questionable whether the schools: 

of such districts prove at: all beneficial to the children ‘whose. misu i 
fortune itis to attend them. | en hardsnn 

: Phe veeidly for’ this evil liés ‘entirely with the town’ superini- 
 tendent except ag ‘any occasional appeal reaches this offite ; and he. _ cannot'be too mindful of the great ‘good or evil whiéh it isin: his power to bestow ‘upon the ‘cause ‘of “education in the discharge of! his duty, nor be too ‘catitious ‘in the exercise of that power.:Beheul’ 
‘distiiets'should ‘be ‘sufficiently laro’ to maintain. ‘a gdod schvol-at | least! iitie/ month in each year without being obliged to resort to’ : 

__AvramaTos.A farther, meang.of improving the schools is hy. _ Turmishing spitable apparatus to aid tho teacher in his oxplana, _— Hons and illustrations, and, the scholar in. more readily and. fully comprehending. the subject of his, investigations... “No, school | _ Toom can be considered as. complete, which is not, provided with. such fixtures and means of visible illustration, as will aid the — | teacher in cultivating in his pupils, habits of correct observation, 
comparison and‘classification; and in making the knowledge éom- munivateil-by ‘book, diecurate, vivid and-practicale? i) coco -



So | BA - 

A blackboard. is an indispensible article in every school room, 

+ and should always be found there, no good teaching cam beaccom- 

plished without it, 7" Co boo Sy eras 

Ac ockis a very convenient and necessary article in a school | 

room, marking the hour of opening and closing the’school, and.of- | 

each recitation during the day. Bo a Me 

| The cardinal points of the compass may be painted on the ceil. 

ing or the teacher’s platform, and willbe of much service. in the 

study of geography. The measure of an inch, foot, yard, &e., 7 

marked off on the edge of the blackboard, will give-a correct and 

| visible standard of distance. Different weights, and measures of 

quantity may be used. to great advantagein -aschool. Wherever 

geography and astronomy are; taughtithere is a necessity for ater: 

 yestial and celestial globe, an orrery. and tellurion.. Outline: maps. 

are a great aid in giving instruction in geography. A numerical 

frame, geometrical forms and solids, scale and triangle, blocks to 

illustrate square and cube root, &c., will be found useful aids: to: , 

instruction. Be BO ae ep be oy 

Tt cannot be denied that if schools were, supplied with, appara- 

tue comprising a list. of articles. no, more extensive than. thoge.enu- 

merated, it would bean invaluable gid to'the teacher. in enlisting 

the attention and interest of the class, and making more correct, 

and valuable impressions upon the, youthful mind: o jbo tide A 

“There is but very little apparatus found in. any, of. tha: schools; 

and. there is need that the attention of school districts, .shquld ke: 

directed to the subject. ‘The sum which a school, district ,is allow: — 

gd to raise annually for apparatus, will purchase all the articles. 

enumerated, and others can be added as circutistaiices suggest, or 

the wants of the ‘district require.” ‘The: apparatus ofa’ school’ 

should of course be selected with reference to the stullfés pursdéd’S 

‘as the wants of a primary department would Be’ entirely “differ. 

ent in this respect, from ‘a school of ‘a higher grade.” ae 

| Union schools have, been. the subject.of: discussion im each of: 

the reports made to: the legislature: from: thie dépattment,, atid: I.



have little to’ add here upon that subject, except to express my 
| full concurrence in the views therein expressed. te 

| Jé is in union! schools alone that. the most perfect economy and 
the most profitable expenditure of the public money can be at- | 
tained ; that the best school houses can be provided, including all . " necessary conveniences and appendages ; that suitable maps and 
apparatus ‘can be provided ; that the pupils can be properly clas- | 
sified; the best order and discipline can be maintained ; the time _ 
of the teacher and taught most profitably employed; the services 
of professional teachers obtained ; the most. approved system of 

a teaching introduced ; the highest proficiency of the pupils se- 
cured; and the deepest and most continued interest of the public 

. manifested in the prosperity of the schools. | oe 
‘These, without enumerating further, seem sufficient reasons for | | 

the establishment of union schools wherever practicable. All | 
these advantages are gained by a concentration and union of 

-means and influence. It is not proposed to abandon the dis. 
oe trict system to establish union schools, as the latter are nothing - | 

more nor less than a large graded school, having two or three de 
partments, as circumstances may require, ina large school district, | 
with large means, and a large number of scholars. In many dis- 

_ tricts such schools cannot now be established; but in populous 
sections, villages and cities, there is no obstacle to prevent their — . 

oo establishment but public sentiment.. Wherever they have been 
established, they have given the most unqualified satisfaction, and | 

_ there is no desire to return to the old plan of small schools, andof - ~ 
teaching all ages and grades of proficiency, by one teacher in a | 
single room. OO | ee 

_ There is no necessity for obtaining a special act of the legisla. | 
_ ture to organize these schools, although in large ‘villages or cities, / 

it may be better to increase the number of the school board, and 
_ confer upon them. some additional powers not now possessed by | 

district officers. A better supervision of the schools willbe thus | provided for. eet ee ee Sy, Maley 7 | 
- But.in any populous section of the State, let: two or more-school |



districts be united and formed into one district, and the means 

, and interest thus united, will be sufficient to maintain a good 

union school. The main objection to such a plan usually is, that 

the expense of such a school will be much greater than to main- 

tain an ordinary district school. This is true ; but. the expense is 

really less than what it costs to maintain the separate schools 

before the consolidation of districts was effected, and ‘there is a 

| gain of a far better school. There is another great advantage 

derived from the establishment and maintenance of union schools 

not before alluded to, which apparently overshadows all other 

: considerations. lt is ir none but union or graded schools that the 

services of professional’? achers can be obtained, because the com-" : 

pensation offered in small districts is no jnducement for them to 

offer their services there, when they can realize far more in almost 

any other employment. The influence then of these graded. 

schools, is not limited to its own districts, but radiates far and 

wide in every direction, and is a model for other schools and other 

teachers. BF ; a a - oo | ce | 

‘The great majority of the teachers in the state must be educated 

| and prepared to discharge their duties, in the schools of the state; 

and [regard th ese union schools wherever successfully in operation, | 

as so many normal schools, from which annually go forth well dis- | 

ciplined young men and women who become teachers, and who 

adopt in their schools the same approved method of discipline 

and instruction that they have. learned while in attendance upon 

these union schools. © OB Be 

: Viewing the subject in this light, I would respectfully. suggest 

to the legislature a consideration of the propriety of aiding in their — 

establishment, by loaning a portion of the principal of the school — 

fund, to aid in the erection of suitable buildings for such schools. 
| A proposition has been advocated. before several preceding leg- 

islatures, to loan to all.school districts that: may apply therefor, 

-, such sums from the school fund as will- be. necessary. to erecta — 

- guitable school house for each such district so applying, but. for 

many.and obvious reasons. this proposition. has met. with compara-



_ tively little favor: But such conditions might be embodied in a law, 
_ as would sectire the repayment of thé sum loaned, without trouble, 

to aid in erecting union’ school edifices, by providing that'within 
the limits of: the district, ‘so loaning money from the school fand, 

| there'must be a given amount: of taxable property foreach. hun- 
dred: dollars received, that the boundaries of. the district shall.not 

_ be changed while any- portion. of the principal remains unpaid, | 
and the annual. payment of the interest. on. the sum leaned.made 
certain, by .withholding from such district, an: amount: of money 
from the sum annually apportioned to it, equal tothe amount. of 
interest due, if it remain unpaid. ed et aS Pe pas 

| This proposition may.be regarded as local. inits application, but 
if there is any trath in the assertion that teachers are being educa- 

_. ted in these union schools, possessing far better qualifications than 
| the majority of teachers, it becomes a question of. interest to all 

_ parts of the state whether a portion ofthe school fund principal 
_ may not properly. be used in extending these schools. . . 

0, 4.) TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATIONS | AND INSTITUTES. 9° | | 

The Teachers’ Association of Fond du Lac county met at Wau- 
pun on the sécond day of November last, and continued in session 
during six days. Thére were over fifty teachers in attendance, | 

: from the counties of Fond du Lac, Dodge and Winnebago, = 
The association was organized as an institute, and the exercises : 

during the day consisted in drills and recitations in the different | 
branches of common school “education, and in discussions upon 
the best method of teaching. The evenings were devoted to lec- | 
tures and discussions upon topics of educational interest; «= 
 Alarge number of the citizens of Waupun were'in attendance _ 

_ each evening, and quite a number during the morning and’ after- 
- noon sessions, manifesting much interest ‘in the exerciees. Some 

_ of them gave lectures and joined in the discussions of the even- | 

_ ‘The cause of popular education is much indébtéd to several ins 
dividuals who nobly came forward and gave their aid to the pro-
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motion of the objects of the institute which is under the:direction = 

of able and efficient managers. The occasion was one. of the 

highest interest and will be fruitful of good results, at least:to the - 

teachers attending and the schools under their management. | 

- J cannot forbear to express my appreciation of the interest and 

enterprise of the members in sustaining semi-annual meetings of 

2 the association ; it is alike creditable to themselves and to the lo- 

calities they represent; and has a visible effect in elevating the 

character of the common schools in that county, and in awakening. 

the people to life on the subject of education. Were there live 

associations of this kind in every county, the influence thus exer- 

cised in behalf of popular education, would be paramount to all - 

other means yet devised in the State. It.would improve the meth- 

ods of teaching, have the effect to discard the mechanical school 

exercises, worthy only of by-gone days; and make the school-room 

what it should be, a fountain of learning, where pupils are taught 

to think and reason, to understend principles ‘as well as rules; 

where the mind is developed, the mental capacity enlarged, in- 

7 stead of being blunted and contracted by exercises which serve | 

only to mystify the studies they are vainly endeavoring to master ; 

where the exercises are intellectual and calculated to inspire love 

instead of disgust for study. Teaching is a profession. with some, 

and it is a noble and honorable onc. To be a good teacher re- 

quires all the learning, skill and ability that is necessary to insure 

success in any other profession, indeed more. But it is useless to 

talk of go extending the numbers. of this profession, that all of 

our common schools or even a majority of them will be favored 

with the services of professional teachers, during the present gen- : 

~ eration, at least. | le, _ - i a 

It is a pleasant theme to discourse upon, and “6 a consummation 

most devoutly to be wished,” but we have no better assurance that 

we shall.succeed in accomplishing in this State what has not yet 

been done in other and older States, after years of trial—_— 

- There are insurmountable obstacles to prevent it. Teachers, like : 

other persons, are not above pecuniary considerations, and.as long



as other professions ard ‘other occupations offer far:greater peeun- 
_ iary returns for talent and ability, for‘ services readered, it catmot 

be expected ‘that the profession of teaching will be over-stocked. 
But aemall number ‘of persons: follow teaching ‘heyond two ér | 
three yeara, and for this time: only. as a means of aiding them: in 

_ Sone other undertaking already in view. ‘They go to teaching = 
_ Rot as a business or profession, which they intend to follow thtough = 

life, but.as a temporary oéeupation induced by temporary. ciroum- . 

 , sthen, no arrangements. that can be made will, for years ¢o 
come; saccomplish the result of placing well educated and compe- 

, tent professional teachers in all the schools; it: follows, that:tedi- 
porary teachers, those who teach just long enough to have an idea - . 
of the duties and responsibilities of their employment, are tobe 
the instructors of the great mass of the youth of the State. .— : 

| This ig: solemn fact, ‘and cannot be -controverted. The ques-- 
tion then arises, what, if aiything, shall-bé done in: preparing 

_ these temporary teachers for: a respectable discharge of their da-— . 
ties? » Has not the State a deep interest in the matter? and ean it 7 

' tot by provikion'of law, and’a small appropriation of itsfundsaid © 
_ .. in elevating-the standard of teaching@> 

In every State. atid in every county where,these institutes have 
| been.held, the people bear ample testimoriy of the great good flow- 

dng from them.. I:therefore respectfully repeat to the legislature oo 
a the.recommendation, heretofore made, that an. approptiation be | 

"made and placed at. the. disposal: of the State Supérintendent,. to | 
defray necessary. expenses to.be incurred in organizing and hold- | | 

— ing such institutes, in as many of the counties as may be. thoughit 
practicable, 

The law providing for the organization of the “University of 
_ Wisconsin,” declares that it shall consist of four departments:, 

‘1. "The department of science, literature and the arts; ss 

——-'B.Tié department of medicines



v4. The department of the}theory..and’ practice .of-elementary oe 

instruction. bo (The: Normal Depat tment) i+; Aroha aiiaay be oes | 

__.,.. It is only duritie-the past.year that-dicomplete organization: of = 

.the first aepartment-has bedn accomplished; the peduniary‘con- 

. dition of the University has:notipermitted.a more-rapidadvance = 

.towards its fall establishment, aceording to the intent andvequire- 

ments of the lawi sc ee ate ta 
_. ‘Phe Normal department: will probably next claim the attention 

of the Regents of the University, as the departments of daw: and 

- vmedicine.aré secondary,in importance to: ity.and their organization 

will necessarily be deferred until there shall. be such an increase:o a 

the fund, by the sales of land, ‘anda consequent) increase’ of.:in- 

| --¢ome, that the latter willfsupport the | institution complete in: all — 

By an act of Congress of ‘the - present session, seventy-two sec. 

tions of land, which were originally: granted to the State, on.its ~~ 

7 -admission into the Union, as saline lands, have been added tothe 

| amount previously granted by: the:. general government; for the 

support of the University. This: additional endowment will so 

increase the fund; ultimately, .that.the: plan ofthe ‘Regents, and — 

- the pride of our citizens, will be realized in: making the “ Univer- 

‘nity of: Wisconsin,” the first literary institution in the'country, 

- But its present available means will not'allow it to attempt ‘the 
organization of any other. department, and its mearis in prospect 

@ill not be available for that purpose’ within three yeuts, at least, 

-go that there is [no probability of the opening of the Normal de- 

partment within that time, by the Regents, without some aid from 

There seems no necessity for commerting upon thereat good | 
_ which a successfully condueted. Norma] school willhave uponthe = 

common schools of the State. — Wherever tried they have proven . 

their usefulness and received the approbation of all friends of 
education. New York has one which hag been in operation for 
eight years, supported by appropriations from the general fund,and 
the large number of teachers who have gone forth from it to teach



dhe youth, of the, State, .are, living examples of its good works. | 
__ . *Magsachnsetts cas three and Connecticug,one Normal school; sup- 
ported at, the. expense: of the respective States; .and.no considera- 
dion, gould. induce those States to abandon so successful a.plan for | 

| providing their schools with good teachers. oe att lege : 
| veltis respectfully «recommended to the legislature that ‘such’ap- | 
-propriations: be-annually. made from the income ofthe school fund 
a8 willbe sufficient, to secure the services of;a competent:Normal | | 
professor,-and-defray all proper.expenses incident to the full-estab- . 

-  ishment:; and. suecessful operation of: this - department, until — 
_ -@udh time as.it shall appear that the - income of the. university - _. -fand, exclusive of the support of the law:and medical. depart- 

ments, shall be sufficient for the purposes 
oo ' The Board of Regents of the University adopted an ordinance a 

_ in 1849, providing for the organization of the department of ‘the _ 
“Theory ‘and Practice of Elementary Instruction,” constituting 
the Chancellor and a Normal Professor ‘to ‘be chosen by the Ree 
‘gents, ‘the Faculty, whose duty it’ shall be’ to ‘hold ‘annual ses- | 

“sions of at least five months, for the instruction of the Teachers’ , 
Class, Composed ‘of such young men as may avail themselves of __ 

. its'advantages with a view to the business of instruction in com- | 
__mon'schools. The members of the Teachers’ Class or Normal de- 

partment to bé tnembers of the University, entitled to its privi- 
—  leges, and amenable to its discipline, having free access to the | 

_ leetttres'of the other professors, the use of the library dnd appara- 
‘tus On the same conditions as members of the regular classes. ‘The . pupils of the Normal Department’ will be entitled to the instruc: 
tion of the University without charge; and to this end it is made 
the duty of the Chancellorto admit to this department“‘any young 
tan’ of suitable age and unexceptionable character, who ‘shall - | 

a present the ‘certificate of the Treasurer that’ he has executed‘his: 
written obligations to pay the usual fee of tuition, conditioned ‘to 
be void in case he shall have been engaged in instruction two 

_ Years within the four next succeeding the period of his connection
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-- Ww At the close of the course, the members of thé Teachérs’ Class 

shall, if approved on exatnination, havea part in the éxutéises of 

the commencement, shall’be admitted to the appropriate’ degrea 

in thé art of teaching, and receive a diploma from the hands’ of = 

| the Chancellor.” | EB oe ne 

It isthe intention ef the law of the state providing for a Nor- 

mal department in the University, and of the Boatd of Regents 

| acting under that law, that it should be organized and opened for 

the reception of teachers; but when? Thatis theimportant poimt. 

We shall never hereafter need its good services so muchas now, 

in providing the schools with good teachers, and 7ow-is the time 

for that Normal department to exist otherwise than upon paper. 

Tt has thus slumbered long enough. See tee Bu - 

| The second dormitory building will becompleted in. Junenext, 

when there will be ample room in the University. buildings forthe 

use of this department. It will be: perceived that the design of 

the Norma! department is not to give. elementary instruction toits 

members, or to educate them in the branches. usually taught.in- | 

our.common schools, but to’ teach them the. the ory and practice of | 

elementary. instruction, or in other words, the best modes, of teach- 

ing, government and discipline of our common schools, and.to give Oo 

Instruction upon all subjects pertaining to the duties of a teacher. — 

The ordinance of the Regents, providing for the organization,.of 

| the Normal department,, is well conceived and suited to the: pus - 

pose. It would seem’ proper, however, that young, ladies should - 

| be admitted as well as young men, 26.8 majority of the teachers — 

in ourcommon schools.are youngladies. wade bob iiey 

— & The instructions and honors of the institution being. thus gra- - | 

tuitously tendered, we may reasonably expect that the Normal de 

| partment will be crowded. with pupils as soon, as it shall-be organ- 7 

Gzed; and, with-the aid. of teachers’ institutes, anew impulse given 
| to the.cause.of popular education in the state.” . oy opi a 

| NON-ATHENDANGH At ‘gomoon. oe 

-”- Prom the official reports made to this department, it appears, a8 

heretofore stated, that the total number of children residing in
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the state, or in. the towns reporting, is one -hundred and. fifty-five | 
thousand one, hundred and twenty-five, over four and under twen- 
ty years.of age. Of this number one hundred and one.thousand » 

| five hundred and eighty have attended school during the year, 
thereby showing that fifty-three thousand five hundred and forty- 

_ dive children, considered of requisite age, have not been the di- _ 
_ rect recipients of any benefits derivable from our. free school sys 

tem. To embrace within this estimate the number attending school 
in thirty-seven towns not reporting upon this subject, and assum- | 
ing that the ratio of attendance is the same asin the towns re- / 
ported, the number of children of schcol age, who have not at- 

— tendéd the common schools is reduced to forty-three thousand fcur 
hundred and forty three. Assuming that there are five thousand — 

_ children in attendance upon select and incorporated schools within = 
_ the state, and that five thousand more from sixteen to twenty 

_ years of age, have received a partial education and are engaged in 
some legitimate pursuits, and we still have left over thirty-three 

_ thousand children who ought to be, but are not, pupils: in our 
~ eommon schools,—over twenty-one per cent., or one fifth of the | 

total number of children in the state. a a 

- When we consider that the public schools of the State. are en- | 
 tirely free from tuition or any other charge, and that the children 
of the poorest and humblest as ‘well as the richest and most dis- 
tinguished, have a legal and constitutional right to receive instrac- 
tion at these schools, if becomes a matter of the highest import- | 

| ance to ascertain what-are the causes at work inducing this large 
non-attendance; and to apply the appropriate remedy. Were ours — 

-_ not’a free school system, the most natural and charitablééoticlt- | 
| sion would be that the number is mainly com posed of those’ whose : 
- parents are unable to provide the means necessary for their’ atten- Oo 

| dance; but as this difficulty has been obviated by the enlightened _ : 
_ policy of our State, in “taxing the property of all to ‘educate the 

children of all,” we are to seek for other causes, which. are in a 
_- measure operating to partially defeat the. very mission. ‘of, good, 

_ which. this school system was designed to fulfill, ae



"(A Jabge portion‘of these childreti “are withheld frort ‘school on | 

| account of the carelessness and: indifferen ce" of “parents in’ attend- 

ing'to the moral and: intellectual-wants -of their offspring} ‘some. | 

‘on account ‘of ‘sparse ‘population in “isolatéd’ locations, andthe — 

-eongequent want of means'to thake the’ necéssary provisions for 

-gustaining schools for their children. ~ Puneet One ce 

Of this latter class. the State has little to fear, as time will 
remedy, the evil, but of the former the number is sufficiently large 
to merit the attention of all friends of edueation, and of the good 
character of the State, in devising ways and means of bringing 
within the influence of moral and intellectual, training, this vast 
army of youth who will otherwise grow up in ignorance and vice, 

| ‘and carry woe, poverty, crime and expense to communities which 
may have made adequate provision for the education of all the 
 ¢hildren within their own limits. This evil, for such I term it,is 

not eonfined to the cities and largor towns, bt is sproad out ove 
the whole State, and calls loudly for a vi gorous public sentiment, 

| that shall judge with severity and yet with justice, the conduct of 
any parent or guardian who shall, without sufficient cause, fail to 
secure the attendance of their children and wards, uj on the . 

—. gchools provided for them. = 2 3° 

| This evil has existed and does now exist, in every other State, | 

' and to an extent as great as in this, and has been. the cause of an. 

| enactment, in one State at least, imposing penalties upon parents 

who shall neglect to educate their children ;.acting upon, the prin- 

- eiple that it is the duty of the state to punish crime and endeavor to 

reform the criminal, so has the state an equal right.and duty to 

_ perform to prevent. crime, by. requiring such moral and - intellec- 

tual . training to be given tothe youth as will place them. above — 

the temptation, or the. wrongly conceived necessity of violating — 

| | wholesome laws. — oe, ae . a coe ok. | 

| - Legislation is not thought'a suitable means at present of secu- 

ying the attendance of such children upon our public schools— 

‘public sentiment would not favor coercive measures; but as our —



school system, is intended to embrace within. its influence and, 
teachings; all the children of the state, of school, age, the system. - 

- fails in accomplishing its mission in so far as there is a. failure.to. 
| encompass within ‘ts relations any portion of the youth of the state. , | 

-Non‘attendants upon ‘our: public schools, which ‘the state hus’ 
most to fear, are the children of the’ poor; the ignorant, the negli 
gent; even these may be reached by the efficient'sérvices of school | 

_ officers, and of philanthropic and intelligent persons who manifest | an interest in the educational character of the state, and who have 
sympathies for the children of poverty, crime and negligence. 
There are the children of the reckless and the vicious, whose na-, | 
tures have become so debased, that they are willing to abandon __ their offspring to the chance education of the streets, or the de- 

_. moralizing training of their own criminal and vicious practices, . | There is need ‘yet of greater exertions to accomplish the training. . 
of such children “in the way they should go.” 

| There is efficacy and power in public sentiment, and when ~ 
properly directed will accomplish what laws. cannot, and were it 
once awakened-and. expressed in each community upon :the:sub- 
ject under consideration,.the most happy effects would: be realized. 
Parents should -be made to know and. feel that- they. can lay ne: 

_ ¢laim to: a. just.treatment of. their: children, to respectability. even: 
while they. are. neglecting to perform their first and most sacred 
duty; the education of their children. 0.000 6) Mina Te 

SS WEBSTER'S DIOTIONARY. (00 ®t 
a a Ce eT a oo Macateagh: ; 

, During the 1 ast.session of. the legislature.a bill was: introduced: - 
and passed the Assembly,.and reached its third reading in the Sen- 
ate, authorizing the. purchase by the State. ot..a, sufficient. numbey 

- of copies of. “Webster’s. Unabridged. ‘Dictionary. of the:En glish: : 
_ Language,” to. furnish a. copy. to each common. school:in.the State, 

The books to be paid for.out-of the library:money of..the different: 
- towns, by: retaining in the State treasury a sufficient sum. fromthe. |



amount of the school fund income apportioned to each :town, to 

pay for the copies so furnished. Such ® measure, it is believed, : 

' would result in great good to the schools of the State. Itfurnish- 

es the teacher with an invaluable work of reference, one which 

~ eannot well be dispensed with, and aids him in securing on the 

part of his pupils, a proper use of words, and a correct orthogra- 

phy and pronunciation. | a Oo 

Should the work thus be introduced into the schools, its effect 

- will be to make it the standard Dictionary of the English Lan- 

/ guage, so far at least, as the schools are concerned, and ultimately — 

it will be so recogniezd by all. It will aid in discarding the many 

provincialisms in use, and prevent corruptions of the language al: 

ways incident to a State comprising citizens representing different. | 

nations and tongues.. The attention of the legislature is respect- | 

fally directed to this subject. OS a 

DISTRICT LIBRARIES. — _ Ce 

~ Section seventy-four of the school law provides that “Hach town | 

Superintendent may, in his discretion, set apart a:sum, not ex- 

ceeding ten per cent. of the gross amount of the school.money . 

| apportioned to any school district, which shall be applied by such - 

district to the Tease of school district libraries, which shall be 

| the property of such district,” &e. The amount of school money 

to be apportioned by the town Superintendents to the school dis- 

tricts, is now sopample that at least ten per cent. in all cases, | 

should be set apart for the purpose of purchasing school district 

libraries.: Great importance is attached to them as a powerful 

. auxilary in the promotion of popular education; yet it appears. | 

. that there are not over eight hundred and seventy five in thewhole 

| State, comprising fourteen thousand volumes. There arehundreds. 

and thousands of children in the State that have.no opportunities — | 

_ of reading, outside of their school books, and with little prospect - 

of their condition being improved in this respect, unless through



oe a, Oo sO 
_ the'medium of district libraries. Too little importance is attached 

to'that. subject generally. The ‘effect. of a well-selected library,. 
 though.it may be small, is not limited to children of school age, . 

| but reaches the older classes of thé communities wherethey have 
been established. ha 
Of New York it has truthfully. been remarked that, “In neigh- | 

a borhoods where books were a. luxury rarely enjoyed, and where _ 
oo intelligence was ata very low ebb, the establishment of a school ” 

district library hasin a few years, created a taste for reading, and, 
ultimately, changed entirely the intellectual character of the 

--whole community.” Books should be found in. district libraries | 
suitable for young children, for the older class of scholars, and _ 

_ for mature minds; and of such a character as will please, as well _ 
as instruct, and should be founts from which youthful minds may. 

_» + draw information that will be.of service to them in all after life. : 

‘The attention of the legislature is respectfully directed to the 
| propriety of amending the section referred to so that it shall be 

the duty of the town Superintendent to set apart ten per cent. of 
the school money due each district, for the purchase of a library. 

Tn consequence of ill-health during several weeks of the time | 
_. .. which I had designed to employ in traveling through the various 

counties, I have not visited as many schools, nor held that personal — 
-. communication with teachers and friends of education, which I 

desired. To visit every county in the State annually, and remain | 
| sufficiently long to examine one-tenth of the schools, would re- 
quire all the time of one man; and to make a huttied tour through | 

. the State would amount to nothing more than a pleasing fiction. 
-’ Thave universally found it to be true, that where the people are | 

_ interested in schools, they always have good ones; it isa legiti- 
mate result that where there is indifference manifested on the _ 

-- gubject, they have but indifferent schools, and that where there 
are contentions in the districts, apathy on the subject of schools, | 
or a want of harmonious action on the part of the people, the con- ” | 
dition of the school will be like thatof the district, |



There is néed that the. people should be. more thoroughly. 

awakened upon the subject of. éducation, and when they ‘are ‘made’ a 

fully.to realize and: perform their duty to. themselves, theirchil- / 

dren, and. posterity, ‘the most: ardent hope of all philanthropists) 

. will be realized in witnessing the greatest efficiency of. our free’ 

as a ,° State Superintendent. 

Be sO Sag a de le ee haa thre EN fad oes |
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7 _ APPHNDIX CAH | 

Abstract of the Reports of the Clerks of the Boards of Supervisors of thé several counties of the State 

. | of Wisconsin, for the year ending September 1, 1854 : | | 
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| . APPENDIX "B” - | 

PLANS FOR SCHOOL HOUSES. ; | 

No.l. | | | 

The. following plan fora district school room originally appeared — 

in the second volume of the “Ohio School Journal,” edited by Dr. 

Lord,. Superintendent ofthe common schools of Columbus; Ohio. 

It will be found well adapted to the accommodation. of a school 

numbering not over fifty pupils. | oO 
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The building here presented should be 26-by 36. feet: an: the 

ground, or at least, 25 by 35'feet inside. The plan is drawn-on a 

 gedleoftenfecttothe inch, = = 

A C—Entvries: 8-feet square; one for each séx. a | 

B—Library andi apparatus room, 8 by 9' feet, which: amy be — 

esed for aracitation- room: for small: sized classes. OO
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| I—Teacher’s platform, 13.by 5 feet, eight inches high, supplied 
with a table where he can place his books of reference, &¢., and 
all apparatus while used in teaching a class. Behind this platform, 

_ on the wall, should be a blackboard 13 feet long by 4 wide. 
D D D D—Inside and outside doors. : 

_ EEE E—Recitation seats; those on the sides fixed against the. 
wall, those in front of the plattorm having backs and being move- 
ble. 

_ FF F—Free space at least two feet wide, next the wall on three: 
sides of the room. he : fo 

G— Desk for two pupils, four feet long by 18inches wide. 
H—Seat for two pupils, four feet long by 18 inches wide. | 
[The letters G and H. are not represented in the cut, but: the. 

_ white parallelograms represent the seats and thcse with dark lines 
across them, are the desks.] The seats should be so arranged that. 

_ the pupils will sit facing the teacher when in his chair on the plat- 
form. ee 7 | | 

- [—Centre aisle, two feet wide, with one aisle on each side of 
sdme width. : | 

_ The area, on either side and in front of the teacher’s platform, is 
intended for any class exercises in which the pupils stand;, and 
thespace next the wall may be used to arrange the greater part. 
of the school as one class in any general exercise requiring it. 

| Four windows ate represented on each side of the. house, and 
two on the end opposite the teacher’s stand. The door of the li- 
brary room opens from one of the entries, and the room:is lighted 

| by. @ window in the front end.of the house. The windows should: 
| be furnished: with outside or inside. blinds—the latter are: preferar — 

ble. If these are deemed too costly, curtains should: be provided... 
The teacher’s platform should be furnished with 9. table. and. 

chair, for the use of the teacher. Chairs should also be provided 
for the accommodation of persons visiting the school. 

The stove for warming the room may be placed in front of the 
teacher’s platform, between the movable seats and the front desks, 
and the pipe should be carried across the room to a chimney: or. .
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flue running up between the two windows in the back end of the 
room. a oe | 

A ventilating flue should also be constructed adjoining the 
smoke flue and communicating with it before it reaches the roof. | 

The heat from the smoke flue will rarify the air in the ventilating / 
flue, materially accelerating the escape of the foul air from the 

school room, and the smoke and vitiated air will both escape’from 

the same chimney above the roof. This ventilating flue should be 

brought down to the floor ot the school room, and be at least one 

foot square, with one openitig in itnear the floor and another near 
_ the ceiling, each so arranged that they can be kept open or closed 

as circumstances may require. The upper sash of the windows | 

should be so arranged that they can be lowered. — | 

| Fresh air may be supplied by an opening in the floor under the 
stove, supplied with a tube leading beneath the floor through the 

outside wall ofthe building. This mode of admitting air is pre- 
ferable to opening a door or window, as no pupil will be exposed 

to a current of cold air rushing into the room; for the air admit- 
ted through the tube beneath the stove comes directly in contact 

with the hot air about the stove and thus becomes warm before it 
circulates through the room. This air tube should have a regis- 
ter which may be opened or closed at pleasure. a 

The ceiling ofa school room of the above sizeshould be twelve 
feet high, so as to allow about 175 cubic feet of air to each pupil 
supposing the school to number fifty. — | 

As this plan is designed for the accommodation of a school com- 7 
posed of scholars varying in age from four to twenty years, it must 

_ not be forgotten that the seats and desks must be of different height | 
and width, and so constructed that both old and young may sit 
and. use their desks at ease. Oo
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: Seats, of at least four different dimensions, should be provided | 
inevery school room composed of scholars of all ages, as above 

! mentioned, as shown in the following scale : | a 

| Height of Seat. Height of Desk. Width of Seat. Width of Desk. | 

i 10 inches. 17 inches. 10 inches. 12 inches. | 12 « 19 « «+ 3 « 144 6 | 98% 12° « 15 « pos | a6 a ee 

Figure 12° Figure 2. . 
_ Top of Desk. Section of Seat and Desk. | 

_ Figure 1, represents one-half of the top of a desk, the upper 
portion of which, except three inches of the most distant, slopes 
one inch in a foot. The edge of the desk is in the same perpendi- 

_ cular line as the front of the seat. The upper or back portion of — 
the desk has a groove (a) running along the line of the slope, to , 
prevent pencils or other articles from rolling off; an opening (8,) 
back of the groove, to receive a slate; and an opening (c,) to re- 

| ceive an inkstand. There should be a shelf beneath the desk, for 
_ books, &c., as represented by oe a 

~ Figure 2. This also represents the proper inclination of the 
seat, its back, and the top of the desk. a 

re 7 So A
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‘The above plan represents a house designed for two.sehoolsi on 

the same floor. It is drawn on. a-scale of one-tenth of. an inchrde - 

the foot. The building is 46 by 31% teet outside. There are two 

doors in the front end opening into the entries E E, which com- 

municate with the school room. | | | 

R.—Room for small scholars, 18 by 124 feet, lighted by one large 

window in front. This room should have a black-board extend- 

ing entirely across the partition wall between it and the large school
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room, and seats for the accommodation of the scholars, and suit- | 
able means for warming the room. This plan may also be used 
for one large school, and the room R, used as a recitation room by 
the assistant teacher, in which case, it should communicate di- | 
rectly with the large school room instead of the entries. 

The:seats and desks in the large school room are designed for 
two scholars, and are sufficient in number to accommodate geventy, 
besides the front row of seats which may be used for recitations. 
These seats should be arranged so that the pupils will sit facing. 

| _ T.—Teacher’s platform, extending entirely across the room. 
.  _[—Smoke and ventilating flues. 7 - - 

B B.—Black-board, on the wall extending across the room. | 
. S.—Stove, with air tube for admitting fresh air, as mentioned in 

plan No. 1. ne 7 
The plan represents six windows on the sides of the building— | 

four in the large school room, and one in each entry. _ There may | 
be two windows for the small schcol room, instead of one, as 
shown in the plan. | _
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PLAN No’ 

a 7 PLAN OF SOHOOL ROOM FOR SIXTY BCHOLARS. oe - 
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[26 by 40 feet outside. a Scale of 8 feet to the inch.] | 

D D D D—Onter and inner. doors. ‘ The entry should be light- 

ed over the outer door. In this plan there is but one entrance 

door. The boys and girls are furnished with separate closets, 

| _ opening into the school room. | |
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W W—Windows, of which there are two in front, and three 

: on each side. | | | 

A A—Aisles. The central one is three feet wide, and each of 

the other four is two feet wide. ' 

H H—Desks, four feet in length, and varying in height from | 

one foot five inches, next the teacher’s table, to two feet two 

inches, near the entrance doors. The desks should vary in width 

from one foot to one foot six inches, and slope about an inch to 

the foot. 7 | 

I LSeats, varying in height from ten to seventeen inches. 

The front edge of the seat should be in the same perpendicular 

line as the lower edge of the desk. | 

T—Teacher’s table, two feet wide and six feet long, furnished. 

with a drawer, lock and key. It would be better, perhaps, to 

have this table stand upon a platform, elevated about eight inches 

from the floor, and extending entirely across the room. | 

- B B—Blackboard, reaching entirely across the back end of the 

room, which should be made by giving the plastering a colored, 
hard finish. | | | 

| R R—Recitation seats. 
S—Stove, the pipe of which, passing over the central aisle, 

should enter the chimney at the back end of the room. 
©—Air tube, under the floor, through which pure air may be 

introduced beneath the stove. Impure air should be allowed to 

pass off through a ventilator adjoining the chimney, or by lower- 

_. ing the upper sash of the windows, or both. 

L L—Movable seats near the stove, which may be occupied by 

the scholars while warming, or by small children, if necessary. 

They might be placed in the closets, which being warmed, could 

be occupied by assistants as recitation rooms.
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The above represents a plan for two distinct schools in one 

building, 34 by 54 feet, one story high. Each school room having 
but one front entrance. The large room will accommodate sixty, 
and the smaller forty, scholars. | .
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: D D—Doors. A A-——Entrieg:. - oo zB B—Library and apparatig Foonis, which may be used as | | recitation rooms. : a 
| | T T—Teacher’s. platforms, with blackboards behind each, on | _ the wall. In the large room is a movable blackboard (5). EKEEE—Benches. Those on each side of the teacher's plat- form are fixed to the wall; the others are movable, and may be : used as recitation seats, together with the seats in front of the. desks, 

| | - H H—Seats. — | | | OB GG—Desks, oe | oe a I I—Aisles, between the rows of seats. | : EF F—Vacant space next to the wall of the room. | | 

SUGGESTIONS IN REGARD TO SCHOOL ARCHITEC: O TURE. | oo 
| —.  L. nocatton or SCHOOL HOUSE. - | 

| The sit@ of _the school house should be dry, healthy and pleas- ant, easily accessible from all parts of the district, and apart from the dust, noise and danger of the highway. The Vicinity of places: | of idle and dissipated resort should be avoided in selecting a site - for a school house, as well ag places of public business; and if it | can be so chosen as to overlook a delightful country, and be gur-- rounded by pi cturesque scenery, it will increase the attractions that ° | ‘should always surround it. ‘Ag many of the pleasant: influenc+- es of nature as possible should be gathered in and around the spot; | where the earliest; most lasting and most controlling associations | of a child’s mind are formed,” To secure these Tequisites, and avoid their opposites, it is frequently necessary to select a loca: tion more or less removed from the territorial center of the dis- | trict. It is desirable that the site should contain at least one acre | of ground, never less than half an acre, and be inclosed with a.
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neat, substantial fence, with a yard in front of the school house, | oe 

common to the whole school for recreation and sport; and two 

yards in the rear—one for each sex, separated by a high board _ 

fence, and provided with the necessary out buildings. Shade trees | 

should be planted upon the ground surrounding the school house, | 

~ which will add much to the beauty of thesite and bea protection 

from the hot rays, of the sun in summer, and the cold winds in’ 

winter. An appropriate place for fuel should be provided, and — 

this should, at all times when it is necessary to be used, besupplied 

in sufficient quantity and of good quality, that the school room 

may be readily warmed for the comfort of the scholars, and that 

one half of the morning session may not be lost in almost fruitless 

attempts at warming the room with green or decayed wood taken 

from a snow heap. Every school house should be provided with oe 

a well, or so situated that water may be easily procured for the 

use of pupils and teacher. oe oo 

— 2. sl2h0rBUNDING. © 5 ee 

The building should be large enough to have a separate entry 

for each sex; aroom for recitation, apparatus, library and other a 

purposes ; and a school room large enough to accommodate all 

the children in the district who are entitled to attend the school of | 

the district, and allow each one so attending it at least 175-eubic 

fect of air, space extough to go to and fromhis seat without disturb- 

| ing any one else, to sit comfortably in his seat, and enable the 

teacher to approach each scholar, and pass conveniently to any part 7 

of the room. The entries should be furnished ‘with scraper, mat, | 

hooks, shelves, basin and towels, and thus furnished, will promote 

health, prevent. confusion and impropriety, and aid in securing | 

habits of order and cleanliness. The school house shéuld present 

a handsome exterior and in every respect an inviting and attrac; 

_ tive appearance ;. calculated to inspire children and the communi: 

ty generally with respect to the object for which itis devoted. — oo 

* 8) “nH sCIIOOL ROOM—SEATS AND DESK 

Ino determining the details of construction and arrangement :
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_ for a school house, due regard must of courge be had to the ‘vary-- a Ing circumstances of country and village of a large and ‘small | ~ number. of scholars, of schools of ‘different grades, &c. In g creat  ‘Inajority of the districts of the state as they are now situated, and _ will be for some time to come, there will be but one school room, With asmaller room for recitations, library, ‘apparatus, &e. | This must necessarily be arranged and fitted up for scholars of  allages. In small villages and populous country districts, at least _ two school rooms should be provided, one fitted ‘up exclusively for the younger, and the other fr the older pupils. Tn latge villdges | and cities, a better classification of the schools can be adopted, | and of course, more completeness canbe given to the ‘construe- tion and arrangements of the buildings and the rooms appropriated | _ to each grade of schools, ee ay | Inthe construction and arrangement of ‘the seats and desks ofa school room, due regard should be had to the convenience, comfort and health of those who are to occupy them ; and to secure these objects, they should be made suitable for use by those who will - occupy them, for the young and not for grown persons, and of Va- | vying heights for childre+ of different ages, from four years. to _ » twenty. Under the description of “Plan-No, 1,” for a‘ school | house will be found the dimensions for seats and desks of four _ different sizes. ee - ee |. The Hon. Henry Barnard, in his invaluable work entitled |  “Seliool Architecture,” a book that should ‘be in.the possession of | every seliool district, particularly if they: contemplate erecting a | - school house, remarks ag follows upon the subject of: seats and desks for school rooms: « They should be adapted to each other, and the purposes for which they willbe used, such as writing and ‘ciphering, so -as to: prevent. any awkward, ineonvenient or un- : _ healthy positions of the limbs, chest or spine.’ They should be * "easy of access, so that every scholar can go to and from his seat - and change his position, and the teacher can approach each scholar | ‘and give the required attention and instruction, without disturbing _ any other person than the ona conéerned. They: should be so ar-. |
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'. yanged as to facilitate habits of attention, take away all tempta- 

tion and encouragement to violate the rules of the school on the 

part of any scholar, and admit of the constant and complete super- 

- ‘Yision of the whole school by the teacher. Each scholar should 

be furnished with a seat and desk, properly adapted to each other, 

as to height and distance, and of varying heights; the seats from 

nine inches and a half to fifteen and a half, (with desks to corres- — 

, pond,) for children of different ages or size. The seat should be 

made so that the feet of every child can rest on the floor, and the 

upper and lower part of the leg form aright angle at the knee; 

and the back, whether separate from or forming part of the ad- 

joining desk behind, should recline to correspond with the natural 

curves of the spine and shoulders.”. _ ag | 

The desk, for two scholars, should be at least four feet long and 

from twelve to eighteen inches wide, with a shelf beneath for books, 

and an opening in the back side to. receive a slate. “The upper — 

| surface of the desk, except three or four inches of the most distant 

portion, should slope one inch in afoot. On thelevel portion along 

the line of the slope there should be a groove to prevent pens and 

- pencils from rolling. .off, and an opening to receive an ink-stand. 

- he top of the ‘nk-stand should be on a level with the desk. The © 

end pieces of the desk should be so made as to interfere as little 

as possible with sweeping, and a free circulation of air. ‘The desk 

| should not be removed from the seat either in distance or height, 

- go.as to require the body, the neck or the chest to be bent forward 

_ in a constrained manner; or the elbow or shoulder blades to be 

painfully elevated, whenever the scholar is writing or ciphering. 

- These last positions, to which so many children are forced, by the — 

badly constructed seats and desks of our ordinary school houses, — 

have led, not unfrequently, to distortion of the form, and particu- 

: _ Jarly to spinal affections of the most distressing character.’ Such 

| marked results are principally confined ‘to females of delicate con- — 

__gtitutions, and studions and sedentary habits: ‘While boys:and 

_ young men engage in active exercise and sport during the recess 

and at: the close of the school, and thus give. relief to the over-
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strained and unnaturally applied muscles, and restore the spring _| Of elasticity to the cushion-like sabstance which gives flexibility . to the spinal column ; girls exercise less in the open air, indulge but little in those sports which give variety of: motion to the joints — _« and muscles, and are confined to duties and studies which require - _ their being seated, out of school hours, too much and toolonkat  . * . anyone time” = os Ce > A volume of testimony, from: the most distinguished members ~ of the medical profession, might be given, showing the evil and _ dangerous effects resulting from the use of improperly construdted seats and desks; but it is deemed unnecessary to produce testi-, mony upon a subject so plain to the observation and common sense of every one. | | ae | To adopt further the language of Mr. Barnard ; « No child ‘should, under’ any. circumstances, be lon g or frequently exposed to any one or all of these. causes of discomforts, deformity, ‘or disease. Seats and desks can be as easily and cheaply made of | different heights, and for convenient and healthy postures, as they are tow without reference to such consideration, = 

- - Little children are made to suffer, and many of them perma- — 7 * nently, from being forced to sit long in one position, without any | - oecupation for the. mind or muscles,,on. seats without backs,:and. 80 high that their feet cannot touch, much legs rest, upon the floor. ‘ _, Nothing but the fear of punishment, or its frequent..application, =-—> 7 can keep a live child still under such. circumstances, and. even _ that cannot doitlong, re _. Who has not an aching remembrance. of the torture of :thig = = | “unnatural confinement, and the burning sense of injustice-for - punishment inflicted for, some unavoidable manifestation. of ‘an- _ easiness and pain? Even. though the seats.are as comfortable ag == _ can. be made, young children cannot, and should not, be kept still ~~" ‘apon them: long at.a time, and hever without something innocent — _or useful to do, and under no circumstances . longer than twernty- : five or thirty minutes im one position, nor go. long at one ‘study, : and that with frequent and free exercise in the open air. To
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« accomplish this, great and radical changes in the views and prac- 

tice of teachers, parents, and the communities, must take place. 

- Nowhere in the whole department. of practical education, is a 

gradual change more needed or should be sooner'commenced.”—— 

The ‘school room’ should be properly warmed, whenever a fire is 

. needed, and kept at an even temperature of about sixty-eight — 

ss degrees ; and.as.stoves are mostly used for this purpose, the pipe 

| should be carried as high as possible over the heads of the schol- — 

arg. to a flue within or next the wall. A'vessel, supplied with — 

: pure water should always be kept on the stove'to give moisture to 

the atmosphere of theroom. = - oe | 

| ne So 4.——VENTILATIONN pon na | 

| Every school room should be provided. with means of ventila- 

tion, for the escape of vitlated air from the room, and for the ad- 

- mission of pure air within the room. The air of the room is con- 

‘stantly undergoing a change by being respired, rapidly losing its 

vital portions, and being otherwise rendered unwholesome and | 

impure by thé insensible perspiration of the inmates, and by 

. burning fires. The importance ‘of some arrangements to effect a 

- eonstant supply of pure air, not only in sclrool rooms, but in any 

- yoom where any considerable number of persons assemble, has. 

: been overlooked, to the inevitable sacrifice of health, comfort and 

all cheerful or successful labor. “But public attention “is now 

being directed to that subject, and due importance, in many in- | 

> gtarices, attached to the’ necessity of providing proper means of 

a ventilation, as is shown in very many of the public rooms and 

puildings:in every part of the State; and it is hoped that the re- 

- form in this respéct, will not fail to reach every school room in 

the state. -Most of the union school buildings are provided with 

_...ample means of ventilation, but a great maj ority of school ‘houses: 

: _ of the State are without'any stich humane provisions, unless it be 

pening an outside ‘door, or raising the lower sash of the win- 

_ dows, a means resulting in as many ill effects asno means at all. 

‘For by opening a door or raising the lower sash of a window, a



— * ¢old current of air is precipitated into the room upon the persons 
| of those sitting near those apertures, causing colds, coughs, and 

_ +not unfrequently planting the germs of _inenrable’ diseases. 
_* ‘The pure air we breathe’is composed in every ore hundred parts, 

| of 21 of oxygen, 78 of nitrogen, and 1 of carbonic ‘acid ; but when — 
_ this has been oncé respired or received into the Jungs and again 

: *- thrown off, it is found-to have lost’8 per cent of its oxygen, and) 
gained 8 per cent. of carbonic acid. “If this is breathed again, it 

_ loses ‘another quantity of oxygen, and gains as much more car 
| botic acid. As oxygen is the vital principle or part of air, it fol- 

lows that each successive respiration reduces ‘the quantity of this __ Vital'principle, without which no animal can live. “Now ithas 
_ * deen ascertained by experiment, that a healthy, adult person re-_ ~~ eeives into his lungs, at’ each inhalation, every three seconds, 

about thirty-six'enbie inches of air, which would be twenty-five 
- cubic feet every hour, or seventy-five cubie feet every three hours. 
And farther, that “an aniinal canilot live in air which is unable to 

~ support combustion ; and that air once respired will not sup- -. port “combustion ; which establishes the important truth, that . 
“air once respired, will uot further support animal lifo.” Hence | 
Gt -will ‘be seen, that forty-five scholars, during a three hours 8es- 
gion of school; would exhaust the vitality of three thousand three | 

. ~ hundred and seventy-five cubic feet of air; and _were they kept _ Ina room of the size of twenty by twenty-four feet, and seven’ feet in height, in which no pure air would be admitted, and could they | 
breathe the pure air until it is all once “respired, they would all 
cease! to exist before the expiration of three hours. For theroom = of the dimensions named, would contain’ 3360 cubic feet of air, 

| which is fifteen cubic feet less than is necessary to suppott healthy 
respiration. There are ‘many school Yooms containing no more 

~~ cubic feet-of air than is mentioned ii the above supposed case, ~ and in which are crowded ‘forty-five scholars, but the rooms are ; | farfrom being air tight, so that such a condition of things as 
above supposed, cannot well exist; but there are approximations | 
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- to it, and this is given to show the necessity of large rooms, high 
ceilings, and proper means of ventilation. i, 

The Hon. Ira Mayhew, superintendent of public instruction 

of the state of Michigan, in his very excellent work on “ Popular 
Education,” from which the above statements are derived, relates | 

the following incident, as having occurred while in the discharge 

of hig duty as such officer: “In the winter of 1841-2I visited a — 
school in which the magnitude of the evil under consideration 
(want of proper means of ventilation,) was clearly developed. — 

_ Five of the citizens of the district attended me in my visit to the 

school. We arrived at the school house about the. middle, of, the _ | 
afternoon. It was a close, new house, eighteen by, twenty-four _ 

feet on the ground, two feet less in one of its dimensions than the _ 

_ house concerning which the preceding calculation is made.. There 
were present forty-three scholars, the teacher, five patrons, and 

- myself, making fifty in all. Immediately after entering the school | 
house, one of the trustees remarked to me: ‘I believe our school 
house is too tight to be healthy.’ I made no reply, but secretly | 

| resolved that I would sacrifice my comfort for the remainder of _ . 

_ the afternoon, and hazard my health, and my life even, to'test the 

accuracy of the opinions I had entertained, on this important sub- 
‘ject. I marked the uneasiness and dullness of all present, and 
especially of the patrons, who had been accustomed to. breathe a 

pure atmosphere.. School continued an hour and,a half,at.the 
close of which I was invited to make some remarks. I.arose to — 

| do so, but was unable to proceed: until I had opened the outer 

door, and snuffed a few times the purer air without. WhenI had | 
partially recovered my wonted vigor, I observed with delight the — 
renovating influence of the current of air that entered the door, — 
mingling with and gradually displacing the, fluid poison that filled | 

the room, and was about to do the work of death. It seemed.as — Oo 

though I was standing at the mouth of a, huge sepulchre, in which | 
the dead were being restored to life, After a short pause I pro- 

ceeded with afew remarks; chiefly, however, on the subject of
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respiration and ventilation. The trustees, who had just tested 
| ‘their accuracy and bearing upon their comfort and health, re-— 

solved immediately to provide for ventilation. * * * | 
_ Before leaving the house on that occasion, I was informed an 

“evening meeting had been attended there the preceding week, 
_ which they were obliged to dismiss before the ordinary'exercises . 

‘were concluded, because, as they said, ‘We all got sick, and the 
7 candles went almost out. Little did they,realize, probably, that 

the.light of life became j ust as nearly extinct as did the candles. 
_ Had they remained there a little longer, both would have gone - 

_ out together, and there would have been enacted the memorable 
tragedy of the Black Hole of Caleutta, into which were thrust a 

- garrison of one hundred and forty-six persons, one hundred and 
_ twenty-three of whom perished miserably in a few hours, being 

_ suffecated by the confined air.” ns 
__ So tragical a scene as the one above supposed will not probably 

occur, but it forcibly illustrates the necessity of providing a ¢on- | 
stant supply of pure air, and of affording means for the escape 

_ from the room of foul air, generated by respiration and other 
causes. For, if in a school numbering forty-five scholars, 5624 

7 cubic feet of air loses its vital power every half hour, and this - 
vitiated air, mixing with the atmosphere of the room, proportion- __ 
ately deteriorates the whole mass, some means must be provided 

: to supply the necessary quantity of oxygen, or the most evil re- 
sults will inevitably ensue. During warm weather resort may be 
had to opening doors and windows asa means of ventilation, with 
less of evil effects than at times when a fire is needed to sustain | 
the warmth of the room; but in the winter season other means 
are necessary. - i | 

_ Pure air should be introduced into the room by means of a 
tube leading from the outside of the wall of the building beneath - 

| the floor, and opening into the school room under the stove, as 
_ - mentioned in Plan No. 1. By this arrangement the pure air will 

| _ be moderately warmed before it circulates through the room oo 
The size of this admission tube, or flue, must depend upon the



size of the room and the number of occupants; but if supplied | 
with a register at the opening under the stove, the amount of air — 

| necessary to be admitted may be easily regulated, provided the 
tube is large enough, which should not be less than twelve inches _ 

square, ee , 
A flue.should be constructed, through which the noxious air 

‘may escape, adjoining the smoke flue, which should be at the op- 

posite side of the room from the:place where the stove is situated, | 

and cold air admitted. This flue should not be less than eighteen 

7 inches in diameter, with a smooth inside surface, and an aperture 
nearly the size of the flue, near the ceiling of the room, furnished 

with a register that it may be opened or closed at pleasure... By __ 

carrying up this ventilating flue close beside or within the smoke 
flue, the warmth of the latter during the ,season when fires are 

used, and will rarify the air in-the former sufficiently to sustaina 

constant draught of air from the room, The ventilating flue may 

be made to connect with the chimney in the attic. BS



a APPENDIX “0.” a Oo 
_ APPORTIONMENT (For the year 1854,) of $99,749 Bg among the several Towns and Cities of the State, according to the number of children residing therein between four and. + | twenty gears fag. , . a 

ADAMS COUNTY. a | 
Towns, | No. of Children. . pee Apportionment. : Jackson, | | . — 208 $149 76 - Quincey; | 64 46 Oh | Lemonwier, - oe 125 _ 90 00 | Grand Marsh, | 68 No apportionment, a 

— Potal | BOF 885 94 
pos BAD AX COUNTY, = Ob 

Bad Ax, oe 442 | $818 a4. — Bergen, , | 47 338.8400 Kickapoo, / | BR — 17 28°. Jefferson, : 116 oe 883 58 
| Total - 629 : 452 88 

BROWN COUNTY. ae 
Deper, tenes Green Bay, | 968 (696 96: Lawrence, _ - — 13200 95 0402 Wrightstown, | —— 56 | - 40-89 2 | . Howard, | SO . 221 oe 169 12.) 

Total | : . 1546 | 1111 32 7 | 
ne CALUMET COUNTY, ! SO 

| Manchester, | QQ | $1438. 0 Stockbridge, 8 TB 198 72 Charlestown,. - , oe 61 : a 43 92 —



a CALUMET COUNTY.—Continued. | | 

Towns. | No. of Children. Apportionment, 

New Holstein, a : 170 122 40 

Lima, 40 | 28 80 

. Portland, 147 105 84 

— . Woodville - —— No apportionment. 

Total 893 | | 642 96 

| _ ORAWFORD COUNTY. - | 

Prairie du Chien | 674 7 $485 28 

, Total a 674 485.28 

COLUMBIA COUNTY. | | | 

West Point, 145 $104 40 

Lodi, 282 167 04 

Leeds, | 214 154 08" 

Hampden, —_ 195 . 7 140 40 | 

Otsego, a 158° | 118 76 

Fountain’ Prairie, | 260 187 20 

Springvale, : . 199 143 28 

Newport, | 97 — 69 84 

Port Hope, | 205 147 60 

Scott, 160 | 115 20 © 

Columbus, - 426— 806 72 | 

Caledonia, | 179 128 88 

Dekora, = | | 269 | 193 68 

Lo wville, : 172 - —  —- 128 84 - 

Portage City, | 348 | 250 56 

Wyocena, — QT4 | +197 28 | 

Courtland, 264. | 190 08 | 

Lewiston, . a 148 * 106 56. 

Marcellon, © a 229 | , 164 88 

Randolph, | 258 185 76 

| Total + - ~~ 4,482 —- 8191 04
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, - DANE COUNTY, | 

Towns. - No. of Children. Apportionment, | Albion, - BBA | $254 88 i, Bristol, 79 200 88 Blue,Mounds, | 207 | 218 84> oe Blooming Grove, — 164 118 08 Berry, | - 106 16 82 Burke, a | 288 171 86 Black Earth, | 192 — ° 188 24 Christiana, «B05 863 60 — Cottage Grove, | 881 874 89 Dane, © | : | 186 183 92 Dunn, 179 128 88 Dunkirk, 433 - 811 76 | Deerfield, a 248 178 56 Fitchburg, Oo 257 ‘185 04 Montrose, Oo | Q11_ BL 92 Middleton, == 159 SO 114 48° , Madison, | 1127 | 811 44° - Medin, 807 22104 Oregon, | 332 239 04 Primrose, or 296 : 218 12 
Pleasant Springs | 7 432 «B11 04 Rutland, | ; 881 | 274 32 
Springfield, | | OOK , 162 00 | Springdale, oO 197 141 84 
Sun Prairie, | 268 | 192 96 Veron — 241-0 8 5 
Vienna, Fog | 104 a 74 88. 
Windsor, | = 211 | . 151 92 
Westport, | id W400 | 82 08 | York, Oe B59 18144 Roxbury, — | 939 167 04 a 
Crossplains, Oe 21S 153 86 

‘Total, | 9121 $6,567 12
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‘PODGE COUNTY. . | 

‘Towns. _ oe | No. of Children. Apportionment. - | | 

Ashippun, | | 441 317 BQ 

Beaver Dam, — | . 645 64 40 

Burnett, | 4 a 330 a 937 60 |. - 

Emmett, | AT | 307-44 | 

Calamus, | — 180 129 60. 7 | 

Chester, | 356 | O56 82. 

Clyman, | 363 | 261 36 

Elba,” 834 240 43 

Vox Lake, B87 | 240 64 

Hustisford, - AB 24912 

Herman, | : . 410 | 995 200 

Hubbard, 370 266 40. - 

Lebanon, | . 527 379 44 a 

Lowell, a 344 kt 6B 

Leroy. 195 | 140 40 | 

Lomira, — | | o 962 | 188 64 - 3 

Oak Grove, BOE — 362 88. 

Portland, — | 226 OR 2 

Rubicon, . . 897 285 84. | | 

Shields, 882 93890400 

Trenton, | | 390 980 80 

‘Theresa, 7 341 : 945 52. 

Westford, | “60 438.20. | 

Williamstown, 868 | 261 36 - 

City of Watertown, (5th & 6th wards,) 148 | 106 56 - ., 

7 Total, © «8628 —-- $6212 168° 

es FOND DU°LAC COUNTY. | ad 

Ashford, - | | B58 QTE 

Auburn, - - a a a 125 a : oo 90: 00 a : 

Alto, A | 172 80 

Waupun, . - B48 246 24 

Oakfield, B16 | 970 72 |



. FOND. DU LAC COUNTY. —Contined. | 

Towns, | N6. of Children. Apportionment.. Byrom gg (246 24 Forest, |“ BO 318 228 96. | Cresco, gee 182 48, Rosendale, 241 178 52. | Caumey 602 433 44. - Fond du Lae, (city,) re: 844 — I 607 68 Eden, ee ee i 138 96 oe Osceola | A | 84 24 | Metomen, og 327 a 235 44°. | ; Springvale, — mk 280 201-60" 
- Lamartine, ree 284 - 204 4850 

Fond du ‘Lac, (town,) sae 2600 187-20: 
/ Empire | | 828 19g Oo 138.2945 - Ek Dorado, _ fn 281 oo 208-88, 

_ Friendship, he 164 118 08 . Taychedah, — 7 ok BIZ 224.64, © | 
| metal, 6882 $4,595 04 i 

GRANT COUNTY, 
- HazelGreen, BBB B40 16: 

Sthelzey,~ eho gor oo BRB gg 
Jamestéwn, SE ggg 228 48 Paris, an OL | 115, 92. | Pots, | B28 oa, 596 16 Harrison,” BRR 231 84 Liberty, Qe , 86 88 Ellenboro’, pay 190 186.80, 00 2 Beetown, a | at , 897 | : 285 84. ae , Patch Grove, gy BBL 418 82., | * Platteville, oi TBR | | Lima,.,,» : cet 2600 187 20+, oo 

“Wingyill vee 9g ag, : 
I | oe | |



:  G@RANT.COUNTY.-Cobtiied = 

Towns. 7 No. of Children, > Apportionment. 

Muscoda, —™” 8B | 185 36. 

| Fennimore, | : 7 897 - : 285 84 | 

Lancaster. | | «22 7 | 875 84 a 

Waterloo, AWTS a ($2800 

_— Casaville, BR ‘goa 4a 

Total, . | 6789 | os . £84,888 08" 

| GREEN COUNTY. Ganifa 

Adams, | So 68 gi21 6s 

- Albany, - EE 992 oe BRO 24 

Brooklyn, OES, 262 48804. a 

Cadiz, hs 218 oe 166 96". 

Clarmo, a 832, | 989 04.0 

‘Decatur, a 306 - $2032 

Exeter, — a) ge h240° 

SJ efferaon. | SS 368 | 264-96 

Jordan, ye 88 185 76 

Monroe, OT 555 99 BO 

7 Sylvester, : BBR 7 244 08 

New Glarus, BA | 110. 88 

Spring Grove, 7 cere B28 oe BBB EES: 

Mount Pleasant, BEE | ae 233 28... 

— Washington, 8 | 198 88° 

York, 000 :) 58 82 

| — Potal, 4461 - 8,e11 99 

oe JOWA COUNTY, 

Aven, “yes ABB BET 
Clyde, 7 NB ee ‘83 52 

| Highland, 404 — 90"BR 

Ridgeway, | — - — 8500 25200 

-Mineral’Point, — 048 10°86 

Wyoming ST — t0te



—— IOWA COUNTY:Ccontiniea, re 
: Towns, no - oe, No. of Children. Apportionment. — 

Pulaski, sr 182 mo, 195. 04 / 

. Linden, ae cos 416 | — 299-62 
— Dodgeville, oo gfe 699 B84, 

Motel, oo _ A255 —, $3,083 60° 
are _ JEFFERSON COUNTY, 6 ; 

 Aatalan, a $199 4h — Cold Spring, = ae 1638 44 | Concord, B98 28224. 0. 
| F armington, y | ae 280 | 20.1, 40: ; | Hebron, : «199844: I xonia, ee B89 | — 46008, 

; Jefferson, : et BLT — | Ab 24 Koshkonong, _ et 885 428.40. Lake Mills, | 889 280.08, | Milford,” oo 334 - 240 48- mh Oakland, 424 805, 28.- : Palmyra, | ee un 836 96 _ - 

. Waterloo, oO | Fad 390 - ost 280. ..80. ’ | 
_ Watertown, 658 ete MOTO 

Boh Teo | 5. KENOSHA COUNTY, os 7 oo 
Kenosha City, / ly cay ARTZ $872 64 | | Bristol, CT 459 880 48 | Salem; es gg | 808,56: | Paris, ee 440 | 816 80 Pleasant Prairig = Os ABB 867 40 

_ Wheatland, AB B57 120 Brighton 
Somer, a 235 | 169° 20-' oe 

. Tot, 4194 $8,019 68 .. ;



| | 84s So 

| | LA: CROSSE, COUNTY. +: | 

Towns.: 9 wewthi> “No lef Children. Apportionment. © - 

-Montoville, ae 15 $1080" 

Pir, 
104 A 88 

La ‘Crosse, 
168 120 96 

| Leon, | sO 56 | 84982" 

Neshonac,. - eT oe 55 44. 
rae 

ae kos 

| Total, ee 2 ABO hs $302 40 | 

oe LA FAYETTE COUNTY. secs 

| Atgyle, cs 182 $131.04 5 

> - Belmont, — EL "8 : BR BE | 

, Bentdn, ve 626 ABO TSE 

~ Center,‘ 3 312 824. 64 | , 

-_-Elk Grove, | as 255 / 183:60 

“Fayette, - ee BBB 93976" 

Gratiot, ~ ve AO ATS 2B 

Kendall 
198 188° 96" 

Monticello,. | a hoe 92 OO 66:24. 

| New, Diggings, ede 625 | 450.00". 

— Shullsburg, Use 606 - ABG:B25 

Wiltow Springs os 61 yee 

| White Oak Springs, | 945 : pO or! | 

| Wiota;”’” . a a 45400 ey 82688 : 

Wayne ce ee Tage SESE 

Total, yonue; 46QOKNA $3,378 96 

ee MARATHON COUNTY. — 2 Seana 

Matathon, + eas 32 oe gage 

op tne - MANITOWOC COUNTY. cantert dome 

Centreville eB “gee 56 
Kossuth, a 159 84 , 
 Manitowoe,. ee 807 | 291 04



| | MANITOWOC COUNTYE!Géntinned. OC 

(Bown, 9? NG. of Children, Apportionment, “Manitowoc Rapids, 175 eee T8800 
Maple Grove, Tos ae a " Méemae, . | us 18 | Fg Og - 

Newton, ag : ate 

"Two Rivers, ga ~ "948" 40 | 

ee st TE Total, SE 1,713 jehyb $1,233 36 | ° 

a | “MARQUETTE ‘COUNTY, oO 

© Montel, gg (Dayton 190. UR 80 "Green Lake, - ee 264. 19008. ; 
oe Buffalo, - | ~ - 194 a : "$99 68 — - Crystal Lake, _ OT TGA 

Hardin, S 221 | "159 12S 
i Mackford, | 239 ae 172 08 | Marquette, | . 158 113.76 — / 
St. Marie, | Oe ES Qop 159 19 

- Princeton, a 294 oe 8ih15768 
~ Berlin, ee 526 878 72 

—  Shidd, 94 0 67 68 | 
Westfield, no apportionment. bey Pe ee : | 

_ Harriss, : | a. 75 54 00 
© Oxford, 102 1344 

_ Moundvill, = ggg BO AB _ _Paekwaukee, o . 139 “10008 | | 
| _ Newton, no apportionment. _ ~ a oes 

pes Total, Phan B6IZ Ty $2,598 44



— 0 MILWAUKEE COUNEY. 
| 7 Towns, hyde __ No. of Children. Apportionment, = | 

Milwaukee, (town) ere 488. 8B 

‘Wauwatosa, 184 | 564.48 

Lake, _ e608 i (<tsti‘é‘ééCSC«K TOC 

Frankia, * 410 40 
Oak, Creek, 608 | 487 76 

Granville, | BIE - 630.00 

| City of Milwaukee, ae 7,808 _ . 6621 76 . 

 Potal, pera :s«iG,TRB BB 

ee “OUTAGAMIE: COUNTY. — — 

_ Grand Chute, oe cue” BIB 226 80 . 

~ Kaukauna, a - os 294 7 2M 68 

Fr@dm i, 98 66 98 
Center, oe 88 | 25200 
"Ellington, | - ee Ce BB GR 

Greenville, ‘ ae oe BB os - 45 36 

oo OCONTO COUNTY. jected! 

Oconto, | oe 320 | 7 280: 40 on 

—_ Mota, =F 8200 980. 40 

oe OZAUKEE COUNTY. peak as 

Mequon, 002 “Ta 4k 

"Grafton, oe 400 307 44 

_ Fredonia, | we 396 (285,12 
- Belgium, eg 818 40 

Saukville, | 7 314. 00~C—i 82 8 

Port, Washington, ae 585 21 20 

ee Tota, 4,067 ee 2,928 24



Bown es) No. of Ohildren, Apportionment, 
. < Stéphens’ Point, ey 145 Sa Gaeigg 
Grand Rapids, en _ Noapportionment...- =. | 

- iiAmbherst, | re | cl He | ‘Alowond, eS 1B BB 
Plover, | ae Be BB 89-60 

— HaglePoint, No apportionment. © | Buena Vista, a  & oe | 

- Tot, 88a ge 

OLR COUNTY, | a 

SY | a mee / — | a 

| BHHRCE “COUNTY, — Boe - 

| “Racing, (city,) 2 7) 20S oe 2,386 - — SAYTAT S92 
“Racing, (town) == 380 wea 860 
| Raymond, re ee 428 ret 1808-16 : 

«Norway, ele BD | 5» 287-84 | 
Waterford, Sah BOB . 408: 96 

— oBusliggton, BTL . Add 12 | 
— o@aledonia, fey 58h BB 

_- ;Moynt Pleasant, Re 412 — eh 296. 64 | 
— -Xorkyillle, - ER AB ; B21 12 

Dover, NER 898 286: 56 | 
 Rochestor, - Cee 99 215 28 

ae © 7 9



| - + 88 en oe . oe 

- RICHLAND COUNTY. 

‘Towns. bts +. Ne. of Children. Apportionment. 

_ Rockbridge, BRT 7B tet 5616 

Buena Vista, ee) 268 - wo | 189.86 

: Richwoods, ee 98 os A056 

Richland, : Be TQ BL BA 

Eagle, Be 31 - BREST 

Richmond, ey | W720 ou (128, 84 

oo Total, . - | "14 | 51408 

| ROCK COUNTY. So Oo 

Avon, | 7 293 =i sisiéi dG 
Beloit, 87 818 64 

Bradford, IB 925 86 | 

Center, OO a) 7 ———- 926 08 

Clinton, cee 898 886 FE 
Lima, - a 840 oe | 244 80 

* Magnolia, ue 334i (:”:té<‘élé RO 4 | 

Milton, a MAD 818 24 
Newark, | | : | 340 «$44 80 | 

Plymouth, ees 260 187 20 

. Fulton, 450 | 824 00... 

Harmony, | a 820) 8040 

: Janesville’ (city, ) ee OAT or BERR 

“Janesville (town, ) ee 288 a 4167 16 

Johnstqwn, bo 378 _ | "91216 Oo 

‘La Prairie, So 158 Se 1138-76 

-Porter, Oth 405 80600 - 

Rock ke 280 | 46560 

- Springvalley, Ek 842) OMA 

Turtle, ae 418 360° 96 

Union, as ABT ore 64h 

Bota 8779. 6,820 8B 
: five. - a a |



. ST. CROIX: COUNTY: | 

fein NG. of Children, Apportionment. 
Ban, er 888 4 
“Rush River, no apportionment. "* Oo OT 

Total, dg $174.96 

gk county, 

Baraboo, eee 434 - | $312 48 ; 
-‘ Dellona, ae 180 "129-60 : 
“Freedom, agg 135 36 
“Flora, “420 | 86 40 

| “Greenfield, a 113 — 8136 
| “Honey Creek, oe (270— | ~ 194 40 

‘Kingston, 0 392 | 282-24 
“Maiston, EE OT TTA 
‘New Buffalo, teh 204 14688 ti 
Prairie du Sac, a 390 ) 280 80 | 
“‘Reédsburg, | ee 214 154708 | 
Spring Green, Be 171 128 12 | 
Winfield, Re ae BR 

Bota, ga $2048 40 

“ra SHEBOYGAN COUNTY. =? | 

“Abboth $164.16 
Greet Bush, TB a 19800. 

| Holland, | : fo BBB — -QTT 92 

Herman BR oy, 208 OF 
dim, re 8g gg 

Lynden, gs 887 ! .. 218 64 : 
(Mitchel, 125 28 

~ Plymouth, 400 288 00 
Rhine, a 18 BL 76



| - - 90. a - | Oo 

SHEBOYGAN: COUNTY.—Continued. BO 

Towns. No.of Children. © = Apportionment. 
Sheboygan Falls is 570 410.40 - 

| Sheboygan (town, ) 48800 | . 326.16 | 

Sheboygan (city,) . 896 | «645: -12 | 
Scott, OO 233 167 76 

Wilson, 167 a 120 24 

Total, § =  —_. 5,008 $3,605 76 

WALWORTH COUNTY. 

Whitewater, ' 497 8857.84 
Richmond, Oo , 274 (87,28 

OO Darien, Sk | 409 — : 294. 48 

Sharon, | ee 58L . 382.82 
Walworth, 7 428 + 808.16 
- Delevan, — - 480 845: 40 

Sugar Creek, 329 | | 286.88 

La Grange, 7 - 874 os 269 28 7 
Troy, Ss 361 oo BGO G2 

La.Fayette, Ss 380 O18 BO 
Geneva, . | ae 641 : 461, 52 | 

‘Linn, 988 908-76 
‘Bloomfield, _ 231 / 166 82 
“Hudson, | a 511 867 92 

| Spring Prairie, «609 866 48 

East Troy, ABB 334 08 

Elkhorn, 2090 | 150 48 

re WASHINGTON COUNTY. — nar Ti | 

. Farmington, . : oT 882 $175 76 | 

Addison, | _ 813 , 295 86 
West Bend, 4B 8 BG 
Hartford, BOL 860.72 
Germantown, be sol «87672 ; 

Jackson, - 49200 : 354 24



| re). : | = 

| WASHINGTON COUNTY.—Continued. | 

Town, sis No. of Children. = Apportionment. | 
| “Polk, Seer a Pe 15 | .614 80 

‘Richfield, oe 680 52 480160 
“Trenton, ue 355 955° 60 | 

- “Kewaskum, ee 168 : 117.36 | 

“Bria, DS 465 _ 984 80 
“Wayne, a 156 112.82 
= Newark, eR, 338 243: 86 

Poth CLO 84,089. 20 
oo. WAMIKESHA COUNTY. os . 

” Muskego, B05 $368 60 - 
New Berlin, — en -587 OO 422 64 | 

Brookfield, — AQ AG2 24 
Menominee, - en 637 . - 458 64 

. Lisbon, 496 857 12 . 
: ” Pewaukee, | oo 7 476 | oe 342 72 

Waukesha, ee OTR ‘702 00 
| ~ Vernon, . - 7 357 | 957 04° os 

a Mukwonago, | oo 498 =  ° 354°96 | 
- Genesee, Oo 572 “411784 

“Delafield, B48 246 24 
Merton, eS TB 897 86 : 
- Oconomowos, oe te 533 =i ss ”:s«8B8B. IG 

| ‘Summit, «814 , 226 08 
————- Ottowa, a 368 964 96 | 

Eagle, | a 413 297 86 

OE Total, vor. 8 8188 85,848 56 - 

ot : WAUPACA COUNTY. | oe 

- Dayton, | ‘lab 69 $49 68 : 
_Waupaca, oe. 258 | 185 760 
Ling me 122 87 84. 

_» Embarrass, a _ '..No Apportionment. 
| Mukwa, | «Sl 58 32 

Weyauwega, a 161 115 92 
| Centreville, 3 a No Apportionment. | | 

a Tota, 691 $497 52 |



: 92 - St 

* WAUSHARA ‘COUNTY. | 

~~ Towns. ss No. of Children. | Apportionment? 

+. Waushara, | tay 140 = 100-80 
Pine River, one, 70 5040 
Warren, : oe | 20 oe 14400 

-- Dacotah, chee 69 49.68 — 

Merrien, | 84. a | -,, 60.48 © 

Ontario, | eg 121 ’ oe 87 12 

Mount Mortis, : ee No Apportionment. | 
‘Wautoma, oS 180 ~~ 108 00 
Oasis, crs 3) ae 85 68 

: Total, Tg | $556 56 

a WINNEBAGO COUNTY. fee 

Algoma, ae 282 $208.04 
Black Wolf, a 153 | 11016 

~ Clayton, | | 4188 1385 86 
, Nekimi, 246 TB 

 Nepeuskin, en 172 . 123 84 

Neenah, = 486 | 3138 92 
 Omro, ABT 814 64 
Oshkosh, (City) 470 | "338 40 
Oshkosh, (Town) 8B 61 20 

Poygun, . 58 88 I 
‘Rushford, ARB 806 00 
Utica, | a 209 ~ = — 198,68 

--Vinland, 78 "200 16 
Winneconne, ER BY 185 O40 

Winchester, — ee 5 90 - 64 80 

oa Tota, 8 3841 $1,765 52 | 

_ Grand Total inthe State, 138,541 $99,749.52



a ye APPENDIX SD" 0 | ° on 

STATEMENT of the annual distribution of the income of the 
School Fund to the several counties of the State, sence the or- 

ganization of the Free School system. 

| Fe Amon | Amount’ | Amount | Amount | .Amount 
Names or Counrtes, |Apportion- |Apportion- Apportion Apportion-| Apportion- 

: uses ss fed in. 1850. B in 185]. | ed in 1852. | ed in 1853. od In 1854. 

Adams.....--ceeenes | cence | weeee-e | eeeees | eee ee 285 84 : | 
| Bad AX... cece ewes | ica ee | eeeeee | 162 72°] 204 75 452 88 

a Brown....e--sceeeecee | 6°94: |. 757 TL | (722 40.| 706 95 | 1113 12 
Calumeta.....-0+.--- 3 25 | 191 08 | 273 60 | 310 95] 642 96 | | 

4 Columbia.....2.2---- | - 11 09° 1213 56 | . 1476 96 |. 1637 55°} 3191 04 ; | 
- Orawford...-. 22.2. |) 9 84 | 21039] 18816] 19125} 485 98 

Dane. -...--0-cece---} 32.44: | 2737 11 | 3272 16 | ; 3557 85.) 6567 12 
-| Dodge,.....-...-.2.- 40 40° 3214 80 | 3322 56 | (3414 60 | 6212 16. 

» | Fond du Lac........<| . 23 02° | . 2133 88 | 2504 16 | 2652 40°) .4595 04 | 
| Gtanticcscevl...-.2]. 38.38: | 2527 73 | 2780 64 | 2318 40 | 4888 08 

| Greén..... 2. ...c.. |) 619 56: | 1363 98 | 1845 60 | (1853 55°). 3211 92 | 
| Towa. leeeeeeeueceeee | 1445: ] 1190-18 | 168816 | 1723 95.) 3063 60: 

| Jefferson:.2..---..00.4- -29 46. |: 2555-17 | 2738 40 | © 2805 30:; 5022 72 . 
Kenosha ....-----6--+ > 29 83 1951 96 | 1868.64 | 1793 25°]. 3019 68, 

Ta Grose. 0.....22..] 0-22-22) | eee eee 1t 04 188 10} 302 40: 
Lafayette:...........| 2433 | 1431 57 | 1984 80 | 1999 80 | 3378 96° ' 
Marathon. --+2-------  eeede bE Ceece ee [ween ee fo eee eee 23 04: 

. | Manitdaoe .22..2.2.. [5 1 78. 85 88| 415 201) 571 50°| 1933 3@ 
| Marquette......2....| 745 | 778.55 | 1333 44 | 1279 80-| 2593 44 | 

| Milwaukee....--..--- | . 6810. | 4998 55,! 4972 80 | 5047 65} 9128 88. 
. | Onutagainie ...--secee | cece. [0 een *] | 873 44 |. 410 85:] 702 00 |. 

. Ocontd Joe cece eee ieee eee [eee | eee ee " 135 00.7): 230 | 
Ozaukee. ....c-cedee | ceenee | ceeeeee |i eee ee foo eee e ee [2928 24 | 
‘Portage. .c2sscseeeee | leecel | BOR PEI |W 55.1. 158 64 

~ Pierce... .eee eee ee | oO Seeeee: [pats ewer ee | beeen ee |= * 10 56 | - 
[ Polk.eco lee eee | elec Penne | bees ee op wneeee fee SL 12 | 

| Racine.....-........] ~32 35.. | 2485 OA | 2741 76 | | 2849 85. |. 4855 68 | 
| Richland..ces.- seen] seco.) [148-82 1 | 218 88 | ; 255 15) .. 514 08 , 

| Rok. jisce.-c--ee0-- |) 46775: |. 3804 30 | : 3702 24 | 3764 25 | 6320 88 : 
St Orolk..-cscscereee | 24) | eee | 140 64) 90 45]. 174 96 ° 
Sauk.cewi.seeeeeee--|. 6 88 | | 703 33 | ..905 76 | .1040 85.) 2048 40 

: Sheboygan,.:.....¢-. |. 21 94, | 1480 86 | . 1814 40 | 1999 35 | 3605 76 | 
| Walworth ;.:.:.2-:-: |, 47 28. | 3370 81 | 3406 56; 3158 10.} = 4975 92 oe 

| Washington.....2.s-< |: -44 20: | 3061 32 |. 3721 92 | 3928 05:| 4089: 20 
| | Waukesha:.2.-.2./-2): (28 74: | 826L 05 | 3595.20 | . 2560 85 5848 56 

| Weaupacacececececen ds ceceee fee 1) ‘79 68: 129 15°). 497 52 
. Waushrarp. :.2.0-6.208 | ceceee feeb eee, |: cenees | 123 65 | ~ 556 56 

| Winnebsiga. 2.2.6.2 -. : -6 10: b 1179 51 | | 1441°92°; 1426 05 | 2765 52 

as | 588-00 |'46,889 06-| 53,703 7" 55,695 75 | 99,749 52 

- Notu—In consigeration of the above table, and in comparing the !amounits received 
. by different counties in different: years, it mtist'be borne in mind that the boundaries of 

: several of them have been changed, and their territory materially diminished since their _ 
| firstapportionment in 1850. oe aa



| A TABULAR STA TEMEN T showing the whole number of Children, over Jour and under 
twenty years of age, residing in the several Counties of the State, together with the per cent. _ attendance ofssuch Children upon the Public Schools ; from 1849 to 1854, both inclusive. 7 

| ) as 7" = . 1849. | 1850. 1851. | 1852. | 1853. =| 1854, | 

eg COUNTIES. «: co No. of | #3 . No. of 38 + No of | 33. |: No-of. | 3.3 No. of | 8-3 No. of |: 9-8 Oo ok ot ou sna ” (Children; nD Children.| . 8 ‘|Children. by &- ‘Children.| | 7 s Children. - § Childrén.} zs 3 | , | a fo PB TL i ae} FSS] : 
| Adams. devise secece: seeefeoeeestefeeee ee seceeelelecesssfecetecceleeececlecsceees vga AGS. | 68 [ices fee ee | | Bad Ax... el. eee ee ee eee icf eg |e ee eee efecce..] 339 OT 455° | 36 | 6629 «| 443] -889 | 53. <> ot - | Brown... co0eeserenene-+--| 654 | 53°} 1491 } 322] 1505 | 461] 1471 | 476) 1546 | 468] 1494 | 43) 
“Buffalo... 2 occas eee eee wee cence ence we lemwecewel week wee ewes se cwee cece venciccwsee wwee sen eloweee. wee eo see ‘gheeee J Calumet 22 aa) sai Hef a 570 | 303] 691 | 49 | 893 | 622] 1066 | 687° |. Chippewa... eel eee fees eee werrtafrserstes feveee wave ccee|eecene|eceeceee| ences feces adeeb sec e ee | (Marke owe neces new eet enc eebent cane |eenc a [ecnsncne [sone ecbisorczes[eccses|eccecare|veesce|eceeseec(eesees[eces anes fioeeoe : | Columbia--...-.-.------.---| 1369 | 564 | 2388 | 65 | 3077 | e8 | 3643 174i] 4432 | 77 | bade vir | , | Crawford... 350 1 191]; 414 | 374]. 392° | 50 | 495° | 371] 674 | 54 | 702 | 579 - Dane. .......------.-----00-1 3991 | 55.9) 5386 | 622| 6817 | 689| 7987 | 6451 9191 | 671 9741 | 63.4 . . Dodge. 2.52222 222 7.22222] 4970> | 32:7 | 6326° | esa} 6929" ~ 79.4} 7839 | 678} 8628 | 825 |10,017 | 813 a jp DUDR. pos eee eed de denen | ene e eee | cone ce fees cence] aces cel ence clewe|oocece|ecececcaderenes wore weee| seen eleste ene efenee nef | » DOOK oe eed cede dee cece] net eee cece cafenec sees leceden|nces caceliecece oaceccee [on ceeeleeee cee sf ome e nef ene eens fe eee ee . 

, " Ponglas. <-- egwe eewe ccwe ence coat anes weqese etme cone, eoenne eee wee eeeene sme nenee openes womeneee cere ee ose veer ‘-eeen~ j Fond du Lac.../.........:..{ 2832 | 347 | 4199 |. 781]. 5217 | 855 | 5896 | 78.7! 6382 | 743 | 7904 73.9 . » Grant... .... 2.2 .s00.e...| 4722 «1:39 «| 4974 | 65.9'| 5793 | 65.1 | 6272 70 | 6789 | 647] 7431 | 656) | , p Green... 2... cede eee e3-] 2406. |. 47 | 2684: | zany (8845 | 721] 4119. | 86.6] 4461 | 829] 4793 | 619 |. 7 | Towa... 20. ee eee | 1778 || 272: [2 234° G25) :3517. | 60.71 3831 | 77.3} 4255 | 65.1.| 4595 | 581_ CO Jackson... :.. ene eee fees ee Pree acne 5 wee cee eases a web edee Gowe cal eennence Seine ae cone cence loesnee 134 70.1 oe 
Jefferson... ses eaeseceese.| 3525. | 57.5 ]° 5028- 713 | (5705 | 824 | 6240 | 73. | 6976 | 788 | 7804 | 683 _



‘ | , Kenosha. .w02s-s -s0+--+* wrvalocweceusfooescns | 3841 77.9 7 3893 | 822 3985 [ 80 4194 ‘16.3 | 4509 | 65.6 - 

|  Kewannge...... scene cnncccee [esse ones [oeees [eter ccnelorae caftetessseleascs close coat (ssesorisres saan |e secs spores aoe Saetee] ae 

oo - _ isa CLOSE 2 oc ccc este cece etee see wae asc face wecawfeceecn] | 93°. [ 100: : . 418: 4L5 /- 367! 093 | 820 69.7 a 

| in Fayettensisssssscoesecsef 2998-442 -9817 | G46). 4135. 531} 4445.) 63:7 4693] 508 | 5949 | 44 | 

,  } PR Pobstosceloel love sist lis pecnecece| snes n [eens cose [eens cofeees neee| eons oftetence-[onegcefettesctefesvess ogee ees oe | ro Mntgween 000] “219 | 72.6 |. 169 i "g65°'| 73.1 | 1270 | 56.6 | | ie 70 | 2479 | ssa : 
| | > Marathonesscecce. 2 oe oo cae] eee oe ote ee ees See] oes ee Seow cane | cote fees ec eeefeeece ep | 619 | 160-|- 56°} 100 - 

| |. Marquette: 2.2. ...c.ccc.cee] S18. |; 88:77 :15827 | 815°) 28) TOT | 2846 | B25.) 3612.| 824] 4516 | 80.8 / 

| Motiroe.s 2 lake cies cone en nfeee eee eet ee | ote eres ei wae en eBecfeontne [eens sree] e eee oor eased’ 245 | 100 

| OAvonto...... 5. Sane esce wascleoss wees pepees wane cece. wwe meslawae caec wwwcee me *300. weoanesl’™: 820 37.5 | : 445 ‘ A0.4 . | ; 

- (| Outagamiericie..-ceeeeeeeee[eonecneafiecese[eceeeeeefenees-|  T7B4- G01) 913 ' saa 1012} .748 | 1243} 704 

bo Ooatee oe cdocecccsusecasdfesnesscs|socsaa[eceseeee[soeeo-[eedeseceferneee[tseeseee[eee--s] 4067] 521 | 4592 | 575 | 
| Pie EUR SEIN UIIE| II IIITPINIITIIEI SIP] 98) 58. faves ace -|ongceed on 

- mo ~Polk.we. osc ceee eee ov ced cade te are Sie we weeess acces ese cel eene sees eens onl wees ---s weeeee , TL 26.7 107 33.1 

1 Portage... civ sce cece s eed e een etien'e weceee| L2.. B12)... eens lwewecal: (169°! 769]. . 219 | 64.1. 476 |. 678 Lh - 

| | Ree EE ee" | baz] 4890. | 762 57137] 738) 6933 | 698} 6744 | 712 | 7192 | 64d fo : 
a ‘Richland... ...-----22 eee ere cmeweepelsecocef | 283 21.9 | . 456 : 44 967 67 - 714. 719.2 ~—6©936 | «205 . , a 

| Rock oo eclellaf BeBe | TAT | 7486 | 79-4) -7713- | 90.6 | 8407 | 90.3 | 79 | 935 | 9430 | -71.6 a a 
Jb Banks llicllITITITIIN - gar | 512] 1384 | 638 | 1856.) 622 | 2313 | 736 | 9845 | 69:4} 3593] 706]. Ge | 

| Biawaho.!.csctscsessensacecfeesieatls[encece[edes ees [eeeeas[eees soot] cent we leeee cose[entonlares seas |oansce[eerzcsatienss se] _— 

| Sheboygana...-scscsssec--.| 2699 | 931) 2914 | 704] 3780] 583) 4443 | 65.4 | 5008 555 | 5760 | 565) ~ | 
A SE Crix.......cceneceeesce-[ %29 [owe 38 | 63.1} 993-146] 201 | 412) 264) 568) 357} 498 |. : 

‘Prempeleau.,...6 6.2 cos 22 fee en eee weccas ewe ween lee wee cece cece ewe me| wees ween] vee nina] coon cone weccnslececccee aeeces So | . 

| Walworth......0-..-s-asesuel 5817 | 56.6] 6693 | 91 | 7097 | 93.7 | 7018 | 921) 6911 | 97 | yaa | 74 | oS 

| Washington -t.csscccsccesee.] 5438 | 248} 602d | 563 | 7754] 57.1 | 8929] 574). '5610! 62 | 620 | 648 we 
, pS WanKesha. 00. ois. seen ee eee “3551 |. 68.2 | 6417. 77.7.|. 7490]. 81.8 7925 | 80.5 )°° 8123 | 835 | 8802 | 8&3 . . 

- Waapaca...c scsescue seeeccefvewereesfecowde[eeceeeesfeeecee[ 166-4668. 267! 100, | 798 |505| 821 | 654) | 7 
- Waushara; .....-.5e- sees weccleen's clne'e | eocece agai ae Came wesefaeseoe| © 349° 46.4: : ~—.T 61.8 1284 78.8 | . - 

1 meme eetere TIDE agen | 7a.) 3004] 864] 3440] 81 | 3841 874 | 4512 | 675] os 

foes 1 States cosets. 3] 7455 1] 44> [91,305 | 67.5 | 111,952 |° 70.5 haa 70.8: | 138,658 68.7 | 155.125 | 160.4 os 
eee I es cee 

7“ Rob rensons seated in the report, thd true per centage for 1854 is 70, and the entire attendance 106365); :



' : | | 96% | 

Co _.. APPENDIX “EH.” _- Bo ee 

. A STATEMENT of the amount of money raised by tax, for the stipport.of sehools,.. : 
an the several counties of the State, since the organization ofthe present school” 

sysiem.* a ne Sep 

Names of Counties, | .. 1849 | — 1850° | — 1851 © L ~ 1852. 1853" ; 

Adams..... co. cene cece] ene e eee n el see e ce cence | eonc cee wecbeccweeceee! 13500, . 
Bad AX...-20+--0+0+-[eeceerreee[eneeet vee. 82 24 } 96-49 |. 123-00 |o 
Brown wes. se-e see nf, 1922 552) 1084 40 1°: 7988-19 | 585810 44d 69 [2 
Buffalo... ween cee lew ee ew ee | eww e we mee [wwe c ent ene| cece ee ceed : 
Calumet .... 1... 22+ --eene eee ee] 231 99 | 149 12 |. 151 48.4. -- 206 00 | . 
Chippewa . oi. 22. ee fee ence ne ne ee leew en cmon fe we eee wee|ecwe ca ccced = | 
Clarke 222. cece eee eee e [neocon reel cece ea ecne [owen ee ele feen ee te velenmeeseccel | 

| Columbia ..............[ 1641 96 | 1314 09 | 2693 26 | 2839 15 | 2761 92! 
Crawford.....-.....---| 60403]. 622 23 | 94165 | 18758! . 196 28 
Dane .......0.-2.-.--.| 316831 | 2189 61 | 1630 61 |- 1662.00 | 1813: 00}. 

| Dodge -... ..0.2--eee-[eesee--a--] 3033 95 | 1607. 40 see 1768 TO: | 
Dund. 2.2 oe cee cee fee ee eee cme cece lee een enn nl ccencwencelcnesecccen{ 
Door 22... eet ee tree eee ed] eee Co ewan [nba eee eee feed Sle ef ee SS . 
Dougtass . 20. 222k ee epee ee Seep See [eta eee [een ee naan] | 
Fond ‘du Lac 2:....-..-].-.----2--| 2166 97 | 2205:47 | 1250-07.| 1326 77 
Grant... ..:..e5-6----].. 4238 Q1 1557 31 1263’ 92 |. .1395..07/| 1418 25}. © 
Gree 2.2. ecto ee efece ee csene| 944 05 |- .730°00 |- 943-00] -- 930 00: | :- : 
Towa ...- .sseneee eee e [secs eeee..| 2114 91.| 1681-69 | 1601-19; °° 920 18 | 
JACKSON . 20 wie nee ewes eee eee eee ane | eww wee lene ene | ewe e cee cl eens newneet 
Jefferson ...:...-2.e005-| 2375 59] .2150 17 | . 1442 77 |. 1380 00 | -.1809, 56:7. . 
Kenosha ....-.--.-----]------2.-6] 2664 61 |. 2480 69 | 2082.26] 2586 44 |.” 
Kewaunee... 2 cee cee e | eee ne cena | cnn e ecw cee| tebe re eece acon e seeds ween ww wcnel 

| Ta Crosse . ines eee nee [eee eee eee efeeee----e-} » 81.39 | © 402°83:}, 309 11 
La Fayetto......5.2.2-[----------| 1401 81} 936.67 | 1245 00.) 1092 00. | fos 
La Point... 22-2 cee] ene cee eee ee ete ae ciecie | eee cae ee leew ee cece) wees cmeeea| 
Manitowoc .'..5.,- 02... |.cees-.2-2] “> 489 20° 264.16 | | 575°64 | 554 64 
Marathon ...-..00+.e2-[eees scenes |aens asso elects tenses peses ee seal 75 00-1 
Marquette.... 2... .e00-[-2-+---2--/ , 1547 35. |. 1817: 55 1200..00:|' 1530 66° 

| Milwaukee ...0.i..:....{ :6769.75 | 6363 72 |: 7456 87 |. 7535-64 | 7813.70: | ~ 
Monroe vance we ete e| Same eee ee] cee wee ee lene e we neee eden cbc ween ewes ve 

Oconto 2 icin esc enone |e eee emcee a [seen ee eesleweesececel . 200 00°)... 80 00°). 
Outagamie ........ cc eeel eee e eee ene| ween ceeeee | 52837 | . 501 34°) = 337-72. |: 
Ozaukee 2... wcep eden |e ewe es ecen [ode cee eel eee! 1 B3R 60! |: a 
Pierce 2... 20. ene ene |e eee ae tee leer e we wee] wees cence feneceeeeec| | 13 64 |: . 
Polk. 20. ese eee een en] eee ee een [cece ee cede [eee ee eee edaceceeeeee} 130 00] | 

Portage ...02c2.--ceeee|aseeee see] 154 97 [oo .. 2. ee-] (8111580'| 200 12 |. | 
Racine; ..0..20..-5.--| SIOE G1] 2412 64 |-- 1694: 47 | 2356-31 | > 266f, 83 |- 
Richtand .... 2... ---2-+]-------2--{ 231 OL}  368:57 | + 297 89-| 18714 |. - 

| Rock 0... J... -esec2-.[' 5389 90-|- 2183.47 | 3279. 35°} 4048 20.| ~ 4369 80) -- 
Sauk .....2...---5..--] . 1181 04 | 1348 95 | 1405.99 | (1111 71:| - 782 80]: 
Shawanaw 6.22... 2 cees| ewer ee eee eee ee lene meee e ele eee cc gna [neces eee]: 
Sheboygan .......2.2.2| » 1628 45. |. 2329-10 | 1742 70 | :2562 97.| 2850 38 |: 
St. Croix.... 0.2.22. bene ee eee] eee eens | 6408) . (85.18: 198 60 | — 
Trempé@leau |.-.. 22. ee [cnet ee cnn eee ce cece lee e eee ef ete c ec cng feleele ole lees |! a 
Walworth ...0.......--| , 4840 40, |. 193866 | 1685, 71 | 2191 62:| °.1578 43 |. 
Washington,..:......--] |2598 55.|: :935 86 | 1587.91 |] °1840 99'| : 1522 71 |: ’ 
Waukesha. ....--......-) 3238 31°}; 1373 64 | 1630: 63 |] :1797 60.|.: I775 24 |: . ’ 
Waupaca..-. ween newene: eaeses «ies qeee ae awaste we ele ween de : 108 90: at 219 00. : 
Waushara . 20. oe. ee en been ee ol ce | eee nee eee eee eee f : 10 rb. 0: S 306 231s, 
Winnebago.........2--] 1856 50 |. = 1749 32: |: -1888..05 {. 1584 59.) 2412 §2:)- - 

Ly “Total, 446,055.95 | 44,534 90. |-49,964 08 | 46,953 68'| 49,956 96 |f. 
* The above table exhibits only the aggregate amount raised in the several towns of a county ‘by di- _ 

rection of the county board of supervisors-at their annual-session. Most tewns, at their annual town -~- 
meeting in April, vote to raise sums in addition to the amount so directed to be raised 7
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. oe So / | | 8 : 

- | a a _ Ormice oF Banx Comprrotizn, 
| | Manwon, Jan. 11th, 1855, | | Hon. 3. T. Lewis, _ | oo 

| _ President of the Senate ; ; . | | : | 7 I herewith transmit to the legislature as required by law, the _ annual report of the Bank Comptroller. oe 
| ; Very Respectfully, | 

| 
oe DENNIS, = 

| a _ Bank Comptrolier. oy
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Se a. Bae Compmonnme’s Onmop 
ce Manson, January 10th, 1858. .. | How. J.T. Lews,, OR ee ben ap 7 

| on. hdeut. Gov. and President of the Senate: ©) 0 
Tr pursuance of law, the Bank Comptroller has the honor of | submitting the following report of the transactions of his office for 

the preceding year: 
_ ° This department was organized on the 20th of N ovember, A. D. 

1852, by the appointment of James §, Baker, Esq., of Green Bay, 
- to the office of Bank Comptroller, who continued in the:discharge : | of the::duties of that office until the first. Monday of January, | oe 1854, when the term of thie present incumbent commenéed. _ My predecessor in office, in the ability and industry which he displayed in the organization and management of this new depart- - ment; is entitled to much credit, and the result of his labors has | materially aided me inthe discharge of ‘my official duties. oS The State Bank at Madison was the first association organized | | under the banking law of this State, and deposited its first secu- | _-‘Nties in’this office,‘on' the 25th day of January, 1853, on | ‘The whole number of banks doing the business’ on the fist day 

of January, 1854, was ten. oe | - 8



6 7 a 

The following will show the aggregate condition of banks asre- | 

ported to this office on that day: 7 

Capital | | | $600,000 00 
Circulation | é 485,121 00 - a 

Deposits | | 654,048 10 . 

Specie 182,482 81 an 

Cash Items 7 20,186 80 | 

Public Securities «. ¢; sy cy 4g 6 578,721 110 

Private Securities 2 gi i) Hou vt 1,163,066 47 

The whole number of banks organized and doing business on — 

the first day of January, 1855, were twenty-four. a 

The aggregate banking capital of the organized banks on that — 

| day was $1,450,000. 8 | | | a 

The banking capital of the State has increased during the past 

year $850,000. - | a = | 

Several new institutions are now in the course of organization | 

and will sdén cotrirnénce bisiness, the aggregate capital of which 

is $135, 000, 2 or eee wy 
The whole amount of countersigned notes issued to the: ‘batiks, 

and outstanding, on.the first-day‘of January, .1855,\is $037 3592, | 

_ The whole amount,,of, State stocks on deposit, in ,this.ofice to 
secure the redemption. of said notes,.on.-that..day: wag.1,088,000, 
and consisted of the bonds of the following States, to.wits.., 3: po 

. Virginia _ State Stocks: ~  @ percent: S2T7,000". 

— Missowri 8 do 8 GO cet rey PBOQDO. ce ¢ 
“Tennessee do FO ig NEB DOO 

"North Carolina'do 8 do 83,0000 

s.; Kentucky: - «doo es do or --¢a}000": ma | 

| Louisiana = do MO 86j000: .” : 

Wisconsin’ ° do’ - == T percent | =— 50,000 

do do, Tpercont °F 20,0000 

ot - Total, mo mS 3 wes - Hue . | ~ | $1,033,000 - 

A particular description of the stocks deposited by. each banky 
will be found in the appendix attached tothis report, and marked



1 
_. From the reports made to this office on the,first-day of J anuary, 1855, by twenty-three banks, the following items are: gathered, to 

Cir ulation | 440,764 00 oo Deposits » Oe 1,481,866 74> . oo Specie 384388 74 — .. Cashitems  1098°184. 7  _, Public Securities | 998,485.19 | . _ Private Seonrities = 1,861,048. 66. : 
_— Notz—the Oilibosh City Bank not included in theabiovs statemeit a 

{Tables B, ©, ‘D, E in the appendix attached _to thig report; Will | exhibit the semi-annual reports of the banks from the organization | 
ofthis department, up tu-and. including the. semi-annual report of 
January Ist,1855, 0 een ee 

oe The following Statement will show the. amount of. Capitat..Stock, | ‘the amount'of Countersigned Notes issued-to each: Bonk, ond | thy amount of State Stocks on deposit to secure the redemption Of such LNVotes, on the jirst day Of Sanuary, 1855: CRM daell | 

wea ; Name‘of Bank. ©. .-- ~ Capital: - | ot cilaon | Amiaht ; 

(State Bank ee eee ceach 50,000. $ 30,900.” 32,000 , - - Wisconsin Marine and Fire Insurance Co. 100,000 49,995 | 50,000 «Bank of Racine. ltt lees ee eee ed --- 0,000 |... 44'9981 :f. 50,000 Rock River Bank.................. wee 50,000 50,000 ~ §6,000 City Bank of Kenosha... j¢ 22. sence] 50,000 |. 46.000 thee 31 PPO o : “State Bank of Wisconsin. 22. tio. ~~ 250,000 | ~‘119:000 "42° ‘134,000  -” 
-- WV igconein: Banik... fever tstierssresneel: 50,000; |... 46,998 |, . 50,000. | “Farmers and ‘Millers’ Bank s2.2722277772}8 30,000. _ 37,500 f° 40,000” | «: Jefferson:County: Bank. oo cicda.cascicee eo 90,000: f:. 150,000.24}: - -55;000- . Badger State Bank... 20... geee eee. oe 25,000 | 22.496 |. 25,000 ° Oshkosh City Bank... 2222202! b0.000 | 49900 1 Bose: . Bacine County, Bank. ....,.-..-2.22.-2/... 190,000 |. - 26,098 oe Bee » Exchange Bank..2020020 0707 LIITIIIITIE'" “solo00 } Se'ag0 te osf008 . City Bank of Racine.............0.-- 2. 50,000 |: . .40,000 -|. *, 45 000... , Bank of the West. .....2..........--.-| 100.000 35,000 35,000 a yy Bank of Fond. du Lac, 0. ..eee ese eee “5 ,20,000 J: 22,492 1... 25,000 — ' Bank of Commerce. ... 2222 2202.22222-1 100000 | 36.000 | = 40000 : - Calumbia. County Bank: 2... s eee eed 25,000 » |. 24,993 ' 725,000: - Fox, River Bank........-....-2------06° 25,000 24998 | 25,000 Bank of Watertown. 2.22... 50000 «| 99.993" | $8,000": . Germania Bank... 0... ee epee eeee nee] 29,000 |. . 22,500 | 85000. _ “Northern Bak... 2.20. vo eee ef 50,000 | 32298 1 46000" ° _ Dane County Bank yn. -eeete-seeeeeene| 50,000 | 50,000. | | Bef | «People’s Bank... 2.5.00 eee ee eee eens 25,000 | 23744 , . 25,000 - 

Metal ceee eee $1,450,000 | $937,592 | $1,093,000 7
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The following Statement will exhibit the whole amount of Coun 
- tersigned Notes issued. to the several Banks of this State, from —  — 

the organization of this Department, up to January 1st, 1855 | 

also the amount of Countersigned Notes returned to the Bank | 

Comptroller’s pice by the said Banks, during that time, to be ; 

| cancelled and destroyed. | , cn 

ge eR | Notes | Notes 

SO Name of Bank. Issued. | Returned. 7 

State Banku..c-cceeececeneeeerecceecersesseseeeeee|@ 51,003 | $20,203 
Wisconsin Marine and Fire Insurance Company.......- 49,995 eb acee 

Bank of Racine. ...---- 2-22 seeeeene ceee cree rece ceed 49,995 5,000 

Rock River Bank....-......------- wececcec cea ance 50,017 |. 17 

| City Bank of Kenosha.....---0+----e2--senererr eres” 50,078 | 4078 

State Bank of Wisconsin..-......-------- wwicueeccces 134,292 ~ 15,292. 

Wisconsin Bank. ose ewes oe as eevane -« eone ebuesece e ons t 50,149 : : 3,151 . . ‘ 

Farmers and Millers’ Bank..........2---20e-----e0e-] 50,904 © 13,404 a 

Jefferson County Bank.....2 22-5 cece sews eene dene eens, 50260 ); |. 260 | 

Badger Stato Bank......--.seeeeceeeeneeeeeseseeees| 25,086 | 2,540, 
Oshkosh City Bank. .....-.- 022+ -2e- stee cone cece ness - 50,006} © 106° 

“Racine County Bank...-.-..2--0-----eeseeeeeeseeee| 26,576 478. 
Exchange Bank... 202 s--2 cece cece ee eres eters cere —  Q4,992 2,500°. 

City Bank of Racine......ccee-es eres eres crec eres} 44,990: | . 4,990 

“Bank of the West....22---seeeeeeesecereeeecece cess]. 35.000 | ---2o5e8 
Bank of Fond du Lac....-----s--ee-e-eeeerseseees=| 24,992 | 2500. 

Bank of Commerce.......-- +--+ -e2e sent vere weaceeee| 40,005 | 4,005. | 

Columbia County Bank....---------eeee screenees eens} © 24993 nececeee ” 

Fox River Bank .... cee ence ccee ceo cccccnnesacesos 25,020 022 

Bank of Watertown .....----.-0en secre ere rr ceee eset] - 29,293. eneccece . 

Germania Bank......---------- wen e wee c eens ces cece! 94,992 9,492 

| Northern Bank.......ccccececccceseeeeceeeceeeeers] 32,298 | eeeeeane 

: Dane County Bank.. ....--eceeeeeee sees cece enaoesace : 50,006 006 

Peoples’s Bank. ...-----seesseeeceesececece ners tess 24,997 | - 1,253 

| . Totales ss dune cn ccecceeeeseesaeeneces 
aeeasn $1,019,889 | . $82,297 

‘The Bank Comptroller.much regrets to be obliged to notice the 

suspension of the Oshkosh City Bank, one of the institutions or- 

- ganized under our banking. law, which occurred on. or about the 

twenty fifth ultimo, in consequence (as the Comptroller is unoffi- 

cially informed) of the rapid and unexpected withdrawal of the = 

funds of its depositors. re ee . 

No report having beeh made to this office by the said Bank,on 

the first day of January, as: required by the forty first section of 

the banking law; the Comptroller has therefore no other infor- ; 

mation concerning its condition or resources then what can be | 

gathered from the books of this office. None of the circulating 

notes of that institution have yet been protested, (or the Comp-
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troller has not been officially informed of the fact,) in order to au- 
__ thorize him to take initiatory steps to compel the bank to redeem 

| ts issues, or to enable the. Comptroller.to dispose of its securities 
_ and to provide for the payment of its circulating notes, as required 

by sections 23 and 24 of the banking law. Should it hereafter | 
become the duty of this office to wind up the affairs of that bank, 

- it will be done in the most economical manner, and in theshortest 
_ period of time consistent with the interest of the bill holder anda. — 

due regard to the rights of the institution. Cas - | / a: - 
: . Ibis however to be hoped that the individuals who control the. 

\ bank, will see the necessity of making some arrangement with its 
-_ereditors, either to continue or to €lose its business, without the | 
interposition of the law. a - OT 
"The outstanding circulation of the Oshkosh City Bank is. 
$49,900 for the redemption of which the following securities are- , 
on deposit in this office to-wit: 
~ Virginia 6 per cent stocks, $15,000 | 
Missouri “© 10,000 - | 
|, North Carolita “  « Os 95,000. 

"Cash received for interest upon the above stocks - | 
. : and now in the Bank Comptrollers hands __ 1,500 

_ - The estimated value of said stocks according to recent sales im ; 

Total Oe $47,500 - 
Which will leave a deficiency of about five per. cent of seenri-. ) 

ties on deposit:.to provide for the redemption of its outstanding ' 
circulation, to cover which this department holds: the bond-of ~~ 

_. James:Kneeland, David P: Hull and B. 8. Henning in the penal. 
__ sum of $12,500 which will probably fully indemnify the bill holders 

fromanylos, 
By the fifth section of the banking law of this State, the New 

York Market is made: the.standard by which the value of the State. -
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stocks offered as security for tlie redemption of the ‘circulating 
notes of the banks is ascertained. It ‘provides ‘that the ‘stocks 
shall be estimated and governed by the average rate at which 
such stocks have been sold in the city of New York for the riext oe 

six months préteding the time whert such stocks may be left on 
deposit with the Bank'Comptrollét.” ‘The said section further re- 
quires, that such stock’ shall in all edses be mhadd eqiial to a stock 
prodincing six per cent per ahhuti, alti Wo odsé” t8 bo recdived | 
at arate above their par value. oon. oo 7 oe — . | 

‘For many years past ithas rarely o¢eutred that the bonds of = 
any ofthe States deposited in, this offiee as securities for the. re- | 

~ demption of the circulating notes of thé banks have failed to com: 
| mand a premium in the New York market, and they have been, 

and aré now regarded by capitalists as dirohg thé imost'safe and — 
desirable of investments; = i” openness an oe 

, The bank comptroller has therefore “considered it as his duty 

undér the law, to issue a par circulation upon most of the stocks 
deposited by the banks, for in addition to the deposit of ‘stocks, 
the 17th section of the banking’ law requires that béfore the bank 

comptroller shall countersign and deliver any circulating notes, the 
stock holders of the banks receiving them, sliall execute a bond 

_. to be approved of by the bank comptroller, to the amount of one | 

_ fourth of the circulating notes which sich banking associations pro- 
pose toreceive, as an additional security to indemnify the bill-hold- 

er against any loss that may be sustained in case the. securities | 

deposited with the comptroller shall not prove sufficient to redeem 
such bills. 7 aa 

| The foregoing provision has in-all eases been. complied: with ; 

and although it has. been the aim of this department,,to;have.all 

the:circulating notes issued.to the banks amply. secured by: thede- 
posit.of state stocks, still the law requiring additional security 
from the’ stockholders of dnksyis a wise ‘provision, and : well .eal- | 

culated to guarantee the public against any occasional-logs that 
may be: sustained by depreciation in the: value.of stocks. tathoet 

“A statement of the names of the sevéral’ ‘individuals who have



executed; bonds in pursuance of the provisions of this law, will be 
found in the appondix attached to this report, and marked “G”; 
as well as a statement of the names of the stockholders of each 
dank, according to the last report made to this office, and marked 

1, During; the past three months the New York money market has 
been ‘more depressed than,at, any previous period within the last 

_ twelve Years. . The best mercantile. paper could scarcely benego- tiated at any price. The most. substantial securities have sold at : 
__ ruinous rates, and the stocks of-our largest and. most reliable states | 

greatly depreciated.in the market. | , | 
4 On the first day. of December last, in consequence of the decline ‘ 
of stocks below the value at which they had been received as # 
‘banking securities by this department, and ‘in order to completely | 
secure the redemption of ‘the outstandin g. circulation issued to the | 
‘banks, the Bank Comptroller addressed the following circular to - 

SP EE OB ree Comprroiir’s Orrion, ~ - 
COUSEE GPESIEES SE Ee oe -Maptsow, Dec. Ist, 1854. | | Ew consequence of the’ great and continued decline in thé value of : 

_ state stocks, inthe New York market, ard more. particularly: in 
the stocks: of the states ‘of Missouri, Virginia, North Cardlina; Teh- 

_-‘nessee and Louisiana, I have thought ‘proper to: request of your 
_ bank to forward to this office at any time during the present iHonth 

ten:per-centuin of the whole amount of circulating notes which have 
been’ vountersigned and issued to you'by the Bank Comptroller, | 

___ for-the purpose of having the-same cancelled; or, you can, at your : 
_ Option, deposite in lieu thereof a like amount of: state stocks, at 

their-current market value, all of which will be passed to your 
credit on the books of this department. Sp 

_ -o'Thepredent. unsettled state of the money market might well jus- : 
tify afar larger call, but not wishing to embarrass the business of | 
the. banks, or to withdraw from active employment: a ‘ar- 
gér sum than is absolutely necessary, I have, upon consultation 

_ Wwith'several of the-prominent bankers of the state, concluded, at | 
present, 'to:maké a’call: of but ten percent © 5 |



» Several of our banks have already, unsolicited by this départ- 

ment, deposited in this office, ten percent. additional stocks to fur- 

ther secure their circulation, and others have intimated their read- 

iness and willingness todo the same; and it is confidently expect- 

ed that no institution, organized under our banking law, will de- 

- cline to comply with this reasonable request, which will not only 

fully indemnify the public against all possibility of loss, from their 

circulating notes, but will greatly increase the confidence already 

reposed in the solidity of our banks, (2 aE Be 

o | Very. Respectfully Yours, — OE 
We, M. DENNIS, » 

- | wo | > Bank Comptroller.” 

yO The terms of the circular were varied so as to conform as nearas 
practicable to the New York market value of the securities deposi- 

| ted by the different banks. Upon the stocks of our own state | 

(seven and eight per cent.) no additional security was demanded, 

and upon the stocks of a few of the other states, less than ten per 
cent was demanded, and it gives me great satisfaction here to state, 

that my circular was favorably received, and cheerfully acquiesced — 
in, by the prompt forwarding to this department of additional securi- 

ties or the return of countersigned notes, by every bank in the 

state with the exception of the Oskosh City Bank. © 

The prompt manner in which our banks have complied with 

the terms of this circular, is not only an evidence of their strength 

and soundness, and of their desire to fully secure the redemption. of 

their circulating notes, but of their ability to furnish the state with — 
a sound and healthy currency. Their conduct is truely .commend- 

able and entitles them to additional claims upon the confidence..of _ 

| the people. | ge ge 

The banks of the state have during the short period of time they 

| have existed, generally been doing a safe as well as.a profitable. 
~ business, and with a single exception have promptly redeemed. all | 

their issues, and met their other engagements with the public. To. _ 

discriminate between them would be unjust, :as it is believed that: / 

all have contributed as far-as their ability ard safety would permit,



a 18 
_. to aid. by means of discounts and exchange the various commer, ' 

cial interests of thé state. 8s re | -. Our free banking law has now been in operation two years: 
and under its provisions twenty-four banks have been organized, 
with an aggregate capital of $1,450,000, and-a circulation amount-. | 
ing to $937,592, all of which is secured: by the deposit in this of-. 

a fice of $1,033,000. of the stocks of the most substantial states.in the 
| Union. The operation of the law has thus far. fully equalled the | 

expectation of its friends and has given to.the state asound and well. | 
secured currency. If the affairs of this office are prudently con- 

_ ducted and all the requirements of the law faithfully enforced, lit- | 
tle danger need be apprehended of any considerable loss being. 
‘sustained by the public from currency. based upon it. oo | | 
- The only securities that our banking law admits. as a basis for 

| banking, are state stocks and a limited amount of the first. mort-, | 
gage railroad bonds, of railroad companies, duly organized under 
the laws of this state, 4 ce 

a ‘The. Milwaukee. and Misssissippi Railroad. is the only road in 
the sta’ hat is so far completed as to come within the provisiong. 

| of the law... That company, in the year 1853, made application — 
_ to. my. predecessor in office to have its bonds admitted as banking. 

securities. That officer caused the proper examination into the. 7 
finances and condition, of the road to. be made, as required by: 
law, with much care and attention, and very properly admitted 
the -bonds of a portion of the road as. banking securities.—See . 
TableF, 2222 ee 7 
“The ability with which the affairs of that company have, been: 
managed, the large and profitable business that the road: is doing, | 
and the uniform promptness with which. it has metall.its engage> | 
ments, has caused its securities to be sought after as safe as well as” 

| permanent mvestments; and the bonds of this company have, in: _ 
consequence, ranged in the New York market within a small margin. 

_ of state stocks.;. These reasons, and in consideration of the reduced — 
amount of circulation that.can be issued:npon that-class of secur, 
ties under the law, have:not caused, them to be sought, after as.
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banking securities. - Only five ‘thousand dollars of the first mort: | 

gage bonds of the Milwaukee and Mississippi railroad company 

have been deposited in- this office as a basis for ‘banking ; and 

from the limited amount of circulation which the bank comptrol:. 
ler issued upon them, they were soon withdrawn, and state stocks 
substituted in their place. © ee 

‘The bank comptroller has in every instance rejected such secu-- 
rities as have been offered as a basis for banking under the’ law, 
as do not clearly come within its provisions, as well as the stocks 
of far distant and doubtful states, which have been construed as | 

coming within the meaning of the act, and has only admitted as ce 

banking securities the bonds of such states as are considered most 
safe and convertible, atid whose reputation for the integrity with | 

which they have for a long period of time met their engagements, 
may be deemed a sufficient guarantee forthe future. 

The constitution having limited the whole amount of ‘the public. 
debt of this state at one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000), the 
greater part of the currency of our banks must’ continue to be 
based upon the bonds of other states, which are generally issued 
in liberal amouiits to aid” in ‘the ‘construction of ‘various works 
within their own borders; and it may ‘hereafter, if, indeed, it has’ 
not already, become a question of serious financial import, as ‘to 
how far the policy of our state should be restricted to ‘the basing = 

of nearly its entire currency upon the debts of other states, ‘over’ 
which our own government has no supervision ‘or control, either 

in limiting the amount, or the provision of means for their ulti-~ 
| mate payment, or for the accruing interest theréon. Initimes of 

universal prosperity it may be well enough, but when commer- 
cial and financial revolutions occur, as occur they: must, it would 
seem that the greatest degree of power should be ‘held by our) 

own government, consistent with its. general financial policy,:over 
the securities for'the currency authorized by its laws. 6 0. 

It is believed that the business of this State requires 4 cireula- 
ting currency of ‘not less ‘than $4,000,000, in order to facilitate the _ 
various exchanges of ‘produce, ‘minéral,’ lumber, “‘therchandise;’



and other commodities, less than one-fourth part of which 3s fur- - nished by the banks of our own State; and it rests with our 
Legislature to determine whether it is proper for our channele-of 
circulation to be filled with the doubtful and depreciated currency _ of far distant States, whose currency is neither secured by the “pledge of public stocks,” or anything else, and whose banks. pay no taxes towards the support of ‘our government. ; Is it not wrong 
#0 require of our own. banks the most undoubted securities, and to oblige them to,contribute largely to our treasury,.and then to Place them into competition with the doubtful and unsecured 

__, The pooter currency will generally take the place of the better, as the precious metals seldom circulate in company with paper | 
‘money, 60 the more doubtful class of paper currency will gene- rally drive from circulation the better kind. Our own currency is more easily, converted inta'coin or exchange, and is therefore returned to the banks for redem ption, whilst the more, doubtful, which ‘is not so readily converted, is left to circulate among the 
people, ‘Tt has been a subject of | great complaint with our far- 
mers and business men, that it is with difficulty they can dispose | 
of their’ produce and obtain in exchange the notes of the banks of dit Own state, but that the notes of.di stant and almost unknown _ Danks, are offered them in payment, which has been. the. cause of 36 ieonsidofable losses inthe converting ofsuch euzeney into coin ot the bills of onr own baths, and it remains with the legislature _to‘adopt such measures ag will sécure our citizens a good currency. _ as Well His to protect our banks from, the evils of this illegitimats competition in'their business. a 

| “Our banking ‘law having ‘been enacted by the ‘legislature with much taré: and in accordanes With the provisions of the constitn- - 
tion submitted to and approved, ef by: a large majority of the elec- 
tors.of the state before it became operative’; the power, of the Je- _ gislatitre to.amend or to change any of its provisiong is generally. questioned, and if no doubt upon the point existed, itig tobe hoped ,



that the power will not be exercised except for good reasons, and 

‘then only with caution and great deliberation. pe RE I 

The bank comptroller will propose no material change in any of 

| its provisions, but will only advise the enactment of such laws as 

in his opinion will have a tendency to perfect the original instru- 

. ment which will be proposed through the appropriate committee of — | 

the Senate and Assembly... oo 

‘Sro. 39 of the banking law requires that all the circulating notes _ 

of banks returned to the Comptroller’s office, shall be destroyed by | 

~ him) after he shall have made a record of the same, which record: 

ghall specify the number of each bill, so returned, its date, and 

by whom it was countersigned.. The same section further directs a 

that duplicate records shall also be kept in the office of the state 

The legislature at its last session directed the bank comptroller, 

+o procure suitable books for the purpose of carrying the foregoing a 

provisions into effect, and made ample provision to defray. the ex- 

penses of the same. The books have accordingly been procured, and 

opened with much care by a competent, book keeper employed for 
that purpose, and the records are now nearly completed. The ex- 
pense attending it, although considerable, will be more than com. 

Peneated for by the additioanal safeguard that provides against 
fraudulent issues of countersigned notes. =, cae whet | 

Chap 62 of the general lawe of tho sodsion of 1884, ereated the 
sfice a bank register and vested the appointment with the bank 
comptiller. In porevanes of that léw, Adolphus Menges, Bsq., 
has been assigned to that station, and this opportunity is taken to. 
peat testimnny to the ability, fidelity, and industry,in which he 

has performed the arduous duties of that office as well as the of- — 

fice of deputy bank comptroller, an appoinment which hehasheld 
since the present incumbent has had charge of this department... 

~ The sixteenth section of the ‘banking law of this state. requires 

that every banking association organized under its provisions,. shall’ | 

on the fitst daysOf Jahuary and July, in each year, pay into the



state treasury a semi-annual tax of three fourths of one per cent. 
_ on the amount of the capital stock of such banking association, 

_ which tax shall be in lieu of all other taxes except upon the real | 
| estate of such banking association. OF 

7 ‘The first banking association organized under the said act wasin 
‘January, 1853. - - — Be 

The whole amount of taxes collected from the banks during the 
year 1853, was $7,097 92. es So 

_ - The whole amount of taxes collected from the banks during the 
year 1854, was $18,165 63.020 

| It will be safe to estimate the revenue to the statefrom the'bank | 
tax for the year 1855, at $30,000. Tg a | 

7 The following statement will show the amount of taxes due from | 
each bank on the first day of January, 1855. = - 

Bs Names of Banks. - a | Capital. pee of Tax, 

 -Btate Bank, Madison.........02-.............{ °@ 50000 - $ 875 00 -: | _ .. Wisconsin Marine & Fire Ins. Co., Milwaukee...| 100.000 75000 © 
_. ‘Bank of Racine, Racine.................---....] 50000 | 375 00 . ‘Rock River Bank, Beloit........-..--. 2.0... 50.000 | 375.00. a | City Bank of Kenosha, Kenosha:.............] 50000 375 00——t 

| - . State Bank of Wisoonsin, Milwaukee........... 250.0005 | 1,875. 00%... - i 
~ Wisconsin Bank, Mi: eral Point...........2...! 50,000 | | 375 00 > 
Farmers & Millers Bank, Milwankee....-2..2..4- - 50.000: [> ~ 375 0087-7: 
Jefferson County Bank, Watertown..........--|. 50.000 375. 00. 
Badger State Bank, Janesville..... 2.2. 02.....[° 25.000 ' 187 50° 

| Oshkosh City Bank, Oshkosh...............-. 500 0 375, 00. . 
Racine County Bank, Raciné........ 2... ened 100,000 | 750 00 . 

| Exchange Bank, Milwaukee..................1 50000. |. ~—-375:.00: ity Bank of Racine, Racine........2.2 22222:[ 50.000 | 375 00 
Bank of ‘Fond du Lac, Fonddu Lac...2:......,. - 25000 oF - . 187-50” a 

-. . Bank. of the West, Madison..........0........f 100,000 —. 750,00. . : 
Bank of Commerce, Milwaukee... senceeeee--| 100,000 | ~. 950 00° 

_ Columbi& County Bank, Portage City.......2.]. 25000 5. 18750... 
| Fox River Bank, Green Bay..............-...} . 25.000 187 : 

| Northern Bank, Howard......2.....0 0202.02). 50.000 ~ 612.50 . 7 
_, Bank of Watertown, Watertown.......-...... 50 000 - 308 33. 

-Germania Bank, Milwaukee.....2...-........1 25.000 | —  14T 9B 
_. .° , Dane County Bank, Madison....5..0...2...-.4 50,000 ¢ — sk 42 

Peoples’ Bank, Milwaukee... 2... 0.0...0.0-) 0 | 6250 
Sn a J 81,450,000 - $10,991 6T
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| "ENGRAVING AND PRINTING. 9 

/ Section four of an act entitled “an act to autho’ize the business 

of banking,” approved April 19th, 1852, requires the bank comp- - 
troller to cause to be engraved and printed in the best manner to | 

| guard against counterfeiting such quantity of circulating notes in 
the similitude of bank notes, as may be necessary to carry into a 
effect the provisions cf that act, and that the plates, dies and-ma- 
terials so procured for the printing and making of such circulatitg | 
notes shall remain in his custody and under his direction... .. - 

In order to carry this law into effect, contracts have béen enters 

ed into by this department with four of the leading bank noteen-, 

, graving and printing establishments in the city of New York, -to : — 

‘Messrs. Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson; Toppan, Carpenter, 
Casilear & Co.; Wellstood, Harks, Hay & Whiting; Danforth, » 

Wright & Co., who contract to do all the bank note printing and 

engraving for this department, and agree that they will not atany | 

time or, under any circumstances place the comptrollers, die pon | 

~ any. bank note plate, or any token, or ‘furnish transfers therefrom, 

without a written order from the bank comptroller of this state; 
that they will hold the “comptroller’s die” and all banknote 
plates subject to his order, and that they will deliver all impres- 
sions printed by them to the authorized agent of the bank comp- 

The.well known reputation of the engravers:selected to dothe 
engraving and printing for' this department, is a sufficient. guaran- | 

tee that their contracts will be faithfully performed,’ and it gives 
‘me pleasure here to say that all busines committed'to them has 

been neatly and expeditiously executed, and in a manner. entirely 

The bank note-plates, ofithe several banks. ‘of this state which coe 
are organized under our banking law, ‘as well as those in process : 

of organization, are deposited for safe keeping in the vault of“the = 

Bank of the Republic,” in New York city in a safe owned by the - 

‘State, the key of which is kept by the agent of the department. a
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7 _ Whenever an association formed under our banking law applies 

_ to the comptroller for an order to havea bank note plate engraved, 
and bank notes printed, an order is issued, directed to such one of 
the before named engravers as the applicants may select, to - en- 
grave a plate and to print therefrom the number of impressions . 

, contained in such order, which order ig forwarded by mail to. the 
agent in the city of N ew York, who enters it upon his books, 
countersigns and delivers it'to the proper engraver, rand sees that | 
appropriate vignettes, designs, &., forthe plate are selected. After. 
the plate is completed and approved of by the agent, and the. re- . quisite number of impressions are printed, the plate is sealed with 
the seals of the engravers, and of this department, and delivered 
to the agent who deposits it in the bank and forwards a certificate 
of such deposit, duly executed by himself and the engravers to 

a this office to be placed on file. oe a ; Oo a Co , | 

The affidavit of the. engraver and printer is.also taken that the 
plate has remained in their possession since it was engraved, and | 

_ that no more impressions than the number ordered by the comp- 
| troller have been printed from the same. | Ct 

. The impressions are counted, packed, and sealed by the agent, 
and delivered by him to the express company. to be forwarded to 
this office. - nr Spite Faye at oe. Sone 

. The receipt of the express company, as well-as the certificate, of | 
the agent, and affidavit of the printer are also forwarded here to 7 

“befiled.. oe | Instructions have been given to have different vignettes selected _—- | 
for the plates of each bank in order to avoid a similitude in their , 

| bills, as well as to have the title, amount of capital stock and the 
‘name of the state plain and distinct, that the public may not be 

| misled in their character, and that each bank may stand on its 
| own merits and the reputation of our state. : 

| This department has discountenanced the practice of copying 
_ the names of eastern banks, and imitating the style of their 

_ notes, changing only the name of the State which is generally =. . 
_ engraved in small letters, thereby misleading the public as to



the character of their notes. This system has been too much 

practiced in some of the Western States, and in my opinion 

has reflected but little credit upon their banking departments. | 

It will thus be seen that this department has the full and com- 

plete possession of all the bank plates as well as the notes printed | 

from the same, and that no bank has in its possession or under its 

control any of its plates or circulating notes until the said notes are | 

registered and countersigned in this office, and securities deposited 

for the redemption of the same as provided by law. — | 

The experience of other states has demonstrated that too much — | 

caution cannot be observed or too many guards thrown around the _ 

. gustody of bank notes or bank plates, in order to protect the | 

public from fraudulent issues of paper currency. The ex- 

pense attending the arrangements made by this department have 

~ been but trifling, and have been deemed necessary to carry the 

law into complete execution and to effectually protect the public 

as well as our banks who have placed their plates and notes in 

our charge, and expect in return that they will be faithfully 

watched. . _ re 

An annual appropriation of three hundred dollars will be re- 

quired to defray the expense of the agency in New York which is 

respectfully asked of the legislature. _ : Po 

All of which is respectfully submitted. = © ©. 

| CO oe Wu. M. DENNIS, 
Bank Comptroller.



APPENDIX. 

The following is a statement in detail of the stocks held for each 
_ Banking Association, and the amount of curculation issued oo 

. and outstanding on thé same, on the first Monday of Janu- 
ary, 1855: OO 

oo ae “STATE BANK, MADISON. — | | - i 

| Wisconsin, BS.ceeceseeeeeceeeeess uses sens + $20,000 ey Missouri, 63.0.0... seesesceeeccececceeceees 12,000 _ a 
932.000 Circulation. ..... eevee eee eeeceeceeesseee 30,800 

| WISCONSIN MARINE & FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY, MILWAUKEE. | 

| Wisconsin, 88... 00... .ceccceccceceseceveve 20,000 
| , . ek do TS een cececetecccccsecesescesees 30,000 | ee -  ——— 50,000 

\ Circulations ss see vececcseceeeseesseesveeeee 49,995 i 

a Oo _ RANE OF RACINE, RACINE. * oly | | 

: | Virginia 65.......cececeseeescscccececs.., 5,000 

‘ Missouri, OS. ee eeeceeccscecacvceceeens ee eee 35,000 : , . Tennessee, 65..... 00. cccceecccccccoecccevce. 10,000 | 7 te oe ms emma -& 0), 060 | , eo Circulation, ,. oe oe en ee eses ° ©0088 0-0 ee eee eee 44,995 .
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: -* ROCK RIVER BANE, BELOIT. | - : | 

Virginia, 68....cecceseee
eeneeecaeeeeeee

 ees 40,000 
' , . . 

Kentucky, 68...seeeeeer
cccccceesseseeeeeee 

| 51000 

. Missouri, 68..sesceevcete
cceeccceecseace

ees 11,000 . 

: —_——— 56,000 c 

‘ 
Circulation... ..ceccecesesser

eresserscccres 
50,000 

| CITY BANK ‘OF KENOSHA, KENOSHA. | 

| Virginia, 68..0.cccecceeeeececeeeensasenes 
25000 . | 

Kentucky, 68....sccsererereserc
crcesrscrerers 

13,000 

Georgia, 68... .ceceeees
ccrceweescrecse

ecers 12,000 . 

. Louisiana, 68,cccercccceererssceese
srcsseee 1,000 

| | 510000 

Circulation. ..ss
ccecccreccncere

cessserscess 
46,000: . . 

oe STATE BANK OF WISCONSIN, MILWAUKEE. | | ; 

Virginia, 68... ...0cceeeeeeereeere
eergecee es 40,000 | 

Monnessee, 6S. .sesrececerccescacese
cssceees 40,000 

| Kentucky, 68....ceeseeeceeresccceccsececes 6,000 oo 

Missouri, BS. cc ccececceccecc
scescccsseseces

 £8,000 a : 

— ——-—134,009 

Civculation....
ceceeccecececce

escevescece 
ss Ll9,000 

- | WISCONSIN BANK, MINERAL POINT. ; a 

| Wisconsin, 78..
scscscccccccnec

ceseereseeees 
20,000 . 

oo Missouri, 68... eco c oe weeeeevieens eoee wees eenee 20,000 ; 

Tennessee, 68. .eerercccvececess
osvcrsrerrer® 

5,000 

Virginia, 63....scceceesereseerere
rsrerccr® 5,000 | 2 

a ~ Cirevlation....seseeseeeee
ereeecerere ee ees 46,998: 

| “FARMERS & MILLERS’ BANK, MILWAUKEE. oo 

| Kantucky, 65..
.scscseecsceeee

eneenoeeeeess 
33,000 | | 

, Tennessee, GS, .eereccroccscesssero
rrsererr® 7,000 oF, a , 

eg os  40,000° | 

- Circulation, seccecscceccceececer
ererseeeess 

37,500 ue 

| a JEFFERSON COUNTY BANK, WATERTOWN. | | 

oo Virginia Oarecececcvcccccsccecsccs
osersenssseress 

55,000 Los | 

Circulation. ..esccccccccccceveesssseseeeee®
 50,000- 

: : BADGER STATE BANK, JANESVILLE. * | | 

Missouri, 6s... oeoeoe eccece ve e we e ee e cece ee ece . e . ° 25,000: | 

a . ss Circulation. o.0,0 680668664 eo .8 oe eoseeaoeese ® eeoe ° . e 22,496. ;



i ERR SQ OSES 
on . , 

a . a o o . i Stn wo C ~ a - BC eo RRS bs : . eke! a es ae OF ft gl at 

a | | _ “OSHKOSH CITY: RANK, OSHROBE.. a UE BE 

| Missourl, 6s. . cosee ? oP Ree eC ere eoce e Cee eek e 105000~ ee ° _ : ‘North’ Carolina, 6s... eeoetaeerens eee oe aoe pecee “ 25,000 ; 

~ Cash on deposit with Bank Comptroller... , seesceeess 1500 — 
: * en - 9 2 ah > Dacca cece ee cee. : oy _ .01,500 | | . Circulation, os eoeeresese 238 ted PP 9 eee ae: 49,906 - 

ON aa, RACINE COUNTY, BANKy BAOINEA (00000) | | 

Oo , Circulation, ee meee eae eee eVonse rgk. PP oeeeee 26,098 ; en CENTER SERRE RB ye Ee _— | 

| “os * .. ESOHANGR BANKS MILWAUKERS* = 
. aE no “8 a a a Shwe ee . Pet we : 

oe . Uiginidy G80 eee eeceseeeeeeseceeecceeees 10;000 - : | 
5 

4 . Georgia; 68.0... eee seres cee cere caves eeecee. 15,000... of 
f . PASE we es re os ees 2500 

| ° € Re f Circulation, . 9s » osees eo. oe 9 0 2 0» oe eee eo eee ‘ee . 22,492 on . 

a CITY BARK OF RACINE, RACINE, = | 
| Montucky, 68... ccc ie cesaecscceseeuscece, 1,000. > | oo , Tennessee, 686.000... ee eceecceseseesecen se 13,000: . . | ; . Mitsouri, 68.0.0... cece cece cess eeec cell, 10,000 

| | ‘Virginia, 6s. eee ° oe ee a e ee eee we’ 21,000 ‘ . pe 45,000 ; - Circulation. 2... ..0. 00.6 Se are 40,000 CO 

“+ BANKOF THE wast, MADISON, ks oe .f ba © ee 7 * . 
7 . no 

os Louisiana, 68.00.00. cc cceeceeccececccce cen, 28,000 , . ‘Michigan, GS eee eee see eeueeteeecseces 7,000 | | oe 835.000 | oo Circulation... 6... cece eeeceecececeeeecce., 35,000 , 

oo . | *" BANK OF FOND DU LAG, FOND DU LAG 
a / Tennesseo, 68.0040. : sees eee cecsaseacsacecvevcce, 25,000 | . ae “ Cirvculations ..e ec. cee cece cece ce cce eee ccn.. 22,492 . 

. _ COLUMBIA COUNTY BANK, PORTAGE CITY, | oO . 

ce Missouri, 6s... . eee eee sees eee eee eer eresrece - 13,000.:,. a r , 
North Carolina, 6s, eee eee os e wees e oes eeeene see 15,000 A . ! 

S i |g CMU. ee eee ee cece eee bees ee ees 24,993 : 

. . 
7



| - 

| . FOX RIVER: BANK, GREFN BAY. : . | } e 

Virginia, Bs.ccesegeeeeescesecesecseeserees LL 000 o)4 | = 

* Tennessee, 6s... eee eoee eee ee eoseee eceeeoeeee 14,000 ... ve oS , : : 

Oe 85000 
, a oS Circulation, ss. ccecen ces eedenetceeceeeevee

s 24,998 © 

| BANK OF COMMERCE, MILWAUKEE. = a 

| © Tennessee, O8..eeeeeeeeeeeeeceseneevereesees 87,000 = 

Kentucky, 68.00.eecesceeetn
eceecsesenereee 3,000 

| : oe |  ——— 40,000 — | 

| Circulation. .’. ee oes eeee cece eee erece 36,000 

| BANK OF WATERTOWN, WATERTOWN. = a - | 

. North Carolina, 6s cccecucccecevece
ceseceses 14,000 | 

Michigan, 68 ...ceeceeseeeesenwerecnerences 11,000 | 

Tennessee, 63..eeeeecces
eccccercesececurces 

4,000. . : : 

Kentucky, 68 wc esecceeeces eee bvseoce i 100088 . - 

co Louisiana, 63°. eooeveveee wet eeecceenenesees ee 3,000 ee 

7 , Circulation, ....sseeeeee eee ee cece eee e ee eees 29,293 
. 

| _GERMANIA BANK, MILWAUEEE. Oo 

| Tennessee, O8seeeeccepeverercsepeccecerec
ss 10,000 0, | 

Missouri, 68...» ee eee eeeces eoeese oe e oe 15,000. nade! : . 

. Circulation. ..... eeeneveoveve e@eoe oe ooeoeooeneeve ee o 22,500 | a 

of NORTHERN BANK, GREEN BAY. OO 

Virginia, Gs... ceccccecccc
ececeeavecaueses

s 25,000 - . . - 

; . Missouri, BS cc ccccgeveccccravesse
sseseseses 21,000 . 

: , Circulation..
.... e _ ote e veers e oe we . se eeeeee 82,298 

ene . We . 9. | DANE COUNTY BANK, MADIBON. ._ a - 7 

Missouri, 68,...0eeeee% 
pecccccccscececece es 10,000 o 

| Tennessee, 68. ccecesccseccecceese wevececese 10,000 7 | 

. North Carolina, 68 eoeccoseosesseserseorseeers 
29,000 | — , 

: Georgia, 68 veeccenveceseecesccct
sneccceees, 10,000 an , 

Seas. 7 So “Lo 59,000 . 

‘ kpc: fee. Circulation, eos eeoee ° e -° eoese5ne ° e oe e ° cee a a i x . 50,000 7 

oy | ‘PEOPLE'S BANK, MILWAUKEE. | OO 

Georgia, TB ccc cece cecccccesasesesenceeee
s 20,000 | - 

. do OSeveccevcccceceeccc
ecsseseeeess 5,000 _ oe . | 

. - Circulation... .ccccececcccecse
cceeeseecccces 

23,144



 — farnings of, the, M. & M. Rail, Road from 1st. August, 1852 to 

| ofliAugual. ©. os we 2570 BO 8,047 BB 5,618 22 - a 

a +x: September « era! 468,250, 650: ‘4,055 50 «9,806 "15" 
October = = 674 BB 5807 59 15,072 12° , 

<i! November... ©-. =). 18,840 82: .. 4,001°92° 12,842.94- 
December.) se = 8,004 84 8,118 80.. 12012 64 

 pTahuatyes Sos veer ee 9605-95). 8,105 80 ~ 10,801 a5 | 
oa February. ha oe BBIB 16 bao 3,290 70 8,805 86. é | 
owsMarch) ee 5 A,686°08 8,521 87 8,157 85°: | 
April e284 78 4819 60 8,944 88. 

a Mayes ote ee 997,786 42 > 6218 Te. 18,950 20°: | 
dunes: eh ee bets 10,259 14. «8304 03 é an ‘18,563 17. 

a duly: Meo we cet 2-9 TATO: QL F: 8,884 64 oe 16,164 BR 

ce | | $81,578 47 $57,349 96. $138,928 43 | 
7 EMR Een tt So EE, o 

fags i.) Running Hapenses. - 
Co agust i hed 8B | 

— © September. - tm: Se ea et BTR 94 
— *peQetober re ee 4,376 81) - 

| November - eo oe ae 4,332 51° - 
+ December - ee 7 - = 4,882 68 | 

—_ January Phot we ee: - —_ 3,766 84 | 
February - Sr ~ - 4,898 04 

0 March ew 055 21 
oe April | Lt = + | ot. oe - 8,421 98 a 

May = = 4,206 45 
June = te oe - 4,331 81 
Jay - me - — 4,500 00 . 
EEE a oe $50,445 06 | | 

- _ Eamings. = 9° -. “ -— 8 138,928 48 
a . Deduct Running Expenses ss - 50,445 06 Oo 

co Ra $88,488 87



STATE OF WISCONSIN,2.. °°... * 3. Om oo | 
Mitwavkes Counry. ‘ bes . : ON Co 

We, George H: Waller, Président ro’ tem; and Williim’ Painter, Séeretary 
of the Milwankee & Mississippi Rail Road Company, being’ duly”’sworh,’ do — 

: depose and say. each otiefor-himself arid-not' the one for the other, that the 

gross ‘earnings of said tdmpany’s road, leading from Milwaukee to Janesville, — | | 

for the:year next preceeding the first" day Of - Augustinstant, amount to thesum | a 

of $188,928 43; atid the expenses fot rubning or operating said roadiduting = 
that: period, is the sum of $50,445 06,Jeaving the nett earnings theteofat'the == 

| sum) of 88,483 37;.and in manner aforesaid, wa further say, that.we:beliéve, | | 

_ and:so state, the fact to be, that the nett darhings of said company’s road:between bo 

Waukesha and the point'f intersection with. the Janesville branch:road;/being = 
forty-two and one-half miles, amounts’ to thé aum of: forty-eight thousand! Gol- 

__\ Jars-and upwards, ‘And ‘in manner aféresaid:we further say, that the tchellule 

hereunto. attached is‘#" correct and true ‘exhibitiof the monthiy earnings of{éaid 

road between the paints first: named,ias well. as the- monthly expenses in‘op- 
. erating or running the ‘same, and that it also truly shows the nett earrings 

thereof, = ee ake oe ) | 

And in manner aforesaid, we further state and set forth that we have care~ 

| fully examined the accounts and itertis for'the cdat of the said company’s road 

between the village of Waukesha.and the -point of insection with the:Jd@nes- 
ville Branch, and that the aggregate cost thereof amounts to thesumvofeight = 
hundred. and seventy-five thousand dollars, and further'the deponents,in‘wiant 

ner aforesaid, say not. 7 
(Signed,) . . GEO. H. WALKER, eeceeri | 

- | President pro tem. of the M.& MARBGOK 
Ps WM.TAINTER, © | 

ea OO Secretary of the M&M R.RGO 

Subscribed and sworn to before me, thissixth day of August, A. D., 1853. 
Se "ss GHARLES F.ILLSLEY, 5 

| Notary Public, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin, 

Filed in the office of State Treasurer, at Madison, this 19th day of Sep- 

tember, A. D. 1853.. Signed, _ — | EY oe 

lhe - oo * -—E.H.JANSSEN, . 

: es . oe By D.M.Smaven, 2



| | mo, 27 a nee 

- _.'We, the undersigned, the Goyernor, Bank Comptroller, and Attorney Gen- 
'erabof the state of Wisconsin, do-hereby. certify, from actual view and ,inspeo- 

~ Aion, that a certain portion,of the “Milwaukee and Mississippi. Railroad,” lying = 
between Waukesha. and Milton, being forty-two and a half milepimektent, hes = 

__ -been constructed ‘in;a substantial manner, with a solid.road: bed, with a rajl-of _ 
| Trpattern, aad of weight not-Jess than Afty ponds to.the’yard, similar footy 
ef Yoads of :the rst chiis, and has been fully equipped and. in actual opépation, 
and has earned for, ihe. year next preceding the first day of August, AD - 

«1858, 'a nett reventié exceeding forty-eight thousand dollars, = | 

Given under our hatils, this 14th day of September, A. D. 1853. 

es KONARD J.FARWELL, 
seat ay (Signed) JAMES 8, BAKER. °°” i 

: | : | E. ESTABROOK. = 

Filed in the Office of State Treasurer at Madison, this 19th day of Septem- 

ber, 1853. Signed — ae EH. JANSSEN, | 
| oO I State Treasurer. a 

| a By D.M. Szavzr. _ : 

© OFFICE OF THE A?TORNEY GENERAL OF THE State or WISCONSIN, | | 

| Pane ee >.’ Mapisoy, September 14th 1853. 

-’ Ty Experiétite Estabrook, Attorney General of the State of Wisconsin, do 
hereby certify. from actual ekamination, that a certain’ mortgage or deed “Of 

| trust, bearing date June 15th, 1852, executed by. the “Milwaukee and ‘Missii- 

| sippi Railroad Company,” an incorporated Company in the state of Wiséonaln, / 

duly: organized undér its act of incorporation and the acts amendatory thereof, 

| and havitig a road of more than twenty miles in extent, to George S. Coe, of 

the city of New York, of so ‘much of the railroad of the said “Milwaukee 

_ and Mississippi Railroad Company” as lies between the city of Milwaukee and 

the east‘bank of Rock River, in the said state of Wisconsin, to secure payment = 
of. certain bonds -of thé said. Railroad Company, not exceeding six hundred 

:thousand dollars: in amount,’ viz;: $400,000 thereof in. bonds of $1000 each, Cot 

| and to be numbered; respectively ‘from number 1-to number.400 inclusive, ap an 

| $200,000 thereof-in bonds of $500 each, and to be numbered respectively froxa oo 

, number 401 to number 800 inelusive, and. to bear.date May 5th, 1852, and | 

which. said mortgage or deed. of trust: wags duly recorded in the office .of ‘the 

: Secretary of: State; of thes aid. state of ; ‘Wisconsin, on the:27th-day of Decem-



‘cer;'1832; as appears of record in the office of the sdid Becretary of: State, has 

‘been executed in the manner and with the provisidns required by an act ofthe 

‘legislature of the state of Wiscotisin, entitled “an' act to authorize the business 

of banking,” approved April 19, 1852, and that’ such mortgage or deed of - 
trust is the first lien on a certain portion ‘of road of the said Railroad Company. - 

of not less length than’ forty ‘miles, ‘to wit, on 8 much ‘of said road as lies be- 
4ween'’ Waukesha and Milton, being forty-two’ and one half miles in extent, its 

equi pments, depots, fixtures, machinery, income and franchises, 7 Signed } o | 

oo KG ESTABROOK, 
SO | = Atty Gen. 

a Filed in the office of State Treasurer at Madison this. 19th day of Beptem- | 

| ber, 18580 - a : 

(Signed) «iE HL JANSSEN, . 
On : State Treasurer, 

| Fe ) By D. M. Saver. | 

ee | Ozricn or Srare TREASURER, : 

| I do hereby certyfy that the preceding papers are copies of the statement of 

the directors of the “Milwaukee and Mississippi Railroad Company,” on file in — 
this office and of the certificate, filed therewith, beaing date Sept. 14th, 1853 
and that the same are full and correct copies of the whole and of every part of 
Such statement and certificates. a ee coe | 

re State. Treasurer. 
oe ae By DM. Szaver, - 

| | | | | : : OFFICE OF Arronmey GaweraL.or Taz State oF Wrconstx, 

oe ge .-§ Mapison, October 4, 1853... 

_ Upon the statement of the Directors of the Milvaukeo' & “Mississppi Rail 
_ Road Co., and the certificates bearing date’ Sept: 14tb;'1853, filed therewith 

in the office of the State Treasurer, I have no: hesitation’ in saying that the 
bonds of the said rail road company secured by a mortgage or deed of taust, 
and bearing date June 15, 1852, executed by the said company, to George 9. | 

, Coe, of the city of New York, on so much of’ said road as:lies between thecity



OC 9g a 
Of Milwaukee and the east bank of Rock River in said State, are receivable as : a basis for banking within the restrictions contained in an act entitled “an ac - to authorize the business of banking, approved April 19, 1852. | oe a Fe _. BE. ESTABROOK, | | a oe a Att'y. General, 
Be : .. Orrioz or Bark Comprro.izr,. - 

CO Manisow, Wisconsin, Oct. 4, 1854 
_ ‘The bonds of the Milwaukee & Mississippi. Rail Road Company to which the opinion of the Attorney General of this date ‘and the preceeding papers — _ Telate, will be received at this office as a basis for banking, within the restrictions — a contained in an act entitled “an act to authorize the business of banking,” aps 
proved April19, 1852, ; - a 7 | | — | | — ., « SAMES 8, BAKER, | | naw HE de cae .,, Bank Comptroller. |



The followin g. statement will. showsdhe names of the persons who , 

have executed Bonds, now on deposit in the Bank Comptroller's | 

Office, (im addition to the State Stocks deposrted,) to further 

secure the redemption of the countersigned notes issued to theur 

respective Banks, as required: by Section 17, of the Banking 

Jaws 
| , | 

State Bank, Madison, penalty of bond, °'- fw Tem B12,500 | 

‘Names of Bondsmen: Sam’l Marshall and Chas. F Isley, iP 

i Wisconsin Marine & Fire Ins. Co., Milwaukee, penalty of bond, | - , 26,000 =. 

‘Names of Bondsmen; George Smith and Alex Mitchell. © 0. a 

| Bank of Racine, Racine,’ penalty of bond,- - °° - 12,500 

| | Names of Bondsmen: Aug. L McCrea, William J Bell, and | | 

| | Henry J Ullman, — _ | - 

oo Rock River Bank, Beloit, penalty of ‘bond, | le - 12,500 | 

Names of Bondsmen: John M Keep, Lucius G Fisher and 

Alfred LD Field, a : a . 

| City Bank of Kenosha, Kenosha, penalty of bond, - - = 6,250 

| | Names of Bondsmen: A Campbell, E W Blinn, H W Hub- , 

| bard, H B Towsley, S B'Scott, H W James, Betsey DGof, 

JH Kimball and E W Evans. © Oo 

City Bank of Kenosha, Kenosha, penalty of bond, | - - 6,250 

Names of Bondsmen: H.B Towslee, Sam Hale, S Bronson, jr,, | : 

: John Denniston, A Campbell, Hubbard & Blinn and H M os 

| Elkin, © a - : oe 

~ State Bank of Wisconsin, Milwankee, penalty of bond, - = 87,500 | 

| | Names of Bondsmen: James B Martin, Eliphalet Cramer, 8 - 

| : Anson Eldred, Elisha Eldred, John Catlin, P W Badgely, 

Oo Joshua Hathaway, John G@ Inbash 'and C B Dickerman. | | 

Wisconsin Bank, Mineral Point, penalty of bond, - - ~ = 12,500 

Names of Bondsmen: C C Washburn and Cyrus Woodman.



Farmers & Millers” Bank, Milwaukeo, penalty of bond, | vs i oF - {9,500 | | Names of Bondsmen: Newcomb, Cleveland, Stephen HAlden,° | 
- .,, Charles D Nash, M B Medberry, John W Medberry, and. 

co Farmers & Millers’ Bank, Milwaukee, penalty of bond, coe | - 12,5000, - ” Names of Bondsmen: Edward H Brodhead, S H Alden, An | ° son’ Eldred, ‘A’ Finch, je, John Lockwood and E D Holton, — 

Jefferson County Bank, Watertown, penalty of bond, __ a Cost 8,250 | © Nantes of Bondsmen; Chas G Harger and Daniel Jones, | - ‘ oe | oy 

—— "Jefferson County Bank, Watertown, penalty of bond, =. 6,250 / Names of Bondsmen ; ‘Chas G Harger and Daniel Jones, Co | 

| Badger State Bank, Janesville, penalty of bond, . . : - - - . | - sono oo 
., Names of Bandsmen: ‘William J Bell and EL Dimock, 9. : 

se Oshkosh City Bank, Oshkosh, penalty of bond, = - | -. - a 12,500 Names of Bandsmen: James Kneeland, David P Hull and 7 
- - . Benj § Henning, 

a, a, | 

Racine County Bank, Racine, penalty of bond, - oe oe 12.500 _ _ Names of Bondsmen: “eorge O Northrop, LW Munroe, RM... bee E "Norton, Nicholas D Fratt, Homy § Durand, H B Munroe, John W Cary and John Thompson. es | 

Exchange Bank of Win 1 Bell & Co, Milwaukee, penalty of boud, ~ 12,500 Names of Bondsmen: | Wim J Bell and HS Wadsworth, 
City Bank of Racine, Racine, penalty of bond, . wo 12,500 | 
oy cNames of Bondsmen: . Gilbert Knapp, WH,,Waterman and... 

| a Alex, McClurg. eck hag lab tp LE ee BL Fee’ | | 

Bank of the West, Madison, penalty of bond, Se | a 25,000 _. Names of Bondsmen: James E Kelly, James Ludington and - Geo W Chapman. OO : " ee



| Bank of the West, Madison, penalty ef bond, cat ae - 8750 

Name of Bondsmen;.. Samuel A Lowe 
: 

Bank of Fond du Lac” Fond du Lag, ponalty"of bond, . - 6,250 

Names of Bondsmen: Wm J Bell and Abram G@ Butler. | OO 

| Bank of Commerce, Milwaukee, penalty of bond, - - - - - . 25,000: oe 

| Names of Bondsmen: George W. Peckham, James H Rogers, 

Joseph S Colt, Waltor H Peckham and John Watson. a 

| Columbia County Bank, Portage City, penalty of bond, - os | 6,250 a 

_ Names of Bondsmen: Samuel Marshall, Charles F Isley and - | 

| HSHaskl. 48424 2 re 

Fox River Bank, Green Bay, penalty of bond, oe - yo 2 7,000 LON 

Names of Bondsmen: Joseph G Lawton, M.L Martin, F Des | 

noyers and John Day. — Co TO 

- Northern Bank, Howard, penalty of bond, - os - - - | 12,500 " | 

Names of Bondsmen : Otto Tank, ML Martin and E Conklin. pS | 

Germania Bank, of G Papendick é& Co, Milwaukee, penalty of bond, | 6,250 | 

Names of Bondsmen: Geo Papendick & CH H Papendiek. ee 

| Dane County Bank, Madizon, penalty’ of bond, : . 7 - " _ - 12,500 

| Names of Bondsmen:' Levi B Vilas, Leonard J Farwell and N 

- BYVan Slyke. ee - 

| People’s Bank ‘of Haertel, Greenleaf & Co, Milwaukee, penalty of bond, 6,250 | 

Names of Bondsmen: H Haertel, EB Greenleaf and AW OC 

Greenleaf. a oe i 

| Bank of Watertown, Watertown, penalty of bond, ae 2 oe 12,500 | 

Names of Bondsmen: A L Pritchard, Linus R Cady, Luther a : 

| A Cole, Ebenezer WCole ee



| | a So “HO? | - 
7 

Lhe following Statement will exhibit the names of the Stock- holders and the amount of Stock owned by cach én dwidual, tn the several Banks of the State, as reported to this Office on the first Monday of January, 1855, a a 
\ 

er ee 
—_ 

Name of Banks. to of sn Residence, _ Amount, | 

State Bank 9-2 jas & Illsley | OY | | a 
, . s - {Samuel Marshall _ |Madison | $50.000 | 

. ae | Charles F, Illsley {Milwaukee | 7 Wis. M: & FF. Ins, Compan Alexander Mitchell | Milwaukee 100,000 
‘Bank of Racine - | Henry J. Ullmann Racine 25,000 

ee a Win. J. Bell | Milwaukee 12,500 _ [Elisha 8. Wadsworth/Chicago, TI] | 12,500 - Farmers & Millers Bank. - Edward D. Holton Milwaukee | 6,600 
ft oo ohn Lockwood : . do | | 6,500 

oh oo BS Anson Eldred do 8,100 | 
- | S. H. Alden | do 6,500. - 

a B Finch, jr do 6500 _ |E. H. Broadhead do 6,600 
ee | IG. H. Walker do | 5,000 
a | a, E M. Williamson . Madisss | 4,200 | Wisconsin Bank = 10. C. Washburn | Mineral Point _ | 25,000 - os Woodman — do . 25,000 . City Bank of Kenosha *|Seth Doan | Kenosha 1,000 

SO , [E. W. Habbard | - do | 2,000 — 
eo 

LG, Gottsfredgen | do. 5000 
So a ls. B. Scot, do | 1,000 | 
bt 7 ce Harvey Durkee . | _ do 500 yo 

cB 
n John VY. Ayer | | do : 2,500 

te | + |Samuel Hale do! 7,500 
- | [Royal B. Towslee | do} L000 | 
re | - | Mrs. Louisa Elkins do- 500 

Se ae ‘|Asahel Farr | do | 1,000 
noo - a _ {James A. Newman Somers | | 1,000 

Seok ~- [Richard Campbell jChittenango, N. Y, 2,000 | 
WEP “Ann M, Robinson |Kenosha , | 200 | 
eS : ve | Frederick Robinson do | | 300 

ae ne Frederick: Gage * | do | 300 re | ae . Alonzo Campbell. | do | 19,000 

a 5 |



| | 34 

| Name of Banks. vam of Shareholders. Residence. | Amount. 

City Bank of Kenoha—con- | oO , po 

, tinued - - -\H. B. Towslee '|Kenosha 5,000 

 \Uriah Newman = | Somers | 8,000 

| Thomas Pricture |enosha — |. . 1,200 

Southport L., No. 1, CO | 

: LO, f OF. . | do : 500 

Rock River Bank - ~|John M. Keep Beloit . : | 1,500 | 

: J. J. Bushnell do 7 7,900 

| : Lucius G. Fisher | . do . | 8,000 | 

| —lAlfred L. Field 1 do | | 8,000 

| {Peter K. Field -do. | 300 

| Mrs, A. ¢.Brinsmadd do | 2,000 

| — Joseph Emerson do | } 1,200 

—. --1Prustees Beloit Col’e| do | + 2,000 

- a A. L. Chapin, G’n ‘ _ : 

| | | BG. & W.W.Curtis| do 7 1,200 

| Amos Sheffield Old Saybrook, Con, 1,600 

| oo: Supton W. Curtis {Union District, 8.C. 400 

| | A.W. Root © |Elgin, Il. — | 500 

_— : T, W. Williams New London,Conn.| 5,000 

a a 4 Tallcott & Co. Rockton, Il. |} 2,000 

| - | — tW.and'S. Taleott | do | 600° 

~ YMiss Mary Lusk Enfield, Conn. 2,000 

a -\Miss: Caroline Lusk | do : | 2,000 — 

Miss Inlia Lusk =| do 2,000 

| — Joseph Emerson — ee Til. 1,200 — 

State Bank of Wisconsin -|Henry P. Peck . {Milwaukee =~ 1,000 

| _ \Joshua Hathaway do. «= = | 4,500 

| 
\F. W. Hawley — do + 2,000: 

- Jos. H. Cordes | do : 1,000 

| a P. W. Badgley do : 5,000 

Elisha Eldved —do- | 7,500 

John Catlin do. 8,300. 

Eliphalet Cramer do | 7,000 

. a Wm. E. Cramer do | 3,000 

: | 3 | E. B. Dickerman do | 5,000 

| John G. Inbush — do | 6,000: 

| Anson Eldred do 9,200 

— | _ |Ed’rd A. Broadhead] = do | 4,000 

| ~- |John D. Inbush do | _ 4,000 

_ Lester Sexton do — 3,000: 

— Cyrus Hawley | | do | 1,400 

| ae Helen Hawley do 600



nie ne On ye | 7 eS 

'. Nameof Banks | in of see —— Residence, | Amount. 

- Btate Bank Wis. —continued Daniel. Wells, Jr. itwauke are | 5,000 - wo James B. Martin. =| do | 7,000 ees . | Franklin Ripley ~~ |Greenfield, Mass,.: | 3,000 » os | — HLA. Perking . |Hartford, Conn, 2,000 -_ ee | TALL Catlin Burlington, Vt. | 15,000 oe a Le Grand B. Cannon!New York 15000  — ee | GH. Cramer Troy, N. Y: | 5,000 — oe >. 1D. J. Robinson _ Hartford; Conn. | 3000 ° . | poe | James Forsyth Troy, N.Y. | 1,600 os a ae : -  |John Cramer Waterford, N.Y. | 10,000 | oo. John Kicerbacker — do | 8,000 Be - | |Geo. W.. Kirtland do 8,000 - oe | K. Curtis - a New York . 10,000 7 be. —-- {Geo. B. Warren | Troy, N.Y. | 14,000 OS —. |Geo. Henry Warren “do , 6,500 | ne _ [Nathan B. Warren » do | | 1,500 a , Stephen B Warren | = do *°"" (7,500 | ne | — |B. 0, Cole.  — |Rochester, N. Y. | 2,000 — = pS Thomas Belknap. Hartford, Conn. | 3,000 4 - home Warren |Troy, N. Y. ; 7,500 - . | ~ {Charles K. Richards do | | 3,300 : i a _ |E. Seymour | | Brattleboro, Vt 3,000 ne | | TEL WW. Clapp Green field, Mass, _ 4,000 ee Mary W. Cannon - Pes N. Y. 4,000 | bye oe se TOR, Paber . do | | 3,300 = ° - So W.-H. Warren © Moreau, N, Y, © 2,500 — AWE Stonrs)  Tefartford Comp, | 6,000 | BS 7 - John Wasburton doo: 5,000 Le a | . i Flim = sITroy, NV Y. 2,000 | | | : — T Brank Ripley,and W |Oreentld Mass. {| 1,000 | es fo T. Davis, Trustees} | : BS a JE. HY Ball” East Troy, Wis, | 1,000 — | - Abner Peckham Providence R. I, 2,000 - OS ee Frank RipleyandW.! _. | ae _. >. fT. Davia, Trustees Greenfield, Mass. — 1,000 - ee Se F.S. Eldred ema Wis. 1000 Pe WA Warren Moreau, N. Y. 1,500 7 : a | os TWeT. Lee Hartford, Conn. 1,000- a a + }Henry ‘Lhompson Thompsonstown, Ct} + 1,000 Bh L 
; 

. ; oe Jefferson County Bank | lo, G.” Harger Pamelia, N.Y. . 36,000. * Pe SO OS es Jones ——_ | Watertown Wis. 14,000 poe os =. . oy iy ey . 4 7 iS | Badger State Bank -  .« Wm. J: Bell: Milwaukee | 6,300 LE . 
od | ar IE. L. Dimock ——_|Janesyille 12,500 oe



| {Name of Banks. ame of Sinrholdet| a Residence. CF | Amount. 

: BadgerSiateBk continued TS S. W “swontl Chica, Ti. ° || ° $6,200 

Racine County Bank; -Henry 8. Durand - cin | 8,000. / 

a (Reuben M. Norton j do 1 2,000 

| : * |George C. Northrop do = | 2,500 | 

| -|Lyman W. Munroe ; do | 6000. | 

a _ -|Horatio Bs Munroe | .do 4,000 — 

: | {Curtiss Mann — — | 3,000 

" ~ |Aaron R. Vail — do — 2,000 

: | —|George O. Vail do | 3,000. 

| : .|Nicholas D. Fratt: |Racine | 9,050 © 

- | _ |John W. Cary = | do ~ {2,000 

. - - . *" lJohn Thompson =|. do 2,000 

| ee - - 1@, Clement =| do a 500 

: an E. Darwin Munroe | do 1,000 © 

. | {William H. Bennett | do . 100. 

a | {William P. Brown do | 100 

so _. |Alexander Mosher | do. | 200° 

| . -jHarry Griswold — do 1+ 100 

| | | Charles P. Bliss | do a 100 

- , - James Nield 1 do. | =. 250 

| , James Mather do. , | 250 

| | —. |EdwinBurgess = |) do | 250 

| - Heath.& Dickenson | do’ —__i 500 

: . Fred. L. Durand. |Rochester, N.Y. 1,000 

Oo | - - |Mrs. Mary H. Cary |Racine, Wis. | — 200 

oe 7 so he _M. Harrington: |Delavan, “ | 600 

, _ {Hannah E. Aikin’ Racin « | — 600 . 

Oe George Burford. - do . | 250 

- | . - \Franklin Hardy — [Bares Vi. | — 200° 

: | — \Mary Cottrel Greenwich, N. Y. 1,000 

mS | - |Adam Cottrel do —_ 1,000 

| - TR, BH. Bowman. | {Racine © | 500 

a \Lewis GC. Osborn. do EO 250 

ae my! .° |W.H.Lathrop & Co do - 2,000 

: | --..” |Thos. H. Barret — do | |, 150 

| oS .. . |Rebeeca Hurd. | West Arlington, Vt.| 1,000 

7 | + |W. W. Vaughan [Racine | | 1,000 

| Bo A Ellis Price © do — 850, 

| So ! \E. Andrews (Ex.) Greenwich N.Y. }{ 1,000 

Oo ans Edwin Andrews ; do | ood 000 | 

| 7 > |Darwin Andrews: | do. - | 1,000 

OO / Presiet W. White Racine — 2,000 

- | «+ | Frederick Button’ {Clarendon ‘Vt. ~ f » 500 

. ne | (Enoch Smith: _ | do. —— -600-



Name of Banks, is ame of Shareholders. | ' Residence. Amount: | 

Racine Co. komt og Capron, jr. now Vt. =| 9500: | a | — 1S. W. Moore. Danby,  « | 500 ee _ |Charles Andrews - Wallingford, “ | 500... : oe, | _ {Elias H. Steward ‘Clarendon, “ 500. Co _ |Horace Bigelow _ | Greenwich, N.Y. | 1,000 | — ee - [Leonard Gibb do : 2,000 | . a [Sylvester B. Peck {Racine 250 — : _ 1K Martindale .. |Wallingford, Vt. 1,000 | Ne Kdw.8. Howard do 2,000 a | oe ait ae — (Troy, N.Y. 1,000 - as (David Carr | do = | 1000°° a oe [ethan Cornell do 5,000. a | | : Chas. K. Cornell - |New York — §,000 a So —.  |Wm. W. Cornell Troy, New York | 5,000 . a | mo 7 .. JH N. Graves rani wy 5,000 | Oe » ..  |AL Bigelow = Greenwich « 2,700 - | 
D. A. Boies, do | 500 yO a 'Horace Cottrell | do . | 1,000 . 7 a , [Eliza Bassett | Troy, N.Y. | 1,000 | 

oe , OW, GA. Wate do | , 50. - : oe : |. H.C. Sheldon do 4 1,000 _ ee |  |Harvey Church | | do — 2,600 ae a | Chas. H. Holden | = do 1,000 ee _. {Sylvia B. Burton — [Greenwich, N: Y. | _ 1,000 4 : Wiliam Dorr — do ~~ 500 | | 3. Vai —- -- {Dorset, Vt. | | 1000 a  ~W.C. Allen = Delavan, Wis. — 1,000 | CT - J.T. Masters =“ | Greenwich, N. Y.. 2,000 ee - |Thomas Hill Granville, N. Y. 500 ee Danie] Roberts. | Manchester, Vt. _ 1,000 oo | sO |Howard Harris Wallingford, Vt. 1,000 et TRA, Scofield’ > Racine Wis, | 500 | 
Exchange Bank. = Wiliam J. Bell Dank | 25,000 ne eo * Blisha Wadworth Chicago, Tl. . - | 25,000 

_. City Bank ‘of Racine - . - t McClurg, Racin os | 28,500, mS «. |Gilbert Knapp =| do | 5,000 
ee TW. H. Waterman | do | 5,000 | / ee | - {Wm. McConiche do 6,000 BC | A. W.Davison —_|Chicago; II, | 5,000 7 natn ee jAlmira Knapp’ ‘-+Racine | eb §8.000" | ooh ee Thilo White ia doi, | 2,500 oe RR =. + | ilonzo MeVoniche Troy, N. Y. | 1,000 oe



38 | a 

Name of Banks. - Is ame of Shareholders. ‘Residence . « | Amount, — 

ban a | / |: | | ~ 

‘Bank of the West: - . -|Samuel A. Lowe |Madison .. | 100,000. ; 

Bank of Commerce - .  -|G. W. Peckham ~ Miwankes | 40,000 

- te ASogeph S. Coit = | do 15,000 

| my 2... 7" \Walter H. Peckham New York : 15,' 00 

oo —  |John Watson | '- do | 10,000 

a _ |Rufus W. Peckham jAlbany, N.Y. | 10,Q00 

ee es PB. Peckham ~ poste N.Y. | 10,000 | 

Columbia County Bank: . | same Marshall» |Madison | 15.000 

| a | ‘Charles F. Iisley ~ Miwavkes g 3 

es, ee Pare S, Haskell _ City {| 10,000 | 

Germania Bank = - ~— -|George Papendiek | Milwaukee | 90,000 

a : e H. H. Papen do | 5,000 

Bank of Watertown - -| A. L. Pritchard Watertown = | 15,000 

7 - : 7 e W. Clark | do 15,400 — 

oe L.R. Cady do : 1,0u0 

» {LA Cole. 1, do sis. 1,000 

. , [Armes Steck | do | 500 

oo john Richards — | — do. | 500 

| oe — 1E. W. Cole | doe 2,000 — 

- ES P.Roose . | do | - 800 | 

: - IDaniel Jones sf do | 2,000 | 

| +. \Joseph Moss ani Mich. | 3,000° 

es Oo | Freeman Moss |. do° | 3000 

| re , , (Sam. Medbury New Berlin, N. Y.} 2,500 ~ 

ae oO, _. \D. H. White — do | 500 

ce . Pe Beardslee do 1,000 — 

7 | Samuel White — | do | 1,000 | 

ae Det S. White. | | do — { 1,000- 

a TR, G. Litte osoros Wis. | 300 

| Dane County Bank - = - Levi B. Vilas [Madison ~=—si,ss«é|:s«(20,000. 

Se {Leonard J. Farwell | do | | 15,000 © 

— IN. B. Van Slyke do | 15,000 

: People’s Bank - - -\Herman Haertel © |Milwaukee — 12,500 

| . |B. B. Greenleaf | do 1 6,800 

ee TAL W. Greenleaf = [New York 6,200



2 Name of Banks, a li ame of eet | | Residence. Amount. 4 

: Northern Bank - EC Tank A [Eort Howard 7,666 66 oo 
Oe _|Edgar Conklin Green. Bay | 7,666 66 

I | a C. Darling {Fond du Lac | 1,666 66 | 
ne Keys A. Darling “doo... 7,666 66 

ne - [Morgan L. Martin |Green Bay 9,666 68 ‘ 
a — .  - Wrial H. Peak Fort Howard « € 68 

_ Bank of Fond du Lac -|E: 8. Wadsworth | |Chicago, Il. | 6,250 00 | 
hs (Wm. J. Bell = {Milwaukee 6,250 00 | 

on (ALG. Butler Pend duLac | 12,500 00 

Fox River Bank - -|J 08. G. Lawton prowares Wis. 25,000 00. 

Oshkosh City Bank ‘james Kneeland | Milwaukee _ 1 25,000 00 : 
Reported July 8, 1854 -!David P. Hull — | do 22,000 00° 
No. Report or Jn, 1865 B. S, Herring [Oshiosh  t- 8,000 00 |



40 | | 7 

. “7 99 | oT, | a 7 

Lhe following Statement will exhibit the number of Bank Note 

empressions which have been received at this office, from tts or- 
gamezation up to the first day of January, 1855. The number 

| delwered to the Banks or destroyed, and the number now re- 

maining in the Bank Comptroller's Office: 

| . | No. 1m-| | 
| | Lo No. Im- {pressions - 

Names of Banks, , Denomination] pressions} Destr’d |On hand 
| Received.| and 

. . Deliv’d oy 

State Bank...................--------| 1, 1, 2 5, | 5,778 5,667 111 
Bank of Racine. ....................--] 1, 2, 3, 5, 4,700 | 4547) 153 

: Wisconsin Marine and Fire Inaurance Co.| 2, 3,5, 5, | 5,000 5,000; wae 
Rock River Bank...................2--| 1, 2, 3, 5, | 5,000 -| 4,547 453 | 

| City Bank of Kenosha........-........| 1, 1, 2, 3, 7,200 - 7,154 |. 46 
State Bank of Wisconsin.............-.! 1, 1, 2, 5, | 14,500 411,588 {| 2,912 , 

do do... ee eee eeeeee 5, 10, | 2,004. 2,004 eee 
Wisconsin Bank...................-.--| 1, 2, 3, 5, 6,200 |: 6,159 41 
Farmers and Millers’ Bank.............| 1, 1, 2, 5, | 10,500 5,656 4,844 . 
Jefferson County Bank.................| 1, 1, 3, 5, 5,500 | 5,063 | 437 
Fox River Bank.................---.-.| 1, 1, 2. 5, 6,000 2,780 3,220 | 
Badger State Bank....:...............] 1, 2, 3, 5, | 4,700 2,276 2,424 : 
Bank of Fond du Lac...........-...-.| 1, 2, 3, 5, 2,400 2,272 128 
Exchange Bank of Wm. J. Bell & Co.....| 1, 2, 3, 5, 4600 | 92272 2.328 

. Oshkosh City Bank.................---| 1, 2, 3, 5, 7,000 4.546 | 9454 
Racine County Bank..................] 1, 2, 3, 5, 4.500 2,416 2,084 
City Bank of Racine.................-.] 1, 2, 3, 5, 4,700 4,122 578 
Bank of the West.................----! 1, 1. 2, 3, | 14,006 5,000 9,006 
Bank of Commerce...............-----| 1, 1, 2, 5, 7,000 5,445 | 1,555 
Columbia County Bank..............--| 1, 1, 2, 5s 3,000 2,777 293 
Northern Bank...............0..-..---| 1, 1, 2, 3, | 5300 ! 4,614 | £686. 
Germania Bank............---..0..-.-| 1, 2. 3, 5, 2,500 2,272) 228 . 
Dane County Bank.....-............--{ 1, 2, 3, 5, | 6,000 4,546 1,454. 
People’s Bank......................-.| 1, 1, 2, 3, 3.699 3,971 128 

. Milwaukee Bank..................--.--| 1, 2, 3, 5, 2,500 eee 2,500 
Janesville City Bank......-.........--} 1, 2,5. 5, | 2300 | aee 2.300 - 
Bank of Beloit...................-..--| 1. 2, 3, 5, | 2,727 ase 2,727 . 
Bar k of Milwaukee...................| 1, 1, 2, 5, 3,000 —_— 3,000 7 
‘Madison Bank.....................---| 1,2, © ~} 18,000 eae 18,000 | 
Central Bank..................0.-----| 1, 1, 2, 3, | .3,600 2,600 1,000 | 
Northwestern Bank... .....2......-2.-]. 5, 10, 1,800 | se 1,800. 
Bank of Watertown.........,-.-.-0---| 1, 2, 3, 5, 5,000 2,665. | 2,335 —



| | OO AL | - 

. | | | . “Jo. a | 

| The following is a Last of Plates of Banks belonging tothe Bank _ Department of the State of Wisconsin, and now deposited um the Bank of the Lvepublic of New York city. | 
| Racine CountyBank = - . .  . - 1,2,38, 8, : «Bank of the West = - - 2. 1. 1,1, 2, 8, _ Bankof Commere- - ~ . | , 1,1, 2, 5, Co 

Jefferson County Bank - - - = -» 41, 3, 5, - — NorthemBank9 - - 2 Lk, 44% 3. | — PoxRiverBauk =~ ee a | . City Bank Kenosha - - ~ oe el 1, 1, 2, 3, . 
- _ State Bank at Madison - - ~ - 1, 1, 2, | 5, | State Bank of Wisconsin - =. sgt 1,1,2, 5, | | . State Bank of Wisconsin 5,10, 

Central Bank of Wisconsin - - «2. . 1,1,2, 3 
. Exchange Bank = - mm - os 1, 2, 3, ‘5, SO 

Rock River Bank - = . ~ 1, 2, 3, By 1 | 
~ Wisconsin Marine & Fire Insurance Company - - 2,3, 5, 5, 

Wisconsin Bank * 7~ ™ - 1, 2, 8, 5, | - - i _.<GityBankof Racine -  - . . . . 1, 2,8, 5, 
Bank of Fond du Lac mm a 1, 2, 3, 5, 
Bank of Racine - <-> 7 ” - o oe 1, 2, 3, 5," * 

| | ‘Farmers and Millers’ Bank - = «© .. 11,2 5 - 
. “Columbia County Bank’ = - - _— = «+ 11,2, 5, 

- Badger State Bank - - me, 2, 5 : _ Oshkosh CityBank - - - - - . 428 5 9. | | Germania Bank - -~  .« - “ " 1, 2, 3, 5, | | _ Bank of Watertown - - ~~ ss 2 1, 2, 8 5 
. The Madison Bank - — - - - — * 1, 2, 

+. People’s Bank, - — - - wow 1, 1, 2, 38, 
: Dane County Bank - - - os - 1, 2, 3, 5%, | 

| The Milwaukee Bank - ~~ - - - 1, 2,3, 5, : . Northwestern Bank- - =~ -~ -“ + - 5, 10, | _ The Bankof Milwaukee - - - - +412 5 
| The Bank of Beloit - 7 - - - ° 1, 2, 3, 5, | 

Phe Janesville City Bank - - - - . 4, 2, 5, 5, 
82 Plates. : | | | :



| . | | | ) 

| 42 | 

| Ky | 

List of Presidents and Oashiers of . Banks. = 

Names of Banks. | Location. Presidents. Cashiers. - - 

State Bank .-.-..-+-+e-- ----| Madison. ....|/Sam. Marshall .....|J. A. Ellis.........— 

Wis. Marine & Fire Ins. Co. ..|Milwaukee ..| Alex. Mitchell -....|David:Merguson .... 

Bank of Racine........-----|Racine......|Wm. J. Bell .....--|Henry J. Ullman... | | 

Rock River Bank...-.-------| Beloit. ......jJohn M. Keep -....1a. L. Field ..-. 2... a 

City Bank of Kenosha.......|Kenosha....- Alonzo Campbell...|Sam. U. Scott.----. 

State Bank of Wisconsin. ....|Milwaukee ../Eliphalet Cramer .. | M.S. Scott ....-2.- 

Wisconsin Bank....:..------|Mineral Point!C..C, Washburn .-.- Cyrus Woodman ... 

Barmers & Miller’s Bank . ....|Milwaukee...|Edward b. Holton. .|H. H. Camp ....--- | 

Jefferson County Bank.......| Watertown .. Charles G. Harger ..| Daniel Jones....... 

Badger State Bank........--- Janesville ...|Wm. J. Bell ....-..|E. L Dimock...--- | 

‘Oshkosh City Bank:........-|Oshkosh..... James Kneeland....|B.S. Henning....-- 

Racine County Bank......-.-|Racine.....--/R. M. Norton -=+++|Geo. C. Northrop... 

Exchange Bank......----.--|Milwaukee Wm. J. Bell ....-.-[James B. Kellogg... 

City Bank of Racine........- Racine...-.--\Gilbert Knapp ---- =| Alex. McClurg ..... | 

Bank of the West...:......--|Madison.... “\Sam. A. Lowe ...--|Wm. L. Hinsdale... 

Bank of Fond du Lac......--|Fond du Lac.|Wm. J. Bell ....--- Abram G, Butler... 

Bank of Commerce........--|Milwaukee .. Geo. W. Peckham ..lJos S. Coit..-..-02 0 | 

Columbia County Bank ......|Portage City - Samuel Marshall ...|H. 5. Haskell...... 

Fox River Bank_.........---/Green Bay...|Jos. G. Lawton .... Francis Desnoyer .. . 

Northern Bank.....;,-------|Howard...... K. A. Darling .....-) Robert Chappell... | 

Bank of Watertown.......--| Watertown ..|Albert L. Pritchard.|Wm. H. Clark.....- 

Germania Bank........-+..---|Milwaukee -- George Papendiek../C. H. H.. Papendiek. 

Dane County Bank..........}Madison .....|Levi B. Vilas ......{N. B. Van Slyke.... — 

People’s Bank........-----++- Milwaukee ..|Herman Haertel ...1C. B. Greenleaf....- 

Bank of Milwaukee *........| Milwaukee -./C. D. Nash .......-|P.S. Peake...-.-.- 

Bank of’ the Northwest * ....-|Fond du Lac.|Benj. F. Moore ...-- Aug. G Ruggles... 

Bank of. Beloit * ........----|Beloit.......|G. B. Sanderson....{L. ©. Hyde .....0- . 

Kenosha County Bank * ....-|Kenosha.....|John C. Coleman...|J. H. Kimball...... 

* Organized since January Ist, 1855. a
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f é STATEMENT Showing the Condition of the Banks July 4, 1853. : 
noma - cenit ae Ee a 

r ne, 
RESOURCES. | LIABILITIES. | 

pe eS 5 1 

22 g f ‘ss a Sey 
58 g B 2 ‘a ; a Ba ‘ 

| 8 34 Z Be 2 a 3 r 3 » | 333 
aag | aa 3 28 Be Fe Z 4 ae 38 4 5a Bee d 

NAMES OF BANKS, a4 ae a Z esa 4 $ a3 £3 4 a 3 ce a ae ges a 
Es i g rs s 38 n 3 o a 

ae eS £ 4 g We38 ¢ & a: - 2a gs % 3 & ; zB 2 as gee 3 
e538 2° s 8 3 Esa 3 4 3 2 3 3 3 z z 2° a = ae3 3 $ a 3 3 

ee a Loe a 6 a & a 6 ee 4 a a A & & é g 2 ges 3 

The State Bank, Madison .........---.--.| 42.187 08 11.588 97 51.300 00 |..+ 14.201 78 1551 75 | 7390 00 5 22.469 Pes i 
2 ‘hi e I segers-----] 42.18 eseriesveteee : cea ME ---2 ses i Boe noe cass|vasscpooeran e é seeessoees--| 22.469 36 | 150.688 9. J | P 

Wis, Marine & Fire Ins. Co, Milwaukee...| 340.863 41 |-.-.--.-----) _8.C0) 00 |" 2546 70 | 50000 00 |--21----.2-.] 105.730 72 | 4.835 12) 8.005 00 SIL O7 | _ 55.642 00 3160] 109358 02 | Genes 09 100.000 oy foaes 00 |e 2 18300 16 a06684 93 | 150.689) 5 
Beck River Ba Racine. .......2.------.| 84.306 65 2.069 63 | 33.113 83 1.061 71 | 53.134 93 tag oT 7845 73 3.720 92 ]..5..-------| 2079 59] 15.772 00 |.-.....5....] 2.153 70 | 205258 74 | 50.000 00 | 33136 00 \--.27222."77| “49796 62 se ee es | 685,383 09 

Rock River Bauk, Beloit... --2202-2044 5.958 00 19 44} 1265 06 353| 25.000 00 |r sclilJ} 4828 5L |o..e eee -ae-[occeceeesee-| 2296-44] 2675 75 20°00 Bi 63 | 42.148 36 || 50.000 00 | 95.000 00 |" ~"99g 83] “sane 91 | dases 62 | caotie ae 
Binns Bankes Kenosh, Kencsha......--.--| 40.998 46 4.000 00 6.509 54 | ..05.2.2--0.| - 2750000 Pam -2s< ner elog 3D APO Rulece- 23. ---toeee eee sete 450 00 | 14803 00 ]............] 18214 84 | 117394 86 |; 30000 00 | 21997 00 enna ae Bera 42.148 36 

Sate Eatiege Secon, Milwagie--..| . 1536-20)" 1053449). 1.896 84 190 67 | 112.000 00 syste 21.334 58 | 1939°93 [102222222202] 4349 38 | 17.620 00 42202 27222022}- 39338 08 | a80741 17 || 150.000 00 | 70.596 00 |-222222c2Z] sedi at | orsot se | pe o4 88 
Se Bank, Mineral Point 2. +2...) 24.497 00 |... 23. 00| eee eee eed eens eeeeeee-| 25.000 00 ]-221-....-..| 2503 87 | 25.003 00 |... -.--.--. 647 46 | 5.963 00 |......-s..|..----------| 83614 33 |! 50.000 00! 90863 00 |.72277220227|  ta751 33 ot 280.741 17 

| ‘armers and Millers’ Bank, Milwaukee....| 26411 88 |’ 11.600 00 |" 10.141 21 oo TIT} 55.022 09 |" 0.000°00"] 13.122 66 | “7.032 54 ]22222TTTIIIL] 1488 26 | 3.060 00 f2222 2200020] "6460°44| 144.339 08 |] 50.000 00 | 37.961 00 [22222720021] 49.069 40 ea 144399 08 Se ne Si Seer! i ciede: oe ene 
| 636.758 68 | 28.293 56 | 72515 45 | 3.802 61 | 398.957 07 | 10.000 00 | 174.986 92] 42531 51 8.005 00 | 13373 95 | 122.996 75 | 41100 | 198.076 07 pie 57 | 530.000 00 | 301.748 00 295 83 | 397.201 42 | 531.323 32 ‘ek 87 

aes eG 

: Summary of the Items of Capital, Circulation and Deposits, Specie and Cash Items, Public Securities and Private Securities of the Banks 
of the State of Wisconsin, on the Morning of Monday, July 4, 1858. 

‘ OAPTU AM oo is hho ccn cmos nnneie ip QMMMM-sos saemeecacdvossacee.e Bag0000 00 Oak Ee a = een | 
2 CIRCULATION oo econ pe ..- econ sed MM -s-cnpdggess ooxceeeaes.. 801748 00 |" “PUBLIC G@ROURIVINS 2 (oo... GMM o2--ccrs ecco secscnessnenctees 990907 * 

DEBOSITS 2650000... ooo ieee. cone seas Ue RM «+ Rai ene «Ne =, SOT20L 43 PRIVATE SECURITIES .... ........ Bece--seesseecccceseseneqercecees 751.900 30 
BP BORG oon acc ines acne voneends +006 cose RGM seoegigeteo-vacnneeers> 174086 92 : 

ie 
| 

‘ 
. 

| \ 

g 

; 
«c.” : 

‘ : \ STATEMENT of the. Condition of the Banks of the State of Wisconsin, on Monday, January 2, 1854. L 
: 

f 

: eT Ue ee eee ve 

| RESOURCES. : | LIABILITIES. 
Pranks cieila  e ih Sf | Wick || > imines cet es 

1 8 3 ’ ; 4 5 

sy Bes g | 3 E : g = sy g 3. a a FB oat 
: E22 ea 3 a : a z g Bas £3 at 3 i oS + 2s | Bz e223 g 

: # aya £3 a 2 3 $5 3 2 = Aa a a 3 3 23 eg £3 g2s2 | gs 

NAMES OF BANKS. wiz aR g 5 3 28 2 cS n 38 3° a 8 a Ee Be 2 eA See Ba 
: see eg & £ a E554 ie 3 g aq =a <@ & 3 o £8 es | Ba £233 4 

: | | Aga &2 2 2 5 i 2 a ; ma = | 2 2 4° ie gc o5 os ‘al 

|g | 4 | + | | 4 | se «AE | = f jel & |e | 
- The State Bank, Madison .....2).-.-....|  $74.356 52 oe $12331 07 |............| $50,000 00 |............] $1171 56 ae Peete : j -| 9.534 63 + 171210 78 || 50.000 00 | 48.500 00 =| 49.612 06 | 23.098 72 | 171.210 78 

Wis, Marine & Fire Ins. Comp: Blilw.....| 300.741 09 [Z2o.s22lll].ee-e------] 81385 94 | "52.642 00 1TTTII IIIT] “antows 82 |" '3d38°96" 17 B61 5S | sales ee ao “Ta aoe i take 50 || 100.000 00 | 44.911 00 |........} 182045 19 | 428876 31 | 755.832 50 
: Bank of Racine, Racine. .....--4----...- 125.999: 307) cs560 ese: 3.246 60 3900.02 | 53.134 98 |...)22....| 10.757 89 478 0S {Roots 797 54 | 23,599.00 |..-..e4-| 19.249 70 | 241.156 05 50.000 00 | 47017 00 }.--.....} 68858 35 | 75.280. 70 | 241.156 05 

Rock River Bank, Beloit ...1.222.--2 1... 37.960 86 [ooo 22s lo. 3 00 1.738°25 | 50.000 00 | 17,000 00! 8.823 03 LI9LIO | oot. 5188 97 |. 6x83 75 ae 844 87 | 130.238 83 || 50.000 00 | 39.969 00 |........| 36453 81 | 3.815 99 | 130.938 83 
City Bank of Kenosha, Kenoshas,.......- 79824 14 | 290000 | 9.051 68 |............] 54500 00 |...02.0.....[ 7955 47; 6742.85 | TTTIIIITITE] 2439 03 | 13.993 00 |... ge-| 4.687 62 | 181.393 79 |] 50.000 00} 38.812 00 |.....-.-) 86405 15 | 6176 64 | 181.393 79 
State Bank of Wisconsin, Milwaukeo=-.-._| 956.560 64 | 13503 92 181 20 93803} 143.750 00 j--7 2222.22] 40562 13 | 1937 LITT IIIT | eases eed 4002 00 [972 7644 90 | 469951 92 || 150000 00 | 125.677 00 |..-.....) 119791 46 , 80.483 46 | 469.951 92 
Wisconsin Bank, Mineral Point .4-......- OE Win eo eet. eoo cca wees 233 26 | 50.000 00 (ae ee. 7.066 62 15-00] Se os2 1.532 54 2345 00 |... -es- 110 10 | 124.567 19 50.000 90 | 43.987 00 | 375 00 | 15.258 89 | 14.946 30 | 124.567 19 
Farmers & Millers Bank Milwaukee ...... 59.619 66 19.662 91 |............].--.--.-----| 73920 62 | 101060 00 14.011 11 GH9 GR eas ee 3737 60 147100; 5 2341 13 | 185.458 66 50.000 00 48.597 00 |..--.---) 35.920 12 50.941 54 | 185.458 66 | - 

Jefferson County Bank, Watertown -..... selene lo cs cea eee 57 70 | #9900000 |... Me ..:| 16681 86 | 5.029 13 |code 758 00 | 29 8236 99 | 69.789 10 || 25.000 00 | 25.000 00 |.-......| 9354 73 | 10.434 32 | 69.789 10 
Badger State Bank, Janesville - 53.109 72 pee 1.343 22 113 66 | 25.773 51 e vee-| 14487 32 | 15 00 [222202002117 1628 02 | 20738 50! 12 3679 32 | 190.900 27 || 25.000 00 | 22651 00!........] 56348 26 | 16.901 01 | 120.900 27 

Total........| 1.065.376 72 | 36.066 83 | 26.156 77 8.466 15 | 578.721 11 | 27,000 00 | 182,482 81 | 20.136 80 | 8461 | 17.190 09 | 154.154 95 | 340 | 325.946 04 Laas 09 | 600.000 00 485,121 00 | 375 00 | 654.048 10 | 710.954 99 | 2.450.499 09 | 

} Summary of the Items of Capital, Circulation and Deposits, Specie and Cash Items, Public Securities and Private Securities, of the Banks of the - 

| : Stateof Wisconsin, on the Morning of Monday, January 2, 1854. 4 
2 | : i Se j 

| CAPITA Ti 55 foscen cds owes sos ylia tO MMtne +a} o- --- MMe -<>+ ence s¥ee 600,000 00 | GASH ITEMS. 2 5022202. pace ccs scone pes ee | 20,136 80 . 2 

| CIRCULATION .......5..2. 222-2; ]y sper sees ---+ -Gyeeese-+-----e+- 485,121 00 | PUBLIO SECURITIES.........-.....-eccccceMM--+0----ee--eeennnennee > 078,721 UL 
| DEPOSITS .2.. 2... c.-2<c2-0cy.occgeeseces------- MMe soos ---0c-- 654,048 10 | PRIVATE SECURITIES. ........./2.cesusegiM---++--cenessscn--rnen> 1103006 47 

| Foose a dl nnns Pace GR ees oon ~--. Meese vege 182482 81 ' 
3 | ; 

| : i 

: 

/ i , 
: | “Dp.” | ' 

\ STATEMENT of the Condition of the Banks of the State of Wisconsin, Monday, July 2, 1854. 

i RESOURCES. ¢| LIABILITIES. 

ne a C , ug j ro - 

2 | % | j 4 \ a 5 it 

IN es : 5 Lin A. g a Po Z 5 Bs 
| : Sh dt Ape a9 dey] - rapper Cy eae VE aa vans | os 

pack | 23 . é a g a7 Be go jes); = Bg 3 ea [ed | Gf | goa | 38 
NAMES OF BANKS. wes aa a A 3 S23 | 3 a 3 =3 as Ee a i a. 3a of gs 2325 33 

ape | BS |e 5 @ |ives|| | #3 q a3 Sp | eed | le . g fe | su | 32 bissee | FS 
meee a7 8 6 E338 5 ae z 26 s e 3 25 2 28 2250 

g 83 | 2 a | | es | : 3 | mA 3 a & is | 2 A | A 

The State Bank, Madison.........--- ‘ 78.994 47 |..---------] 19.912 74 |... ..2-...| 50.000 00 |..-.------4-) 16.126 20 Ee es Picea 18.064 00 Lee 21.713 37 | 204.810 78 | 50.000 00 | 50000 00 }........| 54.535 35 | | 50.275 43 | 204.210 78 | 
Wis. Marine & Fire Ins, Company, Mil] 988.986 26 |-..2.222222.]-.22-.2.....[7 1109485 | 50.000 00 |22222222.2].] 39.833 81 7.195 13 | .......| ¢ 73116 | 47.662 60 !-.......] 89.604 33 | 525.107 54 |: 100.000 00 | 45.695 00 |........] 232.717 55 | 146.694 99 | 525.107 54 . 

Bank of Racine, Racine,.......2.----f 104.808 87 |......-..--- 1.955 72 B57 39 | 53.131 98 |.--.----.-4.| 12.346 37 BIS06) 22 o elt... ..! | 20.885 00 | LL ot) 12.647 ORD 19 36 50.000 00 | 42.397 00 |..--....| 103304 98 8.117 33 | 209.819 36 
Rock River Bank, Beloit .... ------[ 65.461 70 |-..---.----- 16 70 32 48! 53.000 00 |.2.2222.22]:1 13.946 74 | 16.607 00 |-22 2222] “79.446 75 | 10.989 0p | 300} 2445 59 | 164948 96 || 50.000 00 | 47.972 00 |.....--- 63.692 72] | 3.934 24] 164948 96 
City Bank of Kenosha, Kenosha .....) 91.352 72 | 4.35000 265 36 | 1902 71 | 54500 00 [.2-222..222.1 620710 | 3.96900 122222222] 9351 69 | 11.500 00 |... | 10.647 77 | 186.326 35 || 50.000 00 | 48416 00 |........] 78220 93 | | 9.089 42 | 186.326 35 
State Bank of Wisconsin, Milwaukee..J 370.856 55 | 33.969 13 747 00 5.524 21 | 143.750 00 ).--.--.- -1.| 18.706 55 515590 |)... 22. 1.404 65 | 31.698 00 | 175 00 4.068 22 | 616052 61 |! 250.000 00 | 106.089 00 |........| 162307 72] | 97.605 89 | 616.052 61 

, Wisconsin Bank, Mineral Point... ...- 65.504 23 | .......-..- 4,916 73 536 34 50.090 00 |Mesceeae- 14.885 71 8 00 |: Bree Rate ee 3394 00 |........ 1.044 14] 140989 15 50.000 00 49.998 00 ;..-.----| 35.031 39 | g 5.259 76 | 140.289 15 

- Farmers d& Millers Bank, Milwaukee. fy 63.836 06 2270 00 149 05 |.........-..| 73.590 04 !10,000°00°; 11.938 60 722 78 |.... 1..] ~ 1.656 98 4423 00 | 60 00 5.532 78 | 174.179 2) || 50.000 00 | 49.586 00 |-- se--| 30.671 69 | | 43.621 60 | 174.179 29 
Jefferson County Bank, Wa ertown... RBS15) 59, |... cc nees 322 71 888 66| 50.000 00 |..........1.] 16.079 03 1.032 35-|2002 22h el. ...| 2.001 75 | 28 00 1488 341 197656 42 || 50.000 00 | 47.624 00 |...-...-| 11494 30 | | 18.538 12 | 127.656 42 
Badger State rank, Janesville. ....---} HV QIB ST, coe case cee QR TG seas seo Saas Sb [eossteeeby 16540099 | scents ee es cee 1.316 23 44.562 25 | 222.22. 5.942 18 | 165.378 63 25.000 00 24.908 00 |..------| 99.768 03 15.702 60 | 165.378 63 

; Oshkosh City Bank, Oshkosh ......--} ON GOT BE |e. os 22s tes 0 03 0 75 50.000 00.1... 22g. 9.309 09 Qe Ose 2880 10 11.896 00 | 13 00 3.104 35 | 143.104 94 50,000 00 49.992 00 |.....---| 32.270 61 10 842 33 | 143.104 94 

Racine County Bank, Racine.....-.--|, 129.882 05 9.181 66 | 1.500 57 543 75 | 26.678 10 |-.-2.2-.2.,-| > 8212 48 ae 460 81 | 10.671 00 }....2...| 14422 57 | 202829 03 |] 100.000 00 | 24992 00 j...-..--) 49.526 42 | 22.310 GL | 202829 03 
Exchange Bank, Wilwaukee.....----[# 97222 70 |......-2..-- 5.349 46 3.715 08 | 27.006 65 |..2.....2.).| 11.071.13 2.507 92 |. ..2 222. G00 00 | 16.845 00 |... ....| 42.289 76 | 206.607 70 50.000 00 | 24.264 00 ee ----| 85.915 38 | 46.428 32 | 206.607 70 2 

City Bank of Racine, Racine... .--+| (0:020'.50: |... -. tone --. 3.103 98 710 63 B74A11 25 16.000 00 10.805 90 12.345 50] .220 202. 1.267 14 6.757 00 |........|  - 6444 83 104866 73 | 50.000 00 34991 00 |.------- 16.481 89 1 3.393 84 104.866 73 : 

a Bank of the West, Madison ......---+ E900; G5.) 02. bee ss os B18 89 [cc 2252. ...f 105130 OO E22. 2s . 7.770 34 85.106 81 |... ... 1.019 79 GRID Toes fs. 1039 00! 184215 73 || 100.000 00 34.721 00 [ides 40955 55 8.569 18 | 184.245 73 

Bank of Fond du Lac, Fonddu Lac...-f 82.177 32 |... -2-- 2 655 09 352 | 2630.60 1.222222 2c21-| 10966 24 1230 00 Jo ooe eed aoa aaa se 11.079 00 22222221] 17.758 10 | 150.699 87 |} 25.000 00 | 22,430 00 j-.......| BLIML 91 | 19.127 96 | 150.699 87 

b Bank of Commerce, Milwaukee... .--+ SVOR0 93 | 25. cece oneal smetneeseses 3 25 42.662 32 5 12d 26 9.129 57 3.561 97 |........| f 4.006 37 10.329 00 |........] 13.144 57 | 138.991 54 :| 100.000 00 | 26.548 00 Jesse: 7.502 54 4.941 00 | 138.991 54 

¢ Columbia Gounty Bank, Portage Git) '99:364' 00!) 5 i osns cones 2.697 23 |......-.--:| 786.40 88 |... cae PAOB MIG | Zoeheeee |. 1.392 71 8567. 953| i via 3.253 12] 71.453 35 | 25.000 00 | 24993 00 |.....--.) 13.128 59 8331 00} 71.453 35 

ge River Bank, Green Bay.....-.-s| 11.759 24 ae 748. 87 1.118 86! 22.000 00 ae 1.625 86 4.139 20 | 300 00 193 50 | 5491 50 | 400} 11.717 OF | 65.098-10.,| 25.000 00 | 25.000 00 j........] 9.393 78 5704 32 | 65.098 10 

o —. _ Tes |S Pe 

: | | 1.755.079 11 | 49770 79 | 42.613 92 | 18.967 48 | 974.308 33 | 31.124 96 | 240.909 73 | + 95.459 07 | 300 00 | 21.727 88 | 283.634 50 283 00 | 268.308 OL '27@2.465 08 | 1,250,000 00 | 786.216 00 | 1.211.111 33 | 535.138 75 | 3.782466 08 | 

BOS vie SN Mina ei MM ee ee a een ee tt 

| aGommenced business 16 March, 1854. &b Commenced business 13th April, 1854. ¢ Commenced business 12th May, 1854. d Commenced business 13th June, 1854. ¢ Reported as personal property, SF $2,319 72 of it reported as personal property. g Reported as profit aud less. | 

1 pa a ces % 

: , Summary of the Items of Capital, Circulation and Deposits, Specie and Oush Items, Public Scourities and Private Securities of the Banks of the State i 

; of Wisconsin, on the Morning of Monday, July 3, 1854. i ie 

° : CAPITA W 005 428 fovsces nse UR ea coo cees s BR sce os ee 200,000 08 OASH ITEMS 1282 oe 00 oo ccs oe eo « -niegeeene 95,459 07 

; : CUROULATION.. 2. Lenesene-s-nibpn wcceoes e+ MP oneeeces 786,216 00 PUBLIC. SECURITIES ...5.... 520-000 -nn- then cose de 974,308 33 

DEPOSITS |. eas ccecxeooseleuiieevoneage=-+ Res sos. sng BML IIE 93 | PRIVATE SECURITIES......2.scceecenecaeeeeeeeeeee cree 1,897,555 56 

: : POBOIE ocecvceccnvacoee nies tbe D aaigs howe Monee vtnis 240,909 73 : 

~ 
e a i : 

«RZ i : 

. 5 STATEMENT, showing the condition of the Bahks of the State of Wisconsin, on Monday, January Ist, 1855. 
. « Rte 3 a ee 

ea ee ee ee Se ee ee ee ee, a ee 

J = RHSOURCES. 3 | LIABILITIES. | 

wee be as Ve + aay omer a SE Se a eee ke ee re ee ee Ee eee ere 
fo a : a Ws ; Zz g 3. Sou | 

bee 3 gee lag of ee F , ke 24] 3 E ar ae eg | 2284 4 
| a 1 22.8 3: : Zee, | 22g | esti § 2 E g he ee | 23h] 4 i 2 ga |eee| £2 | desi | 38 

Bese Esa é8 A 228 28 aees 8 - a A 2s Sy) 8 cs B 58 1088 as cs5e Eg 
MAMES OF BANKS. sees sca 22 & £s55 ze Les e& 4 = 338 2 2 & | & 8 BS Be 2288 3 

BeOS eg | Aa s SEs e Ze2 ae a 3 34 “a =s °° 3 Br os 25 essa 

- g82a 2 3 gn" s $°32 as = ms 3 BS me. a & aa aie a* j 
x LEM Pp j pee j Se FA se ee oe ee 

|] Be | | | 
| | m | | 1 i} - « 50,595 68| $8 336 73| $139,732 46 

| The State Bank, Madison... .. .| $53,151 45 ~ & wee $145 87 | $32000 00] as - + 1$19.608 95 | -  -| $8590 00 $54 87| $7,714 00! 341 60] $18.215 83! $139 752 6 $50,000 $30,800 be oe | cgaae sy | aaneee on 

Wis. Marine & Fire Ins. Comp. Milw.| 234.372 29 - - we See 1,032 47 5V.000 00! Pas - -| 5200g99! 374137 | £ 2640 67 oO eae a 00| 643 00) eas a soaps ea pes Sisug - t| 7oert o7| 11482 61] 193637 58 
fe : * A 9 OR: -06 z Dp 1 7,60. - : - - i 5 

Bank of Racine, Racine... +--+ + 70,266 28 - - $1,092 68 1,195 23 | g 53.134 98 - - - - 16.960 41 | 170 69 - - 2.735 50| 478 00 | 7 4 | : nae 6.645 95| 165612 59} 

: ‘ x ae : d ; 7.309 66| 165612 59 50,000 48.790 | - - 30.176 64] 36) 
Rock River Bank, Beloit ..... | 78,028 07 - 504 00 295 69 56,000 00 - - - - 9.251 17 248400 | - - - - 11,704 00 35 00 7. , 7 ae 8 056 14] 197,336 06 

City Bank of Kenosha, Kenosha. .! 100,796 12 - - 6,925 83 658 49 51,000 00 4,500 00 - =[, 1005798 | 318225} & 959 00 - - | 15411 00] 725 00 soe 39 ae Bae oe 50,000 39 ee 7 on3 es - levcen oe S080: 47 

State Bank of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 317.451 22! 45,105 88] 2483 69! (211131 | 134.000 00 sees - = | 4516646} 1671338 |. 1,000 00] 3,000 00) 35.733 75] 1.966 00) 55 408 78] 6 oe ae 250,000 64 : Tae 34 | 53.292 81| 173432 35 

Farmers & Millers Bank, Milwaukee] 56.246 86 5,823 00 4158 95 - - 4.000 00| 31,036 04 7,500 00 6654 10 j 793 92 | - -; 42692 24 i 00 122 Pe | vee ae He is i aoe a ‘a — Taent of. 6.56341 la begekas 

Wisconsin Bank, Mineral Point . .| 66,214 23 - - 901 56 330 39 59.000 00 - - - - | 16,799 16 53 00 - - = - 577 50 - 9 457 K 8 7 eet ee | O “ eadan ae 

| Jefferson County Bank, Watertown] 28,379 05 - -y 1,566 08 70844 | 55000 00 rs -  -! 1716164] 812680 on ot % o 25 He 50 c ae a pea! ch Bo age me > tI Bees a 96 190 90 Rane eee 

2 ville. s.| 60,299 12 - 512 49 9540 | & 25773 51 ee - ~~ 18.911,98 ee Saar 1316 23 50 45 00) 792 6 : 99 | - - : 
Badger State Bank, Janesville . « Sain | . 2 z a a 2 28 773 5 i z " 4 is farsa 1.47565 | Y ~|m 1324 66 | 39.930 00 372100} 13970 39] 228460 a 100,000 25 239 - 80.442 95; 22.778 33| 228,460 28! é 

Racine County Bank, Racine... -| 130,308 1] 3,906 74 615 15 2,709 27 29 000 00 847 AT5 2 ; i ; 04 81| 28998 57| 136464 38 

Exchange Bank, Milwaukee ....| 62,762 12; - + 6807 06 | 939 23 | n 27006 65 - “4 - & 595198 2673 22 | = 2 GV0 00} 12661 00} 994/00) 16.069 12) 136464 oe 50,000 18641) - - 2 201 84| 15532 a 129734 46| - 

City Bank of Racine, Racine... | 35849 26) 1,666 4) 500 75 1.22722; 45000 wo 2,000 00| 13,500 00] 117942) | 1.565 00 | ek ee 9945 00 -£& 6 6x6 66 Haare a 50,000 soo “- eres) aces ost aie bo ‘ 

Bank of the West, Madison ....| 56,050. 00 - : 336 65 212542 | 0 37180 00 - - - - 2559 31 |p 4459000 | g 1,968 27 967 48 6376 75 - 2317 18! 154591 | 100,000 34,85 — o'394 92| 94192 20| 150494 12 

Bank of Fond du Lac, FondduLac 82,202 39 - F 1,379 03 8559 | r 2683) 6O - - - - | 138743) | 2167.35 - - - > 16:354,00 5300] 7 480 77| 15.424 12)] 25,000 21407 | - - oe OF erect is tee 

Bank of Commerce, Milwaukee . .| — 34,725 22] 11,543 32 188.73| 7,769 57 | 8 42662 32 ache 3,323 O01] 17,430 44 271115 | 22409 72| 4422 70| 3,741 00|~ 434/25; 13579 30, 144940 73) 100,000 Qu7i1 |} - - 9,9 eee ae aniearees 

Columbia Co. Bank, Portage City | 27,219 14 686 26 Pe Pa 7419 | 4 20 OM OB ccten ~ =f) 1041720 140 00 -  -| 2086 46] 802s 00] 11709] 3,005 gal 81.544 50 |; 25,000 gicoagm- - | 20298 68) 11252 82) S1B44 60 

Fox River Bank, Green Bay . . - r 8,467 73) = - 1,091 12| 4.117 68 25000 UO 8,000 00] 11554 79 2521 56 1230 13 300 00 298 32; 2009 00] 382 00 783 98 6b780 31 | 25,000 i 25,000 187 50} eanet as ets Tee bs 

a Northern Bank, Howard... ..- - A 530 19) 5356 Qi - =i 327101 46 0vO 00 - - 21052 34 841419 | 8.037 00 - - | 2422 59 7978 00 51 00 1,363 10| 104475 a 59,000 | 24 598 - oe a ane aa 98.497 16 

Bank of Watertown, Watertown. .| 24,716 29 - 4 2142 02| 261 53 33.000 00 - - 12,4u0 00} 10.458 77 954 02 6,551 91] 1551 17 4297 00} 223 |00 1941 74 98 497 15 | 50,000 28045 | - - BOGS 60 £590 08; 102889 68! 

¢ Germania Bank, Milwaukee ... | 58.271 461 - . 5.411 80 1,949 16 | v 26,056 25 - - - - 1,798 16 | 1,448 50 - - | w 3,021 26 4.085 00; 270 00 578 09; 102889 68 25,000 Q2,257%aE- - 5 "n38 01| (145607 i 

‘|aDane County Bank, Madison. . . 49.466 =| Bo U | 2150 96 90 54 | 59.000 00 e > - 3 13,469 13 i = -| - - 6) 44| 10.999 09] 863 00} 10,137 92] 145607 31 | 50,000 41.039 - ee a saree so abate Be 

Peoples Bank, Milwaukee... ~~ | 37,846 42] - 6.588 49 331 63 25,000 00 | wis 1.250 00] 9,252 37 1.016 84 | er 1,887 85 | 15,215 00] 423 Qo] 4055 14] . 100.816 5 25,000 | 19.839 | - - 45 | , mi , 

Pa ee a ee PETE eS SSeS | Sees ee ere ee, eee a 

Potal .. 4+ [sors a 44,087 | 41,357 oa 1,389 06 | 998 485 ig) 45,536 * 70,580 i 334,383 74 | 103,184 27 | 24320 31 25656 =| 341,174 a 8,791 al 306,982 | 4,079,557 74 || 1,400,000 | 740,764 ( aa Pe sn aire ate ee 

(lecapeedees Bete ds 0 8 es ee ee | 

i: t 16, 1854. Reported as o' furniture, and refitting old office. 7 Ineluding outfit. Reported as outfit acrommt. v 1,056 25 of it reported as premium paid. 

é ona ee pee 2, 1854. Z gad 98 of _ as peataibin pad’ fs m Reported te expense account. ; $1,830 60 reported as premium paid, w Including office furniture and bank-note plate. 

¢ Commenced business August 8, 1854. h Reported as offies furniture. n $2.006 65 of it reported as premium paid. 8 $2662 32of it reported as premiu n paid. . 

d Commenced business October 2, 1054. é Reported as fixtures. 3 o 32.100 of it reported as premium pale # Reported as personal estate, G8 No Returns from Oshkosh City Bank, 

| ¢ Commenced business November 1, 1854. & $773,51 of it reported as premium paid, p Reported as due from stockholders on demand. u $1840 88 of it reported as premium paid. 

cn 
Sars a : 

SUMMARY OF THY 1TZMS OF CAPITAL, CIRCULATION AND DEPOSITS, SPZCIE AND CASH ITEMS. PUBLIC SECURITIES AND PRIVATE SECURITIES, 

Of the Banks of the State of Wisconsin, on the Morning of Monday, January 2, 1855. 

GAPITAL... WB ice ndeezee cern cces ccneeconeee cues as-2Qf] 400,000 00 CAST IEMS 22252, aaeseonn.--scuctnsd cabaeeedaneee 109,184 OF : 

‘ ss . GUROU LA TIME soo se vacas sees tats cccecessecetesectes -740/068:00 PUBLIC SECURITIES. .c0..--- 220 sceecceesccecceeee 993,485 19 f 

DEPOSITS. BIR sca neencneewo ese eseeeeaew este econ ens 148K006 Tt PRIVAME SECURITIES 2.00.00. ..0. sane scesvese aanss 1)061,043 66 

PECTED... Wi ares sche pena sesecss. coe. cceds~sed-s 2. 398888 | : 

|



ANNUAL REPORT | a 

— Commissioner of the State Prison, 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, © | 

- gy FOR THE YEAR 1854. a 

a Le MADISON: a a _ BERIAH BROWN, PRINTER. | _
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| re Bo 

Fo His EXoELLENoY Wittiam A. Barstow, Oo 

Governor of Wisconsin: : | 
In pursuance of my official duty, as prescribed by section 6,"0f : . Ghaptér 477, of the Session Laws of 1852; the itdérsibied, Com. 

missioner fof the State Prison of the State of Wisconsin, begs 
leave to present the following report of the affairs and condition : / of said’Prison for the year 1854: 7 | 

Whole No, of conviets confined in the prison from January - | - st, 1864, to the Sist day of Deceinber, 1854S 1B | 
_ +. Offwhich num. there were here on the let day of Januarys 2 iy | 

- Num. of convicts received into the prison from J. anuary Ist, -«.-;; , | 
+1854, to December 31st, 1854, - MO 

Num. of male prisoners received during the year, | he : | 4 female «6 “a oe ge 
. Num. of prisoners discharged on expiration of term, og : 

Governor's pardon, os Bg , Whole num. discharged during the"year, ong 5: ! . a r . : ned Ge . Num. of male prisoners discharged, _ "SE _ 7 | — “ female © re | gd | : | OF the prisoners who were here on the Ist of January, 1854,"" ee 
_.. there were discharged on pardon I a) | h : . MG dbes Hf Of the prisoners who were here on the Ist of January, 1854," 

there were discharged on expiration of term, | 2 7



_ * | 4 : 

‘Of the prisoners received, here during the year there were a 

7 discharged on pardon, | - a 

Of the No. of prisoners discharged on pardon, there were 

discharged one day befoye expiration of. term, 19 | 

Of the No. of prisoners discharged on pardon there were — 

discharged from two months, to eighteen months before a 

: expiration of term, a — WwW. 

‘Whole No. of prisoners now here on the 81st day of Dec. | 

| Of which No. thére were here on the lst of Jan. 1854, 31 | 

do — do do received here during the yearn 40 

| mo we cae ee SEES 
ony fh i a ya a aE a po 

No, of male prisoners mowher, 8 ew 66... 

oe do: female, do. dO 0 wee cr: ob. ce 

ah meet aed re nly ip deitcos fo igo tea cao | 

Counties from which. the. Prisoners now here were sent. 
Se cee 2 2 ag OR Ps Satake as ttt ose pl eR TER 4 , 

“Milwaukee, 0 Se co BT . 

Marquette, SO ee’ 

Dodge 00 eh be Spee Vibra hepa ne 

' Rock, a Ee buen bade 6 

| Sauk, 7 eB 

Columbia, . Sep ond, copabh le Nes es coe oo Qe : 

Waukesha, 
, . | t4 coneh wy Mees age 7 TEL eto, * , | . 4. | 

, . Jefferson, . . Se pe tarte. . a teed Zt a Cb ge tek ss Loalt. a a 2 | 

— Ozaukee, “ a - a ead 4 

Washington, _ a Be AL |



Orimes for which Prisoners now here were Convicted and Sentenced. 
_ Murder in the Ist degree, (in during life,) - ads 6 oe 

Murder in the 2d degree, doo 7 a vnani ld ye 
Murder in the 8d degre, A | 

, Manslaughter in the Ist degree, | , Of / | _ Manslaughter in the 2d degree, es | _ 

Larceny, . - | Dy ee RD 

| Passing counterfeit money, - | 2 | 
Embezzlement or robbing mail, eB | : -  Uttering céunterfeit bills, es | 
Perjury | - a LO ) a oe lL , | 

. Housebreaking, with intent to. commit larceny, ll ee 
_ Having in possession counterfert money, a 4 oe 

Forgery, re a _ Burglary and Larceny, 9 °° ig 
| - Larceny in dwelling-house, | 7 | , 

| Larcen y in shop, | Bo 
__ Assault with dangerous weapons, with intent to.stea, = -., 1 a Adultery with daughter, EE AN 

‘Prades or Occupation of Prisoners now here. . 
Carpenters, a . | ce 8 | 

| : Farmers, | . | | 1.48 
_' Blacksmiths, | eth Ce iB : | 

, _ Shoemaker, oe ole 8B 
7 Barbers, . | | | cow sash ets ces er of Q 

_ Pedlers, | OO — 2 
: Engineer, a | a on | 

Sailors, 3 | 4 . 
 “Tinsmiths, | , | 2 | 
Masons, | . | a | 2 

—  Qook, = : . 1



| BO | 

*@lergman, a 
Seamstress, © | | Fo | Tt | 

Oabinet-maker, OF | Ce 

- Baker, | | . oe cove LO eas fe yo ‘yj so. 

Brick-maker, _ AERA Site pw - og 

Engraver, Comer fee de Neg 

Butchers, a . Sg 

Stone-cutter, — | ey | 

| Overseer on railroad, | a ee ae 

Physician, | . ae 
Painter, A Y 

, Paper-folder, ee oe pees CE | 

Fisherman, . | - ee | | 

| Hotel-waiter, : re © i 

Jeweller, ate ns a 

No trade or gccupation reported, (females) gg 7 | A 

Places of Nativity of the Prisoners now, here. ; 

United States, - oe 8B 

Canada, oe | le | 

| Ireland, == |. | a AB 

England, . re a 

‘German States, : a EQ 

Holland, oe | | | | CY , 

_ Free City of Hamburgh, | - a ae 

Wales, | re, 

Born on the Atlantic Ocean, — | os ee
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=! hom @ years-of. age to 1S:years of age, 
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BO a BR es a 
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' . MENTAL OULTIVATION OF THE PRISONERS. 

Of the prisoners now here about one fourth of them possess -Wisre 
than a common education. =. - 

EE Number who ean read and write (FR 
. Number who'can neither tead nor write D9 

_. When I took charge of the prison, in January last, there were / 
- many of the younger class of prisoners who could read but very 

poorly, and had never written a word in their lives. Ihave deem- 
ed it my duty to use all proper means, consistent with my position, 
to effect, if possible, an improvement in the mental and rioral ‘éon- 

dition of the convict, and with that object in view, I indtéed 4 , 
a lérge nuiber of thein to devote such hour's as were ndt-obeupied 

in’ the eniploy of the state in’ the study of reading, writing and 
_ arithinetic; under the instruction of ‘teachers appointed “froth — 

. axadng the'convicts, and in presence of oné or tore of the prison 
‘officers. The experiment has proved successful beyond tiny most 

: sanguine expectations, and the result is indeed gratifying. ‘Stith



: convicts as have been thus induced to make an.effort for improve- 

ment have made rapid progress, in all the studies above named, . 

and while they have been laying up alittle store‘of practical'edu- 

| cation, to be used, we hope, for good purposes in the fature, the - 

| effect has, to a very great extent, been efficacious in ‘softening | 

, down the rough, dogged manner of the criminal into the more obe- 

| dient, submissive conduct of the convict. BO | 

: While I am upon this branch of my report, I wish to.state, that 

a large majority of those prisoners who have been discharged by _ 

virtue of executive interposition were discharged only one day be- — 

- fore the expiration of their sentence, for the purpose, as I have 
been led to understand, of restoring them to the rights’of ¢itizen-° 

: ship. | — 7 | | 

| And here allow me to suggest, that for an established custom, — 

the exercise of this prerogative, on the part of the executive of the | 

state, is calculated to work a great moral and general goodin the = 

condition of the discharged'convict, and acts as a great incentive ~ 
towards a better course of conduct during the term of his confine- 

ment. 

Perhaps two-thirds of the prisoners who have been confined in 

the prison since its establishment and organization, and of those — 
that are now here, are very young men, who, in an unguarded _ 

hour, under the influences of evil associations, and vicious, aban- 
doned company, have committed the first crime in their lives, that | 
might have subjected them to the severer penalties attached tothe 
criminal laws of our state, ee 

_ Since my connection with the prison there has not been.a con- a 
vict released but has voluntarily, and I feel confident, with heavt- 
felt sincerity, expressed a firm determination. to, lead an. honest, | 

upright life, and use to his own credit, and the benefit of, society, 

his restoration to that place among men which he had forfeited. by - 
his own act, committed against the public well-being and the laws 
of the state. I am infurmed that, with one;or,to exceptions, this : 

determination has been sacredly adhered to... 0 ica



If these impulses.are sincerely felt,.I am constrained to believe - a ee Fee aT Ba : A es coe es STE 

that the true design of punishment, and: the priniples of. public 
_ justice, are by no means advanced by sending the convict ont — 

_ again upon the world asa branded, felon, dopmed to suffer, with- 
_ gut any mitigating consideration, the entailed consequences of his 

crime forever, without any possible inducement to gain respecta- - 

blename amonghisfellowmen, | 
Fhe following statement will show the amount of money recewwed 

by mé from all sources during the current year, and the dis — 
_ bursement. of the sume. mE fogs 

Feb. 4, 1854, Reo’d from State Treasurer on'appropriation of 1853 $5,376 76 

‘Mar. 13,do = do ———C do dos 5B ?SA 9610-10 
Apr. 17,do © do- . do | oe do. 1854 2,000 

July, 6, do co do. oi do Oe -do «|. do. §00° : 

Dee, 8, do ...do . «do. + = dow. do. 300.. | 
_ Amt. of cash received from the various prison shops during the year, 508.11 

Be _o. $18,404 97 

OO Disbursements. 

_ I have 'paid on the'old: debt of ‘the Prison ‘contracted by ex-com- She | 

Leaving a balance of all moneys received, to be expended ,on ex- » .) | 

_- penses of current year, ce 18785 89 

| OP Rn Which balance has been eapended as follows: 7 oe : 

os For wood and provisions, — Oe - - - $1,900 - 

do Labor, (pay of officers,) 1,600 *" 
_ do Paid on contract for digging artesion well, 208 BE 

do Shop tools for the various prison shops, leather and shoe find- © -.. 
~~ ings, sheet iron and tin, SE 9084 26 | 

Rhee hes 5788 80 
Amount paid on olddebt,as above, | = ss, 18,009 17 

For all of which proper vouchers are on file inthe commissioner's) | 
3 Office, oo OS $18,494 97



"Th tecurring to the report-of’ the cominittee’ appointed by the 
legislature at its last session’ to investigate the affairs of the Pri- 
son for the past year (1853,) you will find, that ‘go far as they wetle 

| able to ascertain from the evidence which was placed before them, = 
they ‘reported the indebtedness of the prison for that year, up to 
the 1st of January, 1854, at about $12,100. There have been de- 
mands made upon me by many individuals, upon claims against. 

the.state on account of the prison,:for the year 1853, backed by 
the most incontrovertible. vouchers;:and in.all cases where such 

vouchers have been presented, I have paid the demands. © - : 

There: were also. some. palpable mistakes.on the Prison:books for — 
that year, which, when corrected, enlarged thé demands,of pery 

sons;'and I-assumed to pay the corre¢ted demands. You will pers — 
ceive; that in following this course, [have paid about $600.mordof 
the old indebtedness than was reported by the legislative commit- 

_ tee; and I feel quite confident that all claims against the statewn 
account of the Prison for the year 1853, are paid in full. a yO 

Fhe following statement will show the indebtedness of the Prison 

for the current year. (1854). 02 

Amt of indebtedness.of the. Prison forthe eusrent year,1B54 «$17,188 72 
Of which amount there is due on officers’ labor — 8984 81° 
On outstanditig orders given for labor, provisions,building fence &c, . 3,423 31 
do Prison Physician’s account RE 

| do Chaplain’s do QR 
do Sewing done for Prison - — | 17 29 
do Block stone delivered in: Prison yard. on contract: ce 1,185 31) 

, do Wood and provisions _ | oo, «1,444 59: | 
do Lumber a BT TO 
do Glass, paints, dsc. | or 15 80, 
do Leather _ | a | 488 89. 
do Oil, lamps, &c. | | ” | T4950: | 
do Work with manand:team =e Bs | 939. 

do Pump pipe | | ble 3 — . 80 02 | 
Preparing pumps | oe | 3 a 

. Solder’ | . on 15 58 | 

~ — Btong.coal 108 28. 
Merchatidize, including hardware, clothing, books; stationery, de, «8,000 50: 

Patterns for new Prigon and.stove plates | BT 

Be : oS wees 72



—— Thasfollowing statements will show the improvemenis.wwhich shane - 

benny made within the prison yard. by conmct fabor, andthe. 

earnings of the convigts in the various shops, as also the property ; 
| now on hand, which has been purchased durmg the year... All — 

of which is presented as affects t0 the indebtedness of the current 
| Henny yh aedtlee Pom ecg Bho tanta wh epg ate | 

New, building for carpenter, shoe, tin, tailor and barber shops. $1,000 
- Finishing roof to stone shop and wire to screen stone shop win - | 

dow frames for same and glass | a oe . 50. a 

oe Addition to blacksmith shop and building 3 chimneys and cut . : ; . . | 

| Gate keeper's house an | en _ 200 _ oe 

, Repairing warden’s and matron’s apartments, paint shop, guard . . | 

houses, out houses, cow stable, vaults, drains, ie, ee 100 | 

| Work made to order in carpenter’s shop _ oe - | - . 657 59 : 

do done for contractor Reinhard in carpenter’s shop _ - . : 833 26 ; 

do do) do. Proudit = do do (“KH 
do do _ to order in paint shop oO - 63 95 a 

 do,,.do for contractor Taplorin paint shop = TE 
ae do made to order in tin shop - / - — an ; - 84 67 | 

© do done for contractor Taylorin tin shop, OB 
do @o do Starkweather &Co.do do |. 87 BT ) 

| do. made to order in shoe shop 7 | | 491 42 | 

| “Work. made in blacksmith shop to onder, | . | 137 15. 

do _ done for contractor Proudfit insame, : ° 231 96. 

—_ qo i. * do do Ackermaninsame 781 AN | 

a ; do do do | Proudfit, in stone shop and on building - 3,236 05- 

‘do. ‘do do ‘Taylor, on artesian well AB wv | 

Boots, shoes leather and shoo findings on hand, = 150. 
Pork, flour, cern meal and other provisionson hand BOO 

*- @lotbing, doth and new bedding. BO



: Tinner’s stock and tin. =. att ee 

_ Wood, luniber and’ prepared work in carpenter shop’ °°" => 9600 
Stove and pipe for new prison, carpenter, shoemaker, tin shop . and ~ oe 

Carpenter’s, tinner’s, blacksmith’s, shoemakers, tailor's, painter's, bar- 7 : | | 

ber’s tools and farming utensils, purchased within the year 800 : : 

Book ease for prison library Oo | oo 7 eee 20 - - 
Five cows i ee oe _ 150 "| 

- Hogs, large and small | a _ a — - 36 . | 
Block stone — - eR ES ee 1,138 31 

Oil and lamps, de, 5 
Books of account, for Prison oe aa 30". Oo 

do forprisonlibrary QQ 
Work benches for.the various shops oe | a - — ; | ~ 40 | - 
Four iron doors for old prison oe CO . 4907 | 

Cauldron kettle | | - - _ meee — a 10 

| Scrap iron on hand. : 7 - ae : a — 60 _ a 

Raised on the prison farm, 600 bush. potatoes, : 23° ~ 150" Oo 

do | do 200 do ears of corn “1s6d me 3 50 | 
| ‘do do 10 tons of fodder, $10, oats 150 . 

| do do - garden vegatables oo Bios - 

a | $a 

Indebtedness brought forward, 7 | a - ae 17,138 72 / 
Offsets deducted, . OO 1224417 

Po | se $4,804.55 — 

Té will be seen by the above that the cost of “supporting” the , 
prisoners and prison establishment over and above thé: earnings | 

: of the Prison the past year is uae Bd oan Sue “B4,894-55



. Itis-safe to say, that at least from twenty to thirty per cent. of 
the above wold have. been saved..if the. contractors, when they: 
put in. their proposals; could: have'been sure that they would get: _ 

_ their pay according to the conditions of their contracts, and if we. 
had,had money to pay for thoge articles not contracted for, and = 

- that we could not contract for, nor do without, when we bought. - 
them. ; Another fatal consequence arising. from. the unavoidable. / 

_ want of punctuality on the part of the Commissioner, in granting 
_— Payments as they beeame due, by the conditions of contracts _. entered into, results in the fact, that, none who know the lack. of | 

| finance in the prison will put in proposals for furnishing, éxcept ; : 
. such as are pecuniarily able to wait the slow pay day which is 
a most sure to come. “While many good men would venture to put 

in bids for such furnishing, if they could be sure of their pay 
quarterly. Under the circumstances, the few with ready capital = alone bid, and make the idea of general comipetition in the mat: 

_ ter a mere farce; and, consequently, almost all articles purchased ts 
under contract, are paid as highly for, and, perhaps, in many in. 

_ stances, more highly than if bought on private bargain. —° 
| ‘I would, therefore, most earnestly but respectfully ask, that the ; 

_ fands negéssiry for deftaying the expenses of the prison be kept | on ‘hand, in ‘order that the Commissioner may be able to fulfil any: 
condition of the contracts entered into’ on the part of the state. 

_ and also to purchase such other articles as we must have, and that | 
owe | are . unable “to contract for under existin g circumstances, or: 

_ else repeal that part of the law that requires the Commissioner to) 
advertise for proposals, and let the. contracts. for supplying the 

. Prison to the lowest and best bidder. © = 2 2 32 

As the law now stands, the Commissioner has has no right to oe 

-pureghase, arsingle article for the Prison without. first, advertising | 
_ for-proposals, and, obtain the articles required upon contract, and. 

under existing circumstances with a full knowledge on the part of, | 
| the people, that, there is no money in the treasury, or in the hands. : 

_ of the Commissioner to, pay them for what.they would contract.to., : 
furnish, and: altogether uncertain when.there: will.,be, they will.



. i | 

_ not, in many cases propose at all. In such case the law requires 

the: Commissioner to advertise again. In the mean time, many of 

the articles needed, and for which the Commissioner advertises for 

proposals to furnish, must be had without delay. 

And, again, the strongest propability is, that no one will pro- 
pose at all, for the reason that there is no money to pay them if 
they should enter into contract. | 

Again, if they do propose and they get the contraet, the day 

conditioned for payment arrives, and unless their demand is 

satisfied, they are of course disappointed, and depending, as in 

most cases they are necessitated to do, upon the means that accrue 

from the business they are engaged in, to progress with the fulfil- 

ment of their contract, they in turn must necessarily disappoint the 

party contracted with, and when complaints or threats are made 

to them, they will say the “state has not fulfilled ;” and when it 

does, it will be time enough for you to find fault. In the mean 
time, dinner hour arrives, and seventy-five or eighty prisoners are 

not apt fully to appreciate the financial trouble that prevents them 

‘getting it. | 

I would, therefore, most respectfully recommend in the event — 

of there being no money in the treasury, that that part of the law | 
which requires the Commissioner to advertisej for proposals and 
let the contract for supplying the Prison to the lowest bidder un- 

der all circumstances, be repealed, because the Commissioner 

cannot live up to it, and must needs violate it, for without money, 

one half of the articles needed at the Prison will not be proposed 

for at all, and those that are, will be at high prices. | 

SOUTH WING. 

The south wing of the new Prison is nearly completed, and! will 

be' ready’ for use and occupancy in the coursé’of two'or'three 

weeks. | | - | 

This building was commenced from the foundation’ on’ the: 14th 

day of April; and was prosecuted with unceasing vigor'by all’ the 
contractors engaged in its erection; and; taken in itself, separate



_ from the main building and. other wing, as laid down in the, plan. | 
_ of building the whole Prison, it is a most beautiful structure, and | 

a credit to the builder and the state ; indeed, I am constrained to | 
say, that there is not a better building for its purpose inthewhole = 
Union. Its foundation is laid upon the solid rock, ten feet below - 
the surface of the earth, and it'is built after the enlarged plan 
contemplated by the legislature af its last session—tiwo hundred - 
feet in length, by fifty feet in width in the clear, and contains two 

i hundred and eiphity-eight cells. : A | : 

I cannot let the occasion pass, without awarding to the various 
_ contractors who have been employed upon the building, the justly = 

deserved credit of having ‘ansparingly exerted themselves to do 
justice to the state a& well as to themselves in the prosecution of 
thework, 2 68 0s nce 

_ The contract for furnishing the stone, brick, &e:, andall ‘mate- | 
_ rial fr laying the same, was entered into; oti thé part of the stdte, 

"by my immediate: predécessry; Hi: Cond missioner: Brown; with: Ae- : 
- drew Proudfit, Esq., conditiozied to pay as follows: 9 © F | 

| For furnishing cut stone and laying the same, per perch, $13 9% oo 
| soa A pote he DOL 

| YE Mie rik eee per 1000. °° 87 
._. For placing: all iron: in thei buildnig; per pound; © °° @:03° > 

_, As early in the past spring as practicable, I entered into con- 
_ tracts on the part of State, for doing all the other work necessary 

to the completion of the building, with different individuals, as 
: follows: | a oo | | 
7 With John N. Ackerman, Esq., for making and preparing all oe 

| the iron work, at the rate of 8 4-10 cents per pound, $ 03 4-10. 

With John Taylor, Esq., for furnishing all cast iron necessary a 
| | | a at the rate of hes cents per pound, — 06} 

do do —_—-—s for making sheet iron ventilators at — oe 
a | | 8 cents per pound, | 03 | 

do do for doing all painting and glazing, and 
oo  farn’ing materials, including glass, 695 00 a



With John Taylor, Esq,, for tinaing roof, and furnishing ma- ’ Oo 
| a ~ terial, per square, oo a | ee 11 95 = 

do de ~—~— for making conductor from roof, and 
furnishing material, per foot, 40 

With Wm. Reinhard, Esq, for,doing all the carpenter and = 
joiners work, and furnishing | 
ama exeept amber, 1,000,00, 

. do do for doing all lathing and plaster- fe mo Reger - 

| | . Ing and furnishing all mate- oc _ | 

- thal per square yard, 
The iron was furnished by J,.8. Sherwood, Esq. under contract, 

made with Commissioner Brown, at an average ratepertbof .. 06 
The lumber was mostly furnished by James K. Smith, Esq, 0. ie | 

: under contract also, made with, Commissioner Brown, aban. 

average rate per thousand of = OO 
The locks were furnished, by A..Proudfit, Esq. under contract. © st 

| made with myself, for cell locks at the rate of: | 1) 8 BV a ny, - 

For all larger locks, atthe rateof es ., 6 50 . a - 

| The following abstract of the estimates made out for the various 

contractors, will show ‘the expense of building the South Wing 

- of the Prison, up to the 28th day of last November. = |
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ABSTRACT of Estimates made out for the Contractors engaged 

in building the South Wing of the new prison, showing the cost 

of erecting and finishing the same: 

| -_ — - [3 

a. . SS 7 : Sg | ag Se nS 
| 5 S38 Ke ‘3 & 

“Names of Contractors. og 88. | og bn 
| oa 5% O§ 3 

| = Sy © i 
| | | B A ge | 3& 

|. , |---|} —*# 
First Estimate of Andrew Proudfit) $13,875 52 | $ 4,426 77 597 12 | $8,851 63 
Second do do 14,014 41 | 3,185 90 | 1,094 41 | 9,784 10 
Third do do 99,923 34 | 9,118 74 | 1,220 23 | 19,854 37 
Fourth do do | 33,969 92 , 2,726 49 934 57 | 30,258 86 
Fifth do do 10,770 18 | 1,080 91 241 04 | 9,448 93 
First Estimate of Locks .......- 796 38 -+-- ~ +. 756 38 

103,209 75 | 20,488 81 | 4,187 37 | 78,953 57 

First Estimate of J. S. Sherwood, B16 89° Ta Pn 516 89 
Second do do 5,851 60 eee, oe 5,851 60 
Third do do 1,733 57 — -.-. |. 1,733 57 
Feurth do do 193 15 wee meee | 193 15 

| 8295 21]... vase | 8,295 Q1 
First Estimate of John Taylor... 782 31 ewes | wee | 782 31 
Second do = do”... 297 63 14 65 12 20 270 77 Third do do Lee 929 12 7202 | 46 19 810 91 
Fourth do do .../ 1,997 11 114 89 | 7479 | 1,807 50 

— 4,006 17 20156 | 133 18) 3,671 49 
First Estimate of John Ackerman 212 12 9272 | 69 08 50 29 
Second do do 884 92 223 00 124 33 537 59 
Third do © do | 827 22 | 26178 |} 172 80 392 64 

1,924 26 | 577 60 | 366 21 | 980 45 
First Estimate of James K. Smith} 970 75 | ..-. | --ee | 970 75 
Second do _ do’. 292 38 wees sees 292 38 
Third do do 142.97| .... — 142 97 

| 140610; a. iL | 1a06 10 
First Estimate of Wm. Reinhard! 33000 | ~—~=+59 296. |~=41:«37, 929 37 
Second do do 140 63 33 01 25 12 82 50 
Third = do do 400 00 103 24 50 00 | 246 77 

870 63 | 195 50 116 49! 558 64 

Total sotnieseesecceee 119,712 12 | 21,463 47 | 4,753 23 93,865 46 

Total amount of State Liability up Oo | | 
“to Nov. 28, 1854, overwork for i ' 
” convicts being added......-... a | 98,618 69 ve 

2 |
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So far as I have been able to make an estimate,-the cost for far- 
nishing the building from the 28th of November last to its final 
completion will not vary much from $5000. - 

I wish here to impress upon your mind, and through you, upon 

the attention of the legislature, fhe imperative necessity of pro- 
ceeding immediately with the erection of the main building.of the 
prison. The offices, guard rooms, chapel, hospital and cook room 
should be in immediate communication with the building occu-— 
pied by the prisoners. As it is, all these necessary conveniences 

béing in the old prison are situate somé ten or fifteen rods fron 

the new, and when the fact is taken in consideration, that: the vic: 

tuals of the prisoners must be cooked in the old prison and cars _ 
— ried those ten or fifteen rods in all kinds of weather, that thé dé: _ 

tached position of the offices and guard rooms, render the vigi- 
| lance of the night watch less effective, that marching théPrisen: 

ers from the new building to the old, for the purpose of attending 

divine worship on the Sabbath, is fraught with imminent danger 
| of escape. I cannot but think, that the amount which must be 

appropriated for the building will have no weight in comparisor 
with the importance and necessity of its erection. : - 

: I have asked the opinion of competent mechanics, as to what 

the probable cost of the main building would-be and am convinesd 
that the expense is pretty accurately shown by the following esti 
mate. ae 

Length of wiain building of thé new prisor, eighty fee 
With of main building of the new prison, fifty-two feet, | a 

Height above the basemént, story, fifty feet. BS | 

97 cords of' cut ‘stone, including laying of, same, $60, .. 5820. 06 

186 cords of rough stone, ae 1.316 00 

Laying rough stone aid-brick, | on 2,868 00 

300,000 brick, re 1500 00 | 
Lathing and plastering, including lath, SC ; oo, 4,780 00° 

1,100 barrels of lime, | ee ts BE OO 

40,000 bushels sand, 6d, a ee 3600 00



oe Carpenter work and building toof; ab on south ‘wing, including.» - ‘ts ab — 

oo Miateriah been ip ea 460008 
~_ Glass, paint, nails, locks, door hangings, and hanging door, 80000 

Bron and tran work, 4600 00, - 

oo ss tam fally eonfident t hat the. b uilding can be erected by.convigt, os _—eborefor one-half of what it would if put under contract,and with = 
__. the above amount appropriated and placed. at the disposal.of the > 

Commissioner, Iam, sure, beyond a doubt, that it wouldcoveram. . . - 
- Ply. every cent of expense which the building would be to the 

_ Bate, exclusive of convict labor. ne 

Tn recurring to.the law organizing the prison, there is another, — 
Provision in.i the xepeat of which,,t think, is,demanded bythe 

_ best interests ef the state. I allude. to that which prohibits the, oy 
comanssiqner from..permitting prisoners to be. taken outside the, = prison yard under any circumstances: whatever, and from reliable. Doe 

__ Information, I am inclined to believe it is contrary to-the,well eg 
- tablished precedent of older established prisons; 
EEE EEE EG EP UE ES Gapapay 3M ME ORON EDS lees oo ‘There are-always confined in every; state prison.a greateror|egg. 

-— auniber of convicts who are:well disposed,.and whosejermof im. 

_ of an.officer: to. workin. the..sfone, quarry’s fon the state, ortobe, 

_-lett6 contnactors to work as they may: dinect-ror, situated. aswe > 
_ Have been, during the past summer, without watenin the yard,they.’ 
- might be-advatitageously io¢eupied in carrying. water for the,use of - 

the:prigom. i easy, Sat bce tab gtk 6 ne 
-  Giteiinktanedd have tramipived dating thé year tder wT! . 
. Have’ déemied it'a’ matter Of no haritt, bitit rahe?’ ‘a matter off auty” - 8 
teFedtitte ‘privdtiers'to engage in’ bubitiess' fr the state outside the’ : 
_ prison yard, wider the di rectipuard of ‘an Offiéer; except in dif oe os 

_ two instances, when, during the past sickly season the offer al? =



| help in and about the prison were unable. to attend tovany calls 

aside from what their duty imposed. — Ch 

_\ NNother provision of the law ought to be so amended as to al- 

low the commissioner to engage the services of ‘practical’ mechan- 

ics as overseers in the various departments of ‘mechanical labor, A 

with the power to pay them the wages of mechanics, say one dol- 

lar and a half or one dollar seventy-five cents per day. | The pre 

sent per diem for overseers, ($1,25 per day) is not sufficient t¢in- 

~ duce-them to leave outside labor for a position within the prison =~ 

yard. Lam of the opinion ‘th at if the services of good mechanics - 

“wuld be obtaitied, to'be used in instructing, directing and tayitig: 

Gut work for the convicts, the state would be profited much more 
‘than the'‘mereé amount it‘would require to engage such’assistance., 

Since I have been connected with the prison, | have; under 

| the direction of the prison’ physician, furnished ‘convicts with me 

| weak tea once a day, and in’ case of sickness oftener, if neces! 

| gary; and also” to such as have been in‘the habit of wing to! 

| basco three chews a day, "believing, under’ all’ the -cireninstan:. 

ces, its moderate’ use ‘would be more “beneficial tothe convict 

‘than otherwise. © °° Pine Te 8 Bente enh 

: As will be seen by the report of the prison physician here- 

with sent, you will find that, although ‘the season hasbeen very / 

| unhealthy, yet the prisoners. have suffered but very little sick-’ 

— ness of any kind—indeed' 1 may say that’the state has not'been: 

- deprived of the labor of any one convict for more’ thal a day: 

: ata time, aud that only by reason of cold of ordinary diay. | 

 xhowe. I may be ‘allowed to'say that no pains‘ have beet spared’ 

Ot precautions neglected to prevent sickness -or disease. ‘And* 

I am credibly informed that although the number. of prisoners: 

| ‘has. been much larger, and the past season far. more unhealthy — 

“than the preceding one, yet we have-not had one half the sick- 

meas as: the year previous, and were it not. for fear of needing 

| the services of a physician, we) might, dispense with engaging —



‘Under the privilege exterided’ by thé law of last winter all the Oa a ‘convicts. who have been engaged in work for contractors on the oe . new building, have been enabled by overwork, to lay up forthem- _. selves, a handsome sum of money for their present or future use, -. -many.of them who have families, have with commendible fidéli- a 
ty appropriated their energies to their cumfort ana suppoit, those and ‘of the younger class have used it in procuring usefull’ books, and a 

__ in'subseribing for newspapers, which they are allowed tousetn- 
| / : der the directiou and supervision of the officers. | vs Me 

--- I must do myself the justice to say that I believe . that there is 
no retrograde movement in, the morals of the convicts, they are ne ace all, with a few exceptions, willing and anxious to attend divine = — 
service in the chapel every Sabbath, Where they seem to listen . ceo 

| .Nith devout attention to the excellent preaching and advice ofthe _- Rey. Samuel Smith, the faithfal.and devoted chaplain of the pris) 

--.. We have as far as practicable, endeavored to administer the - _ dicipline of the prison/upon the “silent system,” enforcing as. 
_ much as possible, perfect non-intercourse, among the prisoners— = 

~ During the past season, the circumstances, connected with the | Duilding of the now, prton, made ita matter of impossibility a ‘enforce as rigidly as we: otherwise. should a strict obser vance... of all the regulations incident to such a system of dicipline, There 8 Was necessarily mote or less intermingling of the prisoners, with _ Buch citizens as were engaged in work upon the building and Scattered about the yard, as they were, under the direction of the _ contractors to ‘whom they were hired, in groups of two, three or IE 
_— ahalf a dozen, it was entirely ont of the question to guard.them , _ 88 narrowly. in the exercises of their duty and requirements, as 7 if those circumstances did not exist. rs 
__Imust say, however, that during the whole season Ihave seen Dut very litle of conduct so flagitious as to domand sever poms “shmient of my hands, There has been no open attempt ioouape, and I ‘feel confident that but ‘very little, if any at all, of secret Oo



| plotting has’ been going on for that. purpose. Thave.evor feltit 
to be. the duty of any person having the administration of the — 

‘government and discipline of a prison in charge, to execute Bis 
“trust, that the criminal, will be made morrally better under the 

~ punishment, which he is made to suffer, and while he makes that 

punishment, sure. by its certainty, still so far asmsy be consistent 
‘with his position, he should feel agd act.as thongh he were deal , 

/ ing with men, fallen to be sure, but yet not beyond redemption. 

‘When I entered on my official duties as commissioner of ‘the | 

| Prison, its library was altogether inadequate to the: wants of the 

| prisoners. I have added to it by purchase, about nincty dollars - 

“worth of books, many of which are “Bibles, both German and. 

‘Englich, singing books, school books, and also a dozen slates— 

Besides the above we ate under especial obligation to the Fund | 

du Lac county Bible Society, for a quantity of religious books; . 

—_ also, to Prof’ E. Daniels, late State Geologist, and Messrs. W. H. | 

Watson, George Bowman, Archibald Wilson, Henry Dillecker and 

= Buek,of Milwaukee, fora latge and valtabloeontribation : 

of books‘for the prison Libratyed: se aR 

Before concluding this report, I wish to mention a aubjectiupon 

‘which I think the legislature bhowld‘act and’ act promptly. We 
“have confined ‘here some three or four small boys, from the city of | 

| ‘nals whoin perhaps no ‘punishment can reform, and no persuasion 

“eto, iteannot, I fear, be even hoped tatthere ease will be mach 
‘bettered; and sincerely hope that humanity will dictate, that a 

© Afouseof refuge be prepared for such young offenders, where they 
‘ean, at least for a while, be sécure from the evil associations of bad 

““eompany, and be taught to lead the life. of virtue and honesty. ws 

-_-- Teannot neglect in this report to acknowledge the obligations : 

which Tam tinder to all the officers of the’prison for the faithful — 
and valuable services I liave received from them during the past
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are entitled to my sincere thanks for the faithful manner in which 

they have discharged them. | 

In conclusion allow me to say, that if what we have done meets _ 

the apprvbation of your Excellency, and through you the appro- 

bation of the Honorable the Legislature, and the people generally, 

we shall be amply rewarded for all the care, anxiety and respon- 

sibility, we have incurred the past. year, andif not, we shall still | 

have the sati.faction of knowiug that we have endeavored to do 

right. | | 

All of which is respectfully submitted. | 

| | A. W. STARKS. 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, ) : a | 
DODGE. COUNTY, , BB. | 

Areatus W. Starks, being duly sworn, says that the matters 
and things set forth in the foregoing report, are true to the best of 
his knowledge and belief. A. W.STARKS, 

Subscribed and sworn before me the 31st. day of Dec. 1854. 

| JOHN LOWTH, | 
: Notary Public, Dodge County, Wis.
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. REPORT OF CHAPLAIN. | 

To His Excertency Wm. A. Barstow, 

Governor of Wisconsin: 

Sir: The following brief report of the Chaplain of the Wis- 

consin State Prison, and of his efforts to improve the moral and 

intellectual condition of its inmates, I sincerely hope will meet 

with the approbation of your Excellency. 

For more than three years I have had the honor to officiate as 

Chaplain of this Prison, and by the blessing of Heaven, have been 

able to attend to the duties of my station every Sabbath but four 

during the whole of that time. | | | 

During the past year, our meetings in the Chapel of the Prison 

| have been attended by all the inmates of the Prison, when their 

health would permit, and the result has been that some of our 

prisoners who appeared scarcely to fear God or regard man, at the 

time of their entrance into the Prison, have been constrained to 

| confess their sins to God, and implore his pardoning favor. Iam 

in the habit of visiting them from cell to cell, and talking with 

them individually and collectively ; and have often been deeply 

moved at witnessing their apparent contrition, for violating the 

sacred laws of God, and the laws of the State, thereby bringing 

disgrace upon themselves, their families, and friends. I am sat- 
isfied from what they tell me, that more than two-thirds of them 

committed the crime that sent them here, under the influence of 

strong drink. They promise, however, most solemnly on their dis- 

charge from prison never to resort to a like crime again. 

It may be gratifying to your Excellency to know, that some of 

the prisoners, when they first entered the prison and who could 

neither read nor write, have devoted their leisure hours to learn- 

ing, and who now are able to doboth. Many of them seem to be 

delighted with the holy scriptures, and promise hereafter to be 

governed by its precepts. |
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All our prisoners are reading men, and it would be extremely 

gratifying to myself and them if a larger assortment of good and 

useful books could be put in their hands, in order to make them 

good and useful members of community, when their term shall 

| have expired here. 

A singing school has been in successful operation in the Prison | 

the past year, and has been attended by a large number of its in- 

mates. I think their singing excellent, under all the circumstan- 

ces, and would do credit to any society. Indeed all the officers of 

_ the prison seem to be indefatigable in improving the moral and 

intellectual condition of the prisoners, and many of them on their 

discharge, have called upon me at my residence to thank me for | 

attempting to do them good, and to express their gratitude to all 

_ the Officers of the prison, for their kindness and for the excellent 
advice they had received, promising at the saine time to follow it. 

Respectfully submitted. 

SAMUEL SMITH, 
Chaplain. 

_Decemper 31, 1854. 

4



: PHYSICIANS’ REPORT. _ 

The health of the prisoners during the past year- lias 'beenre: — 
markably good. They have been entirely exempt from the-pres 
vailing epidemics such as Diarrhea, Dysentery, Fevers, de: 

which have prevailed to considerable extent in the community at 
large. Kven during the hottest part of thé summer Diarrhea | 

among the inmates was of rare occurrence and Dysentery entirely, 

unknown, although common in the vicinity and among the labor- 
ers; employed! iu constructing the new prison building. Te 

This exemption from sickness must:be mainly. attributed. ta the 

judicious: management of the commissioner. in: enforeing: rigidly : 

the salutary discipline of personal‘ cleanliness and: regimen ‘insal} 
the-apartments connected with theprison. oF 

| BROWN & BUTTERFIELD; — 
Wavpvn, Dec. 31, 1854; Attending Physicians. 

\
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“GEOLOGICAL REPORT, | oo i: 

To His Excuttenoy, War. A. Barstow, == ©° |. ee es 
OB Governor’ of the State of Wisconsin: Bo 
. In presenting this Teport on the Geology of Wisconsin, it is Sc _ proper that I should state: the circumstances under which the ma- i _ terials for it have been collected. . On receiving my commissionas — aoe State Geologist (Aug. 12, 1854;) I proceeded, agreeably to your - instructions, to examine the mineral district, included in the south- =: western counties of the State. It was my intention, in this exam- ee ination, to make a preliminary reconnoissanee of the entire district, oo 80 as to enable me to present, in my first report, a general view of _ a the arrangement, both as exhibited on the surface and in the inte- : rior. In previous examinations of the same kind, I had found-the 

great advantage of such general views, in preparing for a more. OO just appreciation of. particular facts, and of their mutual relations. a One of the most important objects of 4 Geological Survey, indeed | the most important, is to determine the ‘system ‘of ‘arrangement, : and the principles connected therewith, which may serve asa: 
guide through what would ba. otherwise an inextricable labyrinth. : | This cannot be done satisfactorily without a minute and thorough: oe investigation of particulars, but ‘this should be made throughout: - with a view to the entire arrangement, and:for this purpose:a pre-. 
liminary reconnoissance is: required. - Although I lost no time in: | | pursuing this.object, yet I found it impossible to visit the entite: oy digtriet, this season, and November 93, I returned to: Madison, and. ‘ after a brief examination of the country between that place and =.



| | 4 oe 

Janesville, in reference to the strata, I applied myself to the pre- 

paration of my report. : 

Lhave visited, during this season, all the considerable diggings 

from the south line of the State to a line drawn from east to west, 

north of Cassville, Beetown, Potosi, Platteville, Mineral Point, Yel- | 

low Stone, and Exeter, and from the Mississippi to the east part of 

| Green county. Some of the less important diggings, within these | 

limits, may have escaped my notice, but I have endeavored to _ 

make such an examination of those I have visited, as my limited _ 

time would allow. I havealso employed, in preparing this report, 

such facts as Lhad collected the former year, in the employment of 

the American Mining Company (N. Y.,) in exploring different lo- 

calitiesin the samedistrict, and particularly in examining the dif- 

| ferent strata, in reference:to: theprobable descent ot the mineral 

through them. -On this point, of so much importance to the min- 

ing interest, I had then ascertained a series of facts, which seemed » 

to prove that all the limestones, from the surface of the upper 

magnesian to a considerable depth, at least, inthe lower magne- 

| sian, were good lead-bearing rocks, My researches, this year, 

‘have enabled me: to add many. convincing proofs to what I had 

| -efore. ascertained, the whole showing a regular descent of the 

| mineral through all the rocks, within the limits above indicated,. 

| except the upper sandstone. Ihave had no opportunity, this sea- 

| son, of extending my researches in the lower magnesian, its out- 

a crop ‘occurring chiefly in the northern part of the district, which 1 

| have not yet visited. I had, the former year, also applied myself 

40 the investigation of other: points: of much economical interest, 

| and have made them, this ‘season, leading objects in my survey. 

| Such are the ‘surface ‘arrangement of the ranges, by which they 

are combined into different:groups, which ate themselves also ar- 

| ranged in connected series, showing a regular system of arrange: 

- ment, apparently pervading the whole district, so far as‘ I have‘yet_ 

_ examined it; the'vein character of the different deposits of mine- 

‘ral, recognizable. in all their varied modifications; and the different: 

character of ‘the openings in the different limestone strata, show-



ing that while all of these ave lead-bearing, yet that each presents some peculiarities in the arrangement and character ofits miner» © al deposits. The facts, which I have. thus far collected, on these = points, appear not a little encouraging, as exhibiting regularityjand = order in arrangement, and striking analogies to the best ‘mines, in corresponding situations in Europe. The opportunities for exami- 5 wing the interior of ‘minés, are not now as frequent as I could have a wished, but I haye improved: every opportunity which has pre-_ sented, and have been able; during the two seasons, to examine | the interior of. more than two hundred different mines, of varied - extent from the smallest to the greatest. © | | oe 
_ From the .short time that I have been employed by the State, it a eannot be expected that I should prepare a complete report. In Se this, I have had in view the immediate interests of the mineral | district, and I have endeavored to give it a practical bearing. My object has been to give general views of more immediate impor- | tance, and rather to point out the method I design to pursue than , to give the results of a survey: Local details, and such as have oS no direct bearing on my present object, are reserved to another - occasion. | / | a 

I have confined myself, in preparing this report, chiefly to my - _ own observations, and have proceeded no farther than the facts, which I have myself collected, would seem to warrant. Although : I have not yet been able to explore the. whole mineral district, and | may therefore have failed to ascertain some facts, which may have a an important bearing in determining the entire arrangement, yee 
[have felt warranted, from what I have already ascertained, in stating, with some confidence, the. conclusions to which I have al- A ready alluded. _ oo a 8 

The mineral district ig of such relative extent; its resources, | mineral and agricultural, are so great, that whatever interests that must largely interest the whole State.. The act, making the appro- priation for this survey, requires that that district should be first eg surveyed; but occasional opportunities may, in the meanwhile, be ° taken to examine such other points as may be of immediate im- a
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| portance. — The survey of the ‘whole State must be | the work of 

time; to be valuable, it should be made deliberately, and as far as 

possible, in a connected order. As long as I am entrusted with 

. this object, I shall endeavor to give it such a direction, and partie- 

-  alarly to make it contribute to develope the great resourees of the: 

| ‘Herewith I have the honor of | submitting the following report: 

ad a Very respectfully, . ry a 

—  SAMES G.-PEROIVAL, 
ee --: * State Geologist. —
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_ The Mineral District in Wisconsin, so far as I have examined it; 
| includes all that part of the State between the Mississippi, on the | 

west, and the valley of Sugar river, on the east, south of the line | 
already indicated. Small quantities of lead ore‘are reported to 

_ have been found farther east, between Sugar and Rock rivers, and 
_ even in the quarry at Janesville, on the east bank of Rock river.’ 

In general, the diggings are more frequent and more extensive tor 
~ -wards the west, and béeome more detached and lighter towards the 

east, but with some important exceptions. These will be noticed, ° | 
hereafter, more in detail. I | 

oo ‘STRATIFICATION, = 2 2 

The rocks, in this district, form a series of strata, overlying eack, ao 
_ other nearly horizontally, already noticed in preceding reports. In : 

_ describing them, I shall point out such characters and distinctions == 
as Ihave myself observed, and which have appeared of practical, 
importance. . It has been noticed in other mining ‘countries, that. . 

_ different rocks have different relations to particular minerals; that . 
a.given metallic vein, in one stratum, will yield more abundantly . 
than in. another, and will present peculiar characters in traversing _ | 
each stratum. Such appears to be the case in this mineral dis- . 

_ trict, and it hence becomes important to mark, as far. as possible, 
all the different modifications in the strata. oe oo, 3 

‘The surface of the mineral district: may be regarded in generat : 
_ as a plain, traversed in different directions by valleys and ravines, ' 

radiating from the principal water-courses. Seen froma distance, .



#hese are less obvious, the higher points of the surface, themselves 
on nearly a common level, commanding the view, and giving to 

the whole the appearance of a vast plain. Above this plain rise | 

2 number of elevations,,called mounds, some isolated, such asthe 

Blue Mounds, the Platte: Mouhds,.and the Sinsinawa Mound, in 

‘Wisconsin, and others forming connected chains of highlands, 

such as the range east of Galena, in Illinois, and the Highlands 

along the west side of the Mississippi, in Iowa. These mounds 

are composed of strata, overlying the strata occupying the general 

pling en 
The strata, in this district, appear nearly horizontal, but — 

have slight dips in different directions, A general dip to the west 
of south has been recognized in former reports, A general dip to. 
the south appears obvious, even if the part of the district examin- 
ed by me be alone considered. Such a dip tothe south would, in 

a general plane surface, bring the lower strata to that suface sue- 
eessively towards the north, and such, in.the whole, appears to be 
the fact in this district. A general dip to the, west has appeared 
to mé less obvious, though favored by many facts, particularly the 
great extent of the mound rocks,,in. the Highlands of lowa,and 

| the greater thickness of the upper strata generally towards the 

Besides this general’ dip, local inéqualitiés'fn ‘the’ sttatifica: 
4idit ‘may be observed at Various points, indicating extrabrdiniary 
elévations of the strata at thos’ points. These ‘appear to be rather: 

detached elevations at different centres, tlian along extended lines’ 

of anticlinal ‘axes. They o¢cur generally in connexion ‘with the’ | 

deeper valleys, where there has been a considerable ‘degree of de-: 

nudation, and at such poiits the lower strata are brought to the! 

surface at extraordinary elevations, and exhibit striking inequali- 

ties within short distances. Such points of: elévation may be ob- 

gerved on Fever (Galena) river, between Benton and Shullsburg;- 

on-the West Pecatonica,-near Mineral Point’; on the Hast Pecaton- . 

ica, near Argyle; on the waters of Sugar river, near the line of 

Dane and Green counties, and on-the Platte river, between Platte-_



ville'and Potosi. . From these centres of elevation the: strata dip: 
in different directions, by ‘which the higher strata are founisudé 

_ cessively overlying the lower on the north as well as.on the south: 
‘Thus the extraordinary dip tothe north.from the céntre of eleva: ; 
tion on: Fever river presents the overlying strata.on the surface: to , 
the:north”of the outcrop.of the lower strata, and has piven plaed: 
for'the océurrence of the mound strata at the Platte Mounds. :: In 

_ the samé manner, there is at Dodgeville, though six to seven miles: 
north of Mineral Point, a greater thickness of strata tham-at’ the 
latter, near which the:lower magnesian is even: brought to: view:— 

_ The ‘details respecting. these elevations will be given. after the'de- 
seription of the different strata. = = 2 i 

_  ‘The'series of strata, which I have had an opportunity of exanm- — : 
_ inihg, may be‘thus arranged. 1. The ‘Mound Strata, ‘consisting: df. , 

thres distinct. beds of limestone; the. upper, middle and lower. 
2..A bed:of Blue Shale, separating the mound strata from the next. 
lower limestone series: 3:'The Upper Magnesian of Owen » also: 

- consisting of three distinct beds: 4. The Blue Limestone, inéluding: | 
the Blue:and the Buff Limestones of Owen (1st Rep.;)also presant- 

_ ing three distinct beds. 5. The Upper Sandstone. 6. The'Lower 
_ Magnesian of Owen... This last I have not yet had an opportunity | 

of examining through its: whole: depth, but L-have observed, inits. 
_  upper-portion, two: distinct beds, well-characterized. 7. The Lows: _ 

er Sandstone. This I have not yet had an opportunity of exathin«’ 
ing in connexion. » .The atrangement of each of: the ‘limestone se* 
‘ries, at least of the three upper, in three distinct beds, is. worthy: 
of attention. Other minor distinctions may be noticed, and have. 

. indifferent places: attracted the attention of ‘miners, as of practical: , 
_ importance. These [have endeavored to ascertain, and shall. men-: | 

. tion, so far asI have been-able to determine them; but from their 
_ nature, they can be fully determined only-by a more complete sur- 
vey than Thave yet made. ne co | 

| MoD STRATA. He 

"The Mound Strata, within the limits of the mineral district in 
- Wisconsin, occupy only afew detached points, considerably ele"



| | | 100 | 

| vated above the general surface. These are: the Sinsinawa 

Mound, a detached summit near the south line of the State and on | 

the limit of the towns of Hazel Green and Jamestown the Platte 

| Mounds, two detached summits, one east, the other west: of Bel- 

mont, with a smaller elevation of the same character between 

them; the Blue Mounds, two summits forming part of a connected 

range, near the line’ of Dane and Iowa. counties; and the north- 

east point of a range of mounds, extending from near Galena to- 

wards Shullsburg. Be re 

- The three distinct beds, above mentioned, are most complete. 
in the southern mounds, and are apparently partly denuded in 

the northern. They may all be distinguished in the Sinsinawa = 

‘Mound, but the upper appears there less‘complete than in the Table | 

7 Mound, an outlier of the Highlands, south-west of Dubuque. The 
entire series is composed chiefly of a thick-bedded limestone, fine+ : 

grained and nearly white, when unstained, and well adapted for 
building. The upper bed is characterized by a great abundance 

of corals, of which the Catenipora* is the most distinctive. The - 

| middle bed abounds more or less in hornatone (flint,) arranged con- 

formably to the stratification. This, in the southern: mounds, is. 

less abundant, and more in detached nodules, while in the north- 

ern mounds, it is more abundant, and even, in the Blue Mounds, 

almost replaces the limestone. In the northern mounds particular- 

ly, it is distinguished by a reddish-brown colour. It may thus 

| have given origin to the layer of red flint in clay, which immedi- 

ately overlies the rock on the general surface throughoutthe min-. 

eral district. The lower bed contains little flint, and is less abun- _ 

: dant in fossils, particularly corals, than the upper, It.appears, 

| however, thicker bedded, and.is more important for lime and: 

building. The mound limestone has never been found to contain’ 

any considerable deposit of lead ore. Traces of mineral’are re- — - 
‘ported to have been found in it, and some fruitless excavations: 

have been made, one of which I have examined on the top of the 

Sinsinawa Mound, but have observed there no appearance of lead _ 

~ © C, escharoides. | | OS - ee |



“The Blue Shale, wherever I have had an opportunity of obser- 
ving, underlies the limestone of the mounds, and separates it from’ 
the Upper Magnesian limestone. Itis composed of a-thin ever 
—argillaceous élate, quite hard in its natural state, but more . 

| or less subject to decomposition into a soft clay, sometimes retain- = 

ing its original blue color, but more usually stained yellow, and = 
forming then what is called by the miners, a pipe clay. Its sur- 

| face, from its tendency to decomposition, is always concealed by: 

earth, unless exposed in ravines or by excavation. It’ extends to’ 
a greater or less distance around the mounds, and ‘graduates by , 

| decomposition into the pipe clay, which overlies itsundecomposed 
part, when-thickest, and replaces it entirely on its outskirts. Thus’ 

at the Jamestown Mine, near the Sinsinawa Mound, it was found, | 
in the engine shaft, immediately overlying the upper magnesian, - 

nnchanged, and itself overlaid by the pipe clay, while in shafts 

more remote from the mound, it was found entirely. converted into 
he pipe clay. This bed is less open and pervious than the lime-. | 

_' -gtones, and consequently the water from the mounds issues in : 

a springs above it, marking the line of its upper surface. . 

 Pheshale itself contains few, if any fossils, but atits junction with 
the upper magnesian, there is a very thin bed, (two tothreeinches __ 

| thick,) composed almost entirely of very small fossils andconeretions, 

usually firmly cemented by iron, and therefore called hard-pan by: 
the miners, but sometimes softer and with a more calcareous ce- 
ment. Usually one or moré thinner layers (about one inch thicky 

_. ofthe same character are found interposed in the blue shale, with- 

~ in the first2—4 feet-above the upper magnesian. ‘These fossilife- 
| rous and concretionary layers are important as serving to deter-’ | 

| mine the formation of the pipe clay, overlying the upper magne- 
sian, trom the blue shale. In the shafts, atthe Jamestown Mine, __ 

_ where the pipe clay immediately overlies the upper magnesian,* _ 
these layers are found precisely of the same character and in the 
same position, as where the unaltered blue shale meets the same 

| rock. In different places on the higher points, where the upper.



‘magnesian is most complete, that rock is found overlaid by pipe 
clay, in which, the same fossiliferous and_concretionary layersiare | 
found, in the same: position as. I have -already stated. « This - 

_ have observed very perfectly at the Muddy. Diggings, on high 
ground, north of: Cassville, at the: distance of ‘severdl miles from 
the mound rocks; the nearest position of these being in the High- — 
lands of Iowa, beyond the Mississippi. .; In other places, the peen™ | 
liar fossils and concretions. of these layers are observed onthe . 
surface of the upper magnesian, where the:pipe clay is less obvi~ | 
ous. This I have noticed in different places on the higher grounds | 
in Hazel. Green, six miles from: the Sinsinawa Mound, and. still 
farther from, any other locality of the. mound strata. . These, facts. - | 
scem to indicate a former. general..extension atleast’ of.the- blue 
shale, over the surface of the upper magnesian. re 

~ The Upper Magnesian” consists of a-series of limertone bedsjof 
_ great thickness, in which the greater: part of thé ‘lead:.ore,-raised: - 

in the mineral district, has been-found, and from:that circumstance, = __ 
_ it has been sometimes called tlie mineralirock!: -Butthe other“beds: 

of limestone, underlying’ it, (the. blue limestone:and the lower 
magnesian,) have been found tq be good lead-bearing rocks, and 

-_ consequently. this Igtter term. can.ng longer. be regarded, as dist 
tinctive. The prevailing character of the rock in. this. series, is 
that of alight grey. thick:bedded limestone ;. sometimes uniformly | 
fine-grained and even compact, but: more often partly fine-grain-_ 
ed and compact; and partly coarser grained and more distinctly = 
rystalline, or even.with small geodic cavities. This latter struc-: 
ture occurs more particularly in connexion with mineral deposits, 
or in what is called the opening. rock. In such instances, either = 
the compact or the more crystalline portion may be the ground, 
through which the other is disseminated; the former as nodules or | 
concretions; the latter as geodes or approaching such. wi 

* This term, introduced by Owen in his first report, has been generally adopted in the | 
-mineral district, and for that reason I have preferred to retain it. oe



___, The rock of this series is generally more or less subject todecom- 
_ position, and the coarser grained portions most go, which often gives 

| to it a peculiar cavernous character. This circumstance, renders it, 
_ less valuable for building, although occasionally fine-grained or 

compact beds occur of superior quality for thatpurpose, The quarry 
from which the Catholic Church at Benton has been erected is one 
of that character. Thisrock too, in the openings, is often found de- 
‘composed in part to a fine sand, retaining its structure unchanged, 

_ in which the harder compact concretions lie loose in their original: 
_ position, and are called tumbling rock by the miners. It'has been. | 

| called, from this circumstance; sand-stone andsand-rock, ‘by the mi- | 
| ners, but as these names are liable to confound it with the proper 

silicious sandstone, they should'be rejected. = | 

| . There is generally a thin bed of a thinly schistase subargillaceous- 

___ limestone at the upper surface of theupper magnesian, called shingle; 
| rock by some miners.. Layers of shale ocaur occasionally through the- 

Whole extent of the series; sometimes distinct ;, sometimes firmly 
attached asa coating to the layers of the limestone. . The original 
color of these is generally blue, but they are often stained green, or’ 
yellow. They are usually found decomposed to clay inthe open- 
ings, and are then called, in some places, clay randoms, and are re- garded as useful guides in determin‘ng the position of theminor, Ine 

the lower bed of this rock, layers occur of a very thin black or dark. 
_ brownshale, more or less bituminous, accompanying particularly 

| the green and brown rock openings at, Mineral, Point and between. 
Benton and Shullsburg. Thin fossiliferous layers are also met. 

__-with throughout the series, but most frequently in the lower part. 
The thicker bedded rock usually contains but very few fossils, and. 
those of large size comparatively, while the thin fossiliferous lay-- 
ers abound in them, and those of small size and usually delicate, 
texture. Some layers are found chiefly composed of minute fog- | 

_ gils and concretions. The distinctive fossil of the entire series. 
is the coral, called honey-comb or sun-flower, (Coscinopora.) I 

| have observed it ‘in‘all the beds of this series, but in none,of the 
_  otherlimestones,
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_ The upper bed of this series contains few or ne flints, and is. 
usually much thicker than either of the lower beds, and indeed, 
where it has suffered no denudation, is at least equal in thickness | 
to the two lower combined. The middle bed abounds in flints, = 
arranged in regular layers of: nodules, usually white or light grey, _ 
but sometimes dark grey or black. The lower bed usually con- - 
tains but few flints, “but these are sometimes more abundant, par- 

ticularly in the opening | : OS 

_ The character of the lower bed has not appeared as uniform asthat 

of the two higher beds. Like the upper bed, it sometimes is light grey 
or bluish and compact, and is then valuable for building, when not a 
too much jointed; but itis more often much traversed by argillaceous 
seams, separating or marking the surface of the layers. This bed is — 
farther characterized by two peculiar rocks, known asthe brownor 
black rock and the green rock, which occupy corresponding positions, = __ 
but are usually found in different sections of the mineral district. 
On the Mississippi and Fever river, the brown rock, is generally = 
found connected with the openings in the lower bed, and contains _ 

more or less calcaréots spar (zéf”) disseminated through it. The 
_ green rock is found in asimilar position in the northern and north- 
eastern diggings. The original color of these rocks is bluish, but 
they have derived their present tint from the decomposition of iron 

- pyrites disseminated through them. Thebrown rock is ofa more 
orless deep red brown color, usually pervading it uniformly, and — 
from its peculiar tint, was called the chocolate-brown rock by | 
Locke (Owen’s Ist Rep.) The green rock is usually less uniform- . 
ly stained, sometimes only on its seams, and apparently derives its 
color from the green hydrate of iron. Thin layers often occur in ~ 
this bed, composed chiefly of flattened fucoidal concretions, but - 

- rarely containing any fossils. Similar layers are occasionally found 
inthe higher beds, 

| Bars of a hard blue limestone often traverse the upper mag- 
viesian, in its different portions, more usually in a horizontal posi- 
tion, like beds, but sometimes in a vertical position, like veins, 
They are more or less intersected by iron pyrites, and are appa- .



| rently connected with mineral deposits, to which they have - 

an important relation. _ They often interrupt the progress of min- | 

eral veins, and are then said, by the'miners, to cut off the mineral ; 7 

| whence the opinion has prevailed that the blue limestone cuts off - 

7 the mineral,-an opinion erroneously transferred to the blue lime- | 

‘stone of: Owen, to which it: has properly no reference. This, sub- 

_ject'will be farther discussed in, connexion with that of mineral | 

- depositsand veins a : | os 

oe - — BLUE LIMESTONE. oe OS | - 

_.The Blue Limestone series includes ,the blue limestone and the 

buff limestone of Owen’s first report. These both evidently belong 

to the same series; the first including the two upper. beds, the | 

| second the lower bed, already indicated. The three beds, of 

which the serie¢s is composed, are of nearly equal thickness. _ 

_ The upper bed is chiefly composed of thinner more fossiliferous 

| layers, between which are interposed sonte thicker and less fossili- | 

ferous. Some of tle -layers are almost entirely composed of fossils, ; 

and :in some instances are subject to decomposition, leaving the 

_° fossils loose and entire... Thin layers of bluish shale alternate with : 

tlie layers of limestone, and are often found decomposed to a soft 

clay, usually stained yellow or green, particularly in the openings. | 

‘The layers of limestone are marked by a peculiar parallel or lamin- 

ated structure, distinct from that of the upper magnesian, and are - 

_- partly light grey and compact, furnishing the best lime, and part- 

ly blue and more distinctly parallel in. their structure, and appa- 
a rently subargillaceous. Some of the latter kind have been found 

to furnish a good hydraulic ¢ement. This bed is usually overlaid 

by a bed of brown rock, in thin layers, and breaking in small | 

jointed fragments, with more or less calcareous spar disseminated, 

a but with few or no fossils. It is interposed, in the northern dis: 

tricts, between the green rock and the blue limestone, and may be 

| éonsidered as the lowest member of the upper magnesian. In gome - 

instances, a bed of blue shale, decomposing into a soft clay in the 

openings, is interposed between the upper magnesian and the blue :



‘The middle bed of the blue limestone is composed. of more | 
| uniform and thicker bedded very even layers, less abundant in 

fossils, but presenting some which have not occurred to me in’the 
upper bed, such as trilobites, and the acorn (Streptelasma.) In the _ 4 
western districts, where most distinctly developed; thisbedmay be 
divided into three distinct portions: an ‘upper, of a, very fine crys- 
talline grain, and of alight grey color, subject to a brown stain in 
connection with openings; a middle, of a dark grey: color, hard 

| and compact, breaking with a smooth conchoidal fracture, and 
called glass rock, in most of the diggings where it occurs; anda | 
lower, forming a transition to the lower bed, and consisting of al- 

_ ternations of :grey compact and bluish parallel seams, firmly con> 
nected, the former resembling the glass: rock, the. latter the pre- 
vailing rock of the lower-bed. This lower portion is more fossili: 
ferous than the two others, particularly on the surfaces of its lay- 
ers. ‘This distinction is well marked in Quinby’s quarry'on the = 
Shullsburg Branch, north of New Diggings. In the most eastern 
districts, yet examined, this distinction: appears less marked, nearly = 
the whole bed being composed of a uniform fine-grained light grey __ 
rock, resembling the upper portion.’ The glass rock is there hardly . 
represented. Nodules of flint occasionally but rarely are foundin 

_ this middle bed, particularly in its upper fine-grained. portion. «. 

The lower bed, corresponding to the buff limestone of Owen, con- 
sists chiefly of a thick-bedded even rock, marked by a distinct par- 
allel arrangement, and composed in a great measure of flattened 
vermiform and fucoidal concretions, most strongly marked on the 
surfaces of the layers. That these are merely concretions and not - 
organic, appears to me very evident. The same structure is equal- 
ly remarkable in certain thin subargillaceous layers, observed in 
the upper magnesian, particularly in its lower bed. The same ap- / 
pearance is observable in the transition from the sandstones tothe  — 

_lower magnesian, particularly on the surface of the layers, where 
marked by argillaceous seams. It would seem to be common where- 
ever there is a combination of lime and alumine. This lower bed fur: | 
nighes a brown lime, and in some portions of it, a good hydraulic



a | | 17 | | | 7 cement, which alone indicates its subargillaceous character. The | | natural color of this bed is a light blue, but it ig very much subject to stain, buff or yellow,* from disseminated iron pyrites. Indeed In some districts, particularly the eastern, the whole series is gener- | ally found, at least near the surface, of a yellow color, only a few portions retaining their original blue color. The rock of this lower 7 bed ig easily dressed, particularly the middle portion of it, and in some instances is capable ofa fine polish, forming, by its concre- _ tionary structure, a beautifully clouded marble, Quinby’s quarry, ' 
| above noticed, furnishes fine specimens. The game bed, in the quarry at Monterey (J anesville,) has been used for that purpose, but its effect ig injured by small Seodic cavities. This lower bed contains comparatively few fossils, particularly in its middle por- tion. Trilobites have been found in it, as well ag in the middle | 
~ bed. . At its junction with the upper Sandstone, there is usually a transition from one rock to the other; a number of subsiliciong os 

and subargillaceous layers ‘intervening, the former of which are | more or less oolitic in their structure, — - oo 
| UPPER SANDSTONE, 

The Upper Sandstone forms a bed of a generally uniform Char. acter, and of no great thickness, composed usually of fine grains of quartzose sand, very slightly cemented, and consequently very 
little coherent, often in the interior in ‘the state of loose sand. The | 
surface is generally more or lesg indurated, but often this harder 
coat is of very little thickness, Tho natura] color of thig rock ig 
white, but it ig very subject to stain yellow, red, and sometimeg green, from the decomposition of disseminated Iron pyrites, These ‘stains are most remarkable on the surface and near the seams, and | | 
particularly near the Junction of the rock with the adjoining lime. | ; 
stones: At the Junction of this rock With the blue limestone 
above, it is usually coarser grained, and often contains concretiong 
of quartz, sometimes geodic, which have been evidently formed oe *1t has been called, from this circumstance, the buff limestone, but might, with more 

Propriety, be called the blue and buff limestone, . - er 
| 

38
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by chemical action. In this position too, concretions of iron — 

pyrites, or of hematite resulting from its decomposition, are fre 

quent; the latter often including a portion of the pyrites un-— 

changed. Small nodules or seams of hematite, sometimes with 

| iron pyrites, occur also in this part, filled with grains of quartz of 

a hyalitic appearance. ‘This layer, which has been apparently ‘so 

subject to chemical action, is usually of a dark red brown, or of'& 

deep green color, (the latter from the green hydrate of iron,) and 

occasionally the adjoining sandstone, to a‘ considerable ‘depth 

beneath, is more or less stained green from’the same canse. “This 

~-yock is usually too incoherent to answer well for building, at 

though generally sufficiently fine grained and thick-bedded for that 

purpose. It furnishes, however, & superior sand for. mortar,’ ‘atid 

. sometimes so hardens by exposure, as'to be useful fur building. ‘In 

some districts, particularly on some of the eastern branches ofthe 

East Pecatonica, near the line: of Green and Lafayette: countiés, 

this ruck is composed of thin nearly schistose layers, and its lower 

part ig then more or less filled with minute white calcareous: graitis, 

giving it a firmer texture. — | | a 

) a LOWER MAGNESIAN. | : 

This rock I have not yet examined through its entire depth, 

having had an opportunity of viewing it only in its southern and 

eastern outcrops, on the Platte, Blue, Pecatonica and Sugar 

| rivers, and in a ridge 2—38 miles’ S. W. of Madison. The greatest 

depth to which I have yet seen it exposed, is nearly 100 feet, on 

the Big Platte, in Ellenborough. A thickness of more than 200: 

| fect has been given it, on the Mississippi, by Owen, in his re- 

ports.* Wherever I have seen it, this rock has presented petu- 

Nar external characters, by which it can be readily distinguished 

from the preceding limestones. Among the distinctive marks 

which I have observed, the most stiiking are a | eculiar concre- 

| tionary nodular structure, .and the occurren ce of -geodes ‘lined 

with minvite crystals of quartz, and of layers of flint less inter- 

'® Two hundred and twenty-five feet. (Report 1852.) - re
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rupted and nodular than in the preceding limestones, either white and abounding in geodes of quartz, or striped red-brown and yel- low, resembling. a striped jasper, and then more rarely geodic. — _ Fossils are very rare, nor have I yet observed them in this forma. : tion. ca | - — | - Where I have had an opportunity of observing it conting- ously underlying the upper sandstone, on the Blue and Platte ‘Tivers, it has presented two distinct beds, an uj per and a lower. The first is composed of a series of alternations of subargillaceous -and subsilicious limestones, more or less decomposible, with occa- sional interposed layers or beds of a purer and harder limestone. The subargillaceous layers sometimes form a marly shale, decom- “posing into a soft clay, and the subsilicious layers have often a remarkable concretionary structure, and resemble, in their grain | at least, the silicious limestone of Fontainebleau. Sometimes | layers of near'y pure sandstone occur even in the lower part of this bed. Flints, such as Ihave described, occur in this bed, particular- dy in the purer limestone, and in connexion with openings; but they have appeared less abundant in this bed than in the lower. From the ‘decomposible character of the greater part of this bed, -itg surface is generally covered with earth, forming a sloping decli- vity.. The lower bed ig composed of a hard and purer .thick- bedded grey limestone, resembling in its external appearance ‘ the corresponding middle bed of the Upper magnesian, but. dig- tinguished by its structure, and its peculiar flints alread y noticed, — _ This lower bed has been seen by me on’y in its upper portion, « I¢ appears, buth on the Blue and Platte rivers, only as alow bluff: (10—20 feet high) sinking below the surface. From its character, . and particular! y the great abundance of flints, itis apparently the: middle bed of the entire series ; @ lower bed underlying it, cor - responding in some degree to the upper bed already described... ‘This, however, I offer only as a conjecture, 

ower SANDSTONE, ne 
- This formation I have not yet had an opportunity of observing in immediate connexion with the overlying stratum (the Lower
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Magnesian.) The sandstone in the quarries west of Madison, 

from which that town is supplied with its material for building, is 

quite different in its character from the upper sandstone, and is 

apparently less purely silicious, and consequently less incoherent in 

its texture. It is overlaid in the quarries, particularly in those on 

the south (Larkin’s,) by subcalcareous and subargillaceous layers, 

: resembling not a little those which occur at the junction of the up- 

per sandstone and the lower magnesian. Concretions of a flinty 

quartz are found in some of these, resembling similar concretions 

in the latter situation. From these circumstances, I should rather 

regard the sandstone in those quarries as belonging to the Lower 

Sandstone. This is farther rendered probable by the occurrence 

| of those quarries on the north of aridge, extending along the 

south side of Dead Lake, occupied by the lower magnesian, while | 

the country to the south of that ridge is occupied by the blue — 

limestone and the underlying upper sandstone. 

It is worthy of remark that each of the limestone series admits 

of a three-fold division, distinct in the three upper series, and at 

least: probable in the lower magnesian. A general character, in- 

dependent of its fossils, pervades the whole of each series, by. 

which it may be distinguished from the others, while each subdi- 

vision or distinct bed has its own distinctive characters. The 

middle bed in each is distinguished by an abundance of flint or 

hornstone, arranged in layers conformable to the stratification, 

either in detached nodules, or more connected. ‘This is less obvi-. 

ous in the middle bed of the blue limestone; still nodules of flint | 

are there of occasional occurrence, particularly in the upper fine- 

grained portion. — - 

- Estimates of the thickness of the different strata have been giv= 

en in former reports; but such can be considered only as approx- 

imative, the strata apparently varying considerably in thickness in 

a different localities. It may be considered a moderate estimate to 

reckon the thickness of the Upper Magnesian at 240 fect (120 feet 

for the upper, and 60 feet for each of the lower beds;) that of the
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Blue Limestone and Upper Sandstone each at 60 feet ; and that of the Lower Magnesian at 220 feet, a | 

| EXTENT OF THE STRATA ON THE SURFACE, 
| The extent of the mound strata has already been indicated. The mound limestone ig immediately confined to the mounds ° themselves. The underlying blue shale extends but to a limited dis- tance around the mounds, although traces of the pipe clay, formed ‘from its decomposition, have been found in different places very — . remote from them, as already stated. The upper magnesian occu- pies the remaining surface of the mineral district, so far as I have examined it, from the Mississippi to the valley of Sugar river, ex- cept at the points of extraordinary elevation already indicated. Viewing the surface of the mineral district as a general level, the upper magnesian has been subject to denudation by the general rise of the strata towards the north, and by the extraordinary ele- | vations above referred to. The valleys and ravines have farther _ caused a removal of the upper strata, and an exposure of the low- | er, and this to a greater degree towards the north, and at the points of extraordinary elevation. The rock occupying the sur- face is thus subject to frequent variation, and can only be deter- mined exactly by long continued observation. Ican only, at 

present, make some more general statements, leaving the particu- lar determination to a farther opportunity. This is, however, a & question of no little practical Importance in mining. By deter- mining precisely the stratum occupying the surface at any given point, the miner will know what depth ot mineral-bearing rock he | may there expect; how many openings and of what character he — | may reasonably expect to meet. Where the whole thickness of 
the upper magnesian is known to be present, and this can be very 
satisfactorily determijed by the occurrence of a bed of pipe clay 
with the accompanying fossil layers at its junction with the upper 
Iagnesian, and hardly less so by an abundance of the fossils of those layers lying loose on the surface of that rock, the extent of mining ground, other things equal, is of course greatest, and this
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will be diminished in proportion to the number of beds which are 

found to be denuded. Still where a great amount of the upper= 

beds has been removed, particular localities, from the great rich-. 

ness of the deposits in the strata remaining, have been among the 

most productive. in the-district.- Mineral. Point. is a remarkable — 

instance of this, where most of the mining has been in the lower 

part of the upper magnesian, and in the blue limestone. | 

The effects resulting from the general rise to the north are so 

much involved with those caused by the extraordinary elevations. 

that the subject will-be best presented by first. detailing the latter.. = 

The first of these elevations, which I shall notice, is that along 

Fever (Galena) river. The point of greatest elevation is on that: . 

river, about three miles north of Benton, and about: E. 8. E. of... 

Buzzard’s Roost (Meeker’s Grove,) where the upper sandstone rises., 

about twenty feet above the surface of the river. In the ravine ** 

descending north from Meeker’s Grove to that river, the blue lime-.. 

stone is elevated at least thirty feet above the bottom of thera- 

vine, on its east side, while immediately on the west side of the | 

ravine, the brown rock (lower bed of the upper ‘magnesian) sinks _ | 

below the bottom, the strata on both sides remaining nearly hori- | 

| zontal; thus indicating a fault at that point. Proceeding north 

from that point, the lower strata soon disappear, and the different. 

beds of the uppermagnesian successively occupy the surface ; first, . 

the lower bed (brown rock;) then the middle flint bed (at. Elk Grove. 

village and the Strawberry Diggings;) then the upper bed (at the. — 

North Elk Grove Diggings,) and this continues to the base of | 

the Platte Mounds, where it is overlaid by the blue shale . 

and the mound limestone. Proceeding south from the point of ; 

greatest elevation, the sandstone soon disappears, but the blue 

limestone is exposed generally in. the bluffs of Fever river, to a. 

point about two miles south of New Diggings. It doesnot, how- - 

ever, sink uniformly towards the south, but presents aseries of un- _ 

ulations, rising and falling, and that sometimes quite abruptly;. 

‘but no other instance clearly indicating a fault has yet occcurred | - 

to me. The blue limestone sometimes appears more elevated on :
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one side of the valley than on the opposite side, but this may have : 

_ been the result of undulation merely. It also appears along the | 
branches of the river to a greater or less distance from theirjune- 
tion, particularly along the Shullsburg branch, where the same’ 
undulations oceur as on Fever river. The blue limestone, in its’ 
Progress south, apparently sinks below the level of Fever river, 
butiagain rises, at least twenty feet above its level, at Buncomb,’ _ 
and farther south, alternately. sinks below and rises a few feét: 

_ above the river, to its:last appearance near the Galena and Chicago: 
road. There would seem, in this instance, to have. been an extra- | 
ordinary elevation at the point near ‘Meeker’s Grove, above men- 
tioned, causing.a fault, with a gradual subsidence to the South,* 
modified however by local elevations in its. progress. This cleva- 
tion , would..seem to have acted along the valley of Feverriver, as 
an.axis, throwing up the strata on each side.. Thus the higher ' ‘ 
grounds, for about three miles south of .Mecker’s Grove, immedi-; 
lately adjoining Fever river on the west, and-in the point between ’ | 
that river and the Shullsburg branch, are chiefly occupied by the, 
lower bed ofthe upper magnesian, and the diggings are. there 
mostly in that bed. Farther-south, the higher beds of that rock: 
approach the river, but the diggings there, near the river, are ini | 
the flint or lower bed, chiefly in the former, and those in the up-. 
per bed only occur in the highest grounds, more. remote from the — | 

_, The next point, of extraordinary elevation is that along the West: 
Pecatonica, near Mineral.Point. The highest.point of elevation: ~-. 

- is apparently in the fork of the, Pecatonica and: Pedlar’s. creek) 
north of; the Mineral Point and Platteville road. The lower mage) :) 

| nesian there rises above the level of the river, presenting lowa | 
. blufts (L0O—12 feet high) along its banks, Its exact junction with’: 

the upper sandstone is there. concealed; a considerable interval, 2... 
corresponding to its upper portion, intervening. From that points 
the strata sink to the north, as well as to the south. .The sande; | - 
stone, towards the south, sinks to the level of the Pecatonica, not:; 
far south of Bonner’sbranch. The bluffs of the same rock ObVinng
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ously decline towards the north, but I have not traced them farin 
that direction. There are, in this district, the same appearances of 

sudden local elevation asin the preceding. Thus on the east side _ 

of the Pecatonica, opposite Bonner’s branch, the sandstone rises but | 

a few feet (5—6) above the river bottoms, while not more than two: 
— miles farther north, it occupies two thirds the hight of a bluff, about 

| 60 feet high, overlaid by the blue limestone. At Mineral Point 

village, the blue limestone rises high on the sides of the ridges, 
leaving only a moderate thickness of the flint bed at their summits, 
while the mineral openings are principally in the lower bed of the’, 

upper magnesian, and in the bluelimestone. At the Dreadnought 

Mine, three miles north of the village, the main body of the flint 
bed is present, with its peculiar openings, and at Dodgeville, near- 
ly eight miles north, a considerable portion of the upper bed of 
the upper magnesian is also present. At the Heathcock Mine 
(Linden,) six miles N. W. of Mineral Point, the blue limestone 
rises but a few feet (8—10) above the level of Pedlar’s creek ad- 
joining. These facts indicate a dip of the strata from the highest 
point of elevation towards the north. <A similar dipis observable 
to the west, towards the Platte Mounds, and to the east, towards 
the high prairie ridge, separating the east and west branches of 
the Pecatonica. | Oo - oe 

_ Another point of elevation occurs on the East Pecatonica, at or 
near Argyle. At that point, there isan extensive basin, in which 
rise several low ridges, either composed entirely of sandstone, or 
of sandstone capped with the bluelimestone. Differentbranches 

_ of the river here meet, from the north and theeast,andalongthem 
lines of elevation may be traced, for several miles, in bluffs of 

| sandstone, gradually sinking from the centre, but subject to local 
elevations, as in the preceding districts. This centre of elevation 

_ is bounded on the north by the high ridge extending west from the. 
_ Blue Mounds, on the east by a range of high prairies extending 

south-east from the Blue Mounds towards Monroe, and on the west — 

by the ridge separating the east and west branches of the Peca- _ 
 tonica. os oo : Oe a
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Returning: towards the west, another point of elevation occurs | 
on the waters of the Platte, the centre of which is apparently on 
the Big Platte at Bald Bluff in Ellenborough, where the lower 
magnesian rises nearly a hundred feet above the level.of the river. a 

| The exact line of junction with the sandstone is there concealed - 
by the earthy slope covering the upper bed of the lower magne- 

| sian. The next lower bed of that rock rises in a low bluff from | 
the water’s edge. In tracing down the Big Platte, the lower mag: 

_-‘nesian appears to rise about 30 feet above the river level at the 
Red Dog bluff, and. not more than 10 to 12 feet at the ferry on 
the Galena and Potosi road. At the latter point, the sandstone 
forms a low ridge in the valley of the Platte, onthe west. Thisis 
below the junction of the Big and Little Platte rivers, and in this 
vicinity, the different strata appear at a higher elevation on the | 
west than on the east side of the river, the upper surface of the © 
blue limestone, on the east, appearing but little higher than that of | 
the sandsténe on the west. This point of elevation is connecteh 
with that on the Mississippi, by which the sandstone israisedabove __ 
the water level from Sinipee to some distance above Potosi, and © | 

the blue limestone, towards the south, to a point, onthe east side, _ 
| near Gregoire’s Ferry (opposite Dubuque,) but on the west side, 

_ only to Eagle. Point (above Dubuque;) the strata being there 
apparently most elevated on the east side of the river. On | 

_ the north, Ihave not had an opportunity of tracing the limits of : 
this centre of elevation. On the east, it extends to the vicinity | 
of Platteville, and is limited. by the country adjoining the Platte 

| Mounds, and.on the south, it-is confined by the high prairie 
between the . Mississippi and Fever river, near the centre of : | 
which rises the Sinsinawa Mound. oe a 

_ Another centre of elevation apparently occurs on Grant river, 
south-east of Beetown, near the junction of Pigeon creek. At 

that point the sandstone is elevated 30-40 feet above the river, 
while lower down on the same river, at Waterloo, it is not ex- 

_ posed. The same is true on Rattlesnake creek, towards the west, — 
_ and on the Beetown branch, towards the northwest ; only the |
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blue limestone appearing there at the surface. On.Boyce’screek, _ 

south-east, towards Potosi, the blue limeston e appears more ele- _ 
__-vated than in the vicinity of Potosi, as if within the limits of this 

centre of elevation. These limits are apparently the ridge of | 
Boyce’s prairie on the east, the high ridge between Grant.river 
and Cassville on the south-west, and Blake’s prairie on the north-, 

The excavations in the mines, in the vicinity of these extraordi-.. 

nary outcrops. of the lower strata, are a farthér proof of sudden — 
elevations of the strata; the shafts being often.sunk in the upper — 

strata to a greater depth than would be sufficient to reach the | 
lower, if the range of the latter from their outcrop was horizontal. 

_ From the details of the above arrangement, some idea may be © 
formed of the manner in which the different strata occupy the : 

surface in the mineral district. On the higher portion of the — 
ridges and prairies bounding the centres of elevation, the upper 
bed of the upper magnesian occupies the surface; most so to- 
wards the south, conformably with the general dip to the south. — 
On some of the higher points, even remains of the pipe clay, with — 
its fossiliferous layeis, are observable, as already stated. These — 
I have observed most ‘distinctly at different’ points on the high — 
prairie between the Mississippi‘and Fever tiver, both in Wiscon-'— , 
sin and Illinvis; on the higher grotinds at the Blackleg Diggings, - 
on the line of the two States; and on the high ridge east of the’ | 

Mississippi, north of Cassville. Throughout these higher dis. 
tricts, the diggings aréin the upper bed of the upper magnesian. 
On apprvaching the centres of elevation, or the general northern . , 
outcrop, a zone occurs, where the flint bed occupies thé surface, = 
sometimes quite narrow, and at other ‘times, particularly ‘inthe — 

forks of rivers, more extensive; the upper bed, either thinning off | 
gradually, or’ terminatin g more abruptly. . In the former. case, the .. . 

diggings are often both in the upper and flint bed, near the outcrop .. 
of the latter. Still nearer the centres of elevation or the general... 

northern outcrop, the lower bed of the upper magnesian.occupies.., 

a similar zone of the surface, and here the sane remarks are appli;
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cable as in the former instance. The blue limestone, and the 
strata underlying it, are generally exposed,'in these centres, only’ 

_ along the sides of valleys and ravines, and rarely occupy any 6x: 

tent of. surface. . It would require long continued observation: to: 

collect the facts necessary for a map exactly exhibiting the extent" __ 

of the different: strata occupying fhe surface. Such a map would 

be-very useful, not only in determining the mineral value of pro-" | 
perty to some extent, but also the probable character of soils, from “: 

the underlying rock, 0 Se 

| In the north-eastern part of the country examined by me, along . 

the valley of Sugar river, and west of Rock river between, Madi- f 
son and Janesville (south of the outcrop of the lower magnesian,) , 
there has been obviously an extensive removal of the upper strata, . 
but not accompanied, as far as I have observed, with such remark-: 
able evidences of local elevation as in the mineral district. In... 

the valley of the west fork of Sugar river, south east of the Blue 
Mounds (in the town of Primrose,) the lower magnesian rises, how- 
ever, near 80 feet above the bottom of the valley, while the surround. . | 
ing high prairie ridges are covered by the upper bed of the upper | 
magnesian. From the valley of Sugar river, north east of Exeter? _ 
to Rock river, north of Janesville, I have observed no appearance 
of the upper magnesian. It may occupy the surface of the high — | 

prairie, extending west from Rock river, at and.south of Janes- - 
ville, but I have not yet had an opportunity of determining: it 
It however occupies the surface farther west, at least to. the east; 
of Monroe. The country north of that prairie, to within 5—6 « 
miles of Madison, is traversed by numerous ridges, more or less:; 
isolated, with intervening basins; the higher ridges, so far as I , . 
have examined them, overlaid or capped by the blue limestone, Ly 

. and underlaid by the upper sandstone ; the lower swells sometimes 
formed entirely of the upper sandstone. I have observed the low ... 
er magnesian in only one instance in this district, where it was: 

reached in an excavation for a well, at.sixteen feet, in the plain on — 

the east side of Sugar river, near the foot of an isolated tabular 
ridge, formed of the upper sandstone overlaid by the blue lime-
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stone.” The blue limestone, in this district, sometimes presentsalk _—s_. 
its beds distinctly, as in Donaldson’s quarry, near Stoner’s prairie, 

_ south-west of Madison, and in the Monterey quarry at Janesville, | 
and sometimes only the middle and lower beds, or the lower bed 
only, according to the degree of denudation. In this district, the. 
middle bed of the blue limestone has presented only a uniform fine_ 
grained rock, resembling the upper portion of that bed in the _ 

_ mineral district. The compact glass rock has not occurred dig- 
‘tinetly. Along the northern border of this district of the blue 
limestone and upper sandstone, extends a narrow ridge, occupied 
by the lower magnesian, presenting the peculiar characters of its — 
middle bed, as observed in the mineral district. This ridge ran- 
ges E. S. E. along the south side of Dead Lake, and in anE.8.E. | 
direction, by the map, from the Wisconsin near Arena. The sand-. 
stone quarries, west of Madison, lie 2—8 miles north of it, in a. 
parallel range, as if in the position of the lower sandstone. 

I have made these statements in order to correct an error in 
, former reports, which presents a singular anomaly in the outcrop 

of the strata, and might lead to embarrassment, particularly in | 
examining the eastern border of the mineral district. Ithas been 
stated by Mr. Lapham, in a communication in Foster and Whit- 
ney’s Report (P. II, 1851, p.169,) that the limestone at Janesville _ 
ig the lower magnesian, underlaid by the lower sandstone. This — 
has been adopted by Owen, in the map accompanying his last | 
Report (1852,) in which the outcrop of the lower magnesian is 
drawn from a point near the Wisconsin river, north of the Blue 
Mounds, along the east side of Sugar river, south-east to Janes- 
ville. The limestone at Janesville is clearly the blue limestone, 
presenting its three beds with their distinctive characters and their 
peculiar fossils. The underlying sandstone has as strictly the 
characters of the upper sandstone, particularly at its junction with 
the blue limestone. The same is true at Donaldson’s quarry, 
where all the beds of the blue limestone are present, well charac- 
terized, and the sandstone underlying that and the other more 
northern localities of the blue limestone is equally marked as the | 
upper sandstone. | :
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>  §URFACE DEPOSITS. oO 

_ The rocks, in the mineral district, are overlaid by a deposit of 

earthy materials of greater or less thickness, in some places to“a | 

depth of more than thirty feet. This consists generally of a strong 

clayey loam, called surface clay, of alight brown color, forming 

a subsoil at once free and retentive, and itself fertile. Formed ap- 
parently by subsidence from still water, from the decomposition of 

| the upper rocks of the district, in which limestones, alternating 
more or less with shales, predominated, it has at once the ¢harac- 

| _ ters of a calcareous and argillaceous soil, mixed with sufficient __ 
silicious matter to render it. easy of tillage. It is only in very wet 

seasons that its adhesive quality is found inconvenient. In dry | 
seasons, when other parts of the country, where the soil is lighter 

- ormore entirely clayey, have suffered from drought, this district 

has not been affected by it, and has yielded abundantly. It thus 
offers the rare combination of agricultural capabilities of the first 

order, united with mineral resources fully equal. Wherever the 
limestones form the surface rock, this clayey subsoil prevails. 

_ Where the upper sandstone is brought to the surface, there is.a 
greater predominance of silicious matter; but this occurs to'a 
small extent in the mineral district. In the valley of Sugar 
river, and in the country extending east from that to Rock river, 

north of the parallel of Janesville, where the upper sandstone is 

exposed to a larger extent, more sandy soils are frequent, but still 
fertile, and wherever the blue limestone extends in the swells 

and ridges, more loamy soils are observable. - oe 

Beneath the brown surface clay, there is usually found a layer 

| of red clay, more or less filled with red or yellow flints, immedi- _ 

ately overlying the rock, and often found extending to a greater 
or less depth into the open crevices. Itis different from the clays 
occupying the openings and immediately investing the mineral, _ 

and has been apparently formed by subsidence, like the overlying 
‘surface clay. ae oO



The mineral district does not appear to have been invaded to 
any extent by the gravel and bowlder drift, which has covered so 
extensively other parts of the surface in this and the adjoining | 
states. Apparently the bold escarpment, backed by the high 
ridges and prairies, along the south side of the Wisconsin river 
from a point not far east of the Blue Mounds, has obstructed the 
course of the drift current, and turned-it east and south around the : 

east point of the ridge at. those mounds. An opening near the - 
source of Sugar river seems to have given passage to that current, | 
by which large accumulations of gravel drift: have been formed. 
-along the west side of the valley of. that river, near Exeter, and of 
-bowlder and gravel drift farther east, while scattered bowlders, us- _ 
ually of no great size, are found in the sidé valleys,and on the 

| slopes of the adjoining ridges and prairies, towards the west, as far | 
south at least as the vicinity of Monroe. In the tract of country 
oceupied by the blue limestone and upper.sandstone, between the 
high prairie, west of Janesville, and the ridge of the lower mag- 
nesian, south of Madison, accumulations of such diluvial drift are 
comparatively small and unfrequent, but with occasional excep- 
tions, while on the north of that ridge they are large and exten- 
sive; that ridge having also acted apparently as an obstruction to 
their progress. My observations in that part of the country, coy- 
ered more or less by this diluvial drift, have been’ very limited, 
anda farther consideration of its extent must be deferred to a fu- 
ture occasion. Tie bowlders and smaller rock fragments, compos- 
ing this drift, are chiefly derived from primary and trap rock, 
though partly from the flints (hornstones and quartz) accompany- 
ing the limestones, particularly the lower magnesian. Smal : 
nodules of hematite, and of iron pyrites partly converted into 
hematite, snch as occur at the junction of the blue limestone and 
upper sandstone, are frequently found in this drift and. scattered 
on the adjoining surface. Se Oo , 

In the immediate vicinity of the Mississippi, on the surface of 
the higher ridges and prairies adjacent, accumn'ations of drifpare 
occasionally found, in some instances quite extensive, composed of
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-'g'fine sand, ‘usually yellow or light brown, as if formed _ from the — 
| ‘sandstone adjoining that river towards the north. These are gen- 

| erally arranged in hillocks, with intervening round hollows or ba- 
‘gins, such as are common in drift districts. . This sand, on the sur- . 

“face, is mixed more or less with mould, forming a light soil, but at 
‘a small depth is sufficiently pure for mortar. A tract of 2—3 

| ‘Square miles, covered with. such drift, and remarkable for its hil- 

locks'and hollows, extends from the bluffs of the Mississippi to the 
valley of thé Great Menominee, 8. W. of Jamestown village, and 
similar accumulations are met with on the high lands, adjoining 
the Mississippi, between Potosi and Cassville. On the summits of 

the river bluffs, particularly in the vicinity of Cassville, small | 
rolled fragments of the same materials as those composing the _ 

_ gravel drift, above noticed, are often profusely scattered. These 

facts indicate the passage of a peculiar drift current along the course 

of the Mississippi, and it is worthy ‘of remark, that the points 

where those accumulations are most rémarkable are- alittle below 
two large bends in that river, namély, that from’ south to south- — 
east just above Cassville, and that to the south between Dubuque | 

; and Potosi. Such adeffection would naturally cause an eddy, and 
| thus lead to those accumulations. pee 7 

oe MINERAL DEPOSITS. | a 

- The first object of the present survey is the investigation of ‘the 

Lead Mines of the mineral district, and of the different useful 

minerals connected with them. The previous description of the 
strata is important, as fixing definite limits in mining, and from 

their peculiar connexions with the mineral deposits. = 

' ‘The metallic ores found in the mineral district are chiefly the 
| sulphurets of lead, zinc, iron and copper. Other ores of these 

| metals are also found, formed apparently by recomposition from 
Oo the decomposed sulphurets. Such are the sulphate and carbonate 

of lead, the carbonate and silicate of zinc, the sulphate and hydra» 
ted oxyd of iron, aiid the carbonate of copper. The black oxyd of
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manganese algo frequently accompanies the mineral deposits. Of 
these ores, the sulphuret of, lead (galena) is the most important, 
and thal which has been hitherto the sole object of mining in the 
mineral district, except in one instance (that of the copper, at Min- , 
eral Point.) I shall therefore make it the first object of my atten- > 
tion, and notice the others only as far as they have an immediate 
connexion with it. The term mineral, in the mining district, is 
restricted to the ores of lead, and without addition to the sulphu- 
ret, and is the term generally used there for the latter. I shall for 
convenience use it in that sense, in what follows. rn 

The first subject to be considered, is the manner in which the 
_ mineral is deposited. It is a matter of great interest-to determine, . - | whether the mineral is arranged in continued veins, or in detached 
and casual deposits.: The prospects. of mining must be much. . greater, if the former arrangement prevails, than if the latter. | 
During the whole course of my examination. of the mines, I have | _ made this a particular object of attention, and although inter- 

_ Yuptions in the deposit of the mineral are general,as I believe ig __ 
the case in all veins, yet.the characters of-a vein arrangement 
have appeared every-where to predominate. | BS 

. The mineral deposits, whatever may be their character, are 
usually arranged along continued lines, having a certain direc- | 
tion, thus forming ranges or leads (lodes.) These ranges are most- _ ly combined, in a certain systematic order, into different groups, 

- called.diggings, between which there is a greater or less extent. of 
country in which little or no mineral has been discovered.': These’ 
groups are also connected, in a corresponding order, in more: ex: 
tensive series, showing the general prevalence of systematic ar: rangement. As little has been done in deep mining, and the 
deepest shafts yet sunk have been abandoned, I have had fewer. opportunities than I could wish, of tracing the mineral, at the same 
point, through different strata. Still in several instances Lhave followed it withoutinterruption, or with only such minor interrup- tions as are common in veins, through different strata. The min- 
eral deposits exhibit too, in the different strata, peculiar arrange:
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ments, which are common to each’ throughout the mineral district,’ 
subject only to local modifications; thus showing the prevalence: 
of arrangement in a vertical as well as horizontal order. = 7 

_. The ranges or leads have different directions, which preserve a. 
great degree of regularity in the different groups or even.-more. 
extended series. Three different classes of ranges are'recognized,, 
according to their direction, namely, East and West, North and = 
South, and quartering ; the last intermediate between the two for- 

| mer; Of these, the East and West are the most important, and; 
apparently have had a leading influence in the arrangement. ‘The | 

| term East and West is not limited to such as are due east.and . 
west, or nearly so, but in different groups is applied to the pre- 
dominant ranges. having a general east and west bearing, al- 
though in some instances. they may deviate even 45° from 
a due east and west course. The term North and South is also : 
applied to ranges which deviate considerably fromaduenorthand 
south course, but rarely to those which. deviate} more than one 
sixteenth, Quartering ranges (called by the miners swithers and 

_ ¢ontras) include all such in a group as do not belong to either of 
the preceding divisions. They are such ranges as meet a leading ; 
range, particularly an East and West, at an oblique angle; conse- 
quently when the leading East and West | ranges deviate froma 
due east and west course, a due East and West range would. be. , 
considered quartering, = oo 
In general, the space in which the mineral is deposited,. or | 
through which it is distributed, if of much extent, is called.an. 
opening. This is sometimes filled with loose materials, and theses 
by settling often leave.a void between them andthe roof, usually” - 
of no great extent; but in some instances larger cavities, or Caves, | 
have been so formed. In other instances, the opening is merely . 
a certain extent, of the rock, more for less"modified, through which _ 
‘the mineral is distributed. Indeed, in. nearly all those instances oo 
_in'which the openings are filled with loose materials, these appear 

_ obviously to have been derived from the decomposition of the 7 
rock, and not from materials deposited subsequently. Such open- Sk 

5 |
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ings differ from those in which the rock is only modified, by the 

| greater degree of decomposition the rock has undergone. | The 

- yock immediately adjoining the openings is usually harder and 

| more compact than the rock in general. That included in the 

openings is generally softer and more decomposed, and more or = 

less stained with oxydof iron. Different substances are also de- 

posited in it, besides the mineral, such as other metallic ores, clay, 

calcareous spar and sulpkate of barytes.* Openings, according to 

their direction and the manner in which the mineral is arranged _ 

in them, are vertical, flat (horizontal,) or pitching (oblique). The 

two first mark an important distinction in the arrangement inthe 

different strata; the vertical openings predominatin g in the upper 

part of the upper magnesian; the flat openings in the middle and 

lower portions of the same, and in the blue limestone. = 

| - Although there are certain general principles which seem to _ 

have governed the arrangement of the mineral, yet numerous 

modifications occur, the details of which may be first given, be- 

fore stating the former. In this detail, I shall commence with the 

arrangements observed in the upper part of the upper magnesian, | 

The first and simplest form is that of the crevice, This may be 
either a joiit in the rock, marked by an iron stain, or a fissure of 

| little width, occupied by a seam of clay, or of ochre and iron rust 

(hematite); the two latter derived from the decomposition of iron 

pyrites, which sometimes, though rarely, is found in their place. 

Though the walls of the fissure are nearly parallel, yet it is usually 

~ marked by enlargements and contractions of little extent. In 

puch a‘fissure, the mineral occurs as a sheet, either closely wedged 

in the rock, or separated from it by a thin:seam of clay or iron. 

- Such sheets usually conform on their surface-to the adjoining sub- 

° Silex, in the form of quartz or otherwise segregated, except a8 flint, rarely accom- a 

panies the mineral, or is disseminated in the opening rock. In one of the North and 

Souths, «t Skidmore’s Diggings, a fine-grained silicious grit accompanied the sheet of 

| mineral, as a matrix, arranged in sheet form between it andithe rock ; and in a brown 

yeck opening, on the west; side of Caon Branch, near Benton village, crystalline quartz 

was found disseminated through. the opening rock, in place of the calcareous spar 

| usually disseminated, | : os BF



stance, but. occasionally present a more or less regular form; o where the fissure ig somewhat-enlarged and the sheet is imbedded Oo an clay. ‘They are usually less interrupted than other forms of | arrangement; in some instatices, very little interrupted ; in others, | | more so, when they are called broken sheets. When interrupt. | _ ed, they are replaced by clay or iron ore, and sometimes by . _  €alcareous spar, sulphate of barytes or zine ore; but very raré- 7 ly by the three latter in the upper part of the upper Magnesian, | 
Calcareous spar not unfrequently interrupts the -vertical shéetg ; in the lower, part of that rock, and the mineral, when in -cdntaet | with it, shows the same tendency to regular forms, as when im bedded in clay.* These sheets vary in thickness from a‘mere- : seam or film to a foot or more, and when even less than an inch | in thickness, are generally profitable, from their little interruption, and when of great thickness, are, from the same cireumstance,.of | extraordinary value. They may be either vertical, “pitching or flat (horizontal 3) but the flat sheets are rather parts of a.mora _ | complex arrangement, while the vertical and pitching sheets may Co occur separately. These last are found with all the different-bear- a ings above specified 3 but the North and South sheets are the most common and the most important. WN ot unfrequently, two or more - sheets -are. connected ; the rock between them being softer an@ =| more - jointed, and forming properly an opening... In such: instame —_ ces, more. clay and iron are usually present than where a single a sheet only occurs. Such sheets often unite, in their course, in a . single sheet, which again divides,.or are connected by cross sheets, : usually in a quartering direction. In such instances, there is gene: a erally an enlargement at the junction of. the. sheets, where the > : mineral often. assumes its more ‘regular. forms, and even loses its: - sheet character, and takes that more peculiar to the wider open- - oe 

_. Vertical sheets have been sometimes worked to a great extetit: : ‘and with little interruption, vertically as well as horizontally, and’ OS 
| ° The calcareous spar in such instances is sometinies distinctly crystallized particalatip* is ' in the form of dog-tooth spar, : 8 Bt Se cats | oe
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have been traced through different beds in the same instance, and 

in different localities have been observed traversing some:.of all — 

the limestone strata above the. upper sandstone. I have obsérved 

| such sheets followed to the depth of 80—90 feet through different 

beds of the upper magnesian, and atthe lowest depth still contin- — _ 

ued, sometimes increasing in thickness. . Others are reported to 
have been followed to the depth of considerably more than:100 

| feet and left still going down® 

. When the crevice is of much’ width, and its walls are nearly | 
parallel, it is called a crevice opening. The space, traversed by 
two or more connected sheets, might be called such; but the term 

is usually applied'to an opening of a foot or more in width, in | 

which the mineral occurs in some other form than that of a sheet. 

 Sueh openings are neatly always quite vertical, but occasionally 
- ‘local pitches occur. The walls of such openings are rarely strict- 

_ lyparallel, but there is usually a series of enlargements and con- | 

tractions. This tendency to enlargement and contraction is ‘¢om- . 

- mon, and is accompanied more or less by lateral cavities of differ- — 

ent size and form. Indeed it may be said that those openings, 

which éontinue’ with little variation in width to a great extent, 
vertically or in the direction of their course, are one extreme, and _ 

.  thata series of isolated openings or cavities (called pockets.) con- | 

nected by mineral seams, such as have been mentioned, are the 
other, between which almost every degree of ‘alternate enlarge- 

ment. and contraction may be found. Opénings are more rarely 

found of much extent vertically than in the direction of their 

| course: Thus in sinking on a crevice, different openings will be 
_ found, one beneath another, little interrupted in the direction of | 

their course, but generally separated from each other by close rock, 

traversed.only bya mineral seam, yet occasionally connected in 

+ part by long narrow crevices, or by shorter and wider passages ; 

the last: sometimes rising to. a greater or less height above the 

~ # The largest North and South sheet at the East Blackleg Diggings is said to have been 

followed down to the depth of 140 feet, at the engine shaft, and left still going down, 

although with diminished thickness, : a ee |



upper opening, and then called chimneys. | In some instances, in- | 
stead of this series of openings, one beneath the other, separated? | 
by close rock, there is only aseries of enlargements, corresponding... 
to the openings, separated by alternate contractions; the. crevice OS 
remaining open throughout the descent. Different ranges in the | 
same group occasionally differ in this respect; one being marked, | 8 

by distinct openings, and another adjacent, only by enlargements: | 
and contractions. Different ranges are also distinguished in the: | 
‘same manner, in the direction of their course; the openings in one. | 
presenting a series of isolated cavities or pockets, in that direction, a 
separated by close rock, marked by a mineral seam, and in anoth-, So 
er, only alternate enlargements and contractions. Whenever, in i : 
such cases, the pockets or enlargements rise” to a considerable : 
height above the range of the opening, they are also called chim- 

Es Ee : rn ae : | 

These are the most usual forms assumed by the vertical open- - 
ings in the upper part of the upper magnesian. They’ commence ; 
at different depths in the rock, sometimes near or at its upper sur-’ " 
face, sometimes at the depth of many feet. Where the whole | 
thickness of the upper magnesian is present, together with the - 

overlying blue shale or pipe clay, I have never seen the crevices or 
openings penetrate the latter, or even the thin bed of schistose lime- | : 
stone, called shingle rock, sometimes overlying the thicker layers : 
of the upper magnesian. But often the crevice is struck imme- © 
diately on entering the thicker layers of that rock, and the open- os 
ing soon after, and in some instances, I have observed the 7 

_ openings rise to its upper surface, and immediately overlaid by os 
the pipe clay or blue shale. Where these or the upper part of 2 
the upper magnesian have been denuded, such openings.reach to : 
the surface of the rock, and are called open crevices. More gene-’ 

_ rally, although the crevice may at times be struck at little depth ; 
in the rock, the opening is not. reached till at.a greater depth, . 

which in each group.is usually common to all the ranges. This. - 
may be called the level of the openings, and it is at this depth; -
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known by experience in the different localities, that openings:are. 

_ The openings sometimes gradually expand from a narrow cre- 

vice, but more usually terminate above in a low arch, or are’ flat- 
roofed. The rock immediately above the opening is called the 
cap, and when one opening lies below another, the rock: separat- 

ing them is the cap of the lower. It has been already stated, 

that the rock immediately adjoining the opentings is harder than 

: _ the'rock generally. This is particularly true of the cap, and when’ 

in sinking on a crevice, the rock becomes unusually hard, an 

| opening is expected. | ORE - - 

The openings, now under consideration, are usually filled with 

| soft and loose materials, which seem to lave been formed by, the. 
decomposition of the rock originally occupying them. These are 

usually what are called sand, clay and tumbling rock; the sand = 

/ derived from the decomposition of the limestone; the clay, from 

that of shale or claystone; while the tumbling rock is but the har- 

der and more compact portion of the limestone, which has resist- 
ed decomposition. In examining these materials, I have almost in- 
variably found the sand and tumbling rock conforming distinctly, 

| in their arrangement, to the stratification of the limestone, and the 

clay either arranged as distinctly in the same order, or appearing 

ag an original matrix.of the mineral, == ssi 

[havo already stated that the.term opening is also applied to 
. * The crevices are not only interrupted above by the blue shale: and shingle rock, 

but often by many feet of the upper, magnesian, and are sometimes struck only at, a 

. short.distance above the opening. A mineral crevice usually first shows an iron stain | 

on its walls, and lower down a seam of clay or hematite (iron rusi,) and often still 

- nearer the opening, a sheet of mineral, or detached pieces of the same in a sheet or vein | 
| position, leading to the opening. Often a seam of black ochre (oxyd: of manganese) 

_ precedes the mineral, indicating. its near approach, and the latter, when first met, is 
usually more or less coated with the carbonate. Not-only is it common to find a seam 

| of clay bordering sheets and veins, or otherwise investing the mineral as a matrix, but 

__ Ehave observed flat-roofed or low-arched vertical openings linéd by a smooth unbroken 
seam of joint clay, more or less completely investing them, and. yet the materials 
inclosed, except the mineral.and its immediate matrix; arranged conformably to. thestra- 

tification, and apparently altered or modified portions of the rock. . |



limited portions of the rock, less disintegrated, marked by certain. (RS 

peculiar characters, and traversed by the mineral, or throdgh 

which it is disseminated. In such instances, other substances, 
besides the mineral, may traverse the rock, or be disseminated : 

through it, such as other metallic ores, clay, calcareous spar and — | 

sulphate of barytes: Iron pyrites is always originally present in | 

-guch portions of rock, and has generally suffered more or less de- 

composition; leading to the disintegration of the rock, and to the , 

 ferruginousstain common to all openings. The limestone, in such 

| openitigs, even when least altered, appears to be madé up of ‘hard : | 

compact'concretions, little or not at all subject to stain ‘or disinte- 

grate, imbedded in a ground of more granular structure, more OF 

less subject to stain and disintegrate from disseminated pyrites. 

| ‘When this part of the rock is stained, as is usual, the rock of the a, 

opening has a peculiar mottled appearance, and is called calico | 

rock, in some localities. ° This is peculiarly characteristic of the - 

flat openings in'the lower beds of the upper magnesian, particu- - 

larly in the flint bed. In the vertical openings in the upper part ) 

of the upper magnesian, the tumbling rock ‘corresponds to the | 

-  ‘hardet unstained nodules or concretions in the calico rock, ‘but | 

‘usually of a much larger size, and the sand to the stained and 

softened ground of the latter. a oe oe pe - 6 a 

“Tn the vertical openin gs in the upper part of the upper magne- 

- .gian, the mineral, in. general, is arranged vertically. Tn ‘these 

‘openings, it shows a greater or less tendency to assume its regular 

- ‘@ubic form.’ When its form is more regular, it is called square | 

- mineral; and when:a number of cubes are combined, particularly = 
in a sheet, it is called cog mineral. When its form is more irre- 

gular, showing only an approach to its regular cubic form, . but an 

: more. or less ;detached masses, itis called chunk mineral... | 

| ‘The cubes or more irregular forms are arranged, in the vertical 

‘opetiings, in a certain order, more or less distinct, which may “be 

‘ealled the Vein order. This is most distinct in the East and West 

-- yanges, but may be traced more or less even in the North and South 

sheets, where‘an approach to the cubic form is observable,’ arid |
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| may be also recognized in the arrangement of the mineral in the 

flat openings. In this order, the cubes or masses deviate from a 
a direct line,alternately to the right and left, forming a Zig-zag, 
but.in such a manner as to continue the general direction. When 
a crevice is of little width, it is usually traversed by a single vein, 
or course of mineral in vein order, usually accompanied by clay 
as its matrix. But if this be examined strictly, it will be general. 
ly found double, or divided by a middle seam into two series of 
cubes or less regular forms, and the same is equally true of the ' 
sheets, which, as I have observed, occasionally in the wider parts 
of their crevices approach the regular form of the mineral. This. 
too.is often observed where the sheets are met by cross crevices. 
When a narrow crevice widens, the single vein divides, each of its | 
symmetrical parts being continued along its wall, or sometimes 
only one of them, the other. being interrupted. The surface of 
the mineral next the wall is then less regular, and conforms in 

_ general to the surface to which it adheres; that towards the mid- 
dle of the crevice, which is usually occupied by clay, is more reg- 
ular; the whole vein, in this instance, forming a more or less per- . 
fect geode. Where the crevice.alternately widens and contracts, _ | 
the same alternation will. be observed in the arrangement of the 
vein. Such geodes or more irregular deposits, in the enlarged 
portions of the vein, are called bunches. In some veins there is a. 
greater tendency to form bunches than in others, and.in such cases 
the intervening”portion of the vein is usually diminished or even 
interrupted. The arrangement of the vein thus: corresponds. to. 
that of the openings. OS oe , ee 

- Where the opening is wide, and includes considerable masses — 
of tumbling rock, it may contain ‘several such veins or courses 
of mineral, separated by the masses of rock, which may either | 
unite, or be connected by smaller cross veins. Sometimes the 

: wider vertical openings are traversed longitudinally, to agreater — 
or less. extent, by one or more vertical masses of rock, called 
key-rocks; but these rarely divide. the openings completely, but 
are more or less insulated, corresponding to the horses of English



miners. These are particularly connected with an. important - 
arrangement observed, in several instances, in the upper part 
of the upper magnesian. This occurs, when, in a wide open- 
ing, with a flat or slightly arched roof or cap, the lower part is 7 
chiefly occupied by one or more key-rocks, rising towards the roof, 
but leaving an interval of greater or less width above. Veins of 

| mineral rise in the intervals between the walls and key-rocks, or | 
between the key-rocks themselves, and pass over the top of the | 
key-rocks in thé manner of a flat sheet; the whole being thus con- 

nected. Some of the heaviest bodies of mineral have been found 

thus‘arranged. The lead struck’about a year since, at Turnér’s 
Diggings, east of the Sinsinawa Mound, and one of the most produc: | 
tive for the time it has been worked, is of that’kind. In some few 
instances, large bodies of mineral have been found on the surface = 
of the rock, where it-had suffered denudation, lying between two | 

| vertical veins.in the rock; apparently regultin g from such an ar- - 
rangement. A remarkable instance of this kind occurred at Sel- 7 | 

_ Kirk’s Grove, west of Benton village, and asimilarbody.of mineral  =— 
was found in a ravine, near the lead at Turner’s, lying on the sur- . 
face of the rock, on one side of which at least a vertical vein was Ss 
seen entering the latter. 7 | | CO 

’ An analogous arrangement is observed in the wide openings; 
called caves, remarkable instances of which occur in the Dubuque | 
district. Veins rise there along the sides, and are continued up- 

wards into the sides of the roof, dnd at the same time send flat 7 

sheets along the roof, the two from the opposite sides meeting at 

- amiddle crevice in the roof, and sending ‘up through it a vertical: 

vein, which often presents a geode as it enters the crevice, as if — | 
| feimed by the junction of the two. In one instance, where a cross a 

section of the roof was exhibited, (at Stewart's cave,) the lateral 
vertical veins sent across other flat sheets through seams in the | 

eap-rock to the middle vertical vein. The flat’sheets, crossing ‘uh- 
_. der the roof and in the rock above, are generally thinner and more | 

_ interrupted near the middle point between the side and middle 
vertical veins; a fact generally observable in flat sheets interposed : 

6 | |
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between vertical veins, as if the formative action proceeded from 

the latter. eG ES oe a 

‘In some instances, in wide openings, where. no key-rocks are 

present, an arrangement similar to that in the roof of Stewart's cave 

is observed in the soft ground of the opening itself ; flat sheets not 
only extending across under the'roof, but at intervals below; the | 
opening being then occupied by decomposed rock, arranged con- _ 
formably to the stratification. Sometimes the flat sheets extend only © 

a short distance from the side veins, and in other instances, the side | 

veins rise only partly towards the roof, and terminate in flat sheets 

extending but partly across the opening. ,._In one instance, in such 
a wide opening (at the east end.of..Hughlett’s'lead, north of Gale- 

na,) a layer of hard rock. was interposed in the. soft ground in the 
lower part of the-opening, as if.dividing it into an upper and lower, 

~ below which a flat.shect extended across the opening, while the | 

lateral vertical veins were continued uninterruptedly on its sides. 

The same vertical opening sometimes presents different arrange- 
ments in different parts of its course; in one part, only a single 

vertical vein, occasionally enlarging into bunches or geodes; and in 
another part, arrangements such as have been last described; the _ 
opening enlarging and varying in form correspondingly.. Thus a | 

wide cave opening will.sometimes pass at no great distance into a 

narrow crevice opening, and the arrangement. of the mineral ;will — 

change from that of lateral vertical veins, meeting: by..cross flat 

sheets in the roof or below in the opening, to that of a single ver- 

tical sheet or vein. This latter will, in. some parts of its course, 

_ form a proper sheet; in others, a vein marked by cubes,, more..or 

less distinct, in regular vein order; and in others, geodes or bunches, 

and these last either connected by intervening ‘sheets or veins, or 
more or less detached and interrupted. In the latter case, how- 

ever, the connexion may be traced by a mineral seam, more or less 

distinctly marked. | 

I have already observed that the same crevice sometimes in- 

eludes distinct sheets or veins, occasionally uniting in one, orcon-



nected: by cross gheets or veins. In like manner, distinct'crevicés, a 
with their veins, sometimes unite or are connected by cross cre: - 
vices and veins. At such points of junction, there, is usually an o 
extraordinary increase of the mineral, ‘and the smaller vein is then - 

-_-yegarded as a feeder of the larger. The East and West veins are 
usually the leading veins, and the North ‘and South and quartering | a 

veins are then subordinate and -regarded-as feeders.. But usually _ 

where cross veins meet a leading vein at such an accumulation’ or | 

bunch.of mineral, they extend only a limited distance from it, and | 

_ . are-rather lines proceeding from it as a centre than feeders contri- : 

buting to form:it.. When a quartering vein meets a leading véin; _ | 
on.entering the crevice of the latter it often-runs parallel to it for 7 
some distance, the two connected by a net-work of cross veins, and 
at last uniting in one.common vein. In some instances, two par- : 

allel leading veins are connected by such quartering veins, and im 

| ethers, one leading vein will leave its regular course, and pursues 

quartering direction till: it unites with a leading vein adjoining. 

Cross . veins are differently affected on meeting .a leading’ vein. 
Sometimes they pursue the same course, without-interruption, on 

the.opposite side, but more-usually they are interrupted (cut off, | 

4 or else shifted toa greater or less. distance.. In. the. latter: case, - 

-Lhave sometimes observed particles: of mineral disséminated.:in . 

the rock opposite the vein at its junction with: the. leading. vein; - 

apparently indicating that the shift was not caused by any shift in 
the rock, of which there were besides no indications. ‘Not unfré+ 

- quently.a leading vein, on meeting a cross’ vein, will be interrupt- es 

ed or cut off, with its crevice, and apparently shifted by the cross: 

vein to another parallel vein. In one instance, I observed an Eaat | 

and West vein, from which a quartering vein had proceeded-at.. 

some distance, interrupted. in, this manner by a North and South, => 

and apparently shifted by it to the quartering vein, when the lat- 

ter became the leading East and West vein. In other instances = 

an East and West vein will terminate less abruptly, and be shift- | 

ed to another east and west line, commencing there in the same 

manner it had terminated; the two overlapping each other to some
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extent, and sometimes connected by a cross vein or seam near their 
termination. _ Usually the cross vein, in such cases, is small, and 
serves only as a leader from one East and West vein to the other, | 
or the connexion is formed only by a seam of ochre or clay. These 
arrangements have an important relation to the grouping of veins, | 
and will be farther noticed under that head. | a: | 

- Another mode of lateral shifting is sometimes observed in East 
and West vertical veins, where the mineral is arranged in a series 
of. more or less detached. deposits or bunches, These last rangein 
a direction oblique to the general course of. the vein, and usually. 

_ thin out ateach extremity. Each succeeding bunch overlaps the __ 
preceding in such a manner that the general course of the vein is 
continued. . re Co pe a le ee 

| _ The mineral in the vertical openings ‘is sometimes found only 
near their cap or roof, and sometimes: only in their lower part; — 
sometimes both above and below, but not between; and at' other _ 
times, more uniformly throughout their whole depth. Not unfre- 
quently it rises and falls alternately in its course, occupying only 
a moderate extent vertically at any one point, but rising and fall- | 
ing toa much greater. The opening, when it is low and capped 
over with hard rock, rises and falls, in such cases, with the mine- 
ral. This rising and falling is usually by a succession of flats and: 
pitches, or steps, rather than on an uniform line. A similar ar- 
rangement occurs in the flat openings in the lower beds. Often. 

| the mineral rises above the common level-of the openings in the 
chimneys already described (p. 36-7 ); insuch cases forming bunches 
at the intersection of the chimney with the horizontal opening, ex- 
tending upward into the former. == en 

_ Flat (horizontal) sheets or veins have been already noticed in 
connexion with the wider openings, both in the soft ground of the 
operiing, and in seams in the cap rock. In some instances, such 

| flat sheets have been observed, of considerable extent, overlying a 
number of parallel crevices traversed by vertical ve‘ns, and in 
others, of less width, overlying only. a single opening or vein. — 
When such a sheet is struck in the upper part of the upper mag-
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nesian, it is considered ‘as ‘indicating the near approach of an open- 3 

More usually, in the upper pait of the upper ‘magnesian, the o 

East and West ranges present vertical openings of some width, trav- : 

ersed by veins composed chiefly of square (cubic) or chunk'mih: 
’. eral, arranged in the vein order above indicated, while the North 4 

 and¢South ranges aro only narrow crevices ‘traversed by sheets, a 

marked only rarely by an approach to regilar forms. Butin somé 4 

instances, similar sheets'traverse East and West crevices, and thesé 3 
are often combined in groups, intervening: between . or -appended 3 

to the larger East.and West openings. Sometimes.a considerable | 

width of rock is found traversed, at short:intervals, by such verti: 

— cal.East and West sheets, connected throughout by cross sheetsy 5 
both vertical and horizontal. These cross sheets, in such. cages, are a 
usually thinner and more broken, or.even quite interrupted, atthe - 
middle point between the East: and. West vertical sheets,. indies: ee 

ting that the latter are the leading. veins, to which the. former aro, - 

subordinate. The rock thus traversed is usually, softer and more: : 

stained, at least towards its seams, and may be considered as-form- - 

| ing one.common opening.* re ) 

| In the upper part.of the upper magnesian, the crevices and! , 

openings are usually of less width and more’ detached than ‘below,’ | 

and the leading veins arranged vertically, the flat sheets beitip only’ | 

-* appendages to them. The openings, even when widest, sich ag | 

the large cave openings, are also more generally occupied with’ | | 

looser materials, from’ a greater: decomposition of. thé rock - 

and matrix.. As we descend to the ‘lower part of the upper bed) 

the openings become wider, although in most instances the verti! | 

cal arrangement continues to prevail. In this partof the upper == 
bed, very wide openings are found, occupied by portions of the, 
limestone rock, either decomposed to sand,. or in detached 

harder masses (tumbling rock,) and intersected throughout in differ- _ 
ent directions by mineral veins, usually accompanied with: seams’ 
of clay and iron; the East and West vertical veins.predominating. | 

- * An example of this occurs in one of the ranges of Norris ds Haskins, at Vinegar Hill, :
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‘The mineral in these veins is usually in. more or less detached _ 
masses (square and chunk’ mineral,) but sometimes in. thinner 

| sheet forms, usually broken. In some instances at least, those re- 
markable bodies of mineral, called patches, found directly beneath 

7 the surface clay, appear to have been. such openings exposed by. _ 
| | denudation. | Those to which I here refer are no longer worked,, _ 

| but are found in the same position in the strata, and in ‘gome in- 
stances, in the vicinity of such openings, and from the description 
I have received, corresponded to them in character.* 2 odie | 

_ Another class of wide''flat openings, called flat sheet mines, — 
! are found in this lower part of the upper bed. ~ ‘Here the horizon- _ 

tal arrangement predominates ; ‘the mineral having a sheet’ form, 
similar to that. of the vertical sheets, and'closely wedged “in the 

| rock,.or thore usually in a narrow flat crevice, in which’ it'is Bor! 
dered by seams of clay: or iron, and occasionally interrupted by _ the: same, or -by calcareous spar. These flat sheets appear more - 
subject to interruption than the vertical sheets, and then‘often form 
aseries of lenticular masses, thickest at'their centre and thinning 
off towards their edges. They vary, like the’’vertical, in‘thick- 
ness, from a fraction of an inch to sevéral inches; anid “are con a 
nected by cross vertical sheets, in different directions, which are 
small and subordinate; but occasionally the flat sheet. gives out: | 
as it approaches a vertical sheet, and the latter assumes the. place: | 
and direction of the former. Two. and: sometimes ithree such flat 
sheets are. connected together jn this manner, the rock between _ 
them being softer and more. stained than that: immediately above: 
and below,. forming properly a flat. opening, but: nét marked: by’ 
the peculiar. characters of the. opening rock in the flint bed’ below. + 

In some instances, when from the vicinity of valleys or ravines, 
or in deep mining, shafts have been sunk through the upper bed in-. — 

* The Finney Patch, in the S, W. Platteville Diggings, and Jones" range, N.of Elk 
Grove, may be referred to. as examples; :. - a a _ | 

‘t Examples: Harris’ flat sheet mine, 8. W.of Galena, and Jackson's, on Bull Branch, 
(Benton) Ce MR op he



- AT : | 
to the flint bed, as. at Shullsburg, vertical crevices have been traced —_ 

| down through the former into the flat openings in the latter. In 
such cases, in the lower part of the upper bed the vertical openings | 

- spread out laterally, and at the same time that they carry downa 
vertical vein, in the middle. line, from the crevice above, present 
flat deposits of mineral, similar to those in the flat openings of the 
flint bed, but less extensive; thus marking a transition from the > 

_ vertical) openings above to the flat openings in the lower beds. 

The flat openings in the flint bed are remarkable for their hori- 
zontal extent and their arrangement. They vary in width from 
less than ten to 40—50 feet, and are wider in some localities than 

| in others. Generally they. are traversed by vertical crevices, 
_ marked by seams and sometimes by openings in the roof, but these 

are sometimes wanting, and the vertical crevices are then found | 
traversing the hard rock between the flat openings. Thus -it.is " 

| common at. Benton, to find narrow vertical, crevices. between. the | 
wide flat openings, and these last are sometimes arranged in. pairs 
with a vertical crevice between; the interval separating the two | 

_ being much less than that separating them from the flat openings 
adjoining. The two thus combined, with their intermediate crev-- | 
ice, are: considered as forming one range. In one instance (at | 
Shaw’s Hollow, S. W. of Benton,).a wide flat. opening, without.a — 

vertical crevice, adjoined on the north a. number of narrower flat 
openings, each with its vertical crevice; but in this. instance, the 
whole, cxtent, atleast of the latter, might be regarded as.one com- 

| mon opening or soft ground. The rock in these flat openings — 
usually presents a peculiar mottled appearance, whence it is called: 
-ealico rock in some localities. The. cause of this I have already 4 
referred to. This. rock appears to have resulted from the decom: : 
position. of a hard blue or grey rock, intersected more orlesscom-. __ 
pletely by seams of iron pyrites, or rather of rock more or less 

- filled with disseminated pyrites, dividing it into small rounded _ 
nodules, more compact than the intervening seams. This struc. 
ture can not have been derived from the fracture of the rock and 
the injection of the seams, but has been the result ofa process of ae-
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gregation, by which the more compact limestone was formed at 

centres, around and between which the more crystalline portion 

with the pyrites was arranged. The strong tendency ef iron pyri- 

tes to decompose, under certain circumstances, particularly when 

minutely disseminated, has caused the disintegration of the lime- 

stone in which it was dispersed, and its own conversion into oxyd 

of iron, giving the stain to that part of thelimestone. This hard — 

blue pyritiferous rock is still found unchanged, in some of the flat 
openings in the flint bed, as in Champion’s level (New Diggings,) 

where it occupies the position of the opening or calico rock, and > 

like that is more or less productive in mineral similarly arranged. 

The mineral in the flat openings is generally arranged ‘nchori- 

zontal courses adjoining ‘the roof or the floor, but sometimes in in- 

termediate positions. Sometimes it forms a connected sheet of 

some extent, but more usually occurs in larger or smaller detached 

masses. These are generally more or less convex on one side and 

concave on the other, and are’so arranged ‘that the convex. side is 

directed downwards. The concave side usually embraces a por- 

tion of the limestone harder and less stained, and sometimes the 

mineral is observed more or less completely surrounding the latter, | 

but much thicker below than above. In-this case, the mineral — 

appears to have been formed around the nucleus of limestone in 

the same manner as the iron pyrites,as above explained. ‘The 

courses of mineral are very often if not generally accompanied 

with a layer of flints, usually above the mineral, sometimesbelow, __ 

and occasionally the mineral is interposed between two layers of — 

them. Sometimes the mineral, when detached and isolated, is 
associated with flint in the same manner. Though the mineral is 

chiefly arranged in flat courses, yet itis often found detached in | 

every part of the openitg, but is then arranged horizontally.: 

-- Vertical seams of mineral occasionally pass from one course to 

another, or traverse the opening as cross sheets, and at the crossing 

of these or even of a barren seam only, there is usually an increase | 

of mineral in the flat courses, sometimes enlarging them so as to 

form geodes lined with regular cubes. ‘When vertical East and
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West crevices traverse these openings, they usually carry aveinof - - mineral arranged in vertical order, intersecting the. flat courseg:s oats _ but in some instances I have observed such vertical veins on the = sides of the openings, inflected under the roof into. the horizontal = course, with an enlargement of the mineral at the turn, sometimes Q _ forming there a geode. In some instances, the vertical crevices, + _ which have been traced from the rock above into or between the, _— flat openings, have been found to carry mineral more orsJess _ through their whole extent; but in other instances, the; mineral. pe extends inthem little or not at all above or below the opening... 
"Phe lateral limits of these flat openings are generally marked. nak by aslight turn in the courses of mitieral from. a horizontal to a oO a vertical. position at.the sides of the opening, beyond which the ee 

rock soon loses. its openin g character ; thus. ‘showing the. definite : ‘extent of these horizontal deposite.. Oe hohe ys Dee ayy, - : | 
Rome peculiarities, worthy of notice, are observed’ in different’ G8 oe localities.’ In the flat openings at ‘Benton, particularly at Swind- Ss _ ler’s ridge, a layer of hard tock, 1—2 feet thick, called the false cap, immediately overlies the openings, above which is a. layer of, _ flints; usually accompanied With-a flat sheet or course.of mineral, oO often of Workable value. This layer requires support, aud when’ Dos _ such support is withdrawn, after the opening’ is worked out beneath, a soon. falls and exposes the ‘mineral above it, The rock above, called oe the true ‘cap, ‘usually remains. firm, even in the widest openings, In the flat openings at N ew Diggings, a layer or bed of hard rock ey with flints, about thrée feet thick, overlies the opening rock, and oo Is overlaid by athin subargillaceous layer, called the | grey shale, apparently of ‘@ concretionaty stracturo, and interrapted by, min- & eral, arranged in a horizontal sheet form, detached or more con- - | nected. ‘The rock above this containg very few flints ; the proper ws flint stratum commencing in the bed immediately below it. A 8 | layer‘ closely resembling the grey shale in character occurred at, , Tear a reve Diggings, west of Benton, in sinking on a vertiéal o sheet, at the upper surfaeé of the flintbed, °° ne



The flat openings of the flint bed, occupied by the calico rock, 

axe found throughout a large portion of thie’ whineral'distiict, where 

openitigs have been worked in that bed, and are thé ‘niost general 

and characteristic of: those in that ‘bed. I have observed them, a 

Well marked, at’Beetown, Potosi, Bruchhill, Platteville, Elkgrove, ce 

Benton, New Diggings, ‘Shullsburg, and the Dreadnought mine 

| near Mineral Point. In some of these openings, the rock is much — 

more disintegrated that in others ; its ground, in such cases, being, 

reduced to the state of loose sand, with ‘more® or ‘less tumbling - 

_ yock; while in others, although distinctly marked, the rock isso 

hard as ‘to. require’ blasting. Openings of the former kind are | 

called sand openings, aud are comman, at, Benton, while.atiShylis: 

' —_ Oeoasionally-in the. localities:above mentioned, and more‘do'in | 

the more eastern diggings, the mineral is collected more'in’ 

bunches, particularly along the line of vertical: crevices, and: is’ 

| then more accompanied with clay and jron, and more disposed.to 

assume regular cubic forms, approaching in these respects the ar 

‘rangement in the vertical openings in the upper bed... Butinsuch, 

- instances, the intervening rock is more or less altered. and stained, | 

oe the whole forming a common opening. In some cases, as ab, 

| Chenaworth’s mine, near the ‘Dreadnought (above noticed,) this. 

arrangement in bunches, along the lines of crevices, appears to, 
have arisen from masses of rock, intersected throughout, asinthe, 

, ‘ealico rock, by. distinct seams of iron pyrites, accompanied. with. 

more or less mineral, which, by their decomposition form masses 

of ochry earth and hematite, | includin g th e mineral asin the rock. . 

| These masses are sometimes so rich in,mineral as to be very pro- 

ductive. Sometimes.they will be found entirely decomposed ;, at 

other times, only partly 803 and even in, some instances, entirely 

unchanged ; thus showing satisfactorily, the origin of the former. 

from the latter, and their relation to the calico rock. It might ing 

- deed be expected that where the pyrites is 50 concentrated as in: 

these instances, it would be less exten sively diffused through the 

rock, and more segregated in bunches, whereas the calico rock, in.



which the pyrites is more disseminated, would be found characters 
istic of larger‘and more uniform openings. This arrangément in” Oe 

_ bunches is more peculiar to the flat openings, east of the parallel Ce 
7 of Shullsburg and Mineral Point; but these openings forrf ranges: a 
: , as regular in their course-as the more uniform flat openings ‘fare - : 

a ther: west. a - pp ty a 

os ‘Calcareous spar is generally very rare in the flint openings; but’ 8 occasionally it is found, either disseminated through the orening: + Tock, or more frequently accompanying the layers of flint and. 
mineral’; the regular order from above downwards, being then ; 

_ calcareous spar, flint and mineral. Even in some instances where oe 
_ there are no traces of a mineral opening, calcareous spar is found’ - accompanying the Tayers of flint in the same order. Ihayeob- 

ered, in “one instance, in Stephens’ mine (Shullsburg,) a mass __ chiefly composed of ealearepus spar (¥if') occupying a large exe!» Sent ofan opening, and arranged like the masses ofhard blue py- -‘Titifprous rock in some openings, as in Champion's level (New _Diggings.) "Theso masses rise sloping inwards from the boltom of __ the opening to a ridge near the roof, and apparently extend down * wards in the manner of a lode, but have not been proved in that 
direction, and terminate abruptly or taper out at the extremities, The mass of tiff, in Stephens’ mine, terminates abruptly towards. : 
the west, and apparently tapers out towards:the east; - Atitswest =~ 

 , ed, it-is bordered by a thin layer of hard rock, in nearly awverti-: ve 
. eal-position, as if out’of place, but more probably formed in-itg: 

| "present position by segregation. . This layer-is traversed by small: 
vertical veins of ‘mineral, ‘and’ in the calcareous spar adjoining, = 

_ . whichis there more massive, the mineral’ is found accumulated,) 
 aguallysin very regular cubic: forms, although closely imbedded'in 

_ its:matrix. “In some other parts of the mass, similar-accumulations 
of miheral were found, but in-general the: mineral is. only sparsely 

. disseminated. The entire mass appears tobe a‘portion of thé | 
_ rock arranged conformably to the’ stratifidation, the greater ‘part. 
of it: composed of the.calcareous spar, disposed invsegregative or- 
der throngh:a base of the'granular limestone, through whieh:iron ue foe! o oe oe eo “s co MES
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pytites and more or less of copper pyrites are disseminated; the = 

latter also collected at particular points in small bunches.) 

| The flat openings in the flint-bed are usually not: more: than oe 

four to stx feet in height, particularly the wider ‘and more uniform: ae 

| openings, and two openings are generally found, one above the. 

other, separated by a layer of hard rock, about two feet thick, = = 

| forming the cap of the lower. In a few instances, a third open- 

ing has’ been found. These may all be considered as one common os 

deposit, with which the flat sheet above the false cap is connected. _ 

_ These openings, like the vertical openings in the ‘upper bed, some- 

times rise and fall in their course, by a succession of flats and 

"pitches; or this rising and falling, as in the latter, is only confined * 

to the mineral, the opening remaining unchanged. The most unie = 
| form flat openings are more or less subject to interruption jn'their 

course by transverse bars of rock, and in some instances, the dee 

tached portions have a form more or less rhomboidal, analogous. 

to the form of the bunches observed in some vertical East and 

“West ranges in the upper bed (p. 44,) and also succeed each other, | 

ina corresponding order. ‘This is-observable in the flat ‘openings: _— 

at Swindlers vidge (Benton) where theongest diameter ie from 
| north-west to south-east, corresponding to the’ general direction _ a 

ofthoranges(ESE) 

In the lower bed of the upper magnesian, flat openings:are— | 

the most.general, atid even more extensive than those in the flint. | 

bed. In some instances, such openings have.been: worked:across. 

more than a hundred ‘feet, without reaching their limits. In: one : _ 

instance (at. A. Looney’s level, north.of New: Diggings,) asides — 

drift. was carried from: the middle’ crevice. near,tifty feet before. — 

reaching the limit.of the opening ground.: ‘This limit was very# | 

distinctly marked by:a vertical line, the adjoining rock losing: at: Oe 

once the peculiar characters: of that’ of:the opening. Ihave: 

| already observed that the rock inthe lower bed'is less uniform: 

than that in the flint bed, and the: same ‘is true of the openings.” 

The black or brown’ reckand the: green:rock, in’ their different. —_ 

districts, have important connexions with: these openings, -géene woe!



rally overlying “and including them, “whence they aré“uanally - -@alled the black or green rock openings. In some instances. ‘hows | ae ever, the rock in these openings resembles that of the flat openings oo in the flint bed, or the calico rock, aiid is then more or less‘ accom- ot ka ‘panied with Tayers or nodules of ‘flint,’ which’ seem to be ¢onfined u ‘tO the opening ‘rock, or aie at least moat abundant in it, - But éven | / ‘then this opening rock ig distinguished from that of the flint bed - ‘by the great: abundance of calearéous spar (tif?) disseminated oo ‘throtigh it, a8-i§ common in the brown rock, and usually more or | a Fess of it has, by its stain, the charactét of that rock. When'the o ~Opéning: rock’ resembles the ‘calico ‘rock of the flint bed, the ad- 5: joining ‘rock is usually very hard and'compact, and of alight 5 grey’ color, resembling the hard nodules found in the opening 4 a rog, particularly of the flint bed, and the more compact layers. of the-upper bed of the’ blue limestone. This adjoining rock ig os “destitute of: the ‘férraginous ‘staiti and the disseminated: tiff, ‘cha- | - | -“tacteristic of the' openings, os ~ a 3 cs : ne mee : 
—, In this lower bed the mineral is usually found -more accompa- =| Ried with the sulphurets of zine and iron than in the two upper Peds. The sulphuret.of siron,, or the rosult of its decomposition, _ 48 always presens more or less in the openings in,the upper beds ‘Usually the sulphuret has been there converted into the oxyd, causing the ferruginous stain and the deposits of ochre and hema, a tite (iron rust) found in those openings. The sul phuret of ging (black-jack) and the carbonate (dry-bone,) the result‘of its decom. : ‘position, are-‘moré rate inthe uppet openings, but are occasionally _ found there, more'frequently, so far as have observed, in the ver, tical openings in the upper bed than in the flint ‘Openings. But a there is ‘a class of veing (the flat and pitching sheet veins,) which ae have been traced throigh all the beds of‘ the Upper magnesian a _ dnito the blue limestone, in which zing dres are usilally found So more or legs accompanying’ the miteral. "Not only in these, and in those instances where the zine ores accompany the veins in the Ss upper vertical Openings, but also in those where they accompany - the mineral in the flat openings of the lower bed and. the blue as
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-_Jimestone,. there is an: order of: arrangement which JThave found __ : 

*. invariable. When the ores of. lead, zine and iron are all present, | | 

| the iron ores are arranged in a. sheet or layer. next the rock, then | 

the zinc, and then the dead,.in succession, towards the interior of | 

the opening. In the Marsden lead, below Galena, (aflat.and = 

| pitching sheet mine,) where the mineral is usually. accompanied a 

‘with, zinc and iron, this order is distinctly observed, and. in, differ- 

ent geodes, processes, like nipples, are observed.pro} ecting into the 

cavities or geodes between the cubes of the ‘mineral, which. are 

found occupied in the centre by asquare process from the sheet of 

iron pyrites, like an elongated.cube, . surrounded with a coating = 

from the blackjack, sometimes with. points .of mineral .adbering = 

to the surface. The-flat-and . pitching sheet veins with zing and 

iron, usually called. flat-and pitching .dry-bone sheets, have been 

found to commence ‘in the upper. bed. of the upper magnétian, 

and have been traced down through the different beds of | that | 

rock and of the blue limestone to the upper sandstone. At. the 

west end of the Heathcock range (Linden,) the same sheet has 

been followed down from the flint ‘ped to at least ten feet inthe 

upper bed of the blue’ limestone, ‘and ig there found Jatge and 

7 productive, and without any sign of interruption. These veins 

appear indeed to be the most uninterrupted, and in some instances 

have been worked more than tweiity years without exhaustion, | 

and with a very uniforin product.* = OR ENA S | 

| The ores of: zinc are rare. in some of these flat and, pitching = 

_-yeins, the mineral .being then connected immediately . with the 

ores of iron. But where the zinc ores are more abundant, they 

are sometimes nearly or quite wanting in parts of the vein, and — 

_ then usually the lead ore is increased in proportion, while in other 

parts of the vein the zinc ores predominate. Thus in one part, the a 

a vein will be found narrow. or divided in the. rock - of the opening, 

— and the mineral more or less disseminated in the zinc ore, s0 as to 

a require separation by crushing and washing ; then, where the vein — 

® This is reported of the: Heatlicock range (Linden) and the Dry-bouxe mine on Bulk 

- Branch (Benton,) both of which are still worked to advantage.



Wage Gael a Rei ur, foe fore Giese Gee coacpeede, 8 _ Is wider, the mineral will form a middle sheet, detached from the 
_ Aue ore, and where still wider, a geode will be formed and the © 

_ ‘mineral be arranged in cubes on the interior .surfaceof the wine | 
ore, Stil farther in its course, the zine ore will disappear, anda 
thick and solid sheet of mineral be found,separated from tha rock- 

_ only by a seam of iron, Such thick,and solid sheets are‘ngually =, 
_ found on the flats, and the goodos atthe turn from a flat toa piteh, 
__. extending more or less along the latter, , Thege flat,and pitching _ Nels sometimes pitch in opposite directions from the same flat, | 

_ forming what is called a saddle-back, In somg:instanceg, sugh.a , 
lat is apparently at the highest, part of the vein, forming alongi- 

_ tudinal ridge along its middle, from which it pitches on each side, 
either “in. one uniform: slope, or by alternate flats and pitches. Such is the arrangement of the sheet in the Heathcock range, . ~ 

_— Where it formns.a flat, at, its summit, in the flint bed, from which it 
pitches on each side into the lower strata 5. on the south, at-leagt ae 

____ Thto the upper bed of the blue limestone, ‘This flat is much wider 
___ towards the west, where the sheet pitches on each side, more umjp 
___ formly,, but narrows out towards the east, where the sheet pitches = 

_ uniformly on the north, but on the.south, descends more in .glter- 
‘Rafe, flats and pitches, {and apparently divides into.4—5 amaller 
sheets, connected in a common opening. Jn some instances, such, 
flats are only on the. general pitch of the vein; the vein rising, 
then turning over a’ flat, and then pitching again in its regular 
course, Ihave not yet had an opportunity of tracing such a vein 

_ lower than the upper bed of the blue limestone ;but [have,been 
| informed by J ; Bracken, | Esq., that such aq vein, | in | the Victoria . a 

: range (Mineral Point,) was followed down to the base of the /blye oe 

___ Timestone, and thatthe accompanying zinc and iron ores were 
_ even traced into the upper sandstone. These veins, like the verti; 

_— eal sheets, thus sppear'to have an extensive zaage through the = 
_afrata, and are not confined ‘to one particular bed, like the flat 
_ openings in the lower strata, and the more'limited vertical open- 

« ings in the upper bed of the upper magnesian, 
‘The flat openings in the lower-bed may be divided inte-thiree we



classes: Sand, ochre and dry-bone openings. The first classin- = 

* -glades those, whére thé opening rock resenibles the calico rock of 

‘the flint openings, and “is usually accompanied with more orless 
| flint, like the lattér.” ‘The mineral is here. arrahped in flat courses, — 

or’ disseminatéd horizontally’ through the rock, as in the flat flint 

—- SPenings. ’ These openings too are'traversed by vertical crevices, 
| (either of more uniform width’ or forming a series of pockets,) wsu- 

_. glly ocewpied by'loose niaterials, aid adjoining which thé ‘rock'is 
nidré‘decomiposed than’ in the remoter parts of the opening. The 

| nifnera’ is inost abundant in ‘the lodse ground of these crevices, 
| ‘and in thé adjoining parts of the opening, where the rock is most 

altered.  Genérally, in the loose! ground of thése crevices, amuch = 
greater quantity of iron is found, in the form of unaltered pyrites, 
or récomposed into ochté and hematite, than “in “the openings or 

~ eravices in the upper beds. In sme such instances, the iron py- 

| rifes appears td have replaced the mineral, and extensive bars oc- 

‘car in the course of the crevice, in which the mineral is wanting, 
“put thé iron ores are proportionally more ‘abundant. Such a bar, | 

| at the west end of A. Looney’s level, in the middle crevice of the / 

opening, replaced ‘the ‘mineral, ‘after it had continued productive = 
for 800-900 feet, and in this the ores of iron were fotind in every = 
stage froin the ‘original pyrites to tlie ochte and hematite, exhibit = 

i ing, in their change, fine specimens of green copperas, and small 

pockets of alum, where clay was more abundant, and also, though — - 

moré rarely, of native sulphur. This mass is now partly worked | 

out, the former character of'the opening being resumed beyond it. 

—- The loose’ materials'in these crevices are ‘arranged’ conformably to — 

the stratification; the layers of flints crossing them regularly in 

the line of those in the adjoining rock, only sometimes’ slightly — 
lowered by the settling of the materials. This loose ground dif. 

fers from the adjoining tock only by ‘a greater proportion of clay, ~ 

sometimes forming layers, or segregations investing the mineral as ae 

a matrix, and by the quantity of iron intersecting itin the manner 
allready described (p. 47-8.) The more altered rock adjoining ree 

sembles the corresponding rock in the flint openings, and is more * 

or less disintegrated in the state of loosé'sand. = eA
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The ochre openings are characterized by the.great, abundanceof = ___ tron ore (iron pyrites and tho, results of its decomposition) agcom- + Panying them throughout their extent, “Clay alsoaboundainthem, = - In layers and pockets conformable.to the, stratification, anidyin 
__ Seams corresponding to the outline: of the opening,..This clay ig strongly marked by. the smooth joints .common to the: -clay:.of / Openings, particularly to the seams ‘of clay: which traverse and : 

dine them, and ig called. j oint.clay, and.soap clay, by.the. miners. 
The latter term is more particularly applied to. a bluish. clay, break- | ing in.emall. jointed fragments, which usually. invests: the-mingzal = _ When imbedded in clay. The mineral, in these openings, ig.oith- _ Sf atranged in uniform horizontal, courses, or in aseries. of flatsand Pitches, limited to,the openings. In the former case, it resqmbleg, 
dn, its. arrangement, the mineral in. the flat flint. openings, but ig 7 
more connected. with clay and iron. In the. latter case, it ig/ar- . 
ranged more: in sheet, form, bordered by. a, sheet of iron, andre - Placed by. the. same,,when interrupted... Usually. the: mineralis _ largest and most uninterrupted on the flats, or on the.turn fromaflas _ to apitch, and is smaller and more interrupted, and often-entirely = = _ Wanting, inthe pitches, resembling, in this respect, that inthe 

- flat.and pitching veing,already noticed. A remarkable instangeof _ 7 this. ocgurs ina very,:productive mine, ,worked. by Earnegtand = _ Spenceley,:on the Shullsburg: branch,. north, of. New. Diggingy® 
~The zine or'dry-bono openings até, on the wholé, ‘the most'fré- 
{tient inthe lower bed, thotigh ‘in sortié ‘instances’ mote’ rate, 

_ Partivtilarly'in the eastern districts, In thesethé mineral 1¢ a- ‘ 
‘ranged in sheets, with the ores 6f zine and iron, in nearly or quite | | the satne mannér ag in the flat and pitching diy-bone sheets.al- | ready ‘noted. “The ‘santo’. order is observéd “in the arrangement 7 of the different ores in relation to the rock, and the same-atrange- = ment of. the mineral in .the sheet, sometimes. disseminated imjthe : zine ore, and: sometimes forming a, separate. sheet, between the - | 

oe * *Thave observed in some of the ochre openings’ layérs or more detached masses ofa 
white limestone, usually much disintegrated in. the state of sand. A ‘similar rock’ alse — _ eceurs in the Upper Pipe-clay openings in the blue limestone... ppb ce Ee ee



| ‘ateral sheets of zine; but more usually, in these ‘openings, the. 

férmer. The sheets, in these openings, are ‘sometiines ‘regularly 

| horizontal, but more usually wheven, preventing a‘series flats ahd- 

pitelies or undulations, sometimés:along slopes of large extent atid 

din diferent directions, but still limited by thé’ extent of the open- 

ing; both in a vertidal and horizontal direction. ‘Tn'some ingtances, 

‘nithowsh thiese sheets have been worked to the widthof ahundved 

feet; thelr lateral limits have not beet réached, their sides thihtiiig 

Sati so as not to repay the'expense of working. In these dry-bone 

‘epenings different sheets are found, as'wellas diffetént coursesinthe = 

dat flint openings; usually one near the roof, and another nearthe 

-—iftvor, ahd'sorhetimes others intermediate, thé whole more or léss 

| denheéted by cross Yeitis or seams. . The opetiing ‘rock isusdally — 

‘oly much dedomiposed and stained, and mote or less adeompanied 

With'sdams and pockets of clay, ‘as inthe ochre openings. Both 

te ‘Uchre anid ary-bone openings are traversed by vertical crevices, © 

Jin Which the mitéral 48 arranged in vertical vein order, atid ismore =~ 

itépular in its fotim, as in the upper vertical openings.’ ‘Thé min- 

. bral ti these crevices, whien they titdverse the dry-bone openings, is 

‘Hot acdompanidd with zinc onda; but-rédembles thatinithe-etevicds 

Wa Ehe Sclire Openitigs: Usually’ the HHéral in the flat openings 

Wlafeer and méte aburidant adjoining the crevices, and in'the — 

a#¥Hone openings, the sheet is enlatyed, and the minetal more 

distinct from the zinc ore, sometimes even forming geodes, “The 

- dry-bone and ochre openings generally alternate, either one by ong, 
or in successive gronps. In some instances, the same range will C, 

in one part of its course be an ochre opening, and.in another, .a 

dry-bone opening., Ihave known the same range, commence, on 
the west with,a mass of iron ore, then become a productive ochre 

| opening, and terminate towards the east in a dry;bone opening. 

- The great quantity of caledredus spar (¢f') disseminated inthe 

‘opening rock, and even in the’ rock generally, in the lower bed, 

particularly in the brown. rock, has been already noticed. _Ingome _ 

| of the-openings inthis ‘bed; large massés of calcareous spar are a 

| found, usually in horizontal courses, with wtiore or less of a‘geodic: —



: arrangement, the, crystals: agpregated so as.to present the: appear- 

anges of rounded. bosses ‘of a peculiar. form,‘ These-masses-usthlly - 
_ occur along the lines of vertical crevices, and are sometimes found, ~ : 

_ ;in.such cases, in small caves; the opening:being only partly filled 
__, Withythe gpar.and the loose materials accompanying it., The latter 2 
- ara usually deriyed.from the decomposition of gubargillaceoys = 
__Jayers, moe or less accompanied, with iron pyrites, and sometimes = 
With the black oxyd of manganese,(black ochre). 

 soeiBedd oP baidlof -pyritiferous réek also ocetit-iti the ‘epénihge of 
‘the lower bed, more remarkable even than those ih the ‘opéhiibs — i 

| “GBthe flint bed. They either uhderlie the optning rock nedt the > ; 
_ ‘base of the upper magnesian, of rise in the openings; as has “bein — - 
noticed of the bars in the flint openings, and ‘consist’ of regtildr 

eds of: the tivtestons, neatly: filled’ with seams and burclies of 
_—_-droh) pyrites; acvonpaniéd with more or less:caléareous spar * thle 

whole forming by its decomposition :a bed of odhty earth ‘atl 
_ hembtite; and presenting during the process of deeoriposition the = 

_-Sathe appearatieés as have been noticed in the bar at the’ West itd . 
_ tef.A. Looney’s level. In oneinstance (at Blitkiron’s ‘mine, north = «| 

“of New Digirigs,) l observed such a bed underlying the opening, oy 
‘and overlaid by'a bed of bluish grey limestone largély filled with | 
bunches und geodes of calcareous spat, in small dnd vhs ot fer 
fect tabular crystals of great clearness ‘and’ béauty.' BE a 

_ ‘The openings in the lower bed, particularly in the edstern dis- 
‘tricts, sometimes present a succession of pockets or btinches ‘tifa- oe 

-_ -yersing the general opening rock, corresponding to a similar ar- ; 
‘rangement in the flint openings. In some instances, [have observed = 

 ignehvan arrangdment in’ smaller upper openings immediately over- . 
Tying ‘the large and uniform flat openings in this bed. The browh : 

- -or blavk rockigenerally accompatiies the openings inthe lower bed 
in the'south-western districts, and‘ the green rock in the north- “ 
eastern districts; whence at Mitieral Point and in its vicinity, the — - 

__-* The daleareous spar generally forms segregation invested by the jron pytites, and | 
_ “6n the decomposition of the latter is sometimes found changed to the sulphate of lime oe 

(selenite) ARE gs og ap Te eG oS ae eS ee



: openings in this bed are known as:the green rock openings, while 
in the south-western districts they are called:the blackyoek open- 
ings. oe ge a, ca! eo te, 7 oO : - ‘ i nee pb dis ip mate uo 

“Th some instances, detached vertical crevice openings are found 
‘in thé lower bed, traversed by a vertical vein, from which flat — 
courses of ‘small extent (2—3'feet) enter pockets in the sides ofthe — 

_-erevice, showing a tendency to the formation of a wide flat opening, 
traversed by a vertical crevice and vein. These“ resemble the 

| openings of an intermediate character. between. the. verti¢aliand 7 

flat openings, already noticed in the lower part.of the upper bed. 
,, Small quantities of copper pyrites have “beén observed, in dif. 

| ferent instances, in the openings in the lower. bed,:particularly in 
_the vicinity of Fever river, aecompanying iron pyrites or .calcare- 

ous spar. Frequent: traces of: if occur in the masses of: iron'spy- 

rites in. the openings of the lower bed at W. Gillet’s diggin ga(Bun- 

comb,) and in: connexion with the large masses of: calcareous spar 

| in openings in .the same bed, above noticed, in different-ran- : 
ges between Fever river and the Shullsburg branch, east of : Ben- a 
ton. Inthe latter case, the copper ore.occurs-near the.junction of 
the spar with the rock, where the two are more or. less: blended, 
amuch | in the same,.manner as it occurs in: the large mass of 

tiff in Stephens’ mine (Shullsburg.).._ The. copper pyrites is:al- 
ways accompanied, in these instances, with more or Jess. of the 

green and more rarely with the blue carbonate. The copper ran- 
ges at Mineral Point have also been worked chiefly in the lower 
bed. Cet - - % S a oS e : | - - 7 Ing al ws | 

. It has been’a common opinion thatthe blue limestone. ents off 

the mineral, and this has been understood of the blue limestone of 
Owen, or'the formation immediately underlying the upper:»mag- 

nesian. This opinion has properly no reference to -that rock, ‘but — 

| to.beds of hard blue rock found in-different positions inthe upper 
magnesian, which in many instances have been known:tointerrupt 
the mineral in its descent, both in sheets and in wider openings. 

‘This rock is usually more or less intersected with iron pyrites,and_— 
has been found at the bottom of openings in all the beds of the |



_ ‘Upper, magnesian, and sometimes rising into the .. openings and | forming obstructions in their course, or intervening a8. a-bar be- : oe tween ‘conti guous openings. . ‘It may be’ considered. ag properl y an e _ Opening rock, and when cutting off the. mineral, as. playing the — os - same ‘part.as- the masses of loose ferrnginous materials which inter-: ea | tupt the mineral in the course of openings or veins, particularly:in, yp the lower bed of the upper magnesian, — Ihave described the dif. . ner ferent openings, in their descent,'as forming series at different = / __ levels; two inthe upper bed (the upper and lower) the‘at opens, __ ings in the fint bed, and those in the lower bed (iho brown and) Steen Fock openings.) These beds or bars of pyritiferous Tock ap- : pear to underlie occasionally all of these openings. In sinking on oe .@ vertical sheet traversing different beds, it is found liable to’ ine’ : térraption on'meeting such bars, but not always so; instances hay- | _ing occurred ‘in which the sheet has traversed them, but usually) _ more or'less diminished in its passage. When such'a barwnder- | _ Tes an opentig, or imterrapta artical shost,aiually ora certain, distance beneath more or lesg ofthe mineral is disseminated through - | Ho _itin particles orseams. I was informed by Mr. Haskins of Dodge- ' —— ville, that th one instance a vertical sheet, on which he was em: | _ ployed, was cut off clean by a floor of blue limestone, ‘only small particles sind seams of inineral being found in it for a’ short ‘dis, .tanee below the sheet, On examining the tock, I'foand itwason- dy a modified portion of the commop rock of the locality “(thé flint | - ‘bed of the upper magnesian,) forming such a bar as I have | de- 

~The Blue. Limestone of Owen is a. good mineral-bearing rock, po 
and like the upper. magnesian, not only has jts openings in each.of... Oe its three beds, but is traversed: by vertical and ‘pitching sheets or,: sy 

: "These bars have been met in sinking below the different-openings, aid in , following : | oe - down vei tical sheets; and from their great hardness have discouraged from farther pursu-- a — ing the mineral downward. 7From.observation it has appeared.to me evident, that they . are parts of a mineral range, in which iron pyrites replaces the mineral, and are of limi- _ ms ted extent, and need not. obstruct the progress of ‘mining, Before attempting to work — 3 throtigl ‘them, it would be-well to determine their extent by boring, Which might be. ef- ~ 7 me fected with comparatively littleexpengg = PO ee MEE od os
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veins, which in sonie instances are said to have been traced. throtigh™ - 

it-to the upper sandstone.’ I have myself traded ‘pitehitig sheet?’ 

from the upp er magnesian into the upper -bed, and vertical sheets ' 

to the lower bed or buff limestone. _ The regular opeiings inthe | 

_ blue Limestone-are nvidevand flat; like those in the two-lower beds a 

| of the upper-magnesian. a
 vo 

‘The openings in the upper shell bed are called the pipe clay or, 

Brown rock openings. ‘The former name is taken from layfers of 
lay which traverse the openings, derived from. the decomposition 

of the layers of shale which are interposed in, the upper bed; the 

latter, from a bed of brown rock, already, noticed, immediately, 

cap to the openings. Thege openings are merely a.certain. extent of 
the rock, which has suffered more, or less decomposition, and. 

through which the mineral is disseminated in flat courses, usually, 

imbedded in the layers of elay.above noticed. ‘The rock in thege,, 

- openings is, on the whole, less stained than in the openings in the, 
ge magnesian, and the mineral is Tees accompanied with fou, 

seetlso more regular inits form, sometimes in very perfegt exes, 
pnt more often tabular, varying in size from very smnall, called dice 
mineral, to very large; the latter. usually adjoining a vertical erév- 

ice. The mineral, whether large.or small, is imbedded in the clay 

or shale, in the game manner as iron pyrites in pyritiferous,shales, 

and is either quite isolated, or a series of cubes or tablés is arranged 

- sn horizontal vein order, sometimes forming sheets of considerable | 

extent. These openings are usually wide, sometimes equalling in 

width those in the lower bed of the upper magnesian, but in such — 

cases the mineral is more confined to: the vicinity of vertical etevs: 

ices, although the intermediate rockis ‘much’ déeomposed, and 

| contains more or less mineral disseminated. In some,instancesyT 
have.found this. change in the rock, with the accompanying-min-~.’ 

eral, extending only a few feet (6—8) on each side of a vertical” 

© erevice; the adjoining rock having the usual characters of the wn: 
| altered blue limestone and abounding in; fossils, while in the al- 

tered rock of the opening the fossils are so decomposedsas:to ‘be
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_ hardly. distinguishable. In some instances, asin the Inish, Dig. 
_ sings near Mineral, Point, the openings in this bed are very forme . ginous, and the mineral is then sometimes accompanied with zine, : 

- ofes; forming flat sheets similar to those in the lower bed of the, _ Upper magnesian. . In some instances too, masses or, bars of hand. Compact rock’ are found in these openings, intersected ay very thip; _ Seams of mineral, and with small points of it disseminated, analo- 
gens to the hard blue bars in the upper magnesian. ‘The openings, 
in the upper. bed have been worked. at Mineral Point and Platter. | 
Ville, north of New Diggings; on the Yellow Stone, andin .othee, 

_—Wgealities “in the eastern districts. In some. instances, these; 
openings, have been yery. productive, particularly..a¢, Mineral, 

_ Point; in the McKnight mange, and in Bracken and Murrish’a, 9 Tange on the Mineral Point branch, south of the village. : Near - 
Platteville, at the Back-bono (q naow ridge hetween the Little. 2 

_ Elatte, and.the Rountree branch;); the ocgnirence of dice:mineral, 
Gn the upper bed of the blue limegton e)-has. beenlongiknownyapdo 

_ openings.in.that bed are now. worked therp.fovadyantage, ./! ..a¢ ( o 
<The épenings in the middle bed of the blue limestone are usually’ 

_ called the glass rock openings. They are situated’ either inthe 
lower:more compact parts of that bed, the upper ‘fine-grained por-' 

_ tion overlying ‘thei as a cap; and more or less stained of a brown! | 
color,’ as it approaches the ‘openi ng;-or beneath th e middle part or _ 

_ proper glass rock, in the lowest division of thé bed; adjoining they 

buff limestone. In the’ glass’ rock openings, mnioré variety “ha _ been-obsér'ved than in the pipe-clay openings above mentioned. 
 In-some‘ instances, they are dry-bone “openings ; the mineral be:' 7 

| ing accompanied with ‘zine orés, forming sheets, arranged asin’ sts 
- the corresponding instances in the upper magnesian. These shéets | oo, 

_ are generally quite horizontal, though irregularities in their course: Oo 
are.sometimes observed, particularly..where crossed. by: vertigal a 
crevices. The same aliernations of enlargement, and contraekion: " 
aro, observed in:the sheets, as already, noticed, the mineral, in the. e 
latter case, being disseminated through the. zing; ore.mogtly, in; 2 
the middle line of the sheet, and in, the. former, usually forming,
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distinct middle'sheet, and sometimes a geode. These geodesare = 

soinetimes odcupied ‘in the centre By calcareous’ spar or sulphate 

of barytes, or by the two in distinct segregations. “At the crossing 
of vertical crevices, there is usually‘an increase of the mineral; in 3 | 

larger and more regular forms. In some of these dry-bone open- 

ings; the swlphuret of zine (the original ore) has been very little 

changed; in’others, it has been chiefly converted into the carbon- 

ate or ‘silicate (dry-bone.)' The former is the case at Haswell’s’ 

mine, west of Mineral Point'village, and the latter at the Falling 

Spring mine, south ofthe villagé. The cause of such adifference 

ie not very ‘obvious.’ The finest’ specimers of the carbonate of | 

aime yet seen by me, were found in. the dry-bone sheets ii the: 
openitigs in the blue limestone’ near Minéral Point, particularly 

at the Irish Diggings:’ I other instances, the glass rock openings 

~ are ‘without’ zine ores; the mineral’ being found under circum- 

-gtanices similar to those ‘under which it is found “in the pipe-clay ae 

 opénings. The greater‘part of the openings in the South ‘Forked- 

Deer Diggings, on 'Wood’s branch, dré’glass rock’openings of this 

| character. Only one dry-bone range (Woffal’s) ‘occurs in those 

diggings, parallel. in its direction to the, other ranges. In these 
openings, there, are usually two courses of mineral;a lower, ina’ 

layer of grey shale, similar in its character to the. grey shale inthe _ 

flint openings at New. Diggings, in which: the mineral .is.of the — 
same cubic or tabular form and imbedded in the same manner as- 

in the layers of clay in the pipe-clay openings; and an, upper, in, 
which the mineral forms a flat sheet, more or legs interrupted or 

broken by interposed clay.and calcareous spar. These openings 

are of great width, but low, and the rock between the courses of, 
mineral is generally hard, which renders it difficult to work.them: 

| by drifting, ce 

In a-few instances, flat openings of ‘no gréat width have'been’ - | 

found in the middle bed, chiefly occupied by masses of calcareous 

7 spar, arranged horizontally between layers of clay with more or léss’ 

iron and sometimes with laige quantities ‘of black oxyd of manga 

nese (black ochre.) ‘These closely résemble in structure similar ~~
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masses of calcareous spar, already described ag occurring in the lower bed of the upper magnesian. From the settling of the looga | materials accompanying the spar, there ig usually a small vacuity | below the cap, forming a cave. A remarkable instance of this | kind occurs in the middle bed of the blue limestone, just north of | ‘Quinby’s quarry, already referred to. Such openings with calcare- | ous spar have not yet been found productive in mineral, An open- a _ ing of a similar kind, but of greater width, has recently been found at Mecker’s Grove (Buzzard’s Roost) in the glass rock, chief- ly occupied by similar horizontal masses or beds of’ sulphate of ba- rytes, accompanied laterally with small quantities of calcareous. | _ Spar. There are two such beds of sulphate of barytes, one above, another below, separated by a bed of clay with small points of cal- a careous spar, barytes and iron disseminated. In these beds. of sul- phate of barytes, mineral is found firmly imbedded, and in such quantity as to be worked to good advantage ; usually of a regular’ | form and brilliant:surface 5a series of larger more detached pieces’ arranged along the middle of each bed, and a more connected serieg’ | or sheet of smaller pieces along the sides, above and below. This : is the only instance of the kind I have yet observed; but mineral has been found imbedded in sulphate of barytes, in openings in the lower bed of the upper magnesian in that vicinity. The glass rock openings have been worked most extensively at Mineral- Point, where some of them have been very productive, — 
- Openings have been found in the lower part of the lower bed : or buff l?mestone, generally wide and flat, and strongly resembling good mineral openings in other beds, but have not yet been fair- | _ dyproved. They are sometimes traversed by layers of clay, de.- | _ ived from the subargillaceous layers of the rock, and in such ca- ges resemble much the upper pipe-clay openings, from which cir- cumstance they have been called the lower pipe clay openings. 

In other instances, they are found to contain large quantities of calcareous spar, in masses similar to those in some of the glass rock | openings, with more or less mineral and some zinc ore connected, Large openings of this kind, in the lower bed, have been reached Oo | 9 | | |
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by sinking below the glass rock opening, at the south Forked-Deer 

Diggings, and at Haswell’s mine near Mineral Point. In afew | 

instances, near the latter place, considerable quantities of mineral 

are reported to have been taken from openings in the lower bed 

near its outcrops. - : | 7 

A remarkable opening in the blue limestone oceurssat the As- 

pen Grove mine (Shook’s Prairie, Green Co.,) apparently travers- 

ing different beds of the rock, and in its character, unlike any 

other which I have examined. It forms a very wide vertical 

‘Rast and West crevice, with regular walls, occupied by an opening » 

rock, more or less traversed by seams of mineral and iron pyrites, 

distinct or combined, intersecting the rock in a manner similar to 

the arrangement ‘noticed in some of the flint openings (p. 50.) 

The mineral in these seams is composed of small cubes, more or 

less regular, grouped in sheets or small bunches, and is accompa- 

nied by more. or less of crystallized carbonate of lead, often very: 

distinct and regular. This is sometimes in large quantity, but has 

appeared to me only subordinate to the sulphuret. The opening 

+s divided towards the west by a large key-rock, running out in a 

' point towards the east, adjoining which the mineralis said to 

have been most abundant. — 
at 

The Upper Sandstone, so far as I have been able to ascertain, has 

not yet been found to contain mineral either in crevices or open- . | 

ings; but a sheet of zinc ore and iron pyrites at Mineral Point, 

already referred to (p. 55,) is said to have been traced 2—3 feet 

into that rock, in the line of a crevice bearing mineral to the base 

of the blue limestone. Copper ore is also said to have been found 

in the sandstone at the depth of several feet, in the same vicinity. | 

| Tt is thus not improbable that if the | mineral is interrupted in the 

sandstone, ores of zinc and copper may be found there in its. 

place.* | : - OS 

: If the mineral is interrupted in the upper sandstone, it reap- 

*The Ulster lead mine (N. Y.) is in a bed of sandstone, interposed between two beds’ | 

of limestone. This fact offers some encouragement to expect that mineral may yet be: 

found in the upper sandstone. -. OR, a
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pears in the Lower Magnesian. Numerous instances are stated of the occurrence of mineral in the lower magnesian in Owen’s ‘re: ports (1847, 1852,) and several other localities have been mens tioned to me by different individuals, near the Mississippi; and in: | the country between it and the Kickapoo, north of ‘the Wisconsin. : I shall however confine myself here tomy own observations.'.. 5 | have not yet had time to explore the country occupied by the low: - eY magnesian to any extent, and have visited no other diggings in that rock, but those in the vicinity of Blue river, known as Ole- | king’s Diggings. These however furnish satisfactory ‘evidence : | that the mineral occurs in that rock, in as proper openings, in ag large masses, and arranged as regularly asin the uppermagnesian. | These diggings are in the sides of a ravine, 60—70 feet deep, | leading to the Blue river, about three miles west of Franklin vil- lage, The . lower magnesian. occupies the Bides of the ravine nearly to: the summit, where it is overlaid by a low bluff of the upper sandstone. _ About three fourths of the descent: below the: sandstone is occupied by a steep slope, formed by the softer upper, bed of. the lower magnesian, below which is another low blufi formed, by the harder middle portion of the same rock. Three successive. openings, one above the other, appear to occur here in: the lower magnesian ; one. 8—~10 feet, below. the sandstone, anoth- - er just above the harder middle bed, and a third ‘below the bottom oo _ of the ravine, in the latter bed, and at the depth of about 70 feet: in the lower magnesian. The openings appeared partly narrow. and vertical, partly wide and flat, with appearances of decomposi- tion and stain in the rock, deposits of clay and ochre, and arrange-— | ments .6f the mineral, similar to those in the upper magnesian. | - Flint, such as is peculiar to the lower magnesian, ig found in the. _ openings, and is connected with the mineral in the same Manner : as has been noticed in the flint openings in the upper magnesian. ) The mineral in these openings generally appeared in more or legs, detached masses (chunk mineral,) often very large, weighing more. / than 100 Ibs; afew even more than 500 lbg.* It was what ig. 

“"*One mass was reported to have been found Weighing 3000 Iba eh
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called. pure mineral, free-from iron and zine ores, and strongly re- 

| sembled that found in the upper vertical openings in the upper 

magnesian. After exanining this locality, I could not. doubt that 

| the lower magnesian is a good mineral-bearing rock. CO i 

T have thus been able to trace the mineral ina series of crevices 

and openings from the summit of the upper magnesian tothe .— 

depth of 60—70 feet in the lower magnesian, and have found all 

the different beds of limestone good mineral-bearing rocks, -each - - 

with one or more openings, besides vertical:or pitching sheets‘or = 

weirs. The small depth to which mining has been extended does 

not allow one to trace the mineral through the whole of'theextent 

downward in any one instance, but wherever circumstances ‘per- — 

| mit of examination, the order of succession in the openings is found 

to be regular, and in multiplied instances vertical crevices and 

veins have been found passing down from one opening to another. 

It is then probable that the series is generally continued through 

the whole downward extent indicated, subject only to such inter- 

ruptions as are more or less common ‘in all veins. The arrange- 

ment appears most analogous to that of the lead mines. in the 

North of England, where the veins traverse different: beds of — 

limestone, separated by ‘peds of other rock (sandstone or prit, 

| shale, and toadstone‘or amygdaloid,) but the mineral is chiefly 

confined to the limestone, the other: beds being generally corsi- 

. dered barren,:and where there is a similar combination of vertical 

erevices and veins ‘with more or Jess ‘extensive flats, correspond- 

ing tothe flat sheets and openings in the mineral district. Oo 

In resuming the statements in relation to the openings in the 

different strata, it will be seen that at least seven well ascertained 

openings, not reckoning their subdivisions, have been found in 

the upper magnesian and blue limestone, namely, two in the up- 

per bed, and one in each of the two lower beds of. the former, 

| and one in each of the beds of the latter. “The lower magnesian — 

apparently ‘presents three in the instance above specified :, two in 

its upper bed (an upper and a lower,) corresponding to the two in 

the upper bed of the upper magnesian, and one in-the lower bed



at that locality, which is: apparently the middle. bed of the whole. Admitting a third lower bed with its opening; the whole numbep __ of openings in the lower magnesian would be four, and-in the : - whole series of mineral-bearing Timestones. (upper Inagnesian; | blue limestone.and lower magnesian,) eleven, > ti 7 | 

7 | | SURFACE ARRAN GEMENT.* | 

| _ In exploring the different diggings, it will soon be evident that there is a great degree of order in the surface arrangement. The _ East and West. as well as the N orth and South ranges wil be ~ | found combined in groups, the different ranges in which are 
almost invariably parallel. The East and West ranges are obvi- ously the leading ranges, to which the North and South and quar- 
tering ranges are appended, but the two latter, particularly when 
arranged in groups, play an important part in the arrangement, - and either interrupt the East and West ranges, or shift them lat-  —s,, erally to a greater or less distance. But groups of North and South ranges are sometimes interrupted and even shifted by a | single East and West range. The bearing of the leading ranges, — | Known as the East and West ranges, it has already been stated, ig rarely, if ever, due east and west, even deviating from that course - as much as 45° in some instances; but this bearing is uniform in 
each group, and often in an extensive series of groups. In a single group of Hast.and West ranges, it will be generally found that the ranges have a common limit towards the east and west, but thig | _ Hmit is rarely at right angles to the direction of the ranges; each 
range successively receding so as to throw the limit into a direc. — tion more or less oblique to that of the ranges. The whole group. 

of ranges will thus take a rhombic form, and if we begin at the | 
‘most western point of the group, will bear either north-easterly 8 
or south-easterly, according as the ranges recede from that point | 

| | * My views in regard to the surface arrangement were first formed soon after Tcom- menced my examinations for the American Mi.ing Company in May, 1853, and were | | stated in reports communicated te the Company inJuly and August of that year. —
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on the north or the south. This is called, by observing miners, the 

direction of the body or weight of the mineral. A .remarkable 

instance of this occurs in the three large ranges, adjoining the | 

- village of Platteville, on the Galena road, (Flynn’s, Bevins’ and | 

: the Rountree range.) . The north range (Flynn’s) extends farthest 

west, and terminates towards the east nearly opposite the middle | 

of the next range (Bevins’,), which again terminates towards the 

east nearly opposite the middle of the south (the Rountree) 

range; the body of mineral thus bearing gouth-easterly. In this | 

instance, the successive ranges recede much more strongly than | 

ig usually the case in such groups. In other instances, such 

| strong recessions take place by groups rather than by single — 

| ranges ; the particular ranges in each group receding but slightly, 

while the groups recede in the manner above indicated, or even 

more strongly. An instance of this kind, where the groups guc- 

ceed each other so as to overlap the adjoining but about half the 

length of the ranges, occurs in the body of mineral extending 

| from Vinegar Hill (IIL) to | South Buricomb (Wisc.) near the Oo 

State line. In this instance, the groups of East and West ranges | 

are limited on one side by groups of North and South sheets, 

which shift apparently by pairs from the east to the west side of 

| those groups. The bearing is to the north-east, but that of the : 

whole body more oblique than that of any single group. st. 

The bearing of the body of mineral may be either north-east-. 

terly or south-easterly according as the ranges or groups recede 

to the east on the north or south side of the most western point. 

In the instance at Platteville, the bearing is south-easterly ; in 

that at Vinegar Hill, north-easterly. In some instances, there is | 

a combination of both, the ranges or groups receding eastward 

from a given point, both on the north and south sides of it. This 

is apparently the case in the body of mineral at Vinegar Hill, 

which, from a point not far south of that locality, recedes east- 

ward both on the north and the south; the whole body making a 

| bend or curve at that point from north-west to north-east in’ pro- 

ceeding from the south. oe ae a



- The groups, in some instances, are not marked by arecession in 
the direction of the ranges, but are shifted (heaved) transversely, 
at or near their extremity, the entire width of the group, or only 
partly so. A remarkable instance of this occurs in a body of 

_ mineral traversing the South Hazel Green Diggings, where the | 
bearing in each group is N. N. Easterly, but the successive groups 
shift to the north’to a greater or less extent, and are connected at | 

- each shift by quartering ranges bearing north-easterly. In this 
_ instance, the bearing of the entire body is “very oblique to that of | 

_ each group, and the groups appear shifted successively to the north 
by the passage of the quartering ranges. But though in thig in- 
stance the successive groups are shifted to the side on which the — 
ranges recede eastward, namely, to the north, yet they may:be . 
shifted in like manner to the opposite side or the south. This occurs 
at the Hoss-Diggings, at the northern extremity of the Hazel Green 

_ Diggings, where the body of mineral appears to fall back and eurve 
_ around from the north-east towards the east and south. In some 

_ Instances, the groups shift alternately to the north and the south, 
preserving in the whole the same general direction, and in these 

| instances also, North and South or quartering ranges mark the | 
points of shifting. This may be observed in an extensive body of 

| mineral bearing E. 8. Easterly (the direction of the individual 
ranges,) through Swindler’s ridge (Benton.) This may be traced 

_ more or less distinctly along a line of 2—3 miles, showing a | 
_ succession of groups shifted alternately to the north and south,and 

in some instances marked distinctly by cross ranges at the points 
of shifting. Thus the eastern group (D. Murphy’s) is limited on 
the west by two cross sheets bearing north by west, and is succeed- | 
ed, after-an interval traversed only by a quartering range bearing 
north-westerly, by another group (Ellis’) shifted to the north, and 
this by another (J. Edwards’) shifted to the south by a cross 
range bearing south by west. The same succession may be traced 
still farther west, but less distinctly. In other instances, a 
series of successive groups or ranges will be shifted to the north. 
for a certain distance, and then to the south, so as to give to the 
whole a curved outline, like a bow. An instance of this occurs |
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at Shullsburg, in the ranges on the hill sonth of the village, more | 

particularly in the south range, where the shift is to the northon 

the west, and to the south on the east, in proceeding eastward. — 

Other instances of curvilinear arrangement appear to arise from 

successive changes in the direction of the ranges, marked, insome 

instances at least, by the passage of ravines. Ranges or groups 

with such curved outlines are called horse-shoes by the miners. — 

The Heathcock range at Linden, and the body of mineral. at 

Dodgeville, on which Washburn & Woodman’s engine is placed; 

have such an arrangement. ~ - : | 

I have thus far traced the arrangement of ranges into groups, 

snd of groups into larger bodies of mineral. But even the latter 

appear connected in more extensive series, traversing a greater or 

less extent of the mineral district. In such cases, the different 

orders of succession, above noticed, may be combined; in one 

part of the series, the groups merely receding to the east, like the 

ranges, and in another, shifting to the north or south across the 

ranges; the direction, in the former instance, approaching north 

and south ; in the latter, east and west. The different seriesalsoap- _ 

pear conformable to a certain extent in their outline; thus show- 

ing a tendency to a general systematic arrangement throughout — 

the whole. This more general arrangement will be best pointed 

out in connexion with the detail of the loeal arrangement, and by 

| the aid of the map representing that arrangement. oe 

The relation of the North and South and quartering ranges to — 

the East and West ranges is a subject of much interest and impor- 7 

tance. It has already been observed that the East and West ran- 

ges are apparently the leading ranges, those which predominate 

and give the prevailing direction to the mineral. When the North 

and South or quartering ranges are small and insulated, they are 

often cut off or shifted by the East and West ranges. They are 

| then considered as feeders of the East and Wests, but are rather 

only offshoots or branches of the latter. North and Souths and 

quartering ranges, when larger or grouped, frequently either en- 

tirely interrupt or cut off the East and Wests, or cause them to shift.



to the right or left a-greater or less distance. Groups of cross.ran- 
‘ges.are frequently placed at the termination of groups of East and 
West ranges, in one or both directions. When the direction,of | ~ the body of mineral approaches north and south » and the suceess- _ _ Ive groups only recede, or slip by each other,.I have sometimes abserved these groups of cross ranges only at one extremity of the East and Wests, and alternately, singly or in pairs, on the east and | the west. In such cases, they seem to mark the limits of the Eaat ) and Wests, as well on the side where they are placed, as.on. the opposite ; the ranges being limited in the last direction by the ling drawn between the successive groups on that side. Thig arrange- ment is observed in the body of mineral extending from Vinegar | Hill to Buncomb. In this instance, it is wortby of note that large 
‘quartering ranges extend from one group towards another, appa- rently governed in their direction by the arrangement of tha __ North and South groups; bearing E. N. Easterly, where the North 
and South groups succeed. each other from west to east, and | W.N. Westerly, where they succeed each other from east to west. = 

_ When the groups of East and Wests are shifted to the north or oe south, at or near their extremity, the groups of cross ranges serve to connect the contiguous East and West groups at the point, of shifting. A series of these may be traced, more or less distinctly, along the whole course of.the body of mineral traversing the South Hazel Green Diggings, : Oo | | 
~ “In some instances, extensive series of North and South groups: 

occur, traversing a body of mineral in the direction of its bearing,. - and in these cases, the successive groups are shifted by the passe | | age.of one or more East and West ranges. The entire series, may a 
be considered as one body of North and South mineral, suceessive- ly interrupted and shifted by the East and Wests. Two lines of oe 

_ such groups.of North and Souths. occur in the east part of the 
North Hazel Green (J efferson) Diggings, where the North and 
Souths are shifted to the east towards the south, and to the west 
towards the north, by the passage of the East and Wests. In one : 

_ instance, I observed there a North and. South sheet apparently | | | 10. Oo | |
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rising as it approached the opening in the East and West range, a8 

if to pass above it. In other instances, a group of North and 

Souths will be interposed between two corresponding groups of 

East and Wests, generally towards one extremity of the latter} | 

the North and Souths stopping short of the East and Wests, and 

even of short North and Souths leading towards them from the 

| East and Wests, andthe space between the latter, not included | 

inthe group of North and Souths, presenting but slight indica: 

tions of mineral. The group of North and Souths, at South Hazel 

Green, known as the Phelps lot, is such an instance. | m 

~ Generally, when ranges having different directions meet each 

other, one will predominate, and the other be cut off entirely, or 

if continued, be diminished and soon run out. At the same time, 

there will be usually an increase of mineral at the point of junc 

: tion. But in some instances, the two apparently interrupt each 

other, leaving a space, at their passage, in which little or no. min- 

gral ig deposited. In such cases, the different ranges appear 

slightly to affect each other and soon resume their former course. 

Such instances occurred at the crossing of East and Wests and 

North and Souths, in the West Diggings at Shullsburg. fe | 

The most extended bodies of mineral are usually formed by the 

groups of East and West ranges, whether arranged in a series bear. 

ing north-easterly or south-easterly, or more directly east and west : 

but in some instances, North and Souths form very extended se- 

ries. Thus a line of North and Souths may be traced at intervals 

from the large North and Souths at the East Blackleg Diggings, 

which cross the eastern extremity of a large group of East and 

Wests (the West Blackleg,) to the western extremity of the Shulls- | 

| burg Diggings, at 8. Townsend’s, where the mineral again takes 

an easterly direction. The series 1s apparently continued in anoth- 

er body of North and Souths, extending from the East and Wests - 

at Shullsburg, 3—4 miles N. N. Easterly, through the Irish Dig- 

gings, to the Stump Grove Diggings, where the East and West 

direction is again resumed. re 

| The East and Wests generally form wider openings inwhich the _
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| mineral is in larger and more detached Inasses, and in moré regular 

forms, while the North and Souths usually present only narrow 
: crevices, traversed by more even and uniform sheets; but East 

and Wests not unfrequently take the character of the N orth and 
Souths and carry sheets, while N orth and Souths, but much more / | rarely, present. wide: crevices (carrying large and square mineral, 
like that of the East and West openings,) and even flat openings 
in the lower strata.* Wide North and South crevice openings, 
with well marked East and West mineral, have been observed by 
me, at B. Coe’s, on the west side of Fever river (north of Benton,), 
in the lower bed of the upper magnesian, and at the Irish Dig- 

| gings, north of Shullsburg, in the upper bed of the same rock, and 
a North and South flat opening, crossing one of the regular East 
and West flat openings, at the Brushhill Diggings, in the flint bed. 
East and West sheets are very rare in some districts, but very fre- 
quent in others. Thus, at Dubuque and F airplay, the East and LO _ Wests are generally crevice. openings or wider vertical Openings, 
while at Hazel Green, East and West sheets are very frequent, 
grouped with wide openings, as if appendages of the latter. At 
Vinegar Hill, a large group of East and West sheets (S—10in — 
number) is interposed between two of the wide openings. These 
instances all occur in the-upper bed of the upper magnesian. It 
is. a question with the. miners, whether. these groups of Kast ‘and 
West sheets may not lead to large openings beneath. This has been | 
shown to be true at Shullsburg, where mining has been continued — 
from the openings in the upper bed of the upper magnesian into 
the flint bed, and where different crevices above, bearing mineral,. 7 
have been found to enter a common flat opening below. Generally, 
in the wide flat openings in the lower strata, several crevices will 
be found to traverse the roof, often carrying sheets of mineral. 

| In the different groups of ranges, whether East and Wests or __ 
_ North and Souths, there will usually be found some one range | 

os ~#Tn one instance (at Shaw’s Hollow,) I obseryed a North and South sheet terminating | at a certain depth (in the flint bed,) in a small eave opening, filled, except near the roof , 
_ With loose materials containing much of the black oxyd of manganese (black ochre.) : :
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larger than the rest, called the champion or master range. Butin 

some. groups, particularly where the openings are generally large, — | 

this distinction is less obvious. Oo re 

| ‘TT have already observed that the term East and West is applied 

to the leading ranges, although they may deviate even 45° from a 

due east and west course. On comparing the different diggings, 

+t will be found that a certain order prevails in the bearing of the | 

leading East and West ranges’; the different ranges in each usual: 

Ty having.a common bearing, and a number of different diggings 

| being found combined into a more extended series by the com- | 

‘mon bearing of theirranges. Thus the general bearing of the 

Yeading East and West ranges is, by the compass, E.8° N. in 

the Hazel Green, Fairplay and Lower Menominee Diggings, and | 

| in those in the adjacent parts of Illinois and Towa (at Vinegar 

Hill; north of Galena, and at Dubuque ;) E. 5° N. in the 

Brushhill, Whig and Platteville Diggings; E. 20° 8. in the 

| Potosi, Upper Menominee, Patch and Benton Diggings; also im 

the Shullsburg and Mineral Point Diggings, and in a large ex- 

| tent of the eastern diggings, chiefly in the northern part of 

Green county; E. 10° 8. in the Cassville and Beetown Diggings; 

also in the S. E. Platteville and Elk Grove Diggings; E.5° 8. 

at North Buncomb, Shaw’s Hollow and New Diggings ; and 8. BR. 

in the range of diggings near Fever river, extending from Buz 

zard’s Roost to the Shullsburg branch at Quinby’s mill. The bear- 

ing of the ranges has thus an important connexion with the sys- 

tematic arrangement. Itshould be viewed in this connected man- 

ner to: give it interest both ina scientific and practical point of 

view. po i 

On looking at the map, in which I have attempted to give the 

local arrangement of the diggings, so far as I have examined _ | 

them, a systematic order presents itself, pervading the whole dis- 

trict, which indicates that the mineral deposits are not casual, 

: butregularly arranged. This may be regarded asanimportant | 

confirmation of the facts already stated in relation to the arrange- 

ment of the mineral in veins. My object, in this map, is not to



give all the particular.rangas, but only the mode of arrangement, — 
 and-the relative extent of the diggings. Ittineludes only that : 
part of the mineral district in Wisconsin, already examined, with 
some of the connected diggings -in the adjoining part of Illinois. 

_ Had I been able to make a reconnoissance of the whole-of the min- 
_ @ral-district, the arrangement would havo been more completa, 

| and some of the series better filled than they now are; but such . 
_ 48 It is, it will serve to illustrate the view I have taken.of the sub- 

ject, and the mode in which I should proceed to investigate it. , 
_. The first point to which I would direct attention is the -oceur- | 

énce of several extensive connected series. of ranges between — | 
which little or no mineral has yet been discovered. These seriag 

— exhibit a general conformity in their arrangement, Beginning at 
the south-west, they first bear northerly, then easterly, and then | 
south easterly ; thus forming an extensive curve. I have already 
dbserved tliat one of these series (that at Vinegar Hill, IIL) firat . 

-. Bears north-westerly (N. N. W.) and then northeasterly. ‘This 
course may also be traced in the series next ‘west (that at “Hazel | 

_ Green,) and the observations which I have thus far made in other 
series would seem to indicate this as the general arrangement. — : 
The different series, which I have been able to trace, are the 

- following, beginning at the north-west: 1. That fcommencing at 
the Muddy Diggings, north of ‘Cassville, then passing N.'N.E. to. 
the North Digzings, and then east to'the’Beetown Diggings, where 

it expands particularly towards the north, and towards the east —_ 
_ shows a bearing ‘to the south-east. This is \probably connected 

with the Pigeon Diggings and other diggings'farther east, north of | | 
the line of my present exploration. On the south-west, it may‘be 
connected with the diggings in Towa opposite Cassville. 9. That 
extending from ‘near the motith of. Grant river through the differ- 

_ ent groups of the Potosi Diggings to the Red-Dog Diggings in -a 
north-easterly (N. N. E.) direction; then east by,the Brusbhill and 

' Whig Diggings to the Platteville Diggings, where it: expands to- | 
wards the north; and then in an E.'S. E. direction through the 

» South-East Platteville ‘and Elk Grove Diggings to the Strawberry |
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Diggings, where it is interrupted by a wide extent of prairie far- 

ther east, in which no ranges have yet been traced. This is prob- 

ably connected in range with the diggings west of the Mississip- 

pi, in a direction south from Potosi, (the Macoqueta and Dubuque. | 

Diggings,) which would farther complete it on that side. 3. That a 

commencing near the south line of the State in the Fairplay Dig- 

| gings, and extending northerly (first N.N. E. then N. N. -W.) 

through the Lower Menominee to the Upper Menominee (James- 

town) Diggings; then bearing E. N. E. through the latter, then 

shifting north-easterly to the Patch Diggings, then passing E. 8..E. 

to the Buzzard’s Roost Diggings, and then bearing south-east to. 

the Shullsburg branch, north of New Diggings. This is proba-. 

bly connected with the Lower Galena Diggings, in the forks of. 

Fever river and the Mississippi, 8. SE. of the Fairplay Diggings.; 

4, ‘That including the Hazel Green Diggings, which may be traced. 

from those diggings into Illinois, first 8. S. W. then §. 8. E. to 

the Upper Galena Diggings (north of Galena.) On its western 

border, in the Hazel Green Diggings, it bears N. N. E. to the Hoss 

Diggings, andthen curves around to the E. §. E. through the Ben- 

ton Diggings to Fever river.at Benton. 5. That including the. 

Vinegar Hill Diggings, bearing N..N. W. to Vinegar Hill, then 

north-easterly to Buncomb and Shaw’s Hollow, and then easterly. 

through the New Diggings. , 6. East of the south-east point of 

series 3, the E.S. E. direction of series 4 (at Benton) is resumed at. 

Earnest and Spenceley’s Diggings on the Shullsburg branch, and 

continued through the Shullsburg Diggings.. These are intersect-,_ 

ed by the extensive range of North and Souths leading from. the. | 

East Blackleg (connected with a series of East and Wests on the. 

East Fork of Fever river) through the North and Souths at Town- , 

send’s and the Irish Diggings to. the East and , Wests at Stump. | 

Grove, N. N. E. of Shullsburg. 7. A series of gmail groups may oe 

be traced easterly, in aline east from the Strawberry Diggings, . 

through Skidmore’s and Halstead’s Diggings, by Darlington, to 

Whiteside’s Diggings, whence it bears. south-easterly to the Wiota.. 

Diggings. 8. Another series, commencing at King’s and the .
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Forked-Deer Diggings, west of the West Pecatonica, extends first. 
_ EL N. Easterly by the Duke’s Prairie Diggings to the Yellow Stone. | 
Diggings, then through these in a general easterly course to the- | 

| East Pecatonica, and to Biggs’ and the Badger Diggings, and then | 
 south-easterly by Shook’s Prairie (the Aspen - Grove Mine) to. 

| Skinner’s Diggings and others north and east of Monroe. 9. The 
diggings at Mineral Point apparently form part of another se- | 

| ries, commencing on the south-west at the forks of the West: 
Pecatonica and the Mineral Point branch, and thence bearing 
N.N. Easterly, but the course of which Ihave not yet had an oppor-' 
tunity of tracing satisfactorily to the north-east and east. This. 
series ‘perhaps extends by Dodgeville, Ridgeway and the Blue: 
Mounds to Exeter; first bearing N. N. E. to ‘Dodgeville, - then. 
east to the Blue Mounds, and then south-east to its termination at: 
the valley of Sugar river. Co as 
These series are in some instances. connected by intermediate: 

groups. Thus the South-West Platteville Diggings may be con- 
sidered as intermediate between series 3 at the Patch Diggings. and series 2 at the main body of. the Platteville Diggings. Oth- 
er instances will be stated in the details following. In no part of : 
the mineral. district examined, have I observed so great a connex- | 
ion of. different series as at Benton and New Diggings, where. 

several seem to concentrate. Be 
~The grouping of the East and Wests by their bearings does not 

correspond strictly with this arrangement in connected series, but’ _ 
has important relations to it. Thus the bearing E. 10° 8. pre- 

_ vails through series 1, as far as yet examined, and in the east part 
of series 2, where it bears E. §. E.; but these two divisions are. 
remote and detached. That of E. 20° §. prevails in the Potosi | 
Diggings in series 2, the Upper Menominee and Patch Diggings 
in series 8, the Benton Diggings in series 4, and the Shullsburg: 
Diggings in series 6. These extend across the country ina gener-- 
al. E. 8. E. direction, and include all the diggings in their course, | 
except the south-east point of series 3. The same bearing is ob- | 
served in the Mineral Point Diggings and in most of the diggings. |
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east-of the East Pecatonica in Green Co., including those in the | 

east part of series 8. The bearing E. 8° N. prevails in the south- 

west part of series 2, 8, 4 and 5, presenting one great’ body of . 

| mineral from west to east, the most remarkable and that which 

shows best the predominance of the East and West ranges. Dif- ae 

-forent rangés are supposed to be continued through the whole ex- | 

tent from the Dubuque Diggings on the west to the Hazel 

Green Diggings on the east, and even farther, and some are said 

to have been traced through by survey. Atleast it miay be af- 

firmed that the series formed in nearly an east and west line, by the | 

Dubuque, Fairplay and Hazel Green Diggings, and continued: — 

through those at Benton, New Diggings and Shullsburg, is the 

most connected and regular and in the whole the most produc- 

tive of any in the mineral district. SO 

Some series of less extent or more interrupted may be traced, 

conforming in their arrangement to the more extended series, and 

perhaps indicating the course of bodies of mineral which have 

not yet been explored. Thus one such may: be traced from a 

group of ranges 8.8. E. of Sinsinawa Mound (Gautier’s and ‘oth- 

ers,) N. N. E. by Turner’s Diggings to the Findley Diggings on 

the west fork of the Sinsinawa, and to the-source of the east fork: 

of the same. The large bodies of mineral recently found at Tur- 

ner’s Diggings would seem to indicate that farther important diss 

coveries may yet’ be expected along that line. Slighter indica- 

tions of another such series may be traced, between the Mississip- 

pi and the Great Menominee, from Gilbert?s and Henderson’s 

diggings, just south of the State line, by Sinipee to the Wolf _ 

~ Diggings, near Dickeysville (Paris,) west of the Jamestown Dig- 

gings. These lines of detached diggings, although they may be 

as yet of little importance, are worthy of notice, in connexion. = 

with farther searches for mineral, or as guides for prospecting. — 

In tracing the different series, it will be found that the different’ | 

groups succeed each other in a certain order, variously modified : 

indeed, but yet tending to a general system. ‘The following de-) 

tail will serve better.to illustrate the arrangement of the ‘series, ’



Thus, following the west border of the first serjea, it willbe found 
to bear north-easterl y from the Muddy Diggings (1 a) to the North © 

, Diggings (1 6,) and then east to the south-west point of the Bee- | 
town Digging:, which first present a large group of East and West | 
ranges (the Muscolunge Digzings, 1 ¢.) extending northerly along the east side of Rattlesnake creek, This is marked towards the | 
north by a line of quarterings, bearing north-easterly, at Brown’s 
range, indicating a recessiun, to the north-east. _ On the south, this | group is connected with a group farther east (the Nip and Tuck _ 
Diggings, 1 ¢,) in which numerous North and Souths are com- | bined with fewer East and Wests, marking a similar direction to 
the north. Next succeeds the main body of mineral in this series 
(the proper Beetown Diggings, 1 é,) in the ridge between the Bee- _ 
town branch and. Grant river, and in a position, on the whole, far-: | 

_ ther north than the two latter groups. The bearing of this is outh-easterly ; the more northern ranges extending farther west, _ and the more southern farther cast, and this bearing is further » marked ‘by quarterings and North and Souths, bearing in the — 
same general direction.* _A detached group (Haslett’s Diggings, 
1f,) N. N.E. of the north-west point of the proper Beetown Dig- . | 
ging:, forms the northern limit of this series, and is apparently | 
continued E. S. Easterly in a small group of diggings on the east — sideof Grantrivent OC 
The series 2 also presents.a similar succession of groups. The _ 

South Potosi Diggings (2 a,) commencing on, the east bank of 
Grant river, near its mouth, extend N.N. E. along the east side 
of Rigby hollow to the summit between Potosi (Snake) hollow and 
the waters of the Platte, and from this:line bear E. S. Easterly, 
extending much farther east towards the north than towards the 
 gouth; the group forming a curve, analogous to that of the en- — 
tire series, directed towards the Patch and Upper Menominee — a 
Diggings. After a considerable interval, another group (Craig’s 

. # Phe ranges called North and Souths have here a N.W.—S, E. bearing. = | 
> This last group probably forms a connexion between the Boetown and Pigeon Dig- ginga ne | | | i | | | | |
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Diggings, 2 6) commences at Buenavista, where it is marked on the, 
west by a line of North and Souths, bearing around from 
§. 8. E.on the south to N. N.E. on the north, and limiting the 
East and Wests in this group on the west, The south-east border, 
of this group is also marked by North and Souths bearing N.N. 
Easterly: This, is, followed. by a, series of groups. successively _ 
receding tothe east towards the north (Coyle’s, Rockville, Pin: 
hook and Red Dog Diggings,) the last of which (2 ¢) terminates on. 
the cast in a bluff on the west side of the Big Platte. This last 

group is particularly marked by quartering. crevices, indicating a. ,. 

change in the direction of the series to the ‘east. In the interval _ | 

from the Red Dog Diggings to the Platteville Diggings, only two 

considerable groupe, the Broshhill and Whig Diggings @ @—2 «) 
bearing nearly east and west, mark the course of the serjes. The. 
Platteville Diggings (2) then form an extensive body of mineral, 

bearing north-easterly from the South-West Diggings (2,f) through — 

the line of diggings along the south side of Platteville village, in- _ 

eluding the three ranges on the Galena road already noticed, to 
two large groups north of the village, sugcessively receding east,” 
A line of ranges, east of the village, also bears north-easterly from, 
the east point of the group south of the village, extending east, at oe 

its north-east point, in a projection crossed by North and.Souths. 

The series is then continued in a direction E. 8. E. from the group 

south of the village, through the South-East Platteville Diggings — 

(2h) to the north-west point of the Elk Grove Diggings (2%) at Je 

_ Phillips’ farm. The principal groups in the Elk Grove Diggings _ 
extend N. N. E. from their south-west point at Hutchinson’s Dig- 
gings, along the west side of the west branch of Fever riverto © 

| their north-west point above indicated, and then bear E. S. East-_ 

erly to the North Diggings near the Elk Grove and“Mineral Point 
road. A few more isolated ranges lie south of the latter towards 
Elk Grove village. Farther in the same E. 8. E. direction, is a - 

large detached group (the Strawberry Diggings, 27,) on the east — 

side of the east branch of Fever river, also extending N. N Es | 
marked, on the south, by a remarkable change in the direction.of >
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thé: Fan gels froin a south-edet'to an E. 8. E. bearing” (that of ‘the | 

| ratiges in'the main body ofthe group towards the north.) “Eastof’ —. 
_ this group, there is'a wide intérval'i which no ranges have been” 

| disedverdd: The sérted 7 ‘commendes | at’ Skidmore’s'’ Diggings”’ | 
neatly east from thé south’ point of’ the Strawberry “Diggings, and’ 

_—sinthié’direét'inter'/al between thesé, traces of “mineral have been” 
—— diséovéred! at’ thé ‘LightHouse’ tavérn, on’ the Platteville ‘and | 

Shillsbitg’ road, pethaps indfcating the pasdige of’ rangés along. 
that dine: re 

+ The hext series (8) commences on. the south with a very exten-. | sive'group (the Fairplay Diggings) extending, along its western, 
border, from its‘S. W. point near the State line; in aN.NiE, 
directidn, with a series of recessions to the east, most ‘strongly. 
marked 'towards the north. This may be divided into two subor- 
dinate ‘gidups, sépatated by ‘the east and west hollow at Fairplay. 
village. The South group is divided, into two, parallel se 

_— rei “beating. northerly, in “which the ranges, generally : cor. 

-raiiges “aré apparently interrupted or have not been followed. 
‘The ranges, however, are more connected towards the north; the — 
two ‘series’ uniting in ‘the ridge south of Fairplay village. « The : _-‘weatern series (82,) along the east side of the Fairplay.branch, wag; 
discovered and worked five years before the other, along the west: 
side of the Sinsinawa Mound at the Jamestown Mine.* . The most - 

_ northern 'raiiges and the most ‘southern in the eastern series (3b).: extend or atleast have beon worked. much farther east than the, 
__Anteriiediate ranges. The Northern group (8c) projects slightly:to. 

_ the west at its 8. "W. point, and*then recedes to the east, at first.:. 
_ moté slightly’ in a number of extensive ranges, and then-largely, 

_ towards the north, where it forms a subordinate group of less ex- 
: tent from east to west, and terminates in a detached range-on:A. 

— Taylor’s farm. From this point the series projects to the N —Wyor 
its course in that direction being marked by three successive .. 
groups of East and Wests, crossed by N. West quartering ranges , 

| : * The diggings in the West series were struck in 1841-2 ; those in the East,in 1846-7. -
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leading towards the west point of the Upper Menominee Dig- 
gings. Of these groups, the second (the Lower Menominee Dig- 
gings, 3d) is the most consjderable, .Thé Upper Menominee, 
(Jamestown) Diggings (3¢,) present a sories. of East and Wests, 
(bearing E. 8. E.,) the most southern commencing farthest west, 
and the more northern receding successively to. the east in groups. ——- 

| overlapping each other more or less, the bearing of the whole 
body of mineral being E.NE, On. comparing the series subor: , 
dinate to series 3 on the east, the first group will be found S.S,E.0 

- from the 8. E. point of the Fairplay Diggings; the, second, east . 

of that point; the next (Turner’s,) nearly east of the subordinate 
group at the N. E. point of the Fairplay Diggings; the next , — 
(Mindley’s,) nearly east of the Lower. Menominee Diggings; and , | 
the last (at the source of the east fork of the Sinsinawa,)E.N. E. of ~ 
the east point of the Upper Menominée Diggings and southof the = 
Patch Diggings. The Patch Diggings (3f,) the next in succession 
to the Upper Menominee Diggings, lie considerably to the N.E. 
of the latter, in a direction towards the Platteville Diggings, and _ } 
oceupy an intermediate position betwéen them. They consist 

chiefly of a main body of East and Wests, crossed on'the west and _ 
east by groups of North and’ Souths, which serve to mark the 
limits in those directions. In the interval between the Patch — 
Diggings and the Buzzard’s Roost Diggings, in an E.8.E.direee 
tion, I have observed only a small group, a little 8. E. ‘of the _ 
forks of the Platteville and Elk Grove roads. The Buzzard’sRoost = 
Diggings (8g,) are the comméncement of a series of diggings (8/,) 
already mentioned, bearing south-easterly across Fever river to. 

the Shullsburg branch. These diggings are in the lower bed of. 
_. the upper magnesian and in the blue liméstoné, principally in the 

former. They include those along the west side of Fever river to 
the Missouri branch near Benton, and those. between Fever river 
and the Shullsburg branch to the Benton and Shullsburg road. _ 
This is‘ the only instance I have yet observed of such aS. E. di- - 
rection of the leading ranges. That this direction is not derived — 
from the strata in which the diggings are situated is shown by the



: different’ direction of the ranges in the same strata’both at Mine- 
_ al Point'and in the immediate vicinity in the dry-bone diggings 

west of Shullsburg. The Lower Galena Diggings, in the folks of 
Fever river and the Mississippi, S.'W. of Galena, are in a 8. 8: B. 

_ “direction from the Fairplay Diggings (conformably to the atrange- - 
| “ment observed: in series 4 and 5,). but. I ‘have not yet traced a. 

. ” direct connexion between them.) oe 2 ER 

| 7 Series 4 may be considered as commencing in the Upper Ga-. , 

__ Tena Diggings, on the west side of Fever river, adjoining Galena 
onthe N.E. It extends north-westerly from these by Comstock’s 
Diggings to the Camp Ground, west of the Galena and Mineral 
Point road, whence it bears northerly, west of that road, to the 

- 8. W. point of the Hazel Green Diggings, in a series of North and 
Souths4a,) combined with East and Wests, particularly towards 

“the south. West ofthis line of North and Souths are several groups, 
chiefly of East and Weéts, extending towards the Sinsinawa river, 
The Hazel Green Diggings commence near the north point of the 

‘line of North and Souths, just mentioned, in the remarkable body | 
‘of minéral (42) traversing thém in an E. N. E. direction, already 

_ refered to. This presents a series of eight groups, shifting success- 
| “ively to the ‘north, or to the left, and extending about two miles, 
_ in an almost urtinterrupted series, from the 8. W.’ corner of the 

“diggings to Bull Branch, ‘on their eastern border. Two large - ‘groups of North and Souths (the ‘northern known as the Phelps. 
_ “Tot;) with“East and Wests intervening, extend north from the fourth HS 

“group 'to a detached group of East and Wests, nearly west of the 
eighth group. " North of the 8. W. point of this body of mineral, 
“a large group of East and Wests (the Purdy lot, 4c) projects to 
‘the west, and not far N. E. of" this a-series of “North and Souths 

. - Gommenees and extends first along the west border of the main 
: “body of the diggings to’ Culver’s group, bearing NIN. E. then 

“crosses towards the east ‘side of the diggings (at 4d,) and isthere 
_ continued to their northern border, first bearing N.N.E. and 

_ then more directly north. . East of :this line of .North.and Souths, . 
| before its shift to the east, different groups of East and’ Wests -



| cross the diggings more or less conformably to the eopyse of the 
body of mineral on the south. Farther north (at Jefferson. vil- 
Jage,) a number of large Hast and Wests, accompanied with.emal- 
Jer, particularly on the east, cross the North and Souths, inter- 
rupting and shifting them in their.conrge. , Farther.north-west,is.a | 

series of ranges (Rocky Point and Waterloo Diggings,) bearing more E. N. Easterly, and the whole series is limited in that direc _ 

tion by two detached groups, nearly in line, one of N. N. Easte _ 

(the Dutch lot,) west of Culver’s group, and the other of,E. N. 

-Easts, on the north, (the Hoss Diggings, 4¢,) in smaller ‘groups. 

‘successively shifted to the, south, markingthe tun of the series 
from north to east. ee oie _ on _ - 

The body of mineral along the south border ofthe HazelGreen 

north, through Langworthy’s Diggings to Coon Branch(south-westof 
Benton,) east of which the,series is contipued in a direction east 

___by..south towards the New Diggings. . Hast of the North and 

Souths at the north-east point of the Hazel Green Diggings,a large 
group of Hast and. West sheets.(the Sheet Jot):extends across the 
high ridge..west of Coon Branch towards the Benton Diggings, 

and is bordered east by. groups of North. and Sonth, shests 
/Gelkirk’s and the Dry-Grove Diggings.) The northern border. of 
. series 4 bears E. N : X. from the Hoss Diggings to a. small group 

of East and Wests* not far east of the Platteville road, when 0,8 | 

_ series of groups extends E. S. E. to the. east point.of,Swindler’s 

ridge (4f,) north of Benton village ; more interrupted towards the 
‘West, and more approximated towards the east. These haye bem 
referred to (p. 71,) as shifting alternately to the north.and the = 

South through their. course. Three paralel lines of ranges, withja, 
similar E. 8. E. bearing, occur farther south, towards the Shegt 
lot, the most.considerable of which.commences on the west in the . 
Pole range and extends with some interruptions to the. diggings 
atthe south end of Benton village.(4g) 

| ® These at their commencement on thé'west bear EN. E, and thet B.S. E.in 4 diree t 

_line.towards the ranges at Swindler'svidge, = Be
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Series 5 commences ‘on Fever river near the junction of the 
——-daist fork (in Illinois,) and extends north-westerly to the ‘south-west 

point ofthe Vinegar Hill Diggings, and then north-easterly again‘to : 
Fever river at Buncomb, forming a well marked curve. ‘This 
part of the seties is marked throughout by a succéssion of ‘groups 
‘advancing west to Viriegar Hill and then receding ‘east ‘to Bun. 
“comb, almost iininterrupted in the latter direction, forming there 
the main body of ‘the series (5a,) already referred to as showing = 

"the direetion’ of bodies of: mineral obliquely crossing the bearing 
ofthe ranges (p.'70.) It is’ also’ characterized fhrougholit ‘the 
“greater part if not ‘the whole of its extent by groups of North aiid 7 
‘Souths ‘bordering the ‘groups of East ‘and Wests on the east’ or 

. ‘West. ‘This‘atrangement is remarkable as the North and Soilths 
‘border ‘the East ‘and Wests ‘alternately in pairs on the éast 4nd : 
the’ west: ‘quartering ranges, in a corresponding ‘direction, at ‘the | 

-—- Ofdnde'time marking the shifts of the North'‘and ‘Souths. ‘AtBith- 
hgénib, the seties divides; the Yost connected ‘portion (55) ex- 

'‘ténding'noith, up Bull Branch, towards the east point of the Bédy. _ 
‘of nilnéral crodsing the south part of the Hazel Green Diggings ; 

_ 4tHe bther“(Sc)'shifting to the east to the west side of Coon Braich, 
*and then-continuéd north through W. Gillet’s diggings to the dig- 

_ \gings’ at Shaw’s Hollow, where it ‘approaches the éast pointof | 
‘Lanigworthy’s Diggings, above noticed. From ‘this point the setiée is 

| ‘continued easterly to the New Diggings (5d.) In this series, at Bun- 

‘gomb, dre two important flat and pitching dry-botie (zinc) mings ; 

“one (Coxe’s) on the westside of Bull Branch; the other (Gillet’s) | 

“on the east side of Fever river, opposite the north-east poitt of — 
| “the miain ‘body of the series just mentioned. “The bearing of’ the 

yanges ‘in'this‘niain body is north of east (E. 8° N;) ‘that n , 
— IQoon Branch, séuth ‘of east (E. 8°'S.;) and this bearing is “édh- 

| “thhned in‘a few grotips of diggings between Coon Branch did 
--Béver river leaditig from the diggings ‘at Shaw’s Hollow ‘to the 
New Diggitigs,’and throughout the Iétter, which terminate the 

_. “getiés on the nérth-éast. ‘The series is most largely developedin 
‘the -mbin body oh the south-west 'and in} the New Diggings, and
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even more largely in the latter than in the former. Between the | 
New Diggings and the south point of series 8, there is a large 
group of East and Wests (the Democrat Diggings, 5e,) between 
Fever river and the Shullsburg branch, in which the bearing of — 
the ranges is E. 10° S., and in nearly the samo East—West line, | 
farther east, is the great Dowd and Maginnis range, with sev- 
eral accompanying East and West ranges, (5f,) limited on the | 
east by a large North and South (the Ellis range) | 

| The E. 8. E. direction of the ranges at Benton is again resumed. i 

on the north side of the Shullsburg branch, east of the south part 
| of series 3, in Earnest and Spenceley’s Diggings (6a,) in the 

| lower bed of the upper magnesian. This E. S. KE. series (6) is con- — 
_ tinued in the Shullsburg Dry-bone Diggings (63,)inthe same bed, __ 

| and then shifting south across the branch to Townsend’s Diggings. 
(6¢,) is farther continued, with little interruption, through the 

| main body of the Shullsburg Diggings (6d,). terminated on the 

_ east by numerous North and Souths traversed by afew Eastand 

| Wests. The diggings in the east part of the series, south of the 

branch, are in the upper and middle beds of the upper magnesian. 

7 They commence, on the west, in large North and Southa,.at Town- _ 
send’s Diggings, which are apparently in the line of the large 
North and Souths at the East Blackleg Diggings, as already 
noticed. Then occurs an extensive group of East and Weata, : 
crossed by many North and Souths, some of them extensive, fol- 
lowed by the diggings on the south of Shullsburg village, beyond 

which are the North and Souths terminating the series. The dig- 
gings south of the village have been worked extensively by 
draining in the middle (flint) bed of the upper. magnesian, and 
have been among the most productive in the whole mineral. dis- | 
trict. North of the west part of the diggings, at Shullsburg vil- | 
lage, the Irish Diggings (6e) extend from the Shullsburg branch = 
in a series of groups of North and Souths, crossed by a few East - 

and Wests towards the south, successively shifted to the east or 
to the west, and continued across the summit between the waters 
of Fever river and the Pecatonica to a group of East and Wests at



Stump Grove, as already noticed. East-of the series 6, there are | 
only a few small detached diggings which I:have. not. yet visited. | 
__ -The next series (7) is of less importance ‘from the extent of the’ | 
diggings, but is arranged conformably: to the prevailing order. I 
vhave already noticed its. connexion with the.éast part of series 2. 
A Skidmore’s Diggings (Ta,) the-first towards the ‘west, consists of . - | 
an. extensive North and South range or.group of ranges, connect- | 
ed with a few small East and’ West. ranges. - Next in the series, 

. are tw6 small. groups-of North-and Souths-at:the ‘headof a‘branch , 
of the W. Pecatonica, north of Centre, and then.two'small groups - 

_ of East and. Wests-(Halstead’s and Read’s,) lower down-the branch. : 
__. The line of the series passes by Darlington,..and: after along in-  : 

. terval the series is resumed in Whiteside’s Diggings (76,).a ‘group — 
of East and, Wests crossed towards the west by several North:and 
Souths. There. is then an interruption in a south-east: direction 

__. tothe Wiota Diggings (7.¢,) where 'two extensive lines of East and - 
_ . Wests.are closely connected: by North and: South: aiid ’qtartering | 

_Yranges.: The bearing of the body: of mineral is there’to the south- - 
_ east, while the quartering ranges bear north-easterly,, =. , 

.. The next series (8) commences on the west in: the Forked-Deer 
_ ° Diggings, west of the West Pecatonica, In these’ diggings, oo 

_ “there are-at least four-parallel lines of East and West ranges; in- 
eluded: between Wood’s branch on the sotith, and Bonnér’sbranth | 
on the north. In the south line (88,) along ‘Wood's ‘branch, the 
diggings are in the blue limestone ; in’the other lines (8c,) in the 

-, middle and lower. beds of the upper magnesian. The. general bear- 7 
| ing in these diggings is E.S.E. King’s Diggings (8a;),on the 

_ south side. of Wood’s branch near the W. Pecatonica, are more 
_ , detached, and less regular in their bearing; presenting .. two - 

groups of E, N.-E, ranges, one, on the , north, .the other. on. the 
- south, connected by S.,8, E..ranges. The-series is continued | 
EN, E. in the Dake’s Prairie Diggings (8d;) only,.a few -small | 
and detached diggings. intervening, such as Pillins’, on.the east. 

__-8ide,of the W. Pecatonica, opposite Bonner’s branch, and Scott’, 
on. Otter creek, nearly cast of King’s Diggings; both in the lower = 

12 ) oe - SO
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“bed of: the upper magnesian. The diggings-‘at Duke’s Prairie pre- 
‘sent two principal lines of East and Wests; receding east towards 

| the north, north-east:of- which, 1—2 miles distant, are two other — 
lines of East.and- Wests (White’s: ‘and Graham’s,) apparently ve- _ 
seeding aast:towards the south. ‘The series is still farther continued, 

nearly: east from the latter, in- the Yellow!Stone ‘Diggings, which 
‘extend ina: general:direction nearly’ edst and west; 5—6' milés, 

from the: Yellow-Stone»branch‘to the E. Pecatonica. ‘This line of 
‘diggings may be divided into three’ séctions; ‘otie ‘on ‘the West 

--8e,)-along the north igide of the: Yellow-Stone, ‘bearing ‘nearly — 
| ‘east and west ; another exteniling: southeasterly, along the south- 

awestoside of -McClintotk’s ‘branch sand: a ‘third (8.,) beariag 
nearly: east and west from’MeOlintock’s branch: to the-K. Pecaton- 
ica.’ The! course of :the’setics farther east is markéd:only: bya 

_. few détached diggings, at first. bearing more east. and west, and 
‘then more south-easterly to the diggings: north and” east of Mon- _ 
toe... The line ‘first’ shifts to. the‘north to:the North Grove Dig- | | 

igings, ‘west of ‘the ‘HE. » Pecatonica, then: tothe south to Bigps’ 

| Diggings, and again: tothe north to ‘the Badger Diggings, when it 

.takes a .south-easterly direction by. the Aspen Grove -Mine(89,) 
ASkinner’s Diggings and. others’ of..léss note: toa point east: of 

Monroe. South of this line isa short. detached series of three 

| groups, east of Argyle, including. H.' and J. Scott's Diggings, 

but apparently in the general line of ‘series 7. ee 

| The daat' series {9) Dhave only’ partially traced ‘at its commence- 

“iment‘on''the ‘south:west in’ the Mineral Point Diggings. These — 
present a’ series of East ‘and West ranges, more ‘dr-less grouped, 
‘extending ‘from the West ‘Pecatonida across the Mineral ‘Potht » 
-branéh ‘to: ‘Rocky Branch, ‘and forming “a ‘body of. mineral 
Sheating N. N. Easterly towards thé diggings atand'weést'of Doidge- 
Wille. ‘Phe general bearing of -the ‘rangés is E.'S.’ E. (E.20°'8.) 

: “A part at least’ 6f ‘the ranges ‘Sn these diggings ‘dre ‘lead-beari g bn 
the west ‘and ‘copper-beating on the east ; ‘the general body of tiih- _ 

| “eral being thus divided, in the ‘direction of its bearing, into two pa- 
-“gailiél sections, L have ‘not yet traded ‘thisséties farther north’ than
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the Dreadnought Min e, already noticed ; but:from..a’ hasty view, | 
. L. have considered :it as.continued:north-easterl y to the Dodgeville | 

 . Diggings,; and..then in a general easterly direction, through ‘the a 
diggings at’ Messersburg, Porter’s Grove and Ridgeway, to those | 
atthe Blue:Mounds,: when itiapparently takes a-south-easter! y di- | 

- ;teotion to.Campbell’s ‘Diggings, north of Monticello, andthe = = 
' Sugar River Diggings at Exeter. The last forma group of East 
and Wests, bearing K, 8. E., and.at-first receding east: towards the 
south, thus forming a body of mineral bearing: south-easterly, =» 
The most southern ranges, however, appear to: recede to the west} : 

_ .the,whole body,thusforming acurve, 
_ The preceding remarks will serve to show that there.is.a degree | 

of orderly arrangement in the suecession of the diggings, such..as | 
: to indicate, that they are not merely casual deposits, but parts of:a - 
__eonnected -whole. Ihave: yet:been able to make only a,general = 

Teconnoissance, except in the few localities I had examined before : 
my engagement in the present survey. Farther. opportunity 
“would enable me to developemy views indetall, © 

At may be interesting to notice:the: different, strata in:which the  __ 
mineral. has:been worked in the diggings examined by me. -As- 
the depth to which mining has been carried.on has:been generally 7 
limited by that. of the water level, it. has rarely exceeded 100: fest, 

- .gnd bas been.ugually much less ; in: many instances, only 80-40 
‘feat. Consequently only. a small depth ‘of rock has been: penetra- | 
-ted.in any:one instance, and it is-thus necessary to judge.of ‘the . 

probable.downward ,extent of the mineral by a comparison ‘of 
, different localities, where different strata are. bronght to. or mear | | 

the surface. This has shown that-all the beds of limestone ‘have, 
‘Ansuch ‘instances, ‘been found good mineral-bearing rocks, and'that 

' the opénings succeed. each other in regular order;andare‘connett- 
_ .@d@ by -vertical veins and mineral erevices, passing from one to the oe 

 ,other.. When the entire thickness of :the upper magnesian is prés-
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ent, the, diggings are confined to its. upper bed. As the strata. be- 
_ come denuded, they.commence'in the lower part of theupperbed 
and extend to the middle.bed.. “When the:strata‘are still more de- | 

nuded, they. commence in the middle bed: and. extend to the lower 

or through that to the blue limestone, :or they even commencd in _ 
the lower bed and, extend through the blue limestone. Itis only — 
towards the northern;border of the district, where the lower mag- * 

 nesian. is exposed ina deep ravine, that I have observed any dig- 

gingsin thatrock, © 7 oes pe 

‘In tracing the diggings through the different series, it may be _ 
| stated generally, that in the Muddy and North ‘Diggings mining 

has been carried on only in the'upper bed of the upper magnesian ; 
in the Beetown Diggings, in the upper and middlé beds, and ad- 
joining some valleys and ravines, in the lower bed; in the Potosi 
-Diggings, in the same; in’ the Brusbhill, Whig and Platteville 
Diggings,‘in tle upper and middle beds, chiefly in the latter; in 
the Patch, South-East Plattevillé’ and North Elkgrove Diggings, _ 
in the upper and middle beds, chiefly in the former; in the South 

Elkgrove and Strawberry Diggings, in the middle bed; in the | 
Menominee, Fairplay and HazelGreen Diggings, also in the Du- — 

_ buque, Upper Galena and Vinegar Hill Diggings, in the upper 
_. bed; in the Benton and: New ‘Diggings, in: the upper and middle 
beds, chiefly in the latter'in.the-wide flint openings ; in the south-. 
-east. part of series..3, from Buzzard’s Roost. to. the Shullsburg 

_—/praneh, in the lower: bed:and .the blue. limestone, chiefly in the 

. former ;'in Jarnest .and:Spenceley’s and the Shullsburg Dry-bone _ 
Diggings, in the lower beds: in the rest of the Shullsburg Dig- 

__ gings, generally inthe upper. bed, but in those where depth has 
been gained. by. draining, | as in those'at the village and at‘ Town: | 

| send’s, also in the middle bed, at the former in the wide flint 
openings; in the Blackleg’Diggings, chiefly in the upper bed; but 

in the deep.shafts on the large North and Souths, also in the’mid- _ 

dle bed; in the. W ita Diggings, in the upper and middle ‘beds; *— 

| in the South Forked-Deer Diggings, in the blue limestone; in the _ 
| North Forked. Deer :and ‘King’s Diggings, chiefly in'the’lower —



bed. of. ithe. ‘upper magnesian j Inthe | Mineral Point Digginos; in. | _ the middle-and lower beds. of the upper magnesian, :and'in the 
- blue limestone (in the upper. and‘ middle: beds.) .fhe bluelime- — stone, is there. reached only:in- those: diggings where thé rocks ‘ara.’ _ | 

. most, denuded, namel y, towards the south: w est, and iadj oining the oa valleys.and-ravines 3 in the more northern diggings (atthe Dreddi: nought. Mine,) mining.is.¢hiefly. confined to the:middle bedof the’ upper magnesian., | At Dodgeville, adjoining. the village, the dig: | gings: are inthe upper and middle. beds of the upper: Magnesian 5.” | at Duke’s Prairie, in the same ; at.the: Yellow-stone: Dj sgings, ins)! | the.twolower beds of. the upperamagnesian, and iti the blae limec : stono, chiefly in its upper bed’;:.at J. Scott’s: Diggings, east of Ar: 
gyle,:in. the lower part of the upper magnesian, and at H. Scott's,” ' in the blue limestone; ‘in the other diggings in Green €o.; chiefly © 
in the, middie andlower. beds of:the v pper magnesian, and ing - 
few instances, as at the Aspen Grove: Mine, in the blue'limestone: _ dt may be just added, that in the Heatheock ratige ‘(Linden) the: | mineral has been. chiefly worked in the middle and lower beds of. . the upper magnesian, but has been recently followed into the 

—"pper bed of the blue limestone, 

_ Copper ores (the sulphuret:and carbottate) ‘have beeii’ found in large quantity in the mineral district (south of the Wisconsin) on: ly at Mineral: Point. Smaller quantities have: been found in | other localities, particularly at Lost Grove, west of Mineral Point, 7 and 4—5 miles south of Wiota, but these I have not yet. visited: . a Ihave already noticed the occurrence. of small quantities of ‘cop- > , per ore in the openings in the middle and lower beds of the up. > | per magnesian, particularly in the middle bed at. Shullsburg, and - inthe lower bed on F ever river, at Buncomb-and north of Now Diggings. Traces of copper are said to have been found at the: : - | Wolf D:ggings (west of Jamestown,) in the upper bed? oe | a 
The copper ores at Mineral Point occur distinct from: the lead _ ore, in ranges apparently. in the same East—West line with cor- — oo
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responding lead ranges} thésame ran g's being lead:beating onthe 

west, and:copper-bearing on the ‘east’; the lead and ‘copper ores!’ 

being at-the same time: moré:or less: intermixéd at). thé: point cof! 

junction. Thorevare-thus: presented ' twovbodies ‘of mineral, lead! 

on.the.west-and copper:on:the east; bearing N.'N. Easterly! across": 

the bearing of the ranges.:. The width of the body. of copper ore’ 

is apparently 1—-2:miles.:- Bothithe vitreous‘and yellow'sulphurets' — 

are found:in.the rubbish; more orléss‘aceompauied with iron ‘py!! 

| rites ;: but.as-none of the ranges'are': now’ worked, their relatives 

proportion: cannot: be. determined. :.. The earth fromthe: operings: — 

has.a deeper red tint than that from the lead: openings, where such’ 

a tint would be considered unfavorable. Theiarrangement of thet 

body of’copper ore, inthis: instance; atross the: bearing: of ‘they. 

: ranges is very remarkable, but corréspondsiwith thé-guneral'trans-' 

verse. antangement of the bodies of lead: -Ore;i already: ‘indicated. © 

The copper hasibeen' worked:here chiefly -in the lower‘bed ‘of the’ 

upper magnesian, but oceurs alsé in the blue limestone, — oe 

[have already observed that the original ores, inthe veins and’ 

openings in the mineral district, are apparently the sulphurets, 

| namely, of lead, copper, zine and iron. These ores are more or 

less-subject to.decomposition,.and to recomposition into other ores} 

those of lead Jeast, of ‘iron: most-$0:-- re 

- Theisulphuret‘of lead is chiefly recomposed ‘into'the carbonate; 
- the:sulphate’ being rarely observed. ‘The: carbonate “sometimes” 

| forms:merely .an earthy incrustation on-the surface of thé sulphu- 

ret; butdn: other instances, the sulphurét is convertéd'to'a great- 
er or Jess: thickness, ‘sometimes throughout its entire ‘mass, into the’ 7 

carbonate, still. retaining’ its form' unchanged.’ Sometimes’ the, oo 

earthy coat becomes detached:and: loose; ‘and is theti ¢alled’min- 
eralashes. Ina few instances, the “massive ‘carbonate, still ree 
taining the form of the:sulphuret, has been: found ‘in large quanti - 

ty, forming bunches in the-openings or veins; in onevinstance,’ it 
— issaid, at Potosi, to the amount of: more than 7000:Ibs. Orystals ‘of



_ the carhenate are.occasionally found,. adhering, to, the surface of, . 
_ the sulphuret, or, occupying cavities init, generally. in.smallquane;, 

| ty, but in some openings more abundant. The largest, quantitiesy;: 
Thave yet noticed, were in.the Aspen Grove. Mine, in, the. blne 
limestone. ‘The formation of the earthy carbonate.on the surface of. | 
the sulphuret is apparently going on at present, particulatly,on:the 
outskirts of the veins. © The-convergion of the whole orthe greater,., | 
part of the sulphuret to a,massive carbonate, and the formation. of, co 
crystals of the, carbonate, appear to be rathen:the, results, of former. agencies thanof those at present operative. .'The carbonate js called... 
white mineral by the miners, and is.more easily-rednced than\then 
sulphuret, though yielding a less percentage of lead, but.has not, yet been found in sufficient quantity to be of much, importance... _ 
The sulphuret of copper ig recomposed into the . sulphate and... 

the carbonate, The former is too soluble and tao, subject, to. de- , composition to be permanent;, the, latter generally accompanies | 
_ the sulphuret as a coating, and,sometimes in. crystals, but, nat in, 
‘Sufficient quantity to be important. Both the blue.and green RAR, 
bonate occur, but the latter, is most common, beste. | 

__ The sulphuret of zine is recomposed into ,the ,sylphate, the.car:s 
- bonate: and, the silicate ; but the former, like that-of copper, is mat;” 
permanent, . The,carbonate and the siligateiare permanent,andare » 
called. dry-bone, by:. the. miners, . They. resemble each . other, but::, 
the carbonate is moat common and, the most importanty-... They. wer. | 
 -ually,replace. the sulphuret.(blagk:jack) without -much chamger:ofs. 
form, the, general arrangement,of the. vein. or:sheet being retained, :. : 
buf, the dry-bone being usually. less compact,and:sometimes appa-:, a rently, stalactitic..,. _In.such.cases, however, it retains. very ‘nearly: | 
the original. form of the. sulphuret,. which. exhibits too. the:.same:: a 
botryoidal, arrangement... Not..unfrequently..the. interior of - the ; 
dry-bone is found occupied, by : the ,.sulphuret: unchanged.:: These::: } 
recomposed ores of zin¢ are.more abundant:jn., some - ranges: and; . | 
openin gs than in others... The sulphuret:of.. zincihasappeared. moré.:.. 

~ subject to decomposition in the lower openings than in the upper; _— | 
and in the lower openirigs, it will be found little changed in one...



range, and mostly converted into dry-bone in another hot far ‘dis- ~ 

tant. The local causes of this‘difference require farther investiga- ’ 
tion to determine: Be ha a “ a pS ot - | 

The sulphuret of iron is recomposed into the . sulphate and the, _ 

hydrated oxyd. “The sulphate is frequently found inthe openings, 
but like those of zine'and copper, isnot permanent, and it results 
in the formation of the oxyd. The oxyd occurs chiefly,in the form _ 

much mixed With earth to be of much importance. It gives the 
peculiar stain to the earthy materials and the rock of the openings. . 

‘This varios from yellow to red brown, and the distinction of the _ 
tints is regarded as of practical importance. , A red brown tint ie 
consideréd by the imitiers vety unfavorable for the occurrence of 
minéral, and the ground is then said to be burnt.* , An orange tint. _ 
jg considered-most favorable for lead, and a redder tint for copper, _ 
The brown hematite, called iron-rust by the miners,is avery com- 
mon accompaniment of veins and openiiigs. It occurs in “very _ 

| vatious forms, from thin sheets and porous slaggy magses to balla _ 
arranged in concentric coats with a radiated fibrous structure and oo 

| botryoidal surface; resembling very exactly the “hematite ‘ores ‘of 
Salisbury.(Conn.) and 'of‘othér ore beds in the same range. That 

| it is.formed. by recomposition from thé sulphuret, without any ob- — 

vious change of form, is vefy évidentin all the diggings where I’ ° 

have examined it; the sulphuret: presenting all its different forms, 

and every degree of transition being observable from the unchanged | 
sulphuret tothe complete change to the hematite; in some instan-“" 

ces, only-a film of. the: hematite’ coating’ the sulphurét, and“the” 
- change in others continued gradually té the ‘centre ‘of the mass, 

- sometimes by successive coats, sometimes ‘more by lines from the: ° 
surface to the centre, some of the radiated fibres. being found — 
changed, and others intermixed with: them unaltered. Sulphur is . 

~ oceasionally set free by the decomposition of the sulphuret of iron, ~ 

and is found collected in pockets in the resulting mass. In some - 

* This merely arises from the abundance of the hydrated oxyd of iron, resulting from / 

the decomposition of iron pyrite. i
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instances, calcareous spar occupies cavities in the sulphuretof irom, 
and ‘on the decomposition. of the latter lias been, found: converted 
inte the sulphate of lime. The hematite is sometimes found — _ apparently as perfectly formed as in the Salisbury ore beds, and | in such cases would probably yield a superior quality of fron. ©are should be taken in selecting such only as has been: eomplete- | ly recomposed, as the presence of sulphur would injure the: pro- | duet. In some of the diggings, particularly in the openings in the lower bed of the upper magnesian adjoining Fever river, in - a Benton and New Diggings, large quantities of this ore might be | _ obtained, sufficient perhaps to feed a furnace, and even the ochry earth of the openings might in some cases be rich enough in iron | _ to be reduced to advantage. | : _ : 
‘The earthy black oxyd of manganese (black ochre of the miners) is often abundant in the crevices and openings, and-is ‘con- | _ sidered a good indication of the presence of mineral. Itis weual- dy found accompanying or imbedding the mineral in the form of a | matrix, but is sometimes found filling cavities or geodes in its in- _ terior. These facts seem to indicate it of contemporary formation with the mineral, and analogy would lead to the conclusion that _ its original form was the sulphuret, and that its present forny has resulted from the decomposition of the latter. The sulphuret of | manganese is said to have been found in the lead mines-of Mig: 

sour, but I know of no instance in which it has been found in the mineral district. 9 

The ores of zine, although very abundant in many instances, | particularly in the flat and pitching sheets, and in the lower open- ings, have never yet been turned to any-account. There can be no doubt that they must be hereafter sources of profit, when: we considerthe large and: Increasing demand. for zine, both in its me. | tallic form (sheet zinc) and as an oxyd (ziné paint.): ‘The ‘zine ores 
found inthe mineral, district may allibé. uged to-advantage: The | dry-bone (carbonate and silicate): is most easily reduced, and):can. - a
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be readily converted into the oxyd, and will thus probably be the 

first to attract attention, but the black-jack (sulphuret) contains 

the greatest proportion of zinc, and may soon be considered equal- 

ly available. The proportions of zinc in the three ores are: in the 

carbonate 51.6, in the silicate 53.12,.and in the sulphuret 66.72; — 

that of lead in the sulphuret of lead (galena) is 86.55, The act- 

ual product of lead from the sulphuret is considerably less; from — 

average specimens of the ore, about %0. It would not be unrea- 

sonable to consider the zinc ores as containing no greater propor- 

tion of impurities than the lead ere, and thus the relative product 

of the pure ores may be properly taken for comparison. The 

price of zinc is now rather greater than that of lead, in the pro- 

portion of about 6 to 7. As soon as an easy connexion is formed | 

between the deposits of the zinc ores in the mineral district and 

the coal beds in Illinois by means of railroads, it may be reasona- 

bly expected that these ores will become objects of importance. | 

The Galena branch of the Illinois Central Railroad, with the 

- Shullsburg and Mineral Point branches, would open an immediate 

connexion between the coal-mines near La Salle and two of the 

localities most abundant in zinc ores (that between Benton and 

Shullsburg, and that at Mineral Point.) Either the fuel might - 

be taken to the ore, or the ore to the fuel, as should be found most 

advantageous. Other routes of communication would soon be 

opened, and thus, with American skill ‘and enterprise, a new 

mining interest would be created, which would compare favorably 

with the present. a | 

‘The leading object. of the detail which I have given of the ar- 

rangement of the mineral in the crevices.and openings in its dis- 

tribution through the different strata from above downwards, and 

| of the surface arrangement of the ranges in groups and more ex- 

tended combinations, has been to show that a systematic. order 

prevails throughout, and that the mineral deposits are not detach- 

gd and casual, but combined in regular series. I might have en-



_ tered intormuch more minute detail, but as I have intended’ thify 2h 
report more as a statement of certain general facts'whith Icon i’ 

: ceived were of immediate ‘importance to the mining intérést aiid: 
as an outline of the mode of investigation I have designed to HAR’ 0; 
sue than'as the result of a survey, I submit it, such ds it ie} with’ 
the hope that its deficiencies ‘will be excused in‘ cofisideration of 
the very brief time in which I have been engagedifdn« Noe 

, Lhegeneral result, in relation tothe vertical arrangement, is that - 
4 series of openings containing deposits of mineral are found, at a 

certain levels in all the limestone strata from the upper part of the . 
supper magnesian at least to the middle part of. the lower magne- 

_ sian, varying in character in the different strata or beds, but strik- 7 
ingly analogous in the same stratum or bed throughout the whole 

- extent of the mineral district, and that these.are combined with, | __-verti¢al crevices and veitls or sheets, traceable, where opportunity - is offered, from one opening to another, or through different strata = 
' when not immediately connected with the openings; that the cre- Adee 

vices and openings are distinguished from the adjoining rock: by!‘ 
peculiar characters and the presence of substances not found: be- 
yond their limits ; that they are bounded by regular limite, usually. 
marked by vertical lines, like the walls of veingpas wellin the — 0] 
widest flat Openings as in the narrower vertical crevices; and that oh 

_ the mineral is arranged in these crevices and openings in a pecn- : 
liar vein order, more or less evident, but always in.gome degree _ cee 
distinguishable. The mineral is sometimes arranged in morecon- _ _»finuous and uniform sheets; sometimes in more detached depositg = ~~ or bunches, connected however by mineral seams. _ These may be. oo . onsidered as the extremes, between which there isa graduated _ transition, and a more or less intimate connexion. In the upper 
part of the series, there is a greater tendency to a vertical arrange 

_ ment; in the middle andjower parts, to a horizontal arrangement, 4 
and this increases as we descend, at least to the ‘base of the: blue | 
limestone. The arrangement in the lower magnesian appéars'to =” * 
commence as in the upper, but the opportunities for examination : 
are there too’few to decide satisfactorily, but sufficient to show that’ |
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the mineral is there arranged comformably to the arrangement in, 

the strata above. The probabilities are thus. strongly in favor of 

9 continued descent of the mineral to a lower depth in the strata 

than is yet ascertained. The appearances seem no lesg to indicate 

the origin of the mineral and the accompanying ores from beneath, 

probably from, the primary. rocks underlying the lowest secondary ; 

and that they rose in such a condition thatthey were diffused through 

a certain definite extent of the materials of the rocks, and then 

, segregated in their present form, and: this ‘along certain lines — 

which have determined their arrangement. It would be prema- 

ture to offer a theory until a more complete exploration had been 

made, and all the important facts which such an exploration might 

; offer were collected and arranged. But even now Thave a strong 

impression that the mineral has been derived from beneath, and 

: that the prospects of deep and continued mining are here as favor- _ 

able as in other more established mining districts. The depth to 

which I have traced the mineral in its regular déscent through the 

strata, assuming their estimated thickness, and including the Up- 

per Sandstone, ‘s 430 feet: Upper Magnesian 240, Blue Limestone 

60, Upper Sandstone 60, Lower Magnesian 70 feet; not including 

the Upper Sandstone, in which no niineral has yet been certainly 

traced, 870 feet. Including the whole thickness of the Lower 

Magnesian, rating it at 220 feet, the entire ‘depth would be 580 

feet. The order of succession in the strata, at a lower depth, is 

probably ‘not yet sufficiently settled to determine what farther may 

| be expected. Ihave alréady enumerated (p. 68-9) the series of open- 

ings which may be expected in penetrating to the base of the low- 

er magnesian. These, not reckoning their subdivisions, may be 

stated ‘at ten or eleven. The known productiveness of ‘single open- _ 

) ings, in many instances, will sufficiently indicate the prospects 

phigh such a series would offer tothe miner, 
“Whe traces of order and. connexion in, the surface arrangement 

appear no less remarkable than in the vertical amangement,, What 
Chavo here given i only a mall part of what might havo been 
stated; but I trust it will suffice to. show, thatthe ranges, in their
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pearing, and in their grouping from the smallest to the most ex- 
tended combinations, have been governed by some general laws, 

| and have not been merely local accidents, I might have stated 
_ many facts which seem to show a regularity in the distance be- 

tween different ranges in the same group; but such a statement 
would require a degree of detail incompatible with my present 
object. Such a regularity igs not only probable in the arrange- 

: ment of each group, but in the combination of groups into larger’ | 
bodies and more extended series. To determine this satisfactorily § ~ 
would require an exact topographical survey of the mines, which 
may hereafter become an object well worthy of public attention. 
The diggings, as they now exist, seem to show a limited extent of 

_ mineral bearing lands, only a small part of the surface having 
been yet broken in search for mineral. That the present diggings 

_ represent nearly the surface extent of the ranges yet struck ap- 
| pears not improbable, particularly when we consider the position 
| of the ranges crossing the leading ranges, and apparently limiting 

their extent. But although the different groups yet worked may 
have this limited surface extent, it does not follow that all the 
tanges have been yet discovered. Perhaps diggings as extensive . 

| as those yet worked remain still undetected in the wide intervalg 
| between the latter, and the indications of such stated in this re- ) 

port (p. 80, 83) may be only a very small part of what yet remain to 
be discovered. The order which I have attempted to trace in the 

_ different series of diggings may serve as a guide in directing far- _ 
| ther search, and may lead to such results as will give to prospect- 

| ing some degree of certainty. Experienced miners have been 
already influenced by such considerations, and in many instances 
have found them reliable. The study of the surface arrangement _ 
Imay thus become an important aid to discovery.
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Watertown, Wis., Dec. 20, 1854. } 3 
- Lo Mis Fecellency Wm. .A. Barstow, Gov. & Commander-in Ohiof: - 

vi Sir :uThis ‘being the ‘time fixed by law at which the annual ¥é- 
port of this department is: to be: laid before you) I‘have the honor : 

- to state in a detailed. but coneige, manner:how: thé duties..of this 
| office have been adm inistered during the present year, and ‘hopb - 

| that it will be satisfactory to your Excellency. ey ad | 
_ During the month of June there has been turned over to this | 

State by Sanders Lansing, jr., Military Storekeeper of the United 
_ ‘States Army, on.the order of your Excellency, ordnance and ord- Hance atores as in Abstract “A,” and camp equipage, &e, asin 

abstract “ B.” which I procured from the Messrs. Hiteheock & Oo., of the city of New’ York, payable out of the quota of arms due 
the State in 1855, from the General Government. Se | 
Pwould inost respectfully recommend that some attention should 

be iminédiately given to'a more general and thdrough- organizg- 
tion vt the militia throughout thé State than‘is or cal be effected 
under the present law—ig:manifestly evident;‘and ‘whichshbuld be | 
amended, aud our citizen soldiers-encouraged by judicious giglat | 
tion. ET BE ee giteats “be bet vo ee age fy: td | 

[tis well known: to: the Commanéer:in-Chief: that the militia 
awe of this State'dd not require‘any ‘but volunteer troops to bear | 
arms, or pertormany: active duty.in the time of: peace 5 and. how. ,



ever useful or important they may be, as the only dependenee of —__ 
_ our civil authorities in the maintenance of law and order, they 

 can‘claim no rights or privileges except such as may be granted 
them by legislative enactments. . | - a 

__ Their name justifies the fret; they are volunteers in the strictest. 
application of the term ; and the ‘officers and members of the vo- _ 

| lunteer corps, who have at all times responded promptly to the. 
| wants of the community, disregarding the difficulties, perplex- - 

| ities and expense of effecting available organizations, and who. , 
holds themselves at all times ready to aid in enforeing the majesty 

_ of the civil law, at every personal hazard, risk or expense, which 
_ should at least entitle them to unlimited credit and respect. 

— Would it not be a wise and judicious policy to foster and en- — 
| _ eourage this main.arm of: our dependance by making moré ample 

provisions for securing the highest possible degree of military-sci- 
- ence and discipline throughout their ranks? 

_ Lavail myself: of this opportunity of expressing what I believe 
____ to-be the conviction of every officer conniectéd' with this branch of 

, the public service, that provisions should'be made for annual en- 
| campments, inspections and’ réviews'‘of the volunteer militia of 

~~ Tt cannot be doubted that ericampments furnish the best oppor: a 

tunity for every species of drill, military investigation and diseng- 
sion, the comparison of companios, officers and men, incites emu- 

_ The members of our volunteer corps would be greatly augment- 
__ ed and improved, which would command for them the commenda: — 

tion of the highest military award, 
_. The uniform volunteer companies: of our State are-regarded:not | 

only as the pride of ‘our citizens, but as an-ornament to our/State; 
they are commanded by men of distinguished military ability, 

and many of. them, in .point:.of military! akill:and’ proficien‘y, 
would not. suffer bya comparison with any of: 'the-volunteer com: 

_ panies.in the Union. I mightsay much.to:the:credit of individual



companies, but. deem it advisable; in this communication; to speak: 
| only ih general:terms. A Pol psas Ss Malpas a Me . 

I would most respectfully stiagest that you: would’ tecommend” the new'militia! law’ as* adopted by the State of New York and whith hasbeen resotitieided’ by the military commission, Hd: at'Milwaukee, on the Sth inst., subject’ -to your’ approval, and= which I feel happy’ iti stating’ to 'your éxcéllency; meets the wishes’ a 
of ‘all the members of the ‘militia of thé' State!” ne ne : 

_- As'in the absence of any remuneration from the State forges, 

_ expehed alone, withodt regard to the eaciflee of time required 19 | seelite for! them’ that degréé of proficiency nececeaiy to'render them of practleal_utility, is no small, importance to individuals, 

To further the accomplishment: of this object, I would, suggect that you would recommend the, allowance of the. actual expense, 
_ of uniform companies, when on actual duty or service,.ag allowed, by the state of New York to military companies, and that. there, ° should be a more general and thorongh organization of: the mili- tia throughout the state. _ en BS 

_ According to that part of the legislation, approved March 11th; | 1851, relating to. military, (being. se¢tion'9,) which do require the | 
county assessors‘to: enroll all persons subject to military duty, and | 
return, the same to the’ clerk of the. board ef Supervisors of the oo 
county, a list of all the able bodied white male persons as re- i 
quired by the act, which I regret to say that they have both neg- 
lected and disregarded the law, and in no instance have theycom- 
plied, whether from a want of its inception, or a determined dis- : 

_ regard of the law, I cannot say. oe a Se 
The militia of Wisconsin, (now one of the. most promising and 

prosperous of our young states,) with a militia list of over fifty 
- thousand, should be placed upon a basis which shall notonly con. = 
form to the requirements of the general government, or that of : 
our state. In order to avail ourselves of the benefits to be deriy- ;



| 
6 | 

| 

| : ed therefrom, but at:th
e sam time :to:give it that:position® and ef: | 

ficiency requisite to accomplish the object contemplated in its’ 

conception and;design,,] have issued.a,cirenlar.to all. the different generals in,the different brigades; also,the.cemmanding officers of 

regiments and majors.of battalions, but Ixegret tobe co
mpelledto 

state that, all, the, commanding general, colonels and majorsjare;, 

with the exception of Major Isaac Spencer, (of the 6th. battalionjcoun-, 

ty of Bad Ax) are equally:in default, mot only on account of: their | 

| remissness to enforce the law made obligatory on them, but also,as — 

to their total neglect of making annual division or brigade returns. 

| ‘In order to provide against the state suffering from these neg- 

—— Iecte in future, I wholly leavg, it to your Excellency’s better judg... 

The inactive, or enrolled militia are exhibited by counties 

: and divisions in abstract D., assetforth, = 

In closing this, tay report, I'should do injustice to my owiifeelings, 

-——- did I not embrace this opportunity of returning to your Exeellen- — 
cy my unfeigned thanks for the great confidence you have placed 

in me, trusting that the discharge of my official dities may meet 

state. 
| — hee tat omer oe 

+. [hav
a the howor-to be! 5 2 fhevourdcaed: 

ae) 4 is¥outExeelteney’
s most obedieng adrvant, °°! 

+ Adjutant and Inspector General, Wisconsiti Militia “" 

ce hts Scar lend g digqu eae lad been oe ated :
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ARSTRACT.A, | a 
Tavoicg of Ordnance and Ordnance Stores turned over by Sanders = 

| ansing, Th Miltary Slore Kasper, did, of the Uhitia States 
Army, on the order of Win. A. Barstow, Governor and Com- 

| manderine Ones of the State of Wieonsin, the, folinting — 
8 Six p’dr Bronze Guns, 1760, 40¢ conan  QI04. ae Ty 

_ & do do field carriages for 6 Por. 275 (B50 | 

2 Setts Implements/aid Equipments 55, 250: © 11G9700 0 ke | 
2 Setts Artillery H{ainess Wheels, 67 28 PO PGRN eo 

72 Muskets and Appendages 7 954 ao taf , 

100 Rifles—Steel Babrels - - oe zs my sod motto ocd 

40 Sabres (Horse Aitillery) WO silere  QQQI gga re oT OY 

_ 40 Belts and Plates 1 28 oe 49 BD 

Rota 401040 

* "The whole being equalin Muskes  #= +|§=  §§ 8086-18



| ABSTRROT BS SO 
ph ee ty bene ea a ra LS Ca eb an AL ne lbeaeect 

on Agcount of the State of Wisconsin, and Payable out of our 
Quota of Arms due in 1853, from the General Government, | 

| which were shipped to Messrs. Brown & Larkin; Milwaukee, 

60 Army Tents:and Poles 16. < AB waar Sa BWW. seh get 

4 Wall Tents ahdPéles 25 80 ioe gePrg HS 6 WOO pee Bigee . | 

1 Marque 1G oe MB oe 

10 Pair Holsters 3.50: BBL woah ey 

| 10 Pair Cavalry Pistols Complete” 12 50 cee ARB cds cada ce 

«Boxes a LR a Bay fuer tay te 
Cartage ee | — - 2 25° a 

Total | cote pe Qh BO, 

Equal in muskets to | | 98 8-13



Sy appnor 
Arms and accoutrements received from the United States, from | 
cP DEERE the year 1840 to 1854, inclusive. ) | | 

1840, 140 pistols, a 
—-* 1841, 70 cavalry sabres, | 

70 setts cavalry accoutrements, - 189 10-18 - ' 

1844, 60 cavalry pistols and 60 swords, 

60 cavalry accoutrements, 81 12-13 
1845, 60 muskets, complete, 7 

| : 60 setts infantry accoutrements, 74 9-18 | 
1848, 71 muskets, _ Oo 

| 71 infantry. accoutrements, | 89 ; 
1849, 30 muskets, oe , oo a 

30 set's infantry accoutrements, ‘837 8-13 — 

1850, 340. muskets, complete, | 

— 840 setts infantry accoutrements, ' 488 8-18 $113,50 17 | 

1852, 340 rifles, - a 415 4-18 4,879 20 - 
340 setts rifle accoutrements, | | 

1858, 160 copper flasks, po, | | 

660 ritles, steel barrels and accoutre- . 

ee - ments, 7 155 11-18 2,060 80 | 
1854, 2 six pounders, bronze guns, 1,427 10-18 | 

| - Nett weight 1760 Ibs, 40 cents, | : 
2 six pounder field carriages, Stoct 

| patern, | | - 

2 setts implements, | | | - 

| 2 setts artillery implements, | | | 

Oo 72 muskets and appendages, a | oe | 

: 100 rifles, steel barrels, | | | : 

: 40 sabres, horse artillery, _ : , , 7 

| «40 setts belts and plates, 308 6-13 4,010 40 

_ 60 army tents and poles, | | oO



4 army wall tents and poles, SO ' 
1 army marque, : / oo - 

| 10 pairs cavalry pistols, | | 
10 “pairs eavalry holsters, &c., 98 8-18 1,242 25 

| —— Potal in muskets, = «,,829 11-13 

Amount i is—s—<—~sé«aS BG, BR



s ABSTRAOT D. : ne 

Enralied Militia of the State of Wraconsin, as returncd for ‘the | 
| oe year 1854. 

| _ Wards and Townships’ Returned in 1853. Liable in 1854, Increnge, 
Milwaukee, Ist Ward, 876 1,248 ee 

ed e080 si 080 Co | 
HH Bd —623—~CO- 880 oo 
6 Ath 660 =——s—itsté«TB ne | 

Bh 699 670 ae 
Greenfield, a 200 9B | 
‘Wauwatosa, oe 308 870” ce 
Milwaukee, BT 2940 
Oak Creek, 238 281 Bn 

Franklin, aes 398 = 190 BD 

UF . 5975 6477 

| FIRST DIVISION—COUNTY: OF WAUKESHA. | | | 

Muskegan, WRB 80 | 
New Berlin, = = 278 | B00 
Brookfield, — no returns, — ee 

_ Menomonie, = = 244 20000; 7. 
_ Lisbon, oe 137 137 ope: 

- Pewaukee, oe 160 297 es 
‘Waukesha, os B08 807 ae 
‘Vernon, 100 | -



| | 14 | | a | | 

WAUKESHA COUNTY—CONTINUED. | | 

Mukwonago, «154 143 | / 

| Genesee, | 190 220 ; 

Delafield, 221 . 880 °° | : 

| Oconomowoc, W9D 287 , | 
Ottawa, a ‘noreturns. ss 7 — | 

Bagley a BOR BRI oe AO 

2597 3167 — | | 

an FIRST DIVISION—JEFFERSON COUNTY. Co | 

Palmyra, OL 
Concord, a 840 840 - . 

Sullivan, - _ 109 ae 109. oe oe 

_ Hebron, — oo. LOT. 107 a 

Jefferson, | 371. TL ey 
Oakland, a 136 BBs 

Lake Mills, — 1040, 104 . cep oh 

Farmington, WS 18g |. aan 
1xonia, a, 7 87 ce 

~ Watertown, — 426 | 496 hee! , 

Milford, - 1038 = =———stéi‘ié«iSO Oo 
Waterloo, . 89k 89 70 , 

| ot BABB 2506. | 

FIRST DIVISION—HACINE COUNTY. En 

Mount Pleasant, BT 
Caledonia, ggg 
Yorkville, | » 220. be . cat 
Raymond, OO | | cans - 178 mo - 
Dover, . 131 OT



— «a8 - : 

. | | /RAGINE,. COUNTY CONTINGED, : 
Burlington, Bes / | «168 aisiek | 
Rochester, is | 237 fot 
Norway, RS 1 | 145 aha _ 

| “ 1574 1699 ap 

: ee FIRST DIVISION—WALWORTH COUNTY. | 

_ Kast Troy co 179 
‘Troy, re eee "190 
La Grange, — oie | a 218 ry 
Whitewater, Ot Oo B0L 6 aie 
Richmond, Soe 138 DOE 

- Sugar Creek, Le | | 160 HES 
Lafayette, BE 126 a a 
Spring Prairie. 9 5; | 240 ok 

~ Hudson, an | | 196 ee | 
Genevay ee , _ 266 . 

Delevan, FEE a 309 | | 
Darien, . - ) 171 | | 

~ Sharon, e900 | 
Walworth, a, | Oo 198 

Linn, a | 185 | 
Bloomfield, a a 19 

| Elkhorn, 8180 105 ne 
a BT 3266 rs | 

| FERS -DIVISION—KENOSHA COUNTY. . os 

City Kenosha, ~ . ; oo 394 i oS | 
“Ast Ward, gy 200 oe 
ed a BE 
Bd « a 231 oo 
Southport, | BO bo a , "ey | 

. Plea:ant Prairie, =: MB ey ee . 
Bristcl, “dé 170 con



16 
oe KENOSHA COUNTY —conrittuzD. So 

Salem, oe 
- 223 OC oa) | 

Wheatland, | 217 sth Cana 

Brighton, an o 85 rg 

Pari» eo 170 : 

Somers, | | oe 142 —” : 

“FIRST DIVISION—RACINE CITY. — “~ | 

— Gov. Guard, 2s | oo 49 ar 

Emmet Guard, = | 7 i cheb Gein ee 

Ist Ward, he . | | (878 Lede 

2d a ee 210 de er 

8d‘ ONG | | 243 | phy Pea 8 

4th 4 : 200800 

bth « a OT 

| 1051 1229: Ve 

§HCOND DIVISION—DANE COUNTY, atine a 

Winsor, | Oo 196 fee | 7 | 

Dunkirk, Oo | ok. 168 _ oo - 

Middleton, oo 63 ne 

Greenfield, ee 91. 4 | 

Albion, ght ae 

Berry, : | en eM a 

Springdale, BT 

‘Vernon, | - TB | 

| Christiana, - |  -: 109 NE 

Sun Prairie, : —— 107 a - = 

| Dane, BB 
Rocksbury, Se 62 PO tet 

Blooming Grove, a | BT | 

York, oo a 129 EE



| ye 4 ns - Be es ee ood ood 

DAN COON CONTINUED, a 

Primrose, 8s : | 80 — - 
Black Earth, 9 64 By 
Montrose, oe - a8 oa: : 
Oregon, ee a 128 a - 

| Pleasant Spring, - 01 | 4 . 
Westport, wo «58 ee 

. Rutland, a 112 
Madison, Te | | 509 ti‘“Ct*”W | | 

a Oe 2479 RAT i 
| No reports from any of the towns for this year. § OO : 

| i" SECOND DIVISION—ROCK COUNTY. | _ 

Janesville, = | | | 11381 Oo 
- Magnolia, ee 112 | Oo 

Spring Valley, BS - 7 180 | | | 
Avon, Oo 7 95 

Newark, a a 990 | 
- Portio, : oe 188 | | 

Lima, . a | 192 - 
— Union | 120 | 

La Prairie, OO | BB - 
Turtle, , a os | 150 CS | 

Milton, : 180 So 
Beloit, oe | 627 ee 

Clinton, SS 192 | eT — 
Johnstown, - : 159 | | = 

Rock, 162 Se 
Bradford, 116 | | 
Harmony, © te oo BL | 
Centre, oe - os ALB | 

Yelton, — | 200 | 
Plymouth, - | 102 287 | 

oe | * 3066 2 «=—s—(s*«é« BB Oo 
. | 3 | | | a | .



| SECOND DIVISION—-GREEN COUNTY. rs 

| Monroe, a ; 262 fess DO 

Albany, oo : 4101 ECE | 

- Brooklyn, | | , lll eke | 

| Decatur, . : a 125 | ans | 

Spring Grove, ao 113 foe Baa 

‘Jefferson, we 121 - re 

Sylvester, ot 1387 we | 

Mount Pleasant : 103 

Exeter, OO _ a 100 | | | 

New Glarris, 7 a 65 oO 

Washington, / BG 
| Clamo , j 150 

~ Cadiz, : os 120 ee 

Jordan, | | WB ce 

‘Adams, 7 | 47 "40 Oe . 

oe 1670 W100 

. | oO a, = 

| SECOND DIVISION—IOWA COUNTY. = ee 

Wyoming, a me _ | | 66 | - oe 

7 Linden os | 220—t«; ts 

Mifflin, OO 170 eh 
Highland, ee 8000 
-Waldvick, | . - 121 oo oe 

Clyde, «50 So | 

Dodgeville, _ a 257 Sag 

Pulaski, . | | Aho os an | 

Mineral Point, 22D a 

Arena, et , — 400 587 | 

_ 1268 1850



te re 
SECOND: DIVISION-—LA FAYETTE COUNTY. a Oo 

Argyle, So 80 oe 
| Belmont, te 44 See Oo 

| Benton, | 7 : | 144 | - a oe 
Center, CO 65 ae - 
Elk Grove, : 155 eee oe 
Fayette, oo | 112 | o ae 
Gratiot, . _ | | | 91 : oe 
Kendall, | ne 
Monticello, | | a 35 ann oa 
New Digging, | oo | 0216 | oo 
Shullsburg, | Oo 804 Tn 
Wayne, 7 4] SO 

— Wiota, Bo | 120 Oo | | : 
White Oak Springs, | | 71 ne 
Willow Springs | $2 112 ae 

a | 7 (-154102=~=— 3629 lg 

oe ‘SECOND DIVISION——GRANT COUNTY, | . 

| Clifton, ee 90 . | . 
Hazel Green, oo 2900 °  - | - 
Potosi, os 372 ae - 
Jamestown, . | | 173 o 

Harrison, no 107 a 
Lima, Oo | 128 - - 
Highland, | gg | | Oo 
Patch Grove, ae | . 260 3 er 
Lancaster, 188 | 7 os 

| Paris, — ae , 163 | a oo 
Wingville, : _ | 88 re 
Cassville, re 120 OS os 
Waterloo, — 139 oe 7 
Benton, : | 200 70 | 

| - 2204 2270 ae



| | 20 eo 

an | | THIRD DIVISION--DODGE: COUNTY. 

| Emmett, | | 151 | : 

Lamira, « - | 124 : 

_ Elba, | * - 170, ed 

Shields, | | 129 | | | 

Calumus, 7 7 W5 a 

Lowell, | 145 | 

Theresa, — | | 162 | 

Ashippum, 202 

Hubbard, | 168 — 

Hennon, oy | 180 Oo 

. Williamstown, 7 . «142 | | 

Le Roy, = . 86 Oo 

~ Hustusford, os 108 a 7 

Oak Grove, | | — 210° | | 

Fox Lake, | 212 | 

| Burnett, | 180 
a Trenton, — | 7 ~~: 189 

- Chester, | | 140 

Beaver Dam, oo , , _ 220 

| Lebanon, : 155 

Clyman, : 146 | a 

Westford, | | 60 7 

. Rubicon, ce , 184 

| Poriland, | 109 109 

oO | 3449  855L : 

» THIRD DIVISION—COLUMBIA COUNTY. Bs 

| Winnebago, , a 637 | 

—s PortHop, | 100 

Scott, | | 181 oe 

Springvale, | | 82 

Dekora, | | | 228 : 

Otsego, | | — 103. — 

_ Fountain Prairie, | a (118 — :



COLUMBIA COUNTY~continued. . | . . : 
6 

Happan, — — 88 | tb” - 
Leeds, : - ) 83 _ dF 
 Ledi, © Los 181 ss crhace 

Marcellon, : oo os 110 | a 
Randolph, ee OS 120 | | 
Portage Prairie, _ | 100 a ow 
Wyocena, © an -140... | ee 
Lowell, | | 200 re 
Columbus, — | | xt) B16 

| 8129s — 2 

| THIRD, DIVISION—-MARQUETTE COUNTY. . 

Mackford, a / 340° 0% 
| Green Lake, oe 194 a a 

Brooklyn, CN 129 a 
Albany, 89 ae 
Middletown, 86 
Pleasant Valley, | : 300g | : 

_ Marquette, 6 | 99 oo — 
Buffalo, A | 
Melin, | | 291 a 

Kingston, __ oe 7 oO 231 181 | | 

: 1,516 | '1,697 a | 

| | THIRD DIVISION—FOND DU LAC COUNTY. - - | . / 

Friendship, | | | 80 ee —_ 
Calumey ge 
Empire, | 78 sent | 

Aubura, oe 3 a, 
_. Rosendale, | | | 125 | | | 

. a 
. .



| | 22° | 

| FOND DU LAC COUNTY—CONTINUED. | | 

Ashford, | 130 | - | 

——-- Oceloa, as | 45 — | 

Eden, _ 113 

a Ceresco, a 200 190. 

, . 11,028 1,218 a 

- THIRD DIVISION--SHEBOYGAN COUNTY. —_ 

Olio, = °° J | 60 Be 

Lima, © | a | - 118 - , 

Scott, | an 88 : 

: No report for two years. | | 

THIRD DIVISION—WASHINGTON COUNTY. re 

Wayne, Oo Oo 146 | : | 

Farmington, oe | 167 me 

- No returns from the rest of thetowns. : ne 

| oe | FOURTH DIVISION—-WINNEBAGO COUNTY. a | 

Winchester, an BE . 

Clayton, oe oe 68 

- Neenah, 551 | | 

Vinland, - oO 159 | 

Winneconne, — (180 . 

Rushford, a 170 On . 

 Omro, oo | — 2800 

_. Algoma, - : . 155 . os 

' Nekinie, | | 104 ee 

Utica, | | 95 , | :



a | -WINNEBAGO ‘COUNTY—CONTINUED. 

, Nepuskin, — te 8 
Black Wolf, CS OB oo 

Ist Ward, | ee Bee 137, | 

2d do. CS 200° 7 | 
Bd do 198 — B90 

BTR ROB 

‘FOURTH DIVISION—CALUMET COUNTY. wo | 

Charleston, BE 81 oo | 
No returns for two years. : a | —_ - 

a - * FOURTH DIVISION—-MANITOWOO COUNTY. - 

| No returns from any of the towns for two years. _ Oo | 

| ee E FOURTH DIVISION—BROWN COUNTY. ne - 

a No returns for two years. | oo - 

ne Bo FOURTH DIVISION—DOOR COUNTY. — ne | 

Ne returns from any of the towns for two years, CHORE Te 

a | FOURTH DIVISION—OUTAGAMIE COUNTY. oie 9 OS | 

“Freedom = eP : 70 oes 
 Hilingtonyg = > : ee 67 a | 

 Hortonia, aah ERE 58 . 
Greenville, . | poo 63 oe : 

Kaukana, epg teh apt 9 ke 4 7 

Centre, | No returns, a | 

Dale, ‘No returns. | CF 

Embaness, - No returns, © 
- Brown, | No returns, 96 a 

| : , . 374 . cays eae : . : a £40 yh ™ PH FN re



FIFTH DIVISION-*CRAWFORD. COUNTY. | | 

Prairie du Chien, 856 | | ce 

No returns from any other towns for two years. ts whe a 

FIFTH DIVISION—RICHLAND COUNTY. a ee — i 

Rock Bridge, - BA bee | 
' Richland, oo 40 | Oo 

Buena Vista, ae a 230) | a 

Richmond, 60 | 

Richwood, 7 - 68 Te — 

a | FIFTH DIVISION—SAUK COUNTY. oe | a 

Brooklyn, 7 | 359 | - 

Delevan, - | . a 100. VEU Es le Es i 
| Florence, . | | 69 a 

Freedom, . ’ - Pee sa DE Pa 78 | . : 

Honey Creek, | AO 

Kingston, | | 150 - 
New Buffalo, _ fe TRAP Gua oa ica aN a | oh 83 oe a - | . 

Prairie du Sac, ne - 226 ga: ar | 

Reedsburgh, | | : 120 : | . 

| co eime  g 

‘ FIFTH DIVISION—ADAMS COUNTY. let - 

Jackson, | cate, Bl | : 81 oo : “ | 

| : YIFTH_DIVISION—PORTAGE. COUNTY, © - oe 

No reports from any towns in two years,” A / |



| | FIFTH DIVISION—-BATTALIONS. | : . 4 

- 1at. Waushara County, nn report. : . : 
_ 2d. WaupaccaCounty,; No report. | 3 
_ $d. Marathon County, = = => Na report. ‘ 
Ath. Chippewa County, == = —- Ne-report. | 
Bib. St. Grofx County, == CNo reports 
6th. La Point-Contty, 8 107 = 8-107 28 
the Bad Ax County, 181 408287 8 

Sth. La Crosse-Couty,, _ No report. | - 

9th. Oconto: County,” Neo report. 

10th. Waupaecea County, + No-report. - | A 
11th. Milwaukee City, > — 194 421 : 

Belonging'to the:first Division 268 709 4



| . ABSTRACT of the Annual Return of the Militia for the State of Wisconsin, for the year 1884. po 
rT GBT TT ETT) Toe D1 Bs ‘a 

: oe 1 foludey eit toa 7d. 7 2 [3S | / TS jas] alali | om 

: oe EMIS TG Sh be] lat tf 2 a1 sis} tl. 1 18 2ai8s | Elsie] 8 | Fes slsigics [21 7 [Sly s a 1B (2! |e ‘|e e812. Aldiaia| 8 | - [BOIS lOles TST | Pe Bye =| 21.2 18) (Rl os | si g 69 = | oc fee Ie] © 
es ~ ~ 8) elSlelolSt ole persiS]/Sialel ea) BLA S| ale Si gigic; . [BH eS 8) S [elslssi s 

| | be eS 8s) eslaisls/sisi gs || (ssi2| 3) 8 [slg] € CCPBEE & [El slsts] 5 
- |S) SB Ble [218 gelElElE|E : &/# | 8 jstatel S| = (S| & fs SSE] & IE 518 4 ne a Pe Pe) as bed |S |. ate HEE A SEIS) 2 [8 lea | | a _PREERRBEERB EE HE Sleélglesialéis lee) & & EB") S eee) sl 

ft General Stafr....!..[..] a! a] sf af. aan an wale i. veeefee[ee vecelec[ecfesee--f  8|...---1 Ie. ane ot 
Cavalry ......-.|.-[..|--|--|--Jeeleclecfoelee|eef--f-e[e-fe-f aE aD 3h nel a al” 4). gel sas} sof (TIE 

a | Artillery ...2...[2.].-[-2{--]o-}--[oop-[.-].-1--[-ef-af df--| 3] 3? 3h. fal gat aglet} 53} rol = 96) goe PEt gp 
: Infantry... 02... sti0}. 222101  .|29129]67/10) . .40).-/39}..| 290} 290) 290/29/20] . ./1160|1160! 4|99) 45,370|1099| 47,759! 48,851 5'10/29|11| 9711. 
. Riflemen... 2.22] -.fe-[--)--fe-feefee|--fe-f--fe-f--[--fe-fe-| 5] 5] 1O/--]--]--] 20] 20/.-]-.) 166) 90) “266|  “ag6) FF || sl 

“ ; sgrogate....| 5 ; i | abofale fo fo 0 299] 306/29 "| af 1196 sa shad 48,159| 49,301 “hobo 11| 280 . 

a | - | ORDNANOE AnD ORDNANCE ) ARMS, ACCOUTREMENTS, &e. | | | } 
. WP na , . 

; f Hal Ela] | gE Els | | clad. 
oe llelléleadl: | | glBuiz : i: Z| | 
S/S SIS IZ IO tay ale af ft op PSR A ql oo & o| 3s 
Slslalsir ay] o} 2 SIH el es i a 5 [ & Ay 

| 7 AMEE RE EEE 4 |‘ laa) 2 Hw | | 4 $ 2 lg | | | | Hia(slgis 188 felaml! a | 2 | & |Sel g el¢i&lei@)a/ lel Ble aa o(mpgisimisim | Sle lSlis# Slulsiaglel(sleplgzgi.lsisis 2 
| Sislsisigieglele |Z) S/S1E |EISIELS(ElE|E Ele ele ;ah | | | FRSB AREAS aja joja |e leila lalhi[oajloa|Aal|m |al4 ia 

| | | | ah I 3 6, 3] 2 || 427) 427) 365 365 365| 100) .. | .- | 220 100} 100] .. | -. | -. | -. | -- | 

Some two or three hundered rifles the State had got in 1852, which I could not insert as I had not the account of them. | 
Adjutant General’s Office, Dec, 20, 1850. | | JOHN MMANMAN, <Adjdant and In. Gen.
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a ce,» Muyzpan Ponyr, Dee. 18th, 1854. | 

ES Geno of the State of Wisconsin: 
Sir: Having been appointed in pursuance of an act of the | 

_ Legislature, approved. March 31st, 1854, to:superintend:the publi- 

cation: of so much ofthe Documentary History of the State: of 
| Wisconsin: as was prepared by me-previously: to the. date of: said 

act, I: herewith: respectfully: report to you the:result:of my:iaetion = 
en sich appointments) = 3! poh foaat dlgbogies ai oats ary | 

Mr. Beriah Brown, to whom the contract 'for printing the History 

was awarded, haying decided: that: the work should be stereotyped, 
it, became necessary that, I should proceed, to, Philadelphia, .to.su: 
-perintend the,setting up. of the pages, correct, the several proof 
sheets, and. .attend..to the, completion of the several, stereotype | 
plates, when diligently and. faithfully compared with; the original 
manuscript... This labor occupied my time, from the..bth day. of | 
July until the 2nd day of November, but such a, period: was no | 
longer, if so long, as I should have been employed in the work, of 

_ correcting the press from day to day, if the type had been set up | 
and the printed proofs of each page had been taken'in Wisconsin. 

3 The stereotype plates of two volumes of the histéry “are now, |



and for some time have been, in the possession of Mr. Brown, at - 
| Madison, and from the progress in printing the work, which L have - 

seen, I am well assured that the two volumes will be ready for de- | 
livery according tothe contract. co 

Two volumes have now! beén. propared for publication; the first 
volume commences with the ear.iest period of our history, and 

closes with the period of the furmation of Territorial government ) 

in Wisconsin; this volume comprises 432 pages, and although 
more matter had been prepared by ‘the compiler, yet this period 
was considered a prop2r resti ig place, leaving for the second vol- 
ume, the history of Wisconsin through Territorial and State gov- : 

- ernments, down to the present time. Se, 

The other volume now preparéd for publication is properly the 
first in the Documentary series, although entitled the third in the 
general history ; this volume ‘cintains 443 pages, and has been 
considered sufiiciently large, although much more matter is already 

prepared, which may be comprised in future volumes. a | 

 Thus-the first and third volumes are now in course of ‘being 

printed ; the second :and fourth, may. be coinpleted during:the ‘en- 

suing summer; and a fifth volume, comprising the description and 

statistics of each county in our State is iow. in preparation by the 

compiler, the materials for which he has been gathering and. ar- — 

ranging furtwo years past. i 

_ The whole work is‘separated into three parts, Historical, “Docu- 
- mentary, and Descriptive; the first volume of ‘the H storiéal, and | 

the first of the Documentary‘pa:ts are now about to be given ‘to 
| the public; I entertain a fervid hope that a work commenced and 

fostered by the Legislature of the State, may be considered: satis- 
factory as far as it is how presented, and that it will be townd ‘wor. 
thy of future protection and eucouragement bythe sauie ‘aus 
thority. gee So Ee a Hips 

—Thave deposited in the Executive office the. whole of. the origi- 

nal manuscript of the first aud third volumes of the history, (in



| my own hand writing,) and have caused the same to be faithfu'ly | 
_ copied (by clerks) into substantially bound folio volumes, which 

are alsv there deposited. CO _— | 

[have the honor to be, co | | | 

7 With great respect, a — — | 

| | | Your Obedient Servant, - 

a WM. BR. SMITH. : 
 e - 7 | , | 7 a |
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To His Ezcellency the Governor and the Hon. Legislature: : 
: Phe: Conimissioners of the: Wisconsin State: Lunatic Asyltim ; 

purstiant to thé requirements of law; make the following  - | 

REPORT: OO 
. ‘Etainediately upon:the adjournment:of the last-legislature, they 

- entered upoti'the discharge of their duties as-'such Commissioners: 
abd firétythe selection of a site upon.which to erect the buildings’. 
of the Institution. Aware how important an‘influence the location 
Of tits “hespitial) ahd: its construction ‘and general arrangements, . 
would:-have upot the mental and! physical-well being: of those-who': ) 
Were shortly to ‘become its occupants, the Comimissioners. have in* 
neatly’ é¥éiy ‘particular been guided bythe experience of those’. 
who have’ béen! long familiar with the: subject; and:-who were’ ac- - 

| qitaintéd with the defecty:as-well-as the advantages of a majority 
of American asylums: | Dr. Kirkbride, in an: ably written article . 
upon “ Hospitals for the Insane,” says, ‘“ When it hds been’ deter: } 

_ nifned to erect an hospital, the first objectito be attended to iis the 
selection of a suitable site for the buildings: The utmost‘caution, 

~ sltould: be’ observed ih taking this step, on which may dépend to 
né' suiall ‘extent’ the future charatter‘and usefulziess- of the ‘institu; , | 
tion’; for'the best style of building, and. the ‘most liberal. organi- 

_-zaitidn; can’ never ‘fully compensate for the loss sustained by a lo- : 
. cation that :deprivey the ‘patients. of many:. valuable ‘privileges; or - 
subject them to' varied :annoyanees?? a og



| og | | 

Many sites were offered to the Commissioners by citizens of 

Madison, and other sections of the state, a full account of which is 

given In the Superintendent’s Report, After a careful and seruti: 

nizing examination of the Var ous localities, tle Commissioners | 

seleted the lanils off. red by 1x Goverio: Farwell, upon the north | 

¢ shore of Lake Mendota, in the town of Westport, about six anikes 

from the Capicol square. This sive is one of the ‘nost beautdal 

that can be imagined, and, ia the epmnion of the Comarestoversy | 

pos. esses every necessary) requisite for such an institution, 

It is in a healthy, pleasant’ and fertile region of country; _ 

the Jand is of a good quality and easily tilled, and the ne ph , 

borhood is replete. with objects of an jntere-tng character — 

— While-the asy}Jum. will be retired, a diits privacy full y secu ed, | 

views ‘trom it willexh bit life in its. active form, and the simrmneg. | 

ohjec’s of « busy town. The tia t. cuibraees one hundred and 

four acres, in which there is a due proportion of wood and lable 

—- Jand. A supply of water can be-obtained from the lake and the | 

the facilities of drainage are abundant?. The general character. of | - 

the land is: such as: will adinitet a high du greeof, tustefuland.. 

agreealile improvements: Sots ont yen a eee oe 

The Commissioners fel. that-they wou'd not be doing just'ce-to, 

Governor Fa-we |, if they should neglect. te cremiid the degislas | 

ture of his pub ie spirit and: liberality, made so ap; arent, by his. 

deeding to the state this tract of Jand tor the 1 oneal sun of itt. | 

teen hundred hundced dollars, while the real value thereof ins not. ) 

less than 8.x thousand dollais.. The commissic ners are also weder. | 

many obligat ons to hin for valuable suggestions during the pros 

gress of ther business. ° ae ca 

The fourth section of the * act to provide for a. State Lunatic - | 

Asylum,” ts asfollows: 0 Ee pop BB ge : ) 

— - ©Sneh bu Idings shall he conatrneted in acedrdance with. the plan’ — 

of the Worcester Hospital f r the I sane, as recommended by the 

.. Committee in their Report te the Senate. Poovided, That said | 

Commissioners shall have power ty nuke any wterations, these. 

\ which they may thik necessary, aid which will not-niaterially 

change said play, or increase the cust of suid buid.ng-.? ——



One of the Commissioners was delegated in the early part of the 
_ Beason. to visit the Worcester Hospital; and he was there and else- 7 

where advised by scientific physicians that the Worcester IH: ispi- 
_ tal had not only ceased to be a model institution, but had fallen 

: into the rear rank of the march of improvement. Within the last 
few years there has been a rapid advance in science: as applied te | 

_ the treatment of the insane; and it is generally conceded that a 
-- more convenient style of architecture, and. better arrangements 

than can be found in any of the old hospitals are indispensable. 
~The trustees of the Worcester hospital seriou-ly contemplate sell- 
ing out the old buildings and erecting new ones upon anvther_ 
site. They say: — a mo 

©The location. is such as no one, at the present time, would se- 
| Ject for such an object. The land connected with it is altogether 

too limited, is badly situated, not furnishing to the patients that 
freedom and exercise in the open air which is desirable in such an | 

| institution. The hospital buildings are almost surrounded by city: - 
residences, and are not suitable for the uses to which they are put. | 
They are low studded. the sto:ies being only eight and a ha'f, and . 
nine feet high in the clear; they are warmed by furnaces in the 

a Dasemeut, which are very dangerous, and now nearly worn out. 
- They have already been on fire at least once from them. The 

| ventilation is sO linperfect as not to de-erve the name. The venti- 
- ducts ae each but four inches square, opening into attics, fiom 

which the foul air has no means of escape. It often ascends 
throngh one ventiduet, but to descend through another. But for 
the natural ventdat on through the wiuduws and doors, the cons. 
taminated air would be often intolerable. Its evil effects are plain- 

— y seen iv the appearance + f the patients. The frequent occurrence, 7 
of ery-ipelas in the hos ital is but one of. its indives. The tables. : 
Of mortality show that erysipelas stands at the head of acute dise 
eases in fatality here, There is an entire want of suitable yards, 
connected with the buil lings, There ave five separate kitchens 
with all the utensis tu render them severally complete.” | 

This being the case, the Commissioners did not think themselvca”



| , 8 

aiithorized by the law. undex-whieh they act, nor did they deem it | 

desirable to propose.a building. entirely; original in-its design, bug 7 

they determined to act: within the s¢ope of. the law; and to. adopt | 

- gneh iraprovements as were dictated by the experience of the past 

and by the knowledge of those who are familiar cwith the wantg 

and requirements of the insane.‘ They determined to carefully 

study. the existing institutions and if possible, to adopt all. their | 

good features and to avoid their defects. _ oo 

_. With die regard to economy in their expenditures, they. were | 

- désirous to: erect an institution that would most completely fulfil 

: the object of its design, and ultimately give most satisfaction to an 

enlightened community. oe, ns 

For the purpose of gaining the requisite information upon this 

subject, Hon. Geo. R. Mchane, Superintendent, visited during the. 

past year nearly every hospital of any note in the Eastern States.’ | 

He gave the subject a careful and earnest exarnination and laid 

. before the Board the result of his investigations, as set forth in his: 

Report, to which attention isinvited.. Do 

in regard to principles which should regulate the construction | 

and varied arrangements of Hospitals for the Insane, there is at 

the present day a remarkalbe unanimity of opinion among those 

familiar with the subject. A series of twenty-six propositions in 

reference to their construction was adopted by the “ Association of | 

Medical Superintendents of American Institutes for the Insane” 

at their meeting in Philadelphia in 1851,,and these propositions = 

have been recognized as, and are without doubt the highest au 

thority upon that subject. The plan adopted by the Commission- : 

ers is intended to be in perfect accurdance with the views of that | 

Association. It isthe plan matured by Dr. Kirkbride of the Penn- 

sylvania Hospital, and approved by every Superintendent in the | 

| United States, and it may be safely asserted that if carried outin: 

the true spirit of enlightened philanthropy, it cannot fail to give = 

_ ag an institution of a high order, every way superior to any previ- 

ously erected, and at as small a cost as can effect the object de- : 

sired. For a full and specific account of the plan of the buildings,



—s thei Goramsiesioners-would fefet, tothe’ Repdrtof. tlidSupatintend 
— -entsrand also: the: drawings and specifications tiow in theinomine. 

.- Utisbasathtying té know that this planhas tecdséa Hisappioval 
of éver'y well ediéated mai'to°whom: ‘it has ‘been’ subiiiitted: > 

bbe commissioners in November last had the pleasure of iacet- 
Tig, "in “Madison, conimissioners from ‘the state of Maryland; ‘of Which dninisstoh was the Hon, Benj. ©. Howard, and Whe were 

> Misiting dilferent states,'to be imade acduatnted with the most ap- 
‘proved locations and plans for Insahe Asylims, preparatory tothe =~ 

- Tocation aiid eoristruetidn’ of ‘an fiistitution of that ordar in Mab 
laid.” “They are men ‘of high character, active béievoléice, and 
Wetutinizing investipation. «They ‘had'already visited most-of'the- 

_ ‘Héspitals inthe Union, deéming it indispensable to their dutyin 
view of thie: responsible trust confided ‘to: them. They visited:the 

——— dogatiot sdlected by ns, and:noted ourplans of building; a, and 
| were pleased to accord their unqualified approval of thesame, and 

| Hey fally determined:to adopt the:plans of “The: Wisconiin tate - 
Gunatic' Asylum,” without alteration; as @ pattern for Maryland. — 
"The Wisconsin State Lunatic Asylum, when fall y completed, | 

' Avil accorhmodate from two hundred and fifty to three ‘hundréd 
ss patiénts, and: the cost ofthe entire ‘structure willbe thé sum df | 
‘die hundred and ‘fifty thousand dollars. ° But the walitsiof the iH- 

| #ane in'this state may not demand the expenditure of that‘amount | 
for many years. ‘The commissioners deemed it ‘to be their duty to: 

_. provide accommodations for at lest one hundred and ten patients, 
| - #s'soon as possible, that being the estimated number of:insanein 

ithe state’ atthe present time. ‘Therefore. under’ the provisions of | 
_ the act establishing the Asylum, the board caused ‘to ‘be publish- 

_ din'the required: number of newspapers in the’state, a: ndtice, 
stating, that sealed propdsals ‘would be received by them forfar- 
mishing materials and doing the work for the erection of. the build- : | 
ing of said Asylum, or: such: portion tliereof -as:the:commissioners a 

_ ghonld:deem.advisable:to.have erected, and that they would ‘award a 
Kh contract :to the lowest bidder therefor. The contract: was 

_ awarded to Andrew Proudfit, wherein he has agreed to complete



the main building and two longitudinal and: two: transverse Wings 

| within the year 1855, two:more longitudinal and two mére trang 

verse wings within the year 1856, and the remainder of said. build- _ 

ings at such reasonable time thereafter as the commissioners may — 

direct; and for the.performa: ce of his agreements. in the premi- / 

Bes, he has entered into bonds to the. state in the sum. of fifty ‘thon- : 

sand dollars. The contract also provides, that as the work pro- 

gresses, estimates of materials furnished and work done shall be oe 

made monthly by the commissioners, and eighty per cent. thereof 

allowed the contractor, the remaining twenty per cent. tobe re- 

tained until the completion of the several sections of said. work. 

The cost of the portion of the building. to be completed:in the 

year 1855, will be $67,743 00. | The etimate has been made with a 

| reference to.the bid of Mr. ‘Prondfit, by an. able. and:experi- 

enced architect, and thé Commissioners are confident that such ae 

sumis abundantly sufficient. | re 

Mr. Proudfit has gone vigorously to work, and. is placing mate- | 

| ria!s upon the ground. as fast as: possible. Py We are informed by — | 

him, that he has already, contracted. for, all. the stone necessary for — 

the main building and two wings; for all the brick, and lime-for 

the same, a large amount of lumber, and has all.the machinery 

nece:sary for hoisting. stone aud other materials on hand, and | 

there is no reasonable doubt that the swork will be, completed ag 

cording to the terms of the, cuntract, apd perhaps sooner, 5 
The last legislature . appropriated the suin of fifteen. thousand _ 

dollars, which leaves $57,743 00 more to be provided, in order to 

complete.the contract with Mr. Proudtfit forthe main building and. 

two longitutinal and two transverse Wings, Bod : 

There has already been expended by ‘the Board'to this date, a 

gum very little exceedidg five thousand dollars, © ce 

| _ We think we are warranted in the prem ses, to say that the first 

| section ‘of the asylum will. be com, leted and ready for patients:be- | 

fore the meeting of the:nextlegis'ature;-additional enactments may 

therefore be necessary.at: the present session, in order tu “perfect | 

the organzation of the institutiuns 9 bd Eee cee



_ There isin the United States, no. complete and well constructed | 

Institution of this class, which has not exceeded in cost, the sum of 

_ one hundred'and fifty thousand: dollars, while many have ‘been 

_ constructed at an expense of over two hundred thousand dollars. 

Worcester ‘asylum cost two hundred and eighty seven thonsand | 

dollars; ‘Taunton asylum, just completed, one hundred and fifty- 

one thousand dollars, and the state has already authorized, to be | 

: made to the latter, additional improvements ata great outlay; 80 

“true is she to respond to the calls of the unfurtuna‘e insane. The | 

| Utica-asylum originally cost two hundred thousand dollars, and 

anti recently‘has been regaided as a model institution; yet the | 

~ legislature of New York, with a liberality that refuses to deny any | 

~ expenditure that may be necessary to render it more perfect as an 

- Gnstrument for accomplishing the benevolent ol ject of its erection, 

have authorized an additional expenditure of seventy-five thou- 

- ganddollarsthe pastseason, = a, : 

. ‘The Derbyshire lunatic asylum, designed for the accommoda- — 

| tion of three hundred patients, and conipleted in the year 1851, | 

| cost, including seventy-nine acres cf land, ninety eight thonsand - 

three hundred and-ninety-six pounds sterling.» The Birmingham 

. - Borough asylum erected for three hundred patients, commenced in | 

1846, and completed in 1450, cost, seventy four thousand two lun- 

| dred and twenty-four pounds. » Many move institutions of this or- 

der might be enumerated, and there can never one be found: of 

| any considerable merit, the cost of which has been. ultimately 

| measured by a few thousand dollars. Be a 

Various reasons may be assigned forthe many imperfections | 

which have been long endured in asylums, prominent among 

which; is the lack of confidence in, or the neglect ‘to appeal to 

| ‘the authority of medical men who have lived in asylums and 

among the insane, and who alone know what the insane require.” - 

‘This reason, construcd in the. fullest extent, will indeed embrace all. | 

ae others, for the: learned | medical men at the present day are 

~. Gmtentupon progréss, and untiring. in their investigations, nutouly 

taversing their home continent to find outsomethng guod: and |



trae upon this subject, but they visit-their transatlantic: co-work- | 
_ ers, with. them to exchange and -eomhpare views, :to the end ‘that. 

_ ignorance shall be no sin of theirs. ~ Such medical men.as’ have 
been quoted in the superintendent’s report, are men: of no lew no, 
toriety ;.eminent. in their. profession: they command, our: highest 
vespect,.and our. position imperatively demanded, thatwe heed a 

them in their labor of benevolence.. ‘We have-done iso—we could | | 
| not conscientiously do otherwise--to have set adverse Opinions of | 

the uninformed acainst theirs would, have been such a palpable-er- 
ror as.an enlightened community could never forgive: and the 

| just recompense of that.error could be nothing less than an un- 
qualified verdict. from yourselves, that. we have :been unfaithful 
servants. . - : Lo we | er 

In settling upon a plan for this asylum, the Commissioners had — 
_ to decide whether they would have ¢onstructed «a building “at 

small expense, possessing very limited good qualities and ‘useful- | 
_ Nhess, or such a building, at greater cost, as would meet the appro- | 

| bation of those who best know what is. needed, and which would 
: not be immediately obnoxious, and subject to revision, change, or __ 

total abandonment. .We,chose the latter; and’as, yet have. found 
| no just cause to regret our choice. | i a 

In the prosecution of this: business, we have ‘at all-times' been 
: aided by the Superintendent, and to him we ‘must. accord rauch - 

for the energy and faithfulness: which have -characterizea : 
his labors. His position in-years past ‘has been 'sach, that 
American and English Journals of. Insanity, form:no inconside- 

| rable portion of the reading matter of his library. His thorough | 
knowledge of the plans and specifications, and the practical 
workings of a systemized structure, has been-to us of great value, 
and his energy and ability have been fully equalled by his uni- 
form kindness. Co oe ree 

-. In conclusion, the Commissioners would say, in ‘the language of , | 
Dr. Kirkbride, “ The plan will be found, it is bélieved, to give. at | 
as small a cost as can effeet the object thoroughly, what ‘was’ ort | 
ginally proposed as desirable in a hospital for the insane, ample —
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| provisions for the accommodation of the officers and allemployed = 
_ —evetything requisite for the custody, comfort, and enlightened 
_ treatment of the patients—and arrangements throughout that will 

-difow: the! stipervision’ to'be thorough and effective, and the mid- ‘ 
_ nagement liberal, and at the same time strictly economical.” 

_ Manson, January 1, 1855. ee | , 

caputvah Gigueb tab = SAM. G. BUGH, ~*~. 

ti sO smnhissionere of Wisconsin State 
see Tunatic Asylum,



FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT. 

To the Commissioners of the Wisconsin State Lunatic Asylum: 

GentLeMEN :—In conformity with section 5, of chapter 59, of 

the Laws of Wisconsin, approved March 30, 1854, an“ Actto _ 

provide for a State Lunatic Asylum,” I lay before you the fullow- 
ing : | | 

— REPORT: | 7 . 

: Under your instructions in the month of April last,I made pub- 
lication, that proposals would be received for the donation or pur- 

chase of a site suitable fur the location of our Asylum, setting 

forth, that if a site for such Asylum, under the act approved by 
the Governor, should be donated or could be purchased for a sum 

not exceeding fifteen hundred dollars, the Asylum should be lo- | 
| cated at or in the vicinity of Madison. | | 

Shortly after such publication, very many liberal communica- | 

tions, were received by me from different portions of the stato, 

which I had the honor to lay before you. = _ Oo | 

| The late Ilenry K. Iolley, Esq., as you are aware, made us an - 

offer of one hundred acres of land, at fifteen dollars per acre, ab 

five miles distance from Madison, and commanding a fine view of — 
the village. oe | - | 

Messrs. Catlin & Williamson presented for consideration cer: 

tain described lands, ranging from ten to fifteen dullars per acre. 

The offer of Ex Governor Farwell of two tracts of land con- 

taining each one hundred acres, one tract as a donation, the other 

at fifteen dollars per acre ; the proposal of James Richardson & - 

Co. of a beautiful site on the south-east shore of Third Lake, con- | 

taining a Jittle more than one hundred acres, offered at a sacritice, : 

but at a price somewhat exceeding the limitation of the act; the



proposition of Messrs, Mills & Williamson of a quarter section, or = 
a portion thereof, four ‘miles from ‘Madison, ‘and commandin g an- 

extensive; prospect:of the surrounding country ; the very liberal 

offer of James B. Martin, Esq, of Milwankee, on his purchase of 

the Fort Winnebag> Reservation, with his proffers of money. to 

aid in the ereetion of the Asylum, and the use and ocenpation.of 
buildings for, temporary , accommodation ; the offer of Messrs. 

‘Kirk, | Basset & Norris, of Sauk county ; and the proposal of D. 

Wi Jones &.[L. IL. Gray, with liberal offers of donations. All 
these having been entered in full on the journal of our procecd- . 
ings, need but a br'ef enumerationhere. 

Lo Under the provisions of the “ Act to provide for a State Lunatic 

Asylum,” should a site suitable for such purpose be donated. in — 

the vicinity of Madison, or purchased fur a sum not exceeding” 

- fifteen hundred dollars, then’it became incumbent upon youto | 

Wvcate suid Asylum at or inthe vieinity of Madison, 
_Afte I having visited with you the 8e veral locatio. 18 offered, | un- 

der your instructions I notified Mr. Farwell, that the one hundred | | 

: acre tract of land which he had offered to the state for the sum of 

fifteen hundred dollars, had been accepted by the Commissioners, 

and _approved of, by theG vernor. Under the advice of the Ate 

: torney General, a deed of conveyance was made to, the state, an 

order for the purchase money: drawn, and the deed recorded. oo 

Under a resolution passed by your board, aud by the advice of — 

the Governor, you are aware that I visited most of the similar in- 

| stitutions in the United Srates, and upon my return laid befure - 

you-a plan, which Was adopted by you without reservation. — 

. | In the ouilay required for the es ablishinent of our institution 

and the plan adopted, it may appear to some who are not famil- 

iav with the numberof insane in our state, that we are making are 

rangments beyond our necessities. From the statistics and retuins. | 

that have been nade to me. during the past year, Tameitsticd 
: that we have in this state at least one: hundred patieuta, who, by | 

| neglect in their trea:ment, may becoine incurable. As to the 

- mere item of expense in the plan recommended by me, I cannot 

| more fully set furth my views than by a quotation from a report of
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perience inthe treatment of insanity must entitle his’épinton to 

great consideration. I refer to Dr. Luther V. Bell, of Mussachu-- 
setts. Hesays: = 9 9° 0 oe a 

_ of hospital treatment, and especially’ of early subjection to the” 
- waeof means: butthe day has passéd when thecommiunity needs 

suggestions or instructions on these points, and for years’ this ays 

lam has been so over-crowded, that the anxiety of its’ managers’ | 
has been rather to keep down, than to augment the number of its 
applicants.” — Oe a SF met AR 

“The most essential draw-back to thé fullest amdunt of ptiblic = 

: good attained by the Insane, Hospitals of thé country, revarded* | 
aéa whole, obtains in the erroneous belief; or atleast the actual’ 

assumption of a possibility that this ¢lass ‘of’ institutions’ cat“ be’ : 

carried on. fairly and justly under any’ such ‘otitlay of means‘as” 

would be measured by the ordinary support of individuals having 

health and reason. Wé cannot bé too gritefil that’ the vikwa of’ 
those who have directed ‘thé affairs’ ofthis’ asyluta hive’ never 

stopped at the nominal accomplishment, but ‘have aimed'at attain: 
ing the highest realities of their proféésed ends, a ‘cotsunitnation 

| only to be sought in the decision that just’so much money’ cliall be - 

_ freely expended as can be wisely applied to thé object"? = 

‘‘As the communities called to provide for: the insarie,‘advanée 
| in familiarity with this duty and in means to meet it, the fatafer: 

ror of cheap institutions will ceast to exist—an error ‘involving: mo 

not merely the negative objection of leaving’ thé presumptive: =, 

ends of hospital treatment unfulfilled, but the positive hazdrd 
of accidents, compromising. not only the institution imiiediately’ > 

concerned, but the usefulness and reputation of the whole’ class.”” ° 
“Tt would be a happy conviction upon thé minds of’ legislators * 

and comniunities, could they be purstiaded that between no" pré-- 

vision at all of a public ‘kind for the Insane, and 4 parsitionious, ” 
stinted and inefficient imitation of a real provision—thé former’ | 
"evil is infinitely the least. A County, or Town, or State’ may'dig- 

nify a part or the whole of some custodial receptacle for its'luind
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dds; with: the: high -sdunding title of “ An Aéylum ;” thé public: 
and curators of the unfortunate, or even the friends and relatives | miey igndranitly, of be'a selfexcusing’ salvo, accept such ‘substitu. a ton as’ a:foll acqtittance of ‘thelr obligation; but every-person whol | gives an hour’s reflection. to: the matter, and compares: the’ cost of 

| persons in health, and.of the insane’ under even the minimurm out’ 
lay for mere custody, to say nothing of amelioration and caré;: 
cihtiet-but see the inhpossibility of doing justice to the ingane on 

— aeléap plan: Communities preparing for provisions for this class: 
have been led into woful miscalculations on this subject.” a Se “T'prosont this quotation’ not in extenuntion of the cost of: the | 
Building, but simply to place-upon reeord, that in my connection. with an institution of this kind, I could not: conscientiously re- 

/ coniniend a plan that would not carry out fully the great ultimate ed designed to be accomplished in the curative treatment of thei 
Insane. In maturing this plau I was governed ehiefly: by the fok’ 

 lowinig resolutions, which after. mature consideration; were wnani- 
“mously: adopted: by: “The. Association of ‘Medical: Superintendents’ . _ of Atmerican Institutions for the Insane,” and directed to. be-pub-: | 
lighed.in the Medical. Joumals of. the Continent,.as the sentiments. 
of the association. on the subject referred to. | ee 

on oriE CONSTRUCTION OF: HOSPITALS FOR THE INSANE. 

’ [L-Every‘hospital for the insane should be in the country, not . | within Jess than two miles of a large town, and easily accessible :  dtallseasons, ~~ eae EES . EL’ “No hospital for the ingune, however limited its capacity, ) ‘should have less than fifty actes of land, devoted to gardens and’ 
_ pleasure. grounds for its paticnts. At least one hundred acres should be possessed by every State hospital, or other instittition’ — for two hundred ‘patients, to which ‘number these ‘propositions ap- | Ply, unless otherwise mentioned. = 

TE.’ Means should be-provided to raise ten thousand gallons’
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of water, daily, to reservoirs that will supply the highest parts of 
the building. | SO 

IV. No hospital for the insane should be built, without the 

plan having been first submitted to some physician or physicians, 

who have had charge of a similar establishment, or are practically 
acquainted with all the details of their arrangements, and received 

his or their full approbation. 

: V. The highest number that can with propriety be treated in 

one building, is two hundred and fifty, while two hundred is a 
preferable maximum. . | 

- VI. All such buildings should be constructed of stone or brick, 
have slate or metalic roofs, and as far as possible, be made seeure 

from accidents by fire. , 

VIL Every hospital, having provision for two hundred or more 
patients, should have in it at least eight distinct wards for cach 
sex, making sixteen classes in the entire establishment. | 

VII. Each ward should have in it a parlor, a corridor, single 
lodging rooms for patients, an associated dormitory, communica. 

ting with a chamber for two attendants; a clothes-room, a bathy 

room, a water-closet, a dumb waiter, and a speaking tube leading 

to the kitchen, or other central part of the building. | : 

IX. No apartments should ever be provided for the confine- 

ment of patients, or as their lodging rooms, that are not entirely 

above ground. | ' 
X. Noclass of rooms should ever be constructed without some 

kind of window in each, communicating directly with the extern- 

al atmosphere. | oe 

XI. No chamber for the use of a single patient should ever be 

less than eight by ten feet, nor should the ceiling of any story oc- 

cupied by patients be less than twelve feet in height. - 
XII. The floor of patients’ apartments should always be of 

wood. . 

XIII. The stairways should always be of iron, stone, or other; 
indestructible material, ample in size and and number, and easy of 
ascent, to afford convenient egress in case of accident from fire.



RT, “At Targe hospital should consist of a main ¢éntral build- 
| ing ‘with wings. ne fs eggs ye eve ad an ae eeaehey 

"XV. The main central building should‘ contain the offices, re 

- eeiving rooms for company, and apartments entirely private, ‘for | 
the superintending physician and his family, in case that officer re- 
sides in thé hospital building, = ee a - 
ss XVI. ‘The wings should be so arranged that, if rooms are | 
placed on both sides of a corridor the corridors should be furnish- 
 ed'at both ends with movable glazed sashes, for the tree admission 

of -both light and air. CC  , ee - 

| _ XVIL. The lighting should be by gas, on account of its conve- — 

| ‘nience, cleanliness, safety, and economy. ae - 

_ > XVII -The-apartments for washing clothing, &c., should be 

detached from the hospital building, | ee 

_-  “ XIX. The drainage should be under ground, and all the inlets : 

‘to the sewers should be properly secured to prevent offensive em- ’ 
nations, = 
“XX. All hospitals should be warmed by passing an abundance 

of pure, fresh air from the external atmosphere, over pipés' or 
Oo plates, containing steam under low pressure, or hot water, the 

| temgerature of which at the boiler does not exceed 212° F., and 
placed inthe basement or cellar of the builing to be heated. 

“XT” A complete system of forced ventilation, in connection __ | 

‘with the heating, is indispensable to give purity to tHe air ofahos- ' 
pital for the insane; and no expense that is required toeffect this — 

_ object thoroughly can be deemed either misplaced or injudicious. 

oe - XXL The boilers for generating steam for warming the build- \ 

ing should'be in a detached structure, connected with which may | 

| be'the engine for pumping water, driving the washing apparatus, 

and other machinery, 
“EXT. All water-closets should, as far as possible, be made of 
{ndestructible materials, be simple in their arrangements, and — 

| have a strong downward ventilation connected with them. = 

| XXIV. The floors of bath-rooms, water closets, and basement 

_. stories, should, as far as possible, be made of materials that will 

‘not sbeorb moistare. a : | a oO 

. y , {



XY. Tho wards for the most excited elasa should be gon- 
structed with rooms on but one stde of a corridor, not less than 

ten feet wide, the external windows of which should belarge, and 
have pleasant views from them. a tte! | 

XXVI. Wherever practicable, the pleasure grounds of ahos- 
pital for the insane should be surrounded by a substantial wall, — 
go placed as not to be unpleasantly visible from the building, = 

Institutions for the insane are now being erected or completed 7 | 
| in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, two in Ohio, in Alabama and other a 

states, which, in the principle of their construction: deviate but 

slightly from the building now being erected by us. _ Should the 
plan of this asylum be carried out in accordance with the specifi- 
cations, we will have an institution of such a character as will-re- _ 

flect honor upon our state, and at no greater outlay than is neces- 

sary to obtain the important object we havein view.  =° 

In areport of this character it cannot be expected that I should 
give a detailed account of the plans, drawings and specifications = 
of the building. They are, as you are aware, open for examina- 7 
tion, at the asylum office, and accessible to all. To give a general — 
idea of the arrangement, I would state very briefly, that the build- _ 
ing will be of stone, consisting of a baserfent and two principal  —_— 
stories in every part, except the centre and projecting portions of. | 

‘ the wings, which will rise higher. On the centre building willbe _ 
a,dome in which will be placed the water tanks. Ventilating — 
shafts will. terminate on, the projecting portiong of the wings and 

- in the central dome. The centre building separatesthe two sexes, _ 
4nd on. either side of it are three ranges of wings. The first range 
ig separated. from the centre building by a space eight, feet 

| wide, and the other ranges fall back sufficiently far to leave the 
corridars. open at, both extremities, , giving, when completed, eight | 

distinct. wards for each sex, besides accommodations for more vio- 
lent patients. The cellar is excavated throughout its whole extent, 

in which. are the air chambers, reservoirs, passages by railwayafor _ 
canveying food from the kitchen to the different dumb waiters be- | 
tween it and the extreme wings, purposes of ventilation, &e, All



ne ee 
—- @ulinary a@rrangewients.with those for heating, gaswimkiig, aid = 

 - tproearing water for the establishment, and indeed wherever fre 
is. requisite, occupy: a distinct building from the asylum. All pies, = 
fines, &e., will be conducted by arch-waysto the main building. 
The architectural front of the building is plain and in good taste. | 

The portico has been dispensed with, as being too costly and des- 
 troying the upper portion of the building. A double verandah 

- made of iron, six feet wide, has been substituted in its stead: The — 

‘plan, as you are aware, was prepared by Sloan and Stewart, archi- 
tects of Philadelphia; and their drawings and specifications are 
admirably executed, and as full and specific as could be desired. . 
‘The great responsibility which under your-kind confidence has 

- rested upon me in maturing a plan for our State Lunatic Asylam 
would necessarily compel me to avail myself of all the improvee 

ments of the day, in the medical and moral treatment of this class 

of patients. Apart from this important and responsible view of = __ 

_ the subject, I cannot but feel pride that this institution shouldkeep 
pace with the growing increase and prosperity of our State. |. | 

, _ To Dr. Thomas S. Kirkbride, of Philadelphia, superintendentof 
the Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane, I am under deep obligae 
tions for the assistance he has rendered me in furthering the ob- _ 

ject Thad in view: To Dr. Luther V. Bell of Massachusetts, Dr. 
+ Chandler of Worcester, Dr. Nichols of Washington, Dr. Buttolph 

. of New Jersey, Gen. McDonald of Flushing, Dr. Choate of Taun- 

: ton, and others, I am under obligations for kind attentions in aid- : 
sing me to earry out the object of my mission. - 

- _ And here I would take occasion to express my deep sense of the 
_- ¢ompliment paid me by the governor, and yourselves in your | 

_ prompt appproval of the plan of the Asylum, as laid before you. 
| As your report will show, the contract for the building was | 

awarded to Andrew Proudfit, Esq.,,and Iam most happy totestify 
_ | to the commendable industry and diligence with which he has been - 

a forwarding the work. A large portion of materials isalready up- 

_.  on.the ground ; and should early and necessary appropriations be 

made the present session, which cannot be too strongly urged, I~



feel confident. that the building may be ready for:the veception‘of = => 
patient before the period contemplated under: the. eontract,—and " 
certainly the large number of. patients of this class,’ already in-our 7 

_ State, should have,some claim upon the sympathy of our legislators. | 
_—-- -Mapmson, January 1,1855. 

a  GEOROMoLANE, 5 | 
a ee Superintendent Wis. State Lunatic Asylum. ae 

To Messrs. Buon, Virrom and Sansonn, 
ee Commissioners: = ss a
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. . Untverstry or Wisconsin, Frsrvary 13, 1855.3 

To His Excrtzenoy, Wu. A. Barstow, : 

Governor of the StatePof Wisconsin: | 

In accordance with the law I transmit to you, herewith, the 

_ ‘seventh annual report of the Regents of the University, andhave ' 

the honor to be, | — 

- Oo _ Most Respectfully,’ a 

| - | | Your Obedient Servant, — 

Oe Oo JOHN H. LATHROP, 

OO | President of the Boord. |
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REGENTS’ REPORT, 

To vue LucisLarurE or raz Stars or Wisconsin : | Oo , 

‘The Regents of the University make this, their seventh an- 

nual OO | | | | 

REPORTS - 

- That the portion of the educational intererest of the state which 

| has been committed.to their care, has received, since the date of 

- the last annual report, the attention which the importance and. 

the exigencies of the trust seemed to demand. BS | 

~The finances of the University have steadily improved during 

the past year. The original land endowment is, by sale and in 

vestment, passing into the productive form, and an additional 

grant from congress durin e the present session, will, when brought 

into the market, add materially to the educational capabilities of 

| he Institution. The following schedule will set forth the oO 

financial condition of the University on the first of January, | 

1855.0 BC 
a OB 7 RESOURCES, | 

‘  ‘Praceeds of University lands sold and invested, $161,000 00. 

_ Value of balance of same, (unsold,) 19,000 00- 

: Probable value. of recent grant, (unsold,) 120,000 00 

Buildings and fixtures, a | 40,000 00, 

_. + Grounds enclosed, Oo a 45,000 00 

Library and Cabinet, | 4,000 00 

* -" Total resources. _ : $389,000 00: -



; 6 . | 

LIABILITIES, | 

Loan from School fund, $25,000 00 
do University fund, oo 15,000 00 
do J.D. Ledyard, | | 6,000 00 

Total liabilities, | $45,000 00. 

Balance | , $844,000 00, * 

It will be seen, from the’ above statement, that the institution 
is now emerging from the embarrassments attendant on the period 
of converting a land endowment ‘into a productive form,* and — 
erecting the buildings. The endowment, however, is, to the 
extent of one half, still unproductive; and the income of what is 
already productively invested is burdened with the payment of 
the annual interest on the debt incurred in the acg uisition of the | 
grounds, and the construction of the buildings. In addition to | 
this, the payment of the principal itself of these liabilities, must — 
be provided for from this same annual income. It is obvious that 
until the debt be discharged, a considerable portion of the annual 

| revenue of the institution must. be diverted to that use. It 18, | 
therefore, important that the statement of the gross ultimate ca- 
pabilities of the University should not beget an impatience for im- 
mediate and brilliant results. A few years of cautious administra- 
tion of its affairs will be necesaary to disencumber its revenue of 
the debt which is now lying upon it, and to realize the whole land 
endowment in the productive form; enabling it to accomplish, in . 
the cause of education, all that has been reasonably anticipated 

- from an institution thus founded and thus endowed. Until such’ — 
time, it is not the intention of the board ‘to divert any portion of 

| its income to the support of professional departments of Law and 
: of Medicine.. As the charter provides no building fund, aside | 
| from the income of the University endowment, it-will be the gen- 

eral policy of the board not to proceed to the erection of the 
other buildings comprised in the plan, until the liabilities already 
incurred shall be discharged; and thereafter, only as surplus



| means shall be accumulated in the treasury, not demanded for : 

_other and more important uses. Oo : 

In the meantime, the attention of the board will be mainly 

directed to the advancement and completion of the department 

of “Science, Literature, and Arts,” furnishing the means of liberal 

- education to the young mind of the community. This depart- 

ment comprises preparatory and collegiate courses of instruction, 

tantamount to those prescribed in the older institutions of learn- 

ing in the country. Select portions of these courses may be pur- © 

* gyed in connexion with the regular classes, by those who do not 

_ design to prosecute their studies through to graduation. — _— 

At the beginning of the the year 1854, the Faculty of the Uni- | 

versity consisted of J. H. Lathrop, Chancellor and Professor of 

“Ethics, Civil Polity and Economy;” J. W. Sterling, Professor 

~ of “Mathematics and Natural Philosophy; O.M. Conover, Pro- 

ssor of “Ancient Languages and Literature,” and S. H. Carpen- | 

ter, Tutor. The board at their last annual meeting made choice 

of §. P. Lathrop, M. D., of: Beloit, to fill the chair of Chemistry 

and.Natural History in the University ; who entered on his duties 

in May, 1854, which he continued to dischare till near the close of 

the first term of the current collegiate year. By the decease of | 

Professor Lathrop, on the 25th of December, the institution lo st. 

the services of an able and devoted officer, the agricultural inter- 

| est, a scientific friend, and the State, a useful and influential citi- : 

zen. The vacant canvassed the claims of candidates, to secure | 

‘an intelligent and chair will be filled, as soon as the board shall 

have sufficiently safe choice. 1t will bea part of the plan of 

. this department, to offer yearly instruction to agricultural classes 

jn chemistry and its applications, © 

: At their meeting in September, the board made choice of Pre- 

'. fessor Daniel Read, L. L. D., of Indiana State University, for the 

vacant chair of “‘ Mental Philosophy, Logic, Rhetoric, and Enge 

lish Literature.” ‘The appointment has been accepted. The new 

| Professor will be inaugurated at the next commencement, and will 
enter upon his duties at the opening of the next collegiate year in | :



- September. This chair, ably filled, will-add materially to the in- 
structional force of the institution, to the benefit not. only of the 
regular classes, but to the very great advantage of those who are 
pursuing select portions of the course, for business purposes, or 
in preparation for more useful and efficient employment in the 
public schools of the State. ee SO , . - | od =. 

The chair of modern languages still remains vacant ; but pro- 
vision has been made for special instruction in the German. and 
French languages, by an appropriation of $300 perannum forthat 
object. The executive committee have employed Dr. J. P. - 

| Fuchs to render this service to the institution, until the chair be 
| filled. He is in the daily instruction of two classes, and the board 

have reason to believe that his instructions are highly and justly 
appreciated. 2. re vot 

| My. 8. H. Carpenter resigned the ‘tutorship at commencement — 
in July, and his valuable services have been replaced by. the ap- 
pointment of Mr. A. L. Smith to fill the vacancy. Under his in- 
structions, the preparatory department is in effective condition, 
and increased numbers are in a course of preparation for the col- 
lege classes, oe 

The loan of $15,000, from ‘the principal of the University fund 
for building purposes, offered by the legislature at their last ses- 
sion, was accepted by the board; and is in process of application, — 

_ in the erection of the second collegiate edifice. The work will be | 
completed according to contract, on the first. day of June next, | 
and will be ready for occupation, at the opening of the next collegi 
ate yearin September. By reference to the reportof the building 
committee, hereunto appended it will be seen that the cost of the | 
work will exceed the amount of the loan by $3000. This deficit to- 
gether with the cost of superintendence, furnaces, and fitting up of 
public rooms for use, amounting, in all, to notless than $4500, must 
be provided for out of the income of the present year. The diver- 
sion of so large wu portion of the income to extraordinary uses, will — 
compel the board to defer the appointment of a professor of mod. | 

_ ern languages, and the enlargement of the library, cabinet and 
apparatus, till the close of the year, a



_ ‘The available funds in the treasury of the board for the year — 
1855, will be as follows,,.(nearly):, , es | 

| Balance of income for 654, in state treasury, ~ $1,129 15 
Interest for 1855, on capital fund invested, ae - 
($161,146,91) 811980 98 

‘From tuition and room-rent, 1,000 060 
- From sales of University addition, © 400 00 | 

Interest on probable sales of University lands for 55, | 1,000 00 

Total available funds for 55, 814,809 48-00 
_ Disburseménts as follows: a Oo 

| Interest on indebtedness ($45,000), | : 8,200 00° 
‘Salaries. of Faculty, 5,875 00 
Pay of Secretary,-Treasurer and Janitor, | — 615 00 
Wood, - - 300 00 

| Deficit of building fund, ($15,000) 7 | | 4,500 00 , 
| Contingencies, fe - . 500 00 

Total disbursements for 1855,. — - $14,490 00 
Balance in Treasury Dec. 31, 1855, «$819 48,0 
it is obvious from-the above statement, that, in order to enable _ 

the institution to meet its. liabilities, the whole of the income of — 
the university fund for the year 1853, after reserving the interest 
on the two loans from the State, should be placed at the disposal | 
of the board. eo oo | 

_ Preliminary measures weré adopted by the board, at their Sep~ _ 
7 tember meeting, in reference to the supply of boarding for stu- 

dents within the college grounds: The want of some provision 
of this character has been already felt, and-will become still more 

| urgent asthe institution shall continue to enlarge its patron- 
age. The executive committee have been charged with car- — 

. rying out the views of the board in this behalf, as soon as the 
means of the University will justify it. | oe : 

| From and atter the present year, the income of the University 
from the original land endowment, will not vary much from 
$12,600 per annum, By additions from students and from other |



| | 10 | | 

- sources, this sum will be extended to about $15,000. The pay of 

the instructional force of the institution, whon the ehairs are all 
| filled, will be about $800). Adding to this, $2000 for increase of | 

library, apparatus and scientific collections, and for contingencies, 

the current expenditures.of the institution will amount to some _ 

$10,000 per annum ; leaving a margin of $5000, for the payment 
of interest and the gradual sinking of the debt. © Cee 

During the present session of congress an additional grant of = 

seventy-two sections of land has been made, in further endow- | 

- mentof the University. Of this grant, about forty sections have — 
been located, and the residue will be entered inthe spring. Some. 
legislation may be necessary to protect these lands from intrusion — 

and tresspass during the present year, and to provide against any 

diminution of the fund by pre-emption claims. When the selec- - 
tions shall have been completed, it will be sufficiently early to 

provide for their appraisal and sale. - | oe 

After the reduction of this new grant to the productive form, 

‘ and the extinction of the debt, the annual income of the whole ~ 

endowment will not fall short of $22,000; and receipts from other 

sources will swell this amount to $25,000. These conditions will 

enable the board to carry on successfully the Collegiate, Normal | 
- and Agricultural departments; to provide for the additional 

structures without the accumulation of debt; to make yearly ad- 

: ditions to the apparatus, library, cabinet andother collections ; . 

and finally to establish the professional schools of Law and Medi- | 
cine. Oo Se 7 7 

The board are advised that the ‘Superintendent of Public In- 
struction recommends an appropriation from the income of the 

school fund for the support of a normal professor in the Univer- 

sity, until the institution shall be able to assume the whole bur-— 

| den of the department. Should this policy be adopted by the 
legislature, the board will provide fur the necessary room and fix- 

tures, and co-operate with the Superintendent in placing the de- | 

partment in the most effective condition. A like temporary aid 

would enable the board to give earlier effect to their design to 
make the University the proper agricultural college for the State.



_-The term of service of Regents, Nathaniel W. Dean, Hiram | 
| Barber, Chauncey Abbott and Julius P. Atwood, expires during the 

_ present session of the legislature. The} charter ,of the University 
devolves on the legislature the duty of filling these vacancies. _ 

| In order to a more detailed understanding of the condition and | 
prospects of the University, the board append to this report.the 
annual communication of the Chancellor, the reports of commit- 

_ tees, and other relevant papers. | mE | 
‘The board, in fine, present the University in a condition of sub- | 

stantial prosperity, and hope, by a careful,administration of the __ 
_ important trust reposed in them, to be instrumental in extending =—s_—. 

its usefulness, and commending it to the affection and to the just 
_ pride of the commonwealth. 

All which is respectfully submitted, , | 
a | | JOHN H. LATHROP, | 

So CHARLES. DUNN, | 
Oo —  ° J.D. RUGGLES, > 

CS _ ALEXANDER T. GRAY, 
| / - ©. ABBOTT, oe 
oe, , : H. A. WRIGHT, 

oe re  E. WAKELEY, |. OO 
7 Oe | _ NELSON DEWEY, 

| - | E. M. HUNTER, : | 
) - | Se N. W. DEAN, . | 

- | . J.P. ATWOOD. |
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oe ee Umiversrry or Wisconsin, _ 
: | ae - January 17, 1855. | 
Lo the Board of Regents of the Oniversity of Wisconsin : 

- ‘In accordance with the statutes of the University, I would re- spectfully submit the subjoined view of the condition and progress of the institution, during the-year ending December 31, 1854; and would suggest such measures for your consideration, as appear to +. me to be conducive to the great aid interesting object of our com-. | - mon trust. — oo : —_ i 
Tn laying the foundatiors of an institution of learning of the _ highest grade, public in character and administration, intended to perfect and to crown thé system of public instruction for the State, | it ig important to consider that voluntary associations have already | broken Ihe ground, that well endowed and well officered denomi- | national colleges, are in active and successful operation, offering 

advantages fur the liberal education of the young mind of Wis- ° eonsin. All these éfforts, beneficent in their immediate results, are of special interest to us, as preparing the way for a more am- ple harvest of distinction and usefulnces to the University, pro- vided, that by adequate public endowments, ample appointments, _ and wise administration, it be made to ‘take its true position as the seat of liberal learning and professional culture for the youngmen of the State. | | ne 
Bat it is obvious so remark, that the University, aS @ mere com. | petitor’ with the colleges for public favor and patronage, derives 

-. no advantage whatever, from the mere fact of its State connexion... _ | It is only by creating in the public mind the well founded con- — __-vietion, that.a higher style of education, both in practical value - and in finish, may. be obtained within itg walls than can be fur- _ -aished elsewhere, that the denominational bias, which has hitherto . _ divided the effurts of the friends of hberal education, can be re- 
_ laxed and fina'ly dvercome. | | - —— | | The best condition for the whole community, in this behalf, will 

-be realized, when the state shall make ample provision for the
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liberal education of all those who may desire it, leaving all de- — 

nominational funds to the single work of the better professional =. 

cnlture of those who are set apart to act as the moral and spiritual 

guides of their fellow men. The charter of ‘the uuiversity,: for 

. reasons which are satisfactory to the community, makes no pro- 

vision for a theological department . but it is quite-obvious that 

each of the religious denominations would wisely availitself.ot-a 

competent state organization for the liberal education of its mem: | 

bers, enabling itself, by saving all expense in that direction, to = 

. give a completeness and perfection to its schools of. theological. es 

learning, which connot be reached by the application of divided | 

funds. That the State University may be made to bear this desir- 

able relation to denominational schools, requires nothing else than, 

ample public support and wise administration. og a | 

The plan of the university of Wisconsin, as set-forth inits char- | 

ter, provides: 1, for the collegiate department of science; litera: 

ture and arts; 2, of law:. 38, of medicine; 4, of normol instrue-, 

tion. To this lam satisfied we must add a fifth, namely, a school, -— 

of the application of science to agriculture and the ugeful-arts, . 

A. state institution embracing all these departments, and sustain: 

ing the above mentioned relations, constitutes the idea towards. 
which we are to labor up, and to which we should approximate.as. | 

the means in our hands and the material, on which we are to-work,, 

will permit. — —_ | a ate in 

During the period of converting our land endowment into. a 
productive fund, our operations have been necessarily limited, by, 

the scantiness of our-actual income, and the necessary. diversion, 

of the larger portion of it, to the acquisition of. grounds and the 
| ereotion of. the needful buildings. In the meantime, our organiza. 

tion has been effectual to the preservation.af the fund from dim-, 
inution, to the gathering of patronage, and the preparation of. our. 

materlal for the prosperity which the university, will doubtless, — 
commandintimetocome. = . ee Coe howe 

‘Up to this time, our suit of public rooms has been inadequate 
to university uses; our library and cabinet of Natural History .



have been meagre; apparatus we have had none for chemical or a 
philosophical demonstration, till the small purchase of the last 
year; several of our chairs of instruction are still vacant ;_ and no 
movement has yet been made towards the organization of any | | 
other university school, than that of “Science, Literature and os 

_ The presentation of what remains to be done, to realize our idea 
of astate university, naturally brings us to.an examination of the : 
financial condition of the institution, present and prospective; the- 
means now on hand, and hereafter to accrue, for completing the 

_ plan and accomplishing the ends of the trust. | Oo | | | 
_ The proceeds of the sales of the University lands of the original 

grant, when disposed of at their appraised value, will amount to 
about $180,000. The interest on sales and investments up to the 
first of January 1853, was barel y sufficient to meet the interest on - 
the liabilities of the Board contracted in the purchase of grounds — 
and the erection of ‘the first dormitory building. Since that peri- 
od, sales have been rapid, and the productive fund accruing | 

a therefrom amounted, on the first day of J anuary 1855, to $161,000. _ | 
_It is fair to presume that the residue of the university lands will 
be sold during the year, and the whole fund of about $180,000, | 

__-will be realized in the productive form, by the first of January, | 
1856. On this supposition, the income of the fund for the next 
year will not fall short of $12,000. — Ce 
The Faculty of the University, at the beginning of the year oF 

1854, consisted of the Chancellor, who is acting Professor of 
“Ethics, Civil Polity, and Political Economy >” the Professor of | 
“Mathematics and Natural Philosophy ;” the Professor of “Ancient 
Languages and Literature; and a Tutor. The chair of Chemistry | 
and Natural History was subsequently filled by the appointment 
of Professor S. P. Lathrop, of Beloit College, who entered on his . 
duties, in the University, early in June, and continued to. render 

his very valuable services in that department, till disabled by the | 
disease which terminated his useful life, onthe 25thof December. = = = 
 At.the September meeting of the Board, Professor Daniel Read _ 

. 3 ) | |
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now of the University of Indiana, was. chosen Professor of “Men 

tal Philosophy, Logic, Rhetoric and English Literature,” his term — 

of office to commence on the first of August 1855.0 

- Lam happy to be able to announce to the ‘board, that the. ap- 

| pointment has been accepted. The accession of Prof. Read will 

| add greatly to the instructional force of the institution, and will, 

_. in the most satisfactory manner, as I doubt not, supply what has 

‘been felt all along to be a manifest and decided want in ovr organ- 

ization. He may be expected to deliver his inangural address at 

our nextcommenctement. At the came meeting of the board, the 

executive committee was authorized to employ a teacher in the 

German and French languages, at a charge of not more than $300 

per annum; asa temporary arrangement, until the chair of mod- 

ern languages and literature should be permanently filled. The 

| The committee have been so fortunate as to secure the services of 

Dr. I. P. Fuchs in this department, who will bea candidate fur the = 

chair of modern languages and literature, whenever the board 

shall proceed to an election. His instructions have been, thusfar, 

thoroughly and successfully rendered. = ee, 

- During the past year about $900 have been expended for chem- 

- feal and philosophical apparatus by order of the board; and about — 

$300 for the benefit of the library andcabinet. 
| The apparatus was selected with great care by Professor Lath- 

- rop personally, from the shops of the best makers in: Boston and 

| New York. We have adopted the rule in the purchase of appa- 

ratus, whether the appropriation be great or small, to procure in- 

struments of decidedly good quality ; so that the apparatus when 

complete, shall be se:viceable, and well adapted to the purposes 

of analysis and illustration, = Pg 

~ An entire suit of New York fossils has been added to the cabi- 

net, and alarge variety of those of Ohio and Hlinois, =” 

| The library has been increased by purchasi sto a small amount, 

and by the valuable attentions of Senator Dodge, and ‘Hon. B. 0, 

7 Eastman, and others of our delegation incongress. 

| On the completion of the edifice now in progress, the apparatus,



library, and eabinet, will be removed to the large and. commodi- | ousrooms to be prepared for them and it is to be. hoped that | _ the revenue of the institution will enable the board to make annu- | 
al appropriations for the extension of these aids to: instruction, es- 
sential as they aro to the credit and usefulrtss of the University. 

 .. The death of Professor Lathrop will devolve on the board the _ : 
necessity of filling the vacancy in the chair of ‘€ Chemistry and . 
Natural [listory.” The late incumbent had acquired a Wisconsin 

_. reputation, and was enjoying the growing good will of the farm- - _ ing interest of the state. In these respects the loss we have sus- | 
tained cannot be at once repaired. But it is obvious that the in- | 

- Btitution is greatly interested:to find in his successor, whoever he 
may be, the ability and the will to make this department of the 7 
University an efficient aid to popular culture in the philosophy of — 
agriculture and the useful arts, As much of the usefullness and _ : 

- distinetion of the University will depend on the ehoice of the. pro- “ , 
- fessor, in this department, I would recommend thata committee — 

of correspondence be appointed to procure testimonials and to ~ | 
make report to the board at their meeting in July, at whioh meet- 
ing’a permanent appointment may be inade in season four the in- | 
structions of the next, collegiate year, commencing in September. | | 

_ For the present year I would recommend that such sum, as the 
_ board may deem expedient, be placed at the disposal of the exe- | 
cutive committee, with instructions to provide a special course on — | 

, chemistry, of some ten or twelve weeks, during such portion of 
the present year as they may deem expedient. | - 
On obtaining the loan of $15,000 from the principal of the Uni- 

versity fund, the building committee, as instructed by the board, oo 
proceeded, to the erection of the second dormitory building. The | 
contract. was let at $18,000, and the deficit of the loan, together 
with the incidental expenses of the superintendence, and the fit- | 
ting up of the public rooins must be supplied, 1f no other fund be os 
provided, from the income of the present year—a charge whiclt . 
will not amount to less than $4,000, in all. On account of thig | 
extra burden on our income, I would not recommend the filling of oo
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| the chair of modern languages before our next annual meeting, : 

and Lrefrain from suggesting the appropriations which are greatly 

needed for the enlargement of the library and the cabinet, and of 

the’philosophical and chemical ‘apparatus. ee 

I submit the following estimate, in order to a proximate under- _ 

standing of the financial condition of the Institution for the year 

1855. | , | S | 

a | EXPENDITURES. | a | 

| 1. Interest on loan from school fund....-.---+--++2++-eher rere $1,750 00 

. -Q Interest on Joan from university fund. ....-----2+---+s0- 25+ 1,050 00 | 

3. Interest on loan from J. D. Ledyard..-.-----+---+e+--r2 077° 400 00 

4. Salary of Chancellor.....-------++++seeerrccterrret 
seeee- 2,000 00 

5. Salary of Prof. of Mathematics, dic... . 20 wenn cere eeee ree 1,000 00 | 

6. Salary of Prof. of Ancient Languages......---ee- sneer renee 1,000 00 

7. Salary of Prof. of Mental Philosophy, &c. (one quarter)....... 250 00 

8, Salary of Prof. of Chemistry, dc. (with incidentals).....------ 350 00 oo 

9, Salary of German Instructor... .-.-------+r+s2r0rr torr tne 300 00 

10. Salary of Tutor......---+-----ecree sees tree trent 425 00 . 

| 11. Salary of Secretary of Board. .ccccecccececeeccctcececeeess 
12500 

12, Salary of Treasurer, about (per centage). .--~--+------e0rrrer 250 00 | 

13. Salary of Janitor...-.--. ---+--++++: cccceececceccceseee- 240 00 

Yh, Wood... - eee cece snes seen crcsseeeeetttt dececaeeccececee 250 00 | 

-4B, Contingencies (say) ..-------2----recree eee sreree sree 500 50° 

: Total current expenditures, including interest on loans......-- 9.890 00 

| | Add deficit of building fund.......---.-----2 +s erre rrr ees 4,000 00 - 

Motel... cccececeececcceenscecsesceses $13,890 00. 

To meet these expenditures, the Treasurer estimates the availa- 

ble funds for the use of the university, for the year 1855, 

. Atu..-+ —_ eanerecocane aaee corecnroren seer oeae saneceee seeecene $13,248 32 

Add for tuition, dic., (under-estimated) ....---- cee caceceeceeee 300 00° | 

Add for interest on probable sales in 1855....------++-++->- .---- 1,000 00 

© Potal available funds for 1855....2.200.e-2esseeeeeeee 14548 32 

- Balance in Treasury, Dec. 31, 1855..----2eeeeceereeees GB 558 92 

Lhave made this detailed statement, which I trust will be found 

substantially correct, of the probable receipts and disbursements 

| of the treasury for the current year, in accordance with an act of 

the legislature requiring it, as ‘he basis of a specific appropriation 

of our revenue, to meet the specified wants of the University. It



| a1 | 
_ is obvious from the statement, that the wants of the University re- 

quire that its whole revenue should be placed at: the disposal of. 

the board. 6 es ae Fg | 

_ Ag the annual income of the University fund is accumulated in 
| the State Treasury on the first of January, and as the claims on , 

_ the Treasury of the University are liable to be presented from 

time to time throughout the year, it is desirable that some uniform 

system of removing our money from the State Treasury into the a 

treasury of the board, should be devised and established by law. 
‘On this subject, I will take the liberty to make one or two sugges- | 

tion: 1. That the warrants, drawn in accordance with our by- : 

_ laws on the treasurer of the board, be made payable quarterly, | 
say on the first of January, April, July and October; and that Oo 

| on these several days, an order be drawn by the board, if in ses- 

sion, or by the executive committee during recess, on the State 
Treasurer, in favor of the Treasurer of. the University, of sufficient 
amount to meet outstanding warrants; or 2. If it be thought ad- | 

_ visable that all university warrants shall be payable directly from 

the State Treasury, this ubject may be effected by a law directing : 

the State Treasnrer to pay such warrants, when endorsed by the 

treasurer of theboard. Some settled practical rule on this subject, | 

seems to me te be very desirable. OO —_ | | 
. The subject of the supply of board for students, is a matter of | | 
paramount importance, in its bearing on the patronage of the Uni- 

' versity. Itis unwise torely entirely on the disposition of private | 

_ house holders to extend accommodations to students. Limited as 
our numbers have hitherto been, much difficulty has been experi- 

enced in this behalf, and as:the university will seen come into a 7 

- condition to command extended patronage, the inadequacy of this 

| reliance for supply, will place the institution under very great dis- 

advantage. Itis quite certain that some plan must be adopted, : 

_ through which young men, proposing to enter the university, may 

_ have-the assurance of being able to obtain suitable board at mod- 

-hrate prices. The old usage of bringing all the students into a | 

commons hall, as a part of the regimen of the institution, has been



| 88 a | 
genrally ssbandoned by the older colleges, as unfavorable to good 

: order, and perhaps equally so to good manners and good morals, 

All that I would recommend, is a common dining room for.the ac- 

commodation of some of the families of the Faculty and euch. of 

the students as may prefer that arrangement to seeking board in 
private famies, the charges merely covering expenses. A clab— 
room may be attached, for the accommodatian of those who may 
desire to board themselves. In aceordance with ‘the favorable:ac- 
tion of the Board, in this behalf, at their Agust meeting, the ex- - 

treme south wing of the new building will be finished ‘with refer- 

ence to residence. To carry out the residue of theplan, would re- 

quire but a small comparative outlay. Considering the importance | 

of the subject, it is worthy of consideration, whether the means 

ef accomplishing it may not be provided within the present year. 

The surplus revenue of the year 1856 will.be more than sufticient 

: for this purpose, and this will be in the treasury on the first of Jan- 

_uary of that year. - | | | 

' The Superintendent of public instruction recommends, in his | 

: report to the legislature, the appropriation of a.sufficient-sum an: 

nually, from the income of the school fund, for the-support.of the 
- normal Professor in the University. Should the legislatureiadopt 

this policy, which appears to me to be sound and unobjectionable, 
the board will be able to open that important department of the 

institution as early as the beginning of the next year,and make it 

the dispenser of the normal instruction for the State. Some ar * 
rangement for the professional educatipn of the teachers of the | 

| State is a present necessity. It is:doubtless a much better econo- 

my for the cause of popular education to accomplish this end 

through this Univeasity department, than to throw upon the school 

| fund the outlay necessary for originating and endowing a separate 
normal school; which, after all, could not be reasonably expected 

to do its work so well. A yearly appropriation from the income — 

of the school fund of $1,500, in support of the normal department 

ofthe University, would secure the-end, while. a new organization — 

would require, in charges for maintenance and interest on outlay, 
several times that amount annually. | | 

: os. Oo , ,



_ The adoption of the policy recommended by the Superintendent, = 
will devolve upon the board, among other duties, that of providing, 
forthwith for a separate preparatory school; so:that the present. | 

- University buildings shall be devoted entirely to the uses.of the | 

collegiate and the normal departments, A movement is maw be; 
— ing made. in Madison for the establishment of an academig or 

union school, with departments adapted to all grades of instrug, = 
tion, up to a full preparation of the higher classes for the Univer- 
aity... I would recommend that the executive committee be ing 

_ strueted to negotiate an arrangement with the directors of this = 
enterprise, throngh which’ the classical department of the school - 
may do our preparatory work. I haveno doubt that the connexion —- 
may be so arranged as to be highly beneficial, both to the school | 
and to the university, and may be made to accomplish, in the best | 
manner, all that we desire in this behalf. OO 

| The committee, to which was. referred the proposition of a por- on 
tion of our fellow-citizens to endow, in part, in the. University, a 
chair of Scandinavian Language and Literature, reported: to. tht - 

- August meeting of the board of ordinance, to carry into. effect, 
conditionally, the objects of those who are interested in the move- - 
ment. I am of opinion, on mature reflection, that the acceptance 
of the offer on the conditions specified in the ordinance, would be . 
just to.these who Lave made it, and advantageous to the institu, 

oO The University is under great and. lasting obligation to those 
| of our. fellow-citizens, who have, from time to time, interposed 

| their private or their official services, not only to save the origi- . 
| nal endowment, from, the danger to which it wag at some times | 

_. exposed. of ruinous depreciation, but also to bring to a successful - 
termination, our application for a new grant of lands of. equal 
amount with the first. The bill, securing to us this additional en- oe 

- dowment, became a law early in the present session of congresss 
and a large proportion of the locations, made in anticipation of : 
the grant, are understood to have been secured to the institution, | 
‘The residue will be located in the spring. It is a question for the E 
board to consider, what legislation may be desirable to bring Ss



| ay a a 

these lands early into the market and to secure tothe trust their 

fall value. If appraised at an average of $3 per acre, a propor- 

tion of them would meet with a ready sale, and the entire grant 
would yield the sum of $188,240. It can hardly be doubted‘that, 
by thrifty management, this sum ‘may be realized within five | 

“years; and my observation of the chances to which university 
lands are exposed, leads me to doubt whether we may not be 

‘losers by aiming at a largeramount. A fair appraisal next sum- 

mer, on the basis of a minimum of $2 50 per acre, would perhaps: 

distribute even justice to the University and to the settler. rae 

| Taking the value of the original endowment, as before — 
ptatedat we a . $180,000 

And of the recent grant,at = 6 es ~. 188,240 

. We make the whole endowment -. _—-.. 818,240 

| After the completion of the edifice now in process of erection, 

ipcluding the boarding accommodations mentioned above, with - 
the addition of what fixtures may be requisite for the Normal de- 
partment, I should recommend that no more building be underta- 

. ken, until, by the application of the surplus income of’ the insti- 

| tution as a siuking fund, the entire debt, incurred thus far, be paid 

off, leaving the institution in the unencumbered ownership of its 
buildings and grounds, and a clear productive fund of at least 

| $300,000. When this condition shall be realized, and not before, 

ghall I deem it advisable to proceed to the erection of 'the main 
edifice contemplated in our plan of building, and to the’ establish- : 

ment of the departments of law and medicine. In the mean time, 
our resources will be sufficient to a gradual developement of the 
collegiate, normal and agricultural departments of the institution, 
by filling, with competent and devoted men, the necessary chairs 

_ of instruction, and by surrounding them with those subsidiary ap- 
pliances which distinguish the older educational institutions of the 
country—a complete apparatus for analysis and demonstration in 

the experimental branches of science, an extensive and well as- 

sorted library, and copious collections of natural specimens illus-



trative of the seiences of observation. A very few years of judi- 3 
cious administrition ‘will perfect the organization of the Universi- = 
ty, carry it forward to a vigorous maturity, disencumber its en- 4 
dowment, and secure to it a perpetual annual income of at least | 
$21,000. This work, gentlemen, is yours, yours. will be the hon- 
or, and, what is better, the consciousness of having done duty toa , 

7 very great‘and interesting public trust. © 4 

Geb Aes bea All which, &e, 4 0-00 | 

oe LATHROP, 

| 4 | | ee | 

Bp | - et . ae - May oa? a 4 Le a pot |



| _ REPORT Or THE EXECUTIVE COMMITIEM,. 

To the Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin: 

The executive committee would respectfully report, that in dis, 
chargo of the duties assigned to them by the by-laws, they have, 

at their monthly and special meetings, audited such accounts 

as have been been brought before them for their examination; | 

and have made and executed such orders as the interests of the 

institution seemed to require. 7 | BC 

The authority conferred on the committee by the board at their | 

August meeting, to provide for instruction of the University 

classes in German and French, at a charge of not more than $300 

‘per annum, has been executed by the employment of Dr. T. P. | 

Fuchs, who is now discharging duty in that service with fidelity, 

and, as the committee learn, to the entire satisfaction of his col- | 

‘ leagues and his pupils. | : | | | 

| A vacancy in the tutorship having occurred by the resignation 

of Mr. 8. H. Carpenter at the commencement in July, the com- 

mittee made choice of Mr. A. L. Smith, a graduate of the Wes- — 

leyan University, Middleton, Connecticut, at the salary establish- | 

ed by the board in 1852. His term of service commenced in 

- September, and he is now in the active and acceptable discharge 

of the duties of his office. OO OO 

In obedience to the order of the board at their February meet- 

ing, the executive committee have audited all the estimates of the 

building committee, of work done and materials furnished by 

Messrs. Bird and Larkin, contractors for the construction of the | 

second University edifice. No drafts have been made on the - 

State treasury for any portion of the loan for building, except on 

such estimates, audited and approved by the executive commit- 

tee. | 7 oO |



For the further understanding of the doings of the committee, 
‘they herewith present the zcord of their proceeditiga, for.the in- _ apection of the board. _ | _ _ 

: All which is respectfully submitted, | : a 
Wurversiry or Wisconsyy. J. H. LATHROP, co =. 

January 17, 1855. | QO. ABBOTT, sy ; / 

so | ne Committee. os



REPORT OF THE BUILDING COMMITTEE. | 

To the Regents of the University of Wisconsin: 

The building committee respectfully — | 

a _ REPORT, | | oe 

That in pursuance of the instructions of the board at their Feb- | 

rary meeting, the committee advertised for bids for the construe- 

tion of the second dormitory building on the foundation previously | 

laid. The contract was awarded to Messrs. A. A. Bird and W. 

| Larkin, who, with good and sufficient securities undertook to com- 

plete the building and deliver the key on the first day of June 

1855, for the sum of $18,000. The work has progressed under 

the supervision of a competent superintendent, and is in such a@ 

state ot forwardness, that no doubt is entertained of its completion 

to the acceptance of the committee by the first of June 1855, ac- | 

cording to contract. Much credit is due to the contractors for the 

| character of the work thus far. | | 7 a 

The north half of the edifice will contain sixteen study rooms, 

with bedrooms and closets attached. In the other portion of the 

building north of the south entry are four public rooms, (one in | 

each story) 36 feet by 28; on the lower fioor, the laboratory 3. . 

on the second, the cabinet of minerals and specimens in other de- 

| partments of physical science; on the _ third, the philosophical | 

_ chamber, and on the fourth, the library. The extreme south wing 

is to be finished for residence, or for occupation as for studies, as. 

may be deemed expedient. - . | 

Monthly estimates have been made, as the work has progressed, 

and submitted to the executive committee for approval; and a 

sufficient sum has been reserved to insure the completion of the 

work according to contract. | _



Provision has been made for the further improvement of ‘the - 
~ grounds in the spring, by the plantation of ornamental and frnit 

_ trees, and by such other modes as shall be within the means of the - 
committee. | . : BC ; 

| All which is respectfully submitted. .- © ° SR 
7 LATHROP, © > , 

Be N. W. DEAN, _ | 
ge WRIGHT, — 8 

; ee Committee. 
January 17,1855. Oe | 

re : iam oe : Selb bg i -



| ‘TREASURER’. REPORT. 

To the Board of Regents of the: University of Wiscansin : / a sy . | 

The undersigned, Treasurer of said Board, respectfully — OO 

pO _ REPORTS: — : 

That since the 3let day of December, A. D. 1853, there has been received. 

| into the Treasury of the University, the fullowing items of money, to wit: | 

From State Treasurer income of University fund oo 86,800 000 

do Tuition bills collected 7 643 58 

do Arrearages collected | | / 13 50 

do Commissioner on szles of lots 490 97 - 

Balance in Treasury at above date | 281 15 

Total | . 8,229 20 

There has been received from the State Treasurer in part — 

of the fifteen thousand dollar loan, the sum of | 12,735 33 

Total | | : ——«- 20,964 53 

During the same time there has been paid out | 

upon the orders of the Sec’y to Messrs. Bird : Oo 

: & Larkin, on account of Dormitory building, — oo : 

the sum of | . ‘$11,666 230 

On account of salaries, incidental expenses, in- on a 

terest on loan, &e. | 8,279 18 «19,945 386 

Balance in Treasury | 1,019 17 

Vouchers of the above disbursements are herewith returned to the Board | 

for their inspection and further action thereon. : a 

The available funds for the use of the University for the year 1855, will 

not vary far from the following statement, which isthe best estimate that I can 

make, from such information as I can obtain, viz: , 

Balance in Treasury, | . $1,019 17 

| do do State ‘Treasury of income of 1854 | 1,129 15 

Income for 1856 - oe oe 10,000 00 — | 

Tuition and room rent ~ 700 00 

| Receipts, from sales in University addition 400 00 

| - Total | | 13,248 32 

All of which is respectfully submitted. a 7 . 

a SIMEON MILLS, : 

Mantson, Deo. 31, 1854. Treasurer Wis. University. 

roo



‘REPORT OF AUDITING COMMITTEE. =” | 

’ The undersigned, one of the standing eommittoas of the Board of = 
: ‘Regents, established for the fullowing purpose, do hereby reg- | 
peetfully report: That we did, on the 9th day of January 1858, 4 
‘meet at the oflice of the Secretary of said Board, and proceed to — 
Compare the warrants issued by said Secretary with the records =" 

_ and papers on file in this office as vouchers therefur; and also the | 
account of the Treasurer of said Board with the warrants drawn - 
on him by the Secretary aforesaid, and we do hereby certify to | 

_ said Board that we found the same correct. and true, = Oe : 
We further report that we did, at the same time, cancel warrants . 

-paid by the Treasurer aforesaid, since the date of his last report, 
_ and now surrendered for that purpose, in the sum of $19,945. 36. | 

Co | J. H. LATHROP, Pres. B’d. Regt's. — 
| | Jd, T. CLARK, See’y: B’d. Regt’s, 
BS | | Auditing Cummittee. a -. Mad‘son, January 17, 1855. oo | | -



| 
82 : | 

Statement of Warrants,.to whom and for what dssued,’since the | 

date of the last report: | 

A. D. 1854. 
| Te 

January 2, J. F. Clark, services as secretary for 1853, 62 50 

do 2, J. H. Lathrop, salary, — | | | 232 385 

do 2, 0. M. Conover, salary, Se 175 00 

do 4, .§.H. Carpenter, salary,; Po WB CO 

do 7, Henry Dingle, woed, | : Oo 28 00 

do 14, J. W. Sterling, salary, _ | —. 50 00 

. do 2), John Conklin, services as Janitor, = = = = ss: 6. 00 

do 26, John Ledyard, interest on loan, | 402 00 

Feb’y 27, Chas. Foot, express charges, | | 2 00 : 

. March 6, J. A. Jones, postage, ee | & 28 | 

do ii, W. E. Cramer, advertising, ee 14 00 

do 16, JI. A. Lapham, Herbarium, . 80 00 | 

do 25, © Henry Dingle, wood, | a 90-00 

April 1, S. H. Carpenter, salary, — a 125.00 

do 1, O. M. Conover, salary, Soa .. 175 00 | 

do 1, J. W. Sterling, salary, oe 200 00 

| do 1, J. H. Lathrop, salary, oO 600 00 

do -—s8, John Conklin, servicesas Janitor, 60 00 

| do 16, Wm. Irwin, services, 600 | 

do 10, Wm, Stewart, books, a 2 50 

do 10,  ©.S. Abbott, lumber, ~ Be -480 — 

May 4, Henry Dingle, wood, | 24 00 

do 4, S.H. Carpenter, books gt 16 00 

do 6, James Conklin, labor, EO 

do 6, D. Gorum, lumber, e 3 48 | 

do 29, Building committee, for purchase of materials for - 

second dormitory building, 1500 00. 

| do 29, Baker & Seabolt, repairing conductors, 15 00 

June 9, Rufus King, advertising, : 3 90 | 

do 18, G. W. Stoner, wood, : : 6 00 

do 15, Ww. Westerman, painting, B25 

do 24, Tibbitts & Gordon, merchandize, | 49 54 

do 24, Bird & Larkin, on contract of second dormitory, 1001 40 

do 24, S. Mills, express charges paid, 2 50 

July 1,  §S.H.Carpenter, salary, | 125 00 

do 1, J.H.Lathrop, do oe 500 00 

do 1, J. W. Sterling, do : ~. 200 00 

do 3, S. P. Lathrop, do SO 79 48 | 

do 8, John Conklin, services as janitor, - 120 00 

do 4, James Graham, wood, | a - 24 00 

do 7; S. Mills, books purchased, 8 50 

do 8, O.M. Conover, salary, —  -175 00 

: do 8, Bird & Larkin, on contract 2d dormitory, 1324.50 

do 8, N. W. Dean, merchandize, 17 75



OO 8300 | . 8 
do 12, 8, Mills, expenses, disbursements, &, 165 Qo - dos 3250 J. EH. Lathrop, for chem: and- phil. apparatus, &-; 1100 00 | do 25, GH. Slaughter, wood, = | — 56 25 Aug.) 4, Bird & Larkin, on: eontract:2d dormitory, = 3104 00 do 14, J. H. Lathrop, disbursements, _ go BO — do 14, SP. Lathrop, do * 6 78 ee - do 29, G. H. Slaughtér, wood, : 56 29 — Sept. 2, Bird & Larkin, on contract 2d dormitory, . 1010. 00 — —  do-+ 9, Wm. H. Demaust, labor and materials = 87 20 | : do 9,  Bird-& Larkin, on contract of second dormitory, 990 00 — do 15, R.N. Patten, maps, &e, | 10 00 do’ 15, Sower & Barnes, outline maps,’ &e., oe 25 00 Lo “do 80, H. D. Holt, ee - WI °  Oetober 2, J.-H, Lathrop, salary, 9» 59000 ae do. 3, P, L. Decker, work; de, e- Se - 27 50 do 8, UL. Roundy, services.as architect, 100 00 do . 3, Wm. Westerman, painting, ae 16 46 os | .do 4%, | John Conklin, services as Janitor, — 60 00 ao do. 4, John W. Sterling, salary, — 250 00 : do 7, 0. M. Conover, salary, 950-00 , do’ 7, Bird & Larkin, on contract of second dormitory oe Se | building, | es 1000 00 oF do- 7, John P. Fuchs, salary, AB 6 | | — do 10, S, P, Lathrop, salary, Es BO TOO - do 14, ~ Jos, Chatterson Services as superintendent, 83 00 S do 19, James Graham, | Se 94 @0 Oct: 21, - Aug. L. Smith, salary, 7 a ' 10000 a Nov. “8 Jas, Graham, wood, _ | : 94 00 ne do 9, SP. Lathrop, expenses, dc, BE 00 - do 9, J. H. Lathrop, ~~ do gg 59 dé 9, J.N. Jones, postage, ee LE Be Og | “do 9, Bird & Larkin, on contract 2d dormitory, s; - 1083. 00 7 do 11, IW. Sterling, for purchase of books, — | 50 26 . do. 22, James Graham, wood, 7 12 00 | do’ 25. do do | 16 00 - - Dew 4, Bird & Larkin, on contract 2d dormitory, § 53 33 : - “do” 2, Darwin Clark, chairs, mo : 17 50° : do 29, A.S, Wooded, music. ' 5 00 | do 81,: . J. H. Lathrop, salary, Ro : 500 00 . do 81, J.T. Clark, services as secretary for 1854, 125 00 © = 

| | - J.T. CLARK, . | : Oo a Secretary, Oo,



| To the Board of Regents of the University of | Wisconsin: | 

‘The undersigned, commissioner for the sale of lots in the 

university addition to the village of Madison =~ Po | 

a REPORTS: = ss 

That since the 21st day of December, A. D. 1858, there. has | 

been-sold in said addition, lots as follows'to wit: “3 

! Date of sale No,of No.of Towhomsold, Am'tof Am’t paid at 
1854.  —- Lots, Block. .- Sale, — time of sale. 

| July 10, 9, 10, 17 §|M. B. French,’ $500.00 = - $253 50 

, Aug. 14, 5, 1G ALS. Wood, = 7500 75 00 

wg 7,80 ae do 285 0D 

| a | $1,100°00 8428 50 

Deduct 5 per cent. commission for selling Oe _ $55 00 | 

Balancé paid into Treasury, ae . — ae - $373. 60 

[have also collected upon sales previously ‘nade, the following 

sunis of money, to wit: oe we ee po 

syst A.W. Dickson, B88 

: otY 4): “Michael Flanigan, ' Ce 31°00 

-«#, Thomas MsGlynn, NS oye 14 10 

—: t  M_B. Rogers, Co ee oe 10-00 

woe a yr ar 

Total amount paid into Treasufyy 97 8490 87 

eae Respectfully: submitted, ew | 

 SIMBON MILLS, Ootnmistioner, 
“December 31,1854 i Oo



- EIBRARIAN’S REPORT. 

| - «Stare Universtry, Manion, Wis, } 
| co | | February 16th, 1855. 4 Jo. H. Larnror, LL.D. | | | | 

Pres. of Board of Regents, de: : | 
_ . The undersigned respectfully reports, as follows: a 

During the past year 244 volumes were added to the University | Library. Of this number, only 64 volumes were purchased, all _ of which are works of great value. Among them is the Edin- 
burgh Encyclopedia, in 21 volumes. | 

The following list will show to whom the acknowledgements of the University are due fur donations: _ | | _ 
We have received | — a | 

From Congress, _ Public Documents, 41 vols. do Hon. B. ©. Eastman, do | | 11 do do Hon. A. CG. Dodge, do a : % do . _ do Hon. H. Dodge, do | 14 do 
do Hon. I. P. Walker, > ~~ do | 1 do | | do Hon. Hiram Barber, Baxter’s Works, | 2 do. do State of New York, Publie Doe. &e., 15 do | : do Smithsonian Ins, Publications, — 8 do | do Pratt Woodtord & Co., School Books, | 60 do do Gould & Lincoln, — do | 10° do | do Robt. J, Davis & Co., do 8 do 7 do Geo. P. Putnam & Co., do | 38 do do A. Lapham, Esq., — do ot 2 do | _ do J. H. Gurney, Esq, Life of J.J. Gurney, 2 do do Calvin Catter, Eaq., Physiology & Plates, 1 do - 
In addition to deposites in the cabinet by the State Geologist, | the thanks of the Institution are due to Ehenezer Brigham, Esq., - 

of Blue Mounds, for the contribution of a box of very chcice speci- | 
mens; also tu J. T. Clark, Ksq., of this town, and to Messrs. Geo. co 
JR. Stuntz and A. A. Parker, of Superior, Wis., for valuable favors. | 

| OS | J. W. STERLING, | : - a Librarian, &.
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—  GATALOGUE 
| | yw ; . / - OF THR -. _ i Te 4 

FACULTY AND STUDENTS 
a a : - oF - oa - | 

- WISCONSIN UNIVERSITY,



OF SCIENCE, LITERATURE AND ARTS. 

JOHN H. LATHROP, L.L.D.,Cmanosrzon, 
And Professor of Ethics, Civil Polity and Political Economy. 

Professor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy. 

8, P, LATHROP, M. D.,* _ | —_ 
Professor of Chemistry and Natural History. | 

OM. CONOVER, A.M, 
Professor of Ancient Languages and Lnterature. 

DANIEL READ. ELD 0 
Professor (elect) of Mental Philosophy,, Logte,, Rhetoric, and - 

- oo Ainglish Laterature a, 

| S. H. CARPENTER, A. B., Tutor. + | 

| a TP. FUCHS, M.D. 
: : Instructor in German and French Languages. | 

* Deceased. Vacancy will be filled in J uly. ae 

t Succeeded by Augustus L. Smith, A.B. Oo - 4



STUDENTS. - 

ad eiae -— sentoRs. SR ER : 

| Names Residence. oo, 
— * Levi Booth, - Madison." ae 

- % Charles T. Wakeley, 7 | Whitewater. as we 

_— Romanzo E. Davis, Attica, & | 
. ; SOPHOMORES. Be i : 

Samuel §. Benedict, == Montrose, 
William P. Dewey, : , Lancaster, 2 0 

James M. Flower, Sun Prairie, 
_‘Bidney Foote, _ Belvidere; Hs, 

James Hickox. _ Buffalo, N. ¥. - . 
| Harvey F. Hubbard, | Manitowoc, - oF 

; Burgess O. Slaughter, = Middleton. ~ . 
Hayden K. Smith, : : Madison. 

 Alvah F. Whitman, 7 | | Windsor freien - 

| OO PRESHMEN. a - 

— Hiram Barber, | _ Juneau. - | 
Sinclair W. Botkin, | Madison. © oe 
Thomas D. Coryell, | ~ Verona. | 8 

_. James T. Davies, | Dodgeville. : 

William Irwin, | “Madison. = * Oo 
William H. Rice, _ a Chicago. | | | 

George W. Stoner, ~~ | Madison. | ae 

Daniel K. Tenney, ~ | Madison. 

‘William F. Vilas, , Madison. ' oo 

* Graduated in July. | - ot | | a "



. | _ 40 : | - 

| ENGLISH CLASSES, 0 a 

_ [On select.portions of the course.] | | , 

Names. | Co Residence. 

Robert W. Burns, ee Prairie La Crosse. 
- William R. Burns, -.. .. Prairie La Crosse. 

| ‘Napoleon Campbell, . ~  OolumbusO. 

George Chase, Milwaukee, 
Harmon Chase, . 7: + Waterloo.. 3 , 
Robert K. Cornell, : ss Elbredge, N.Y. 
John F. Cramer, ee Milwaukee. 
George Henry, | | | _ Mineral Point. | 

@ _—s« Lewis B. Hudson, : Milton, : 
/ William H. Larkin, 6 Madison. . 

George H. Marcher, _ : Delaware. 
| James McOaskey, | .  Florencen 

John McKay, ‘ Madison. | 
Frederick M. McKenzie, |  Palinyra. - | 

- John Reynolds, CO Madison. | 
John §. Slightam, | Madison. =” : 
Alvin Smith,’ Waterloo, 

OW.L.F. Smith, = = = = Madison. | 
John H.Toland, | - Erin, 
Lawrence Walsh, oe — Westport.



PREPARATORY CL Assms, - : Marcus Brush, So, a Madison. : Wm. W. Church, : Madison, _ ‘Gasherie Decker, re _. Madison. » | Wm. Fisher, — rn «+ Cookeville. ay 8 " Edward B. Guila;: Be RES ee — Madison. a, , _ James Haynes, _ | Black Earth, ©” . _ Richard W. Hubbell, Milwaukee. _ Thomas D. Kanouse, Se — Coftage Grove. . os | Edwin N. Larkin, Oo _ Madison.” ~ 7 - _ Edwin Marsh, Ee Beaver Dam. . 4 ‘William R. McHugh, ) — Madison. ~~ - is - George R. Powers, a ees Whitewater. Wm. P. Powers, | , ~~ Madison. °” Co James R. Swain, OS Ss Madison. a o | : Julius V. R. Swain, — Madison,



a 42 | Oo 

| - GOURSE OF INSTRUCTION. 7 

| 1, Preparatory Scnoon. oo - 

The studies pursued in the Preparatory Departmgnk are. aps. fol 

lows: | | re 

1. English Grammar. | ee be hs 

2. Geography. | one he ce 

8. Arithmetic. . | . 7 ok 

_ 4, Elements of Algebra. _ te a 

| 5. Latin Grammar. ae Sn 

6. Ceesar’s Commentaries. OO ae 

7. Virgil’s Aneid, (6 books.) ts 

8. Cicero’s Select Orations. | 

9. Greek Grammar. | es 

10. Greek Reader. : SO | / 

Attention will also be paid to Reading, Orthography, and Pea- | 

manship. | os Ss 

9. Cortzciate DEPARTMENT. a | 

The College Course occupies four years, and the studies of the. 

course are distributed as follows: | 5 

FRESHMAN CLASS. | 

- FIRST TERM. | 

| | Roman History,—Livy. | | 

_ & ~~ Antiquities, —Bojesen. a | 

Algebra,—Loomis. 
| . Oo 

| Greek Historians,—Herodotus. | | a 

| _ SECOND TERM. a a 

Latin Poetry, with Prosody,—Odes of Horace. a 

Algebra finished, Geometry begun. / 

Greek Historians,—Xenophon. 
;



-  Horace,—Satyres and Epistles. — OC a oe 
_ Geometry finished, 

| Greek Historjans,—Thucydides. ay | | . Exercises throughout the year in written Trans)gtion, Composi- a _ tion and Declamation. 7 RS nr 

SOPHOMORE CLASS. oo | er errr FIRST TERM. wo “ae | - 
Plane Trigonometry, Logarithms, &e. &o.—Eoomis, : é 

| German, or - - - : — Le _ a a ; 

_ Greek Poetry and. Prosody,—Homer. | : | 
a oo | SECOND TERM. _ os 

| _ Analytical Geometry begun. — CS / po | ' German or Greek Orators. ne 
Cicero de Oratore. nn _ a a Rhetoric and Elocution. — Oo oo 

7 THIRD TERM. a | , 
| _ Roman History,—Tacitus. Oo ee . | . _ Analytical Geometry, finished, Calculus. ee, 2 

Classical or Modern Languages—optional.- pO | — History, with Geography and Chronology. = -: | | Exercises throughout the year in English and Latin Composi- | tion and Elocution. © REE Ses Py - 
| JUNIOR OLAsg. a 

) 7 — — EIRSS TERM. - aoe. 7 " 
a ‘Ethics—Wayland: PE 
Roman History—Tacitus, a Pte | ade Calculus—Mechanical, Philosophy. Sot ge ate — 

oy #neient,History—Taylor’s Manual. et !



- Natural Philosophy. — meee an / a - a - 

Greek or Modern Languages—(optional.) a vee 

Civil Polity amd Constitutional Law—leotures, 
International law—lectures. = ent Sa” ita” 

| | THIRD TERM. wT 

Natural Philosophy—finished. oe | 

German or Latin (Germania-and Agricola)—optional. 

| Political Eoonomy—Say. tt - 

Exercises throughout the year in Composition, Declamation, 

and Forensic Debate. | lied” _ 

oo. SENIOR CLASS. =¢§ 9° 

Mental Philosophy. a - - . oe 

Natural History. ~ a 7 | : 

Christian Evidences. ea, co oe 

, Classical Literature. — a 

SECOND TERM.  ——Ci, | 

Optics—Astronomy begua. - oo - a 

Logic - Oey yp ME 

Select Latin—classical literature. — ve Ee | 

. | Astronomy finished. - ©. | 

Philosophy of Laffguage—criticism. a a 

Botany and Philosophy. : —_ 

- Exercises throughout the year, in original Orations, and Foren- 

sic Debate. | ee ee 

Young gentlemen desirous of pursuing select portions of the 

*  gourse will he admitted to’ thé recitations and’ other exereises of 

regular classes, and will be entiled to certificate of the term of | 

membership and of the studies pursued by them. This provision



_ extends the benefits of university Instruction to the teachers of =. _ the public schools of the State, and those who intend the practice “ | of Agriculture and thé Arts.” Be re . 

Candidates for admission¥to the Freshman class mist passa _ satisfactory examination in all the studies of the preparatory school * or their equivalents; © =. a a - ” | = Candidates for an- advanced standing are also examined :‘in all os the studies to which the class they propose to enter have attended. = All applicants must present testimonials of good moral charac- — ter; and students coming from other colleges a certificate of hon- - _— orable dismission. cee ah ep 
a oo 7 Recrrarions, &e. . ; Oo 7 oe | Each class of the collegiate department attends three recitations XS or lectures. daily. There are also daily exercises in declamation : and composition. ‘Public examinations and exhibitions are held: : at the close of each term. ee _ 

| | _ Lrprary APPARATUS, &e. | oe _ dhe Library, which is open to all the students of the university comprises over 1200 volumes, and will receive yearly additions by. oS _ the purchase of the most valuable standard works...» rit OF a | The university is possessed of a valuable cabinet of ‘minerals ; Os comprising numerous specimens. Contributions of an interesting |. ' character continue to be made by the State Geologist, and.from other sources. A full suit of New York fossils, and valuable geo- logical collections from Ohio and Illinois, have been added to cab- a inet during the year. ES - One thonsand dollars were last year appropriated for the pur, = _ chase of Philosophical and Chemical apparatus, and additidiis will : _ be made, from year to year. oo - 3 
So armmary sommes, | There are two Literary societies conndcted with the university. — ts These are valuable auxilaries in the mental training of the stu. | dents. One of them has already a library of several hundred) volumes. Oo 7 nl ia



| A - oe 

| A permanent record is kept of the daily attendance, conduct | 

and recitation of each student ; and information of his standing | 

communicated from time to time to hjs parent orgurdian, | 

uo Go _. RELIGIOUS EXERCISES. SO 

| The students are assembled at prayers ‘daily in the chapel of 

the university, at the morning hour for commencing study and 

recitation. 
BS 

Cn 

: Se ‘ACCOMODATIONS BOR STUDENTS. = 

The uiversity edifice, in addition to the public rooms for recita- 

| tion, Library, Cabinet, &c, affords study and lodging rooms for 

the ample accomodation of students. | —_ 

With a view to economy as well as the comfort of the occupants, 

provision is made for heating the building throughout,by furnaces 

Hn the basement. ae 
. 

TERMS 
- The collegiate'year is divided into tives’ terms, or ‘sessions | of 

thirteen weeks each, beginning asfollowdt (. 00 ee 

1. The third Wednesday of ‘September. ee DOP REPS Eats 

@, The first Wednesday of J anudtyy 

3 The fourth Wednesday of April” Mh 

7 - Commencement Anniversary, the fourth Wednesday of July. 

0 BRRENSES 
| Tuition, per term, a _ ce BAO 

_, Boom, Heat,:Janitors service, perterm. 7 8:00 - | 

- Qontingeneies, 000 

| “fotalperterm, ny, “87 00 

Total per term, (threeterms,)  .  -.. 2100 

‘These comprise all the University charges, except for actual 
~ aamrge done by the student, Oceasions tor this] item of charge — 

| are very rare. aan



BS ay OS 
It is provided in the by-laws, that no student shall be admitted | | by the Chancellor to residence in the buildings, or to the exercises Of any term, ‘till he Present.a certificate from the treasurer, ‘that the charges for the terth have been ‘adjusted, in advance. | oe 7 The second dormitory building will be completed and all the | chairs of -instruetion will be filled during the current year, ... Pro- - vision is algo-to-be made: for ‘boarding, ‘on the College premises, ‘at | moderate rates. The next scholastic year will open on the third | Wednesday of September, with ample accommodations for sto. | dents, and greatly enlarged means of instruction. ee yes 7 | Through the chairs of Chemistry and Natural History; and — : _ Mental Philosophy, Logie, Rhetoric, and English Literature, pro. vision will be made for the annual instruction of classes in Agri- cultural Science, and.in-the theory and Practice of teaching, . The- Board, at their. February meeting, passed an ordinance -« éstablishing ‘a Departnient of. Medicine| in the University, The 2 Chairs‘ will ‘be filled and the school ‘opened atan early day, | Ut ig the fixed intention of the University authorities that all the - | means at their command shall be*so adininistered as ‘to aid the . diligent and'sucécessful: studént, and to secure to the institution's eS just'public'confidéhee atid support, fe see



| 
48% | _ 

a ORDINANCE, 

- -Pyoviding for the organization of the. Department of “Medicine” in' the University ‘of 

oo, Wisconsin, passed February 10,1855. 2 os ee 

‘The Regents of the University of Wisconsin do ordain, as follows: ee - 

1. That there be, hereby, constituted. in said U niversity, a Faculty of “Medicine,” to 

consist of the Chancellor, and such Professors as may be, from tithe to-time chosen to | 

" geeupy the following chairs of in&traction, to wit : eo . ecg yp otes . 7 

‘4. Anatomy and Physiology. oe oo a - 4 a | . a a - oe 7 

9, Surgery—Clinical and Pathological. BO a ne 

3. Theory and Practice of Medicine, a 

4, Obstretics and the Diseases of Women and Children. © 0 oe vis 

5, Chemistry and Pharmacy... es ne pl ta oF Oo 

. 6 Materia Medica and Botany. - _ - 7 7 ene 

“a Medical Jurisprudence. 
re 

2, The emoluments of said professorahips shall be derived from ' the fees of” tuition 

without any recourse whatever to” the treasury of the University ; and no money ‘shall = 

be drawn from the said treasury for the support of the Department of Medicine, until 

the existing debt be paid, and the institution be in the enjoyment of a clear income from” 

the endowment of, atleast, $12,000, per annum. So Oo oe | 

_ 3, All appointments to the above chairs shall be made by the Regents of the Univer- 

sity, and the:professors shall hokd.office-during the pleasure of the-boards? 9 

4. ‘The Medical Faculty shall have power t6 elect a,Dean of the Faculty, a Treasurer, 

Secretary and other necessary officers, agents, and assistants; to prescribe their duties ; 

to fix the fees of tuition, and to provide for the welfare of the department, by by-laws , | 

not inconsistent with this ordinance and the charter of the University. . 

Phe Medical Faculty shall hold their terms, and deliver their instructions in the 

town of Madigon. | 
- 

6. A Board of Examiners, consisting of four members of the profession of the degree | 

of M. D., shall be annually appointed by the Regents, whose duty it shall be to attend | 

the closing exercises of each term of instruction, to make diligent examinations of the 

eandidates for graduation, and to report their qualifications to the board of Regents. - , 

7. Candidates for graduation in this department ef the University shall not be less | 

than twenty-one years of age; shall be of good moral character; shall have had two 

years of private pupilage and have attended two courses of lectures, or shall have at- 

tonded three courses of lectures without previous private pupilage, (the last course in 

either case in this department) ; shall have passed a satisfactory examination, and, if 

. required, shall have written and defended a thesis-on some medical subject before the 

board of examiners. oo 
| 

8, Candidates, with the above qualifications, shall, on recommendation of the exa- | 

miners, be entitled to the degree of M. D., in course ; which shall be conferred, at the 

Annual Commencement of the University, by diplema, without charge. .
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| 7 o | oe 

To His Exonttency Wiis A. Barstow, 7 | te - 

Governor of the State of Wisconsin: ee 
_ Thave the honor of presenting you herewith, the third annual _ 

report of the Trustees of the “Wisconsin Institute for the educa- | 
tion of the Deaf and Dumb,” by order of the board of trustees. oe 

Be : — WM. ©. ALLEN, Secretary. a 
Druavan, Dee. 25,1854.  - | - og
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Hox. WM. 0. ALLEN, Hon. SALMON THOMAS, - 
0. W. BLANCHARD, M. D. H. HUNT, M.D. 
N.M.HARRINGION, J.D.MORRELL,Jn st 

. Rey. P.W.LAKE, ‘J. 0, MILLS, M.D. 
SO ee _ Hon. CO. BETTS. | | | 

| | OFFICERS OF THE BOARD, SO 

/ a Oe President—H. Hont, M. D., | | : 
OO __- Secretary—Hon. Wm. ©. Atten, | Oo 

ss Treasurer—N. M. Harrmeron, mo | 

a «INTELLECTUAL DEPARTMENT. a 

| — Principal—Louts H. Jenxms, A.M, | 
| | Professor—Hiram Puiurps. . 

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT, - 

| Physician—O. W. Brancuarp, M. D.,. | a 
| Matron—Mrs. Apu T. Jenxins, a
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES. 

|The board of trustees of the “Wisconsin Institute for the edu. -- cation of the Deaf and Dumb,” submit to the legislature of this : State, their third annual report, for the year A. D., 1854. | 8 - During the past year the Institute: has been unusually prosper- _ ous, under. the management and control of Louis H. Jenkins; A. oe M, our present able and efficient principal, and we deem it but — Justice to him to state that, owing to his untiring perseveratice, § . - energy and skill in’ managing and teaching this unfortunate élasg 7 of persons in our State, who are deprived of the sense of hearing, oo _ the school has advanced beyond our most sanguine expectations, — ak _ and we feel highly favored in securing hig eminent services; and | the board of trustees now flatter themselves, that no institution of oo like character in the United: States was ever ‘more permanéntly fixed in the same length of time, with go small means as was a _ + placed.in the hands of the trustees for the purpose ‘of starting the enterprise. The health of the pupils has been uninterrupted; : their conduct and progress in learning have been highly gratify- a _ Ang, and everything in and about the buildings presents a cheer-_ a ful and inviting appearance. ne _ > The board had, previous to their second annual report, nearly s Completed a building thirty by forty-four, two stories high, besides . the basement and attic. ‘That building is now finished, in which td the school has been taught since the month of J anuary last. — - ‘The legislaturo, at its last session, made an appropriation of oe nine thousand dollars to this institute, as follows: ‘Two thousand 
_ dollars for the support of the Institute during the pastyear,andthe ce



sum of two thousand dollars for the erection of out buildings, 

| fences and other needful fixtures, to be paid out of any money in | 

the treasury, not otherwise appropriated, and the further sum of 

five thousand dollars for the erection of the east transverse wing 

of the Institute building, according to.the plan heretofore deliver- 

ed to the Governor, ‘one half of which was to have been paid the 

present year, and the other one-half in the year eighteen hundred 

and fifty-five, out of any money not otherwise appropriated. 

In view of this appropriation, the trustees designed to have, 

during the past year, erected the ont-buildings, fences, and made 

the needful fixtures anticipated by the. act of appropriation, ands 

accordingly despatched one of their members‘to Madison to draw 

from the treasury of the state the amount of money due from it : 

for that purpse. And on presentation of the order of the trus- 

| tees, and the necessary bond required by the act. making the ap- 

| propriation, was informed by the treasurer, ‘that there was no 

money in the treasury, and that the amount to which they were 

| entitled could not be paid out of the treasury until the next 

year. | | 2 a ee 7 | . 

- The trustees on. being informed that the treasury of the State 

was empty, and that they would be unable to receive any money, 

anticipated by them by the act of appropriation, until another 

| year, felt deeply embarrassed, believing that they should. be 

| obliged to abandon all idea of erecting the out-buildings, fences, 

| and making the needful fixtures so highly necessary, and almost 

. indispensable for the comfort and convenience of the pupils, and — 

those who had them in charge ; and in addition to this calamity, 

7 (for in such manner they felt it,) there was no money in the hands — 

of the trustees to defray the expenses of the institute for the cur- 

| rent year. The school, the trustees saw, would have to break up 

for the time being, unless they should raise the money upon their — 

| own credit to defray the expenses. during the past year. They 

accordingly passed a resolution, that they. would raise the sum 

of two thousand dollars upon their own note, payable in one year, 

at 12 per cent. interest, that being the lowest rate of interest on



| _ which they could obtain the money. The sum of two thousand 
~ dollars was obtained in, this manner, which has enabled the trus- | 
‘tees to keep the schools going, and pay debts which had been 

_ necessarily incurred, and which were being, pressed for payment 
by thecreditors, 

‘The pupils having greatly increased in numbers, and were con- 
tinually increasing, so much so, the trustees found that the build- | 
ing alluded to in their second annual-report, would soon be inade- | 

quate to’ accommodate all the pupils which. would be. under 
- instruction, and to obviate this difficulty, in anticipation of the , 

_ appropriation already made, that they would be able to receive 
the whole sum of five thousand dollars, specially appropriated, for 

the purpose of erecting the east transverse wing above alluded | 

to, they entered into a contract with Thomas Balls, Esq., the en- | 
 terprising builder who erected the first building, to erect the 

east transverse wing, fer the sum of five thousand dollars, he | 

being the lowest bidder, to do the same according to.the plan and | 

specifications. And by the terms of the contract which the tras- = 
tees made with him, he is to receive his pay therefor in the pre- | 
sent month, the trustees believing that money would be in the | _ 
‘State treasury by that time, to enable them to draw the five 

thousand dollars, and meet their engagement with him | | 

__ This building is of brick, the walls of which were put up during * 
| the last summer, under the superintendence of B. Sturtevant,Esq. 

a faithful and excellent mechanic, who has done himself great 
credit in the execution of the work. It is three stories high, be 
sides the basement and attic, and will favorably compare in beauty 
and solidity with the best public buildings in this State. The . 
roof is now on, the windows in, and all in a state of forwardness, — 

promising a speedy completion. a . 
By reason of the trustees not being able to draw the money ap- 

propriated for the erection of out-buildings, fences, and other 
needful fixtures, they have not been able to do anything towards . 
their construction, excepting to furnish a good supply of pure 
water for the Institute, which they accomplished by.the means of



_ a water ram, that furnishes a stream of pure cold spring water at 
all times,—much to the comfort.and advantage of all’ members. 

| ' belonging to the Institute. hn 

The number of pupils which ‘have been in attendance and un- 
der instruction during the past year is 81; the amount which has 
been expended during the past current year, for the necessary 
expenses in supporting the Institute, ia $3,751.06. 

In making an estimate for the support of the Institute during 
the year A. D. 1855, the trustees cannot bring it lower than six 

| thousand dollars, including the hire of teachers, help, and other __ 
indispensible and necessary expenses ; and to do this it is neces- 
sary to be exceedingly economical,—denying to the teachers and 
pupils privileges and comforts afforded to them in like institutions | 
nother States ; but these minor comforts and privileges they are 
willing to forego, for the present, and until the State shall become 
more able to grant thisclaim. - | a 
‘The trustees therefore ardently hope that the legislature willat 

an early day of this session make an appropriation to said Insti- — 
tute in a sum not less than six thousand dollars, and in asking for 
this sum they do not do it because it is more than they want, but _ 
they ask it as the lowest sum which will meet the current expen- 

_ ses of the Institute for the year A. D, 1855, and they know of no 
 object'in this State for which an appropriation could be made — 
that is more worthy and deserving, and has stronger claims on the 

_ munificence of the state, than the claimof these unfortunate persons, __ 
deprived of the sense of hearing. And now it is nolongeran ex: : 
periment to be tried whether the deaf and dumb can be taught 
an education to qualify them for the enjoyment of the blessings or 

| a free government, and obtaining the means of subsistence and 
the discharge ot those duties, religious, social and political, devolv- | 
ing upon American citizens, but the experiment has been tried 

_ and found that it can be done, and hence a class of persons, only 
_ afew years ago, who, as it was supposed, were useless to them. | 

_ selves and to'society, can be made under proper instruction, use- 
ful citizens, and whilst the other states are fostering institutions of =



_ this character, to educate her deaf and dumb, the trustees of this a 
- Institute confidently trust, the legislature of this State will not be 

slow in doing their duty in alike mavner. To refuse it would not —— 
be characteristic of the age in which we live, or the people of this | 
State, for it is one of the main objects of our State, to give every oo 
child within. her domain, the means of obtaining an education, _ 

and the State has been unspairing (and justly so) in lavishing her | 
means to maintain a system of free schools, secured to none in any 
other-state or country, to educate her children which arein the - 
full possession of all their senses. ‘Extend then, and continue this 

_ noble object to those children of our State, who have been go un- 
fortunate as to be deprived of the sense of hearing. They, too, | 
can be educated and made respectable and valuable citizens, withe 
out which they are a burden to themselves, to their friends and to | 

‘the State. en | | a 
The trustees have secured the services of Hiram Philips, a mute, | 

and graduate of the Ohio Institution for the education of the deaf _ 
and dumb, as.a teacher. He is ayoung man, exceedingly well 

_ calculated for teaching, possessing fine attainments for one of his Ss 
unfortunate class; fine address, pleasing manners, and in every | 

_ way calculated to win the respect and esteem of the pupilsunder 
his charge . Oo | | 

‘Tt hs confidenly believed by the board, in order to carry out the , 
whole plan of instruction, as it is done in the other states. inlike - | 
institutions, itis now time for the legislature to make an appropri- 
ation to the Institute for the purpose of erecting a suitable build-. 
ing, to enable the board to establish some useful trade to be taught 
to the male pupils, that when‘they leave the Institute they willbe 

~ prepared to engage in a réspectable calling for their support and _ i 
_ maintainance. It is a fact well ascertained, that a large majority - a 

of the mutes of this State are of poor parentage, possessing little - 
or no financial ability to aid their unfortunate aspirings, aside from co 
clothing them while under instruction, and hence the necessity — : 
can be easily seen that it is not only necessary to educate them in : 

_ the common branches of education, but they should be taught /



~ gome useful trade in which they may engage after leaving the In- 
stitute, and are thrown upon the world to provdie for themselves. 

| _ This can be easily done and with but a trifling expense to the 

State, except the building, tools and the stock to be laid into be | 

| manufactured. = a | 
In the state of Indiana the Deaf and Dumb institution has two 

- buildings erected, in which separate trades are carried on. One 
is coopering and the other is that of making boots and shoes. 
And the result of the experiment is highly gratifying, and has 
succeeded beyond the anticipation of its board of managers. The 
mute, experience has proved, easily acquires the use of tools, and | 

readily comprehends most of the mechanical arts, and when 

| properly taught succeeds in making a good mechanic. a 

The board therefore ask the legislature to make an appropria- 
tion at this session in the sum of fifteen hundred dollars for that — 

| purpose, and the board would here particularly state, that they 
have made aclose examination on this subject matter, and the 

sum of fifteen hundred dollars is the lowest sum that will enable 
| them to build a suitable building, purchase tools, and material to 

: be manufactured, and to hire some experienced mechanic to work _ 

and teach the pupils the trade. | | | 7 
The present buildings, when fully completed, will not aceommo- 

date more than sixty pupils, together with all necessary help, of- 

ficers and teachers; and at the rate of increase in the Indiana and 

Illinois institutions for the eduéation of the Deaf and Dumb, 

which is about twelve each year since they were established, 

would give to this institute at the end of four years, nearly or 
| quite eighty pupils, an entirely greater number than the present 

building can accommodate. And taking the increase of this in- 
stitute per year, since it was first started, which has been at the 

| rate of fifteen per year, we find that the number of pupils will be 
eighty at the end of threeyears.- — | 

This demonstrates the necessity of providing at as early a pe- 

riod as possible, more room for the pupils, and to do this, it will be 
necessary to commence the erection of the main_ building as soon



as next summer, so as to be able to complete it in time to meet the 

wants of the institute. The whole cost of the main building ‘ac. — : 
cording to the last and closest calculation which the trustees are | 

able to make, taking into consideration the present price of mate- | ; 
rials, labor, &c., will be thirty thousand dollars. The tru tees OC , 

therefore ask thatthe sum of ten thousand dollars be appropriated oe 
for the year 1855, the sum of ten thousand dollars for the year | 
1856, and the sum of ten thousand dollars for the year 1857. | 
With these approriations the trustees will be enabled to make a — 

_ contract to complete the building by the time the Jast appropria- 
tion can. be drawn from the treasury. By making the’ appropria- : 
tion of thirty thousand to be drawn in three equal installments,” _ 
makes it come comparatively easy on the treasury, enables the oe 
trustees to complete the building in time to accommodate the pu- | a 

pils, and will furnish full time to commence and complete the _ 7 

building in a good and substantial manner. Se . 
tS | - Respectfully submitted, | 

_ Wa.C. Attmn, Secretary. §  § §H.HUNT,President.
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oe REPORT ee : 

_ Of the Committee constituted by the Board of Trustees of the 
7 Institute for the education of the Deaf and Dumb of Wiscon- 

sin, to visit the like Institutes of Ohio and Indiana: = 

Gentlemen of the Board of Trustees: — | ee 
‘The undersigned, chairman of,the committee chosen at your _ 

last meeting, to visit the Institutes of Ohio and Indiana for the - 
- deaf and dumb, would respectfully ask to submit the following 

report, as the result of the mission to said Institutes: | 
At 7 o'clock, A. M., on Tuesday, the 14th ultimo., your com- 

mittee left Delevan for Indianapolis and Columbus, and ar- 
rived at the former place in the afternoon of the following day, 
and on the succeeding morning, November 16th, called on Mr. 
McIntyre, the superintendent of the Indiana Institute for the deaf | 
and dumb. Mr. McIntyre received us with great cordiality, and 
treated us with much kindness and attention, | / 

| The better part of the day he devoted exclusively to exhibiting — 
the classes and their exercises; the structure and arrangement of 
the buildings, the grounds, out buildings, mechanical department, 
green-house, mode of warming, ventilating, &c.; and closed with 
a brief but very interesting dissertation on various topics intimate- : 
ly connected with the object of our visit, embracing mode of 
teaching, the importance of establishing a mechanical department 
in connection with these institutes, the duties and labors of teach- 
ers, officers and pupils; and commented very candidly and prac- 
tically upon the failure of plans, previous attempts at warming 

that institute, and other public establishments, &c. | 
| We would not omit to mention that we accepted the very polite | 

invitation of the Superintendent to dine with them at the Institu- , 
tion. . a | | | 

We were conducted into a spacious hall or dining room in which 
were congregated some 150 pupils and 8 teachers, with our host 

_ to preside. The female pupils occupied one end of the halland __



the male pupils the other, while the superintendent, teachers and | - company sat ata transverse table in the centre. ee gl | — After a blessing by Mr. McIntyre in the sign language, which | | ‘was very appropriate and. solemn, we partook. of a8 excellent a . meal as we could haye desired on any occasion, , _ The pupils were under remarkably good discipline and ‘were - well behaved, and a more interesting company of young gentle- | ; men, engaged as teachers in this Institution, we remember never  -s—=™ _ to have seen in any institution of learning in our country. | | The buildings of this establishment. are claimed by the friends _ oo to be the best that are now completed in the United States. How _ this is, your committee are not prepared or called on to decide., 7 But we are justified in saying that the main edifice isa splendid . a building, substantial instructure, elegant and tasteful in architec-* : ture, and harmonious in proportion, and surrounded byoneofthe = “most tastefully arranged grounds to be found in the west. OC | The walks were in admirable condition, and the grounds deco- oe rated with a profusion of evergreens, flowering shrubs, together _ . | with some fine full grown specimens of the native forest trees,all | of which are tastefully arranged, reflecting much credit upon. _ those concerned in originating and carrying out the design of the a ‘same, rendering this place a delightful retreat and home for this | unfortunate class, — _ ot On Friday, 18th, left Indianapolis for Columbus, Ohio, in which city we arrived at 4 o’clock, P. M., of the same day. The follow- | ing morning, (19th) called at the institution for.the deafanddumb a in time to attend morning chapel exercises.. We were cordially, welcomed by its honored head, the Rev. Mr..Stone, A.M. es As the structure of this institution is old and rather dilapida- - ted we were particularly interested in the more important and vi. tal part, the pupils and their education, and of these we cannot... 7 speak interms of too high praise, = a | This institution has been in successful operation nearly thirty... . . years, and now numbers over 160 pupils. These are divided into |



1 7 7 a 

_ By the kindness of Mr. Stone, we were shown the entire estab- 

iishment. We were particularly interested in the high degree of ; 

| the moral and mental culture of the pupils, their cleanly “appear- 

ance and polite behavior. ‘Intelligence, goodness of heart, cheer- 

fuluess and contentment of mind, were éxhibited in the countenan-_ 

‘cesof neatly every pupil = re re 

‘The contemplated new building of which we saw the planand 

elevation, will bejust what is needed. FO 

| It is proposed to erect this edifice upon the present site, a ten- | 

| ae;e lot, near the centre of the city, a beautifal, as well as a very. 

valuable location. — oS Oo a a — fo 

| Monday morning, 20th, left for home, via. Indianapolis, Mich. 

City, and Chicago, and arrived home Oct. 21st. re a 

‘After thus briefly stating some of the leading facts and incidents 

connected with our visit to the two above named institutions, we 

will devote a few moments to the consideration of those conclu- 

sions at which your committee havé arrived applicable to ourown | 

Institution, : eee 

L. This institution must be the home of its pupils for the space _ : 

of 7 or 10 years. ee a 

It is difficult to conesive fully the misfortune of deafness to the 

human mind. | ae BF a i 

The great means of communicating ideas to the mind andunder- 

standing is that of speech, and of this the deaf mute can know | 

nothing; ‘forever deprived of the sense ‘of hearing, ‘the mind - . 

would be doomed to perpetual ignorance, but for the ‘sign lan- a 

guage. But we are happy to say that this modern invention, or 

we might, with great propriety, call’ it a creation, is ‘a marvelous — 

thongh not an equal’substitute fur that of” arti¢ulate sounds. The 

progress of educating the almost latent powers of the mind of the 

deaf mute is consequently slow and extremely diffiult, requiring " es 

constant, scientific, thorough and protracted application both on. 

the part of teacher and pupil. This takes up so much time of 
youth after 10 or 12 years of age, the period at which they aread- 

mitted into the like institutions, that it is necessary that the asy-



Jum be made the home of this class of children, © And therefore,’ - | the buildings are; and of necessity must be, constructed Swith res - ference to thege important facts. - OO ee Pa | | ‘The institution must be the home of the-deaf mute pupils: The: _ superintendent-assume ‘the capacity and responsibility of parent, = and the pupils become: brothers an d sisters. Here they inust‘live « | | and attend; school,’ £0 to church, and also here they‘ oughtto learn. - | some useful trade or-oceupation, suitably Preparing'them to enter) upon the business: of lite with a fair prospect ‘of “earhing’ a liveli- = hood and, becoming useful members of soeiéty.. 2. 6 is. ett Qi Intimately ‘connected with the above coneliision is this, ‘that’ - _ the system of education should-be'complete in all its parts, adapt-: —— , ed to the constitution and wants of humanity. Man: is: constitu- : tionally a moral, intellectual and animal bein g, and the correspond"! ing Wants are religion; intelligence and: bodily: comforts, Edtica- | tion, in-its. fall ‘and: appropriate sense,’ consists ‘in developing the Whole man. in symmetrical proportion, proparing him to det ‘in hig!!? | | several spheres efficiently and as the creator désignedy:: POPES EON 2 us So far as we know, the religious and intellectual branchés'of education are uhited in the various institutions for the deaf and a - dumb in the United States, a | | | | But here some of them stop; the mechanical or manual depart- ment is omitted. But all acknowledge their importance, at least. | this is the caseat Columbus, = t—t™” 
. We would recommend that the board, at an early day as possi- — . _ ble, adopt one or more of the mechanical trades as a part of the education of the male pupils. Amongst them coopering and cab- | inet making stand first. The cooper shop at the Indiana institute _ , made clear of all cost over $160 the present year. It is not, how- ever, the profit that should be exclusively taken into the account— 7 it should be instituted even if it did not pay in dollars and cents, for the acquirement of a trade only is a branch of education that os should in no case be omitted, __ | a oe 8. With regard to our own state institution, though in its in- Co _ fancy, still after visiting others of riper years, and examining near- a ~ § Bo” a ‘Ballad .



ly all the plans of the various institutions in the country, we fel 

some degree of pride in knowing that so far as ours is constructed - 

and put into operation it is nearly all that could have been desired, 

and more than could have been expected, considering the circum- ) 

stances and. limited means the trustees have: labored under. Its — 

economy of arrangement and the beauty of architecture, consider- — 

ing the cost, 18 not probably surpassed by any similar institution — 

+n America. During our visit we have received some important — : 

hints that will materially assist the future opperations in building, — | 

heating, cooking, &c. Still the}plan is in the main pronounced by 

excellent judges as very. good, and the order of architecture unsur- | 

passed. We are-warranted in’saying that when the entire edifice 

‘3 erected and completed. it will be just what is needed and an 

honor to. the state. = =. oo fog ae a a an 

We would also say that so far as we are capable of judging, 

the ability with which your Institution is conduetedunder the 

supervision of L. H. Jenkins, its present ‘superentendent, it will | 

compare favorably with either the Indiana or the Columbus: | 

institutes. - ude | ee ae Ss - Cm 

- a oe eB BUNT, Ch’n.
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| _-—--: REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL. | 
| a , _ . | | . 

To the Trustees of the Wésconsin Institution for the Education ; i of the Deaf and Dumb. | Oo 
GuntLEMEN :—The year just closed terminates the first year of my labor, as Principal of this Institution. Tt has been a year em- phatically of pioneer labors, a year fraught with many solicitudes 5 but a year to which I can look back in after life as one in which, | —-with yourselves, I bore a part in establishing the discipline and order of an institution which will continue to impart intelligence: and happiness to many an unfortunate mute, when we as indivi- . duals shall be forgotten. | | | | He who is called to take the direction of a State Institution in, — its infancy, enters upon a work of great responsibility. The spirit. © he imparts to its affairs for years will exert an influence. The _ modes of procedure which he is instrumental in adopting will be- come precedents. which will exert a binding influence upon its af- fairs, and will either retard or facilitate its usefulness, If a lax _ State of discipline be permitted in the infancy of institution it on- | __ ly paves the way for future troubles and difficulties, On the con- trary, if obedience to law be enforced, and respect for authority inculcated, the happy effect is seen in the order of the institution, ‘ and in the good character of its graduates, These principles ap-- ‘ply to the management of any literary institution, but they apply “ with still greater force to the management of a Deaf and Dumb. © Institution, whose pupils with a few exceptions have been subjected _ | to little-or no discipline before entering the institution, The Prin- | cipal was fortunate in securing the co-operation of a Board of - Trustees who, influenced by such considerations, adopted a body | of rules for its government, whose efficacy had been demonstrated in the institutions of the older states. The wisdom of their adop- |
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tion has already been seen in the marked change that has taken | 

place in the deportment of the pupils; a change which has been — 

observed not only by their instructors but by the community. If 

the deaf and dumb could make no advancement in literature, but | 

could only be improved in their personal habits, and in their con- | 

formity to the rules of good society, an effort at such improvement _ | 

would be worthy of the labor it demands. This Institution has : 

enjoyed a vantage ground in this respect, having thus availed it- | 

self of the rules that have been proved by long experience to be — | 

so well adapted to deaf-mute education. The beneficial results al- 

ready exhibited, are but a tithe of what will yet be seen, for by — : 

them we will be enabled to avoid rocks and quicksands, which 

embarrassed the early instructors of the deaf and dumb. | | 

As soon as possible after entering upon my duties, I visited, 

with several of the pupils, prominent places in the State, for the 

purpose of exhibiting the method of instruction and calling the = 

attention of the public to the subject of deaf-mute education. I 

shall ever remember the kind reception which was extended ‘to | 

| us by his Excellency Governor W. A. Barstow, and the'deep in- 

terest he manifested in the subject of deaf-mute education. In | 

every place where I presented the subject, they were impressed | 

with the conviction that the State should place its benevolent in- | 

stitutions upon no epbemeral basis, but should afford them aid 

commensurate with their necessities. | | ee 

I have to record the loss the Institution has sustained inthe 

resignation of Mr. F. K. Phoenix, a member of the Board of Trus- 

tees and its former Secretary. The resignation of Mr. Phenix 

was occasioned by his removal to a sister State. ‘His services to — | 

the Institution have been most valuable. He contributed the: 

be autiful site on which it is located. He shared with the other | 

meynbers of the Board in the pioneer labors of its establishment, — 

and \e always rendered to the Principal his most efficient sympa- 

thy an. support. | : | To a - 

The a vices of Prof. Hiram Phillips, a deat mute gentleman — 

has been - ecured in theintéllectual department. He is a graduate |
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| | _ of the Ohio Institute for the Deaf and Dumb, and while connected with it was distinguished among his class mates for his proficiency _  inhig studies. Mr. Hubbell who was superintendent of that In- stitution for over a period of twenty years, thus speaks of him : | -*T consider him number one, or about that, of all my pupils, | _ graduates of the Ohio Deaf and Dumb Institution ” The late Rev, OS, Addison Cary, for nineteen years a professor in the New York : --Tnstitution and also Superintendent of the Ohio Institution. | recommended. him as a guitable person for an Instructor and remarked of him, that he was one of the ablest mutes | with whom he had been acquainted, Instructors in other Institu- tions will know his qualifications, when I say that he can with _ ease read and enjoy the standard works of English literature. He | entered upon his duties at the commencement of the present term, in September last, and has fully equalled the opinions I had form- ed in respect to hig fitness for the responsible position of an Instrue- | tor. ‘The most important requsite for a mute instructor, after moral character, is such an acquaintance with the English lan- | guage as to be able to understand its idromatic structure, and use it with grammatical correctness. Those who have never attempt- ed to teach the English language to a mute or to a foreigner have a very slight idea of its idiomatic difficulties, A Mute teachers’ knowledge of the English language should be so perfect that he could converse in it with ease, and with such ease, that he would. prefer it to the sign language. He should thus make use of man- | ual alphabet in conversation, more than that of the language of — signs, and by his example, the pupils would be stimulated to the "daily use of the words they had acquired in their several classes, and would thus make far greater’ proficiency in the acquisition and _ . knowledge of the language by which alone they can have commu- “nication with the community among whom their lot may be cast | after leaving the Institution, | Oo A small number of books have been procured for the commence. : | ment of a library for the institution, These books I hope will be | the nucleus of a library which will increase with the wants ot the
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snstitution. I regard it of importance that there be connected 

with the institution, 4 library selected with special reference to | 

the wants of the instructros and their pupils. To the former they | 

will afford means for the illustration of the lessons to the class, and 

to the latter they will be a constant stimulus in the acquisition of | 

knowledge. 
| | | 

Pupils are frequently sent to institutions for the Deaf and. | 

Dumb, whose physical or mental condition is such that they can | 

receive no benefit from the course of instruction pursued in such 

snetitutions. It is often difficult to ascertain either by letter or 

: even personal inquiry, whether every applicant js a suitable one. 

Besides many whose first appearance is not prepossessing, after- 

wards are much improved. The only rule concerning such appli- 

ants that seems to be impartial, is to permit all the privilege of a 

trial, and if it is found that they cannot be benefitted, to have — 

them returned to their homes. The pupils have been returned to | 

- their homes whom we have not been able to benefit. If there be 

any difficult duty for me to perform, and one from the performance 

| of which I would be excused, itis to return a pupil to its parents, 

| informing them it cannot be educated. The course of thatIhave — 

- pursued is analagous to that pursued by the principals of other 

: institutions like our own. The President of the New York insti- 

tution thus remarks in the twenty-ninth annual report of that in- 

stitution, upon this subject: “Such cases not unfrequently occur. 

“Children are sometimes sent to us, whom, on trial, we find to be 

dumb, not from deafness, but from defective intellect, whileafew 

who are, actually deaf, have other infirmities superadded, that 

~ make their stay in the institution detrimental to it without benefit - 

to themselves. ‘The appropriate object of our institution, istode- 

~ yelope and cultivate the minds of those who, by the congenitalor 

~ accidental loss of hearing, and by that loss alone have been cut off - 

-from the ordinary sources of knowledge. Derangements of the 

mental functions, or of the nervous system, are entirely out of our 

| _ province.” Oo a a . 

| The good health that has prevailed among the pupils the past



year, isa great reason for thankfulness to our kind. Heavenly Father. There has been no} critical case of sickness, Frequént _ €ases of indisposition have occurred, as must always be the case among such a number of ‘pupils, but they are. generally relieved / by timely remedies and attentions from those to whose care the health of the pupils is entrusted. Yet it ig our melancholy ‘duty | _ to record the death of one of our most promising pupils, Misg _ «Helen Hews, of Eagle, Waukesha county. She will be recollect- > ed-as the little girl with flaxen ringlets, who excited so much in- . terest at the exhibition of the pupils before the legislature during = _ the last winter. Her death Was occasioned not by disease, but by accident, . It occurred not during the session of the ‘school, but | while visiting her home in the vacation. While her two little sisters were playing near the railroad track, by her father’s house, shé saw a train of cars approaching in the distance, and ran to apprise them of their danger, when suddenly another train from _ . behind struck her, causing instant death. - It was an accident for | _ which no one could be blamed, not. even herself, for she lost her _ life in a noble endeavor to save that of others. Her seeming un- | timely death is deplored by her instructors and her classmates. ) | Amidst the activities of life her memory will soon be forgotten, yet her child-life of fourteen years was not altogether useless, for . | _ by her proficiency in her studies, her sprightly disposition, and | her bright appearance, she did much to awaken an interest in the education of the deaf mutes of ourState. = > | 

NUMBER OF PUPILS, - : 
_ ‘The number of pupils: who have been under instruction during the past year is thirty oie, ‘The number in actual’ atteridance at "the present time is twenty-six, One of these is from the state of _ Alinois. The number of pupils-has more than doubled during the - past year. By correspondence and personal inquiry, I have - learned of quite a number who ought to be under instruction.— _ Many of these ‘are kept at home, and consequently in ignorance, ~ for reason the most,trivial, while others are retained from ‘the -



feeling so natural to parents, which-dreadsaseparation from their 

children. Ihave heard. of many others who are too. young to en- 

: ter the institution, but who in afew-years will beold enough ‘to. , 

enjoy its advantages.. The mumber to besprovided for in the com- 

: ing year, will atleast amount to thirty-five or forty. From the — 

fact that the pupils,of a Deaf and Dumb Institution:are to be col- 

lected from all portions of the state, and that: many of ‘them live 

in retired, lccalities, the: inerease~ of pupils. must necessarily ‘be — 

small. Yet in this respect, this inatitution does-not:suffer in com” | 

ae parison with that of. other institutions for the Deaf and Dumbin 

“their infancy. ‘The New. York Institution. for the-Deafand Dumb 

was opened. witha class of only. four pupils, and.the number has 

 inereased, until now it has become.a school of over two hundred 

and. sixty pupils. Mr. H.-N.:Hbbell, Esq., the former Superin- 

tendent of the Ohio Institution, has kindly: furnished-me with the | 

following account of the infancy of that institution. Oo 

“I commenced teaching in, October; 1829, if I rightly recollect, | 

and all the pupils I could get together’ to begin . with, after six 

| months advertising in the papers were three pupils, and this was 

| two or three weeks. after. we should have bégun, not one having 

made his appearance.at, the day appointed, viz: the 1st of Octo- 

ber. One of: the.three was. idiotic. Another died insanein our 

, _ County Infirmary, after having been atthe Institution a number 

_of years. » Only one of _the first made a man—this was Mr. Flen- | 

niken. He lives a few miles from. Columbus, and. sometimes ‘vis- 

sts the Institution with his wife, who is deaf and dumb. The 

| whole number who came in-the first year was nine. These drop- 

ped in one after another during the year. | The second year we had 

| eighteen or twenty. The third year, twenty-five to thirty, increas- 

“ing some tena year during, several of the first years.” From 
oe such eginnings, the Ohio Institution has increased until now it 

- numbers about one. hnndred and sixty pupils. The Indiana Insti- 

tution was established in- 1848, twelve. years age, and now 

| numbers one hundred and sixty pupils. When we consider the 

rapidity with. which our state is increasing in population, the deep.



 intérest'already manifested in the success of its educational Insti- 
‘tutions, and'the number of railroads completed ‘and in progress : 
which will bring this institution within a few hotira’ ride of any 

“portion of the-state, we cannot. but believe that the samé glorious ot 
_ careet of useftlness awaits this institution as the ones to which’ we | | 

have-adlluded. This ‘being the case, itis the dictate of prudénce ; 
_ that our plans should have reference not merely to the present 

— hecesdities of the Institution, but to its future prospects. . 

wy otig i crert*. FREE ADMISSION OF PUPILS.) 00000 | | 

"By a@ reference to the rules adopted by yours elves for the gov- | 
ernment of the Institution, it will be seen that they provide that 

. “All the deaf and dumb of the state, between the ages of ten and | 
thirty years, are entitled to an education, without chargé for board 
or tuition in this Institution, on compliance with its rules.” This 
places all'the unfortunate deaf and dumb of the state upon an | 
“equality in‘respect to the opportunity of obtaining an education, = 
It makes no distinction between ‘the rich and the ‘poor, but consid- 
érs them both equally entitled to the privileges of ‘the Institution. 
This rale, however, conflicts with the act which was passed by si 

“the ‘legislature, incorporating the institution; for that provides 7 
“thatthe parents of the pupils who possess means shall pay forthe = 
-poard’and tuition’ of their ¢hildren. . It will be necessary to have 
the act of incorporation amended 60 that there shall be no. conflict 
between it and the régulations of the Institution. , This question 

of the free admission of pupils excited much attention in the | 
_ Third-Convention of the American Instructors of the ‘Deaf and | 

“Dumb,” held at the Ohio Institution, in August, 1858. A resolu- | 
 tion'was unanimously adopted, approving of the free education of 
all the pupils of each state. The states of Ohio, Indiana, and IIl- 
inois have proffered free education to all the deaf and dumb with- a 

- in their limits, and it is desirous that Wisconsin should be no léss - 
generous to her unfortunates.. Wisconsin has amply provided for ; 
the education of her speaking and hearing children in the common | 

_ schools and university of the state. From this patrimony aré the
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: deafand dumb excluded by their infirmity. J ustice to them would | 

require that this loss be made up to them in some other form. It 
seems unjust that the parent of a deaf ana dumb. child, who is 

| wealthy and pays his proportion of the public taxes. by which the 
institution is supported, should also pay for the education of his 
child in the institution, while the parent of another, child pays lit- 

tle or no taxes,and then has his child educated. without, charge. 

This seems like imposing a double burden,upon the former parents. 
The small amount that might be received from pay pupils would 

not compensate for the disadvantages that would result from the __ 

existence in a state institution of these ,two classes of pupils.— 

Mutes possess the same human nature as speaking mortals, and in- | 

vidious distinctions are very easily drawn by them, concerning 
the superiority of one class of pupils above the other. In the 

| practical workings of an institution it is important that such things 
should be avoided. Besides, if such a distinction be made, some 

parents who may be able to support their child away from home, 

may not think themselves thus able and the unfortunate child will | 

grow up in ignorance. With. free admission it is found difficult 
to collect in the mutes from the different parts of the state. How 
much more difficult would it be if this distiction be allowed. In 
relation to this point, Mr. Kerr, Principal of the Missouri Institu- 

tion for the Deaf and Dumb, at the convention to which allusion 
has been made, said “when he attempted to get up a school in 
Missouri with this distinction, he worked months to get only three _ 
scholars. He went to the Attorney General and said if the distinc- 
tion between pay and state pupils was really in the law it was .in 
vain to try to get up a school. It.was agreed to receive all with- 
out distinction. The scholars then came in rapidly. He went to 

_ the legislature and asked an appropriation, and. thirty. thousand 
dollars was made for a suitable building and other appropriations 

would follow.” From these considerations I think that allthe 
| deaf and dumb ot the state should be entitled to. free admission in- | 

to this Institution, and that an amendment be made to the act of 
incorporation,
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| eo EMPLOYMENT OF PUPILS. _ | | 

- Lwould urge upon your attention the propriety of introducing | 
“.as.soon as practicable, a mechanical department as an essential  § 
part of the system of instruction. The proper education of the | 

7 deaf and dumb contemplates a development of all their powers. 

To this end instruction in various handicrafts has been introduced | 
in nearly all the American Institutions. The benefits to be de- 
rived from such a department of instruction are self-evident. 

_.. Habits of. industry would be promoted, skill in the use of tools | 

-- would be acquired, and many moments otherwise lost would ‘be 

_,profitably employed. More than this it would furnish to many of . 

. the pupils a means of support after leaving the institution. The 

time to be employed in such a department should be regulatedso 

_ . as not.to encroach upon the hours allotted to study or recreation, | 

_ forthe health of the pupils, and their advancement in knowledge 

should be considered as of the first importance. = = = = - 

_.. It is the settled policy of the older institutions to have a me- 
chanical department, as an essential part of the system of instruc- 
tion. - No Institution is complete without this department. It has 

also been demonstrated that after the erection of necessary build- — 

ings anda supply of material, very little expense attends this de- 

partment. In some of the trades, as that of coopering, there has, 
in the Indiana Institution, a profit been realized. In the Virginia | 
Institution, I notice that they are not a charge upon the: finances 
of the institution. It is unquestionable that some trades could be 

introduced that would not materially increase the expenses of the 
institution. - Of their. utility as a part of the system of instruction,’ 

| _ there is no question among the various instructors of the deaf and 

dumb. Among the male pupils of this institution thereare many — 

who at this moment should be receiving instruction in some useful 
. trade. A mechanical department could be introduced at this time 

as well-as ata later period. From the fact that the pupil can spend 

only a short period of each day in receiving instruction in this de- 

: partment, itis for his benefit that it be introduced as soon as prac- 

tleables 0 we BS OPES:



_ From these considerations I would respectfully suggest the pro- _ 
priety of receiving from the legislature, an appropriation for the 

- erection of suitable workshops, in which to-prosecute such trades 
as the experience of other institutions have demonstrated to be 

| the most suitable So 

| --«HOM@ EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB, | 

It of the greatest importance that‘something be done at home 
for the education of a child before it reaches the age proper’ to be 

_ admitted into an institution. It is surprising what a small num- | 
- ber of those admitted as pupils, have had any instruction at home. 

| A few parents have, indeed, taught their children, before bringing 
them to. the institution, to form the letters of the alphabet, and 
write the names of simple ‘objects. The contrast between such 
children and those permitted, to grow up without any instruction 

| at-home, is most striking. Their mental faculties are thus awak- 
ened, and their progress at school is much more.rapid than those 
who have had no previous training. .Much can be done by every 
parent, if they. will only. make the effort, and perservere in a daily 
eflort to teach it something. -What parent is there that does not 
love its unfortunate, child enough to devote an ‘hour of each day 
to such a work? But how-shall I proceed inthe inquiry? - 

_ First, let the parent learn himself, and then learn the child, the 
manual alphabet, by which the letters are represented by the 
hand. | ; Po : | 

_ Then let the parent or friend write the following simple words | 
on a slate, having the child observe how he forms each letter, viz: 
adz, fan, map, cow, box, jar, sky, hat, quill, glove. These ten _ 
little words comprise all the letters of the alphabet. = | 
_ Then show him.a picture of each of the objects represented by 
the words; or show him the object itself, having him spell each 

_ word with his fingers, or write it on the slate, as the object is pre-e 
sented tohismind. Ss a | | | 
_ Having thoroughly taught him to write and spell these.ten words, 
then teach him the names of familiar objects about the house, and
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the names of his parents and relatives ; afterwards perform various . 7 
actions and have the child write out the names of such actions. Oe 

A system. of signs will spontaneously arise between the parent | 
and the child by which they. will try to express ideas. This will | 

_ be of service if car2 be taken to always make the same sign for Oo 
one object, and not have two signs for the same thing. Such a.- - 
course as this will require the exertion of much patience, but it - 
will be repaid a thousand fold in the self respect that will beim. | | 

- parted to the child, and its preparation to reap all the advantages | 
of the course of instruction of an institution. | Oo ce 

. MORAL IMPROVEMENT OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. . .- . 
The crowning excellence of an institution for the the education 

of the deaf and dumb is the marked change it effects in the moral | | 
character of its pupils.” Speaking children from: their earliest ins 
fancy are accustomed to hear moral distinctions drawn by their | 
parents at the fire-side, by the different religious instructors ofthe» 
community, and the judicial tribunals of the state: Besides this, 
they are subjected to the restraining influencés of public opinion, ~~ 
and the refinements and amenities of social life. The deaf and -— . | 
dumb frcm their infirmity are excluded from the influence of thése: | 
great moral educators. If plunged into the darkness of paganism = 

_ their moral condition could be no less deplorable. It is notstranga = 
then, that when first brought to an institution, their ‘tempers are. 

_ often found exceedingly aggravated, both from ignorance and uni 
dueindulgence. Iam happy to report a marked improvement in °’ 
the deportment:and moral character of. the pupils: This improve-" 
ment has been effected from: the introduction: of: ‘the - usual ‘disei-' ~ | 
plinary:means common to other. American institutions. :-One year, 

_ however, is.too-short.a period’in which to demonstrate -their-valie: - : 
for bad tempers and: bad ‘habits, which are the growth of years:of:: | 
-ignorance, and are not to be eradicated.in:a moment, —¢) eset. - 
_Mr.. Jacobs, principal of the Kentucky institation; gives:thefolki. 

lowing example of the benefits of the moral-culture ofia déafiand ; | 
dumb institntion,—the like cases are often exhibited in alt institu... ,
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“ We have just dismissed a young woman who was a child ten 

: or eleven years old when she entered the institution, unamiable : 

and ungovernable in the highest degree. Her unhappy disposition, 

aggravated by the vanity of personal beauty, was proof against 

all instruction, reproof and discipline, until during the last year 

of her term. It at last melted down and vanished under the sweet 

influences of moral and religious instruction. During the past Bes 

sion, she was a model to her companions in industry, attention, 

gratitude and amiable conduct, and gained the love of her teach- 

ers to whom she had previously been only an object of sympathy 

and torbearance.” a ee Oo 

AGE OF ADMISSION OF PUPIIS. = 

In the education of the deaf ‘and dumb, I consider it of the © 

greatest importance that they be placed under instraction at an 

"early age. The rules of this institution admit them when they — 

have attained the age of'ten years. They should not be kept _ 

away from the institution till a later period than that fixed upon | 

| by the rules, which in this respect, are the same as in most of the | 

| American Institutions. The New York Institution admits them. 

between the ages of twelve and twenty-five. Sometimes, how- . 

ever, a discretion is exercised, and in some cases they are admit- 

ted before the age of twelve years. So | 

: The course of instruction of the American Institution, extends 

from a period of from five toseven years. It is therefore impor- 

tant, that a pupil should. pursue this course at an age, when his 

powers, both of body and mind, are in a condition to derive from 

it all of its advantages. It is the opinion of those who have de=. _ 

voted many years to the instruction of this class, that before the 

age of ten years, a child’s powers, both of body and mind, are: . 

not sufficiently matured to enter upon the course of instruction. - 

common to the American Institutions. The education of the Deaf 

and Dumb is:no pastime, either for the instructor or the pupil. It: — 

_ is a labor, which tasks the physical and mental energies of both, — 

and without which, there is no progress. Itis more advantageous —
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to the child to’be under the care of its parents, previous to the age 
of ten* years, who could render to it those attentions that ‘tender | — years require, especially in the diseases incident to young chil- 

‘The chiéf reason, however, why’ a pupil should not be admitted — | before ten years of age, is that it would graduate at too early a : 
period of lifé:: before its physical and mental powers are sufficient. | ly developed, to be able to grapple with the toils incident to those —_ industrial pursuits necessary to its own support. The object of | 
an institution for the Deaf and Dumb, is to prepare this class. | 
when they leave its walls, to become’ worthy citizens, who shall . be self-reliant, and shall be able, not only to support themselves, | but to share with others in the privileges and responsibilities of - 
citizenship. ‘The pupil is permitted the privileges of the institu- 
tion from five to seven years. If he enters at ten years of age, — 
he will this complete his education at the age of seventeen. He : can then’ return to his parents and pass a few years at home, and 
thete with a cultivated intellect, can gain a practical experience _ : _ of those matters pertaining to every, day life, before attaining hig — - minority... When a pupil finally leaves‘ the institution, he is re- 
leased from those wholesome restraints, which preserve him from _ _ Iany of the:temptations of childhood. If he enter the institution - at too early:an-age, he will complete his studies and will be cast 
upon the world, when’ perhaps he is ‘too young to resist those evil _ influences which would make shipwreck of that moral character 

_ which has-been developed during his course of study. Be —_ While: there:are few: parents that‘desire the admission of pupils 
at too early ai age, there.are more who-defer their education till — | too late_a period of life. Of these two evils the: latter is the most 
to be deplored. ‘There-is no subject that deserves to be so well un- 
derstood as the evils: resulting from delaying the education of a a ) 
mute. They shouldbe placed under instruction @8 soon as they — 
attain the age at which they can be admitted into an institution,  _— 
If this is not:done, and they be suffered to remain in ignorance 
for eighteen or twenty years, the experience of all ‘instructors
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have demonstrated the fact, that their education is a work almost | 

of impossibility. For it isa rule to which there are but few excep- | 

tions, that the minds of such have become weakened by inactivity, | 

and consequently never can be taught to understand and write. 

. connected language; that their tempers have become ungovern- © 

able; that they have acquired many vicious habits, strange 

notions and prejudices ; that their natures have become very sus- 

- picious; and that their animal propensities have become too 

greatly developed. All these evils can be avoided by attending = 

to their early education. ‘It is, therefore, alike the dictate of wis. 

dom and humanity, that no expense or efforts should be spared by . | 

the parents of the deaf and dumb, by the state and by the trus- _ 

tees and directors of this institution, to secure the early admission — 

and education of every unfortunate mute within the limits of Wis-. 

consin. — ee re cet td 

"RETENTION OF PUPILS AT HOME. — ee 

7 By a reference to the rules for the admission of pupils, it wilk 

be seen that the pupil is to be brought-to the institution punctual- © — 

ly at the commencement of each session, for the period: of: five 

years, unless detained at home by his or her own sickness. ‘There. 

is no rule of the institution that is more.important thani this, both 

as relates to the pupils’ advancement, and the prosperity of the — | 

institution itself. The pupils of a Deaf and’ Dumb: Institution — 

are grouped into classes. according to their talents and acquire- ._ 

ments. Such is the peculiarity of the mode.of-instruction, that. 

the members ofa class are taught not singly, but-all.atonce; the 

teacher dictating a sentence.or-narrative, andall the pupils writing — 

it simultaneously upon their slates, Now,:if a: pupil be tardy in: 

returning, to. school,. the result ;is, that:he falls behind. his class-- 
mates, and must either go into a, lower-class,.orthe other-members «: — 

of the class must be detained until he has caught: up: with thems. 

Thus he either hinders the .advancement.of his: class,or sufférs the: — 

inconvenience of being: placed. in a lower one ee RE 

It sometimes, happens that parents .wish to! take their children © 

— -out.of school-and retain them.at home, . after they have: been: at...



_— Achopl only, a few. years, and before they have: conipleted, the“ - Conree.of ingtruction, They frequently do this from too--high gn | estimate of the knowledge and acquisitions of their.child. . The contrast exhibited in the mental and moral condition of the child ee __ after heing"under instruction three or four years, and that presegt- _ -£d when first brought to the institution, is traly astonishing, The . _-detters that the pupil writes home often compare favorably. with = «__ those of: its apeaking relatives. The little thatithas acquired hag been learned thorqughly, and it is enabled to makesuch @display OF its Knowledge.as often leads to wrong inferences as to its reql ; _ Agquirements... The pupil, after being under instruction threear _ four years, has merely gid the foundation of his. education; A ‘good work-has been accomplished, if in that time his mind hes © _ deceived anfliciont discipline to reap the full benefita of the connge | of ingteaction,... One year’s instruction in. the latter part of the a - eonmge 18 gqual:to that of three or four Years. at, the beginning, ‘A great injury, thorefore, is done to the pupil, to deprive himof the. instruction he would receive in the latter part of hiscomes, | «) Frequently mutes-are met with roaming from. place.to plage, - _ Sometimes seeking employment, and-sometimes desiring alme, | _ These are, generally half educated, fickle-minded. -and, some- Himsa yisions,, Dhey are thoso,who have either entered an itigg _ tution when too old to learn much, or those who. have. left. before completing the course.of instruction. They are no honor to the / frost and highly respectable body of educated mutes, norto the = 
Proper Way to prevent the multiplication of such a class is to per- | Tilt Ro pupil fo leave an institution before completing the regular = 
~~ Another reason why this rule should receive attention is because: | of the injury done ts the feelings of the pupil itself, who i per. a - gmptorily taken out he socioty of classmates with wlom it has pursued the’ same studies and shared in the same labors at | 

class in which it remains for se veral years. The clase is led suc. :
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seessively on through the rudiments of language to the more diffi- 

| -eult studies pursued. At first the pupil cannot even’ communi- 

cate with its classmates, but gradually it learns the system of . 

-signs, and soon 18 able to enjoy pleasing converse’ with itscom- 

-panions in study. Vacation comes and the pupil returns home 

‘joyful at the anticipation of revisiting familiar scenes. After a 

few weeks the excitements of home ‘beeome | common’ place. Not 

having yet acquired language sufficient to converse with speaking - 

‘people, and none understanding the sign language, it’ begins to 

think of the pleasures of social conversation with its class-mates. It 

begins to count the days when school will'’commence and a re-union 

- take place with class-mates in the same pleastires and in the'same 

atndies. From year to year the same happy experiences enjoyed on- 

Jy heightened in intensity from the expansion of its intellect. “At ; 

| Yast the period arrives, when having completed its studies it isto 

Jeave the Institution for the last time, never to return again as a 

pupil. But now with ‘cultivated intellect and: refined manters, it. 

appreciates the patient labors of its instructors, and tikes eave of 

ite class-mates, with a heart filled with love and gratitude towards 

Sg jnatructors, and the’ State whose munificenee Hhasiéviabled:it to 

be not a mere blank in society, biut'to become.an intelligent ‘and 

worthy citizen: “The ad vancement and happisiess of thé pupil and 

- the reputation of the snatructor and the inetitntidn will require ‘at- 

tention to this rule. Pag erty ft Ba wee a tet 

30 THE PARENTS OF DEAF AND DUMB CHILDREN. ore ~ 

Those who have been instructors of the unfortunate deaf.and 

dumm for many yeas ave often notice the feaing 0 natal t 
—Sinents, that dreads the separation from their chi'dren, even for 

the purpose of obtaining an ‘education. A mute child ina family 7 

“has, by reason of its infirmity, a larger share of the, affection of 

its parents than the. other children. lt receives many kindly. at- 

tentions, which aro prompted from a generons sympathy for its — 

unfortunate condition. When,the, idea of sending such a child 

away from home to obtain an education ie first presented to the 

soind of a parent, he thought that involuntarily rashes into the
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mind is whether it will be kindly treated; whether if in case of 
sickness, proper attention would be given to it. The design of an 

institution for the deaf and dumb is to secure to the unfortunate | 

mute those kindly attentions, both in health and sickness, that are 

so essential to its education and happiness. The building itself 

was erected with special reference to their wants. The plan of 

the building is the same as that of the Indiana institution for the 

deaf and dumb, with the exception of certain improvements which 

have been suggested since that building was completed; and it 

will, when finished, be one of the most elegant structures in the 

| State. All the pupils board in the Institution, and constitute one 

happy family. They are under the constant supervision of the 

Principal, the Matron, and the Professors. The government is 

mild and parental, for by means of the beautiful and expressive 

language of signs, their instructors are enabled to influence them 

to an attention to those courtesies and proprieties that character- - 

ize ladies and gentlemen. The institution, moreover, is subject to 

the control of a Board of Trustees, who statedly visit it, and make 

such an examinatlon into its affairs as will promote a faithful dis- 

| charge of the duties belonging to its various officers. In sickness, 

the pupils have those to watch over them to whom they can com- 

municate their wants, and thus obtain relief. They are instructed 

by those who, from years of experience, have become acquainted 

with their peculiarities, and know how to adapt their instructions 
to them. They soon learn to communicate with each other in 

signs, and thus are removed from that solitude and loneliness in 

which they are often found at home. On the Sabbath they are 

assembled in the chapel of the Institution, when, in the language 

| of signs, thanks are rewdered to their heavenly Father, and their 

duties to Him, to their parents and their fellow men, are explain- 

ed. They have their seasons of recreation, in which they engage 
| in the sports of childhood with all the avidity and happiness of 

other children. Parents who have visited the Institution and 

seen the pupils in their studies, in their classes, and in their sports, 
have wept tears of joy that they lived in a State which possessed
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such a noble Institution, so happily adapted to their little unfor- 

tunates. Itis to be hoped that the parents of deaf and dumb 

children throughout the State, will visit the Institution and become 
acquainted with its advantages. | 

| PROGRESS OF DEAF AND DUMB EDUCATION IN AMERICA. 

The establishment of an institution for the education of the 

deaf and dumb, in America, dates back to less than forty years 

ago. Inthe year 1817, the American Asylum was established at 

Hartford, Conn., under the direction of Rev. Thomas Gallandet, 
assisted by Mr. Laurent Clerc, an educated mute. Mr. Gallan- 

det was under the necessity of proceeding to Europe, to become 

acquainted with the system of instruction. While in France, he — 

prevailed upon Mr. Clerc to accompany him to America, to aid 

him in his benevolent enterprise. Mr. Gallendet has ccased from 

his earthly labors, but he died not until he had seen flourishing 

Institutions for the education for the Deaf and Dumb established 

in twelve of the larger states, and hundreds of otherwise unhap- 

py mutes rescued from the grave of ignorance and placed in the 
enjoyments of knowledge. He died in the year 1851. The res 

spect and love cherished for this benevolent man, has been exhibs 

ited by the assembling, during the past year, at Hartford, of a 

large company of educated mutes, gathered from the different 

states, to erect a monument to testify their appreciation of his lw 

bors. Itis a noteworthy circumstance that this monument, in its 

plan, in its inscription, and in the funds contributed for its erection 

was wholly the work of the Deaf and Dumb. Mr. Clerc stitt 
lives a venerable man, and even now, withthe frosts of many. 

winters upon his brow, is associated with the able corps of instruo- 

tors belonging to the American Asylum. Mr. Gallancet was suc- 
ceeded by Mr. Weld, who died in 1858. The Rev. W. W. Turner 

is the present principal of the American Asylum. H: isa gene 

tleman of long experience in the profession, of very practical 

views upon the subject of mute education, and relies more upon 
ineiting the pupil to depend upon his own energies than any arti 
ficial helps in the acquisition of knowledge. He is a worthy suc-
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cessor of. Messrs: Gallendet and Wela. Under his directionthe __ 
American Asylum will continue to retain.its high reputation as the- 
first of the American Institutions. - | | | 

The second institution established in America was that of New : York. It was established in 1818, From the most humble be:. 
ginnings it has advanced in its career of usefulness, until now it 
is second to no other institution of its kind in the civilized world.: 
It numbers over two hundred and sixty pupils, and has in course 
of erection, buildings which, together with their site, will cost 
when completed, about $350,000. The brick of which the outer 
walls are composed, are furnished by the enterprize of citizens of 7 
this state, being the famous cream-colored brick of Milwaukee; 
The success which has atcended this institution is mainly owing, | | 
under a wise Providence, to the able management, and indomita- 
ble perseverance of H. P. Peet, D. L. D., its efficient and obliging 
President, who for over.a quarter of a century has had the direc- 
tion of lisaffairs, 6 2° | , Oe | 
The third institution established in America was that of Penn- 

sylvania. It is located at Philadelphia, and. was established in | 
1820. It numbers over one hundred and fifty pupils, and is under a 
the direction of Mr. A. B. Hutton. . It has not been our fortune to 
make the personal acquaintance of this gentleman, but the taste- | | 
ful: manner in which his annual reports are prepared, and the. 
‘compositions given’as specimens of the attainments of his pupils 
show that he requires a high standard of scholarship. | 

_ The fourth institution established in America, was that of Ken- 
tucky. This is located at Danville, and was established in 1822. | 
It numbers eighty-seven pupils. It is under the direction of J. | 
A. Jacobs, A. M. Mr. Jacobs has had the direction of this insti- | 
tution for a quarter of acentury. He is a gentleman possessing 
a finely cultivated intellect, great benevolence, varied experience, | 
a retiring and unobtrusive disposition and great fixedness of pur- | | 
pose. It would be difficult for the unfortunate deaf and dumb of 
Kentucky, to find another man who could have labored so faith- 
fully and patiently in their behalf under the difficulties that have
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attended the establishment of an institution in that state. Yet. 

| notwithstanding his'efforts, ‘‘ not one-half of the existing mutes of" 

the State, have yet been educated.” His main obstacle has been’ — 

, the want of that appreciation of the benefits of an education which 

characterize citizens of a free State. The institution is now ina | 

~ better condition than ever before, and its future prospects are most. 

encouraging. | | ce 

‘The fifth institution established in America, was that of Ohio. 

It was established in 1829, and is locatea at Columbus. Mr. H. 

| N. Hubbell was the founder of this institution. Previously to un- — 

dertaking the enterprise, Mr. H. passed a year and a half in the — 

American Asylum, at Hartford, for the purpose of acquiring & 

| knowledge of the system of instruction. Assisted by Mr. D. E. 

Ball, an educated mute, and who is still an instructor in the Ohio 

Institution, he devoted himself to the work with an energy and 

perseverance that overcame the obstacles incident to the establish- 

: ment of an institution in a new state. Mr. Hubbell had the 

charge of this institution for nearly a quarter of a century, and 

beheld its growth from a school of three pupils to that of over one 

hundred and thirty; while the whole number of pupils who re- 

| ceived instruction during his administration was four hundred and 

sixty-two. He is justly regarded as the pioneer of deaf mute 

edueation in the west. He resigned the superintendency of this 

| institution in 1851, and retired from labors, which entitle him to 

the respect of mankind. At the last convention of American in- 

structors of the deaf and dumb, which took place at the Ohio In- 

stitution, Mr. Hubbell was presented with a service of plate by 

his former pupils. ‘For nearly a quarter of a century they found. 

in him an able instructor, a wise cousellor, and a faithful friend.” 

Mr. Hubbell was succeeded by the Rev. J. Addison Cary, for 

| nineteen years an honored instructor in the New York Tnstitution, 

whose. career.of usefulness was terminated by death in one year 

after entering upon his duties.” Rev. Collins Stone, was called to 

take the place vacated by the death of Mr. Cary. He was for 

nineteen years an instructor in the American Asylum, at Hart-
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ford... As. gentleman, a scholar, and am instructor, he is eminent. 
- ly fitted to give. direction to the alma mater of the superintendents, 
of the Deaf and Dumb Institutions of Indiana, Illinois, Tennessee, 
Louisianaand Wisconsin, = 
There are now in the United States sixteen well established ims 

__ stitutions for the education of the deat and dumb, viz: those of _ 
the. states of Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, | 

_ Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, 
~ Georgia, Louisiana, Missouri, Tennessee, Michigan and Wiscon-. sin, These first five institutions, a sketch of whose rise and, pro-. 

gress we have given, are the parents of all the others. For in, 
: those fiive the superintendents and instructors of the others res. | 

ceived. their education to fit. them for their peculiar work. Some — 
of these already vie with their parent institutions. In this respect. _ 
the Ingtitution of Indiana deserves especial mention. It wases~ __ 

| tablished. in 1848, only twelye years ago, and now numbers one . 
hundred and sixty. pupils. The Rev. Thomas .MacIntyre is its, 

| present superintendent. Mr. MaclIntyre’s experience in other in-: | 
Oo stitutions eminently fits him for the prudent management-of an ; 

| institution whose career has been signally prosperous. a 

The progress of mute education is shown not only in the history | 
of the establishment of institutions, but in the efforts made to ad- - | 

_ vance the standard of scholarship in the several institutions. .As., | 
a means to this, conventions of the instructors have been and.are. __ , 
to be held from time to time.. The instructors of the deaf and. 

| dumb,are. scattered over sixteen states, consequently, are widely . | 

separated from each other. The assembling of instructors at. 

_ suitable, periods, affords a fine opportunity for a comparison of 
_ Views upon, the bgst methods of teaching, and matters connected = 
with the management of an institution. Three.of these conyen-, | 
_tiona have already taken place, and the essays read, and discus. 
sions held, have been embodied in the printed volumes‘of the pro. 

_ ceeding of the convention. These conventions provoke alaudable: — 
rivalry among. the several institutions, and therefore, incite the | | 

—_ instructors to greater exertions in behalf of their own institutions,  —__
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| The fourth convention of the American instructors of the deaf, 

arid dumb, is to be héld‘at'the Virginia imstitution, in Stauntou,’ . 
on the last Wednesday in July, of the coming’ year. ~~ he 

—- The most gratifying’ sign of progress has beett the recént’estab- 

lishment of. classes for the instruction of riutés “in’ the ‘highet 

branches of learning.” Two of these classes have been establish- 

, ed inthis county. One in connection With the AméticanAéy-" 

luin at'Hartford, the other in connection With the’ NéWw York'Ti: 
stitution.’ The high élaks sustains about’ the samié'relatiod tothe 
other classes in an Institution, th at’ a colldge dots to the ‘cortnon! : 

school. It is composed of a seléct ntimber of thé graduates‘of the 

inferior classes whose talents, acquirements and inclination give - 
promise of their ability to master the higher branches and ‘thus fit 
themselves for higher walks of usefulness. The reason’ of tle és: © 
tablishment of a high class is the fact’ that it has demonstrated 

that the difficulties the deaf and dumb pupil meets with in the a¢- 
quisition of written language are so great that very few of the 
graduates of existing institutions acquire such a knowledge of 

. language as to be able toread understandingly the numerous works 

in the dieffrent branclies of English literature. The laté Dr. Itard— 
of Paris,for nearly forty years physician to the Nationalirstitution 

of France,left at his death a perpetual income of 8,000 francs for the 
foundation of a class de perfectionnement, or high class in that in-_ 

| stitution. The reason he assigns is that to him it is “4 derionstia- : 

ted truth, that nearly all our deaf mutes, at the end’of the six” 
. years allowed for their instruction, fitid it beyond their ability to 

read with perfect understanding the greater part of the works’ of 

our language.” Se nes 
To admit such a fact is rather humiliating'to the instrictots of — 

the deafand dumb. But it must be remembered that the discov- 
ery of the possibility of their education dates back to léss than 
three centuries ago;. that very little was done‘ till ‘the geriius of © 
De PEpee demonstrated its: practicability ; that it is only thirty-° 
eight years since the first ‘school was established in America; ‘that’ 

, the mute’s education does not commence 'till ten or twelve years”
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of age, a period when speaking children have acquired not only | 

a the wse-of language, but many of the great’ facts of. history and” - stidtice; that he has two languages to learn, viz: tHe language of signi, and written laignage, the former’ of ‘which must be frat 
learned as a means to acquire the latter; and that to’ Kim the ac- 
quisition of a written language is more difficult thar Hebrew, . 

a Greek, Latin, or atiy othet dead language would be fo ote of: tia) _ 
for the analogies of written languaye ‘would greatly assisting while’ 

__. the niute could derive tio aid from this gréat' help in the’ dcquisi-’ | 
«tion of differenttlangiages, 2 : 

“The Goutse of study pursued in thé high clas®, busides'a contifi 
| udtiee‘of the common branches, is to embrace as far as practicd: - - 

_ ble, instruction in Drawing, Natural Philosophy, Natural History, : | 
_ Geometry, Algebra, Logic, Intellectual and Mental Philosophy. | 

The time allotted to instruction in this class is to extend through a | 
_ period of three years. The success which has attended such an 
experiment in the National Deaf and Dumb Institution of France, . 
 and.the result already exhibited in the high classes of the institu- 

| - tions of New England and New York, have demonstrated the | 
| wisdom of the projectors of the classes. . The benefits anticipated 

from such a class is that it will enable those who avail themselves . 
of its advantages to understand and appreciate the standard works” a 

__ of English literature, and thus add to their mental enjoyment; that it will qualify them to engage in more remunerative employments - | 
_ than they have hitherto been able; that it will, qualify many of _ 

them to.be able instructors of their fellow mutes; and that the 
existénce of such a class, in an. institution, as has been remarked - 

. by Dr. Peet in his report of his visit to the European Institutions, | 
— “would improve the general standard of scholarship in the infirm 

classes, stimulating each pupil to strive after the honor of becom-_ | 
ing one of its members, circulating new ideas, and encouraging, | 

amore elevated style of: conversation, by the free intercourse . a 
which the members of this class have with the other pupils at the oo 

__ times of recreation;” and that, moreover,it will be a greathelpin. 
the discipline of an institution for the moral influence of such a,
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class of young ladies and gentlemen, would be mostsalutary upon. 

- the order of an institution, as the chastened tempers, the refined. | 

manners, and correct morals of the high class could be held up to. 

the inferior classes as a standard worthy of their imitation. : - . 7 | 

The example of the establishment of the high class in the: two 

oldest and most honored of the American Institutions will lead te’ 

the establishment of like classes in the other institutions. - Ttewill- 

usher in a new era inthe cause of deaf mute. edueation, and 80: _ 

enlighten public opinion that it will be no longer a wonder thata: 

mute can be educated, but a disgrace that any should growupin 

| an enlightened community without having been permitted toreap | 

all the advantages of a well conducted Institution.. © 9 > 

Be CoNOLUSION, = 

In concluding my report, 1am reminded, that only six years 

have elapsed since Wisconsin entered the sisterhood of states, and 

| that our present chief magistrate was the first, I believe who for- oo 

mally presented in his message, the claims of the Institutions for 

the Insane, the Blind and thé Deaf and Dumb to the considera~ 

tion of the legislature. The response made to his suggestions ig, : 

- I hope, an earnest of the future interest it will manifest in their 

prosperity. Happy State! so early in the possession of such re- 
treats for her unfortunates. While I think myself honored'in be- 

_ ing entrusted with the direction of this noble charity, I am aware 

| of the responsibilities of my position. — Thejexperience offthe past 

year to me is full of instruction and encouragement. From it I 

hope to derive many incitements to the faithful discharge ‘of my" 

| duties; May I not cherish the hope that when the ‘fever of youth’ 

a shall give place to the tranquility of age Ishall behold, asthe re- 

ward of my labors a numerous cornpany of mutes restored to their | 

friends, and to society with minds educated goas toappreciate the 

privileges of citizenship. I thank you, gentlemen, for the assiss 

tance and encouragement you have given me during the past year. | 

May it be permitted us here to behold all the smiles of Provi-
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dence, the liberality of the.State, and the industry of faithful of- 

ficers can accomplish for the unfortunate mute. =| - | 
| | ne ‘Respectfully submitted, —~ me 

a : LOUIS H. JENKINS, 
_ oo Principals * 

Iysrrrorion ror raz Dar anv Dump, ) oe a 
| Dutevan, December 25th, 1854. — t — en 

| | || AOKNOWLEDGEMENTS. © 

Many thanks are due H. P. Peet, L. L.. D., the President of the: 

_ New York Institution, for his aid in procuring slates from Enrope,.  - 
_ and other services so valuable to me in this new enterprise. Also: 

to H. N. Hubbell, Esq., former superintendent of the Ohio Insti- 
_ tution, for his selection of a number of books for the library of the: _ 

| institution. The superintendent of the Milwaukee and Misbissippi. 
| railroad, deserves especial notice for granting free passage over the: _ 

road of myself and pupils. To the gentlemen connected with the. - 

public press of ‘Wisconsin, I would express my gratitude for the. 

| interest they have manifested towards the establishmentiof the in- 

stitution. They gratuitously inserted numerous articles in their 

papers, calling the attention of the public to its importance. They: _ 

| freely inserted articles prepared by myself in the most conspicuens — 

| columns of their journals. Their reward must be in the pleasant. 
_ eonsciousness that they have shared in the honor of:ushering. info. 

life a most noble institution, and that there are now pupils making. 
_ advancement in knowledge who otherwise would: be groping: in’. 

| - ignorance. The editors of the Argus and Democrat, Journal, of. 
_ Madison; of the Milwaukee Sentinel, of the Morning News, of the. — 

Wisconsin, of Milwaukee; of the ———— of Janesville; Chron, 
_ otype, of Waukesha, and the Rural New York, of Rochester, Nv, 

| Y., have gratuitously forwarded their papers to the institution. , 

These journals are of great value, for many articles in them are; 

communicated to the younger pupils in signs by their instructorss: _ 
- while those of the pupils who are more advanced take greatin- __ 

: terest in reading the current events. A continuance of the above 

journals, and those of other editors, is respectfully solicited. =
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LIST OF PUPIES DURING THE YEAR. || 
Names. oe | Town. a County. . me a 

Duane Arnold, Oak Grove, — Dodge. | 
Henry L. Bingham, Koshkonong, | _ Jefferson. SO | 

Amelia Bishop, Janesville. =. Rocks. 
Mary Bennett, Waukesha, § © Waukesha. 

Thomas Clarkson, Springfield, - Dane. a 
Austin Churchill, Waukesha, © =~ Waukesha. a 
Ariadna P.Cheesebro,Darien, © 3 ‘Walworth: re 

James A. Dudley, as Rg BR | 

Philip 8. Englehardt, Milwaukee, — Milwankeei 
Washington Farrer, Summerville, — Rock, © °° 

Sarah Fitzgerald; Milwaukee, = - Milwaukee, 

Betsey Hews, Eagle) = © Waukesha «<— / 

Charles Hews, c , we nn | 

Abram Hews, cr 
Helen Hews, | “c 7 BO 

Wm. L. Helmer, Hartford, ~ Washington = 

Thomas Jones, | Genesee, Waukesha; = : 

Clarissa B: Kingman, Dell Prairie, Adams My 
Mordecai Lowe; . LaFayette; ©  § Walworth | 
Annie Lever, - ~Maustown, Adams. 7 
Patrick Noland, Aran, McHenry, | — 
John O’Donnell,. Milwaukee, Milwankee. 
Matthew O’Niel; = * 
Albert Pierce, LaFayette; §=§ = Walworth — oo 

John: Rolfe, Brooklyn, Green. , eo 

Mary Shaub; = = Oshkosh, =  =§ Winnebago, 
John U. Richards, Delevan, § ©. ‘Walwerth. - 
James Taylor, Mt. Pleasant, §= Racing = 

— GeorgeLaylor, 3 

Sarah Taylor, 

Harvey Taylor, § Iron Ridgé, = Dodge: Pe | 

Whole number of pupils duting’'the year, = 31. © | 

| | : oy |
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_ Eependitures and receipts of the Deaf and Dumb Institute , for 
- a «the year, 1854: OS 

| Provisions, - ee - $989 07 — | Bed clothing and incidentals, - = - - 80689 ~ ‘Salaries of officers, - . - = 896-68 | Furniture, 9-9 = er ey : Tabor, -  - - 900-90 

| _ Medical services and medicine, ee 46 88 
‘Books for library, and stationery, — ea 68 93. | "Rent of ahiredhouse,- 9 - se 5 KD 

| Postage, | | = Sw - 8 80. - Brick oven, fixtures and repairs, = 480 4 

_ Exhibition expenses, - =~ - St 64 

| Qashreceived,- - 2. “os B74 BB



: REGULATIONS — - 

OF THE WISCONSIN INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF AND DUMB}; ADOPTED BY 

| THE TRUSTEES, APRIL 10, 1854. Se | 

1, The regular meeting of the Board of Trustees, shall be held — . 

‘on the second Wednesday of December and the second Wednes- 

day of June, of each year. a | Sas oe 

9, At the regular meeting in December, the trustees. will ap- 

point one of their number president, and a secretary. _ oe oe 

_. 8. The president will preside at the meetings; call apecial : 

meetings at the request of two members of the board or the su-— 

perintendent, and sign all orders on the treasurer. Oo 7 ae. 

4, The secretary will keep an. accurate account of call - pro- 

ceedings of the board, which, when approved, shall be signed by 

himself and the president. ete! 

5. In the absence ot the president or secretary, their places 

- cghall be filled by pro tempore appointments. And in the absence 

‘of the president, two trustees may call ameeting, = | 

~ 6, A quorum of the trustees at any regular or special meeting, | 

shall have power to elect any officer of this institution in case of 

__- vacancy, resignation or removal from office. = oe



acs - OFFICERS OF THE INSTITUTION. — 

1. The officers of the institution shall consist of a principal, _ 
‘professors, steward, physician and matron. ee | 
2 They shall be elected by the board of trustees, and ‘shall 
hold office during good behavior and competency todischarge the  —s 
‘duties of their several offices. => a - 

| :* 8.:°The principal shall have power to nominate individuals for 7 “profeasora, 
Tt shall require ‘six of the: trustees to ‘displace ‘an officer of 

the ‘fhstitution during his term; and ‘any officer leaving the insti- — 
_ tution without the consent of the board of trustecs during such | 

‘term; shall forfeit one quarter’s salary. a pa, oO 
| 3, Any individual nominated as. professor, shall beford’ ‘hig : 

election by the board of trustees, signify his intention in writing | 
«Of making the business of teaching the deaf'and dumb, his pro- 

_ fession for life. = de es “oe | 

_. 1. The Principal shall be the executive head of the Institution, | _ and the organ of communication with the subordinate depart; 
- ments. | ee ee E | -‘y 2: -He shall reside in the Institution, and have the general. di- rection and control of all its concerns, with the counsel and advice of the executive committe. He shall have the power to make —  guch regulations of internal police as he may deem most condu- 

_ give to the order, efficiency, and practical usefulness of the system | of, government and instruction, and all orders emanating from him are to be implicitly obeyed by those who shall be engaged as in. 
structors or professors of tho institution, or, for the discharge of any of the various duties connected with. its immediate manage. : ment. It being understood that he is subject, of course, to. the n __-yet higher power of the Board, which may, at its discretion, modi) 

_ fy orrepeal any regulation which may be made under the provi.
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3. He shall implicitly obey ajl orders and instructions of the 

Board; and carry out, in good ‘faith, any system of operations | 

which they may direct. gh ae a tees ed 

4, He shall hire, assign the duties, direct, so far ashemay deem _ 

proper, and dismiss, when he may consider, it, necessary, all per- 

sons, not officers, whom it may be.requisite to employ... 0 0 0 
5. No subordinate officer shall. contravene, or .interfere, in the Oo 

_glightest degree, with directions given at any time. by the guperin- — 

tendent to the pupils, or to the persons by him employed;. but on 

the contrary, they are to give their efficient countenance and gup- 

port to all such directions, and report to him any neglect aract of 

Gigobedience, et | 

6. The superintendent shall teach the pupils, apd require the 

persons employed, to respect.and obey the other officers; inthe : 

proper discharge of their appropriate duties. 
1. His.government of the pupils, though firm and unwavering, 

shall be mild and parental. ee 

8. He shall teach the pupils to act {rom principle, and not from 

> fear. He shall inculcate respect, and govern them, as much as 

possible, ‘by the iuflueice of moral suasion.” ee nN Nor 

“9, "He hall superintend and direct the intellectual, moral, and 
religious instruction of the pupils, |, a | 

10. He shall pay especial attention, to the health and comfort of — 

the pupils. And when the: boys are engaged in labor, he ‘shall 

‘entrust them to some responsible person’ connécted with the insti- 

° 11, In his management of the finanees, he shall practice the 

most rigid economy, consistent with the comfort of ‘the ‘pupils, 

and the prosperity of the institution, = 
12. He shall, from time to time, communicate to the | trustees oe 

: such information as he may think necessary, or as they’ niay re- 

quire, in regard to the operation of the institation; and the man- 

ner in which the various officers perform their duties, 9 | 

48. He shall frequently inspect all parts of the establishment, 

| and take the most efficient, or even stringent measures for 6n-



_ forcing neatness, order, and regularity. in all’ departments,” And” = Se MAN G8 Bie dity ithmediatoly to dischiarie any person employed. _ WHO'shall appear itiefficient; neglect allotted duties, or manifest a | | spirit of insubordination, Oe ORES eee 14 He shall keep a register of pupila, and such other books as 

18 Wihiatl be his duty toéattend all meetings of the Board of Trustees ; and hé may'speak upon maticy “ander disewasion. I : ee '-PROFRSBO RE. 2 
ee _ —- WsiThe Professors shalt inetrdet the pupils under the'direction ot = the principal; perform: in rotation’ the d uty of supervision’ over > the male pupils, autitig the hours‘of relaxation and study out of © School ; attend the visitors ‘and. perforiii such other dutieg connect: ed with ithe:departhent of instruétiin, the library and cabinet, ag | the principal may, from time to time, delegate to-tliem! “0 2. Those of them who reside at the Institution, and: those who are. entitled tothe privilege of dining there, shall take their meals : at the same hours, and at the same table in the-dining-room with - | the family... sete Jtete Pte ag hae Ep Re ae sy 8.-During the time allotted to study. out of school, they shall sée-" ~ that the boys learn the lessons assigned them,:dnd préserve ‘the | same order as in'the school rooms. SH ale VE __ 4 Daring the hours appropriated to recreation, the Teacher in . chargé of the boys shall encourage them to take active exercise, so a under his supervision. He shall be responsible for their safetyand | orderly conduct while. under hig. Supervision, and ‘shall restrain _ them from visiting all places allotted to the use of the girls, or... which may be forbidden them by the superintendent, a 5. They shall take such part in the religious instruction of the. «— i pupils as may be assigned them by the Superintendent, = Oo 6. They shall, at all times, give their efficient support to the _ | other officers of the institution, by iuculcating in the minds of their _ - respective classes proper principles of good order and obedience ; / 

ag | | 
a ors
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and they shall never intimate to them matters to the discredit of | 

any officer of the asylum. © sn oe a 

7, Thoy shall carefully, abstain, from, all interference, with the. 

duties of other officers; and, at, no, time,,.use.any. but,gompte
ong 

and respectful language in their intercourse, with them... ier 

8. They are to regard these rules,as stating, only.a few among 

the numerous duties which they are, expected ta perform; and,are.- — 

always to manifest their devotion to the interest of the institution, 

by cheerfully performing any: other duties, which clraumarencess 

or the directions of the superintendent. may requires k 

) | | THE STEWARD, 
OO 

act, when, required, ag the. clerk,of the superintendent ; andy under 

- 2,, He shall purchasg such articles, of.-provision
s a8 may:'be ne 

cessary for-the household, and such other things for the institution »» 

7 3. He shall see. that, during:.
the hours® appropriated: to labor | 

the boys are industtiously empl
oyed 5 ‘and to secure this ‘end, he’ 

shall labor
 with them. = ee

 ee aettiges aca 

4. He shall see that the cellars, and such portions of the pave- i 

“ments and grounds as may be odmmitted to hie charge, ai kept in 

the most perfect order. : Loe ee Cod rte epaban hold , 

oe 5. He shall have especial charge of the farnacés and fires ab 
qu 4 

the establishment. He shall, ‘beforé retiring, to’ rest each night, 

pass through the cellars and other parts, exeept the portion geen, 
| Bied by females, where there may have beet vés or Tights, and.” 

seo that all is safe, and the doors and windows secured, Andhe 

may, onto acoount, entrust the performace of thit duty to anoths 
or person, unless he previotisly, in each "ease, obtain the consent.” 
of the Superintendent. p

ee we me | ne ee ees " . | ; 

"6, He shall attend to, the purchase of such articles of provis-, 
jons'as may be bronght to the TnstitatiOn forsale, And, that be,



__- may be found at anytime, he shall keep: his whereabouts.marked : 
upon a.slate in the office of the Institution, a : | | 

8. He shall keep a book containing a regular account of all’ 
monies received and. expended by him, with vouchers for the same: / 
8. He shall, at the regular meetings of the Board of Trus- . 

tees, present-an abstract. of all, classes of expenditure. we . 
| 9. He shall see that. the boys keep their clothes properly: ar- | 

ranged in their trunks and drawers. | oo . - 
10., He shall be responsible for the safety ofthe boys, while at 

their labor;.and while.going to and returning from the same. — oe 
11. He shall see that the boys rise and retire at the appointed) 

hours ; and, with fifteen minutes from the time of their retiring té 
‘rest, he shall see that all their lights are extinguished, exceptsuch = 
as may be necessary,in cage, of ‘sickness: a | 

: 12. He shall not consider the above: By-Laws asthe measure of = 

his duties and, responsibilities; but: is:to:render himselt ‘generally : | 
_ usefn),in every way within hispowernn 2 

Oo | ss THE MATRON. 7 

1. The-Matron:shall have charge ofthe girls, when notin school, ==” 
and also of such parts of the domestic arrangements as may be 
assigned: her by the Superintendent; and under his direction, she 

_ . Will perform, the following duties: ee 
2. She will see that, when out of school, the girls are‘as much © 

_ a8 possible secluded from the society. of; the male pupils; and that, | 
during study hours, they learn the lessons assigned them by their _ 
teachers. She will sec ‘that the girls are industriously. employed - 
during the hours appropriated to labor; that they make, so far as 

- practi¢able, the clothes for pupils clothed by the Asylum; repair 
their own clothes and those of the male pupils; and do the ironing 
forthe inmates. =° re — | 

8, She will, at all times, see that the girls take a sufficient 
_ amount of healthy exercise and recreation. 

4, She will pay particular attention to the cleanliness of the 
persons, and the neat appearance of the girls, -
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5. She will teach them those rational principles of refinement _ 
peculiar to the female character, and instruct them as to their © 

proper deportment on all occasions. = = oe 
6. She will see that all parts of the establishment are kept in ~ 

the neatest order. A tg 
7. She will enter, or cause to be entered, in a° book kept for — | 

| that purpose, a list of the articles of clothing belonging to each 
pupil, and see that the same be carefully preserved. ©) = 

8. She will see that the washing and ironing be done'in a neat 
and careful manner: that no article be lost: and that the clothing” 
after ironing, be assorted by some carefal'person. ee _ 

9. She will see that the provisions be carefully preserved, and 
| economically used. / 

10. The Superintendent may, at his discretion, release the Mat- 
ron from the supervision of. sueh portions of the domestic affairs 
as he may deem proper,’acting upon the principle that her servi- _ 
ees in the care of the young ladies are most valuable to the Agy-- 
lum. 7 | | | | 

11. The Matron shall have such control over the persons em- _ 
ployed as the Superintendent may deem necessary for thé perfor- == 
mance of the labors assigned her supervision. 

12. After the pupils have retired.to rest: at night, the Matron® © | 
will pass through the apartments occupied by the females, and'see = . 
that the building is safe from fire. =~ 5. Oe | 

1. Pupils may be received and dismissed only by the principal = 
_ andthe sanction of theexecutive committe. ° =» 

2. Every pupil who has not been vaccinated before beingreceiv-- 
ed in the institution, shall be vaccinated without delay. | 

_ 8. Pupils-honorably dismissed from the Institution shall.receive. 
a certificate signed by the principal. as Coe be sO
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oo RRO! | | 
gp THE ADMISSION OF PUPILS, &C. | | 

. 1. All the Deaf and Dumb of the State, between the ages of - tén and thirty years, are entitled to an education, without charge. | | for-board or tuition, in this institution, upon compliance with ‘its rules. No certificate of any kind is required for admission. Per- ) _. #0ns, however, desirous of placing a pupil in the school: should | write to the superintendent, informing him of the name, age, resi- | dence of the mute, the cause, it any, of deafness, &c. The super- -intendent will immediately answer, stating the time when the pu- pil will be received. This course is, in all cases, recommended, though none will be refused who come at the commencement of | _ the session. Applications in. behalf of persons of more or less | than the required age, will be considered by the trustees, who re- | _ serve to themselves the right to accept or reject such applicants, > _ a8 they may deem just and proper. | , | 7 _ 2. Pupils from other States are received at the rateof one hun- | | dred dollars per annum, tor board and tuition. 
_ 8. The length of the course of instruction is five years; and,. / that the pupils may become more proficient in their studies, they are allowed and advised to remain one year more, At the end of a _‘81X years, the’ superintendent may select such pupilsashe may __ consider would be particularly benefitted by continuing longer at | school; and, if approved of by the Board of Trustees, they shall ___ be permitted to remain an. additional year, a _ 4 Pupils will be admitted on the following conditions: 1st, | The pupil, well provided with clothes, is to be brought. to the in- _ stitution punctually, at the commencement of each session, forthe | _ period of five years, unless detained at home by hisorherown sickness. 2d. The pupil is to remain in the school until the last Wednesday in J uly, of each year. 8d. No parent or guardian . -. shall be allowed to'take a pupil out of the school, without the con- __ sent.of the Board of trustees. | |
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5. It is the intention of the trustees, to render the institution 

self-supporting, so far as practicable, and that every pupil, on 

leaving its walls, shall be so proficient in some useful occupation 

or trade, as to be able to procure a livelihood, without reliance on 

. the charities of others. In accordance:with this. design, all the 

scholars will be required to labor.a portion of each day, the girls 

in performing the lighter _kinds.of house work, and in various — 

Kinds of needle work, as plain sewing, ornamental work, dress — 

making, or millinery, &c.; and the boys. at various trades, the 

necessary work about the asylum, and. the cultivation of the farm | 

and garden. OO oe ee | 

6. The annual sessions of the school continue ten months, :com- 

mencing on the first Wednesday in September, and closing onthe = 

| last Wednesday in June. Every pupil is to come promptly, on 

or before the first day of the session, and is to remain until the 

last day of the same. The only exceptions allowed, are cases of 

sickness, or where leave of absence in writing has been granted, _ 

either by the principal, or in case of the absence of ‘the principal, 

| the professor to whom he has delegated thepower, | 

{No pupil, unless under extraordinary circumstances, ean be 

received at any other time than the commencement of the session. 

8. Parents and guardians are required to furnish annually to 

each pupil, the following supply of clothing: Oo 

| FOR THE MALE PUPILS. 2 

| | WINTER CLOTHING. Soe : | 

a Coats, = (si(i“‘«‘é«s;@ninw off Socks, 
| 9 Vest, © 1 Pairof Boots, a 

: _ 9 Pair of Pantaloons, 2 Pairsof Shoes, 
| 5 Shirts, —~ —-- @ Hats, or 1 Hatand1 Cap. 

| - SUMMER CLOTHING. eee 

——-& Coats, | 2 Pairs of Pantaloons, 
2 Vests, 7 1 Palm-leaf Hat. °° |
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| cond seit Rodale hype uae ob “ARTICLES.” ’ a pense ae eo : 

QT vory Canby bf) of Qs Pair Suspenders. oo 

- 2, Pair of Wogden Combs,.,;.2, Pocketshandkerchiefs. 

7 FOR THE FEMALE PUPILS. © | 

7 8 oor 4 Calico Dresses, 2 Pair of Summer Stockings, - 

_ 1 Woolen or Worsted Dress, 2 Pair of Winter Stockings, 
1 Sunday and 1 Sun Bonnet, 2 Night Gowns, | : | 
2 Pocket-handkerchiefs, § 3 Pairof Shoes, = 

: 2 or 3 changes of Underclothing. an 

7 | oe ADDITIONAL ARTICLES. | : | : 

A Shawl 2 Hair Combs, | 
| Coarse and 2'Ivory Combs. 

| In addition to the above outfit, a sum of not less than $38 is to be / 
_ deposited with the superintendent for incidental expenses, repair a 

of shoes, &c.; any part of which remaining unexpended will be | 
_ returned at the close of the session. | a | 

It is not intended that the clothing should be of an expensive 

kind, For boys’ winter apparel, plain home-made cloth is suffi-- 
- elently good. For summer wear, country-linen will answer for 4 

"pants, with some kind of dark goods or prints for coats and vests.” - 
_ Girls’ calico dresses may be made of acheap article, which will not - 

_ fade; and while for older girls, at least, one pair of morocco shoes | 
should be furnished, one or both the other pair should be of good | 
calfskin. On all articles of clothing which it is possible to mark, 

the full name of the pupil should be written with indelible ink. 

Each pupil should be supplied with a trink or a chest. _ 3 

10. Those persons bringing pupils to, or taking them away, can- | 
not be furnished with board, lodging, or horse-keeping at the — 

asylum. | -



a 11, All business letters, or letters of inquiry in regard to pupils — 
in the asylum, or those whom it may be designed to place there, _ 
should be addressed to oe . | 7 ; 

LOUIS H. JENKINS; = 
Principal of the Deaf and Dumb Institution, 

| : - .sDelevan, Wisconsin,



Mr. Patna lived in Connecticut. ‘Mr. P. called “his negro. ‘They took‘his gun, ‘They went into'the woods. “They called his dog.’ The dog ecartie to them, They send dog to ‘amell on the. ‘snow aftertracks., They followed the dog. The dog werit to the ; den: They looked in the den. Mr. P. gent negro to go into the | deri. But the hegro was aftaid, “Mr. P.tied roperoundleg. Mr. __ P.took his candles’ in the hand. Mr. P. told negro to hold rope. | Mr. 'P. took his ‘candles, club and gun. ‘Mr. P. went into theden, _ Mr. P. looked at the red eyes of the wolf which growled. *' The ‘negro hauled him out of the den. Mr. P. told negro he made a | mistake. Mr. P. went into the den, Mr. P. looked at the wolf. - _ andredeyes. Mr. P. shotat wolf's forehead. The wolf waskilled. | The negro hauled him ont of the den. Mr. P. put the gun upthe tree. Mr. P. wentinto the den. Mr. P. looked forthe wolf. Mr; _ P.held it. The negro hauled him ont of the den. Mr. P.putit on the ground. They looked at the new wolf’s sharp teeth. They _ took it. They carried it'to the house: “They put it on the floor. - Mr. P, called his wife and a woman. She looked at the large Wolf They were pleased. se | 

oo  apour ax INDIAN AND-A WHITE MAN. he | 
_ ~~ Some years ago a few white mei lived in: Virginia: © An Indian | _-‘hanter for. the deer in-the woods. He was very tirdd. He'saw'a



house and he went into the house. He met a man, and the Indi- 

an asked for some bread and water. The selfish mandidnotgive 

some bread and water to him. He told him begone. The Indian a 

was very sorty: ' Phe Tridian‘Wwalked’ some miles, and he arrived 

at his hut. He was very hungry. to eat bread and drink water. — : 

Some years afterward the man went the woods, and when the sun. _ 

set the man lost his way-in the wo6d8, and he looked for his house, . 

—. but he came to, thesame hut... He assed tho Indign,tolethinrstay 
“in his-hut. The Indian knew him,..,The man,did not knew hiin. | 

‘They slept in his hut tillsunrise. They aje-some.food breakfast 
‘The man told the Indian, he lost, hig house,; The Indian. knew it, — 

and he led him to his house. ‘The Indian asked it, he lmew:.the - 
‘Indian. “The, man awas ashamed. ..He wes selfish. The Indian 
told him that if any Indians-came,and they ask: him, -must give 

some bread and water:to them. The Indian.was a.good and kind 
Indian. Be pee ee | 

_. oA man lived iti Texas.” He: rode a hotse itite' the woods, ‘He 

travelled through the woods. He heard@anwolf howl loudly: “He | 

was afraid to ride through the prairie which was on fire. He 

covered the horse with a blanket. He rode him through the prai- 

rie on fire. The wolf did not chase the horse. The wolf ran in 

the prairie on fire till he was dead. The man rodethe horse out 

of the prairie on fire. It hurt him very severely. The man got 

off the horse’s buck.’ Fé disdovéred “that the skin was burnt off. — 

He was thirsty and hurgry. |; He heard.-the walves. howl-loudly.— 

‘The,man rdde the horse-faat, . The--wolves: ran-'and: chased. ithe — 

horse and he stopped his horse and tied him with the #eins round



BG | oe 
| tree. He climbed up the tree. “He stood onthe limhs,afthe "tree, He shot some welves, He could not ill al, angithey de _stroyed the horse. The wolves could not climb up, it, They were | “hungiy.” They watched him, on the tree. They watched the man _ one day and night. They heard the buffalo run through the a 

woods. They left and ran away. The man climbed down the 
| tree. He cut down small trees and made them to stand round the a 

ground. He made the fire to destroy the trees. Theman hadto —_— 
eat the dead wolf but the wolves could not enter the fire. They 

_ dispersed through the woods. The man walkedtohishouse. He | 
_ told his wife and people about the story. The people andthe wife 
laughed .at the story. The man was. sorry for his dead horse. The : 
horse was worth 100 dollars. | | ue | 

__ Miss Helen Hews had been at scliool one and half years. “She tried to’ study ‘her lessons, then she ‘improve fast. at vacation ‘we'toblleave ‘of shod and went home.’ "Mics Hows, faster “HYows ‘and Mis Hee Hs tok leave of school and went home. 
| ‘They wete Very glad to “see their “parents, ‘brothers and sisters. | Last Angst Mish Helen’ Hew took Ieave6Phoine ad wa walle “ing on the tailroad. “'TheTdeomoti¥é joined to'éighteon cars cae 

_ Hews saw her lying on the grdund néar the’ railroad’ He yas 
“very afraid’arid'soon ran hoié.’ “He'told his parents, brothers and | 
“sisters about ‘Miss‘Helen Hews, who was now mangled ‘and laid 
onthe’ ground'iéar'the Hailroad. ‘They were very sorry, sind ran 
tohhet and cartied her'home. Parénts and Doctets watched her,



who was very much hurt. She could not get better, and she died. 
The parents and some people felt and wept for her. They puther 
in a coffin and carried it to the grave. They put it in the ground — 

“and filled the grave. Mr. Jénkins explained to the deaf and dumb 
pupils about her who wasdead. They feltsad. 8 | 

 pourwoa 

The people were wicked and could not love God, but Noah was 
very good and loved him. God loved Noah and blessed him.— 
He told Noah that the people were wicked and would destroy. 
them. God told Noah to build a new ark, for he would cause the 
clouds to rain forty days. Noah obeyed and believed God. He _ 
went to the wicked people and preached to them about the bible, 

| but they could not love and obey God, and would laugh at him. 
Noah was very sorry, and. chose some hired men to build the new 

ark. They built itin twenty years; and the wicked people laughed 
at Noah as being foolish. He was patient and built it in twenty — 
years. Noah sent two kinds of beasts to go into the ark, and Noah 

and his family went into the ark, God caused the,door to shut. 
‘The wicked people could not enter it, God was angry andcansed 

| the clouds to rain forty years. They were very afraid of it rain- 
ing for forty years. They ascended up the mountains, but it in- — 
greased and covered the mountains with water. They were 

| drowned, and it had rained forty years. Noah and his family were 
very happy and loved God, because God took care of them in the 
ark that could not drown in the water. The water abated downto 
the ground. They went out of the ark, and the sun shine on the 

world, which was dry again. Noah and his family went out of 
the ark, and the two. kinds of beasts went out of the ark, and



played with each other, They made an altar with stones, and eaught the little lamb and put it on the stone. Noah sacrificed it to God, and they thanked God, then he blessed them, They were very happy, for it was a pleasant day. The family had many children, and the world increased in people. They must love and obey God. Noah and his family were pious. :
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Se OFFICERS | 

OP THE WISCONSIN INSTITUTION FOR THE EDUOATION OF THE BLIND 

AL AY ATO SMITH, President. a a 
ae LYMAN J. BARROWS, Scoretary. a 

J. BODWELL DOE, Treasurer. So 

: ns . a | oo - _ e  .. a 
RR, HIRAM FOOTE, = . J. BODWELL DOR, | 

A BYATO SMITH, se, WILLARD, — - 
0) ARAMIDTEMORE, oR, 

Visiting P hysictan—Liuan J. Barrows, M.D. wo | 
ae Superintendent—C. B. Wooprurr. | | 

—  Matron—Mrs. 0. B.. Wooprovrr. oe a 
pe Music Teacher—Mers. Eviza Watts. i 

Assistant Teacher—Muss Saran Extsworrs. |
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To His Excertenoy, Wittiam A. Barstow, | 

| Governor of the State of Wisconsin. | 

The Board of Trustees of the Wisconsin Institute for the educa- 
tion of the Blind, have the honor herewith to submit their fifth 

annual | | , 

/ | REPORT: | 

The fifth year of the Institution commenced on the first Monday 
of October last. The present number of pupils in attendance is 
sixteen, being an increase of three over the number in our last _ 

annual report. Their names, ages, residence, place of nativity, 

number of years blindness, and date of admission, will be found 

in the report of Mr. C. B. Woodruff, Superintendent, which is 

herewith submitted. | | 

_ The two years experience we have had in the Mechanieal and 
‘Handicraft department, both male and female, serves but to 

strengthen our convictions of its present and prospective advanta- 

ges to the pupils, and to the institution. For the results of this | 

department, we would respectfully call your attention to the re- 

port of the Superintendent. . 

The sum of Thirty-five hundred dollars was appropriated for 

the support of the Institution for the year commencing October 

1st, 1854, and for the purchase of a piano for the use of the pupils. 

By the most rigid system of economy, the trustees will be enabled 

to keep within these limits.



6 

For a statement of the names of the persons in whose favor or- 

ders have been drawn on the Treasurer of the Institution, by or- 

der «f the Board of Trustees, for the year ending December 31st. 
1854; for what the same were drawn, and the several amounts 

thereof, we respectfully refer you to the report of the Treasurer, 

marked, A., which is herewith submitted. © © 

The outstanding accounts against the institute, not yet audited 
by the Board of Trustees, and the amount of salary due the Su- 

perintendent, teachers and matron, for the quarter ending Decem- 

ber 31st, 1854, will be met by the money to be drawn from the | 

State Treasurer on the first day of January, 1855, under the ‘ap- 
propriation made by the legislature at its last session. 

The number of pupils, as will be seen above, has increased from 

thirteen to sixteen since our last annual report, which is the ‘fall 

number the present institute building can accommodate ; and in 
fact more, for with our present number we are compelled to use a 

part of the work-shop as a dormitory. To support and properly 

instruct this increased number of pupils during the year com- 

mencing Oct. Ist., 1855, an appropriation of not less than Four) 

Thousand dollars, will be requisite. This sum the trustees hope 

will be sufficient to meet the ordinary expenses of the institution, 

-and to purchase some necessary furniture, and school-room and 

work-shop apparatus. : | | 

At the last meeting of the legislature, the liberal sum of Twelve 

Thousand dollars was appropriated, fur the construction of the 

central main building of the institute. a 

The Board of Trustees finding after repeated trials, that it was 

(Jifficult to make a satisfactory contract for the erection of the _ 

building, inasmuch as none of the funds appropriated for that pur- 
pose could be realized until after the first day of January next, 

determined to commence the work themselves, and prosecute itas 

far as possible the present season. They appointed two of their 

number a building committe, and would refer to their report _ 

hereto attached, marked, B., fur the result of their labors.



cena ol hy petty cuted Po yiilett oll oF quoimilao? ato : 

| _ By refeténée tothe actidf the lugislatube, it will be’ean tht the” ee 
_ appropriation: Was ‘hiade ‘for the ‘patos of constiudtifi gthe enter’ O°" 
main building, but the. building edtiinittes became atisfied soon" 
after entering upon the, fliacharge of ‘their dutits, that a proper re- 7 
gard for the stability of fhe, whole structure, arid judicious econo- oo 

my, required that, the east wing should go.up along withthe main = 
building. **Phé Boat of Aragtees adopting eee the se; : 
building committee, and heartily concurring in’ their views, « eter 
mined to adopt the plan proposed by the committee. “The com: . 
mittee’s reasons are fully given in their report. — _ | oe 

The expense of the completion of the whole building will, of 
course, exceed the amount of the appropriation made for the spe- a 
cific object of constructing only the main center building, and in- | 
asrauch as the rapidly increasing necessities of the institution a 
‘growing ont of the increase of pupils, cannot be met until further 
accommodations are furnished, the Buard of Trustees feel con- | 
strained to respectfully, but earnestly, ask that an appropriation of | : 
Five Thousand dollars be made by the legislature at its coming — 
session, for the purpose of. completing the building now in process _ 
of erection. That sum the Board hope. will be sufficient with 
what remains of the appropriation of the last legislature to fully) 
eomplete the work they have undertaken. Be 

_ Feeling that this is an institution in which the state at large is - - 
interested, and that its wants cannot be fully understood, nor the. : 
truth be known, whether the Board are - wisely expending the - 
money entrusted to them, without the personal oversight of the a 
people or their servants, we would cordially invite a. committee , oe 
from the legislature, to visit the institution the coming session at | . 
such time as may seem to them most convenient, and personally ex- 
amine the building and the manageiwent of the institution. | oe 

The institute for the blind has now been established nearly - 
five years, and under the merciful care of Divine Providence, con- 
tinuesto prosper. a a . 
In closing this report the trustees take pleasure in recording 7
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| Wisconsin Institute for the. fiducation.of the. Blind. 65 NE 

5's In account with J:BoowstiDou,'Treasurer; 

_ Order a Be: * : Dispunszwenrs.” awe | ° | % “ | 

(52 Cash paid 8. C. Spaulding, repairing clock 2-9 4 PAB osk 
53 - do "' Jesse Miles, wood By tee GR 2500, see S 

bt do. _ Rv Hill, blacksmithing = a rn O08 car. 

66 do — Olaeutting wood de OR et 
— 69 do | George Miltimore, salary as steward © vip es 89 BR ‘ 

70 do. "| Jane Miltimore, salary as mation.) ‘oi sit! fag 88 BBO suk 

- 71 do : ‘Dorathy Ellick, house work = cca ri AL th geben: 8 25, had 
| - 92. do. . Cooley & Babcock, merchandise, . sentient syne 52 7B : ‘ a 

93 do. 0 W Norton, groceries baer ove we natin, 484 96 ae 

94 do, OSA. Turner, broom clamps , shuns Ei adler sof p10 48) cack 

— 95 do - _ Lyman J. Barrows, mad. services;,.. hehe # 2 antl 28 0 ter 

96 do. Jackman & Smith, flour, © gy.) fandeut () few 14 25, Boy 

97 do”, BB. Treat, M. D. med. sorvieas,. Gnelin dy (10 BO, ger 

. 99 do | i Jackman & Smith, flour, oe a peP OS eats 14 18. AE 

100 ~—- do C. G. Gillett, groceries, — a cea te eae cg to 929 OT, at 

101 - do. _8. C. Spaulding, clock, — 7 7 cae baad 50: ae 

‘103 do  Alden.& Holt, advertising, ie Panth BOO rE 
104 | do | _ Azel Baxter, repairing chimneys... eye oe 4008 9 LEE 

105 do. . Levi Moses, furniture —.. sauder’ fyiete 8 £2 Tbe, Cron



| | | a 

106 Cash paid J. M. Riker, repairing harness, - _ ae 4 50, ; _ 107 do = John Tompkinson, blacksmithing, ee 
—-:208 do Wood & Moore, livery, a 6 00 

109 do — Doe & Cuoley, merchandise: a 6B 21 a 110 ~~. do A. St, John, provigiong, j j e gol “| | i  . 6 00 
111 do = A St John, provisions "9 8 8 BO a 112 do — George Miltimore, salary as steward, inful = 8000 _ 113 do Jane Miltimore, salary as matron, 10 00 ae 114 do J. Horton, wages hired man," GS 00 | 115 do Angeline Mikkel, house work, __ Be 16 79 oo | 116 do Rachel Mikkel, house work, ce 9 " 117 do Mrs. L. Walls, salary as teacher, .; 128 00 
118 do © Miss M. A. Weed, salary as teacher, oo 20 00 Lay 119 do 0. B. Woodma}-snlaty:assuperintendengs gag ggtots a 120 do 8. B. Wopdruthaqntingenkexpenses, oy 121. do | H. & G. Scarcliff, Meat peryeevoee seen Ct 152 18 122, do  H. 8. Woodruff, repairing harness, = 98 ce 125 do © “"H. Rice & son, grocetiesy © oO 20 79 oe a 126 = do SC. B. Woodruff, broom corny 27 00° 127 do’ J. F. Williard, piovisions a 590 128 do E. H. Strong, postage, BPR ae EN 1 72, , Lo, 130 do EL. Roberts, provisions, ee a a 4 06 ve . “181 do: >” Hunt, provisions, °° ce eee 4 04 a 132 do West & Doolittle, glazing,’ ee 1 6R oa 

184 = do’ ** Dorsey & Pottinger, Livery,’ AE ee “ ad 2 50 a | 135 do’ ' “J. Allen, 20 cords wood, 7H eT gg 0 136 = do?’ Charles Colby, 30 cords wood!” BPO hee’ “ os 7875 i 137° do’ © Jane A. Woodruff, salary as" natvon, °°" aes a 53 17 . - | | 188 do: = Trask & Howland, livery, 2 ee a / _ a4 50. « | 139 do’ Trask & Howland, livery;':'-- mes — - - ay 1:00 | . - Co 140 = dai ~ George W. Taylor, broom handles, “ - ae oe “12 50. : a an 141 do’ “A. §, Dodge, interest on note, 9 1 820 142 do J.B. Doe, interest on note, =. uo oe 4 - ye 143° do. Wm. Truesdell, four, wee 000 “a 144 do. James Sutherland, stationery, | NS: oe a 7 17" . va : | 145 do J. H. Budd, castings, de. (EES ee 14 460 ae



11 

146 Cash paid E. J. Fenton, livery, 12 00 

147 ~—. do Ann Brown, house work, - | 11 35 

148 ~— do C. B. Woodruff, contingent expenses, > -- g 40 

149 do John W. Brown, butter, 297 — 

150 do McKey & Brother, merchandize,. - 1500 © 

151 do J. B. Davis, livery. 10 00 | 

152 do C. B. Woodruff, type, | 3 00 
158 do G. W. Taylor, broom handles, 29 36 

154 do J. F. Willard, 20 cords wood,. ._ 60 00 

155 do O. W. Norton, groceries, | 31 96 : 

156 ~— do Carter & Sawyer, groceries, ..... 6 27 

157 do -C. W. Woodruff, hay, | 9 00 

158 do Wm. P. Burroughs, stage fara of children to Madison, 38 00 

159 do R. Hill, blacksmithing, 3 75 

160 do Jesse Miles, 2 cords wood, . 5 00 

161 do Secretary, expenses of children to Madison, 50 76 

164 do J. Pond, broom-corn, 37 36 

165 do: Wm. Truesdell, flour, 15 00 

166 do C. B. Woodruff, hay, &c., 19 27 

168 do Mrs. C. B. Woodruff, salary as matron, 34 00 

169 do Secretary, services, 10 00 

170 do Secretary, services, 5 00 

172 do _ E.H. Strong, postage, 3 65 

173 do  P.A. Pierce, provisions, 15 00 

175 do Hz. Rice & Son, groceries, 25 76 

176 do E. L. Roberts interest on note, 12 66 

177 do J B. Doe, expenses to Madison, 10 00 

I78 do J. R. Eaton, glazing, 1 00 

179 do J. F. Willard, oats, &e., 14 00 

180 do Insurance, 30 00 

181 do J. Pound, provisions, 7 31 

184 do John F, Rague, specifications, &ec., 20 00 

185 do Jed Rook, moving work-shop, 45 00 

190 do Norwegian, cutting wood, 3 68 

191 do I. H. Strong, postage, 2 65 

193 do J. I’. Willard, oats, - | 5 00 

199 do Joseph Horton, wages—hired man, 76 00



12 

200 Cash paid Betsey Osborn, house work, 3 00 

201 do C. B. Woodruff, salary for himself and wife, 158 00 

102 do Amelia Higby, house work, | 25 27 

208 do Mary A. Weed, salary as teacher, 58 00 

| 204 do Mrs. L. Walls, salary as teacher, 60 00 

205 do C. B. Woodruff, contingent expenses, 27 16 

Balance on hand, 30 70 | 

$3,405 84 
RECEIPTS. 

1854—Jan. 2, By cash from State Treasurer, due Ist July, 1858, 500 00 

Jan. 16, By cash from State Treasurer, due 1st October, 1853, 625 00 

Jan. 26, By cash from State Treasurer, due 1st Jan. 1854, 625 00 

Feb. 8, By cash from State Treasurer, balance due from ap- 

propriation of 1850, | 405 84 

Mch. 28, By cash from State Treasurer, due 1st April, 1854, 625 00 

July 8, By cash from State Treasurer, due Ist July, 1854, 625 00 

«$8,405 84



- hye SES Nn ve ft — ~ re eee a a ao aes 

i pope bi gba cthoh obo y yp ensured cee h ails | 

-ss.io a: iVREPORT OF THE BUILDING COMMITTEE. ad 

nt Lethe Board of Trustees of the Wasconsin Institution for the al Education of ‘th e Blinds °° os « Pe PE he wees ome _ | 

soy GENTLEMEN: Your Building Committee having perforined the 

Cree REPORTS 
wipes taiqe ite ot abo aa. dee Stes er ae | 
yyy The foupdation and,,basement, of the: main ‘building'tind east 
- qWing of the same which. you placed under our chargéfor' con. 

4 Strugtion is. completed, and-is now ready-for the superstructi re. 
.: , Nou,are.aware that, from unavoidable ciretimstancés you'did not 

oats authorize us.to enter upon our duties: as: building committee, until | , ao the season wag far-advanced.'...:' vy Soe Bea gi dh eh hae) — 

_ .This.cireumstance in eénnéction «with the fact, that we had made 
-) RO, previous arrangement: for procuring riaterials; and dlko”'being - 
"xs Mlestitute of. funds, with ‘which to:prosecute the work, ‘hasrehdered | 

our, labors somewhat difficult, and-ardtous;: and these causéshave = 

- contributed,to.netard.the.complétion of the work mudh'more than 
_we could have wished... The want, of funds has caused ugmo little | oS 

_ +) oiticbhvénieticé'in’ procuring gufficient help to advance the work a8 

-__. When ‘we commenced the work, the erection of the east wing | 
_ ‘subsequétitly ag the’ excavation for the main building progressed, 

it was seen to be all important, in fact Absolutely necessary, to the 
© permanetioysofithel whole struetnté, to'Gxtind the exeavation for 

_ rethereastwinigy ahd lay the foundation of the wing at the bottom of 
 seoubveellat.« He QE EE TE Coa ee Co



a Afterwards upon excavating for the sub-cellar it was ascertained» 
_ that by removing the gravel in a trench abont three feet below the _ 

| | bottom of the cellar, the fuundation of the whole building might 
be based and lie upon the solid rock or ledge. This, in view of | 

| the trouble experienced by: the settling of the west. wing, which . 
was based upon a gravelly foundation’ merely, in. the opinion of | 
Your, gompittee, and being sanctioned “by yous yseeiried an object a very important to be obtained. The sub-cellar and extra excava- 

: _ tien and masenry, to plage the whole, upora, solid foundation, has. 
| “added a considerable item to the expense, say ten hiandred dollars. . 

hore. fegl assured; howener) dhatianl imeMiget\oritidhity will heartily coingide tithing inthe propristyrottnbatiaiigitta'W neta: : 
: eration of the object accomplished. ‘When you had decided to have - 

a cellar under the basement of the east wing, it seemed important : 
| _ 5 to. deviate slightly: from ‘our' obiginal plaw df Wuveiiént With respect - 

jy to haying. hot ain‘funnace fon warmihgthe Otilditig. ° Ot plan 
-. ygates the furnace room:in the ‘basement oftic'main BUIRHAB, but 
- __, dt seemed to.us,much moré convenient) and a weHtsaving éf room, 

ing the sub-cellar and under the basement oftheitiain' bifldiiig. 7 
__, ‘The floor, of the furnace-room is three feet below the bottom of 
_ _.the.sub-cell ar, and consistsvof solid: rock. Phe fuel’ to stip ply the nh _ furnace willbe passed into. the: sitbsvellar, sand froit thente Very 
conveniently; conveyed to the furnaes.:) The’ ftitWate ‘room'Ys of 

, ipolid stone work,-arched overhead and perfedtly'fire'prdor, ' oe 

—— We have built a flue 4x4 feet into the same'fiom the ontsige of ~’ the main building, to supply it with pure fresh, air, which is,to be - a heated and conveyed through the whole building. - pap 

The air flue is entirely bélow the floor of the:basement, of the 
main building, thereby saving much room apd being, much.more | convenient for the suoply of air to the furnace. - chyba pay ah 

_ We will not enter into forther detail.of.thia:partiof.ourwork at 
| present, but should your board desire more.m inntedes¢riptionithan 

1s herein contained, we shall cheerfully respond to thiiwequest, = 

 # _ : | vo Oe age a 7



___,, Im prosecuting the work as above specified, we have-deemed it “the Yhterest dt tie ihstitution and the state at largs to;doour wok 2 i ‘thé Very ‘best: manner possible, and use nothing but the best material in the construction of every part of the work, 5 
Foot Havin obtaihéedé iberal contract for the quarrying and deliv- _ -eryofthé-stoney and! being’ in ‘closé ‘proximity’ to one of thé best og qudiries’ fi thesetats, we havée béeh enabled to select as good ma- - 8) terfab ag dould Ge désired for constricting a foundation and.base-  iaeht, which should’ bs'perfert 80 far as solidity’and durability are a oh. eoneerned, ‘and we belive Wwe have succee ded ih constructing one | ' for the institute which will loose nothing in comparisén with any. ___,, foundation to be found. in -the whole. west, and while ‘we have |, , Studied economy, ahd scrupatously.avoided.adding any unheces. __,, SFY, expense, we, have not. blinded ourselves. to.the fact that we oo ‘were erecting a benevolent’ institution for the state of Wisconsin, 
and as such have had some regard to its exterrial:and characteris- tie appearance, consequently we have built those portions of the | _. basement exposéd to:viewwith wat kgtond-whidh ‘will ‘éorrespond -.s equally. well with< cut: or Bawed stone! in thé’ stiperstructiire, as i Yourmbeard may! in future deteérminé: and Wwe hava Yio! doubt bué oy JOR a9 Mell aa the vitizens ‘of oursstate-willcoincidé with usin the . Sentiment above, expressed, and erect “a ‘superstiudtite tipon the sy "1 Pasergent now: completed:worthy:!the object itis intsideéd t0pro. > 

ae [MPten cisiiby (hone lege | BASE aarcben, a fon nee ee | 
ool Amother'thatter entrusted to our charge, was the removing of ~\) theiwork! shop; andthe boyy? dormitory, whieh ‘oceupied'a part of 

the ground’ needed for thethiaid buitding!""Welet tha job fir'femov. -oghigl whieh) to its’ ‘present eonventert & te, for forty-f ve dollars— 
By removing’ it we: deprivédl ‘the institute of a cellaréwhich had = 
been constructed under it, and.as it was not probable that-wo im: ,,, Mediafely should have an appendage of: that kind attached te,the new building we excavated and built a cellar in connection with Nes 
the underpinning of the work shop, which together with the other — | _» Fepairs-on the wordshop:and' sleeping rooma’ will! amount’ té‘two a 

_— hundred and twelve. 54-100, dollars, ;,. Withouc,.theconveniézices | :



“1 ) afforded ‘by this’ building for work shop, sleeping rooms, dsc. it 
‘would ‘be itmpossible’to accommodute our present number of pu- 

Among the other duties assigned us was tho making someim- _ 
peratively necdssary repairs about the, present, institute buildings. — 
These improvements had been quite too long delayed ;.they con- 

_—-_ sisted in grading and filling in the earth on the west side.and put- — 
‘ting in curbing stones instead of an area, wall, as was originally 
designed, to protect the foundation from,currents of water accumu- 

_— lated by rain storms, &e 
Also stone'steps'leading under piazzas flagging both frontandrear 

_ . -piazzas‘with stone, building’ three cess pools, ‘stone sinks, conduit — 
pipes, &e., all of which has been doe in’ a gdod substantial man- _ 
ner atid at’as low’a price as‘possible, viz: four hundred and sixty- 

seven 15-100 dollars, © 

| — In excavating the. cellar.and: basement of new buildings we | 

made our contracts so that we could have:the graveland earth de-- 
-. livered at such points within the institute,grounds as we’ might 

— choose, 80 that with.a.trifling additional expense we:-have gravel. — 

ed thoroughly. one-hundred and fifty rods of drives and walks on 
| the institute grounds, and. filled in around the west wing, and the - 

| work shop seven hundred yards of earth, and in addition saved all _ 

the sand we have used in our present work, and have.on hand 
nearly if not quite. enough to’ complete the institute .:buildings, 

7 “which latter item alone ‘obtained through the. usual means. would 

have cost as much as the whole expense of excavating and depos 
iting all the earth removed. for the whole building. 

<<! “Phe accompanying statement will exhibit to you the amount — 

>of expenceh of the different, departineuts of work ‘given. ug in 
Moving andimprovementson workshop)" © 919,54. 

-« Repairs and imprévements about the west wing «46718



| Expenses incurred in excavating the cellar and construc- | 
_. ting the centre main building and east wing as far as | 

completed — - 209,86 

| Bs  $5,889,05 
_ Tools and materials on hand Oe 304,50 

: _ All of which is most respectfully submitted, a 

Be _ IRA MILTIMORE 
Se J FS WILLARD, | 

| BO . .» Building Committee. - 
Janesville December 16th, 1854. | | .



REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT. 

 -To the Board of Trustees of the Wisconsin Institute for the edu- | 

| cation of the Blind. ve os 

| GENTLEMEN: Thave the honor to present you a fourth annual — 

| report of the Institution under my care. _ ne - | 

: The institution has been under my charge nearly two years, and 

it gives me pleasure to state, that the pupils have never apprecia- 

ted their advantages more, nor improved them better than during 

_ thepast year, i 

oo Our number of pupils is sixteen, or three more than during the 

| previous year. CO ne : | 

‘The annexed schedule, “A,” shows the names, ages, residence, 

place of nativity, number of years blindness, date of admission, of | 

_ the several pupils now in the institution. - oe SO 

-——,s We have now as great a numberas can be accommodated inthe = 
"present building. When the other portion of the building iscom- ~ 

pleted, we anticipate a considerable accession to our present num- —* 

, _ The measles made its appearance among the pupils of the insti- - 

tute about the middle of February last, and from that time until — 
. . the middle of April, we were afflicted with the disease, taking in 

its range eight or ten of our number. ae SS 

In a disease like the measles, much depends upon care. | They | 

| were attended by Dr. L. J. Barrows, who gave unremitting atten- 
tion to the pupils during the entire time of their sickness, and to 
whom in behalf of the pupils and others, I tender grateful thanks. 

| After the measles had left'us, Miss Frances Raleigh was taken ~ | 

| with a very serious lameness, which continued solong thatit was



os thought advisable to send her home, which was accordingly done 
_ about the first of May last, and she did not return until the begin-- 

_  -Bingofthepresentterm, 
Ce Dr. C. G. Pease, in the absence of Dr. Barrows, attended the 

pupil last mentioned. . August Cale was detained at home by ill-.  ~ 
ness until the first of the present month. — a 

7 a Our workshop has been an invaluable aid during the past year : 

| in enabling the boys to learn the manner.of manufacturing brooms. —_ 
Co The scarcity of material for brooms has been a great detriment | 

to the work, It is with the greatest difficulty that any broom corn : 

ean be obtained, and when found a.most extravagant price is  * 

os : : I would respectfully suggest to the board ‘the propriety of mak- ° 

 inga contract with some person to furnish the institute with a 

| certain amount of broom corn. By this means we can secure a o 
_.. sufficiency, which I think cannot be obtained in any other manner | 

without travelling hundreds of miles. ee - 

oo - Previous to last April the boys had been allowed a‘certainsum 

Co “upou each broom manufactured after they had made the number _ a 

ss vequired by the institution, 7 | 

ee By this arrangement they were induced to occupy much of their - 

time while.out of school, in the manufacture of brooms. During 

. the hours employed by the boys in the shop, the girls are engaged, , : 

' ander the superintendence of Mrs. Walls, in knitting. Ihiscon- — - 

gists of the manufacture of tidies, sacks for children, chair armlets, 

°° gake. covers, ottoman covers, &e, &e. oo Se = a 

. © The girls provide the material for the manufacture of these ar- ‘1 

ticles and have the avails. - es 

oO They will commence the manufacture of bead baskets before the | | ) 

| Istof January next a



| __ Tis quite desirable that the pupils time.should be wellemployed 
except the time necessary for exercise. “Tt gives them a substan. : 

tial trade conducive to both pleasure and profit, cultivating habits = - 

, of industry, and to those who once enjoyed the pleasure of looking —, 

‘upon our beautiful fields; and gazing with never ending delight at ) 

' the great treasure house of nature, it casts aside‘the pastand brings 

| the present home with all its exciting reality; it occupies _ their | 

‘time and prevents many a sad and lonely hour. ee 

The annexed schedule, “B,” shows the cost of ‘implements for 
broom and brush manufacture, material for ‘manufacturing ‘broom 

. brushes, &e. &e. ee ee oe : 

a We expect to commence the manufacture of brushes about the . 

tenth of this month. The work has been delayed a long time:-for 

*-ywant of necessaiy implements and patterns to arrange the shop. 

These could not be obtained éspecially from another state with- 
| out the money, and we have labored under the same disadvantage | 

in every thing else, for which the Board of Trustees is not in the 
least responsible, as our quarterly appropriations could not wellbe 
drawn from an empty State Treasury. 4s a 

a - In accordance with a resolution passed in October last by the _ 
+ Board, I have employed a young man by the name of Andrew. a 

_ Keikle, as foreman to our shop. He-had formerly been engaged 
| in a work-shop in the Ohio Institute for the blind. .He under- . 

. stands his business thoroughily, and comes with high recommend- 

| ations from the Superintendent of that institution. = = | 

~The pupils havé improved much during the past year ii" music, 
7 _’ under the instruction of Mrs. L. Walls 0 

| _ The discriminating ear of the blind, renders them well adapted | 
| to learn the science of music, and they should be encouraged, for ~~ 

, it may be a means.of much pleasure and employment in the fu- 
ture, | | oo, . a | a



The piano bought last spring has done excellent service during _--Mgsummer, and proves to be one of the most durable kind, 
The situation of assistant teacher’ in, the literary ‘department, . —oveupied during the past year by Miss Mary A. Weeds how! _  filled"by Miss Sarah Ellsworth, who is a thorough teacher and’ N 

Performs her duties admirably, | 70 

The order of daily exercises is asfollows: 
___Allrise atthe ringing of the bell in. the morning at six. The fam- Aly yeaa ata quater before seven, the papis ata quarter past Serer. ‘The pupils are assembled at ten minutes before cight; 

_ menced, which consist of reading, writing, spelling, ‘written ‘and 
mental arithmetie, grammar and algebra, and thus the time is. a 

___ Passed until twelve, and from onetill half pasttwo, at whichtime = _ Fg.pupils meet for singing, class, which continues one hour. At = _‘hal past three the boys go to their work in the shop, 
You will observe that the boys are. employed. more. than,eight oe 

hours in their various exercises, and the girls about. seven. .It is : 
_ arranged so that the piano can be oceypied all day. Itisdoneby 

giving the pupils their music lessons while fréé from éther'tasks. 
oo OO ae 3 Cb) livggeh 

~~ The blind are often able to perform mental feats; whieh td those . 
_ blessed with sight are truly astonishing. It is tha.resultiof icon- | 

centration and cultivation of the mental faculties undisturbed by 
- surrounding influences. The manner of teaching the blind being 

_ mostly oral, is calculated to impress ‘the subject upon the mind. fo 
' Also the habit of relying almost entirely upon the mental’facilties = —_- 

__ Sives a power. of arranging subjects in the memory, of which fw = ~_Beople aro aware. Therefore, if a pupil wishes to succeed wellhe _— Thust qnter the, institution with a fixed determination tp become =



Perhaps it is too often the case, that parents, feeling solicitous: a 

for the welfare of a.child deprived of one sense, bestow unusual 

care upon it, and underats influences grow up many pernicious 

habits, causing the child to become petulant and fault-finding. In ~ 

go doing the parent makes a great mistake. It-should receive su- 

; perior advantages to the other. children—not more indulgence. 

o During the past summer an admirable system of draining the 

| yard by cess pools, has been adopted, which has contributed very a 

"much to the convenience and comfort of all living in the institute. 

There can be only one opinion as to the manner the funds ap- 

_ propriated for the building have been expended, and that is, judi- 

- ciously. The Board acted the part of wisdom, by going on with 

the work, and the building committee have performed their work 

nobly, 

‘The following newspapers have been sent to us regularly and —— 

gratuitously, for which, in behalf of the ‘pupils, I return thanks | 

| to the gentlemanly proprietors of thesame: ne 

“Wisconsin; Daily, oe yo Se - a 

ee ‘Democratic Standard, Weekly, . a oa . - : - NO 

a Janesville Gazette, doo a Oo 

, Free Press, — do a he ne 

oo Badger State, dow pe pe ahilea Se atg ht 

Beloit Journal, - do an a 

~ ‘Monroe Sentinel, do we CO 

We have cause to feel a just pride in the advancement of our 
a state, increasing her population by. thousands each year. ich’ 

in agricultural and mineral wealth, only six years a state, yet. 

- | pearing upon her bosom, cities with their thousands. This state



has ever held forth her liberal hand to the institution for the 
_ blind, and the deaf and dumb, and the insane, and those unfortu-. 7 

— - nate classes will always hold in grateful remembrance the efforts Oe 
-madeintheirbehalf§ © 7 _ 

Be Respectfully submitted. a | - a 

QB. WOODRUFF, © 
- . oe | - - SS _ Superintendent. . _ 

Wis. Iner. ror Buiwp, Dec. 5,1854.0 Oo



: - - Scnepute “A? | , 

Showing the names, ages, residence, place of natiwity, time of admission, &e., of the several pups | 

ee: - . 
an 

, | 7 | | an the Institute: . | 

: _ Names. | Age. | Residence. | County. | Place of Nativity. No ones Adattason. 

: oo 
bs 

: -‘Bliza Brown. ...-.----+---- eee eee eeeee| 12 Delavan...---2--------| Walworth ...|New York......--- 12 1Oct. _ 1,.1850. . - 

a George Ross....-----220+2-5 = +2 22-2 eee 17 |\Backwoods .”.....-.----|Jefferson ....|Canada ....-------| 14 Oct. 1,1850 © | 

| Oliver Van Zaub...... .c--ceeeeeeceeee--| 15> East Troy....---.------ Walworth ...|Ohio ..........2..- 8  |Oct. -1,1850- : 

John Shaler ...-.-..----------0 eee eeee | QL Fulton ......-..-------|Rock .....-- New York.....2... 91 {Oct. 1, 1850. - 

BA, Raleigh .......------- crtrtrresre| 14 -|Whitesville ..........--|Racine......|New York......... 14 .. jOct. -1,1850 ~ . 

’ Qarrie Porter...-.-----eeeee--neee eens ee! TT. Hebron ......--..-.---|Jefferson ....|Vermont -----..---| 15 |Mch.. 20, 1551 . 

. Andrew Sivensrude......-..-------- “| 99 |Ixonia ......-.'---..--- Jefferson ....|Norway...--------) 5 . |Nov. 11,1851. - 

a ‘Joseph Miller.....-...---- --0-+----+++-- 16 |Milwaukee ....-..-....|Milwaukee -- Canada ......2.-.- 15 - {Oet. 6, 1851 , 

: - Mary Fitzgerald.-...--.-.---+-+----+-+- 92 |Milwaukee ..-.........|Milwaukee -. Ireland .......---- 5  {Oet. 6, T85r 

7 Lacy Randall....-------------+---++-++-- 30 Hostisard «vv DOdge nee New York.....---.} 14 — |Oct. 3, 1883 | 

_ Maria M. Slauter .....-...--------------| 18 Cottage Grove.........-|Dane-..--.--- Ohio...:-..2-.----1 18 Oct. 3, 1853 

o Fidelia Blood .....c..eeseeees+es----+--| 13 {Monticello ..... _eceeeee|La Fayette - .|Tllinois wae wee eeee 11 Oet. 4, 1853’ a 

August Cale ...... 2522-222 --oe ee eee eee]. 14. |Milwaukee ............|Milwaukee ..|/Germany....---.-- ‘14. ~—-s«|Qet. 18, 1853 7 

_ Louisa Smith -....2...22.---- 2-00 - eee] 2 \Janesville.........-----|Rock .--..-.|New York.....----|. 8  |May 25, 1854 | 

Sylvester Van Alstine.......-..------+-- 9A [Kenosha ..-. __.......|Kenosha ....|New York.....----1 2 lock, “6, 1854 Oo 

Henry Oleson.....-..-2++----seeeeeeee ef ML |Koshkonong ........---|Jefferson .... Norway---.--+----1-, 10 Oct, 6, 1854 =



a oe oe SCHEDULE “B+ rs 

1, , e ° pep». . . oo | Work shop, in account with Institute: OO 

a To 1 ton Broom Oorn......25.ceeece-----..| $86 00 : a a « 16 Ibs Wire 22.2... cee cee cnn n ence ce. 700 = a a | ‘: 1600 Broom Handles. ...................... - 32 00 | © 12 Tbs Twine..... 22.22... 19 00. | | | “ Fixtures.and implements on hand for making| . , oo , | -. ' Brushes and Brooms... ..2...2-ccceecuens — 4700 | | 

By Brooms sold and stock on hand ......s00-0.- $266 00] — ; . Balancein favor work shop........----) | $72 00 7
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REPORT. 

To His Excenrtency, Witttam A. Barstow, | 

Governor of the State of Wisconsin: 

Sir :—In accordance with the act granting to the State Histori- 

cal Society five hundred dollars annually, we, the undersigned Ex- 

ecutive Committee of the Society, herewith render the Treasurer’s 

annual report of the manner of expenditure of the appropriation, 

with the vouchers therefor. The receipts of the year are there 

shown tohave been $552 52, and thedisbursements $497 10, leav- 

ing a balance in the treasury of $55 42. | 

The organization of such a society was first suggested and urged 

by Cuauncy C. Brirr, Esq., in the Mineral Point Democrat of 
Oct. 22, 1845, and though the newspaper press of the Territory ap- 

proved the proposal, nothing was done till the 30th of J anuary, 
1849, when the Starr Historica Socrery or Wisconsin was fully 

organized at Madison. But in the infancy of the State, and the 

too common neglect to preserve, by means of associated effort, me- 

morials of the history of the past and passing events, little was ac- 

complished till the year just drawn to a close. An act of Incorpo- 

ration was obtained in March, 1853; and, in January, 1854, the 

Society was re-organized with a view to more efficiency, when the



| | | 6 7 

__ ¢hief labors and duties were assigned to an Executive Committee, 
who were to meet monthly, and oftener when necessary. The last — 

7 Legislature was memorialized for the small annual appropriation 

of $500, to be expended in making collections illustrative of the’ 

history of Wisconsin, no part of which should ever go to pay for _ 

_ gervices rendered by the officers of the Society; and the amount 

| asked for, was gramted in February lasts This, together with the 

few volumes of state publidatiohs pladetiat the disposal of the So- 

ciety to aid in effecting literary exchanges, has placed the Society 

upon a firm basis, and enabled it to enter at once upon a prosper- 

_ ous and honored career of usefulness. nn - 

| In January last, the number of volumes in the library was fifty. - 

| During the year past, the Society has purchased a complete set of | 

Niles’ National Register, containing a most valuable current his- 

tory of the times from its’ ‘cortméncément in 1811, to its termina: — 
tion in 1849, in seventy-six volumes;-.and also fifty-four volumes 

of rare historical works, relating mainly to the West and North 

| Lescarbot’s History of New France, published in 1609; two vol. 
umes of the old weouit Relations, 1643 °44; a.full set of the 

—— Letines Bdifantes et Curicusee, o twenty-six. volumes, containing 
much rare historical matter recorded by the early Catholic. mise- 
ionaries in the North West, commencing in 1672; Evans’ large. 

| and rare Map and Analysis of the Middle Colonies and the West 

: in 1755 ; Carver's Travéls “itt “Wisconsin, with '@ portrait of’ that 
early western traveller ;Mackenzie’s Travels, ‘and other éarly and 

| valuable works. Beside these“ oné hundred‘ and‘thirty volumes 

puichased, eight hundred aid seventy volumes have been receiv- 

| ed by the Sociéty' during the past year, either as ‘donations or ex: 

changés, frout neatly two hundred different sdurcés; making the’ 
present number in the library one thousand and fifty volumes.— 

ss Of these, seventy-five volume’ aré quartos, sixty-two volumes of 
| newspapers, and the reimainder chiefly of: octavo gize.’ ‘They may’ 

He classified as‘followa 22) 8° 0 2 SSB ter te



Works on-history, including. newspaper files; and pubs... =. ’ 

lications.of Historical Societies - - =. 486-vdl’s, - 

Oongressional publications = =, =, 188 « 
Agricultural, mechanical and scientific . Oe ’ oe 124 i : 

Miscellaneous, = 2-187 : 
State LawsandJoumals.- = os OB 

_ There are sixty-two volumes of newspapers, besides Niles Reg- = 
__ ister, all either bound or in process of binding; and several of 7 

these volumes embrace a period of two or more years; so that. | the entire series, including Niles, make about one hundred.and 

forty years of printed matter, or over one hundred years aside | : 
from Niles’ Register ; and the Wisconsin papers alone comprise. / 

| one half of these yearly files, commen cing with th e pioneer, pub-. 7 
lication of Wisconsin, the Green Bay Intelligencer, which first | 
appeared Dec. 11th, 14833. This collection of papers, large forthe. 

brief period the Society has made it.a” special object to secure 
_ them, is a matter of much felicitation to the members of the Execu-. : 

tive Committee, knowing their inestimable value to the present . 
_ and future historians, legislators and jurists of our State. But the 7 

| collection, large as‘ ft may appear, is by n 5 ‘me ans co th ple te ; there | _ 

_ ate many filés of Wisconsin papers extant that sliould, early ‘find | 
their way ¢8 our library.” The naines f the donors of these sev- 

eral newspaper files’ are, Darwin Clark, Wm. N. Seymour, W. W. 
| Wyman, Betith Brown, David Atwood, L. 0. Drape, J. ‘W. 
Hunt, O:'C.' Britt; and 8. G. Benedict, of ‘Madison; E. Beeson, - 
and Royal Buck, of Fend'du Lae; Gen: A. G. Ellis, of Stevens’ , 

town; W. E. Cramer, of Milwaukee; and Patrick Toland, of West 
Bend. “Froti the latter, ‘a venetiable volume of the Pennsylvatiia | . 
Evening Post, from August 1776, to August1777., ExGov,Doty 

_ has.mogt: kindly. and liberally tendered the Society several'files of 
newspapers published while Wisconsin was a part of Michigan
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Territory, and which must prove a peculiarly valuable acquisition’ 
: to our collection, and whose arrival:may 806m be expected.* > °°. 

’. The Society has also been fortunate in ‘securing, at‘a “moderate” | 
. cost, eighteen volumes of newspapers, publishédin'{the® Atlantic 

States, in various years, from 1784 to 1832, containing much fri 

| tier historical matter, particularly relativeto the war of “$e1o 15 
and the Black Hawk war; and these may be expected’ to’ teach’ 
here early in the ensuing spring. = Be cet 

Since March last, the Society has been in the receipt of twengy- 
nine’ Wisconsin papers, five from other states, and four magazines; 
all most generously donated by their publishers or editors. There | 

are also preserved for the Society, by memherd of the Committee, 

publications are all'carefully filed for binding as oftén as’ there 
shall be enough of each to form a suitable volume; and they are 
deemed, not only by the Committee, but by all enlightened ‘men, 

_ to be among the most important labors engaging the attention“of 
the Society. This department alone of the Sociéty’s collections 

must speedily become vast in extent, and valuable beyond alles- 
timation for purposed of reference, and 48 tredsuries of the history, 

growth and progress of Wisconsin, 
The department embracing the pyblished ‘transactiqng of kin. 

dred Historical Societies, and other learned institutions ofour couns., 
try, has received the early and constant attention of the Commit-. - 

tee, and very gratifying success has attended their efforts, Prior, 
to the past year, the Smithsonian Institution and Rhode Island: 

Historical Society had alone. furnished-their publicatiqns; andy 
- during the year just closed, the Society has,reeeived the publish. 

ed Transactions and Collections of the. Historical Societies of New:: 
Hampshire, Massachusetts, New Jersey and, Qhio,.New Kngland. 
Genealogical Society, Essex Institute, American Eihnological So. 

“They have since come to hand--a bound file of the Detroit Gazette from 1818 to. 
1622; the Galena Miner's Journal, 1899-30, and othéts, ‘Gov. Doty hasaled forwarded © 

‘AD Roch Wane Sadiany aud Michigan ersten, oN SMURF Be DER int
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ciety, American Institute, and the publieations of Harvard Col- 

lege. The American Philosophical Society has liberally voted ten 

quarto volumes of its Transactions to our association and placed 

our sodlety upon its list of exchanges, and these valuable works 

may early be expected. Assurances have also been recdived from 
the Historical Societies of Pennsylvania, Maryland and Georgia, 

the American Antiquarian Society, and the American Geographi- 
cal and Statistical Society, of their friendly co-operation, and of 

their readiness to enter upon a system of exchanges with us; so 

that but three efficient Historical Societies of our country, those of 
New. York, Maine and Virginia, remain unrepresented in our 

library or list of exchanges. The large measure of success at- 

tending this department of our ccllections, is mainly attributable 

to the liberal policy of our State Legislature in placing at the dis- 

posal of the Society a few volumes annually of the State publica- 
tions to use in effectng exchanges; together with the confidence of 

the kindred institutions of our country, that this Society will soon 

enter upon the regular publication and distribution of its manu- 

script collections. It is extremely desirable, that such publications 

be commenced without delay, as multiplying and diffusing copies 

of rare historic documents greatly increase the means of their | 

usefulness, as well as tend to avert their irretrievable loss by acci- 

dent. The dissemination of such publications would be well cal- 
culated to exert a most favorable influence abroad respecting the 

intelligence, foresight and public spirit of the people of Wiscon- 
gin. | 

Quite a respectable number of the volumes added to the library 

during the past year, relate to State, County and Town histories of 
various portions of the Union, family genealogies, historical ad- 
dresses, eulogies, and funeral discourses ; which, with the Transac- 

tions of the Historical and Genealogical Societies of the country, 
will prove invaluable in tracing the ancestry and antecedents of 
such of the present and future leading and influential men of our 
State as may deserve to be ranked among our public benefactors. 
The published collections of the Massachusetts Historical Society 

2
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alone extend to thirty-one volumes, covering a period of sixty-two 
years. Of a character somewhat similar to the publications of 
such societies, and also valuable fur the same general purposes, 

are the twenty-fvuur volumes of Records and Archives, published 
by the State of Pennsy vania, extending from its first settlement 
in 1682 to 1790-—a gift from the authorities of that State. 

Among the manuscript collections of the year, may be mention- 

ed a copy of the unpublished Journal of Lieut. James Gorrell, 

while British commandant at Green Bay, from 1761 to 1763, from 
Francis Parkman, Esq., of Boston, the learned author of the His- | 

tory of the Conspiracy of Pontiac; Reminiscences of Green Bay, 
in 181617, by James W. Biddle, Esq., editor of the Pittsburg 

American; a paper cn the Jndian Nomenclature of Notthern 
Wisconsin, with some account of the Chippewas, their manners and 

customs, by Hiram Calkins, Esq., of Wausau; and a paper on 

Indian Poetry, by Caleb Atwater, the well known venerable an- 

tiquarian of Ohio, and one of the commissioners at the Indian 
treaties at Prairie du Chien in 1829. These form but a part of the 

Society’s manuscript collections. 

A most valuable and interesting collection of autographs of dis- 

tinguished personages has been commenced, and already includes 

among the number those of Patrick Henry, John Adams, Jeffer- 

son, Jay, Morris, Madison, Sherman, McKean, Rodney and Trum- 

bull; Generals Wooster, Knox, Wayne, Potter, Wilkinson, Dear- 

born, and Col. Allen McLane, of the Revolution ; Gov. Thomas 

Penn, son of William Penn, Anthony Benezet the philanthropist, 

Conrad Wieser, who for forty years, in Colonial times, served in 

the capacity of Indian agent, messenger, and interpreter among _ 

the Indian tribes of New York and Pennsylvania; and of our re- 

cent or present statesmen, John Quincy Adams, Woodbury, For- 

syth, Poinsett, King, Mahlon Dickerson, Pierce, Buchanan, Louis 

McLane, John Branch, and others. Antograph letters of most of 
the distinguished living literary men of our country have been re- 

ceived, including Irving, Prescott, Sparks, Bryant, Everett, Schocl-
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craft, Hildreth, Charles Francis Adams, Squier, Parkman, Quiney, - 

Kennedy, Longfellow, Bro. head, Halleck, and others. © 

| A fine miniature likeness of Winnesueex, taken in 1829, when 

he was principal chief of the Winnebago village of La Crosse, 

and now head chief of the Winnebagoes in Iowa, has been pre- 
sented to the Society by Caleb Atwater, with three drawings of 
Wisconsin natural history, made at the same period; also draw- 
ings of ancient pottery found in La Crosse county, from J. Quin- 

tus, Esq., of Sheboygan ; and from Stephen Taylor, Esq., of Phil- 

adelphia, his original drawings of a number of the ancient animal 

mounds so peculiar to Wisconsin, made in 1842. We have also 

secured several rare early maps of the West. 

From Thomas H. Clay, Esq., of Kentucky, have been received 
four silver medals, struck by order of the first Napoleon, and ob- 

tained in Paris and brought to this country by Hon. Henry Clay, 

and generously presented by his son as personal memorials of his 

venerable father. They were severally designed to commemorate 

the fullowing events: i. Zhe Confederation of the Rhine, 1806. 

li. Batile of Jena, 1806. iii. Battleof Wagram, 1809. iv. Mar- 

riage of Napoleon and Maria Louisa, 1810. - 

Personal memorials of the Farner or ovr Country, from his 

venerable stepson, George W. P. Custis, of Arlington, and of 

Dante, Wessrer, DeWrrr Cirxtoy, and Prestpenr Harrison, are 

also kindly promised for the cabinet of the Society. Some speci- 
mens of Continental paper money have been presented by Wm. 

A. White, Esq.; an autograph letter of Washington may soon be 
expected to be added to our collections ; and a miniature statuette 

of Grn. Jackson has been promised by Clark Mills, the distinguish- 

ed artist. Among the more important works generously tendered 
the Society by their authors, and which may be expected during 

the year upon which we are now entering, are those of Wm. H, 

‘Prescott, Charles Francis Adams, Wm ©. Bryant, Benson J. Los- 

sing, Wm. W. Campbell, John R. Bartlett, Rev. Dr. Davidson, Al- 
fred B. Street, Edmund Flagg, and 8. Augustus Mitchell. Mons,
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A. Vattemare, of Paris, has also most kindly promised toinclude _ 
| eur Society in his noble system of Interaational Literary Ex- 

changes. / | , 

A Picrurse Gatiery has been commenced under the most flat- | 
| tering auspices. The veteran artist; Thomas Sully, of Philadel- 

phia, has painted and presented to the Society a copy of Sruarr’s 

W AsHINGTON, pronounced to be a faithful and valuable copy by 

the venerable President of our Society, who was personally ac- 

quainted with Gilbert Stuart, and has often seen the original 
painting as well as the venerated Washington himself. From 

Clement R. Edwards, a celebrated artist of Cincinnati, has been | 
received a fine copy of Jarvis’ portrait of Gey. Georaz Rogers 

Crark, the Washington of the West, and a portrait of Dr. Wm. 
Byrp Powe t, of Kentucky. It was by the genius and conquest of 

General Clark during the Revolutionary War, that the country 
north-west of the Ohio, including our own Wisconsin, became 

American territory, and the Legislature of our State has worthily 

commemorated his worth and services by naming a county after 

him. - | | — 

Robert M. Sully, of Richmond, Virginia, who in 1833, painted 

from life, spirited and truthful portraits of Brack Hawk, u1s Son, 

| and Ture Propust, is making copies of them for our Society; and 

from his skilful pencil our collection is furthermore to be enrich- 

ed by a beautiful portrait of the renowned Indian Princess, Poca- — 

HoNnTAS, and a painting of the Ruins or Jamestown, from draw- 

ings made by the artist upon that classic ground. Mr. Sully also — 

hopes to be able to make for the Society a copy from his original 

portrait of Curr Justice Marsnaty. As Mr. Sully has intentions 
of soon making our favored State his home, how appropriate that | 

the delineator upon canvass of Black Hawk and two of his noted 

followers upon the war-paths of our soil, should visit in our midst 

and paint the battle-fields of the old chieftan, to be sacredly pre- 

served in the Hall of our Society! 

John R. Johnston, of Cincinnati, had made for the Society a
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copy from his original portrait of Guy. Jackson, but recently both 

were urfortunately consumed by the burning of the building in 

which they were ; but the persevering and skilful artist writes, 

that he yet hopes to be able to fulfil his original intention. Those — 

talented brothers, G. N. and John Frankenstein, one of New York _ 

and the other of Ohio, have each generously tendered the Society , 

a portrait or historical piece from his pencil. An anxious desire to 

secure the portraits of those who have presided as governors over’ 

Wisconsin, is likely to meet with the most gratifying success. 

Gen. Cass, who was so long Governor of Michigan Territory when 

Wisconsin formed a part, Governors Donan, Tattmancex, Dewey, 

Farwe.y and Barstow, have severally signified their intention to 

comply with the wishes of the Society. When all these promised 

paintings are received, our Gallery will number eighteen, and 

will prove not only an interesting collection of works of art, bat 

many of them will serve to illustrate the history and historic men 
of our State. | 

During the past year, thirteen hundred circulars, published by 

the Society, fully setting forth its aims and wants, have been sent 

to men of learning and genius in our own and other countries, 

and more especially to those known as lovers and promoters of 

history, and many of them have kindly responded tothe appeal of 

the Society, contributing rare and noble works to our library and 

collections, and warmly commending the wisdom and forethought 

of the Legislature of our State, in having been the first in the 
Union to lend its aid in founding such an institution as ours, which 

must soon exert a marked influence in the historical literature of 

not only our own State, but the whole North West. Beside these 

circulars, over three hundred official letters have, at the same time, 
been sent forth in the name of the Society in furtherance of the 

objects of its formation. : 

A singular instance of the appreciation of such societies may be 

found in the fact that Mr. Moszs SHepprarp, of Baltimore, a ven- 

erable member of the Society of Friends, and an active member 

of the Maryland Historical Society, sent to our Society a donation
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of twenty five dollars. Such an example should serve to quicken 
the state pride of our own citizens,who may have itin theirpower 
to contribute in building upa society in our midst, which, in almost 

a single year, since its efficient re-organization, has outstripped the 

most fluurishing kindred institution in the West,one which has been 

nearly a quarter of a century in existence. The most able and 
enlightened men of our age and country, have warmly commend- 

ed the labors and objects of Historical Societies. ‘The transac- 

tions of public bodies,” says Webster, “local histories, memoirs 

of all kinds, statistics, laws, ordinances, publie debates and discus- 

sions, works of periodical literature and the public journals, 

whether of political events, of commerce, literature, or the arts, 

all find their places in the collections of Historical Societies. But 

these collections are not history ; they are only elements of his- 

tory.” a 

- At the recent semi-centennial anniversary of the New York 

Historical Society, the Hon. R. C. Winthrop very justly remark- 
ed, that “the Historical Societies of the different States of the _ 

Union—and I am glad to remember that there are now so few 

States without one—are engaged in acommon labor of love and 

loyalty in gathering up materials for the history of our beloved 

country. But each one of them has a peculiar province of inter- 

est and of effortin illustrating the history of its own State. * * * 

_ “None of us,” continues Mr. Winthrop, “should be unmindful, 

that there is another work going on, in this our day and genera- 

tion, beside that of writing the history-of our fathers, and that is, 

the acting of our own history. We cannot live, sir, upon the 
glories of the past. Historic memories, however precious or how- 

ever inspiring, will not sustain our institutions or preserve our 

liberties. ae | : - | 

“There is a future history to be composed, to which every State, 

and every*citizen of every State, at this hour, and every hour is 

contributing materials. And the generous rivalry of our societies, | 

and-of their respective States, as to which shall furnish the most 

prilliant record of the past, must not be permitted to render us
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regardless of a yet nobler rivalry, in which it becomes us all even 

more ardently and more ambitiously to engage. I know not of a 

grander spectacle which the world could furnish, than that of the 

multiplied States of this mighty Union contending with each oth- 

er, in a friendly and fraternal competition, which should add the 

brightest page to the future history of our common country, which 

should perform the most signal acts of philanthropy or patriotism, 

which should exhibit the best examples of free institutions well 

and wisely administered, which should present to the imitation of | 

mankind the purest and most perfect picture of well-regulated lib- 

erty, which should furnish the most complete illustration of the 

success of that great Republican Experiment, of which our land 

has been Providentially selected as the stage.” 

This “‘ acting our own history,” conveys to us an impressive and 

suggestive admonition. As we are now gathering up and pre- 

serving the acts of those who have gone before us, and aided in 

laying the primitive foundations of our State, so very soon will 

others, after us, be similarly engaged with reference to those now 

prominent on the stage of action. Husrory is a stern, impartial 

judge, deducing truth, justice and right from the acts of the con- 

spicuous men of the age; and by these, rather than subserviency 

to party behests, or playing the part of mere time-serving demo- 

gogues, must the character and worth of our public men be ulti- 

mately judged and determined. | 

May our Srare Histortcay Socrery, faithful to the purposes of 

its formation, never falter in its noble mission of gathering from 

the mouldering records of the past, the scattered fragments that 

yet remain, and-securing complete memorials of the present, to 

render afmple justice to all the worthy sons of Wisconsin, who 

may be earnestly laboring in any department of science, legisla- 

lation, literature, mechanism, phi'anthropic or industrial effort, to 

advance the honor and prosperity of our State, or to enlighten, 

improve, or ameliorate the condition of man! 

As an evidence of the worth and interest of the manuscript pa-
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| pers we have already collected on Wisconsin history, as well as an 

| earnest of what may be more fully expected hereafter, we append 

a few that are deemed particularly worthy of notice and publicity. 

| All of which is respectfully submitted, | 

| WM. R. SMITH, 
| JOHN W. HUNT, 

: | J. P. ATWOOD, : 
L. J. FARWELL, | 

| SIMEON MILLS, 

BERIAH BROWN, | | 

| DAVID ATWOOD, 

O. M. CONOVER, 

S. H. CARPENTER, | 

H. A. WRIGHT, | 

| : LYMAN C. DRAPER, | 

| Executive Committee. 

- Madison, January 2, 1855.
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By oO SPOS EER BORE bal 

oy. STATE HISTORIOAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN.’ | 
BS 

_ Mavwon, January 2.1855, | 
-w The Treasurer of the Wisconsin : State.. Historical Society, res- | | pectfully presents the following statement of. the recei pts into the:: Treasury, and. disbursements therefrom, during ‘the year ending - 

| a Receipts, a 
Feb. 23, 1854, From former Tréastiret, 9 32 | : MEE Recording Secretary, | 200 — _ © 24, « “6 Se BOO a 28, « “ State: Treasurer, 3 500 00 ‘Meh. 15, c Recording Secretary, ck 8 00 | Apr.18, “ =“ Moses Sheppard, Balt, Md, 2500 ~~. June6, “  « Recording Secretary, 1 00 | July 10, ‘c co : cc a 66 | 20) . Bept.12, 6 1 00 | | | - Jan’y 2, 1855, « : 66 we co y 00 

| 

, ‘Total, | oe ($552 52 | 
_ a | _ Disbursements. a 

| Meh. 18, 1854, Ber'ah Brown for printing circulars, — 15 00 a eww Weed & Eberhard, paper for circulars, 1050 + we John N. Jones for postage, | 17 58 « 6 6 Qhas. B. Norton, for books, | 100 09 | | Apr.1, “ J. Holton, exprese charges, __ 8 00 © a “sg © TN. Jones, postage, | 16 16
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‘May 4, 1854. Express charges, : (18 82 

— Juone8, “8 8 S  . - | 8 00 | 

July 11, “ Sundry bills for books, freight, &c. 953.11 - 

Sept. 12, “ CO. R. Edwards, Boxing pictures, 1000 

Oct. 3, “ Postage and freight, |  . § 58 | 

Dec. 5, “ Express charges, 19 380 

Jan. 2,1855, Postage, &e, estes ayy , * 00 | 

Total disbursements, 4s g40F VO | 

(os Balanedlbnehands 0 Fo Te ce BEAD 

re On 
Vouchers for each of the foregoing disbursements are hetewitti 

presented. a re 

i Respectfully. submitted, = 2 es 

| coe _pGe ie 0. M..CON OVER, Treasurer. 

| Auditedatid found correct, oe Se 

os OS LYMAN 0. DRAPER," a 

| oe | ee yaya: - 4 WEE fa
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: we oe : fed cet : Cbs ‘GREEN BAY IN: 1726: te boagas ey EL Sigh ta leg a | 

| Meanie Warrrinser, Esq., of Eagle River, Lake Saperjon, an _ antelligent and accomplished scholar, sent the following ranalation of a French manuscript, relating to the early history of Green , 
Bay, to Hon. ©. D. Ronmsox, by whom it was.kindly commupica- | 
ted. to the Sogiety, [t.was, with. many others ofa aymilar nature, coe 

_— Drought from France by Gen, Cass; when he returaed from his Missin, who loaned them to Mr, Warrrasny for perneal and trane- 
fon: He promises copies of others, which will no doubt praye 

Mr. Whittlesey thinks it is. not easy to determine by.. whom . 
this memoir, was, penned, or to whom it was directed. Heeug- 

_ Commandants on Lake Michigan and the Illinois by the- head of | 
Andian Affairs; ‘but mogt of its sentiments and many of the phra- - _— Ses.agtee with a letter of June 19, 1726, by M. DeLigney, from : _ Steen Baysto MeDeSiette, among the Minoig, 

—— Memoin concerning the’ pbabe: nade: by Monsieur DéLigney (or 
| Signey)rotth the Ohisfe of the Foxes\(Renarda), Stouks (Sabi, 

with the Foxes of the Bay, and the ‘Puants (Winnebagees) of _ fhe Tth of June last, certain ‘and stable, it is thought proper’to ; grant to Ouchata, the principal chief of the ‘Foxes, his particular 
Tequest to have a Wrench officer in the country, which will, he saa, : Se ea Baa gee EF hoop pg gt ge de tee OE _ aid him in restraining his young men from bad thoughts and'ac-\ 
‘tions, Crs Ga ES Y : rhe ea 2 wf Mes tae . oes a SPE bg feo - oe oF | :
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We think, moreover, that it will be necessary that the com- 

mandant at La Pointe, Chegowwegon (Lake Superior),should for his _ 

part labor to withdraw the Sioux from an alliance with the Foxes, 

to detach them by presents, and allow them to hope for amission- 

ary and other Frenchmen as they have desired. ae - 

The same thing should be written to the officer commanding at 

the post of Detroit, and at the river St. Josephs, in order thatthe 

nations adjacent to those parts, may be,detached from the Foxes, | 

and that those officers, in case of war, have a care that the way 

shall be stoppéd, and ‘the Foxes preverited from gésking an ‘asylum 

with the Iroquois, or in any other nations, where they may sécréte 

‘Monsieur D'Ster're, who now commands in the Illinois country 

in place of M. Da Bowssraste, has written to M. De LiGwey, that 

the Foxes are afraid of treachery, and that the surest mode of ‘sé- 

curing our object, is to destroy and exterminate them. That le 

‘thas made the same proposition to the Council General of New Or- 

| leans, and has given to the gentlemen, who are Directors of the 

company of thé Indies, the’sarhe opinion. A 

"We agree that this would be the best expedient, but tiist main 

. tain that nothing can be more dangérows or rhoré ‘prejudicial to | 

both colonies: than such an enterprise, in cas it’ should fail. Tt 

| would be necessary to effect a surprise, and to keep them shut up 

‘in a fort, as in the last war; for if the Foxes escape to the Sioux, | 

or to. the Agouais, (Iroquois 7) they would return to destroy us in 

all the Upper Country, and the French of both colonies would-be = 

~ mnable to pass from post to post, except at the risk of. robbery-and 

murder. If, however,.after our effurts to cause. the. peace to be 

‘durable and real, the Foxes fail again in their promises, and take 

up the hatchet anew, it will be necessary to reduce them by armed 

forces of both colonies acting in concert. te nlig 

“Ta the meantime, itis proper that M. Dx Srerre should canse to 
he restored to the Foxes by the. Tilinois, the ,prisoners that they 

may have with them, as M. DeLrenxx has made the Foxes promise 

tg gend to the Illinois their prisoners; and that you du not fullow



| the example of other commandants before you, who have thought _ 
| to intimidate the Foxes, and eause them to lay down: their arms a 

by burning Fox prisoners that fell into their hands, which has. 
only served to irritate that people, and aroused the strongest hatred | 
against us. wh RAE ESB ) 

If, with these’arrangements on the part of the Illinois, the Foxes 
can be persuaded to remain in peace from this time a year, we - 
shall be able to have an interview with M. De Srerrs, at “ Chica- 

| goux,” or at the Rock (on the Illinois), from whence to make an. 
appointment for the Chiefs of the Illinois nation and of the Bay, 7 

| (Gideon: Bay); where they can agree upon the numbers of French 
and of Indians, on: the part ofthe Illinois and on the part of = 
(Canada, who shall, meet at a fort-to be built at an agreed place de- | 
signed for the, mgeting, Made begat ose foo megs 

 tuwAfter this, the treaty, of peace with the Foxes and their allies, 
an. be-renewed, and the following sammer'we.can cause “Oucha- : 
tg,” and. the war-chiefs.of the Foxes, with a.train of their allies; | 
the Puants, Sanks, Kickapoos, Maskoutens and Sioux, to descend 
the Lake to Montreal, where we can enquire.of them their dispo- 
sition and intentions, and also learn the desires of the King from 
France... rye Eh sae ya BS a 
~,, It would be apropos that Ouchata shonld publicly. demand a 
chief from the French in presence of his chiefs,-and of those of 

the. Santerns, (Chippeways,), Potowatamies, Outawas, (Ottaways,) : 
and other nations, whom.it may also be, proper to bring down, 
and a chief or two.on the part of: the Hllinois, to be witnesses of | 
the matters congluded with the Foxes. ‘There will be no difficulty = 
im granting them 9,French officer, although it may not coincide 
swith the wishes of the Commandant at the Bay, who. will doubt 
lees be opposed. to this. establishment, only on account of private. 

_ interests, which ought always to yield to the good of tha, service 
ef. the King and the Qulonies. ; ey,



| APPENDIX No. 3. cap Saige 

[Introductory note by the Corresponding Sec’y of the St4te Historical Soniety, of. Wis} 7 

‘The late verierable Robert Gilmor, of Baltimore, obtained froin 

“Horatio Ridout, Esq., of Whitehall, near Atnapolis, “Matytard, 
: quite a collection of rare and curious manuscripts relative'to flie 

old French atid Indian war, and among them this journal of Lieut. 

‘Gortell, Mr. Ridout’s father was John Ridout; who was Secretary 

- t6 Gov. Horatio Sharpe of Maryland during the French and Indi- 

an war, and thus became possessed of these valuable papers. Mr. 

Gilmor presented them to thé Maryland Historical Soclety 
| Francis Parkman, Esq., of Boston, when ‘collecting’ matéridis Oe 

for his able work on border history, the Conspiracy or Péstrac, 

‘procured a copy of Gorrell’s journal, and ‘Has ‘kindly ‘eotiimuni- 

‘eated a transcript of it for the use of our Sotiety. ‘So ‘interesting 

a memorial of the éarly history of Wisconsin; never before: pitb- 

Jished, cannot but be received with favor, ~ — aie | 

OF Gorrell himself, it is to ‘be regretted that we know so'little. 
In addition to this journal, he’left another of Maj. Wilkins’ expe- 

dition from Niagara to Detroit, in the fall of 1768. ‘Thisisthe 
/ ast trace we gét-of him. As his name does not appear in the 

‘British Army Register for 1780, of which we havea copy, it would | 

seem that he had died prior to that date. Poe ee 

A few explanatory notes are added by the editor to the journal. 
| iL, C.D.



—Oomaroencing at Detroit, Sepiember tb, 1761, and ending ai Montreal, Anguit 13th, | 
“* 9763; colitaining dn adedudtvf several councils held with the Tndiads ;~-alto, dhowihg, a 
4 ‘Vithe villatery’ usetl by:thé Oanadiansto corrupt the Indians; ‘and excite them apalitatrtke oe 4 
_» ingligh{ arith a brief sccount ef the nuniberand sttength of the Indians, and their 4 

5 merce incthat quarter. -. ee as abe Vac i} ee hep | ‘ 

Detroit, Sept. 8, 1761.—Captain Belfour of thé’ 80th Regt., wise _ 
-orde¥ved ‘to ‘march with a detachment of the ‘66th and 80th Regts., 3 

ta" take’ possession ‘of, and ‘leave’ gdrtisons’ Ht ‘the posts off Lakes : 4 

| “#fron and Mitchicon, viz.) at’Mishathakinak, La Bay, after 
wards edlled Fort Edward Augustus, and St. Josephs. as a | 3 

"Sept, 96th—We arived at Mishamakinak, when Capt, Belfour 
sealled a couneil of what-chiefs of the Ipdians.were then there, = 
and gave them.a belt and. some strings pf wampum., Here we left = 

“Lieut, Leslie, of the Royal American or,.60th Regt, with,ane = 
_sergt., one corporal, one drummer, and. twenty-five privates ofthe = 

Ap Bay 5 went that evening gixteen computed leagues, and ,not- 

at the Grand River, we arrived at La Bay on the 12th, which is 

__ there was but one family of Indians ia the village-they being gene 
"a hunting, according to their custom, at this time.of the year, and 

| ing to ihe distance they go, and the opennéss of thé scaton. There 
_' ‘were several Frenchmen who had gone up the river that forms the a 

ee This taking possession of these’ westera ‘posts previously ocetipied by the French, | 
“whis in-éengequence of thé conquest of Caiadi ithe previous year hy the English awd 

——_, @olonial forces, and 'the surrender. of, the Marquis de Vaudreuil,.Goveenor General of 
_ Canada; and La Bay was our own Green Bay of Wisconsin, or,as the early French wri-



| YO | | | 

: Bay which eomes from Lake Puan,* about fourteen leagues up. 

| These traders have since gone up as far as the Soust country, 
near two hundred‘ teagues from La Bay; ‘and bs they went past 

———_fhis, post, notwithstanding, thoge, very, Frenchmen. were, employed 
by, the. English traders;from Montreal.that.came to Mishamakinak 
-by:-virtua.of.Gen..Gage’s license, did. all thatdaid tin. their: power 
40 persuade the Bay ‘Endiang to-fall upon the English ortheie Way, 
as. they heard of our coming, and telling the Indians that the Kng- 

dish were-very weak, and that it cold be done very readily, Spme — 
of the young warriors were willing, byt.an,oldand great manof 
the Back Nation, whom they. call Axwe (and whom the. French | 
call Diepo,) told them they weye the English dogs, ,or. slaves now 
that they were conquered by the English ;, that.they only wanted — 

_ hig men to fight the English for them, but he said they should not, 
and called the French old squaws, and'obliged the warriors'to de- 

Of this in the spring following, but’ when'I got an English interpre- 
‘ter, the Indian told ‘me of it, as‘ will appear hereafter. | ms ae 

_We arrived at, and took post at La Bay, the 12th October} 
‘found the fort quite rotten, the stéckade ready ‘to full, the “houses 
without cover, our fire wood far‘dlf, and none to be got ‘when ‘tle 
river closed. The 14th, Capt. Belfour departed, leaving itis with — 
one Serg’t., and corporal, and fifteen frivates at La Bay, aFrenéh 

| -— interpreter, and two English tradérs—vis : Messrs: McKay-from — 
Albany, and Goddard from Montreal. °°" 

“When Tleft Detroit for St. Jacephg and had received myordors 
from. Capt. Donald Campbell, of ye 60th or Royal American 
Regt., I found in his orders yery little respecting Indians, for — 

| which reason I applied to him to know if he had any other in- 

structions, upon which he referred me toSir Wm. Johnson, who | 
:was then there, to whom I applied.;; He told me.verbally that.un- — 
ess: I-did my best:to please the Indian s Ihad better not go:there ; 

Winnebago Lake. { Sioux. {Superintendent of the ¥ orthera-Indian Department, |



‘he téldmehe would leave belts‘ 8? wampuni with Ospe’Chpeell = 
“ae a60H' as the coutiell was’ ovr; to bie sehit'to Subidittarend be, 
though I never received any, da’ Fimapine thé captain never bad 
‘iti his power’ toiseh@ theih. “Understanding: shortly :dfter my | 
taking commidnd’ ofthe! post; ‘that’ there was’ Vast nutter 
of Indians dependant on it, more than was ever thought of/1I 
Pound that T should.have to, gend. to Detroit for belts to,give.them 
190: thelr arrival in,the spring. . For this: purpose, I af,three,diffor- Pnt:times attempted sending expresses, hoth by, way of Bt..fosephs 

| wdDbdreford, as T-could not getany from: Detroit, and econlé not:do - 
Without-it, I-was-obliged atter:getting whatiMr, Goddard had, to 
‘borrow of the Indian squawe, and pay them some. twelve hundred | 

 jfer athousand,, J also made-use-of some I-had from.Lieut. Bree 
| ‘Am, which was for his own, use. That: borrowed from the Indians, = 

| Acmag obliged. to -repay.on.-the -arrival..of the -firet trader that = 

_ brought wampum. So that I had six belts made, one for each; na- 
_ jHon that visited that plage, but, I found that some nations required - two, some three,-and gome four,.as they had towns. The French, _ pitheir time, always gave them-belts, rum, and money, presente 

- + | Nothing material happened: from: this -till.-the May. ensuing. 
‘We mostly busied. ourselves. during the winter in ‘repairing : the 
fort, houses, ete ,.as we had: by: the Cauadians' many various’ ac- . 

- €ounts, differing from-one:ancther, of the Indians. intending.tu. af- | 
tack us, which accounts we had all the “reason: afterwards to, he- 

;Heye were propagated to hinder, the trader.from coming up. to. that | 
PB hea focal ads Co Musil sd fevlatactmb av ak 
{Some few young men of the different, tribes. or nations. of Indi- 
ang canie at different, times: to ‘know how they,.would.be treated, — 

___ and were agreeably surpriséd to find that. we were fond.of aeeing — 
| them, and received them civilly, contrary to the account given 

_ them by the French... They .asked for amunition, which: 1 gave | 
‘them at different times,'as also sent flour'to. some of their old 
men, who, they said, were sick in the woods. There being no



-ebiefs here.at onr arrival,..we.had.no. council pith. them until the : 
93d.of May, 1762, on which I delivered she following speech, the = 
ehiefs of the Folles Avoings,*; and of the:three Puan chiefs, being 
jpresent; and agreeably.to.my: orders from.Capt, Campbell, I gave 
them, belts of wampum, and strings of the same, for the returnof 

sprisonere: ae ro | ma Mer AEE Gat al Pe 

| io ‘Buoitime!—As you may have lost gome of y’t' brothers inthe = 

| war'in whieh you imprudently ‘engaged -with the French against 

“your: brothers, ‘the English, ’ and: the” by ‘it ‘you ought to have 

brought a just indignation upon you, yet we will’condescend so 

-far to forget whatever hath happened, thatL am glad to:take this 

copportunity to condole with you: on the -loss:you shave metCwith, 

_At the same time, by ‘these belta,I wipe'away all'the blood that — 

| Was spilt, and bury all your: brothers’ bones that remain unbaried a 

onthe face of the earth;tliat'theyamay grieve you no more, as miy 

4nitention is henceforward;-not to grieve'but to rejoice among you. | 

& Broruzns!—I hope also by 'thése belts to’ open a passage to your 

‘hearts, so that you may always spéak’ ‘honestly “and truly, and = 

drive away froin your ‘heart all that “may be bid, that ‘you™ may, 

‘Jike your brothers the English; ‘think ‘of good things only. “I Nght 

also a fire of pure friendship and concord, which affords a”heat 

-gweet and and agreeable to’ thosé who draw nigh unto it; and I 

‘Hight it for all Indian nations that'are’willing to-draw nigh wntoit. 

-Lalso clear agreat road:from thé rising-of the sun‘to the setting of 

the same, and clear it from all obstructions, that all nations: may = 

‘travel in it freely and safely. °°” PAVE ES BE ey AS 

| “ Baormers!—-As you must know the ‘arms of the: great ‘Ring 

George have entirely subdued all the French dominion in Canada, - 

as you must also know the just causes that obliged him to make 

those ‘eon quests,*in consequence of which, ‘and agreeably to teins © 

‘of capitulation made last year, by which, as before mentioned, 

| ‘*'The French name given'to the Menémonees, mening Wild Oats, alluding tothe = 

twild rice, which grew abundantly in the couptry, and from which they-derived: their 

mame. r, cfg hha oe Sige te ogee
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Canada, with all its dependencies, was ceded to the Engignkhils* 

my master and your father, I am sent here to keep the best order 

aud administer the strictest justice amongst you, as also to protect 

all the Indians that will by their good behavior deserve his royal 
. bounty. He hath also recommended it to all his subjects who are 

come amongst you to trade, to bring whatever necessaries. you may 

want, and save you the trouble of going so far yourselves; in con- 

sequence of which, I have brought one along with me, who, you’ll 

find, will use your people well and sell everything as cheap as pos- 

sible to them, which some of them have already experienced. There- 

fore, I hope you will, on your part, behave well, and give convincing 

_ proofs of your good intentions to keep a good understanding with 

him by paying him always whatever he may credit you, as your 

brothers the English do. If you have any just complaints against 
him, or any others of the English or French traders, or people 
otherwise employed amongst you, let me know, and you may de- 
pend upon having justice done you. It is for these purposes that 
Tam sent here, which you may plainly see by my bringing few 

men with me; and always depend that I shall be glad to serve 

you in doing justice. In one word, by these belts, 1 renew and 

confirm all the treaties and covenants of peace which formerly 

subsisted between your ancesters and ours, which was lately re- | 

newed by your neighboring chiefs at Niagara and Detroit. I ex- 

pect you'll hold fast and often record it in your minds, as by that 
- means you’ll study your interest, and ever give us good proofs of 

your friendship and goud meaning towards us. I also recommend 

it to you to take care and use well all who have or may come, and 
look upon them as your friends and brothers, as they are. subjects 

of His Majesty, and we form one body and blood, and since we 
are joined by jriendship, henceforth we shall be one people. _ 

Brotuers :—In consequence of this and the several treaties held 

with you and your neighboring chiefs at Niagara, Detroit and Mish- 
amakinak, these strings are to open your eyes and hearts, to follow 
their example to bring in all the English prisoners who yet remain 
with you or your people, that they may be returned to us. Yon
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know they are our own blood, and yon are sensible that it would 
vex you to have your blood with any nation. Your great father, the 

King, will be very angry if you don’t comply, and send as many | 

men as there are trees in the forest to conapel you to a compli- ) 

ance. 

| To this the Folles Avoines, on whose land the fort stands, an- 

swered : 

That they were thankful for the good speech I had made them, 
as also for the presents; and said they were very poor, having lost 

three hundred warriors lately with the small pox, and most of 

their chiefs by: the late war in which they had been engaged by 

the then French commander here against the English. 

That they were very glad to find the English were pleased to 

pardon them, as they did not expect it, and were conscious that 

they did not merit it; but that I might depend they would adhere 

to whatever instructions the commanding English officers might 

give them, for the future, as they had always done with regard to 

the French. 

They begged I would send for a gun-smith to mend their guns, 

as they were poor and out of order; the French, they said, had 

always done this for them, and their neighbors at Mishamakinak 

had had this favor granted them. They said the French com- 

mandant always gave them rumas a true token of friendship. In 

regard to prisoners, they said they had none amongst them, nor 

ever had ; for what English prisoners they had taken during the | 

war, they had always left at Montreal. They expressed great 

satisfaction that the English traders were coming among them, 

and seemed desirous that they should continue to come, as they 

found by experience that the goods were half cheaper than when 

the French were amongst them, and said they would use the tra- 

ders well, oblige their young men to pay their credits, and assured | 

me they would willingly partake the influence of the pure fire of 

friendship I had lighted for them. They thanked me for my ad- 

vice in desiring them honestly and sincerely to speak their senti- 

ments, which they always would do, and acquaint me with any
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bad talk that might be amongst them, or the neighboring Indian 
Nations, as there were five more that depended on that post. _ 

They returned thanks to the great God for sending them such a 

day for their council, which they looked upon as an omen of last- 

ing peace with them. 

To which I gave the following answer: | 

That I would write to Capt. Campbell, commanding at the | 

Detroit, for a gun-smith as soon as possible, and made no doubt he 

would send one. To their request for rum, I told them that their 

great father, King George, knowing that they were poor, by being 

so long at war, had ordered no rum to be brought amongst them 

to sell, lest they should neglect their clothing, their wives and 

children, until such time as they might be clothed, which I hoped 

would be in a few years. 

The Puan Chief returned the same answer with the rest, with 

a demand for a gun-smith; and added, that he would send the 

good road 1 had given him, meaning the belt, to the two other 
chiefs of his nation, and he did not doubt they would come down 

very soon. 

No Indians came here till the 29th, when a party of Toways,* 
who lived at Little Detroit, arrived. I spoke to them as I had 

done to the rest, and gave them strings of wampum for the return 

of prisoners, and made them some small presents. As they lay 

: between this and Mishamakinak, they promised they would use 

the English and French well who would be coming thither. They 
went a way well pleased. | . 

June 5th, 1762.—Ambassadors from the Sacks and Reynards, © 

with a chief belonging to the second Puan town, arrived here, to 

whom I made a speech to the same purpose, and also gave them 

each a belt and strings of wampum. Their answer was nigh to 
the same purpose as the former, with a demand for the English 

traders to go to their towns. I told them I would write to my 
eommander at Detroit, and await his answer. 

4 Ottawas.
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I received a letter from Capt. Campbell, dated at Detroit in 

September, [!761,] which never had an opportunity of coming be- 

fore from Mishamakinak, wherein he said that it was against the 

General’s instructions to give the Indians more presents than were 

_ absolutely necessary to keep them intemper, These orders made 

me uneasy, as I was assured I could not keep so large a body of In- 

_ dians in temper without giving them something, as they had al- 

ways been used to large presents from the French; and at the 

game time, if I did not give each nation the same I had given 
those that had been to see me, all would be lost to me and the 

service. J, therefore, sent my interpreter, who could acquaint 

Capt. Campbell best about it, with letters to him, and engaged his | 

eousin at his recommendation, who had just come from the Sous 

country, asinterpreter. He behaved very well for a Canadian for 

sometime, but I was convinced soon to the contrary, as will appear 

in the sequel. 

There are by both French and Indian accounts, 39,100 Indian 

warriors, besides women and children, depending on this post for 

supplies, and they are as follows: 

Taways, et.c, 100 Little Detroit and Milwacky. 
Folles Avuines, 150 warriors. They live at La Bay, in two towns. | 
Puana, 150 a the end of Puans Lake, and 

| over against Lonistonstant. 

Sacks, 850, Above Lonlzonotant in yo gor 
Reynards, 350 On the River Reynard. 
Avoys, (Loways?) 8,000 On each side Mississippi. , 
Sons, 30,000 On west side Mississippi, near 300 

leagues off. 

Total, 39,100 | | | | 

Thad an answer from Capt. Campbell as soon as could be expect: 

ed, in which he was pleased to signify his being satisfied that I 

had done all in my power for the benefit of his Majesty’s service. 

He said he had written tothe General, and had let him know that 

the number of Indians at my post was great, and hoped to know 

his Excelleney’s orders to enable him to supply them with what
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would make them easy ; at the same time desiring I would continne” _ to keep thom in as good humor as possible, cousiatently with fra- | gality. Ile also sent 200 lbs of tobacco for them. Lieut. Leslie — tent me 100 Ibs, which I made the most of by giving it very epar. ingly, as the traders who come to this place bring very little of that article. | Oo ) 

| June 24th.— Ambassadors from the Chippewas, a nation de- | pendent on Mishamakinak, came to negotiate the adjustment of & quarrel with the Folles Avoines respecting a man killed at Mish- _ atmakinak, belonging to the latter tribe. They brought a let- 
ter frota Lieut. Leslie, commanding at Mishamakinak, in which: 
he’ warmly recommended it to me to assist the Chi ppewas in that: 
negotiation, as it would be very prejudicial to the trade and -com~ | ; munication between the posts if any such quarrels should take place; for which purpose, I called the chiefs belonging to the - post together, and was under the necessity of giving them a few 
small presents, — SO we - 
J ane 25th.— Mr. Thomas Hatchins,* now Ensign, came, with: | _ Mr. George Croghan’s instructions to enquire after Indian affairs, It being Captain Campbell’s orders to me to assist him, I called mp 8p! welp So : Mm, .. what Indian chiefs were then there, consisting of the Folles Avot | 

nes, Sacks and Reynards. When he had let them know his busi- | ness, they immediately :demanded of him colors and’ commissions, — such as the French: superintendents useil to gi ve them; to which: 
he replied, that he would report of it to the superintendents who | — Benbhime ER ee | 

_—_* This early Anglo-Amertean visitor to Wisconsin was a native of New J emey. In. : _-1763—64, he served under Col. Bouquet at, Fort Pitt, and subseqnently in Went Flori- da. He was'in England at the commencement of the Revolution, where his zeal for his | native landicansed him to refuse tempting ‘offers, and ‘finally led ‘to “his imprisonment, and the loss of twelve thousand pounds ‘in asingle day. When liberated, he went.to. . France, and thence to Charleston, w here he joined the army ‘under Gen. Greene. He | Was soon appointed Geographer General ofthe United States, and died in that services, . at: Pittsburgh, in Apml, 17-9, He. wae remarkable for -his piety, charity.and. benevo-. ence; and was the author of two descriptive works, one on Pennsylvania, Maryland, |‘ Virginiaand North Carolina, and the other on Louisiana and Wert Florida, | -



— . July 12th—A Reynard came who said he was a chief, and de- 

_ manded leave to buy seven batrels of powder, presenting me with, 
a large belt of wampum. ” Having reason to suspect his intentions, : 

T refused to allow him 'to buy any more than would serve him to 

hunt, until I should have a council with his chiefs, and T gave him 

a belt, desiting his king might come to me very soon, | 

| Aug. 6th.—Three Puan. chiefs, with four ambassadors.from. the  , 

Avoy nation, came. I made, the.same speech to them as to the. 
rest. , The chief of the third town of the Puansbrought me alarge, 
belt, confirming wh at.both the others had said before, telling me, | 

that he had seen the belts [had sent, and that he:had never been — 

at war with the,English, nor could: the, French..commander. 
pursuade him to it, He brought the other chiefs..to confirm what, 
he said, as he never knew any harm. the English had done him... 

He made the same demand for. traders, with the same promises of; 

| protection for them, and also asked fora gun-smith, and rum. ‘The. 

Avoys then spoke, and said they had come very far, and brought. 

no belts, as they had come to see if I would. shake, hands and. for- 

give them, as I had done the rest. I-gave them belts and strings, 
of wanipum for the return of prisoners. They said their king 

- Aug. 13th—_The King of the. Sack Nation. came,: to whom: 

I made aspeech of the. same ‘purport. as ‘to-the rest, and’ -his © 

answer was nigh the same; that he:had seen the'good rosd Thad | 

given his brothers, but as he understood I would notlet any Engs 

lish come amongst them till he came to see me, he had left home’ | 

in company with 250 of his warriors to wait on me and know ny 

commands, and also to get English trad ers; but'as the news came. 

after him that the town was threatened with an invasion by the 
| Isle Anoix* Indians, he had to send his warriors back toguard the 

- * Probably the: MNinois Indians. Ilinois, according to Farther Marquette, meant “the | 

‘mén,? 08 if other Indiare compared with them were mere beasts. Itis possible, that = 

= the Indians alluded to by Lieut. Gorrell, belodged on some : Isle tee Noiz or ‘Walnut 

‘Island. a ee Ho ng



- Women and-children:. ‘Ast Hadvow.givds mgdod wall he'woutd: = _ take care to keep it open and clear, and if any -tiées should ‘spring! ; 
up. to-obstruct the way, hewould: not only -béat.them:dewn; but ___ tear-them up by the;roots.;,-Elerbrought with. him a‘pairof.Frenchy colors, fixing on. board his.canog, and,excysed, himgelf by:isaying, he, knew no difference,.and hoped I. wanld igive him English dolore, = 

—— Nbieb L-did, and:hq, bunt, the French. ones. ;. Ialso. .gave..bim, :  belf..of yam pum | and,oth er “presents,. lhe was Ahe; only. Andiani ee - that disapproved. of rum being ‘given to the Indians. He had 
ever seen an English officer before, He Showed.me acommis- 

the whole nation. “I Sent a copy of if to, Capt, ; Campbell, and. ne DT poy a Fags TR BETTE G “Taek SEMEEBE SEES gh Ae CBS, a _. promised the Indian, ‘at the: same tinie, that he should have one a fron the English? ESE hop PEER segs BR RG” a Pa egal ey coe! Espa Hatt! pate. a? av OTL ott PQS _ —_sofkug. 2dst—A party.of Indians came from. Milyacky,# and.dpe -—-- Manded: credit, which ..was. refused, .a they, properly, :belongy —» - ed to Mishamakinak., They, ‘Also. made . great: complaint’ of the, - 
_ trader,-amangst.them,. hutras he came from: Mishamakinal, ang, did not touch.at this place, I:desiyed them to go, there. and make, their. complaint, and they wynld bexedressed,.,,They promised, to, > ° Come tp. thie place, to trade.in the springs, Lmadethem.a small, 
res see mali! oo steey ar bee oa weale otihy ; monty beep Wer | oo ssc This,isithe earliest notice,-it is beliéved, of Milwaukee, Andeindicated thet ifiash (ghee Boce ah dndian tomn, with an English, trader, residing. thee, .Cob,Areng; ; _ Schuyler De Peyster, ‘who commanded the British post pf Michillimackinae from 1774 | aan a till the dtitamin ‘of 1779," has Yetta Félunle’ of Miscellantes, Vii Which Re hastécorded'thd oe substandé of aspedchthe delivered to the Indians at theOtiawa teWwnot Li agbry Gloag; a on the'shores of Lake’ Michigan,.sere distance jest of thefortat Miphillimackin as, onthe j 
Ath of July, 1779; in which he speaks of “those runegates of Milwakie—a horrid setofy  refractery Indians.” “In the Sapne speech, in another connection, he alludes to“ Wee-, po nip-po-gots, “k sensible old ‘chigt at the head SF § reftactory title probably the MI _ waukee band, who seem not to. have been subservient to British rulé diring theAudye as can Revolution. According to.a statement, dictated, by several Sac and Fox. i ps 

ERR ee ea ae a! aioe “HES 2 ae eT Si EERSTE aa a . . 
‘appended to Dr. Morse’s Report of his Indian Tour in 1820, Mil-wah-kie wee ry CTs, 
the ’Sacs and Foxes, and the ‘nanté ig ‘derivsdt front Ban -natinidhi hie “y08 Yan ee pig* a : table alread y given by:Gotrelt ofithe Andiaasndtivns!dependenton TiatBay; mosntiond! a ne  Milwacky: ag being then inhabited by; “ Ottawas, ete? :,,. oy stk odd te gang :



present, and.told them if. they. did, they. should: be well treated: 

| and notimposed on. tel be Agee iy be a 

Aug: 25th.—The king of ‘the Réynards caine, to whom'I made | 

the same-apeech as tothe rest. ‘Fe answered to the! sdme pur- | 

pose with the king of the Sacks, dit’ be let me’ know that he had 

| routed these bad men who demanded ‘the ‘seven’ barrels of pow- 

der; ‘and promised protection to all’ traders: that’ dame ‘amonget : 

hisipeople. I made him'a present ‘of ‘a stand of ‘colors andother = 

efit, 1et.—The chiefs of the Folles Avoities cameanddemanded = 

gredit for their young men, which the traders here granted, on the, 
_ chiefs giving theit word for payment in thespring, 

| From this to March 1st, 1763, nothing remarkable happened, | 

except the arrival of several English and French traders, some of 

whom went.up the ‘country, and mist sent up ‘the largest part of | 

 their'goods.” Several Indians of thé nation belonging to this place, 

- game in at different times during‘ the winter for necessaries. This a 

day twel ve warriors of the Sous came here ; ‘this nation’s number - 

‘have before:-given. . Its certaliily the: greatest natidn of Indians 

ger yet found. Not above two thousand of them were ever 

armed with fire-arnis, the rest dependitig’ entirely ‘on’ bows and 

arrows and darts, which they use with more skill than any -other 

Indian nation in North Ameiica.’“Phey*can'shoot the wildestand 

-——Jarget beasts in the woods, at seventy or ome hunidred yards dig 
tage. ‘They are remarkable, for their. dancing ; the other nations, 
take the fashion from them: : It is said they.keep regular guards 

in their:chief town or -métropolis, relieving onee’ in “twenty-four 

| their warriors, being 30,000 in number, ta keep clear the road 2 

-— stroyed, Mighamakinak..,.Thcy told. me with warmth, thatif ever 
the ;Chippewas, or any: other Indians, swished;to: obstruet the pas 

‘sage of the traders comitg’ np,'te''serid "theta a belt, and they’
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| would come and cut them off from the face of the earth, as all 

Indians were their slaves or dogs. I told them I was glad to see 

them, and hoped to have a lasting peace with them, etc., rehears- 

| ing the same speech I had made to the other Indians. They then 
gave mea letter wrote in French, and two belts of wampum, from 
their king, in which he expressed great joy on hearing of there 

being English at this post, and great desire of making peace with 

them, and having English traders. ‘Lhe letter was written by a 
French trader whom I had allowed to go among them last fall, 

with a promise of his behaving well, which he did better than any 

Canadian I ever knew. They said they found the road very bad, 

and would have turned back but for meeting a chief of the Folles 

Avoines who prevailed.on them to come; but as they had now 

got a good road, they could travel on it without fear, and hoped to 
come again in the spring with their king. 

With regard to traders, I told them I could not allow any to 
go amongst them, as I then understood they lay out of the govern- 
ment of Canada, but made no doubt they would have traders from 

Mississippi in the Spring. They went away on the 3d, extremely 

well pleased. What was remarkable, when they went to give 
_ dances to the people, agreeably to the Indian custom, they began 

with the soldiers saying, they were the people who should havethe _ 

most honor paid them, as they fought for it; but being told | was 

a soldier as well as commander, the chief said he regarded me 
doubly. | 

March 25th.—Read letters from Mr. Lottridge, who lived all 
this winter, in the trading way, up the river with the Indians; 
that he understood one, Goddard, a trader from Montreal, sent or- 

ders to his clerk, a Canadian, who lay at the same place with Mr. 

Lottridge, to send word to the Milwacky Indians, and desire them 

not to come here, but stay at home, and he would send goods to 

them in the spring, the contrary to what he told them last fall. 
3 % * % % * * 

Several Indians came from this to the 15th May, when almost 
the whole nation came together from their huniing. On the 18th,



[was informed'that some yerthg méntbad ¢hteatered:to:attack.the = 
| fort,and; as, there iwere s6ilag Taways hene;Tidid not doubt: butthey a 

| would:-help:them, upon-«whieh-J called! together the-chiefs of :both | 
parties, and told:thém»what-T jhadicheardiof theirdesign:: The = 

ee Taways, declare da they: knew: nothing: ‘éfaity which: TL. believe was SE 

trug. The Folles Avoines’ :chiefs:caid,:if anything made their - 

young men undasy, it was onvacedunt ofthe dolors:and ‘medals 
_ My. Hutchins -had -proniised, There:weré note of the old chiefs 

here at;the:tinte, but axfew{days"later tliey: dame-in.: ‘Lheld:coun- 

cil- with them, and in‘ if, bya belt and ; some strings of wampum, — - 

renewed all:forménitreaties. : Theyall'seemed'well pleasedyonly = 
they wantad ‘thei promised. coldrs and meédals.: The. chiefs7were - | 

| muchidispleased at thd Carroy’s ‘getting: a present fromMri'iGod- 

) dard, of a. fine: suitof ‘embroidered! dhothes.. (This Carroy# was 
. much thought of by the.Frehen’: E:changed-my:interpreterthe 

20th inst., and employed ithe English: lad .of Mr Moran’s:above = 
mentioned, at which;the,Indiang.were’genettally pleased: 2x, 

_, June 14th, 1763.—The tradeys,cgme down.feom the Sack comm- 

try, and confirmed, the. news of, Landsing and, higson being. killed 
by the French..,.There came: with ‘the jraders.some.Puans;.and = 
four young men with one, chief ofthe, Avoy-nation,ito demand = 

| traders to go amongst _them,,;.. They promised. that, fonr hundred 

and fifty other, men, would be,down in, August,te: trade... Lgave | 

i Agréeably to Capt Caitipbell’® letter last fall, wheretihieltold 
mexthat he-had'either lést' dr misldid’ my' last year’s account, ‘nd 
——_--also from ‘Maj:-Gladwin"at the ‘same ’timé, “I had'made tip'thy'a¢- 

-_.gount/both’forjlast year /aitd this separately ; due for Capt. C.'diir- 
| ing'hiscomrmand;'the other for the Major’s'time; and had given _ 

_ shemto Mr. Moran}'a‘tiader goitig to Detréit) who Was this mofn- 
ing; Tune 15th, té'sét’ but, wheni'about nine: o'clock cdiné ten 

- Taways and Frenchmen,’and brought the following instructions | 

from '@apti' Etherington’: ob cu seni cates tia Te Cae aa 
icin di g€. sondern Gadd oc} aa diee set Bee Te ba De Chae |



Pear Sri er 
_—“eppis plage was taken by surprise on the fourth instant, by the: 

Chippewas, at which time Lieut. Jamet and twenty iidre were 
_ killed; ind all the rest taken prisoners; but our good’ friends the 
- Ottawasihave:taken Lieut. Lesley, me, and eleven men’ out of 

their hands, and have promised to reinstate us again. “Yow! _ 
therefore, 6n the receipt of this, which I send by a canoe of Otta- - 
was, setout-with all your garrison and what English: traders you 

| have. with: you, and come with the Indian who.gives you this, who - 

: will conduct you safe. to.me.,: You must be sure to follow the in- 

. gtructions you receive,from. the bearer of this, as you are by no ; 

means to come.to this post.before yousee me at the village twen- 

a ty miles:from. this, _ Leave the French.clerks with thcir masters” 

goods, as the Chippewas have offered no violence to any French 

| « Bring with you what provisions you can. Your batteau will | 
bring yéu and your garrison, and the merchants can come in a 
canoe. - Tell the savages that you are obliged to come heré to 

open: the road: which: the Chippewas have’ shut up; that the tier ; 

chants may have leave to come to them, andthe: bearer of this witl 
_ amake the gartie speech: to the Indians. - If thereare:any English ~~ 

traders that are:not at-your post, you must not wait for them, “but 
| redommend them to the care‘of: the: Indians. till you: coma’ back, 

which) will-be very soon; and if you:find it absolutely ‘necessary; 
| you may make’ them.some presents. "IT must‘once more beg:you'll — 

Jose: no:time iit coming taxjoin me; '.at!the same time, be very care- . 
| ful, dnd.al ways be-on-youi guard. “I long much ‘to see you, and: 

(Cam, dear sir, thee ah Pattee 
ee a ® Your mogt humble serv’t, gy. 

a Royal Americans.”. 8 phe a He eit | 

ss Tel the tradets'to’ bring what provisions they can with thei, 
~ “and be sure to bring all yotr amtnition and recommend the'care



i “Of the fort to the Indian chief, that it may not be burnt before | 
your return. Let no person know but that you are to come straight — 
to the fort, as the knowledge of our design. might be attended.with = 
-bad consequences. 

Bigg) GE 
. The same day and date, received-the following. from the same, 

‘by samebearers 
os Michillimackinac, June Lith, 1763. 

| | © Dear Sir:—I forgot to tell you before I sealed the letter I just — 
now wrote you, that if the Indians I vend: you ‘should want ary | 
‘belts to. speak upon, ‘you will give them what thoy want, and like- 
wise give each of them a shirt to encourage: them. “In the other 
letter I-wrote you, I said my letter ‘would be given you by ania 

dian, but as the Frenchman that I sent with him haa’a little box, . 
I gave the letter to-him.: Please lose’ no time in eomhing tome, 
and believe me, . Se a | | 

| “Your most obedient servant, = 

Agreeably. to these orders, I gave the. ten young Ottawas 
| clothes, and also five: beltsiof.wampum to speak: fur the: English, _ 

or rather for themselves.  ~ eh es SE Se ses 
I called the Folles Avoines chiefa together, and all: their young 

men, and informed them, with a belt, of. their brother: Capt, 
Eraerineton’s distress, (giving them: large presents,):and. asked 

| their -counsel and assistance ; whereupon they: called: their 
whole town together, and all unanimously: agreed: to:come: along 
with me, and sent several of their young men: to: the lower town 

_ to dis[patch] them on their march. The seven: young men I dlso 
clothed. | Rn G8 

June 17th.—I made every thing ready to set off with the gar- 
| rison and all the English traders, but contrary winds prevailed. - 

June 18th.—About 1 o’clock in the afternoon arrived —_—___. 
chiefs of the Sacks, Reynards, and Puans, who‘said their young — 
men were coming, and desired me not to trust myselfand garrison 
with the Tawaye, as they had seen the belts, and they. were not



sincere; they desired me to stay for them, which Idid tillthe =~ | 
19th, when they arrived, and with them came one Punnensna— : 

_ This Pexnensua is the same man who wrote the letter theSous sts 
Brought with them in March,and at the sametime held council = 
with that gréat nation in favor of the English, by which he much = 
prothoted ‘the interest ofthe latter, as appeared by the behavior G 
of dhe “Sous ‘thereafter. He brought with him a pipe from the 4 

| Beus, importing that bfter their ambassadors “or chiefs returned, Ss 

ftty haidealled a council of most of the warriors, ia which ikwie = 
digrood t6'sond the fullowing speech to the Indians depending | 
6H the Baye,—that I had received.a belt from them, with ‘a = 
oad plain and easy to be found; they therefore desired, thatas = 
tlié road is now clear, they would by no means allow the Chippe- 4 
was to obstruct it, or to give the English any disturbance, or pfe- Coe 5 
 weiit-the traders'from coming up to ‘thei. If-they did so, they | 
wotld send ali their warriors‘and cut them of 2 

_ This speech had its desired effect, as it changed the minds of 
the Ottawas very much, and settled those of the rest in favor of a 
thie English interest, who came with Pennenswa, very. happily for os 
us. When all the young men of those nations had arrived, they == 
told me all their nation was in tears for the loss of two English = = = 
traders who were killed by the French in their lands, and begged = 
leave of me'to ctit them all in piecds. They seemed well pleased 1 
thet I-had got an English interpreter, as they could tell me their = 

wtind nmiore plainly than by a Frenchman. Tcalled‘a‘cowheil of = 
the Four Nations, to whom I gave large presents; and to the three -, 
-Aast nations, each a belt. I also: made @ speech. to thém:in ‘the S 

bést.manner.I could; #nforming them of Capt: Ergerrineron’s dis- oe 

tress; atid-that I was going to relieve: him: if possible, and return = 
to them again after we had cleared.the road; and that I hoped, 
as they had: always shown themselves brothers, they would: go 
thong with me; and assist in that-good:wurk. -I was going to‘try 

to reinstaté their brothers and mine, ‘so that they might be sup- Oe 

plied with goods for their wives and children. ‘Upon-this, the old 2 
Sack chief, who was.with nve.last summer, and.brought the French. | -



= colors’ af before mentioned, addresse d the rest of the ‘chiefs as. fol- 

© that tras veny sony for the distress of his brothes the Eng 
',.., lish chief at Mishamakinak, and hoped they’d open their eyes,and 

se strong and of gobd courage to let their new [British] Father 
, know how they had his interest at heart, and not to believe'all the 

bad things the French had told thom last winter, He then advised | the othor Indians to ftlow hig example. and show the English how — 
_ much they had their interest at heart, | He could, hesaid, give no 

greater proof of this, than by giving himself and taking his young — 
mén with him, and he hoped they would do the same. He said " ho'knew that their new Father would have pity on them, and send 

"They all agreed with this, and said they were glad they could _ 
now show the English how. much they loved. them,.. and. that. .J 

| should find they would keep their promise of the year before. 

- inform Capt. Ernerivcron Iwas coming.’ They promisod to.mget | 'mo at the Fishing Plage at the Pilote'Traverse. Sune 20ch—The Indians busied in gummtig heir canoes, and 
June Q1st.—I set out, [accompanied by]. part-of the .Four...Na- 

tions, viz: the Folles Avoines, Sacks, Puans, and Reynards; sail. 
a ed about fifteen leagues to the Lower Folles. Avoines’ .town—-en- 

. June 22d.--Set out, and arrived: about ten o’clock at the mouth — 
| of: the river, on: which the village stands.. Went on’ shore; ‘walk- 

ed up to the-town, and was salutéd by the. firing of guns by about 
_ fifty warriors-of that town, who discharged:their guns three times, - 

_ Called a council and spoke to’them:in the same manner as didto ~ 
the others, and gave. them: large presents,. They sent two’ chiefs. 
with twenty warriors: with me. Contrary windssobliged: us to — 
stay dllnext day, being the 24th... 

June 25th.—Set out escorted by ninety warriors exclusive of
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my garrison and the English traders, and crossed the Bay. Came 

to Little Detroit, where a party of the Ottawas lived, to whom I 

gave presents, and some strings of wampum, which pleased them. 

They sent six young men more with me. 

June 26th.—Crossed the Bay again, and encamped on a little 

island. : 

June 27th.— Went about ten leagues; encamped at the mouth 
of the river, called the Fishing Place. 

June 28th.—Went to the Chippewas’ fishing place. Here the 
Indians who were with us apprehending they might meet with 

| the Chippewas, who might be there to waylay us, sent ashore for- 

ty warriors to reconnoitre the woods before we landed, which they 

mostly did during our journey, and always made us encamp in the 

center. The King of the Sacks always went in the batteau with 

me, and would always lay in the tent—so great was their care.— 

We waited for the return of the Ottawas’ canoes, as they had 

promised to meet as here us was before mentioned, but they did 

not come. | 

June 29th.—Set out and came to Isle Castor. [ere we were 

alarmed with great smoke rising in the Isle, in different places, 
and at different times, while we were crossing the Traverse; and 

as the Ottawas had not met us according to promise, our Indians 

mistrusted their sincerity. When we came near to the Island, our 

Indians halted, and made all preparation imaginable for an actiun. 

They obliged the English canoe to goin the center; the Folles 

Avoines went foremost, stripped ready for action. We went about 

half a league, when turning a point, we saw three or four Indians 
on the shore, naked, with lighted pipes, who called in the Ottawa 
tongue for us to come ashore; which our indians did, perceiving 

them to be the Ottawas who were to have metus yesterday. 
They brought mea letter from Capt. Erraerrneron, which, after 
passing the pipe, they delivered. It was as fullows: 

“ Orrawa VitLaGE, June 28th, 1763. 

“ Dear Sir:—Your’s I received this morning, and am glad to



ss heat’ you’re:comting. -Agreeably: to: your désird, [have sent the 

‘canoe of Ottawa to-conduct you to this-place, atid: kebp.: ail the — 

English. you: have together. I: hope ito: sea you: soon: and an, — 

| dear Sir, oe rs ci ue : be Oy rey 

: “Your most obedient and humble servanty: i. 
| - ee oe : 7 - “GEO. ETHERINGTON.”.. 

| | N. B—On the, other side, was wrote, viz: “The Sontons* or 
Chippewas continue their mischief. ‘They have plundered all the: 

. canoes they have met. with since I wrote you. last, and are ‘now 

encamped om thd great island neat’ the fort, to which place they 
| all repaired on the appeatance of a canbe, wo 

| Wie lodged on this. island this evening; during which ehn0gs 

| eame from. Mishamakinak with Indians, They-bad: Been: plua- 

dering there as our. Indians. apprehended. Upon their arrival, 

one of .our Indian chiefs, whe had a relation killed. last. sumnidt 

- ‘by: the Chippewas, and, thinking those Indiaing; or some of them 

| were Chippewas, went with tomahawk and knife to their canoe:to” 

‘kill them ; but found no Chippewas nor plunder, as they had, hid 

«Sune 30th.—I set out and arrived atthe Indian, village where 

Capt, Erauemeron was, about thirty miles above Mishasnakinak. — 

. ‘The Ottawas received me with great joy, by the firing: of several 

7 _ guns, three times each, . They. also presented us with nine pipes — 

| —ofpence. It was on-ourarrival here, that we expected tohaveour 

allies’ sincerity tried, as we-heard it, reported. last; night that,.on 

onr-arrival, onr.arms would be taken. from.us, and wa, would ibe- 
) --- gome: prigoners, like Capt. Erpgemeron and his. party. .L.told, my 

—. Indians. of ity at.the:same time letting them. know that none ef my 

| party. shouldigive up their arms,.as this was: thair fixed resolution. 

| ‘The Indians all.said they would stand ; by. us. . However, .on.our 

arrival, no attempt.of the kind was.made, nor did theyievor: look 

| on me or my party as prisoners—but to. the contrary. 

- Oo *-Sauteurs,. probably. . . a wp 7 errr -



_ nly Ist-—Nothing of consequence, but feasting, dancing, andi 78 
emoking,!§)0 2000 ee a ee 

July 8d.—I gave the Indians that came with me a belt ofwam- 
pum, and they ealled a council ot the Ottawas, and gavethem a ne 
large belt of wampum, and returned them thanks for taking care oe 
of. Capt. Evnermerun andthe rest of the prisoners. ‘The-Ottawag: - : 
gave the Indians that came with me several: batrels of. powder: _ aS 

| and many other presenta, and returned them thanks for. bringing? 
‘me and the garrison down safe. | They sent to the Fort for some: : 

- Chippewa Chiefs to,come to them. The same [day], the Indians or that.came with me and the Ottawas renewed their old alliance, 
 {&nly4th—The Chippewas arrived and held acouncil. Thea og 
Bay Indians took great pains to.getthe Ottawas to join them, ta. a 
get Capt. Eriuzrieron -re-instated, which they ‘refused, but wed 

_ they would do all:in their power to take. ‘us.:to Montreal.. The — os 
La Bay Indians said that. if ‘they did: not, they ‘would have .no | - 
more to do withthem, ‘but. would : break. off furmer » friendship. = - 
They aleo spoke'to the: Chippewas, but could not. bring them #9. se 

 consentto their proposals. Nothing but councils till the 7th... Oo 

July 7th—The La Bay Indian eame and told me that they _ Were going to the Fort to speak fur the last time, and make the = Chippewas lay down their arms to let us pass fur Montreal. ° I oe gave them two large belts. They likewise said, that if the Chip= pewas would [not'?] consent to their proposal, they would take= - 
me and my garrison back with them, and teke care of us till eudh” 
time ag they would [go with] their warrioraand openaroadthem- 
selves. This.day: they went.to the.Fort,.and took. with them most, oe 
of the traders that caine with then. On their arrival, the: Indi- oe 
ans belonging to the Tsle Castor took one Mr.'Lottridge and Mr 

-Oreghan; the former was taken from them by achief of the Sacs, 
-to:whem he gave.considerable. presents 5 but. the latter wasobligeg 
tobuyhimeelf-clear, © 

_ Suly 8th.—They ¢ontinned in couneil till the 11th, in which time =



they got all the prisoners elear, excepimyself, Mix Hunatut yatta. 
der, and two soldiers; and the same day, being the Lith, welll — 

| arrived, the men, the, traders, and most of the Indian women, 

© from the Ottawa village, gy tae 
| duly 12th.—The La: Bay ‘Indians andthe friendly Ottawas in- 

formed us that the road was.clear to: Montreal, and that they had: — 

_ appointed sevéral. Ottawa. chiefs: and warriors to convey us there;; 

Ba upon which we and the traders promised they should be well re- — 

© guty 130 —Adoat ight te of he pty Indians hel dia’ 
| the mischief, came to Capt. Eramgmaron, and made the following 

speech, viz: That théy would know if he would ‘shake hands ‘with 

| them: Upon: bein g refused, they said it was:not-on account.of thei 

| Tawas that. they'saved Oapt: ETvErIncto
n and the:rest of his: garri-: | 

: son, bution account of the Indians from La Bay with mé, who-camé: | 

with their pipes full: of tobaceo. for them. to smoke ; and: if they: 

: were all underarms and ready to fire upon us, they: would be obli-: 

ged to lay down their arms on account of..an old alliance ‘between! — 

| them...’ They said. that: though it: wastha: Chippewas: that struck,: 

it was the Ottawas,that began the war at Detroit, and instigated — 

fem to do the same. They said'at the same time, that if the 
Generalt would forgive and shake hands ‘with them, they would, 
over do che same again, “Upon thie, Oapt. Eritninoroy said that 

| if they,expected any mercy, or that he’ should speak in their fa-_ 

| “+ This was Avexanben Huvny, who was born in New Jersey, in August, 1739, He 
| accompanied Aimherst’s Expedition in' 1760, ‘arid’ was present. at thie ‘reduction of Fort 

ad Levi, bind surrender of Moutreal: “ Tnrdekconding: the river, he lost ‘three boats of 

merchandize, and:only saved his life by clingizig to:the bottom of one. of’ them... Pos-. 

sessing an.enterprising spirit, be soon, after vigited.the Upper Lakes, and engaged in the - 

furtrade. He was captured with Capt, Ernerinaron’s party at Mackinaw,’ and subse- 

| quently resumed the occupation of a fur ‘trader. “He was the author of an interesting” | 

work’ of Travels ia Ciinada‘and the India éountry, between the years 1760 and: 1776. 

. He died at Montreal, April 4, 1824, aged eighty-four years. He, was a. -man. of warm.” 

mo affections, domestic habits, and a generous mind. - . | 7 - a - 

- Sis Jefoy Aight yas then Bitch Commandernchiet in’ North Amerieds
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vor, they must give up all the. prisoners, which was their, only; | | method of | getting forgivness. cd : i eG Mokn a on edd a - Suly,14th—The. La Bay Indians came fomexand, demandeds =~ commissions. [ gave them eight: certificates; which “answer the; _ same end as commissions. ‘The Chippewas then said, that if.they =~ had some rum they would go and consult. of it. Having no.) . 
rum to give them, they went away and said no more tous.: Afy 9 terwards they went to the La Bay Indians, who | desired them tor deliver up. all the prisoners, ‘as the only method to get forgivness; : a 

_ July 18th.Capt. Erzzrmeroy made them some small presents, = _— _ and thanked them for their good behavior ; and at. the Tednest of 7 | the schiets; Messrs, - Brucz, Fisunez,‘ anid “Rosmnodmy 4 tradér “from _ Albany, returned with them ¢ Ea ‘Bayo Th @: samme day; the: wind ° 7  dbeing-fair, we embarked for°Montreak consistitig. of forty eandést | of soldiers, traders and Indiing! » Nothing of “conséquen de “ocelage cane red till we came near the French river, where we miet 4 party bf _ _ Missasaga Indians. The next day, we entered the French river, So when the chiefs called a council, in which it was ordered that a — Capt. Ernerineron,Lieut, Lxstre,and all the master traders, should — as - goin the Indian canoes, and make what haste they could to Mon- So treal. I was left with all the soldiers and traders’ hands to guard the peltry. Lieut. Lustre being an elder officer, insisted on stay- 7 ing on that command, but an Ottawa chief who had taken him oe _ from the Chippewas, and adopted him as _ his gon, would not let 7 _ him, as he said he would take him to the General and give him up. SS And they proceeded. After a tedious passage of thirty-two days, ee I reached Montreal the 13th Aug. 17 68, with all my garrison. re I was so much hurried after receiving Capt. Evuermeron’g* 2 6+ 
* Capt. Erazrreron, it would appear from Graypon’s Memoirs, was probably a native . of Délaware, early entered thearmy, and served as drummer and sergeant, A Wealthy wicow of Newcastle county becoming etiamored of him, purchased hina commission. After the loss of his post at Michillimackinae, we find’ him stationed ‘at Philadelphia ; ‘ . _ and in September 1775, he was promoted from a Major to a Lientenant Colonel in the. - Sixtieth or Royal American Regiment, which rank he held’ in 1780--between which | : _ latter date and°1792, he must have died, as his name does not appear in the British army - register in the latter year. _He was a man of superior height and large frame, which gave “ oe ‘him a commanding air. Though extremely deficient in education, he possessed:a strong, Ps, . - acute intellect, and had a happy talent at repartee, Oe [ | | Be



letter the 16th J une, 1763, that I could not put the particulars ‘in So 

"the margin, as in the former, but was obliged to refer the amount 

| of the sundry. presents. given to the Indians since the above date, 

tothe traders’ accounts below mentioned, ¥iz2 

| Messrs. Moran and Company’s accounts, - "£935 12 2 

Goddard & Co, 
John Abel & Con, = (as (ssi (iti‘éé;~*ét 

Messrs. Lery & Ezekiel Solomon, 4 bags corn, 10 0 0-7 

| Henry Bostwick, fur corn, 7° B&O 

gett, tT 
| This exclusive of 21,800 wampum, not charged in trader’s ac 

counts, being belts.received from different nations, a3: pledges of . 

their fidelity. the. moat of. whieh necessity obligad me to haye 

| made Over, again, . lest they: should he known, ss iw ee .



/ - _— APPENDIX NO. 4... So | 

_ RECOLLECTIONS OF GREEN BAY IN 1816—'17. | 
_, BY JAMES W. BIDDLE, oF PITTSBURGH, PA. 

| My first visit to Green Bay was in the fall of 1816. I was con-- 
_ cerned with Col. Jamus Tomas in the supply of the troops at De-- | 7 troit, Mackinaw, Chicago, Green Bay—provided, said the contract, | _ that a military post should be established at the latter place with- — . in the year. The post at Mackinaw was then under command of 

Brevet Col. Tarzor Cxampers; but in August, or thereabouts, Col. 
_Joun Mitrzr, afterwards Governor of Missouri, arrived, and tak" 
ing command, determined on establishing a post at Green Bay. 

Vessels were accordingly chartered, and, I think, three compan-- 
les of riflemen and infantry were put on board. I furnished the ~ vequired amount of provisions and they all arrived safe, though | _ this was the first instance of merchant vessels navigating the Bay. | The leading or most reliable commodore of the fleet was Capt. | Dossrns of the ‘‘ Washington,” belonging to Erie, Pa, of hundred. 
tons, the largest vessel at that time on the Lakes, though they __ spoke of the « Wellington,” of one hundred and thirty tons, be- longing somewhere in Canada, which Aad been on the Lakes, but 
found too large or drawing too much water for lake navigation, : and had then disappeared. Dosstns sounded the whole way up 
the Bay, and on his return gave the worst account of the naviga- 
tion —all shoals, said he, and rocks, with no harbor, river, or creek 7 

(an a



to put into, or island to take shelter under, excepting two at its 

mouth. | | oo | 

This account was all gammon, as I conjectured at the time, as, 

. though not contradicted by the other masters of vessels, it was not | 

confirmed by them. ‘They were, however, under some kind of 

.cow to Dossins, who besides being in some capacity in the U. 8. 

service, was of a lordly, imperious disposition, and commanded © 

the finest vessel on the Lakes, and was, moreover, acquainted with 

- the fact, that I had further and large supplies to forward. He | 

first asked $10 per barrel freight, then $7 —$5—$3 50, and finally 

closed with my offer of $1 50 per barrel, at which I loaded his — 

own and four other vessels of forty and fifty tons each—schooners _ 

: and sloops. This gives you an idea of the:price of freights at that : 

time, the general rule being $2 per lake for a barrel bulk—that is, 

from Buffalo or Erie (Cleveland not being much known then) to _ 

‘Detroit or Malden, $2; to Mackinaw $5, St. Clair Lake being call-- 

ed half one. Chicago then had no trading reputation, vessels on- 

ly visiting it to carry troops or provisions to supply them; and 

these provisions and supplies up to that time, were principally 

brought from Pittsburgh, including pork, flour, whiskey, soap, 

| candles, vinegar, conveyed by keel-boats uv the Alleghany, and — 

French Creek, to Le Boeuf, or Waterford, and thence wagoned 

over to Erie. : : - 

At this date, Ohio first began to furnish pork and flour for these 

posts; both, however, were held3as inferior, the hogs being light, 

“and the flour dark or yellowish. Michigan farmers then raised 

‘little or nothing to sell. They were French, settled on so many | 

arpents* of land, fronting on Detroit river, and limited back, Il _ 

think, by no defined line; it never entering their grave heads that 

-any man would locate himself without a river front. Here they | 

raised a few vegetables which they preserved through the winter, 

| aud some wheat and corn, which they ground by wind mills, still 

| to be seen on the points of land along the Detroit. The town of — 

| * An arpent is about one-seventh less than an English acre. | .



Detroit was of some business importance, but Mackinaw was the great emporium of trade of the North American Fur Company, at this time embodied in Joun Jacos Astor. Here his agents re- 7 sided, and from hence were fitting out his trading boats for thie 
various Indian regions, north, east and west. I think in 1816, he fitted. out two hundred and forty boats, each one. containing two traders ‘and from four to six hands. The two traders were only for this year, Congress having by law forbidden foreigners being li. — 
censed to trade with Indians—all his traders had hitherto 
been Canadians. Astor was compelled that year to send Uni- | _ ted States’ citizens, and sent out two hundred young clerks from | 

| city eounting-houses of whom to make Indian traders. As they : _ knew nothing of the traps connected. with the business, Astor had | 
_ tosend his old traderg with them as hands. : But a single’ year a _ sufficed to make them all first-rate men—the Yankees’ being al- _ 

- . ways at home at a trade, and. they easily took up with the traps, | _ leaving the Frenchmen to seek other pursuits, © e - 
I did not visit Green Bay until October or November, 1816. — I found the troops in quarters prepared for them by Col. Grartor, | the engineer, who accompanied Col. Mirrer* to the post, which the 7 latter left in command of Col. Cuamenrs, and returned to Macki- , naw, and afterwards to Detroit, that year, leaving the post at - | Mackinaw in command of Brevet Col. Jou McNutt, brother-in- | 

law of the present President Prmron; at which post were also sta- _ tioned at the same time, Capt. Buya’n. KgPieron, ahd Lieut, J OHN |  ‘Pmrce, of the Artillery, both brothers ofpresicn Prrron. The | 
former, now Gen. B. K. Pierce, I believé is still living, and still ing 

| | service—at least he was in 4848, when I had the pleasure to see 
him in this place by receiving a call from him when passing 
through, oo 

_* Gol. Joun Mruuzr, the first American officer in command at Green Bay, was a native - | of Virginia. He had served with great reputation during the war of-1812-15. After his command at Green Bay, he was appointed register of the public lands in the Howard district, Missouri, and was subsequently elected governor of that State, and for several years a member of congress. He died near Florisant, Mo., March 18th, 1846. Lop. Oo : 

| po | .



‘The fort at Green Bay, I think called Fort Howarp, was built = 

lower down Fox river, and nearer the lake than any ot the settle- | 

‘ments, and on the right. as you ascended the river. The settle, 

ment was a promising anda pleasant one, having comfortable 
houses, framed buildings of two stories, with numerous small farms 

under good cultivation, and the land very productive in corn, 

wheat, grass, &c. So rapid was the vegetation, that it was. gravely | 

| asserted that they could hear and see the corn growing, 

Col. Minter experienced ‘no difficulty from the Indians in 

establishing his post, though something of this had been antici- 

| pated from the Winnebagoes, a bold and warlike tribe who lived | | 

| at Lake au Puant, or Stinking Lake—now Take Winnebago— 

-- gome sixty miles up Fox river. None was apprehended from the 

Menomonees or. Wild Rice Indians, who resided at the mouth of 

the river. A deputation of the Winnebagoes came down and ree, 

monstrated with Ool. Mixizr against what they termed an intru- | 

gion; and inquired why, and for what purpose, he was about to 

| establish a fort there | MILLER gave them what he had in expla- . 

nation, and that his purpose, though armed for war, was peace. 

‘The Winnebago Chief then made to him the celebrated remark of 

the Armenian Prince, I think it was, to Luoviius, “that ifhis ob- 

ject was peace, he had brought. more with him than was necess 

gary to treat; but if his object was war, he had brought too few 

| to fight.” Murume told him that he had not seen all the force he | 

had with him, and ine him down to the river bank, among 

| the grass of which he siggwed him some ten or twelve large can- — 

: - non lying, which the Indian had not before seen; but upon viewing 

| them, he said that Col. Mitter probably had enough to make 

: good his right—broke up the conference, and gave no farther trou- 

ble. The Winnebagoes seemed to be a different race of people, 

: and were so regarded, from the Chippeway, or rather Ojibway, 

~~ of which great family, nearly, if not all, the other tribes in that | 

region were branches—their language be'ng totally different, - 

having a guttural sound like the German, ne 

The Menomonees at Green Bay were a small and generally



peaceable tribe, but had, at this time, a very remarkable jan, as 
7 their chief—one held in much. awe by. the surrounding Indian . 

nations, and in high respect by the whites. His name wasTomay, 
whom I personally knew, and I may say, venerated. Ilearned 

| from those who were acquainted with his history, many marked : 
eccurrences.of his previous life. He had no hereditary claim to Oo 
the chieftainship. This was held, at the time, by a man nearly ag 
old as himself, who was an idiot, but who they always took with > 
them in their excursions. Toman merely ruled as the acknowledg- : 
ed strongest man of the nation, and this he had continued to‘ do 
for agreat many years. The Indian tribes around were’ repre- “8 
sented to me as all afraid of him, though they mentioned it as'a : 

_ singular fact, that he had never engaged in war with any of them 
while in control of the nation. oe Ne 

_ An interesting illustration of this I received from several per- _ 
gong, as occurring upon an interview he had with ‘Trcumsei in | 
1810 or 1811, when that remarkable man was forming his great com- | a 
‘bination for driving the Americans back, who like the waves of the : 
sea, were encroaching upon their hunting grounds.: With this view 

__, he visited Green Bay, obtained a council and hearing from Toman ' 4 
and his people, whom he addressed in a manner lie best knewhow | 
to do; and in the course of which, in true Indian spirit, he pic- ) 

_ tured the glory, as well as certainty of success, and as omens of : 
_. this, recapitulated to them his own hitherto prosperous career— 

the number of battles he had fought, the victories he had won, : 
_ the enemies he had slain, and the scalps he had takeh from the - 
heads of warrior-fods. — Toman appeared sensible of the influence = 

_ of such an address upon his people, and feared its consequence, 
for he was opposed to leading them into war. His reply wasina = 
tone to allay this feeling, and he closed with the remark to‘them, = 
that they had heard the words of Tucumsru—heard of the battles 7 
he had fought, the enemies he had slain, and the scalps he had | 
‘taken. He then paused; and while ‘the deepest silence reioned 
throughout the audience, he slowly raised his hands, with his eyes 

- fixed on them, and ina lower, but not less prouder tone, continued  ° —



| b4 ee 
——, & but st 43s my boast that these hands are unstained with human 
blood!” The effect is described as tremendous—nature obeyed 

_ her own impulse, and admiration was forced even from those who 
gould not, or did not, approve of the moral to be implied, and the 

| gravity of the council was disturbed, for an instant, by a murmur 

of approbation—a tribute to genius, overpowering, at the moment, 

| the force of education and of habit. He concluded with remark- 

ing, that he had ever supported the policy of peace, as his nation 
was small and consequently weak ; that he was fully aware of the 

injustice of the Americans in their encroachments upon the lands ~~ 

| ' of the Indians, and for them feared its consequences, but that he 

saw no relief for it in going to war, and therefore, as a national — 
thing, he would not do so, but that if any of his young men were 

desirous of leaving their hunting grounds, and following TECUMSEH, 
they had his permissicntodoso. His prudent counsels prevailed. 

I always thought this an odd speech—a very remarkable one 

to come from a savage, for such Toman was by birth and education, 
| but by nature I always thought him one of the. grandest speci- 

mens of humanity I had ever seen. I had not met with him at 

Green Bay; I was only a few days there in 1816, and hurried 
with business, nor did I hear much, if anything, of him, until after 

a meeting with him the next year at Mackinaw. The first I heard 
of him, was a prescription of his to Col. Jouy Bowyer, the Indian ~ 

agent at Green Bay, for the gout, of which my brother, EpwaRD © 

Broptz, told me, and a very rational one I thought it—“to drinkno 

| whiskey, live on lean meat and wild rice, and scarify his feet.” 
| This lead me to make inquiries about him, when I found, that my 

brother had become a warm friend of his—an admirer of him. | 

| When at Mackinaw, early one morning in the latter part of 

May or early in- June, 1817, I had come out of my lodgings, 

a and observed approaching me, one of the many Indians then - 

on the Island, and taking a look at him as he emerged from 

| the fog, then very heavy, I was struck, as he passed, in a 

most unusual manner by his singularly imposing presence. I 

| had never seen, I thought, so magnificent a man. He was of |



the larger size, perhaps full ‘six feet, with fine proportions, a little: 
stoop-shouldered, and dressed in a somewhat dirty Indian blan- 
ket, and had scarcely noticed me as he passed. I remember it | 

_ as distinctly as if it was yesterday. I watched him until he dis- 
_ appeared again in the fog, and remember almost giving expression _ 

toa feeling which seemed irresistably to creep over me, that the | 
earth was too mean for such a man to walk on! _ The idea, to be: 

sure, was discarded: the moment it came up, but existence it had : 
at this my first view of Toman. I had no knowledge at the time 

_ who he was, or that Toman was on the Island, but while standing | ) 
there before my door, and under the influence of the feeling I have | 

_ described, Henry Gravurat, the Indian interpreter, came up, 
and I enquired of him whether he knew of an Indian who had 
just passed up? He replied yes, thatit was Toman, chief of the 
Menomonee Indians, who with his people had arrived late the | 

evening before, and were encamped at the “ Point ;” that Tomax 
had just been with him to ask a council with the Indian agent, : 
Maj. Wu. H. Poravurr. The council was held at 10 o’clock, and 
I made it my business to attend. : | - 

To understand what follows, 1 must make a short digression _ 
The British for many years had paid annual contributions, termed 
by them Indian annuities, giving each member of the tribe a suit | 
of clothes, consisting of a shirt, leggins, breech-clout, and blan- 

_ ket—and each family, a copper kettle, knives, axes, guns, amuni- 
tion, &c. For these, each tribe came regularly in the spring or 
fall, either to Mackinaw or Drummond’s Island, or the Sault Ste. : 
Marie. Toman wasa British Indian. He had not himself engaged in | 
the war, but his feelings were with the British, as were personally 
some of his young men. He had arrived on Mackinaw Island with oe 
his whole people on their way to Drummond’s Island to receive their 
usual annuity, and had stopped at Mackinaw to rest over nights | | 
There was nothing novel to us in this,as a number of tribes had pre- 

viously arrived, stopped and had a council, at which they told : 
their story, always winding up with professions of love for their : 

— “Chemuckiman Nosah,” or American Father, who, they hoped, |



- would open his heart, and give their people some meat to stay 

7 them on their journey, and his breasts to give them some milk— 

i. e. whiskey—to make them joyful. This was the usual winding — 

up of all such councils. When the council in this instance had 
met, and the proper time offered, Toman arose and stated to Maj. 
‘Pursurr, that he had arrived with the Menomonee Nation, the 

night before,on their way to visit their British father,and that having 
stopped on the Island to rest over the night,he had thought it his 
duty to report the fact to his American father. With this simple 

| announcement,he sat down. Puruurr, alittle nettled, made a short - 

. reply, and the council broke up. : OO 

| Coming out of the council house, I waited for Maj. Porsurr, 
and remaked to him that Toman would want some provisions for 

his people, and that I wished he would give me an order for that 
purpose. “D—n the rascal, why didnt he ask for it, then?” “I 

| suppose,” said I, “being a British Indian, he is too proud.” “Well, 
| let him starve, then.” “TIfall are to starve who are proud, God. — 

help many that I know of, Major.” I had no difficulty in pre- | 

vailing in the matter, as government had made provision for such 

issues to Indians, and GRAVERAT and I made out an estimate 

proper under the circumstances to give, and Toman and his people 
continued their voyage. ae - 

In a few days he and they returned, dejected and disconsolate. 
A change had come over the spirit of British policy. They had — 
just come out of a long and exhausting dance led them by Napo- 

leon, and were counting the cost. They had been casting around 

to find where surest and readiest to cut off drains upon their trea- 

sury, and judging that they had no further need of Indian servi- 

ces, lopped off the whole list of Indian annuities. This was al- 
ready known at Mackinaw, and had been told to Toman upon his 

first arrival, but he would not, or did not, believe it. Hefoundit, 

“however, too true. There were no annuities there for him, or for 

any other tribes, many of whom were there; and it was anticipa- 

ted at one time, that they would rise upon the British force there, 
and take what they could get. Butthis was not attempted. _
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My brother Edward; then and now at Mackinaw, had been 
well acquainted with Toman'at Green Bay, and immediately after 
‘his return to the Island, he came into the store, spoke afew words. Ss, 

_. tomy brother, and left. Ihad seen the interview, and watched a 

the result, without making any enquiry, for I saw that my brother, | 

who greatly loved Toman, was imbued with all his melancholy. 
| In a few moments a'young Indian came in with a three gallon keg, | 

which my brother bade the young man in the store to fill with 
whiskey, which was charged on the books to Tomas. Iwaslook- ‘ 
ing over the books but a few years ago, and saw the entry on the 

ledger, which brought with it a ‘train of wild and melancholy 
' thoughts. This insult from the British authorities, as he took it, 

‘was more than his proud heart could bear. For himself he might 

have borne up against it, but for his people, and in the sight of = 
those whose good offices he had refused ‘to ask, he could or would 
not. The keg was brought to him in his tent, from which he 
drank alone, and to an excess, that relieved him the third day of 
pride, grief, joy and care. He was buried on the Island. I was 

present at his funeral, and witnessed his daughter, a young girl of 
nineteen or twenty, as she mournfully sang his death song at the 

| head of the coffin, just before lowering into the grave all that was | 
mortal of Toman. I never saw so distressed and broken-hearted a 

people. They said they were no longer a nation—no longer any 
thing. Toman could alone command and keep them together, but 
now they would be scattered and lost. We made.a collection, 

| and bought them provisions which carried them home, where they 
| organized ‘under some other chief, until driven from their old | 

hunting-grounds by you land-grasping Wisconsiners !* a 

* Of Toman, or Tuomaw, or Tuomas Carron, we have found but little in print. 

He seems to have,been the great Indian cheiftain of the Wisconsin tribes; our Pariip - 

of Poxanoxer—our Pontrac--our TrcumsrH; not so well known, to be sure, and figuring . 

on a smaller theatre, but exhibiting traits of character none theless noble—none the less: | 

__ extorting our admiration. Col. De Pzysrsr, in his ’rare work previously alluded 

_. to, thus spoke of him in 1779; ee ce 

“While none on earth live more at ease, | - | 
Than Carong’s brave Menominees ;7? . | 

8 | .
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The settlement at Green Bay in. 1816, as I have remarked, wasa 
_. very clever one. They had comfortable houses and good farms. — 

It was composed mainly of old engagers—Canadian boatmen, | 

who had withdrawn from the employment of the fur companies, | 

and fixed themselves down on a piece of land fronting on the 
river, and married to whole or half-breed Indian women. The | 

| custom I found prevailing here was somewhat unique of its kind, | 

as a leading feature of the community, though something of the 
kind still exists at New Orleans among a distinct class. You Wis- | 

consiners may smile, or grin, or scowl-at it, but you cannot alter — 

the facts as I found them at that time. The young people there - 

were generally a cross between the French Canadian and In- 

dian, and marriage between girls of this class and the whitemen __ 

arriving, was of a conventional or business kind,to suit the conve- 

nience of the case, the residence of the men not being prmanent, | 

or intending to be so. Marriage, therefore, was limited as to | 
time, and was contracted either for life, or for six, or twelve 

months, as the case might be—with the white. men arriving, it as. 

| generally of the latter kind. The lover having made choice of a girl, 
applied to her parents, with whom he entered into a limited mar- 
riage contract—specifying the amount to be paid them for depriva- _ 

tion of her services—the amount to be paid her in hand for her | 
own benefit, and the amount per week for her boarding and rent | 

and added, that he was “a very clever fellow, chief of the nation of Menominees—the —- 

handsomest man among the Indians.’ . 

Dr. Morse, in his Tour among the Indians, in 1820, speaks of him as “the celebrated _ 

THomaw, who died, and was buried, at Mackinaw, and over his grave Mr. John Law of - 

Green Bay, erected a monument with the following inscription : - 

“Here rests the body of Tuomas Carron, Grand Chief of the Folle Avoine (Menoni- 

nee) nation, who departed this life July 8th, 1818, aged 56 years, regretted by all who 

knew him.”? This date makes his death occur a year later than Mr. Biddle, who thinks _ 

he cannot be mistaken ; and Toman mast have been fully ten years older than the age | 

upon this monument represents, judging from the fact of his being a prominent chief as 

early as 1779. His son Mav-cau-rav-bzx, or Cannon, of whom Dr. Morsz spoke asa __ 

modest, sensible man, is one‘of the present chiefs of the Menomonees, and has so been 

ever since his father’s death, and has attained the age of fifty-five years.’ . oO 

os | L. C. D.



of a room in the house, if to remain in the dwelling of her pa- 
rents, These payments were generally made in provisions, clo- 
thing, &. a 7 — re 

- In case the lover or husbaad removed from the place before the 
_ expiration of the time agreed on,-he had the right—as in the case | 

) of the engager—to transfer his marital claim thus acquired, to an- | 
other; so that during the term ot the stipulated coverture, the 
girl might find herself the wife of two or more husbands. Iknew 
of several marriages of this kind during the few weeks I was. at 
the Bay in 1816 and ’17. Icouldstate that of Capt. ———, of _ 
the U.S. Army, but I decline any reminiscence of names. T was 
so far intelligent of this, as to be called upon by the Captain, an 
old acquaintance, to heal:some breach between him and his thus ac- | 

_ quired wife—for the reason that I could speak some French, which 
~. he could not. She was in high zantrems, he said, about something . 
_ which he could not understand. He wanted that Ishould go with - 

him to ascertain what could be the matter. Of course I went, 
_ and found the fair:dame sulky and sullen, but with an eye flashing | 

high anger. I easily got the truth from her. Her jealousy had | 
been excited or roused by some tale-bearer. I gave her the ex- | 
planations and details he tendered, with promises of caution and 

_ good conduct for the future; and having restored peace between | 
‘man and wife, I went merrily home. The contracts entered into 

_ in this manner were regarded by them as sacred, and no evidences 
were adduced or known of infidelity on the part of the women, - 
and were consequently highly resented if occurring on the part of 

| the spouse. | ee , . 
‘The Bay was unblessed at this time with any thing inthe nature _ 

or calling of a priest, but it did rejoice in the possession of a } 
_ Iagistrate, who had enjoyed the office of judge time without 

memory of when it began; and long had all the business of the __ 7 
colony been regulated and kept in order by the awe-inspiring : 
authority and portly person of Judge Reaums. No person there — 

— could tell when his official duties first devolved upon him, nor 
from whence his authority was derived. It was sufficient. to ob-



: tain obedience, that it existed, and no one disputed his authority 
or appealed from his decision, for, in. truth, there was no power’ 

above him. Before him all complaints were brought, and all 
wrongs redressed, and marriages celebrated—for doing which he | 

had fixed fees. In the case of marriage, of which it was discov- 
ered he kept some kind of record, if you remained in cohabitation 

beyond the stipulated time, he would send for you; have you to 

renew the engagement, or punish you by fine for “contumacy or — 

neglect—thus securing a new fee for his own pocket, and enforcing | 
- a proper respect for the laws and customs of the country. While _ | 

I was there, a vagabond French desperado was arrested for an act | 

of violence to a half Indian girl: The case was rather ‘broadly 
made out against him, which excited the ireof the good Judgeto 

-- guch a degree, that he sentenced the fellow to buy the girl a new | 

frock—it having been proven that her own had been torn in the 
scuffle, and to work one week in his, the Judge’s, garden! 

| It was reported, but I know not with what truth, that his libra- 
ry was enriched with two odd volumes of Blackstone, but whether __ 

in French, or English I did not learn. A gentleman, a friend of = 
mine, had a dispute with a troublesome fellow about some trifle, 

and upon whose application, Rzaume sent my friend a summons— ~ 

| instead of paper with name and seal, the constable exhibited the | 

well-known large jack-knife of the Judge, which had long been _ 
made to serve that purpose. On the day of appearance, defendant 

broke ground for the Judge’s, and stopping at a store on the way, 
bought some cheap article. On approaching the office, he found 

the Judge at the door, who exclaimed to him in broken English, 

“You may go away—go away; [has given judgment against — 

| ye.” ‘Good morning, Judge.” “Good morning; I has given __ 
judgment against.ye.” “Coming along by Burgan’s store, Isaw 
this small coftee-pot: hanging out, and I-bought it-to present to 

you, Judge; will you do me the pleasure to accept it?” “* O—yes, — 
tank ye—tank ye kindly—very much ’bliged to ye.” “Judge, I 

_ don’t owe that fellow any thing.” “You don’t?’ “No,IThave 

really overpaid him.” “The rascal; I reverses my judgment, and | 
, he shall pay de costs.” ro
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Now it must not be imagined from this, that Judge Reauma 
was a bad man. He was the reverse of this, but followed the — | 

_ temper of the times, and. bowed to the current of the country’s. | 
_ customs, rather than undertake the labor of changiug or rising , 

_ above them. The quiet acquiescence of the people to his autho- 
rity for so long a time, and the sufferance of his rule and sway. : 

_ under British and. American supremacy—and possibly under | 
_ French, too—for he may. not have surrendered until long after. 

_ Montcalm and Cornwallis did, is an argument at least in favor of | 
_ the mildness of his administration. ‘Nor was he deficient in intel- 

_ ligence, and possessed much of the natural politeness of the bet- - 
_ ter class of rural French.* The most considerable man chow- 

ever, in the settlement, the ‘one of most intelligence and enter- | 
_ prise—the substantial one of the colony, was Joun Law, who oc- , 
_ cupied a fine farm on the left bank of Fox river as you ascend, 
which he afterwards sold to Joun Jacoz Asror, and which now, I 

_ think, forms apart of the townofGreenBay. 8 | 
There is, or was, a natural'phenomenon at Green Bay, which I 

_ have before made public notice of, and repeat here; I mean are- | 

| * Judge Cuanzes Reaumx was probably a native of Detroit--at least, in 1777, there . 
_ Wasa prominent resident of Detroit, named Prerre REAUME ; and in 1778, Caries a 

REAUME, was a captain in the British Indian Department; at Detroit, and accompanied | . 
Gov. Hammon in his. expedition against Vincennes in December of that year, and: 
when. the American Col. Gzorcz Rogers CiarK recaptured that place in February, : 
1779, Capt. ReaumE .was among the prisoners, who taking the oath of neutrality, was | 

_ ’ permitted to return to Detroit. Gen. Crarn’s MS. Papers, in the writer’s possession, . 
_ prove this fact. From Morsx’s Indian Report, it appears that Capt. Reaume settled at - 

_ . Green Bay in 1790, and probably derived his early commission of Judge from the | 
British authorities at Detroit ; and anticipating perhaps, the early transfer of Detroit to 

_ the. American government, may have. had something to do in hastening his departuré- ===. 
| When Brown county, in which the Green Bay settlement was and is still situated, was oo, 

- organized under the authority of Michigan Territory, in 1818, Judge -REAUME Was ap- 
pointed. by Goy. Cass an Associate Justice, and Justice of the Peace; in July, 1824, 
another filled his place on the bench—hence it would appear, that he diedsometime be- —_ 
tween 1818 and 1824. a — | 7 

- 7 a . . oe + L, 0. D.



gular ebb and flow as of a tide, in the waters of Fox river.* I | 
noticed it every day for about ten days that I staid there in 1817. | 

_ The rise and fall was, I think, twelve to eighteen inches, and oc+ | 

curred regularly at the same hours every day—being greater or 
. less in its rise and fall as the wind was up or down the Bay. I 

published a notice of this in the Pittsburgh Gazette in 1818-19, , 
which was copied into various papers, and caine under the notice 

| of Judge Woopwarn, of. Detroit, a gentleman of much learning | 

| and science, who visited Green Bay and examined into it, and, in — 

| a published report, confirmed the existence of the ebb and flow” 
aslhad found and described it : 

Now, don’t set mé down as delving béhind CaaTeaupriaAND.— __ 

Poor CuaTEAuBRiaNp had been landed on the wild shore in Cana- 

| da from a boat on Lake Ontario, and ran into the woods to enjoy 
the luxury of the wild, unstinted freedom: of Nature in all her 
glory of forest and‘flowers; and in the ecstacy of ‘excitement, he 
was hugging the trees, he tells us, when he heard a loud and 
rumbling roar, which alarmed and brought his mind back to earth 
from elysium, and caused him to rnn.to his. comrades in the boat to 

| see what was the matter.. The alarm, hesaid,-had been causeless: 

Tt was only the tide coming in! This is not worse than Oliver 

- Goldsmith, good honest fellow as he was, who, in an old and hon- 
ored school book, gave a very fair, true and faithful description of — 
Niagara Falls—the perpendicular height and vastness of the col- 

- umn precipitated ; and then, after writing all this, and seeing what | 
he had written, quietly and calmly remarked, that notwithstanding 
the height of the fall, and the power of the current, Indians had : 
been known to pass down it in their canoes in safety! I-well re- 

~  * An able article upon the tides of the North American Lakes, written by the late 

SO Col. Henry Wauritine, of the U. 8. Army, may be found in Silliman’s Journal, and also 

in Historical and Scientific Sketches of Michigan. Col. Wuirine argues that there isno 

sensible lunar tides on the Lakes, and is sustained in this opinion by Gen. Cass and Hzn- 

nY R. Scuoorcrart, Esq. ; that there are probably planetary influences operating on the , 

lake waters, but that the changes in thelevel of the waters are mainly produced by at- 

mospheric phenomena. - | re 

| Oo : | LOD
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member reading it in my own old school book, fifty years ago, and | 
of being bothered about it; but that passage about the canoes has 

_ been dropped in all the later editions. _ | yo : 

‘The fowl-game at Green Bay were the duck and prairiehen— 
| both abundant. The ducks used to rise like large dark clouds, =—— 

subsisting probably on the wild rice growing near the head of the —s—s™ 
Bay. I wonder, by-the-by, if it grows there still! The Indian 
women used to make a favorite dish of wild rice, corn and fish, 
boiled together, and called Zassimanonny. I remember it to this 
day as an object of early love. | : . 

Pittsburgh, Pa, Jan., 1854. | a | 
| To Lyman C. Drarzr, Esq. Oo a a |



| . APPENDIX NO.5.— . —— oan 

RECOLLECTIONS OF A TOUR THROUGH WISCONSIN | 

eo IN 1882. - 

BY COL. CHARLES WHITTLESEY, OF EAGLE HARBOR, LAKE SUPERIOR. _ 

In the Spring of 1832, vessels were unable to reach the Upper 7 

Lakes until the first week in May. We were detained at Macki- | 

: naw a few hours, and were landed at Green Bay, about the 15th 

of that month. The weather was cold and boisterons, which | 

- _- yendered the delay at Mackinaw agreeable, enabling the captain. | 

tolay ina supply of trout, and those who by reason of seasick- 

: ness had found the stomach a very uncomfortable place, to settle _ 

that organ, and treat it to a little food. Here we found the garri- 

gon and the inhabitants in a state of the most pleasurable excite- 

ment. Our vessel and another in company were the first of the 

season. The ice had left that part of the Lake long since, yet no ~ 

sail had made its appearance in these waters till to-day. During 

the winter, residents upon the Islandare in a state of complete sep- 

aration from the rest of the world. The postmaster at Detroit was. 

authorized to procure a foot-mail once a month, after the swamps . 

and rivers were sufficiently frozen, and a Frenchman sometimes 

succeeded in taking a letter-bag through the wilderness, but pa- 

pers and pamphlets directed to this quarter spent the winter in 

| Detroit. | a Oo
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| Lhe first vessel therefore brought up the; arrears of. news, and | 
produced those who had escaped in the fallto enjoy life and cid’ | 

__. Vilization in the cities. . It opened a passage for the: trader who: - 
- for half a year had looked out upon snow andice, to’ flea. to the | 

_ genial.south,promised a renewed; communication with friends and. 
_ kindred, when he.who had enjoyed only the range’ of a. barren: — 

_ Teland, could strike across the Lakesand the States to the Sea,min-; 
- gling with. old .comrades, and new friends. ‘When-transplanted.. , 
from the contact of the gleeful Canadian and the boisterous Indi-. | 
an, he could taste the sweets of refinement, and partake of the deli- | cious and chastening society of accomplished women, 

_ : Such’had been the delay of our arrival that the anxiety of these | 
exiles: had, become intense. ‘All had partaken of the. expecta- 
tion,. from the. officer. .to:the voyageur, and from morning.till 
night they. lingered. in little knota ‘upon the heights about. old. : 

_ Fort Holmes, istraining their. eyés: to.eatch the first glimpse of . 
the.first topsail on the clear line -of the horizon. A dim:speck;, 
the: canoe of the Indian; ‘a floating log, ‘a fragment of-ide,-or 
even a. fleeting wave, by: force of imagination and hope, right-: . 

ed up intoa mast-head.and colors peeping across the convexity. 

_ Atlength a ship'makes its appearance; and under fall press of: 
gail rounds the:Island of Bois Blane; and stands in forthe anchor: 
age. ‘Thepasséngers from its deck may see.a commotion: among 
the people on the brow of the hill, the swinging of hats, and the wav- : 
ing of handkerchiefs... But-hecannot hear the acclamations, the 
almost;frantic shouts of the Islanders, Chobe gta ce 
_ The striped banner.ascends the...flag-staff of. the fortress, while 

the American flag greets its fellow in. the.wavings of the breeze 
at the thain peak, and the, heaviest: gun upon the works awaking. 
from a winter’s slumber, sends its heavy tones along the shore.—. , 
As the first boat grazes the pebbled ‘beach, a congregation has a 
clustered around the spot. — Then ‘follows the hearty gripe, the 
soul-felt recognition, and the ailent, yet deep congratulations to. 

_ which every organ except the eye refuses utterance, So



The individual who:had'seen Mackinaw (or according to Noah | 
Webster, Michiflimackinack) as early as 1832, had’ been to the: 
verge of civilization, and was ‘expected to produce’a deseription in’ 

detail. By the rapid enlargement of Ameriéan occupation, it has~ 
now ceased to be a point of great interest, and will soon attract’ at- 
tention only: for the historical reminiscences that attach to the’ 
name. Always the resting place of the Indian wandering from one- 
Northern :Sea:to another, his:camp-fire was ‘seldom: extinguished: 

uponitsshore. 5 a 

"About 1650, the’ countrymen of Father Hennepiti‘and La Salle’ 

came along to dicker for furs, mingling the gibberish of the French- 
man with the gutterals.of the native. Then.the Englishman located , 
himself there, with’ a-half civil, and half military: posgession ux-: 
der:the treaty of 1763.: By-the Revolution, the Americans. ae-! 
quired title, and in 1794 obtained possession. of the Island.*: — 
The military occupied the old British fort; named Holmes by the 
Americans, in the rear of the present stockadé, until 1812, when: 

it fell-by surprise-into the hands of the-English: The'issue of the 
war made it again American: ground, and-sinee'1819 a small gar-’ 
rigon has beer in-oecupation,. being the-center of fur tradiagope-’ 
rations in the North-West till within two years.+. ‘It was-theneu-’ | 
tral ground of the Indian who came from beyond the Mississippito 
get goods, presents and whiskey, and the harvest. ground: of: the: 
white man .who took his-furs, for. a: penny, and sold them ‘to his. 

brother.or sister fora pound. ee 

But the red man is no-longer “congregated here; aiid the white 
man has gone after him to “ Fond du Lac;” at thé-extreiné of'Eake 

| Superior. The garrison is therefore unnecessary, the missionary de- 
 gerted by his flock rémoved to “Tle Point,” everything points to 
the speedy decline, if not the abandonment of this wild apot.'The’ 

" * The British acquired possession. of Mackinaw in 1761, by the surrender ‘of Canada, 

and its dependencies; and Detroit, and Mackinaw were detained asBritish posts until, = 
1796, when they were delivered to the American government: under.the provisions of - 

Jay’s Treaty—L.0.D. | a I 

t That is to say, till 1836, for this paper was written by Col. Wurrrizsey, in 1838. —



| «6 | 
Island is limited in extent, rocky and steep, the main land adjacent” rough and mountainous, but in summer a most delightful residence, 
My passage through Wisconsin resulted from em ployment which _ detained me at Green Bay till September. Not having contem- ) plated a description of any thing which transpired, or which I saw In that region, the present observations are mere gleanings of me- | 7 mory, unassisted by..a single note, date or memorandum. . They will be. impression 8.rather than facts, the remains of marked inci. : dents and events not yet obliterated by subsequent affairs, 

_ .: Our schooner entered the Bay during the night, nearing the _ mouth of Fox river, where the settlement is, before morning . | Emerging from the companion-way about sun-rise, we found our- 
selves midway from each shore, distant five or six miles, the land sloping on either hand towards the water. During the progress of. . the voyage no signs of vegetation were apparent, and the unbud-. | ded trees along Lakes Huron and Michigan still retained the bleak- ness of winter. © The direct rays of the sun illuminated the west- ern shore, leaving the dark shadows of morning still resting upon the east. Judge of our surprise and pleasure, when at the first | glance, we saw the forests of both shores clothed with young leaves, rich in the velvet green of spring. We had left the realms of - rough winds and floating ice, and were transferred in one night to _ calm and clear waters, and the gentle fannings of a southern breeze. | - Our latitude was higher than the lowest part of Lake Huron, yet 
the season was more than two weeks in advance of that spot.. 
Whether the original discoverers came into this place under like: : circumstances and gave it aname accordingly, Tam not informed, __ but the propriety of its title will strike every one who does, 
‘The garrison is situated ‘on the west side of Fox river, about one~ mile from its mouth. _ The old settlement occupies both sides of © the river for about eight miles, Opposite to Fort Howard the» town of Navarino-had been built on paper, and some good houses | were actually completed. The old village of “Shanty Town,” ” 

otherwise “ Menominee,” already showed symptoms of a decline, | | being two miles further up the river. Around the head of the:
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Bay, the land is a wet prairie and marsh, with long grass, furnish- 

ing musketoes in inexpressible numbers. But the land on the — 

east of the Bay rises gradually from the water’s level, covered | 

with scattering oaks and occasional thickets of low tim- 

ber. It is a limestone region, supporting a good soil, which bears. 

in many places the marks of ancient cultivation. Inthe direction 

of Duck Oreek there is some poor land. But receding from the 

xiver and the Bay on all sides, there will be found a fine agricul- | 

tural country. The bottom lands are occupied by descendants of 

the French, who were here abouta century and ahalfago. Their — 

locations arc n the French style, narrow upon the river, and run- 

ning back great distances. Beyond these claims, most of the 

country lies in a state of nature. re 

- ne Menominee Indians had but lately held the title to most of 

| it, for a circuit of sixty miles, raising a few patches of miserable 

eorn, on the low grounds. About eight miles south-west, a party 

| of Stockbridge * Indians had been located by government, and 

were in the cultivation of lands as a civilized community. At 

the Great Kakalin, about twenty miles up the Fox river, a mis- 

| sionary establishment succeeded in bringing many of the Me- 

nominees to clear land, build comfortable cabins, and practice the 

art of husbandry. Some halt-breeds occasionally preferred a hut 

to a wigwam, and raised a little corn, and a few potatoes. — With | 

: these exceptions, this interesting tribe existed in a state of worse — 

* Or rather chiefly Oneidas. Rev. Eleazer Williams, with a deputation of the 

Oneidas, first visited the Grecn Bay region with a view to finding a new home, in the 

summer of 1820. Reporting favorably, in August 1821, Williams sgain repaired to 

Green Bay, himself as the deputy of the St. Regis Indians, accompanied by a delega- 

| tion of Oneidas, Stockbridges, Onondagoes, Senecas, and Mun
sees, who made a treaty with 

| the Menomonees and Winnebagees, and purchased a considerable territory from them.—- 

In September, 1822, this territory was largely increased by an additional purchase 

The’ New York Indians emigrated from time to time in bands, and settled on their pur- 

hase. The writer of this note, well remembers seeing a party of Oneidas passing 

; through Lockport, N. Y., on canal boats, on their way to Green Bay in 1826 or 1827; 

gpl among them were some very pretty, well behaved females, dressed in the costume 

of the whites. a oe L. ©. D.
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than savage wretchedness. They are naturally a good natured 
people, and less ferocious than their Northern brethren. The In- 
dian thirst for fire-water, however, reigned with them, evén be- 

_ yond the usual limit of aboriginal desire. As a consequence, 
, murders were of common occurrence, and when committed ‘beyond 

_ the reach or knowledge of American authorities, were not scrupu- 7 
 lously noticed.) = | Oo 7 

In person, they are of a thick-set frame, less tall, and in better 
condition than most Indians, and at least equally indolent. The 
thief is not.so common a character with them, as with many other 

| tribes. Their attachment to the United States, has not been ex- 
ceeded by any Indian people. But the gratification of a never 
satisfied craving for whiskey, has debased them to the lowest point 

of human degradation. Osuxosn was at this time hereditary chief, - 

and about twenty-one years of age.* He was a young chief, of 
| strong sense, & murderer of one of his tribe, and a lover of strong 

drink. In council, he withheld his speech till late in the debate, 
but spoke with firmness and effect. The Grwz:y Buart is well 
known as. the orator of the the nation. He had a commanding | 

| manner in speech, but his talk exhibited more of the energetie | 
_ declaimer than the speaker. There was in his character little to 

admire, being a great drunkard. His wife lay at night in the wig- | 

_-wam asleep, when he came in, ferocious, and overcome by liquor, - 
and made a pass at her head with his tomahawk. The hatchet. 

| grazed the side of her head, through the unsteadiness of his aim, 

and sank into the earth. This was not occasioned by any quarrel 

8 Osnxosn was much older. In March 1855; he represented himself to be sixty years 
of age, and those who know him say, that he appears to be about that age. His name- oe 

_ and that of Joserrz Carron are attached to the treaty of Butte.des.Morts, in August,. 

1827. Oshkosh signifies brave. The ages ‘of other Menomonee chiefs at this time,. ’ 

March, 1855, are—Souttany, Head War Chief, 10; Carron, 55; Na-Moxrs, 42; Osu-- 

KEE-HE-NAW-NIEW, or the Young Man, 49 ; AH-KE-NO-TO-WAY, 37; Smow-NR-on, or’ 

— Silver, 28 ; Cas-A-GA8-0-E-GAY, 45, See Milwaukee Sentinel, March 8, 1855,. Lc. D. 

_t Kausw-xavu-no-natve, or Grizzly Bear, signed the treaties of 1831 and 1832, but not: | 

that at Cedar Point in 1836--and hence was not-probably then living. L. C. D.
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or malice against her, and the blow wasnot repeated. The taking 

of life in that way, is a common oceurrence, resulting from -an in- 

herent blood-thirstiness, roused into action by excessive drink, . 

At “Shanty Town” there was an Episcopal Mission, very‘ ably 

condneted by Rev. Mr. C————-._ The prospect of. enforcing civi- 

lization was certainly discouraging, and in éxamination of the | 

school, though it exhibited the highest proofs of the perseverance, 

and benevolence, of its conductors, left no room to doubt the en- | 

tire failure of a scheme so dear to American philanthropists. It 

is not necessary to determine, whether the Indian is, by a ruleof 

heaven, destined to reject forever the blessings of education and 

agriculture, but it seems plain that before he will secure them, his 

present feeling must undergo a radical change. . If it arose from a 

| mere want of ability, or simple indifference, a hope of ultimate = 

success might be indulged. The condition of his intellect is sound, — 

but the inclination of his mind is adverse. “There is an affected 

stupidity, an obstinate resistance, in relation to the reception of 

all learning; an innate distaste to all mental application, which _ 

hermetically seals up the talent of the race. . if by any fortune, 

they had fallen prisoners into the hands of the ancient nations, as 

the spoils of conquest, and their native indolence had been over- 

come by servitude and the lash, as with the Helots of Greece, a 

few generations would have resulted in an amalgamation of blood, 

an exaltation of character, and the heroes, the orators, and the 

- admirals, ofthe subduing nation, would have borne the'mixture in 

, their veins. Perhaps the same result would not follow a course © 

equally rigorous and unjust, if adopted between the American 

and the Indian. But an entire revolution is. to take place in the 
tendency of their present career, if, a century hence, the only 
living monuments of the red race, east of the Rocky Mountains, 

shall not be the half-breed and his descendants; “= = 

| As has been observed, the original white settlers of the valley 

of the Fox river were French. In point of refinenient and enter- 
prise, they were advanced a degree above the aborigines with



__ . Whom. they intermarried. : They-are a very: brisk, lively people, a _ .whe,dance, sing, drink, and-run horses,, in winter drawing a:méa- | 
gre sustenance.from the soil, and the fur trade., ‘There -are ‘now, | 
-howeyer, some very respectable and :educated-personé in that vi-_ 

__cinity, of: Indian and'Freneh parentage. © 6 os): ne . 
_ . ‘During: this spring, the “British Band” of the Sace and Foxés 

returned: to their grounds on Rock River, in Tlinois, which gave | 
_— iriserta a border wari ~The circunistances: of this:affair have been 
_ 80 variously stated, that it’s. difficult-to. ¢otne ‘dt the: trath, An. 

oO important matter, to. be settled onthe part. of. the:United. States, 
-by the expedition, was at that. time. congidered::to be, the “punish- 

_ Ament for murders committed at Fort Snelling the fall previous, by 
party of Sauks.and.Foxes upon: a body ‘of Menominees. :The | 

oo assailants, ancient enemies of the Menominees,: came up the river. | 
silently during the night, and sprang upon the lodges so seeretly 

__ Mat the sentinels of the fort, though within cannon range, had no 
notice of their approach till the butchery began. It.wasnearday light in the morning, and. the offending, party escaped before a 

_ force could reach the spot. The Menominees were faithful friends 
of the United States, and considered themselves under their pro- : 
fection. Justice required the interposition of our government, to 
punish the murderers, and good policy demanded that these,two 
Indian tribes, full of the bitterest enmity, should not bejsufferad 

___ towage war among our frontiersettlements. The Menominees wera + restiained in‘ execating théir vengeance, and promised that the 
_ ‘murderers should be obtained, and tried. The Sauks refused to | deliver them up, a mieasute which fiteelf would piobably’have 

_. ‘In-the:meantime;: the return ‘of: Brat ‘Haws took place; arid _ the Tilinois ‘militia’ made an’ attdck’tpotl “him at" te Sycamére 
| Ores, The defeat of the whites at this place encouraged the In- 
_ dians and exasparated the frontier.men, putting:an end to all. hopes a 

of an amicable-arrangment. If this rash: affair had not happened, — 
there is very little doubt but a recon¢iliation might have been ef. : 
 tected.. Brack Hawx was opposed to war. He had seen the pow: =



er of the whites, but his young men had not.’ He was over-ruled by 
them, sustained as they: were by Natport the Head Chief, and the - 

‘Propaer,* who was'a half-breed:Pottawatamie® priest/of greatin- 
- fluence.’ But when :put at the head of their'forces‘as'the first War 

| Ohief ofthe nation,he determined to maké the most’ of cireurhstan- 
ees, and when General Arxinson seit him atalk, urging him to 
‘yield without bloodshed, and’ stating “that hisitroops would sweep 

over them: like the ‘fire, over: the prairies,” the.old chief replied 

“that he would find the grass: green,and not: easily burned.” 

When the Sauks and Foxes had retréated'as far up Rock river 
as Lake Koshkonong, the settlement at’ ‘Greén, Bay began to 

feel apprehensions. . The: picketing of Fort Howard had become 
 yotten, and much of-it-was removed. There were;but two’ compa- 
nies in the garrison, one of which left for Fort Winnebago abont — 

mid-summer, © 0 

Preparations were made for receiving”the citizens and their _ 
‘property within the stockade, having been patched out, by hori- 
zontal timbers, across the curtains. There was very little cause, 

however, for alarm, surounded as ‘we were by Menominees, who _ 
could muster a respectable ‘band of warriors, and only,waited for | 

permission to do so. But the, settlement was keptiin a state of 
anxiety, during most of the summer; by false news, business, and 
travel beingina measure suspended. 2 

- During this year, no steamboat came to. the Bay, and vessels 

|e this page is going through the prege, the noble, portraits of Buacx Haw, bis Sox, 
and the Propuxr, painted by Rosert M. Suty, have safely arrived,and been placed,in: 
the rooms of the Starz Hisrorrcan Socrzry. «Those of N A*SHE-A-KUSK, OF Loup Taun- : 

. DER, son of Back Hawg, and, Wa-sE-sHz-xa, or. Tu Licur: Croup, better known as 

the Proruet, are originals, taken from life, in May 1833, at Fortress Monroe, Old Point 
Comfort, Va.; and that of MaK-KA-TAI-MEH-SHI-KA-KA, or Brack Hawk, is a copy, from | 

‘the original taken at the gathe time—the copy being deemed, in tone and execution, supe- 
| - rior to the original; The ‘countenance of the Propuzr indicates ‘a malignant? leer, 

_ which, with his dark massive locke, is in perfect keeping with his’: character; while ‘old 
- Biacx Hawk exhibits a aoble, benevolent, intellectual physiognomy, so well befittin g 

one of Narurzs Nosremey. There is nothing purticularly‘remarkable in the appearance : 

: of Bracg Hawx uis Son. 7 - ne



‘reachéd there hut seldom. The troops under General Scorr, who. 
were expected to enter the country through this point, engaged 
most of the Upper Lake craft, and instead of proceeding by way 
“of the Fox river, landed at Chicago. Under these circumstances 

__., About. the first.of September, after procuring horses and equip- 
_ ments;a stock of provisions, blankets, coffée, and liquor, a com- 

pany.of four took their departure for the Portage. The road since = 
constructed between Forts Howard. and. Winnebago, not being : 

__then'laid out,.our route lay along the Fox river. ‘The ‘station'we 
had just left, though sufficiently endowed by nature, had nothing 
if its then condition to cause regret on leaving it. Had thecontra- 
ry been the case, the pleasant scenery of the river and the singular 
mixture of civilization and barbarism exhibited by the few: peo- 
ple we saw ; the unusual combination of valley and hill, of prairie 
and woodland, that distinguished the country, would have banish- 

, ed. all, regret.: During the second day, we passed some most 
‘lovely situations on the banks of the river. The most romantic _ 

- boarding-school miss never imagined a more ‘enchanting display | 
of nature. The country was elevated into rolling meadows fifty — 
or sixty feet. from the bed of the stream, and covered with scat- 

tered oaks, beneath which the. coarse grass flourished:in high lux- 
-uriance.. i Es aah as | 

_. This river is obstructed by four considerable falls, beside rapids, == 
‘but the only communication for goods, provisions, &c., to the milita- 

Oe ory and trading posts in that quarter, is by navigation on this stream. | 
_ At high water, a small river boat, of fifteen to twenty tons, is pushed | 

against the current, till it comes to a fall, or “ chute ;” the cargo 
is here taken out until the voyageurs” can force the craft up'the | 

vapid by main strength. In low water, it is with difficulty a bark 
canoe’ will swim. An Indian farm showed itself occasionally on 
its banks; but our path generally lay through a wild pastire, well : 
stocked with the prairie hen. Near night we passed the “ Little | | 

. Butte des Morts,” or Hill of the Dead, where the treaty of 1827 
a 10 OS : -
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was held. It is a large mound apparently artificial, on, the sum-_ 
mit of which still stood the flag-staff of the American commis- _ 
sioners. The mound is reputed to contain the relies of departed — 
warriors. Early in the day, we had crossed an. open, space of a 
few acres, where the Sauks once met the French in battle ;,which 
contained several small mounds, but apparently the result ot | 
winds acting upon.a light soil, We slept at a hut on the southern 
shore of Lake Winnebago, near where the Fox river empties into 
‘it. From the rapids below the'Lake to the Portage, this stream is 
sluggish, and though crooked}: is of sufficient depth for tranmspor- 
tation of boats. It is rather a suécedsion of shallow lakes than a 

continuous river, bearing the wild rice in éndleds profusion... This 
. plant strongly resembles the southern® ‘riée! in: the’ Kernel, and 

somewhat in taste, furnishing excellent food forducks and In- 
dians. . Where the water is still, it comes wp from a depth of ten 
to fifteen feet, extending above the ‘surface, ina ‘dense’ ‘green 

mass, about as high as grown flax. In the fall'and'‘winter, theIn- 
dian pushes his canoe through it, and'shakesout the séed over the 

gunwale into his boat, ' It.alsé serves to-shelter him ‘in his insid- 
lous designs against the wild- ducks,-who' cotigregate among it, 

and lay claim to what they wish to’eat.’* After pushing our’ way 
in a flat. through a thick growth ‘of this vegetable,’ abovit two 

| miles, we were on the opposite shore of the rivet; hear the-spot 
where the father of “Grizzty Bear” is said to have lived, raised 
pumpkins and entertained the whites... ey 

Here commences a low, rolling prairie that continued about fif- 
ty miles. The trail passed two Winnebago villages, one.of which , 
was called Yuttow Tuunpgr, from its ¢hief..The Wianebdgois 
the reverse of a Menominee. Tall in figure, haughty in his mein, | 
proud of. his nationality, and ever. ready: for.war, he indulges.in 

| less drink and idleness than his neighbor, practices: theft.and mur- 
_ der, and repulses the advance ofthe white man,,-: We ‘had too of: — 

ten seen their treachery.and duplicity, to be anxious to spend much 
_ time with them, and would have been quite willing that they had 
dispensed with following us: ‘out of. the village on ‘horseback.—



Though professedly friendly, they had acted as purveyors and , 
spies to the Sauks and Foxes during the entire campai gn. For 

_ this reason, they had been refused admittance into the forts at Green Bay and Winnebago, which apparently grieved them very much. But they only waited for a safe opportunity to appear as | belligerents among Brack Hawx’s band, and if they had ceceeded in entering Fort Winnebago, were to romain till an assault could _ be made from without, and join in the fight. ‘The rations dealt “Out oeedsionally to friendly Indians, at the frontier postsby order of the government, were by them carried into the Sauk camp. Many of the murders charged to the latter, were actually commit- ted by them, and particularly the cattle and goods so frequently | 
_ stolen from the settlers by supposed enemies, were in truth appro- 

priated by these professed friends. re 
_- We arrived at Fort Winnebago late at night, having made. one 

7 hundrea and. forty miles in two and.ahalfdays, Fifty miles of _ this day’s trayel lay in.a rolling prairie, over whieh. a, two-horse 
carriage travelled in company, although no road had been con- 
structed. N othing occurred to hinder the progress of a vehicle 
except an occasional marsh. On the right of our track lay. at ire 
regular distances the Fox. river, and “Opukwa” or. Lice Lakes, : which were distantly seen as we-rose the. swells of the country. 
The garrison is at the portage between the Fox and: Wisconsin 
rivers, on a. handsome rise, overlooking the immediate valley of : 
both streams. Thisvalleyisa meadow orswampabouthalfamile  _— __ across, over which the waters of both channels mingle in time of _ flood, floating boats from the valley of the Mississippi to the val- 

ley of the Lakes. Goods destined for posts on the Upper Missis- : sippi from the east, are here carted across, and committed to the _ current of the Wisconsin. This nver has capacity for steamboat | navigation, but is filled with moveable sand bars from the portage | 
‘toits mouth ee . a 

From the fort there were travelled roads leading to the Missis- | 
_ sippi at Prairie:du Chien, or Fort Crawford, at the mouth of Fever Oo 

River near Galena, and at other points. -After two daysrest, we -



took the route for Galena by way of the “Blue Mounds.” At the 

distance of about fifteen miles in a south-westerly direction, the - 

traveller discovers that he has impercetibly attained an elevation 

conmanding the timbered valley, of the Wisconsin, and from 
which the stockade and white houses of the garrison are distinct- 

ly visible. On the east and north-east the Baribou hills rise out of 

the flat woodland and stretch away northwardly towards Lake Su- - 

perior. He stands upon an eminence of five hundred feet, sloping 

gently down on all sides, covered with waving grass. On the 

‘east and south as far as the eye can distinguish, he perceives a 

‘succession of similar hills, their rounded summits ranging irregu- | 

larly around, nota tree, nora stone, nor any fixed’ object, to be 

seen in the whole prospect. In the spacious valleys that inter-— 

| vene, millions of small flowers mingle their bright colors with the 

green of the meadows, chastening and ruralizing the scene. ‘An 

excitable person would exclaim at the sublimity of such a pros- 

pect, having the grandeur of a mountain without its loftiness, and 

the command of the sea without its monotony. A painter would 

pass fromthe grand outlines: and dwell with delight upon the 

beauty of its details, 
a 

 Jtwas through such a country, varied by a féw small lakes, that 

we spent this day. We started a plenty of grouse, and frequent-— 

ly saw the’ deer quietly feeding on the hill sides, secure frcin’ our 

rifles in the distance. The sight of a prairie wolf was not an un- ~ 

common thing. This animal differs materially from the common 

: wolf, being less in size, ofa géay color, and wanting in speed. Tt 

feeds upon the mice and sntall animials of thé low prairie, seldom 

_ assaulting the farm yard.: He’ls less‘ferocious than the fox-tailed 

wolf, and may be soon’ overtaken with a fleet horse. Their uni- 

form practice in yegard to us, ‘after running away at a moderate 

step a couple of hundred yards, was, to face abeut and examine the | 

company.. There were no Indians along the route. ~The Winne- 

| pagoes, following their established customs, ‘had abandoned their 

allies after their deteat at the ‘* Bad: Axe ” about four weeks previ- 

ous, and were in pursuit of the fugitives who had made off :north- 

wardly during the engagement, towards the Sioux country. |



_At night we slept upon the ground occupied by a war-party. of | the Menominees a fortnight previous, on the.banks of a clear lit 
tle brook. The transparency of running water in the prairie dis- 
tricts, is a matter of general surprise. _A glass of this liquid taken from Apple Creek, a stream about sixty links wide, which puts into the Mississippi.from the east, twelve or fifteen miles below Galena, would not suffer by a comparison of its purity and clear- ness, with the water of Lake Huron. The war party had left a | good supply of odd fire-brands and chunks, for the purposes of our cookery and evening comfort. They’ had beaten down ‘the grass, making a smooth place for or blankets, upon which were _ deposited our bodies, after the Indian fashion, = This tribe, though not in a war-like mood, had become impatient 
of the delay attending the subjugation and punishment of their | late murderous and ancient foes, the Sauks. They had col: lected their warriors at the Agency, three miles up the Fox river from Fort Howard, anxious to avenge themselves. Col. Sray- save, the agent, had at length promised them, if the war was not ended by a certain date, that they might march under his di. 
rection to the Wisconsin and take part in the work of our troops, Their progress en rowle was about twenty miles a day, marching ina single file, which of course left a distinet trail upon the ground. Our own men made twenty-seven miles a day on foot over the _ game country. Aboutsun-down the Indian soldiers wou'd collect | themselves at a convenient spot, generally near a thicket, and al- ways near water.. They build fires, and set up.a row of. posts or 

- erotebes in front, and lay. poles from.one to the other, a8 a protec. tion against the enemy. After the evening meal, they frequently hold a dance about the leading chief, accompanied by a due pro- _ portion of songs, and threat against the foe, Then all compose themselves in perfect security about the fires, entrusting the guar. dianship of the camp to the watehfulness of their little dogs. Sen- tinels. were sometimes persuaded to take post a few yards in ad- : vance; but they also betook themselves to their blankets, and | 
slept till day-light. _ Ss . a | ; . - ~ ; CN :



It was: now early in ‘September, and everything conspired to 

nerve the system and animate the senses. “The sky iad notshown - 

a cloud for many days; the air was cooled by an evermoving 
breeze; countless flowers shone in purple and gold about us, and 

wherever we chose to move, the ground was firm and smooth asa 

turnpike. A new and unmingled pleasure diffused itself through 
the company, of which even the animals seemed to partake. = 

The path wound around the northern shores of the Four Lakes, 

from which Gen. Dovex, with a band of mounted militia of the 

mining district, had lately driven the remnant of Brack Hawx’s 
force. The scattering trails of the retreating Indians were still — 

: distinct. Sometimes they would all converge into one broad and 

plain track, then again‘radiate in different directions, ‘continually 
_ pranching and spreading over the country, dwindling toa mere 

trace. This resulted from their method of travel, sometimesina 

bedy, then in classes, these again subdivided, and so on, forthe 

double purpose of deceiving their pursuers in regard to their true 

route, and also of dispersion ‘and escape in, éase of attack. It 

proved one of the greatest annoyances and hindrances of the ex- 

pedition. In the present instance, delay on the part of General 

Dopex became a matter of life and death. From April till the 
latter part of July, they had evaded the white forces. During this 
period, they had been driven but little over an hundred miles, that 

» is, from the Sycamore Creek to the Four Lakes. Much of the 

time their exact position conld not be known. They were now 

suffering by famine, and found it necessary to cross the Wisconsin 

into the timber country north of that stream, for subsistence. Prob- 

ably there is not a known instance where attachment to a cause 

and to a leader has continued under circumstances of such ‘dis- 

couragement. “They were encumbered with women and children, 

and had been go closely watched for two months, that little oppor- 

tunity occurred to fish ‘or to hunt. They had lived ‘upon roots, 

boiled grass, bark of treés, anything capable of sustaining life, 

before they would kill thé horses npon which the squiaws and pap- 

~ ooges rode. They were now reduced to a state of utter ‘starva-
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tion, with thirty miles of country to be traversed, ‘and the whites had discovered their camp-fires the night previous across a small lake. “If they could cross thé | Wisconsin before ‘an attack was | made, the fish of the stream would furnish them a meal, and the _ | river itself a protection: ‘The militia were in motion atday-light, 
and within a'few miles’ of the forlorn band. Along the ‘trail lay - the bodies of famished men, women and children; some ‘dead, | _ others helpléss'and exhausted to the last degree by fatigue and. _hunger.: . These wretched and ‘worn-out. creatures, if still living, | were bayonetted upon the spot. : The'exasperated frontiérmian’ now _ finding’his victim: within reach, imbibed ’the ferocity of his enemy; | | dealing ‘instant death to every 6ne that fell in his power. ' In fact; early in the season; Gen, Anxreson had found itnecessary to place a:guard'over his Indian’prisoners, in order #o save their lives, 
An instance'is known of a decrepid old man, to whom 4 loaf of Bread ‘had’béen given; ‘and he suffered to d epart., He had not passed out of hearing, when he was dispatched by the bayonet, and hig food distributed among the murderers. Ata fight near the _ Mississippi, just previous to the final action at the Bad Axe, a fine young’ chief about fourteen years of age, was taken, with. silver | _ bracelets on his arm: ~The militia-man who captured’ him Was on- Ty prevented from butchering him on thé spot, by'a threat from a. lientenant:of: the régularservice, that:his own life should instaht- ly answer for that of the prisoner, ONES Th such plight were the fugitives’ and with such a spirit their pur- suers werd rapidly approaching. ‘The foremost of the mounted men fell’ in with the'scattered divisions of the enemy about two. mils from the’ river. “The party attacked fought desperately. | The mounted dquaws, provided with rls, joined ia the engage ment, and’ the main body sueceedéd in crossing, with, the loss ‘of | about thirty. ‘Their fate is wellknown, Ce | 

_ On the second day we passed the foot of the Blue Mound. Itia shigh hill of regular ascent, overlooking the country, and servesap ® beacon to the traveller thirty miles distant. At night we slept in a Block-House in the mining district. “Within sight of the sta- |
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tion, a newly made grave lay at the road-side in the midst, of, a 

solitary prairie. The person over whom it. was raised had ventur- 

ed too far from the house, and approached a thicket of bushes. 

Suddenly a band of concealed Indians sprang upon him, withthe 
fatal whoop on their tongues; his scalp, heart, and most of his. 

flesh, were soon stripped from the body, and a savage dance per- | 

formed about the remains. — — a | 7 rr 

The country is still prairie, with scattering tufts of inferior tim-— | 

ber. The huts of the miners had been deserted on account of the 

| difficulties now terminated, and the, business:of making lead was. 

| about to re-commence. Occasionally a farm might be seen run- 

ning out from an island of timber, and supplied. with: comfortable. 

buildings. But most, of the improvements were of a temporary: 

nature, consisting of .a leadfurnace and the cabins adjacent: The 

process of reducing lead ore is very simple and rapid. .Thefurn- 

| ace is a face wall, about two feet thick, located upon a gentle slope 

of the ground, with an arch or passage through the center; on 

each side of the arched opening, and in the rear or.up-hill side, 

two wing walls run out transversely to. the face wall, between: 

which the wood is laid, The oreis placed upon it, and a continu- 
‘al fire kept up. The lead gradually separates from the dross, and. 
runs into acavity infrontof the arch, Co 

| The “Mining District”, east. of the Mississippi, must include. 

ten thousand square miles. Galena, or lead ore is found in ‘veins 

| or threads, more often in asquare form, of various sizes,andrun- 

"ing in all directions with the horizon. They are liable to disappear 
suddenly, to enlarge and diminish in size, to combine with other 

-snaterials, rendering the operations. of mining very uncertain. 
Their course is generally straight and not curved, seldom exceed- . 

ing’ a foot in breadth. © The analysis yields 85 to 90 per cent. of 

lead, of which the first smelting of the furnace extracts about. 75. 

per cent. It requires skill and experience to discover the vein, 

“put very little of either to’ work it when diseovered. The lime- 

stone formation of Green ‘Bay and Lake Michigan extends to this | 

region, embracing copper ore at “Mineral Point,” and at other
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‘places. At this time the government leastd'the-growtiid ‘io prac? 
_ tical miners, who rendered a proportion ofthe product ii’ Hind. 

In ‘eohsequence of the ‘derangements of the times, although the 
stipply was sniall, lead was then dull at three cents’per pound. 
The supply appears to be inexhaustible. ‘In one respect, this re- : 
gion ‘differs ‘from the mineral regions of other countries, ’ “‘Thiere 

| are ‘but few ‘veins that justify a pursuit to ‘great depths, and’ al- 
‘though’ they are very numerous, the pits and trenches are easily | 
filled'up, and the rich soilleft capable of cultivation. The great 
‘drawback upon the agri cultural prospects “of the’ ‘Mining: “Dis.- 
trict, arises from the consumption: of the little timbér that grows. 
there, in melting thelead. How4ong the presenée’df this mineral 
has been known, and its value understood, is not exactly known se 
‘but there aro mines which were worked by the French, soon after 
they ascended ‘thié Mississippi. _ TheIndians could scarcely have 
found use for it before the introduction of ‘fire-arms'among them. _ 

|" Arriving’at Galena, we found the’ place | crowded with people. : 
‘The miheral riches of the Dubuque country were well known; and 
“it was éxpected that General Scorr would secure the title toa con: 
‘siderable tract west’ of the river, including’ the ‘richest mines.— - 
‘The negotiation was still pending'at Rock Island relative'to the: 
Purchase. "Thousands of adventurers lined the’ eastern shore of” 
the Mississippi, ready to seize upon the possession and:pre-cmption : 
Tights in the new territory the moment‘they became perfect, In 
this case as in many oth ers, guards of goldiers were “necessary to | 
keep ‘the whites from takingwnlawful o¢cupancy“of Indian lands. 
It has become fashidnable to abuse the government: for its conduct. | 
‘towards thered inan. My observation ‘has, ‘on the ‘contrary led: ) 

_ ‘me'to admire rather than to condeniii the folly'and' practice ot the. | 
Federal authority in this respect, believing, thatih general, its mag- | 
‘nanimity, kindness, and protection, demand: the lasting gratitude 
of the Indian race. But with’ the fréutier settler it is otherwise. 
‘The wrongs of thé Indian are individiial, ‘not national offences. 
“When the pioneer’ crosses the boundary line agreed upon by’ the ) 
two people, through their proper agénta, he is atrespdsser, and his, 11 | 7 o



Jife taken within their jurisdiction is not cause of quarrel, if he — 

persist in usurping occupation. We. may admire his enterprise 

.in pushing forward beyond the range of his fellow-men, but must 

| condemn that morality which allows a forcible seizure and detain- 

er of property to ben ght. Parties of men, such as locators: and | 

surveyors on Indian ground, may be considered beyond the pro- 

tection of the government, and if killed while persisting in main- 

taining possession, contrary tothe willof:the owners, their loss is 

not the stbject of retaliation. ..But: beyond the lines mutually es- 

tablished, the red man ought not:to push his. revenge, and the early 

maseacres within theacknowledged limits of our jurisdiction, made — 

it a duty in the government to preserve the integrity of its territo- — 

ry. Murders committed by whites upon Indians, either in. their 

own country, or otherwise, have been the crying enormities result- 

gin from the contact of civilization: with barbarism. If it can he 

shown that our authorities could have prevented these individual | 

outrages of its citizens, it will then be connected with the primi- 

tive encroachments of one race. upon the other. That it: should 

- enforce agreements and cessions, entered. inte in good faith, and 

retain territory acquired: by just war, can scarcely be considered a 

national sin. Is the government of the United States:in fault be- 
cause the Aborigine is unable to secure his. own territory against 

| individual intrusion 1—or because, in his thirst for whiskey and. 

baubles, he chooses to barter his patrimony for a.drink or a bead? 

The intelligent Indian himself draws a distinction between the of- 

ficial acts of the nation, and the unauthorized proceedings of tra- 

ders aud speculators. On the part of the former, they have to ac- 

knowledge that they have been permitted to oceupy grounds long 

after they had agreed to depart; that their dissatisfaction with 

compacts was not shown till after the presents were received, and 

sometimes not until after payment had been made; that the com- 

pensation has been faithfully tendered, and. implements,* schools, 

and artisans provided free of expense. They would be forced to 

zadmit, that gratuities and presents, above the stipulated price, 

ghave been bestowed to purchase peace, and to obtain the fulfill-
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ment of their previous engagements; and to acknowledge, that af- 
ter the recetpt of the increase, they still forced the United States 
to war to obtain what they had bargained and paid for. = 

_ The fate of the Indian cannot fail to raise a deep sympathy in 
the mind. But to maintain that it is not the duty of the govern- 
ment to secure, by all upright means, the title to those lands, is , 
equivalent to the proposition that the earth was designed to pro- 
‘duce game, and not the bread of life, to sustain but one human 
being upon asquare mile capable of maintaining one hundred. 

. _ The case of the Sauks and Foxes has been recently quoted,asa ts 
strong instance of the injustice practised by the American nation, 
upon Indian tribes. The assault upon Buack Hawk at the Syca- 

_ more Creek, was the act of frontier men under arms; and if act- _ 
ing under any authority, derived the same from the Exeeutive of 
llinois. It was the result of a border feeling, which permits the 

_ destruction of an Indian upon the same principle that it does the 
| wolf. No murders had been perpetrated upon the whites, or other 

: acts committed that called for summary punishment. The attack 
‘was a rash and unprovoked affair. But itis equally true, thatthe _ 
party assailed were in force in a country they had ceded to the ‘ 
United States, and had agreed to abandon. After this transac- 
tion, General Arxixson, who commanded the regular troops as- 
_sembled upon the Mississippi, made every effort to induce them | 
to return peaceably, and confine themselvés to the territory allot- 
ted them, and accepted as their home. ~ Their prompt refusal left 

_ noalternative. The generalship of their chief prolonged the 
contest five months, without any offers of' surrender on the part 
of Buack Hawx and his brave band. | They resisted until starva- 

| tion’and force compelled them to do that’ which had been urged 
upon them from the outset, to retreat towards the Mississippi. 
When at last overtaken upon its banks, reduced in numbers, ema- 

| ciated by hunger, worn down by incessant toil, they still ‘fought 
with their little remaining strength, till their force was either 
killed or captured. It is also to be recollected, that this band had 
always been among our opponents in war, when an opportunity
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occurred; always attached to the British interests, and received / 
British presents. They were-taken as prisoners by military force, 
arms in hand, fighting to the last, and breathing vengeance inthe __ 
prison after their capture. Undersuch circumstances, what rights 

were left this people, as a tribe or nation. Their miraculous at- 
tachment to their chief, and to each other; their wonderful endu- 

. rance under hardships and privation ; boldness, skill and bravery 

in fight, must command our admiration. But their political rights, 

which might have been retained by complying with the offered 

terms, were lost by resistance and conquest. s_- : 

The treatment of Brack Hawk and. other prisoners, has often _ 

been matter of animadversion. Of all the men, women and chil- 

dren captured by our regular troops, only eighteen were. put: in — 
confinement. These constituted the: influential men of the tribe, 

who never flagged in their efforts against the government. Brack _ 
- Hawk, it is true, from motives of prudencé, being well cognizant. 

| of our power, was in favor of peace... He was also an Indian who 

had a sense of honor, as well as policy ;.-a man in whom those who 

knew him confided. _But-he had exerted all his influence and skill 
against us in the campaign just closed; and however patriotic to- 
wards. his own people, he was decidedly a dangerous enemy of | 

ours. WisnErt, one of the chiefs in confinement, continued to 
fire his rifle from behind a few logs, till. he- Was. secured ‘and sent 

to the rear; and his only regret, during confinement, seemed to 

be that he had not been able to kill more whites. The enmity of — 

the Prorurr is well known. : Nauprorx, the ruling chief, was only 

second to, Wisnzet in his fury against the white man, and always 

7 counseled for resistance. The two sons of Brack. Hawx ‘were | 

perhaps less harmless in the forests than in the cities, but their de- 

tention ensured the good conduct of the father and tribe. With 

the exception of Brack Haws, they spent their, time at Jefferson 

Barracks, with a ball and chain on one leg—a precaution, the-ne- 

cessity of which was never doubted by those acquainted withthe 

circumstances. That personage, fond of multiplying his wrongs, 

has charged us with loading chains upon him during hie detention =
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upon the Mississippi. J am unable to say in what condition he 
was brought trom the Sioux country, when he was taken to Jeffer- 
son Barracks, where he was lodged in the guard-house with his 
confederates. But late in the period of his confinement at that - 
post, he had not been shackled, as I was informed by those on du- 
ty at the time, having faith in his pledged word not to escape. : 

_ Four of the eighteen were transported to Fortress Monroe, from 
which they were soon liberated, and escorted to their homes, © 
where they met their fellow prisoners, and such of their brethren 
and sisters, as had survived the war. Their band was merged in 
that of Kxoxuox, and their nationality forever gone. There re- 

- ‘mained, however, life, hunting-grounds, and annuities, as before. 
Galena lies about seven miles east, of. the Mississippi, on the | 

north side of Fever river, up which stream boats come to town in 
high water. Block houses against Indians were standing on the _ 
heights overlooking the place, which may : have contained 2000 _ 

| inhabitants. It had all the’ business air of an old place, though’ 
sadly ‘deficient in cleanlindss and comfort. The qtiet of its peo- 

| ple was again most completely destroyed by. the appearance of 
| the Asiatic cholera, the night previous to our arrival; and the first — 

_ ‘victim, 4 young lady, was borne alomg the street on a bier, as we 
| entered. 7 | BB
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LEGEND OF THE WINNEBAGOES. 

COMMUNICATED BY R. W. HASKINS ESQ. OF BUFFALON.Y. 

Intropvorory N org.—-The history of the Legend, so far as Tam connected with it,is 

as follows: In September, 1829, I was one of the proprietors and editors of the Buffa-— 

lo Journal. At that time, Mr. Puinzy Wanniner, who was just from the country of the » 

Winnebagoes, was spending some time in our then village. He made my acquaintance, _ 

and related to me many of his western;adventures, and among others this one, which in- 

terested me so much that I wrote it out from his ¢ral narration, aided by his imperfect 

notes. He assured me that he had added absolutely nothing to the literal facts asthey* 

actually occurred, and in reducing his statement to print, I adhered strictly to his narra- 

tive, without embellishment, which, as here communicated, appeared in the Buffalo 

Journal of Sept. 15th, 1829. | | Se | 
| R. W. H. 

~The following communication of “Priovy” will be read within- 

terest. The singularity” of the narrative itself, and the still more 

singular circumstances of its relation—detailed, as it was, to our 
author, while seated upon the top of a monumental pile, in the 

midst of a trackless forest,} by’ one whose aged heart still clung 

to the past and bled at its recollections of fallen greatness—con- 

spire to clothe the whole with more,than ordinary novelty. 

LEGEND OF THE WINNEBAGOES. i 

Early in the spring of 1828, it will be recollected that one of 
those border wars which so often rage along our western frontiers,



broke: out between the Winnebago Indians and the adjoining set- ~. 

tlements. At that period it was my fortune to be within the In-< | 

dian territory, seeking my way through the pathless forests that” 
divide the Portage of the Ouisconsin from the ‘settlement ' of | 

_ whites at Green Bay. The cause of the rupture alluded’ to was’ 
the murder of a man by the name of Bomer,* who was found’ - 

dead'‘in his own house, the body bearing evident marks of: vio-: 
lence.‘ The murders: perpetrated the preeeding summer, . by the : 

- ‘Winnebagoes, on the Mississippi, immediately fixed suspicions 
upon their tribe, in this instance ; and although the deed was sub a 

seqtiently traced to the partner of Bomer, a white man, yet the 

résentment of the miners for a considerable time carried on a most: : . 

 desolating crusade against these sons of the forest. Those not . 
prepared to repel the invasion, which was wholly unprovoked; 
and equally unexpected, were driven to seek safety in flight. A 

company thus fleeing to the deeper recesses of their native forests;. 
I fell in with, upon the journey I have mentioned. The party” 

consisted of about forty persons, principally women and chlidren, 

led by an old man whose locks were bleached by the frosts of some’ 

eighty winters. He was a chief, and he designated his little band’ 
by the collective and endearing appellation of “my family.” Af | 

- ter the suspicions which the colour of my skin had roused were 
allayed, the old man approached me, and his cordial shake of the’ | 
hand, his proffer of the lighted pipe, and a portion of his jerké@ | 
venison, gave me every assurance that I had met a friend. Our 
courses lay in the same direction, and we proceeded’ together. 
On resuming our march, the countenance*of the old chief; whicly 

stole silentlydown his furrowed cheek; but when 4 murmut‘es-' _ 
 caped thé lips of any of his band, it was checked as soon ‘as artic: | 
ulated, by a glance that could not be mistaken. As these were 

all uttered in the Winnebago language, which no white man ev- 

er understood, I knew them only to be words of grief. a 

© John Bonner.—See Niles Register, Vol.XXXV,p.15l. 00 - |



After travelling several hours across:a beautiful -prairie,, we. 

| approached a lake, the bank of which was’ adorned with a. few , 
large trees, and its shore presented a.series. of regularly ranged | 

mounds, conveying to a distant, eye the appearance:of a formal 
town. On entering the cluster of these, each individual, in turn, 

ascended quite to the top of the highest, preceded by the aged Ver ; 
teran, where he first turned his face to the sun, (which waslowin 

the west,) then towards the Mississippi, and making a violent mo-— 

| tion with the right hand, as. if. wielding the tomahawk, he. ejacu- 
lated a few words in his native tongue, and immediately rejoined | 

_ us by the path he had ascended. The nature of this mysterious. 
rite [ was anxious to understand. My questions to this point, how-. 

: ever, were carefully avoided for some time, until a small, present: 
overcame the scruples of the. chief, when he accosted me. in the 

Chippewa language thus: “ My friend, no white man ever saw . = 

the Winnebago ascend that mound before, nor has one of our tribe - 

ever disclosed to the whites the origin of the mounds you gee. 
around us. You are the Indians’ friend—if you were not, you 
-would not trust yourself with me when your brothers are hunting 

my children like the wild deer of the prairie. You have | smoked | 

| with me the pipe of friendship, and I will tell you all.” . He then. 
| took me by the hand, led me to the summit of the principal mound, 

and bade me sit down. I drew forth my writing materials to as-. 
sist my memory, but my guide exclaimed, “no, no, you must-not. 
-—paper tell every body: paper lie too: you remember enough.” | 

{ should here observe that the Chippewa language is the classi- 
cal tongue of all the North Western Indians and traders, and the, 

one | through which all their intercourse is. carried | on, In_ this. | 

‘tongue, with which I was acquainted, after we hadeach taken a 
whiff from his long pipe, he thus began.) 0, Se 

“My friend—the Wirnebagoes “are not like other:men. They: 
came not from the east; they are the only ‘children of the Great’ 
Spirit. He put‘them on one side of ‘the gréat waters (Lakés),; and. 

his two great lights on the other. He gave us the buffalo, the 
moose, the elk, and the deer, for food, and-their'skins he taught: us
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| to use for clothing. He filled the waters with fish, and covered 

_ the land. with choice fruits, All these he gave to us; and he 
marked with his finger between us and the great lights, that we - | 
might not approach them. Upon the other side of us he placed. 
a land of winters, where ne Indian could live. After this the 

Long. Knives (English) came, not as enemies, but as friends,— 
They took our bows and gave us guns, for our skins they gaye, 
blankets and calicoes, and they gave strong drink to our hunters. 
They enticed away the young squaws, and when the Winnebago 
went after them they would not come back. — Soon. the hunter get 

a lazy, love strong drink, and die. Many, very many die go. Then 
‘it was that the Great Spirit told his oldest child, the great chief 
of the Winnebagoes, in his sleep, to leave the country to the Long , 
Knives, and cross the great water toa land nearer the great 
lights, where no white man had gone. We went forward, found a 
good land where this river (Fox, which enters into Green Bay) 
goes into the great water. For two moons we found plenty of 

_ game, and saw no Indians. We thought the Great Spirit had ta- 
_ ken them all away to make room for his children j when one mor- 

_ ning we found the river full of canoes and Indian’ for one day’s 
ride in length. Our chiefs and old men held a talk, and a canoe 
was sent to the strangers with as many men as there are moons | 
in ayear. They carried presents of wampum, fruits, sugar and 
meat. ‘These never returned. Their pipes of peace were thrown 2 
into the river, and their mangled bodies were hung upon the | 
trees. , Dogs were fastened in the canoe dressed like the Win- | 

- nebagoes, and the bark, with these, came down the river to our, i. 
— villages., Our good chief seeing the tears of his warriors for 

their fi iends who were slain, struck his foot in wrath upon a solid 
rock, which sunk it to his ankle, and called his father, the Great 

| Spirit, to witness that. the tomahawk be unburied with the Foxes, | 
Sacs, and Chippewas, until a tree should grow from the place 

| ‘where his foot then stood. He then burnt a council fire in sight 
of his enemies, and put blood upon the trees that they might see. 
more was soon to be wasted, When they saw this, they fled up 

12 oe | |
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the river to Winnebago Lake. Our warriors followed—a battle 

was fought on its banks, which we lost, as_ part of our fighting © 

men were deceived in the long grass by their guide. ~The Win- 

nebagoes being swiftest on foot, gained this spot before the éven- 

ing. It was then the enemy’s town, and they soon came, with: | 

their prisoners, little thinking we were here. Finding usin their 

town they kindled their fires upon all sides, and sent in word that : 

the next day they would eat the Winnebago chief. With the dawn | 

the fight began. "We soon drove the Foxes down theriver, butthey — 

went round and joined theSacs, who were above us. The rest. 

of that day all was quiet, but the next night, at the rising of’ the po 

moon, they again came out from their hiding places. This fight. 

did not stop for three days; and we lost ten men for each day'and” 

night of the year, before it was ended. On the third day our 

chief fell, covered with wounds. While he still lived, he called to 

his warriors to remember his wrongs; and,with his own hands he: 

pressed the blood from his wounds, which he gave them to strength- 

en their hearts. He lived to hear the cries of his enemies as they , 

fled, and then, under this mound, where he lay, he opened his 

mouth, and his spirit departed. In that battle the Winnebagoes _ 

kept the town, took many hundreds of canoes and many prisoners.’ 

: These, except the young squaws, we killed. Those that escaped 

fled up the river, and the next day we pursued them. We came 

to the lake which makes the Fox river, and hunted for our enemy’ 

three days. Thinking the Great Spirit had taken them all from 

. the country, to stop our pursuit, we were about to obey his’ wishes’ 

and return, when we discovered a trail in the high grass. This we 

followed a little, when we came to a strange river (the Ouiscon- a 

sin,) running towards the Father of Rivers, (the Mississippi,) into 

which they had put their canoes. We now agreed to follow and. 

fight our enemy, until he should leave this stream, and cross the’ 

Father of Rivers. Atthe Blue Mounds we fought them ; and there 

we were joined by the Pottawatomies, and they by the Menomi- | 

nies. At the mouth of the Ouisconsin they made mounds, and’ 

put their women and children behind them, for they_expected a
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great battle. The W innebagoes had more fighting men than their | enemies, but they fought for the last of their country, and the - _ Winnebagoes for revenge. For thirteen days the bloody strife ‘did ‘not cease, and hundreds of brave men fell on each day. At 
length the Great Spirit raised aloud storm of thunder, lightning, | ~ hail and wind, which caused both parties to stop, for they thought 
the Great Father of all was angry with his children. The Winne- 
bagoes stood still, and their enemies all crossed the Father of 
Rivers, where they now live, at eternal war with our nation. No- 
Fox or Sac meets a Winnebago, (except in.council,) but one must | die. All that great land between the Onisconsin and the Missis- . 
sippi is to this day disputed ground, and neither can safely 
occupy it. .Chippewa or Winnebago go there, he die—but no matter, Winnebago, Chippewa, Fox and Sac, all have country 

_ enough now. Sixty winters have passed over"us since my father, who was then strong, told me of these deeds of our nation. But, 4 
my friend, the ‘Winnebagoes are not now wise. Once they had |. many thousand fine warriors. But every year we grow smaller. | ‘Too much our young men go into the white man’s house, and 
strive to live like. him. They drink strong drink, and soon die. 
Traders buy our skins, and give us strong drink, calico and beads, 
which are not good for Indians. The'skins of our game we want 
for clothes, and we could raise corn for ourselves were we left: —_ alone; but soon, my friend, we. shall be no more. <A few short | years and our nation will be unknown. Then, when the stranger 
shall pass along here, and look upon the scenes of so many battles _ 
that have been won by the’only children of the Great Spirit, and 
shall call out, upon every hill, where és the Winnebago ? echo 
alone shall answer from the west—* where is the Winnebago !? 

“ Our enemies, the Sacs and Foxes, have grown strong, and 
could now destroy us.. They have shunned the ways and the 
haunts of the white men, and their people have multiplied. Their 
nations are large, and their warriors healthy and brave; while 
the forrhs of our old men are wasted with age, and our young 
men are drunkards, like the whites. Our young squaws have be-
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come the companions of traders and boatmen, and our families. _ 

are broken up. We are surrounded upon all.sides. by white men, | 

save one, and on that, live our sworn and eternal enemies. . We 

have but one recourse left. We own the land where the two | 

rivers run different ways, (the Portage of the Fox and Quisconsin 

rivers,) and to that we must now fly. When that is gone, the’ 

Winnebago will have no hope—and he will no longer ask to live.” 

Here the veteran chief ended his harangue, and seemed much’ 

affected at the deplorable, though just picture, which he had: 

| drawn of his nation. My sympathies weré roused, and I felt, for 

once at least, as became a philanthropist—compassion for the — 

stoic of the forest, and shame for the treatment he had suffered at. 

the hands of my nation. But the object of these mounds, and of — 

| the rites observed upon their tops, I had not yet learned, and when: 

my aged chronicler had roused himself from his melancholy mu-" 

sings, I repeated my inquiries upon these points. He paused for 

| a moment, and answered thus: “My friend, this place was long 

since called, by white men, ‘ Bout de Morte’? * The mounds you 

see were raised, each over the grave of some renowned chief, who: 

fell in the great battle here. By a custom: of our nation, every 

Winnebago who comes in sight of this mound upon which we are 

now seated, must ascend to the top, and observe the rites you wit- 

nessed. When turning to the sun, we swear that our arm, while it. 

has power, shall be exerted in defence of this land, in remembrance 

* Literally, Heel-piece of death. The French plirasé used by the chief must have been 

introduced, prebably, by the French Jesuits, to translate the Winnebago name—a 

name that seems to have been given to the spot from the shape of the shore, resembling 

a human foot, at the heel of which the mounds are situated. Hence it was the heel, or 

heel-piece—and the consequences of the hattle fought there would readily suggest the 

| remainder. . Ce oo a et oo 

| [This definition is probably erroneous, owing, perhaps, to Mr.W ARBRINER misunderstand. . 

ing the pronunciation. Instead of Bout de Morte, it is universally referred to as Butte. 

des Morts, or Full of the Dead—where the slain in battlewere buried. A battle was 

here fought in 1714, between the French and Outagamies or Foxes, which is noticed _ 

by CHartevorx, Wrnnx, and other early historians, and in Gen, Surru’s Hist. of Wis- 

: consin—1L.¢.D.] cok | Ss we
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of the son of the Great Spirit who sleeps below; and when facing 
the Sacs and Foxes, we swear ever to remember and revenge the 
death of the best of Chiefs, the favorite son of the Great Spirit, | who fell by their hands.” —— | | 

| | PLINY.
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EARLY TIMES IN WISCONSIN. - 

WRITTEN BY H. A, TENNEY, In 1849. _ 

Early times--Indian disturbances--first permanent white settler within the limits of 

_ Dane county--Blue Mounds Fort--savage massacres--Sauk war-—location of Madi- 

son, &c., dc. - 

The incidents of the early settlement of our state, however un-— 

important in a national point of view, are worthy of being trea- 

sured up for the remembrance of posterity. But few of these hardy 

and daring men who came into the country many years in ad- 

| vance of the present population, now remain among us, and the 

little circle is rapidly contracting. It belongs to this generation — 

and our time to collect together the personal history, experience, 

‘and adventures of these worthy and veteran pioneers, and pre- 

serve it asa very essential and interesting part of our local annals. 

One of these earliest comers to the south-western part of the 

State, was Esunnzer Bricuam, of Blue Mounds, the oldest and 

undoubtedly the first permanent settler within the present limits 

of Dane county—a man of rare modesty, unsullied reputation, 

possessing a strong and retentive memory, and who is really a 

living history of the “ life and times” of the very first white set- — 

f tlers. We have never been able to induce him to write out a 

sketch of those early times; but having got him fast by the but- 

ton-hole a few days since, we took the occasion to jot down some
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_ items, which we serve up in our own way, in connection with 
| other matters, trusting that more complete details will be obtain- 

- ed, of which he has a large fund, and that the reader will bear in 
mind the admonition he gave us, not to make him the hero of the 
tale _ Oo 

Mr. Briguam journeyed from Worcester, Mass., to St. Louis, in 
| 1818. The Upper Mississippi country was then almost unknown. __ 

Beyond the narrative of Prew’s Expedition, and the somewhat 
vague reports of hunters, boatmen, and a few lead diggers about 
Dubuque, the public possessed no reliable information, ‘and felt 
little if any interest. It was regarded as a wild region filled with 

. hostile savages, and very few were willing to trust themselves 
among them. In 1822 Mr. B. followed up the river on horseback, 

_ to the present site ot Galena; the place then consisting of one log 
| eabin, and a second one commenced, which he assisted in com- 

pleting. Shortly after he returned to Springfield, the present | 
capital of Illinois, the young city then containing four or five | 
cabins., In ’27 he again returned to the lead region. for the pur- 
pose of embarking in the business. With a small party he pitch- 

_ed his tent on what is now called the Block House Branch of the 
Platte river, about four miles south of the present village of Platte- 
ville, for the purpose of prospecting. From this point the party | 
retreated in some haste to Galena, owing to the commencement ot - | 

_ hostilities by the Indians. Oo 
_ As the particulars of this outbreak are not generally known, we - 

digress a little to give a few ot the leading facts. . 
Gen, Cass had made an appointment to meet the Winnebagoes 

at Butte des Morts. On the day fixed for the council, not an Indian 
_ appeared. Alarmed at this, and other hostile signs, he rapidly : 

descended the river to Prairie du Chien, where the people had all 

taken shelter in the garrison, and where he heard of an attack on 

a government boat, which had been up the river with supplies for 
_ the garrison at St. Petérs, a short time previous. Hastening im- 

mediately to Galena, he notified the citizens of their danger, and 
advised them to build block-houses for their protection. -
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The boat alluded to, had already reached Galena, and as the 

fight shows some of the perils of river navigation during those 

early days, we give the particulars in brief. In descending, the — 

boats had to pass a narrow place between an island and the main 

shore. The Indians, several hundred in number, had stationed 

themselves on both sides, and had also prepared canoes to board, | 

if necessary. The forward boat was suffered to pass unmolested 3. 

but when the second came within reach, it received a‘ discharge 

from the whole force, killing one man and wounding another. The 

fire was returned, but with little effect, as the crew were ina very | 

exposed and awkward situation. In this position of ‘affairs, an~ 

- attempt was made to board, and a strapping warrior jumped on 

to the stern, seized the tiller, and set the vessel ashore, but not till 

after a bullet 'struck him dead. At this juncture an Tishman of _ 

the crew, familiarly called “ Saucy Jack,” jumped ashore, and, 

amidst a shower of bullets, shoved it off, and escaped unhurt, the 

boat proceeding without further molestation, carrying off the body 

of the ambitious Indian, which was left at Galena... The sidés of 

the vessel, the boxes, &., were riddled by over three hundred bul- 

let holes. a Pg a REY 

This was a period of great suffering at Galena. The weather 

| was inclement, and two or three thousand persons driven sud- 

denly in, with a scant supply of provisions, without ammunition — 

or weapons, encamped in the open air, or cloth tents: which : was 

but little ‘better, were placed in a very disagreeable and critical 

. position. — es Fe atts 

From Galena, Gen. Cass proceeded with the utmost dispatch to- 

- Jefferson Barracks. A large force under Gen. ATKINSON immedi- | 

ately came up the river in boats, as far as the Portage (Fort Win- | 

nebago) Generals Dopez and Wurresipxs with companies of volun- 

teers following along each side on land, and scouring, out the lurk- 

ing savages. A torce from Green Bay also concentrated on the 

same point, and the Indians beheld with digmay a formidable army 

in the midst of their country. The result was.a treaty of peace, 

and the giving up of Rep Brep, who had.a year previous mas: 
sacred a family near Prairie du Chien. a Oe
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The reports made by the officers and men, on their retin from 
| this warlike expedition, first drew public attention to the unbound- 7 
ed fertility and exhaustless resources of south-western Wisconsin | 
—and their return was followed by a large immigration to the 
lead region, = 2 Bo 2 | 

“It was while this force was on its march, that Mr. Briguamand St 
‘his party returned and built a block-house at the point they had . 
left, and recommenced. their diggings, _ _ OC | 

“In the spring of 1828, he removed to Blue Mounds, the most 
’ advanced outpost in the mines, and has resided there ever since,, | 

being by four years at least, the oldest white settler in-the county.. 7 
The isolated position he thus settled upon, will be apparent from — 
the statement. of a few facts. The nearest settler was at what is’ 

_ now Dodgeville, about twenty-four miles distant. Mineral Point : 
and most of the other diggings where villages have since grown : 
up, had not then been discovered. On the south-east, the nearest: | 
house was on the O’Plaine river, twelve miles west of Chizago. On 
the east, Sotomon Jungau was his nearest neighbor, at the mouth | 
of the Milwaukee river; and on the north-east, Green Bay was the: 
nearest settlement—Fort Winnebago not then having been pro- | 
jected. | | | - a oo | 

- ‘The country at this time was part of Michigan Territory. The 
_ northern boundary of Illinois was so. vaguely defined, that the 
diggers on the Mounds voted at the Shullsburg precinct for con- — 
grees men for the Sucker State. Soon after locating at this place, 
Mr. Briguam visited Green Bay in company with others, to attend | 
an Indian council, in order to settle on certain boundaries between | 
the whites and red men. The line fixed upon was drawn from 

~ the head of that branch of the Blue Mounds ercek that heads — 
east of them, to that branch of the Peckat nakie that heads east of” 

_ the Mounds, and down these streams to the Wisconsin and Rock 
respectively. The Indians blazed the trees along this line, notify-- | 
ing the whites not to pass it—a prehibition about as effectual as. , 
the whistling of the wind. BS ee 

13
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To explain the reason for this treaty, it may not be amiss to 

look back a little at some matters of diplomacy connected with the — 
natives. Some time between the years 1814 and 1818, (we have 

not the documents at hand,) some tribe ceded the lead ‘Yegion to 

the United States. As the real owners refused to be bound by it, 

Governor Epwarns, of Illinois, as Indian Agent, was directed to 

ede it back again. In doing this, he reserved three leagues at 

Prairie du Chien, together with such other tracts as the President 

might select, not in all exceeding five leagues. This is the sub- 

stance of it as we gather from report, not having time to hunt up 

_ the treaty ;. but under it the War Department allowed locations | 

in tracts of 200 yards. square, and if the miner found no mineral 

within his stakes, he pulled them up and and set them down again 

at such places, and as often, as he pleased. The effect thus was, 
that the whites took possession of pretty much the whole mining 

region. It.was in consequence of complaints growing out of this 

construction of the treaty, that the council was held, and the new | 

boundary agreed upon. a a , oo 

In 1832 the Black Hawk war broke out. The Winnebagoes — 

were professedly friendly, but it was evidently a kind of triendship. 

: not to be relied upon in case of areverse to the whites. To guard’ 

against surprise, Mr. B. and his neighbors built a block house ina 

| very commanding position on the prairie near the Monnds, called 

‘° Blue Mounds Fort.” Into this the following persons withdrew» _ 

and kept up a regular guard day and night, about three months, to, _ 

- wit: Ebenezer Brigham, Thomas McOraney, Esau Johnson, John 

©. Kellogg, Jeremiah Lycan, George Force, Emmerson Green, | 

William Auberry, Jonathan Ferrall, John Sherman, Hugh Bowen, 

Jacob Keith, Alfred Houghton, —-— Houghton, John Dalby, | 
James Collins, William Collins, Moses Collins, Harvey Brock 

and French Lake. | a, ot OO 

: After Stmnuman’s defeat in May, the Sauks.spread rapidly over 

northern Illinois, for purposes of massacre and plunder. - The mur- 

der of the families of Messrs. Perricruw, Davis, and part of that of. 

Mr. Hatt, in La Salle county, is generallyiknown, and of no far- —



ther importance here, than is cohnected with the givieg up of the 
two captives, (Miss Harrs.*) It seems that the mardérérs imme- | 

_ diately fled northward, following up Rock river a number of miles, | 
and finally put their captives into the hands-of the Winitebagoes, | 

_ it is believed, for safe:keeping, for the purpose of securing better: 
terms of peace with the whités. News-of the event was expréss- | 
ed to the Mound, and a reward of $2000 offered for the two cap- | 

_ tives. Word was sent to Wurrs Crow, who with his ‘band - was 
encamped somewhere about the First Lake. The result was, that 
next day the Indians came to the Fort and gavé thé up—and 

_ they were returned to their survivin g friends—theé reward, doubt- : 
less, in the estimation of the Indians, outweighing the obligations 
offriendship, = 8 8  °© .. | | i 7 
A day or two after the departure of these captives, WinitAM’ 
Avsuriy was murdered at a spring riear Mr. Briaiam’s present 
résidéneé, by the Winnebagoes. He was shot from-his-horse, and _ ; 
stich ‘valuables as hé had about him wero cartied off. The aséas- 
sihs ‘escaped punishment. fa - a _ | 

‘About twenty days after, Gzorax Force and Emurrson GResn, 
while otit on a scout, were set upon by a party of sixty or seventy 
Sauk warriors, in view of the fort, and both killed.+ Had the In- | 

-dians not stopped about half an hour to dance around and mangle 
the bodies of their victims, the little garrison must have been des- : 
troyed, as, owing toa feeling of security, only six were leftinthe _ 

* The harrative of these captives is one of the most harrowing incidents of the war, | 
On the ist of May, 1832, the families of Messrs. Hatt and Perricrew were assembled © 
at the'House of Witiiaw Davis, in Indian Creek ettlement. - The first intimation they 
had of dan ger was the'suddén appearance atthe gate of some seventy savages, who - . 
rushed into ‘the -house and butchered all ity inmates, men,’ women; and’ children, to the © 
number ‘of fifteen--sparing only thesé two sisters, who ‘were taken ‘captives, and deliver- * 
ed: up as above stated. They were well treated, aside from the hardships of ‘their rapid — 
journey. It sebins'scareely possible at this day; that such tragedies were enactédin this | 
country only about seventeen years ago, os 

{ Ausgey was killed J une 6th, and Force and Queen on the 20th of that month, 
See Sairu’s Hist. Wis., i. 272, 276, . . .
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Block House at the time. . The delay enabled them to get ready : 

for a desperate resistance, and the warriors, after capturing the: 
horses of the slain, made off, without daring to assault the fort. 

To follow up the events of this war : The army had moved up 
| as far as Fort Atkinson. Getting short of provisions, Col. Dopex, 

| with several companies, was sent to Fort Winnebago for supp jes. ' 
On his return, he struck off towards the Rock river rapids, in _ 

order, if possible, to get scent-of the Indians. He struck on their : 

trail east of the Crawfish, and immediately gave chase... He fol-: 

lowed directly west, crcssing the Catfish near where the present 
bridge stands, on the eastern confines:of Madison, thence over’ _ 

the hill, and across the ground now occupied by the capitol and 

public square. At the head of Fourth Lake he found-an encamp.. 

ment they had left not many hours previous. Pushing on some 
eight or ten miles, they overtook and killed an Indian,* and. at. 

the crossing a little below Sauk Prairie, they came up with the. 
main body. A battle immediately took place, in which fifteen. 
Indians and one white man were killed, and numbers on both sides 

| wounded. The battle of Bad Axe and surrender of Brack Hawk, 
- goon after closed the war. Be 

In these details we have confined ourselves as nearly as possi- 

ble to occurrences within the limits of Dane county. Our friend. 
- Briewam claims nothing on the score of military service, although _ 
taking an active part in the “rough and tumble” of the times. 

In 1836 the territory of Wisconsin was organized, embracing the 
| present State of Iowa, and the north-west territory. He was 

* Wruas Fonox, one of the garrison who was massacred, had a heavy gold watch, . 

by which the hours of standing guard were regulated. At the time he was killed it 

was in his pocket, and was taken--his body and limbs being chopped in pieces,, and. 

acattered about on the prairie. A short time after the fight at the ferry, Waiuis Roway,. 

who was a trader residing at the head of Fourth Lake, was out on the trail, and picked 

up five or six Indian suddles, the ‘horses having given out in the retreat, .On coming up .- 

to the body of this savage, he found the prairie fire had passed over it, consuming his _ 

pack and clothing. ‘The watch of Forcz was found in the ashes, and identified by Mr. 

Briana a day or two after. Rowan kept the watch over ten years before finally part- . 
ing with it. . - a / oo , |
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elected a member of thé first council—thé session being first 
held at Belmont, ‘and the second one at Burlington, Iowa. The , 
district at that time corisisted of the territory embraced in the pre- 
sent counties of Grant, Iowa, Lafayette, Green, and part of Dane. 

_ He was re-elected ‘to the same office in ’88, and held four years. 
The district then ‘consisted of the counties of Dane; Green; Jef- 

_ ferson, Dodge and Sauk: | His last election to the legislature, was — - 
‘at the first session under the state constitution—the district being 
gore -dozen or sixteen towns. Bn . | ; a 

~ In the twenty odd'years of Mr. B.’s residence in this region, 
what wonderful changes have passed before him! For several a 
years after his coming, the savages were sole lords of the soil. A 
large Indian village stood near the mouth of Token Oreek ; anoth- : 
er stood on the ridge between the Second and Third Lake, in plain 
view of our present location; and their wigwams were scattered 

_ allalong the streams, the.remains of their gardens, &c. being still 
visible. Then there was not a civilized village in the state, of any , 
considerable size. When the capitol was located here, he was 

' the nearest settler to it—twenty-four miles distant! He stood on 
this ground before its selection as the seat of government was . 
thought of, and from the enchanting beauty of the spot predicted | 
that a village would be built here. Fort Winnebago was com- 

-menced in 1828, under the superintendence of Maj. Twiggs and — | 
Col. Harney, and the protection it afforded greatly promoted and ex- 

_ tendedimmigration. The in-rolling flood has now reached 300,000 
—hundreds of villages have sprung up—and every thing has 
changed. From being himself the sole population of Dane, he | 
now counts but one in 16,000. Nothing remains of the Indians | 
but their graves. He has seen a savage people pass off’ the stage, 
and a civilized one come upon it—and all with a rapidity which 

' must appear to him like a dream. | oe } 

‘We have thus imperfectly sketched some of the incidents in the 
life of the first settler in Dane, with a brief statement of some of - | 
the leading events which have passed in review before him. Al- 
though gray hairs cover his head, he still enjoys robust health,
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and his straight form and elastic step show. that age sits lightly 

| upon him, We are inclined to attribute his exemption from the 

common ills of life to the fact, that he never sought. an office, or 

sent a hungry man from his door without food. He has, a large 
fund of valuable local .history, with anecdotes of “lang syne” 
worthy of being preserved for future times. Altogether he isa — 
noble specimen of the gentleman of the olden time, with a repu- 
tation as favorably as-it is widely. known. The people of this 
county without distinction of party, we. know will all unite with 
us in wishing him many years yet of health, prosperity, and hap- 
piness; a | re oe 

Madison, Nov. 20,1849
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— SKETCH OF CALUMET COUNTY. | . 

: BY THOMAS CAMMUCK, OF THE’BROTHERTOWN INDIANS. * : 

_. Although the history of Calumet county may be found less in- | 
: teresting than that of her more wealthy sisters througbout our | | 

_- young, flourishing and prosperous State, yet, sitch as it is, I very 
cheerfully communicateit to youn - Oo 

I think it was not until the year 1840, that Calumet county was 
first set. off, and organized for judicial purposes.* Previous to 
that time, what now constitutes Calumet, was recognized as a part 
of Brown county, and was first taken possession of by the Stock- 

a bridge and Brothertown Indians ; two or three families of each of | 
those tribes having removed there in the winter of 1834. It was 
then a dense forest of very heavy timber, and the only roads or: 
improvement of any kind, then existing within the present limits 

of Calumet, were a few Menomonee Indian trails. About the 

year 1886, a white man by the name of Wasrram, settled in the 
northern part of what iS now Calumet, and pretended to keepa 

| - ® Calumet county was sot off from Brown county, Dec. 7, 1896, organized for county 

‘purposes, Jan. 6, 1840, and on the following 13th August, was disorganized, and attached | 
. to Brown. It’was re-organized for couuty purposes, Feb. 18, 1842, remaining in judicial 

: connection. with Brown until the formation of Fond du Lac county, Jan. 22, 1844, to 

which it was attached for judicial purposes. It was at length fally organized, Feb. 5, | 

' 1850.--Hunt’s Gazetteer. | — |
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“tavern on the military road leading from Green Bay to Fort Win- 

nebago, which road was commenced about that time. But such 

atavern! The writer of this sketch well remembers the time 

when he called at the aforesaid tavern, drenched with cold rain, 
and asking for breakfast for himself, and baiting of some kind for 
his horse, but unfortunately could obtain neither. The landlord 
had gone to Green Bay, a distance of nearly twenty-five miles, | 
for the purpose of procuring and bringing home a back-load of 

provisions. I think I can safely say, that these were times, that 
not only “tried men’s souls,” but their appetites also. ’ 

The Stockbridge and Brothertown Indians continued to emigrate 

yearly from the State of New York, and joined their friends in 

| Calumet county ; and up to 1840, the county contained about 230 

| Stockbridge, and about 300 Brothertown Indians, and only about 

three whites—to wit: the tavern keeper before alluded to, the Rev. 

| Ourrine Marsu, a missionary among the Stockbridge Indians, 

and Moopy Mann,* a mill-right, who superintended. the erection 
of the first grist and saw mill in our county for the Brothertown 

Indians. Similar mills were built by the Stockbridge Indians, or 
rather by Danie, Wurrney, by their consent, having been erected _ 

| upon their lands. All these mills were built about 1836-7, and 
for several years after their erection, the people of Oshkosh, on 
the west side of Winnebago Lake, got all their milling done at 
these mills, as did also the people of Fond du Lac, and a large 

- number of inhabitants from the north-eastern portion of Fond du 

Lac county get their milling done to this day at the Brothertown 
Indian mills, About two years ago, there was another saw-mill 
built, in what is called Hill-Snake Settlement, by Wut1am Uru. - 

ston, about fourteen miles north-east of, the Brothertown mills; 
and this spring I have learned that another saw mill has just been 
put in operation in Charlestown, about twelve miles easterly from 

the Brothertown mills. There is yet ancther saw-mill in our coun- 

ty, built two or three years ago, but it does not do much business. 

_* Hon. Moopy Mawn, Judge of Calumet county, died in that county, in Dec. 1854, | . 

7 mot Ln Oe De
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_ «In the.year 1839, the Brothertown Indians petitioned Congress 

for citizenship, which was granted, and they are now en} oying all 
the. rights, privileges, and immunities of other citizens .of the 
United States, and the State of Wisconsin. In 1843, the Stock- 
bridge Indians also petitioned for citizenship, and were likewise 

_ admitted; but a portion of them remonstrated from the out-set, 
a, and finally succeeded in shirking out ; and, since that time, those | 

who desired and embraced citizenship have sent a delegation to 
Oe Washington to get. set. back again as Indians, and it is said they 

have agreed to emigrate west of the Mississippi. oe - 

_ +; The census of Calumet county in 1850, gave 1746 inhabitants, — | 
of whom about two hundred and fifty were Stockbridge, and four 
‘hundred: Brothertown Indians. For several years past, much pre- 

_ judice has. existed abroad with regard to this county and its in- 
__habitants;.the former was believed to be too cold to permit the 

growth of ordinary crops, and the latter deemed as pocr degraded 
. savages,’ destitute of the common comforts of civilization, and 

without any principles of morality, and people scarcely dared to 

- :pass: through our county, for fear of being scalped. But since 
_ they have learned: that the Indians are an agricultural, mechani- : 

 cal-and manufacturing people, that they live, dress and talk like 

other “human critters,” (having entirely lost their language, the 

Brothertowns «in particular,) that they have their.own common — - 
schools in operation, public officers, churches and preachers, and 

~ the fact that travelers frequently get nearly through the town with- 
out being aware of it, and then enquire how far it is to Brother- 

- town,—I say, since the people are beginning to become aequainted - 
with these facts, they begin to entertain a little more respect for 
Calumet county and her population. oo , 

. Yes, sir, the time has been when Calumet county was consider- | 
ed to be the very sink-hole of vice and iniquity, and acting upon 
that belief in some instances, horse-thieves and’ gamblers have | 
sought to obtain a shelter here from the iron clutches of the law; 
but when they have found the Indians ready and willing to turn 

| | 14° | : |
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out en masse, and surround and search houses in the dead of night — 

where it was supposed these kind of gentry were concealed, they 
have generally made extremely short visits, being both ocularly 

and mentally convinced that our. county was avery unsafe: asy- 
lum for persons of their stamp. eae 

For the last six months or more there has been a constant. tide 
of emigration setting into our county. Scarcely a day, or week, 
at least, passes, but teams are seen passing into our county loaded 
with goods and families, and I should not be surprised if Calumet 
doubled her population in one year from thistime. tit 

It may be interesting to know, that the first steamboat that ever 
graced the crystal bosom of Lake Winnebago, was: built in our 
county by the Brethertown Indians, under the superintendence of 
Perer Horerine, who was a white man, and the captain: of: said 
boat. She was called the Manchester, and is still running on the 

‘Jake under the name, I think, of the: Fountain City. We have 

obtained a charter for a plank-road: from Manchester to Sheboy- | 
gan, a distance of thirty-five miles, which will pass through one 

of the finest portions of the state, in regard to the fertility of its 

: soil, its water power, and its lofty groves of pine and other tim- 

| ber for lumbering purposes: Calumet county is about sixteen ‘by 
twenty-five miles in: size. ce oe 

Manchester, April 29,1851. 0 - Pe
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_ SKETCH OF RICHLAND COUNTY, 
we Paty BY IRA 8. HASELTINE, ESQ. | 

_ In accordance with the request of the State Historical Society 
of Wisconsin, I have prepared this brief sketch of Richland coun- | 

_ This county was organized for judicial purposes May 1st, 1850, 
_ and now forms part of the fifth judicial circuit. It has an area of 

, sixteen sectional townships ina square form, with also some frac-* 
tional townships upon the Wisconsin river, which constitutes its 
southern boundary. It:has four very considerable mill streams 

_ Tunning from the north to: the south. through the county, and ‘emp- 
oe tying into, the. ‘Wiseongin - These streams.are, Bear: Oreek in. the 

_ Gagtern part, of the: county, Pine river running through-the central 
- -Rortion,; Hagle creek mere -westerly,.and Knapp’s eredk in'the. ems 

treme western part.of the. county... These. several streama, with : 
_ their numerous tributaries, abundantly supply all parts. of. the 

ss @onaty-with the... heat.of. water,.-which’ is -almost invariably soft. | 
‘Fishes of different kinds, including pike, pickerel; catfish, mullet, | 
succors, and the speckled trout, are found in great abundance. 

a _ Richland county-has a: plenty of the best timber of variousikinds, 
to'wit: maple, ash, elm, oak; basswood, : butternut, walnut, and 

Some beautifal'groves of pine and poplar. The face of the coun, 
| try ig diversified by hills and valleys, with humerous springs of |
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pure soft water. There are some very,pretty prairies, surrounded 

by groves of heavy timber. Some lead and copper ore have been 

discovered in the southern part of the county, and an extensive —_ 

marble quarry has been opened in the valley of Bearcreek. All 
the stone is to be found in quarries; and-none scattered promiscu- — 
ously upon the surface of the soil. There are many large tracts 

7 of well-watered and rich land in this county—hence the appropri- — 
ateness of itsname, Richland. | | 

Of natural curiosities, perhaps there isin the whole western — 

country none greater, than the Watural Bridge over Pine river. — 
It is of rock, from forty to sixty feet high, and over half a mile | 
in length, extending into a level country, with ‘a beautiful arch 

sufficiently large for the passage of the waters of Pine river, even 
in times of flood. This rock-bridge is perfectly solid for thirty feet — 
above the water, and covered on thé top with a beautiful grove of 
thrifty pine. ‘ The rock is a species of sand stone, about four rods 
wide, and its sides perpendicular the whole length. It forms a great 
natural water power, and shelter for man and beast. The Indians, 

it is related, used to assemble: here’ in: gréat numbers, to worship. 
» The chief or principal speaker ususually gtood.upon the tep:of the = 

rock, while his audience remained. below. Another very vonsid- 

erable curiosity in our county, isthe Warm Cave;whichsends forth  __ 
a warm current of air at. all seasons of the:year.. ¢. 6) 2 2 0s | 

This county is settling very rapidly by an‘intelligent and enter- 
prising population, almost -wholly Atmeridans.* * Ite dericultural, 

mineral and lumbering resources, togéther with its proximity’ td | 
: an extensive mining country, and its facilities for market, form 

© A writer in-a recent number of the Platteville:American, who signs himaclf “An Old 

Pioneer,’’ says that he explored, in 1848,.the wild parts of. Sauk and. Richland counties, 

in the latter of which scarcely a.section of land had been entered, although it had been 

in market four or five years. The entire population of Richland county did not exceed 
a dozen families numbering thirty souls, who:were mostly composed of thé'sonsof Nim- 
rod who had retired. from the busy haunts of men. to pursue the chase, and. enjoy-the : 

charms of solitude. Richland City was founded by: Isaac H Wallace, who erected the 

first log cabin there late in the autumn of 1848, The population of the county, which 
was 903:in 1850, is now estimated at 9000.
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great inducements to settlement and cultivation. There are sever- 
al. thriving villages already teeming with life and animation. 

_ Among them may be mentioned Richland City, situated at the | 
_ mouth of a very pretty stream called Willow Creek ; and seven 

tiles still higher up on Pine, is the new county-seat, Riehland | 
Center, situated on a beautiful prairie with ‘scattering shade trees, 
and the whole surrounded by noble groves of thrifty timber. At 
this place is an excellent water power, and mills are now in pro- | | 
cess of erection. This promising town is just springing into vig- 
orous life and activity. Richmond, the’ former county-seat, is also 
a pretty village, situated on the Wisconsin river, | 
Richland ‘Center, Dee. 15,1852, .
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: WISCONSIN GEOGRAPHICAL. NAMES. | 

| ss BY ALFRED BRUNSON. OL 

To the Cor. Sec. of the Wisconsin Historical Society: | | 
| The object ot forming the Historical Society of Wisconsin, isto _ 

gather materials for the formation of a correct history of the State, 
and to preserve from oblivion such incidents, names, &c., as_ will 
be of use in compiling such a history. And to aid in the accom- 
plishment of this design, in one particular, I respectfully suggest 

the propriety of collecting the original Indian and French names — 
of the State, of counties, towns, rivers, lakes and mountains, and | | 

attach to each the signification in English; and also the deriva- | 

| tion of all purely English names. a ce 

That my design may be understood, and at the same time to | 

contribute my limited knowledge in this matter, I will give a list 
as far as they now occur to mind; and at the same time request 
such corrections and additions as may be necessary to perfectit. 

If editors, and others, who live on the spot, and have the __ 
means of reliable information, will take some pains to correct any 
errors in this, and to enlarge the number of names, and publish — 

them, an accurate vocabulary of names may be obtained, of which 

the future historian may avail himself, to the interest and edifica- 

tion of the reader. ) 7 oe 7 

In doing this, I would suggest the propriety of giving the name
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of the Tribe of Indians, from whose language the Indian name 
of aplace ora thing is derived, if known. The importance of 
this distinction will be seen in the sequel, and from the fact that. | 
the same thing is differently named by different tribes ;. and in the . : 

| different languages, tongues or dialects of the Indians, slight vari- 
ations.in sound may have given rise to different spellings, and 

| hence an apparently different name, while, in fact the same name — 
is intended. For instance, Manitowoc, if from the Chippewa, or ss 
Ojibowa,* should be Munedoo—a general name of ,spirit. The | 
prefix or.termination gives the hind of spirit intended. Mun- 

_ edoo-tsh means Devil, or Evil Spirit, in Ojibowa. Owkesha-mune- 
doo is God, or Good Spirit. Woe may be intended for. owk, and 

_ munito may be intended for munedoo, and if s0, Munedoo-owk 
alias Manitowoc, when applied to the Islands in Lake Michigan, 
or the river emptying into it, probably signifies the habitation of 
the Good Spirit. The perversion or corruption of the word may 
be from the imperfect understanding, or imperfeet orthography of | 
the white man of the Indian language, or it may have been de- 

rived from the Menomonee, or some other tribe of Indians, who | 
use the word a little differently from the Ojibowas. 

I am not an Oj ibowa scholar, but have a work by Peter Jones, a | 
celebrated missionary, from which I derive the above orthopgra- 
phy of the word, but if Iam not right, will some one be 80 good 

. a8 to put me so. | | a 
_ But to the general list of names; and first of the State. The 
State derives its name from the principal river which runs cen- | 
trally through it. The Chippewas upon its head waters call this 
river Wees-kon-san which signifies “the gathering of the waters.” 
They gave it this name, as an Indian trader informed me, on ac- | 
count ofits numerous branches‘near its head concentrating into one - 

- stream, which afterwards runs go great a distance with butcom- 
“paratively few principal branches to swell its current. The French. — 

7 * Dr. Morse, in his Report: of his Indian Tour of 1820, speaks of ‘an old Ottowa | 
ehiefliving at Ma-nit-ou-wauk—the river of bad spirits.’ See the definition in the fol- 
lowing paper, by Mr, Hathaway, * a pa : L. C. D,
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voyager called it Ouwdsconsin, the first syllable of which comes — 

nearer to the sound. of the Indian than does Wis. The second - 

syllable of the French. if you give thec its hard sound, is more 

like kon than con; but the last syllable (sin) is évidently a devia- 

tion from the Indian both in the English and French. An attempt 

was made, a few years since, to restore the second syllable of this 

name to its original Indian sound by substituting & for c, but this 

would not restore either the first or the last. The attempt, how- | 

ever, was unpopular, and the Legislature solemnly decreed that 

the name should be spelled Wésconsin, and this, probably more 

| from opposition to the individual who attempted the ‘restoration, 

than from correct literary taste, or any regard for the original In- | 

dian name. . - Oo | oc So oe : 

| OF COUNTIES, = Soe 

Adams.—Named‘in honor of President Adams. 

Brown.—In honor of Gen. Brown of the U. 8. Army. 

Crawford.—In honor of W. H. Crawford, See. of U.S. Treas. — 
Golumbia.—From Oolumbus.© sis ; 

_ Galumet.—Indian—pipe of peace; the name said tohave been 

| given to the place on account of the different tribes frequently _ 

7 holding peace councils there, when they smoke the Calumet or 

pipe of peace. - re oe 

 Ohippewa.—From the river of that name—Indian, Ojibowa. 

Several bands of this tribe settled on its head waters, to which 

they fought their way, about 120 years since, from’ Lake Superior, a 

against the Dacotah or Sioux, and gave their name to the river in 

honor of their victory. — | 

Dane.—In honor of the author of the“ordinance of 1787. 

Dodge.—In honor of Gov. Dodge. ae 

Fond du Lac.—The head or fountain of the Lake— Winnebago. 

The same name is also given to the head of Lake Superior. oe 

Grant.—From the river which took its name from one Grant, a 

trapper, who had his cabin on its bank. Co Oo 

Greene.—In honor of Gen. Greene, of the Revolution. .
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Lowa:—From:an Indian tribe who once inhabited: thecountry, Jefferson.—In honor of President Jefferson. ve | 
Lafayette.—In honor of Gen. Lafayette. | 
La Potinte.—From the point of Magdalene Island in Lake Su- _ perior, on which a trading post and village are situated. | . Marquette.—In honor of the French discoverer of the country. _ . Aftlwaukee.—From the river of that name. It is Indian.— 

[Will some Milwaukeean give the meaning?] _ | 
’ Portage.—This county took its name originally, from the port- | age between the Wisconsin and Foxrivers. But when the ‘coun- | _ ty was divided, the representative from it, hailing from the north - -part-of it, with a view, it is said, to keep the record books, and . 

thereby save a few dollars: in the purchase of new ones, managed 
toretain the name for the north part of it, in which ig Plover Pop. age, calling the south part. Columbia, | ee 

| Recine.—From the French name of the Root or principal river 
init. [Will some citizen there tell us what root was so.abundant | uponit-astogiveitthe name?) hs 
 Richland.—So called on account of the richness of the soil, os Rockh,—From' Rock prairie within its limits: and this from. a 

large:rock located. on:it; ae 7 ; 
Sheboygan.—F rom its ‘principal river. [Will some one-tell us: Whatthe.word.means?}. 0 eV ME ays Be | St. Oroia—The holy cross—the name given to'the lake and riy- 

er-upon which it borders, by. the French. missionaries, because it 
enters the Mississippi -nearly at, right. angles;. and because the | 
waters of it when high; are of ‘a dark ‘red color, being stained by __ 
the roots of: the tamarack: which abound in its head branches. 
.. Sduk:—From Sauk Prairie within its limits, which took its name | from the Sauk Indians, who -once had their principal: village upon 

» Washington:—In honor of. Gen: ‘Washington; = | 
_ + :Waukesha.—From the Indian name ‘of its principal river.  I¢' 

signifies Fox, probably from the number foxes taken. upon it.— | _ [s'itMenomonee, Potawotome,orwhat?] | 7 18 | : -
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Winnedago.—From the lake of that name, which, took its name | 

from the Indian tribe. a 

Walworth.—In honor of Chancellor Walworth, os 

a _ OF PLACES, LAKES, RIVERS, AND MOUNTAINS. | . 

Prairie du Chien—Dog’s Prairie—From a Sauk chief of that 

name who had his village on it when first visited by the French 

voyagers. - | 

Prairie La Crosse—From the French name of a “ball club,” 

~ erooked or hooked at the end. When the Fre: ch first visited the 

| country, the neighboring tribes were in the habit every summer of 

meeting on this prairie for their annual ball play. © At these games 

each tribe took a side, and often staked all they had atcommand. . 

Mont-trempe-Veau—The mountain that stands in the water. It 

rises in the form of an oval cone or natural pyramid, from.a base 

80 rods long by 40 wide, to about 300 feet high, and isentirely 

surrounded by water. It contains an extensive den of yellow rat- 

tle snakes, from which they swim in the spring, and to which they 

return in the same way in the fall. — | a 

Lac Flambeau—Torch Lake. A collection of five small lakes, 

of from three to five miles in length, and from twenty rods to: half 

g mile in width. On these lakes a band of Chippewas. settled, 

about 120 years ago, to which they fought their way against the 

Sioux on one hand, and the Sauks and Foxes on the other.. The 

lakes abounded in fish, which were taken by torch light, from 

which the French traders gave it,the name of Lac Flambeau. 

Lac Courteoreille— Short Ears.—It is said that when the French 

traders first visited this lake called Ottawa, a band of Ottawas.oc- 

gupied its banks, who had cut the rims off their ears, making 

them short; from which the Indians, their lake, and the river run- 

ning from it into the Chippewa, received this singular name. oe 

Mountain of the Stars—A natural mound some thirty miles: in 

~ circumference, and several hundred feet high ; from its base. and ~ 

sides the Black river flows.to the south, L’eau Claire and Yellow 

rivers—branches of the Chippewa—to the west, and two branches.
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_ of the Wisconsin river to the east. Itissaid to be Govered with 
- pine timber, and its rocks and sands to abound in indications of 

€opper, or some richer ore. The Indian name is not recollected, but signifies the Mountain of the Stars, and was so called by them _ On account of its lofty peaks. oo | | 
| I shall continue to collect these names and their origin, and if others, and especially editors, will do the same and publish them, | the historical object contemplated will be accomplished. The — above is yet imperfect, and is open to amendments and corrections; and it is but a small portion of the names worthy of collection and preservation. _ OS . 

Prairie du Chien, June 11th, 1849. |
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«INDIAN NAMES. 

| BY JOSHUA HATHAWAY, ESQ. 9-2 > 7 ) 

To the Cor. Sec. of the Wisconsin Historical Socvety : 

Following the suggestion of Mr. Brunson in his interesting com- 

munication to your Society of the 11th ultimo, I propose to con- 

| tribute a portion of the aboriginal names of places and rivers in 

our State, with their signification, when known, and their present 

corruption in spelling and pronunciation. Oe : 

Much of the corruption in the pronunciaticn of Indian names, 

has arisen from the want of a simple mode of spelling, and from 

an inaccurate habit of pronouncing words, when correctly spelled. 

Thus, in orthography, the sounds au, abn, ee, are incorrectly ex- 

pressed by a, an, and e; and the orthography au, ahn and ee, is 

inaccurately pronounced by a, an and e, or y—for example, Wau- 

- kee-shah, is incorrectly spelled Wakesha, and inaccurately pro- 

nounced, (though very commonly,) Walkyshaw. | 

One more suggestion: When the double vowel ee occurs in 

the orthography of an Indian word, the syllable should have a 

thin, prolonged accent, more especially when it forms the middle 

syllable. —— oe - 

Milwaukee, or Milouagui, of the early French settlers, is. de- 

rived from the Indian name of our own river, Mahn-a wau-kee 

seepe, first and third syllables accented. The word is Pottawatta- 

mie probably ; and the early French traders gave different signi- 

fications to it, so that no one of them is reliable. :
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_ Sheboygan, or: Che boig-an of the early maps, ia fromthe Indian | name, Sharob-wa-way-lewn, halfaeeent on the first, and full accent on the third syllable; the word orsentence (most likely Chippewa,) | expresses a tradition “that a great toise, coming ‘under ground | from the region of Lake Superior, was heard at thisriver.” 
Manitou-woe, or Devils den.—The tradition of the Indians is, that a nondescript: being was several times observed at the mouth | ofthisviver; hence thename. = oo 
Ne-sho-tah, or Twins, now known as Two Rivers. iA: glance ‘at the place, or at:the map, shows how appropriate the name, | | e-wau-nee River, on Lake Michigan, east of thé head of Green _ Bay, signifies Prairie Hen. It was formerly known as Wood’s -Tiver in the sketch maps; please give to the writer the credit of ascertaining and restoring this enphonious name by his Field Notes 

in 1834, Kewaunee is doubtless a Chi ppeway word—accent ‘on - second syllable. — Oe eb OS . : 
_. ‘The next ‘and’ only river ‘of any magnitude, north ‘of the last - mentioned, isthe | a Muk-wan wish-ta-guon—accent on first and third, and half ac- cent on last syllable. Muk-wan signifies Bear—the whole, Bear’s 

Head. The present settlers in that region are striving to substi- tute the name Wolf River ;'‘bad success to them—we prefer a | bear’s head to a whole wolf, eS OF 
 Mus-kee-go, from Muskeeguiac, signifies Cranberry—probably, a Pottawattamie. — EEN EEE CE - 

| Wait kee-shah, the n ame piven to the county wrested from Mil- Waukee in 1846.° As the county was appropriated without the 
consent of the owners, 80 it was very proper that the name’ should _ be. It is very ‘probable that this namie was never seen in English 
éharacters until the year 1846, when it was inscribed, by the writer of this, upon an oak tree, standing where the town of Ro- | chester now stands, ih Racine county. _ The name was selected by 
me with the consent of Messrs. Cox and Myers, all being interest- a ed in the location, as a name for the future town, and it so appears | on the sectional maps of those times. When the town began to
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be settled shortly after, the name was"changed by the inhabitants 

to Rochester, because, like the Rochester of New York, it had a 

‘water power—no further point of resemblance being traceable. 

In 1835-6, I was engaged in sub-dividing the townships now com. 

| prising Racine county, and from some Indian boys lodged near 

my encampments, I made additions to my Indian vocabulary ; 

) and with the medium of a fox-skin collar, I obtained this name, 

understanding it to be Pottawattamie for “Fox,” which isa tavor- 

ite name with the nacives for all crooked rivers, whose course, in 

this respect, resembles the eccentric trail of that animal. By 

giving the middle syllable a thin, prolonged, decided accent, and — 

oe leaving the last syllable but half aspirated, you have the original 

as given to me—Wau-kee-shah. - i Soe 

Me-quon-i-go, from Me-quan-i-go.ick, likewise the name of the 

town. Mic-wan signifies a ladle—a bend in each stream known 

by that name resembling a ladle, seems to have given the name. 

That the resemblance may be detected, it may be well to remark, 

that the Indian ladle is a very crooked utensil, with the “handle 

turned quite over the bowl. | OC os 

Kosh-ko-nong, or more properly, Kosh-kaw a-nong, (third sylla- 

ble unnaccented,) signifying ‘the lake we live on,” was for many - 

weeks, the lurking-place of the families of Brack Hawx’s war- 

riors, in the troubles cf 1832. Be ee 

Wau-pee-ty-seepe, or Tooth River, a tributary of the Wisconsin 

above Grand Rapids. Waw-pee ty (full accent on first, and. half 

accent on second syllable.) signifies éooth—Chippewa probably. 

Des Plaines River, in Racine county, or more properly, River 

aux Plaines, named by the French, signifies, soft maple. a 

Oconomewoc, Scupernong, Pewaukie, Oshkosh, Taycheedah, 

: Wauwatoosah, Techora, Kaukulan, and a host of other musical 

| names remain, to invite the elucidation of contributors,, among 

whom I hope to see the names of Governor Dory and Mr, ELLB;.. 

 Muwavens, July 10,1849
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INDIAN NOMENCLATURE OF NORTHERN WISCONSIN, 
WITH A SKETCH OF THE MANNERS AND CUS. | oe _ TOMS OF THE CHIPPEWAS. ok 

ee _--BY HIRAM CALKINS, ESQ., OF WAUSAU. 

Being personally unacquainted with the language of the Chip- | 
_ pewas, and consequently their customs, I have taken some pains to 

_ procure the information desired by the Historical Society. I first 
applied by letter, and then in person, to Mr. Wituram Cross, who 
resides in the northern part of this county, and from him have 
derived the necessary data to enable me to make up the narrative — Tnow communicate. - For want of time, he could not give all the 

_ information desired by the Society, but he assured me that he will 
pursue the subject still farth er, if requested to do so. I think Mr. 

_ Onogs has the ability to give as correct information as can be ob- tained relative to the traditions and customs of the Chippewa 
tribe, having been many years among them, and enjoying ina 
high degree their respect and confidence; and being a good - 

_ Scholar beside, is able to communicate correctly, Co Indian curiosities, ‘such as Wampum, drums, medals, pipes 
| of | peace, war-dresses, medicine bags, &¢., Mr. Cross informs me _ cannot be procured, except by’ purchase, as they consider them 

| sacred things, and place a high estimate upon them. Should any | of these articles'be desired by the Society, I will endeavor to pro- 
curé them when instruéted todoso. = |
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I will now proceed to givea list of the Chippewa names, with | 

their significations, of the tributary streams of the Wisconsin riv- — 

er, from the Forks down to Point Bas, a distance of one hun- | 

dred and twenty-five miles by land, and-about two hundred bythe _ 

river. Of the Chippewa terminations Se-be or Se-pee and We- 

shance, theformer signifies river, and the latter ereek. 

Ma-na-to-kik-e-we-Se be—Stooping 8 pirit River. a | 

Skan-a-wong-Se-be-we-shance—The creek that runs through | 

bluffs. oe oe 

Shin-gwack-Se-be-we-shance—Little Pine Creek. | 

| Mush-ko-da-wun-Se-be-we-shance—Little Prairie Creek, 

~ Oska-ki-ra jaw-Se be—New Wood River. 4 oo : o aa 

Pe-qua-bik-au Se:be—Rocky ‘River, better known''as : Copper , 

River. re rr ee | | 

Pau-gaw-do-waj-Se-be-we-shance—Ball Play Creek, now known | 

as Devil Creek. : oe / | 

- _Mush-ko day yaw-Se-be—Prairie River. | 7 OC 

Shin-gwack-Se-be—Pine River. So 

~ Tah so-so-win-ing Se-be—Dead Fall River, now known as Trap- 

River. — pes SO 7 — po ne oe 

~ O-pic-wun-a-Se-be—Rib River, oe - oe a 

Wah-yaw.con-ut-ta-gua-yaw-Se be—Clear “Water River, now 

known as Eau Claire. Oe 

- She-sheg-e-ma-we-she can-Se-be—Soft Maple River, now known 

| as Haw Pleine, or Full Water. - oe 

Ma-no-min a-kung-a-kauy-Se-be—Rice Stalks River, now known | 

as Little Hau Pleine. SO _ / - a | 

Au puh-ki-ra-kan-e-we-Se-be—River of Flags, now ‘own as | 

Plover Rivers = — ES an 

W au-pee-tee-Se-be—Tooth River, now known as Mill Oreck. 

There are several rapids and falls on the Wisconsin river, with 

most of which the Indians have some superstitions notions associ: 

| ated. The first is a, small rapid just below the Forks of ‘the Wis- : 

‘eonsin, called by the Chippewas .Wa-boje-wun, or Narrow Falls, 
indicative of their character. The next are the | “Brear-beaux,” |
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| or Grand Father. Bull Falls, which are the largest onthe Wiscon- 
_ sin,and are called by the Indians Ko-na-je-wun, which signifies | 

the Long Falls. These falls are two miles in Jength, having 
_ three perpendicular falls of several feet each in that. distance. 

.  Shere-is said to: be one hundred feet fall in these three successive | 
‘rapids. They were never run by the whites, and but one instance 
is: known'among ‘the Indians of any of their people having passed 
them in safety. The Indians have a tradition, that there is a great 
spirit that.presides over these falls, to which they make an appro- | 

_ priate offering. A portage passes around the falls on the west | 
sidé\of the river, where the Indians carry their canoes on their 
heads for a mile and a half. About midway on the portage is a 

| solitary rock, about-ten feet in circumference at the base, and about | 
four feet high, in the;shape of a cone or sugar-loaf, on which the : 
Indians make an offering of tobacco. This offering, it is said, is , 

~ preserved by the spirit until an Indian passes along destitute of 
tobacco, when itis given to him. +. ~ oo 

In 1849, these falls were navigated, in a bark canoe, for the 
__ first-and last time by two Indians—the Brack Namand the Crow. 

, At the head of the falls before starting, Crow held the canoe by a 
rock projecting from the shore, while Brack Nam made a prayer 

_ and an‘ offering to the spirit of the falls. The offering consisted 
Of two yards of. scarlet broad cloth, and a brass kettle. The 
prayer was in these words: “O Great Spirit of the Falls ! I im- 

_ plore'thee*to extend thy protecting arm over us as we run these 
_  mhighty waters.. Mayést thou strengthen my arm and my paddle 

to"puide my canoe eafely down these dangerous waters. I do not 
implore ‘thy protection for nothing; I give thee two yards of scar- 
let, and a brass kettle!” Having: finished his prayer, he threw 
the offering overboard, and grappled his paddle, and the canoe 

_ went bounding over the billows, and ran the falls in safety. ~—— 
_-.- Ghippewa names of falls or rapids on the Wisconsin : | 

«: Sase-je-wun—Falls or rapids, 9 ee | 
- O-ska-kwa-yaw—New Wood rapids. OS : 

.. Mush-ko da-yaw—Prairie rapids, now known as Jenny Bull. 
| 16
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Nah- ba-na-sa-se-je-wun—One-sided rapids, now called Zrap | 
Rapids. | a or ae 

Pah-je-tak-a-ke ning-a-ning—The water that falls over rocks, | 
now known as Big Bull Fails. Suna | Bee 

Oh-ka-kan-dah-go-kag—Spruce falls, now known as Liltle Budd 
Fats. oe: Oo pee 

Mis-qua-wauk-sa se-je-wun—Red cedar rapids, now known as 
Conant’s Lamds. | os | | 

Ah-da-wa-gam—Two sided rapids, now known as Grant’s Rap- 

ids. . ee 
Bun-gah je-wim—End of the rapids, now called Whitney Rap- 

ids, which are the last on the Wisconsin: ee | 
Chippewa names of tuwns or villages on the Wisconsin: - 

Mush ko-da-yaw-Tosh-ko-bo-je-gun—Jenny Bull Fall = 
Pah-je-tak-a-ke-ning-a-ning—Big Bull Falls, now called -Wanu- 

saul. oo a 

Wah-yaw-con-ut ta-gua yaw—Ean Claire Mills. © a 
Oh-ka kan-go kag—Little Bull Mills. - 

Nay-osh-ing—The Point, now known as Du Bay’s Trading 
Post. | a 

Kah-kag-e-winch-e-min-it-e-gong—Hemlock Island. This name _ 

is applied to Steven’s Point, on account of an island in the Wis- — 

consin opposite to the village, covered with hemlock, which is .a | 
araregrowthinthatregion, = 8 

Mush-ko-da-ny—Plover, the county seat of Portage county. The 
The meaning of this Chippewa name is “Prairie,” given on ac- 

count of the prairie-like country around it. The trail dividing the 

Chippewa and Menomonee lands runs through this town. Here 

the two tribes of Indians have been accustomed to make the port- 
age from the Wisconsin to Wolf river, by carrying. their canoes 

on their heads; the uistance across being about eight miles. This _ 
portage is called by the Chippewas Wah-bau-ga O ning-ah ming, __ 

meaning the Hastern Portage. The termination O-ning-ah-ming, 
means @ portage. a oo rs | 

Ah-dah-wa gam—Grand Rapids’ Milla. ot re |
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_. \ Ban-gah-je-wung—Point Bas, sts : ae 
- O-ning-ah-ming—Portage city. This place is named from the 

- portage between the Fox and Wisconsin rivers, © | | 
_. Mo-nung wah-na-can-ing—This name is applied to La Pointe, 

on Lake Superior, and signifies Yellow Wood-pecker, and was | 
given on account of the great abundance of those birds on the 
island on which La Pointe is situated. | Oo 

_. » The Chippewas in Wisconsin are divided into sixteen clans or 
_ bands, numbering about four thousand persons altogether. Each 

| of those bands is governed by a chief, and each has a head-brave 
or war captain, who leads in war; a chief oratur, who speaks for 
the chief; and a chief medicine man, who is regarded by the In- 
dians as gifted with the spirit of prophesy. Gueat confidence is 
placed in the chief medicine man, as his services are required on 
all eventful occasions. __ | | | 

The Wisconsin river band numbers about two hundred Indians, 
| and occupies the country from the Grand Rapids up to Tommy- 

_ Hawk Lake. The Head Chief of this band is Osx KA-BA-wis,or The ‘ 
Messenger ; the Head Brave is Ka-xao-o-na yosn, or The Sparrow 

, Hawk; the Chief Orator is Now-o-com-tox, or The Centre of the 
| Larth ; and the Chief Medicine Man or Conjurer, is Mau-ca-pa- 

o-auna A, or The Black Nail, who performed the feat of descend- 
ing the Long Falls in his canoe, and is represented by the other 
Indians as being'a great Medicine Man. He is always called upon, 
far and near, in cases of sickness, or in the absence of relatives, 
to foretell whether the sickness will prove fatal, or whether the 
friends will return in safety, and at what time. He is also con- 

! sulted by the Indians when they go out to hunt the bear, to fore- 
tell whether sticcess will crown their efforts. Before performing 
these services, he is always paid by the Indians,with such articles 
as they have, which generally consist of tobacco, steel-traps, | 
Kettles, broad cloth, calico, and a variety of other: commodities, 
Heusually performs after dark, ina wigwam just large enough to | 
admit of his standing erect. This lodge or wigwam is tightly 
covered with mats, so as entirely to exclade all light and the pry- ,
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ing curiosity of all out-siders. Having no light within thelodge, __ 

the acts and utterances of the Medicine Man or Conjurer:are re- 
garded as mysterious, and credulously received by the wondering __ 
crowd surrounding the tent. He first prepares himself in ‘his 
family wigwam by stripping off all his clothing, when he emerges 
singing, and the Indians out-side join him in the song with their 
drums, and accompany him to the lodge, which he enters alone. — 
Upon entering, the lodge commences shaking violently, which is 

supposed by the Indians out side, to. be caused by the spirits.— 

The shaking of the lodge produces'a great noise by the rattling of | 
bells and deers’ hoofs fastened to the poles of the lodge at the | 

top, and, at the same time, three voices are distinctly. heard: inter- . 

mingled with this noise. One is a very heavy hoarse voice,which 

the Indians are made to believeis that of the Great Srrrir; anoth- | 

er is a very fine voice, represented to be that of a Small Spirit, — 
while the third is that of the Medicine Man himself. He pretends | 

that the Great Spreir converses in the heavy voice to the lesser SO 

spirit, unintelligibly to the conjurer, and the, lesser spirit inter- 

prets it to him, and he communicates the intelligence to-his breth- 

ren without. The ceremony lasts about three hours, when he 
| comes out, in a high state of perspiration, supposed by the super- | 

stitious Indians, to be produced by mental excitement. = . | 
_ The present chief of this band, Osu-Ka-Ba-wis, is a Very sensi- 

ble, intelligent Indian. He went to Washington during President 
. Po.x’s administration, in company with other chiefs, to obtain re- 

dress fur some grievances about their payments. They secured - 
an appropriation of $6,000, but were cheated out of it by thein- © 

terpreter who went with them, who having charge of the money, — a 

hid $5,000 of it, and soon after died, so that the Indians got only 
$1,000 of the amount. | : bb 

) _ Each of the other bands occupies a separate tract ofcountry for | 

hunting purposes. The Chippewas all belong to certain family 
tribes or totems. Those belonging to the same:totem, are con- _ 

sidered brothers and sisters, and consequently never marry. 

These family totems or' designations, are taken from some familiar
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living: object, such as: the bear, the wild goose, fish, sand-hill 
erane, ete.—hence the bear: clan or totem, and so of others. Al- _ 

: most every thing that inhabits land or water, is adopted by certain. 
~ Judians as their totem, and some of the Indians belong to differ. | 

| ent.clans or totems at the same time. These marks.or totems de- | 
scend from the father to the son. When a warrior goes to war 
and takes, a.scalp from the enemy, he-sends or takes it to his fami- | 

| ly clan or totem, that they may dance over andaround the trophy; _ 
and recite his deeds of valor. They call their family or tribal 
hame to-tame, or totem. — . . . oo 

-' The Chippewas have a singular custom about hunting the bear 
in winter. Journeying from place to place, whenever they camp 
after dark, the hunters all assemble in a wigwam by themselves, 

_ excluding the squaws and children. They generally assemble at 
the lodge of the chief Medicine Man of the camp, who presides 
over the ceremonies, which are commenced by beating on the | 
medicine-drum, and singing a certain number of songs, which are | 
sung only on these occasions. The chief Medicine Man-sits in the 
middle of the lodge, with some broad cloth and calico spread be- _ 

| fore him, together with a stuffed cub bear-skin, while his pipe or 

calumet, already filled, is placed before him on two crotched sticks. 

_ He then addresses the bear in this wise: “O, my brother! we 

are very hungry; we are on the point of starving, and I wish yon 
to have pity on us, and to-morrow when the young men go out to 

hunt you, I want you to show yourself. I know very well that you 
are concealed somewhere close by my camp here. I give you my 

pipe to smoke out of, and I wish you would have pity on us, and 

give us your body that we may eat and not starve.” Having thus 
_ spoken, he takes the medicine-drum and beats on it, accompany- 

ing it with some songs that he recites from two small boards, on — 

* which they are written in hieroglyphics. When he gets through, 

he passes the drum and boards to the next Indian, and so on | 
around, till all have sung and beaten the same thing. The per- . 

_ formance generally lasts about four hours, when they retire to their 
several ludges. In the morning, the hunters all go to the medi-
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cine bag of the chief Medicine Man, which is generally suspend- | 

ed from a small tree, and take from it some vermillion with which 

they paint themselves, and the noses of their dogs. Thus pre- 

pared, they start on the hunt in different directions, and being in- 

spired with faith and goaded on by hunger, they are almost sure | 

of success before night. | ee on 

Other customs are observed by them, which also indicate the 

superstition of the Chippewas. 1 will notice that of the burial of 

their dead. When an Indian dies, they believe, as did their fore- 

fathers, that he has gone to better hunting-grounds, and has need | 

| only of sy much provision as will be sufficient to carry him through 

the journey; and when there, that he is endowed with a benevo- _ 

lent spirit, and in order that he may exerc.se it, the Indians make 
frequent offerings of such articles as they can spare, by placing | 

them at the head of the grave, when any destitute Indian coming | 

along, and finding the offering, accepts it as a gift from the bene- 
volent spirit of the dead. - oo | 

Juty.10th,1854. | a, oo,
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REMINISCENCES OF WISCONSIN, _ 
. Se BY ALEXANDER F, PRATT. | 

_ No. 1.—THE JUDICIARY OF WISCONSIN IN 1837-8. 
| - The Territory of Wiscorsin was organized in J uly, 1836. It 

was divided into three Judicial Districts. J udge Dounw was ap- | 
_ pointed for the Western District, Judge Irwin for the Middle, and 

Judge Frazier, of Pennsylvania, for the Eastern. J udge Fraziur 
| arrived in Milwaukee on a Sunday evening, in June, 1837. He 

put-up at the small hotel which stood where “ Dickerman’s Block ” 
_ now stands, which was called the * * * * * # « Tavern, « 
kept by Mr. Vam. Onghis arrival, he fell in with some old 

- Kentucky friends, who invited him to a private room, for the 
purpose of participating in an innocent game of “poker.” The | 
party consisted of the Judge, Col. Morton, Register of the Land 

_ Office, and two or three others—friends of the J udge. They com- 
_- meneed playing for small sums at first, but increased them as the _ 

hours passed, until the dawn of day, the next morning—when 
small sums seemed beneath their notice. The first approach of | 

-. day was heralded to them by the ringing of the bell for breakfast, 
7 The Judge made a great many apologies, saying, among other 

| things, that as that was his first appearance in the Territory, and as | 
his court opened at 10 o’clock that morning, he must have a little 

: | ne - ,
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time to prepare a charge to the Grand Jury. He therefore hoped | 

that they would excuse him, which they accordingly did, and he | 
withdrew from the party. The court met at the appointed hour— 

Owen Axperon acting as Sheriff, and Cyrus Hawzey as Clerk. 
The Grand Jury was called and sworn. The Judge, with much | 
dignity, commenced his charge; and never before did we hear . | 

; such a charge poured forth from the bench! After charging them — 
upon the laws generally, he alluded to the statute against gambling, 

The English language is too barren to describe his abhorrence of 
that crime. Among other extravagances, he said, that “a gambler 

was unfit for earth, heaven or heli,” and that “ God. Almighty | 

would even shudder atthe sight of one.” | 

At that time, we had but one session of the Legislature, which - 

had adopted mostly the statutes of Michigan, which allowed the 

Court to exercies its discretion in granting stays of executions, _ - 

— &e. +A suit came up against a man in the Second Ward, who had - 

| no counsel. The Judge ordered the crier to call the defendant. | 

He did so, and the defendant appeared. The Judge asked. him 

if he had anything to say against judgment. being rendered ‘against 

him. He replied, that he did not. know that: he had, as-it' was. an =. 

honest debt, but that he was unable to pay it. The Judge inquired 
what his occupation was. He replied that he was a fisherman.— 

Says the Judge, “Can you pay it in fish?’ The defendant. an; | 

-  gwered, that “he did not know but he could, if he had time:-to 
eatch them.” The Judge turned to the clerk, and..ordered. him:te | 

“ enter up a judgment, payable in fish, and. grant.a stay.of »OXCCUr 

tion for twelve months ” at the same time remarking to.the-de- a 

fendant, that he must surely pay it at the time, and in good fish ; 

for he would not be willing to wait so long. for “stinking fish,” | 
The next suit worthy of note, was against. Wu. M..Dennis, our 

present Bank Comptroller. He, like his, predecessor, had. ne | 

gounsel. His name was called, and he soon made his appearance, ee 

He entered the Cuurt-room, wearing his ugual smile,. whittling; 
with his knife in the left hand. The Court addressed him. in:a 

loud voice, “ What are you grinning about, Mr. Dennis?” Mr



_ D.veplied, that he was not aware that he was laughing. The | 
Oourt inquired if he proposed to offer any defence? He replied, 
that he did, but was not ready for trial. “No matter,” said the 7 

_ ‘Judge, “there’s enough that are ready ; the clerk will-enter it = = — 
‘continued,’” The next case, about which we recollect, was the a 

_ trial of two Indians, who were indicted for murdering aman on 
Rock river. They were also indicted for an assault, with intentto = 

- Kill, upon another man, at the same time. The trial for murder 
came, off first. They were found guilty, and sentenced to be | 
hanged. On the day following, they were tried forthe assault, : 
&e., found guilty, and sentenced to five years imprisonment, and) 

to pay a fine of five hundred dollars each. Governor Dopas,. a 
however, deeming it too severe to fine and imprison a man after 

, he was hanged, commuted it to imprisonment for life. The In- . 
dians were confined in a jail a year or two, but were finally par- ne 
doned bythe Governor, - 

Judge Frazme soon afterwards went to Green Bay, and held a | 
| Court, from whence,. for want of a jail in which to confine prison- oo 

| ere, he sentenced a man, fur some trifling offence, “ to. be banished CO 
to Turkey river.” “After the Court adjourned, he returned to Mil- | 

waukee on the steamboat ‘Pennsylvania. © She anchored in the =) © 
_ bay, and the Judge, who was dead'drunk at the time, waslowered 
by’ means of a tackle, into a boat, and rowed to. the landing, at | 

_ Walker’s Point. From the efféct of this bacchanalian revel he 
never recovered. | His friend, Col. Morton, took him’ to hisown 

_ house, called to his aid our best physicians, and all was done that 
 bumai skill could devise, for the restoration of his health; butit) 
was too late’ ‘the seeds of death liad been'down; Mo lingéred in 

| great distress for four or five days, and’ bisithed big inet The oe 
_ and having no relatives in the State, he hardly received a decent. 

burial. His remains were followed’ to their Last resti ng place by ORS 

-__* Hon, Wriaian 0, Faasnes,,Asrociate Judge forthe Tohitory of, Wisconsin, diddiny 
Milwaukee, Oct. 18th 1833, aged sixty-two years.— American Almanac, 1840, | Soles 
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-sides a few friends. ‘They now remain in the old church-yard ‘in 

the First Ward, without even a slab to mark the spot. ve a 

a The above sketch was written by us frorn memory, for the Wis: o 

_consin, last’summer. We now re-publish it for the purpose ofdoing 
simple justice’to the living, by adding that we havesince learned 
that 'a son of Judge Frazter catne to Milwaukee some years since, 
and had the’ remains of his father retnoved to the new church- 
yard in the Fifth Ward, and proper tombstones erected over them, 

No: 2—MILWAUKEE ANDSOLOMON JUNEAU. 

_ Soromon Juneau. was the-fiyst white settler:in Milwaukee. He 
was a native.of Canada, and immigrated to. that place in the: fall 

| of 1818, and built him a log eabin among the natives. At. that 

time his family consisted of a wife, and one. child... His nearest 

white neighbors were at.Chicagg, Green Bay and Prairie du 
Chien. He kept.a few goods énitable for the: Indian trade, and — 
for the first seventeen years he was not only the only merchantin 
the place, but the only white man. During that period,a few Ini _ 
dian traders were occasionally there, but not permanently located. 

In the spring. of 1835, aland office having been previously. es: 
| tablished at,Green Bay, this land was brought into. market, and 

Mr, Junwav. purchased a emall.tract consisting of about 180 _ 
| acres, lying on the east side of the river, directly north of Wis- 
_. eonsin-street. Previous to this time, Gyo, H. Warxer, Esq, had 

come and made aclaim on what is now called “ Walker’s Point,” 
: which he subseqtiontly obtained a title to. Byron’ Kiznotey, - 

a
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” Esq:, about that time purchased a tract.on the west side of thé 
_ river; which has from that time been known by the name‘df “Rik | 

| -bourn Town.” Danten’ Weis, Je, W. W. Gitwan,’ Gro. D2 — - | 
D.usmay, E. W. Evgerton, T. C. Dovsman,; Gro. O. Turany;"D 
H. Ricwarps, Witttam Brown, Jr., Mino J onus, Exocr DARLing; — 
and others:itnmigrated about the same time, and made large pur- 
chases.of lands.: In the course of the summer of 1835, a’ nurber , 
ot good buildings were erected, and a great many eastern’ apéeu- oe 
lators came and bought lands at high prices. Mr Juwnau;‘about OY 
this time, sold an undivided interest in’ his lands to‘ MekGhn° he — - 
Marrm. He built a fine dwelling-h ouse on the lot where Mitor- — 
ext’s Banking-house now stands; also a large store’ and' ware? 
house on what is now known‘as' ‘ Ludington’s Cornér:” In 1836; oe 
when we came, he was doing.a large business both in sellitix 

_ goods and lots. During'that' season, some two or thiee hiidred’ 
thousand dollars’ worth of goods had been: brought-there to-'sell; 
Ground:rent was nearly as high as it isnow.:: A merchant with’) 
stock of goods would arrive one day, and by the next day néoti‘ie’ . 
would have a store completed to open in. Things were dod on’ 
the California principle. They were usually built of rough boards’ - —_ 
with a “ grass floor,” and in several instancesa blanket was hong 
up for.a, partition, and one-half of the tenement rented to another : 
for a dollar a day. . The town was flooded with. speculators; and: — 
all made money until the non-residents left. and navigaticn. closed, ' oe 
when a sudden change “came o’er the spirit-of their dreams.” ) 

- The-town was left with:a large stock of goods, and butfewinhab- 
itants. Merchants and other business men enjoyed the winter in 

_ the best possible: manner. During the fall quite a large number CO 
of actual settlers:had arrived, of the right stamp, among whom. : 

_ was H.N. Wells, J. E. Amold, Henry Williams, Hans Crocker, * Oo 
J. H. Tweedy, L. Blossom; J. W. Pixley, ‘8. H. Martin, Geo; P. . ; 
Delaplaine, Geo. Reed, Cyrus Hawley, Fred. Wardner, AO. T. 
Breed, Eliphalet Cramer, Rufus Parks, Curtis Reed, Orson’ Reed, | 

- William M. Dennis, Truman L. Smith, Edmond D. Clinton; A: A... os 
Bird, and: many others, whom time will not allow us‘to-mention: + |
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All had been doing a “land office business,” and had plenty of | 

| money left to winter on. At this time ourold friend Jungsau was 
supposed to be worth at least $100,000 with a fair prospect of its 

being doubled by the rise of land in the spring. We have often 
seen him in those days go into his store, after business -hours were 
over, and take from the drawers the money that his clerks had re- — 

ceived during the day for goods and lots, amounting often to 8 or 
10,000 dollars, and put itlvose.in his hat; and upon one oceasion 

we recollect of his hat being knocked off in a playful crowd, when 
some $10,000 flew in various directions.. In short, money seemed 

to be of no earthly use to him. If a man called upon him to sub- 
scribe for either a public improvement or -a charitable object, 

whatever was. required he subscribed, without, asking why or | 

wherefore. Inthe meantime he had looked on and seen others 

get rich on the rise of property that he. had sold, and he com-, 

menced buying back lots and paying thousands for those he had’ 

previously sold for hundreds. We recullect very well one circum- — 
stance; his re-purchasing the corner lot, near Youngs’ Hall, for — 

So $3,700, which he had sold the year previous for $475. | ‘He was — 

truly in the language of the poet, ‘The noblest work of God, an 

honest man.” He had implicit confidence in every body, TE 

The spring of 1837 disappointed all our anticipations: A general 
stagnation in business prevailed in‘all directions. Immigration 
had almost entirely fallen off. ‘ Our currency which was mostly of 

, the Michigan “ Wild Cat,” stamp was‘no longer a legal tender.— _ 

There was no sale for real estate. The second payments were be- 
coming due on purchases of real estate, and.all who supposed them-. 

selves rich in lands, were not only: destitute of money, butthe means’ _ 
_ to raise it. Some who were able.to:hold on, kept their-property un-- 

til. they could get a handsome advance ; while the majority were’ 
compelled to sell:for what they could get, and bankruptcy was the: 
inevitable result. |. 7. Os bebe eo ¥ hs age 

At this time, there were but a few settlements inthe interior; 
| but the hard times which ¢ontinned-through the years 18387 and) 

| 1838, induced many to’ leave Milwaukee and locate a““‘Glaim.”—



The lands ‘between Milwankea and Rock River were then-dutveys ed, but'were not brought into market until the fall of 1889. "Da: t ring this time they had become thick! y settled, and maiiyofthem =‘ quite valuable. The hard times at'the East had led many to seek / a home in the West; and in the fall of 1839, when ‘these ‘atids- oo came into market, many of them had been go improved that they | were worth from $10 to $100 an acre, while the occupants had not _ the first “red cent” to buy them with. Consequently, alarge. = _ proportion of the settlers were compelled to either-sell their im- | provements for what they could get, or pay from 25 to 50 per 
cent. for money to enter their lands with. oo oe | 
About thie time, Atex. Mrrowett, Harvey Brecuarp, the Messrs. : Lupinerons, E. Exprep and other capitdlists came to Milwaukee, 

and purchased lots at $100 each, that had previously been sold - from $1,000 to $1,500, and are now selling from $5,000 to $15,000 a each. From that day to this, “the rise and progress” of Milwan- a _ Kee has been’ steady and onward. The price of, land has con- tinued to advance with the increase of business, and nearly allwho 
commenced in business there at that time, and, continued to.the as - present, have become wealthy and independent. In 1846, the / Legislature passed an act to divide Milwaukee county, and estab- lish the county of Waukesha; also another to incorporate thercity | of Milwaukee. At the first charter election.in the new-city, San- / amon J UNEAU was elected Mayor, which: was 4'well-merited ‘coni- me pliment to the “old pioneer.” * ee - we ~~ ~ a Ra gg eR ee ee 
Mr. Jowzau, subsequently, left Milwaukee, and settled at.the _ i village of Theresa, in. Dodge count y;{the name. of which ‘should 
be changed to Juneau.) -where-he ‘still resides. He has now a os large family, and we learn, that by hard labor, he gets a ‘comfort- oo ble living abe te ay 

We have spun this yarn much longer than we intended; butthe | 
name of “orp Soros,” a3 the Tudians used to call him, brings with | 
it so many “sweet recollections of the past,” that we cauld find no - 

- 
| ,
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| stoppin g place, until our sheet was fall. AD otice of him which:we 

| copied. last week from the Green Bay Advocate, which: stated‘that _ 

/  « My, Juneau left that place in 1830,” has prompted: us to cor- 

| rect that error,* and give this hasty sketch of a man whois. truly 

oneof Nature’s Noblemen, 2 

| _ ‘No. 3—-SKETCH OF WAUKESHA. > 

7 - "Wavxnsia was originally called “Prairie Village.” Afterwards, 
the Legislature changed it to “Prairieville ;” and after the county 

was set off trom Milwaukee, it was changed to Waukesha. | The 

| | first white settlers were Messrs. M. D. and A. R.Curizr, Jony 

‘Manoprrvittz and —— Lurnzr. They. came herein the spring of 

: 4834, not very long after the close of the “Black Hawk War.” — 

At that time the land had been purchased of the Indians; yet, in 

* The editor of the Green Bay Advocate, Hon. C.D. Rosrnsow, thus notices this sketch | 

of the old:pioneer of Milwaukee, and furnishes some additional facts relative to early 

: Milwaukee settlers: “The Waukesha Plaindealer has alengthy notice of Hon. SoLoson 

Junzav, who, it says, was the first white settler in Milwaukee, and corrects.our error in — 

stating that he left here (Green Bay, ) some time about 1830. The bref article which — 

we made ai the time was penned without any definite knowledge of Mr. Jonzav’s early 

history, other than-that we believed him to be the first séttler of Milwaukee, and sup- 

;posed, though erroneously, that he went there from:Green‘Bay. =” 

We were reminded by Mr. A.J Vixav, of this place, that-his father, Mr. Jas. ViEaAw, 

‘Sen. emigrated to and settled in. Milwaukee some years before Mr. Junzau went there; 

and that before Mr. Virau came, other white men had settled there. Mr. J. B. BEAUBIEN, 

-pow of Chicago, had already been there Bq years before Mr. Virav; and a Mr. LaFrom- 

| BOISE; Whose children now live in Chicago, was there some time before Mr Brausren. _ 

‘These facts touch only.the question, of course, as to the first white settler of Milwau- 

kee. That Mr. Junzau is entitled to the credit of founding the city, and taking an ac- 

| ‘tive and honorable part in its early guvernment, and in contributing in a very gr eat de- 

_greeto its prosperity, thereisnodoubt’*: Oo oe



- accordafice with the Treaty, they remained in possession of if up) tothe summer of 1886, whén it was surveyed by the Genera) : Government. "The Messrs. Cortur built the first “log cabin” in this town in the year 1894, Tt'was located near where Messe Brare & Surva’s machine shop now stands. Mr. Maxogavuue gf that time made a “claim” on what is now the “school section.” = 
Mr. Litem claimed the land‘ where Mr. Mever now’ resides,om 
section ‘20, in thistown. “These were the dnly ‘séttlers who came / 

. Kerethat year. ‘At that timé large tribes of 'Intianewere located | — inthis‘county. “Theirheaid quarters’ were at this plice; yet‘tisit - == + wig'wams were scattered up and down the Fox ‘River, (or Pie 
ta-ka, as they called it,) from Mukwonago to ‘Pewauked Lakes 
and {r the first two or three years they were “a great’ annoyance ae - to the white settlers. There being’ no fences, the ‘settlérs’. cattle | | _ would often get among’ the Indians’ corn fields, and caused’ mudh 

~ trowble.’ The Indians being legally ‘in possession of the latid, ania a 
Raving the numbers and: power’to rule, would demand such’ dam: cok, 
ages as they saw fit; and upon one occasion claimed ‘aid redéfved og gt 
of the Messrs. Curnur’a fat ox for the datnage-he had dine“ theis a 

— orn: Inthe spring of 1835, “Mr. MoMinuan and fantily came 
and built a eabin ‘where the Court House now stands, Mr AG” 

- Nioxetn and Dr. Cornwact located.on the south: part of the for * a 
Row owned by Mr. Nioxet. +; Mr. Tra. Srewarr. located ‘on what ok : 

_ is now known-as the “Cushman farm)? and’ Messrs. Ieagovand 
Ricuarp. Smarr located where they nowilive. These were tHeon- a 
ly. settlers who camé that ‘yeari she Peg get ey SU Gh Be faye - 
Daring the summer anid fall of 1896, Mr. —-Murrar'loca: sO 

ted on-what is now Wiwiam Warre’s'farth. ‘Messrs. Nezeon ‘and a , 
Taos. H. Onin loeated:on what is now kiown as the “Gale farn* _ 
Mr. Sureuanr located on the west side’ éf the river, néar'the wae 
ter-power. Soon afterwards, this townshin was'butveyed, when t€ : : 

- seemed that the Messrs, Cutter, MoMurtan and Seremant were 9° 
allon one quarter section, where the village and miNs ‘are“new — 7 
located. This, for sarhe length of time, awas a bone of céntention, 7 

_ all-being auxious-to ‘(plaim”. the water-power. ‘In:the fall-of'that.
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year, Mr. NATHANIEL Watton, with his. family, located where | 

LAN was the only white woman in this part of the gotintry; conse. 

-eabin, which was about 16 by 24 feet, was the only. public house 
sft the place, and an interesting spot'it was, too, ays: 

often. . Upon one, occasion, we, stopped with twelve others at:this — 
hotel over night,, there. being but aneroom and, two beds. in the - 

. _ bonse.. We haye often seen,the hogs occupy the ingide of ithe | 
honse, and the. whiskey. barrel placed ‘qn,,the, outside to make 

room. If,a landlord, at that time, could raise; a barrel, .of, flour, 
“pork and whiskey, it was all that was necessary. for a, ‘first-class 

hotel,”:, In short, tavern-keeping was more an act of necessity, — 
‘than, choice. with many,.as the settlements. were eo few and far be: — 
tween, that they were.compelled to keep all travellers that, came, — 

— rogardless of, their means of .accommodation, as , all preferred — 
oe sleeping on a figor to a,bed, or.on a blanket in, the open fields, as 

"we wrere.often compelled. to down 06 Sse So 
| .:din-the ‘spring. of 1837, We'camé' here to look at.a claim ‘owned — 

by Mr. OvtLER},. which he ‘had then: recent! y- purehased: of Mei Le- | 

. # nar for. five hundred: dollars.; We stopped: with: Mr. Warron, — 

who at, that time kept:the best hoiise..: ‘In the mornin g@wostarted 

 " 6n foot, inccompatiy with Mr. M. DP. Qorrue, to view the: “claim” oo 

, —2 distan ce of aliout fovinmiles. .Wheh we came. to: thes rivet; - 

| which at that time was nearly two feet deep; Mr: Gu commenced 

-—— fording it... We, backed: out, and proposed to,retumn. to the hotel 
for our pony ; but: Mr..O. ingisted-on,our trying. eur pedestrian 
powers in the water, and after. spending sometime in consultation, | 

| he supplied the place ofsqur pory, and carried us safe thr ongh 

the river., Upon arriving at,the “claim,”.we found it to, be “all 
our fancy, painted,” and.we soon closed a bargain for it at $1,000, 

_ paying in tour (paper) city lote, at. $250 each... 
Previous to: this time, Mr. Ora: Browm had come and located. 

| on-the quarter section where the “Stone Quarry” i8;° and: Mr.



Manpurviitx having found himself, after thesurvey,qnitha school = 
a seston ney the quarter section that: Mr. A. Mixon now 

_ lives on, In the course of that season, Messrs. E. D,.Clinton,: 2. 

SW. Rossman, E.,Churchill, Ezra Mendall, Joel. Bidwell, Dan. 
_. iel Thompson, Robert Love, Moses Ordway, Sabina Barney, Aca 

8. "Watson, arid PétetN; Cushman, located on different claims in 
-—-this'towWh. ‘This Gdmipriged’the ‘whole settlement hore, in, the "year 

» Tn the spring of 1838, several new settlers.immigrated. Among 
© themavere PLN. Davis, James Buckner, Charles Crownbeart, Ira 
wo Doliver, B. F. Chamberlain, O. N. Higley, Albert White, Jameg 

and Edward W, King, I. C,.Owen, Daniel Chandler, Allen Cline 
ton, Lyman and E. W. Goodnow, and several others. During that 
seawon, James Buckner and Mr. Bowron built what is now a. part 
of the “ Prairieville. House.” Robert Love built a small frame 

——— dvelfing house, and we another. ‘These were the ouly framed 
_._ yuildings in this county at that time. Associations had been furm- 
-. od by the settlers for the mutual protection of each other in their | 
 - ® claiths.” "Each hhad his claim registered, and was protécted in - 

; | the peaceable possession of 50 many acres, which was altered from [ 

time to time by the ‘Association. At first, each man was allowed 

_.. to'elaim 160 acres; after wh'ch “claims” became more valuable, 
And it was extended toa whole sectién.’ Diepntes having atisen 
between ‘the Messrs.’ Curzur, McMitran and Szroxanr,(whd wer 
all on ‘one “¢lgim,”) several “ claim trials” were had, and finally, a 
the Messrs: Goria bought off the other claimants. In the ffieam 
time; M.D. ‘Cytuer had bought ont Mr. Brown, and taken posses: 
sion of ‘the’ qtiarter‘féction where he now lives. 

Up to this time, the only provisions used or seen in the country 
were salt pork, flour and potatoes. Flour was worth in Milwaukee 4 

$16 to $17 a barrel, pork $30 to $33, potatoes $2to $3 a bushel; and 
_ the price of hanling a. barrel of pork from there was $5, and other 

__. freights in proportion. The road.from heré’to Milwaukee wasany 
where we chose to travel, as travellers generally preferred new |



routes each time, knowing that a change must necessarily be an 

_ improvement, It had never been cut out through the timber, and 
each traveller was compelled to carry an axe to cut the trees, 
whenever he ran against.them. Previous to the summer of 1838, 

there were but few settlers between here and Milwaukee. © aes 

_ During the summer of 1836, Messrs. Camp and Anprews had 
‘settled at Mukwonago, Messrs. Hatou and Rocxwsun at Oconomo- 
woc,and Messrs. Furtzrand Portsrin Pewaukee, where they now = 
live; and in 1837, Messrs. Epamrron and Dousman located their 
claims in Summit and Ottowa, where they now reside. The same i 

season, Mr. Joun Gat, who then lived at Milwaukee, bought Mr, - 
Cortur’s claim to the quarter section containing the water-power, » 

for $6,600, and the next season built a flour and saw-mill‘on it. Af 

ter which he sold an undivided interest in it to Wu. A. Barstow 
and Rozserr Locxwoop, who, in company with him, laid it out into 

village lots, many of which were sold at a high price, and bords 

for deeds given while the.title still remained in the General Goy- 

In October, 1839, the lands.were brought into market and sold, 
At that time all the best locations had been taken, and-each ccen- 

pant was permitted to purchase his land at public auction, at the 
minimum price of $1 25 per acre. - Many. of the settlers being pies 
poor, paid from 25 to 50 per cent. for money to purchase their 
lands, and allowed the speculators to take the titles to them in their jus 

own names, as security for the money loaned; wherebyintheend, 

being unable to pay, they lost their all. All those yyho succeeded ol 

in paying for their lands, and have.remained on them upto the 

present time, have become wealthy ; while some, who were unable 

to pay for their lands, sold their ' improvements for what they Co 
could get, and commenced anew on unimproved lands. From that a 

| time to this, the settlement of our county has gone forward steadi. | ly, and the lands are now mostly owned and ocenpied by actud 

settlers. Several large and flourishing villages have been buil) - 

up in the county, which time and space will not allow us to speal 
of, on this occasion. Se noo
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_ In 1847; the Milwaukee and ‘Waukesha Railroad Oo.”’‘was in- 
corporated, atid subsequently it was changed to“ Milwaukee and 
Mississippi,” and extended:té the Mississippi. ‘Tié road wascom- 

- - pleted from ‘Milwaukee to this’ village in ‘March, 1 85 2. There are 

also charters for three other’ Railroads ranning through this’ vil- | 
Tages a 

; ‘The village of Waukesha was incorporated in 1852, and how Has — 
| a population of about 2,200. It contains one saw mill, oneflouring = 

mill, two foundries, ‘one ‘railroad ‘car factory, one machine skip, a 
one threshing machine manufactory, two breweries, nine black- 

| smith shops, tine boot'and shoe shops, two paint shops, one cooper 
 ghop, one carriage and wagon manufactory, two tailors’ shops, two o 

| millinery establishments, two jewelry shops, three saddle and har- 

ness establishments, two cabinet ware-rooms, two tin and shieet- 
| ron manufacturing establishments, two etone-cutting | establish- 

_ ments, two butchers’ shops, three drug stores, three stationery and 

book stores, three hardware stores, five dry goods stores, seven 
groceries, three hotels, two livery stables, nine physicians one 

_ -  daguerreian room, one portrait painter, oné dentist, seven lawyers, = 
twelve ministers of the gospel, besides Rev. Dr. Savaaz, Presi- 

| dent of Carroll College; eight churches, the court-house and jail, - 

7 a college, a female seminary, the Waukesha County Bank, two. 
_. printing presses, one literary paper, and two newspapers. 

Ko kAOLDBEPTLERS. 
- Some time in the month of February, A. D. 1887, .we.in com- + 

pany .with Avevsros Srory,.(a nephew of the late Chief Justice 
_ Brory,) started from Milwaukee on a:tour to the.mining regions. 

"We were both young and green in every thing connected with .



western life, if not upon.generalprinciples. Our,outfit consisted of | 
two Indian ponies; rigged with pack-saddles, saddle-bags, blankets, 
“ provisions for,man and beast,” with a.few.extra “Jiqnids.2:,The = 
snow. was about:ten. inches. deep; and the weather extramely.¢ald 

| ~—say:10 er 15, degrees below.Q... We.reached Prairie Village the 
first night, pretty much “ used up,” being unaccustomed to riding; 

especially through heavy. timber, where there was no road, except 
what we made for each other, in travelling in “Indian, file.” . At | 
Prairie Village, (aow Waukesha,) we:putiup.at the best house in 
town, which was a small log cabin, abont,fifteen fect square, and 
contained but.one room,and two beds., Some five or six travellers | 
from other directions, had arrived in advance of us, and a‘! sight” 
for lodgings looked rather, dubious. Upon inquiry, we, were told 
that.we could stay, as it was a standing rule of the country toen- 
tertain . all | travel ers, regardless of accommodation, for necessity — 
compelled it. After, partaking of a very palatable supper, con- 
sisting of fried pork and bread, the two beds, were properly diyid- 
ed among: the crowd upon the floor ; but, having a. good supply of 

__ blankets ourselves, we refused.our proportion,.and made our bed 
‘hear the stove ;.and being so much fatigued, {rom our journey, we 
soon fell asleep, and did not even, awake yntil daylight pressed 
the duty upon us. After haying breakfasted, we resumed our 
journey in the direction of Fort Atkinson, Being aware . of the 
fact, that there was no house on the route between Prairie Village 
and that point, we prepared ourselves forthe worst. The road was 
but an Indian trail, completely hidden by the snow; sowe were 
compelled to travel by compass instead of “trails.” We reached 

__ Rock River just as the day-god was sinking in the west; and, as 
good luck would have it, we discovered a light a short distance 
from the river, and directed our steps towards it. Upon our arri- 
val at the epot from whence it:progeeded, we found some old friends, 
whom we had previously seen at Prairie Village—the Messrs. — 

' Fosrzr, of Fort Atkinson. . This was the orily cabin in the place. 
It‘bad just beéh' completed, and was lucated near the old Fort. 
Reader, if you were ever cold, hutigty, weary, “dry” and'wet, ab



thesame time, you can imagine our feelings on that occasion. The | a accommodations: were somewhat limited, ‘it being a log cabin of | | * dbout the usual size, and contained but oné room occupied by'two _ families. Ten travellers, besidés - ourselves, had bespoken lodg- ings for the night ; still we were comfortably provided for, «7 . | ~ The next morning, with much reluctance, we again resumed our journey, weary and sore. “We would willingly have retreated ; ~ but did not do go, lest we should be. laughed at. We were in- __» formed that the next nearest stopping place (except-among the na. | tives) ‘Was at Hanry’s, near the Blue Mounds, ‘a distance of 50 miles. It was a cold, cloudy ‘day. Our compass, from some un- known: cause, refused to'perform its duty; and after travelling | five or six miles, we were unable to determine whether we were | going west or east. | Our comrade becoming weary and discour- _ aged, seemed determined to take the back track 3 but this we de-. miurred to, as being contra to our early education, Wetook the _ lead, and kept it till about 3 o'clock P. M., when, looking round _ for our friend Srory, we found that we had distanced him, and that he was not in sight: We halted for a short time, when he came. | 8Pyand insisted upon “camping” upon the spot. "Weasmurediinn _ that we would reach an Indian settlement, on the First Lake, be- _ fore dark and prevailed npon him to fullow. . He finally consented. | 10d 60, and wo again led tho way tll night overtook'ag whence? halted on the banks of the Catfish river, near the present site of 7 | the Village of Dunkirk. After brushing the snow away froman 
old log, we struck up a fire, turned our pony loose to browse, and / | Made preparations for lodgings. Our companion had not yetar ‘tived, and we started on the back track in scarch of him, Twi- | Tight was fst deepening into fght; and it oon became wo dack, _ that we could only proceed in the direction from whonee weeman” by feeling the footprints of our pony in the snow. Placed in this dilemma, we knew not what course to pursue. The wolves com- — | _ ‘Menced: ‘howling ‘around us, ‘évident] y intending to give us their. hand; without a fornial introduction ; and at times tliéy would ap- | prbacli 20 netir is that we cbu'kee theh'glaviny eye'balle throlgh
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the darkness., In this manner we felt our way back for the distance, — 

of about a mile, when-we met onr-companion who. was complete- 

Jy exhausted. He was proceeding on foot, feeling his way;and, = 
leading his pony—eursing both us and the country... We assured: 

him that we had procured the. best of lodgings, atthe nearest ho- 

tel, which was but a_ short distance ahead ; and in this way we - 

kept his spirits up until we reached the lodgings which we had = 
provided by the “ old oaken ” log; and never were mortals more | 

happy than we were onreaching it. ; _After spancellin g our, ponies, : 

and turning them loose to browse, we looked. after our proyisions, Do 

~ and found that they had “stepped out,” or, in.otber words, we had | 

nt therm; aad nothing. had wo inthe shape of refreshments ex 
cedt a bottle, about half fall, of “fourth proof.” We, took, that. 

to the river, for the purpose of diluting it with water, and thusma, 

eect save palatable bat we found the river frozen over. We 
| ‘attempted to break’ the ice with our fist, but it was stronger than 

we had anticipated ; and after dealing. it a few blows, our knuck-: 

les “backed out.” After seoking.in vain to find a stone near by = 
we conceived the idea of breaking tho ice through with our ttl; 

‘put at the first blow the bottle yielded, instead of the icas.and 
away went the last of our liguéd refreshments.. We retumned,to, 

| the camp, and found our friend engaged in endeavoring to,re-kin- | 

dle the fire, which had nearly expired... ‘We informed him of our. 

| - misfortune, and at the sarne time reminded him that it was useless , | 

to mourn for “spilled milk,” or brandy, After awhile we succeed, _ 
ed in reviving the fire, which we took turns in replenishing with — 

| fuel during the night. It was so cold that we. should have been fro-. | 

zen before morning, had we not kept upa fire, which, together 
with the time occupied in keeping the wolves at bay, occupied one, — 

ot the other of us until day dawned upon us. _ The wolves watch- 

edevery move we made, as though, (if possible,) they were more. 

hungry than ourselves. TN aod oe OO we 

| We were “up and dressed” in good season in. the morning—not.. 

having slept at all during the night—-and proceeded up the Gat- 

fish river, kiowing that that stream-would lead us to the “ Fourth | ,



_ Lake,” where were several Indian wig-wams; and-when there, we oo could obtain something to eat, even if it was not of the choicest, - kind. At about noon we reached the First Lake, and seeing moc, oars asin tracks in the mow, we followed them a short distance to a _ Wigwanh, bat'found it tentantless.. After searching it from top to. ~~ bottom, we founda | few cold roasted potatoes, which, we assure - —--You, (after haying fasted for twenty-four hours, relished well.— | 7 We remained in this wigwam an hour or two, and then passed on oe to the point where Madison is now located. At that time, neither | _ the axe, nor “the shovel and the hoe,” had been hung up or laid down in that vicinity. ‘It was nearly sundown when Wwe crosseg : ' the Third Lake. — After travelling over the first eminence-—where a 7 the Capitol now stands—we struck a ravine, (between Capitol. = square and the present site of the University,) where we made a 7 halt, struck ‘up a fire; and encamped for the night, without even a ‘making’ any inquiry “about supper. The cold potatoes which we _ Q _ ate at noon, ‘supplied the place of breakfast, dinner and supper. The weather had’ moderated a little, which, together with ‘the . hardships of’ the journey, and’ our extreme fatigue, caused us to a sleep quite comfortably during the night. The next moruing we a crossed Fourth Lake, a distance of abuut four miles, where we,saw | a small log cabin, which was the first building of the kind we had | a seen since leaving Fort Atkinson. We knocked at the door, but all was silent. _We'Were both cold and hungry, and the sight of. | cabin was somerelief Wo did not wait for ceremony, bat bolted in, where we found. a‘squaw an d some four or five Pappooses. -We 7 spoke to her in the Pottawatamie language, but she made. noreply, ‘We’ were soon satisfied that she did not understand us. We then made’ all the signs that our Indian education or ingenuity. would Se admit of, to show her'that we were hingry ; but all in vain. We _ expected that her husband would soon come in and kick us out of . doors, without waiting for an explanation, and were ata loss what | todo, A white man, however, soon came in, spoke to usin good 
| English, and seemed glad to see us. He informed us that he was, | _ a Canadian, that the squaw was his wife, and thatthe children



were also his, The squaw belonged to the Winnebago tribe, and = 

spoke a different language from. the other Indians in the vicinity. coe 

He had been an Indian trader there for years. The lands which 

he had cultivated had been sold without his knowledge; for, in 

| fact, he took no interest in anything, except trading. in furs, &. 

His wife, on being made acquainted with our wants, flew around 

and prepared for us a supper. It was.a kind of pot pie, which rel- 

ished very well. After finishing our meal, we inquired what kind 

of meat we had eaten, and were informed that it was musk rat— =~ 

| We remained there till morning, and then left fur the “Blne 

Mounds.” In the meantime, wé had become blind, from the effect 

of sore eyes, caused by too frequent exposure of our ocular organs 

tothesmoke. : 

At Blue Mounds we found Mr. Exsenuzes, Beicuam, who: still | 

| resides there. By this time, our eyes had become so sore, that we. 

: could not bear the light. ‘We remained at the. Mounds a day or — 

two, while our friend Srony went on fo Mineral Point. Being = 
anxious to arrive at the « diggings,” whether. we were able to see 

or not, we hired an Indian to lead our pony, mounted upon his — 
back. and proceeded to Mineral Point. We were obliged to ride = _ 

| blindfolded, to protect our eyes from the wind, We arrived. at the 

Point a little after dark, on Sunday evening. We were conducted 

into a room at the principal hotel, kept by Mr. Nicuors; but still 

kept our eyes bandaged. There were all kinds of fun, sports and 
| music going on in the room. After sifting a while, we, removed 

the baidage from our eyes, washed them, and foynd that they — 
were mu ch better. Such a sight as presented. itself to. our view, | 

we never saw before or since. It seemed that the miners were nm 

tho: habit of assembling there on Saturday nights, to drink, | 
gamble and frolic until Monday morning. ‘The house was com- 
posed of three or four log cabins put together, with passage ways 
cut from one to anoth er. | Th is was the 1 only ‘public-house in the, | 

/ place. ‘The bar room, in which wo wore.sitting, contajged alarge, 
bar, well supplied with all kinds of liquors. In.one corner of the 
room, was a Faro Bank, discounting to a crowd around it; in ano-



a So 145 : | 
ther corner a Roulette ; and in another; sat a party engaged in | . playing-at cards. One man sat back in a corner; playing afiddle, — _ to whose music two others were dancing in the middle of theroom. | oo Hundreds of dollars were lying upon the tables ; and. among the ~ _erowd were the prineipal men of the Territory—men whohéldhigh and. responsible offices then, and do now. Being pretty ‘much*worn - out by our journey, we expressed a, wish to retire, The landlord | showed us through a dark room, and ‘opened the door ‘of an- > - other, ‘in which two men were algo playing at cards, and.a third — - os jay drunk upon the floor. The landlord sat down his light, seized Se the drunken man by the collar, and dragged him into-the next = room. He soon returned, and informed us that’ we could. chose between the beds—there being two in the room—and bid us good night. We sat down upon the side of the bed, and beganto figure | - In our mind upon the chances, We had several hundred doltars | | in-our pocket; which we had brought with us, for the purposeof entering land.*' We imagined that in case they should get’ | _ “short,” they might call for our “pile” | : After stndying a while, we threw down the outside blanket, - _ and quietly crawled into bed with all our clothes on, except cap and - boots. We had a good bowie-knife in our belt, and a pistol in “ each pocket; we clasped a pistol in each hand, and in thig way we lay until daylight, and a longer night we never wish tosee.—— | _ When. daylight made itg appearance, ‘we got up; our room mates oe were still playing at cards. On going out to the bar-room, we | found that the crowd had mostly disappeared ; there were. here. ~ | and there one or two asleep around the room, and all was still.—.. The next day, our companion, (Mr. Srory,) who hadsbeen Visiting 7 some friends ncar by, came round. We enteréd our lands and re: _ turned to the Blue Mounds, where we laid in a store of provisions-. 7 and left for home, which we reached in four days, having learned . . i the way, the fare, the manners. and customs of the miners, and. a have seen enough of travelling ina new country to last us from — 7 _ that time to the present, a 4 

ae * Perhaps it would be well to’ state here, in connection with {hig fact; that this Was. | a previous to our connection with politics or newspapers. DB a 7 19 oe ae | :



OBJECTS OF COLLECTION DESIRED BY THE SOCIETY. 

4) Manuseript statements and narratives of pioneer gettlers—ol letters and journals | 

relative to the early history and settlement of Wisconsin, and of. the Black Hawk War; 

biographical notices of our pioneers, and of eminent citizens, deceased ; and facts illus- 

trative of our {ndian tribes, their history, characteristics, sketches of their ‘prominent = 

chiefs, orators and warriors, together with contributions of Indian implements, dress, 

ornaments and curiosities. | I - Ho 

_, Files,of newspapers, books, pamphlets, college catalogues ; minutes of ecclesiasti- 

cal conventions, associations, conferences and synods, and other publications relating to 

this State, or Michigan ‘Territory, of which Wisconsin formed a part from 1818 to L835— 

and hence the. Territorial Laws and Journals, and files of Michigan newspapers ‘for that . 

period, we are peculiarly anxious toobtain, i rn or 

3; Drawings and descriptions of our ‘ancient mounds and fortifications, ‘their size, 

representation and locality. | oo , ; 

4, Information respecting any ancient coins, ot other curiositses found in Wisconsin. — 

“The contribution of such articles to the Cabinet of the Society is respectfully solicited. 

5. Indian geographical names of streams ana localities in this State, with their ‘signi- 

fications. , Te : —— me 

| -- §° Books of all kinds, and especially such as relate to American history, travels and 

biography in general and the West in particular,family genealogies,old magazines, pamph- 

lets, “files of newspapers, maps, historical manuscripts, autographs of distinguished 

persons, coins, medals, paintings, portraits, statuary andengravings. 

4. We solicit from Historical Societies and. other learned bodies, that interchange of — 

books and other materials by which the usefulness of institutions of this mature is s0 

essentially enhanced—pledging ourselves to repay such contributions by acts in kind to — 

the fullextent of ourourability, = . ., : re 

-°§ The Society particularly begs the favor and compliment of authors and publishers, 

to present, with their autographs, copies of their. respective works for its. Library. -:~ | 

5 9, Editors and publishers of ‘newspapers, magazines and rev.ews, will conver a lasting 

favor on the Society by contributing their publications regularly for its library—or, ab 

least, such numbers as may contain articles bearing upon. Wisconsin history, biography, 

geography, or antiquities ; all which will be carefully preserved for binding. © 

| Packages for the Society may be:sent to, or deposited with, the following gentleinen, 

who have kindly congented to take charge of them. Such parcels, to prevent mistakes, 

/ should be properly enveloped and addressed, even if butasingle article ; aud it would, 

farthermore, be desirable, that donors should forward to the Corresponding Secretary 2 

specification of books ot articles doaated and deposited. - | OO 
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= . - a - / 

G. & J. A. Rensey; at Lippincott, Grambo & Co.’s Philadelphia. — | 

2. Sayunn G. Drake, Antiquarian Bok Store, Boston. . : | | 

| a Craries B. Nortox, Astor Place, New York. BE 

: Jou: Muysext., Publisher, 78 State Street, Albany. Ce 

:  Gronce Oapen Deztu& Co. Washington City, ns 

. | OC. R. Srargweatuer, No, 102 Michigan Avenue, Chicago. noe 

: 0. C. Siumons, City Recorder, St. Louis. Be oo 

 -T. Ae Lapaam, Milwaukee. ee a ee ee 

| Davip Anpgrson, Cincinnat. | re 

«J ESSE OLement, Editor Western Literary Messenger, Boffalo. | 

(ee Donors to the Society *3 Library and Collections will, in-return, be placed upon. 

the hist of exchanges, and receive equivalent publications of the Society, ss.
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Fisher, an early Wisconsin Indian trader, ae Med 

Fond du Lac, Lake Superior, 66 LTR 

/  ggunty, derivation of name, . oe os 12 

‘Force, Lieut. Geerge, killed by Indians, 80, 99, 100. 

Forks of Wisconsin River, | - | ; 120. 

‘Roster, Messrs., first settlers at Fort Atkinson, . | 140 

Fort Atkinson, mentioned, = 100, 140 

: Crawford, at Prairiedu Chien, oe EB 

—- Holmes, at Mackinaw, ee
 BB 

- Howard, near Green Bay, 2, 67,72, 78 

Snelling, Indian. murders there, Ue , TY 

2 : Winrebago, . ee 72, 18,-75, 96,.97, 100,101, 104 / 

_ four Lakes alluded to, re TB 

‘Fourth Lake, early trading establishment atchead.of, 100, 143, 144 |



| | | 153 | | | Oo 
Foxes, or Reynard, traditionary war with the Winnebagoes, — «-89—93 | : 
sar with the French, IB . 

iE make peace with the French, in 1726, 21-28 
a _ friendly to English, visit Green Bay, &c., 1762°3, 3I—4% 

- : participate in Indian war of 1832, 71—85,98—100 
Fox River Valley, beautiful scenery of, : TB 

| Frankenstein, G. N., promised painting, | BB, 

_ Frazier, Hon. William C , of the Territorial J udiciary, sketch of, ©. (19% | 
_ Freight on the Lakes, price of, in 1816, OO 50 

_ French at Green Bay and La Pointe in 1726, Pe 21, 22 
, surrender western ports tothe English, 1761, $= = = (26,66 

Fuller, early settler of Pewaukee, a : 8S | 

Gale, John, early settlergof Waukesha, | e / "138 
Galena, Bo 75, 76, 81, 85, 95, 96 | a Miners’ Journal, early fileofin Library, § a 
Geographical Names of: Wisconsin, paper on, 7 : 110 
Georgia Historical Society’s co-operation, = | MQ 
Gilman, W. W., early settler of Milwaukee, - BE - 

_ Gilmor, Robert, of Baltimore, a . oo 0 
Gladwin, Maj. Henry, commandantat Detroit, == 5 BBC 
Goddard, an.early Wisconsin Indian trader, - 26, 27,38, 48 | 

_ Goodnow,; Lyman and E. W., early settlers of Waukesha, 18% 
Gorrell, Lieut. James, Journal kept at Green Bay, _ i 10,24,25 «| 

| Gout, Indian remedy for, = > / | 64 | 
| Grand Father Bull Falls, navigated by two Indians, - - 2h | 

. Grand Rapids, alluded to, = | — 128 | 
Grand Rapids Mills, Indian name of, i , 1282 a 
Grant County, called after a trapper of thatname,, => ce RTS 

| Grant's, or Two:Sided Rapids, Indian name of, © = ©. 122 
| Graverat, Henry, of Mackinaw, ae 55, 56 , 

Green Bay, the French there-in 1726, SE 
ee - English there, 1761—’63, . - es DQG AT | 

ie in 1816 —'17, recollections of, a _ | 49-63 f. 
oe _ 1827, aforce marched thence against: Winnebagoca, (96 | 

Lo 1832, Indian War, 3 =, ts 64, 67, 70,72 
- » <: - garly military road, and:Jand office 104, 180 : 

4+ + iIntelligencer, early ‘file ‘of, in Library, ( 
Green, Emmerson, killed by Indians at Blue Mounds, | 99 | 
Greene County, named after Gen. Greene, a ee. 
Grizzly Bear, orator of the Menomonee, = sis | «60,74 - 
Grouse, abundance of | 7 - se 46 

Hall, the Misses, captivity and release of, — 98,99 
Hamilton, Henry, British Governor, expedition against Vincennes, __ (61 | 

0 Ea et | ~ :



| 154 a . 

Haney, early settler of Dane county, ©  ., a AT. 

Hard times in Wisconsin, 1837—'38, _ 182, 188, 188 

_ Harney; Col., superintends erection of Fort Winnebago, 101 : 

Harrison, President, personal memorial of, promised, .. “dl 

Harvard, University publications, ee GQ 

_ -Haskins, R. W., Legend of the Winnebagoes, eo BE 

Haseltine, Ira S. sketch of Richland county, 107 

Hatch, an early settler of Qconomowoc, 188 

Hathaway, Joshua, paper on Indian Names, = ee TB | 

Hawley, Cyrus, an early settler of Milwauke, = 128,131 

Hemlock Island, Indian name of, - re 122 

Hennepin, Father, early explorer, ~ _ a  . 66 

Henry Alexander, an early Indian trader, | 46 

Higley, O, N. an early settler of Waukesha, | | 137 | 

. Historical works, number in library, - oe TO 

- - local, useful in tracing genealogy, ® = = 8 © .9 © 

Historical Societies, collections, exchanges and co-operation, — 8, 9,146 | 

| | their uses and value, = 14, TG 

. | commended by Webster and Winthrop, ‘14 

Historical and Scientific Sketches of Michivan, cited, = 620 

Hoetelling, Peter, early navigator of Lake Winnebago, = | 106 

Holmes, Fort, at Mackinaw, | 7 a 66 

_. Horse theives and gainblers driven off by Brothertowns, == 105,106 - 

Heward, Fort, 2) 67, 72, 73 | 

——- Hunt, John W., Rec. Sec. Wis. Hist. Society, 1854-9, BIO 

oo contributor of newspaper fil = 
- Gazetteer of Wisconsin, cited, © = = ° 108 

Hutchins, Thomas, noticed, we 88, 88, : 

Illinois, or Isle Aux Noix, Indians, Ce NEN 84 : 

country, M. De Boisbriante and M. De Siette, early French 

: commanders, : ee Oy BD a 

Indian Names, and Indian Nomenclature, paperson, = AG, 119 

Indians, unfavorable to civilization, . cee ag 0 | 

' kindness of General Government towards, — ee —- 81—84 

Indian Wars, Winnebagoes with Sacs and Foxe, = = 89-98 

sss. French against the Foxes, - : 98 

eo Pontiac’s outbreak, 1763, = =. i is 
Co Winnebago disturbance 1827,: = «888, 87, 95—97 

| Black Hawk’s, : co IL B5, 98-100 

Tniternational literary exchanges, 32 

- Towa Indians probably alluded to. te ee et BD, BB 

Towa county, origin of name, | Soe PTB 

Irwin, Judge David, of Territorial Judiciary, (127 

Isle Castor,in Green Bay, > Be — 48, 45 | 

Jackson, President, Mills’ Statuette of promised, _ rs 1t 

| | Johnston’s portrait of promised | ot 12, 18



_.‘ Jamestown, Ruins, Sully’s intended ‘painting of © Az | 
Samet, Lieutenant, killed at Mackinaw in 1768,, 7°. EB 
Jefferson county, named after President Jefferson, © | IB. 
Senn Bull Falls and Rapids, Indian names of, ~ *°,  —° “421,122 . 

_ Jesuit Relations of New France, 1643—"4, in Library, 0s os 
Johnson, Sir William, at Detroit in 1761, 9° fe “OB . 

Johnston, John R., portrait. of Gen. Jackson promised, === ss 12,18 . 
Jones, Milo, an early settler of Milwaukee, : , 7 Wl 
sae ‘Peter, a-missionary to the Indian = ‘Vi : 
Judiciary. of Wisconsin in 1837—’8, Ly 41270 

_ Stmeau, Solomon, tt 97,130-—184 - | 

_  Ka-kak-o-na-yosh, or the Sparrow Hawk, 2 = ssi 
Kaush-kau-no-naive, or Grizzly Bear, 69,44 

_ Keokuk, chief of the Saes and Foxes,;. = = : BBL 
 Ke-wau-neg, origin and'significatign. of name, WW 

| Kickapoos, alluded, to, re a | 23 z 
» Kilbourn, Hon. Byron, early settler of Milwaukee, = 180 
Oo Kill Snake Settlement, Calumet county,» = 104. 

King, James and Edward W., early Waukesha settlers, 4 187 
_ Knapp's Creek, Richland county, | | OF 

-. Kosh-ko-nong, Lake, lurking place of Black Hawk’s followers, © 72, 118. 

_  ‘LaBay,orGreen Bay, se 25 
. Lac Courteoreille, origin and meaning of the names 4 

Lac Flambeau, or Torch Lake, origin of name, , 114 
Lafayette county, named after Gen, Lafayette, WB : 

| ‘Lafromboise, early settler of Milwaukee, © = 7 BA 
_ Lake Winnebago mentioned, | ey us, .. 96,82, 52, 74, 106 

Landsing and son, killed in the Saccountry, = 4s. oe BB : 
_ Lapham, Increase A., V. P. Wis, Hist. Society, = ‘: 

_ La Pointe, French post at, in 1726, °° =. ce pte — 22 | 
Doe county, origin of name, ti oo NB, 1230 

La Salle, early French explorer, = | | —. 66 
Law, John, early influential settler at Green Bay, . -,- 68,620 

_. Laws,.early codes, governing Wisconsin,in Library, =. 
Lead ore, digging and smelting, miners’ claims, =, ~ + 80,81, 98 

| Legend of the Winnebagoe,, 7 86 a 
Lescarbot’s History of New France, 1609, = Gg | 

Leslie, Lieutenant, in command at Mackinaw, = - ssi(ist*«é«é , 33, 89, 47 
_ Lettres Edifiantes et Curieuses, setin Library,, 9. BR 

_- Light Cloud, or The Prophet, ~ .. —_ a + 42,72, 84 Ove 
_. Little Bull-or Spruce Falls, Indian name of, _ oe DQ | 
. ; Detroit, on south side of Green Bay, 8 ., . 81, 32,43 , 

-. » . Eau Pleine, or Rice Stalks’ river, Indian name of, oo RQ | 
».. Pine Creek, Indian name of, de 129, - 

os. . Prairie Creek, oo RG — Local histories, useful in tracing genealogy, oo | a |



| : 156 | : : 

Lockwood, Robert, early settler of Waukesha, = ses, | 188 
Lossing, Benson J. works promised, =. ee 

_ Lottridge, an early Wisconsin Indian trader, = i isi TY 
_ Loud Thunder, Black Hawk’sson, 8 = sti tis BBE 

' Love,'Robert, early settler of Waukesha, = ag BE 
| Luddington, Messrs, early Milwaukee settles, - i, ti ABB 

. Luther, early settler at Waukesha, 8 8 .., (184,185 

| Mackinaw, early notices of, BG meh TS BA BT 
“Madison, its primitive appearance, oe 1000101, 1438 0 
Maine Hist. Society, unrepresented in the Library, — BB 
Manderville, John, early settler of Waukesha, = — - 184,187 | 
Manitowoc, derivation and meaning, | 7 ~ 4d, 117 . 

_ Mann, Moody, early settler of Calumet,. — DO 
Maps, early, of the West, in the Library, © 2. ts Gy | 
Martin, Hon. Morgan L., early settler of Milwaukee, =. 2) USD 
a | V.P. ofthe Wis..Hist. Society, = = 9 8 

S. H., early settler of Milwaukee, * a ee TBE 
Marshall, Chief Justice, Sully’s promised portrait, we AD a 

7 Marsh, Rev. Cutting,.a pioneer missionary, = — TOd 
Maryland Historical Society’s co-operation, a re 
Maskoutens, Oo | - - a 

_ Massachusetts Hist. Seciety’s collections, #8 = i BD 
McKay, an early Wisconsin Indian trader, | 26 
McLane, Hon. G. R.,a V. P. of Wis. Hist. Society, 2 . & © 
McMillen, an early settler of Waukesha, = .. °°: . 185,186 
McNeill, Col. John, commandant at Mackinaw, wo BY : 

' Mendall, Ezra, early settler of Waukesha, BT 
Medicine Man, or Conjurer, © 928, TK 
Menomonees, or Folles Avoinesy, 28-47, 52-—58; 68—77,90 
Menomonee, or Shanty Town, Green Bay, | OT 
Mill Creek, or Waupeety River, | TB, DDO 

: Miller, Col. John, commandant at Green Bay, st 49—52 
Mills, Clark, Statuette of Jackson promised = = 11 | 

Hon. Simeen, member Executive Committee, 1854’—5, 3,16 | 
_ Milwaukee, origin of name, early settlement, 32, 35,37, 113, 116, 130—134 

Mineral Point, early noticesof, = — ~~ 80, 97, 144, 145 : 
Mining District, digging mineral, smelting, = = 80,81, 98 
Mitchell, 8. Augustus, map publications promised, oe TD 

| Alexander, early settlerof Milwaukee, |= = 9° . °°. 183. 
Mont-trempe-eau, origin and meaning, == 
Moran, an early Wisconsin Indian trader, = 88, 48 
Morse, Dr. J., Indian Tour and Report, | oo $5, 58, 61, 11 | 

| Morton, Col., Register of Milwaukee Land Office, 85 «= (i (issi(its«éi SY, DD 
Mountain of Stars, origin of name, TE 
Muk-wan-ago, or Me-qon-i-go, 118, 136,138 
Munseesin Wisconsin, a BB 
Murry, early settler of Waukesha, TBR 

| Muskego, meaning, TNT



_. . Nah-pope, head chief of the Sacs and Foxe, T2584 0 - Na:Molte, a Menomonee chief —_ «69 | Napoleon medal, Be : oo 11 | Na-she-a kusk, or Loud Thunder, Black Hawk’s son,. (12,72, 84 _ Natural bridge over Pine River, Richland county, ss 808 | _ Navarino, Green Bay, en 67 | Nelson, Messrs, early settlers of Waukesha, 185 _ Nashotah, origin and meaning, . ee SY | _ New England Historic-Genealogical Society’s publications, _ oO 8S _ New Hampshire Hist. Society’s collections, = ele, 8 - 

_. Newspapers, files of in the Library, ee 2: ‘New Wood River and Rapid:, Indian names of — oe - 120,121 |. New York Hist. Society, unrepresented inthe Library, © 9 __ Nichols, early hotel keeper at Mineral Point, Oo 144, 1465. | Nickell, A. C. early settler at“Waukesha, . ) 1385 Niles’ National Register, full set in Library, oe | 6 ; 

Objects of collection desiredjby the Society, OO 146 Oconomowoe, ne a 118, 138 Officers of the Society for 1855;. Be . 8 Ohio Historical Society’s collection, = . 8 _ . Qneidas in Wisconsin, - - a ee 6B _ One-Sided or Trap Rapids, Indian name off | 1220 " Onondagas in Wisconsin, ne | 68 | O’Plaine or Des Plaines River, | So | 97, 118 . | OpukwaorRice Lakes, BS 75 _ Ordway, Moses, an early settler of Waukesha, oF 187 | Osh-k ba-wis, or The Messenger, a Chippewa chief, — . 123,124 | | _ Osh-kee he-naw-niew, or The young -Man, a Menomonee chief, _ 69 _ Oshkosh, head chief of the Menomonees,» | | : - 69 mo 2 Gity, people early went for milling to Brothertown Mills, 104 —Ottowalndiang, = 3 gy gy —— Ottowa, early settlement, oe 138 / Ouchata, principal chief of the Foxes in 1726, _ 7 21,23 Owen, I. C, early settler.of Waukesha, | 137 

_ Parkman, Francis, the historian, © = Oo | 10,24 = Parks, Rufus, eaily settler of. Milwaukee, ne 131 2 Peckatonakie river, 9 : — OF | Pennensha, an early F rench trader among the Sioux, oo. el : Pennsylvania Histoncal Society’s cv. operation, 9 a Sta _ Eve. Post, early file of, in Library, oo , q Te ., Records.and Archives, in Library, ~ ee 10. - Pettigrew family murdered by Indians, oe 8, OD - | * Pe-wau-kee Lake, Waukeshacounty, a 118, 136. an early settlement, = _ - 188.



Picture Gallery of the Society, x | 49, 18,72 

a Pierce, Gen. B, K. and Lieut. John, at Mackinaw, sO 

Pilote ‘Traverse, at-Mouth of Green Bay, ADA 

Pine River and Natural Bridge, Richland county, © (107,108,109 

"Marathon county, Indian name of, _ ce 720 - 

‘Pixley, J. W., early settler of Milwauke, ~ 

‘Plover, or River of Flags, Indian name of, 2 0. 120 | 

Point; The, or Du Bays’ Trading Post, Indian name of: - ERD 

Pontiac, Parkman’sable workon, © 7° So 10, 24 

Portage City and county, origin of the name, ee 118, 122, 123 | 

Porter, early settler of Pewaukee, | Bg TBR 

| Pottawattamies, | 23,90 

Powell, Dr. Wm. Byrd, portrait of, TR 

| Powers, Hon. David J., member of Executive Committe. se - 

- Prairie du Chien, ene *! "15, 95,98, 114 

ae  Traditionary battle fought there, | 90, ol : 

Prairie La Crosse, origin of name, oS “114 

: Prairie River and Rapids, Indian names of, Se 120, 121 

Prairie Village, Prairieville, or Waukesha, =. «84 14D 

Prairie Wolf, singular trait noticed, | 16 

Prescott; W. H., the historian, works promised, TD 

Prophet, The, portrait of, and character, 19,72, BE 

Provisions, high prices of, BG 

- Puans,—see Winnebagoes _ a cy ge ee 

Puthuff, Maj. W. H., of Mackanaw, OO B51 BB, 

| Quiner, E, B., contributor of newspaper files, : ~ ee  T 

Racine Co, originofnamé, 118, 118/Richland Co, noticed, 107, 108,118 
Rapids of Wisconsin, (121, 122] Centre, Richland Co. . 109 

| Reanme, Judge Chs. of G. Bay, 59,61} === City, =. do. 108,109 - 

Recollections of G.Bay,in 181617, 49|Richmond, _ .. - do... 109 

a -. of Wisconsin in 1832, 64/River of Flags, or Plover River, 120 | 

Red Bird surrendered, _ 96|Robinson, Hon. C.D,°- 9,184 

Red Cedar or Conant’s Rapids, 122)Rochester, Racine county, — 117,118. 

Reed, Geo., Curtis and Orson, ——-:181|Rock county, origin of name,, 118 

: Reminiscences of Wisconsin, | 127|Rock River Rapids, “100. 

Reynards, see Foxes, _ {Rockwell, of Oconomowoe, 188 

Rib River, Indian name of, 12 Rocky or Copper’ River, --* 1200 | 

Rice, early settler of Waukesha, 137|/Roseboom, early Indian trader, 47 

Rice Lakes, or Opukwa, , 76 Rossman, d. Wy 0 i137 

~ Stalks, or Little Eue Pleine a eee 100 

wild, its growth and uses, 28,63, 74) 9 ¢ 748, 14k 

| Richards, Daniel H., 131|Ruitis of Jamestown, Va, 1



Sacs, early notices of, .. 21, 26—48/St. Regis Indians in Wis. , _ 68 _.., + traditionary War, 89-93. Stambaugh, Col. ek Or a 
Indian War; ’82, 71-85, 98—100/State Hist. Soc., first suggested, BS: - - Saucy Jack, gallant exploit of, 96, 9. ‘organized, 

‘Sauk county, —  - 108, 1138}. charter obtained, 5 ae Prairie, mentioned. | 100}. '  -Ye-organized, 5 | Sauteurs—see Chippewas, en ee annual appropriation,.6 . - -*Bebooleraf, HR, 62; publications for ex:'6,9. | Scott, Gen. Winfield’ 73, 1] | vols, in Library, “6—8 | - Seneca Indians in Wisconsin, «681 sans, of Societies, 8.9 — _ Sergeant, an early settler, . “ nn M.S. collections, ~~ | Seymour, W7N, ey | ee autographs," 10 Shanty Town or Menomonee, 67, 701 _ antiquities and’ Sheboygan’ couity, 118,117) “medals, ia , Sheppard, Moses, 18, 14] personal. memorials, 14 Show:ne-on, or Silver,aMenomonee, 69, _ prom. contributions, 11 Shullsburgin 1828, ° 97) - ‘picture gal. 12,13, 72 | Sioux Indians, 23, 26,382, 86, 37,41) gratifying success, 14 | Smart, Isaac and Richard’ 185) EX. Com. 1854, 16 Smelting lead, 9 fe s Officers for 1855, 3 : Smith, Gen. WLR. Pres. Wis. Hist. Ue. object$ of col. 146 a oo _. Society, = — 8, 16' Stewart, Ira, early settler _ BB Hist. of Wis. cited, 92, 99 Stevens’ Point, rns 1gp - Hon John Yi hrs dela 44, 83, 98 ... Troman L,, ‘early settlér, 13] Stockbridge Inds. in Wis. 68, 103-106 J Smithsonian Institutions’ Trans, 8/Stooping Spirit River, | 120 — Soft Maple River, ne 120/8tory, Auguste, 189145 | Solomon, Lery and’‘Ezekiel, »° 48 Street, Alfred By TY | 7 _ Souligny, Menomonee chief, © 69)Sully, Thomas, painting’ +49 ‘Sparrow Hawk, Chippewa chief, 123. — Robert M. paintings 12, 72. _ “Springfield, [L, in'1822, °° 95|Summit, early settlement, 138 | : St. Croix county, 115 /Sycamore Creek, on 71,83, 98 ' St Josephs, =? 98, 25, 27] a | 

| Pallmadge, Ex-Gov.N. Pe 13/Tommy Hawk Lake, 123 *  assimanomny, 9 03 Tooth or Waupeety River, . 118, 120 Taverns in early times, 136, 140, 141 Torch or Flambeau Lake, - 114 
144, 145] Potems, or tribal distinctions, 124, 125  'Pecumseh in Wis, «88, sie or Dead Fall R. and Rap- as : | Tenney, H. A. Early Times, 94! ids, : - 120,192 ‘Tides at Green Bay, oe elt Report AG . __. Thomas, Col. James, 49/T weedy, Hon. John H, — 181 Thompson, Daniel, early settler 137 Twigos, Maj, Ft. Winnebago, 101 Token Creek, former Indian town,:101 Two Rivers, origin of pame, —4Aay an Toland, Patrick, | [wo Sided on Grant's Rapids, © 129



| . oe 160 | . CO 

Vail, of Milwaukee, 127\Vieau, James, Sen; So 84 

.Vattemare’s literary exchanges, Vga Hist. Society, 9 

Vaudreuil, Marquis De, 25.66) 2... 

Wallace, Isaac H, _ 108[Wild Rice, 98, 68,74 

“Walker, Hon. George H,  130|Williams, Rev. Eleazer ) 6s. 

Walton, Nathaniel,  -«se} CHenryyg 131 

Walworth County, 114) Willow Creek, oe 109 : 

| Wa pe-she-ka, or Prophet, 12,72, 84|Winnebagoes, §  —>_21, 28,42, 63 | 

Wardner, Fred, 13; 02C=i<‘C«;téi‘CSS —Legend.of / 86 

| Warm Cave, in Richland Co, © 108 ~~ hostile, 1827, 86, 87,95——-97 

, Warriner, Pliney, _ | 86, ‘Black Hawk war, 74,75, 76, 99 | 

Washington, Geo., Sully’s portrait, 12| Winnebago Fort, — 72, 73,75, 96,97, | 

personal me'rials, 11; | 100, 101, 104 | 

Water, transparency, 7). _. Lake, . 26, 32, 52, 74, 90 | 

Watson, James Y. and AsaS., 137|.. °° County,. a 114 

Waukesha, 113, 116—118,134, 140 Winthrop, Hon. R. C. 1A 

Waupeety River, 118, 120/Wisconsin, origin ef name, eel | 

Wausau, or Big Bull Falls, (122 early laws, — ) 8 | 

Webster, Daniel 71,14) —- Ter.organized, — 100 

| Wee-nip-pe-goes, . 35]. rapid settlement, , 101 — 

Wells, Hon. Daniel Jr. and H. N, 121) early taverns, 136,140,71,°4,°5 

| J. M. a os 137), “high prices, 137°C 

"West, early maps of 6, AY hardtimes, = ~—--: 182, 183 

Westfall, pioneer of Calumet, 103, 104; - Recollections, =. 49,64 

White, Albert, 137, Early Times, .-. 94 

William &., LW Indian names, 110, 716, 719. 

“White Crow, a Winnebago, : | Reminiscences, . .- 127 

Whitesides, Gen. , 96 falls and rapids, 121,122 

. Whiting, Col, Henry, 62 first railroad, — 189 

Whitney, Daniel, , 104 - governors’ portraits, 13 | 

Whitney Rapids, 122; Wisheet, Indian chief, . 84. 

Whittlesey, Col. Charles, © 21, 64 Woodman, Cyrus, V. P., H. Soc. 8 

Wild Cat Currency, | 132|Woodward, Judge, OR 

‘Wild Ducks, 68, 74, Wyman, W. W., newspaper files, 7 . 

| Yellow Thunder, - 
a 

Page .29—End of first line, instead of “Engignkhils,” read English King. 

: « 100—Wiutum F once should evidently. read Gsonez Forcr,
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REPORT | 

“4 rostinie MEARE get yep anh day 4 PEO GN SANG Woy The Select Committee to whom. had, been. referred: 80: much of;:: _ the message of his Excellency the Governor, as relates to the sub- jechiof:the grantiof:“overflowediand swamp lands)” “have had the _ Sameriinder consideration, and beg leave most respectfully to make © the-following a a, 

Qi BPM, Peel OT Seep po cet, Pl es Ub oa bs: PUM LEES DALES 

the swamp and overflowed lands. lying.in, each. state -werey:by it 
anact of Congress, approved September 28th,:1850;. granted: toi: 
the;states in, which they. are situated, with.the: following ‘provisd,: : vigg.,“Brovided however, That the.proceeds of said landa; whether: 
from sale jor, py: dire oh. @ppropriation.in: kind, shall-bé:applied,iex:if | clusively, a8 far. as necessary, forthe. ‘purpose. of reclaiming: saidir 

| lands by, means, of .the draing and; levees, aforesaid.” .. The lands 
granted ta,this,state. comprised those: portions remaining unsold:atic 
the, passage of the act. A, portion of,them had been surveyediand:, platted: ;, a portion consisting of large quan tities that line the banks!: 
of, rivers and,islands which. are partially: or: wholly: overflowed, i: 
during certain, months in the year.’ ‘The balance . consists :of ithe /? 
«quantities ‘both swamp and overflowed Jand,: lying:.dn portions:of: | the state stil! unsury.eyed,..: Fhe:amount which. has: been surveyedy:! and which is now at the disposal of the state, is said by his Excel- cy, the Governor, in his annual message, to be as follows:



4 | | , 

In the Milwaukee Land District, — 58,636 93-100 acres. | 

_ Mineral Poiut, =“ 18,515 40-100“ 
“© — La Crosse, “ 917,295 18-100 & | 

“ Willow River, “ 11801545100 “ | 

«© Menasha, « 417,528 62-100 se 

«“ Stevens Point, “ | 521,67052-100 “ 

| Total «+: ': 1,641,662 10-100“ 

Theamount still unsurveyed can be estimated only upon the 

basis of remote probabilities, but it cannot be far from 1,400,000 

acres; so that the amount which will finally accrue to the State 

will hardly vary far from 3,000,000 of acres. Such is the caleu- 

lation expressed in the last annual message of his excellency the | 

governor, and your committee is of the opinion that it approxt- , 

mates, as nearly as possible, to correctness; ee 

The present and the ultimate value of these lands affords a still _ 

more unsatisfactory field of speculation than their.amount. Many | 

of the tracts, are probably entirely worthless, or will be so nnless'at + 

an expense in reclaiming them far exceeding any possible value 

they might attain; others are doubtless among the best lands in | 

the state fur meadows and for grazing purposes; whilethe quan- 

tity is not ‘small that is fitted for any purpose of settlement and 

culture. When a portion of a quarter section descends itito a marsh, © 

er to the low banks of a stream, so that more than half of the sub- ’ 

- division was affected by it, it has been the custom of the Govern-"* 

ment surveyors to designate the entire tract as swamp lands, and 

wherever such cases occur the tract is more valuable than any” 

other species. of land as it comprises every variety, upland, wood, - 

pasture and meadow, necessary to the wants or the convenience of © 

the settler. But what portion of the entire amount consists of this, 

the most valuable character of lands, and what portion consists of | 

the other, which is wholly worthless, is a subject upon which your. | 

committee is unable to offer any reliable information, and nothing : 

‘but a personal survey, the cost of which would far exceed ite



| benefits, could furnish any knowledge beyond general estimates upon the subject, Perhaps the following crude supposition may be as near as it is possible to arrive at present. , 
_ Amount partly swamp and partly upland, - 250,000 Acres. 7 we wholly swamp, and fitted for meadow, 85,000 « 6 wholly swamp, which might be reclaimed - | at slight expense, "7 = 750,000 —« “wholly swamp, to reclaim which would — 
— cost their entire value, - —- - 800,000 « ow ~ wholly swamp, worthless, §- . 650,000. « 

oe Tota,  - 2 2, 3,000,000 Acres. 

‘These are but rough estimates, yet as they are based, to a certain | extent, upon the personal acquaintance of your committee with | the condition of the swamp lands in their several localities, and, toa still greater extent, upon the information of men from various | _ parts of the state, possessing a knowledge upon the subject, we are of opinion that they cannot vary widely from the truth, — 
_ The gran. by the terms of which these lands, have or will come into the possession: of the state, provides that the proceeds arising - from their disposal shall be applied “ag far as necessary” to re- 7 claiming them by levees, drainage, &e. The phrase “ag far-as 
necessary” has been regarded as more than eqnivocal in its mean- ing; whether it is intended to express the requirement that the 

. lands shall be add reclaimed by means of drains and levees; and their proceeds, « as far as necessary,” shall be applied to that pur- --pose, or whether they shall be reclaimed “ag far as necessary” to the convenience of the settler, and salubrity of the neighborhood, _ ‘is a question which has arisen in the minds of your committee, and of able and learned lawyers who have thought upon the subject. 7 The only object which the government can entertain, in enactinga | requirement upon the subject, is the health and comfort of its citi- zens. The personal and pecuniary advantage of drainage and re- _Claimation, if no other cause existed for requiring it, would, of



course, be left to the choice and enterprize of the settler, or person 

immediately interested. As the salubrity of the climate and the 

“health of the neighborhood in which the lands lie, is therefore the 

end desired by the government, and as the drainage of alt'the 

lands may be far from necessary to that object, your committee is 

of opinion that the phrase “ as far necessary” applies to the extent 

“to which the work of reclamation shall be carried, and not to the © 

amount of proceeds to be used for that purpose. - | 

It is evident that the labor of digging drains and constructing 

levees can never be performed to advantage by the State. The | 

small results that are accomplished by even a lavish expenditure | 

of money when the government is the paymaster, has become 

proverbial. It is well understood that a private individual can 

execute the same amount of the same quality of work at one-half = 

or two-thirds the cost for which the public authority -ear''do it. - 

Congress itself seems to have contemplated the fact in the peculiar | 

‘ phraseology of the act of grant, that the proceeds “whether ‘from 

gale, or by direct appropriation in kind,” should be applied to'the — 

purpose designated. eta ED te 

A single phrase of the constitution of this State has also. been. 

supposed to create difficulties in deciding what shall be done with 

these lands after we have obtained them. Sec. 2, article 10, pro- 

vides that among other lands and resources, “all moneys arising 

* from any grant to the State, when the purposes of such grant ‘are oe 

‘not specified,” shall be set apart as @ separate fund, to becalled the - 

, “school fand.” The liberality which dictated the bounteous pro- - 

vision made by our constitution for the education of the people of 

‘the State, was enlarged and noble. Tt has secured an amplefund, | 

which, for all time to come, is an inexhaustible inheritance to be 

| applied to the worthiest objects of public enlightenment and intel- 

~Tectual renown. But whether the precise terms of the constitution, 

apply to the grant under consideration, is a question with your — 

| “eommittee. The purposes of the grant of “swamp and overflowed. 

 Jands” are specified to be their drainage and reclamation for culti- 

; \ | ”



_, vation. If. an oyerplus shall exist, the object.to. which, itisto:be 
devoted: is not, to be sure, specified; but.we think it very doubt. 
fal, whether a provision of the constitution can ‘¢o ver, part:ofi:the 

, Proceeds of the grant, and’not,the other. The constitution either 
, relates to the whole of the gr ant, or to none of it. -It:cannot relate - 
40 the whole, because.a part is otherwise provided fory and weare ___, fltgrefore of opinion that no part of. the proceeds of tie “sivauap and overflowed lands” is Justly applicable to the inérease of:the 
" school fund. It may be further urged that the grant. was ‘made 
subsequent to the adoption of the constitution, and that had the | 
terms, of that.instrument been even less.dubious, they would in no — 
_Way applied to the swamp land grant: 8 nay baie 

| “The considerations bring us to the conclusion that the state rests 
under no restrictions as to its disposal of the proceeds of the grant, “with the single exception that it shall secure, “so far as necessary” (their draitiage and the removal of such causes as might proyedel: __¢tetious to the health of those neighbourhoods in which the Jands. 

- -¥our committee has considered the subject of restricting the | 
sale to limited quantities and adtual settlers. Yet while strongly “in favor of ‘the principle as applied generally to the public lands, 

_ “doth of the state"aind’ général governments, they have thought | “that the swanip lands édnstitute’ an’ exception toa rule the general : 
sjustice‘and good-policy ‘of which ‘th ey freely admit. ‘The “swamp | 
“and overflowed laiids,’ are of course; . valugless i vY settlemen t, eX- : ——- eept’a few of the highést tracts, and portions of those subdivicions 
which aré upland and: which have been thrown in becanse, more 
‘thai “half ofthe!’ tract Was overflowed or marshy Tand. The 
“swamp lands ‘aré valuable’ only’ as ‘Appurtenanices to cultivated , 
‘farms, when they Lig in large tracts, of thousands of acres, as they 
‘sometimes do, it is impossible that the central portionsshonld be 
sold to an actual gettler, as none would settle upon it. Farther, it is 
‘the evident intent of the aét of grant that these lands‘should be 

 opeclaimied'as speedily: as possible. To restrict the sgle would also :



. delay it, and long delay might work a forfeiture of the grant, and 
| finally, there are other terms of sale proposed in the bill herewith 

submitted; which will probably act virtually as apreventive of mo- _ 
nopoly to the disadvantage of him whose intention to devote the 
land to his own use gives hima prior and preferred claim to it. We 
have provided that the purchaser shall execute the labor of recla- 
mation, have given pre-emption every usual and advantageous - 
right, and have given the purchaser for cultivation precedence in — 

every case of doubt or privilege. — oe a | 

| In considering the disposal of these lands, and that disposition 
. which would be best and wisest for the state, your committee has 

thought that plan most politic which, while lessening the burthen 7 

of public taxation, increases the ability of the people to bear it, 

This they consider to be a primary object of government and a | 
-ereditable achievement of statemanship—to reduce as greatly as 
‘possible the necessary expense which is borne by the citizen, and 
to add to his means of paying it. We have endeavored to apply 
this principle to the disposal which, in our opinion, the state should 
make of these lands. We have thought that a portion of them would 
form a proper fund to be used for works of local improvement, to 
‘provide means for which is now the heaviest task borne by the 
early and by no means opulent settlers in our state. .Wehave, 

_ therefore, recommended the unsurveyed portion of the “overflowed __ 

land,” lying in the surveyed portion of the state,.and those swamp - 
lands lying and being on the odd numbered sections, should be do- 

| nated to the counties in which they lie, forthe purposes of reclam- 
ation and to form a fund for opening and improving roads,’ build- 

ing bridges, and such works of this nature as the county to which 

they are donated may designate. This will develop the.resources — 

of the state, open avenues of inter-communication, bring the pro- 

ducer nearer to market, and it will discharge an expense which _ 

has hitherto been a heavy draft on the means of new settlers, 
struggling with the first difficulties of settlement in an uncultiva- 
ted country. It will render farms more. valuable, increase the | 

price of produce by lessening the cost of transportation, and it will



. accomplish: these results without expense to those upon whom the 

Fhe “swamp and overflowed lands” being on the even-number- ~ “ed sactions, we have proposed should be sold by the state accord- _ ing to a plan which will, we trust, be a security against frauds in 
 .1, the purchase, and inthe expectation that the treasury will realize from it an ample sum that can be devoted to the discharge ofthe 

| Andebtedness,contracted by. the state in its labors of beneficence in 
erecting asylums for the indigent insane, blind, deaf and dumb, 
the states prison, and other works of a public and necessary. char- 
acter. This disposition was recommended by his excellency the | governor, for the whole of the lands; we think their proceeds will 

_ amount to far more than will be necessary for those objects, and | have recommended the additional plan for disposing of the bal- ance. — — : | | 
_ In the details of the bill we have framed, a protection for the _ pre-emptor, have given the intended cultivator of the lands prefer- | 

| ence over other purchasers, and have provided that the primary 
objects of the grant, the reclamation of the lands shall be coined 
into effect. The minimum price of the lands is fixed, for the pre- 

_ Sent, at one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre. 

_ - Your committee would also recommend that his Excellency, the 
Governor, be requested to carry into effect as speedily as possible, 
the measures adopted by him to secure to the state the title to 
these lands, that the people may be reaping from them the bene- 
fits they were designed torestore. _ 

And your committee would adopt the language of the last annu- 
al message of the Governor, as follows: “There are numerous 

- considerations which should weigh, in urging an early disposition | 
of these lands. To dispose of them, would tend greatly to im- | 
prove the health of localities contiguous to them ; would hasten _ 
the settlement of the country, and make productive taxable - pro- | . perty of much of that, which in many instances, is at present use- 

2 7 : |



a 10 | 

less, and no law for their protection, or against taking the timber 

‘from them, it is believed; copld be rendered si metently' eiieations. 
. ov 3 a % eve. retin ee 

to prevent them being thus despoiled, of what, ini idiny institites, 

constitutes their chief value, Besides, even admitting the possi- — 

iMpility ‘of enforcing such’a law, it could not be done without creat 

‘Dpstpldxity and expense tothe state” = ns 
oP pee h JP hoa Oo © ope gee CEE nt pes aa 

All of which, with the accompanying bill, is respectfully sub- 

mitted. odasth odt et feievs shod ope dihs ibe pig iG fa ato 

| eh WALTER DD.’ MoINDOE, €h’n. 

| Be , | os teaeiiel bt act sorulves gattoo ss
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~.:,.-. ,EXEGUTIVE DEPARTMENT. _ CO 

Toth Legislatures 
_ In pursuance ofthe sixth section of the fifth article of the con- 

__- stitution, I comamunieate to the Legiglature,all the:casesof;pardon 
granted. by the Executive during the year.1854, stating the name 
of the convict, the crime of which each was convicted, the sentence 
and its date, and the date of the pardon, with. the reasons for | 

_ granting thesame, 
{The following named persons were pardoned by me the ‘day pre- 

vious to'the expiration of their sentences, upon petition and evi- 

dence of good’ behavior and reformation, viz: oo 

| Name. — Crime, Perm, When Sentenced, 

Petet Duffee; Assault with intent to kill, 3 years, March 5, ’61. a 
William Brophy, Arson, - ~~ 6 morithis,October 6,’53: | 
George C. Friescher, © 7 | Go « | 

Hugh Crocker, {5 se | 

Gottfield Loon, BR tc 6 6c



4, | 

Name. Crime. Term, | When Sentenced. 

Adam Mayer, Larceny, 1 year, May 20,1853. 
Joseph Bondell, “ “6 “« 65 «( 
Abijah Little, Forgery, — 2 years, June 10, 1852. | 
Nathaniel Hicox, Larceny, 1 year, Sept. 23, 1853. 

Henry Kern, Assault with intent to kill, 2 years, Oct. 1, 1852. 

Canute Hanson, Burglary, year, “ 1,1853. 
James Harris, — Larceny, *..°; “*slyear, Oct. 3, “ | 

David Wilson, Passing ‘counterfeit money, 2 years, Oct. 14, 1853. 
John Seeley, Assault with intent to kill, Lyear, Oct. 7, 1853. 

Thomas Shaw, Larceny, 1 yr6ms5ds, April 26,753. 
John Foster, “ 2 yrs 2 ds, Oct. 29,1852. 

David Morgan, Larceny, and Burglary, 3 years, Nov. 1, 1851. 

: John Clancy, — Robbery, 1 yr 6 ms, May 20, 1853. © 

Joel Soper, Larceny, 1 yr 2ds, Nov.14, “ 

Elizabeth Owens, Incest, 6 months, June 19, 1854. . 

Alexander McCarthy was convicted of the crime of murder in 
October, 1849, and sentenced to death, afterwards the sentence 

‘was commuted to imprisonment for life; and on the 4th day of | 
July, 1854, he was unconditionajly pardoned, upon strong evidence ~ 
of unintentional killing, furnished me in addition 'to testimony tel- — 

ative to his good behavior, and being ‘asked for by a'great number of 

petitioners who based their request upon alleged knowledge ofthe 
circumstances-eonnected with the transaction, and‘an acquaintance 
withthe prisoner co 

' Horace Buskirk was convicted of burglary on the 25th day of: 
March, A. D. 1854, and sentenced to one year’s imprisonmenf. _ 

He was pardoned on the 25th day of August, 1854, upon evidence 

of his reformation, the recommendation of the court:;which. tried. _ 

him, and numerous petitioners. oe 

‘Dayid Heath was-convicted of larceny and: sentenced’ in Octo-. _ 

ber, 1851, to four years imprisonment, He was pardoned on. the’ 

26th day of June, 1854, there having been evidence.of ‘his proba- : 
ble innocence furnished me, and his release asked for by. the dis: _ 

trict.attorney and part of the jury whotriedhim, 05:



. ; 5 | 

John’ C;-Calvert'was convicted of manslaughter and sentenéed 

— on -the: 17th of November, 1851, to seven years imprisonmieiit: 
He was pardoned ‘on the 28th day of: August, 1854; ‘based:on the. 

_- recommendation of counsel on both sides, together with numerous 
| petitions and the consideration that he had already been punished 

_ ‘Suiliciently toanswer the ends of justice, © 
_ George ‘Robertson wason the 17th day of October, 1851, sen- 
tenced to two years imprisonment for burglary.‘ He was patdoned 

| on the 2dof February, 1854. The‘reasons which induced nie to 
issue a pardon in his case were, his youth and the strong evidence 
furnished me of his reformation, his conduct having been exempla- 
ry and creditable to him, from the time of his escape from con- 
finement until his return after the expiration of his sentence. 

William Flanagan was convicted of manslaughter on-the 20th 
of March, 1851, and sentenced to five years imprisonment. . He 
was pardoned on the recommendation of the court and jury who 

tried him, the supervisors and a large number of petitioners, aid. 
| ed by the consideration that his punishment had already, under 

_ the dircumstanées, been ‘sufficient. | 

David Tischer was convicted of an assault with intent to com- 
mit rape and sentenced to one years imprisonment from the 10th . 

| day of June, 1854. He was pardoned on the 4th day of Septem- 
ber, 1854, upon evidence rendering his innocence highly probable 
and the recommendation of the court. _ | Oo 

Alexander Howland was convicted of larceny in May, 1853, 
and sentenced to one year and ten months imprisonment. He was 
pardoned on the 3d day of April, 1854, upon evidence of his youth 7 

| and reformation, the petition for his pardon being signed by very 
many respectable citizens, and satisfactory proof adduced of his 
having been led astray by older offenders. 

| Caroline Malangro and Abraham Malangro were convicted of 
incest, in February, 1854, and were sentenced to one year and six | 

months imprisonment. They were pardoned July 4th, 1854, upon 
proof sufficient for a strong presumption of their innocence.



Patrick Fitegerald: wag -corivicted: onthe: 5th: day of October, 
1858; of an:assault withsintent to commit’a rape‘atid séitencéd to, 

one year’s imptisonment.: / He: wab patdewed: March’ lith,:1854; 

upon: evidence furnished of insanity. when the crime was commit- 

Jacob Jacobi was sentericed to oné years’ imprisonment onthe — 
18th day of April, 1853,:for-ag ‘assdult with,intent to kill, and-was | 
pardoned on the 18th day.of. February, 1854,,upon petition and 
evidence. to justify belief. of.a sufliciency of: punishment to an- — : 

swer all the ends.of justices. 90 th BE 

“Haward Dana’ wis ddnvicted of forgery ahd'sciiteibed'toie = 
year and ten days imprisonment, froin'the 5th day of “May, 1853, 
He was pardoned March 15th, 1854, for’ thé’same’ reasons ‘as last 

above stated... 

"Obristian Bidiain was convicted of arson, Osteber’ 6th, 1855, 
“and sentenced to six’ months ‘imprlaonmént. He was pardoned 
February. 13th, 1854, for the same reasons last above stated. 
eta gi ies hiag P38; 8h Sighads ca ES bei tf £2 Pieper Delo lis es sion.
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REPORT 

JOINT SELECT. COMMITTEE 
| _ APPOINTED 10 VISIT STATE PRISON, | | 

MESSRS. BOWEN AND CLEMENT, 

MESSRS. PARKER, CARY AND BURNS, 

| | . 1) CORES oxbtnaD Panta, } |
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_ The joint committee ofthe senate. and assembly, : appointed ‘t. Se apd 
‘visit and examine into the affairs of the State’ Prison, and also fo g 

_ enquire into and report. the -dis¢ipling: of. said ‘prison p by the 
Commissioner thereof, respettfully’ Te ah ES ceca me ee, 

‘That they have visited the prison and,tnade’an examinationat 
its affairs. Be | ee SO 

| The following is the estimate of the cost ‘of the ‘south | wing of . | 
the State Prison, based. on the. estimates of ‘the ‘various contractors ee 
building the same: ee ree Ce I oh 
Whole amount of credit to Andrew Proudfit, on, his estimates, / $103,565, Wo _ Due conviets for over-work on Proudfit’s estimates, ce ARBOR _ Aggregate amount due:Proudfit, on,estimates,.. 9. -+ . 1 799039.,,60 oo Which includes the 20 per cent. held back as per contract, * 15,727-89 _ Amount of debit on prison books, as charged to Proudfit, and de-.. + 6. me a glucted from 20 per cent oe OE Amount of the 20 percent: certificates as due Proudfit, afterde-.. . oF ducting the amount charged ‘on book, . oe es 15,120588 SG _. From the aggregate amount deduct: amount charged Proudfit.. Le _ __ for materials furnished by the State, as per contract, con’ 10000 00: Which leaves total amount due, oe on. ds 69,089 60 Of which has been paid in money and drafts on tke Treasury, 24,143: 59 OE Leaving now due Andrew Proudfit, on his contract for-building..yr © | - _ the south wing of the State Prison, . te 44,896.00. : “To this should be added the sum of $257 84, which... was not es-. 63... Re : timated by the Commissioner, as, there was a question in his,mind 4" : | about allowing the same.. :The. amount.isfor lead:furnished by © =: 4 _ the contractor, under the direction. of the, Commissioner, for the trips



, purpose of fastening door hinges, de. in the work, instead of | 

using stucco. Also for one door, and three gross screws, 16 3-4 | 

_ cords of rough stone, and some team work. Your committee : 

| have thought it a proper charge to be made against the State, | | 

_.-. and credited to Mr. Proudfit.. They have also thought proper OS 

to reject Mr. Proudfit’s charge and claim of $565 10 for Su- : | 

perintendent of the stone shop. Add the above amount, 257 84 

‘Makes now due from the State to Mr. Proudfit, the sum of «45,158 8b 

Whole amount of credit to J. S. Sherwood, who had the contract a 

- for furnishing iron, ee : 8,295 21 

Aggregate amount hisdue, oad , 8,295 21 

This amount has all been paid by. appropriation this winter. | / 

Whole amount of eredit to John Taylor, on his estimates, | 4,006 17 

Amount due convicts for overwork on Taylor’s contract, . ) 133 18 | 

Aggregate amount due Taylor, =. 8,671 49 

Of this amount there is a bill now pending, appropriating to as- 7 

—__ Signees, of; gomg of Taylors estimates, thesumof.. 9. >. : 2,618 42 

"Which leaves'due Taylor on hisestimates thesumof «===, 058 07 
> Of which he has received) ) OU BAD 47 

Which:leaves now due Mr. Taylor onhisiestimates, = R10 60: | 

| Whole amount of credit to J. Ackerman, who had.the contract for. oe 

| fitting iron, Oe St - 2,869 17 | 

_. Amount due convicts for overwork, “¢°) bo we. . , 464 98 , 

| Ageregate amount now due:Ackerman, 9 ,. 2,052 04 
‘Whole credit of J. K. Smith,'for‘lomber, on his’estimate, == «1,887 31 | 

Aggregate amount now due, So OBT BL 

Of which there has been paid. ta ce 1 176 60 

Leaving now due to said Smith, wre 10 TL 

Whole amountiof credit of Wim. Reinhard, for‘ carpenterand join- Be 

er work, | | | coe > 2,084 92: 

And due convicts duefor over work, oo 204 99 

Aggregate amount due Reinhard, Ee TTB84 66 

| Tote) amount of credits on estimates of-the:séveral contractors, 122,858 56 

Total amount due convicts for overwork,” and chargeable to the 

Total amount of State liability ’(so fa¥as‘estimated) wp'to Ist of — - 

"January, 755, including overwork for convicts, ESS 90,678 67 

Total amount of State Habilities now outstitiding,' for which there = 

Jha’ been no appropriations, as follows: (0 ON te 
| Andrew Proudfit,, © °°" RR rn 45,153 85 

~ ss John Ackerman, ~ ee 1,052 04 

Due-convicts for over work, ee Se 94082 

| Total liability at this time, 9 = fe 64,002 38 

From this amount should be déducted the ‘sum of $2,1 17:08, | 

which has been drawn by the Commnissioner for the convicts, the a 

sum being a part of the amount due the ‘convicts for over ‘work, ©”



‘This amount being deducted, leaves the total amoutit of Hability 0.00 > / on contracts, against thé State at this date, for which appropriae | 8.5, Pos tions should be made, the sum of $51,805 30.. Re 
~ Amount of convict labor done fot the State, Bs 8,8 5558S, at Amount duo convicts for overwork, = OBE ‘Total amount of the convict labor“let to contractors, oo 9/806 LE | 
A Tr ect ee a Dea BS «Cash received by A. W: Starks, State Prison Commisstona; wing: 

‘Cash received from State Treasury during the yeu 1684, Sr 7986 os Gash received for work in the Prison shops during the year1844, 508 IL 

- | Total amount of cash reesived, a ase 1 18,494 OF 

Of this amount we find there was disbursed in payment of debts. -, = “contracted by. and under Cominissioner’ Browh,.in the year eda 
‘Which left of the money received of the State Treasurer, to be"? ae aq ctbénded for the current expenses of the year, °° BOT Amount received from the Prison shopsadded, = | 508 1k 

_ Total amount on hand at any time for the expenses of the year," ’ 5,785 80 _ 
‘We find that the amount of money eoming into the hands of the ee * Commissioner from all sources, as above, has been properly = = : “3 expended in meeting the liabilities of the prison for ‘the:ydars\s;:. Co ~ £853 and 1854, for which proper vouchers have been exhi- | Dobe ns, _ bited to the committee, _ o - 18,494 9T oe: 

- Amount of Prison indebtedness up tol61st of Dee, 1854, 14,426 99, _ ‘Tbe Commissioner received in the month of January, 1855, an ap- Se 
+ | propriation of 1854, . | oe . 4,500 00 

| Leaving a balance of indebtedness uniprovided for, of "12,926 99. aa From which should be deducted Howell & Cétton’s Bill Of 8! 8) ya gg 

Leaving a balance of ne ATT AQ 

-. The following is an. estimate of thé Svork done in ‘the’ various prior shops Oe _ during the year 1854, aside from such work as was done for the prison and.the oe use of the prisoners 5 ny es eo aN dee lth | | An the carpenter, shop, Pe ct  SL075 TO »*. tin « . me ae 206 2B 
“ . shoe “ Os Pas gb : alg — : ned 491 42. o — * paint ALT ».% . Dlacksmith « | et 1,061 8B | «stone wo 8854 800



Articles on hand at the time uhepmison debt: was. calculated, De- 
——_ cember 81, 1854, the'cost of which wasincluded inthe debt. 

| Stone coal $106 28, lock stone $1,185 81, tools for prison: . Me 

F lve. cows $150, stoves and pipe 41.0. tinners.stock -and,tin 50,-. ~-. 610 08 

Cloth, clothing and new bedding 300, provisions 350, 650 00 : 

‘Leather, shoe-findings and shoss:$159, wood, lumber-and catpen~ == 
_ terwork 125, ©. op - 275 00 

- Oil and lamps 149 50, account books and ‘books for library 117, 266 50 

Book-case for library,20,-caldron kettle.10, hogs 35,. =... 65 00 

EB yg ge te bua bta soar sg ne meee 

On ame an nee $3,988 09 — 

"5" Denmanent improvements made during the year . | - 

New building for shops $1000, work ‘oi stone sop 50, 81,050 00 — 
- Addition and work on blacksmith shop, and new forges, chim- | 

“ney; &y ee ee 20000 
Gate house 200, repairing ‘prison, dc. 200, benehes for shop 40, 440 00 

| ee eg re 81,690 00 

Workin shop, 6281 69 
~ °" ‘Artileson hand 8,938 09 

7 Amount. raised on farm andinot-included in above, about — 450 00 

er .:, Atnount of outstanding atcounts for work, collectable,about . 150 00 | 

SP Es - OA: Poe By ne 

eg! — _— $12,459 18 

| This amount of $12,459 78 is of course a legitimate offset to so much of. 

the current indebtedness of the past.year, ne ee 

| -In this connection it may not be improper to state, that the expense of car- 

tying on the prison, to the State, during the past year, with twenty-five more 

eonvicta, and provisions higher, has been. but little more than the preceeding 

| _ The probable cost of completing said south wing of the prison, will be 

_' | “For the iron, Oo | $2,000 

=.” For preparing it, 7 | | ~ 1,100: 

* _ _- For plaeing it in the work, | 2 1,400 

we Mtl =, $4500 
| In justice to Mr. Proudfit, the contractor, it is but proper to say | 

hate has been ready for more than two months past to complete



withthe: material fitted ahd feadj to'be placed in the properspot; 
_ but by reason ‘of afailure to have the upper cells done and railing 

_. made, Mr. Proudfit has beenunable to ‘finish all’ the ‘prison cells, = 
| Pitt stable ‘éitly'Yo'do 46 Ad abon as the matetials ate'préparéd. 
_ ~ We'would therefore recorimend that some provision be’ made - 

"By wilich Mr. Proudfit may be enabled to draw the money for the 
oo balatiée of ‘his job'when it shall be done, and estimates furnished v 

| by tHé‘committee, ‘without being compelled to wait the meeting of | 
_ amother'legislature, Oo 7 

Judging from the past year, the expenses of the present year 
» will undoubtedly amount to abdut $13,000; although the actual 
a cost bf ‘supporting the prisoners and prison establishment, overand 

above the earnings'of the prison, was for the past year less than : 

As the law “how stands, the ‘commissioner has no right to pur- 
chase 4 single article for the ‘prison without first advertising for 

-_.proposals,’and procure the articles desired, on contract, when, a8 7 

__ aigeneral rule, the contractor knows that there is no money in the 
_. hands of the Commissioner or the Treasury with which to pay,and ~ 

—— consequently the contractor adds 20 to 30 per cent to his articles, 
to cover, this contingency. If the funds necessary for. defraying | 
the expenses of the prison could be-kept on hand,.in order that 7 
the Commissioner might be able to fulfil any condition of contract 
entered into on the part of the State, and also.to.procure such oth- | 

er artiélés as are indispensable, it would, in the opinion of your | 
committee, be a great saving to the State. = 

Oo Imthe event of their being no-money in the treasury, that part / 
of thé‘law which requires the Commissioner to advertise for pro- 

_ posals, and let the contract for supplying the prison to the lowest = 
_ pidder, under all circumstances, should be repealed, for it is almost : 
a impessible to get along and not violate the present law under pres- | 

' ent circumstances, or at all ‘events not'to avoid paying the most 
ruinous :prices for every article purchased. =) - 

_ . Your committee can see the necessity of proceeding at once to. 
the’ erection “of the main building of the Prison. The offices, | 

/ - o . . | ae /, | -



guard-rooms, chapel, hospital, and cook-room should be in imme- 
diate communication with the building ocqupied by the prisohers. 
As it now is, these departments are in the old building, several 

| rods from the new one. The food now, in all weather, has tobe 
carried by hand from the old cook-room. to the prison cells, where _ 
the convicts eat their meals.. Notwithstanding all these inconve- __ 

___ nienceg, your committee do not, in the present financial condition — 
of our State, feel warranted to imperatively regommend the con- 

| ‘struction of the main building. Should, however, the legislature 
think it best to proceed immediately to the erection of said main 

building, we would, by all means, recommend. that the same be — 
erected by convict labor, under the direction of practical mechan 
ies, as overseers in the various departments of mechanical,labor, 
and the law should be so amended as to allow the Commissioner 
to engage the servicesofsuch men, = = — . oy ct 

_ For the information of the legislature, your committee herewith. _ 
submit an estimate of the cost of such main building, as follows: 

| | Estimate of cost of Main .Buiiding of the New Prism. . 

Length,'80 feet : width, 52 fect: 8 stoties high, from surface of the growd-— 

a UE a DOD OS OE 
-97 cords of cut stone,—including laying, $60, $5,820 _ wo 

-. » Laying rough stone and brick, . 02). Panes 8 cis et 12868 eet 

Loa 300,000. bricks, ae os res a tet a aye Pe pe 8 qesten te: by50O hy - 
- Lathing and plastering,—including lath, =§ 1,780 
ca Gites 1,100 barrels, 65 20 he ee eae 825 AD | 

Carpenter work and building: roof, as on south wing, ine ory cigs 
cluding materia, a EGO 

-.. Glass, paint, nails, locks, door hangs; and hanging ‘the door» 3800") 

| ., Tron and iron work, i pe i 800 
Painting and glazing, ON 
" Excavation for foundation, complete, =§=———i—<—Ssé<—~— YC OD 

Pe 
_ _ To this amount should be added 20,000 feet matched a 
~ flooring, for roofing purposes © BEE Ebr Oe 8380) KO " ae 

2,017 Ibs. sheet iron, oss Rm BORO



es | ee oo | | | — oe 

7 - The fence which now encloses the prison-yard is nothing but a 
_ high board fence, and affords a very unsafe and insecure protec- 

‘tion against a general attempt of the prisoners to escape. ‘There _ should be a good stone wall, at least 24 fect high, erected, witha walk forthe guard on the outside, ‘This work eonld be dono by _ “convict labor; and the stone for this wall, as.well as the main building, ought to be contracted for to be delivered in the prison- _ : 
| ‘Yard as fast as the convicts'can dress them, to be used for oneor 

both of the above named purposes, at such times asthe State shalt | 
_—-2tect the construction of the main builditig'of tha'pttgon, ot Wall, _ @ither,orboth, Sk pd, “4, 

» 7 “Your committee would recommend that the mechanical part of | 
__ the prison, euch as the shoe-shop, tin-shop, cabinet-shop, &¢., be __. Wet out to contractors by the day or week, as this, in the opihion of _ ‘Your committee, will be cheaper for the State that to purchase 

stock for the prisoners to work up, and then depend upon uncer- 
.$ain sales, in competition With citizen labor. os ae ote - 
.. Your committee would further say, that if the present system of | 
rewarding conyiets for their labor is to be continued, that their la- | “bor should be so divided between the Stata and themselves ns that | ‘the State may at Teast receive the benefit of two-thirds of their le bor. During the past year, some of the convicts have earned more 
for themselves than the State. - About the policy of continuing this 

oa § system—should'thé emergency arise—your cotimittee do inot agree, a 
_. and hence they make no tecommendation. a | 
_ Some time during the summer, the commissioner gave his’ indi- | 

vidual note for money [$400] to procure materials to go on with 
the work of the prison, there being none in the treasury. Before : allofsaid money was paid out—and within a few days.after the | 

--Bame was borrowed—the banks from which the money in thehands 
of the commissioner was issued, became discredited, and discounts | 
on the amount then in the commissioner’s hands was by him né 

_ _cessarily made to the amount of $15 00. This amount, together | 
with the interest paid by the commissioner on said loan, should be | 

_ refunded to him by the State. - a :



Also on the 2a day of June last, ‘the commissioner received a 

warrant from the Governor on the treasury for thestim of $1,094 41 
-- on account of the estimates for over-work by the convicts, There : 

being no money in the treasury, and the money ‘being greatly 

needed, the commissioner was compelled to discount the warrant. 
The amount of discount pafd was $04 41, which was the lowest 
he could maké. “This amount should, in the opinion of your.com- 

| ‘mittee, be refunded tothe commissoner.. =, ., «,: - 

Amount of discount on money borrowed, ~~ ° ti(assti(‘é‘wld& OO 

Amount of interest on the $400, _ eo oe 2 10-000. 

Whole numberof ‘conviets‘voifinéd in'the State's Prison 'sinde'the Build: ~~ 
| ing thereof, he ae OE a OT ERS 120. 

Number discharged during the year, whose term of imprisonment has == 
“expired, o Dee Mee bad FET : a mga Ps ed He ee Ee - 

Number pardoned by the Governor, during the past year, © 0 82 

Number pardoned this year, Co, re Ss 

We here remark that a ‘majority of thosé prisoners who have - 

beén discharged by the pardoning power were discharged only a 

day or two before the expiration of their sentence, for the parposé, 

as your committee are informed, of restoring them to rights of 

citizenship, © EEE 

Places of Nativity .of the Prisoners who, have been, and are — 

| now, Confined in the Prison 

| New York, 0 0 peu ee OO 

Ohio, » es Be tie Sygate cid 
Pennsylvania, | | 

| New Hampshire, ee DT. 

Vermount, pe be Ta Po DS 

| Kentucky, ts a BO 

Maryland, | ee a oe yh uci oo nd 

Natives BO 
Bom onthe Atlantic Ocean, = 
Canada, | we aD 

Wales, — Cg BO



| England, : ee pT Be iy wt cds aut A oe: ° 

| Scotland, he wpa PEM PE Eghs ub oe bo a Fe hae veer a Treland, oe 
Germany and Getmanic States, including Prussia, 9° =!" ee eg 
Berno, Ma Tes eee ee ee da ee 

/ ‘Holland, Eee Ft oR Be FL eg cin ea Le i. Fungaryy Norway, BOBS ee EE i me OTR E a 1S Ne o 

| ., Your committee would here state that in their opinion, the sal- / 
_ ary of the chaplain of the prison, Rev. Mr. Smith, is not sufficient. a 
The old. gentleman has served in: the capacity of chaplain forthe 
prison ever since the prison was. built, for the paltry sum. of $100, 2 

_ perannum. We would recommend that his salary be raised to 
the sum of $250, per year, ag | 

_ Your committee are constrained to believe that the moral and 
religious influence which has been brought to bear upon. those ; 

- “anfortunate persons,” has been salutary, and may be lasting. — . 
Whenever the prayer of the pious, or the eloquence of . the orator, | 
brings.to the eye a tear;. whether that tear be one of. joy or sor- 
row, the human heart is made better thereby. 7 | oO 
7 Your committee are led to believe that the course pursued by i 
the commissioner in relation to teaching the convicts how. to read 
and write, as well as how.to sing, is commendable, and your com- 
mittee are. unwilling to make any recommendation changing this 
system, as the convicts seemed cheerful, well-disposed and desir- 
ous.of leaning, OO oe 

- Indeed your committee feel that the present commissioner and 
his assistants, are entitled to commendation for the discipline and 
good order that prevailed amongst the prisoners, especially when 
it is known that during the past summer, citizens and convicts . 
have mingled together, invariably, in constructing the prison; and 
often times impossible to be kept, at all times, under the immedi- : 
ate eye of an officer, a a 

_ There is contiguous to the prison yard, fifteen acres, or therea- | 
bouts, enclosed by a fence, which ought to be cultivated for the . 
benefit of the prison. Many of the vegetables used in the prison |



uO, could be raised thereon; and your committee can see no good 

reason why said ground could not be cultivated by such convicts 

| as are very young, well-disposed, or-whose term of imprisonment Lo 

| has nearly expired, under the chargeofanofficer. o§ ©. 

- Inrelation to the beauty, durability, and work-manship ‘of “the 

‘prison built by Mr. Prondiit, your committee would unhesitatingly | 

say, that it is unsurpassed by any building of the kind in the Uni- 

ted States, and equalled by few, ifany. It does lionor t6 the con- 

: tiactor, and béspeaks for its: architedt, a thorough kwowledge of 

: his business. a 
‘It-is also proper for your ‘committee ‘here to rématk, that the 

_ phison books kept by the'elerk, John Lowth, Esq:, have been kept 

. th an excellent manne, and yotr committee are ‘uhider obligations — 

to Mr. Lowth for his courtesy and promptness in aiding your tom- 

mitteein'their investigations. = oe 
Tn conclusion of this branch of the report, your committee feel 

warranted in saying, that the finances of the prison have been 

| ‘managed by a careful and honest hand. That the commissioner 

ia entitled to much commendation for his. faithfal gwardianship, 

and proper application of the funds entrusted to his cate. 

Your committee havé also had whder consideration, the charges 
which have been made against the Commissioner's of the State 

Prison, and have spent a number of days m taking’ testimony, 

‘pro and con, upon the subject, and trot, the ‘examination of a 

large number of ‘witnesses, they have nearly 100 pages of testi- 

mony in manuscript, which is herewith returned dnd submitted. 

From this testimony, your committee think they can draw cotielu- 

sions at least satisfactory to themselves. °° °° ue ee ET 

"The office of Commissioner of the State Prison, is a situation 

galling for rare and peculiar qualifications, and it is seldom that 

these are found united in one individual. To great firmness and 

decision of character, must be added discretion, a'love of justice 

in a great degree, and a knowledge of human nature, as deep.and 

ramified as the recessés of the humansoul. = a 

, The object of punishment is said, by jurists, casuists, and writers



upon mortal and political science, to be three-fuld in its nature— | 
__ the reformation of the transgressor—the protection of society—> | 

and the deterring of’ others from the commission of crime; by the. 
example made. So important are the interests of sociéty, and so. 
firmly are they linked, in the proper administration of public pun-" | 

*  Ishment, that no-wonder need be expressed that’ these rare charac-' 
teristics are so seldom found united in oneindividual =8=- | 

_ The committee to whom the trust of making these investi gations — | 
have been confided, take pleasure in being able to report, that the 
result of their examinations has been satisfactory rather than othe 
erwise. From the ramors which had gained a state-wide curren- 
ey, they were led to fear that the interests of the Prison and the | 
‘State might insome measure have suffered in the hands of the | 

_ Commissioner, and with this view as well as in accordance with 
_ the instructions received from the legislature, they determined up- __ 

on a full investigation of the matters committed to them, and trust y 
that the result of their investigations will be as satisfactory to the 
legislature, as it is gratifying to themselves, | | 

_ From personal examination, as well as from the testimony of 
; witnesses upon the stand, your committee learned that the health | 

_ of the prisoners during the past year, (a year of more than ordin- | 
ary sickness and fatality) has been very good, that few of the con- 

__victs have suffered from sickness, and that none have been released 
by the messenger of death. The care which the Commissioner 
has exercised in enforcing rules of cleanliness, both with regard 

_ to the cells of the convicts, and the prisoners themselves, as well 
as seeing that those under his charge were at all times supplied 
with sweet and proper food, has doubtless contributed to this re- . 
sult, and has shown that the interest of the State, in a proper over- | 
sight and care for those committed to his charge, has not been at 
any time lost sight of by the Commissioner. Some of the com- | 
plaints, indeed, which came before the committee, may have had 
their origin from the extreme carefulness which has been exercised — | 
by the Commissioner over'the health of the convicts, especially in’ - 
those cases where he has allowed the convicts tea and tobacco.



14 | oO 

| The testimony, however, on this point, does. not show that he has. 

ever done this, except upon the written order of the physician of = 

the Prison. Where tea has been allowed, it has been allowed once — 

a day, in quantities of three gills to each convict, who wished. if, 

without sugar or milk. In regard to tobacco, the same thing can. | 

be said; this hasbeen allowed, as the evidence shows, on the or- —- 

der of the physician, partly. for the health of the convict, and part- | 

_ ly as areward and encouragement to good beliavior. , Your com- 

mittee would suggest that the practice of | distributing tobacco as 

a rule, might be dispensed with, = re 

As far as the occasional practice, during the past summer, of al- , 

lowing particular convicts to go out of the prison yard out of sight of : 

the prison is concerned, your committee cannot justify, although at-— 

tended with no bad results. Yet your committee are conviheed, that. 

although the commissioner committed an error in 60 doing, thatit 

was done under such circumstances and with such motives as might 

be pardoned ; and if corrected, might be, without evil consequen- — 

ces, overlooked. And your committee are free to say, and the ev- 

‘dence will bear them out in so saying, that this practice has been 

entirely discontinued for over four months, and is not permitted a 

| atthe present time. es 

In some instances of this kind an officer attended the convict; — 

in others the convict was in sight, and within reach of the guns of | 

the guard on the wall. Before they had water in the prison yard, | 

"some one or two of the convicts were in the habit of going some 

fifteen rods to a neighbor’s well for water, for cooking, &e., and 

: in all these cases, with but one exception, the prisoners were those 

whose term of service had nearly expired, or for whom a pardon 

was daily expected. | 

Whether imprudence, necessity or fortuitous circumstances, in- 

duced the commissioner to permit these convicts.to go. out of the . 

yard, the fact, which is in evidence, that not an escape or an. at. 

tempt at an escape, has been made during the year, shows that the 

| ~ commissioner has, at all events, been cautious whom he permitted 

| to go outside the walls. . | - a



With regard tothe charge against the Commissioner of allow- 
ing the meetings of males and females about the Prison, yourcom- 

_ mittee are well satisfied that. the matter complained of/has been. 
unjustly exaggerated, and that they have arisen from the fact, that - 

_ husbands who are convicts have been allowed to.see their-wives 
about an, hour. on the afternoon of Sundays,’ and in every instance 
in the presence of, an officer of: the prison. Your committee have. , _ 
no heart to condemn a practice so generous and humane; since it / 

_ is not only dictated by sound policy, and justified by the practice 
of all such institutions in every State of the Union, but are fully — 
convinced of its salutary influence upon the mind and charactér 
of the convict. They are satisfied that if the devotion of a wife 
and mother will lead her to take up her residence near the gloomy | 

_ walls which shut her husband frsm her sight, for the purpose of | 
seeing him an hour in a week, that no harm can result from the | 

- effects of such an interview. - Be | 
| A great deal has also been said about the celebration of the 4th =. 

of July, by the convicts. The committee learned from the ‘testi- | 

mony, that the conclusion of the Commiésioner to allow the pris- 
 oners this holilay, was determined upon after a full consultation | 

with all his officers. He thought best to grant this favor, not only s 
asa sort of an oasis in the desert-life of the | outcast ‘convict, but 

_alsoas ameans of advancing his highest good. : 

‘This celebration, we are informed, was attended by the pastors | 

of the churches and ‘many of the best citizens of both sexesin the _ | 

village of Waupun; and the words of warning and instruction, as a 

a they fell from the lips of the speaker, mingled with the joyous ex_ | 

ultation of the occasion and the day, softened many a heart—if the | | 
_ falling tear is any evidence of human contrition, or sorrowing 

“ grief,—yet, your committee cannot say that this is a prudent or - 

proper pastime for convicts, under all, and perhaps not under any, 
-_ eircumstances. | : - 

_. The order and discipline in which your committee found the - 

| ‘prison, agreeing with the concurrent: evidence upon this point, : 

satisfied them—all the circumstances taken into account—the dif-



ferent kinds of work carried on—the constant contact of convicts 

- with citizen laborers, occasioned by the prosecution of the work of. 

building the new prison—that the success of the commissioner 

upon this point was worthy of no small commendation. Itis pro- 

bable that in some instances greater severity of punishment might . 

have been called for, yet under no circumstances could they have 

hoped to have found the discipline better administered, and the. 

convicts better behaved. = a 

The expression of our just sentiments compel us to.say thus much — 

with regard to the course of the Commissioner, and to recommend 

hig administration of affairs at the State Prison, atthe presenttime, 

and to admit that if he has erred (and who has not). it has been | 

such an error as the good and the humane among men can forgive © 

without sacrifice, and forget without a tear. The committee, en- 

tirely convinced of the honesty and devotion of the Commissioner 
- to his work, can only regret that circumstances of this kind have 7 

arisen, to mar the feelings and disturb the quietude of any one, - 

and with no feelings of our own, but the love of truth and honest _ 

dealing to gratify, we must bear unanimons testimony. to the Com-. 
. missioner’s integrity, justiceand humanity. 

-Allof whieh is respectfully submitted. we a 

| o - E.B. BOWEN, Ch’... 

| oe _. CHAS. CLEMENT. SO 
—..... Senate Committee. 

a ae ss GEO. W. PARKER, Ch’n,, 

re 7 _L.H.CARY,, Co 

a | - - OPBARNS. ° 
a st Assembly Committee,
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ss MAJORITY REPORT. = 

Your committee, to whom was referred the petition of the oe Green Bay and Minnesota railroad company, and the minority re- | port of the railroad committee on the same subject, beg leave to _ submit the fullowing report: a : a 
Conceding the ability with which the views are presented, we 

‘cannot concur in their conclusion. Upon the general subject of — . grants to corporations much may be said, both in favor and 
against. Ibis an unsettled. problem in our national policy, in — — which action on either side has not been dictated as bya settled» = 

principle, but according to the merits of each particular applica- 
tion. And we are inclined to think thet it is more aquestion of = expediency than of principle. | The condition of the government so 
is not different from that of any land holder. If access ‘is so diffi. - cult to portions of the estate, as to destroy the sale’ ofthe lands, a 
‘it is a wise act to open communication and create a market for it. | 
If access is not difficult, and the benefit of facilitating communi-— | 

| éation is not likely té. be commensurate to the expense, or rather- 
-of the evils of favoritism, monopoly and partiality growing out of” . : it, the policy of undertaking ‘it is a ‘poor one. This we conceive. __ 
to be the simple test of the propriety or impropriety of land grants - OF to public improvements. ‘The example of the Illinois railroad. , : ‘grant adduced by the minority. of the railroad committee, is not.’ oS 
a fair one, and inno way applicstoourstate. = © = | | | / 
~The general government held in that'state vast tracts of land, Oo hundred of miles from any feasible means of communication,. :



a They lay unsettled for years, because they afforded no inducomént 

7 to settlers. Markets were at an inaccessible distance. Ave- — 

~ nues of travel to and from them did not exist. The man who 

, | might occupy them ‘inust’ necessarily be: an exile from society, 

could sell nothing that he produced, and buy nothing that he. 

| _ wanted. The rich fertility of the lands added nothing to their — 

value, for their productions were worthless, being so far from the | 

7 lines of trade and depots of convenience, that conveyance thither 

7 -would cost more than their full market price. Unless these diffi- — 

culties were obviated, the lands would be forever valueless. Set- 

- _tlement would seek.the vicinity of navigable waters, and would 

‘never penetrate the vast prairies of the interior. To remove the — 
obstacles by opening a means of communication through: the. heart 

of the territory, which needed but that to render them valuable, 

| | ‘was an act, the policy of which was never doubted. But our state 

ig differently situated. Nature has been to us more kind. | Tt has 

‘lined our border with navigable lakes or rivers, and watered the 

| interior with streams capable of floating a splendid commerce. 

' “No part of onr state is aday or two's travel from the best mar- 
| ‘kets. It has settled with unparalleled rapidity without these aids, 

"which we consider sufficient evidence ‘that it does not want. them. | 

- The particular subject upon which this report is called forth, is 

| a proposition granting pre-emption ‘for the Green Bay and Mis- 

Oe _ gissippi railroad to the swamp.and overflowed lands lying within 

 gix miles on either side of it.. The amount thus asked by the company 

ig estimated in the report of the minority of the railroad. committee © 

at 78,677 acres, or 945 to the mile. The right of pre-emption which 

they ask, is one to be gained by no act of the company, but-is a 

positive gift of land. It amounts merely to a reservation from 

: | gale of the lands till the company. build © their railroad to 

them, when they propose to buy and-pay for them.: ‘The grant 

~ asked is a novel one, having no precedent that we are aware of in 

the action of the general government, or of any state. The effects : 

of it would not be to assist the construction of the road to them, 

“ag none in any township are proposed to be sold to the company



till the roads runs through it. If the grant were intended to as- - a 

sist the'toad by allowing the company to sell thé lands for thoney,”’. * 
to bé ‘used ‘in its construction, such assistance could be but stiall,? 
as the amount’ of 945' adres ‘to al mile, would hardly,/under'the: 

_ most favorable ciréumétanices afford to the company over ‘a‘twen- 
tieth patt'of the mearis'to build and equip it, while thé benefit’ of” _ 

— such!a ‘grant would be but small, the necessary and atteridant’ | 
evils would not be diminished. It would leave large tracts of un* 
edld “lands in the widst‘of a country which will'probably have 
been genérally’settled previous to the edmplétion of fh¥'rodd> 
and” the’ final acquisition by the company ofits ‘title to'them:” 
They will thus have been rendered valuable, not by the comple-* , 

_ tion'of the road, but by thé natural and progressive settlement * 3 
of that part of the state; which’ the finishing of the road has ‘hot’. : 
advanced, ard its delay would not have retarded: These tracts‘of" 
land will then becdtiic the property of the compahy, not forsale” 
to procure the’ means of building the road, “but ‘as’ an investinent’ a 

for speculation bya monopoly, which may or will wait'tilthey® = 
_ become vastly valuable before opening them to a settlemerit.’ “We! 4 

- eanrdt consider the action proposed as suggested by good policy. | _ 

_ A company of iidividuals have no rights above a single indi- | . 

— No association of. men are likely to build arailroad merely for © | 

the public good. If they undertake one, it is for the purpose of Ss 

reaping the proceeds of a-profitableinvestment. Itis the same as 
- “any other business scheme—a project of enlarged and enlightened is 

- selfishness.- It may result in public good ; but that is an inciden- | 
tal nota main object. Itis a necessary not a desired effect. If 

_ the Green Bay and Mississippi railroad is to be built, it will be SE 

built as quickly without this aid as it will be with it, and all the 
public good will be enjoyed by the public with none of the evils 8 

which inevitably result from a grant of the nature asked. Your | 
committee cannot avoid expressing their regret that the session: x 

has been permitted to draw so near to its close with noaction bee it 

yond pre-emption bill for the disposal of the swamp lands. Now 7



is the time if ever that the state needs the use of the fund te. be. 

: realized from them, o At the last and present session of, the legis-_ 

: lature nearly or. quite two hundred thousand dollars have been 
| -appropriated, for erecting the building and supporting thé, inmates. | 

-of our. state prison and benevolent institutions. To a, people over- | 

-burdened by enormous taxes, the means of relief from the pay- | 

ment of this vast sum would have been acceptable indeed. The 

bill reported by the special committee on the subject of the swamp 
lands, though not now a proper subject of discussion, would, you 
will permit us to say, have provided these means. ‘The fund ari- 

| sing from the sale of these lands will not increase by delay. They 
are not growing more valuable with time, but are daily losing. 
their timber, which constitutes the chief value of many extensive 
tracts. We believe that the sole reason for postponing action, 
was not because the necessity for action was not felt and known, 
but because fears existed that the particular disposition of the 

| grant adopted might not prove acceptable to the people, who, we - 
believe, would have been better satisfied with any course which. 

- might have been adopted than with longer and causeless delay in | 

| disposing of thesubjecth 
| | | WALTER D. McINDOE, Oh’,
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The, undersigned member of the committee on -zail roads, to. os 

which was referred the petition of the Green Bay and Minnesota si 
railroad company, not concurring in ‘the -conélusions to which @). | 

| majority of the committee has artived, begs leave to: submit his: . 
views uponthe subject, in amemorial, «ss re 

The act of congress, of Sép.28, 1850, grants to this stato the 
awamp and overflowed lands, to enable the state to construct. the. 

_ mecessary levees and drains toreclaim them. © is . 
‘The constitution of thestate provides that whenever grants of = 

land shell have been made to the state, especially dedicated to _ particular works of internal improvements, the state may carry on 8 
_ such particular work, and shall devote thereto the avails of such _ 

_ gtants; othetwise, the ‘state cannot be a party in the carrying on 7 

“The ‘first questioti presented for consideration, is the object of - 
_ the grant in this particular instance, and the next, what duty the 
constitution imposes upon ‘the legislature in relation to this subject. | 
“The law of congress says, “to enable the state. to construct the , 
nécéssary levees and rains to reclaim them, the whole of these | . 

— lands are'granted. These two modes of improvement, byerectinga = 
barrier to prevent the overflow, or by the excavation of canals of - 
ditthes to draw off the surplus water, are s pecially pointed: out by 
thé ‘det. ‘The /présent able commissioner of the general land of. |



fice, who was charged with the investigation of this subject, and 
_ whose report was the foundation of the subsequent action of con- — 

a gress, making the grant now under consideration, recommended —__ 

a plan of reclaiming lands fox, the lower Mississippi, which. to a 
, certain extent, would well apply, and with' beneficial ‘résults, to © 

the Wolf, Fox, Wisconsin, and, it is believed, some other rivers in 

this state. a Be a 

| His first suggestion was to make such improvements in the bed 
of theriver by straightening and deepening the channels, as will 

enable it to discharge the greatest quantity of water in the’ least ; 

time. The next is by the construction of levees to be used as 
roads,-and the last, by cutting trenches or'canals'througli:the low- 
est. part of ‘swampsyand'thus afford abundant chdunels‘to varry off 

the surplus water. These latter modes of improvempnt, would,» 
in most instances’: be ‘inkeperable,:for in the construction ofa: 
road led through marsh or overflowed lands, ‘the! material must’be: 

| cut from the side, and thus form a:canal or trench on either side of 

of it, or an artificial trench opened to carry off the, water, and. 

the ‘state, which has had’an examination by an experienced en- 
gincor, with a view to iniprévniént ie the Box river, and the reo" 

| ‘The deepening or enlarging in, any.manner the channels of a, 
stream flowing through long levels, and bounded by low lands, . 

| must, of necessity, reclaim and render _tillable large bodies of 

| land” which otherwise would remaii valulesss until the same, re 
_ salt should be acgomplished by private enterprise. So in the, 

construction of rail, plank, or turnpike roads, which, always seek 
the most direct, route and easiest grades, the marsh lands which, — 
are traversed by them are frequently drainkd, are always made, 
valuable by, the improvements, and thus becume a.sontes of reve., 
nue to the treasury of the state, In. view of the positions assumed, 
by the commissioner prior to the making this grant, andthe pecn-.



_——--Harphraseology of the act itself, tho undersigned are clearly of 
opinion,,,that inno other mode can the reclamation of these lands: 

__ be,made 80,08 to accord fully. with-the intent of congress, than by 
_ -Ssystem.of improving rivers, when they,are susceptible of im: 

Provement,, by, lowering or straightening their, channels, con-, __ Siznsting levees for roads through the, low lands, and trenching 
/ Mem fg.draw off the surplus water, and that to this objéct alone’ —- thepppropriatioismade 9 

_—-- The-next branch ef: the inquiry presents; perhaps, the most im; 
portant-question ‘to be ‘solved,.that ifs,; what.is. the ‘duty. of, the. le- . ee 

- Bislature usder. the constitution.4.,That instrument, provides, that, thte::8 tate, may engage ag.a, state, inthe i m prove m ent s, an a shall oo | 

__ deyote:the,avails of;the grant. to the object ‘contemplated, by the, - 
_ act of congress. . The avails of these lapds must, :therefore, be; - 

devoted exclusively to constructing the necessary levecs and drains 
_— Taifsplaim them, and can,be.applied to.no, other, object until that, 

que lsaccomplished, It is presumed thatthe legislature and 
the; people of the state are not;prepared to, have the state, under- 
take. the construction of canals, roads and Jevees. The experience. 
Lal tye,states, oppoges,any.gneb plan of making public improves, 
Maps; -There-is not thet careful precaution among public officers. | 

_——- WonKsoy the least possible price, Men are frequently selected who. 
are dpeompetent. to the, proper, discharge of the duties assigned 

_ them,and the interests. ofthe public are not sufficiently guarded, 
_-Ingegntracts, or the public fonds are misapplied or squandered, __-Bpen, worthless plans, resulting in the total loss of the amount ex- 

_ Pended... It is;an acknowledged fact, that every state which has. 
‘Undertaken any. system of: improvements, hag hitherto failed, to. | 
complete them, or hag constructed them at a cost of more, than.- os 

 denble the amount an individual oy private company would have. 
_ found.itnecessary to expend. After works have been completed, 

the revenues tothe state derived from that source will invariably = 
be, less, and collection, of expenses more—less care is observed in, 
their. superintendence; involving. immenge expenditure for ren,



DW ne 

pairs. “They are ‘committed tothe managetiient of mere ‘partis: =< 

zans, and the influence or means thus placed atcommand are usdd 

for patty or personal benefit. © The improvement ‘made by ‘the = 

general government must not be made an exception to thie rule, 

for though éstimates and appropriations have been made for thé: 

past thirty years for completing docks and’ harbors at different 

points on the seaboard and the lakes, it is a truth, that 1o int 

provement of that character undertaken by the government, has ce 

ever yet been completed. All moneys for: iaternal improvements oe 

* expended by publie agents, fail to aé¢cornplish the purpese for 

which the appropriations weremade; and the wiser course. ip to 

profit by the Ies#ons taught ‘by experience both of general and 

state government, and have the state abstain in every instame@: 

from avy interference with works ofthischaracter. 9 

‘The ewatap and overflowed lands of this state if ‘placed ‘andet’ 

the control and management of individuals or companies ‘with 

charters properly guarded, aiid requiring proper security of thet, 

may be made to accomplish an incalculable beriefit ‘to: the state. 

‘Tn the north egpecially, which is alitost an unbroken Wilterness; 

the improvement of rivers and ‘construstion of roads, would dpen 

“ackess to the country, drain ahd reclaim many ‘dr all that vould 

‘be reclaimed of the marsh lands, and #et the tide of settlernetit in | 

that direction. _Alreddy many iinprovements have been projected,” 

some of them commented, and'all might be constructed ii @very) 

few years, if the aid which thésé lands would give were promptly 

furnished them. ‘The pirpose’for which thes Tands'are ‘gratitéd, 
being understodd to be, the reclaiming them by the same thebiis’ 

| which has always been used successfully, that in subduing Hettle-? 

ment and cultivation of the public lands, the sathe:poliey” should’ a 

-_-be adopted and’ applied to their disposi.’ For the past fifty yes’ 

the settled policy of the general government has béet by the ‘done 

struction of roads-and other means of comiidiitation tolivite he! 

purchaser to their lan ds.’ Tt'bedins' unnededsary to réetir tb Thstan- | 

ces, yet we may tate afew to'prové'the wisddm which “diétated: | 

| and the beneficial results which liave flowed ftom’ the puliéy “ae



oo SM os 
applied to the National domain. The entire north-west, within. 
the recollection of many stillin the full vigor of manhood, was in. - 

_ a sparsely inhabited region. The chief commerce of the country | 
was the Indian trade, and its citizens were exclusively engaged in 
this traffic, Some portions of the country and indeed. nearly all => 

_- north of a line drawn through the southerly bend of Lake Michi- _ } 
gan, was regarded unfit for agricultural purposes. It was, in fact, 
80 reported by agents employed under the authority of the gov-. 

_ ernment, to select a tract to be granted as a bounty to soldiers =» 
_ serving in the wars of the United States. It was so regarded un- , 2 
der the administration of Mr. Monroe, when the plan was recom- 5 

__ mended and partially carried into effect of making all the country / 
. west of Lake Michigan a permanent home for all the northern 
tribes of Indians. —_ BF | 

| With the aid of liberal appropriations in land and money, Ohio, _ 
Indiana and Illinois, each opened an. inland communication be- a 
tween the lakes and the Mississippi river, and all these states 2 
constructed roads intersecting them in every direction by which — : 
large tracts of land reclaimed, immigrants were invited to seek a | 

| home within their borders, facilities for reaching markets were 
“supplied, and the whole region as by magic was transformed from 
one vast wilderness penetrated only by the devious trail of the na- oF tive Indian, into the abode of a powertu!, active aid eitetpriaing” 
The most remarkable example of the consequence attendant. OO 

upon this policy, has been shown by the grant for a railroad from 
_ Chicago to Mobile. In the States through which that great im-. - 

provement passes, large quantities of land had been in market for oN 
@ great number of years, and was refused by immigrants aswholly = 
undesirable for settlement, for want of timber. water and access 
to market, and a large portion swamp and overflowed. The mo-- 
ment the grant was made and the work commenced; people 

_ thronged the line and eagerly sought the lands, at an enhanced 
_ price. The estimate placed upon them, by men of judgment and So 

character, was from ten to twenty-five dollars per acre, and it ia? a



believed that those prices are even lower than will finally be rea~ 

lized from them. It has also reclaimed all the lands in the vicinity ==> 

of the road, swélled the population of those States, and givenim- 

-_petus'to the business of the’ cduntry, far greater than the most 

sanguine friends of the enterprise had even dared to calculate. 

But we need not go beyond our own State to prove the beneficial Oo 

results of this. policy. Scarcely any one of the main routes of — 

travel liv this, the most ‘populous portion of the State, ‘but were 

first opened by the aid of appropriations made by ‘congress. In- 

.° @eed, it may with confidence be stated that without such aid our” 

State would still have remained but partially known. The dona- 

| ion of land to improve the Foxand Wisconsin aver, gave an im- 
mense impetus to settlement and business ‘along those’ streams, 

increasing the population of the countiés bordering on them from” 

30,000 to 150,000 in the past six years. The public lands open to» - 

entry have been rapidly taken up and converted into farms, cities 

| and villages have sprung into.existence, and the busy hum of in- - 

dustry every where gives evidence of the beneficial results which 

have flowed from the liberal’ and enlightened policy, of congress. 

1k wil ba perceived, also, by reforenee to the Governor's message, 
that mostly all the lands in the Milwaukee and Mineral Poin: dis- 
tricts have already been reclaimed and sold. With the many ex- 

amples before him, io landed proprietor but would wisely pursue. | 

. a similar course. The means are thus farnished for ‘continued | a 

advancement until the whole country, formerly waste and unpro- a 

ductive aid therefire wordless, becomes of value, affonting — 
sources of. reveriue by taxation, and political strength in thenum- 

ber,and intelligence of its citizens. OO re 

+. In the memorial referred to the committee, the petitionersask = 

that the right of pre-emption may be granted them atastipulated 

| price, of all the swamp and overflowed lands lyin g within six.miles_ 

| oftheirroad. The undersigned isof opinion thatthis would bethe 

best mode of accomplishing the object, allowing the company to. 
| select lands, to receive title only as fast as the road shall be com- 

pleted through the townships in which the lands are situated,



The undersigned is aware of the extreme prejadice which has 
| _grown up in some portions of the State, against the principle of mak- — ° 

ing grants of land for,internal improvements. Buta carefulexam- 
' / | ination of. this subject induces the beiief that such preju dices.are. | “ 

| unjust, and spring from the various abuses which have. been 

|—-perpetrated, and furnish no arguments against the system which — 
has 80 long and, 60 successfully prevailed. Sah, . — 8 | - What do these petitioners ask? Merely that ifyou will allow the . 

pre-emption along their road, enabling them to take title only as 

for which they do not pay you a ten fold equivalent, by opening | access to every part of your state. ey | 

The whole area of unsold lands the state contains is about;24,- 
000,000 acres, of which 8,500,000 are swamp and overflowed lands 

_ belonging to the state. Besides these the state is proprietor.of : ; 

_ the school lands, amounting to some 500,000 more, remaining; un- _ sold. Not only the lands of the state, but those.of, the U.., S.,,all 

aust admit, in their present condition; are valneless.as asouree, of = 

| _evenue to the state, and if the state lands were now. thrown into 
a market, it is believed but a small amount would be realized fom 

_ them, in fact little more than enough to pay the state officers, for 
_taking charge of selling them. - Of the amount of lands b elonging - 

—- to the state, the prajected roads, and all, other,improvem ents, in | | 

the mode asked by the petitioners would absorb about.one third 

of them. ‘When these were disposed, of: in-this manner. the 8 tate os 

__- made.accessible, and would be equally sought for by settlers. But 
_ granting that all, the lands should be thus disposed of, the annual 

___ Fevenne which they would. pay to the,state,.would more than 
equal the interest on the whole sum which they would now-bring 

_ if brought into market, Let oneinstance be cited for illustration. 
— The Winnebago marsh, or Lake Horicon as it is called, embraces a 

___ their present condition, will bring one centan acre. These are al» 

_ 80 adjoining marsh lands, owned by individuals which they have



a right to claim, you willimprove by draining and reclaiming _ 

, ‘your own. Suppose the outlet of this marsh can be deepened or ~~ 

enlarged so as to increasethe flow of water from it, and thus render 

| 30,000 acreg, now worthless, sufficiently dry for cultivation, oreven 

for meadow. Is it not an object worthy of public attention toun- 

- @ertake such reclaiming of these lands, and would not the state 

profit by donating the whole quantity to any individual or com- 

pany engaging in the enterprize? She has 30,000 acres of land | 

added to the tax list of Dodge county, averaging in value ten dol- | 

lars, making the total of 300,000, of which 1 per cent. or 8000 is _ 

annually paid into your treasury. In addition to this revenue the 

state is relieved from all claims for damages in favor of the own- 

ers of adjoining lands. Oo BT 
This is one of many similar instances, where the State gives ab- 

solutely nothing, and a realize incalculable advantage from the 

plans proposed by the minority of the committee. _ | | 

-Itis only when these appropriation monopolize immense bodies of 

the public domain, so as'to retard its settlement, paralyze private 

enterprise and prevent the improvements of the country, that they : 

become objectionable. ‘'That’no such restilts is anticipated, or can. | 

be produced, must be apparent'to all who will give the subjecta = 

- eandid or careful examination, from the plan now ptoposed. A 
Tine drawn from the river at Green Bay to thé “Wisconsin river 

_would be 78 miles in length, and the state Iunds within six miles - 
‘on either side, are shown by the lists now in'posseéssion of the . 

state authorities, to be 78,667 acres, or allows 945 acres to each 

mile of road, to be constructed.* On the line of the Milwaukee - 

7 aud La Crosse road, there are about 50,000 acres, andon the branch = 

from Horicon to the Wisconsin, and thence to the north line‘of 

town 82; there are about 90,000. ‘The lake: shore road extended _ 
| north from’ Milwaukee to Green Bay, ‘and thence to the northern 

‘boundary of the state, would take only 141,009 actes of swamp 

‘Jands. All these‘roads ‘combined-would-abssrb about 350,000 or 
one tenth of ‘the swamp and over flowedlands of the state, If 

these lands are offered at public auction this year or the next, or



: in fact.at-any time before roads are constructed to make them ac- : 

———-gesaible, not one lot in one hundred could be gol! at any price, 
Apdeed such oply would be purchased as are valuable for their 
timber, leaving the balance of them on the hands of the state, un- 
productive aud worthless, Should the improvementy be first 

_ made, they, would be eagerly songht for by immigrants, and the 
greater portion of them coaverted into farms. It would aeem, 
therefore, that this farnished the only: positive mode by whichthe 

State ean. dispose of all the lands and render alla source of revenue _ to the state, and at the same time relieve, itself of the responsibili- 2 

fy, to these residing in their immediate neighborhood and who 
_ | Rave a right to demand the appropriation of their availe fo = 

; drain and reclaim them. oe 8 

‘The undersigned had thought of making some reference to the 

___Farlous xchemes which haye’beon proposed of selling, subjects to 
drainage, ap d of sales for cash &a,, buth as not now in the hurry of get ‘ 

____ting'up, this report the time to do 80... Suffice to say, none of these. 

_ Proposed plans comply with the constitution and the law, and itis 
| An my; opinion the first consideration to leave no room for cavil up- 7 

_ onthe question. The act for their disposal should provide that all 
_ . the avails shall be applied to the construction of leveesand drains 

_— Galenlated. te reclaim the lands, In this application of their prow 
ceeds, every citizen residing in the viginity of the location to bo 
reclaimed has a direct personal interest, and has a right to claim = 
the fulfillment on the part of the state. of the condition under 
which the grant was received. Should the constituted authorities 
gf the state neglect to apply the fands, or misapply it for pur, 
«poses not contemplated in the act of congress, we are not pr epar- 
ed to say where the liability might end. Claims fordamagesare 

easily made up,.and thope growing out a disregard of the terms of the constitution requiringsa specific application of. the. avails : 

(of this, grant may reach an amount not easily’ calculated, 
”" tho obviate all objection on. constitutional grounds, and to thee 

| pedieney -of having the state.medidle witha fund::which : would. - 
_ either be squandered or directed to illegitimate putpieeeyand more 

_ than-all, tq -reljeve the’ state from all liabilty growing out of ‘the * :



malperformanes of the trast confided in'it by the act of edngrdas, 

“the minority of the somiitttes stiBulit, that any legislation should = 

have'for its tiiain, puxposé'thé draihinig and réclatming those lads, 
This would be accomplished perbaps in the ‘eledrest and’ most dfrect - 

‘manner by donating ‘the lands to the coutities in ‘which they ‘ake 

situated, in the precise language used by congress in granting them - 

‘to the state. There are iany and weighty arguments in favor’of. 

this disposition of them. “The pedple in their vidinity ‘will ‘be bet- 

ter able to determine the best’ method to-réclaim ‘thein, “dnd are | 

| inore directly interested th the application ‘of their‘avails’ td that 

‘purpose, while for any damages which might accrue from ah un- — 

wise or faithléss use of those avails, the remedy would be against 

the local authorities and not against the ‘state. “Tf rival’ interests 

pring up, the 1déal government can act mote advisedly ands bets 
terable'to decide between thei than the state government cdtld 

‘be.’ But whatever method shall be considered the thost advan. 

tageous, the minority still insists, that the state ‘shall always keep 

| ‘in view the main purpose of thie grant, and never betray a want | 

of fidelity to the constitution, ‘or to any trust to: ‘be administered 

TE sould seem to ‘be of pritnary importance to make provision = 

for the protection, if ‘not for the disposal, of those ands withdut 
nanecessary delay. Many of them are now valuable for their. — 
timber, which is constantly being taken to ‘supply the numérous 
umbering establishments already in operation, and ‘may be ‘confi- - 

dently predicted, that unless some measures to guard ‘them from _ 

"plunder shall be takén immediately, a great share of this munifi- 

| cent gift, will be'lost to the people of this state. © 
‘The minority, therefore, recommends, that the prayer of the 

| “petitioners ought to be'granted; and that’a'com mittee of the assem- | 

ply be instructed ‘to bring in adbill,. either to grant.to:all railroads _ 

to be constructed through the state, landson,each side, as requested =~ 
in this memorial; or to grant the swamp and.overflowed lands to 

| the counties in which they'are sittiated, annéxing the same limita- 

oe Hons and conditions:under which theyre: donated by congress'to 

the state, and Jeave the people themselves to decide in what man- 
ner they can be most profitably reclaimed.
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Oo PROCEEDINGS | oe 

Oo | | OF THE a | 

WISCONSIN STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY, | 
| ag ITS FIRST ANNUAL MEETING AFTER RE-ORGANIZATION, HELD AT | : 

MADISON, A. D,, 1855, | | 

- Oo , , Manprson, January 31st, 1855. | 

The Wisconsin State Medical Society met at 2 o’clock, P. M., — 
in the court house, and was called to order by the President, Dr. 

Castleman, is ae oe 
The minutes of the last meeting were then read by the Secreta- 

ry, Dr. Wilber, and adopted. - | | | 
The roll being called, the following members answered to their _ 

names, to wit: Jno. B. Dousman, Joseph Gray, Solomon Blood, 

James J. Brown, Wm. H. Brisbane, Jno. Favill, Jr., Alfred L. 
Castleman andGeo. D. Wilber, 3s. a | 

Drs. Jno. Mitchell, A. J. Ward and C. G. Pease having been - 
elected permanent members of this society at previous meetings of - | 

- the same, but having never signed the constitution, they came for- 
ward and signed the constitution and became members in due ; 

form. Shope ay es: OE 

Dr. O. W. Blanchard, saperintendent of the institution located 
at Delevan, for the education of the deaf and dumb, stated that



: he had been elected a permanent member of this society ata 
former meeting, the records of which have been lost; whereupon, 
on motion of Dr. Dousman, he was admitted to the membership 
of this society, on his signing our constitution. _ a 

On motion, Drs. Blanchard, Gray and Brown were appointed a _ 
committee to invite the regular physicians in the legislature to 

_ seats in the society and to participate in the deliberations of the 
same during the present session, Co _ 
The censors reported favorably on the application-of the follow- | 

ing named geutlemen for the membership of this society, namely: 
Drs. E. P. Wood and J. D. Jones, of Prairie du Chien, Dr. G. H. 
Irwin of Lodi, Columbia county, Dr. L. H. Cary of Green Bush, 
Sheboygan county, Dr. D. L. Downs of Orion, Richland county, 
Dr. B. F. Mills of Baraboo, Dr. Wm. M. Thomas of Darlington, 
and Dr. 8. H. Bassinger of Prairie du Sac, all of whom became 
members of the society in due form. 7 

The censors also reported favorably on the applications of Messrs. 
Jas. H. Magoffin of Rochester, and Wm. M. Blair of Darlington, — 
for the diploma. of this society ; whereupon, the President granted 
a diploma to each of said gentlemen, in accordance with the pro- 
visions in such cases made and provided, = | 

The Secretary and Treasurer presented their annual reports, . 
| which were accepted, and the latter was ordered to be placed on 

file. The secretary’s report was laid on the table’ until evening. 

On motion, Drs. Pease, Brisbane and Blood : were appointed a - 
_ business committee for preparing and arranging business, and for. 

establishing an order for its consideration. * | oe 

. Drs. Pease and Bassinger were, on motion, appointed a com- | 
mittee to whom was referred the secretary’s report, with., instru¢- : 

, tions to report this evening. ap yer diiwerter es Locnela 8 

Dr. Pease, from the committee on business; reported an order of Oo 
business, which was adopted and followed' until’ the adoption of’ 
the by-laws, (Aaec vide,) and the committee was discharged. 9 

Adjourned until 7 1-2 o’clock, this‘evening, =~ = | oe



Co EVENING SESSION. a | 

a ee oe _ Wepyespay, 71-2 o’clk. P. M. 

| The society met pursuant to adjournment, inthe rooms of the 

- Wisconsin Institute, the President in the chair. oe . | 

The committee to whom was referred the secretary’s réport, = 
- made a report approving of the suggestions therein contained, and 

also recommended action on the death of Prof. Lathrop, as well as 

that of Dr. Ladd. The report was accepted and the committee 

‘discharged. ae | | ; a 
| - The committee on by-laws, appointed one year ago, made a re- 

port through Dr. Wilbur, a minority of the committee, which was 

accepted and laid onthe table. - - | 

The report was taken up and discussed, and then referred back | 

to the committee with instructions to insert an additional article 

providing for standing committees. ° 

Drs. Mitchell and Pease were added to the committee on by- 
laws, in the absence of the other membersof the same. The com- 

mittee after a short conference reported back the by-laws, amend- 
ed as instructed, and were discharged. | 

The by-laws were then considered seriatim, amended and adopt- | 

ed, (vide appendix 0.) a . 
On motion, the hearing of Dr. Brisbane’s essay was made the | 

first in the order of business for to-morrow morning. | | 

A communication from Dr. Ayres, our first Vice-President, was. 

read by the secretary, in which he manifests a lively interest in 
the prosperity of the society, and regrets the misunderstanding 

which prevented his attending the present meeting. He algo 

gave the outlines of an interesting case of ascites occurring in his 

own practice, which was also read by the secretary. Oo | 
| Dr. Brisbane gave an oral description of a monstrosity found in 

a pig, consisting mainly in the absence of a urethra and uterus, — 
and the termination, of the“vagina in a regularly formed bladder. | 
He also gave the outlines of anew mode of practice in certain 
cases, usually requiring the bone forceps, in which he has suc- |
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. cessfully dispensed with the forceps and substituted strong acids, _ 
as in denuded bones from “frost-bites,” &c. | oo 

On motion, Drs. Brisbane, Wood, Pease and Favill were ap- 
‘pointed a committee to draft a preamble and resolutions express- 
ive of the feelings of the members of this society, on the recent 
decease of our worthy and highly esteemed members, Prof.8. P. 
Lathrop and Dr. A. P. Ladd.” : | 

Adjourned until 9 o’clock to-morrow morning. _ / 

: SECOND DAY. 

| Tuurspay, February 1—9 P. M. 

The society convened pursuant to adjournment, and was called 
to order by the President, and Dr. Wood was appointed Secretary 
pro tem., Dr. Wilber being temporarily absent. | | 

Before the transaction of any business, Dr. Wilber came in and 
took his place at the table. | oO | 

The hearing of Dr. Brisbane’s essay being in order, he came 
forward and read the same, which he entitled “The modus ope- 
randi of Health and Disease.” He stated that this essay was in- 
tended as the basis of another on the subject of Homceopathy, 
which latter he had been unable to complete before the present 
meeting. Whereupon, on motion of Dr. Dousman, the thanks of 
the society were tendered to Dr. Brisbane for his essay, andhe _ 

: was requested to read his contemplated essay on Homeopathy 
at our next annual meeting. | | | 

The committee on a library, appointed one year ago, failing to 
make a report, were, on motion of Dr. Wood, discharged, and a 
committee consisting of Drs. Wood, Wilber, Dousman, Irwin and
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Favill, was appointed to take the subject into consideration, and. 

recommend a plan for the establishment and support of a library 

auitable to the wants of this society, with instructions to report at 

our next annual meeting. | | | | | 

Dr. Brisbane, from the committee appointed for the purpose, 

reported the following preamble and resolution, which, on motion, 

were adopted, and the committee discharged, namely : | 

Whereas, death has been in our midst during the past year, and 

two of the most worthy of our confraternity have been removed 

from their usefulness here, and called to the higher life of the 

_ spirit world, the members of this society cannot fail to record 

their lively appreciation of the high merits, both professional and 

personal, of our departed and much lamented coadjutors, as well 

as to express the deep sympathies awakened within them for the 

more near relatives, who have been thus signally afflicted. There- | 

fore, be it | 

Resolved, by the Wisconsin State Medical Society, Thatinthe == 

death of Prof. 8. P. Lathrop, and Dr. Azel P. Ladd, our profes- 

sion has lost two of its brightest lights, and our society two of its 

most prominent and useful members. . 

Resolved, That we tender our sincere condolence and warmest ~ 

- gympathies to the smitten families of the deceased, in the terrible 

affliction which so suddenly befel them, in the loss of husband, 

father, brother and friend. | 

Resolved, That a copy of the foregoing preamble and resolu- . 

tions be forwarded, by the secretary, to each of the families of 

the deceased. | | | 

| On motion, a committee consisting of Drs. Wood, Cary and Ma- 

goffin, was appointed to take into consideration that portion of the oo 

secretary’s report, referring to a bill to legalize the study of ana- 

tomical and surgical science, with instructions to bring the subject 

| before the present legislature, and, if possible, to secure the pas- 

sage of a bill for that purpose. 

‘Dr. Wilber offered the following article as an amendment to the 

constitution, which was discussed by several members, but failing
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to receive a unanimous vote, it lies over until the next annual 
meeting, namely: | 7 | 

Article — . To stimulate the exertions of the members of this 
scociety, and to create a laudable emulation among them in the. 
promotion and advancement of the medical and collateral sciences, 
there shall be connected with this society an honorary associa- 
tion to be composed of members of this society, who have each 
and severally written an essay or other paper, which has been 
discussed and approved by the society as herein provided, and 
who have been elected to the membership of said honorary asso- 

, ciation in the manner provided in this article; and when five — 
members shall have been thus elected to the membership of 
the honorary association aforesaid, they are hereby empowered to 
organize themselves into a society under such name and regula- 
tions, not incompatible with the regulations of this society, as 
they may deem proper; and it shall be the duty of the first. 
elected, to call a meeting of said honorary association, when re- 
quested so to do by a majority of the other members thereof, at 

| such time and place as he may appoint for the purpose of organ- 
izing. | 

Src. 2. Every member of this society shall be entitled to write 
an essay, or other paper, on any topic pertaining to the medical 
and collateral sciences, and to ‘present the same to the committee 
on essays, accompanied by a sealed packet, bearing the same mot- __ 
to as that which the accompanying essay must also bear, contain. 
ing the writer’s name and residence in full. At the next annual | 

_ meeting thereafter, the committee on essays shall read to the so- | 
| ciety the essays, or other papers, which have been thus presented 

them, which essays or other papers shall then be open to discus- 
: sion and criticism; and if any such essay or other paper be deem- 

ed of sufficient merit to entitle its author to the membership of the 
honorary association aforesaid, said author shall, if he receive the 

| votes of two-thirds of the members present, be declared elected 
amember of the aforesaid honorary association. After the ba'lot- 
ings are concluded, the sealed packet accompanying each successful}



essay, or other paper, shall be opened by the secretary and the 
author’s name read aloud; but.if the essay or other paper fail to | “secure its author’s election to the honorary association, then the 
essay or other paper-together with the accompanying sealed pack- 
et shall be returned, on application, to the person from whom the 
same were received. _ : : _ 
Sx. 3. The president shall appoint, at each annual meeting of 

| this society, a committee on essays, consisting of three members, 
| who shall receive all essays or other papers presented to them in 

accordance with the provisions of this article, and shall read the 
same at the next annual meeting of this society thereafter. 
On motion, adjourned until 1 1-2 o’clock P. M. | | 

SO AFTERNOON SESSION. | | 

| - a _ .. Tuurspay, 1 1-2 o’clock P. M. 
The Society met, and the President being absent, Dr. Brisbane 

| was called to the chair, pro tem. | | 
_ On motion, that portion of the secretary’s report referring to the 

 ~necessity of procuring a seal for the the society was called up, and . 
the committee on publication was instructed to procure a suitable — 

_ seal for the society. | | | 
The same committee was also instructed to publish the proceed- 

ings of this meeting, together with the law of Wisconsin, touch- 
_ Ing medical societies, our constitution » by-laws and code of ethics, 

and to procure the printing of the same by the state, if practica- 
ble or otherwise, at their discretion, | | 

The Treasurer was instructed to furnish the necessary funds to 
a carry out the orders and instructions of this meeting. | 

~ Dr. Castleman now came in and resumed the chair. 
On motion of Dr. Dousman, the committee on publication was | 

instructed to provide and prepare certificates of membership, and | 
- 2 | |
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the Secretary was instructed to furnish each member of this socie- 

ty with a certiftcate of membership duly signed and sealed. 

On motion, Drs. Van Norstrand, Cary and Downs were appoint- 

ed a committee to prepare and procure the passage of a bill by the 

legislature, providing for the printing of the proceedings of the © 

Wisconsin State Medical Society, at the public expense. 

Dr. Wood, from the committee to prepare a bill to present to — 

the legislature for its passage, legalizing the study of anatomical 

and surgical science, reported a bill which was received and dis- 

cussed, and finally referred back to the committee for presentation | 

to the legislature. (vide Appendix E.) | 

On motion Dr. John Favill, Jr., was appointed to deliver an — 

essay at our next annual meeting. | 

Dr. A. J. Ward presented, through Dr. Dousman, abillfortwo | 

dollars ($2 00) which, on motion, was allowed and an order drawn 

on the Treasury for the amount. 7 

On motion the society proceeded to elect officers for the ersu- 

ing year, Drs. Passinger and Brown acting as tellers. | 

On the first informal ballot, for President, Dr. Jno. Mitchell re- 

ceived a majority of all the votes, whereupon on motion of Dr. 

Blood, Dr! Mitchell was declared elected President by acclama- 

tion. | oo | 

Dr. Jno. B. Dousman was elected first vice president, on the first _ 

ballot. | | . 

On the first ballot, Dr. Wilber was elected second vice presi- 

dent, but he declined the office, and on the second ballot, Dr. 

~ Solomon Blood was duly elected. | . _ | 

On motion of Dr. Favill, Dr. Wilber, of Mineral Point, was 

elected secretary, by acclamation. | a 

On motion, Dr. Joseph Gray was unanimously re-elected Trea- 

| gurer. / a / | 

Dr. Wm. H. Brisbane, of Dover, Iowa county, was on motion 

elected chairman of the censors, and Dr. John Favill, jr., of Madi- 

son, and H. Van Dusen, of Mineral Point, were re-elected associate . 

- censors. |
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The following named gentlemen were duly elected delegates 
to the American Medical Association, at its next meeting, namely : 

_ Drs. C. G. Pease, Alfred L. Castleman, D. Cooper Ayers, A. 
J. Ward, J. D. Jones, J. J. Brown and Geo. D. Wilber; each , 

_ delegate was empowered to appoint a substitute in case of hig 
non-attendance, and the delegation collectively, was empowered 

to fill any vacancy occurring. | 
| | fhe newly elected censors, reported favorably on the applica- | 

_ tions of Drs. B. L. Brisbane, John Hallowell, and E. Heath, to 
become members of this society. The report was accepted, and | 
said gentlemen were elected to the membership of this society on | 
the condition of their complying with the requisitions of the con- 
stitution. | oo | 

| Dr. Mitchell was now inducted into the chair of his office by 
' Drs. Brisbane and Dousman, appointed for that purpose, and re- 

turned his thanks to the society for the honor conferred upon him, 
and spoke of his present position as the proudest ot his life ; he 
expressed his determination to serve the society faithfully, and to , 
do allin his power to advance the interests of the profession and 
of the society, and in conclusion he again thanked the society 
heartily. | | | 

_ On motion the thanks of the society were tendered to the re- 
tiring president, Dr. Castleman, for the able, efficient, impartial 

| and gentlemanly manner in which he has difcharged his duties. | 
‘The thanks of the society were unanimously tendered to the 

proprietors of the Wisconsin Institute, for the gratuitous use of | 
their commodious room, during our present session. | 

The President elect announced the followin g appointments to the 
several standing comrrittees, namely : . 7 a 

On arrangements—Drs. J. J. Brown, A. J. Ward and J oseph 
Gray. . | | | | 

On Practical Medicine—Drs. E. P. Wood, B. F. Miils and 
CO. G. Pease. : | | 

On Surgery—Drs. A. L. Castleman, E. B. Wolcott and Wm. H. 
Brisbane. _ . : | oO
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On Obstetrics—Drs. 8. W. Bassinger, S. Blood, and H. Van 

Dusen. ne CS 

On Finance—Drs. Joseph Gray, Geo. D. Wilber and Wm. M. 

Thomas. po OO | - 

There being no further business, the secretary was instructed to 

publish an abstract of the proceedings of this meeting in such pa- 

pers or journals as he may select. oo ee 

On motion, adjourned until 7 o'clock P. M., to listen to thé ad- 

dress of Dr. Castleman, as retiring President, to be delivered in 

the assembly room. ye | 

--‘The society met pursuant to adjournment, and the speaker was 

announced by the President elect, when Dr. Castleman appeared 

andsaid: | | | | | : 

My. President and Gentlemen of the State Medical Society: | | 

The human mind is ever emulous of high examples. Man fix- 

es h's eye on something above him, and his struggles to attain it 

constitute the chief history of his life. | | 
When Cromwell buckled on his armor to defend the violated 

rights of his countrymen, the brightness of the example fixed the 

gaze of admiring masses, His success made him an object of 

their emulation.. But having reached the first aim of his ambi- 

tion, this same example isseen leading in another direction; and __ 

the eyes of the masses, fixed only on the man whom they would 

imilate, loose sight of the fact that they are being led to exchange 

a high-toned patriotism for military renown. Such is ever the 

case in politics; and were it proper to allude to them, our own 

times furnish more striking instances of the masses being led, by — 

high examples in the pursuit of political virtues, or being sunk to 

tolerate political vices. | ae 7 

In Religion, we find the same tendency to follow after leaders. 

‘Great was Diana of the Ephesians,” and many and zealous 

were her followers. But a new religion was instituted. Pure, 

simple and impressive as were the truths of Christianity, they 
were slowly received until the high examples of learned and noble 
men opened the hearts of the masses to an appreciation of their



excellence. Zhen Diana of the Ephesiang lost her power t6 con- . 

trol, and religious quackery yielded its power to the admiration of | 
réligious truth. | And afterwards, even this: religion for a long 

| time struggled with doubtful success against the influence of Yol- 

taire’s high example, when he preached infidelity to France. 
Nor is our code of Morals exempt from such an influence.— | 

_ Conduct which the world had held in: abhorrence, was, by the 
high example of Catharine and Henry of Valois, rendered inno- 
cent recreation amongst the maases and the lower nobility ; to ‘be - 
made again abhorrent by the precepts of Henry the Fourth, __ 

| It is unnecessary tomultiply instances of this tendency of man 

to follow leaders. The very fashions of our dress, and of our de- 

. portement, our business vocations, even our manner of worship | 

_ andour very thoughts are made amenable to this test of proprie- | 

Ye a 
On a former occasion, Mr. President, I was invited to address | 

this Society on the subject of Medical Quackery and its remedies. | 
Ill health prevented my responding to the call. "Tis my intention 
this evening, briefly to invite your attention to that subject, basing 

my remarks on the illustrations I have just given. _ a 

Had Cromwell been satisiied with abusing the perfidy of . 
Charles—or Saul. of Tarsus with attempting to prove the insuf- 
ficiency of Diana as a Savior—had Catharine contented her- 

self with railing at the Puritanical. modesty which she displaced . | 
—or Henry exclaiming against the immorality of Catharine and | 
her court, Charles could have laughed at the power of Cromwell, | 
Diana would have continued the powerful Goddess, till the advent. 

of agreater than Saul—Catharine could never have displaced, nor 
Henry restored the customs of their times. In each it was nec- 
essary to success that he should be not the abuser of his enemy, 

but the qualified leader of his friends. The exampleand position — 
of the leader is often more powerful than the’ justness of his 
cause. Be ne : 

Properly apply this apherism to our profession, and we have a 
remedy for quackery. But be not misled by the opinion that it is
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of easy application. We have strong prejudices to overcome; 
and often, before the physician is allowed to wear the laurels of 

_ learning, he must doubly win them, On the other hand, the | 

great evil of empiricism is fastened on community, and, like the 
roots of a cancer, the more it is irritated the more rapidly it 

spreads. Living by our opposition, fattening on our abuse, 

revelling in our ridicule, it has gained the sympathy of the 
public—the sanction of our laws. Every attack upon it but 
strengthens its vitality, and there is but one way left to arrest its 
growth—“Let your light so shine before men, that they, ‘seeing 

your good works,” may appreciate your superiority. Every indi- 
vidual who accomplishes this, becomes an object of emulation, 

and entitles himself to public gratitude. | | 
But even more must be accomplished. As a single breeze from 

the surface of a pure lake is insufficient to correct miasma of sur- 

rounding marshes, so the example’of a single individual, orasin- 

gle age, is not always competent to correct the wayward current 

of public opinion. As the sources of the atmosphere must be pu- 

rified, so must the fountains of our knowleuge be pure. When 

a correct religion and morality are so taught as to prevade the | 
minds of the mass, the moral atmosphere will be wholesome; and 

should infidelity or immortality exist there at all, it will be ina — 
form so feeble, that its flickerings of life will but prove the moral : 
healthfulness of the climate, and its incongeniality to vice. — 

From the existence of a firm, healthy executive government 

: will emanate a political atmosphere so pure, that demagogueism 

ean scarcely maintain even asickly vitality ; whilst, in its absence, 

corruption and peculation infect every breath, and the whole 
body politic becomes diseased and bloated. - | | 

So, Mr. President, must be kept pure the sources of our pro- - 

fessional atmosphere. Schools must be established, and: their 

chairs filled with professors of high moral, as well as professional 

| worth—by men who look more to the advancement of science and 

the good of community, than to the pecuniary profit of their in- 
vestment—by professors who will impress upon the student the —
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important fact, that quackery as often exists under cover of a di_ 
ploma, as under the dogmas ef a Thompsonian, or the feeble 
vagaries of Hanneman—that his diploma is less an honor to him - 
than an appeal from his alma mater that he will honor her. _ 

Our medical societies must be kept up. We must each con- 
tribute his mite of knowledge to the general fund, for the benefit | 
of others, and these contributions must be published for the 
benefit of all. | 

But am I met with the objection that meetings cannot be held, | 
our proceedings published, and schools established and maintain- 

_ ed without money? Gentlemen, there is not in the Union a State 
with an educational fund so large in proportion to the objects 

_ calling for its investment, as that in which we live. We cannot 
| reach it? We have never tried. Brodie, one of our great lead- | 

ers, tells us that “a thorough determination to attain an object is | 
the first step towards its attainment”; and I entertain a more lib- 

| eral opinion of our Legislators and our University Regents, than 
to suppose that when this great question is properly laid before 
them, they will deny to us the small sum necessary to place upon | 
@ footing of usefulness that branch of education on which depends 

_ the health, the happiness, the life—aye, al/ the dearest temporal 
interests of community. oe | 7 

If, then, we would apply an effectual remedy to quackery, we 7 
should begin now, by keeping not only ourselves qualified “to 
shine before men,” but by laying a foundation for the proper | 
qualification of those who are to succeed us in this important call- 
ing. Let every legislator be approached on this subject. First 
show him afew of the many inconsistencies of the statute books. | 
Point out to him the liberal provisions there made to protect us 
against the purchase of bad whiskey, whilst the lives and health, 
and often even reputation of families are entrusted to the mercy 
of the ignorant.and mercenary vender of drugs and medicines. 
Show him with what unrelenting severity he has provided for the : 
punishment of him who, by counterfeiting the penny or the dime, | 
would cheat us of a single farthing, whilst complacently he looks
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on, and provides no punishment for him who, pretending to a— 
knowledge of the deep mysteries of disease, counterfeits the phy- 
‘sician, and cheats us of our health and our lives. ~ , | 

But what claims can our profession urge to the protection and 
favor of the state ?° Claims, the bare thought of which swells the | 
bosom of every lover of our science with pride and exultation, and _ 

1 love'to recount them. Whilst the states are paying their tens of 
thousands annually for the reports of their State Botanists, Miner- 

alogists, Geologists, and Naturalists, with what pride do we com-" | 

pare their meagre products with those furnished to the world by 
our profession, for no other price than the gratification of their own. | 
love of science and humanity? Forexamples, it isunnecessaryto 

go beyond the precincts of our own country 5. but I refer for botani- _ 

cal research to our Bigelows, Barton, Torrey, Short, Beck, Lee, © 
Davis, Thompson, Mead, Kirtland, and. many scores of others, | 

whose works are the foundations of the reports of all our State 

Botanists. a | re | | 

In Mineralogy, I begin by a reference to the venerable Dr. Mit- 

chell, of New York, author of the Mineralogical History of New 

York, and founder of the first State Mineralogical Society on this 

: side of the Atlantic.. From the long list of illustrious authors who 

follow him, I select only the names of Emmons, Jackson, Silli- 

man and Dana, Rogers, Drusie, Lock, Owen and our own Perci- 

| val, any one of whom has done more forthe science of Mineralogy | 

than all the State Mineralogists and Geologists, as such, since the - 

offices were first created. oo . a 

' But I pass to another, and perhaps more important class of our 

claims. What has the profession done for the preservation of 

health and the prolongation of life? Slo PE 

In reviewing these, time will not permit us to dwell on the ad- 

vantages resulting from Harvey’s great discovery of the circula- 

tion of the blood—from that greater discovery by which Jenner’ 
disarmed the small pox of its terrors, nor from the many reforms — 
which we have introduced into the practice of Hygiene; but it’ 
drives us on to the question.—How: far have all these discoveries



and improvements modified -human sutfering and: added to the 
_ length of human lite? Here again I appeal to the record, but = 
must stop to acknowledge my indebtedness to Professor Clark, of 
New York, for mueh of the Statistical information to prove how — 
much the Sctence of Medicine has lengthened human life. 

_ _- Revelation tells us that man was created perfect, and that death 
was not necessarily a consequence of his creation. He was tobe ) 

_ governed by natural laws, for the transgression of which the pen- | 
| _alty was death. He transgressed and died; but the term of his 7 

life was little short of a thousand ‘years. ~ The next era in his his- 
tory is the reduction of that tenure—in consequence ofhiscontin; = 
ued transgression—to an hundred and twenty years; and shortly 

' after we learn that it was three scorée’years and ten. oe | 
This rapid shortening of life brought alarm, and with it physi- 

_.. ¢ians; butthey were men nécessarily unlearned in the profession, } 
and ‘death, with his unblunted scythe, hurried on, and each year | _ found him more ‘eager for his victim, till, in the beginning of the _ _ sighteenth century, as we find by the report of the Registrar Gen- 
eral of Northampton, the average length of life was barely thirty 
years, whilst in 1847 the average was increased tu 87 1-2 years, or — | 
just one-quarter was added to the length of human life. Thisisa ! 
single instance—it can be almost indefinitely multiplied. Butlet 
me impress on you the fact, that this increase commenced about - 
150 years ago—the very moment at which ofr profession began 
to acquire facilities for the study of Anatomy and Physiology, | 
or at which we first acquired any certain data on which to found a 
correct theory of disease: I proceed to examine the results from 
those facilities, and how well the profession has turned them to 
good account. : I cu | - ee 
[have just shown theh that in N orthampton, the life of a man 

_ was in a little more than one hundred years increased by the ad- . 
dition of just one quarter. = ss oo - 
We now take a later period and find from Doctor Simpsons’s sta- | 

tistics of Surgery, that the rate of yearly mortality in England and | 
"Wales in 17 86, was one in forty-two of the entiré population ; that
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it was gradually reduced, so that in 1831 the proportion of deaths 

to population, was one in ‘fifty-eight, adding more than one quar- — 

ter to the length of life in the short space of forty-seven years. | 

Mr. Milne, in his Life Tables of Carlisle, furnishes about the — 

- game results there from 1778 to 1844—and the report of the Reg- 

 igtrar General of England down to 1846, the latest Ihave been — 

able to obtain, shows just about a like decrease in the mortality. | 

for each of the eight preceding years. 

But in France, where every facility has been afforded for’ the: 

advancement of the science, and where medicine has for a long 

time been a state institution, the statistics show that the progress 

in lengthening man’s life, is wonderful indeed. Weare all more | 

or lessacquainted with the history of that nation from 1776 to 

1843, during which time, war, pestilence and wild fanaticism, vied 

with each other in the work of death; when the mechanic arts. : 

were to their highest capability, inventing instruments of destruc-. 

tion; when the profession of law was made subservient to those. _ 

in power in their crusade against human. life; when even the sa-. 

cred desk sent forth from it mandates. of death on the charge of : 

heresy, when in addition, the dire scourge of cholera was sweep- 

ing off its hundreds of thousands, annually, and every art and ev- 

ery science, save that of medicine, seemed combined to decimate. 

the land, our profession alone stood firm in the battle for humani- , 

ty—and with what results ! The combination of all the forces; 

enumerated was insufficient to counteract the influence of our sci- 

ence on the longevity of man, and even during the 26 years when. 

France was one great battle field the average of man’s life wag 

lengthened! Whilst of those who died a natural death, nearly. 

one-half’ was added to the average term of their existence. __ | 

Thus far I have drawn only on statistics. from abroad, I pause. 

| ut a moment to demonstrate that the results. inourown land have, 

not been less successful. In, doing #0, I shall take that view of it, 

the most unfavorable to ua, where the struggle was directly with. 
disease and death, leaving out all the indirect benefits of hygiene, 
for which the world is wholly indebted to the profession. = a



_ The reports of the Pennsylvania Hogpital, at Philadelphia, show. | 
" that in one hundred years, ending 1852, the reduction of the num~ | | ber of deaths, proportioned to the number of sick, was nearly 30 ' 

In every hundred. — In other words, for every. hundred who died 7 In the early part of the century, thirty were restored to life and health in the latter part ; and the New York Hospital reports show : even better, for there we find, that in just half the time, the gain 
was 81 lives to the hundred, and yet these hospitals are in the : "Same cities, on the same sites, are indeed the identical houses which were used in the beginning of the century ; and with facts _ - like these before the world, shall I be asked what claims we have 

. on government, on community ? | : | . _ So much for the profession ; what’can we say of its followers? | _ Of those who toil to still further ameliorate the sufferings of their | ‘race, and to become in return the butt of all the gibes and sneerg = _ of those for whom they labor? oe ne _ But first, gentlemen of the society, a word for you individually. __. [doubt whether there is one of you, who has not at times compared — 
- yourself with your professional brother, and in the comparison of — | moral virtues, have felt your brothers inferiority; and I say it not in derogation, but with pride, that, however much you may _ have admired his talents, his: acquirements, his manner, or his 

__ skill, you have wished that he possessed your humility, yourkind. _ sympathies, or your disinterested benevolence. In this,- gentle- | 
men, permit me to: say, that you err, less in ‘the appreciatian of your own feelings, than in the depreciation-of his ; for the very condition of our profession forbids the existence amongst us of the _' proud, the mercenary, or the heartless. The low estimate in which 
we, as a body, are held by our féllow men, crushes out: pride, | The fact that ninety-nine hundredths of : all medical men; live'and 

. die in poverty, or are driven to. other. pursuits. for a living, exe 
_ eludes: the mercenary. Whilst.the poorly: paid labor, exposure, | . and-danger-of our practice, most effectually bars. the door against : __ all those who would follow the profession forthe sake of the pay, | 

-. Rest easy then as to our quiet and our negative virtue, whilst we : -- examine the active and the positive. . | | :



" Often are we called to join the grand chorus of song which com-. 

- memorates the success ‘of some man or compaty who by aniron , 

| chain have “gonnected in marriage the distant Waters”—often to 

> join in hallelujahs of those who by the electric wires have | 

“abridged time,” and almost annihilated distance—often to sing | 

- pans to the inventors of articles for man’s profit and enjoyment, 

-__- but never to whisper one word of honor, nor even of encouragement a 

for those who have added so vastly to man’s capability ‘to profit 

| _ Our claims can be properly appreciated only by comparing them 

with those of others. . - | SO ee | a | 

No obstacles are ever allowed to stand between the physician 

and his duty to community—no hardships to deter—no danger to oo 

arrest him—from the dreadful hour when the plague stricken 

Athens witnessed the almost superhuman efforts of Hippocrates, i 

__- struggling against the ravages of the most. dreadful plague that — 

ever scourged the earth, down to the days when the cholera struck — 

terror to. the armies in the Crimea, the physician has never falter- _ 

ed in his duty to encounter danger. wherever it presented. Are =~ 

--you a sufferer from disease? Call on your physician, and tho 

every step should press from the earth the poisoued miasm,though 

every breath be charged with pestilence, the danger tohimself, to | 

his family and friends, are all forgotten, and you never call in vain. © 

When the first news of the cholera advancing to.our shores was 

. announced, scarcely a cheek was seen unblanched, or a heart un- 

terrified—it came—it. visited New York—who does not remember a 

the sad account that followed ? Death: in its most appalling forms | 

to hundreds daily—the inhabitants terror stricken deserting their. 

| homes, till half the population of the city, having abandoned their _ | 

friends unable to follow; were seeking safety in flight. a ee 

| . We all remember how the public journals painted the dreadful: . 

horrors of that time, and yetinvoked some mightier power than pen 

| orfancy to do justice to the scene. ~ But in the vivid recollection of — 

gl those horrors, one little ‘circumstance ‘has nearly escaped the —~ 

memory—that of the five hundred physicians in New York, five » -



_ hundred physicians there remained, except as they dropped one 
by one into the insatiate jaws.of death—that from all the medical = 
schools then filled with students, not a student fled the city—the 
only flying which they did was ftom sufferer to sufferer, or from 
time toeternity. es 7 

__ - How, and by whom have their dangers and their, deaths been 
‘© commemorated? Had they beenmariners, and had cast themselyes 

.into the ocean to save a shipwrecked crew, their. dangers would 
~. have been less, their sufferings shorter, but. what of the publie an | 

_ reception which would havo followed, of the grand processiong,of = 
the presentations to perpetuate the memory of theirnoble deeds? = 

- _ Few of us have forgotten the.scenes of Sandusky in. ’48, when a 
the stoutest hearts quailed before the appalling pestilence which 

—— desolated that domed efty—when it was impossible, in the Tae 
“guage of the Mayor, “to degeribe tho desolation ‘whiclt withered | the hears of the stongest., The havoc was afl, ov physicians ‘yor down by toil, and mote oxhansting cares, were fying.” Hob 

- as others, from the city, but “ftom place to place of suifering aad 
-. of danger’—“and,” he continues, “it adds not alittle to the mer- 

__ itoriousness of their services that all compensation fromthe town 
| andthe poor was declined.” Bat I shold do injustice, should T 

_ pass over the fact that in this instance, there was one, atleast, who 
could appreciate the noble, self'sacrificing men who there stood  —_ 
“between the living and the dead.” “For,” concludes the Mayor, 

_. “though the’ citizen of Sandusky’ cannot find words to express his oe 
- gratitude; he can thank God that his lot is cast where christian | 

.. charities grow arid flourish, and he can invoke God’s best blessing = 
on those who remembered him in the days ot’ his sore distress.” So 

~~ We remember New Orleans a few years back, when the yellow >. 
fever struck such terror to the souls of men, that of allthose who 

_*: could leave the city, the physicians alone remained. © 

Savannah, too, affords a striking illustration af the disinterest- _~ 
-. edness of our profession, when terror and death had releived her 

_. of two-thirds of her population—when the dying and the dead, 
‘the putrid and the living lay mingled together, and the boldest =
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| could not summon courage to venture on the separation. Even — 

here the physician never abandoned his post, but sunk under the — 
duties which his benevolence demanded. "T'was then that 7 
their brothers from abroad were summoned to their assistance. 

Mobile was called on, and though her physicians had barely rallied | 

from the arduous duties which the prevalence of the pestilence 
there had imposed on them, yet not an hour was lost, andas one 

platoon sank before the dreadful scourge, another stepped into its - 

place undismayed, unabating in energy, till health was restored to’ _ 

‘the city. Se ne 
Even now a scene is transpiring illustrative of the character of _ 

medical men, and of their appreciation by the public: - 

In the Crimea the demon of War is at work. There may be | 
: seen Europe’s veteran warriors, calm and unterrified amid the ; 

dangers of battle, and every heart throbs with pride for the valor 

| of their leaders. But at a short distance isa more fearful strug- | 

gle. There the soldier in the vigcr of life is stricken down by a 

hand he cannot see—an enemy he cannot resist. There the phy- 

sician fights the soldier’s battle, and the very sight of his smallest 
danger, sends dismay to the heart of the hero, whom the perils of : 

twenty battles have failed to move. For one month before thé — | 

last reports, not a British officer had courage to look for a moment - 

on that scene of desolation and death, where the physician made 

his home. a | a | oo 

But when Sebastopol shall have fallen—when the Mussulman 
and the Christian shall have marched together over the land of 
the Cossack—when Moscow shall have crumbled before thema-* __ 
ehinery of war, and hundreds of thousands of Russian citizens 

| shall haved slaked with their blood the ambition of the Saxon and: 

the Gaul—when England’s vengeanee shall: be glutted, and her © 
glory borne to Heaven on the wailings of ten thousand of her own.. | 

widows and orphans—then will be had the “triumphal entry” of - 
: England’s benefactors—of the heroes who saved “their country!” 

But in the grand procession, what place, think you, will be assign- ~ 
ed to the physician? No matter! He deserves no place of mark >
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—no expressions of a nation’s gratitude; for whilst the leader has 

been most gloriously butchering his country’s enemies, the phy- 
_ gician has been content with the humble and menial occupation of 7 

" quietly saving her friends ! - - a a | 

I repeat, that it is our duty to relieve the community from the © | 
curse of quackery—that to do this we must leave off our abuse of. 7 

_ it—that by our high example we must excite the emperic to be- 

come the man of science—that we must make this reform perma- : 
| nent, by providing such facilities for a proper scientific education, = 

as shall create about us an atmosphere incongenial to imposture 

and empiricism—that we shall demand of community the means | 

to enable us to provide such facilities—that we shall base these | 
demands on the benefits we are constantly conferring on commu- 
nity, and by our sacrifices in its behalf. | a | 

: Sir, permit me, before closing, to advert to some of thecireum- _ 
stances of the past year, and to say that much as we have accom- 
plished, much more remains for us to do. : a a 

Whilst the dire accidents by flood and fire have filled the land 
_ with loud and bitter moanings, the effects of the pestilence which 

has swept over our state, has so absorbed our attention and our 

sympathies, and presented to us ‘so pointedly the fact of our ine © > 
- ability, in many instances, to wrestle successfully with the myste- - 

--Fles of disease, as greatly to have closed our ears to the wailings 
from abroad. We have seén the pestilence seize upon our friends 

| —we have in many instances found ourselves wholly incapable of 

arresting for a moment the progress of the disease— we have seen 

Death snatch his victim from us as uninterruptedly in his progress 

as though we had not been there to interpose. I hope that no | 
member of this society, in such cases, allowed himself to be satis- 

-. fied with the reflection, that the result. was one of God’s provi- Ss 
 dences, but that he more properly -attributed it to his own igno- _ 
rance of the nature and character. of the pestilence, and that he 
determined not to be satisfied till he had fully unravelled the 
mystery. | : | , 

_ But death stopped not with our patients—he entered our own 7



ranks, and selected as his victims two of the brightest ornaments == 
of our profession.* They éach have left forsus a bright example : 
of their devotion to the advancement of education, andof a wil- — 

/ lingness to meet cheerfully the dangers of our profession, for the | 

benefit of ourraces, | SO 
— Inclosing, permit: me, gentlemen, to congratulate you on the 
fact that so much of harmony and good feeling has prevailed | 
amongst us during our existence as a society, and to hope that in 
our efforts to elevate the standard of our professional attainments, __ 
the bonds of common interest, which bind us together as a broth: =~ 
erhood, will also be thrown around us in the social circle, and that 
whilst wo remember with profit the benefits ,resulting trom our | 
meetings, as asociety, the recollections of our social intercourse 
may be as bright spots to cheer us through the darkness of our 

_ declining years. PER a | 

Mr. President, permit me, sir, to congratulate you.on your ac- 
cession to the honorable’ position to which you have just been - 

' chosen; for I cannot well imagine a more honorable station than — 

that of presiding over the deliberations of men. engaged in the 

benevolent purpose of alleviating the sufferings of their ‘fellow- 
beings, and, aside from your success in the pursuit of the great. : 

objects of our association, I can express no higher wish for your | 

_ Official gratification, than that the members of this society may. 
| accord to you.the same generous support and liberal construction — 

of motives which,I most gratefully acknowledge as having been. | 
extended tome during my official term, which closes with the 

performance of this duty. ee = - | 

| After the address,{the society adjourned sine die. ee | 
| ~ GEO. D. WILBER, See’y. » | 

* Dr. A. P. Ladd and Prof. 8. Pearl Lathrop. - SE | a



Be APPENDIX A 

DAW OF WISCONSIN AUTHORIZING MEDICAL sociermms. oR 
Section 1. It shall and may be lawful for the physicians and surgeons in the several counties in this state, to meet together on —_— | such a day as they or a majority of them: shall deem. proper, at CO the place where the last term of the county court next preceding : _. such meeting, shall have been held in their respective counties, | and the several physicians and surgeons so convened as aforesaid, | or any part of them, being not less than five in number, shall , _ proceed to the choice of president, vice president, recording gec- retary, corresponding Secretary, treasurer and three censors; who shall hold their offices for one year, and until others are elected to fill their places, and when the said society shall be'so organ- zed as aforesaid, they are hereby declared to be bodies corporate and politic, in fact and-in name, by the names of the medical. go- cieties of the county. where such society shall respectively be formed, and by those names shall be in laay capable of sneing and 

being sued, pleading and being impleaded, answering and being answered unto, defending and being defended, in all courts and _ places, and in all matters and, causes whatsoever, and may havea ~ - | common seal which they may alter or renew at. pleasure. co oe _ See. 2. All physicians and surgeons in the several counties, | shall be entitled to meet in convention, for the formation of a medical society in their respective counties, agreeably, to the pro- _ visions of the preceding section, and take part in its deliberations | "and become members under’ the provisions of this chapter, who | shall have received a diploma from any incorporated medical col- lege or society of any of the United States or Territories, or any , foreign country, | os ae / See. 3. It shall and may be lawful for the medical societies of the several counties of this state, to purchase and hold any estate |
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real or personal, for the use of said society ; Provided, said estate — 

| shall in no case exceed the sum of five thousand dollars, and shall 

be used exclusively for objects promoting the advancement of — 

medical science. a | | 

Soc. 4. It shall be lawful for the medical societes in the respec- 

pective counties, to make such by-laws and regulations relative | 

to the’ affairs, concerns and property of said societies, relative to 

admission and expulsion of members, the examination of students 

and relative to donations or contributions, as a majority of the 

members shall think proper at any regular meeting of said socie- 

ty: Provided, that such by-laws, rules and regulations be not 

contrary to, nor inconsistent with the laws of the United States, 

or of this state. - So 

Sec. 5. The medical societes established as aforesaid are 

hereby respectively empowered to examine all students who may 

present themselves for that purpose, and to. grant them diplomas . 

under the hand of the president ard seal of the society ; which | 

diploma shall constitute them members of said society. And it 

is hereby made the duty of the censors of each medical society, 

, earefully and impartially to examine all medical students who 

shall present themselves for that purpose, and report their opin- 

ion in writing to the president of the society. oe 

Sec. 6. No person shall be permitted to be examined as a can- 

-didate for a diploma and membership of any of said societies un- 

less ke shall have arrived at the age of twenty-one years, has, at 

least, a good English education, and has studied medicine at least 

three years with some respectable practitioner, and can produce 

7 satisfactory evidence of good moral character. | 

Sec. 7. Any student who may recoive a diploma from any me- 

, dical society of the state, shall pay to the president thereef ten 

| dollars on receiving the same. = re 

Sec. 8. It shall be lawful for each medical society to cause to 

‘be raised and collected from each of the members of said society 

a sum not exceeding three dollars in any one year, for the purpose 

of procuring @ medical library, anatomical cabinet, chemical ap-
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paratus, or for the encouragement of useful discoveries in the SClence of medicine. _ a ee 
See. 9. The president shall preside at and govern all meet- | ings of said society, and perform all other duties which appertain - to his office ; and in case of absence or disability of the president | the vice president shall perform the duties of president. | 

a Sec. 10. The treasurer of each medical society established ag | _ aforesaid, shall receive and be accountable for all moneys that may come into his hands by virtue of this chapter, and the by- laws of such society ; and also of all moneys which shall come into the hands of the president thereof, for the admission of mem- _ bers or licensing students; which moneys the president is hereby ‘required to pay to the said treasurer, who shall account therefor - to the society at its annual meetings; and no money shall be drawn from the treasury, unless such sums, and for such purposes - as shall be agreed upon by @ majority at their annual meetings, : and by an order signed by the president and countersigned bythe _ Yecording secretary. | | Oo | | 
_ Sec. 11. It shall be the duty of the recording secretary of each _ Of said societies, to provide a book, in which he shall make an | entry of all by-laws, resolutions, rules and regulations, which , may be had from time to time, and also the name of each and every ‘member of said society, and the time of hig admission, and also the annual reports relative to the state of the treasury, and all such other things as a majority of the society shall think prop- | er, to which book any member may at any time have access; and ‘the same together with all books, papers and records, the property of said society, which may bein his hands, shall be delivered over to his successor in office. | | | | 

Sec. 12. It shall be the duty of the corresponding. secretary of each of said societies, to correspond on subjects relating to medi- _ cal science, with the profession throughout the United States and _ foreign countries, and with the different societies of this state, when requested to do so by a resolution of the society of which he is a member, or whenever he may deem it advisable, and re- :



| port to the meetings of ‘said society everything. relating to such 

correspondence, which may. be interesting to the profession. 

Sec. 13. If there should not be a sufficient number of. physi- 

cians and surgeons in any of the counties. of this state, to form 

themselves into a medical society, agreeably to the provisions of 

; this chapter, it shall be lawful for such persons to associate them- 

-. selves with the physicians and surgeons of adjoining counties, — 

| for the purposes hereby contemplated. =~ Te ge 

See. 14. This chapter shall not be so construed, as to prevent 

any person from practising physic or surgery within this state, 

| who is not a member of any of said societies. = a 

‘Sec, 15. All the county medical societies ‘which have been | 

heretofore organized, shall’be continued, with all'the powers and 

privileges they have heretoforehad. © OE 

| e Of the State Medical Society, © 0s 

Sec. 16. The medical society of the territory of Wisconsin, is 

hereby continued, under the name of. the medical society of the © 

state of Wisconsin, and ag such. shall enjoy all the rights and 

privileges, and possess all the powers heretofore had and exer- 

cised by it. Rn oe 

Sec. 17. Said association may adopt such constitution, and shall 

- | be capable of ordaining and enforcing such by-laws and ‘regula- 

tions, as may: be necessary for the admission and expulsion of its | 

members, election of its officers, and for the proper management | 

of its concerns; Proyided, that said. constitution and by-laws, 

rules and ordinances shall not be repugnant to the constitution of | 

| the United States, or the laws of this State, or contravene the pro- 

visions of the chapter organizing county medical societies. 

See. 18, Each of the county medical societies of this state shall 

be entitled to elect delegates annually from’ ‘its own body, not to 

| exceed one for every five of its whole. number of ‘members, to re- : 

= present it in the state society, who shall be entitled to all the 

privileges of membership of said body during the time for which — 

they are elected. | ee a



Sec. 19. Itshall be lawful for the medical society of the state - | , 
_ of Wisconsin to grant diplomas, under the same restrictions re- 

quired by the law organizing county medical societies. . / 
. See. 20. Said medical society shall be entitled: to. admit perma- _ 
nent mémbers in accordance with its constitution and by-laws. a 

- Bee. 21. All members of county medical societies, and all ap- 
| plicants for diplomas to said societies, who may be expelled or re- 

| fused diplomas from the same, shall be entitled to the right of ap- 
peal to the medical society of the state, whose decision in the case | 

—shallbe fina = Oo a re | 
See. 29. The property of said society, and also the property of 

the medical societies in the different’ counties of this state, shall | 
be forever exempt from taxation. _ oo oe



| APPENDIX B. | | 

| OCONSTITUTION. oe 

We, the undersigned, Physicians ‘and Surgeons of the State of 

Wisconsin, in order to cultivate harmony and kind feelings amongst 

the members of our profession, to promote the advancement of the 

medical and collateral sciences, to assist us.in acquiring a know- | 

ledge of the same, and in keeping pace with the progress of medi- 

cal science, to help us appreciate the nature and magnitude of the — 

mutual duties and responsibilities existing between the medical 

| profession and community, and to protect ourselves and society | 

. against the impositions of medical pretenders, do hereby agree to 

associate ourselves together, and be governed by the following 

| CONSTITUTION : a | 

Article I. This organization shall be known by the name of 

“Tam Wisconsin STATE Mepicat Society.” _ a | 

Art. IL. This society shall meet annually at Madison, onthelast 

Wednesday in January of each year, at 2 o’clock P. M. | 

Art, IIL. Seven members of this society shall constitute a quo- 

rum for the transaction of business, but any number may Adjourn 

from time to time. | Oo | 

Art. LV. The officers of this society shall be a President, a first 

: and second Vice-President, a Secretary, a Treasurer and three 

Censors ; who shall be elected at the annual meetings, and shall 

hold their offices respectively for the term of one year, and until 

| their successors are duly elected and qualified. oe | 

Art. V. The president shall preside at the meetings, preserve 

order and decorum in debate, give a casting vote when necesary, 

and perform all the other duties that custom and parliamentary 

| usage may require, and deliver an address at the close of his term 

of office. He may call special meetings at any time, if deemed
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necessary, and it shall be his duty to call such meetings whenever 
__-Tequested in writing so to do by five members of this society. | 

Art. VI. In case of the absence or inability of the President 
to discharge his duties, the latter shall devolve upon the Vice | Presidents and in the order of their election. | | 

_ Art, VII. The Secretary shall record the minutes and au- 
_ thenticate the proceedings, give due notice of all meetings, con- 

_ duct the correspondence and preserve all records and papers be- 
longing to the society. At the close of his term of office, he shall | 
lay before the society a full report of his official correspondence | | 
and doings. > 7 

Art. VIII. The Treasurer shall collect and receive all monies 
due, or presented to the society, and shall disburse the same under, | 
its direction. He shall keep a book in which he shal] enter the 
debits and credits of every member, the amounts received: and 
disbursed by him as Treasurer; and at the expiration of his term of 
office, and at all other times when requested so to doby the socies 
ty, he shall report the condition of the Treasury, and specify 
the receipts and disbursements. Heshall also give good and suf. 
ficient bond to the Secretary, in behalt of the society, for the faith- 
ful discharge ot his trust. OO | | , | 

_ Art. IX. The Censors shall constitute a committe. for the ex- 
amination of applicants for membership. | 

| Art. X. Any regular physician in good standing, presenting 
the Censor’s certificate of proper qualification, and receiving the 
votes of two-thirds of the members present at any annual meeting, . | 
shall be entitled to membership, on his paying two dollars into the 
Treasury and signing this constitution. — | 

Art. XI. This society may elect honorary members at any an- 
nual meeting, by a vote of three-fourths of the members present, | 

Art. XII. This society shall have power to obtain funds by an 
equal assessment of its members, by voluntary contributions, and 

_ by the disposal or sale of publications and of works for publica- . 
tion. But no assessment shall be made for more than three dol. 
lars upon each member in any one year, nor except at annual |



meetings or at meetings called for that express purpose, in which 

case, the object of the meeting shall be set forth and published in 

the call. so . a ee 

Art. XIII. Any member of this society may be censured, sus- 

pended, or expelled for. any improper conduct, as may be pre- | 

scribed in the By-Laws of this society. Co , | 

| Art. XIV. No amendment shall be made to this constitution, 

| unless the proposed amendment shall have been submitted atsome 

previous annual meeting of the society, and for such action eight 

members shall be neeessary for a quorum, and two-thirds of the 

members present must vote for the amendment: Provided, how- 

| ever, that by a unanimous vote of ten or more members present 

at any annual meeting, any of the articles of this constitution may. 

be altered or repealed and articles added thereto, without such | 

previousnotice. BT oo
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BY-LAWS. ee - 
Article I. The parliamentary rules of debate shall be observed: 7 in the discussion and disposition of all business coming before ‘the © | Wisconsin State Medical Society ; and “Jefferson’s Manual” shall | 

be the guide. sy a a ’ eee ok 
Art. IL. The order of business at the annual meetings of this 

society shall be as follows: = | | Hs 2 
I. The ealling of the roll. | eB | 
2. Reading of the minutes. De a aie os an - 
3. The admission of members.: | | ee 
4. The reports of the Treasurer, and of the Secretary. 5 : 
5. The reading and consideration of the reports of the Stand-: * 

ing Committees, . a = , . 
6. The reading of essays and reports of cases. = i 

«% Miscellaneous and unfinished business.’ ae 
8. The election of officers, sera 
9. The appointing of Standing Conimittees. ep 
10. The Presidents’ address. i os 
11. Adjournment, _ : rity | 
Art. III. The code of ethics of this society shall have the full? 

force upon the members thereof, of any article of the Constitution ‘ 
or By-Laws... a - ae ce Ey | 
Art. IV. Any member shall beliable to censure, suspension’ r a 

expulsion, for wilfull neglect of the rules and regulations.of this, — =. 
Society, for any violation of our code of ethics, or fur. any gross.or, | immoral conduct. <A vote of two-thirds of the members present; | shall be requsite to cesure, suspend orexpel, |g... ss : : Sec. 2. In case of charges being preferred against any-mem- ber which might lead to his censure, suspension or expulsion, the
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Secretary shall immediately give the accused a written copy of the 

- charges, and state by whom preferred. The matter shall then 

lie over until the next annual meeting, when due action shallbe 

taken thereon. _ | | | | | a oS 

Sec. 3. Any member of ,this:society who from” professional in- 

| competence, or for any other suflicient reason not already mention, __ 

, ed, shall be deemed unworthy of the. fellowship of this society, 

- may be deprived of his membership by a vote of two-thirds of 

_ the members present at any meeting when action is taken thereon 

as provided in the first and seeand sections of this article. | 

Art. V. The-following named Standing Committees, each com- 

posed of three members to be appointed by the President—except 

the committee on publication, otherwise provided—shall be organ- 

ized at every annual meeting, for prepating, arranging and‘expe- 

diting business for each ensuing ycar, iand for carrying out the 

objects of the society, not otherwise provided—namely: 

A Committee on Arrangments; a Committee on Practical Med- 

. icine; a Committee on Surgery; a Committee on Obsterics;;a Com- | 

S mittee on Finance, anda Committee on Publications = 

. ‘The Committee on Arrangements shall be mainly composed of 

members residing in Madison, if no sufficient reason prevent, who 

shall provide suitable accommodations. forthe meetings and for 

members from abroad, and in general to attend to the wants of the 

profession while attending the meetings of the society. | 

-——s- The Committee on Practical Medicine shall make an annual re 

port, embodying the recent discoveries and improvements in the 

theory.‘and practice: of medicine, ‘and. shall also give'a history of 

| the diseases prevailing endemically, or-epidemically in Wisconsin, 

during the year for which the committee isappointed, = oo 

"ss . Phe Committee’on Surgery shall ‘make an annual report on the © 

progress of this'department of medicine, embodying “the most re- | 

cent and iiportatit discoveries and improvements in the theory 

and practice of surgery. 8) en 

: The Committee on Obstétrics shall ‘make an annual report ‘on |
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mary of the recent discoveries and improvments in the theory | 
and practice of this branch of medicine. | 

_. The Committee on Finance shall be the executive committee of | 
this society, to. whom all accounts must be refe.red, and who shall | 
make an annual report on the financial condition of the society, | 
and on all matters usually falling to the consideration of execu- | 
tive committees. ot : | | 

/ The Committee on Publication shall be composed of the Secre- 
tary, President, and Treasurer, who shall have charge of all | matter intended for the press, and shall superintend the publica- 

‘ tion of the same, exercising a discretionary power to publish or | 
withhold any matter submitted to. them for that purpose, and — make an annual report of their proceedings. | | 

Art. VI. Every member of this society, not appointed to de- 
liver an essay, nor on one of the standing committees, shall give | 
at each annual meeting a detailed history of one case or disease a 
occurring in his own practice, comprising its etiology, diagnosis, 

» pathology, prognosis, treatment and termination, _ | 
_ Art. VIL. These by-laws may be altered, repealed, or added to, 
by a three-fourths vote at any annual meeting. | 

. ® |



APPENDIX D. | 

| CODE OF MEDICAL ETHICS. | 

| INTRODUCTION. : | 

Medical ethics, asa branch of general ethics, must rest onthe 

basis of religion and morality. They comprise not. only the du- . 

ties, but also the right of a physician; and in this sense they are 

identical with medical deontology—a term introduced by a late 

writer, who has taken the most comprehensive view of the sub- 

| ject. oe | | 

In framing a code on this basis, we have the inestimable advan- : 

: tage of deducing its rules from the conduct of the many eminent 

physicians who have adorned the profession by their learning and 

their piety. From the age of Hippocrates to the present time, 

the annals of every civilized people, contain abundant evidences 

of the devotedness of medical men to the relief of their fellow- 

creatures from pain and disease, regardless of the privation and 

danger, and not seldom obloquy, encountered in return ; a sense . 

of ethical obligations rising superior in their minds, to considera- 

tions of personal advancement. Well and truly was it said, by 

one of the most learned men of the last century, that the duties 

of a physician were never more beautifully exemplified than in 

the conduct of Hippocrates, nor more eloquently described than 

. in his writings. : : | 

We may here remark, that, if a state of probation be intended 

for moral discipline, there is, assuredly, much in the daily life of 

a physician, to impart this salutary training, and to insure continu- 

ance in a course of self.denial, and at the same time, of zealous 

and methodical efforts for the relief of the suffering and unfor- 

| tunate, irrespective of rank or fortune, or of fortuitous elevation 

of any kind. |
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_ A few considerations on the legitimate range of medical ethics 
will serve as an appropriate introduction to the requisite rules for 

| our guidance in the complex relations of professional life. | 
a Every duty or obligation implies, both in equity and for itg 

successful discharge, a corresponding right. As itis the duty of 
the physician to advise, s0 he has aright to be attentively and 
respectfully listened to. Being required to expose his health and 
life for the benefit of the community, he has a just claim in return: 
on all its members, collectively and individually, for aid to carry 
out his measures, and for all possible tenderness and regard to 
prevent needlessly harrassing calls on his services, and unneces- 
sary exhaustion of his benevolent sympathies. . 

‘His zeal, talents, attainments and skill, are qualities which he 
holds in trust for the general good, and which cannot be prodigal- oo 

ly spent, either through his own negligence or the inconsiderate- 
ness of others, without wrong and detriment, both to himself and | 
to them. | a , 

| The greater the importance of the subject, and the more deeply 
interested all are in the issue, the more necessary is it that the 

_ physician—he who performs the chief part, and in whose judg- 
ment and discretion, under Providence, lite is secured, and death 
turned aside—should be allowed the free use of his faculties, un- 
disturbed by a querulous manner, and desponding, angry, or pas- 
sionate interjections, under the plea of fear or grief, or disappoint- 

_ Ment of cherished hopes, by the sick and their friends. _ | 
_ All persons privileged to enter the sick room, and the number 

ought to be very limited, are under equal obligations of reciprocal 
courtesy, kindness and respect ; and, if any exception be admissi- 
ble, it cannot be at the expense of the physician. His position, 
purposes, and proper efforts, eminently entitle him to at least the 
same respectful and considerate attentions, that are paid as a mat- ) 
ter of course, and apparently without constraint, to the clergyman, 
‘who is admitted to administer spiritual consolation, and to the 
lawyer, who comes to make the last will and testament. 

_ Although professional duty requires of a physician, that he 
‘Should have such a control over himself as not to betray strong
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emotion in the presence of his patient, nor to be thrown of his 

- guard by the querulousness or even rudeness of the latter, or of 

his friends at the bedside, yet, and the fact ought to be generally 

known, many medical men, possessed of abundant attainments | 

and resources, are so constitutionally timid and readily abashed, 

as to lose much of their self-possession and usefulness at the criti- 

cal moment, if opposition be abruptly interposed to any part of 

the plan which they are about devising for the benefit of their 

patients. | - , Se 

Medical ethics cannot be so divided as that one part shall ob- 

tain the ful and proper force of moral obligations on physicians 

universally, and at the same time the other be construed in such | 

| away asto free society from all restrictions in its conduct to 

them; leaving it to the caprice of the hour to determine whether 

the truly learned shall be overlooked in favor of ignorant preten- 

-- ders—persons destitute alike of original talent and acquired fit- — 

| ness. : - 

The choice is not indifferent, in an ethical point of view, besides. 

its important bearing on the fate of the sick themselves, between 

y the directness and sincerity of purpose, the honest zeal, the learn- 

ing and impartial observations, accumulated from age to age for 

thousands of years, of the regularly initiated members of the med- 

ical profession, and the crooked devices and low arts, for evident- 

ly selfish ends, the unsupported promises and reckless trials of 

interloping empirics, whose very announcements of the means by | 

which they profess to perform their wonders, are for the most part 

misleading and false, and, so far, fraudulent. | } 

In thus deducing the rights of a physician from his duties, it — 

is not meant to insist on such a correlative obligation, that the 

withholding of the right exonerates from the discharge of the duty. 

Short of the formal abandonment of the practice of his profession, 

; no medical man can withhold his services from the requisition of an 

individual or of the community, unless under circumstances of — 

rare occurrence, in which his compliance would be not only un- 

just but degrading to himself and to a professional brother, and so
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far diminish’ his future usefulness. “In the discharge of their 
duties to society, physicians must be ever ready and prompt to a 

| administer professional aid to all applicants, without prior stipu- oe 
lation of personal advantages to themselves, a 

On them devolves, in a peculiar manner, the task of noting all = 
the circumstances affecting the public health, and of, displaying 
skill and ingenuity in devising the best means for its protection, = 

- With them rests, also, the solemn duty of furnishing accurate med- 
‘ical testimony in all cases of criminal accusation of violence, by / 
which health is endangered and life destroyed, and in those | 
other numerous ones, involving the question of mental sanity ands 
of moral and legal responsibility. ee a 
On these subjects—Public Hygiene and Medical J urisprudence 

~every medical man must be supposed to have prepared himself 2 
by study, observation and the exercise “of ‘a sound judgment. 9 
They cannot be regarded in the light of accomplisments merely; 
they are an integral part of the science and practice of medi- oe eine. ee . rae ee : oo ) wee 

It is a delicate ‘and noble task, by the jndicious ‘application of = 
public hygiene, to prevent disease and to prolong life ;and thus . 
to increase the productive industry, and, without astming the of 

- fice of moral and religious teaching, to add to the civilization of an’ 
-entire people. OC . * get a | 

In the performance of this part of their duty, physicians are‘en- Oe 
abled to exhibit the close connection between’: hygiene and mor- - 

_ als; since all the causes contributing tothe former, are ‘nearly 
equally auxillary to the latter. © See SO 

| Physicians, as-conservators of the public ‘health, are bound to bear a 
emphatic testimony against quackery in all its fornis; whether it _ | 
appears with its'usual effrontery, or masks itself under the garb 
of philanthropy, and sometimes of religion itself. fe 

_ By an anamoly in legislation and penal enactments, the laws, 
| 80 stringent for the repression and punishment of fraud inf gene- | 

| ral, and against attempts to sell poisonous substances for food,ate 
silent, and of course inoperative, in the cases of both fraud and
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poisoning so extensively carried on by the host of quacks who in- 
festtheland, 0 
‘The newspaper press, powerful in the correction of many abu- 

ses, is too ready for the sake of lucre to aid and abet the enormi- 
ties of quackery. Honorable exceptions to the once general prac- 

tice in this respect are happily more numerous, and they might be , 
more rapidly increased, if physicians, when themselves free from 
all taint, were to direct the attention of editors and proprietors of 

- newspapers, and of periodical works in general, to the moral 
bearings of the subject. oe | ee 

| - To those who, like physicians, can best see the extent of the 

evil, it is still more mortifying than in the instances already men- 

| tioned, to find members of other professions, and especially minis- _ 
ters of the gospel, so prone to give their countenance, and, at . 

times, direct patronage, to medical empirics, both by their use 
of nostrums, and their certificates in favor of the absurd preten- 
sions of these impostors. _ a | ) | 

‘The credulous, on these occasions, place themselves in the di- 

* lemma of bearinh testimony either toa miracle or to an impos- 
ture: to a miracle, if one particular agent, and it often of known | 

inertness or slight power, can cure all diseases, or even any one 

- disease in all its stages; to an imposture, if the alledged cures are 

not made, as experience shows that they are not. | 

But by no class are quack medicines and nostrums so largely 
| sold and distributed as by apothecaries, whose position towards _ 

physicians, although it may not amount to actual affinity, is such 

that it ought, at least to prevent them from entering into an actu- 

al, if not formally recognized, alliance with empirics of every 

grade and degree of pretension. | 

- Too frequently we meet with physicians who deem it a venial 

error, in ethics, to permit, and even to recommend, the use of a 

quack medicine or secret compound by their patients and friends. | 

They forget that their toleration implies, sanction of a recourse | 

by the people generally to unknown, doubttul and conjectural , 
fashions of medication; and that the credulous in this way soon.
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become the victims of an endless succession of empirics. ’ It must 
have been generally noticed, also, that they whose faith is strongest | 

| ‘in the most absurd pretensions of quackery, entertain the great- | 
est skepticism toward regular and philosophic medicine. , | 

_. Adverse alike to ethical propriety and to medical logic, are the - 
_ various popular delusions, which, like so many epidemics, have in, | 

_ ‘successive ages, excited the imagination with extravagant expect- 
ations of the cure of all diseases, and the prolongation of life be- 
yond its customary'limits, by means of a single substance. Al- 

_ though it is not in the power of physicians to prevent, or always | 
_ to arrest, these delusions in their progress, yet it is incumbeut on | 

_ them, from their superior knowledge and better opportunities, as 
well as from their elevated vocation, steadily refuse to extend to 
them. the slightest countenance, still less support. | : 

_ These delusions are sometimes manifested in the guise of 2 
‘new and infallible system of medical practice,—the faith in which 

among the excited believers, is usually in the inverse ratio of the 
amount of common sense evidence in its favor. Among the volun- 
teer missionaries for its dissemination, it is painful to see mem- 
bers of the sacred profession, who, above all others, ought to keep | 
aloof from vagaries of any description, and especially of those 
medical ones, which are allied to empirical imposture. | 
The plea of good intention ig not an adequate reason for the 
assumption of so grave a responsibility as the propagation of a 
theory and practice of medicine,fof the real foundation and nature | 
of which the mere medical amateur’ must necessarily, from his 

_ wantof opportunities for study, observation and careful compari- 
son be profoundly ignorant. oo | | 

_ In their relations with the sick, physicians are bound, by every | 
consideration of duty, to exercise the greatest kindness with the —- 
greatest circumspection ; so that, whilst they make every allow- / 
ance for impatience, irritation, and inconsistences of manner and 
speech of the sufferers, and do their utmost to soothe and tran- 
quilize, they shall, at the same time, elicit from them, and the 
persons in their confidence, a revelation of all the circumstances | 

. 6B
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connected with the probable origin of the diseases which they are 

| called upon to treat. Owing either:to-the confusion, and at tines 

obliquity of mind produced by the disease, or to considerations of 

false delicacy and shame, the truth is not always directly: reached 

on these occasions ; and hence the necessity of a careful and: mi- - 

nute investigation into both the physical and moral state of the — 
patient. i  e ® | ERE 

_Aphysician in attendance on fa case should avoid expensive — 

complications and tedious ceremonials, as being beneath the dig- 
: nity of true science, and embarrassing to. the patient and his famit 

| ly, whose troubles are already great. ua buys 0 Vea # ' 

In their intercourse with each other, physicians will best consult | 

and secure their own.self-respect and consideration from society in 
general, by a uniform courtesy and high-minded conduct toward 

their professional brethren. The confidence in his intellectual 

and moral worth, which each member of the profession is: ambir 
tious of obtaining for himself. among his. associates, ought to make 

him willing to place the game confidence in the worth. of others. 

 Veracity, so requisite in all the relations of life, is a jewel of 
inestimable value in.medical description and narrative, the lustté 
of which ought never to be tainted for a moment by even thé 

| breath of suspicion. Physiciansare peculiarly enjoined, by every 

consideration of honor, and of conscientious regard for. the health 

and lives of their fellow beings, not to advance any statement 

unsupported by positive facts, nor to hazard an opinion or hypothe: 
sis that is not the resultfof deliberate inquiry into.all the data and 
bearings of which the,subject is capable. Pe 8 

‘Hasty generalization, paradox and. fanciful conjectures, repu- 

diated at all times by sound logic, are open to the severest repre- _ 
hension, on the still higher grounds of humanity and morale.—. 

| Their tendency and practical operation cannot fail'to be eminent- _ 
| ly mischievous. a Soe ce eg ae 

. Among medical men associated together for the performance: of 

professional duties in public institutions, such as Medical: Colle- | 

ges, Hospitals and Dispensaries, there ought to exist not only



harmonious intercourse, but also a general harmony in doctrine 
and practice; so that{neither students nor patients shall be per-. 
plexed, nor the medical community mortified by contradictory 

views of the theory of disease, ifnot of the means of curing it.. , 

| The: right of free inquiry, common to all, does not imply the 
utterance of crude hypothesis, the use of figurative languagé, a 

straining after novelty for novelty’s sake and the involution of | 

old truths, for. temporary. effect and popularity by medical wri- | 

ters and teachers. If, therefore, they who are engaged in a com- 
mon cause, and for the furtherance of a common object, could 

make an offering of the extreme, the doubtful and the redundant, 

at the shrine of philosophical truth, the general harmony in medi- 

cal teaching, now desired, would be of easy attainment. . : 

_ It is not enough, however, that the members of the medical a 

| profession be zealous, well informed and self-denying, unless the | 

social principle be cultivated by their seeking frequent intercourse 
with each other, and cultivating reciprocally, friendly habits of 
acting in common. , a | | | 

By union alone can medical men hope to sustain the dignity 

and extend the usefulness of their profession. Among the chief 

means to bring about this desirable end, are frequent social meet- | 

ings and regularly organized societies ; a part of whose beneficial 

operation would be an agreement on a suitable standard of med- 

ical education, and a code of medical ethics. a . | 

Greatly increased influence, for the entire body of the profes- | 

sion, will be acquired by a union for the purposes of common bene 

efit and the general good ; while toits members, individually, will 

be insured a more pleasant and harmonious intercourse, one with 

another, and an avoidance of many heart-burnings and jealousies 
which originate in misconception, through misrepresentations on 

the part of individuals in general society, of each others disposi- | 

tion, motives and couduct. 

In vain will physicians appeal to the intelligence and elevated : 

feelings of the members of other professions, and of. the better 
part of society in general, unless they be true to themselves, by
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a close adherence to their duties, and by firmly, yet mildly, insist- 

) ing on their rights; and this not with a glimmering perception 
and faint avowal, but rather, with a full understanding and firm — - 

conviction. - 
Impressed with the nobleness of their vocation, as trustees of 

science, and almoners of benevolence and charity, physicians 

should use unceasing vigilance to prevent the introduction into — 
their body of those who have not been prepared by a suitable _ 
preparatory moral and intellectual training. | | 

No youth ought to be allowed to study medicine, whose capa- 

city, good conduct, and elementary knowledge are not equal, at 
least to the common standard of academical requirements. _ | 
Human life and human happiness must not be endangered by 

the incompetency of presumptuous pretenders: The greater the 

inherent difficulties of medicine, as a science, and the more mu-— 

merous the complications that embarrass its practice, the more __ 

necessary is it that there should be minds of a high order andtho- __ 
rough cultivation, to unravel its mysteries, and to deduce scien- | 

tific order from apparently empirical confusion. =~ oe 

We are under the strongest ethical obligations to preserve the 

character which has been awarded by the most learned men and 
best judges of human nature, to members of the medical profes- 

sion for general and extensive knowledge, great liberality and 
dignity of sentiment, and prompt effusions of beneficence. oe 

In order that we may continue to merit these praises, every _ 
physician within the circle of his acquaintance, should impress — | 
both fathers and sons with the range and variety of medical stu- 
dy, and with the necessity of those who desire to engage in it, 
possessing not only good preliminary knowledge, but likewise, 

some habits of regular and systematic thinking. oo 

If able teachers and writers, and profound inquirers, be still | 
_ called for to expound medical science, and to extend its domain 

of practical application and usefulness, they cannot be procured | 
by intuitive effort on their own part, nor by the exercise of the 

elective suffrage on the part of others. They must be the prow
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duct of a regular and comprehensive system—members of a large, 
class, from the great body of which they only differ by the force 
of fortuitous circumstances, that gives them temporary vantage | 
ground for the display of qualities and attainments common to | 
their brethren. | : | 

CHAPTER I. 7 . 

Of the Duties of Physicians to their Patients, and of the 
Obligations of Patients to their Physicians. | - 

ART. I—DUTIES OF PHYSICIANS TO THEIR PATIENTS. ° 

Section 1. A physician should not only be ever ready to obey 
the calls of the sick, but his mind ought also to be imbued with 
the greatness of his mission, and the responsibility he habitually 
incurs in its discharge. Those obligations are the more deep and - 
enduring, beeause there is no tribunal, other than his own con- 
science, to adjudge penalties for carelessness or neglect. Physi- 

_cians should, therefore, minister to the sick with due impressions 
of the importance of their office; reflecting that the ease, the 
health, and the lives of those committed to their charge, depend 
 ontheir skill, attention and fidelity. They should study, also, in 

- their deportment, so to unite tenderness with firmness, and conde-- 
scension with authority, as to inspire the minds of their patients = 
with gratitude, respect and confidence. __ en 7 a 

Sec. 2. Every case committed to the charge of a physician | | 
should be treated with attention, steadiness and humanity. Rea- 

_ sonable indulgence should be granted to the mental imbecility and 
caprices of the sick. Secrecy and delicacy, when required by 
peculiar circumstances, should be strictly observed, and the famil- 
iar and confidential intercourse to which physicians are admitted |
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in their professional visits, should be used with discretion, and 

with the most scrupulous regard to fidelity end honor. The obli. | 

gation of secrecy extends beyond the period of professional servi- 

| ces; none of the privacies of personal and domestic life, no in- 

: firmity of disposition or flaw of character observed during pro- 

fessional attendance, should ever be divulged by him, except when 

imperatively required to do so. The force and necessity of these 

obligations are indeed so great that professional men have, under 

-eertain circumstances, been protected in their observance of se- 

crecy by courts of justice. | | 

 * See. 3. Frequent visits to the sick are in general requisite, since 

they enable the physician to arrive ata more perfect knowledge 

of the disease—to meet promptly every change which may occur 

‘and also tend to preserve the confidence of the patient. But un- 

necessary visits are to be avoided, as they give useless anxiety to - 

the patient, tend to diminish the authority of the physician, and 

render him liable to be suspected of interested motives. _ | 

Sec. 4. A physician should not be forward to make gloomy 

| prognostications, because they savor of empiricism, by magnify- 

ing the importance of his services in the treatment or cure of the 

disease. But he should not fail, on proper occasions, to give to 

the friends of the patient timely notice of danger, when it really 

occurs; and even tothe patient himself, if absolutely necessary. 

This office however, is so peculiarly alarming, when executed by 

him, that it ought to be declined whenever it can be assigned to 

any other person of sufficient judgment and delicacy. For, the 

physician should be the minister of hope and comfort to the sick ;. 

that, by such cordials to the drooping spirit, he may smooth the 

bed of death, revive expiring life, and counteract the depressing 

| influence of those maladies which often disturb the tranquility of 

the most resigned, in their last moments, The life of a sick per- 

son can be shortened not only by the acts, but also by the words 

or manner of a physician. It is therefore a sacred duty to guard 

himself carefully in this respect, and to avoid all things which 

have a tendency to discourage the patient and to depress his spir- 

its. | 7
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Bec. 5.. A physician. ought not to abandon a patient because 

| the.case is deemed incurable ; for his attendance may continue to’ 
be highly useful to the patient,. ‘and comforting to the relatives 
around him, even in the last period of. a fatal malady, by allevia- | 
ting pain and other symptoms, and by soothing mental anguish, 
To decline attendance under such circumstances, would be sacrifi-: . 

| cing. to fanciful delicacy and mistaken: liberality that moral duty, | 
which is independent of and far superior to all pecuniary consid- 

eration, 4 re | | | 
See. 6. Consultations should be promoted in difficult or protract- 

ed cases, as they give rise to confidence, energy, and moreen- 
larged views in practice. © | Oo , 

Sec. 7. The opportunity which a physician not unfrequently 
enjoys of promoting and strengthening the good resolutions of his oO 
‘patients, suffering under the consequences of vicious conduct, | 
ought never to be neglected. His counsels, or even remonstran- - 
ees, will give satisfaction, not offence, if they be proffered with | 
politeness, and evince a genuine love of virtue, accompanied by | 
a sincere interest in the welfare of the person to whom they are , 
addressed. | a an 

| ART, IL—OBLIGATIONS OF PATIENTS TO THEIR PHYSICIANS. 

| . See. 1. The members of the medical profession, upon whom are 
enjoined the performance of so many important and arduous. du- 

_ ties toward the community, and who are required to make so 
many sacrifices of comfort, ease and health, for the welfare of 
those who avail themselves of their services, certainly have a. 
right to expect and require that their patients should entertain a 7 
just sense of the duties which they owe to their medical attends | 
amt ce et ) a 

Sec. 2. The first duty of a patient is, to select as his medical | 
adviser one who has received a regular professional education. 

_ In no trade or occupation do mankind rely on the skill of an un- 7 
taught artist; and in medicine, confessedly the. most intricate of. | the aclonces, the world ought not to suppose that knowledge is ine tive, ress .
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Sec. 3, Patients should prefer a physician whose habits of life, 

are regular, and who is not devoted to company, pleasure, or ‘to | 

any pursuit incompatible with his professional obligations. A 

patient should, also, confide the care of himself and family, as 
- much as possible, to one physician, for a medical man who has be: 

come acquainted with the peculiarities of constitution, habits and | 

predispositions of those he attends, is more likely to be successful 

in his treatment, than one who does not possess that knowledge. 

| A patient who has thus selected his physician should always ap- 

ply for advice in what may appear to him trivial cases, for the 

most fatal results often supervene on the slightest accidents. It 

is of still more importance that he should apply for assistance in | 

the forming stage of violent diseases; itis toa neglect of this 
| precept that medicine owes much of the uncertainty and imper- 

fection with which it has been reproached. a 

Sec. 4. Patients should faithfully and unreservedly communi- 

cate to their physician the supposed cause of their disease. This 
is the more important, as many diseases of a mental origin stimu- 
late those depending on external causes, and yet are only to be 
sured by administering to the mind diseased. A patient should’ 
never be afraid of thus making his physician his friend and advi- — 

ser; he should always bear in mind that a medical man is under 

the strongest obligations of secrecy. Even the female sex should — 
| never allow feelings of shame or delicacy to prevent their disclo- 

sing the seat, symptoms, and causes of complaint péeculiar to them. 

However commendable a modest reserve may be in the common 

occurrences of life, its strict observance in medicine is often 

attended with the most serious consequences, and a patient may : 
sink under a painful and loathsome disease, which might have 

been readily prevented, had timely intimation been given to the’ 

physician, ne - Oo 

‘Sec. 5. A patient should never weary his physician with a tedi-. | 

ous detail of events or matters not appertaining to his disease. 
| Even as relates to his actual symptoms, he will convey much more. 

_ real information by giving clear answers to interrogatories, than -
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by the most minute account of his own framing. Neither should 
he obtrude the details of hig business, nor the history of his fami- | Ly concerns. Oo : | 

See. 6. The obedience of a patient to the prescriptions of his physician should be prompt and implicit. He should never per- mit his own crude opinions as to their fitness, to influence his at- 
tention to. them. A failure in one particular may render an oth- 
-erwise judicious treatment, dangerous and even fatal. This re- mark is equally applicable to diet, drink and exercise. As pa- tients become convalescent they are very apt to suppose thatthe 
rules prescribed for them may be disregarded, and the conse- quence but too often isa relapse. Patients should never allow 
themselves to be persuaded to take any medicine whatever. that 
may be recommended to them by the selfconstituted doctors and 
doctresses, who are so frequently met with, and who pretend to | __- possess infallible remedies for the cure of every disease. How- 
ever simple some of their prescriptions may appear to be, it often happens that they are productive of much mischief, and in all cases they are injurious by contravening the plan of treatment | adopted by the physician. | 

See. 7. A patient should, if possible, avoid even the friendly | visit of a physician who is not attending him; and when he does receive them, he should never converse on the subject of hig dig- ease, as an observation may be made, without any intention of in- terference, which may destroy hig confidence in the coursé he ig pursuing, and induce him to neglect the directions prescribed to him. A patient should never send for a consulting physician with- out the express consent of his own medical attendant. It is of great importance that physicians should act in concert ; for, although their modes of treatment may be attended with equal success, ‘when employed singly, yet conjointly they are very likely to be productive of disastrous results, 
| - Sec. 8. When a patient wishes to dismiss his physician, justice and common courtesy require that he should declare hig reasons for so doing. So BO | 

T | |
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& Sec. 9. Patients should always, when practicable, send for their 

physician in the morning, before his usual hour of going out; for — 

by being early aware of the visits he has to pay, during the day, 

the physician is able to apportion his time in such a manner as to 

prevent an interference of engagements. Patients should also 

avoid calling on their medical adviser unnecessarily during the 

hours devoted to meals or sleep. They should always be in rea- » 

diness to receive the visits of their physician, as the detention of © 

a few minutes is often of serious inconvenience to him. | 

Sec. 10. A patient should, after his recovery, entertain a just 

and enduring sense of the value of the services rendered him by 

his physician: for these are of such a character, that no mere 

pecuniary acknowledgment can repay or cancel them. oo 

: CHAPTER II. | | 

Duties of Physicians to each other, and to the Profession at large. 

ART. L—DUTIES FOR THE SUPPORT OF PROFESSIONAL CHARACTER. 

Section 1. Every individual on entering the profession, as he be- 

comes thereby entitled to all its privileges and immunities, incurs 

an obligation to exert his best abilities to maintain its dignity 

| and honor, to exalt its standing. and to extend the bounds of its 

usefulness.. He should therefore observe strictly, such laws as 

“are instituted for the government of its members; should avoid 

all contumelious and sarcastic remarks relative to the faculty, as 

a body; and while, by unwearied diligence, he resorts to every 

honorable means of enriching the science, he should entertain a 

due respect for his seniors, who have, by their labors, brought it — 

to the elevated condition in which he finds it, |



. Bee. 2. There is no profession, from the members of which great- 
er purity of character and a higher standard of moral. excellence - 
are required, than the medical; and to attain such eminence, is : 
a daty every physician owes alike to his profession and to his pa- | 
tients. It is due to the latter, as, without it, he cannot command = 
their respect and confidence, and to both, because no scientific 
attainments can compenscte for the want of correct moral prin; 

_ Ciples. It is also incumbent upon the faculty to be temperate in : all things, for the practice of physic requires the unremitting ex- 7 _ ercise of a clear and vigorous understanding; and.onemergencies - for which no professional man should be unprepared, a steady - 
hand, an acute eye, and an unclouded head-may be essential to 

_ the well-being, and even to the life of a fellow-creature. oS 
Sec. 3. It is derogatory to the dignity of the profession to re- | 

_ sort to public advertisements, or private cards or hand-bills, invi- : 
ting the attention of individuals affected with particular diseases | 
publicly offering advice and medicine. to the poor, gratis, or 
promising radical cures; or to publish cases and operations in | the daily prints, or suffer such publications to be made—to invite 7 

_ laymen to be present at operations—to boast of cures and reme- 
dies—to adduce certificates of skill and success, or. to perform a 
any other similar acts. These are the ordinary practices of em- 
pirics, and are highly reprehensible in a regular physician, ' 

. See. 4. Equally derogatory to professional character ‘is it for'a - 
_ physician to hold a patent for any surgical instrument or medicine, 

or to dispense a secret nostrum, whether it be the composition or : 
exclusive property of himself or. of others. For, if such a nos- 
tram be of real efficacy, any concealment regarding it is inconsis- _ : 
‘tent with beneficence and professional liberality ; and if mystery | a 
alone give it value:and importance, such craft implies either dia. - 
graceful ignorance, or fraudulent avarice.’ It is also reprehensible = 
for physicians to give certificates attesting the efficacy of patent or _ 
‘secret medicines, or in any way to promote the use of them, oe 

ART. Il,——PROFESSIONAL SERVICES OF PHYSICIANS TO EACH OTHER, Oo 
Sec. 1. All practitioners of medicine, their wives, and their |
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children, while under the paternal are, are entitled to the gratui- 

tous services of any oné or more of the faculty residing near them 

whose assistance may be desired. A physician afflicted’ with dis- | 

ease is usually an incompetent judge of his own case ;, and the 

natural anxiety and solicitude which he experiences at the sick- 

ness of a wife ora child, or any one who by the ties of consan- 

guinity is rendered peculiarly dear to him, tend to obscure his 

judgment, and produce timidity and irresolution in his practice. 

Under such circumstances, medical men are peculiarly dependant 

. upon each other, and kind offices and professional aid should al- _ 

ways be cheerfully and gratuitously afforded.’ Visits ought not 

however, to be obtruded officiously ; as such unasked civility may 

give rise to, embarassment, or interfere with the choice on which 

confidence depends. But if a distant member of the faculty, whose 

circumstances are affluent, request attendance, and an honorarium 

be offered, itshould not’ be declined; for no pecuniary obligation — 

ought to be imposed which the party receiving it would wish not 

ART. W-OF THE DUTIES OF PHYSICIANS AS RESPECTS VICARIOUS OFFIOES. 

See. 1. The affairs of life, the pursuit of health, and. the vari- . 

ous acccidents and contingencies to which a medical man is pecu- 

liarly exposed, sometimes require, hin., temporarily, to withdraw 

from his duties to. his patients, and to request ‘some of. his profes- — 

sional brethren to officiate for him, . Compliance with. this;request ; 

is anact of courtesy, which should should always. be performed 

with the utmost consideration for the interest and character of the 

family physician, and. when exercised. for a short period, all: the 

| pecuniary obli gations for such service should -be awarded: to him. 

Butif a member of the profession nc glect his business in quest of 

pleasure gnd-amusemient, he cannot be considered as. entitled. to 

the advantages of the frequent and. long-continued ‘exercise. of — 

| this fraternal courtesy, without awarding to the physician who 

officiates the fees ‘arising from the discharge of his profession- 
al duties’ ere Boe eae i? Poe
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| | _In obstetrical and important surgical cases which give rise to “wtisual fatigue, ansiety and responsibility, it is just that the. fees accruing therefrom should be awarded to the physician who of. 

ART. IV.—OF THE. DUTIES OF PHYSICIANS IN REGARD TO CONSULTATIONS: 
| Sec.1. A regular medical education furnishes the only pre- 

‘sumptive evidence of professional abilities and acquirements, and’ : 
ought to be the only acknowledged right of an individual to the _ | exercise and honors-of hig profession. : Nevertheless, as in consul-: _ tations the good of the patient is the sole object:in view, and this is often dependent on personal confidence, no intelligent regular 
practitioner who has a license to practice from some medical board 
of known and acknowledged respectability, recognized: by this as- 
sociation, and who is in good moral and professional. standing in’ 

| the place in which he resides should be fastidiously excluded from | fellowshi D or his aid refused in consultation when it is _requested. | 
by the patient, But no one can be considered as. aregular prac- 
titioner, ora fit associate in consultation, whose practice is based 
on an exclusive dogma, to the rejection. of the accumulated. expe- 
rience of the profession, and of the. aids actually furnished by. anatomy, physiology, pathology, and organic chemistry, ey 

See. 2. In consultations no rivalship or jealousy should be in- dulged ; candor, probity, and all due respect should be exercised | toward the physician having charge of the case. OS 
See. 3. In consultations, the attending physician should be the 

first to propose the necessary questions to the sick; after which, 
| the consulting physician should have the opportunity to make 

~ gueh further inquiries of the patient as may be necessary to satis- 
fy him of the true character of the case. Both physicians should then 7 retire toa private place for deliberation ; and the one first in at- | _ tendance should communicate the directions agreed upon to the | patient or his friends, as well as any opinions which it may be 
thought proper to express. But no statement or discussion of it. | should take place before the patient or his friends, except in the | presence of all the faculty attending, and by their common con-
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sent; and no opinions or prognostications should be delivered, 

which are not the result of previous deliberation and concurrence. | 

Sec. 4. In consultations, the physician in attendance should 

deliver his opinion first; and when there are several consulting, 

they should deliver their opinions in the order in which they have _ 

been calledin. No decision, however, should restrain the attend- 

ing physician from making such variations in the mode of treat-. 

ment as any subsequent. unexpected change in the character of 

the case may demand. Butsuch variation and the reasons for it. 

ought to be carefully detailed at the next meeting in consultation. 

The same privilege belongs also to the consulting physician if he 

sg gent for in an emergency, when the regular attendant is out of 

the way, and similar explanations must be made by him at the 

| next consultation. ' : | 

Sec. 5. The utmost punctuality should be observed in the visits 7 

of Physicians when they are to hold consultations together 

and this is generally practicable,=for society has been con- 

siderate enough to allow the p'eaof a professional engagement to 

to take precedence of all others, and to be an ample reason for 

the relinquishment ®f any present occupation. But as profess- 

ional engagements may sometimes interfere and delay one of the 

parties, the physician who first arrives should wait for his associ- 

ates a reasonable period, after which the consultation should be 

considered as postponed to a new appointment. If it be the atten- 

ding physician who is present, he will of course see the patient. 

and prescribe; but if it be the consulting one, he should retire, 

except in case of emergency, or when he has been called from a 

considerable distance, in which latter case, he may examine the | 

patient, and give his opinion in writing, and under seal, to be de- 

livered to his associate. _ Ce | 

Sec, 6. In consultation, theoretical discussions should be avoid- 

| ed, as occasioning perplexity and loss of time. For there may 

be much diversity of opinion concerning speculative points, with 

| perfect agreement in those modes of practice which are founded 

not on hypothesis, but on experience and observation. =”
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See 7. All discussions in consultation should be held as secret, 
_ and confidential. Neither by words nor manner should any of 
the parties to a consultation assert or insinuate, that any part of 
the treatment pursued did not receive his assent. The responsi- a 
bility must be equally divided between the medical: attendants— | 
they must equally share the credit of success as well as the blame 

_ of failure. _ | oe 

‘Sec. 8. Should an irreconcilable diversity of opinion occur 
when several physicians are called upon to consult together, the 
opinion of the majority should be considered as decisive; but if | 
the numbers be equal on each side, then the decision should rest 
with the attending physician. It may, however, sometimes hap- 
pen that two physicians cannot agree in their views of the nature _ 

_ of a case, and the treatment to be pursued. This is a circumstance 
much to be deplored, and should always be avoided if possible, 

_ by mutual concessions, as far asthey can be justified by a consci- | 
_ entious regard for the dictates of judgment. But in the event of 

_ its occurrence, a third physisfan should, if practicable, be called 
to act as umpire, and if circumstances prevent the adoption of | 

_ this course, it must be left to the patient to select the physician in 
_ whom he is most willing to confide. But as every physician 

relies upon the rectitude of his judgment, he should when left in . 
the minority, politely and consistently retire from any further de- 

_ liberation in the consultation, or participation in the management 
of the case. 7 en 
Sec. 9. As circumstances sometimes occur to render a special 

consultation desirable, when the continued attendance of two 
physicians might be objectional to the patient, the member of the 
faculty whose assistance is required in such cases, should sedu- 
lously guard against all future unsolicited attendance. As such 
consultations require an extraordinary portion both of time and 

_ attention, at least a double honorarium may be expected. 

See. 10. A physician wko is called upon to consult, should ob- 
serve the most honorable and scrupulous regard for the character 
and standing of the practitioner in attendance; the practice of —
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the latter, if necessary, should be justified as far as it can be, con- 

sistently with a conscientious regard for truth,and no hint or insin- 

uation should be thrown out which could impair ‘the | confidence 

' reposed in him, or affect his reputation. The consulting physi- 

cian, should also carefully refrain from any of those extraordinary 

attentions or assiduities, which are too often practiced by the dis-. 

honest for the purpose of gaining applause, or ingratiating them- 

selves into the favor of families and individuals. OS 

ART. V.—DUTIES OF PHYSICIANS IN CASES OF INTERFERENCE. 

| Section 1. Medicine is a liberal profession, and those admitted 

| into its ranks should found their expectations of practice upon 

the extent of their qualifications, and not on intrigue or artifice. 

Sec. 2. A physician, in his intercourse with a patient under the 

care of another practioner, should observe the strictest caution and — 

reserve. No meddling inquiries should be made; no disingenuous: 

hints given relative to the nature and treatment of his disorder ; | 

. nor any course of conduct pursued that may directly or indirectly. 

tend to diminish the trust reposed in*the physician employed, : 

Sec, 3. The same circumspection and reserve should be observed, 

when from motives of business or friendship, a physician is’ 

prompted to visit an individual who is under the direction of an- 

other practitioner. Indeed such visits should be avoided, except _ 

under peculiar circumstances, and when they are made, no par- 

ticular inquiries should be instituted relative to the nature of the 

disease, or the remedies employed, but the topics of conversation 

should be as foreign to the case as circumstances will admit. | 

Sec. 4. A physician ought not to take charge of or prescribe for 

a, patient who has recently been under the care of another mem- | 

ber of the faculty in the same illness, except in cases of sudden 

emergency, or in consultation with the physician previously in 

attendance, or when the latter has relinquished the case or been 

regularly notified that his services are no longer desired. Under | 

such circumstances, no unjust and illiberal insinuations should 

be thrown out in relation to the conduct or practice previously 

pursued, which should be justified as far as candor, and regard



for truth and probity will permit; for it often happens that pa, 
"tients become dissatisfied when they do not experience immediaig’ 

relief, and, as many diseases are naturally protracted, the want. 
_ of success in the first stage of treatment, affords no evidence of 

a lack of professional knowledge andskill. = 
Sec. 5. When a physician'is called to an’ urgent case, becatise 

the family attendant is not at hand, he ought, unless his assist- 7 
ance in consultation be desired, to resign the care of the patient 
tothe latter on his arrival. oo = 

Sec. 6. It often happens, in cases of sudden illness, or of recent 

accidents and injuries, owing to the alarm and anxiety of friends, | 

that a number of physicians is simultaneously sent for. Under — 
these circumstances courtesy should assign the patlent to the first 

who arrives, who should select from those present any additional 
assistance that he may deem necessary. In all such cases, how- | 

ever, the practitioner who officiates, should request the family 
physician, if there be one, to be called, and, unless his farther at-. 
tendance be requested, should resign the case to the latter on his 

arrival. 

Sec. 7% When a physician is called to the patient of another _ 
practitioner, in consequence of the sickness or absence of the lat- | 

ter, he ought, on the return or recovery of the regular attendant | 
and with the consent of the patient, to surrender the case. 7 

See. 8. A physician, when visiting a sick person in the country : 

may be desired to see.a neighboring patient who is under the reg- 

ular direction of another physician, in consequence of some sud- 

den change or aggravation of symptoms. The conduct to be pur- | 

sued on such an occasion is to give advice adapted to present cir- 
cumstances ; to interfere no farther than is absolutely necessary 

with the general plan of treatment; to assume no future direc- 

tion, unless it be expressly desired; and, in this last case, to re- 

quest an immediate consultation with the practitioner previously 

employed. | - 

See. 9. A wealthy physician should not give advice gratis to the 

afiluent, because his dving so is an injury to his professional breth- 
8 |
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ren. The office of a physician can never be supported as an ex- 
_  clusively beneficent one ; and it is defrauding in some degree the 

common funds for its support, when fees are dispensed which __ 
might justly be claimed. , oo 

| Sec. 10. When a physician who has, been engaged to attend a 

| case of midwifery, is absent, and another is sent for, if delivery 

is accomplished during the attendance of the latter, he is entitled _ 
to the fee, but should resign the patient to the practioner first 

engaged. Oo OB : 

ART. VI.—OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PHYSICIANS. | 

| Sec. 1. Diversity of opiniou, and opposition of interest, may in 

the medical, as in other professions, sometimes occasion contro- 

versy and even contention. Whenever such cases unfortunately 

occur, and cannot be immediately terminated, they should be re- — 

ferred to the arbitration of a sufficient numberof physicians, or a 

court-medical. an - oe 

As peculiar reserve must be maintained by physicians toward 

| the public in regerd to professional matters, and as there exist 

numerous points in medical ethics and etiquette through which 

the feelings of medical men may be painfully assailed in their 

intercourse with each other, and which cannot be understood or 

appreciated by general society, neither the subject matter of such 

differences, nor the adjudication of the arbitrators should be made | 

public, as publicity in a case of this nature may be personally in- 
jurious to the individuals concerned, and can hardly fail to bring 

discredit on the faculty. | ) 

| ART. VIL.—OF PECUNIARY ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. _ | 

Sec. 1. Some general rules should be adopted by the faculty in 

every town or district, relative to pecuniary acknowledgments 

from their patients, and it should be deemed a point of honor | 

to adhere to these rules with as much uniformity as varying cir- 

 eumstances will admit. oO / |
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oo CHAPTER TIT. | - | 

Of the duties of the professionto the public, and of the obligations 7 
of the public to the profession. | 

\ ART, L—-DUTIES OF THE PROFESSION TO THE PUBLIO. 

Sec. 1. As good citizens, it is the duty of the physicians to be 
ever vigilant for the welfare of the community, and fo bear their a 

part in sustaining its institutions and burdens. They should also © 
be ever ready to give counsel to the. public in relation to matters | | 

especially appertaining to their profession, as on subjects of medi- 
cal police, public hygiene, and legal medicine. It is their pro- 

vince to enlighten the public in regard to quarantine regulations, 
the location, arrangement, and dietaries of hospitals, asylums, 
schools, prisons, and similar institutions—in relation to the medical _ 

police of towns, as drainage, ventilation, &c., and in regard to 
_ measures for the prevention of epidemic and contagious diseases ; | 

and when pestilence prevail it is their duty to face the danger and | 
continue their labors for the alleviation of the suffering, even at 
the jeopardy of their own lives. | | 

- See. 2. Medical men should also be always ready, when called 

on by the legally constituted authorities, to enlighten coroners’ 
inquests and courts of justice, on subjects strictly medical—such _ 
as involve questions relating to sanity, legitimacy, murder by 

poisons or other violent means, and in regard to the various other | 

subjects embraced in the science of medical jurisprudence. But 

in these cases, and especially where they are required to make a 

post mortem examination, it is just, in consequence of the time, | | 
labor, and skill required, and the responsibility and risk they in- 

cur, that the public should award them a proper honorarium. — 

See, 8. There is no profession, by the members of which eleemo- 
synary services are more liberally dispensed, than the medical, but 

justice requires that some limits should be placed to the perform- __ 
ance of such good offices. Poverty, professional brotherhood, __ 

and certain public duties referred to in Sec. 1, of this chapter, 
should always be recognizéd as presenting valid claims for gra-
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tuitous services, but neither institutions endowed by the public or 

rich individuals, societies for mutual benefit, for the insurance of 
lives or for analagous purposes, nor any profession or occupation, 

can be admitted\to possess such privilege. Nor can it be justly 
expected of physicians to furnish certificates ‘of inability to serve — 
on juries, to perform militia duty, or to testify to the state of 
health of persons wishing to insure their lives, obtain pensions, 
or the like, without.a pecuniary acknowledgement, But to indi, 
viduals in indigent circumstances, such professional services should 

always be cheerfully and freely accorded. 5 © 
Sec. 4, Itis the duty of physicians, who are frequent witnesses 

| of the enormities committed by quackery, and the injury to health. 
and even destruction of life, caused by the use of. quack medi- 

cines, to enlighten the public on these subjects, to expose the in- 
juries sustained by the unwary, from the devices and pretensions 
of artful empirics and impostors. Physicians ought to useallthe  - 
influence which they may possess, a8 professors in Colleges of 

Pharmacy, and by exercising their option in regard to the shops _ 
to which their prescription shall be sent, to discourage druggists 
and apothecaries from vending quack or secret. medicines, or from, | 

being in any way engaged in their manufacture andsale. 

a ART, Il. —OBLIGATIONS OF THE PUBLIC TO PHYSICIANS. © oe 

Sec. 1. The benefits accruing to the public, directly and indi- 

rectly, from the active and unwearied beneficence of the profes- 
sion, are so numerous and important, that physicians are justly’ 
entitled to the utmost consideration and respect from the com- 
munity. The public ought likewise to entertain a just apprecia- 
tion of medical qualifications, to make a proper discrimination. 

| between true science and the assumptions of ignorance and em- 
piricism, to afford every encouragement and facility for the acqui- 
sition of medical education, and no longer to allow the statute 
books to exhibit the anomaly of exacting knowledge from’ phy- 

| sicians, under liability to heavy penalties, and of making them 

obnoxious to punishment for resorting ‘to the only means of ob- 

taining it. | - Oo OO
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AN AOT ENTITLED AN ACT TO LEGALIZE THE STUDY OF ANATOMICAL AND 
ne ' SURGICAL ‘SOLENCH. Oo — - 

Lhe People of the State of Wisconsin, represented in Senate and 
Assembly, do enact as follows; = | ag, 

- Section 1. ‘It shall be lawful from and after the passage of 
this act, for the supervisors of any town or county, or the aldermen 
‘or board of health of any incorporated city or village in this state, 
or any of them, to deliver to any regularly educated and well- 
known physician, or person under his direction, on his application 
for the same, the dead body or bodies of such person or persons as , 
may be required to be buried at the public expense, said body or 
bodies to be used by said physician or hisagentfor the advancement 
of anatomical and surgical science, preference being in all cases 
given to the medical schools that are now or may hereafter be es- _ 

_ tablished by law in this state, and to such persons as are or may | 
be engaged in instruction in medical science; provided that said | 
remains shall not have been regularly interred, and shall not have 
been desired for interment by any relative or friend of said de- 

~ ceased persons within twenty-four (24) hours after death; provided, | 
also, that the remains of: no person, who may be known to have 
relatives or friends, shall be delivered or received without the con- 
sent of said relativés; and, provided that the remains of no tray- | 
eler who died suddenly without having an opportunity of making 
known who he was or from whence he came, nor of any person 
who shall have expressed a desire in his or her last illness that hig 

_ or her body may be interred, shall be delivered or received as afore- 
said, but shall be buried in the usual manner; and provided also, 
that in case the remains of any person so delivered or received a 
shall be ‘subsequently claimed by any surviving relative, they |
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shall-be given up to said relative or friend for interment; and it | 

| shall be the duty of the said physicians thus receiving said bodies © 

| as aforesaid, decently to bury in some cemetery the remains of _ 

all bodies after they shall have answered the purposes of study 

aforesaid; and for any neglect or violation of this provision of this 

act, the party so neglecting shall forfeit and pay a penalty of not 

less than twenty-five (25) nor more than fifty (50) dollars, to be — 

sued for and recovered by the health officers of said city or village, 

or town, for the benefit of their department. | 

Sec. 2. Every person who shall deliver up the remains of any 

deceased person in violation of or contrary to any or all of the 

provisions contained in the first section of this act, and every per- 

son who shall receive said remains, knowing the same to have _ 

been delivered contrary to any of the provisions of said section, 

| shall each and every of them be deemed guilty of a misdemean- 

| or. 7 | | OB 
See. 8. All former laws, so far as inconsistent with this act, are 

hereby repealed. oo _
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_ ss SPECIAL REPORT. : 

| OF THE : : 7 | 

Coumissioners of the Lunatic Asplum, 

IN ANSWER 10 A RESOLUTION, PASSED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THR | 

«STATE OF WISCONSIN, 

a JANUARY 19, 1855, | | 

a MADISON: | — BERIAH BROW, PRINTER, |
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To the Honorable the Assembly, of the State of Wisconsin: 

By direction of the Board of Commissioners of the Wisconsin, State 
Lunatic Asylum, I herewith lay before you their Report, asked for under a re- | 
solution passed by you, J anuary 19, 1855, together with accompanying papers. | 

| SO GEO. R, McLANE, | 
Sup. of Wis. State Lunatic Asylum. 

| Madison, January 22, 1855 |
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* >> SPECIAL REPORT. 

Are ye y , — | | / 

To the Assembly of the State of Wisconsin: — | Oe 

Ea resolution, passed by you, January the 19th, 1855, a copy of which 

directed to us, is in the words and figures following, to wit: ve 

ee a ASSEMBLY: Haus, 

oe Manpisoy, January 19, 1856. 

: To the Commissioners of the State Lunatic Asylum. : 7 a | 

..  & resolution, of which the following is a true copy, passed the Assembly 

this morning : | —— | 

Resolved, That the Board of Commissioners, appointed by the Governor, by 
virtue of an act, entitled“ An Act to provide for a State Lunatic Asylum,” ap- 

_ proved, March: 39, 1854, be requested to inform this House, at as early a day. ag 

possible, what, if any, contract has been entered into by them on the part.of 
the State, by virtue of Section 7, of aforesaid act, and if any contract has been 
made, transmit to this House a copy of the same, with all specifications con- | 
nected. therewith or alluded. to. in. such contract ; also, the number of bids on | 
proposals received before the letting of said contract ; the prices contained in 
each bid, the names of persons making such bids ; also, the estimated expense | 

_ ftecessary to complete and furnish the Asylum under the present contract, and! | 
that’ the Chief Clerk of this House, be instructed: to transmit to said Board. of : 

Commissioners a copy of this resolution. | . , Bn 

Attest: | a . DAVID ATWOOD, | 

| | os | _ Ghief Clerk Assembly.



6 | 

You request to be informed at as early a day as possible. 
First. What, if any, contract has been entered into by the Commissioners 

, on the part of the State, by virtue of Section 7, of the aforesaid act. — 

Second. That if any contract has been made, we transmit to you a copy of 

the same, with all specifications connected therewith or alluded to in such con-_ 

tract. eg : | 
Third. To be informed of the number of proposals received before the | 

letting of ‘said contract, the prices contained in each bid, and the names of per- 

sons making such bids. : | ; 

Fourth. To be informed of the estimated expense necessary to complete 
* and furnish the Asylum under the present contract, | | 

In reply to the first request, we would most respectfully refer you to our Re- 

port, made to the Honorable Legislature at its present session, by reading which 
you will be fully informed on that subject. | | | 

In compliance with the second, we herewith transmit to you a copy of the a 

contract, with the written specifications connected therewith. | 

Also, in compliance with the third, we herewith send you a copy of all the 

proposa's received by us before the letting of said contract, in which proposals 

is specified the price for materials and work. a a | 

And in answer to so much of the fourth, as rclates to the expense necessary 

to complete said Asylum, we would again refer you io our said Report.. And 

as to the expense necessary to furnish the Asylum, the Commissioners have not 

| had that matter under consideration, and therefore, cannot at this time give you 

an estimate of the cost with any certainly of accuracy, a | 

We have in our office plans and drawings of the Asylum, which are made a : 

part of the aforesaid contract, but we do not herewith submit copies thereof, - 

‘for the reason that it would involve the expenditure of about four hundred dol- 

| lars, which we deem a useless outlay, inasmuch as we heretofore have stated to 

the Legislature, that the said plans and drawings are open to inspection atthe 

office of the Asylum, and accessible to all ; but if the Assembly upon ma: 

ture reflection, considers that the public interest demands a copy of these 

drawingsand plans, the Commissioners will procure the same as soon as possible. 
The Commissioners at the time of entering into the contract aforesaid, 

thought proper to request of the contractor a bond with sureties, to secure the 
performance of his agreements, with which request he promptly complied ; | 

and a copy of said bond is also herewith submitted to you. . Soe | 
| - ALDEN S. SANBORN, oy , 

— - §AM. G. BUGH, | | _ 
Madison, January 22, 1855. Comm’rs of Wis. State Lunatic Asylum,



a "proposal, ve 

To the Governor and Commissioners of the State Lunatic Asylum, 

Gents :—I hereby propose to do all the work and furnish the materials | 

for the’State Lunatic Asylum, to be contracted at Madison, according to the a 

: plan and specifications exhibited by you, and agree to build the main building’ 

and two longitudinal and two transverse wings in the year 1855, and the re- 

‘mainder of the building whenever the Board of Commissioners or Legislature 

consider it necessary ; and I will give satisfactory security to any amount you | 

may require, to secure the completion of the work according to contract : the 

State to pay 80 per cent. of the work as it progresses, at the end of each and : 

‘every thirty days, and the balance of twenty per cent. when the work is com- 

pleted ; and I further agree to commence the work immediately, and to drive 

it until completed, provided I?am paid according to contract at the following : 

| rates, viz : | : oe : SO | 

‘Por allexcavation necessary,and depositing thesame = a 

ag required by the Commissioners or Superin- ne | 

 tendent, oe vt , >. 85cts per cubic yard. 

For‘all rock excavation | $1,50 do. 

For all rabble or rough masonry, such as cellar walls, 

partition walls, and the outer walls of building, 3,60 per perch. 

For all cut stone masonry oo | — 16,50 do 

do brickinwork © = |. -».__ 12,50'per thouvand. 

do east ironin work _ 12 cts. per pound. 

do wrought iron in work nn -- 16 ets. do °° 

‘do locks used in building / 2,50 each, 7 

do bolts — do a 4 125 each, | 

. * -do serews do | 2,00 per gross, 

do putts do ) 3,00 per doz. pair. | 

do nails do | oe ° 7 cts. per pound. — 

Ao pine lumber, used in building, — | 34,75 per thousand. 

| do oaklumber do 22,50 do 

_. Lathing in work complete : | 28 cts per yard. | 

Grogs tin, leaded and painted on both sides, laid on - 

roof OO | ae QB ets per foot.) 

— Bor all 4in. tin conductors put up | 95: do So fo 

| do 12in.tinflues = == ts 7 60 deo oe



Plastering, two coats, brown, and one coat. hard finish, 28 cts per yard. 
Fancy and hydraulic cement plastering =  -87e do 
Rough casting and pencilling exterior with composi- : : 

| tion of washed sand and tallow, and finishing the Td 
samegood . oe 450 do | 

For speaking tubes of tin in work - 25 cts perfoot, 
Painting according to specifications, main building, 1,000,00 | Oo 
do do = = — do for each longi- — a | 

_. tudinal and each transversewing, 9 666,66 CS 
For all glass used in said building in work | 9,50 per box. - 
Joiner work on main building, as specified, ; 7,495,00 = | 
Goiner:-work on each longitudinal and transverse wing 4,995,00 , - | 
Extra items not included in the above schedule that oe a 

. maay, be necessary: on main. building, 180000 .* 0. 
Extra items, on each. longitudinal and transverse a | | 

wing : - 1,200,00 ae 
| The above materials to be of excellent quality and the work. to be done: in.a 

' substantial and workmanlike manner, . | 7 — 
: Respectfully submitted, - oo 

: a _ . ANDREW PROUDFIT. — - 
Wauvrun, October 18,1854. © ° | oo : Be 

ss KRTICLE OF AGREEMENT. —ti«C 
Article of agreement made and concluded this sixteenth day of November, 

in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred. and fifty-four, between : 
| Andrew Proudfit of the county of Waukésha, in the State of Wisconsin, of the | 

iret part, and David 8. Vittum, Samuel G. Bugh and Alden S. Sanborn, com- 
 missioners-of the Wisconsin State Lunatic Asylum of the second part, whereof 
it is: covenanted and agreed as follows: That the said Andrew Proudfit here- | 
by contracts, covenants and agrees to furnish all the materials whichshall beof 
a sound and good quality, and perform all the labor necessary to. construct. and 
finish, in every respect, in a good and substantial and workmanlike manner, | 
“The Wisconsin State Lunatic Asylum,” on the terms and for the price set | 
forth and stated in his proposal hereunto annexed ; the said work to be executed 
‘and conform in all respects to the annexed specifications, and the plans. now im 
the posseasion of the said commissioners, and to be completed as follows: - |



The main building and two longitudinal and two transverse wings on or be- 
__ fore the first day of January one thousand eight hundred and fifty-six ; two : 

~ more longitudinal and two more transverse wings. on or before the first day of 

January one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven ; and two more longitu- | 
dinal'and‘two more transverse wings whenever the commissioners sal! direct, — | 

giving one years time to do said last:mentioned work after notice given to said 

Andrew Proudfit. , a | 

- And it is further agreed that the building contracted to be built shall during 

its-ersetion be undertlie inspection: of the superintendent of said asylum and 

_ the commissioners thereof. - | oo | . 

" And it is further-agreed on the part of said‘commissioners that monthly: esti+ | 

| mates shall’ be made; either by them orsomeé one to be appointed by them. and’ 

that upon said: monthly: estimate of materials furnished and work done, the 

| State shall pay to the contractor, Andrew Proudfit, eighty per cent. on the | | 

_ abtount-of work done and! materials furnished. _ co oe 

— *  xnd-it-is further agreed that within. thirty days after the said building shall 

We-eompleted:according to: the terms-and conditions of this contract and the == = 

specifications hereunto ‘attached, and. accepted by the: said commissionets, the 

State of Wisconsin shill ‘pay tothe said Andrew Proudfit the sum which, ace 

_ eording to:the terms ofthis contract, shall remain unpaid: after: deducting all’ 

previous payments. * ce o 
And it is further understood and agreed by and between the parties to this 

contract that the work about said building shall be measured including open- 

ings a 
a ne i ANDREW PROUDFIT, [sear] 
re -D.S. VITTUM, — fseauy 
oe oO ALDEN S.SANBORN, [sear] | 

ee | SAM. G. BUGH. [seaL.]o 

Sealed, signed and delivered in presence of Geo. R. McLane. HE, M. Hunter as | 

to thesignature of S. G. Bugh. : - . 

oe . :
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: SPECIFICATION’ 5 | 

Of work and materials to be used in the erection of the Wisconsin State 

_ Lunatic Asylum. : | Se , 

a | ss DESCRIPTION, OC 

The buildings are composed of a centre 65 feet by 120, and on each side are 

three ‘longitudinal and three transverse wings. The centre building is four - 

stories high. The first story, 12, second 15, third 13, and the fourth 11 feet, 

_ each in the clear of the floor and ceilings. The longitudinal wings are three 

stories high, each 12 feet in the clear ; the transverse wings have an addi-— | 

_ tional story, which is 7 feet high at the eaves, but extends up into the roof to 
the height of 10 feet, and is finished to the collar beams. ; a cellar is through- 

out the whole extent, and is 8 feet deep in the clear of floor and lower edge * 

of joists. On the centre building is a dome, intended to receive the water a 

tanks¢ and on each transverse wing is a dome ot smaller dimensions or cupola, 

mtended as ventilators for the flues and ducts throughout the building.’ For 

the interior arrangements and other particulars, reference is to be had to the 

plans, when all are figured and fully explained. Pe 

| a ae _ EXCAVATIONS. | , _ | 

The cellar will be excavated throughout the whole extent of the building, . 

and to measure § feet in the clear of floor and lower edge of joists, when fin~- 

Ashed. Foundation trenches will be dug for the outer walls ; centre building — 

18 inches, wings 12 inches, and for all the partition walls 6 inches, below the = 
level of the floor of the cellar ; all. earth from the excavations will be leveled 

and graded around the building. The foundations will all be sunk deeperthan 
the above specifications, if necessary to procure an approved foundation. All * 

_ rubbish will be removed from the building and cellar, and the floor of the cellar 

_ prepared for grouting and paving. _ - | - | 

oe CUT STONE. | oe , 

A base of hammer dressed stone will extend around the whole building, 8 

inches wide, which will form the cills of :the cellar windows, and will project oe 

| 2 1-2 inches from the face of the wall, with a wash on the same at the open- 

ing of the cellor windows, they will be 9 inches thick on the top: the outside : 

door sills and steps of front and back main entrances, and all the window aills
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will be of cut stone ; likewise the rustic groins of the centre building, up to 
the level of the second floor, and the rustic blocks around the windows of the 
first story centre building ; the stone must be of the best that can be procured 
in the vicinity, and all excepting the base, smoothly dressed, and all firmly and 7 
solidly set, and where necessary well strapped with iron into the masonry ; 12 . 
stone sills will likewise be required at the doors of the cross corridor entrances, 
12 inches broad on the top. and 6 inches thick ; all the bath rooms and water 
Closets in the wings, and drying rooms, and kitchen floors, will be laid with clay : 

: tiling or stone flagging, well bedded in cement, the cross passage between the 
- corridors will be done in like manner, | a | a | 

| | | MASONRY. 7 : 

All the exterior walls will be built of quarry building stones, laid 
: on their broadest beds, and the foundation stones broad and flat, and 

| solidly bedded in mortar. Those of the’ cellar centre building will be: 
feet thick, and wings 2 feet, with footings of 6 inches projecting from each | 
face of the same; the walls of the centre building, up to the level of the second 
floor will be 2 feet 6 inches, from that line up to the level of the third floor 2 

_ feet 3 inches, thence up to the fourth. floor 2 feet, and upwards 22 inches, in 
. ‘the tympanum the wall will be 18 inches; from the cellar walls up to the level. 

| of the third floor in the wings will be 20 inches, and ‘the remainder 18 inches; 
: all the partition walls will be built of brick. In the centre building up to the | | 

line of the first floor, all the eorridor walls will be 22 inches thick, all the others 
| and.allon the wings excepting those in the crossings between the corridors, will 

be 18 inches; the cross partitions of the centre building, and the walls of the - 
~ eross corridors will be 13 inches, and all others on the wings will be 9 inches, | 

as, also, the corridor walls above the ceiling of the third floor; the cross passages 

between the corridors will be arched, and made thoroughly fire proof; the heads , 

of all the openings throughout the cellar will be arched, likewise the heads of 
the cellar windows and cellar doors, and arching likewise will be required where. 

_ the partition wall commences over an opening, All openings intended for cold 

and hot air, flues, gas, ventilators, d&c., will will be made according to the plans, 

_ and where directed by the superintendent during the progress of the work, 

| All flues to be well and thoroughly parquetted. All the masonry, including 

the brick work, to be done in the best and most substantiel manner ; the brick | 

to be good, and the stone to be well selected. The mortar to be composed of 
| clean sharp sand, and fresh wood burned lime, in such proportions as will en- : 

gure an approved cemeut. Iron bars 1-4 by 21-2 inches will be required in
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the: cellar for the support of the flues at starting; and anchors. from the: joists | 

into the: walls, and. iron rods with screw backs, for the: support of some of: the | 

partition walls, and.all other iron rods and. bars required: in the construction of . 

| the:above, must be inserted in: the same. Oo 

| CAST IRON AND WROUGHT IRON WORK. | a 

~All the outside windows throughout. the. whole building, excepting those 

' opening fiom the corridors, will have a neat wrought. iron guard,. to extend 

within 5 inches of the top and bottom of the.lower sash, securely fastened on 

the outside of each, and all the upper sash of the dormitories, bath rooms and | 

water closets, will be made of cast iron, securely fastened to a frame of wood. | 

Wrought iron guards will be made forall the windows in the corridors, 8@- 

eured on the inside across the same, with doors of stout wire in. each, to’ be. 

hinged. and secured with: bolts.and lock 5: likewise at the foot. azd head of . 

stairs, will be doors of the same. kind made, and securely hung and fastened 

with locks and bolts. Wrought iron: bearers, with cast iron risers,, will ‘be made 

for-all the stairsin the wings, and likewise in the centre building,-the flight 

leading from the first story into the second; this flight will have iron balusters | 

and hand rail, and will be entirely of that material, excepting wooden tread = 

secured: upon the iron bearers and: risers, open cast: iron guards. will. be made | 

| and: walled in the cellar windows, but:in four: of. each longitudinal: wing, they: | 

will be. hung-and secured with bolts: 1 1-2. inch: iron roda with screw backs = 

riveted on the ends, will be required wherever a partition: wall is started over am 

opening above 10 feet space, to support the brick work. of. the same; an. irom 

frame and door will be made and hung at each. end of the cross corridors, and 

, secured with strong locks and bolts, and a complete set of iron safe. doors. for . | 

-. the centre building; wickets about 8 inches square will be made and inserted 

‘in all the dormitory doors, with suitable locks on the same. The balconies: in | 

| the cemre building will be of iron, excepting the joists, rafters and roof, and all 

.  in-aceordance with the elevation. 1 1-4 inch iron rods will be required. for : 

the framing of the trussed girders, and bolts for the same, and for the domes; _ 

anchors for the. joists, eyes for the cellar doors opening into the air chamber, 

_ jumb serews for all the dormitory door frames, stubs, screws and.every thing 

: else necessary to complete the building, | 

a LUMBER, HARDWARE AND CARPENTER WORK. - 

All the flooring joists in the centre building and transverse wings will be 

| 84:12: inches, and in the longitudinal wings 3% 8 inches, ceiling joists of 4
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___ Tongitudinal wings :2 8 inches, ceiling joists of centre building 3. 10-inches 
and ceiling joists of: collar-beams over the rooms in the.trangverse wings will be 

24 10 inches, and all placed 16 inches -between centres; all joists over 12 feet 

_ to-be backed, and all leveled up straight across the ends, and blocked up with 

| hard dry blocking. In-all framing tor-stair-ways the trimmers will be double 

and pinned together; all requisite framing to be attended to for flues, dumb- | 
_ waiters, water closets, d&c.; the common rafters on the longitudinal wings will be : 

3 6 inches, and will be placed 20 inches between centres, secured on wall- _ 

plates on the corridor walls, and tied together with collar-beams of inch board 

nailed across them; on the back part of the transverse wings the roof, will be 

hipped, and the front part as shown in the elevation. Strong collar beams will | 

-be required both front and back of 2 10 inch plank to form the ceiling of the 
fourth stories; in the centre building over the chapel will be required three sin- 

gle trissed girders to support the roof over the same; they will be laid cross- — 

_ wise the room; the ceiling joists will be secured between by eleating the girders : 

| and notching the ends of the joists on them; the rafters will be placed across 
| the girders,‘and raising pieces secured on the top of :the ceiling joists in the usual | 

. manner; the tie-beam or lower piece of ‘timber of the girders will be 5.12 

- dnches; braces and level :plates 5 « 5, with centre 14 inch iron rods, with stout 

plates well riveted.on one end and double nuts on the other. Over the other 

| portion of the centrdbuilding the:ceiling joist will be laid across the :walls:in 
_sthe usual manner, .on wall plates, and the rafters will bear upon the raising 

| ‘pieces, and the-corridor walls, which will ‘be carried up to the:roof; these rafters. | 

will:all be 3° 8 inch joists, and placed.20 inches between centres; direetly:un- 

- -der the dome will be laid 4 14 inch joists, 12-inches. between centres, cover- 

ing a-space not less than 40 feet-square; this floor of joists is to receive the wa- 

. :ter tanks and likewise the'sills of the dome, which will be a circular rim 4-10 

-inches; posts:4 * 9:tapered up to 4 5; :plates, ties an’! braces 4 * 5-incles, and | 

‘the upper ‘floor of joist will be 3: 10, ceiling 3 »'8, and the ribs will be made 

with 36 seantling (chord), are’of :plank: well secured and braced to the same, 

a The smaller domes and ventilators will be made in the same manner, with posts 

| 38.« 6 tapered up to 3 4; the base of the dome and roof will be boarded from 

-‘tinning, and all other parts will be made in accordance with the elevation - all 
| other external finish will be in accordance with the elevation, viz : eaves: and, . 

| cornice, front dressings of the windows of the second story, of the transverse . ' 

wings, the pediment heads of which will be of wood ; front door-ways and win- 

| dows of centre building balconies, de. All partitions not of brick will be 4x4 |
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inch studding, 16 inches between centres, all the joists will have strips of 1x24 

inch, well nailed on them to receive rough boarding for deafening of sound ; | 

and the boarding will be kept 2 inches below the top of the joists, where the 

floors are intended to be flagged, the joista will be leveled two inches lower than 

the others, and in such cases the rough boarding may be nailed on the top of © 

' the joists. Oo - | | 

| : a FLOORS. 7 

Planed and grooved flooring 5-4 thick of oak or yellow pine will be laid 
and well nailed to the joists, and the joints shot throughout the building ex: 

cepting where the floors are flagged, including balconies. The main entrance 

outside door frame will be a large beaded jam, secured against the stone jam of 

the same, and the back door frames will be of 3x6 inch scantling (these last 

mentioned are those on the stairways of the wings.) 7 | 

| | WINDOW FRAMES. | | | 

All the window frames will be made plank front, or casing with moulding on 

the front, and all double wing with ‘the best axle pullies cord and weights, : 

excepting on the dormstories, where they will be hung single, and in the corri- 

dors where they will be hung with hinges, and these will be secured with bolts, 

| top, bottom and middle, those of the dormitories will be secret hung ; thesash 

will all be 1 34 inches thick in the centre building andransverse wings, they — 

will be made 12 lights in the usual manner excepting those opening down to 

the floor where they will be 15, and those in the dormitory will be made & a 

lights wide, each 5 1-2 inches and 4 high. st and 2nd stories 18, inches, 

and 8d 16 inches, the others will be marked on the ground plans, 4 windows. | 

in every ward will have a wire frame made and hung on the inside of the win- 7 

dows, likewise in all of the dormitories for noisy patients will be the same but 

: of stouter and stronger materials and all secured with locks and bolts, all win- 

dows opening out on the balconies will extend to the floor, and the lower sash 

will be made to fly up into the head, one light. Oo 

STAIRS, 7 —— | | 

| All the wood work of the stairs will be required to be put up, viz: inthe. 

wings a newel will be made of 1 1-2 inch plank, planed and grooved together | 

‘which forms a square truok or box, and which will be arranged for a ventila- 

| tor for the corridor and will connect with the corridor above and below the 

stairs viz ; at the floor and ceiling, around this shaft the steps will be secured, 

being let into it and likewise secured on the sron bearers, which will be put up:
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| distinct and separate from the shaft, ihe other end of the steps and. landings : 
will -be skirted in the usual manner, all to be prepared for finishing without 

| plastering on the under side. The main flight first story will require the steps 
to be secured to the risers and bearers, and trim and finish around the flooron 
the second story and also to secure the newels on the first. The other stairs 
will be all of wood, and continued bend rail, and all the steps to be of oak 
6-4 thick, there to be tongued and blocked together, and let into the wall 
‘string and built upon four carriages of 3 inch posts, the hand rail to be 2 1-2x 

' 41-2, the balusters of 2 1-2 inch square at the base and the newels 8 inches, 
all of oak, and the two latter neatly turned, and the whole put up in a com- | 
plete and substantial manner, stairs will be continued to the cellar where they 
are marked on the plans, and dane in the usual manner, likewise stairs will be | 
continued up to the fourth story wings in the same manner as the others in the 

_ ‘wings, but all of wood, also stairs will be continued up to the dome and will be | 
enclosed within a partition of boards planed and grooved, a grooved floor will | 
be laid around the tank, and likewise up into the dome. The dormitory door 
frames will be made of 4x6 inch scantling, and on the corridor side a mould- a 
ing 2 inches wide will cover the joint of plastering, they will be made with an 
opening of five inches wide over the door, and well secured into the 'walls by | 
jamb screws and stubs at the bottom, all the other room doors will be jamb 
eased with two inch plank rebated, and all over 14’ inches wide, framed, head 
and butt in imitation of the doors, closet doorways will be jamb cased, with 14 =~ 
inch plank, the windows in the front half of the centre building, Ist. 2d and ; 
8d stories will be jamb cased for inside shutters with back and jambs continued : 
to the floor and panelled soffits, this panelling will all be flat with edges of stiles 

| and rails slightly bevelled. | 

> The dressings around the doors of the parlors and dining rooms in the wings 
will be an arehitrave 6 inches wide, first and third, centre building 7 inches, 
and in the second 9 inches, all two inches thick’ on the back edge ; thisincludes 

_ the windows, likewise in the Ist, 2nd and 8rd. stories, front half of the centre. 
building, all the window jambs of the remainder being plastered ; the windows | 
intended for inside shutters will be finished with sills and fascia in the usual 
“manner, and all the others will have a sill of 2 inch plank with a neat fascia un- 7 
der the same. The wash-boards in the corridors will be 6 inches wide, the top 

| edge slightly bevelled ; the skirtings of the stairs in the wings will be done in 
_ the same manner ; this style of wash-board will be put up in the 4th stories of — the wings and 4th story centre building; in the. parlors and dining rooms of.
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the wings the wash-boards will be 8 inches and moulding on top, and the skirt- 

ing of the main stairways finished to match. The main entrance doors will ‘be 

made in pairs in two thicknesses ot 14 inch plank, secured together and mould- 

ed on the front side, hung with 5x5 inch butts, and secured with 8 inch up- | 

right mortice locks and iron flush bolts. All the dormitory, parlor and dining- 

room and cross passage doors will be 14 inches thick, and excepting those in | 

the noisy patients, made bead and butt on both sides, hung with 4x4 inch butts 

and seeured with 44 inch mortice locks; ‘the noisy patients dormitories doors 

will be made in two thicknesses of inch grooved boards made crosswise and put 

‘together with wrought nails and hung and secured in the same manner as the 

others. In all the dormitory doors will be an iron wicket inserted with a spring | 

lock on each (described under'the head of irén work)’; sash doors will be made 

‘and hung in the partition wall between the associated dormitories and the attend- 

ants rooms with locks same as dormitory doors. All the closets, clothes’ hop- | 

pers, dumb-waiters and bath-room doors will be made the same as those of the 

dormitories and. 14 inches thick, hung with 84 inch butts, and secured in the 

same manner ; the doors also in the 4th story of the wings, also the doors in 

a the first and third story of the centre building, but in thickness they will ‘be | 

- two inches ; the doors in the second story centre building will be panélled the 
same, but made in two thicknesses of 1} inches, secured together, hung with 

5x5 inch butts and seeured with 5 inch mortise locks; the 4th story centre 

building: room doors will be 14 inches, closets 1}, hung and secured same. a8 | 

‘bathroom doors ; all the doors excepting the closet, bath-room and. sd and | 

Ath stories centre building will ‘have three hinges on each door. SO 

_ INSIDE SHUTTERS, = poe, , 

All the windows in the centre building will have inside shutters, one-inch 
thick, in four folds, bead and butt on one side, flat panel on the-other, and styles | 

and rails slightly bevelled, to be hung with back fiaps and secured with hooks 

jn the usual manner; all excepting those of the 4th story to be cut at the meet- 

ing rail, and in the Ist, 2nd and 3rd stories front they will fold into boxes,and 
: where the walls are thicker than required to secure the shutters the,j abs will 

‘be widened to meet them, all the others will open against -the jambs withaut , 
‘boxes ; the inside shutters will be square headed in all the frames ; clothes hap- 

| pers will be made where marked on the plans, enclosed by doors on-every story; 

a horizontal shaft for ventilation will be made .of planed and grooved . boards 

over the corridors: of the wings, which will connect with.the ventilators-on.the - 

roof ; all the brick ‘Ques and likewise the shaft through stairs will be made to
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-— @itipty hitG the same; paiticular dire will Be takeli to have Th air igs “HS 
oF dha Sehitee building Will Bé‘led by ducts up into the donie ‘atave the MBER 

___ the sane, hide smooth on the ingide atid perfectly air tight’. 

. ne | closnrs. - | 7 _ - Bo | 

- All the: closets will be made. where marked on the plans, and fitted wp with 

_ shelves; and, where ‘needed, pin rails and clothes pins of the most approved : 
_ kind; and in the dining rooms and those for kitchen purposés; the shelved 
__-will’be made moveable for cleansing. 

| ee |  DUMBWAITERS OO : 

Z Will be made ef the most approved kind, to - be hung with weights, | | | 
_ and, in addition, a windlass will he required to work from below; where re-- 

quired, the dumb waiters will be enclosed with doors, which come under thé 
| denomination of closet doors, and will be made the same. Allthe dumb waite. 

erg operate from the cellar upwards, - eS | 7 

1 Ags ‘ chedein Ef cos, : - S ‘ SpE, | ~ 

| BO WATER CLOSETS — a 

| ‘Willall be made where marked, and will require a seat hinged, to operate in, | 

connection with the plumbing, Each noisy patient’s dormitory will be fitted = 
up with one where marked on the plan. ‘The water.closet intended forthe = 

_ physician’s family, will be enclosed, with riser, in the usual mannér of dwelliig ~ 

o liouses). a wo oo, og, ot | 

. we ce - ‘Bat Rooks. Bt . | 

All the wood work requiréd in the securing of the tubs and other matters, 
will be attended to by the carpenters. Frames for wire will be made and | 
hung on the inside of the windows of | all the dormitories of noisy patients, 

and to four in each of the other wards, and secured with a spring lock and 

bolt | | — re 

| The chapel will be fitted up with comfortable pews without doors, with | 

screll backs. A platform will be raised three risers, and a neat pulpit or desk 

~All the lock taust bé off a siipéridn’ kind) and édse-tiarddiigas ald Ne BB 
madé ‘80 that the keys of oné wiiig cannot possibly open the Tocks of the other? 

aid it alditioit fo the fol di thé dorktitaiy, Wil Be'wwo‘eiNl HfudtrbdlP SRE 
eh Gorridod’ ‘idé of the’ déck, ahd the’ docks’ will atl'Be Winged td” of Sat! :



- wards into the corridor. ‘The carpenter will be required to put up, all iron — 

guards and inside iron frames, and doors or-grates in:the same, secure all the _ 

anchors on the joists, and attend to setting the iron window guards of the cel- 

lar. All lintels must be placed upon their edges, and. to suit the thickness of 

the walls, and none less than eight inches deep for the deors, and six inches for 

| the windows. All requisite bond timbers and wooden brick to . be cut for the | 

brick layer, and attention paid to setting the same; also, to setting all window 
frames, door frames, &e. oe re! 

‘ | WASH BOARDS. os oe : - : OO 

| The wash boards in the centre building, first and third stories, will be ten 

inches wide, including a sub-base of two and a half inches; in the second 
Story it will be twelve inches, likewise including a sub-base, and mouldings on 

ihe top of each. All the joists will be of pine, and the first floor, free from 

sap, and all the lumber to be thoroughly seasoned, and of the best quality, for 

the different kinds ef work, and the work to be done in the best and miost'sub=: 

stantial manner. All hardware must likewise be of the best quality; also 

| smith work, including every thing in both branches requisite to complete the _ 
carpentry ina workmanlike manner. | | ee ee , 

| . a: Oo a TIN WORK. , o, fe et 

The whole building, including domes, ventilators and balconies, will, be cov- 

ered with the best cross leaded roofing tin, put on standing grooves, and well : 

cleated to the boards, painted on both sides, the upper side two coats, the first 

| coat to be red lead; all the gutters will-be properly formed in the roof, and a 

sufficient number of four inch tin conductors to be put up to convey the water 

to the ground, and spout stones to be provided for the same, The whole of 
the base of the domes will be covered, commencing with the roof, in a com- 

plete and satisfactory manner; tin flues, 12 inches in diameter, will be required 
for dust conductors, with flanges and doors of iron made and hung in the 
crogs corridors of each story of wings, as shown in the plan. Le | 

| | eS PLASTERING, 0 

All the interior walls, partitions and ceilings above the first floor will be, plas- . 

| tered with two coats of brown mortar and one of hard white finish ; the cellar | 

eeiling of the warm air chamber will also be plastered in two. coats of brown , 
| mortar; all the jambs of the windows.in the dormitories and fourth story of the ee 

wings will be plastered and angles rounded; those of the. Parlors and Dining ,



~ rooms will be plastered and a moulding run ‘on the angles, as will also all the 
_ windows on the rear portion of the centre building, including the chapel; in 
the 4th story front the. jambs will be rounded ; the inside of the dormitory 

oo doors ‘will ‘also’ be rounded; in thé kitchens, store tooms, dormitoties, water 
closets, bath rodins and drying roortis a coating of hydratilic cement will be put’ 

_ on'the walls ‘directly above the fldor instead of wash boards. On all the rough’ | 
_ flooring, excepting the fourth story centre building, will be put a ‘coating of. 

miotta¥“one inch ‘thick, and the ‘same kept one inch below the top of the joists 
for deafning of sound. The mortar for the plastering of the interior to be com- | | 

posed of clean sharp sand, and fresh burnt lime,’and slaughtered hair; ‘ia such 
_ proportions as‘willensure-an approved cement. © © 
en a ce stg; ROVOH CASTING. bu . : . oe | 

 Allthe exterior walls will be-coated with rough. casting mortar, composed-of 
_ washed sand, fresh’burnt lime, and in the mixture a portion. of. tallow,:each in’ 
such proportion:as will ensure.an approved cement, the whole.to be laid off in’ | 
blocks in imitation of eut-stone, and tinted .as-directed. .. The architrave of the: 
-windéws will be formed in the same materia re - 

oy - Ba TING TUBES i : oe oo | 
| , ‘Will be inserted in the walls to communicate with the dining rooms. and: 

- kitchen, and bells also in connection with them. , oO 

fo ee — GASPIPES 

Will be inserted in the walls and ceiling all over the bu ilding, except the - | 
dormitories. a So Ce ne 

a Oo PAINTING.AND GLAZING. 5 te? 

a All the wood work usual to paint. will be painted in three coats of puré 
white lead and linseed oil, in such colors as directed.’ All the iron work’ ‘like- — 

_ wise in threé:coats, the ‘first to be read lead, to be finished as dirécted; The | 
roofing of the domes all likewise included, and in such colors'asditected. Alf | 

_ the'sash will be glazed with the best American: glass, well bedded, bradded | 
-and back puttied. The sizes can be had from the plans ‘on which ‘théy aré. - :
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"We, the, undarsigned,. propose to do the. excavation. of the, cellar, and. all, 
other necessary excavation of egtth and rock, and furnjsh the materials, and. do, 
all of the masonry, stone and brick work, including iron bars, and bolts and, 

fastenings for the same, for the Wisconsin State Lunatic Asylum, in acagrd- 
aneq with the plans and, specifications now in, the offic of the Commissionars, 

For excavation of common earth, and depositing the same.aha 6 
convenient distance from the buildings, and leveling. the. same, ara 

percubic yard, = - = ee $00 85 

For excavation of loose.and detached rock, and-moving the same, 

pereubic yard, = 6 tr woe 00-75 

For excavation of solid rock, and moving the same, per.cubic.y’d, 1.80 

For famishing rock, lime, sand, dése., and laying. up the main walls. — . a 

‘andcellar, partition and corridor walls, perperch, =~  - 0 - | 6.00 

_ For all fine cut stone for sills, pilasters, flagging, &e., per foot,  - 100° oe 

For brick laid in walls, per thousand, - = ~ ee 18 50 

For iron bars, bolts and fastenings, ew - = 00 25— 

For Pine lumber in work, - a re 46 00 | 

For Oak do do - - = a eB. 08 

For lathing in work complete,  - - - - oe 25 

Tin roofing, per foot, ' oe -— . os - 7 18 | 

Plastering, per yard, - - - re 30 _ 

| Painting main building and finding materials, &c, - id 1,800 60 

Painting each wing and furnishing materials - = - - = © 77500 | 

Carpenter work for main building, - = = = >, 9,250.00 
do. - ; do each wing, oom To Me . §,600,:00, a 

. For all extra items not, included in. the above, bid, we will charge, the, usual 
retail markepprice, 

- "The above bid is on copditions that, the, whole is accapted, andthe supposin 
tign. that the, rock ean, be had from. the, quarry.near, thertavern;at the. going. - 
rates; if, however, the quarry should prove insufficient, there would have.te. be, 

added for hauling; but it is our opinion, thatthe quarry will prove good and 

| sufficient for all purposes with some expensein opening. = Sd 
| | | C. H. LAMAR, ~ | 

| | | _ ARTHUR KELSEY. — 
Madison, Oct. 31st, 1854. | | Be



| | [oory,] . | an 

oe BOND. re 

Know all men by these presents, that we, Andrew Proudfit and James K | 
- Proudfit, N. P. Hawks, Wm. M. Jacques, Albert Alden, David E. Clapperton, a 

Wm. H. Thomas, Wm. M. Dennis, Beriah Brown, William S. Strong, Samuel | 
Hale, Geo. P. Delaplaine, Elisha Burdick and E, W. Edgerton, are held and 

_ firmly bound unto the State of Wisconsin in the sum of Fifty Thousand Dol- 
| lars, lawful money of the United States, for which payment well and truly to 

be made we bind ourselves, eur heirs, executors and administrators Jointly and 
severally firmly by these presents. Sealed with our seals, and dated at Madison, 
the capitol of said state, this sixteenth day of November, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred fifty-four. oe | 

| The condition ofthe above obligation is such that, whereas the said Andrew 
- Proudfit has this day entered into a contract with the Commissioners of the | 

. Wisconsin State Lunatic Asylum to erect a certain building therein deacribed.- 
- Now, therefore, if the said Andrew Proudfit shall well and truly perform the 

said work, and erect the said building in all respects in strict complianes with 
_ the terms and conditions of said contract, and the specifications and proposals : 

| thereto annexed, and at the time therein named, then this obligation to be void ; 
_ otherwise to remain in full force and virtue in law. | 

a _ ANDREW PROUDFIT, [1.8] - 
| | JAMES K.fPROUDFIT, [x. 8.] 

| NYP. HAWKS, . — [e 8.] | 
a — WILLIAM M, JACQUES, [1.8] | 

| — | ALBERT ALDEN, [u. 8.] 
| | DAVID E. CLAPPERTON, [us] _ 

con | WM. H. THOMAS, [L.s.] 
oo —_ - WILLIAM M. DENNIS, [u. 8. ] 

| BERIAH BROWN, [Ls] 
| —— oe | WM. 8. STRONG, [u. 8.] 

| | SAMUEL HALE, | [u.8.] | 
Fs | GEORGE P. DELAPLAINE, [1. oe 

| | | ELISHA BURDICK, [us] 
a | | KE. W. EDGERTON, [us]
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_ - MAJORITY AND MINORITY REPORTS | ; 

a 

JOINT COMMITTER 
7 | - OF THR a - | | a 

«TWO HOUSES, 
a TO INVESTIGATE THE warmens oe | | 

THE LUNATIC ASYLUM. 
EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE THEM. | | 

- MADISON: : 
 SBERIAH BROWN, SCATE PRINTER.
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MAJORITY REPORT. 

The joint committee, appointed to investigate the matters re- | 

dating to the State Lunatic Asylum, have to the best of their abili- 

ties, performed the duty assigned them, and beg leave to report 

as follows. . 

_ In their investigations, they have constantly had reference to 

the resolution of the assembly, designating the subject of inquiry, 

which reads as follows: | 

‘“‘ Resolved, That a special committee of five be appointed by 

the speaker, to investigate and report upon the character of the 

contract, entered into by the commissioners, appointed under an 

act to provide fora State Lunatic Asylum, approved March 30, — 

1854, with the advice and consent of the Governor; and the said 

committee is hereby further authorized and instructed, to inquire 

into the manner, in which contract was made, what facilities were | 

offered by the commissioners for bids, by any person or persons — 

whether the contract contemplates such a building as was speci- = __ 

fied or intended by the act that provides for said Asylum, whether 

the contract prices at which work was let under said contract, are 

reasonable. and just, what will be the probable cost of the erection 
and completion of said Asylum upon the plan proposed by said 

contract, under the terms and conditions thereof. Whether the | 

commissioners, or any, or either of them at the time of the exe- 

cution of said contract, in any wise, legally disqualified from 

acting as such commissioners, and to make such further examina- 

tion and investigation in regard to the obligations of such con- 
tract, and all thing relating thereto, and in regard to the extent in



ee | 4 

which the State is liable and bound by the same, as in the judg. — 
ment of the committee, the nature of the case may demand.” 

Upon an examination of authorizing the erection of an Asylum, 
they find that the Governor. was directed to appoint three com- 

_ missioners, whose duty it should first be, to select and purchase a> 

suitable tract of land for the location of said Asylum. 

They were further authorized, with the advice and consent of 
the Governor, to. cause to be erected upon the grounds purchased 

for that purpose, suitable buildings for the accommodation of such 
institution, the law particularly specifying, that “such buildings 
shall be constructed in accordance with the plan of Worcester 

hospital for the insane, as recommended by the committee in their 
report to the senate,” a copy of which report is to be found in the 

- journal of the senate, for the year 1854, commencing on page 323. 

But before making such contract, and after the site for such Asy- 

lum had been conveyed to the State, the commissioners were 

required to publish a notice in at least six newspapers in this State, 

and for six weeks successively, that sealed proposals would be re- 

ceived by them, for furnishing materials, and doing the work for 

the erection of the Asylum building, specifying in such notice 

particularly the manner and time of the making and submitting of 
such proposals, vide Sec. 7, Chap. 59, General Laws of 1854. In 

pursuance of this law, it appears that in the month of April, 1854, 

and a few days after the passage of the law, Dr. G. R. McLane, 
was appointed superintendent, and that D. S. Vittum and Sam G. 

- Bugh, were appointed commissioners, and immediately entered 
| upon the duties of their office, and that in the month of J uly fol- 

| lowing, A. S. Sanborn, was appointed a third commissioner, and 
| the board was then made full. | | 

It farther appears, from the testimony of Leonard J. Farwell, 
that the ground for the location of the building, consisting of 100 

-_ aeres of land, in the vicinity of Madison, was conveyed to the 
State on the 2.'d day of September last, although the contract for 

- the same was made in the month of August previous. —



. On the 9th of Angust, the commissioners caused to be published . 
| a notice for proposals, of which the followingisacopy: ~~ 

a _ “Notice to Contractors. 

Sealed proposals to be opened on the 20th day of October next, 4 
by the undersigned, will be received for furnishing materials and 
doing the work for the erection, in the vicinity of Madison, of the | 
State Lunatic Asylum building, or such portion thereof, as the | . 
Governor and commissioners may deem it advisable to have erect: 
ed. a oo OC 

The stone work and materials, the plastering and materials, and 
_ the joiner’s work and materials, may be bid for separately or joint- 

ly, at the option of the bidder. | oe | | 
_ ‘The plans and specifications will be exhibited by Dr. G. R. 

_ McLane, supt. of said asylum, on and after the 20th day of Sept. 
next, in the village of Madison, and until the opening of said pro- | 
posal. | Sn | a 

| | S. G. BUGH, CO 
So a D.S. VITTUM, —y 

SO A. 8. SANBORN, 
Oo Commissioners State Lunatic Asylum. 

-—-—s- Dated August 9th, 1854.” | | 

“The opening of said proposals will be postponed until the first 
day of November, and the reception of the same until the twenti- 
eth day of October next. | | 

Madison, Sept. 20th, 1854.” / | | 

| After the publication of such notice, and on or about the 31st 
day of October 1854, two separate proposals were handed to the 
commissioners, or the superintendent, as appears frim their own 
testimony, one of which proposals was signed by Andrew Prond- 

| fit, dated Oct. 18th, and the other by Lamar and Resley, dated | 
Oct. 31st, copies of both of which may be seen in the special re- 

| port of the commissioners. See pages 7, and 20. _ an 
No bid or proposal of any kind or description, or from any per- 

- gon was received by the commissioners until after the 20th of Oc-
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: ‘tober, atid upon this point there is no wariance .whatever “in ‘the » 

testimony. | | | ee 

The two and only proposals received or considered, were given 

| to the commissioners on or about thé 81st day of October, eleven | 

, ‘days after the time limited by the advertisement fur the reception 

of proposals, and but a single day before the opening of the same. 

‘1t is contended on the part of the commissioners, that the no- 

| ‘tice of postponement fixes the time for the reception of proposals 

from the 20th of October until the first of ‘November, and that 

after the 20th of September, the date of the notice of postpone- 

ment up to the 20th of October, no proposals could be received, | 

which would leave the whole matter in this shape. | 

‘Under the first notice, proposals were to be received | until the | 

90th of October, at which time, they were to bo opened, and on 

“the appearance of the notice of postponement, which was the 20th 

of September, then the time of reception was suspended until the 

. twentieth of October, after which time, and until the first of “No- 

vember only, could bids be received. 

This, in the opinion of your committee, is a construction which 

the language employed by the commissioners will not authorize. 

Under the notice published they had no right to receive any bids ~ 

after the 20th of October, and as before that: time no proposals fop — 

the building were received by the commissioners, the time limited 

for their reception expired without any being placed in their 

hands, and the reception of bids after the 20th of October, was . 

wholly unauthorized, contrary to the notice of publication, and in — 

-_.. direct violation of the provisions of the law. Again, the commis- | 

_gioners violated: the 7th: section of the act under which they were. 

_ -gppointed, in causing any notice to be published befure the - site 

-for such asylum had been conveyed to the state, and the. notice 

» published on the 9th of Angust, was wholly without law or authort, 

ty. Nor had the grounds been conveyed tothe state at the time — 

the notice of postponement bears date. | 

‘The commissioners further disregarded. that portion: of the: law 

o which required that: the notice of publication for sealed proposals



a os 
Should be for six woeks after the site for the asylam had | been 
‘conveyed to the.stafe. , Such conveyance, being made on the 2g 

_, Your committee are strengthened in. the conclusion to which 
they have necessarily arrived, with reference to the on] y constrac- 

{ion that can properly be given to the notice of postponement, by 
,fhe testimony of the commissioners themselves. | a 
Zhe illness of Mr..Vittum, one of the commissioners, and that 

the 20th of October, was assigned asa reason for the notice, of _Postponement, which was perhaps a good and sufficient cause for 

. delay in the opening of proposals, and at the same time would 
‘have furnished an excuse and justification to them in refusing to 

extend the time for the reception of proposals, had different cir- 
-cumstances so required. The construction now asked for by them 

js such as would never suggest itself tothe mind of any person in 
_ Reading the notice, and if it was the real intention of the commis- 
igloners to postpone the time for the reception of bids, they were 

_ gertainly very unfortunate in the language used. ee , 
Again, what consistency would there be in receiving proposals — 
from the 9th of August until the 20th ef September, then entirely 
_§uspending for a month their reception, afterwards to be resumed 
for ten days, and if there was any impropriety in placing in the 
hands of the commissioners proposals during the month following 

jthe 20th of September, would not the same reasons hold good for 
| ‘themonth preeeding? 

An another particular was the notice defective, and not in accord. : 

ance with the spirit and intention of the act, in not.describing def 
initely what portion of the building they wished to receive bids 
for, whether the whole or a. part. : ee : 

_ An individual might have wished to make proposals for apor- 

___, tion of the building, who would not have been able to have given 
‘the necessary bonds for a contract for the entire building, or for — 

_ other reasons would not have wished so extensive a contract.
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"On the other hand, contractors who would have been anxious to 
have taken the whole woik, on seeing a notice which leftit wholly 

discretionary with the commissioners to determine how much or 

what portion of the building should be erected after the proposals 
had been submitted, might have been deterred from bidding on 
that account. Oe 7 | 

Before any notice was published, in the opinion of your com- 
mittee, the plans and all plans usual and necessary for making out 
proposals, together with the proper specifications, should have 

: been procured and ready for exhibition. The portion of the build- 
ing to be erected determined upon, the amount of work and ma- 
terial made certain, and then a full opportunity, of at least six 
weeks, given to the public for the examination of plans and 
preparation of bids. Bs 7 

‘Too much pains could not have been taken by the commission- _ 

‘ers in calling to the matter the attention of the public, iu affording 

to contractors or individuals who might wish to bid, every facility 
for information within their power, that the interests of the State 

_ might not suffer for the ‘want of fair and just competition, or the © 

‘appearance of favoritism be given to the whole transaction. Com- 
missioner Sanborn, ina letter bearing date October the 12, 1854, 
states that “It will be a great contract and require a vast arnount 
ot labor”; and in proportion to the vastness of the enterprise — 
should have been the means employed by them, in giving to the | 

whole matter publicity. SO OO 

Having given a brief account of all the matters connected with 
the Asylum, so far as they have come to the knowledge of your ° 

committee, up to the time of the publication of the notice for pro- 
posals, we will proceed in as brief a manner as possible to narrate 

: the result of our investigations in reference to the several objects of 

| inquiry contained in the resolution of the assembly. oo . 

First, as to the manner in which the contract was made, and | 

‘secondly, what facilities were given by the contractors for the 

| making of bids. re | a 

As the consideration of the first would of necessity more



"or less involve that of the second, we propose to answer both at 
“the same time. In the notice for proposals, published on or about 
- the 9th day of August, it states as follows: “The plans and spec- 
-ifications will be exhibited by Dr. G. R. McLane, Sup’t of said 
asylum, on and after the 20th day of Sept. next, in the village of 
Madison, and until the opening of said proposals.” | oo 

_ It cannot but be seen at a glance that the notice is still for an- 
-” other reason, very indefinite and insufficient, forthe reason that it 
does not point out or designate any particular place, office, or 
_ building, where the plans might be seén, and only informs the | 
public that they will be exhibited by Dr. McLane, in the village 
of Madison, | ° | 

If Dr. McLane had been a resident of Madison, and had an of- 
_ ~ fice in the village, or if he had established an office in that village 

as sup’t of the asylum, or even if the commissioners themselves 
had provided an office for the accommodation of the officers of _ 

_ that institution, then perhaps there might have been some excuse _ 
for the very loose and vague manner in which the notice is drawn. 

But neither the sup’t or the commissioners in their individual 
or official capacities had any office in the village of Madison from 

the 9th day of August until the first of November, and hence the — oe 
_ reason that the particular place. where such‘plans could be seem 

ought to have been particularly specified. == = > 
: - One witness, Mr. Livsey, testified that he called at the office of | 

an architect residing in Madison, thinking that as no place was 
' named in the notice, the most natural place to find the plans, 

would be at the architect’s office, and that being both unable to 
find the plans or their whereabouts, he was prevented from putting 

in proposals for a contract that he was desirous to bid for. How 
many others, either residing in the village of Madison, or other 

- parts of the state, there may have been similarly situated, it is of 
-- ‘gourse impossible to estimate—that there were many is not very _ 

“Improbable. / | 
Whether or not there was any design in 80 drawing the notice, 

“ag either intentionally to mislead the public or withhuld from them 
| 9 | | a
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. that, information, which was.so important in order that.all, might « 
have. the same adyantages in competing tor go large a, job, or 
whether it, was the result of carelessness or inattention, we, do not 

wish to give an opinion. That the notice should have designated 
_some particular place of easy and convenient access to the public, 

all will admit. The facts as proved before the committee. show 

that such plans, as Dr. McLane. brought back with | him from his 

eastern trip. were first placed in the Governor’s room—afterwards 

removed to the consultation room of the judges: of the Supreme 

Court; a third time changed to the office of the Attorney, and last- 

| ly carried to the room in Bruen’s block, now occupied by the com- 

missioners, which last removal was sometime in the month of No- 

vember, and after the awarding of the contract. : - 7 _ 

In answering the question whether proper facilities were given 

_for bids, the fact that no sufficient notice was given, or no proper | 

office provided, is of but little conséquence, as, it is. shown conclu- 

_sively by the testimony that no plans from which an architect, or 

- contractor could make proper proposals, had reached Madison until 
the 26th of October, only four days before the opening of bids. It 

_istrue that upon this point the evidence, may appear somewhat 
conflicting, but upon consideration of all the facts that came. to 

the knowledge of the commitee, the testimony of different indi- 

viduals examined with reference to that matter, we came to the 

unanimous conclusion that the plans and drawings designed. espe- | 

cially for this asylum, and which were prepared by Messrs. Sloan | 

| _ and Stewart, architects, residing in Philadelphia, at an expense of 

some $300, and which are the only plans now in possession. of the 

_ commissioners, from which proper esti:nates or proposals could be 

made, first reached the hands of the commissioners on the 26th of 

October last. Dr. McLane, when first called, and he was the first 

witness who testified, says ‘the plans and specifications for. the 

_ building were prepared and open for inspection about the 1th of 

_ of September, and that they were open for inspection at.all times 

thereafter, until the letting of the contract,” but the plans referred - 

to were not the plans particularly designed or prepared, for the
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asylum,-or, such -plans as-estimates for. proposals could properly, he 
_ made from. | | oo . 

Messrs. Sloan, and Stewart, ina. letter, to. the committee, State 
that they had. the plans prepared on, the first of October, but ¢an- 
“not state the precise time when they left Philadelphia. The agent 
of the express company,. says the tin can, which was, admitted to 
-havercontained the plans,,was.delivered on the 26th of October, 
and that it left Cleveland on the 20th, and Mr. Sanborn, when — 
dirst sworn, says they came on or about the 25th of October. 

.Lhis conclusion. is. also confirmed by the fast, that different par- 
isons who called.at the Governor’s and. consultation room durin gthe 
-month,of October, for the purpose of seeing the. plans, to. enable 
‘them to make out proposals, were informed. that the plans had,not 
yet arrived, and.Mr. Sanborn, one of the commissioners, in a, let- 
‘ter-written to W.S. Bailey, bearing date, October. the 12th, , says, | 
“The plans and.specifications for the,asylum have . not, yet. een 
submitted, or agreed upon. oo, 

“I suppose they will.be made. public.on the 20th of, this: month.” : 
Again: he writes; in a letter of same date: “Nothing can. be dane 
in the way of taking contracts, until the plans are agreed upon. 
‘When the plans are submitted, necessarily need to come and see 

_ -them in order.to know what work, and how much, is to be. dane,” | 
Tn another letter from commissioner Sanborn, to. same person, 

bearing date the 19th of October, the following language ig used : 
“TI suppose those plans will be exhibited on.and after to-morrow, 
and” &c.,.all of which goes to show that not only the plans:.had | 
not. arrived, but that up to the 19th of October, no plans had been 
agreed upon by the board of commissioners as the basis for the 
Wisconsin asylum, or if such plans were in their possession, they 
‘had been carefully kept from public inspection. as, 

Edward Illsley, a witness called, testified that early in the month 
of October, he called at the Governor’s room, and inquired forthe — 

- plans and specifications, for the purpose of enabling him ,to make 
out proposals, and that he was informed that the plans and speci- 
> fications were not there, except the front elevation, and. that, , wit- )
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~~ ness was not directed to any other place where’ such plans and 

specifications might be found. Se | 

Benjamin Judkins, another witness called and sworn, says that 

about the first of October, he called at the office of the commis- 

sioners, in the capitol, and found Dr. McLane, and that on calling 

for the plans and specifications, witness (Judkins,) was informed 

that the ground plan was to be seen, but that the others,as well 

as the specifications had not arrived, but would be received in’ — 

about a week, at the same time stating that the ground plan refer- 

red to, was called by architects the front elevation plan. He fur- 

ther testifies that about a week or ten days thereafter, and about 

the 10th of October, he called again at the office, and ‘asked if the 

plans and specifications were then ready to be seen, stating at the 

| same time, that the object was to bid, and thereupon, he was in- 

formed that they were not then ready, or had not been received. 

Arthur Resley sworn, says that about the 25th of October, he > 

asked Mr. Sanborn about the plans and -specifications, and San- — 

‘porn told him that Dr. McLane was to have had them here before 

that time, and he did not know the reason why they had not 

come. | ee 

oe It farther appears from the testimony of witness competent to 

judge upon that matter, that it would require from eight to ten 

days to make out proper proposals, in the manner in which they 

are usually made, after having had. a full opportunity to examine 

the plans and specifications. : | 

~ Such being a history of the facts, with no proper plans from 

. which to make proposals, until six days after the time had expired — 

for their reception, or with their construction of the notice, but 

four days prior to the limitation, while it is an easy matter to 

solve the question why nut more than two bids were offered for so 

important a work, it is only to be wondered that even those two 

should have been made. | | | | 

In considering the subject of the manner in which the con- 

| - tract was made, we have to remark further, that no estiinates. 

whatever, of the costs of the building upon the plan adopted: —
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were made or procured by the commissioners, and atthe time they 7 

entered into.a contract, they were in utter ignorance of the amount 

to be expended, or what the building ought tocost. Ifthe resour- 

ces of the state had been inexhaustible, the treasury groaning with 
a superabundance of the precious metal, and the commissioners. 

clothed with unlimited power, an excusc, but no reason, would: 

have been furnished for so reckless an indifference to the true in-. 

terests of the state. | Oo | os , 

It is not the manner in which all prudent individuals manage 
their own private matters, and such a course of procedure deserves | 

none the less to be condemned, when the interests of the public. 

- are contided to the hands of its officers. Prudence and economy, , 

would have detected that some gross sum should have been named 

in the contract, within which the whole cost of the building should 

be limited, for in the manner in which the contract is made, it ig 

of that elastic kind, that is capable of almost indefinite expan- 
sion. | 

_ The specifications, in many particulars, are deficient and not. | 
full, many important parts of the work are left to the discretion 
of the contractor, and whenever it may be advantageous, or profit- 
able for him to use more of any material than is absolutely ne- 

_ cessary under the terms of the contract, he cannot be wel! prevent- 

ed from so doing. But the committee waiving for the present 
this branch of the inquiry, will pass to the consideration of the le- 
gality and binding force of the contract. a | 

Inthe consideration of a subject of this magnitude,it becomes ne- 

cessary to examine not only what the commissioners did do under 

the advice of the Governor, but what they were authorized to do. | 

Before the passage of the act, entitled “an act-to provide for a. 

- State Lunatic Asylum,” there was no authority to appoint such = 

_ commissioners, and in case they had been appointed contrary to " 

mo law, there was no authority for them to act. The only power to : 

appoint those commissioners arose from the passage of that law, | 

and the only power of the commissioners when appointed under . © 

it, was derived, and could only be derived from its express provis- 
ions. .
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What were those:provisions, and what were the powers of these: 
comimissioners, are the great questions‘upon the determination of 

which this state is to save or to lose’a very large sum-of money. 
Your committee feels great delicacy in approaching the discus» __ 

sidn of this branch of the subject from the fact that the contractor, 

Mr. Proudfit, employed Messrs. Ryan, Arnold, Randles, Orton 

| and Knowlton, all distinguished lawyers, to appear before your 
committee either with oral or written arguments in favor of the — 

validity of his contract as against the state. — | 

| - Yet a majority of your committee, fully conceding the eminent 

ability of the contractor’s counsel, and in full view of their respon- 

sibility, most fully declare that they are satisfied beyond a ques- © 
tion or cavil, that-the contract is not binding against the state,and 

_ that none but counsel so able could have ever made an agreement 
in its favor appear plausible. | 

~The reasons which have satisfied your committee, appear so 

plain to your committee, that it would seem not even to require a 

lawyer to maintain them. oe | 
Your committee, in consideration of the importance of the sub- 

ject, feel bound at some length to discuss and dissect the law, and 

the contract, which it is pretended was made under it. The first 

section of the act provides for the appointment of three commis- 

sioners, and for the purchase of a site for the Lunatic Asylum. | 

The second section provides the manner in which the land shall 

‘be conveyed to the state, and for the payment of the purchase 

money for the same. | | | | : 

Section three says, “The said commissioners are hereby further 
, authorized, with the advice and consent of the Governor, to cause 

to be erected upon the grounds purchased for that purpose, suita- 

| ble buildings for the use and accommodation of said institution, 

which shall hereafter be called and known by the nameof the 

Wisconsin State Lunatic Asylum; and also to make such other 

improvements upon and ‘about the grounds, as they may think ex- 

pedient and proper.” If the act had stopped with section three, 

flie power of the commissioners, acting under their discretion in
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adjudging what were suitable buildings for the usé and acconiidda!’ 
tion ot said institution, would have been unlimited except for thé’ 
conservative power and supervision which the Governor had over all'theiract. | 
They were only authorized to catise buildings to be erected ak 

the Governor advised and consented, and without his advice: and! - 
consent could cause nothing to be erected. | a 
That conservative provision Was a wise one, and was intended: - | 

to prevent an inconsiderate, improper and unjust contract from be- 
_ ing entered into; to prevent any improper license which the com: 
missioners might assume in causing the erection of these build- 
ings ; to prevent large sums of the public moneys to be uselessly 
squandered, and in fill reliance upon his integrity, to make him 
a guardian over the public interests of the state. | 

_ For these purposes such is the provisions of section three, and : 
no contract could have been perfected over which ‘he had no con- | 
trol, and none would have been obligatory upon the state from 
which he withheld his assent, even thongh the commissioners had’ 
to the letter confined themselves to the act in letting a contract, | 
or in causing buildings to be erected. It required, therefore, not. 
only the action of the commissioners, but also the act of the Gov- 
ernor, by advice and consent, to make a contract obligatory upon: the state. co eee 

‘The Governor alone could not make a contract of any kind un- | 
der this act, and the commissioners alone could not make a con- | 
tract for the erection of suitable buildings. To make a contract, 
therefore, required the action of the commissioners and the con- 
currence of the Governor, making them all parties to the contracé 
in their separate capacities as agents of the state. OS , 

But to make a legal contract, something else than the acts of 
commissioners and the advice and concurrence of the Governor 
was nécessary. It was necessary that both the Governor and 
commissioners should act within the scope of their authority. 

_ The Governor, by virtue of his office, had no wioré' todo with a 
Lithatie Asylum, outside of this act, than any private individual. |
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He had no authority to advise and consent to a contract under the _ 

act except what theact gavehim. Bn 

He was just as much limited in the character of his duties as tho . 

commissioners were in the character of theirs, and he had no more — 

right to advise and consent to an illegal or fraudulent contract 

‘than the commissioners had to make one. He had a conservative. 

| power to control the action of the commissioners, and to prevent | 

excises, but he, as well as they, were confined in all their actions, 

to just such limits as are and were prescribed by the act. All 

their power came by the act, and what did not come by the act | 

the Governor and commissioners had no right to exercise, and. 

while the state would be bound by their contract if made within 

the limits of their authority, yet it could in no wise be bound by 

their excesses, beyond the warrant of the act. | | _ | 

Your committee suggested that if the act had stopped with sec- 

tion three, the power of the Governor and commissioners would 

have been almost unlimited; but it did not stop there. There 

were other sections which have a very important bearing upon 

this case. Section three says the commissioners, with the advice 

and consent of the Governor, shall cause to be erected suitable 

buildings, &c.; and section four tells us what those suitable build. 

ings shall be, and it refers by its particular phraseology to the 

suitable buildings mentioned in section three. It says, “Such 

buildings shall be constructed in accordance with tho plan of the 

Worcester Hospital for the insane, as recommended by the com- 

mittee in their report to the senate.” oo | 

The words “such buildings,” in the first part of section four, re- 

fer to the “suitable buildings ” which the commissioners. were au- 

| thorized to cause to be erected, with the advice and consent of the 

Governor, mentioned in section three. The first division of sec- 

tion four is neither premissory or provisional. It is compulsory. 

It is, in effect and intent, an order,—a command to the Governor 

and commissioners. “Such buildings shall be constructed in ae- 

cordance with the plan of the Worcester Hospital for the insane, 

- asrecommended,” de. The two sections, as well as all the sections
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In the aet,:are to be construed together, to ascertain the intent of” 
_ the legislature: — Oo | a 

They -do not conflict in the least. The 8d section, as was before 
remarked, authorizes the erection of “suitable buildings,” &e.,. 
and the 4th section states distinctly what those suitable buildings | 
shall be ; or in other words, after what plan they shall be con~ 

_ structed. Ifthe act had intended to leave the plan altogether to | 
_ the discretion and determination of the Governor and commission-- 
ers, it would not have specified any particular plan, and then de-- - 
clared that “such buildings shall be constructed ” in accordance 

. with that plan. Ifit had intended that the commissioners, with 
_ the advice and consent of the Governor, should adopt any plan of” . 

any State, or of the United States, it would have said so, and not’ | have said to them—* Messrs. Commissioners and Governor, you: - 
are authorized to cause to be erected suitable buildings for the use: _ | 
and accommodation of said institution, and such buildings shall be 
constructed in accordance with the plan of the Worcester Hospi- 
tal for the insane, as recommended,” &c. These different sections | | 
of the act, as we said, are not to be construed separately, but im — | 
order to ascertain the intention of the legislature, not only sections — 

_ three and four are to be construed together, but all the sections of . 
the act are to be so construed. | — 7 

For authority upon this point, your committee refers to Bacon’s _ 
Abridgemént, vol. 7, page 452; “The most natural and genuine | 
way of construing a statute is, to construe one part by another 
part of the same statute; for this best expresseth the meaning of — 
the makers.” “If any part of a statute be obscure, it is proper tor , 
consider the other parts; fur the words and meaning of one part of - 
a statute frequently lead to the sense of another.” Ibid. p. 454. | 
‘The general words in one clause of" a statute may be restrained | | - 
by the'particular words in a subsequent clause of the same stat- 
ute.” Apply this to the case in hand, and the general powers ; 
conferred in general words, upon the Governor and commissioners, 
in section’ three, “to cause tu be erected suitable buildings,” &e., . 
are restrained, limited; and defined by the particular wordsin’ |
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section four, which says, “such buildings shall be constructed in © = 
accordance with the plan of the Worcester Hospital for the insane, 

as recommended by the committee in their report to the senate,” 
ce. oS a Do 

For a further and conclusive authority upon this point, your => 
committee recite as foflows: “It is proper to consider the whole 

| of a statute and the preamble and probable intention of the legis- 

| lature, in order to ascertain the meaning of any particular section; 

and this mode of interpretation is justifiable even when the words, | 

of the section itself are unambiguous, and if the general meaning | 

and object of a statute should be inconsistent with the literal im- , 

port of any particular clause or section, such clause or section | 
must, if possible, be construed according to the spirit of the act; - 

but to warrant the application of this rule, the intention of the. | 

legislature must be clear and manifest.” 1 Pick, p. 248-250; 10 | | 
Pick, 235, and 20 Pick, 267. | Co 

| The question upon this part of the case, so far then, stands 

thus: The commissioners, with the advice and consent of the . | 

| Governor, were authorized “to cause to be erected upon the 

grounds purchased for that purpose, suitable buildings for the use 

and accommodations of said institution, which shall heregfter be - 

ealled and known by the name of the ‘ Wisconsin State.Lunatic — 
Asylum ;’ and it was emphatically ordered that such buildings: - 

should be constructed in accordance with the plan of the Worces- 
ter Hospital for the Insane, as recommended by the committee in... 

: their report to the senate.” Thus far they were limited, and a - 

single step beyond, would be doing what the law neither. autho- 
rized, directed orcommanded. | | | 

In law all words and phrases are to be construed. according to 
the common and approved usage of our language, exceptsuch ©. 

technical words and phrases as have acquired:a peculiar and.ap- 

propriate meaning in the law. There are no technical words or 

phrases either in sections three or four of the act which have ac- - 

quired any peculiar meaning in the law. They are to be con-— | 
strued, therefore, according to the common and approved.use of .



our language. To accord means to agree with ; to resemble ; to be similar to; “in accordance with the plan of the Worcester _ Hospital,” means agreeing with the plan of the Worcester Hospi-“ : tal; resembling the plan of the Worcester Hospital—similar _ to the plan of the Worcester Hospital, &e. In other words, | the act meant that the building should be built like the Worcester Hospital for the insane, as that building was described _. in the report of the Senate committee referred to in the act. Your committee cannot see how words can make it plainer or clearer | than it ig. - The phrase “ ag recommended by the committee in - their report to the senate,” calls for some little attention, because it was made the strong point of one of Mr. Proudfit’s attorneys in his argument before the committec. He admitted that if the : word “described” had been used in place of the word recom- | mend, there would then have been no question but that the de- sign of the legislature was to confine the commissioners to the | | Worcester Hospital, as described in that report; but that the. word “ recommend” not having been used in the report of the senate committee, there was, therefore, no plan recommended in that report of the senate committee. The importance of this point to the minds: of your committee, rests only in the importance . which seemed to be attached to it by Mr. Proudfit’s attorney, . and it is thought that there can be no serious difficulty involved _ here. To recommend means “to praise to another ; to offer or commend to another’s notice, confidence or kindness by favorable | representations ; to make acceptable ; recommended means prais-. ed to another; offered or commended to another’s notice, confi- _ ~ dence or kindness, by favorable representations ; made acceptable, Lo recommend, therefore, is not necessarily done by saying, “J. recommend or he.reecommends ;” but it ig saying that which com... _ mends to one’s confidence by favorable representations. Now, for’ / a moment, let us see whether in the report of the senate commit. . tee referred to, there was a “ recommendation” of any plan for an Asylum. On page 829 of the Journal of the Senate for 1854, in | the report of the s nate committee referred to, that committee =
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says, “The Hoepital at Worcester was established at the sole ex- 

pense of the State of, Massachusetts, and is at the present time a 

glorious monument of the liberality and philanthropy of that 

commonwealth. It was the first Asylum for theinsane pauperin = 

the United States, and on account of its wonderful success, its | 

widely extended benefits ‘and comparatively”moderate expense, 

deserves, in the opinion of this committee, to be held up as a 

model for our imitation.” If the language there used in the report 

of the senate committee, did not commend the plan of the Wor- 

cester Hospital to the confidence of, and make it acceptable to the | 

legislature, by favorable representations, your ‘committee can- 

not conceive how it is possible fora recommendation to be made. 

inthe English languages 

Weleave the discussion of that question. There"is a proviso to 

section four, tollowing the portion already’ quoted, which is as 

tollows : “ Provided, That said commissioners shall have power : 

to make any alterations therein, which they_may' think necessary, 

and which will not materially change said plan, or increase the _ 
costof said building” 

| The plan of the Worcester Hospital, as described in the report | 

‘of the senate committee, is also described in the paper hereto an- | 
nexed, marked “D.”’ In order to a full understanding of the 
powers of the commissioners to make alterations, we will state the | 
converse vf: the proviso, as follows: “Provided, That said com- 
missioners shall not have power to make any alterations therein, 
which they may think necessary, and which will materially change 
said plan, or which ‘will increase the cost,of said building.” They 
might make alterations, but none which would materially change | 

said plan. They might make alterations, but none which would 
increase the cost of said building, == 

It is contended by’ the attorneys of Mr. Proudiit, that the word 
“materially” is indefinite as here used, and therefore the power to. 
alter the’plan or increase the expense may be exercised indefinite- | 

ly. The conclusion is by no means warranted by the argument. —_ 

Materia! mears important, substantial, of great consequence, es-
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a sential. | The commissioners had no right to make important, sub- 
| stantial or essential alterations, or alterations of great consequence, 

either in the plan of the building, or by way of increasing its cost. 
a In relation to its cost, the senate committee said, in their report, 

that aided by a gentleman of this towh, well acquainted with 
building, they had made an estimate: of the expense of erecting | 

| an asylum in this state upon the plan of that at Worcester, and 
| that according to the estimate the total expense would be $22,320; 

and the committee added that “The above. estimate may not be 
| entirely correct in every particular, but the committee are confi- 

dent the expense will not exceed the above estimate.” Upon such 
8 report, by such a committee, in regard to the plan of the build- 

‘ing, and in regard to the expense, the act authorizing the ereetion ~ 
"of a lunatic asylum was passed, ‘The act referred to the report. 80 

far as it effected the plan and estimated expense, and those por- 
~ tions of the report became by the intent of the act, a part.of the 

| cactitself lp 
~The question again fecurs, What is a material alteration in the 
plan, or material Increase of the cost of the building? The term 
material may be used relatively. Is the alteration such as to change | 
the general character, order or details of the building? If so, it 
is important, substantial, essential, and therefore material. | Is the 
alteration such as to increase the cost of the building beyond the — 
expense estimated by the committee, or beyond the expense..of. 
the plan proposed or recommended by the committee of the sen- : 
ate? If so, then it is important, substantial, esser:tial, material. 

_ An immaterial alteration in the plan, or in the details, would not. 
7 change the general order, harmony or proportions of the building, 

| nor increase the expense. If it changed the proportion or syme- 
try, it was a material alteration. That is a material, important, 
essential alteration which changes the . relation of one, part to an- 
other; which increases the extent so as to increase the cost. . 

‘That is a material alteration which destroys proportion. .The | 
word plan, as applied to architecture, means something showing 

_ form, extent and divisions; extent is the “space or degree to which |
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a thing is extended, compass, bulk, size; 2d, length; 3d, commn- | 

nication, distribution.” That is a material change of .plan which | 

destroys the proportion of the building in its relative parts to each _ 

other,—which destroys the relation which one part bears to anoth- : 
| er. That is a material change of plan which changes the form, 

extent, or divisions of a building—which alters the length, or 
which alters the communication or distribution. The commis- — 
sioners had no right to make any alterations which would increase 

the cost of the building beyond what that cost would be, in case | 

such alterations were not made, and that would be a material 

change in cost certainly, which made the alteration twenty times | 

| more expensive, than the whole estimate cost of the building, 

- without alteration. Let us apply these rules and definitions to 

this case, and see whether the commissioners made alterations in _ 
the plan of the Worcester Hospital for the insane, as recommend- 

ed by the committee in their report to the senate, which did ma- 
‘terially change the plan or increase the cost of the building. It = 

certainly could not be contended, by any man out of a Lunatic | 
Asylum, that an authority to make alterations, which should not 

materially change the plan, would be an authority to discard the | 
plan altogether, and adopt an entire new one; or that an authori- 
ty to change it, but so as not to increase the cost, would. bean 

authority, to so alter it as to double the cost or thrible the cost— , 

| much less to increase it twenty fold. The plan of the Worcester | 

_ Hospital, as described in the report of the senate committee, is 
- this: It consists of ‘a centre building and two wings; thecentre 

building is seventy six feet long, forty feet wide, and four stories — 

high; the wings and back ninety feet long in front and one hun- 

dred feet in rear, thirty six feet wide and three stories high, and | 
the wings extend from the opposite ends of the centre building.” | 

—- This would give the extreme length of the whole building at 256 

- feet. The plan of the Wisconsin Asylum, as adopted by the com- 
missioners, under the advice and consent of the Governor, is as 

follows: ‘The buildings are composed of a centre 65 feet by 120 

‘feet, and on each side are three longitudinal and three transverse:
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| wings, the extreme length of the building completed, would be | _ over 800 feet, or more than 48 rods, making a difference in the length of the two buildings of over 550 feet, between the Worces- ; ter plan andthe plan adopted by the commissioners. - Tho centre _ building of the Worcester Asylum, as described, ‘is 76 feet long and 40 feet wide, with two wings projecting from the ends; the | -- eentre building of the Wisconsin Asylum, as adopted, is 65 féet , “by..120 feet, wings projecting from the sides. The Worcester 7 Asylum has two wings longitudinal, one on each end. The Wis- . consin: Asylum has twelve wings, six. on each side, of in other _ words, three longitudinal and three transverse wings on each side. | The ground covered ‘by the main building of the Worcester Asy- | _ lum, according to plan recommended by senate committee, would be 3040 feet. The ground covered by the main building of the | ‘Wisconsin Asylum, according to plan adopted, would be 7800 feet. The Wisconsin plan, adopted, covering 4760 feet, superficial feet, ‘more than the Worcester Asylum plan proposed. The two wings of the Worcester plan, would cover 6840. superficial feet, the - twelve wings of the Wisconsin Asylum plan, as adopted, would | cover 36,680 superficial feet. The wings of the Wisconsin plan, covering 29,840 superficial feet more than the wings of the Wor- cester plan. The whole building upon the Worcester plan, would. , cover 9880 superficial feet, while the whole building of the ‘Wis- consin plan, as adopted by the commissioners, would cover 44,480 superficial . feet, or 84,580 superficial feet more than the Worces- _ ter Asylum plan, according to which the law ordered buildings to  beerected, | - _ | ; | 

The Wisconsin plan, as adopted, would cover nearly four times | and a-half the quantity of ground more than the Worcester plan 2 proposed ; and yet, itis contended, that the plan of the Wisconsin | Asylum, as adopted by the commissioners with the advice of the 2 Governor, is not a material alteration of the plan ot the Worcester Asylum, as recommended in the report of the senate committee, : and is no material change of said plan in any respect which would ‘Increase the cost of said building. - oe | .
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~The Asylum upon the Worcester plan, was to have been: heated 

by furnaces in the cellar; the Wisconsin Asylum, by plan: as 

adopted, was to be “warmed by passing air over pipes or plates 

containing steam under low pressure or hot water, and the bvuilers 

| for generating steam, were to be in a detached building, and the 

whole building to be lighted with gas.” The plan of the Worces- 

ter Asylum, as recommended, was in almost every respect, differ- | 

ent in the detajl and arrangement. The general arrangement of | 

the Wisconsin plan, as adopted, is briefly given in the report ‘of 

| ‘the superintendent, he says (vide page 18,): The building will | 

‘be of stone, consisting of a basement, and two principal stories in 

every part, excepting the centre and projecting portions of the 

wings, which will rise higher. On the centre building will ‘be'a 
dome, in which will be placed the water tanks. Ventilating shafts — 

-will terminate on the projecting portions of the wings and in the 

central dome. The central building separates the two sexes, and | 

on either side of it, are three (3) ranges of wings. The first range 

‘is separated from the centre building by a space eight feet wide, 

and the other ranges fall back sufficiently far, to leave the corridors 

: open at both extremities—giving when completed eight distinct 

wards for each sex, besides accommodations for more: violent: pa- 

 fients. | | a — cs 

“The cellar is excavated throughout its whole extent, in which. 

are the air-chambers, reservoirs, passages by railways for convey- 

ing food from the kitchen to the different dumb waiters between ~ 

it and the extreme wings, purposes of ventilation, &c. All cul- 

' niary arrangements, with those for heating, gas making, and pro- _ 

curing water for the establishment, and, indeed, wherever fire is 

requisite, ocupy a distinct building from the Asylum. All pipes, 

fines, &c., will be be conducted by archways to the main build- 

ing.” A comparison of the plan recommended and particularly 

described in the report of the senate committee, with the details 

of the plan and arrangement of the Wis¢onsin Asylum as adopt- | 

ed, show so remarkable a degree of difference that there is hardly 

a point where a similitude may be traced. This last-plan 1 full
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-of'modern improvements: the working power of the ‘institution 
is a steam engine ; the building is to be lighted with gas; and the 
food for officers and patients to be literally conveyed by railroads : 
over an acre and a half of cellar, to different points or stations, 
whence it is to be raised to the several apartments for which it | 
is destined. Before we discuss any farther the entire departure 
of the commissioners,and Governor from the directions of the law 
in the plan for this asylum, your committee will call attention to 
the question of cost, because the same conclusions must be ar- 

_-- - Yived at in regard to both questions. Mr. D. S. Vittum, one of 
the Lunatic Asylum commissioners, was, during the session of the 
legislature of 1854, a member of the senate, and was chairman of 

_ the committee which made the report upon which the Lunatic 
— Asylum act was based, and recommended the expenditure of the 

sum of money which, as one of that committee, he estimated the 
building would cost: the sum of $29,320. | | 

_ There was no authority in the act to so alter the plan of the 
Asylum as recommended by the committee, which would mbte- | 
‘rially change the plan or increase the cost. We have already 
seen the ‘gTOss and unauthorized change in the plan of the build- 
ings made by the commissioners with the advice of the Governor. 
Let us now callattention to the remarkable change in cost, or rather | 

~ increase in cost, keeping pace with the alterations in the plan. The 
increase in the cost of the building, would seem by the language 
of the act to refer to the estimated cost repo ted by the senate com- 

_. ‘mittee; but in any event, it referred to the costof the building or- 
_ dered to be erected upon the plan of the Worcester Asylum, as : 

recommended, and that was estimated at $22,320. But in case the | 
cost of the buildings, if erected upon the plan recommended as 
that of the Worcester Asylum, had overrun or would have over- 
run that sum—giving the broadest latitude to the discretion of the’ 
commissioners under the act—and the cost could not have been | 

. inereased beyond what would be a reasonable and necessary ex- 
. pense in the erection of buildings upon the plan of the Worcester 

Asylum, as proposed by the senate committee. In order to set at 4 | . .



| rest any question upon this subject, your committee called wit- 

nesses and took proof under oath, as to what the cost and expense 

would be of erecting such an Asylum as was recommended by the 
. senate committee. The result shows that the senate committee 

either intended to deceive the legislature at its last session, in 

order to induce the passage of the Lunatic Asylum act, or else 

that committee was guilty of a great outrage, not only toward the 

legislature, but toward the people, in making recommendations 

blindly and without due consideration. The testimony of Mr. — 
-Mygatt, of Milwaukee, an able and experienced architect, and of 
A. A. Bird, of Madison, an experienced builder, shows that the 

cost of a Lunatic Asylum built at Madison, upon the plan recom- 
| mended by that senate committee, at fair and reasonable prices. 

for work and labor, would ‘have been: $64,340; and for the pur- _ 

pose of determining the questions involved here, it is immaterial 

| whether we take the assumed cost reported by that committee, or 
the actual-cost as proved by the witnesses above named. Your 

committee called upon these witnesses to make a chart and esti- 
mate of the expense of the buildings upon the plan of the Wor- 

cester Asylum, and also the expense of the Wisconsin Asylum, : 

as adopted by the commissioners, with the advice and consent of 
the Governor. _ | Ne 

1st. Expense of Asylum upon plan adopted by the commigsion- a 

ers, under the contract with Mr. Proudfit, and opposite the same, 
the estimated expenses at fair Madison prices, which are. some- | 

what higher than the prices at Milwaukee: _ - 

‘EXPENSES UNDER CONTRACT. ESTIMATED EXPENSE, 

Main building, $77,869 60: «$53,382 84 oo 
Wing “A,” . 106,168 86 © 72,805 68 
Wing “B,? - 99,412 00 66,634 00. 
Wing “0,2 97,400 00 © 63,360 00 
Gas building, engine, — 7 | Oe a re 

&e., estimated, 30,000 00 | 30,000 00 | 

| 410,850 46 285,672 02



re oT . : 
The actual cost of the asylum upon the plan adopted | ‘by the commissioners under the contract with Mr. __ | - _ _ Proudfit, giving that contract a construction most Oo | favorable to the state, as proved by witnesses, will | 

be, = - rr - $410,850 46 
And estimating the cost of each transvere and longitu- | dinal wing separately, would increase the cost, as | 
_ proved by witnesses under the contract, - 41,3889 96 
Making the gross sum of, os = $459,140 49 | _ At a fair, just and reasonable price, as above quoted, | - the cost of same building would be, - - $285,672 02 Difference between cost under Proudfit’s contract, giv- 

ing most favorable construction for the state,andcost => 
at fair, just and reasonable prices, as proved by wit- 

- nesses Mygatt, Palmer and Bird, - - $125,178 44 | Difference between cost under Proudfit’s contract, es- _ 
_ .timating each transverse and longitudinal wing sep- 

arately, and cost of same at fair, just and reasonable : prices, as proved, &.,- = - =. --. $166,468 40 It was proved by Messrs Mygatt and Bird that an asy- | 
lun, built upon the plan of the Worcester Asylum, | 
as recommended in the report of senate committee, 
at the prices named in Proudfit’s contract, would 

cost the state, — - - $83,980 00 
And the cost of same at fair prices, &e., — 64,340 00 

-, ‘Difference, - St . - $19,640 00 a Difference between cost of asylum upon plan adopted : | 
by commissioners under Proudfit’s contract, constru- : | ed most favorably for state, and cost of asylum upon | plan proposed by senate committee, at fair, just and — | 

_, reasonable prices, - - $846,510 00 
Difference between cost of asylum upon plan adopted | _ by commissioners under Prondfit’s contract, estima- —— ting each transverse and each longitudinal wing sep- -



arately, and cost of asylum upon the plan proposed | 
by senate committee, at fair prices, &c., - $387,800 42 

Difference between highest cost of present plan under — 

- Proudfit’s contract, and cost of Worcester Asylum © 

plan, as estimated by senate committee, - $499,840 42 

| Difference between lowest cost under Proudfit’s con- 

tract, &e., - - + - $388,450 46 

Mr. Mygatt states, also, in his testimony, that under the contract 

| Jet to Proudfit, the cost of the building can be made much more _ 

: than the estimates under the contract makes it. He says this can 

be done in the iron work generally, because greater weight of iron 

may be put in than is necessary, for the reason that all the:sizes — 

are not named in the spc cifications. ._In making the estimates they 

say the size and weight have been taken, which seemed sufficient 

for the purposes of the building. The size of the joists and parti- 

tions may also be increased under the contract, and other things 

| which are not specifically described. ee a 

The remarkable cost of this asylum, under Proudfit’s contract, 

beyond what was intended by the legislature only keeps pace with 

he remarkable and unaccountable departure of the commissioners 

from the plan of the Worcester Hospital for the insane, as recom- 

mended by the senate committee. re eee 
This state of the case leads us again to recur. to the act, and to 

inquire whether the commissioners, under the proviso of section 4, 

had aright to make such alterations in the plan as have been made, 

and to make such increases in the cost of tue contemplated build- 
ing as necessary follows so strangé an alteration of the plan. The 

legislature by that 1aw never intended to confer such license upon 

the commissioners. If their departures are warranted by any con- 

struction of the act, then indeed, as contended by the able counsel 

of Mr. Proudfit, the power of the commissioners was uulimited, 
and they might have made contracts for a building five miles in 
length, to accommodate five thousand lunatics, and to support five 
hundred appointed officers, taken from the body of the legislature 

and favorites among the people, at a cost to the state of ten or fif-
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teen millions of dollars, (and all with the advice and consent of 7 the governor.) 

; . Your committee cannot believe for one moment, that these al. | terations do not. “materially” change the plan designated clearly by the legislature; nor can your committee but believe that the change has or will, if the contract with Prondfit is ratified and | carried out, materially increase the cost of the building. So 
_ But there are other evidences, to satisfy your committee, not only | of material changes, but of the fact that the plan intended by the legislature was entirely abandoned, and one entirely new adopted. These evidences are found in the report of the commissioners, in the report of the superintendent, in the testimony of Mr. Palmer | and in the positive and unequivocal testimony of the superintend- | ant himself, ‘This testimony is in addition to the great mags of testimony furnished by the equivocal character of the whole trans- actions connected with this Lunatic Asylum project, and your _ committee feel to congratulate the people of' this state that the at- tenticn of their representatives was called to so (stupendous) ‘infa. | ious a scheme before it was too late to apply the remedy and | prevent its final consummation. On page 5, of the commission. , ers report, we find the following : “Oue of the commissionerg was ‘delegated, in the early part of the season, to visit the Worces- ter Hospital, and he was there and elsewhere advised by. scientific | physicians that the Worcester Hospital had not only ceased to be a model institution, but had fallen into the rear rank of the march | of improvement.” About four months previous to this Visit to Worcester, this same commissioner, then in his place in the senate, called the Worcester Asylum,in an official report, “a glorious i monument of the liberality aud philanthropy,” of the common- - wealth of Massachusetts, and said that ‘it deserved to be held up . | “as a model for our imitation.” This was done while the effort was being made to pass the law authorizing the appointment of _ commissioners to erect a Lunatic Asyluin, with the advice and co: peut of the Governor. Comment here 18 unnecessary, With. in four months, the Worcester Asylum fell “into the rear rank of —



the march of improvement,” and here commenced the departure 

from the line of official duty. . On page 6, of ‘the commissioners 

report, they say the plan adopted by them was a “plan matured — | 

by Doctor Kirkbride, of the Pennsylvania Hospital, and approved — 

by every superintendent in the United States, and it may be safe- 

ly asserted, that if carried out in the true spirit of enlightened | 

philanthropy, it cannot fail to give us an institution of a high order, | 

every way superior to any previously erected, and at as small a | 

cost as can effect the object desired. Fora full and specific ac- 

count of the plan of the buildings, the commissioners would refer | 

to the report of the superintendent, and also the drawings and — 

specifications now in their office. It. is gratifying to know: that _ 

this plan has received the approval of every well-educated man _ 

to whom ithas been submitted.” Again, on page 10, they say, — 

“Tn settling upon a plan for this asylum, the commissioners had. 

to decide whether they would have constructed a building atsmall .. 

expense, possessing very limited good qualities and usefulness, or 

such a building at greater cost as would meet the approbation of 

those who best know what is needed, and which would not be 

immediately obnoxious and subject to revision, change or. total 

- abandonment.” We have made the above quotations from the 

| report to show that instead of going on and causing buildings to | 

| be erected in accordance with the plan of the Worcester Asylum, 

they adopted a plan and contracted to buildlike it. The superin~ 

tendent of this asylum, who was a. member of the senate when 

the bill passed authorizing its erection, and was appointed by Gov. 

Barstow immediately afterwards, or soon afterwards, in his report: 

7 to the commissioners, says: “‘ Under a resolution passed by your _ 

| Board, and by the advice of the Governor, you are-aware that I . 

visited most of the similar institutions in the United ‘States, and — 

| upon my return, laid before you a plan which was adopted with- , . 

out reservation.” The plan adopted, and..the contract for the... . 

erection of which was awarded to Andrew Proudfit,is not the 

plan of the Worcester Hospital. There is no pretence thatitwas 

so. Edwin Palmer testifies, ‘that the portion of the Wisconsin



Asylum tobe built the first year would cost much more than the. - construction of the Worcester Asylum according to the plan re- - | | ported by the senate committee, as appears in the senate journal of 1854, and is upon a plan differing very materially. a The erection of the Wisconsin Asylum main building, would cost much’ more than the main building of the Worcester Asy- | : lun, for ‘the reason that it is more than twice as large, and for | the reason also that the Worcester Asylum is heated by furnaces - within the building, and the Wisconsin Asylum is heated by ap- paratusin a building removed from and entirely distinct from the . main building.” In addition your committee tcok the testimony of Doctor McLane, the superintendent, that the Worcester plan oo was abandoned as behind the spirit of the age, and that the com- missioners adopted altogether a different plan. | | The testimony of the superintendent is ag follows: He “exam. ined both Worcester and Taunton asylums, but found them both / insufficient to meet our purposes, and determined not to take ~ : either as a model for ours, both in reference to cost and arrange- | ment. Upon consideration witness adopted the plan as recom- mended and decided upon by the Board of Superintendents of Ine - sane Asylums of the United States, and now adopted and in-course a of erection by the U. 8, Hospital for the Insane of the Army and Navy, of ‘the District of Columbia, by the General Government, | as also by some ten or dozen other Institutions in the United States, the plan being varied to suit the means and necessities of this State. This plan was reported to the Commissioners and by _ them adopted. The form of the Worcester Asylum is different | from the plan adopted, but the treatment is similar.” Here then - we have the whole thing in all its bold aspects. The Superintend- ent and Oommissioners, with the advice and consent of the Gov- | ernor, disregarded the law, repudiated the Worcester Asylum plan - a as recommended, é&e,, and adopted that of a building fora U. g,- . Hospital for the Insane, for the Army and N avy, for the District of Columbia: There is no rule of law better settled than that in | the construction of a statute the whole act must be construed to. —
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gether, every section considered, and the intention of the Legisla- _ : 

ture sought out. ‘Upon this point authorities are abundant and | 

specific. It is settled, in the minds of your committee, that the le- | 

gislature intended that a lunatic asylum should be erected In ac- 

cordance with the plan of the Worcester Hospital for the insane, — 

as recommended in the report of the senate committee. It is 

equally settled in the minds of your committee what the plan was. 

It ig certain that the commissioners disobeyed the law, andadopted 

a plan for an asylum, differing in size, form, extent, proportion, | 

arrangement, and in detail, in every essential particular, and a plan, | 

too, which, if pursued, would involve the expenditure of hundreds | , 

of thousands of dollars, where the legislature intended to confine | 

the expenditure to thousands merely. Your committee is also— | 

from the 'aw and the evidence—satisfied that the departure of the 

commissioners from the line of their authority, was not only un- a 

warranted by any construction of the act under which they were 

appointed, but was a most wanton and flagrant transgression of © 

the law and their duties, for which no excuse can be rendered, 

and which nothing can palliate. The question. arises, therefore, _ 

how far the state is bound by their acts, and what is the duty of — 

the state in the premises. A majority of your committee, after 

fall and careful deliberation, say that the state ignot bound by the * 

contract made by the commissioners with Mr. Proudfit. That 

whatever the intention of the commissioners may have been, the | 

contract was a fraud against the state, and is void, And your — 

committee herewith give their reasons and the law, and fearlessly - 

put themselves before the legislature and the people. oe 

It is well settled that in all cases of special agency, or in other 

words—an agency. to do a particular thing or a particular piece of 

business, or to perfurm certain specific duties, must be confined to 

the particular thing to be done, or the particular duties to be per- 

formed. The law which is most clear upon this subject; and which 

‘ not only defines the power of agents, but also the liability of the - 

: principal for the agent’s act, ig most fully and particularly set out 

and discussed in the ‘court of errors in New York, in the case of 

Delafield, appellant, vs. The State of Illincis, respondent. ve
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_ The principal points, there determined, which have a bearing 

here, are that an authorized contract entered into by the agents 
of the State, acting under unlimited power conferred by statute, 
cannot be ratified ‘by any acts of the Governor or other officers, 

_but only by. the State itself” And “though the mere silence of : 
a principal for a very short period, may in some instances amount 

to. a presumptive ratification of the acts of an agent, the rule does 
| not apply where the principal.isa State.” The same principles are : 

well defined, and their application confirmed in a case between 
_ the same parties, reported in the 26th Wendell. These cases are 

so full and important, that your committee must be indulged in 

quoting largely from them. Your committee, for the more clear 
understanding of this case, submit in distinct points the questions 
upen which the authorities are conclusive: | : 7 

‘Ist. The contract made with Proudfit, by the commissioners, 
~wasillegal and void. = ee a : 

_ Ist. Because the contract was let for the erection of a Lunatic ; 
_ Asylum, differing materially from the plan of the Worcester Hos- 

pital for the Insane, as recommended in the report of the senate com- 
“mittee, and for the erection of an asylum both in plan, character 

_ and expense not contemplated by the law, and in direct violation — 
_ of the statutes under which. any building was authorized ‘to be 

erected; and $d, Because the conimissioners were not authorized 
| to cause any buildings to be erected, or anything to be done ex- 

cept as specified, mentioned ahd directed in the law. The.com- 
missionérs appointed by the Governor, who made this contract 
‘with Proudfit, were and are not judicial officers, but were agents 

of the state, and the statute under which alone they could act, was 

a special power of attorney, constituting such commissioners spe- | 

cial agents of. the state, and as such they were to be governed by 
their instructions under the act, and there is no distinction between 

__-the agents of a state and the agents of an individual. A person 
‘dealing with an agent with limited powers is bound to examine 
the authority of thatagent. Chitty on contracts, page 58, 1st Pe- - 
ters 8. C. Reports 264, 15 East, 43. The agents of a state have 

F | | |
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| no authority except what is derived from the statutes of the state. 

The principal is not bound by the acts of the agent beyond his au- 

thority. Story on Agency, 160 and 170, 18 John Rep. 363. 

9a. There has been no ratification of this contract with Proud- | 

fit. 1st. .A contract can only be ratified by one who had the pow- 

er originally to authorize the making of the contract. 2d. The 
state, by the legislative act, expressly directed the plan upon which 
the asylum was to be erccted, and by the whole tenor and spirit 
of the act, and by its express provisions the commissioners or , 
agents were prohibited from making any alterations in the same 

which would materially change the plan or increase the cost of the 

building. Hence nothing short of an act of the legislature can 

make valida contract entered into in contravention of her statutes 
and the law. 24th Wend. p. 431. 3d. The acts which aré al- 
leged as amounting to a ratification are only the acts of those 
agents who either made, or advised and consented to, the contract 

originally. The contract being unauthorized originally, every , 
subsequent act under it is unauthorized, illegal and void. In the 

case cited the court said, ‘“‘Itis an universal rule, that in order to. 

bind the principal upon.a contract made by an agent, the contract 

' must be within the authority committed to that agent, and that 
the authority must be strictly followed. If the agent’s acts vary 
substantially from his authority in nature, or extent, or degree, they 

are void as to the principal, and donot bind him. Comyn’s Di- — 

gest, tit. att’y, chap. 11, 15; also Stary on Agency, 165 and 170, 

- & There is,” the court says, “another rule founded on obvious rea- 

gons and often applied, that when the agency is created or con- 

ferred by a written instrument, and grows wholly out of it, the 

nature and extent.of the authority must be ascertained from the 

instrument itself, and cannot be varied or enlarged by usage,” 

| “The courts have never questioned the strict application of the 

rule when the agent is employed specially for any particular trans- | 

action. There, if the agentexceed his special and limited author- 

, ity, the principal, according to Judge Story, is not bound by. his 

acts, but they become mere nullities so faras he is concerned.



_ this 4s particularly epplicable where the agency: is created by a. _—sirittey, ingtrument.or authority known tothe party dealiig wie poe 
the agent ag the, source, of his authority, and directing and regala- 
ting jts object, extent.and exercise. . Thus in the ease of, Gardnér on, 
8; Bailie 6 TR. 591, a case degided by the King’s Bench, gfter = 

_ consulting with the Judges.of the Common, Pleas, andin Hoge 
Np Smith, 1 Taunt, R..489, it was decided that written instruments = 
‘Setting forth the power must: be stretly pursued, and cannot been-.. 
larged by evidence of usage.”, Such is peculiarly the case here. 
the-whole; authority of the public officers or agents or commig- 

__ Slqners, who made this contract with Proudfit, with the advice and = 
consent of the Governor, is controlled and regulated by the act of = 
the legislature, which formed the basis for any action upon the = 

», In the court of Chancery:in ‘New York, in:the case-ofapurchase 
of; lands from an officer ‘specially authorized to :sell. those ands, ae 
 -byigtatute,.it was held. by, Chancellor Kent, that “a.special.au- 

thority mnst be-strictly pursued, and the purchaser is presgmed fo 
_ know that-special authority, for it is contained in theactyandifhe =» 
__- purchages.in cases in which that special authority was,notpursued, 

_ "he purehases athis own peril.”. Apply the rule tfithe case of this = 
igontract. with -Proudfit, and .-if the commissioners did Rotatrictly oo 

 sputsuethe-authority contained. in the act,inmaking.that contraet, = 
_ -the'contractis void, and Mr. Prondfit made his contract. withthem 

at his peril, for the-law presumes that Proudfit knew.of this ape- ea, 

ei] authority, or in other words, knew of the statute under which | 

the commissioners assumed to act.. In the case decided in the 2d | 
| Hull, on page 174, where a party contracted with agents appointed a 

by the Governor, of Illinois for a specific purpose, the court said 
__ that the party contracting with theagents, “knew thathe wascon- = 

_ tracting with special agents, and was bound to.know theextent of =~ 
- theiranthority? | 

_. Another question is, raised» by one of the attommeys of Mr. — . 

-Proudiit, and that is, that this contract hasbeen ratified and: ap- | 
_ proved by the Governor, :and that therefore: the. state has become.
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pound, even although, the ‘contract at first was ‘an illegal one. 

| This is assuming that the Govérnor is the principal, and that, re- 

/presenting the state in some things, he has a right to bind by acts 

| “of assent or’ dissent in all things. Yout coimmittes aiewer'this 
last hope of Proudfit’s contract, by referring to the decisions nade 

“in the 26th Wendell, and the 2d Hill's reports. The case tpon 
which those decisions ‘were made, was a case where by’ a statute 

of Illinois, the Governor was authorized to appoint ‘certain a gents: 

‘to sell some of the state bonds of Illinois, “the same were not. 

however, to be sold for less than their par value.” Such was the di- ) 

| rection | of the act under which the agent ‘was appointed. ~ The | 

--‘honds'were sold, and transferred fora sui less than their par val- 

ue. Upon the question of ratifiction, the court said! “The' only 

 yemaizing inquiry is, whether any subsequent act, ‘acquiescence : 

‘ornegléct of the state of Mlinois,“ had ratified the contract made = 

| ther name.” It is amaxim of general jurisprudence, familiar‘to 

-the civil Jaw, and long ago incorporated.into our own system, that » | 

a “ratification is équivalént to ‘an: expréss authority,” ‘or in other 

‘~vords; that when the'piincipal: upon #' fall knowledge ‘of all the 

 gtreuitistatces ‘of: thé ase; deliberately: ratifies ‘the acts; or con- 

“tracts ‘6f ar -agent, ‘who has exceeded: his lawfil authority,-or 

‘wstitped’an unauthorized’ agency,''the ‘prineipal will ‘be bound 

: thereby as fully as if the agent had been” expressly: employed 'for 

_ ‘guich purposes.” » Acts’ or acquiescence, donot, as. is..sometimes 

| -Gatclesbly said, ratify thé tinauthorized contract, but inthe thone 

“guarded and philosophical langu age of the better authorities, they 

authorize judges and juries'to presume consent or‘ ratification. | 

| Gertdin coiduct, “adcording to ‘the usual “experiende ‘lof hiiman | 
7 “ature, or of business, ordinarily accompanied oriidtligates consent 
a ‘or'approval, They are in judicial’ language, ‘Cincotisistent with 

: “any other supposition,” and thus, “the —presumption may becotne 

violent, and even conclusive,” how that conduct which in’ a ter- — 

 idhant of other individual who is’ cognizant: of his own affairs; and 

able to interfere’ at any ‘time in-discovering the abuse: of his:eonfi- 

| ' dence, would indicate, thathe did not thus disavow. or disap; rove



_of bis agent’s conduct, is not significant in the game manger.of the 
will of “a sovereign government, which must act according to its, | ; 

constitution and laws, whilst the people can know the acts ofits _ 

qgonts outy’thrdieh its ‘tepresentatives.” "The Osurt LGR skid: 
ST aswell replied by'the Atiomey General, thatall the athe 6? 

— ficers together, including the Governor, the Auditor, and thé fund’ a 

> cothinissionérs, could ‘not'make'such a contract-as this, and ¢there- 
fie they could not ratify it directly, much less indirectly, by wets! 

 gighifying actuiescence.” In the same cisé aé‘veportéd im Sécon€’ 
Hill Reports, the court says : “The appellarit relies on'thd factithat = = 

the Governor, after he knew of the contract, signed the bondilaad : 
- daused them to be delivered; and-that some of the public:officers, _ | 

- of.the state acted under the contract, drawing for money;:and res; oe 

-eeiving payment. But the-difficulty: is, that.the Governér,wasne: = 

mére. than ithe agent of the state, and he; as, well as the commis» => 

stoners, acted under a limited: authority; and the same.remark is... 
applicable to the auditor, and.other. public officers, none of; then 
had authority to make such ‘contracts. as those were, and:if they: | 

could not make them originally, they could not ratify them.,,Bet 
ification must come from the principal, the state of Illinois.” The, | 
gourt said farther, “‘what has, the, state done. by. way of sanction; | ee 

ing the contract? The answer is nothing... The, legislature.hag. 
neither declared the contracts valid, nor done any actin afirmance: 

_ But it is said that longacquiescence, or even more silence, may: 
~ sometimes amount to.a.presumptive ratification. of; the acts.of am | 

agent: and that is undoubtedly true, (Story on Agency, 248,-950s 
9d Kent; 614.) 5: But;before we: infer anything from: the mere: Bie . 

-— lenee-of the principal, we. must look into,the nature:of.:therigi- — 

nal transaction, the relations. between the parties, their. habits;ot oo 

“business, and the usage of trade; under.particular ciroumstanges, 
_ the ailence of, the principal for a,very few days after he isadviged, 

_ of anact dong by the agent, may amount, to strong presumptive: 
evidence of ratification, especially when such silence has aten- 

dency to mislead thé dpposite party. But the cottt says: “it Will ne 
a pg Bp dbs es So soca dite GG



so méver do’to'ajpply 80 rigorous a rule where the state is the pittet:’ 

-Tagree that, when state engages in trade, ortmakes contracts, it 
‘tmaust, for most purposes, be regarded in the same lightas an indj- 
vidual 

But. a, state cannot.act in the same-form nor with the same, 
promptitude,ag: an: individual. , ‘The. legislature. does, not usually: 
meof,more than, once.in a year;. and, when. assembled,.time, must, 

| be given for maturing public acts: 2.0 ey 
. “Tlie appellant knew the character ofthe party with whom he 

| was dealing, and he had’no right to expect that ‘the state would: 

| move with the.celerity of.a merchant in Pearl, or a:brokerin Wall 

street... Now what was done in'this case? One of the contracts 

, was made:in: April,;and the other: in May 1839. ,and the legisla. 
. taire: did: not assemble until’ the winter following > There: was no- 

thing ih the: meantime which:-could’upon any: just principle be. | 

construed into a ratification ofthe contraet.? ue 

~-Now -yotir' committee most respectfilly:aulriits that if'tWe'dase 
of the contract! with’ Mr. Prondfit had’ beet iinder'the considera: 
‘tion of thosé ‘courts, no langiidge ‘could have’ been used 'dloser'cy 
tore. ebridise in‘showing the’ illegality of the contract, and thut 

. the staté'is in no wise bound by the samie, = | 

Every principle involved in this case, from the time of letting __ 
this‘contraet-to Mr. Proudfit, has ‘beet fally and clearly-adjidita-- 
ted and'determincd’ in: the eases from: which youY committee has _ 
made.so fulliand important quotations. “It is not in the: power of. 

 _ anguage to: portray more: clearly and truthfully the actual:condi- 
tion and 'rights-of this state under Mu. Proudfit’s contract than it 
has been’ done 'in'the’ opinions of the court'in the cases'citeds:) 1 

-——--“ Yottr coiittttes ‘can but again express their entire'confidence 
in the'Yact that ‘this atate ig not bound by that'contract, and'ek 

The course of the seyoral offigers in, this case, is, to,the minds of 
your committee, of the most startling character. A degree of li- ~
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cérise has been assumed in this case, which, if followed in other 

interests affecting this state, would lead to its utter prostration and 

- ruin. From the evidence adduced before your committee, it 

would seem that the commissioners, through ignorance or design, | 

had failed in almost every instance in following out the require- 

- ments of the law. The testimony of the commissioners before. 

your committee does not all agree with their report to the legisla- 7 

ture, and they either have wilfully intended to deceive and mis- 
lead the legislature, or else they are so entirely ignorant of their: | 

duties, and of the consequences likely to arise from their official ‘ 

oe action, that the immediate interference of the legislature is neces-. 

sary to protect the interests of the state. The evidence, including 

the estimates, made of the expense of this. overshadowing institu- 

‘tion, is so voluminous that it is impossible that it be embodied in: 

this report, but can only accompany the same. It is necessary, 

however, and proper to call attention to some portions of it in or-: 

der to show the general character of this financial transaction... | 

The evidence shows that all the plans, specifications and draw- 

- ings necessary to any person desirous of making estimates and 

bids, were not here more than three or four days previous to the 
7 opening of the bids, although some of them were here for several: 

days longer. It appears from the evidence that it would take at. 
Teast a week or ten days to make estimates.upon those plans:and. 

, specifications as a basis for building, before even an appropriation: 

could be made toward a full understanding of what was necessary: 

to be done; and it is certain, that for the short time they were: 

' here, before the letting of the contract, no five or ten persons desi- 
rous of bidding could at the same time have access to them, to 

make their calculations upon. It appears from the testimony that: 

divers persons were desirous of examining these plans and specificar 

tions, with a view to make bids for the contract, and could get no. | 

access to them, others because they were not here or because they 

were concealed. : | | 

_- The intention of the law in ordering an advertisement. of the let« 
ting of this contract, for six weeks previous to such letting, wag
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that the plans and specifications, during that whole time, should 
be open for inspection, in order that ample time might be afforded 
for full and fair-examination, and full opportunity offered to all 
persons to make such estimates as the importance of the case de- 

| manded. The notice itselfis blind. It advertised for proposals 
| for letting the contract for the whole building, before it was de-: 

termined by the commissioners, as one of the commissioners and. 
other witnesses swear, whether they would let the contract for the 

| whole or only a part ofthe asylum. © =. oe 

Witnesses who called for information could get none or but lit- 
tle information from the commissioners. The commissioners also __ 
swear that they never gave any information to any person or per- _ 
sons as to the mannerin which bids should be made, and yet Mr. 
Proudfit, from Waupun, by a proposal dated October 18, 1854, pre- 
vious to the time when, as it was proved, the plans and specifica- 
tions necessary fora full understanding of the character of the 
work to be performed, or the amount of materials to be furnished, 
could be known, made a bid upon which the contract was let. 

W.S. Bailey swears, that Sanborn, one of the commissioners, 
called on him at his house in Milwaukee, sometime in the summer, 
“and stayed at his house two or three days, and told him (Bailey) | 

_ to come up to Madison and putin a bid for the job of building __ 
the Lunatic Asylum, and that he would use his influence to give 
him (Bailey) the job. Bailey got the impression from what was 
said, that he should have the job, and that. he (Sanborn) would 
like to make something out of it. Sanborn said that if Bailey . 
would put in a bid, he (Sanborn) would use his influence with the 
other commissioners, to get him (Bailey) the job, and that he 

_ (Sanborn) would go for him (Bailey) in any event. He (Sanborn) | 
gave him (Bailey) the first intimation in reference to the building 
of the Lunatic Asylum. On the 30th of October, 1854, Bailey | 
came to Madison, and on the morning of the 31st he found ‘San- 
born, and with him went to the basement of the eapitol,and there 

, saw the front elevation of the asylum, and specifications, which 
were afterwards, on the same day, removed to the north west room
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_ in the basement. He did not‘see the ground plans at’ that time, 
- or any other plan except'the front elevation, 9 5 

Afterwards; on the same day, saw Sanborn and Mr. Bugh (he 
thinks,) another commissioner, together, and asked them whether | 

the whole building according to the elevation ‘plan, was to be: 
built, or only.a part of it, and they told him (Bailey) they had not 

decided... They wished. to wait until another commissioner came. * 

_ Bailey then asked them how the job was-to be bid for, whether. | 
by the gross sum, or such per foot, or yard, or how'the ‘proposals. | 
should be:put in, and he could get from them no satisfactory reply. | 
Thinks Mr. Sanborn ‘told him that the plans for the-building had: . 
not arrived. Bailey then said to Sanborn, there is no use of stay-: 
ing here, I shall not:get the job, and he (Sanborn) replied ‘by say-’ 
ing “you know how State jobs'always go,” and Mr. Sanborn then - 

_ said there was one bid in and that it would be declared off the - 
nextday. OO 

On being cross examined by Mr. Sanborn, Mr. Bailey swore, : 
among other things, speaking of the interview in Milwaukee, ‘as’ 

- follows: “TI said to be Sanborn like this, Sanborn, if you will do 
something for me in that job, meaning the Lunatic Asylum con- 

*. tract, you shall not lose anything by it; to which Mr. Sanborn | 
replied that he should like to make a thousand dollarg out of it? * 

The superintendent, Dr. McLane, swore, among. other things, | 
that the grounds for the Lunatic Asylum were purchased with the. | 

advice and consent of the Governor; that the notice for proposals 
was also published with the advice and consent of the Governor, 

who consented to the manner of its publication; that the contract - 

with Mr. Proudfit was entered into with the advice and consent 
of the Governor, who was present when the bids were opened, as’ 

was also George B. Smith. No architect was employed by him, 
_ or with his knowledge, to make any estimate of the cost of the: = 

_ Asylum under the contract, either before or since it was let. Mr. | 
Resley swore, on being cross examined by Mr. Sanborn, among 

other things, that Mr. Sanborn stated to him that he would do all 
he could to get him (Resley) the contract, without saying he want: | 

6 . | | | :



ed. an interest in the contract. “Sanborn said-to him (Resley).that 
_ he wanted to make something out of ‘it, at the same time that-he _ 

said he would do all he could to get: him (Resley): the contract. — 
The morning after the:contract was let Mr. Sanborn. told him (Res- _ 

| ley) that Dr. Bugh and Proudfit kept alooffrom him (Sanborn,).and, _ 

he thought there was collusion between them, and. “that Bugh 

. # told him (Sanborn) that Proudfit would give him (Sanborn) a 
_ place.” Upon this point of the testimony, and that of like char- 

acter, your committee make no comments: in thisplace. 
| It appears, further, that Vittum, one of the commissioners, and: 

Dr. McLane, .the superintendent, were members of the senate ati 
the time of the passage of the act, and that they were appointed to. 

their respective offices by the Governor before the term of their 

offices as senators had expired, in direct: violation of the constitu- 
_ tion, which. expressly declares: that “no member of the legislature _ 

shall, during the term for which he was elected, be appointed or 
elected to any civil office in the State which shall have been; crea- 

_ ted or the emoluments of which shall have been increased during 

the term for which he was elected.” We make no comment upon. — 
the object of these unconstitutional appointments, = gs 

‘We find that the sum of $15,000 has been disposed of as follows:. > 

| Clearing ground for Asylum, expense of plans, =. ... 
publishing notices, office rent, &c., ‘$932 038 

| Salary of Geo. R. McLane, sup’t, = =: $1,850 pe ed 
Expense of visiting eastern institutions, © °250 0. fo 

| sc ee | os oo 1,600 00 2 
S. G. Bugh, per diem, — _ $765 00. | 
Stage fare and other expenses, . 215 00° oO 

PD. 8. Vittum, per diem, 640 00 a 
Stage fare, carriage hire, &c., 415 00— 

_ | a  ———— 955 00 | 
A. S. Sanborn, per diem, a 700 BO 
Stage fare, livery hire; &e., BME ae 

Paid to A. Proudfit,.on estimates, On 8,080 20 ota 

pO POtaty $14,801 93° fee 

Balance cf $15,000, supposed to be in the Treasury,.198-07 <= ~



‘These accounts have béen audited and paid to each other’ by 
the commissioners “tligmselves. ~ Mr. ‘Sanborn’ has reéeived per! | 

diem for over forty days Tonger than he has served; and: Mr. Me/ 
Lane, on a salary of $1200 per year, and before the close of his | 

first. yegr, has ‘reedived $1350. These statistics, taken from the = - 
reeofdé of the proceedings of the commissioners, show that they 

_ have been paying to Proudfit a latge sum of money belonging to 
the State, before they had any means of knowing whether, the 

State would ratify that monstrous contract, and they also show 
that ‘the commissioners and superintendent were disposing of the | 

public fands, and paying themselves for services never performed? 
| upon a, scale commensurate with the dignity of the State they : 

 gerve,‘and with the magnificence of the. contract they had‘made. 

The State of Ohio-has recently erected a splendid Lunatie Asy; 

* Tam, near Cleveland, of which the following is a description: The 
central part is four stories high, 120 feet long, and 70 feet wide, | 

_ The wings extend on cither side 186 feet, and.cross wings 85.by 
94 feet, built of grey sandstone. The first appropriation of the 

| legislature was $70,000, which: hag been increased by the legisla- : 

ture of 1854 with, the sum of $47,000 ; $22,000 of which was for 

| furnishing supplies and salaries of officers. The cost of the Asy- 

lum. building is $95,000. Ohio is but the second or third State in | 
“the Union in wealth and population; ‘the population is about two 
millions. , If that is a sufficient, convénient, and splendid institu- | 

| tion for the great State of Ohio, iow far; in the language of ‘our | 

commissioners, has Ohio “ fallen into the rear rank ofthe march of = = 

_ itiprovement ” behind Wisconsin, with her population of five htn- 
dred thoiisand,—her resources but partially developed,—and her 
Lunati¢ Asylum costing near half a million of dollars! The com: 

‘missioners,’ in‘ their report; tell-us that in New York “the Utica 

Asylum originally cost $200;000, aiid that until recently it has been 
-regaidéd as a model institution, yet ‘the legislature of New York; 

with a liberality that refuses to deny any expenditure that may be 

 sleeessary to render it more perfect aid an-instrument for accom- | 
- plishing the benevolent object of its erection; had authorized. an



additional expenditure of $75,000 the past season.” Whole cost of. 

the New York Asylum, capable of accommodating 600 to 700. 

patients, $275,000... New York has a population of about three 
millions; is the richest State in the Union; is older than the Con- | 
stitution of the United States ;.and has pagsed, even as a State, 

the three score and ten years allotted by the Psalmist as ‘the limit 
of human life ; and yet how far, in the mind of these commission- _ 

ers, has New York fallen behind Wisconsin, “into the rear rank 
of the march of improvement.” Nothing will answer, for Wis: 
consin,—with her population only one-sixth as large as New 
York, —but an Asylum modelled after the great National Hospital va 
for the Insane for the Army and Navy, in the District of Columbia, 

costing nearly halfa million of dollars. Your committee may feel, 
with a just pride, that but a few years will elapse | before the 
United States government will be behind Wisconsin, and will, 

| have “fallen into the rear rank in the march of ‘imptovement.”) 

The commissioners have told us, in their report,’ that the “ Wis- 
consin State Lunatic Asylum, when fully completed, will accom- 

| modate from 250 to 800 patients; and the cost of the eritire struc. 

ture will be the sum of $150,000.” “But the’ wants of thé in- 
_ sane in this State may not demand the expenditure of that amount 
formany years” 

_-- Yet the commissioners have let the contract to erect the whole» 
building, the main building, and eight wings of which are tobe __ 
built within two years, at an expense, as proved by unimpeacha- — 

- ble witnesses, ot-over $300,000; and the other wings to be erected 

when directed by the commissioners, giving one year’s time, &c. 
The commissioners say that the entire cost of the building; when _ 

completed, will be $150,000; and yet they swear before your | 

committee that they have never-had any. estimates made of what — 

the expense would ‘be under. the contract. To put: acharitable | 

construction upon it, we may say that they are.deceiving the.le- 
) gislature and the people, by guessing and reporting on expense 

that they know nothing about. ..On page 8 of their report they say 

: “the cost. of the portion of the building to be completed, within the
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‘year 1855 will be $67;748. The’ estimate’ has been ‘madé With 
_ reference to the bid of Mr. Proudfit, by an able and’ expérieticsd 

architect, and the commissioners are confident thatisuch sum is 
| abundantly sufficient.” Two of the commissionérs and tlie super- 

_. _intendent swore before the committee that they had no knowledge 
of any such éstiinates having been’ made at all, and’ Mr. Vittuim 
‘swore, at first, that he had had several estimates made, by differ 
“ent persons; but finally, upon reflection, swore that ‘the commiis- | 
-sioners had ‘never had any made, to his knowlédgé,.as to the éx- _ 
“pense of that portion of the buildin g to be com pleted ‘durin g the } 
- year'1855,‘but that he had, for‘his own information, asked Mr. 

- » ‘Newton, astone yiason, of Baraboo, what his opinion of the cost | 
of the stone work’ ‘would be, and ‘he told him (Vittum); but Mr. | 

_¢Vittum could'not recollect what that amount. was. The report of 

_ ithe commissioners to the legislature ‘was an official report, made 
“by sworn. officers. ‘The statement of expénseé, and of the fact. that 

“an-estimate had been made by an able and experienced. architect, 
wasia plain unequivocal statement, -in relation to ‘a:imatter upon 

_ which they could: not be deceived’; and yet; in their testimony Be- 
‘fore your committee, the commissioners severally virtually. swear 

_ that ¢Adét statement in their report:to the: legislature was not: true. 

__ The;amount necessary to be expended. under the contract forthe 
Year 1855 would, be, according to,the contract, $184,000 
Aad cost of engine house, furnaces, &e, = —~—«80,000 
Add. also necessary ‘furniture, estimated at a \ : 1... 20,000 

oe And we have the gross sumof ~~ Be $934,000 
“To be expended the present year, in order to gb it into operation 

at all. “In‘order to’show that the commissidners. have been most 
egregiously ‘and unaccountably mistaken; and Messrs. Mygaitt, 

_ ’ Palmer and Bird, ii the sworn estimates they made, both at coh. 
tract and at just’ and fair prices, aré cotrect, yotir ‘committee avail 

- themsélves of the proposition made by Mr. Proudfit to the legisla. 
‘ture on'the 17th March, 1855." This proposition is thade with a 

, view, he says, of an-adjustment ‘of the matter at the present ses- _ 
_ sion ‘of the legislature. He’ proposes to build the centre building



and one longitudinal and one transverse wing on-each side, inthe 
manner, provided, for in his contract, for the sum_of $155,000.— = 

| This is the, portion of the. building to be completed.the present 
—-year, according to his contract, and is five thousand dollars, more 

than the commissioners reported to the legislature the whole egst 
of the building would be, when entirely completed, and ig $87,207 = 

more than, the commissioners reported the same work would cost 
for the year 1855. The propositfon is a kind of a compromise. be- 
tween fair, just, and reasonable prices and his, contract prices, He 

| _also proposes to build two more, longitudinal and two.more trans: | 

verse wings, in. the manner provided by contract, for the eum of’ 

$85,000; which is less than his contract price $14,412, and.more 
than a fair, reasonable, and just. price,:as proved $18,366...) ... 

~The whole work. which he proposes to.do under his proposition» 

would amount to the sum of $240,000, which would be less: than 

‘his contract price of $438,450 46, and more than.a fair, just, and 

reasonable price, as proved by Palmer, Mygabt and Bird $47,677 68 

| —and at his last proposition, the expense to ‘the State, including — 

the expense of furrishing the Asylum, as estimated, would be.the | 

liberal sum of $290,000, which exceeds the cust. of ithe new and — 

splendid Northern Ohio Lunatic Asylum the sum. of'$§173,000,. | 

The proposition submitted by Mr. Proudfit to ‘the legislature | 

only shows more clearly the great wrong done to the state ‘by the 

commissioners, under the advice and consent of the Governor;‘and © 

it shows also that the commissioners afe either entirely ignorant — 

of what they are about, or else it shows thatthe estimates madein 

their report to the legislature were made far below what the com- | 

missioners knew the real expense would be, for the purpose.of in- 

ducing the legislature to make some appropriation, or do some 

act which might be construed into a ratification of the contract, — 

without due consideration, and thus fasten the liability of the state 

beyond the most remote chance of escape. There isanotherques: 

tion in this case of some importance to the people of this state, 

and for the legislature to consider, and that is the constitutional 

prohibition against the state constracting public debts, which, in
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the aggregate, shall exceed the sum of one hundred: thousand dol- 
lars.. It'is ot some importance to know whether that provision 
‘means anything.. If it does mean:anything,:and means what it 
‘says, then every.act which contracts a publicdebt above that'sum, | 

and every act of the legislature, or of the officers of. state, in the 
“process of contracting such a debt; is a nullity: If it. dees met 

mean anything, contracts may be loosely made, which willinvol¥e 
the state in debts, amounting to millions of dollars, and no limita- 
tion will be effectual. The state is already in debt far beyond the 

constitutional limit, independent of this Proudfit contract. A 

wide distinction may here be drawn between the state, incurring . 

a liability on-account of the inismanagement or misapplication of | 

_ @ trust, ‘and a voluntary debt created by a voluntary contract. If | 

_ the. state has no right to create a public debt of over one hundred 
thousand dollars, the state has no right: to make a voluntary con- 

_ tract, which will by its express operation create such a debt, for = 

the mading of such a voluntary eontract is the process for creating 

the debt. Upon this ground also your committee is clearly. of the 

- opinion that the contract with Proudfit is unconstitutional and void. | 
Your committee have been unable to see this whole transaction in 

any other light than that expressed in this report. The course 
which has been pursued is one unparalleled in the history of states. | 

There would seem to be no safety for the people, and no confi- ~ 

dence to be’reposéd‘anywhere. Your committee have endeavored 

to get at the whole facts connected with this matter, but are satis- 

fied that they have not been able to do so. But they have been | 
able-to find evidence to show. what is herein stated, and that the 

contract itself is a fraud upon the last legislature and the people, 
and that it is one which itis our duty to shake off. Whenever 

any testimony has been adduced, implicating any one of the com- 

missioners, we have given them an opportunity to see the testimo- 

ny, to cross examine the witnesses, and if they had chosen to in- 
troduce testimony by way of explanation. In some instances they 

. have availed themselves of this privilege. Your committee has 

also given Mr. Proudfit ample opportunity to appear before your



| an os Oo 

committee with testimony and with counsel. He has availed him- 
selfof the latter, and your committee have listened with pleasure 
and instruction to the able oral arguments of Messrs. Ryan and | 

| Orton, and to the ‘written arguments of Messrs. Knowlton, Ran- — 
--  dlesand Arnold. Your committee are however well satisfied that 

the positions taken ‘in this report, will bear both the scrutiny of 

| the people and of the judicial tribunals, for we do not hesitate: to 

oe declare our opinion that no judge of a court of record in this state | 

would sustain thiscontract. = an 

Your committee feel now that they: have done their duty and 
- ean only further recommend that the law ‘authorizing the appoint- 
ment of commissioners, be repealed, and that Mr. Proudfit: be no-. 

- .tified that this ‘state disavows the action of those commissioners. _ 
We are satisfied this is what the legislature ought to do, and what — | 

| the people—whose burthens‘are already heavy—imperatively de- 
mand. With this view your committee report a-bill for'that pur- 
pose, and ask to be discharged from the further consideration of 

thesubject. 

| Ce ae fap ae Oh’n joint com. 

Soe, So LQ, ADAMS, = 

re Senators. 

A ggemblymen. -



ESTIMATES, 
oe To Hon. P. H. Surrs, | —_ | oO , a - oo 

— . Ohairman of Com. on Wisconsin State Iunatic Asylum: 

_ Sim:—Agreeably to the request of your committee'we have es- = 
imated the cost of the building tofbe erected under the contract | 

_. of Andrew Proudfit, Esq., by the contract prices, and also by lib- 
eral prices for work and materials furnished and delivered onthe sits 
 grounds'selected,for the asylufn, with the following results: - 

Oe ae _ @. W. MYGATT, 
ee | | EDWIN;PALMER, _ 

Ss AL AY BIRD 

| o
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a _ COST OF MAIN BUILDING, ~~ - 
ue Nae s 7 Per Contract and Estimate Price. ee 

| I - — Gontracty «= ietimate: 1264 Yds. excavations for cellar ;:, | Ts Cay Oo ‘atid trenches for footidys to ~~ oo | | _ stone walls, 800 BF BOD 1B a 442 40 —— 189 60 | 
6801 Perches rubble work for a 

~ eellar, corridor walls, and in- | a oe a 
cluding 2nd, 3rd, and 4th sto- re | 

.. - Yes and tympanum, | 360 . 8 00 | a ——— 24,483 60 ——— 20,403 00 
27 Perch, or 455 feet cut stone BE re . 

_ *. for window sills,:;;2nd):8rd, 2 > per ft. 
and 4thstoriey © = + 16 50 00 50 | | . _ 44 BO 082 50 | 

_ 662.Perch cut stone, for first or | a a oe | 
+ ‘basement story walls, 16° 50. B00. - : OS é | —— 9273 00 ———— 2810°00 
100 Fet cut stone, for fire proof vot te yas, . 

__- ‘safe, floor and ceiling, 100. - . . 0050. noe | —— 10000—— 5000 
85 Perch cut stone, for quoin | hb ba 7 oe 

_ ts :gorners (rustic), 16650 | «6 00 | 
| enn 907 FN. ———- 275-00 
100 Perch:ecut stone, main drain, _ So Joey a . | | 

-~ -Gneluding water lime, Oe — 400 00— | 400 00 
150 Yards excavation for drain, 0085 = 0015 + - | op | ye a - | Oe 52 15 , me 29 50 . 

1050 Yards tiling ‘or flagging | a cS 
. for kitchen, 0040-0040 | 

oe we ee 200 ato 00



BD So 

Contract. "Estimate. | 

47,500 Brick for partition walls, _ | a | a 

including arches and fireproof ©, ae es Phe 

safe, ye bo S~SC«S 0 
- men 2218 00 ——— 1775 00 — 

37198 Yards mastic finish and = = = ~~. . . 

pencilling outside walls, to 2d, a - / * en 

3d and 4th stories, AB AB a 

| —_— 539 00 -—— 58389 00 

31034 Yards lathing and plast- , | | 

ering, three coat work, includ- ae ae Co 

ing lath for outside walls, 56 Os meer QQ oe 7 

| , ee OET9, 04. | ae. 8089 52 

456 Yds. deafning floors(mor- +... | ae, : 

269,750 Feet lumber, for joists, | ae ee 

rafters, deafning, roof, cor- : _ - . - } 

| mices, windows, doors, shut- ee 

ters, stairs, flooring timber, a - pe 

cupola, and for finishing gene- 
ee 7 

rally throughout, | 84 95 ae vo Sy 

| oo ee TggeR BE 
| 144,00 Feet common lumber for =: a 

| - gafters, partitions, floors and = | , 

roof boards, | ; ye QP aa 

, | co ——— $024 00 

79,850 Feet clear lumber, for wo so 

| cornice, window shutters, — no a | : 

| stairs, doors and finish, a ee BO 

| | oe wn 2895-50 

36,000 Feet flooring, 11-4 clear, gig 

ee BO 
| eee «936 00 = 

9252 Ft. timber, lineal measure, Oe | | 

- or 9900 feet superficial, 
ee “40 

ce Coo | me 225 2 

3750 Ft, oak lumber, for treads, — — ee 

&c., to stairs, | 92500 gg aren 

22,766 Feet tin for roof, includ- 2 ee ONE Ee eT 

fag dome and veranda, » 5 who . 

. ——— 8191 50 ——~ 1595 75



a oe | Contract. Estimate ' _ — - 272 Feet’ conductor pipes; ’tin; | 
- 4 inch, RE QQ - 

| ; — = 68 00 —— — 54 50° 
: 172 Feet speaking tubes tiny: © 5 25 . 10 | 

- SO — 4800 ——~ 1720 
1500 Pounds gas pipe, average = —perfilin, 

- size, one inch, — on 16 80 : | 
con Mes ——~ 2246 40 —— — 360 00 _ 14040 Pounds wrought iron for | — ne | : 

: anchors, rods, wire guard, . |. - : | 
tailing, verandah, stairs, d&e., 16 - 18 ok 

Oo ——— 224640 —— 1825 20. 
‘The different sizes of iron oO Bo . | 

| used in building avarages‘the == | | 
amount of 18¢, per lb., as in- a | | eek | 
cluded in the estimate price.’ oe | : | 

22,070 Pounds ‘east iron for ve- A Fe 

_randah columns, risers to st’rs, a | | a 
bracketts, window and dumb a oo ne 

waiter weighis, 49, os 8 
- re —— 2648 40 —— 1765 60 
65 Doz. per butts for doors ‘and | or 

. shutters, averagesize (4 in) = 3 1 60 So 
| So en 19500 —— 97 50 

65 Gross screws, average size, a 
| 11-4, — oo 2 75 

oo | : —_—— 130 00 —— 48 75 
91 Locks for doors, 2 50 oo 2 50, . 

, a _ —— 197 50 —— 186 60: 
35 Doz..cabin hooks for window a . , 

_ . shutters, BIE - 
7 7 a | mm 1819S 

30 Doz. window frame pullie, = = = 1 

| 100 Pounds sash cords, a oe 20 | 

8 Dozen sash fastenings, _ . | $3 “ 
| | | - Co —— 24 00 

8 Iron sheaves fur two dumb | SC 

oat eee 1600”



| a rn i 

a oe | Contract. Estimate. - 

Rope and windlass for same, — 2: - .  —-«*FO..00 : 

5500 Pounds nails, we NT ae 
ee | wi 885100 ar 8800 

50 Boxes American glass, 39 50 | one = 8 TB. - - / a 

| a ee 45 00 187 50 

13 Water-closet basins (iron) «18 . UB Oo 
| —— (23400 —— 234000 © 

1 Bathing tub (zinc, ) Oo . 15°00 OC 15 00 : | 

48 Hot air registers, | | | 4.00 - fo 00 _ ae 

| | | —— 192 00 ——.- 192,00 

48 Ventilators, 200 200: ° > _ 

— ‘9600 —— 96 00 

‘96 Tin frames or boxes for do., 50 a 50. ae | 

9829 Pounds lead for reservoir, a ee 

and conducting soil, and other ce CS 

pipes for hot and cold water, WO 10 | 

: | “— 982 90.5 —— 982.90 | 

2000 Pounds iron for fire proof ee 

safe, half wrought and half co Oo : 

cast iron, complete, with locks | EEE UE - a 

| and bolts, d&e, > - 280 00 - 280 00° 

4 Spout stones for conductor ne nen 

pipes, 24 feet, Po BD 
| - — 24°00 —-”. 1200. ) 

6 Bells with crank, wire and | : voy uel 

trimmings complete, to dining ~ Oo a 

| room, BB 
- — 3000 —~ 3000 

- Faucetts and stop cocks for hot | CF 

and cold water pipes, ss a 600 .., , 6 00. 

| For fitting up water, soil ad ss | re 

waste pipes, lining reservoirs, ae 

_ and plumbers’ work, through- | | RE 

out, | Oe 500 00 500 00



oN Campentir and Joiner work, 
| - Sp a to itare oe 2s 

an 8 Gontraet. Estimate, 
Framing and raising joists for oe a - a i me 

floors; ceiling joists, roof tim- | . a 

bers and rafters, | Bo ee topetoe 
Main ‘cornice (552 feet). $200. 0 vr / 

Roof Boarding, | | oe ee BO QO - 

_ Framing, Raising and furnish- 8M a Eh a gh aed e : 

ing ‘cupola and dome, includ- , | oe ae | 
|< ing base and cornice ; also. re ee 

floor and ceiling, 2° a cies - §00-00 — 

Front’ veranhah,roof floors, corn- | | toe a 

ice, &e.tosame, i BBO OD . 
- Front and rear entrance doors, ee 7 

_ side‘lights and_ inside casings, a I eg - 
/ - fitting all trimmings to same, ne oo TB QO 

91 window frames, sash shutters oe a Eee i Oo 

_ for all specified and including - — a - re 

inside casings complete, 092 00 
‘22-cellar window frames, sash,&éc. ; a oo | 

| complete, 2ea © |. | - 7 hk 000 

240flooring planed and match- = / re 

-edand laid, 832.400 
‘Setting partition studs, : a 20 00° | 

98 Inside doors,including making | Oo | 
casing and hanging ; also, | | be So | 

a trimming complete, $7 ea. So . a | 886 00 
_ Fitting: treads to main stair case, a oe oe ee - 

_ (ironstring pieces) Ist. story, re 8000, 02 
| “Three flightsgstairs to 4th story, * re a, . a 

, finished complete with mould- - . = , 
| “ed hand rail as per. section, - rs : 

_ “platform,.base and skirting, © 800800 . 

| Finishing attic and cellar stairs, | 90000 | 

- » ross’ corridor doors and side tages Pt be, . 

JNghits for Ist and 4th storie, =  .  , . , 60.00 :



| | oe | IESE ye, “oo  Oontract.- ~ = Estimate. - 

9 Finishing two dumb waiters, fit- co | 

- ting sheaves, cord and wind- — ee - | 
. . lass, S60 ea. | oo be oe ' $60. ae 

Finishing China closets, with | a 

| shelves, &e. a 85 00 

Furnishing clothes closets with a ee es 

| cleats and pins, Oe — a 95 00° 

Fitting base forall roomsthrough- Se be 2 moet 

— out, | | | | psy Cighblp 140 00 | 

- Fitting water closets and bath an a a 

rooms, and preparing for - - re 7 

, waste and water pipes, Sob8 os | 80,00 | 

Finishing steps to wing build- Cn ee 

ing from 3d. story and from — Ne a 

platform of stairs, | Cop 10 00 

Repairing for pipes to bath , co a | 

rooms and fitting same, 10 00 

| Carpenter work in fitting and So 

| putting up gas aud water os : Boog hn, | 

pipes, a 4 oo | ye 80 00 

Finishing pulpit and platform, 8 = 
| steps to platform in chapel, RE re 30°06 

| 35 seats in chapel with scroll ES 

backs and arms, | a ee $400 © 

oO : : a $40 OO 

Deafning floors, boarded close | Ve gs TB a | 

and cut between joists (three © © 2 0 eB 

floors), oo, —— _ a 100 00 

Wood work to reservoir incupo- _ | 

la or dome, | , ” ne oo . oe ~ 60 00 ; a 

a Fitting iron window guards, | i Oo oo 3400 

| Fitting firring to outside walls, | . Oo 40-00 / 

| Preparing and fitting bond tim- i veoh ye poe 

bers and lintels for doors and Sg ee 

‘windows, 50 OO



| ue Je be Painting. | | 

oe | Oo 7 : vo Contract, = Estimate. 1418 yds. painting tin on roof, . | 
: base, cornice and roof of dome, | ee | 

| _ including verandah roof, two | a re 
oats upper side and one coat a _ 

-under side, a 2 
a ; | —— 354 50 

| 150 yds. wood work to cupola, ee ae | 
. including cornice, pe 7 | - 280 

_ 858 yds. main cornice, (girting . - . | 
same,) yee , OB : | | oo —— 221 25 

_ 444 yds. front verandah, includ- | : 
| Ing iron work, floors, ceilings, : 

7 cornice and facia to floors, © nn); ae 
' | | 7 — 111 00 

: 1274 yds. painting and glazing _ - ) 
_, windows, including inside oo 7 
.. casings, shutters and window _ | | 

guards, . 7 , = 25 —— 

; ; ae eo «818 58 
_ 60 yds. front entrance doors, side | . a 

_ ° lights, including inside casings, — ne 25 a 
| ee 1B 00 

1078 yds. inside (room) doors, _ . : 
two sides, including casings | : oe 

| and jambs, . : | | 25 | 
| . —— 269 50 

262 yds, painting for 1st, 2d and OO | 
| 8d story stairs, — SO OB 

Oo Dos oo —— 68 00 | 
_ 355 yds, painting base jn all ee : | 
-, rooms, average width 8 inches, | | QE | 

ers oe — 88 %5 : 
140 yds, painting dumb waiters, . 7 | | | 

 includingslides, | AB 
- a | a | . —————= = 85 4 | 

| 28 yds, painting water closets, BB, 
a 8 | |



| | a Contract. - © Esttmate. | 

58 yds. painting cellar, windows). BB | — 

290 yds. painting seats, pulpit a a 

and steps to platformin chapel _ | co BBE , 
8 50 

Joiner work on main building, - 7 | a 

as per proposal, | | — 7495 00 | | 

Extra items as per proposal, — 1800 00 2) | 

Painting on do do : 1000 00 SE 

Add for incidental expense, - 825 00 7 

Total cost of main building, ' $77,869 60 | $53,888 34 

LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE'WING BUILDING, A, 

1112 yds. excavations for cellar / gy : | : - 

and trenches for footing for. | | | - ee a 

stone walls, ss — © $0 85 | | $0 15 Oe 

| | —— $398.20 —— $166 80 — 

2020 perch rubble work for cel- co oe Oe 

lar walls, including 2d,and 38d : oe - - 

stories, outside, and also, corri- | Oo eB oo 

dor walls, | 3 60 B00 

| 7272 00 6060 00. 

2 perch rubble for steps, ~ 8 60 | 3.00 a 
ee 720 °>——. 6 00. 

523 perch cut stone, in first or . | | SO 

basement story walls, | 16 50 7 6 00 ng 

| | a — 8629 500 -—— 2615 00” 

1% perch basement steps in rear, 16 50 BOO 

22 perch or 36 feet lieneal, for | . preft. lineal. — an 7 | 

window sills, 7 16 50 BO oe | 

. : | | — 363 00 —— 180 00 - 

34 perch cut stone quoins, rustic, 16 50- BOO | 

—— 66100 — 17000 |



eS To a oo Contract. — Estimate. 7 
| -864,000 brick for partition, core - fe 
an ridor, arches, and cross corridor re | oo, 

wally DG 10. 
ee —— 705000 —. 5640 00 

1174 yds. mastic finish and pen- | ee 
ciling for outside walls, 2d,3d . os . | 

a and 4th storie. 9. AB A5 — a e528 80 a 8 
8706 yds. lathing and plastering, re es | 
8 coat work, including lath «st | ° | 
for outside walls, - | 56 ne 28 oe 7 cee gw 4875 86. «ads 68 

. 700 yds. lathing and plastering, | | 
" attic story, SE. 56 a | 28 | 

oo 89200. —— 196 00 
_ 1000 yds. deafning floors, (mor- 7 

| tar,) _ | . 28 - 414 OC 

* 85 perch stone, connecting drain, | Oe | 
including water lime, © 400 | a 4 00 
Dos —— 340.00 =—— 340 00 

100 yds. excavations for'same, BBG - 

205 ft. stone flagging on cross, oe oe 
corridor, bath rooms and wae | 7 | 

'  terclosets, 2s 4000 40 | Oo ee eon —S_—sss8200 82 00 
| 92,444 ft. common lumber for. oo, | - | 

“Joists, rafters, wall plates, roof . : 
boards, ventilator shafts, in- | - . —— : 
cluding deafning for’ floors, -. oe | | 

_ lintels to windows and doors, oe i QE 
no RE —— 1941 32 — 

| 68,820 ft. clear lumber, for win- ~ . oe, os 
| “dows, doors, stairs, base, case- ae | : a 

ings, sash doors; ; pe 8 BO , 
| a ee or mo — 1914 60 

—- : 156,264 ft. lumber,common and wsCt CS Cee Bt | 
clear, for work as above, © 84-75 

: -_ 5480 17 - 
— . 5 

.



| oe 60 oe a 

. ; ee Contract. ___- Estimate. oo 

30,000 ft. flooring, - 3475 2 ., 2600: ce 

on —— 1042.50 —— >  780°00_ 

1000 ft. oak Jumberfor stairs, 2250 jj. 2000 © er 

| oa 2250 —— 20°00 

8582 ft. tin for roof, including a ae 

dome, cornice and base, _ OB Qk 

| a —— 2145 50 —— 1072 7% 

200 ft. tin water conductors4in. 25 OO 

| : | —— 5000 -—— 4000 | 

100 feet dust conductors, 12 ine = 80 Bec AQ 

| | — §0:00. 0 ue. 40.00 

870 Ibs. or 180 ft. gas pipes in - ee | 

| corridors and large rooms, sto- & A per foot lineal. | 

ries, | ee (: BQ 

| | — 189 20 — 174.00 : 

17,839 lbs wrought iron for an- | | | a LS 

chors, reds, wire guards, flue Pes coe re 

| bars, | 16 AB 
7: — 285424  — 281907 ~ 

365 lbs for wicket doors _ | Wook AB 

| | — 5800 . | 4% 46 

13,880 lbs cast iron for stairs, : Dore oo | 

| sash, window weights, dumb oo oe | ae 

waiter weights, and upper . | On 

sash for dormitory windows, Wo BO a 

- — 166560 © — 111040 

11 doz butts 4inaverage, § . 3 00 a 150 

| | —— 33 00 -——. 16 50 

21 gross screws 14 in. average, 2 00 Be 

| mee 42 00 BT 

: 73 locks for doors, each "250 — | 150 | 

So — 18250 —— _ 109 50 

6 do “ sash doors, each © 2 50 _ 150 © © 

: | 5 00 9 00. 

. 78 do ‘ wicket doors . 950 ©. 600505008 © 

| | ge 50 86 FO 

6dozbuttsfor do |. ° 800°  — 1200 - a 

146 bolts for room doors 1 25 | GB.



. 20 doz window frame pullies, . a, 100 ... 

5 gross screws ; 50 | 

= 60 Tbssashcord, = BY, 
| a | 18 00 

7210 doz sash fastenings | . 300 --— 
ons SO om 30.00 

4 iron sheaves for dumb waiter, = 000 . 

Rope and windlass to same, Se oo £000 
«6B boxes American glass ss 5. + BTR. : ro a 551 OO 17 50 
4,000 lbs. nails — . ry | a : . 

- oe — - 28000  — “280 00 
_ 2-water closet basins, iron, with - es _ oo | 

Oo cranks and trimmings com- - |. re 
plete = | oO 418.00... | ey re 86 (00 

2 bathing tubs, (zinc) ea AK OO - ee 80°00 
85 hot air registers 400 

| ee. —— 340 00. 
G5 ventilators BO 200 |. — 

| ne a os 180500 : 
148 frames for do(tin,) Oe | 50 - | 

825 Ibs lead pipe for cold and — ee | 
hot water, soil pipes, dip Oilthe e S 

traps, &e., to water closet im-  g, 
cluding tankin attic story, WW 

oe 895° 60 
_ & spout stones for conductor — _ 

pipes, 24 feet, 10070 ~~. 50 0 
| OO me 4 00 BB! 00 

: 3 iron doors for dust conductors Oe cea | 
— * “weight 100 Ibs 16 “20 

a _— 1600) 6)... +: 20-00 
4 inside window guards to dor- cae | | 

-<: ‘“nditory window, 200 Ibs. | «16 | 8 
oe | | == 82°00 — % 00



| 62 . , | | 

- Contract. ‘Estimates, 

Faucetts and stop coéks for ‘hot a ; a OS 

and cold water pipes 00" 1B 00 

For fitting up water soil and. 7 a, 

"waste pipes, lining reservoirs — , Le ES me 

and plumber’s work throughout, 7 300 00 800.00 

- Framing and raising joists for | SO ce 

floors, roof, bridging floors . oe 650500 

Roof boarding and fitting gutters “ a a 50 00 

Main cornice, 458 feet — } oo, wee QQ 

- oo / oe — 916 00: 

‘Framing and raising cupola, and BPE of SS Bah ototea 

| finishing outside, floor, and’ cobs ge by Prenat 

— eiling, OE Oo _ 850 00 

, 128 windows, frame sash and — oO | oe SE GGS ES 

inside casings complete, | | 8 OO | 

21 cellar windows, sash and ee . | 

frames, casings, a CO 200 -.-: - 

| | ee 42 00 

73 inside doors including ma- . po ie Oe eg bbe 

- King casing, changing and 
trimming, 2 

| a | | — 51100 

| - @ inside sash doors, — en a QQ 

Laying floors throughout, 970 00 | 

Finishing stairs from cellar to at» | Ms de ae ci 

: tic story, including ventillator BE Beh ae | 

and fitting iron work to same, - bi 900 00 

Fitting iron guards to cross cor- oe Cp a Pe aa 

 yidors and wickets to room — | | 

- Finishing dumb waiters; inclu- es o ne oN 

ding rope, sheaves and wind- cy bet ae oa Eh Se eo 

lds” OS ee 6000 

Finishing base for all rooms in 
different stories throughout, = _ ak et Bea eo kesh eaqith 

a 250 ft, lineal Hk ee 5000



BB 
| oy _ ee | Contract, ' Estimate, * Finishing water closets, bathing | 

. yoom, and preparing for cold ae : DRS > 
oo and hot water, and also for ee 

a | wash pipes, | . " | ‘ ee 30 00 _ 
orn Carpenter work in fitting gas Oo a Co 

: / and water ‘pipes to different — Oe / - - | a - oo 7 _ roomsand to reservoir, 8 8 «© ° eS 80 00 
_-.. Deafening floors, boarded close mo OO 
an and cut between Joists, — BOL 00 ” 

a Fitting iron, window guards to | | ” . coat | 
"149 windows, | TR a ne | mee BB. 00 

ee Firring outside walls and prepar- co - 
as, ing lintels for windows and | | Se 

doors and-all openings, = e oT 00 Making and fitting ventilaling ee | | 
shaft, horizontal and Perpen= ag 

Bo dicular,’ SO So , anne aa vibe 50 00 
oo Wood work to water tank, attic - ae an os story, | ee 8 OG 

. | Base ‘in attic. story, transverse oe | a 
wing, ig —_ 1 QO 

. —Y gro. jamb screwsfor dormitory 7 — oo a — 
door jambs, 8cea, Se EE dR nas "ht 52 

_..  B rediment heads to front win- ae a OO - : a | ‘dows, transverse wing, | po i ne oO “14 00 

| , +1400 yds, painting’tin’ roof, cu- a pe Catthst ey ge ety ; 
"pola and main cortiice, we 8 ge oe 

oo 1187 yds. painting and glazing . 2 ere - : a OC ue . 
oe _, Windows, inside casings, wine, aoa - 7 , - oe ee - dow guards, cellar windows 

| ' ne | ets ne ne _. 296 75 -



64 | | OS 

a Contract, Estimates, 
T11 yds. painting inside doors, 2 | oe a - oS 

sides, including casings, jambs — CS or, a | : 

and sash doors, ° - - 25. a oe 

me TTT TS 

909 yds. painting staircase from 2 | ne ee 

 eallar to attic story, including Oo OO | 

- iron work, oe a : OB a, 

| 390 yds. for base in all roorns, oo en a! . - 

| throughout, . | OBS ee 

ae . | no 97 50. 

10 yds. for dumb waiters, includ- | - : oo 

ing slides, 
a) - 

a me A BO 

| 4 yds. for water closets, OB 

940 yds. for cross corriders and St a te! oO 

- window guards throughout, | OB ok. | 

22 yds. for base in attic story, ee ce 

transverse wing, ee ee, OB ag = 

“Joiner work on each longitudinal oe | a oo - ee 

and transverse wing, as per oo - a - ms ; o Oe | 

| proposal, — 4995 00- So a . | 

Extra items, as per proposal, 1200 00 oo - . 

Painting, as per proposal, 86 6B me 

Add for incidental expense, Oo ee a 175 00 

| : | $38,152 84 

Add for corresponding ‘wing, Ca Ha lg 

- marked on plan A, | 53,084 48 =—_iw:s“sé«i8G,152 84 8 

. Total cost of two wing building A, _ $106,168.86 - $72,305 68 | 

Cost of longitudinal and trans- ee on ao a oe 

verse wing building BR . 49,706 00 a 38,142 00 

: Add for incidental expense, — eet o a 175 0 | 

fe $88,817 00



a, op Contract. Cs. CEsting Oo | -AddTor” corresponding’ wing, © - iki ae 
‘vx Building B, | OEE Patt a ae 9,706 O00 38,31 7°06 | 7 _ 

—— ‘Totalcost 2 wingsB, $99,412 00 4. $66,634 00. , 
Cost ‘of longitudinal and trans- a . oe - a 
verse wing” building, marked 7 oo: . 
Gy (eeteeme wing) = 48,700 00 81,560.00. 

2 Add for incidental expense, ee I | 175 00°50 

SE $8,675 00 | 
_ Add for corresponding wing, ue, | | . 3 

building C, Co 48,700 00 — 81675 00 
Total cost of 2wings C, = 897,400 00 =~ 863,350 00—‘(Ciw*t* 

Whole amount of cost of Main aud Wing Buildings, oe! 
_ Main building, == 77,889 60—it—=*«iS BBD BL Oo 

Wing building Ajincludinglm- | 
__ gitudinal and transversewings, § § 106,168 86 72,305 68 co 

- Wing building B,includinglon- a 
_ gitudinal and transverse wings, 99,412 006,884 00 
Wing buildings C,includinglon- © =” a 

' gitudinal and transverse wings, ae | - : oe 
(extreme wings) + 97,400 00 - 63,350°00 | 
nee $880,850 00 8 255,672 00 | a 

_ The cost of the engine building — re 7 | 
_ + and bakery, as per plan, in- mo - : ee 
_ Cluding the radiating pipesin pT | ce 

the corridors, and the connect- — | | 7 : 
7 ing pipes to the boiler, the gas” ee : 

Works and. connecting, includ- oe —— ) 
_ ing water pipes, machinery, = te a 7 

and will probably cost, 80,000 00 80,000 000C-—its—~S 

410,850 46 8885872 02 
All of which is respectfully submitted, = 

Oe ye ee  @W.MYGATT, 2 
oe re EDWIN PAEMER, 

er A AY BIRD, :



- The cost of the Worcester Asylum, as per plan, we. make as. per eontract 
; " " mo Phos 2 oe Sd Fae so Gh a hee aN oe. . 

° ae ; a -- my re oe . N 4 E i 

| price of Andrew. Proudfit, Hsq.j:and also our estimate price, as follows, andi as 
} SNe Re | " - an "* x . : oo . ,© . Os 

per deseriptionin Senate report, 1854: | a 
. - poe op Co MEE ge. wee Me geet 8 tage Pate, 

: 7s we) fb ¥ fra an wo aay . . ‘ aigie (Ui Agr FE ee 
- : es - . e ~ tet ” a : . 7 . . ‘ . 4 \ ~ <! : . . 

Contract price, . : code y  hydeoe Pye ys $83,980 00 Sap | 
, SEP gy lL, stata  Gesebhd earn ot bel feb r e 

imate Dri - a, $64,340 00 Estimate price, | os $64,840 00... 

" 
: athe PREa 2 ed ‘bars fag gets oak " 

a | . a “A, ‘A. BIRD. 

: : | Soe e oo fuaroce vars Cb vee 

: coke . , wo woos hoa a gt a + : . wo reac . 

os cee err ren . . sae 7 . . ‘ . 1 . , . * , 

N . . . . . . 

. ‘ . Lt eaatlk Pye moe 7 BO tye Peg ce He Loy roo 

Egy OF UNS . tP BEEN eR 

. eos BO cope. 4 : re a Nn % So ee * A be 7 

to: Pye. Cho. PRE yd Bie eg ee : . HSE Bont Beene 
. * ~ sat 7 ~ . . . 7 ‘ . 

, * . . . . xe wR ‘ . : oY ee 

: 6 ERE SOURIS pee Tg CUBMEE TS, 
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ne 

Of the Joint Special Committee of the Legislature, appointed to 
- Eeamine into matters relative to the Wisconsin State Lunatie 

' The Special Committee of the Assembly of the State of Wiscon- 
_ sin, appointed to investigate and examine all matters relating to 

the Wisconsin State Lunatic Asylum, met at the call of Mr. P. H. a 
Smith, chairman, on Monday, February 12th, 1855, at 2 o'clock | 

' Present—Messrs. P. H. Smith, Field, Goss, Filer. Also, Albert | 
C. Ingham, clerk of the committee. =. 5, _ 

| The various resolutions of the Assembly relative to the commit. — | 
tee were then read as follows, viz: © So | 

Ee © In Assewsty, Thursday, Feb. 1, 1855. a 

_“ Resolved, That'a special committee of five be appointed by 
the speaker, to investigate and report upon the character of the 

contract entered into by the commissioners appointed undcr ‘an act 
to provide for a State Lunatic Asylum,’ approved March 80, 1854, 
with the advice and consent of the Governor. And the said com- 
mittee is hereby further authorized and instructed to inquire into | 
the manner in which said contract was made; what facilities were | 
offered by the commissioners for bids for said contract by any per- 
son or persons ; whether the contract contemplates such a build- a 
ing as was specified or intended by the act that provides for said 
asylum; whethér the contract prices at which work was let under a 

said contract are reasonable and just; what will be the probable | 
coat of the erection and completion of said asylum upon the plan



proposed by said contract under the terms and conditions thereof; | 

whether the commissioners, or any or either of them, were at the 

time of the execution of said contract, in anywise legally disquali- 

fied from acting as.such commissioners ; and to make such farther 

| examinations and investigations in regard to the obligations of said __ 

contract, and all things relating thereto ; and in regard to the ex- 

: tent to which the state is liable and bound by the same, as in the: 

| judgment of the committee, the nature of the case may demand.” _ 

oo 7 In Assumety, Friday, Feb. 2, 1855. 

| “Resolved, That the special committee of five, appointed by — 

: the speaker, to examine into and report upon the character of the 

_ gontract entered into between the commissioners of the State Lu- 

natic Asylum and Andrew Proudfit, and the extent of the liability | 

of this state thereon, be authorized to send for persons and papers, 

and that the speaker be authorized to issue sich subpoenas and — 

writs as may be required by said committee to enable said commit- 

tee properly to conduct such examination.” = 

| | Ty Assuyipiy, Monday, Feb. 5, 1855. 

_ “Resolved, That the chairman of the special committes, ap- 
- pointed to examine into and report upon all matters connected 
with the Lunatic Asylum, be and he is hereby authorized to‘em; 

ploy a.clerk, and such other assistance necessary to carry on the — 
investigation proposed: Provided, the expenses shall not, exceed 

| four dollars per day.” . a 

_ After some general conversation and consultation, the clerk was. 
directed to procure the attendance.of D. 8. Vittum, one of the com- 

missioners of the State Lunatic Asylum, atthe next meeting of the © 

committe. | . Ch ea 
_ ‘The clerk and Mr. Goss were directed to. procure a room for the 

ss gecupation of the committe, a 
/ The committee then-adj oumed till to-morrow at.2o’clock P.M. ,



spay, Feb. 18, 1855. 

| The committee met pursuant to adjournment. | oo | 
-  Present—Mr. P. H. Smith, Ch’n, and Messrs. Randall, Field, - 

FilerandGoss a | 
_ D.S8. Vittum was then called, sworn and examined. | 

‘Dr. Geo. R. McLane was then called, sworn and examined. 
__‘The clerk reported that he had procured a room of W. W. Wy- 

man, Esq., at $10 per week, which agreement was confirmed by | 
thecommittee. = - 7 
The committee then adjourned till to-morrow at 2 o’clock P. M. 

Oo | Wepnespay, Feb. 14, 1855. a 

_ The committee met pursuant to adjournment. Oo | 
. Present—Mr. P. H. Smith, Ch’n, and Messrs. Randall, Field, 

Filer and Goss. , Also Mr. Gill, of the senate. _ 
The chairman announced that by a joint resolution of the legis- 

lature, the committee of the senate, appointed to investigate mat- 
ters relative to the State Lunatic Asylum, had been directed to act - 

- jointly with this committee, which said joint resolution was passed 

thismorning, Oo 
The chairman then vacated the chair, = a 

_ Mr. Gill, of the Senate, moved that Judge Smith be chairman 
. of the now joint committee. | | | 

_ Which was unanimously agreed to. | a | 
Mr. Gill announeed that by the joint resolution of this day the 

committee were authorized to send for an architect, to make esti- 
mates, under their direction, =» Be | | 
On motion of Mr. Rrandall, Mr. Gill was authorized and re- ~ 

quested to procure the attendance of Geo. W. Mygatt, Esq., of | 
_ Milwaukee, as an architect. re 

Dr. Geo. R. McLane, was then called, and re-examined.



7 
_- 2D. S. Vittum, was then re-called, and re-examined. — | oe 

Dr. 8. G. Bugh, was then called, sworn, and examined. oe 

The committee then adjourned, till 2 o’clock P. M., to-morrow. 

| - | Tuurspay, February 15th, 18550 

The committee met pursuant to adjournment, a ; : 7 . 

Present, Mr. P. H. Smith, ch’n. and Messrs. Gill, Adams, Field, 

Filer and Goss. | a 

Mr. Gill wasexcused from attendance to-day. st 

: A.A. Bird was called, sworn andexamined. a 

The committee then adjourned till to-morrow, at 2 o'clock, 

PM. | | | ' 

: | EF rimay, February 16th. 1855. | 

The committee met pursuant to adjournment, OO | cL : | 

| Present, Mr. P. H. Smith, ch’n, and Messrs. Adams, Filer and 

Goss. oS en 

: ~ ©. H. Lamor was then called, sworn and examined. - en 

John D. Welch was then called, sworn andexamined. 

James Livsey was then called, sworn and examined. 

Alden S. Sanborn was then called, sworn and examined. 
The committee then. adjourned till Tuesday, February 20th, | 

1855,at2o’clock,P.M. TS 

| | oo spay, F ebruary20 th, 1885. - 

_ ‘The committee met pursuant to adjournment. uo : - | ae 

‘Present, Mr. P. H. Smith, ch’n, and Messrs. Gill, Hunter, Ran- 

dall, Fieldand File. 4 © oe 

Benj. Judkins was called, sworn and examined. oe “ “



_. Mr. Howell moved that Mr. Proudfit be allowed to appear bee 
fore the committee, by attgrney, and take copies of the testimo- - 

The committee then adjourned till to-morrow at? o’elock, PM. wR oy lesinds jetega i oe eee SURES ROE SURE ODE ae . 

re Wapwistay, February 21st, 1805 °° ; 
The Conittittes’ tliet’ pursuant ‘to adjournment. © 7 a 

_» Present, Mr. P. H. Smith, ch’n, and Messrs. Gill, Adams, How: 
ell, Randall, Field and“Filers 0 7 8 | 
The question being’ upon Alt. Howel?s motion of yesterday," 

_ Proudfit to appear before the committee, on Wednesday next, the - 

‘The committee then adjourned to meet at the call of the chair- oe 
man, me | ee . 

gt -Wrpnespay, February: 28,th 1885. , 
_ The comiittee’met at the call of the chairman. © 

Present, Mr. P. H. Smith, ch’n, arid Messrs. Gill,” Adams, ‘Fi- 
ler, Field, Goss’ and Randall" FORE DE nna oe os > Mr. Prowdfit aiid H.'S..Oiton appeared) 

_ | After consultation’ with Mr/Proudfit, ‘the committee adjourned 7 
till Friday, March 24; 1855, at 9 o’élock P! Mi et : 

ep | Frmay, March 24,1855. 3 
‘The committea met’ pursuant to adjournment. | | oO 

_ ,’ Present, Mr. P. H.. Smith, ch’n,’ Gill, Adams,’ Howell Filer, | 
: Field; Randall and:Goss.: RE OE aR eae k | : | 

_ | Mr. Proudfit and H. 8. Orton, were also present. ee ee | 
_-FLS. Orton was herd “in: bebalf-of Mr: Proudfit‘as fo the le- | __. gality ofthe Lunatic:Assylum contract, © 0° (0) esta = 

‘The committee then adjourned, to meet at the call of thi'chair- So



gg 

The committee met at,the call of. the chairman... 3" 
Present, Mr. P; H. Smith, Ch’n, and Messrs. Adams, Gill, How- 

ell, Randall; Field, Filer and Goss, wo 
- Geo. W. Mygatt, was then called, sworn. and examined, and 

"award Tilsly was then called) sworn and éxamined. 
| A.A, Bird was then called, sworn.and.examined,;. 

The written legal opinions of J. E. Arnold, James H. Knowl 
ton, and 8. P. Randles, as to. the legality of Mr. Proudfit’s con- 

: tract, and introduced by Mr. Proudfit, was then read, ss 

| " Other legal authorities were also read from the law reports. 
| | “The committee then adjourned till to-morrow at 2 o’clock, P, M.. a 

— re Weonespay, March 7,1855. 

3 - The committee met pursuant toadjournment | 

Present, Mr. P. H. Smith, Ch’n., and Messrs. Gill, Howell, 
Adams, Filer, Fieldand Goss, © 

| O. H. Lamar was then called, swornand examined. >) 

= Edwin Palmer was then. called, sworm_and examined. — OP ips ) 
Arthur Resley, was then called, sworn and examined... - 5 

: The committee then adjourned till to-morrow at.2.o’clock;P; My 

ae | ou. Derorspay, March 8, 1855. 

The committee met pursuant toadjournment. © 
: Present, Mr. P. H. Smith, Ch’n, and Messvs. Adams, Field, 

; _ Geo. W. Mygatt was re-called.and reexamined: 9 
oo Andrew Vial was then called by the eonimissioners, sworn aid: - : 

| examined... 0 0 fans J faleves, Speen 

The committee then adjourned till 5 o’clock, P. M. ce ARTE



O | pig! oc eo ys os i . ; ; a 5 O’OLOCK, P. M. ‘ . 

_* ‘The committee met pursuant toadjournment, __ os | 
__, Present, as before, and also Messrs. Howell, Gill and Adams. | Wed Bailey was called, ewomandexamined. = 

_ ALS. Sanborn was then sent for, = 
"Mf. Bailey’s testimony was handed to Mr. Sanborn, 

_, W.'T. Bailey cross-examined by A.S.Sanbom, = 
_-' Phé committee then adjourned till to-morrow at 9 o'clock, P.M. , - 

Ea PR EEE Ades , - 

ee Bptpay, March 951858, 
~The committee met pursuant to adjournment. = 
_. »Present, Mr. P. H. Smith, Ch’n, and,.Messrs. Adams, Howell, 

W.-T. Bailey. was then re-called and re-examined, by A: 8. San- 

_. ..O,.G@. Mayers was then ealled by the commissioners, swornand 
examined, Oo 
Lf. Farwell was then called by the commissioners, sworn and 

_ examinedand cross-examined. © yout he - 
| Dr. 8. G. Bugh was then called by the commissioners, sworn, _ 

- examined and cross-examined. — . 
— Simeon Mills was then called by the commissioners, sworn and 

examined... oy ey eS OO | 
Dr. Geo. R. McLane was then called on the part of the commis- a 

sioftety, sworn, examined and cross-examined. Ct 
| Arthur Resley was then ré-called by A. §. Sanborn, sworn and a 

_ cross-examined. | | 
_° Mr. Resley’s former testimony being furnished Mr. Sanborn. 

| “Messrs. Adams and Field were appointed a special committee | 
to éxamnine the books of the commissioriers, and reportthe amounts 

—- anditéd’and éxpetided, and for what services. = 
Phe ‘cottitnittes ‘then adjourned till to-morrow at 20’clock, P.M.



-———- The committee met puriuant'to adjournment, 
Present, Mr. P. H. Smith, Ch’n, and Mossrs, Adams, Gill, Field 

| E. G. Ryan appeared in behalf of Mr. Proudfit, and. spoke as 
to the legality of the contract. = 

| A communication was received from the commissioners, as .fol- 

| lows : I 

 y | | ae © Maprson, March 10, 1855. | 

Hon. P. H. Smith, Chairman, — ee 

Of the Joint Committee, in the matter of the Lunatic Asylum: 

“The undersigned commissioners’ ‘of the ‘Wisconsin State | 
Lunatic Asylum,’ hereby request of the ‘committee of which you 
are chairman, the privilege of reviewing the téstimony taken’ by 

said committee, the estimate made. by the person or persons, 

employed for that purpose, and ‘that they ‘be allowed ‘a réagon- 
able time to introduce before said committee, such testimony, 
as they shallthink: proper, to answer ‘of explaifi-‘the proofs which 
have already been taken at the instance: of'said committee. 8° 

a © Yours respectfully; “8 ob FF 
a ALDEN S. SANBORNY 

en ce SAM G. BUGH.” re 

After consideration and consultation, the following augwor wae 
| agreed upon, and delivered to D.S. Vittum: =. . 13. «. 

| Maison, March 10, 1855, °° 
“Gents: Yours of to-day is received, Three of the.commities 

will meet you at,7 o'clock this evening, at the room, of the, com- 
mittee, at the Badger Hotel, to have the testimony and estimates 
in regard to the Lunatic Asylum, read by. the clerk of the commit-



_ tee. On Monday, the 12th inst., the committee will meet, gt- 2 | 
o'clock, P. M, and will then listen to any evidence you may offer. | 

= | — ©Yours, &e., - i 
oO PP. H. SMITH, 

_ | - Ch’n Joint Committee. =. 
; “To Messrs.,D: 8. Vittum, A. S. Sanborn, 8. G. Bugh, Com’rs.” : 

In accordance therewith; Messrs. Adams , Filer and Field, wére 
appointed a committee to meet the commissioners this evening ahd | 
have the testimony and estimates taken by the committee, read ‘to : 

“The committee adjourned to Monday, March 12th, at 2 o’clock, 
P.M. a re 

: Monpay, March 12, 1855. | 
The committee met pursuant to adjournment, = 

_ Present, Mr. P. H. Smith, Ch’n, and Messrs. Adams, Field, — 
_ Filer, Goss and Randall. BO ee : 

Mr. Adams, from the commitee appointed: on Saturday last, to 
meet the commissioners, reported that the committee attendéd at | 
the place and time. named to the commissioners, and waited ‘until: | 
91-2 o’clock, P. M., but that no person’ appeared to meet them: 

‘The commissioners not appearing to offer any testimony, at 4 1-2 : 
o’clock, P. M., the committee adjourned till 7 o’clock, P.M. 

a | 7 o’otocK, P. M. | 

The committee met pursuant to adjournment. | 
Present, Mr. P. H. Smith, Ch’n, and Messrs. Adams, Field, 

_ Filer, Goss and Randall. | . : a | 
_ ° The subject of the report of the committee was taken up, and 

a mutual conversation ensued, when it appeared that the views 
_ of the members agreed, except as to the legality of the contract, , 

in which Mr. Goss disagreed from the remaining members. | .



a Phe committee then adjourned to meet at the call of the chair- ia oS ar | 

a oe _ Taurspay, March 15, 1855. 
The committee met pursuant to the call of the chairman. - 

| | Present, Mr. P. H. Smith, Ch’n, and Messrs. Adams, Field, 
-Filer and Randall. | Po | re 

_ Simeon Mills was re-called and cross-examined. _ 
| The committee then adjourned to meet at the call of the chair- 

man, ae | - oS 

Be . March 18, 1855. 
The committee met atthe callof the chairman, ==> 

Present, Mr. P, H. Smith, Ch’n. and Messrs. Gill, Randall, 
Field and Filer. _ | ee 
The report of the committee, as drawn up, was read and unani- — 

mously agreed to, and signed by those members of the committee 
present. | CO re 

The committee thenadjourned, = yh 

, . ‘ : , . . . . | : .



os. EVIDENCE, a Oh | 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, Be 
DANE COUNTY, _ js ae Bo | 

_ Samuel G. Bugh, being duly sworn on oath, saith: that he is | 
one of the commissioners of the State Lunatic Asylum, and was 
appointed about the 8d or 4th of April last. The proposals for 
building the asylum signed by Lamar & Resley, was handed to 

witness on the day prior to the opening of the proposals. Theoth-- = 
_ er proposal signed by A, Proudfit, was handed ‘to the Board by | 

Dr. McLane on the morning ot the day of opening, as witness 
_ thinks. The bid of Lamar & Resley was thought by some of the. : ~ Board to be informal from want of precision, but was nevertheless 
considered, and was judged to be the highest of the two bidg re- 
ceived. The commissioners did not regard the ‘prices of Mr. 
Proudfit’s bid as unreasonable. Cannot state positively when the i 
plans and specifications were received. ‘They were open at all oe 
times to public inspection after they were received. Theestimate 

__as given in the report is the only one made, and the commission- 
ers have had no reason to change their minds in regard to its cor. 
rectness—knows nothing of the Worcester plan. The bid of Mr. 
Proudfit’s was accepted as being the lowest of the two received, 
‘No matron or other officer, has been appointed for the asylum, | 

_ Sworn and subscribed before me this, 14th Feb. 1855.) 
DP. H. Ssers, Cb’n. specialcom, oo



| STATE OF WISCONSIN, re 
- DANE COUNTY, Pe | 

Geo. R. McLane being duly sworn on oath, saith: that he is — 
the Superintendent of the State Lunatic Asylum, and was ap- _ 

pointed the 4th of April, 1854, or thereabouts, under and by virtue 

of an act of the legislature, approved March, 1854. The first pub- 

lication was notice for proposals for site, published under the advi- 

gal of the superintendent, April 14, 1854, for five weeks. The 

second publication was a notice for proposals for building said 

asylum, which was published in six newspapers for six weeks 

~  guecessively prior to Nov. Ist, 1854. The plans and specifications 

for the building was prepared and open to inspection about the — 

: first of Sept. 1854, and were open for inspection at all times there- 

. after until the letting of the contract. They were kept at the 

Governor’s room first, and afterwards at the consultation room of 

the Supreme Court. The longitudinal wings are each abcut 130 

| feet in length, including the . transverse towers. Two proposals 

were received, one, from Mr. Proudfit, at least a day and a half 

| Pofore the opening of the propossle, which was the frstof Novem- 
her, 1854. The opening of the proposals was-postponed on account 
‘of the illness of Mr. Vittum, one of the commissioners. . ‘The oth- 

er proposal, signed by Lamar & Resley, was received too.late for 

“reception, though it was laid before the commissioners, thesuper- 

intendent remarking that he doubted its formality : thinks it was 

---_ eeeived after the first November, 1854. The proposal of Mr. | 
Proudfit was opened in the afternoon of the 1st Nov.,as was also 
the other. Mr. Proudfit’s proposal was received after the 20th 

| Oct., 1854, Witness examined both Worcester and Taunton asy- 
lums, but fourid them both insufficient to meet our purposes, and — 
determined not to take either as a model for one, both in reference _ 
to cut and arrangement. Upon consideration, witness adopted 
the plan as recommended, and decided upon by the Board of Su- 

| perintendents of Insane Asylums of. the U. 8. and now adopted, 

and in course of erection by the United States for the Hospital 
_ Tngane of the Army and Navy of the District of Columbia, by the



_ Geiféral Governmént, as'also’ by some ten of eleven other ‘institu: tiong ‘in the U: ., the ‘plan being varied to suit the means andne- 
cestities ofthis state. This plan was reported fo the commission- _ ersand by ‘them adopted. ‘The’ form of the Worcester Asylum ig _— differént fromthe plan adopted, but the treatment is similar. No _nlitron or any other offiedt of ‘the institution has been appointed, nor any ebtibulting physicidn. a CUM sey atpouin fa dhs esa GEO. R. McLANE. :: | 58 worn and'gubscribed this, 13th day of Feb. AYD., 1855, | - P. BSurrm; Notary Publis! oe os os | _ “Exarhination of Geo. Re McLane ‘resimed, Thursday, 14h February, 1855) -Witiess corrects hig statement made yesterday _ > tirrelation to the proposal of Lamar’ & Reésley, as’ follows: The proposal wad handed to witness by Dr. 8. G: Bagh, “one. of ‘the 7 commissioners, who informed witnéss that it had been handed. to him, Dé "Bagh, some'days before. “It was handed to witness about 7 _ midday ‘onthe et Nov.,'1854. The specifications and'plane were in Madison about the'15th of Sept.’ 4 854, and the drawings were _ received about two weeks thereafter. The plans and specifica- | -— tidns wéire in Madison and ‘épen for inspection as early'as the 15th Sept. 1854. The front of the' main building is not intended to be : cutstone. The original proposals of Proudifit, and Resley & La- mar, are now in the office of the commissioners. The plans and. _. specifications were made by Sloan & Stewart,. of 7jPhiladelphia, Architects, and were ordered by witness. The cost was'$300. _ 

_, Subscribed and sworn to before -me, this 14th day- of Feb. | A.D, 1855. ge B tes eh, ee Se ee dy te | 
_ 4 P. H.Sanrn, Notary P Obie, pe : 

, a ‘ Loe ga Yorn ‘a oe oe ee ee al AY apt eke tlk . 

"STRATE OF WISCONSHN, | GBycissiyciewie favttlct@y haat ete Dawe Counry. 9 UY ie oe CO A’ & Bird’being daly sworn on oath, says that he Wacqaintéa . with Huilding dtote! Buildings, and has erected various large build: figs, “anon which ‘ae the’ Dané: cotmnty Jéil,“Dané county Fire |



proof Office Building, University Building and Railroad Depot, = 
‘all of cut stone : has seen the notice of the commissioners pf. the 

- Lunatic Asylum for proposals for building Asylum, and applied — 
to Dr Bugh, one of the commissioners, for an examination: of the | 

plans and specifications some three or four times, but wasinform- 

ad that they had not arrived. The last time. was about, the 28th’ 

~ of October, when Dr. Bugh informed him that the specifications — - 

had arrived, but not the plans. All of these calls were within 

| two weeks preceding the letting of the contract. Witness:called 

upon Dr. Bugh, inasmuch as he was better acquainted with him 

than with Dr. McLane, upon whom he did.not call. The object — 

of witness in calling for the plans and. specifications, was for the 
purpose of enabling him. to.mgke a proposal for building the-Asy- 
lum; but not being able to see them he made no propesal.. A 

fair price for excavation, and levelling would be 16c. : for rock 

excavation 70c. per cubic yard. The last time but one. when write 

ness called, was about the 6th of October, when Dr. Bugh jnform- 

- ed witness that neither plans nor specifications were,in Madison. 

Subscribed and sworn before me, this, 1th of February, 1996. 
_-—s«~P H, Saura, Ch’n Special Oommiittes, 6 

«STATE OF WISCONSIN.) 
: Dane County.» t BG SRE 

Alden §. Sanborn being duly sworn on oath, says that he is one 

of the commissiorfers of the Lunatic Asylum : was appointed 

about the 1st of July 1854. Thinks’ Dr MeLane returned from the 

East from the 15th to the 20th September, and brought with him 

the elevation plan. It might be still later, however, Dr. Mc- — 

Lane brought with him at this time some other smaller, drawings, 

Oe and a book of printed specifications, being the,Jaurnal. of, Insani- 

ty with Dr. Kirkbride’s lecture, describing: the eonghruckion, of 
such institutions. . Thinks the.Jarge plana; being the ones,posted 

up in the office, came:gbout the, 20th of Octohen, possibly,,<roor



three days earlier, and perhaps.a day later—but witness | 
thinks not to exceed one day later. . The proposal of Lamar . 
& Resley “was informal, through - indefiniteness ; but -was not a 

_ ejected on that account. Mr. Proudfit’s. was accepted as being | 
the lowest—both being considered. The proposals, were opened | 
November 1st, at about,11 o’clock at night. The printed,specifi: =» 
eations brought by Dr. McLane, were. not for this building ,ape- 

_ Gially. Those adopted by the board of commissioners: varies | 
_ Somewhat from those contained in the pamphlet, Journal of In, 

sanity. Thinks the plans and specifications procured. from Sloan 
& Stewart, with the exception of those brought back by Dr. Me; 
Lane, were not ordered until after Dr. McLane’s return from the , 

East. Witness hay had no reason to change his mind in regard 
to the ‘cost of the Asylum from the opinions expressed in thé“re- 
port. The understanding of that portion of the contract relating _ 
to the longitudinal and transverse wings, is that $4995 is to cover | 
both, and this understanding was shared with Mr. Proudfit at the 
time of making the conttact. Witness cannot state the precise : 

time when the plans and specifications were adopted by the’ coni- | 
missioners. The bid of Mr. Proudfit was actepted, because the | 

- commissioners thought'thetnsélves bound ‘to. accept the lowest bid 
—some of the items werd thought high and some low. Compared 
with other contracts with the state, witness thinks this contract 
is not high. _ Witness‘was much absent ‘from the capital from the | 
98d September to the 23d October, and the plans and specifica- | 

_ tions might have arrived, and witness been ignorant of it. Thinks 
he left Appleton on the 20th September, and arrived here the 23d | 

: September, since; which time he has been here constantly in at: | 
_ tendance. Mr.Vittum wrote that portion of the report giving the | 

estimates as to. cost’; and the architect to whom he alludes is riot | | 
recollected by witness. “Witness thinks the estimate was made 
by an architect 5 he further bases his own opinion on thé testi- 7 

_ mony of medical men as to the-cost of other institutions. “Witness — 
has since his appointment been almost constantly employéd for 
the Asylum. No’ acting commissioner to discharge’ the duties.



| | 83 a 

has been appointed. Witness was not in Madison at the time of 
the postponment of the letting. The construction of witness of 
the notice of postponement, wag, that no proposals would be re- 
ceived until the 20th October, on the ground that the plans might 

not be here befure that time. Witness thinks $150,000 will cover 
. entire Asylum’s cost, except the heating building, which will cost 

from $3,000 to $15,000, but is not under contraet. Another rea- 
son, I think, for the | ostponement of the letting, was Mr.Vittum’s = 
illness. The plans and specifications were always open to inspec- 

tion after their arrival; the precise time of their arrival witness 

. doesnotrecollect : RE | : 

a Se ALDEN 8. SANBORN. | 

Sworn and subscribed’ before me, this 16th February, 1855. 
| P. H. Surrn, Ch’n Special Committee. ts 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, } pee EE 
DANE COUNTY, FO ee | 

D. 8. Vittum, being d nly affirmed, saith: ‘that he is one of the 
| commissioners of the State Lunatic Asylum. and was a member of 

the legislature of 1854. The notice for proposals to build asylum 
| was published in six or eight papers; in the “Wisconsin,” the 

“Democrat & Argus,” the “Oshkorh,Cuuriet,” the “Menasha Ad- 

vocate,” the “Sauk Co. Standard,” and others. The plans and 
gpecitications were prepared alter. the first notice for proposals, 
cannot state the time. The specifications, ‘ag. published in the | 

special report of the commissioners, he thinks are the game as the 

original specifications. Ie was in Madison in August and the | 

first of September, but being sick, the opening of the proposals 

was postponed. The plans and specifications were onen for pub- 

lic examination fur several days at the office of the Asylum. 

There were but two proposals received. Cannot state the time 

they were received, as they were handed to the Secretary, Dr. G. 

R. McLane, The bids were opened, as he was informed, cn the



1st.of April, 1854, but he was not present. The annexed'isa copy | 
of tho notice published in the aforesaid papers: ~~ vos 

So -  & Votice to Contractors. - 7 : 

“Sealed proposals, to be opened on the 20th day of October , 
next, by the undersigned, will be received for furnishing materials 
and doing the work for the erection, in the vicinity of Madison, of 
the State Lunatic Asylum building, or such portion thereuf asthe 
Governor and Commissioners may deem it advisable to have erect- | 
ed. The stone work and materials, the plastering and materials, 
and the joiners work and materials, may be bid for separately or 
jointly, at the option of the bidder. | | 

| “The plans and specifications will be exhibited by Dr. G. R. , 
McLane, Superintendent of said Asylum, on and after the 20th : 

_ day of September next, in the village of Madison, and until the | 
opening of said proposals, => | 

ae | a - 8. G. BUGH, 
te a  D.S..VILTUM,. | 

| | » A.8. SANBORN, _ 
Bo Commissioners of State Lunatic Asylum. 

Dated August 9th, 1854.” - — — — 
“ The opening of said proposals will be postponed until the first = 

day of November, and the reception of the same uutil the twen- | 
| tieth day of Octobernext. oo . | 

Madison, September 20th, 1854.” So , - 
a a =D. 8. VITTUM. . | 

- Sworn and subscribed before me this 18th day of Feb. A. D: 
1855. a a a : | 7 | 

P. II. Surrn, Ch’n. special com. oo | 

D. 8. Vittum’s examination resumed, February 14th, 1855. | 
The rustic groing mean cut stone at the corner of the building. 

' No cut stone is intended to be used that is not named in the speci- 
fications. Witness was in Madison on the 2d day of N ovember, 

1854, bat was not here on the first day of November, 1854. The 
 gontract was awarded a day or two before it was executed. Wit- 

| | | | id
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_ ness does not know when Lamar & Resley’s proposal was received. 

The joiner work, upon both a longitudinal and a transverse.wing, 

ig included in the sum of $4995, which pays for both taken togeth- 

er, and the same construction applies to the painting. The ‘plans, 

specifications and drawings were open to inspection from the 20th | 

~ . of October to the Ist of November, at least. The understanding 

of the postponement was that the reception of proposals would be 

postponed until after the 20th October, and that they would be | 

received from that time to Novernber Ist. Bre 
2D 8. VITTUM. 

Affirmed and subscribed before me this ‘24th February, 1855. — 

P. H. Smirx, Notary Public, Wis. ESE gE | 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, bss, ee oe 

DANE COUNTY, | a | 

©. H. Lamar, being being duly sworn on oath, saith: that he 

resides at Gratoit’s Grove, Lafayette county, and isa railroad con- 

tractor by profession ; that he madea proposal for the contract for 

| puildiug the Lunatic Asylum, being in Madison at the time;:that 

he handed his proposal to the commissioners on the 3lst-day of 

October last, and left Madison on the same or the next day: Mr. 

Resley’s name was signed to the proposal by witness, by anunder- 

standing with Mr. Resley. Saw the plans and specificationson 

the 27th day of October, at the Supreme Court consultation room. — 

Some of the papers were pasted up on the walls, and some lying | 

onthe table. Was here between the time of the notice for pro- 

posals and the 27th October. Was not here when the proposals 

were opened. None of the commissioners ever made any proposi- 

tion to witness with regard to allowing the commissioners an inter- 

est in the proposal made, or to be made by witness. Did not'sce 

| the plans nor specifications prior to the 27 th October; was told on 

former visits that they had not been received. The proposals were 

in dhe usual form for public works ; has heard it said that the pro- 

| posal was informal, and consequently asked Dr. McLane with re»
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 gard'to it, who told witness that it was not informal. From ‘the 
reading of the notice of postponement witness thought no propo- _ 

_ sals could be received after the 20th Ociober. | | 
QE LAMAR, 

_ Sworn and subscribed before me this 16th day February, 1855. 
-  P. H. Saarg, Ch’n. special com. - ne —_ 

te "Called by the Commissioners. : a 

rs March 9, 1855. 
STATE OF WISCONSIN, : ee > 
—- Dane County, ts, oo oe oe | 
 _D.S. Vittum, being recalled and sworn, deposes, and says :— 

_ Leonsulted Mr. Boyden, of Worcester, Mass., some, in relation to 
the building in general; also, Mr. Brown, of Baltimore, Md. I 
consulted also, Mr. Newson, of Baraboo, an English stone mason - 
by trade. Ihave frequently had an estimate from Mr. N ewson, 
so far as the stone work was concerned. Mr. Newson came and 
looked at the plans and specifications, and made an estimate of the 
stone work. -He made no detailed estimate. He made one im- 

mediately after the contract was made. I dont recollect what hig 
estimate was. All I relied upon by Mr. Newson, was his esti- | 
mate of the stonework. I consulted him for my own satisfaction. 

- ‘The amount of iron would have to be a guess. Several estimates 
were made in regard to the lumber. I hardly “think the commis- 
 sioners-émployed any architect to make an estimate of the work, 

_ since thie contract was let. Mr. Boyden and Mr. Brown have not 
' Been here that Iam aware of. I do not think the the commission- - 

‘ers have employed any architect to make an estimate of the build- 
ings to be completed in the year 1855. From about the 20th, to 
the last of October, 1854, I was at Madison most of the time, 

_ Tdont think I evertold Mr. Proudfit, or any other person the man- 
‘ner in which bids were to be made, or proposals received for the
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- Jabor and materials for the erection of the Lunatic. Asylum. I _ 

never heard any conversation between Mr. Proudfit and the com- 

missioners, or between him and the Governor, in relation to the 

manner 1n which the bids or proposals were to be made. I never 

had any conversation, I think, with Mr. Proudfit about this con- 

tract, until the day the bid was opened. Mr. Proudfit never told 

me that if I would get him the contract, or assist him to get it, he | 

would give me an interest in it, or anything to that effect. He 

never offered to give me an interest in the contract, and never 

made me any propositions about the contract, either before or af- | 

| ter it was let. Inevertold any person that Mr. Proudfit had. 

made me such an offer. I think all the drawings, except the heat- 

. ing apparatus were here by about the 20th of October 1854. 

‘What I mean in statiog that Mr. Newson made any estimates, is, 

that I frequently talked with him on the subject, and he gave me 

his opinion of the expense. I have nct seen Mr. Boyden or Mr. 

Brown since the letting of the contract. OC 

| Subscribea and sworn before me this 9th day of March, 1855. 

P. H. Sur, Ch’n. special committe, = —— - 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, } .. | 

Dane County, tee ce es OO 

W. T. Bailey, being duly sworn, deposes, and says: I reside in — 

Milwaukee. I am acquainted with Sanborn one of the commis- 

sioners and have been about eight years. I ama mason by trade, _ 

and have been engaged in that business for about 24 years. Mr. 

Sanborn, some time in the month of August, spoke to me, and rec- 

commended that I should put in a bid for the State Lunatic. Asy- 

lum. This was at Milwaukee. He, Sanborn, called on me at my 

house in Milwaukee. He, Sanborn, staid at my house two or 

three days, and told me to come up and’put in a bid for ‘the job 

of building the Lunatic Asylum, and that he would uso hie infln-



a St | | | 

ence to get me the job. I got the impression from what was said, 
that I should have the job, and that he would. like to make some 
thing out of it. He said that if I would putina bid he would : 

use his influence with. the other commissioners to get me the job, | 
and that he would go forme in any event. .He, Sanborn, gave | 
me the first intimation Ihad with reference to the building of the. 

a Lunatic Asylum. On the 30th. of October, I came to. Madison, 
and on the morning of the 31st, I found Mr. Sanborn, and with | 

_ him went to the basement of the capitol, and there saw the tront 
elevation of the asylum, and specifications, which were afterwards, 
and during the same day, removed to the north-west rovm in the 

_ basement. Did not see the ground, or any other plan atthe time, — 
except the elevation plan referred to. a, 

o Afterwards, during the same day, I saw Dr. Bugh and Sanborn 
together, and asked them whether the whole of the building, ace 
eording to the elevation plan, was to be built or a part of it only, 
and they told me they had not decided; they wished to wait until 
another: commissioner came. I then asked them how the job was 
to be bid for, whether by the gross sum, or so much per foot or 
yard, or how the proposals should be put in; and could get from 

. them-no satisfactory reply. ‘I think Mr. Sanborn told me at the 
time that the plans for the . building had not ‘all arrived. I then 

-aaid to Sanborn, “There is no use of my staying here, I shall not 
get the job,” and he replied by saying, “ You know-how state Jobs 
always go;” and Mr. Sanborn then said there was one bid in, and 
that it would be declared off the next day.. I asked Mr. Sanborn : 
tosee the plans.of the Asylum, and the only plan showed me was 

_ the front elevation plan, and I understood him to say that the 
working; drawing, and other plans had not yet arrived. 

Ee - W.T. BAILEY, 

_ Bworn and subscribed before me this 8th day of March, A. D. . 

 " - P, H. Surrn, Ch’n joint specialcom, oo 

« W. T. Bailey, cross examined by A.8.Sanborn: ThinksSanborn 7



first named! the matter of bidding for the Asylum to witness; can- 

not tell at what time exactly Sanborn calléd on mein Milwaukee; 
cannot state what were the words used by Sanborn when I got the 
impression that he, Sanborn, wished an interest in the job; noth- 

ing was said about the price for doing the work; think there was 

an intimation that Sanborn wished to have one take the job, in or- 
der that he might make something out of it. “Did not understand 
that if there ‘was‘a bid lower than mine, Sanborn should use his _ 
inflttence in my favor. Think ‘there was no talk about’ bids what- a 

ever. My intention was to-put in a bid from the best of my judg: 
ment, and from that I inferred that I was'to have Mr. Sanborn’s 
aid in procuring the contract: I did not expect the job in case 

| there was a responsible bid, lower than mine. If there was an ir: 
responsible bid lower, I'should have expected the job. ‘Ido-not_ 

remember having any letter from Mr. Sanborn, saying that the _ 

job could be let to the lowest bidder. I was delayed in coming to 
Madison to make a bid, because I had a job then on hand. I 

think the front elevation was at the capitol, but-have no recollec- 

tion of any other plan-being there. I think I did not atany time _ 
see anything besides the front elevation. [think Isaw a-notice _ 
to contractors, prescribing the 20th October,.as the time limited for _ 

| the reception of bids. Never saw any other notice. Think Mr. 
Sanborn wrote me that the plans had not come on, and hence the — 

contract would not then be let, meaning the 20th October. I 

said, when I was at Madison, “that there was no use of my stay- _ 
ing, because I should not get the job,” becatise I got the impres- - 

sion that there was some one picked out to have the job. .I think 
| Lasked Mr. Sanborn who it was that was picked out te have the — 

job, and think his, Mr. Sanborn’s, answer was that there was no — 

one picked out. Think I recollected Mr. Sanborn’s saying, 6You 

| _ know how state jobs. go.” Do not remember any other.remark in. 
connection with that reply of Mr. Sanborn. Did not inferfrom 

the remark that the work was to go to the lowest bidder, but I in-. 
| ferred that there was some favorite one; not positive that it was — 

: Mr. Sanborn that said there was.a bid. in—it mighthave béen the — 
other commissioner. On reflection I think it was Mr. Sanborn who



 didmake:the remark, and am strengthened in this, because I had 
but little talk with the other commissioners. “Had no talk with Dr. | 
Bugh, that Iremember, other than is stated in my testimony in di- | 
rect examination. I am not positive where the conversation with , 
Mr. Sanborn was had, but think it occurred between the U.8.Ho- = 
tél and‘the Capital House. Mr. Sanborn went with ime to see the 
plans, at my request. I think I received a letter from Mr. Sanborn 
on the Thursday before the 30th October, or on the Thursday bee 

_ tore that, in‘relation to some business of Mr. Sanborn’s, and also 
in relation to the examination of the plans. I think in Milwaukee | 
T said to’ ‘Mr. Sanborn like this: Sanborn, if you will do some:- 

| thing for me in that job,” meaning the Lunatic Asylum contract, 

“you shall not lose anything by it;” to which Mr. Sanborn replied, 
‘that he should like to make $1000 out of it.” Mr. Sanborn did 

not, I think, ask me to take the job in order that he might make - 
something out of it, and I donot remember that he intimated any | 
such thing. Ido not think there was any talk about the lowest 
bid. I did not get the impression that any one but the lowest re- 
sponsible bidder would get the contract, _ _ a 
co a OW, BAILEY. | 

~ Sworn and subscribed before me, this 8th day of March, A. D. 
18550 oo Oo 

| PH. Surra, Ch’n special com 2 a 

W.T. Bailey’s cross examination resumed, March 9th. 1855. 

_ Think I arrived in Madison on the 30th Oct., and remained un 

til the afternoon of the. next day. Came in the morning train of | 

cars on the 30th. It was the afternoon of the 80th, that I found 

Mr. Sanborn first, but think I saw the plans first, on the morning a 

ofthe 8istOct = no De | 
_. Q, Have you ever complained of any unfairness shown toward 

you as.a bidder? ©. _ a tp ey 

. A. Lthink I have, cannot tell to whom first, cannot recollect 

making any complaint to any one in Madison. I complained to 
John Ryecraft, in Milwaukee, This was a week or twoafterI 

was in Madison. I think the day I started for Madison, after be- | 
12 — 7
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ing subponaed, that Ryecraft told me that he had intimated to 
some one in Madison, that I was an important witness” Did not 
know that he was going to write or give the information, before the 
day I started for Madison. I have hadsome little connection with 

| Ryecraft in business, but not as a partner. Cannot say how long 
Mr. Sanborn staid at my house in Milwaukee, am not positive as 
to his staying more than one night. I havea very little prejudice 

| against Mr. Sanborn, mainly growing out of this Lunatic Asylum — 
affair. I have had hard feelings against him before, but. think 
they have not influenced me in this matter.. It was three or four 

years ago that I had this feeling. My prejudice is not occasioned 

more by the old matter than by the present cause. I felt it more 
| than at the time, but it has blown over now. The prejudice on | 

the old ground is entirely gone. Do not remember saying at the 
| time of this first hard feeling, that I would remember the matter 

against Mr. Sanborn, but might have said so. I thought at the 
time I should make evil return for the evil I thought done. Do 

not remember that it was Dr. Bugh who was present at the Capitol 

when I saw the ground plan, nor Dr. McLane, nor Mr. Vittum. 
They were all strangers to me. Do not remember stating that I 
should not make a bid, as it was toolarge a job, though I might have 
done so. Do not remember saying that the reason I made no bid 

was because I had not time. I have sostated since I have been ~ 

in Madison this time. At the time I saw the plan, I have no re- 
| collection that Dr. Bugh, Dr. McLane or Mr. Vittum was present, 

not knowing them. I have no ill feeling against Mr. Sanborn now 

to do him any harm whatever, and did not seek to come to Madi- 
son as a witness, what I said about the matter of the asylum, I 
supposed I said to friends and had no idea of having it repeated. _ 

| I went with Mr. Sanborn from the Capitol to the U. S. Hotel, 

when we met another commissioner, do not recollect which one. 

Do not remember seeing any of the commissioners tegether after __ 
that; at the U. 8. Hotel some conversation took place.‘between. 
me and the two commissioners, but I cannot recollect what it was. 

— Q. Did you go back tothe Capitol after'this meeting?



SO on 

 A,Ithinkwedidg | oe 
Did not read the specifications all through, but read part of them, 

- enough to get some knowledge of tha building. Witness correcta 

his statement about Ryecraft; he, Ryecraft, may have intimated 
- tome before that he should report my knowledge of the asylum 

to Madison. : I think I asked Mr. Sanborn how much of the 

building was to be let, and his answer was that it was not yet de- 
cided. ‘This was in Madison, and I think another commissioner | 
was present, but which one I do not know, think it was Dr. Baugh. — 

ee WW. 8. BAILEY. — 

_ Sworn and subscribed before me, this 9th day of March, 1855. 
_. BP. H. Sanrs, Ch’n. special committe. | | 

OG. Mayers catled by the commissioner. 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, a 
os DANE COUNTY. © : a 

’ Charles G. Mayers, being duly sworn on oath says: that he is 
an agent of the American express company, and was such. agent 
last fall; there was a tin case came directed to Dr. McLane, by 
express. Ido not remember of more than one case coming. 
From the books keptin the office, it was delivered on the 26th Oct. 
remember it being in the office for a few days prior to itsdeliv 

ery. From the books it appears to have left Cleveland, O., on the 
20th of Oct. The entries on the books, are undoubtedly correct, 
The fist date refers particularly to the payment of express charges. 
The bill was originally made out in the name of Dr. McLane, who , 
called and had the bill altered to the ‘lunatic asylum. Do not 

_ know what the contents of the case were. Cannot say but that 
_ Mr. Vittum got the case before the money was paid. It usually 

takes about three days for a package to come to Madison from 
— Qleveland, Ohio. Bn | = 

ee ES GH AS. GEO. MAYERS, 
. Sworn and subscribed, before me, this 9th day of March, 1855. 

 ~P. H. Smrra, Ch’nepecial committee. a



Called by the Commissisners.§ = 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, fe ey 
- | DANE COUNTY, — Ne : 

, ‘Leonard J. Farwell, being duly sworn on oath, saith : Texecu- 

ted a deed to the State of Wisconsin of the asylum grounds, on the 

_ 93d of September. I think the contract was first made in August, 

perhaps before. . The contract was made with the advice and con- 

sent of the Governor. Ihave seen Gov. Barstow on the grounds, 

directing where the building was to be placed. I saw Dr. Mc- | 

Lane, in Utica, N. Y., about the 10th of September, when he told | 

me he had been to Philadelphia after the plan for the Asylum: 

and had them there with him. When I saw Gov. Barstow on the 

grounds, they were paced off with reference to this builning under 

contract. About the latter part of September, or the first of Oc-. 

tober, Dr. McLane showed me some'plans and drawings, and oth- 

er papers in reference to the Lunatic Asylum, in-the consultation 

room of the supreme court. I had consultation with Dr.McLane, 

with reference to letting the contract and he said there. was neone 

in. Madison who had offered to .take the job, and he must give 

further time tor proposals. I saw a notice for proposals.in the par — 

pers, and it was generally understood that there was. plans and 

specifications ready to be seen. | Og 

| LEONARD J. EARWELL, 

Sworn and subscribed before me, this 9th day of March, 1855. _ 

_ P. H.Smirs, Ch’n, special com. a, 

> Oross examination by the Committe. 

[think it was after the, contract was let, that I saw Gov. Bar- 

stow on the grounds of the asylum. I cannot describe the plans I 

| saw, nor state particularly what they were, except that they were 

large and colored. Isaw them in the latter part of September, or 

early in October. ee 

ae  .. LEONARD J. FARWELL. 

Sworn and subscribed before me, this 9th day of March, 1855. 

PP. H. Smirn, Oh’n. specialcom.



we ut a Called bythe Commissioners 
_ STATE OF RCO NSIN, | 5s Oa an 

4) DANE CounTY,: © (RR 

Dr. 'S. G Bugh, being duly sworn on oath, says; That he met 
Mr. Bailey at the capitol, and heard him say in c mversation witli 
Mr. Sanborn, that “the job. was too heavy, and he did not feel | 
disposed to engage it.” _T saw him afterwards at the U.S. Hotéi 

_ and asked him if he was intending to bid, and he replied that‘he 
_ Was not,ag it was too extensive an affair for him to engage in.’ I do 

_ ot remember Mr. Bailey’s asking him how much of ‘the builditigs 
was to be let, and have no recollection of saying that it will not 
be decided until another. commissioner came, do not récolleéct 
any other conversation ‘as taking place. I think the general plans 
and other plans were present when Mr. Baileye xamiried them,but 
cannot swear positivel y; but am pretty certain that the large plans 
were in the capitol,on the 30th of October. 

ae Cross examination by the Committee. SE, 

Ido not know of any architect making an estimate of the cost 
of the Asylum, nor of the portion to be built during the year 1855, 
either before or since ‘the letting. of the contract. I was in Madi- 
son for several days before the Ist of November, 1854. The plans | 
and specifications caine from the east, ina tin case. I saw Mr. | 
 Proudfit, in Madison, several times before the opening of the bids, 
and had a conversation with him in relation to bidding. ‘I never | 
stated to him the manner in which. the bids were to be made, and 

_ do not recollect hearing any of the commissioners state the‘ man- 
_ner of bidding to him, (Proudfit.) I heard a conversation in the 
Governro’s presence in regard to the contract. I have heard-the 

.. Governor speak approvingly of the grounds and plan of the Asy- | 
lum. I think the Governor advised and consented to the commis- 

| sioners receiving the bids, and letting the contract for the erection 
of the asylum on the grounds purchased for that purpose. Ican. _ | 
not say that the commissioners consulted with the Governor in re- 

_ gard to the plans. I think the contract was consummated with Mr.



Prondfit, with the approval of the Governor. Before the bids were — 

| opened I did not ‘earn from Mr. Prondfit nor from any other per- 

son the manner in which his bid was made. Inever hadany — 

conversation with Mr. Proudfit, nor never heard any, with him in 

regard to the manner of his making his bid. a 

- ‘The commissioners never had any consultation as to the’ manner’ 

of making the bids other than was embodied in thenotice for pro- 

posals, and never devised any plan as to the manner in which bida 

should be made. I cannot tell how long it was before the con- 

tract was made, that it was determined: how much should be let. 

‘The determination of the commissioners was to build tho centre 

building and the two wings. They deemed it advisable todo this, 

I think this determination was several days before the contract 

| was let. I know of no such determination before the time of ad- 

vertising for proposals. I do not know how Mr. Proudfit got his 

information as to the manner in which he should make his bid; 

it was not from me. Inever told any one how to Lid; neither did. 

any of the commirs‘oners, to my knowledge. I know of no other 

method of getting this information, except from the specifications, 

The specifications were never published in any newspaper, to my 

knowledge. A notice was never published, to my knowledge, ask- | 

| ing for proposals for building the centre, building and the two 

wings alone. Counting each longitudinal and transverse wing as. 

| one, there would then be three wings on each side of the centre 

building, making six wings. | Counting each longitudinal and 

each transverse wing separate'y, there would then be six wings on 

each side of the centie building, making twelve wingsin all, 

a Oe | SAM. G. BUGTL. | 

Sworn and subscribed befure me, this 9th day of March 1855. 

P. H. Sarru, Chi’n. special com CO / a



| 95 | 
, _ Called by the Commissioners. 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, es. ns | DANE COUNTY, a | | 
Simeen Mills, being duly sworn on oath, says: I saw the plan 

between the middle of September and the first of October. I went. 
to the Executive Office to see them by invitation of Dr. McLane. 
I saw the front elevation, and, I think, the ground plan. This wags __ 
probably about the 20th September. I have no recollection of - 
secing any notice for proposals. I think the front elevation I saw 
ig the one that I have since seen in the commissioners’ room. — | a os Oo ‘SIMEON MILLS. . 

Sworn and subscribed before me, on this: 9th March, 1855.. 
_ . BP. HL Surra, Ch’n of the Special Com. | 

STATE OF oust, 33. a 
DANE COUNTY, 

Simeon Mills, being re-ealled and sworn, says: @. Were the 
the plans you saw at the Executive Office, and to which you re- 
ferred in your testimony as having seen on or about the 20th of 
September last, sufficient and such. plans a3 would enable a me- 7  chanic to make a proper and correct estimate with reference to | bids or proposals, for the furnishing of materials, and doing the 
work for the Asylum? — a | a 
_ A. Tshould think not. Iam in the habit of building at Madi- 
son, : Og SIMEON MILLS. | 
Sworn and subscribed to before mo, this 15th day of Marrh, A, _ 

D.1855. Be | 
_ PIL Sarr, Ch’n Special Com a :



| | 96. - | a | 

| Called by the Commissoners. | a 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, ee ey ee ~ se Re 

DANE COUNTY, . Pathe 

‘Dr. Geo. R. McLane, being duly sworn on oath, says: I saw 

"Mr. Bailey in the consultation room of the Supreme Court. Mr. | 

Sanborn told me that Mr. Bailey had come out from Milwaukee in 

reference to seeing the plans of the Asylum, which I showed and. 

éxplained to Mr. Bailey. Mr. Bailey lodked through them, and 

in coversation remarked that he coiild not take hold of the job, as 

it was too extensive. I thought at the time that his examination — 

was insufficient. On the 30th of October, all of the plans were in 

the Capitol, with the exception of the heating building. ~~ . 

Sworn and subscribed before me, this 9th March, 1855. 7 

Pp. H. Smrru, Ch’n Special Com. © — —_ 

Cross-ecamination by the ‘Committee. oe aoe - 

‘The outside heating building has not been let. The. grounds.for 

the Lunatic ‘Asylum were purchased by. the advice and consent of 

the Governor. The notice for proposals was also published with 

the advice and consent of the Governor, who consented ‘to, the 

manner of its publtcation. The contract with Mr. Proudfit was 

| entered into with the advice and consent of the Governor, who was 

- present when the bids were opened, as was also Geo. B. Smith. 

No architect was employed by me, nor to my knowledge, tomake 

any estimate of the cost of the asylum. I know nothing of my 

own knowledge of any architect being employed to make an esti- 

mate of the cost of the asylum, either before or since the letting 

| of the contract; and the same answer applies to the main building 

| and to the two wings, and for the work to be done during the year 

1855. I know nothing of how Mr. Proudfit got his information as _ 

to the manner of making his bid. Two of the large plans came 

‘1 the tin case, sworn to by C. G. Mayers, the Express agent. In



| o7 

my judgment, as the suporintendent, it will be necessary to build 
the heating building betore the main building is used. 

| | GEO. R. McLANE. , 

 Ssvorn and subscribed before me, this 9th March, 1855. 

P. IL. Sarro, Ch’n Special Com. 

: Ive-called by A. S. Sanborn. 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, 38 
DANE COUNTY,” j} ° 

Arthur Resley, being duly sworu on oath, says: I wish to be | 
understood as saying that Mr. Sanborn said _to me that he wished to 
make something out of it, and did not say that he wished an in- 

terest in the contract. Mr. Sanborn never intimated to me that he 

wanted an interest in the contract. Mr. Sanborn said nothing of 

the way in which he wished to make something out of it. What 

I stated in my direct examination embraced all that I remember 
of my conversation with Mr. Sanborn, and what I then stated I 

wished to have understood in the manner in which I here testify 
in reference to the interest in the contract. My former testimony 

was read to me by Mr. Smith. Mr. Sanborn stated to me that he 

would do all he could to get me the contract, without saying he 

wished an interest in the contract. Mr. Sanborn said to me that 

he wanted to make something out of it, at the same that he pro- 
mised to do all he could to get me the contract. I stated at the 
time, that if I had a chance to bid I would be willing to have any 

one else get it, if they should bid lower than I did. Ihave com- | 

plained as much of Mr. Sanborn’s action in the premises as of the 
action of either of the other commmissioners. I had no cause to 

find fault with the other commissioners other than what grew ont 

of Mr. Sanborn’s statements. The morning after the contract was 
let, Mr. Sanborn told me that Dr. Bugh and Proudfit kept aloof 

from him, and he (Sanborn) thought there was collusion between 
them, (meaning Dr. Bugh and Proudfit); and that Bugh told him 
(Sanborn) that Proudfit would give him a place, (meaning San- 

| 13 :
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born.) The first conversation in regard to my having the contract 

took place, I think, as Mr. Sanborn and myself were walking in 
the Capitol Square—part of it might have taken place while Mr. 

Sanborn and myself were going to look at the Lunatic Asylum 

| grounds. I do not now think of anything else that would incul- 

pate Mr. Sanborn. Have no recollections of Mr. Sanborn’s saying 

that he wished nothing done that would embarrass either himself 

or me. | ARTHUR RESLEY. 

, Sworn and subscribed before me, this 9th March, 1855. - 

P. H. Suir, Ch’n Special Com, ) 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, 58. 
a DANE COUNTY, : 

Dr. Geo. R. McLane, being duly sworn on oath, saith, that the 

plans and specifications as presented by the superintendent, were _ 

adopted by the commissioners of the lunatic asylum, the Governor 

being present, at their meeting, Sept. 20, 1854. The Governorat 
the time gave his consent to the plans. | 

| | - GEO. R. McLANE. | 

- Subscribed and sworn before me, this 7th March, 1855. 

| P. H. Samir, Cl’n. committee. | 

Called by the Commissioners. 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, - 
DANE COUNTY, 

Andrew Viall, being duly sworn on oath, says, that he resides” 

at Madison, and saw the plans about a week before the time ad- 
vertised for the letting the first time of the State Lunatic Asylum, 

| but cannot say that the plans now before the’“committee were the 
plans then saw by witness. Witness saw specifications, also a copy 

_ of which was written and a copy printed. Thinks the plans now —
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before the committee were the ones ‘then showri witness. Mr. | 
Proudfit was present at the time; also, Dr. McLane. Have never 
seen any other plans that I am aware of. The plans were the Bize | 

of those before the committee. Was:present with Mr. Proudfit 
- three times, and the same plans were present each time. ‘Went — 

for the purpose of aiding Mr. Proudfit in making an estimate for 

_ aproposal. The estimates made were on the basis of the writtes:  —. 

specifications. Thinks that the front elevation plan was the one 

shown witness, and now before the committee. ‘The plans were im 

both the consultation room of the Supreme Court, and in the At- . 
_ torney General’s office. : : : } a 

ne ATA. 

_ +» Sworn and subscribed before me, this 8th March, 1855. 
| > P. H. Suara, Ch’n. joint com. Oo Oo 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, eo 
, - DANE COUNTY, _ | ; oo 

Edward Ilsley, being duly sworn on oath, says, that he has resi- © 

_ dedin Madison between four and five years, and is engaged in the 

lumber business. Was engaged last summer in sawing stone. _ | 
_ Was in Madison last fall, and saw the notice for proposals for’ 

building the Lunatic Asylum. © Witness called at the Governor’s* 

room and inquired for the plans and specifications before the time ° 
_ for reeeiving proposals had expired ; thinks it was early in Octo- - | 

ber. Mr. Hunter was in the Governor’s room and told witness - 

that the plans and specifications were not there, except the front * 

elevation. Noone else was present. Mr. Hunter did not direet” 

witness to.any other place. Witness called to examine the plans 

and specifications for the purpose of making a proposal. Did not ‘ 

call again, not being able to learn where the office was kept. Wit- 
ness put in no bid in consequence. Neither of the commissioners” __ 

were present when witness called. _ oo | 
oo oO | EDWARD ILSLEY., - 

Sworn and subscribed before me this, 6th March, 1855. _ 
P. H.Smirs, Ch’n. specialcom, |
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STATE OF WISCONSIN. ss. CC , 
DANE COUNTY. | ; 7 — 

| Arthur Resley being duly sworn, deposes and says: I reside in 

Madison. Previous to my coming to Madison, I have been en- 

gaged, altogether about ten years, as a contractor, and principally . 
upon public works. I was in Madison a portion of the time 
during the last fall. Mr. Sanborn, one of the commissioners, _ 

spoke to me one day, and said that the job of building the Asy- 
lum, was one that the state would not have to go into again; and — 

that as it was a large job he wanted to have some interest in the 
contract, or make something out of it. This was, I think, about — 

the 20th of October last, and Sanborn and myself were then going 
out to examire the place where Asylum is located. He. told me | 

he would do all he could to let me have the contract if, I would 

let him have an interest in it. The bid put in.by Mr. Lamar was 

not signed by me, althongh Mr. Lamar and myself had talked of 

putting in a bid together. The bid did not meet my approval— 
I was intendiug to put in for cut stone at $15 per cubic yard. I 
was informed by Mr. Sanborn that the time for letting was the 

20th of November, and I went to Green Bay about the 25th of 

October, intending to be back before the letting. About this time 

Lasked Mr. Sanborn about the plans and specifications, and he. 

told me that Dr. McLane was to have had them: before that time, 

and he did not know the reason why they had not cdme. I told 
Mr. Sanborn that if I got the work I would do something for him. . _ 
There was no understanding what it would be. At the time I 

made out the bid, I supposed that the whole building was to be 
cut stone. I should think it would require from eight to ten days _ 

. after seeing the plans and specifications, beford I should be able 

to make out proper proposals for the erection of the building. It — 
- may be that Iam slowerthan other people 

- | | | | ARTHUR RESLEY. - 

Subsaribed and sworn to before me, this 7th day of March, A.D. © 

1855. a 
_ —P.H. Sarrs, Chairman, &. ay
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STATE OF WISCONSIN, 3. 22 pO, 
, DANE COUNTY. . an 

O. H. Lamar being duly sworn on oath, says: The first time I asw | 
the plans of the first, second and third stories of the Wisconsin _ 
State Lunatic Asylum, was about the 27th of Octi, which was the 
time I came here for the second time; and from that time up to 
the first of November, they were in the office of the commission: __ 
ers, under the State Library. When I was at Madison, about the 
first of October, the plans I did not see, and was told, I think, by 
Dr. Bugh, one of the commissioners, that the plans had not ar- 
rived nor the specificationséither. No one of the commissioners. 
at any time before the first of N ovember, or the letting of the con- | 
tract, proposed to me to make any proposals for the building of 

- the Asylum, by whom either or all of them were to have any in- 
terest in thé contract, or the profits arising therefrom, either di- | 
rectly or indirectly. It ismy impression thaton or about the 27th = 

— of October, but I cannot say whether it was then, or on or about 
the first of October, I heard Dr. Bugh ask Mr. Bird if he did not | | 
intend to put in proposals, or something to that effect, for build- 
ing the Asylum—and I think he remarked that he was too busy, 
or had all the business he could attend to, and should not put in 
any proposals. This conversation occurred in the streets ;andthe 
foregoing is the substance of the conversation as near as I can re- | 
collect. : oe 

| | C. H. LAMAR. 

Subscribed an! sworn to before me, this 7th of March, A. D. 

1855. | : | ) 
P. H. Smrrs, Ch’n Special Committee. oe
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STATE OF WISCONSIN, 5s. a 
DANE COUNTY, _ a | a a 

Edwin Palmer, being duly sworn, deposes and says, that he re- 

-_gides in the city of Milwaukee, and has for about ten years, and. 

during that time has been engaged in house building. I have. 

been engaged in assisting Mr. Mygatt in making the estimates of 

the cost of the Wisconsin State Lunatic Asylum, under the con- 

tract, and at the estimated prices. I have examined carefully the 

estimate marked “A,” and submitted to the committee, and believe 

them to be correct. The estimate referred to, is signed by myself. — 

The portion of the Wisconsin Asylum, contracted to be built the 

first year, would cost much more than the construction of the - 
| Worcester Asylum, according to the plan reported by the senate 

committee, as appears in the senate journal of 1854, and is upon | 

a plan differing very materially. The erection:of the Wisconsin. 

—. Asylum main building, would cost much more than the main build- 
ing of the Worcester Asylum, for the reason that it is more than 
twice as large, and for the reason also, that the Worcester Asylum 

is heated by furnaces within the building, and the Wisconsin — 
Asylum is heated by apparatus in a building removed from, and 
entirely distinct from the main building. - - ; 7 | OF 

| | 7 | EDWIN PALMER. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 7th day of March, A. 

D. 1855. | | ee 

P. H. Smiru, Ch’n Special Committee. 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, 68. - a an 
' DANE COUNTY, | | 

Augustus A. Bird, being duly sworn on oath, says, that he has 

been present, and aided Mr. Mygatt, in making the estimates as 
| to the cost of the Lunatic Asylum, except as to the excavation, 

- which was reviewed by witness afterwards. Witness concursin | 

the estimates, as presented by Mr. Mygatt, in the estimated price 
nd in the contract prices, except as to the construction of the pro-
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posal and contract of Mr. Proudfit as to the painting, joiner work, : 
and extra items ;, these witness thinks, under the contract should. | 
be applied to each longitudinal and each transverse wing separate- 
ly,and not together, as as.is done in the contract estimate... .., 
In making these estimates, however, it was agreed by Mr. My- | 

gatt, Mr. Palmer and witness, to take Mr. Mygatt’s construction. 
If the contract is constrned as witness thinks it should be, it would, ' 
add to the cost $41,289 96, making the total cost of $452,140 42. | 

A AL BIRD. 
_ Sworn and subscribed before me, this 6th day of March, 1855.,.: | 

| . | P. H. Smirx, Ch’n. Special Committee. oo - | - hg | 

_ STATE ‘OF WISCONSIN, ls. as So - 
a ual. DANE COUNTY. . . Ey CS : 

: _. Geo. W. Mygatt, being duly sworn, on oath ‘says, that-he ré? 
sides in Milwaukee, and is an architect by profession; having been | 

_ engaged in that business, and in building, for twenty-five years; 

. has resided in Milwaukee about thirteen-years; has made an esti- © 
mate of the:cost of building the State Lunatic Asylum, under Am | 

drew Proudfit’s contract, in connection with Edwin Palmer and 
A. A. Bird, Esqs.; has been engaged ‘seventeen, days in.making = 
gach estimate ; .has also prepared written estimates, which arethe, 
ones here submitted. Under the contract with. Mr. Prowdfit, the — 

- cost of the main building will--be $77,869 60. the cost of wing, | 

building “ A” is $106,188 86; the cost of wing building “Bis 
$99,412 00; the longitudinal and traverse. buildings being both — 

- included.in these two. estimates. The wing building “0,” inclu- 
ding extreme wings, is $97,400 00: ,The cost of engine -bnildingy, 
ag per-plan, including: pipes, heating apparatus, é&e., will probably: 
_be$80,000. . The gross amount, under. the contract: price; is $410. 
850, 46,,.; At.a fair, just and reasonable: price, the samewould cost = 
$285,672 .02, this being a liberal. .price. . In making: these..estix 

“mates, under, the contract price; the sum: of $4,995. put ixt..in the, | 
oe pr oposal for joiner work on: egeh, longitudingland transverse. Wingy; |



eh oe 
is estimated.as including both; they being considered as one, and | 

- ascomposing one work; and ‘that sum is taken as including the | 
joiner work on both throughout the building, and the same rule — 
applying to the painting, as also to the proposals for extraitems. 

‘The estimates are made upon the printed specifications as con- 
tained in the special report of the commissioners, leaving out the | 
word “each” once,"where it occurs in connection with the painting 
twice. If the proposals are construed as meaning that the joiner | 
work, painting and extra items are tobe connted separately on 

the longitudinal and on the transverse wihgs, the additional cost =’ 
| under the contract price will be $41,289 96, making the grosscost = 

$452,140 42. The estimate of the actual cost is made at prices _ 

higher than the Madison prices, as witness understands, and high- _ 
er than the Milwaukee prices. Under the contract, the cost of the 

| building will be made to cost much more than theestimate under 

the contract makes it. This can be done ii the iron work gener- | 
ally ; because: greater weight of.iron may be. put in’ than is — 

necessary, ‘on account of notvall the sizes being named in the spe- 
cifications. In,making the estimate the sizeiand weight hasbeen =. 

_ taken which seemed ‘sufficient - for the purposes of the building. | 

| The size of the joists and partitions may also be increased, and 
also other things which are not specifically’ described. The esti- 
mates given at length and herewith’ submitted, are correct to the 

best of the witness’s knowledge and belief. In addition to ‘the | 
plans of the several floors, the front elevation, the section and the 
plan of the engine house and bakery are made by Sloan & Stew" 
art, a rear elevation, a transverse section, an end elevation, work-_ 

ing drawings generally, specifications for engine house and bakery 
would also be required in order to make: proper proposals for 
the‘ building. -It is not customary to make proposals unless plans 
and specifications are complete. Without'the large’ plans ofthe 

: floors atid front elevation the commissioners'have no ‘plans that 

witness has been able‘to see, upon which a bidder could' make safe 
proposals to erect the building in the manner in which proposals 

. are usually made. ‘Witndss has' drafted a plan of the Worcester
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_ Asylum‘ upon the plan as proposed by the senate committee of 

1854, upon' the same scale ‘as the plans of Sloan & Stewart. Ac- 
_ ¢ording to the plan of the commissioners, the Wisconsin Lunatie 

Asylum covers. for main building 7,800 feet; first longitu- | 
dinal and transverse: wing 6,585 square feet, marked “A” upon the 

plan; wing “B” 6,025 square feet; wing “O” 5730 feet. The 
whole building covers 44,480 square feet. ‘The Worcester Asylum 

main building covers 3,040 feet, upon the plan given by the com- | 

mittee of the senate, and the wings are 6,840 feet taken together, | 

making in all 9,880 square feet. If the Worcester Asylum was to 
be built at the. same contract price as Mr. Proudfit’s, the. cost 
would.be $83,980, and at the estimate price $64,340. Witness 
knows of. no plans and specifications for the engine house and 
bakery, not having been able to see any, and the sum of $30,000 

is added in both estimates, the difference in the two being irre- _ 
spective of this engine and bakery house. a : 

OW MY GAT. 7 
Sworn and subscribed before me, this 6th March,1855. = 

P. H. Sarre, Ch’n. special com. | : | 

 G. W. Mygatt recalled, Thursday, March 8th,1855.00 6 

‘Witness called at the office of the Lunatic Asylum Commission- 
érs last evening, March 7th, in company with Dr. McLane, the : 

Superintendént, and saw the abstract plans referred to by Dr. Me- : 
- Lane, which he (Dr. McLane) gave witness, being the N. J. Tren- 

ton Asylum, in pamphlet form, and the State Hospital for the In- 
gane, as then in the Journal of Insanity. There isasimilarityin 
thé'zround plans‘of ‘these with the W isconsin Insane Asylum, but 

the’ eleVations are different. The New Jersey Asylum is not so | 
largé‘as the Wisconsin Asylum, from the plans. Witness would 
not ‘think himself safe in making an estimate for a proposal from 

these abstract plans. Has seen the front. elevation plan in the 
Governor’s Room, which varies from the plans before the commit- 
tee, and.upon which the estimate of witness was. made... Witness | 

- would not consider himself safe.in making an estimate giving the 
14 Be
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total cost of the building, from the abstract plans as referred to by 

- Dr. McLane, but might, under certain circumstances, bid for the | 
piece work. Witness has given another day in addition to the 
time named in his examination on the 6thinst. = , ; 

_ —— "GW. MYGATT. | 
Sworn and subscribed before me, this 8th March, 1855. = 

— P. A. Sarra, Ch’n. jointcom. a 8 oe 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, re 
DANE COUNTY, a | - | a, 

— John D. Welch, being sworn on oath, says: ‘that for the last ten 
years he has resided in Madison. Is a contractor and builder by 
profession. Was in Madison in September and October last;‘saw __ 
the notice for proposals for building’ the State Lunatic Asylum ; 

was one of a company designing to bid for said work. a 
| SD WELCH. 

Sworn and subscribed before me, this 16th February, 1855. 
:  P. H. Sons, Ch’n. com., Notary Public, &e. ss 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, 00 
_ DANECOUNTY, - | | phe qa hane cede 

James. Livesey, being duly sworn on oath, says that he resides” 
in Madison, and is a stone mason by trade. Was at home during 
Oct. and Sept. last. Saw the notice for proposals for building the 
lunatic asylum, and was desirous of bidding for same, for which 
purpose witness went to Mr. Titus’ office to see. the plans. and. 

, specifications ; no place being named in the notice for the exhibi- 
7 tion of these plans and specifications, witness supposed they would, 

naturally be at Mr. Titus’ office, as he was the only. architect. in 

town—did not find the plans nor specifications at Mr. Titus’ office, 
| and was unable to find their whereabouts—did not call .upon,,the 

commissioners. ay 
SAS. LIVESEY. 

Sworn and subscribed béfore ‘me, this 16th January, 1855, °° 
OP. H, Sierra, Ch’n.com.'of thé lepislature, 8 Pe
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- ‘STATE OF WISCONSIN, st oo 
DANE COUNTY. yo | 

| Benj. Judkins, being duly sworn on oath, says that he has resi- 

ded at Madison over two years ;. that he is a house carpenter by 

trade, and is now engaged in building the Lake Side Water Cure, 
and also J. E. Kendall’s stone house, being the contractor; that he 

called at the office of the Lunatic Asylum commissioners in the | 
Capitol twice, the first time about twenty days before the time 
advertised for opening the proposals. It was about two. o’clock, 

P. M.; Dr. McLane was present, as also another person. Witness 
object in going was to examine the plans and specifications, in or- 
der to bid for the work on the asylum. On calling for these plans 

| and specifications, witness was informed that the ground plan was 

| to be seen, but that the others, as well as the specifications, had 

not arrived, but would be received in about a week; nothing’else 

Was said in regard to the plans orspecifications. About a week 
or tén days thereafter, and about the 10th of Oct., witness called 
again at the office, and asked if the plans and specifications ‘were 
then ready to be seen, stating that the object of witness was to 
bid, and thereupon he was informed that they were not then ready 
or had ‘not been received. The ground plan referred to is called 

_. by architects the’ front elevation. : Witness saw the notice for pro- . 
posals in the papers, arid called about ten days betore the time to — 
open the bids; would want about four or five days to figure up a 

| bid, and would want all the plans and specifications.. Witness 
intended to bid only for the wood work, and ‘alludes to that and 
notto the’stone part. eG re 
Rn i ...) BENS. JUDKINS! 

. _ Sworn and subscribed before me, this 20th Feb. 1855... 
| -. P. H. Suits, Ch’n. com. ce ee ran
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a  Mapison, Oct..12, 1854. | 
Wu. T. Barter, Esq., _ et a 

My par siz: Yours of the 9th inst. is received, and I feel 

much gratitude for your kind wishes. We are all about half sick, 

bad colds, tired out, &. &e., the consequence of living in an open 

house—expect to have a better tenement soon. fe EE, | 

The plans and specifications for the asylum have not. yet been 

submitted or agreed upon. 1 suppose they will be made publie 

on the 20th of this month ; and from that time until the 20th, of 

November, proposals for building, &c. will be received by the . 

commissioners. Nothing can be done in the way of taking, con- 
tracts until the plans are agreed upon. When the plans are sub- 

mitted, you will necessarily need to come and gee them, in order 

_to know what work, and how much is to be done. It. will be a 
great contract, and require a vast amount of. labor. When the 

: plans are submitted, I will write you immediately, and you will | 
probably need several days to investigate them; &e.&e. ts 

Perhaps if you come out here in about ten days I.can give you 

asmall job. Please write me on reception of this, the terms on 

which you will lay up a cellar wall, (or a basement.of stone) faced 
| on the inside, and three feet faced outside. The stone will be 

about the same as those blasted out of the channel of the river at _ 

| Appleton—perhaps not quite as good. The stone, lime, sand and 
water to be furnished you, and you to make mortar and tend your-
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self. The outside face to be pointed with white mortar, and the 
inside with such as the stone are laid in—wall to be 16 or 18. in- 
ches thick—probably about 8 cords to be inthe wall. __ 

_ I believe I have made myself sufficiently explicit, so that you 
- understand what I want, &. . 

I do not know certain as I shall have that work done, but there | 
can be no harm in learning the cost.. Lest I should forget it the 
next time when I write, I will tell you where to find me when you 

_ come here. I am on block 265, in a house owned by H: R. Roun- : 
dy; you can find iteasy enough. Our respects to Mrs. Bailey, 

_ John, Pauline-and all the rest. | | 
ou es ee Yours traly, tg oe 

a ae ADEN 8. SANBORN. 

OO , | + Maprsow, Oct. 19, 1854. ; 

W. T. Batter, Esq.: oo | a re a 
Dear Sir :—I. suppose those plans will be exhibited on and,af- | 

____ ter to-morrow, and you had better come here next Monday, and | 

_ examine them, if you wish, for a contract, &c. You just put up | 

and bring along your trowels, &c., and you can get some work here | 

if you wish. You. will want to stay a few days at any rate, and 
you can work a part'of the time, and get along about as fast with | 
other matters ‘at the same time. The house in which I live is to | 

| be plastered, and the owner says he will have you do it, if you 
will, if you are here the first of next week. Write’me by next 
mail, whether or not you will come on Monday next. 2 

a Yours very truly, — - he 

hoor ATEDEN 8. SANBORN.
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’ so | . ‘Teurspay, March 2,1854. — 

_* Mr. Vittum, from the committee on-state affairs, reported 
No. 181 §, a. bill to'provide for a state lunatic asylum, . 
Which was read the first and second times, Oo ee 

And accompanying the same a report upon this subject, of which | 

1000 copies were ordered printed, to wit: | : | 
The committee on state affairs, to whom was referred, so much of 

the Governor’s message as relates to an insane asylum, and the 
petitions and memorials, praying for the establishment of the 
game, submit the following 9 i 

se RBPORTE 
Many facts have come to the knowledge of this committee, 

| evincing the great necessity of immediate legislative action upon 

this subject. The Governor by directing our attention to this im- 

portant work, has but given voice tothe general and pro‘ound in- | 

terest at present existing in the state. From every quarter, from | 
the press of every political party, from individuals in all pursuits 

and classes, without a single dissenting ooice, we hear an expres- 
sion of the warmest feeling, that no further delay should be made 
in taking measures for relieving the insane. | | | 

From the best information the committee can obtain, derived. 

chiefly from medical gentlemen, some of whom have given great 

attention to the subject, it may safely be estimated that there are 
at the present time, more than one hundred insane persons in this 

state, who are fit subjects for the aid of a public institution.
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~ "These insane persons must of necessity be wandering about our 
streets and fields, or confined to jails, or in the custody of their 
friends. Those who are running at large, endanger the public and 
are in no way ofrecovery. As to those who are in charge of their 
friends, to use the language. of Dr. 'Spurzheim, “on one point 
there ‘is great uniformity of opinion among medical-men in regard 
to the insane, and that is the importance ot separating the patient ; 

_ from his family and custoniary associations.” == 7 
OS The legislature requires no hight wrought picture ot the intense 

| misery to which the poor lunatic is subjected, who is incarcerated | 
under a mock prosecution, in the cold, cheerless, sunless and fire- 
less cells ofa jail, 
We feel authorized to apply to our own state, the language used | 

 by“the trustees ‘of the state Innati¢ hospital of Massachusetts, in _- 
_ reference to that commonwealth: “that were a system to be de- 
vised, whose express object it should be to drive every victim of 
insanity beyund the limits of hope, it would scarcely be within | 
the power of man'to suggest one more infallible in its general | 

_ tendency than that which has been, is now, and will be in practical 
operation among us, so long as we are destitute of an asylum.” 

- In view of this immense mass of unmitigated misery, the qnes- 
tion oceurs, what can be done for its alleviation? Happily for us, 
this problem is not left for our solution. Itis a principle univer- 
sally admitted, that the only hope of restoring the ingane to sound- | 
ness of mind, exists in the agency of institutions in which they 
are separated from the community, and subjected to a course. of 
medical and moral management, very peculiar, and wonderfully 

‘Dr. Bell, of the Worcester asylum says: ‘The fact of the hope- 
lessness of the insane, under the ordinary mode of treating other 
bodily diseases is established.” .And the opinion of all best quali- 
fied to judge will sustain the assertion, that notwithstanding all 

__ the advances and improvements in medical science, the success of 
the physician under common cireumstances in “ administering to 

_ the mind deceased,” is no greater than in the days of Hippocrates
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or Galen. This principle was overlooked in Europe, until about 

the close of the last century, since which time however, the pub- 

lic authorities of nearly every civilized nation, have turned their _ 

attention towards proper receptacles for the insane. |... 

In this country, institutions of this character have been estab- 

lished in most of the states, and they have exhibited results won- 

| derful and gratifying. With us, therefore, there need be no Yen- 

turing in the dark, no engaging in doubtful and untried projects. 

We have the means of knowing every fact respecting the results 

| of an insane asylum in this state, with nearly.as much accuracy 
and certainty, as if it had been years in ‘operation. OO 

The managers of the various American asylums, have apparent- 

ly, with a benevolence ever to be praised, labored to give other 

communities the means of. knowing precisely and specifically 

what is necessary in the establishment of similar institutions.— 

They give us exactly what we need; not philosophical. .diserta- 

tions on insanity—not appeals to our feeling, nor loose suges- 

: tions, nor diffuse and general statements of facts, but minute and | 

detailed accounts of their whole proccedings, their entire results, 

"and their whole bill of ‘expenses, down to items the most inconsid- 

We can derive therefore from these institutions, every fact, de- 

tail and circumstance essential to enable us to j udge and act wise- 

ly and conscientiously in the premises 5. facts which are of peculiar 

value, being based upon evidence almost identical with that ex- 
isting among ourselves, 8 $= + 

The committee are not aware of any method by which so just 
and definite a view of an insane asylum can be afforded as in the 
brief analysis of the results of the several institutions which have , 

been for many years in operation inthe Northern States. The 
| committee have not been able to obtain the most recent reports, 

all which they have consulted however, have been. published 

withinafewyears. 
At Bloomingdale Asylum, New, York, of 581 recent cases, 341 

"ware discharged cured, being about sovéaty per eent,, but among



eases of long standing, instances of. cure were much. less, being 
only ten of one hundred and sixty, ; 

With regard to the management of the inganeat this asylum, 

the report says: “The patients are arranged into classes, according _ 

to the form which their particular maniacal delusions have as-— . 
 gumed, and treated in that manner which seems best adapted to 

their morbid association of ideas; in restoring the power and hab- | 
its of self control, in substituting agreeable sensations and reflec- 

tions, for those which are painful and ‘irritating, in inducing a 
habit of employing their jadgment, which like every other facul- 

ty is strengthened by exercise. The means ofeffecting these ends _ 
must be addressed to the case of each patient. = Bs 

-. Harsh treatment and all needless restraint is avoided. Chains _ 

- are not used, even confinement to the cells is seldom resorted to. . - 

As much liberty’ as is consistent with the safety of the patient | 
ig allowed ; many are permitted to leave thehouse andtoemploy s_—> 

themselves in the garden or on the farm. a, oe - 

They are taken out to ride; occupations of differentkinds are = 
afforded them, and they are’‘permitted to partake of various inno- | 

_ cent amusements; they are allowed to dine together in classes, | 

and everything that can appropriately contribute to their comfort 
is particularly attended to. ee - | 

At the Connecticut Retreat, of 253 recent cases, 230 were cured, 7 
a ratio of a little less than 91 per cent. Of 263 old cases, 62 were - 

_ Fecevered. _ a I : - 

The medical visitors in their annual report, remarks: * No pub. | 

| lic institution of Europe, whose reports we have seen, claims to | 

_. have cured over 71 per cent. of recent cases, and they average | | 

— Jeasthan 40 inal, OB Ss 
--_-—-,- This institution reports cures of about 91 per cent. of recent 

eases, and an average of Sl of all, oe 
8 We are perfectly satisfied that under the present benevolent —_- 

| and enlightened polisy, no institution in the country can exeeed 

oe this, is the comfort and contentment of its inmates, or in the pros- - 

pect affurded for the restoration of diseased intellects. * * *
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| ‘We have witnessed in our monthly visits to this institution, the 

“influence of kindness, sympathy and affection in soothing the ra- 
| vings of the furious, in encouraging the hopes of the desponding, | 

and arousing the melancholic from his gloomy musings—we have 
seen the mind emerging from the clouds which enveloped it, and 
by degrees assuming its empire, till at last reason has been con- _ 

firmed and all the hidden attributes of intellect brought out and 
| displayed in their native strength and lustre. * * * | 

The benevolent mind cannot contemplate without horror, the 

“possibility of arecurrence of the old system of management, in 
which the whip was the incentive of action, and the damp and 

dreary dungeon was the abode alike of the maniac and the con- 
-vict. The law of kindness is the most effectual control for mental 
ormoralalienation. = 8 8 | cee 

The system of government adopted in this institution is truly 
parental. No violence is permitted, and no restraints allowed, but 
such as are necessary for the welfare of the patient.. = | 

At the Lunatic Hospital in Worcester, more than 80 per cent. 
of recent cases are entirely cured, and of the old cases, 27 per 
cent., being about 54 per cent in all; a result truly gratifying, 

In their report made several years ago, the trusteessay: “But 
however deeply all our better feelings may be moved by the re- | 
flection that many of our fellow beings under the auspicious ‘in- 

fluence of this institution have already been restored to reason 

and returned to bless their families and friends, who ‘under the 
: former coercive system of treatment, would have mourned their | 

lives “without hope,” yet under the ameliorated condition of 
such as have not yet recovered, the trustees regard as a subjectof 
equal congratulation among men, and gratitude to Heaven. 2 —™” 

No one who has not actually seen from time to timethe inmates 
of the hospital, can comprehend the extent of the change which | 
has taken place in every external indication that makes the physi- 
cal and moral condition of a human being. OS | 

Many who in their paroxysms used formerly to wound and lac 
erate themselves to a degree that threatened life itself, now ha-
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_ bitually increase an ordinary prudence in avoiding the common. 
causes of annoyance or accident. Not less than one hundred of - 
these brought to the hospital, seemed to regard human beings as — 

_ their enemies, and their first impulse was to assail them with open | 
__ordisguised force. Now only twelve offer any violence. Of the 

| forty persons who formerly divested themselves of clothing, even 
in the most inclement season of the year, only eight now do it.— | 

_ Through’all the galleries, there is far less susceptibility to excite- 
ment, more gratitude, more civility. and kindness exercised to- 

_ wards each other. The wailing of the desponding, and the ra- | 
ving of the frantic were dispelled. = = - 

_ ‘The internal change is legible on the countenance. With the 7 
insane itis emphatically true, that the dark shadows of the mind | 
are projected on the face, hence from the alteration that has in | 
many. instances occurred in the outer aspect, amounting to almost 

| a change in identity, there may be inferred a corresponding alter- | 
_ ation of the condition within. The deep lines of anguish. have a 

| been obliterated or softened, whose sharp engravings were begun 
many years agoin despair, = = ee 

The wide circle and heart sickening variety of horrors, exhibited _ 
by the inmates of our institutions when first brought together, as 
though every region of the “dark immense” of insanity had sent 
a representative of its terrors, have been gradually reduced in ex- 

_ tent,and mitigatedin quality, 
_. If the erroneous action of the mind has not been rectified, the : 

dreadful emotions that once accompanied and aggravated its move- 
ments have been dispelled and they ate now succeeded by mild- _ 
er and more peaceful sentiments. | ~ ae 

_ + Happily the feelings and emotions may be divested of their 
pain and error even after the intellect has forever lost its pow- - 
 erof distinguishing the true from. the ‘false in its ideas and per- | 
ceptions. © | oes as 
‘The system of treatment from which the foregoing results have 

been realized, has been a continued endeavor to preserve ro. re-es- 
tablish the bodily health of the patient, by careful attention to
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cleanliness, exercise, air and suitable diet. It has been the care — 
| of all those engaged in administering the daily affairs of the in- 

stitution, to exclude as far as possible all causes of mental disqui- 
: etude, by substituting persuasion for force, by practicing fo:bear- 

~ anee, and all the nameless offices of humanity, and by imbuing | 

in every practicable way, the mind of the patient with a new act 
' of pleasing, cheerful, graceful and benevolent emotions. In fine, 

| the whole scheme of moral treatment is embodied in asingleidea 
- humanity——the law of love——that sympathy which appro- 

priates another’s conciousness of pain, and makes it a per- - 

sonal relief from suffering whenever anothers suffering’s are re- | 
lieved.” ne OC 

The only remaining point which the committee wish to consider | 
ig, whether a state institution of this character can be founded at_ 
an expenditure commensurate with its advantages, and which will 

| afford a grateful instance, instead of a mortifying subject for future 

reflection. | a Co — | 

_ The hospital at Worcester was established at the sole expense 
of the State of Massachusetts, and is at the | resent time a glori- | 

ons monumentof the liberality and philanthropy of thatcommon- | 

| wealth. It was the first asylum for the insane pauper of the Uni- 
ted States, and on account of its wonderful success, its widely ex- _ 

‘ tended benefits and couparatively moderate expense, deserves, in 
the opinion of this committee, to be held up as a model for. our 

| imitation. , | a oe | 

--—--* The committee find the following published account of the 
Worcester Asylum. “It consists of a center building and two 
wings. The center building is 76 feet long, and 40 feet wide, and 
four stories high. aan Oo Se 

| “The wings are each 90 feet long in front and 100 feet in rear, 36 © a 
feet wide, and three'storieshigh. — : | | | 

They are in the same line, extending from right and left from 

‘the opposite ends of the center building. Se 
‘The front of the center building projects 22 feet forward cf the ,
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| front of the wings.. The wings being 36 feet wide, half their | 

width joins upon the center building and half falls in the rear. | 
= ® #* — # The cellar extends under the whole edifice. The - 
basement story of the center building is designed for store rooms, 

akitchen, laundry, &c. | | | SO 

‘The front part of the second story contains four rooms of con- 

venient size, which, with the chambers immediately over them, — | 

cand the small sleeping apartments into which the fourth story is __ 

_ divided, are intended for the superintendent and his family, the 7 

domestics and laborers. As this portion of the hospital isto be = 

used in the same way as an ordinary dwelling house, it is finished — 

in the same manner. The rear of the first, second and third sto- 

ries of the center building is designed for dining and day rooms of | 

the insane. | | _ 7 | | | 

‘The wings are, in each story, divided in the center byalong — ; 

hall, or aisle, 12 feet in width, and extending from end to end. In 

~-eonsequence of the wings’ falling half their width, as before men- 

tioned in the rear of the centre building, these halls communicate 

at both ends, with the external’ air, and thus the means of a most | 

- thorough ventilation are secured. On each side of these halls are | 

. .gituated the apartments designed for the insane. They are8 feet = 

‘by 10, and are provided with a permanent seat secured in the 

wall. Each apartment has a large window with an upper sash of 

| cast iron and lower sash of wood, both of which are glazed. 

| Immediately without the wooden sash is a false sash of cast iron | 

-_ gorresponding with the wooden one in appearance and dimensions. | 

- This is set firmly into the sides of the window frame, a narrew : 

space being left at the bottom for water to pass off and save the 

frame from decay. When the wooden sash is. raised, the false 

tron one presents -a barrier against escape or injury from leaping | 

out through the window. | It is said that a man, however furiously | 

_. mnad or impatient of confinement he. may be, will rarely attempt. 

| to break through a window until he has first tried unsuccessfully | 

-to raise it, oe , | | Oe 

Tf it be so, this simple contrivance will afford effectual security
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both to property and person, without inflicting upon the patient = - 
_. any injurious restraint. Each of these apartments is provided 

with two air flues, one for heated the other for cold air. It is in- 
| tended to warm the wings by furnaces placed in the cellar. The 

hot air is to be conducted from the furnaces through flues in the - 
hall’s walls, and to be discharged through apertures into the halls. 
By these means the air in the halls may be raised throughout to 
any desirable temperature. Over the door of each apartment, 
there is a small aperture through which the heated air in the halls. 
will pass into the rooms and thence will be carried off into the 
attic by means of the hot air flue of the room. The aperture of , 

‘this flue is at the bottom of the room, and is to be kept open only —. 
in the winter. The aperture of the other flue is at the top of the | 
room, and is to be kept open in the summer, so that as the air is 
made light by heat, it will rise and pass off through the channel, 

— and the cool air from without will rush in to supply its place. 
All these flues open into the attic, which is ventilated by sky- 

lights in the root and large fan windows at the ends. Attheend 
| of the wings where they join on and are connected with the rear 7 

part of che center buildings, the halls open into the dining and day 
rooms, before mentioned, in the center building. These rooms a 
are fitted up with the same means of strength and security as 

_ are provided for the apartments in the wings, and being directly 
connected with the hall, are to be warmed fromthem. The din- | 
ing rooms, occupying the rear of the first, second, and third stories 

_ of the center building, are of course situated immediately over a 
portion of the kitchen. . po oo 

Adjoining these rooms a perpendicular space is left open from 
the kitchen to the third story, through which, by means of an 
apparatus similar to a windlass, and called a dumb waiter, the 
food can be raised from the kitchen and distributed toone hun- 

_ dred and twenty persons, in six different divisions, without incon- 
venience. Oo ae | 

Each story in the wings is provided with a bathing room, oe 
_ Washing room, &c. The large windows at each end.of the hall
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are protected by.an open frame work of iron. Each hall ‘has a 
. separate stairway, leading into an outer yard, so that each story | 
- ineach wing is entirely disconnected from all others, as if it were 

-a separate building. This allows that separation and classification 
of the patients on which all treatises upon the means of restoring. 
the insane so strenuously insist.” oe Oo : 

' The commissioners to erect this hospital, state in their report 

. that the preparation of the grounds, the excavation and stoning of 

the cellar, making roads, and the complete construction of the 

_», buildings including all labor and materials, was accomplished at 
-.. anexpense of a little less than 24,000 dollars. _ | 

| Your committee, aided by a gentleman of this town well ac- 
_ quainted with building, have made an estimate of the expense of 

-- erecting at asylum in this State, upon the plan of that at Worces- 

| ter, with the following result: | | | | Bt 

_ The calculation is made for walls of stone two feet thick in the - 

: lower story, diminishing 2 inches in each as sending story, and the 

cellar wall of two and one-half feet thick. | | | oe 
| Excavation and stoning cellar, including whole foundation and 

door steps, ss - - - . - - $2000 
“-! Stonework, = - + - ~ 9270 a 

. Timber, ee 1000 
“Boards, -  - ,- ~S - «1600 

- Shingles, -  - |= - - - = 8000 
a Doors and windows, = - - - 1500 © 

] Nails, door-hinges, and trimmings, - = -. - $800 — | 
Plastering, 89- -- = = se 600s 

a - Carpenter and joiner work, -- 7 ~ = 2500 | 
- sParnacess = = es 1000 : 
Gast iron casements, - ene ~- . + 1900 °° | 

“Painting, - - - - 350 

Got,  - 9 +. - = $993200— 
_. The above estimate may not be entirely correct in every partic- _ 

ular; but the committee are confident the expense will not exceed. 
the above estimate. | oe : |
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Your committee believe that the expenditure of this sum of 

+ money is warranted upon many considerations. There are, how- _ 

ever, three principal points of view, in which the establishment — 
of an insane asylum should be regarded. a oe . 

1. As a curative institution, restoring those entrusted to its 

_ charge to the exercise of reason, and to their duties in society. 
: 2. The influence of such an institution in diminishing the amount | 

of public suffering, by alleviating the condition of the insane in- | 
mates, who are beyond the reach of. successful medication, and | 

‘removing the anxiety and distress of their friends. ee | 

8. Asa place of custody for those endangering the lives and 
safety of the community and their own persons. ae 

Not only so, but your committee believe that our insane canbe 
_ supported at an asylum, at a cost below their present expense to. : 

| the community.’ | ee | ! 

| ~ Instead, therefore, of a hospital being a tax upon the public, it | 

will be most desirable as an economical, money saving establish- | 
ment, without looking to any benefits of cure, amelioration, or _ 

safety, = — a 
If it be regarded that each one of those insane who is so situa- _ / | 

_ ted as to have others dependent upon him: for support, is of ne-— | 

cessity compelled to transfer the burden to the public, thereby in- 

cidentally increasing the cost of insanity to the people, and if it a 

| be also considered that the burden of years must be expected) 

from the hopelessness of cure which.would be to a great extent. 
removed by the curative influence of an asylum, there can be lit- 

tle doubt of the correctness of this conclusion. __ a | | 

There is still another consideration which your committee would . 
be very loth to see overlooked ; namely, the. purchase of sufficient  - 

land to relieve the asylum from that embarrassment which some © 

of the institutions in the older states have experienced. They | 
feel that this is one of the surest means of removing any appre- 

| hension that an asylum would be an additional expense to the pub-. 
lic, above the cost of erection -and' commencement. ==. is 
An asylum furnished with proper facilities for the employment”
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of the inmates, can, to a considerable extent, be made self-sup- 
porting. Experience shows that nearly one-half of the inmates | 

__ of every asylum are not only capable of productive labor, but 
“that such labor is of immense consequence as regards cure. _ 

‘The committee beg leave to refer to the opinions of two gentle- 
men on this subject, who have had great experience in the man- 

_agementof theinsane. | | a 
-- Dr. Lee, superintendent of the asylum at Charlestown, says:— _ 

_ “ Almost every writer upon the treatmentof the insane, hasspoken _ 
_. upon the advantage of occupation and labor as contributing. to 

their recovery, and yet the institutions of this country are very 
deficient in the means for affording it. No one orght to have less _ | 
than fifty, and an institution established by the State ought not to 
have less than one hundred acres of land, and even that number | 

would probably be too small, should there be one hundred and | 
fifty patients. = oe | 

' Pasture, meadow and tillage land should be had in abundance. : 
_ The farm should be well stocked; eattle, sheep and swine raised : 

for the use of the institution, should be fed from the produce of — - 
the farm ; corn, potatoes, and all kinds of grain, &c., should be. 
raised by the labor of the patients. This is not all; there should 

| be dairy rooms, workshops and store-houses, all arranged for the | 
- particular object of employing them *— ee, 

I confidently anticipate the time when all these things will be. oe 
- performed in our insane asylums, and when arrangementsforsuch _—- 
labor will be considered as indispensable as the strong rooms and 
straight waistcoats for the refractory have been in time past. = 

-. In the institution in which I have had the honor to preside, we | 7 
have, within the last eight months, illustrated in our experience | 
not only the practicability, but great utility of labor.  * | 
The occupation should be as constant and as varied as possible, — . 

and the time wiil come, when to allow a man to indulge hisreve- 
ries in idleness until he has sunk in a state of confirmed insanity, 
will be considered, as it deserves to be, a gross neglect of duty. | 

‘The order of the day is onward. Our old institutions must and
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will provide the ‘means for facilitating the employment of their 

_ patients, and if with all the light and knowledge which can now 

__ be obtained, our legislatures neglect to provide these facilities, .— 

they will inflict a sore evil upon humanity. — So , | 

| Doctor Woopwazp, of the Worcester asylum, remarks : - - 

“T do most anxiously wish that one institution may be estab- 

-.. Hghed in this country, in which the benefits of labor, both asa 

restorative, and in a pecuniary point of view, may be fairly tried. 

* * — * Give us the means for the employment of the _ 

insane, on lards and in shops, and I think we will exhibit results | 
which will gratify the public. > * * An institution of 
the character of this will always have a number of working men 

in it, and they are always disposed to labor when permitted. Shut 

up in the halls, they are often unhappy, discontented, and trouble- 

some. Suffered to go into the fields and garden, and join in the : 

labors of the season, they will be cheerful, pleasant and healthful. | 

| . Patients duly appreciate the confidence thus reposed in them, 

| and bring into requisition all their powers of selfcontrol, to show: “ 

that confidence has not been misplaced. Appetite and sleep ate — 

promoted by labor, the physical powers become renovated, and 

| the prospect of cure is grealy increased. J am confident, with 

suitable moral management, labor is the best means of restoring — 

chronic cases to health and mental soundness. Convalescents are 

also particularly benefitted by labor. When the excitement of 

| disease wears away, and the mind becomes capable of rational re- 

flection, the subject of employment is first adverted to, the animal — 

| powers feel the need of, and demand active exertion. ‘Giveme 

something to do,’ is the universal request of this class of patients.” 

Believing that duty, no less than justice, mercy, and true econ- 
omy, demand the establishment of an asylum, the committee re- 

port the accompanying bill. re OO 
So 8 VERTUM, 

SO ALM. BLATR, 
re - «OHAS. A. ELDRIDGE.
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a _. CHAPTER 39. | oe | 

| - AM AOT to provide for a State Lunatic Asylum.§ 

an ee Published April 15,1854, | 

Phe people of the State of Wisconsin, represented in Sonate | 
and Assembly, do enact as follows: ae 

Sxorton 1. The governor is hereby authorized, and it shall be hia _ 
- duty, to appoint a board of commissioners, consisting of three per- 

_ 80n8, to select and purchase a suitable tract of land containing not _ 
less than one hundred nor more than two hundred acres, for the - | 
location of a State Lunatic Asylum: Provided, That if a site for | 
such asylum suitable for that purpose in the opinion of the gover- 
nor, and containing not less than one hundred acres, shall be do- - | 
nated for that purpose, or can. be purchased for a sum not exceed- _ 

_ing fifteen hundred dollars, then such asylum shall be located at, 
or in the vicinity of, the village of Madison, in Dane county. => — 

Szc. 2. The conveyance of said land shall be to the state of : 
Wisconsin, in fee simple, clear of all incumbrances, and on the ex- - 
ecution and delivery of said conveyance, said commissioners be- 
ing satisfied that no incumbrance exists on said land, shall draw - 
their order on the State Treasurer for the amount of the purchase 
‘money ; which order shall be approved by the governor and coun- 
tersigned by the Secretary of State, and paid by the said treasurer ee 

_ out of any money appropriated by this act, not exceeding fifteen 
hundred dollars, a | 
“Sxzo. 8.The said commissioners are hereby further authorized, 

with the advice and consent of the governor, to cause to be erected SO
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upon the grounds purchased for that purpose, suilable buildings | 

for the use and accommodation of said institution, which shall 

hereafter be called and known by the name of the Wisconsin 

State Lunatic Asylum; and also to make such other improvements 

upon and about the grounds, as they may think expedient and | 

proper. | ce | 

’ Sec. 4. Such buildings shall be constructed in accordance withthe 

plan of the Worcester Hospital for the insane, as recommended by a 

the committee in their report to the senate: Provided, That said 

commissioners shall have power to make any alterations therein 

which they may think necessary, and which will not materially 

change said plan, or increase the cost of said building. _ 

Sze. 5. The governor is hereby authorized to fill any yacancyin 

said board of commissioners, which may occur by reason of death, 

| resignation, or refusal to act, and also to appoint a superintendent — 

of said asylum, who shall be a well educated physician, and who 

- shall hold said appointment for the term of three years, and until 

his successor is appointed and qualified, unless sooner rewoved by 

the governor. Be OS ae 

| Sxo. 6. Such superintendent shall by virtue of his office be sec- 

| retary of the board of commissioners, and shall, before entering 

upon the duties of his office, execute a bond, payable to the State 

of Wisconsin, in such sum and with such sureties as the governor — 

| may require and approve; which bond shall be filed in the office 

of the secretary of state, and shall be conditioned for a faithful dis- 

- charge of all the duties required of him by law. It shall be the _ 

duty of the said superintendent under the direction of the board 

of commissioners, to superintend the erection of all buildings and. 

the making of all improvements authorized by the law. He shall — 

also collect such information in relation to similar institutions as | 

he may think proper, and lay the same before the board of com- 

missioners. Oo oo ee 

Src. 7. As soon as the site for such asylum shall be conveyed to | 

the state, the board of commissioners shall immediately publisha 

, notice in at least six newspapers in this state and for six weeks.suc-
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cessively, that sealed proposals will be received by them for far- | 

__-nishing materials and doing the work, for the erection of the asy- 
lum building, or such portion thereof as the commissioners may 
deem it advisable to have erected, specifying in such notice parti- 
cularly the manner and time of the making and submitting of | 

_ such proposals, and they shall award contracts for such materials a 
and work to the lowest bidders therefor. With the advice and 
consent of the governor, they shall determine the time, the ‘man- - 

_ ner, and order in which the erection of all the buildings and work 
contemplated by this act shall be commenced, prosecuted, and 
completed, and adopt all necessary regulations therefor, not incon- | 
sistent with thisact. = | | 

_ So. 8. Every account for work done, materials furnished, ser- | 
-viees performed, or expenses incurred in or about such asylum, 
shall be made out against the Wisconsin State Lunatic Asylum, 

: and shall contain a particular specification of each item thereof, | 
and when so made out shall be filed with the superintendent of ’ 
said asylum, who shall record the same in a book to be kept for | 
that purpose, after which the same shall be laid before the board __ 
of commissioners for their allowance. Upon being satisfied of the 

| correctness of such account, said board shall allow and certify the 
_ game to the secretary of state, who shall audit and direct the state 

treasurer to pay the amount thereof out of the appropriation made 

_ by this act, and the state treasurer shall pay the same and take re- | 

__ ¢eipts therefor in the same manner other appropriations are paid. | 
_ Se. 9. The said superintendent is hereby authorized to receive | 

subscriptions and donatiuns for the purposes contemplated by this | 

act. a BS - , 
_ §Sxo. 10. The aforesaid commissioners shall serve as such for the Oo 
_ term of one year, unless sooner removed by the governor, and be- a 

fore entering upon the duties of their offices, shall take an oath to 

faithfully perform all the duties required of them by thisact. They 
shall hold stated meetings at least once a month, and as much of- ~ 

_ tener as business shall require, at the office of the superintendent, : 
or such*other place as they may appoint. They shall keep a record
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| of their procceedings, and shall report the same to the legislature | 
at the next session thereof, and shall receive two and a-half dollars. 

per day, while necessarily employed about the business of said — 
asylum. | | a 

Sxo. 11. The aforesaid superintendent shall receive twelvehun- 

dred dollars for the first year’s service, and thereafter such sum ae 

7 the legislature shall designate. a — SO 
Seo. 12. There is hereby appropriated out of the state treasury , 

the sum of fifteen thousand dcllars, for the purpose of defraying 
the expenses incurred under the provisions of this act. 

- §xo. 18. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after 
its passage and publication. - | —_ en 

_ Approved March 30,1854. ere
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| _ REPORT OF COMMISSIONERS. — a | 

fo His Excellency, the Governor, and the Honorable Legislatures 
The Commissioners of the Wisconsin State Lunatic Asylum,.- 

pursuant to the requirements of law, make the following = *— | 

Se REPORT: 
_ Immediately upon the adjournment of the last legislature, they~ 
entered upon the discharge of their duties as such Commissioners, 
And first, the selection of a site upon which to erect the buildings. | 

_ of the Institution. Aware how important an influence the location 
of this hospital, and its construction and general arrangemens, | 

- would have upon the mental and physical well being of those who: 
were shortly to become its occupants; the Commissioners have in: 
nearly every particular been guided by the experience of those 

~ who have been long familiar with the subject, and who are ac 
quainted with the defects as well as the advantages of a majority 

_ of American Asylums. Dr. Kirkbride, in an ably written article | 
upon ‘‘ Hospitals for the Insane,” says: “ When it has been deter-- | 
‘mined to erect an hospital, the first object to be attended to isthe = 
selection of a suitable site for the buildings. The utmost caution 
should be observed in taking this step, on which may depend,.to- : 
no. small extent, the future character and usefulness of the insti. 
tution; for the best style of building, and the most liberal organi- | 
zation, can never fully compensate for the loss sustained by @ 
loeation that deprives the. patients of many valuable privileges, : 
or subject them to varied annoyances.” oe i a 

| 17 ,
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Many sites were offered to the Commissioners by citizens of | 

| _ Madison, and other sections of the State, a full account of which is 

given in the Superintendent's Report. After a carefal and scruti- 

| nizing examination of the various localities, the Commissioners _ 

selected the lands offered by Ex-Governor Farwell, upon the north 

-  ghore of Lake Mendota, in the town of Westport, about six miles 

from the Capitol square. This site is one of the most beautiful 

that can be imagined, and, in the opinion of the Commissioners, 

| possesses every necessary requisite for such an institution. It is 

in a healthy, pleasant and fertile region of country; the land is 

of a good quality and easily tilled, and the neighborhood is re- 

plete with objects of an interesting character. Whilethe Asylum 

Will be retired, and its privacy fally secured, views from. it will 

exhibit life in its active form, and the stirring objects of a busy 

town. The tract embraces one hundred and four acres, in which 

there is a due proportion of wood and tillable land. A supply of — 

water can be obtained from the lake, and the facilities for drainage 

are abundant. The general character of the land vis such, as will 

| admit of ahigh degree of tasteful and agreeable improvement... 

The Commissioners feel that they would not be doing. justice to, 

Governor Farwell, if they should neglect to remind the legisla- 

ture of his public spirit and liberality, made s0, apparent, by his 

-  deeding to the State, this tract of land. forthe nominal: sum, of 

a fifteen hundred dollars, while the real value thereof, is not less — 

than six thousand dollars. The Commissioners. are also,..under. — 

many obligations to him for valuable suggestions, during the pro- | 

: eressof their business. © ge 

Tbe fourth section of the “act to provide for a State: Lunatic 

Asylum,” is as follows : | a a ee 

_ “Such buildings shall be constructed in accordance withthe plan | 

: ofthe Worcester [ospital for the Insane, as recommended by thé 

| ~ Committee in their Report to the Senate. Provided, That’ said 

Commissioners shall have power to make any alterations therein 

which they may think necessary, and which will not materially 
| _ change said plan, or increase the cost of eaid buildings.”



Ono of the commissioners was delegated in the early part of the _ 
season to visit the Worcester Hospital; and he was there andelse- | where advised by scientific physicians that the Worcester Hospi- = 
tal had not only ceased to-be a model institution, but had fallen oe | into the rear rank of the march of im provement. Within the last | few years there has been a rapid advance in science as applied to : the treatinent of the insane, and it is generally conceded thata . _- more convenient style of architecture, and better arrangements 
than can be found in any of the old hospitals, are indispensable. | _ The trustees of the Worcester Hospital seriously contemplate gell- 
ing out the old buildings and erecting new ones upon another 

site. They say: | re 
_ ©The location is such as no one, at the present time, would ge- 

lect for such an object. The land connected with jt is altogether oo 
too limited, is badly situated, not furnishing to the. patients that 
freedom and exercise in the open air which is desirable in such an 

~ institution. The hospital buildings are almost surrounded by city — | residences, and are not suitable for the uses to which they are put. a _ They are low studded, the stories being only eight and a-half,and | nine feet high in the clear; they are warmed by furnaces in the 
basement, which are very dangerous, and now nearly worn-out. 
They have already been on fire at least once from them. ‘The | ventilation is so imperfect as not to deserve the name. The venti- 
ducts are each but four inches square, opening into attics, from 
which the foul air has no means of escape. It often ascends 
through one ventiduct but to descend through another. But for 
the natural ventilation through the windows and doors, the con- 

_ taminated air would be often intolerable. Its evil effects are plain-. 
ly seen in the appearance of the patients. The frequent occurrence 
of erysipelas in the hospital is but one of its indices. The tables. 
of mortality show that erysipelas stands at the head of acute dis= 
eases in fatality here. There is an entire want of suitable yards. 
connected with the buildings. There are five separate kitchens 

. with all the utensils to render them severally. complete.” 
This being the ease, the commissioners did not think themselveg- %



authorized by the law under which they act, nor did they deem it 

| desirable to propose a building entirely original in its design, but_ | 

- they determined to act within the scope of the law, and to adopt 

such improvements as were dictated by the experience of the past, 

| and by the knowledge of those who are familiar with the wants 

' and requirements of the insane. They determined to carefully 

| study the existing institutions and if possible, to adopt all their 

good features and to avoid their defects. | 

- ‘With due regard to economy in their expenditures, they were 

desirous to erect an institution that would most completely fulfil — 

| the object of its design, and ultimately give most satisfaction to an 

enlightened community. | Co - 

For the purpose of gaining the requisite information upon the 

subject, Hon. G. R. McLane, Superintendent, visited during the 

| past year nearly every hospital of any note in the Eastern States. 

| He gave the subject a careful and earnest examination, and laid 

before the board the result of his investigations, as set forth in his — 

| Report, to which attention is invited. | a 

| | In regard to principles which should regulate the construction | 

and varied arrangements of hospitals for the insane, there is: at 

the present day a remarkable unanimity of opinion among those 

familiar with the subject. A series of twenty-six propositions in : 

| reference to their construction was adopted by the “Association of — 

Medical Superintendénts of American Institutes for the Insane,” ~ 

at their meeting in Philadelphia, in 1851, and these propositions 

_ have been recognized as, and are without doubt the highest au- 

| thority upon that subject. The plan adopted by the commission- 

ers is intended to be in perfect accordance with the views of that 

a association. It is the plan matured by Dr. Kirkbride of the Penn- — 

| sylvania hospital, and approved by every superintendent in the 

. United States, and it may be safely asserted that if carried out in 

oo the true spirit of enlightened. philanthropy, it cannot fail to give 

- ug an institution of ahigh order, every way superior to any previ- 

ously erected, and at as small a cost as can effect the object de- — 

_ sired. Fora full and specific account of the plan of the buildings,



_ the commissioners would refer, to the report of the superintend- | ent, and also the drawings and specification now in their office, , 
| It is gratifying to know that this plan has received the approval | _ Of every well educated man, to whom it has been submitted. __ 

The commissioners in November last, had the pleasure of meet- . ing, in Madison, commissioners from the state of Maryland, of = which commission was the Hon. Benj. C. Howard, and who were 
Visiting different states, to be made acquainted with the most ap- | _ proved loeations and plans for insane asylums, preparatory to the 
location and construction of an institution of that order in Mary- _ | land. They are men. of high character, active benevolence, and 
scrutinizing investigation. They had already visited most of the 
hospitals in the Union, deeming it indispensable to their duty in 
view of the responsible trust confided to them. They visited the - location selected by us, and noted our plans of building, &., and 
were pleased to accord their unqualified approval of the same, and 
they fully determined to adopt the plans of “The Wisconsin state 
lunatic asylum,” without alteration, asa pattern for Maryland. 

The Wisconsin state lunatic asylum, when fully. completed, 
will accommodate from two hundred and fifty to three hundred 
patients, and the cost of the entire structure will be the sum of | -one hundred and fifty thousand dollars. But the wants of the in. — | - sane in this state may not demand the expenditure of that amount | for many years. The commissioners deemed it to be their duty to 
provide accommodations for at least one hundred and ten patients, | 
ag 800n as possible, that being the estimated number of insane in 
the state at the present time. Therefore, under the provisions of . the act establishing the asylum, the board caused to be publish- : ed in the required number of newspapers in the state, anotice, - 
stating, that sealed proposals would be received by them for far- | nishing materials and doing the work for the erection of the build- 
ing of said asylum, or such portion thereof as the commissioners 
should deem advisable to have erected, and that they would award 
the contract to the lowest bid therefor, The contract was award- 
ed to Andrew Proudfit, wherein he has agreed to complete :the
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main building and two longitudinal and two transverso wings 

within the year 1855, two more longitudinal and two more trans- 

| verse wings within the year 1856, and the remainder of said build- ; 

ings at such reasonable time thereafter as the commissioners may 

direct; and for the performance of his ‘agreements in the premi- 

ges, he has entered into bonds to the state inthe sum of fifty thou- 

sand dollars. The contract also provides, that as the work pro- 

gresses, estimates of materials furnished and work done shall be — 

made monthly by the commissioners, and eighty per cent. there- 

of allowed the contractor; the remaining twenty per cent. to be re- 

tained until the completion of the several sections of said work. _ 

The costof the portion of the building to be completed in the | 

year 1855, will be $67,743 00. The estimate has been made with 

reference to the bid of Mr. Prou@fit, by an able and experienced | 

architect, and the commissioners are confident that such sum is — 

abundantly sufficient. a | ee - oo 

Mr. Proudfit bas gone vigorously to work, and is placing mate- 

rials upon the ground as fast as possible. We are informed by 

him, that he has already contracted for all fhe stone necessar y for 

the main building and two wings; for all the brick, and lime for 

the same, a large amount of lumber, and has all the machinery 

necessary for hoisting stone and other materials on hand, and — | 

there is no reasonable doubt that the work will be completed ae- 

cording to the terms of the contract, and perhaps sooner. So 

The last legislature appropriated the sum of fifteen thousand 

dollars, which leaves $52,743 00 more to be provided, in order to 

complete the contract with Mr. Proudfit for the main building and 

, two longitudinal and two transverse wings. a | 

There has already been expended by the Board to this date,a _ 

sum very little exceeding five thousand dollars. | 

We think we are warranted in the premises, to say that the first 

section of the asylum will be completed and ready for patients 

before the meeting of the next legislature; aaditional enactments 

may therefore be necessary at the present session, in order to per- 

fect the organization of the institution. So : 7
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‘There is in the United States, no complete and well-constructed _ 
_. institution of this class, which has not exceeded in cost, the sum of - 

one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, while many have been = 
constructed at an expense of over two hundred thousand: dollars. | : 

-. Worcester asylum cost two hundred and eighty seven thousand a 
| dollars; Taunton asylum, just completed, one hundred and fifty- OG 

_ one thousand dollars, and the state has already authorized, to be - 
made to the latter, additional improvements ata great outlay; so 
true is she to respond to the calls of the unfortunate insane. The 
Utica asylum originally cost two hundred thousand dollars,and =| 
until recently has been regarded as a model institution; yet the | 
legislature of New York, with a liberality that refuses to deny any | 
expenditure that may be necessary to render it more perfect asan a 
instrument for accomplishing the benevolent object ofitserection, §= = — 
have authorized an additional expenditure of seventy-five thou- So 
sand dollars the past season, 7 — 

_ The Derbyshire lunatic asylum, designed for the accommoda- _ 
_ tion of three hundred patients, and completed in the year 1852, _ 

gost, including seventy-nine acres of land, ninety-eight thousand — : 
three hundred and ninety six pounds sterling. The Birmingham — | 
Borough Asylum, erected for three hundred patients, commenced , 
in 1846, and completed in 1850, cost seventy-four thousand two oo 
hundred and twenty-four pounds. - Many more institutions of this © a 
order might be enumerated, and there can never one be found of any . 
considerable merit, the cost of which has been ultimately measured 
by afew thousand dollars, - — | 

_.. Various reasons may be assigned for the many imperfections SO 
which have been long endured in asylums, prominent among = 

| which, is the lack of confidence in, or the neglect “to appeal to a 
the authority of medical men'who have lived in asylums and - 
among the insane, and who alone know what the insane require.” __ 

This reason, construed in the fullest extent, will'indeed embrace 
- all others, for the learned medical men at the present day are, in- 

tent upon progress, and untiring in their investigations, not only | 
traversing their home continent to find out something good and |
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-true upon this subject, but they visit their transatlantic co-work- | 

ers, with them toexchange and compare views, tothe end that 

ignorance shall be no sin of theirs. Such medical men as have 
: been quoted in the superintendent’s report, are men of no low no- 

toriety ; eminent in their profession they command | our highest 

respect, and our position ¢mperatively. demanded, that we heed _ 

them in their labor of benevolence. We have done so—we could 

not conscientiously do otherwise—to have set adverse opinions of __ 

- the uninformed against theirs would have been such a palpable 

error as an enlightened community could never forgive: and the | 

just recompense of that error could be nothing less than an un-- | 

qualified verdict from yourselves, that we have been unfaithful 

servants. : | | | - 

In settling upon a plan for this asylum, the Commissioners had 

: to decide whether they would have constructed a building at small 

expense, possessing very limited good qualities and usefulness, or 

such a bnilding, at greater cost, as would meet the approbation of 

| those who best know what.is needed, and which would not be im- 
' mediately obnoxious, and subject to revision, change or total 

| abandonment. We chose the latter, and as yet have found no just 

| cause to regret our choice. | 

In the prosecution of this business, we have at all times been 

| aided by the Superintendent, and to him we must accord much, 

for the energy and faithfulness which have characterized his Ja- 

bors. His position -in years past have been such, that American — 
and English Journals of Insanity, form no inconsiderable portion 

of the reading matter of his library. His thorough knowledge of | 
| the plans and specifications, and the practical workings of & SY8- 

temized structure, has been to us of great value, and his energy 
and ability have been fully equalled by his uniform kindness. 

a In conclusion, the Commissioners would say, in the language of | 

Dr. Kirkbride, “‘The plan will be found, it is believed, to give at 
| as small a cost as can effect the object thoroughly, what was ori- | 

ginally propcsed as desirable in a hospital for the insane, ample
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provisions for the accommodation of the officers and all employed 

—everything requisite for the custody, comfort, and enlightened =’ 

treatment of the patients—and arrangements throughout that will 

allow the supervision to be thorough and effective, and the man- 

| agement liberal, and at the same time strictly economical.” —. 
Manvison, January 1, 1855. | 

| : | | SAM. G. BUGH, | | 
| | | OO D. 8. VITTUM, 7 

| | ee ALDEN 8. SANBORN, 
| oe Commissioners of Wisconsin State Lunatic Asylum.



| ‘FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT. 

To the Commissioners of the Wisconsin State Lunatic Asylum: 

| GentLemEN :—In conformity with section 5, of cha) ter 59, of 

the Laws of Wisconsin, approved March 30, 1854, an “ Act to pro- 
_ vide for a State Lunatic Asylum,” I lay before you the following 

—— REPORT: 6 
Under your instructions, in the month of April last, Imade pub- 

lication, that proposals would be received for the donation or pur- 
chase of a site suitable for the location of our asylum, setting 
forth, that if a site for such asylum, under the act approved by | 
the Governor, should be donated or could be purchased for a sum : 

-. not exceeding fifteen hundred dollars, the asylum should be loca- 
ted at or in the vicinity of Madison. . an | 

Shortly after such publication, very many liberal communica- _ 

tions, were received by me from different portions of the state, 

_ which I had the honor tolay before youn © a 

| The late Henry K. Holley, Esq., as you are aware, made us an 
offer of one hundred acres of land, at fifteen dollars per acre, at — 

five miles distance from Madison, and commanding a fine view of 

the village. - | / | | 

oo Messrs. Catlin & Williamson presented for consideration cer- 
tain described lands, ranging from ten to fifteen dollars per acre. | 

‘The offer of Ex-Governor Farwell of two tracts of land con- | 
| taining each one hundred acres, one tract as a donation, the other = 

at fifteen dollars per acre; the proposal ot James Richardson & |
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~ Co., of a beantifal site on the south-east shore of Third Lake, con- — 

taining a little more than one hundred acres, offered at a sacrifice, 

_ but at a price somewat exceeding the limitation of the act; the | 

- proposition of Messrs. Mills & Williamson of a quarter section,or 

a portion thereof, four miles from Madiscn, and commanding an | 

| extensive prospect of the surrounding country; the very liberal 

offer of James B. Martin, Esq., of Milwaukee, on his purchase of 
the Fort Winnebago Reservation, with his proffers of money to 
aid in the erection of the asylum, and the use and occupation of 

buildings for temporary accommodation: the offer of Messrs. 
Kirk, Basset & Norris, of Sauk county; and the proposal of D. a 

W. Jones & H. H. Gray, with liberal offers of donations. All : 
_ these having been entered in full on the journal of our proceed- 

ings, need but a brief enumeration here. ~~ | 

_ &- Under the provisions +f thé “act to provide for aState Lunatic , 

. Asylum,” should a site suitable for such purpose be donated in 

the vicinity of Madison, or purchased for a sum not exceeding — 

fifteen hundred dollars, then it became incumbent upon you to — 
locate said asylum at or in the vicinity of Madison. 

After having visited with you the several locations offered, un- 

der your instruction, I notified Mr. Farwell, that the one hundred. 

acre tract of land which he had offered to the state for ‘the sum of 
fifteen hundred dollars, had been accepted by the Commissioners 

and approved by the Governor. Under the advice of the At- 

torney General, a deed of conveyance was made to the state, an 

order tor the purchase money drawn and the deed recorded. | 

Under a resolution passed by your board, and by the adviceof 

the Governor, you are aware that I visited most of the similar in- — | 

stitutions in the United States, and upon my return laid before = 

you a plan, which was adopted by you without reservation. , 

In the outlay required for the establishment of our institution _ 

and the plan adopted, it may appear to some who are not familiar _ a 

withthe number of insane in our state, that we are making ar- 

_ raagments beyond our necessities. From thestatistics andreturns
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that have been made to me during the past year, I am satisfied 
that we have in this state at least one hundred patients, who, by | 
neglect in their treatment, may become incurable. As to the — 
mere item of expense in the plan recommended by me, Icannot _ 
more fully set forth my views than by a quotation from a report of ~ 

LO a distinguished physician, and one whose education and great ex- 
perience in the treatment of insanity must entitle his Opininion to 
great consideration. I reter to Dr. Luther V. Bell, of Massachu- 
setts. He says: a Se 

“It would, as formerly not be difficult to demonstrate the value 
of hospital treatment, and especially of early subjection to the | 
use of means; but the day has passed when the community needs 
suggestions or instructions on these points, and for years this asy- 
lum has been so over-orowded, that the anxiety of its managers 
has been rather to keep down, than to augment the number of its. 
applicants” : | | | 

| “The most essential draw-back to the fullest amount of public 
good attained by the Insane Hospitals of the country, regarded as 

~ awhole, obtains in the erroneous belief, or at least the actual 
assumption of a possibility, that this class of institutions can be 
carried. on fairly and justly undér any such outlay of means as 

| would be measured by the ordinary support of individuals having — 
health and reason. We cannot be too grateful that the views. of 
those who have directed the affairs of this asylum have never — 
stopped at the nominal aecomplishment, but have aimed at attain- 
ing the highest realities of their professed ends, a consummation = 
only to be sought in the decision that just so much money shall be 

_ freely expended as can be wisely applied to the object.” ee 

“As the communities called to provide for the insane, advance 
in familiarity with this duty and in means to meet it, the fatal er- 
ror of cheap institutions will cease to exist—an error involving 
not merely the negative objection of leaving the presumptive 
ends of hospitable treatment unfulfilled, but-the positive hazard 

. of accidents compromising notonly thexinstitution immediately 
concerned, but the usefulness and reputation of the whole clags.”
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“Tt would be a happy conviction upon the minds of legislators . 

_ and communities, could they be persuaded that between no pro- 
: vision at all of a public kind for the Insane, and a parsimonious, 

atinted-and inefficient imitation of a real provision—the ‘former | 

_ evil is infinitely the least. A County, or Town, or State may dig- | 

nify apart or the whole of some custodial receptacle for its luna- 

tics, with the high sounding title of “An Asylum;” the public 
_ and curators of the unfortunate, or even the friends and relatives 

may ignorantly, or as of self excusing salvo, accept such substitu- 

tion as a full acquittance of their obligation; butevery person who 
gives an hour’s reflection to the matter, and compares the cost of | 

persons in health, and of the insane under even the minimum out- | 

' lay for mere custody, to say nothing of amelioration and care, | 

- gannot but see the impossibility of doing justice to the insane on 

a cheap plan. Oommunities preparing for provisions for this class 
have been led into woful miscaleulations on this subject.” ; 

oe | present this quotation not in extenuation of the cost of the oo 

building, but simply to place upon record, that in my connection _ 

with aninstitution of this kind, I could not conscientiously re- | 

- commend a plan that would not carry out fully the great ultimate 

end designed to be accomplished in the curative treatment of the 

‘Insane... In maturing this plan I was governed chiefly by the fol- 

lowing resolutions, which after mature consideration, were unani- 

+ mously adopted by “The Association of Medical Superintendents 

of American Institutions for the Insane,” and directed to be pub- 

' lished in the Medical Journals of the Continent, as the sentiments . 
_ of the association on the subject referred to. | 

+. ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF HOSPITALS FOR THE INSANE. | 

I. Every hospital for the insane should be in the country, not 
_- within legs than two milesof alarge town, and easily accessible : 

atallseasons, Be re



II. No hospital for the insane, however limited its capacity, 

- ghould have less than fifty acres of land,. devoted to gardens and 

| pleasure grounds forits patients. At least one hundred acres | 

should be possessed by every State hospital, or other institution | 

a for two hundred patients, to which number these propositi ons ap- 

ply, unless otherwise mentioned. | oo Oo | 

- Tit. Means should be provided to raise ten thousand gallons 

of water, daily, to reservoirs that will supply the highest parts of 

the building. | - oe ee 

| IV. No hospital for the insane should be built, without the 

plan having boen first submitted to some physician or physicians, 
who have had charge of asimilar establishment, or are practically | 

acquainted with the details of their arrangements, and received 

his or their full approbation. Oe oo 

V. The highest number that can with propriety be ‘tr eated in 

one building, is two hundred and fifty, while two hundred isa 

preferable maximum. re a : 

VIL All such buildings should be constructed of stone or brick, : 

have slate or metalic roofs, and. as far as possible, be made: secure 

from accidents by fre 
“we 

VIL. Every hospital, having provision for two hundred ormore 

patients, should have in it at least eight distinct wards for each 

sex, making sixteen classes in the entire .establishment. ote 

VIII. Each ward should have in it a parlor, a corridor, single — 

lodging rooms for patients, an associated dormitory, communica- 

ting with a chamber for two attendants, a elothes-room, ‘a bath: | 

| room, a water-eloset, a dumb waiter, and a speaking tube lea ding | 

to the kitchen, or other central part of the building. | oe 

- [X. No apartments should ever be provided for the ‘confine, 

| ment of patients, or as their lodging rooms, that are not entirely 

above ground. oo Oo | a | - 

X. No class of rooms should ever be constructed without some 
kind of window in each, communicating directly with the exter- 

nal atmosphere. = | ET



XI. . No chamber for the use of a single. patient should ever be 
_ tess than eight by ten feet, nor should the ceiling of any story oc- 
 gupied by patients be less than twalve feet in height. - 

| XII. The floor of patients’ apartments should always be of 
wood, St - 

_  . XIIL The stairways should always be of iron, stone, or other | 
. indestructible material, ample in size and number, and easy of | 

ascent, to afford convenient egress in case of accident from fire. oe 
XIV. A large hospital should consist of a main central build- 

ing with wings. On | | | tre 
| XV. The main central building should contain the offices, re- : 

ceiving rooms for.company, and apartments entirely private, for | 
the superintending physician and his family, in case that officer : 
resides in the hospital building, = | SO 
‘XVI. The wings should be ‘so arranged that, if rooms are 

_ placed on both sides of a corridor, the corridors should be furnigh- 
| ed at both ends with moveable glazed sashes, for the free admission 

of both light and air. | Bn : | 
| | XVIL = The lighting should be by gas, on account of itg con- 

venience, cleanliness, safety, and economy. | ee | 
a XVIII. The apartments for washing clothing, &c., should be 

_ detached from the hospital building, ee | 
| XIX. The drainage should be under ground, and all the inlets | 

to the sewers should be properly secured to prevent offensive em- 
~ amations, SO | SO | 

Oo XX. -All hospitals should be ‘warmed by passing an abundance _ 
of pure, fresh air trom the external atmosphere, over pipes or 
plates, containing steam under’ low pressure, or hot water, the = 

_ temperature of which at the boiler does not exceed 212° F, and 
placed in the basement or cellar of the building to be heated. 

 RXL A complete system of forced ventilation, in connection 
with the heating, is indispensable to give purity to the air of a hos- 
pital for the insane ; and no expense that is required to effect this 
object thoroughly can be deemed either misplaced or injudicious. :
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XXII. The boilers for generating steam for warming the build~ 

ing should be in a detached structure, connected with which may | 

be the engine for pumping water, driving the washing apparatus, | 

and other machinery. | — | , / a 

XXIII. All water-closets should, as far as possible, be made of | 

- indestructible materials, be simple in their arrangements, and ~ 

have astrong downward ventilation connected with them. | | 

XXIV. The floors of bath-rooms, water closets, and basement 

stories, should, as far as possible, be made of materials that will 

not absorb moisture. | oo | 

| XXV. The wards for the most excited class should be con- 

‘gtructed with rooms on but one side of a corridor, not less than | 

ten feet wide, the external windows of which should be large, and 

have pleasant views from them. OG . 

XXVI. Wherever practicable, the pleasure grounds of a hos- 

pital for the insane should be surrounded by a substantial wall, | 

: go placed as not to be unpleasantly visible from the building. | 

. Institutions for the insane are now being erected or completed 

in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, two in Ohio, in Alabama and other 

states, which, in the principle of their construction deviate but 

slightly from the building now being erected by us. Should the 

plan of this asylum be carried out. in accordance with the  specifi- | 

cations, we will have an institution of such a character as willre- 

flect honor upon our state, and at no greater outlay than is neces- oe 

- gary to obtain the important object we have in view. CF 

In a report of this character it cannot be expected that I shonld | 

_ give a detailed account of the plans, drawings and specifications. 

of the building. They are, as you are aware, open for examina- 

tion, at the asylum office, and accessible toall. To givea general © 

idea of the arrangement, I would state very briefly, that the build- 

ing will be of stone, consisting of a basement and two principal - 

| stories in every part, except the centre and projecting portions of 

the wings, which willrise higher. On the centre building willbe 

adome in which will be placed the water tanks. Ventilating —
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shafts will terminate on the projecting portions of the wings and 
in the central dome. The centre building separates the two sexes, — 
and on either side of it are three ranges of wings. The firstrange _ | 
is separated from the centre building by a space eight feet — 

- wide, and the other ranges fall back sufficiently far to leave the | 
corridors open at both extremities, giving, when completed, eight 
distinct wards for each sex, besides. accommodations for more vio- | 

| lent patients. The cellar is excavated throughout its whole extent, 
in which are the air chambers, reservoirs, passages by railways for 

_ eonveying food from the kitchen to the different dumb waiters be- 
tween it and the extreme wings, purposes of ventilation, &e. All 
culinary arrangements, with those for heating, gas-making, and 
procuring water for the establishment, and indeed wherever fire 
is requisite, occupy a distinct building from the Asylum. All | 
pipes, flues, etc., will be conducted, by archways to the main 

- building. ae ae a ; Oc | 

‘The architectural front of the building is plain and in good taste:. . 
The portico has been dispensed with, as being too costly and de- 
stroying the upper portion of the building. A double verandah, 
made of iron, six feet wide, has been substituted in its stead. The 
plan, as you are aware, was prepared by Sloan & Stewart, archi- 
tects of Philadelphia, and their drawings and specifications are | 
admirably executed, and as full and specific as could be désired, 
The great responsibility which, under your kind confidence, has 

_ rested upon me, in maturing a plan for our State Lunatic Asylum, _ 
_ would necessarily compel me to avail myself of all the improve- 

ments of the day, in the medical and moral treatment of this class | 
of patients. _ Apart from this important and responsible view of 
the subject, I cannot but feel pride that this institution should keep - | 
pace with the growing increase and prosperity of our State. 

To Dr. Thomas S. Kirkbride, of Philadelphia, Superintendent - 
of the Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane, Iam under deep 

_ obligations for the assistance he has rendered me in furtheringthe — 
object Thad in view. To Dr. Luther V. Bell, of Massachusetts, - 

_ Dr. Chandler, of Worcester, Dr. Nichols, of Washington, Dr.
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Bnttolph, of New Jersey, Gen. McDonald, of Flushing, Dr. : 

| Choate, of Taunton, and others, I am under obligations for kind © 

attentions, in aiding me to carry out the object of my mission. - 

And here, I would take oceas‘on to express my deep sense of 

the compliment paid me by the Governor, and yourselves, in your 

prompt approval of the plan of the Asylum, as laid before you. - 

As your report will show, the contract for the building was 

awarded to Andrew Proudfit, Esq., and I am most happy to testi- - 

fy to the commendable industry and diligence with which he has 

been forwarding the work. A large portion of materials isalready — 

npon the ground; and should early and necessary appropriations 

be made the present session, which cannot be too strongly. urged, 

I feel confident thatthe building may be ready for the reception 

of’ patients, before the period contemplated under the contract ; 

- and certainly the large number of patients of this class, already 

in our State, should have some cluim upon the sympathy of our 

legislators. a ne oo a 

| po GEO. R. McLANE, | | 

oe | Sup. Wis. State Lunatic Asylum 

To Messrs. Buau, Virrumand Sanporn, ts” oe 

a Commissioners. a 

Madison, January 1,1855. ) ee



SPECIAL REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS 

WISCONSIN STATE LUNATIC ASYLUM, 
| IN ANSWER TO A RESOLUTION, PASSED BY 
_--—,s THE. ASSEMBLY, JANUARY 19, 1855.



To the Honorable, the Assembly, of the State of Wisconsin: 

| | By direction of the Board of Commissioners, of the Wiscon- 

sin ‘State Lunatic Asylum, I herewith lay before you their Report, 

asked for under a resolution passed by you, January 19, 1855, to- 

| gether with accompanying papers. 7 : | a 

a GEO, Re MOPANE |i otis 
Sap. Wisi State Tiunatie Asylum, 

Madison, January 22, 1855. Ce



| | SPECIAL REPORT. Co : 

Lo the Assembly of the Stateof Wisconsin: 1. ) , 
In a resolution, passed by you, January the 19th, 1855,.a. copy’ | 

of which directed to us, is in the words and figures following, to- 
Witt a | Oo 
a a . / - ASSEMBLY Harr, | 

; roa, ne | Maprson, January 19, 1855. 
_ £0 the Commissioners of the State Lunatic Asylum : Oo - 

_ A resolution, of which the following is .a true copy,. passed the 
Assembly this morning: _ = | OS 

Resolved, That the Board of Commissioners, appointed by the Oo 
Governor, by virtue of an act, entitled “An act to provide fora 
State Lunatic Asylum,” approved, March 30,1854, be requested: ) 

_ to inform this House, at as early a day as possible, what, if any, 
contract has been entered into by them on the part of the State, | 
by virtue of section 7, of aforesaid act, and if any contract hag 
 been‘made, transmit'to this House a copy of the same, with all - | 
specifications connected therewith or alluded to in such contracts: 
also, the number of bids or proposals received before the letting: 
of said contract; the prices ¢ tained in each bid, the names. of 
persons making such bids; also, the estimated expense necessary 

_ ‘to complete and furnish the Asylum under the present contract; 
and'that the Chief Clerk of this House, be instructed to transmit 
to said Board of Commissioners a copy of this resolution, 

Attest: DAVID ATWOOD, 
: Be - a _, Chief Clerk Assembly. — 

You request to be informed at as early a-day as possible:. ... 
First. What, if any, contract has been entered into. by the’ |
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‘Commissioners on the part of the State, by virtue of section 7, of © a 

the aforesaid act. a ok | 

Second. That if any contract has been made, we transmit to 

you a copy of the same, with all specifications connected there- | 

with or alluded to in such contract. — . | | 

‘Third. To be informed of the number of proposals received 

before the letting of said contract, the prices contained in each 

| bid, and the names of persons making such bids. a Oo 

ae Fourth. To be informed of the estimated expense necessary to 

complete and furnish the Asylum under the present contract. | 

Tn reply to the first request, we would most respectfully refer . 

-o youto our Report, made to the Honorable Legislature at its 

_ present session, by reading which you will be fully informed on — 

that subject. — a | ’ 

In compliance with the second, we herewith transmit to you a 

| copy of the contract, with the written specifications connected — 

therewith, | - ce Ce | 

_Also, in compliance with the third, we herewith send you a copy : 

_ of all the proposals received by us before the letting of said con- _ 

tract, in which proposals is specified the price for materials and 

work, — | 7 a a 

; And in answer to so much of the fourth, as relates to the expense 

necessary to complete said Asylum, we would again refer you to 

| our said Report. And as to the expense necessary to furnish the 

| Asylum, the Commissioners have not had that matter under con- 

sideration, and, therefore, cannot at this time give you an estimate 

| of the cost with any certainty of accuracy. - 

We have in our office plans and drawings of the Asylum, which 

_ are made a part of the aforesaid contract, but we do not herewith 

 gubmit copies thereof, fur the reason that it would involve the ex- 

| penditure of abeut four hundred dollars, which we deem a useless 

outlay, inasmuch as we héretofure have stated to the Legislature, — 

that the said plans and drawings are open to inspection af the of-
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fice of the Asylum, and accessible to all ; butifthe Assembly upon _ | 

_ mature reflection, considers that the public interest demands a copy 
of these drawings and plans, the Cummissioners will procure the : 
game as soon as possible. - | mo 

The Commissioners at the time of entering into the contract 
aforesaid, thought proper to request of the contractor a bond with 

_ sureties, to secure the performance of his agreements, with which | 
request he promptly complied; and a copy of said bond - is also 

herewith submitted toyou.; © po : 
| oe . ALDEN 8. SANBORN, : 
oe «SAM. G. BUGH,. oo | 

: oo Comm'rs of Wis. State Lunatic Asylum. | 
Madison, Jan. 22, 1855. | |
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Oo PROPOSAL. ts 
— Lothe Governor, and Commissioners of the State Lunatec Asylum: 

- Gents:—I hereby propose to do all the work and furnish the 

' materials for the State Lunatie Asylum, to be contracted at Madi- 

son, according to the plan and spezifications exhibited by you, and 

agree to build the main building and two longitudinal and two 

transverse wings.in the year 1855, and the remainder of the builds 

ing whenever the Board of Commissioners or Legislature consider 

it necessary; and I will give satisfactory security to any amount you 

may require, to secure the work according to contract; the State to 

pay 80 per cent. of the work as it progresses, at the end of each and 

every thirty days, and the balance of twenty per cent. when the | 
| work is completed; and I further agree to commence the work _ 

| immediately, and to drive it until completed, provided | am paid 
according to contract, at the following rates, viz: ) 
For all excavation necessary, and depositing the same as requir- . 

ed by the Commissioners, or Superintendent..........------ 35 cts.percubic yd, — 

For all rock excavation. ......0.---se0- cece cene eee scene” ---$ 1 50 do do | 

For all rubble or rough masonry, such as cellar walls, partition a 

walls, and the outer walls of building.......-....-.-------- 3 60 per perch. — 

For all cut-stone masonry ..........-+- cee e- ee sane ceee--- 16 50 per perch. 
For all brick in work... 22.0022. 2202 eee cee eens eee cece 12 50 per thousand. 

For all cast-iron in work.... 2... 022. -----e2e eee eeeeeeee--s 12 cts. per pound. 

For all wrought-iron in work.....--. 2.2.2.2. see-------e0e- 16 do do 

For all locks used in building..............0-----eee-eeee--- 2 50 each. | : 

For all bolts “ (Lane ene w cence ceeecemeeeseenee 1 25 each. — | a 

For allscrews “ “ wee cee cee e enc ee ee ncecescceee 2 OO per gross. 

: _ Forall butts  “ eee ee nue seen eeeeeeeeceseeee 3 00 per doz. pair. 

Forallnails “ “ wae e cee ne cece seen cereseeeess | 7 cts. per pound. | 

For all pine lum. “ “ wee eee cee ewe seen neue cee ee» 34 75 per thousand. 

For all oak lum, “ Lene teen eee nen enn e ceescenenee 22 50 do | 
- Lathing in work complete........---. 002+ -cseeeeeeneeseee-- 28 cts. per yard. 

Cross tin, leaded and painted on both sides, laid on roof........ 25 cts. per foot. 

For all 4 inch tin-conductors put up.....----ce-ee---eeneaeee 25 do do , 

For all 12 inch tin flues... 00. cee een eee eee ene eneeeees 50 do do . 

Plastering, two coats, brown, and one coat hard fiaish........-- 28 cts. per yard. , 

Fancy and hydraulic cement plastering........---..-.---..-- 374 cts. per yard. 
Rough casting and pencilling exterior with composition of wash- — | 

ed sand and tallow, and finishing the.same good..........-. 45 cts. per yard.. 

For speaking tubes of tin in Work........seseecesesenenseses 25 cts, per foot.



Painting, according to specifications, main building. eee t acces emer eene eens $1,000 00 | 
Painting. according to specifications, for each longitudinal and transverse wing ‘666 66 
For all glass used in suid building in work, per box,..-..-...2---2-20nen-- 9 50 , 

| Joiner work on main building, as specified..............-- wneecceseeee-. 7,495 00 

Joiner work on each ‘longitudinal and transverse wing...........---e----- 4,995 00 
: Extra items not included in the above schedule that may be necessary on | 

main building.... 2... 22sec e eee cee tence cee cece cece cene-se-ae 1,800 00 
‘Extra items on each longitudinal and transverse wing...............-ce0- . 1,200 00 . 

- The above materials to be of excellent quality and the work to | 
‘be done in substantial and workmanlike manner. | | 

— *  Respectfully submitted, , 

oe ANDREW PROUDFIT. 
~Wavpun, October 18, 1854. - | | a 

a _ ARTICLE OF AGREEMENT. _ | 

Article of agreement made and concluded this sixteenth day of - 
_ November, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 

and fifty-four, between Andrew Proudfit, of the county of Wau- 
_ kesha, in the State otf Wisconsin, of the first part, and David S. 

Vittum, Samuel G. Bugh and Alden 8. Sanborn, commissioners of 

the Wisconsin State Lunatic Asylum, of the second part, whereof it  . 

is covenanted and agreed as follows: That the said Andrew Proudfit = 
hereby contracts, covenants and agrees to furnish all the materials, 

which shall be of a sound and good quality, and, perform all the 

labor necessary to construct and finish, in every respect, in a good | 
and substantial and workmanlike manner, “The Wisconsin State | 

Lunatic Asylum,” on the terms and for the price set forth and 

stated in his proposal hereunto annexed; the said work to be, ex- | 
~  eeuted and conform in all respects to the annexed specifications, 

and the plans now in the possession of the said commissioners, 

and to be completed as follows: | 

a The main building and two longitudinal and two transverse | 
_ Wings, on or before the first day of January, one thousand eight: 

. hundred and fifty-six; two more longitudinal and two more trans- 
- — 20 | OS
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verse wings on or before the first day of January, one thousand ~ 

eight hundred and fifty-seven; and two more longitudinal and = 

two more transverse wings whenever the commissioners shall di- 

rect, giving one year’s time to do eaid last mentioned work after 

notice given to said Andrew Proudfit. an | 
And it is farther agreed that the building contracted to. be 

built, shall, during its erection, be under the inspection of the su- | 

perintendent of said asylum and the commissioners thereof§ 

And it is further agreed on the part of. said commissioners, that + 

monthly estimates shall be made, either by them or some one to 

be appointed by them, and that upon said monthly estimates of 

materials furnished, and work done, the State shall pay to the 

contractor, Andrew Proudfit, eighty per cent. on the amount of 

. work done and materials furnished. _ : | | 

And it isfurther agreed that within thirty days after the. 

| said building shall be completed, according to the terms 

and conditions of this contract and the specifications hereunto at- 

tached, and accepted by the said commissioners, the State of Wis- 

consin shall pay to the said Andrew Proudfit the sum which, ac- 

cording to the terms of this contract, shall remain unpaid after de- 

ducting all previous payments. oe | | | | 

And it is further understood and agreed by and between the 

parties to this contract that the work about said building shall be 
| measured, including openings. Oo | | 

| | - ANDREW PROUDFIT, [seat.] | 
| | oe D. 8. VITTUM, [szan.} | 

| a : ALDEN'S.SANBORN, [sau]. 

| 7  §AM.G.BUGH, © _—_ [sma] 
Sealed, signed and delivered in presence of Geo. R. McLane. ae 

E. M. Hunter as to the signature of 8. G. Bugh. | a
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BS . SPECIFICATION i 

——- Of workand materials. to be used in the erection of the Wiscon- 
Oo | sin State Lunatic Asylum. | 

DESCRIPTION. — | 

The buildings are composed of a centre 65 feet by 120, and on | 

_ each side are three longitudinal and three transverse wings. The : 
centre building is four stories high. The first story, 12, second, | 

_ 15, third 18, and the fourth 11 feet, each in the clear of the floor — 
and ceilings. The longitudinal wings are three stories high, each 
12 feet in the clear; the transverse wings have an additional sto- 

"ry, which is 7 feet high at the eaves, but extendsu; into the roof 

to the height of 10 feet, and is finished to the collar beams; a cel- | 

lar is throughout the whole extent, and is eight feet deep in the 

clear of floor and lower edge of joists. On the centre building is 
a. dome intended to receive the water tanks, and on each trans- 

: verse wing isa dome of smaller dimensions or cupola, intended- —_ 

ed as ventilators for the flues and ducts throughout the building. | 
For the interior arrangements and other particulars, reference is | 

_ to be had to the plans, when all are figured and fully explained. — 

| BO | EXCAVATIONS. — | 

~The cellar will be excavated throughout the whole extent of the 

_ building, and to measure 8 feet in the clear of floor and lower edge 
ot joists when finished. Foundation trenches will be dug for the _ 

- outer walls; centre building 18 inches, wings 12 inches, and for | 

all the partition walls 6 inches, below the level of the floor of the 

cellar; all earth from the excavations will be leveled and graded — 
_. around the building. The foundations will all be sunk deeper | 

_ than the above specifications, if necessary to procure an approved 
foundation. All rubbish will be removed from the building and 

cellar, and the floor of the cellar prepared for grouting and pav-
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| | QUT STONE. 
A base of hammer dressed stone will extend around the whole 

building, 8 inches wide, which will form’the sills of the cellar win- 
dows, and will project 2 1-2 inches from the face of the wall, with __ 

a wash on the same, at the opening of the cellar windows, they 
will be 9 inches thick on the top: the outside door sills and steps | 

of front and back main entrances, and all the window sills will : 

be of ent stone; likewise the rustic groins of the centre building, — 

up to the level of the second floor, and the rustic blocks around | 

| the windows of the first story centre building ; the stone must be 

of the best that can be procured in the vicinity, and all excepting 
the base» smoothly dressed, and all firmly and. solidly set,and 

| where necessary, well strapped with iron. into the masonry; 12 - 

stone sills will likewise, be required at the doors of the cross corri- _ 
dor entrances, 12 inches broad on the top, and 6 inches thick; all 

the bath rooms and water closets in the wings, and drying rooms, and 
| kitchen floors, will be laid with clay tiling or stone flagging, well 

bedded in cement; the cross passage between the corridors willbe - 

done in like manner. a . a - . 

| , . |. MASONRY, | 

| All the exterior walls will be built of quarry building stones, — 
laid on their broadest beds, and the foundation stones broad and 

flat, and solidly bedded in mortar. Those of the cellar centre 

building will be 3 feet thick, and wings 2 feet, with footings of 6 

inches projecting from each face of the same; the walls of the 

- gentre building, up to the level of the second floor, will be 2 feet 

6 inches, from that line up to the level of the third floor 2 feet 3 

| inches, thence up to the fourth floor 2 feet, and upwards 22 inches, 

in the tympanum the walls will be 18 inches; from the cellar 

walls up to the level of the third floor in the wings willbe 20inch- 
es, and the remainder 18 inches; all the partition. walls will be 

| built of brick. In the centre building up to the line of the first 

floor, all the corridor walls will be 22 inches thick, all the others | 

and.all on the wings, excepting those in the crossings between | 

the corridors, will be 18 inches ; the cross partitions of the centre |
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| bui'ding, and the walls of the cross corridors ‘will be 13 inches, and all others on the wings will be 9 inches, as also' the corridor | - - walls above the ceiling of the third floor; the cross passages be- _ tween the corridors will be arched, and made thoroughly fire proof; the heads of all the openings throughout the cellar will be arched, likewise the heads of the cellar Windows and cellar doors, and arching likewise will be required where the partition wall com- | -mences over an opening. All openings intended for cold and hot air, flues,’ gas, ventilators, &., will’ be made according to the | plans, and where directed by the superintendent during ‘the ‘pro: gress of the work. All flues to be well and thoroughly parquetted. All the masonry, including the brick work, to ‘be done in the | _ best and most substantial manner; the brick-to be good, and the | stone to be’ well selected. The mortar to be composed of clean . sharp sand, and fresh wood burned lime, in: such proportions ag will ensure an approved cement. Iron bars 1-4. by 2 1-2 inches, : will be required in the cellar for the support of the flues at start. | ing, and anchors from the joists into the walls, and iron rods- with’ _. &crew backs, for the support of some of the partition walls, and all | other iron rods and bars required in thé construction of the above, | must be insertedinthesame. —s_ : Oo | 

0). CAST TRON AND WROUGHT IRON WORK, 
~All the outside windows throughout the whole building, except- ing those opening from ‘the corridors, will have a: neat wrought _ iron- guard, to extend within 5 inches of the top and bottom of the. _ lower sash, securely fastened on the outside of each, and all the | | upper sash of the dormitories, bath rooms and water closets, will _ be made ,of cast ircn, securely fastened to a frame of weod | Wrought iron guards will be made-for all the windows in the cor- ridors, secured: on the inside across the same, with doors’ of stout _ Wire ‘in each, to be hinged and secured with bolts and lock; like. ' wise atthe foot and head of. stairs, will be doors of the’ same kind made, ‘and securely hung, and fastened with-locks and bolts. Wrought iron bearers, with cast iron risers, will be made for all __ the stairs: in’ the wings, and likewise in the centre building, the



flight leading from the first story into the second ; this flight wilk - 

have iron balusters and. hand rail, and will be entirely of that ma- 

terial, excepting woo len treads, secnred upon the iron bearers and - 

7 risers; open cist 1r04 gnards will be made and walled in the cellar | 

windows, but iu four of each lonyitudinal wing, they will be hung | 

and secured with bolts; 1 1-2 inch iron rods with screw backs riv- | 

eted on the ends, will be required wherever a partition wall is : 

started over an opening ab ve 10 feet space, tosupport the brick 

| work of the same; an iron frame and door will be made andhung 

at each end of the cross corridors, and secured with strong locks | 

and bolts, and a complete set of iron safe doors for the centre 

building; wickets about 8 inches square will be made and inserted 

in all the dormitory dovrs, with suitable locks on the same. The - 

-_paleonies in the centre building will be of iron, excepting joists, 

 yatters and roof, and all in accordance with the elevation, L114 © 

| inch iron rods will be required for the framing of the trussed gird- a 

ers, and bolts for the same, and for the domes; anchors for the | 

joists, eyes for the cellar doors opening into the air chamber, jamb. 

screws forall the dormitory door frames, stubs, screws and every- 

thing else necessary to completethe building. — - ete 

LUMBER, HARDWARE AND CARPENTER WORK. ie ea 

| . All the flooring joists in the -centre bui.ding and transverse - 

wings will be 3» 12 inches, and in the Jongitudinal wings 38 48 

| inches, ceiling joists of longitudinal wings 2% 8 inches, ceiling — | 

joists of centre building 3% 10 inches, and ceiling joists of collar | 

beams over the rooms in the transverse wings wiil be 2 10 inch- 

| es, and all placed 16 inches between centres 5 all joists over] teeth 

to be backed, and all leveled up straiyht across the ends, and : 

~ blocked up with hard dry blocking. ts | 

: In all framing for stair ways, the trimmers will be double and ; 

pinned together, all requisite framing to be attended to for flues, 

dumb-waiters, water closets, &e. ; the common rafiers onthelon- 

gitudinal wings will be 8 by.6 inches,:and will be placed 20. 

inches between centres, secured on. wallplates on the corridor 

walls, aud tied together with collar beams of inch board nailed —
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| across them; on the back part of the transverse wings the roof _ will be hipped, and the front part as shown in the elevation, | Strong collar beams will be required, both front and back, of 2 

: by 10 inch plank to form the ceiling of the fuurth stories; in the 
centre building over the chapel will be required three single truss- ed girders to support the roof over the same; they will be laid 
crosswise the room; the ceiling joists will be secured between 
by cleating the girders and notching the ends of the Joist on them ; | | the rafters will be placed across the girders, and raising pieces 
secured on. the top of the ceiling joists in the usual manner; the tie-beam or lower piece of timber of the girders will be 5 by 12 
Inches; braces and level plates 5 by 5, with centre 1 1-4 inch 
iron rods, with stout plates well rivited on one end, and double 

| nuts on the other. Over the other portion of the centre building, 
the ceiling joist will be laid across the wallsin the usual manner, | 
on wall plates, and the rafters will bear upon the raising pieces, 
and the corridor walls, which will be carried up to the roof; these 
rafters will all be 3 by 8 inch joists, and placed 20 inches between | _ centres; directly under the dome will be laid 4 by 14 inch joists, | 
12 inches between centres, covering a space not less than 40 feet : 

| square ; this floor. of Joists is to receive the water tanks and like- , 
wise the sills of the dome, which will be a circular rim 4 by 10 
inches ; posts 4 by 9 tapered up to 4 by 5; plates, ties and braces 

| 4 by 5 inches, and the upper floor of joist will be 8 by 10, ceiling | 8 by 8, and the ribs will be made with 3 by 6 scantling (chord), 
are of plank well secured and braced to the same. The smaller - 

domes and vi ntilators wil be made in the same manner, with 
‘posts 8 by 6 tapered up tu 3 by 4; the base of the dome a d roof. 
will be boarded for tinning, and all other parts will be made in 
accordance with the elevation ; all other external finish will be in | oo 
accordance with the elevation, viz: eaves and cornice, front a 
dressings of the windows of the second story of the transversa _ wings, the pediment heads of which will be of wood ; front door- 
Wways.and windows of centre balconies, &e.. All partitions not of | 
brick will be 4 by 4 inch studding, 16 inches between ceutres, all
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the joists will have strips of 1 by 2 1-2 inch, well nailed on them 

to receive rough boarding for deafening of sound ; and tha board- _ 

tug will be kept two inches below the top of the joists, where the: } 

floors are intended to be flagged, the joists will be levelled two 

inches lower than the others, and in such cases. the rough board- 

ing may be nailed on the top of the joists. ee 

| | “FLOORS. a : 

Planed and grooved flooring 5-4 thick of oak or yellow pine 

will be laid and well nailed to the joists, and the joints shot - 

throughout the building excepting where the floors are flagged, | 

including balconies. The main entrance outside duor frame, will 

be a large beaded jamb, secured against the stone jamb of the | 

same, and the back door frames will be 3 by 6 inch scantling, 

| (these last mentioned are those on the stairways of the wings.) 

: | WINDOW FRAMES. . | - 

All the window frames will be made plank front, or casing with — 

moulding on the front, and all double hung with thé best axle-pul- 

. lies, cord and weights, excepting on the dormitories, where. they 

will be hung single, and in the corridor where they will’be hung. 

with hinges, and these will be secured with bolts, top; bottom and 

| middle, those of the dormitories will be secret hung: the sash 

will all be 13-4 inches thick in the centre building and transverse — 

wings; they will be made 12 lights in'the usual manner, excepting 

those opening down to the floor, where they will be 15, and tliose 

+n the dormitory will be made 5 lights wide, each 54 inches and4 

high. First and 2nd stories 18 inches, and 3rd 16 inches, the others 

will be marked on the ground plans; 4 windows in every ward 

will have a wire frame made and hung on the inside ‘of the wine 

dows, likewise ‘in all of the dormitories for noisy patients will be 

the same, but of stouter and stronger materials, and all ‘secured’ 

with locks and bolts, all windows opéning out on the. balconies — 

will extend to the floor, and thélower sash will be made to fly up | 

intothe head, one light. - BE oa
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| | ‘STAIRS. | 7 | 

All the wood work of the staira will be required to be put up, 
viz: inthe wingsanewel will be made of 11-2 inch plank, planed 
and grooved together which furms asquare trunk or box, and 

: which will be arranged for a ventilator for the corridor and will 
| connect with the corridor above and below the stairs, viz: at the 

floor and ceiling, around this shaft the steps will be secured, being 
let into it and likewise secured on the iron bearers, which will be 
put up distinct and separate from the shaft, the other end of the 
steps and landings will be skirted in the usual manner, all to be 

prepared for finishing without plastering on the under side. The 
main flight first story will require the steps to be secured to the 
risers and bearers, and trim and finish around the floor on the sec- 
end story, and also to secure the newels on the first. The other 

stairs will be all of wood, and continued bend rail, and all the 

steps to be of oak 6-4 thick, there to be tongued and blocked to- 

gether, and let into the wall string and built upon four carr‘ages 

of 8 inch pests, the hand rail to be 21-2x41-2, the balusters of 

2 1-2 inch square at the base and the newels 8 inches, all of oak, 
and the two latter neatly turned, and the whole put up in a com. 

plete and substantial manner; stairs will be contined to the cellar 

where they are maiked onthe plans, and done in the usual man- 
ner, likewise stairs will be continued up to the fourth story wings 
in the same manner as the others in the wings, but all of wood; also 

stairs will be continued up to thedome and will be enclosed within 
| a partition of boards planed and grooved; a grooved floor will be laid | 

around the tank, and likewise up into the dome. The dormitory 

door frames will be made of 4x6 inch scantling, and on the corri- | 

dor side a moulding 2 inches wide will cover the joint of plas:ering, 

they will be made with an opening of five inches wide over the 

door, and well secured in‘o the walls by jamb screws and stubs at 

the bottom, all the other room doors will be jamb cased with two 

inch plank rebated, and all over 14 inches wide, framed, head and : 

butt in imitation of the doors, closet doorways will be jamb cased 

with:1 1-2 inch plank, the windows in the front half of the centre 

| 21 |
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building, 1st, 2d and 3d stories. ,will be jamb cased for inside shut- 

tors, with back and jambs continued to thefloor and panojledsoffits, 
this panelling will all be flat with edges of. stiles and rails slightly, 

bevelled 
| "The dréssings around the doors of the parlors and dining rooms. 

in the wings will be an architrave 6 inches wide, first and,third, 
centre building 7 inches, and in the. second nine inches, all two. 
inches thick on the back edge; this includes the windows, like» 

ing, all the window jambs of the remainder being plastengd; the, 
Windows intended for inside shutters will befinished with sillsand ,_ 
facia inthe usual manner, and all the others’ will have a still.of 
2 inch plank with a neat, facia under the same. The wash-boards 

in the corridors will be 6 inches wide, the top edge, slightly bevel: 
| led; the skirtings of the stairs in the wings willbe done in the.» 

| game manner; this style of wash-board. will be put upin.the 4th 

stories of the wings and 4th story centre building; in, the parlors 
and dining rooms'of the wings the wash boards will, be 8 inghes 

| _ and moulding on top, and the skirting of the. main stairways fin. 
ished to match, The main.entrance doors will be, made in pairs. 
in two thicknesses or 11-2 inch plank secured together and mould 

ef on the front side, hung with 5x5 inch butts, and secured with) 
8 inch upright mortice locks and iron flush bolts. All the dormi- 

inches thick, and excepting those in the noisy patients, made bead 
and butt on both sides, hung with 4x4 inch butts, and secured 
with 41-2 inch mortice locks; the noisy patients dormitories 
doors will be made in two thickness of inch grooved, boards, made, 
crosswise and put together with wrought nails and hung and se. 
cured in the same. manner as the others. In all the dormitory 

| doors will be an, iron wicket inserted with a,.epring Jock on each 

| and hyng:in tho partition wall between the assogiated dormitories. 
and the.attendant’s rooms. with locks same as dormitory: doors.



doors will be made the same ag those of the dormitories and 1.1.9 
inches thick, hung with 31-2 inch butts, and secured inthesame, = 
manner; the doors also in the 4th story of the wings, alsu the. 

doors in the first and third story of the center building, but. in 
thickness they will be two inches; the doors in the second story, 

-' ~ eenter building will be panelled the same, but made in two.thick- | 

nesses of 11-4 inches, secured together, hung with 5x5 inch butts, | / 

and secured with 5 inch mortice locks; the 4th story center build; 
ing room doors will be 11-2 inches, closets 1 1-4,hung andsecured, © 

game as bath room doors; all the doors excepting the closet, bath- a 

 yoom and 3d and 4th stories center building will have three hinges . 

-oneachdoor, - 

All the windows in the centre building will have inside shutters ; a 

one inch thick, in four folds, bead and butt on one side, flat panel. 

on the other, and styls and rails slightly bevelled, tobe hung = 

with back flaps and secured with hooks in the usual manner; all . 

excepting those of the 4th story to be cut at the meeting rail, and. | | 

in the Ist, 2nd and 8rd stories front they will fold into boxes, and. | 
| where the walls are thicker than required to secure the shutters — 

the jambs will be widened to meet them; all the others will open 
~ against the jambs without boxes; the inside shutters will be square | 

-» headed in all the frames ; clothes hoppers will be made where , 

_ marked on the plans, enclosed by doors on every story ; a horizon- 7 
. tal shaft for ventilation will be made of planed and grooved boards’ 

over the corridors of the wings, which: will connect with the ven" | 

- tilators on the roof; all the brick flues and. likewise’ the shaft | 

through stairs will be made to empty into the same; particular’ 

care will be taken to have it air tight; . those for the centre build+’ 

ing will be led by ducts up into.the dome above the fluor of ‘the? — | 

- game, made smooth on theinside and perfectly airtight. 9 

Sop ae gpogmms 
' All'the ‘closets will be made where marked. on.the plans, and, 

. fitted up with shelves, and, where needed, pin rails and clothes .



_ Pine of the most approved kind; and in the dining rooms ang 
those for kitchen purposes, the shelves will he made moveable for, 
Cleaneing © eee yen warms, 

_ Will be made of, the most approved Kind, to be hung, with, 
weights, and, in addition, windlass will be reqnired to work from. below; where réquired, the dumb ‘vaitere will be encloxed with _ doors, which ‘come under thé denomination of ‘closet doors, and _ Will’be madé the same. All the dumb waiters operate, fromi the, cellar upwards, © ye 

" Will all be made where marked, and will require a seat, hinged,. 7 
to operate in connection with the plumbing. Each noisy patient’ _ 
dormitory will be fitted up with one where matked onthe plan, | 
The water closet intended for'the physician’s fa'iily, will been. 
closed, with riser, in the usual manner of dwelling houses. fe | 

——_All'the wood work required in the seeuring of the tubs, and, 
other matters, will be attended to by the carpenters, Krames for, Wire will be made and hung on the inside of the windows, of al, 
the dormitories of noisy, patients, and to, four in cach of the other, wards, and secured, witha spring lock and bolt, 

The chapel will-be fittedup with comfortable pews without doors, 
with scroll backs... A platform will be raised three risers, and a ~ 
neat pulpit or,desk builtiupon the same, =: eH SE gc 
“ALL the locks must’ be: of a ‘superior -kind, and -case- hardened, 

and must be made so that the ‘keys of one wing Gannot ‘possibly 
— open the locks of the other; and:'in addition to the-locks on: the? | 
dormitory, will be two small flush: bolts:on the: corridor side of the: 

_ door; and the. doors will all be hinged:to open: outwards! into the: , 
; corridor. The carpenter will be.required to put up all iron guardg3 

tie fmeHors on the joists, and attend to setting tho iron window,
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_ Buards of the cellar. “All lintels must be placed upon their edges, | 
tid tosuit the hice of We walls, and none Tos than oight 

- Fequisite bond timbers and wooden brick to be cut for the brick 
ayer, and attention paid to setting the same; also, to setting all | 

to wash Board jn th eoatro building, fist and thind tories, 
"Will be ten inches wide, including @’sub-base of two anda half = 

| Tahes; inthe second story i will be twelve ince, likewis 
 Bading a subsbase, and inouldingg on the top ofeach, All the 
_foist will be of ping, and the first floor, free from sap, and all the = 
“Tamer to be ticronglily Seasoned, and of the best quality, for the 

- different kinds of work, and the work be to done in the best and OO 

most substantial manner. All hardware must likewise be of the : 
| Ge qualityy also smith work, idlading overy thing in both branche 

© ea requite to eomplte tho earpentry ina workmanlike manner, 
| hota Dating, inlaing domes, ventilators and baleobieg, © 

will b8 covered with the best cross leaded roofingtin, put on stan; 

ding grooves, and well cleated to the boards,painted on both sides, 

the upper side two coats, the first coat to be read lead ; all the gat- 
"fbi will be properly formed in the roof, anda sufficient number 

of four inch conductors to be put up to convey the water tothe = 

ground, and spout stones to be provided for thesame. The whole'of = 
the base of the domes will be covered, commencing with the roof, 

ina complete and satisfactory manner 5 tin flues, 12 inches in di- | 

_ -ameter,will be required for dust conductors, with flanges ang doors” 
of tron made and hung in the cross corridors of each story, of, 

wings, ag shown in the plan ng A 

© Ail the inferior walls, piirtitions and ceilings above the firgt floor 

. white finish; the cellar ceiling of the warm air chamber will algo, 
to bb plastered | in two coats of browa mortar ; all the jambs of the. | 

- windows in the dormitories and fourth story of the wings, will be.



plastered and angles rounded: those of the Parlors and Dining 
| rooms will be plastered and a moulding run on the angles, as will 

. also the windows on the rear portion of the center building, inelu- 
ding the chapel: in the fourth story front, the jambs will be rounded; - 

+ the inside of the dormitory dudrs will also be rounded; in the 
kitchens, store rooms, dormitories, water closets, bath roms 

_, and drying rooms a coating of hydraulic cement will be puton __ 
the walls directly above the flour instead of wash boards. Onall the rough flooring, excepting the fourth story center building, will 
be put a coating of mortar one inch. thick, and the same kept one 
inch below the top of the joists for deafning of sound. “The mor- 7 
tar for the plastering of the interior to be composed. of clean sharp 
sand, and fresh burnt lime, and slanghtered | hair, in such propor- | 
tiuns as willinsure an approved cement = | 
a OF - ROUGII OASTING. Co — ae | 
~All the exterior walls will be evated with rough casting mortar, 
composed of washed sand, fresh burnt lime, and in the mixture a | 
portion of tallow, each in such proportion as will insure an appro- — 
ved cement, the whole to be laid off in blocks in imitation of cut 
stone, and tinted as directed. ‘The architrave of the windows will 
be formed in the same materia =” Oa 

| BE SPEAKING TUBES ee - 
‘Will be inserted in the walls to communicate with the dining | 

rooms and kitchen, and bells also in connection with them. 

: _ Will be inserted in the walls and ceiting all over the building, 
exceptthedurmitories, ee re 7 

: PAINTING AND GLAZING} 
_ Allof the wood work usual to paint will be painted in three 
coats of pure white lead and linseed oil, in such colors as directed. — 

: All the iron work likewise in three coats, the fiist to be read led, 
to be finished as directed. The rooting of the domes, alllikewise _ 
included, and in’ snch colcrs as directed. All the sash will be 
glazed with ths best American glass, well bedded, bradded and 
back puttied, The sizes. can be had from the plans on which they
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ot We, the undersigned, propose to do the excavation of the cele = _. 

Jaks aild ‘all other necessary excavation of earth and rock, and far = 
high the ‘niaférials,;’"and do all of the ‘masonry, ‘stone and brick 

Work, including iron, bars, and bolts and fastenings for the same, - 
| forthe FWiseonsin State Lanatie Asylum, in,,accordanes with the 

_ plans and specifications now in the oflice of the commisaioners, to’ 
va pGdae t) dekh cs eer Beet a eA PRES PP ogas 1 daw RT ee - 

| For exeavitidn 6fcorimon earth” and depositing. the sameata 
-.. “Hgonventetit distance from the’ buildings, and léveling the same, = YY 
- ,periedbic yard, ‘Cone whes obbe cote cone iy Ei ele 0 00 ok 

For excavation of loose and detached'ocks; and moyingthesame, 0 

a per cubic Yad, 2. sees sens pene seat eee eeee cree esses tne, oe ty 90 oe 

Por excavatiori of solid rock and moving the same, percubic yard, ~ 150 eee 

For furnishing rock, lime, sand, &q., and laying up the main walls ene - So 

Ji .«,nd-cellar, partitign and corridor walls, per’perchis.024.2.2.. OF 

"For all fine cut stone for sills, pilasters, flagging, dc., per foot... 0 BOM 
—« For brick laid in walls, per thousand,.... 2... --sss-eeeeneceee oe” so ARO 

Por iron bars, bolts and fastenings, .... veees hecevenccesceneee . 10025 od 

| For Pine lumber in work, 2ivs'..00 Job. cee cleo lee e cence eens - / : a 40 00 Loa ay 

Por Qak do do. eeeeeetseeeteetesede sees cere tees! OF 
“1 For lathing in work complete... ...---- +--+ +22 see cess sere es- Co BR ae 

Plastering, per yard,...-.-o+e--eceeeeveeeeeeeteeeetntertes gg 
“painting main building and fidishing inaterials. &e,..0..0002.0 0 7 1808000 
“Painting each wing and. furnishing materials, .... wide cwee eee 18 OF 

" Carpenter work for main building, wcec nena ween cnee ween wencee 9 250,00. - 

oe do: i. do . each ‘wing,..::.-2+is24 asen see's wan aees - 6,600 00 ee 

—. For all, extra. items ‘not:ingludied in the above bid, we will charge ‘the usal = tw 

—— getajl- market. price, 0 ee TE a - 

| _ The:dbove bid ig. on conditions that the whole .is accepted, and is 

thé stpposition that the rock can: be had from the quarry near the - 

 tavern-at the going rates ; if, however, :the quarry should prove 

-.. {nstffieient, theres~vould have to be ‘added for hauling; but it ie : 

~~ gut opinion that the quarry will prove good and sufficient for alk oe 

ss pufposes, with some expense in opening. eg, : 

| - Madigon, October 31st, 1854. 0. 6: . —



games K. Proudfit, N. P. Hawks, Wm. M. Jacques, Albert Alden, David E Clapperton, Wm. 1. Thomas, Wm. M. Dennis, Beriah Brown, William 8. Strong, Samuel Hale, Gps. P. Delaplaine, "Elisha “Burdick and E. W. Edgerton, aro held and firmly bougd nto the State of Wisconsin, in the sum of fifty thousand dollars, fe 
_ lawful money of the United States, for which payment, well and 

truly to be made, we ‘bin ourselves, our heirs, executors and ad- . 
‘Mainigtrators, jointly. and severally, firmly by ..these,. presents, — ___ Bealed with our seals, ‘and dated at ‘Madison, the Capital ofeaid 
‘State, this sixteenth day of November, in the Year of oor Lord fe i . boty ei Es OE Supers ger rel NPEER oS Poe: o yee PERNA Pol EYES mey TOY, | one thousand eight hundred and fifty-four. a ge 

| The condition of the above obligation is such, that, whereas, the | | said Andrew Proudfit, has this day entered into a contract with — oo 
the’ Commissioners’ of the Wisconsin State Lunatic. Asylum, to 

| qfect a certain building therein described. Now, therefore,ifthe —-gaid: Andrew Proudfit, shall well and truly perform the said work, . 
and erect the said building inall respects in strict compliance with. as _ the terms and conditions of said’ contract, and the. specificationg 
and proposals thereto annexed,.and af the time therein named, | then this obligation to be void; otherwise to remain. in-full force - 
aid vittueinJawe PDE BRE EEE an _ ‘ANDREW PROUDFIT, = fiw] ee AMES K. 'PROUDFIT, > few | eS N. P. HAWKS, — Bee ee et MATL AM M. J ACQUES, - {ust ee) ALBERT ALDEN, gd 

heey, DAVID'E OLAPPERTON, (fis y 
wo a WELETAM M. DENNIS, fides 
eee ke BERIAB: BROWN, hot ied | a WILLIAM 8S. STRONG, fps). | .  . -, . BAMUEL HALE? "> © oe bs: eee GEORGE P. DELAPLAINE, [is] — | OSE PASTE Gilder “ELISHA BURDICK, oe LEB | EWE EDGERION 0 copa



The undersigned a minority of the, gommittee appointed to .in- 
_ Yestigato matters relating to the Lunatic Asylum, beg leaye to 

_ submit the following minority report: 
They very much regret that theyeannot agree with the major 

 tyof the committee in reporting upon a matter of such great im- 
_—_porlanes, both as to the magnitude of the intereste, and the char = 

_ aeter and conduct of the public officersinvolved. =, 
_ The undersigned do,not propose to review or pass upon the evi-. 
_, dence elicited by this investigation, but will confine themselves to 

the legal,question of the validity of the contract entered into: be 

tween Mr. Proudfit.and the state, as one of paramount importance | 
+ and which must decide the.action of the legislature upon the enb- | 
a | 

e —_ Tho act under which they let the contract is grossly imperfect, 
in not prescribing the time, place and manner.in which the sealed - 

_ proposals of the bidders.should.be opened, canvassed andidecided, 
_ The Jaw only requires, that they.shall pnblish a notice in, at leagt | 
| six newspapers in this state, and for six weeks, successively, that 
-_. sealed proposals will be received by them, for furnishing, materi; : 

alg, and doing the work, and then, they are required to,, “award _ 
the contracts to the lowest bidders,” In using their-discretion in 

_ this respe¢t, when the,law is entirely silent upon the:subjech the = 
_ commissioners,may have acted imprudently and improvidently, = 

but at the same time have violatedno Jaw, ‘They may.also:haye = 
contracted for the erection of more. of, the building, than: forthe 

__ present was either necessary or prudent, but in this reepect,.tha 
__ Tavy also vests in them the fallest digeretion by, the langnage inthe 
_ 4th section relating to the amount of the wok tolet. “Or such



portion thereof, as the Commissioners may deem it advisable to __ 
have erected.” These are questions of care, prudence and: judg- 
ment, upon which men may differ and not be chargeable'with bad 
faith or wilful wrong, - ; a a oe 

| It is our opinion howéver; thaé nothing his been elicited by this 
investigation, that can impair the validity of the contract entered 
into with Mr. Proudfit, and as this opinion is based upon a con- — 
struction of the act of the last Legiclature “To provide for a State. : 
Lunatic Asylum,” it will be necessary to examine that act with — 

_ some care, to ascertain if possible its true ‘meaning and intent, 
Sec. 3 of said act provides, that‘“the said coramissioners arehere- 
by further authorized, with the advice and consent of the Gover- 
nor, to cause to be erected upon the grounds purchased for that. 

| purpose, suitable buildings for the use and accommodation of said 
. institution. Iu the last part of section’7, it is further provided 

that, “ with the advice and consent of the Governor, they sballde- 
termine the time, manner and order in which the erection ‘of all 
the buildings and work contemplated by this act, shall be com- 
menced, prosecuted and completed.” In section 6, itis made the os 

| duty of the superintendent to “collect such’ information in rela- © 
tion to similar institutions as he may think proper, and lay: thé 
same before the board of Commissioners.” These provisions tak- _ . 
en from several portions of the act, ‘no one we think will de ny, oe 

give tothe Commissioners the fullest and most ample power and _ oa 
| discretion to build suitablé buildings for’ the. fastitition, which 

| plans, specifications and estimates they may adopt, and any con- 
tracts with third persons they may make, in the exercise of the 

| discretion, which the provisions impose, will unquestionably bind 
_ the State. But it is claimed that section 4, limits ahd restrains 

this power and discretion of the Commissioners. | It provides that, _ 
-’ “such buildings shall be constructed in accordance with the plan 

of the Worcester Hospital fur the insane, commended by thecom- __ 

‘This limiting clause is followed by the proviso, “provided that



Se oe AM a : | 

__ gaid_ commissioners shall have power to make any alterations there- 
Gn which they may think necessary, and which will not materially 

| change such plan, or increase the cost of said building.” Any one a 

can see that this proviso enlarges and was intended to enlarge.the oo 

. limiting clause of this section, and to give the commissioners more 
power end discretion to deviate from the plan proposed in the first | 

clause, than they would have had without it; and it therefore-fol- | 
lows, that this proviso is not to be consulted. to restrain buttoen- - 
large the power, and the first clause. can only serve to limit the | 
ample powers and discretion granted by. other portions of the. act. - 
«dat seems to be an established rule of construction, that when any- 

thing out of the statutes is referred to, to limit or restrain thegen- | 

eral scope of the act, the extrinsic thing or fact referred to, must = 
be definite and certain, else it is to be rejected as migratory, and it | 

_ issubmitted, that this rule is the only safe one in the construction | | 

of statutes. If it should be permitted to go out of the statute it} == 
self, and examine witnesses and take testimony to explain and con- : 
strue if, and ascertain its mevning, statutes would be of little use 
for any purpose except for litigation. If we apply this rule to this 

- limiting clause of the 4th section, which refers to “the plan” as re- 
commended by “the committee” “in their report,” questions at . 
once arise, what plan? what committee? what report? questions 
which cannot be answered without going out of the statutes, and 

| taking testimony to ascertain what the legislature intended by this 

extrinsic reference, and if witnesses could be found, who would 
_ swear that any certain plan, or committee, or report was really 

meant and ‘intended by the legislature, would such evidence be — 
| proper and safe in attempting to arrive at the real intention of the a 

- law making power? In short, it is submitted that the clause isut- = 
 terly void, for indefiniteness and uncertainty; aid cannot operate | 

- » to limit or restrain the power and discretion of thé Commissioners 

to build’ suitable biiildings, and is to be rejected as void and mi- 
gratory, 
But admit for the sake of the argument, that this clause doca — 

> limit these officers to this, or any ‘other general plan of abuild-



_ ing, what is rieant by it? Does it limit the size, dimensions, qual 
ity of material or ‘character and quality of the work ‘of ‘art em- | 

_. ‘ployed in theconstruction? = he 
' The commissioners may adopt a certain plan of buildiig, ‘as ré- 
‘quired by this clause,and still have and exercise the largest dis- 
cretion, in all these respects, without any violence to'the plan. 

| Patents for inventions may be obtained by depositing with thé 
Commissioner of Patents a plan or model of the ivention, of the 

| cheapest cost and of the smallest size, and afterwards the inven- 
tor may construct his works of costly ‘inaterial and of large dimen- _ 
sions, and be protected by his patent. The model or plan has 
nothing to do with the dimensions, quality or cost; and so here _ 

| the commissioners may be true to the plan proposed and yet nob 
bo limited at all in dimensions, quality of cost, and they might 
havo contracted with a third person to build this institution, in 
such astyle of architecture, and of such material, as would cost 

| millions of dollars, without any violence to this clause.. Yet.we do 
not believe thatsuch a contract would bind the state; not because 
it would be in violation of section 4, but because it would be an - 
abuse of the reasonable discretion vested in the commissioners, . 

_ by other parts of the act, requiring them to build suitable build- 
ings, &c. It cannot be said that the cost is limited in tle proviso, 

for the previso purports to enlarge the limits imposed in the first 
| clause and not to contract them. If this construction is correct, | 

then “the power to make any alterations in the plan which they 
_ may think necessary,” contained in the proviso, by giving any 

force whatever to the language, leaves the’ commissioners tothe 
| exercise of the same power and discretion vested in them by other 

| parts of the act, limited only by the reasonable rulé of common, — 

~ This view will make those parts of the act, which requiresthem. 
to ‘build “suitable buildings,” with the advice and consent.of the 

_ Governor, to “determine the manner in which the erection of. all. 
* the buildings and work contemplated by this act shall be com- 

_ Menced, prosecuted and conipleted,” and‘ which requires the au-—



-— pprintendent to “collect such, informatiod in relation to. similar, _ ihstitutions, as-he may think proper, and lay. the same before, the, | 
board of commissioners,” has some consistent meaning and effect, ; : 
And any other, it is submitted, would nullify them altogether, any 
other as more constrained meaning attached to the act than prey - 
tented in.this view, would utterly defeat the object of the, law, if, 

the commissioners should, upon fall information, be satisfied that, 
the plan, cost and quantity of. the Woreester Asylum, would be, a ‘totally impracticable in building the asylum in this state... For, 

__ in that case, if they adopted it, they would be justly censurable, 
and if they changed it, it would be without, the, authority of law,, 
and their proceedings would be, void. The, commissioners :ara; 
themselves made the judges of what alterations aro material,and, 

- what are not,,and full discretion is vested, in them in this respect. 
| by the use of. the language, “ which they ‘may think: necessary,?. : 

| eontained, in the, limiting clause. _, Why anthorize and require. the , 
‘Sperintendent-“ to collect information in relation to similar, insti. | 
tutions, and lay the same, before the commissioners)” if they havo, 
no discretion to use such information in, the. conatruetion, ofthe 

© Buildings 
___In applying the foregoing views to the question of the validity, 

_ ofthe contract with Proudfit, it is imported, further to consider: 
that the act anthorizes the letting to the lowest bidder « thefurn,, 
ishing of materials, and the, doing of the work -for the erection of. | 
the Asylum buildings.” ‘This language itself clearly shows. that. 

_. the contractor has nothing whatever to, do withthe plang, that; = 
_ may be adopted for.the work by. the commissioners, and jsnot, 

at all responsible for one-plan or another,. but, by: the act, he is., 
_ ‘made a mere employee of those officers, and when itisgonceded,, 
_ thaf they. have the right to employ any, one,to furnish; “the, 

material and do the work,” his rights. in the, contract.are,com, 
| plete, arid, the, liabil ity =. of the State fixed, and. unquestion able.:; 

By ‘thy act, the contractor. is. not presumed.to.know.gnything, 
at all about the action of these. Commissioners before, the time. } 
they ennopnee to-him the fugt that hisbid to furnish material,



and do the work, has been declared by them to be thelowest, 
and that he is therefore eniployed ; and if the Commissioners =~ 

have abused the discretion vested in them by the State, therule 

of law applicabl pto’ ordinary cases of principal and agent, that 

. if any one is to suffer by the abuse of the authority and dis- : 
cretion of the agent, it is to be the principal and not those per- - 

‘sons who have dealt with such agent in good faith, willbe most = 
eminently and conclusively’ applicable, to the contractor under 

thislaw. pe | _ or oe ae se 7 - 

The state committed the first error in-the matter, in the passage a 
of a law, and the creation of a board of officers, with such unde- 
fined and unlimited powers, and it is now too late to visit the con- . : 

sequenses of such ill-advised legislation upon private citizens who. 

trust and labor for the state under its protection. The commis- 

sioners may have been in fault in’ devising and letting the con- 
struction of the asylum buildings, and the estimates and rates of © 

: labor may be too high, but it is submitted that this has nothing - 

to do with the legal question of the validity of the contract, | 

. They may beliable to the state for any damages the state may 

suffer by their abuse of the power vested in them by the act, or oe 

for bad faith, or official corruption, in the discharge of the trusts 

imposed, but it would utterly destroy all ‘confidence in public 
agents, if persons employed by them to do work, or furnish mate- 

| rial, for any given State enterprise, and whoin good faith should, 
enter upon their employment and invest their means and ‘labor, ae 
in the honest and faithful discharge of their contracts, ‘should be 

visited by the state with repudiation. It is believed that this. 

contract’ is not alone in being justly chargeable, with high and 

unreasonable rates and charges for work and labor for the state, 

which has been made by public officers with private individuals. 
_ .Hardly a contract with this state, during its past history, canbe _ 

found that is riot liable to the same‘complaint, and that too. when 
| made under laws vesting far less discretion in the officers than the _ 

commissioners have under this act, and repudiation has never. 
yet been attempted, and it is an honor to the state that ithas



not been, and the undersigned see no reason why this cage a 
-_» should be an exception. The question as to whether the com- _ : 

missioners who made this contract with Proudfit, were properly — ; 
and legally appointed, or were eligible to this office, is immatee = «._— 
rial to be considered in canvassing the validity of the contract. o 

- It is enough that they were such officers de facto, and acted as ls ~=S 
such in dealing with Proudfit, and their: authority cannot be : 
made a question when dealing with third persons. This is all” = 

_ it is deemed necessary for us to. say upon the legal questions 7 

affecting the action of the commissioners, and rights of the con- a 
-. tractor, BO OO Co , | 

a In conclusion, the undersigned, believing that this contract is . 

- obligatory upon the state, and that good faith will requirethe: = 
present legislature to provide means that may be necessary to © 
meet the estimates under it during the ensuing year, can see only = 
two ways that can be pursued consistent with the dignity and 
honor of the state. Either a full discharge of the conditions of —__ 
this contract, on the part of the state, or an amicable compromise 
with thecontractor, a ne 

All of which is respectfully submitted, | ne | 
So BL BL GOSS, oe 
ee Se DANIEL HOWELL. |
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